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INTRODUCTION 

Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of 
the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety 
Modification Study (DSMS). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a 
long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam. 

This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for a baseline study 
area defined by Huntington for the DSMS. The study area was defined to encompass the 
incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the 1975 National Register of Historic Places 
(National Register) boundary for the Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet 
above mean sea level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to 
the flowage easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas. The purpose of the 
study area is to allow Huntington to gather baseline data along a number of lines of inquiry, 
including but not limited to community impacts, historic properties, terrestrial and aquatic 
habitats, economics, and hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste (HTRW) over a large area 
to allow for consideration of potential effects to a wide range of significant resources during 
the formulation, evaluation, and comparison of alternatives. The area labeled as a “Real 
Estate Exclusion Area” was those portions of Zoar Village where rights of entry were not 
sought by the Federal Government for this study, as it was determined that historic property 
baseline data could be achieved from publically accessible rights-of-way (for example,. 
public roads). 

For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be 
referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as 
Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the 
members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth 
century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid 
its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres centered on Zoar Village. The Tuscarawas 
River flows along the southwestern border of the study area, with Zoar Lake covering a 
portion of the northwestern study area. A small tributary of the Tuscarawas River, Goose 
Run, flows through the eastern portion of the study area and drains into the former Zoar mill 
race ditch. The study area crosses the Tuscarawas River to include historic resources with 
known associations with the Society of Separatists of Zoar (hereafter referred to as 
Separatists), such as the Canal Hotel, the Zoar Iron Bridge, parts of the Ohio & Erie Canal, 
and the Zoar Dam on the river. Zoar Village is laid out on a grid pattern, with the east-west 
streets named in numerical order starting with First Street in the south of the village and 
ending with Seventh Street in the north. North-south streets have no ordered names, and 
include (from west to east) Park Street, Main Street, and Foltz Street. Major roads that cross 
through the study area include State Route (SR) 212, which becomes Main Street in Zoar 
Village; Dover-Zoar Road; Mineral City-Zoar Road, which is Second Street within the 
village limits; Towpath Road along the western side of the Tuscarawas River; and Hess Mill 
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Road along the northwestern edge of the study area. Within the village, major landmarks 
include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 1, the Zoar 
Store, the Zoar Hotel, and the Zoar Town Hall (housing the Zoar museum) along Main 
Street, and the Zoar United Church of Christ (formerly a Separatist meetinghouse) and a 
former public school building in the northern part of the village. 

The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project includes several major landmarks inside the study 
area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, Goose 
Run impoundment area, and the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief 
wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael 
Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar Cemetery is located north of 
Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river floodplain and in the northeastern 
portion of the study area. Small woodlots are also present within the study area, and wooded 
wetlands are present in the low-lying areas along the river around Zoar Lake and the Ohio & 
Erie Canal (Figure 1). 

The Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background context for 
the study area (Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would 
examine and document all standing structures and ruins in the study area in terms of 
significance to historical contexts developed for this study and propose a new National 
Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District for assistance in baseline planning -  
submitting a National Register update was not included in the SOW (Task I.C); and creating 
an Archeological Probability Assessment to help Huntington in making informed decisions 
regarding archeological resources when developing and comparing the different alternatives 
for the DSMS (Task I.D). The reporting of findings is presented in five volumes: Volume 1, 
which presents the background context for the study area and appendices containing the 
annotated bibliography, biographical sketches of artists associated with Zoar Village, the 
project scope of work, and key personnel resumes; Volume 2, which presents the results of 
the Above-ground Resources survey and the Archeological Probability Model; Volume 3, 
which contains the figures referenced to in the text of Volumes 1 and 2; Volume 4, which 
contains all report tables referenced in Volumes 1 and 2; and Volume 5, an appendices 
volume containing the photographs documenting each resource evaluated in the Above-
ground Survey and the streetscape photographs, along with photographs comparing modern 
conditions with historical photographs.  

Task I.B Summary: Background Research 
HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio 
Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas 
County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University 
Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special 
Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In 
addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian Chuck Knaack was 
examined, along with sources at HDC’s office library and the personal libraries of report 
authors. Huntington supplied a large amount of material regarding the project, including 
historical documents; 1930s and 1950s Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam construction plans, 
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memoranda, and photographs; cultural resources reports; and more. Online resources 
consulted included the holdings of the Library of Congress and the Google Scholar search 
engine for PDFs of articles and publications pertinent to the study, websites associated with 
local historical societies and avocational historians, and various other electronic resources. 
Representatives from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office (OHPO), and the Ohio Historical Society (OHS), along with Zoar historian Kathleen 
Fernandez, and Zoar Village residents Steve Shonk, Scott Gordon, Chris Powell, and Gail 
and Joe Potelicki reviewed a draft version of this report and offered numerous corrections 
and new information about historic resources in the study area.  

Over 250 information resources were consulted for Task I.B, which were used to construct 
detailed contexts for understanding the cultural history of the study area. A diverse set of 
documents, ranging from historical maps to newspaper accounts, were compared against 
previous research on the study area to develop a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of 
historical development. The results of the research helped identify a multitude of Separatist-
era resources, both those still standing and those absent from the current landscape. 
Locations of these resources are displayed on the oversized figures included in the back of 
Volume 1 and on individual maps in Volume 3. 

The history of the Separatists dominates the analysis, as their village and community were 
the most influential occupation of the study area. However, the results of research indicated 
that Zoar Village holds relevance for understanding other historical contexts, such as 
twentieth century rural commercial and industrial development, historic preservation 
movements related to Zoar Village, and the relationship of Ohio artists to international art 
movements through their work at Zoar Village in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Structures associated with other nationally important events and movements are 
present within the study area and are examined in the report, including the Ohio & Erie 
Canal, State Fish Hatchery No. 12, and the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (as part of the 
Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System multiple property nomination, and also for its 
role in historic preservation at Zoar Village). 

Intensive background research was also conducted for completing tasks I.C (Above-ground 
Resources Survey) and I.D (Archeological Probability Assessment); the results of research 
for those tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 

Task I.C Summary: Above-ground Resources Survey 
HDC completed the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 
22, and from June 25 to June 28, 2012. The field team closely examined each of the above-
ground resources, took at least two high-quality digital photos of each structure, and 
completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each structure. 
Overall streetscape photos of Zoar Village were taken as well to provide context. Overall, 
HDC surveyed a total of 351 properties, of which 95 are recommended as contributing 
resources to a proposed expansion of the 1975 Zoar Historic District.  

Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National 
Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar 
Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented 
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archeological resource, and HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry be removed from the 
list of contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District until such time as an 
archeological investigation can determine if there are significant archeological remains of 
this resource existing within the historic district. HDC recommends that 13 of these listed 
resources retain their current status. Current research has determined that one resource, the 
Lime Kiln, also functioned as an early twentieth century facility separate from the 
Separatists’ probable first use of the kiln (Chris Powell, personal communication, 2013). 
HDC recommends the Lime Kiln be reclassified as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District in the Twentieth Century Commerce and Industry context, as well as in the 
Separatist Industry and Manufacturing context. Including the 13 listed Separatist resources, 
HDC identified 89 individual resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that 
are associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar; all but one are recommended eligible 
for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District (Table 1, Figure 2). The resources are largely Separatist-related residential structures, 
but there are some remaining structures associated with Separatist-era commerce, agriculture, 
industry, transportation, community, education, religion, and flood control efforts. HDC also 
identified 12 Separatist-related resources located in the Huntington study area, but outside 
the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary, and three Separatist-era resources outside the study 
area. The current boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District is recommended for expansion 
to include these resources associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar that would be 
considered contributing resources, with one resource (a Separatist-era barn on Towpath 
Road) included as within a discontiguous boundary for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District (Figure 2). 

Per the scope of work, HDC defined the extent of the Zoar land holdings before the 
dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps and identified 23 potential 
Separatist-era building and site locations through documentary research. HDC was able to 
locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one standing building, a barn, was associated 
with the Society of Separatists of Zoar based on visual inspection, a date on the building 
foundation cornerstone, and local lore. In addition, the study team identified two Separatist-
related resources located outside of the Huntington study area along the 3-mile section of the 
Ohio & Erie Canal that was excavated by the Separatists: Lock 10 of the Ohio & Erie Canal 
and the feeder canal guard lock, both built by Separatists. HDC recommends that these three 
resources be included in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Figure 2). Since the 
Separatist-era barn is some distance from the core village and the other recommended 
contributing resources, HDC recommends that this portion of the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District have a discontiguous boundary.  

There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all 
of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC 
recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, 
including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early 
twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam (transportation), and a 
group of historic flood control structures: the Zoar Pump Station, the Zoar Levee, the Zoar 
Diversion Dam, the Zoar Diversion Channel, and the Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts 
(Table 1). These five flood control structures are recommended eligible for the National 
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Register as contributing resources to the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System 
multiple property listing, as well as for a twentieth century historic preservation context of 
Zoar Village. Also recommended eligible for their roles in the historic preservation efforts 
context are the Zoar Garden and House No. 1, representing the emergence of historic 
preservation efforts at Zoar Village, which would become a major, if not the most important, 
component of the modern community’s economic base. 

A total of 86 resources date to the period 1898–1962. There are 73 resources in the study area 
that are associated with residential and community development from 1898 to 1962. There is 
no identifiable historic pattern of twentieth century residential and community development  
in relation to the history and development of Zoar Village or to larger national housing 
trends, and these properties are not recommended eligible for the National Register, either 
together as a district or individually. There are four resources classified under the Commerce 
& Industry, 1898–1962 context; three of these are recommended eligible (State Fish 
Hatchery No. 12, the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse ruins, and the Zoar Lime Kiln) and the 
fourth, the 1933 Brewery foundation, is recommended not eligible. Six resources are 
classified under the Tourism & Recreation, 1898–1962 context; none are recommended as 
contributing resources. The Second State Dam is the only resource categorized under the 
Transportation, 1898–1962 context, and is recommended eligible for its relation to the state’s 
attempts to modernize the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1908, marking the final period of use for the 
canal. The five pre-1962 structures associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are 
considered eligible under the Flood Control, 1898–1962 context, and also under the 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, along with the restored Zoar Garden and restored 
House No. 1. Finally, there are 176 structures in the study area that are less than 50 years of 
age and do not meet the exceptional significance criteria; these resources are recommended 
as not eligible to the National Register, including 147 residential resources, six community 
buildings, 16 commercial and industrial resources, three tourism & recreation resources, one 
transportation resource, and three flood control resources.  

Text continues on page 13 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5837/ Wagon 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1835 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5838/ Blacksmith 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1866 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5841/ Zoar Hotel 1.1,1.259, 
2.27, 

Separatist – 
Commerce 

1833 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5842a/ House No. 
23 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5842c/ Tailor’s 
Shop and 
Doctor's Office 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5843/ Zoar 
General Store/ 
Dairy and Cheese 
House 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.17, 2.20, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Commerce; 
Separatist -
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1833 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5848/ House No. 
3 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5849/ House No. 
2 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850/ House No. 
31 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850c/ Kettle 
House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1880s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5852/ House No. 
5 

1.1, 1.562.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1840 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5853/ House No. 
27 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5856/ Magazine 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5856a/ House No. 
1 Kitchen, 
Washroom, and 
Laundry 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5857/ House No. 
1 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

1835, 1845 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5858/ House No. 
29 (Watch Shop) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5859/ House No. 
26 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5860/ Zoar Town 
Hall 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1887 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861/ Treasurer’s 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861a/ 
Treasurer’s 
House Wash 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5862/ House No. 
22 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5863/ Zoar Hotel 
Laundry and 
Wash House 

1.1, 1.250, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 
& Recreation 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5865/ Second 
Cider Mill and 
Cabinet Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.27 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1863 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5870/ Sheep 
Herder’s House 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11, 
2.16 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870a/ Sheep 
Herder’s 
Outbuilding 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11 Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870c/ Sheep 
Barn 

1.1, 1.124, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1850 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5872/ House No. 
21 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5874 /House No. 
19 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5875/ House No. 
17 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828-1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5876/ House No. 
14 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877/ House No. 
35 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877a/ House No. 
35 Kitchen 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5878/ House No. 
13 (First School) 

1.1, 1.57, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5879/ House No. 
18 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5881/ House No. 
30 (The 
Hermitage) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5882/ House No. 
16 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5883/ Second 
Zoar School 

1.1, 1.201, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884/ House No. 
20 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1881 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884b/ House No. 
20 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885/ House No. 
15 (Silk Factory) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885b/ House No. 
15 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5886/ House No. 
12 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1858 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886a/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding A 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886b/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887/ House No. 
34 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1874 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887b/ House No. 
34 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5888/ Tin Shop 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1825 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5889/ Bakery 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1837 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5891 /House No. 
11 (Garden 
House) 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.25, 
2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion, Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5891a/ Garden 
Spring House 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 
(reconstructed 
1988) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5892/ House No. 
10 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5893/ House No. 
9 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5894/ House No. 
6 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5895/ House No. 
8 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1884 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5896/ House No. 
7 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5901/ Third 
Meetinghouse 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25 

Separatist –Religion 1853 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5903 / House No. 
36 (Weberhaus) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5903a / House 
No. 36 Kitchen 
and Wash House 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5906/ Storage 
Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1890 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Not Eligible to the 
National Register for lack of 
integrity under Criteria A, B, and 
C; further research needed for 
Criterion D 

5929c / Alexander 
Gunn Grave 

1.1, 2.26 Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion / Landscape 
Feature 

ca.1901 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

TH32/ House No. 
25 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11, 
2.15 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

TH35/ Canal 
Hotel 

1.1, 1.119, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; lies 
outside of district boundary as 
mapped; expand district 
boundary to include resource 

HDC1/ Zoar 
Brewery 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.26 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1832 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC2/ Wheat 
Storage Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840s Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC3/ Woolen 
Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC4/ Zoar 
Custom Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1847 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC5/ Zoar 
Garden 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion/ Landscape 
Feature; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

HDC6/ Second 
Cow Barn 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.121, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1875 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC7/ Second 
Slaughter House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

after 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC8/ Wheeling 
& Lake Erie 
Railroad Bridge 
and grade 

1.1, 1.182, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1882 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC9/ Zoar 
Sawmill and 
Powerhouse 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.41 

Separatist –Industry; 
Non-Separatist– 
Industry, 1898–1962 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC10/ Zoar Mill 
Race Guard Lock 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC11/ Zoar Mill 
Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.22 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC12/ Zoar 
Dike Remains 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.28 

Separatist –Flood 
Control 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC13/ Zoar Iron 
Bridge 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

1883 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC14/ Canal 
Mill Foundation 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15/ Zoar 
Dam 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1821 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15a/ Second 
State Dam 

1.1, 1.258, 
2.44 

Non-separatist– 
Transportation 

1908 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 16/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Lock 
10 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1828 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 

HDC17/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Feeder 
Canal Lock 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC 18/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Bed 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 19/ Zoar 
Cemetery 

1.1, 1.203, 
2.26 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1820 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC23/ State 
Fish Hatchery No. 
12 

1.1, 1.259, 
2.41 

20th Century 
Industry & 
Commerce 

1921 Eligible for the National Register 
under Criterion A for early 20th 
Century Industry & Commerce 
context 

HDC24/ Lime Kiln 1.1, 1.147, 
1.262, 2.20, 
2.41 

Separatist-Industry & 
Manufacturing; 20th 
Century Industry & 
Commerce 

ca. 1920 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
Recommend eligible under 20th 

century industry & commerce 
context as well; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC25/ Zoar 
Pump Station 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1951 In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC26/ Zoar 
Levee 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938, 
ca. 1951 

In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC27/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC28/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel Box 
Culvert 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC29/ Zoar 
Diversion Dam 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC52 /Ice 
House Ruins and 
Dam 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.40 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. late 19th – 
early 20th 
century 

Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 53/ Horse 
Hospital 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC54/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC 55/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC58/ 
Separatist-era 
Barn at 9872 
Towpath Rd 

1.1, 1.47, 2.29 Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1891 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion within a 
discontiguous boundary 

HDC59/ Canal 
Mill Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist-Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC60/House 
No. 26 Well 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11 Separatist-
Residential 

ca. 1840-1880 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

Statement of Significance 
The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National 
Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have 
associative value under criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, 
and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is 
nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated 
with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scandinavian countries that began in the 
1600s and persisted into the 1800s; as well as for connections with the spread of German-
American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation 
networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of 
tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century and early twentieth century; and an 
association with the development of early twentieth century historic preservation efforts. The 
district is also nationally significant for its connections to the national movement to increase 
the level of flood protection after significant flooding in the Ohio River Valley in the early 
twentieth century, and the connection with the WPA in funding the flood control projects in 
the Muskingum River Valley drainage system. The district is significant at state and local 
levels for its role in the economic development of Tuscarawas County and Northeastern 
Ohio, along with the connection of the Separatists to the construction and use of the Ohio & 
Erie Canal. The Separatists’ German ethnicity is reflected in their buildings through 
workmanship, materials, feeling, and design, and is significant at the national, state, and local 
levels as a fine example of a cluster of nineteenth-century Germanic architecture. 
Additionally, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has significance at the state and local 
levels in relation to contexts of pre-Depression rural economic development and the 
evolution of transportation networks. 
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The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its 
significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape 
architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, 
including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact 
due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 
1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buildings and remains associated 
with the Separatists and threatened by new construction and development, such as the 
proposed relocation of SR 212 (Darbee and Pratt 1975). No modifications to the Zoar 
Historic District have been made since 1975. As a result of documentary research and 
fieldwork performed in the study area and within the former Separatist landholdings, HDC is 
proposing a boundary modification and the addition of several new historic sub-contexts and 
contributing resources, along with an extension to the overall period of significance to 
include certain twentieth-century resources with historical significance related to Zoar 
Village. 

The Separatist period of significance is 1817 to 1898, covering the time between the 
founding of Zoar Village and the dissolution of the society. Numerous resources exist within 
the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the 
Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. A total of 89 Separatist-
related resources were identified that are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District (Table 1, Figure 2). Separatist resources within the study area were 
examined according to their primary association with one of eight contexts that contribute to 
the significance of the historic district. These eight contexts are: residential (44 resources); 
commercial (1 resource), agriculture (10 resources), industry and manufacturing (11 
resources); transportation (5 resources); community, education, and religion (21 resources); 
tourism and recreation (3 resources); and flood control (1 resource). Several of the Separatist 
resources are significant under multiple historical contexts, including contexts connected to 
the post-Separatist period; therefore the total number of resources connected to the sub-
contexts will necessarily add up to a number greater than the total number of individual 
Separatist resources. Only one Separatist-period resource is recommended as not contributing 
to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 

In addition to the Separatist period, HDC has determined that there are significant events and 
developments within the study area that either are not directly related to the Separatists or 
post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, but are nevertheless very 
important in understanding the history of Zoar Village and the study area. These historical 
events and developments can be classified into the following contexts, with a period of 
significance from 1898 to 1962: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 (3 contributing 
resources); Transportation, 1898–1962 (1 contributing resource); Flood Control Efforts, 
1898–1962 (5 contributing resources); Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 (7 contributing 
resources); Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962 (no contributing resources), and the 
relationship of Zoar Village to late nineteenth century and early twentieth century 
international arts movements (no existing resources present). Additionally, there were no 
significant resources identified with the context of Residential and Community Development, 
1898–1962. 

After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the community had to 
cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a 
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capitalist economy. These attempts to convert Zoar Village into a capitalist community from 
a communal society speak to a common struggle of former communal societies in America to 
adapt to twentieth century economic conditions and opportunities, and surviving resources 
related to the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context help to illustrate this development 
at Zoar Village, such as the revitalized Lime Kiln, the State Fish Hatchery, and the Power 
House ruins. 

The early twentieth century marks the end of the canal period in Ohio, and repairs made to 
the canal in 1908 represent a last attempt to salvage the canal as an economically viable 
transportation corridor. As part of repairs, the State constructed a concrete addition to the 
Zoar Dam, called the Second State Dam (the First State Dam was a low berm constructed of 
dirt and brush in the nineteenth century and no longer exists). The dam remained intact 
through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the belief that it was causing his 
fields to flood, but still possesses sufficient integrity to demonstrate significance under the 
Transportation, 1898–1962 context. 

The Flood Control, 1898–1962 context is related to the larger flood control context within 
the Muskingum River Basin. Huntington, in consultation with OHPO, has determined that 
the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control 
efforts in the Muskingum Basin. HDC recommends that the five identified Flood Control 
Efforts, 1898–1962 resources are eligible for the National Register because they retain 
historical integrity and have the ability to convey information about the federal involvement 
in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin.  

HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962, be added as a 
significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have 
played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual 
Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar 
Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of 
heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern village’s economy. 
Physical resources within the study area that date to the period of significance and are related 
to this context include the Zoar Garden and House No. 1 (restored in the 1930s), as well as 
the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam structures that are also considered significant for their role 
in flood control efforts. The levee and associated structures are considered significant under 
the Preservation Efforts context because they represent the only flood control structures built 
specifically to preserve a historical resource (Johnson 1949, 1950; Kemp 2002:151–152; 
Jenkins 1976:76–77). According to the USACE Technical Center of Expertise for the 
Preservation of Historic Buildings, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is one of the earliest, if not 
earliest examples of a flood risk management project by USACE designed for the sole 
protection of a historic community.  Even today there are only a handful of projects that were 
formulated in consideration of protection of historical assets (e.g. Ste. Genevieve levee 
works, A. Raymond Thacker Levee in Scottsville, Virginia; 2013 Personal Communication 
between Director of TCX for Preservation of Historic Buildings and Aaron Smith, Lead 
Planner, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study).  

The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth 
century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to 
the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
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which included former Separatist Levi Bimeler on its board. The company intended to 
convert Zoar Village into a prime summer tourist destination, with a newly-impounded lake 
for swimming and stocked for sport fishing, a large dance pavilion, and scores of small 
summer cottages. However, only a handful of cottages were built, although the dance 
pavilion and a bath house were constructed, and Zoar Lake was impounded in 1923. The 
resort concept was abandoned due to the economic downturn of the Great Depression and the 
subsequent location of most of the resort area within the flooding easement for Dover Dam 
after 1935. The focus of tourism at Zoar Village turned from outdoor recreation to heritage 
tourism in the second half of the twentieth century, and much of the efforts to restore 
historical buildings at Zoar could be linked to a desire to develop the tourist trade. However, 
in terms of physical resources that demonstrate a significant link to the Tourism and 
Recreation, 1898–1962 context, only four resources could be identified, and none are 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under this context 
(Zoar Lake Dam, Zoar Lake Dike, Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electrical Meter Shed, and the 
1950s era miniature golf course remnants at the north end of Zoar Levee).  

In addition to the contexts under the 1898–1962 period of significance, there are equivalent 
contexts for the post-1962 period. All resources built, restored, or reconstructed after 1962 
have yet to reach the National Register 50-year mark for consideration under the four 
primary eligibility criteria, and none of the resources qualify as exceptionally significant 
under the National Register criteria considerations; therefore, none of the resources post-
dating 1962 are recommended as contributing elements to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District. 

Integrity of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable 
level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action 
Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this 
location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still 
stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an appearance compatible with the 
historical character of the village. Other buildings that are important to the history of the 
village that still exist include the Third Meetinghouse, the Second Zoar School, House No. 1, 
the Bakery, the Zoar Town Hall, the Zoar General Store, and the Zoar Hotel. Foundations 
mark the locations of Separatist industries such as grist mills, a saw mill, and a woolen mill. 
Agricultural buildings include one definite outlying Separatist-period barn and several 
foundations representing various agricultural buildings. Existing buildings that served the 
community include the Bakery and reconstructions of the Tin Shop, Wagon Shop, 
Blacksmith Shop, and the Garden Spring House.  

Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations 
and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible 
landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its 
nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed 
records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still 
intact; no new alleys have been added (although there have been alterations to the alignments 
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of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 on the south side of Zoar Village, and Fifth Street on the 
north side of the village is not an original Separatist street). Outside of the village, important 
water power and transportation landscape features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie 
Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. The wooded hillsides west of the 
Tuscarawas River look much the same as they did in nineteenth century photographs, and 
portions of former Separatist agricultural fields are still being used as such northeast and east 
of the village.  

However, some important aspects of the Separatist landscape have been altered. The fish 
ponds that were constructed where Goose Run Impoundment is located are one obvious 
absence, and residential development has encroached upon former Separatist agricultural 
fields north of the village, while Zoar Lake has flooded another field to the west. A woodlot 
has grown up in a former agricultural field that was between the fish ponds and the eastern 
edge of the village. A pine grove, known as the Tannewald, used as a Separatist picnic area 
on the northeast corner of the village was cut down in the early twentieth century; although a 
new pine grove has since grown back in its place, it does not contain any trees that could date 
to the Separatist period. The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam also detract from any 
interpretation of the Zoar Village landscape focusing on the Separatist period. 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District was compared to four communal societies listed in 
the National Register that are judged to be similar in organization and religious outlook: The 
Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow German Separatist group 
in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a group of German 
inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel societies, composed 
of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society members; and the Bishop Hill 
Colony, composed of Swedish Separatists. In comparison with these four societies, the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is notable for its high density of historic buildings 
dating to the period of significance. 

Because so much of the original town plan is preserved, Zoar Village offers prime 
opportunities for research into the development of nineteenth century communal societies, 
both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The 
integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of 
historic buildings associated with the period of significance. The integrity of the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District is almost unparalleled in comparison to similar historic 
communal societies listed in the National Register. 

Boundary Assessment 
Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC 
recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and 
amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the 
Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or 
which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the 
dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissolution saw many 
physical changes to Zoar Village, including the abandonment of the Ohio & Erie Canal after 
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the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The 
Great Depression and the development of a massive flood control system in the Muskingum 
River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village. In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village 
recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage were under threat: first from general 
neglect within the village, and secondly from the construction of Dover Dam downriver from 
Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation at Zoar Village was begun with the 
restoration of the Zoar Garden in 1930, and a letter-writing campaign helped convince 
Huntington that Zoar Village should be protected from floodwaters, rather than relocated as 
with other communities that ended up in the flooding easement for Dover Dam. As a result, 
the Zoar Levee and associated structures were constructed specifically to protect Zoar’s 
historic resources from future flooding. As with many towns, Zoar Village expanded in the 
mid-twentieth century with the population boom, with new development occurring in the 
north and to the south. 

HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 
Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist 
activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment. The proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within 
the current boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s 
residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist-related Ohio & Erie Canal resources to the 
west, including the extent of the Separatist-built canal bed which extends to the northwest 
and southeast; the Canal Hotel to the south; House No. 25 and the mill ruins to the southeast 
(portions of which are outside the 1975 National Register boundary); and the discontiguous 
site associated with the Separatist barn off of Towpath Road to the northwest of Zoar Village. 
When possible, the expanded boundary was developed to correlate with modern property 
lines for ease of management. 

HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended 
as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated with the 
following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood 
Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 

The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-
era resources may exist within the limits of former Separatist landholdings. However, only 
three locations were confirmed to have Separatist-related resources through visual inspection 
and literature review. These resources include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village 
along Towpath Road, and two resources associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and 
the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. 

Contributing resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District include both those 
identified with Separatist historic contexts and those identified with historic contexts post-
dating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new 
historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the 
period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in 
time to encompass these activities and events. HDC proposes that the period of significance 
be expanded to 1962; this year represents both the cut-off year for eligibility under the four 
main National Register criteria and also includes all the major significant developments 
within the study area since 1898. 
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The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the 
history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the 
dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become 
historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures 
related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE 
and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize the Ohio & Erie Canal, and 
historic preservation efforts within Zoar Village that eventually became the basis of the local 
economy. There are a total of 88 Separatist-period resources and seven non-Separatist 
resources that contribute to the proposed expanded historic district, for a total of 95 
contributing resources. One resource, a Separatist-era barn, is recommended to be added to 
the expanded historic district as a discontiguous element to exclude the large areas of land 
between the property and Zoar Village that lack eligible resources. Landscape features that 
are related to the Separatists are included in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, 
including the original gridded street system, the path leading from the village to the 
cemetery, the mill races, and the Zoar Garden. As much as possible, HDC used existing and 
historic property lines , as well as landscape features, to create the boundary of the expanded 
district to include the all the contributing resources within the boundary (Figure 2). 

Task I.D Summary: Archeological Probability Assessment 
Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as 
follows: 

1. Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the 
study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

2. Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources 
within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented 
in Volume 1; 

3. Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them 
for inclusion in the National Register; and 

4. Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 

A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to 
archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with 
research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, 
and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment 
focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent 
and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and 
the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history 
context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed in Volume 2, 
is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of the report. Information on the existing pre-contact 
data set, which was used to create the inductive predictive model, is in the present volume, 
followed by a brief introduction to predictive modeling and how we applied predictive 
modeling theory to the study area. 
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Disturbance Assessment 
The study area was assessed to identify sources of landform disturbance that would affect the 
integrity of archeological resources in any given location. Sources of disturbance within the 
study area include the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam and its various 
components; historical construction and demolition activities associated with the growth and 
development of Zoar Village in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and the construction 
of transportation assets such as modern roadways, railroads, and the Ohio & Erie Canal. 
Some of these sources of disturbance represent archeologically important resources in 
themselves, such as the canal and features related to the Separatists and the development of 
Zoar Village. The construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was the major landform 
alteration within the study area, and no archeological resources are predicted to remain 
within its construction footprint.

 Pre-contact Archeological Resources 
There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area 
(Table 2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, 
and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not 
eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary 
research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at 
House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the 
National Register unless additional testing determines otherwise.  

The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in 
developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact 
archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data 
set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of 
identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D 
of the National Register. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the 
study area are those areas predicted be the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a 
particular temporal affiliation and site type. Category 3 takes into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the landform that could have 
impacted the integrity of any archeological sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type that might be present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 2 
areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites cannot be determined with 
certainty until more is known about the specific extent and character of disturbance in that 
specific area. Category 4 areas represent those portions of the study area where there is 
evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no chance of identifying an intact 
archeological site with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register.  

The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape 
where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type 
(Table 3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces 
are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
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and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; 
Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent 
habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if 
these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of 
which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain 
short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, if these types of sites exist anywhere 
within the study area. Huntington will be able use these predictions to assess whether an 
alternative or potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, or not likely to affect pre-contact 
archeological sites with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
Figure 3 is a summary map of all the combined pre-contact probability models listed in Table 
3. 
Table 2. Summary of recommendations for previously identified pre-contact archeology resources within the study 
area 

Site identifier Temporal affiliation Expected archeological 
resource types Recommendations 

House No. 25 
site Archaic Period Unknown 

Recommend that site be considered eligible for 
the National Register for the purpose of the 
evaluation and comparison of risk management 
alternatives, until and unless further testing 
proves otherwise 

33-TU-11 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-22 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-48 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-229 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-453 Temporally unaffiliated Low density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-454 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

Text continues on page 26 
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Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period Sub Period Possible site types derived 

from deductive model 
Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining   
Significance 

Paleoindian N/A 

Workshop/occupation sites Floodplains and terraces  Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Chert processing sites Floodplains and uplands 
Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Food procurement (resource 
extraction) sites No predicting factors 

Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Archaic 

Early Archaic Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces 

Within 522 ft (159 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Middle Archaic Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Late Archaic 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces Within 541 ft (165m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature  
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps Uplands Within 541 ft (165m) of water 

Well drained soils 
Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 
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Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period Sub Period Possible site types derived 

from deductive model 
Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining   
Significance 

Woodland 

Early Woodland 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps Uplands Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 

Well drained soils 
Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 

Middle 
Woodland Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features 

Late Woodland 

Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces Within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water 
  Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps Floodplains and uplands Within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water 

Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 

Fortified habitation sites Bluff edges No bluff edges in study area N/A 

Late 
Prehistoric N/A Large villages Floodplains and terraces Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water  

Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact classes 
Diverse feature types exhibiting 
spatial patterning 
Evidence of internal structure of 
village 
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Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period Sub Period Possible site types derived 

from deductive model 
Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining   
Significance 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps Uplands Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water 

Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 
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Historical Archeological Resources 
The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two very broad resource 
contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment 
found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of 
Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. 
Separatist archeological resources related to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, 
transportation, and tourism and recreation are also probable within the study area. For non-
Separatist archeological resources, significant resources are predicted for the industrial and 
tourism and recreation contexts. No pre-Separatist historical archeological resources were 
identified within the study area during research conducted for this report, and the probability 
that any pre-Separatist historical archeological resources are present is projected to be low. 
Any such resources will likely be limited to short-duration occupations of the study area by 
travelers moving up and down the Tuscarawas River, and as such, the visibility of any such 
sites in the archeological record is likely minimal at best. Discussions of the significance 
requirements for archeological resources of sites associated with each context are included in 
each section, supplemented by maps showing the areas identified as having probable 
archeological resources associated with each context. Table 4. Summary of historical 
archeology resource probability presents a summary of recommendations related to historical 
archeological resources, and Figure 4 is an overview of the study area showing the 
probability areas for each context in Table 4. Summary of historical archeology resource 
probability. 
Table 4. Summary of historical archeology resource probability 

Resource context Probability assessment for 
significant resources Resource Types 

Separatist 
Residential 

High probability within village Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Separatist 
Agriculture 

High probability in areas with 
former agricultural buildings 
and minimal disturbance; low 
probability in areas with 
greater disturbance 

Foundations, refuse deposits 

Separatist 
Commercial 

Probable at store locations 
only 

Foundations at Canal Hotel area, 
stratified refuse deposits 

Separatist Industry 
and Manufacturing 

High probability in industrial 
core area and former shop 
locations in village; lower 
probability at Canal Mill due 
to subsequent developments 

Foundations, equipment mounts, 
refuse deposits 

Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

Original Zoar Depot building 
location disturbed by levee 
construction, other resources are 
above-ground ruins 

Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

High probability within village Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 
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Resource context Probability assessment for 
significant resources Resource Types 

Separatist Tourism 
and Recreation 

Probable at hotel locations 
only 

Outbuilding foundations and 
associated features, refuse pits, 
outhouse shafts 

Separatist Flood 
Control 

One above-ground ruin No below-ground resources 

Non-Separatist 
Residential 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Non-Separatist 
Agriculture 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

No specific investigation of this 
resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Commercial 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeological resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Industry/ 
Manufacturing 

Probable at Lime Kiln; 
uncertain to non-extant 
elsewhere in study area 

Foundations, waste material 
deposits, sheet midden 

Non-Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeological resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

Low probability for significant 
resources No specific investigation of this 

resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Tourism and 
Recreation 

Undetermined-areas 
associated with this context 
may be massively disturbed 

Foundations, sheet midden refuse 

Non-Separatist 
Flood Control 

No probability No below-ground resources 
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Figure 1. Landscape features and key buildings within the study area 
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Legend 
Study area 
Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary 
All resources that are not eligible for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Separatist-era resources that are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (by context) 
Separatist-era agricultural context 
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Separatist-era community, education, and religion context 
Separatist-era flood control context 
Separatist-era industrial context 
Separatist-era residential context 
Separatist-era tourism and recreation context 
Separatist-era transportation context 
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Figure 2. Summary map of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area, showing all above-ground structures 
Note that many resources are recommended contributing under multiple complexes. Resources are depicted by their primary context only in this figure, so even though there are contributing resources under the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, the context is not depicted on this figure, as it 
is a secondary context for the resources affiliated with it. 
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In general, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found 
on well-drained soils on floodplains, terraces, 
and uplands within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 3. Summary map showing combined data from all pre-contact site type probability models developed for Task I.D 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of 
the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety 
Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is being 
conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage 
and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for a baseline study 
area defined by Huntington for the DSMS. The study area was defined to encompass the 
incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the 1975 National Register of Historic Places 
(National Register) boundary for the Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet 
above mean sea level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to 
the flowage easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas. The purpose of the 
study area is to allow Huntington to gather baseline data along a number of lines of inquiry, 
including but not limited to community impacts, historic properties, terrestrial and aquatic 
habitats, economics, and hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste (HTRW) over a large area 
to allow for consideration of potential effects to a wide range of significant resources during 
the formulation, evaluation, and comparison of alternatives. The area labeled as a “Real 
Estate Exclusion Area” was those portions of Zoar Village where rights of entry were not 
sought by the Federal Government for this study, as it was determined that historic property 
baseline data could be achieved from publically accessible rights-of-way (for example, public 
roads). 

For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be 
referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as 
Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the 
members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth 
century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid 
its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres centered on Zoar Village. The Tuscarawas 
River flows along the southwestern border of the study area, with Zoar Lake covering a 
portion of the northwestern study area. A small tributary of the Tuscarawas River, Goose 
Run, flows through the eastern portion of the study area and drains into the former Zoar Mill 
Race ditch. The study area crosses the Tuscarawas River to include historic resources with 
known associations with the Separatists, such as the Canal Hotel, the Zoar Iron Bridge, parts 
of the Ohio & Erie Canal, and the Zoar Dam on the river. Zoar Village is laid out on a grid 
pattern, with the east-west streets named in numerical order starting with First Street in the 
south of the village and ending with Seventh Street in the north. North-south streets have no 
ordered names, and include (from west to east) Park Street, Main Street, and Foltz Street. 
Major roads that cross through the study area include State Route (SR) 212, which becomes 
Main Street in Zoar Village; Dover-Zoar Road; Mineral City-Zoar Road, which is Second 
Street within the village limits; Towpath Road along the western side of the Tuscarawas 
River; and Hess Mill Road along the northwestern edge of the study area. Within the village, 
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major landmarks include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 
1, the Zoar Store, the Zoar Hotel, and the Zoar Town Hall (housing the Zoar museum) along 
Main Street, and the Zoar United Church of Christ (formerly a Separatist meetinghouse) and 
a former public school building in the northern part of the village. 

The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project includes several major landmarks inside the study 
area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, Goose 
Run impoundment area, and the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief 
wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael 
Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar Cemetery is located north of 
Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river floodplain and in the northeastern 
portion of the study area. Small woodlots are also present within the study area, and wooded 
wetlands are present in the low-lying areas along the river around Zoar Lake and the Ohio & 
Erie Canal (see Figure 1.7 in Chapter 1.1). 

The Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background context for 
the study area (Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would 
examine and document all standing structures and ruins in the study area in terms of 
significance to historical contexts developed for this study and propose a new National 
Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District for assistance in baseline planning -
submitting a National Register update was not included in the SOW (Task I.C); and creating 
an Archeological Probability Assessment to help Huntington in making informed decisions 
regarding archeological resources when developing and comparing the different alternatives 
for the DSMS (Task I.D). The reporting of findings is presented in five volumes: Volume 1, 
which presents the background context for the study area and appendices containing the 
annotated bibliography, biographical sketches of artists associated with Zoar Village, the 
project scope of work, and key personnel resumes; Volume 2, which presents the results of 
the Above-ground Resources survey and the Archeological Probability Model; Volume 3, 
which contains the figures referenced to in the text of Volumes 1 and 2; Volume 4, which 
contains all report tables referenced in Volumes 1 and 2; and Volume 5, an appendices 
volume containing the photographs documenting each resource evaluated in the Above-
ground Survey and the streetscape photographs, along with photographs comparing modern 
conditions with historical photographs.  

Task I.B Summary: Background Research 

HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio 
Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas 
County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University 
Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special 
Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In 
addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian Chuck Knaack was 
examined, along with sources at HDC’s office library and the personal libraries of report 
authors. Huntington supplied a large amount of material regarding the project, including 
historical documents; 1930s and 1950s Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam construction plans, 
memoranda, and photographs; cultural resources reports; and more. Online resources 
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consulted included the holdings of the Library of Congress and the Google Scholar search 
engine for PDFs of articles and publications pertinent to the study, websites associated with 
local historical societies and avocational historians, and various other electronic resources. 
Representatives from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office (OHPO), and the Ohio Historical Society (OHS), along with Zoar historian Kathleen 
Fernandez, and Zoar Village residents Steve Shonk, Scott Gordon, Chris Powell, and Gail 
and Joe Potelicki reviewed a draft version of this report and offered numerous corrections 
and new information about historic resources in the study area. 

Over 250 information resources were consulted for Task I.B, which were used to construct 
detailed contexts for understanding the cultural history of the study area. A diverse set of 
documents, ranging from historical maps to newspaper accounts, were compared against 
previous research on the study area to develop a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of 
historical development. The results of the research helped identify a multitude of Separatist-
era resources, both those still standing and those absent from the current landscape. 
Locations of these resources are displayed on the oversized figures included in the back of 
Volume 1. 

The history of the Separatists dominates the analysis, as their village and community were 
the most influential occupation of the study area. However, the results of research indicated 
that Zoar Village holds relevance for understanding other historical contexts, such as 
twentieth century rural commercial and industrial development, historic preservation 
movements related to Zoar Village, and the relationship of Ohio artists to international art 
movements through their work at Zoar Village in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Structures associated with other nationally important events and movements are 
present within the study area and are examined in the report, including the Ohio & Erie 
Canal, State Fish Hatchery No. 12, and the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (as part of the 
Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System multiple property nomination, and also for its 
role in historic preservation at Zoar Village). 

Intensive background research was also conducted for completing tasks I.C (Above-ground 
Resources Survey) and I.D (Archeological Probability Assessment); the results of research 
for those tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 

Task I.C Summary: Above-ground Resources Survey 

HDC completed the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 
22, and from June 25 to June 28, 2012. The field team closely examined each of the above-
ground resources, took at least two high-quality digital photos of each structure, and 
completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each structure. 
Overall streetscape photos of Zoar Village were taken as well to provide context. Overall, 
HDC surveyed a total of 351 properties, of which 95 are recommended as contributing 
resources to a proposed expansion of the 1975 Zoar Historic District.  

Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National 
Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar 
Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented 
archeological resource, and HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry be removed from the 
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list of contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District until such time as an 
archeological investigation can determine if there are significant archeological remains of 
this resource existing within the historic district. HDC recommends that 13 of these listed 
resources retain their current status. Current research has determined that one resource, the 
Lime Kiln, also functioned as an early twentieth century facility separate from the 
Separatists’ probable first use of the kiln (Chris Powell, personal communication, 2013). 
HDC recommends the Lime Kiln be reclassified as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District in the Twentieth Century Commerce and Industry context, as well as in the 
Separatist Industry and Manufacturing context. Including the 13 listed Separatist resources, 
HDC identified 89 individual resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that 
are associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar; all but one are recommended eligible 
for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District (Table 1.1). The resources are largely Separatist-related residential structures, but 
there are some remaining structures associated with Separatist-era commerce, agriculture, 
industry, transportation, community, education, religion, and flood control efforts. HDC also 
identified 12 Separatist-related resources located in the Huntington study area, but outside 
the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary, and three Separatist-era resources outside the study 
area. The current boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District is recommended for expansion 
to include these resources associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar that would be 
considered contributing resources, with one resource (a Separatist-era barn on Towpath 
Road) included as within a discontiguous boundary for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District (Figure 1.1). 

Per the scope of work, HDC defined the extent of the Zoar land holdings before the 
dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps and identified 23 potential 
Separatist-era building and site locations through documentary research. HDC was able to 
locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one standing building, a barn, was associated 
with the Society of Separatists of Zoar based on visual inspection, a date on the building 
foundation cornerstone, and local lore. In addition, the study team identified two Separatist-
related resources located outside of the Huntington study area along the 3-mile section of the 
Ohio & Erie Canal that was excavated by the Separatists: Lock 10 of the Ohio & Erie Canal 
and the feeder canal guard lock, both built by Separatists. HDC recommends that these three 
resources be included in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Figure 1.1). Since the 
Separatist-era barn is some distance from the core village and the other recommended 
contributing resources, HDC recommends that this portion of the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District have a discontiguous boundary. 

There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all 
of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC 
recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, 
including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early 
twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam (transportation), and a 
group of historic flood control structures: the Zoar Pump Station, the Zoar Levee, the Zoar 
Diversion Dam, the Zoar Diversion Channel, and the Zoar Diversion Channel Box culvert 
(Table 1.1). These five flood control structures are recommended eligible for the National 
Register as contributing resources to the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System 
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multiple property listing, as well as for a twentieth century historic preservation context of 
Zoar Village. Also recommended eligible for their roles in the historic preservation efforts 
context are the Zoar Garden and House No. 1, representing the emergence of historic 
preservation efforts at Zoar Village, which would become a major, if not the most important, 
component of the modern community’s economic base. 

A total of 86 resources date to the period 1898–1962. There are 73 resources in the study area 
that are associated with residential and community development from 1898 to 1962. There is 
no identifiable historic pattern of twentieth century residential and community development 
in relation to the history and development of Zoar Village or to larger national housing 
trends, and these properties are not recommended eligible for the National Register, either 
together as a district or individually. There are four resources classified under the Commerce 
& Industry, 1898–1962 context; three of these are recommended eligible (State Fish 
Hatchery No. 12, the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse ruins, and the Zoar Lime Kiln) and the 
fourth, the 1933 Brewery foundation, is recommended not eligible. Six resources are 
classified under the Tourism & Recreation, 1898–1962 context; none are recommended as 
contributing resources. The Second State Dam is the only resource categorized under the 
Transporation, 1898–1962 context, and is recommended eligible for its relation to the state’s 
attempts to modernize the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1908, marking the final period of use for the 
canal. The five pre-1962 structures associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are 
considered eligible under the Flood Control, 1898–1962 context, and also under the 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, along with the restored Zoar Garden and restored 
House No. 1. Finally, there are 176 structures in the study area that are less than 50 years of 
age and do not meet the exceptional significance criteria; these resources are recommended 
as not eligible to the National Register, including 147 residential resources, six community 
buildings, 16 commercial and industrial resources, three tourism & recreation resources, one 
transportation resource, and three flood control resources. 

Text continues on page 1.xiii 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5837/ Wagon 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1835 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5838/ Blacksmith 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1866 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5841/ Zoar Hotel 1.1,1.259, 
2.27, 

Separatist – 
Commerce 

1833 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5842a/ House No. 
23 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5842c/ Tailor’s 
Shop and 
Doctor's Office 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5843/ Zoar 
General Store/ 
Dairy and Cheese 
House 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.17, 2.20, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Commerce; 
Separatist -
Community, 
Education and 
Religion, Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1833 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5848/ House No. 
3 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5849/ House No. 
2 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850/ House No. 
31 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850c/ Kettle 
House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1880s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5852/ House No. 
5 

1.1, 1.562.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1840 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5853/ House No. 
27 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5856/ Magazine 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5856a/ House No. 
1 Kitchen, 
Washroom, and 
Laundry 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5857/ House No. 
1 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

1835, 1845 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5858/ House No. 
29 (Watch Shop) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5859/ House No. 
26 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5860/ Zoar Town 
Hall 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1887 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861/ Treasurer’s 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861a/ 
Treasurer’s 
House Wash 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5862/ House No. 
22 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5863/ Zoar Hotel 
Laundry and 
Wash House 

1.1, 1.250, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 
& Recreation 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5865/ Second 
Cider Mill and 
Cabinet Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.27 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1863 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5870/ Sheep 
Herder’s House 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11, 
2.16 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870a/ Sheep 
Herder’s 
Outbuilding 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11 Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870c/ Sheep 
Barn 

1.1, 1.124, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1850 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5872/ House No. 
21 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5874 /House No. 
19 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5875/ House No. 
17 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828-1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5876/ House No. 
14 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877/ House No. 
35 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877a/ House No. 
35 Kitchen 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5878/ House No. 
13 (First School) 

1.1, 1.57, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5879/ House No. 
18 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5881/ House No. 
30 (The 
Hermitage) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5882/ House No. 
16 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5883/ Second 
Zoar School 

1.1, 1.201, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884/ House No. 
20 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1881 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884b/ House No. 
20 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885/ House No. 
15 (Silk Factory) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885b/ House No. 
15 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5886/ House No. 
12 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1858 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886a/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding A 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886b/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887/ House No. 
34 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1874 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887b/ House No. 
34 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5888/ Tin Shop 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1825 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5889/ Bakery 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1837 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5891 /House No. 
11 (Garden 
House) 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.25, 
2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5891a/ Garden 
Spring House 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 
(reconstructed 
1988) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5892/ House No. 
10 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5893/ House No. 
9 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5894/ House No. 
6 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5895/ House No. 
8 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1884 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5896/ House No. 
7 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5901/ Third 
Meetinghouse 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25 

Separatist –Religion 1853 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5903 / House No. 
36 (Weberhaus) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5903a / House 
No. 36 Kitchen 
and Wash House 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5906/ Storage 
Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1890 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Not Eligible to the 
National Register for lack of 
integrity under Criteria A, B, and 
C; further research needed for 
Criterion D 

5929c / Alexander 
Gunn Grave 

1.1, 2.26 Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion / Landscape 
Feature 

ca.1901 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

TH32/ House No. 
25 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11, 
2.15 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

TH35/ Canal 
Hotel 

1.1, 1.119, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; lies 
outside of district boundary as 
mapped; expand district 
boundary to include resource 

HDC1/ Zoar 
Brewery 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.26 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1832 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC2/ Wheat 
Storage Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840s Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC3/ Woolen 
Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC4/ Zoar 
Custom Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1847 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC5/ Zoar 
Garden 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion/ Landscape 
Feature; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

HDC6/ Second 
Cow Barn 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.121, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1875 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC7/ Second 
Slaughter House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

after 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC8/ Wheeling 
& Lake Erie 
Railroad Bridge 
and grade 

1.1, 1.182, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1882 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC9/ Zoar 
Sawmill and 
Powerhouse 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.41 

Separatist –Industry; 
Non-Separatist– 
Industry, 1898–1962 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC10/ Zoar Mill 
Race Guard Lock 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC11/ Zoar Mill 
Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.22 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC12/ Zoar 
Dike Remains 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.28 

Separatist –Flood 
Control 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC13/ Zoar Iron 
Bridge 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

1883 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC14/ Canal 
Mill Foundation 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15/ Zoar 
Dam 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1821 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15a/ Second 
State Dam 

1.1, 1.258, 
2.44 

Non-separatist– 
Transportation 

1908 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 16/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Lock 
10 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1828 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 

HDC17/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Feeder 
Canal Lock 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 

1.xi 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC 18/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Bed 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 19/ Zoar 
Cemetery 

1.1, 1.203, 
2.26 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1820 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC23/ State 
Fish Hatchery No. 
12 

1.1, 1.259, 
2.41 

20th Century 
Industry & 
Commerce 

1921 Eligible for the National Register 
under Criterion A for early 20th 
Century Industry & Commerce 
context 

HDC24/ Lime Kiln 1.1, 1.147, 
1.262, 2.20, 
2.41 

Separatist-Industry & 
Manufacturing; 20th 
Century Industry & 
Commerce 

ca. 1920 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
Recommend eligible under 20th 

century industry & commerce 
context as well; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC25/ Zoar 
Pump Station 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1951 In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC26/ Zoar 
Levee 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938, 
ca. 1951 

In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC27/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC28/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel Box 
culvert 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC29/ Zoar 
Diversion Dam 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts; 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC52 /Ice 
House Ruins and 
Dam 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.40 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. late 19th – 
early 20th 
century 

Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 53/ Horse 
Hospital 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC54/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC 55/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC58/ 
Separatist-era 
Barn at 9872 
Towpath Rd 

1.1, 1.47, 2.29 Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1891 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion within a 
discontiguous boundary 

HDC59/ Canal 
Mill Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist-Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC60/House 
No. 26 Well 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11 Separatist-
Residential 

ca. 1840-1880 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

Statement of Significance 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National 
Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have 
associative value under criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, 
and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is 
nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated 
with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scandinavian countries that began in the 
1600s and persisted into the 1800s; as well as for connections with the spread of German-
American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation 
networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of 
tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century and early twentieth century; and an 
association with the development of early twentieth century historic preservation efforts. The 
district is also nationally significant for its connections to the national movement to increase 
the level of flood protection after significant flooding in the Ohio River Valley in the early 
twentieth century, and the connection with the WPA in funding the flood control projects in 
the Muskingum River Valley drainage system. The district is significant at state and local 
levels for its role in the economic development of Tuscarawas County and Northeastern 
Ohio, along with the connection of the Separatists to the construction and use of the Ohio & 
Erie Canal. The Separatists’ German ethnicity is reflected in their buildings through 
workmanship, materials, feeling, and design, and is significant at the national, state, and local 
levels as a fine example of a cluster of nineteenth-century Germanic architecture. 
Additionally, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has significance at the state and local 
levels in relation to contexts of pre-Depression rural economic development and the 
evolution of transportation networks. 
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The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its 
significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape 
architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, 
including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact 
due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 
1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buildings and remains associated 
with the Separatists and threatened by new construction and development, such as the 
proposed relocation of SR 212 (Darbee and Pratt 1975). No modifications to the Zoar 
Historic District have been made since 1975. As a result of documentary research and 
fieldwork performed in the study area and within the former Separatist landholdings, HDC is 
proposing a boundary modification and the addition of several new historic sub-contexts and 
contributing resources, along with an extension to the overall period of significance to 
include certain twentieth-century resources with historical significance related to Zoar 
Village. 

The Separatist period of significance is 1817 to 1898, covering the time between the 
founding of Zoar Village and the dissolution of the society. Numerous resources exist within 
the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the 
Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. A total of 89 Separatist-
related resources were identified that are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District (Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). Separatist resources within the study area were 
examined according to their primary association with one of eight contexts that contribute to 
the significance of the historic district. These eight contexts are: residential (44 resources); 
commercial (1 resource), agriculture (10 resources), industry and manufacturing (11 
resources); transportation (5 resources); community, education, and religion (21 resources); 
tourism and recreation (3 resources); and flood control (1 resource). Several of the Separatist 
resources are significant under multiple historical contexts, including contexts connected to 
the post-Separatist period; therefore the total number of resources connected to the sub-
contexts will necessisarily add up to a number greater than the total number of individual 
Separatist resources. Only one Separatist-period resource is recommended as not contributing 
to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 

In addition to the Separatist period, HDC has determined that there are significant events and 
developments within the study area that either are not directly related to the Separatists or 
post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, but are nevertheless very 
important in understanding the history of Zoar Village and the study area. These historical 
events and developments can be classified into the following contexts, with a period of 
significance from 1898 to 1962: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 (3 contributing 
resources); Transportation, 1898–1962 (1 contributing resource); Flood Control Efforts, 
18981962 (5 contributing resources); Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 (7 contributing 
resources); Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962 (no contributing resources), and the 
relationship of Zoar Village to late nineteenth century and early twentieth century 
international arts movements (no existing resources present). Additionally, there were no 
significant resources identified with the context of Residential and Community Development, 
1898–1962. 

After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the community had to 
cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a 
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capitalist economy. These attempts to convert Zoar Village into a capitalist community from 
a communal society speak to a common struggle of former communal societies in America to 
adapt to twentieth century economic conditions and opportunities, and surviving resources 
related to the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context help to illustrate this development 
at Zoar Village, such as the revitalized Lime Kiln, the State Fish Hatchery, and the Power 
House ruins. 

The early twentieth century marks the end of the canal period in Ohio, and repairs made to 
the canal in 1908 represent a last attempt to salvage the canal as an economically viable 
transportation corridor. As part of repairs, the State constructed a concrete addition to the 
Zoar Dam, called the Second State Dam (the First State Dam was a low berm constructed of 
dirt and brush in the nineteenth century and no longer exists). The dam remained intact 
through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the belief that it was causing his 
fields to flood, but still possesses sufficient integrity to demonstrate significance under the 
Transportation, 1898–1962 context. 

The Flood Control, 1898–1962 context is related to the larger flood control context within 
the Muskingum River Basin. Huntington, in consultation with the OHPO, has determined 
that the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control 
efforts in the Muskingum Basin. HDC recommends that the five identified Flood Control 
Efforts, 1898–1962 resources are eligible for the National Register because they retain 
historical integrity and have the ability to convey information about the federal involvement 
in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin.  

HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962, be added as a 
significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have 
played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual 
Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar 
Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of 
heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern village’s economy. 
Physical resources within the study area that date to the period of significance and are related 
to this context include the Zoar Garden and House No. 1 (restored in the 1930s), as well as 
the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam structures that are also considered significant for their role 
in flood control efforts. The levee and associated structures are considered significant under 
the Preservation Efforts context because they represent the only flood control structures built 
specifically to preserve a historical resource (Johnson 1949, 1950; Kemp 2002:151–152; 
Jenkins 1976:76–77). According to the USACE Technical Center of Expertise for the 
Preservation of Historic Buildings, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is one of the earliest, if not 
earliest examples of a flood risk management project by USACE designed for the sole 
protection of a historic community.  Even today there are only a handful of projects that were 
formulated in consideration of protection of historical assets (e.g. Ste. Genevieve levee 
works, A. Raymond Thacker Levee in Scottsville, Virginia; 2013 Personal Communication 
between Director of TCX for Preservation of Historic Buildings and Aaron Smith, Lead 
Planner, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study). 

The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth 
century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to 
the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
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which included former Separatist Levi Bimeler on its board. The company intended to 
convert Zoar Village into a prime summer tourist destination, with a newly-impounded lake 
for swimming and stocked for sport fishing, a large dance pavilion, and scores of small 
summer cottages. However, only a handful of cottages were built, although the dance 
pavilion and a bath house were constructed, and Zoar Lake was impounded in 1923. The 
resort concept was abandoned due to the economic downturn of the Great Depression and the 
subsequent location of most of the resort area within the flooding easement for Dover Dam 
after 1935. The focus of tourism at Zoar Village turned from outdoor recreation to heritage 
tourism in the second half of the twentieth century, and much of the efforts to restore 
historical buildings at Zoar could be linked to a desire to develop the tourist trade. However, 
in terms of physical resources that demonstrate a significant link to the Tourism and 
Recreation, 1898–1962 context, only four resources could be identified, and none are 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under this context 
(Zoar Lake Dam, Zoar Lake Dike, Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electrical Meter Shed, and the 
1950s era miniature golf course remnants at the north end of Zoar Levee). 

In addition to the contexts under the 1898–1962 period of significance, there are equivalent 
contexts for the post-1962 period. All resources built, restored, or reconstructed after 1962 
have yet to reach the National Register 50-year mark for consideration under the four 
primary eligibility criteria, and none of the resources qualify as exceptionally significant 
under the National Register criteria considerations; therefore, none of the resources post-
dating 1962 are recommended as contributing elements to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District.  

Integrity of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable 
level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action 
Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this 
location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still 
stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an appearance compatible with the 
historical character of the village. Other buildings that are important to the history of the 
village that still exist include the Third Meetinghouse, the Second Zoar School, House No. 1, 
the Bakery, the Zoar Town Hall, the Zoar General Store, and the Zoar Hotel. Foundations 
mark the locations of Separatist industries such as grist mills, a saw mill, and a woolen mill. 
Agricultural buildings include one definite outlying Separatist-period barn and several 
foundations representing various agricultural buildings. Existing buildings that served the 
community include the Bakery and reconstructions of the Tin Shop, Wagon Shop, 
Blacksmith Shop, and the Garden Spring House. 

Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations 
and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible 
landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its 
nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed 
records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still 
intact; no new alleys have been added (although there have been alterations to the alignments 
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of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 on the south side of Zoar Village, and Fifth Street on the 
north side of the village is not an original Separatist street). Outside of the village, important 
water power and transportation landscape features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie 
Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. The wooded hillsides west of the 
Tuscarawas River look much the same as they did in nineteenth century photographs, and 
portions of former Separatist agricultural fields are still being used as such northeast and east 
of the village. 

However, some important aspects of the Separatist landscape have been altered. The fish 
ponds that were constructed where Goose Run Impoundment is located are one obvious 
absence, and residential development has encroached upon former Separatist agricultural 
fields north of the village, while Zoar Lake has flooded another field to the west. A woodlot 
has grown up in a former agricultural field that was between the fish ponds and the eastern 
edge of the village. A pine grove, known as the Tannewald, used as a Separatist picnic area 
on the northeast corner of the village was cut down in the early twentieth century; although a 
new pine grove has since grown back in its place, it does not contain any trees that could date 
to the Separatist period. The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam also detract from any 
interpretation of the Zoar Village landscape focusing on the Separatist period. 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District was compared to four communal societies listed in 
the National Register that are judged to be similar in organization and religious outlook: The 
Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow German Separatist group 
in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a group of German 
inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel societies, composed 
of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society members; and the Bishop Hill 
Colony, composed of Swedish Separatists. In comparison with these four societies, the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is notable for its high density of historic buildings 
dating to the period of significance. 

Because so much of the original town plan is preserved, Zoar Village offers prime 
opportunities for research into the development of nineteenth century communal societies, 
both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The 
integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of 
historic buildings associated with the period of significance. The integrity of the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District is almost unparalleled in comparison to similar historic 
communal societies listed in the National Register. 

Boundary Assessment 

Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC 
recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and 
amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the 
Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or 
which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the 
dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissolution saw many 
physical changes to Zoar Village, including the abandonment of the Ohio & Erie Canal after 
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the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The 
Great Depression and the development of a massive flood control system in the Muskingum 
River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village. In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village 
recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage were under threat: first from general 
neglect within the village, and secondly from the construction of Dover Dam downriver from 
Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation at Zoar Village was begun with the 
restoration of the Zoar Garden in 1930, and a letter-writing campaign helped convince 
Huntington that Zoar Village should be protected from floodwaters, rather than relocated as 
with other communites that ended up in the flooding easement for Dover Dam. As a result, 
the Zoar Levee and associated structures were constructed specifically to protect Zoar’s 
historic resources from future flooding. As with many towns, Zoar Village expanded in the 
mid-twentieth century with the population boom, with new development occurring in the 
north and to the south.  

HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 
Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist 
activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment. The proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within 
the current boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s 
residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist-related Ohio & Erie Canal resources to the 
west, including the extent of the Separatist-built canal bed which extends to the northwest 
and southeast; the Canal Hotel to the south; House No. 25 and the mill ruins to the southeast 
(portions of which are outside the 1975 National Register boundary); and the discontiguous 
site associated with the Separatist barn off of Towpath Road to the northwest of Zoar Village. 
When possible, the expanded boundary was developed to correlate with modern property 
lines for ease of management. 

HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended 
as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated with the 
following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood 
Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962.  

The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-
era resources may exist within the limits of former Separatist landholdings. However, only 
three locations were confirmed to have Separatist-related resources through visual inspection 
and literature review. These resources include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village 
along Towpath Road, and two resources associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and 
the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. 

Contributing resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District include both those 
identified with Separatist historic contexts and those identified with historic contexts post-
dating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new 
historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the 
period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in 
time to encompass these activities and events. HDC proposes that the period of significance 
be expanded to 1962; this year represents both the cut-off year for eligibility under the four 
main National Register criteria and also includes all the major significant developments 
within the study area since 1898. 
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The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the 
history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the 
dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become 
historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures 
related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE 
and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize the Ohio & Erie Canal, and 
historic preservation efforts within Zoar Village that eventually became the basis of the local 
economy. There are a total of 88 Separatist-period resources and seven non-Separatist 
resources that contribute to the proposed expanded historic district, for a total of 95 
contributing resources. One resource, a Separatist-era barn, is recommended to be added to 
the expanded historic district as a discontiguous element to exclude the large areas of land 
between the property and Zoar Village that lack eligible resources. Landscape features that 
are related to the Separatists are included in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, 
including the original gridded street system, the path leading from the village to the 
cemetery, the mill races, and the Zoar Garden. As much as possible, HDC used existing and 
historic property lines, as well as landscape features, to create the boundary of the expanded 
district to include the all the contributing resources within the boundary. 

Task I.D Summary: Archeological Probability Assessment 

Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as 
follows: 

1. Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the 
study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

2. Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources 
within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented 
in Volume 1; 

3. Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them 
for inclusion in the National Register; and 

4. Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 

A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to 
archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with 
research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, 
and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment 
focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent 
and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and 
the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history 
context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed in Volume 2, 
is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this report. Information on the existing pre-contact 
data set, which was used to create the inductive predictive model, is in the present volume, 
followed by a brief introduction to predictive modeling and how we applied predictive 
modeling theory to the study area. 
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Disturbance Assessment 

The study area was assessed to identify sources of landform disturbance that would affect the 
integrity of archeological resources in any given location. Sources of disturbance within the 
study area include the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam and its various 
components; historical construction and demolition activities associated with the growth and 
development of Zoar Village in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and the construction 
of transportation assets such as modern roadways, railroads, and the Ohio & Erie Canal. 
Some of these sources of disturbance represent archeologically important resources in 
themselves, such as the canal and features related to the Separatists and the development of 
Zoar Village. The construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was the major landform 
alteration within the study area, and no archeological resources are predicted to remain 
within its construction footprint. 

Pre-contact Archeological Resources 

There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area 
(Table 1.2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-
453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended 
not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary 
research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at 
House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the 
National Register unless additional testing determines otherwise. 

The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in 
developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact 
archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data 
set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of 
identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D 
of the National Register. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the 
study area are those areas predicted be the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a 
particular temporal affiliation and site type. Category 3 takes into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the landform that could have 
impacted the integrity of any archeological sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type that might be present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 2 
areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites cannot be determined with 
certainty until more is known about the specific extent and character of disturbance in that 
specific area. Category 4 areas represent those portions of the study area where there is 
evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no chance of identifying an intact 
archeological site with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape 
where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type 
(Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces 
are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
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and chert processing  sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; 
Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent 
habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if 
these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of 
which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain 
short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, if these types of sites exist anywhere 
within the study area. A summary map showing areas that represent the combination of 
information from assessing probability for distinct site types associated with pre-contact 
cultural periods in Ohio is presented in Figure 1.2.Huntington will be able use these 
predictions to assess whether an alternative or potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, 
or not likely to affect pre-contact archeological sites with information potential under 
Criterion D of the National Register. 

Table 1.2. Summary of recommendations for previously identified pre-contact archeology resources within the 
study area 

Site identifier Temporal affiliation 
Expected archeological 
resource types 

Recommendations 

House No. 25 
site 

Archaic Period Unknown 

Recommend that site be considered eligible for 
the National Register for the purpose of the 
evaluation and comparison of risk management 
alternatives, until and unless further testing 
proves otherwise 

33-TU-11 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-22 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-48 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-229 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context 
Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-453 Temporally unaffiliated 
Low density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-454 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context 
Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

Text continues on page 1.xxviii 
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Legend 

Study area 

Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary 

All resources that are not eligible for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Separatist-era resources that are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (by context) 

Separatist-era agricultural context 

Separatist-era commercial context 

Separatist-era community, education, and religion context 

Separatist-era flood control context 

Separatist-era industrial context 

Separatist-era residential context 

Separatist-era tourism and recreation context 

Separatist-era transportation context 

Post-dissolution resources that are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (by context) 

Post-dissolution flood control context (1898-1962) 

Post-dissolution transportation context (1898-1962) 

Post-dissolution commerce and industry context (1898-1962) 

Zoar 
Lake 

Separatist era 
Barn at 9872 
Towpath Rd 

HDC 2012 
Source: OGRIP 

0 1,600 3,200 4,800 6,400 
Feet 

Meters 
0 400 800 1,200 1,600 

Figure 1.1. Summary map of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area, showing all above-ground structures 

Note that many resources are recommended contributing under multiple complexes. Resources are depicted by their primary context only in this figure, so even though there are contributing resources under the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, the context is not depicted on this figure, as it 

is a secondary context for the resources affiliated with it. 
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Table 1.3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Paleoindian N/A 

Workshop/occupation sites 
Floodplains and terraces Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 

(average for entire period) 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Chert processing sites Floodplains and uplands 
Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Food procurement (resource 
extraction) sites 

No predicting factors 
Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Archaic 

Early Archaic 
Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces 

Within 522 ft (159 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Middle Archaic 
Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces 

NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Late Archaic 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces 
Within 541 ft (165m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 541 ft (165m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 
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Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Woodland 

Early Woodland 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces 
Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 

Middle 
Woodland 

Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features 

Late Woodland 

Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces 
Within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water

  Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Floodplains and uplands 
Within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 

Fortified habitation sites Bluff edges No bluff edges in study area N/A 

Late 
Prehistoric 

N/A Large villages Floodplains and terraces 
Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact classes 
Diverse feature types exhibiting 
spatial patterning 
Evidence of internal structure of 
village 
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Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 

Text continues on page 1.xxviii 
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Historical Archeological Resources 

The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two very broad resource 
contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment 
found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of 
Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. 
Separatist archeological resources related to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, 
transportation, and tourism and recreation are also probable within the study area. For non-
Separatist archeological resources, significant resources are predicted for the industrial and 
tourism and recreation contexts. No pre-Separatist historical archeological resources were 
identified within the study area during research conducted for this report, and the probability 
that any pre-Separatist historical archeological resources are present is projected to be low. 
Any such resources will likely be limited to short-duration occupations of the study area by 
travelers moving up and down the Tuscarawas River, and as such, the visibility of any such 
sites in the archeological record is likely minimal at best. Discussions of the significance 
requirements for archeological resources of sites associated with each context are included in 
each section, supplemented by maps showing the areas identified as having probable 
archeological resources associated with each context. Table 1.4 presents a summary of 
recommendations related to historical archeological resources, and Figure 1.3 is an overview 
of the study area showing the probability areas for each context in Table 1.4. 

Table 1.4. Summary of historical archeology resource probability 

Resource context 
Probability assessment for 
significant resources 

Resource Types 

Separatist 
Residential 

High probability within village Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Separatist 
Agriculture 

High probability in areas with 
former agricultural buildings 
and minimal disturbance; low 
probability in areas with 
greater disturbance 

Foundations, refuse deposits 

Separatist 
Commercial 

Probable at store locations 
only 

Foundations at Canal Hotel area, 
stratified refuse deposits 

Separatist Industry 
and Manufacturing 

High probability in industrial 
core area and former shop 
locations in village; lower 
probability at Canal Mill due 
to subsequent developments 

Foundations, equipment mounts, 
refuse deposits 

Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

Original Zoar Depot building 
location disturbed by levee 
construction, other resources are 
above-ground ruins 

Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

High probability within village 
Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 
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Resource context 
Probability assessment for 
significant resources 

Resource Types 

Separatist Tourism 
and Recreation 

Probable at hotel locations 
only 

Outbuilding foundations and 
associated features, refuse pits, 
outhouse shafts 

Separatist Flood 
Control 

One above-ground ruin 
No below-ground resources 

Non-Separatist 
Residential 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Non-Separatist 
Agriculture 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

No specific investigation of this 
resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Commercial 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeological resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Industry/ 
Manufacturing 

Probable at Lime Kiln; 
uncertain to non-extant 
elsewhere in study area 

Foundations, waste material 
deposits, sheet midden 

Non-Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeological resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

Low probability for significant 
resources No specific investigation of this 

resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Tourism and 
Recreation 

Undetermined-areas 
associated with this context 
may be massively disturbed 

Foundations, sheet midden refuse 

Non-Separatist 
Flood Control 

No probability 
No below-ground resources 
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Category 4 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites 

In general, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found 
on well-drained soils on floodplains, terraces, 
and uplands within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 

anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 

the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 

Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
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Figure 1.2. Overview of pre-contact probability areas within study area  
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CHAPTER 1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Need 

Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc., was tasked by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task 
I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety 
Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is being 
conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage 
and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was constructed to help protect Zoar Village from water being 
impounded by Dover Dam, located 4 miles downstream on the Tuscarawas River. Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam are also located approximately 4 miles downstream of Bolivar Dam 
(Figure 1.4). Without Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, all portions of Zoar Village located at or 
below elevation 916 feet above mean sea level would have been evacuated at the time of 
Dover Dam's construction in the mid 1930s. This is the elevation of Dover Dam's spillway 
and the flowage easement that the federal government maintains upstream of Dover Dam. 

Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment is the completion of a Historic Property Baseline 
Survey for the DSMS study area (Figure 1.5; see Appendix C). The study area was defined to 
encompass the incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the current National Register 
boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet above mean sea 
level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to the flowage 
easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas (Figure 1.6). The purpose of the 
study area is to allow Huntington to gather baseline data on a number of lines of inquiry, 
including, but not limited to community impacts, historic properties, terrestrial and aquatic 
habitats, economics, and hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste (HTRW) over a large area 
to allow for consideration of potential effects to a wide range of significant resources during 
the formulation and evaluation of comparison of alternatives. The area labeled as a “Real 
Estate Exclusion Area” was those portions of Zoar Village where rights of entry were not 
sought by the Federal Government for this study, as it was determined that historic property 
baseline data could be achieved from publically accessible rights-of-way (e.g. public roads). 

The study area consists of 708 acres centered on Zoar Village (Figure 1.7). The Tuscarawas 
River flows along the southwestern border of the study area, with Zoar Lake covering a 
portion of the northwestern study area. A small tributary of the Tuscarawas River, Goose 
Run, flows through the eastern portion of the study area and drains into the former Zoar Mill 
Race ditch. The study area crosses the Tuscarawas River to include historic resources with 
known associations with the Separatists, such as the Canal Hotel, the Zoar Iron Bridge, parts 
of the Ohio & Erie Canal, and the Zoar Dam on the river. Zoar Village is laid out on a grid 
pattern, with the east-west streets named in numerical order starting with First Street in the 
south of the village and ending with Seventh Street in the north. North-south streets have no 
ordered names, and include (from west to east) Park Street, Main Street, and Foltz Street. 
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Major roads that cross through the study area include State Route (SR) 212, which becomes 
Main Street in Zoar Village; Dover-Zoar Road; Mineral City-Zoar Road, which is Second 
Street within the village limits; Towpath Road along the western side of the Tuscarawas 
River; and Hess Mill Road along the northwestern edge of the study area. Within the village, 
major landmarks include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 
1, the Zoar Store, the Zoar Hotel, the Zoar Town Hall (housing the Zoar museum) along 
Main Street, the Zoar United Church of Christ (formerly a Separatist meetinghouse), and a 
former public school building in the northern part of the village. 

The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project consists of several major landmarks inside the 
study area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, 
Goose Run Impoundment area, the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief 
wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael 
Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar cemetery is located north of 
Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river floodplain and in the northeastern 
portion of the study area. Small woodlots are also present within the study area, and wooded 
wetlands are present in the low-lying areas along the river around Zoar Lake and the Ohio & 
Erie Canal. 

The information gathered in this study will help Huntington develop baseline data concerning 
historic property potential to support evaluation and comparison of alternatives. This study is 
designed to identify historic properties and historic property potentials in areas that could be 
impacted by a wide range of potential risk management alternatives. More specifically, it will 
help Huntington with consulting parties under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, define Areas of Potential Effects to historic properties, identifying 
future historic property identification efforts (as needed), assessing effects to any identified 
historic properties, and if necessary, considering resolution of adverse effects to historic 
properties. This five-volume technical report is required by Task I.G.2 of the scope of work 
(see Appendix C). Task II is the completion of a Community Impacts Baseline Study which 
is being completed by Jack Faucett Associations (JFA) and reported separately. 
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Figure 1.4. Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam in relation to Dover and Bolivar Dams and their flowage easements 

Source: Huntington 
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Brief History of Zoar Village 

Zoar Village is an example of a rare or unusual living community with noteworthy historical 
significance on a national level. Zoar Village is located in east central Ohio, along the 
Tuscarawas River in Tuscarawas County, about 70 miles south of Cleveland, Ohio (Figure 
1.8). Zoar Village was established in 1817 by a group of German separatists from 
Württemberg, seeking a new home where they could freely practice their religion without 
oppression. The Society of Separatists of Zoar existed from 1817 to 1898, and at its height 
included over 300 members and possibly held up to 12,000 acres of land surrounding the 
Zoar Village. Although founded primarily as a religious community, the separatists 
introduced a communal system to pay their debts for land and guarantee their economic and 
social security. 

Much of Zoar Village was documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey 
(HABS). In 1941, House No. 1, the Public Garden, and the Garden House were conveyed to 
the State of Ohio and part of Zoar Village became a state memorial, overseen by the Ohio 
State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS, later the Ohio Historical Society; the 
group is not directly affiliated with the State of Ohio ). The Bimeler Museum (House No. 27) 
was bequeathed to OSAHS in the will of Lillian Bimeler Sturm in 1942 (Fernandez 
2003:16).  The Tin Shop and the sites of the Wagon Shop and Blacksmith Shop were also 
acquired by the State of Ohio in the 1940s (Fernandez 2003:17). In the 1960s, the Ohio 
General Assembly appropriated $300,000 to purchase significant buildings in Zoar Village to 
preserve, restore and interpret them.The State of Ohio purchased House No. 5 (the Second 
Sewing House) in 1965, the Zoar Store and Dairy in 1970, and the Zoar Hotel in 1996 
(Fernandez 2003:19–20). OHS currently owns and oversees the operation of one building, 
the Bimeler Museum, and administers the following state-owned buildings and properties as 
part of the Zoar Village State Memorial: 

• House No. 1 

• Zoar Hotel 

• Bakery 

• Garden House and Greenhouse (along with the Garden itself) 

• Zoar Store and Dairy 

• House No. 5 (Second Sewing House) 

• Tin Shop (reconstructed) 

• Wagon Shop (reconstructed) 

• Blacksmith Shop (reconstructed) 

• Second Cow Barn foundation 
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In 1967, the Zoar Community Association (ZCA) was founded to ensure the preservation of 
Zoar Village and the surrounding areas and to assist in the maintenance of the economic 
vitality of the Zoar Village area. 

The Zoar Historic District was placed on the National Register in 1969 (Pratt 1969) and its 
boundary was increased in 1975 (Darbee and Pratt 1975) (Figure 1.6). The community was 
listed under Criterion A for its association with the nineteenth century German Separatist 
movement and under Criterion C for its outstanding examples of nineteenth century 
architecture. As currently listed, its period of significance extends from 1817 to 1898.  

The 1975 Zoar Historic District measures 176.7 total acres, 54 acres of which is located 
behind Zoar Levee within elevation 916. Fifty-seven of 98 buildings (84 percent)in Zoar 
Village, including several key institutional buildings, such as the Zoar Store, Zoar Hotel, 
House No. 1, and Zoar Garden House, are located at or below 916 elevation (Figure 1.6). 
Approximately one-fifth of the 1975 Zoar Historic District is above elevation 916. Other 
institutional buildings, such as the church, school, and weaving house, along with several 
residences, are located above elevation 916. 

Today, Zoar Village stands remarkably intact with numerous buildings from the period of 
significance still standing and it continues to be a heritage tourist asset as a result of its 
unique history, the quality of surviving historical integrity, and an active and thriving 
community. The ZCA hosts several festivals and events each year (for more information on 
these events, see the Community Impacts Baseline Study by Lawrence et al 2012). The ZCA 
is contracted by OHS to manage day-to-day site operations and run tours of several of the 
historic buildings in Zoar Village. Zoar Village is also listed as an important component of 
the Ohio & Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor.  
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Figure 1.5. Baseline Planning Assessment study area 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1.6. Current National Register boundary for 1975 Zoar Historic District in relation to elevation 916 feet 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1.7. Major landmarks and buildings referred to in the text  
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Brief History of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam 

In response to the State of Ohio’s Flood of 1913, which killed over 400 people and destroyed 
over 20,000 homes, several studies were conducted to find the best way to manage water 
resources in the Muskingum River Basin. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam is part of the 
Muskingum River Basin System (Figure 1.9). The Muskingum River Basin is the site of Ohio’s 
first multiple purpose water management and land conservation river basin project. The 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) was created on 3 June 1933 for the 
purpose of developing this project. The initial plan called for 14 flood control reservoirs. In 
1933, the Public Works Administration (PWA) awarded a grant of $22,090,000.00 to the 
USACE to construct the proposed plan. In 1934, the Federal Government executed a contract 
with the MWCD to allow the USACE to conduct investigations and draft a final plan. This 
official plan for the basin was approved by the MWCD on 19 November 1934. Construction of 
the project began in 1935 and the completed system was turned over to the MWCD in 1938. The 
Flood Control Act of 1939 returned the dams to the federal government and flood control 
operations back to USACE. Today, Huntington manages these projects. 

Zoar Levee is an appurtenant structure to the Dover Dam and is located approximately 4 miles 
upstream of the dam on the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.4). Dover Dam is a dry dam and retains 
pools only during events to attenuate downstream flooding in coordination with other 
Muskingum Basin projects. 

Zoar Levee (Figure 1.10) provides flood damage reduction benefits to Zoar Village and provides 
protection from flooding when Dover Dam is retaining a pool above elevation 890 (a 3-year 
event). As such the original crest elevation of the Zoar levee was designed to correspond to the 
spillway elevation of Dover Dam of 916, with an additional 3 feet of freeboard for a resulting 
crest elevation of 919. The current crest elevation, following the 1951 work, is 928.5. The 
Federal Government still maintains flowage easement upstream of Dover Dam to elevation 916. 
Without Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, all portions of Zoar Village located at or below elevation 
916 feet below mean sea level would have been evacuated at the time of Dover Dam's 
construction.  

Zoar Diversion Dam (Figure 1.10) is located on Goose Run, about 1,000 feet upstream of Zoar 
Levee and was built to work in conjunction with the levee. The Diversion Dam is a retention 
structure for runoff in the Goose Run watershed, which flows into a ponding area for the Zoar 
Levee pump station. The Zoar Diversion Channel is an auxiliary spillway for the Zoar Diversion 
Dam.  

A specific formulation document for Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam has not been identified to 
date. However, original documentation concerning the decision to construct the levee verses 
remove the town from Dover Dam’s flowage easement indicates that public concern caused 
MWCD and USACE to consider the historical significance of the community when making this 
decision. 

A book dating from 1935 maintained by Zoar Village contains written correspondence lobbying 
USACE to reconsider building Dover Dam elsewhere and or otherwise protecting Zoar Village 
from being evacuated because of its historical significance (Ohio State Archaeological and 
Historical Society 1935). This book indicates that after receiving letters of protest from Zoar 
residents, concerned historians, the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS), 
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and finally U.S. Senator Robert J. Buckley, a decision was made by USACE to design a levee 
rather than purchase and evacuate that portion of the Zoar Village that would have been within 
Dover Dam’s flowage easement. 

It is notable that Zoar Village was also documented during this time by another New Deal era 
program, the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). HABS was established by the 
National Park Service in 1933 as “make-work program” for architects, draftsmen and 
photographers left jobless during the Great Depression. This program was formalized by the 
Historic Sites Act of 1935. This program was designed principally to document cultural 
resources, like Zoar Village, that were going to be inundated by large public works projects. It is 
unknown if the HABS documentation was specifically conducted to record what might be lost 
due to Dover Dam or if it had any role in the development of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

During hearings held by the Conservancy Court (which oversees MWCD) in 1934, the Court 
decided to amend the Official Plan to substitute Bolivar Reservoir for the one planned at 
Massillon to allow lowering of Dover Dam’s spillway height by 4 feet to elevation 916 feet to 
facilitate access to Zoar Village, but also to simplify “the problem of protecting the historic 
village of Zoar” (Jenkins 1976:76-77). Volume II of the Official Plan also demonstrates that land 
within Zoar Village would be impacted by the Official Plan for purchase required to construct 
Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

Post-construction documents confirm that Zoar Village’s historical significance and tourism 
potential were the key factors in deciding to construct Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam instead of 
acquire Zoar Village. A 1949 design memorandum concerning the capacity of the Zoar Pump 
Station states that  “…protection of the village instead of evacuation was adopted because of its 
historical significance…” (Johnson 1949).  

A 1950 memorandum concerning raising the crest of Zoar Levee stated that “(a)t the time Dover 
Dam was being planned, consideration was given to evacuating the population of 200 persons. 
However, since the village is of considerable historical importance and since two state-owned 
museums are located there, it was decided to protect the site by constructing earth levees rather 
than to evacuate the population” (Johnson 1950). 

Further, a 2001 article from the National Park Service’s magazine CRM stated “in 1929, under 
pressure from the USACE to move the town to higher ground to accommodate a nearby flood-
control dam, the villagers began to recognize their heritage and restored the central garden and 
opened a museum. A levee was built instead” (Fernandez 2001). A 2002 history of the 
Muskingum Basin also indicates that the historical significance of Zoar Village is a major reason 
Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam were constructed (Kemp 2002:151–152).  
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Figure 1.9. Location of Zoar Village in Muskingum Basin in Ohio 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1.10. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project components 

Source: Huntington 

Huntington has recognized, in consultation with OHPO, that the Muskingum Basin projects, 
including Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, are collectively eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register under Criterion A for their association with federal investments to flood control 
improvements in Muskingum Basin. The consultation was formalized on 11 May 2011 with the 
execution of a Programmatic Agreement, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.14(b) to take into account 
effects and mitigate adverse effects potential actions may have on historic properties in the 
Muskingum Basin project. 

Summary of Dam Safety Issues with the Project 

In the 1990s, Huntington conducted Embankment Re-Analysis of Zoar Diversion Dam which 
resulted in the installation of an upstream seepage control measure and downstream seepage 
berm and collection system. It was also determined that Zoar Diversion Dam was not suitable for 
maintaining a permanent impoundment due to safety issues. 

In January of 2005, a record high water event resulted in Dover Dam’s impoundment reaching a 
record pool of elevation 907.4. Widespread small “pin” boils were noted and there was more 
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concentrated seepage. In response, Huntington installed rings of sand bags around the seeps and 
attempted to place a small granular seepage berm to reduce the movement of soil particles. A 
Screening Portfolio Risk Assessment (SPRA) of Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam assigned Zoar 
Levee a DSAC II classification, citing “extensive seepage and small boils” and rating both the 
Levee and Diversion Dam as “Probably Inadequate” for seepage and piping under “Normal” 
loading conditions. 

In 2008, another significant Dover Dam pool occurred loading Zoar Levee for a month and 
peaking t3 feet below the 2005 pool, at 904.6 feet. The levee’s performance worsened 
significantly, with large concentrated seepage or boils appearing at several locations within the 
interior of the levee. Early during the 2008 event, large concentrated seepage locations were 
sand-bagged. As the pool elevation increased during the next two weeks the number of boils, the 
size of boils, and the total quantity of seepage across the area increased significantly. Boils 
repeatedly expanded and collapsed sandbag rings. Without having the benefit to be able to 
interpret whether the seepage was flowing solely through bedrock or dangerously along the 
bedrock/soil contact, the changing locations and increasing seepage quantities were considered 
as just cause to declare an emergency. Under an emergency situation, it was decided to install a 
$1.26 million seepage berm with 37,000 tons of granular material.  

This event resulted in Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam being reclassified as a DSAC I project, as 
progression toward failure was believed to be potentially occurring. 

Current Dam Safety Modification Study 

To find a long-term plan to reduce risk to Zoar Village, Huntington is currently preparing a Dam 
Safety Modification Report (DSMR) for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in accordance with 
Draft ER 1110-2-1156. This ER is the result of Section 2033 of the Water Resources 
Development Act (WRDA) of 2007, which among other things, required the USACE to adopt a 
risk analysis approach to project cost estimates for water resource projects and ensure that the 
benefits and costs associated with structural and nonstructural alternatives are evaluated in an 
equitable manner. 

A DSMR is required to justify modifying a USACE project to address risk associated with Dam 
Safety to meet tolerable risk guidelines with the goal being to find the best risk management 
plan. The objective of the DSMR is to identify and recommend an alternative risk management 
plan.  

Scope of Work 

HDC was scoped under Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessments to complete three main 
sub-tasks (see Appendix C for the full scope of work): 

• Task I.B, Background Research: The history of the study area was to be thoroughly 
documented through research conducted at multiple repositories across the State of Ohio. 
The purpose of research was to establish strong contexts for evaluating the study area, 
including the pre-contact period, early historical period before the founding of Zoar 
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Village, the history of the Society of Separatists at Zoar, and the history of the study area 
after the dissolution of the Society. The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is significant in 
Ohio history as components of flood control program of the 1930s in the Muskingum 
River Basin. The former extent of Separatist landholdings was to be identified and 
examined for possible surviving Separatist outlying buildings and structures. Other 
communal societies contemporary to the Separatists were to be examined in comparison 
to help place Zoar Village in that context; only those communities already listed in the 
National Register were to be used in comparison. The influence of Zoar Village on the 
arts was to be examined and documented. All sources consulted were to be included in an 
annotated bibliography, and digital copies of the sources were to be provided as a 
deliverable product. 

• Task I.C, Above-ground Resources Survey: All above-ground structures and ruins within 
the study area were to be documented during a reconnaissance-level fieldwork session, 
with photography, survey forms and tables. All resources were to be evaluated in terms of 
eligibility for the National Register and for contribution to the historic district. The 
current boundaries of the 1975 Zoar Historic District were to be evaluated for possible 
revision. The period of significance for the 1975 Zoar Historic District was also to be re-
evaluated for possible expansion beyond the current period of 1817 to 1898. The results 
of this task were to be presented both in text and in tabular format, both of which would 
make reference to project maps.  

• Task I.D, Archeological Probability Assessment: Within the study area, the probability of 
archeological site location and survival was to be assessed. Four probability assessment 
areas were identified: Pre-contact Resources, Early Historic-Period Resources, Separatist 
Resources, and Non-Separatist Resources. Each area was to be assessed according to 
historical and cultural contexts and periods, first determining what constitutes the context 
and what types of sites might be present on the landscape, then detailing where known 
and suspected sites are likely to be encountered within the study area for each context. 
For pre-contact resources, the probability assessment would require a predictive model 
based on data from previously identified sites and cultural resources surveys in the 
region. The lack of any specific historical documentation for Early Historic-Period 
resources within the study area, and the likely limitation of such activity to historic 
Delaware agricultural fields, severely limits any probabilistic analysis of the period, and 
it is not considered in the probability assessment.  For Separatist and Non-Separatist 
historical resources, information for constructing the probability assessment would 
largely depend on the results of Tasks I.B and Task I.C. The research potential of known 
and suspected sites would have to be assessed in terms of what types of data might 
reasonably be expected to be present at different types and cultural affiliation of 
archeological sites. One fieldwork session to visually assess locations within the study 
area in terms of the probability assessment models was required. 

• Task I.E: The results of these three main tasks are to be reported in a management 
summary (Sewell et al. 2012) and a technical report. In addition, all sources used in 
developing the historical background context and consulted for the above-ground 
resources survey and archeological probability assessments are to be digitized and 
included as a deliverable product. All digital photographs and GIS data developed for the 
project will also be included as a product. 
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• Task I.F, GIS: All locational data generated and obtained for the report was to be 
incorporated into a GIS. The GIS data was to be used in analyzing the study area and 
presenting the results of the baseline study as report maps. All GIS data was to be 
cataloged and organized according to USACE metafile guidelines. 

Research Methodology 

The information presented in Volume 1 of this report is the result of in-depth research conducted 
by HDC staff at multiple repositories. HDC performed background research for Task I.B using a 
number of repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the 
State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, The Ohio State University 
Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special 
Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways office, and the 
Cleveland Arts Foundation. In addition, Zoar residents and historians Chuck Knaack and Steve 
Shonk were consulted, with more information supplied by author Kathleen Fernandez and Zoar 
residents Chris Powell, Scott Gordon, and Gail & Joe Potelicki. Secondary contextual 
information was available from sources at HDC’s office library and the personal libraries of 
report authors. Huntington supplied a large amount of material regarding the project, including 
historical documents, 1930s and 1950s Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam construction plans, cultural 
resources reports, and more. Assessment of the Dover Dam office location for research potential 
indicated that it may only have information redundant with what was already examined and 
acquired from Huntington, so this location was not consulted during research. Online resources 
consulted included the holdings of the Library of Congress and the Google Scholar search engine 
for PDFs of articles and publications pertinent to the study. Typically, the HDC researcher would 
quickly scan a document to assess its information potential. If a document was judged to have 
significant information, it was selected for copying and set aside. When permissible, HDC 
researchers used a portable scanner to reproduce copies of documentary resources for later 
review; some facilities (such as OHS) did not allow this and research copies were made by 
facility staff members. In this manner, the time spent at research facilities could efficiently focus 
mainly on review and copying of research material, with in-depth reading and note-taking 
conducted at HDC’s office. 

Background research began May 22, 2012, and research at the major repositories listed above 
was mainly completed the week of June 25, 2012, with supplementary research conducted as 
required over the remainder of 2012. Over 250 sources of information on the study area have 
been consulted, including but not limited to: primary document and photograph collections at 
OHS, scholarly works relevant to the study area, newspaper and journal articles, Ohio 
Archeological and Historical Inventory forms, cultural resource management reports, popular 
histories, historical business directories, historical maps, aerial photographs, art catalogues, 
census records, and websites. Sources consulted that we have found to contain useful 
information for Task I are presented in an annotated bibliography (Appendix A), and all sources 
included in the annotated bibliography are digitized as text-searchable PDF documents. 
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Report Organization 

This report is divided into five volumes, due to the sheer amount of information that must be 
presented. Because of the complexity of the research universe within the study area, eight 
historical thematic areas have been created to help organize the information presented in the 
report volumes. These thematic areas will be used to help present the results of research in 
Volume 1 and the Above-ground Resources Survey and Archeological Probability Assessment in 
Volume 2, and include: 

• Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 

• Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

• Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit dryers, and other structures 

• Industry/Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the 
manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

• Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

• Community/Religion/Education-addresses buildings, structures, and processes that 
support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and other 
related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and structures 

• Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service the 
tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

• Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 

Volume 1 presents the results of extensive research conducted to provide an in-depth context for 
understanding the history of the study area. Chapter 1.1 is the report introduction, and includes 
an overview of the purpose and need of the baseline study and a review of the scope of work 
tasks. Chapter 1.2 presents an environmental review of the study area for contextual purposes. 
Chapter 1.3 is the pre-contact cultural history of the study area and surrounding region, which 
builds upon established regional cultural histories. Chapter 1.4discusses the historical 
development of the study area from ca. 1750 to the present day. The chapter is divided into three 
main sections: the Study Area before the founding of Zoar Village, the Separatist Period, and the 
Study Area after the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. Chapter 1.5 presents the 
results of research into communal societies that are similar to the Society of Separatists of Zoar. 
Chapter 1.6 presents a summary and discussion of the results of research and suggests possible 
directions for future research. Appendices for this volume include an annotated bibliography 
containing all sources cited in the report volumes, biographical sketches of artists known to have 
worked at Zoar Village, the scope of work for the project, and resumes for key personnel. A data 
DVD with PDFs of all sources listed in the annotated bibliography is found on the rear inside 
cover of Volume 1. 

Volume 2 contains the discussion of the Above-ground Resources Survey and the Archeological 
Probability Assessment. Chapter 2.1 introduces the volume. Chapter 2.2 presents the survey 
methodology. Chapter 2.3 discusses the architectural contexts present within the study area. 
Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the Above-ground Resources Study, divided into four 
contexts: 1) Separatist resources, 2) non-Separatist nineteenth century resources, 3) post-
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dissolution residential and commercial development, and 4) modern development. Chapter 2.5 

includes the results of the archeological probability assessment. Chapter 2.6 includes the 
statement of significance for the study area. Chapter 2.7 discusses the boundary assessment, and 
Chapter 2.8 presents a summary of the volume. 

Volume 3 contains all report figures referenced in volumes 1 and 2, and is arranged with the 
figures for Volume 1 first, followed by the Volume 2 figures. 

Volume 4 contains the report tables from volumes 1 and 2, with the tables from Volume 1 
presented first, followed by the tables from Volume 2. 

Volume 5 contains the photographs taken for the Above-Ground Resources Survey, streetscape 
views, and comparative photographs taken to document landscape and building changes between 
selected images in Fernandez 2003 and current conditions. 

A note on map references: There are two maps that are extremely important for studying the built 
environment of Zoar Village: the property subdivision map of 1898 (Hayward 1898) that shows 
the landholdings and major buildings of the Society of Separatists of Zoar at the time of the 
dissolution in 1898, and a 1935 set of as-built drawings produced by Huntington as part of the 
construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, which documented the location of every standing 
structure in Zoar Village right before the levee was built (USACE 1935). For ease of reference, 
Hayward’s property subdivision map will be referred to as the 1898 dissolution map, while the 
Huntington plan maps will be collectively referred to as the 1935 as-built drawings and the 1950 

as-built drawings. 
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CHAPTER 1.2. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Task I.B. of the Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background 
context for the study area. This background context is important to understanding the pre-contact 
and historical occupation of the study area. An environmental context that can be drawn upon for 
the archeological probability assessment (Task I.D) is the subject of the present chapter; the 
archeological probability assessment can be found in Volume 2, Chapter 2.5 of the technical 
report. 

Human settlement patterns are strongly influenced by environmental factors. All humans need 
potable water, food, and raw materials that can be used to sustain life and that can be crafted into 
tools to aid and advance survival. Local environmental factors also impact archeological 
formation processes that play a major role in the survival and detection of archeological deposits. 
This chapter focuses on five topics related to environmental factors significant for predicting the 
location of archeological deposits in the study area under Task I. D: geology and physiography; 
soils; water resources; plant and animal communities; and alterations to the natural environment, 
particularly as they relate to the potential for preserved archeological deposits. 

Geology and Physiography 

An area's geology forms the foundation from which all other landscape features develop. 
Bedrock characteristics combined with geological history determine the nature of soils which 
develop at the ground surface, which in turn affects the types of plant and animal communities 
that develop naturally in an area. The bedrock geology of an area also determines the types and 
accessibility of mineral resources in a given region. In addition, the geological history of an area 
influences the potential that buried archeological sites are present. Thus, understanding the 
geological history of the study area is essential to understanding the human presence on the 
landscape. 

Between 320 million and 286 million years ago during the Pennsylvanian geological period, the 
bedrock of Tuscarawas County was formed. Horizontally bedded sedimentary rocks, such as 
limestones, shales, siltstones, and sandstones belonging to the Pottsville Group, make up the 
foundation of the county, as depicted in Figure 1.11. Fractures within this bedrock are typically 
at high angles to one another and produce smooth planar surfaces (Nield 2013). The Upper and 
Lower Mercer Limestone members of the Pottsville Group often contain solutioned 
discontinuities that can provide avenues for water seepage, which has been creating problems for 
the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in recent years (Nield 2013). Members of the Pottsville 
Group also contain seams of important raw materials such as coal, claystone, limestone, 
sandstone, iron ore, sand, and gravel that are economically important. Exploitation of these raw 
materials would have drawn people to the area in historical times. 

Just as the study area is close to historically important geological resources like coal, it is also 
centrally located to major outcrops of chert, one of the primary raw material resources for stone 
tool production during the pre-contact period. Locally available chert types during the pre-
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contact period likely included Boggs and Upper Mercer cherts, which occur as bedded lenses in 
the Lower and Upper Mercer limestone members respectively. As shown in Figure 1.12, 
outcrops of Boggs chert have been reported to extend in a long, narrow belt from Perry County 
to Tuscarawas County, and occur in the immediate vicinity of the study area according to 
archeologist Kent Vickery (1983:75–76). This dull dark grey to black, fossiliferous chert is 
found in association with the Pennsylvanian-age Lower Mercer limestone member (Stout and 
Schoenlaub 1945:36). The much better known, lustrous grey to black, Upper Mercer chert was 
observed as nodules in limestone along the Tuscarawas River in the vicinity of the study area 
(Stout and Schoenlaub 1945:59). Huntington Planner Aaron Smith reports seeing nodules of 
chert downstream from the Zoar Diversion Dam where the Lower Mercer Limestone member is 
exposed (personal communication, January 4, 2013). Additional outcrops of Upper Mercer chert 
can be found throughout adjacent Coshocton County and points farther south and west. Glacial 
cobble chert was probably available in local stream beds. 

Regionally available chert types during the pre-contact period would have included Ohio Flint 
Ridge and Plum Run varieties. The famous Ohio Flint Ridge chert, also known as Vanport chert, 
outcrops in Licking and Muskingum Counties, approximately 65 miles (105 km) southwest of 
the study area (Vickery 1983:75–76). Plum Run chert, a fossiliferous chert formed during the 
Pennsylvanian-age, outcrops in northeastern Stark County, approximately 30 miles (48 km) 
northeast of the study area (Vickery 1983:75–76). 

While the study area lies within the unglaciated Allegheny Plateau Section of the Appalachian 
Plateaus physiographic province (Thornbury 1965:131), the effects of glaciation were still felt in 
the valley; Zoar Village is situated approximately 5 miles south of the greatest extent of 
glaciation. The advance of the last Wisconsin glacier, beginning around 24,000 years ago, 
blocked the northern flow of the ancestral river in the valley. When the river was blocked, it 
created an impounded lake to the south that would have covered much of what is now Zoar 
Village. Lacustrine deposits of clay and silts formed over older alluvium deposited by the 
ancient, north-flowing Zoar Creek (Nield 2013). However, this ancient lake drained itself when it 
overtopped and cut through a low spot near present day Zoarville, creating the current narrow 
valley of the Tuscarawas Valley down to Dover and New Philadelphia. As the Wisconsin glacier 
retreated, glacial outwash reworked the valley and ultimately led to the current Tuscarawas 
River. Up to 30 feet of outwash deposits overlie older deposits in the valley (Nield 2013). The 
Tuscarawas River has since influenced the valley floor with its own fluvial action; including 
depositing layers of alluvium, up to 5 feet in thickness, on the floodplain at Zoar Village. 

The result of this glacial history is that Zoar Village is located on a large glacial outwash terrace, 
which is the primary physiographic feature of the study area, as shown in Figure 1.13. The local 
physiography within the study area also contains floodplains with deposits of alluvium along the 
river channel, and outwash terraces and dissected uplands elsewhere. The alluvial deposits may 
have capped and preserved archeological deposits, and their presence suggests the need for deep 
testing to locate buried sites. Alluvial deposits on the outside of the Zoar Levee may be as thick 
as 7 feet, while alluvial deposits on the inside of the Zoar Levee are shallower, with buried sites 
possible to a depth of 2 to 5 feet below the surface in undisturbed area. 

In the southeastern portion of the study area, a small, unnamed tributary of the Tuscarawas River 
has deeply cut a narrow ravine through uplands near Michael Lane, as it flows down from the 
glacial outwash terrace to the north. Erosion of soils that may contain archeological sites is more 
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likely along this waterway, as is displacement of archeological remains, since there is no 
alluvium to cap archeological deposits and the topsoil is less than 3 inches in depth. Upstream of 
the Zoar Diversion Dam, the bedrock is relatively shallow and buried archeological sites are not 
possible in this portion of the study area. 

Soils 

An area's soils affect the types of plant and animal communities that develop naturally in an area, 
and the suitability of an area for cultivation, and hence, influence the movement of people across 
the landscape. Soil properties also impact human settlement patterns through their suitability for 
different types of activities. Well drained soils are attractive for long-term habitation and use, 
while poorly drained soils are not suitable for long-term use, but may be the focus for short-term 
or specialized activities. An understanding of the soils within and adjacent to the study area is, 
therefore, important to understanding and predicting human activities in the study area through 
time. Knowledge of soil disturbances, such as result from large scale construction or industrial 
activities, is helpful in understanding the potential for archeological deposits to survive in a 
given area. 

Most information on soils is derived from soils surveys completed by public agencies. These 
surveys provide detailed information, but often have issues with accuracy at the local scale. 
Macro scale data places the study area within Ohio Soil Region 11 (Coshocton-Westmoreland-
Berks Region) (ODNR-DSWR 2012), which contains soils belonging to the Wheeling-Chili-
Tioga soil association This soil association is described as consisting of “deep, nearly level to 
strongly sloping, well drained soils formed in loamy material, glacial outwash, and alluvium; on 
outwash terraces and floodplains” (USDA-SCS 1986:10), as expected based on the geological 
history of the study area. Data from the Tuscarawas County soil survey indicates that as many as 
23 separate soil units, representing 13 distinct soils series, are found within the study area. A 
generic soil unit map for the study area is presented in Figure 1.14. 

The soils found in the study area generally fall into one of four broad categories of interest to 
archeological predictive modeling: well drained soils on floodplains and terraces that people may 
have found attractive for long-term habitation and use; poorly drained soils on floodplains and 
terraces that people would find unsuitable for long-term use, but which may have been used for 
short-term or specialized activities; well drained, upland soils at some distance from fresh water 
sources; and soils that have been heavily disturbed by large scale construction or industrial 
activities. As discussed in the section on geology and physiography, soils on floodplains have the 
potential to contain deeply buried archeological sites, while areas of soil disturbance have little 
potential to contain archeological sites. The soils found in the study area are presented according 
to the landform published in the soil survey, beginning with floodplain soils and concluding with 
disturbed soils. Figure 1.14, which combines information on the physiographic landforms, soil 
units, and known disturbances for the study area, accompanies this discussion. Readers will note 
that Figure 1.14 provides an example of the inaccuracies in soil survey data on the local level: 
there are several instances where the mapped landforms contain soils that are described in the 
soil survey as occurring on adjacent landforms. 
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Floodplains 

Well drained soils on floodplains tend to support plants and animal resources that humans use 
throughout time and provide rich environments for cultivation. These soils also tend to be level 
and close to fresh water sources, making them attractive locations for habitation. Poorly drained 
soils on floodplains may also support plant and animal resources that attract humans, but they are 
less well suited for cultivation and are not attractive for habitation because of their tendency to 
be water logged. Floodplain soils also have the potential to contain deeply buried archeological 
deposits because of the frequent deposition of alluvial sediments. Well drained and poorly 
drained floodplain soils found in the study area are discussed separately below.  

Well drained floodplain soils 

Nolan Series soils are well drained soils originating in alluvium on floodplains. Nolan soils are 
found on floodplains (USDA-SCS 1986:96). Because these soils are well drained, there is a 
greater probability that humans found level areas making these soils attractive for longer-term 
habitation. A narrow band of Nolan silt loam, occasionally flooded (No), is located in the south-
southwest part of the study area along the Tuscarawas River, southeast of Dover-Zoar Road. 

Poorly drained floodplain soils 

Orville Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in alluvium on floodplains. 
Orrville soils are found on floodplains (USDA-SCS 1986:97). Long-term human occupation of 
land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have 
taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. Large areas of Orrville silt loam, 
occasionally flooded (Or), are found within the southern one-half of the study area along the 
Tuscarawas River. A small area of this same soil is found in the southeastern portion of the study 
area along what appears to be a small stream. Two additional, very small areas of this soil are 
found in the north central and northeastern parts of the study area: one is at the north end of the 
western branch of the Goose Run Impoundment, the other at the northeast end of the eastern 
branch of the Goose Run Impoundment. 

Terraces 

Terrace has a broad meaning for the study area; soils in the study area can form on stream terraces or 
glacial outwash terraces. Well drained soils on either type of terrace tend to support plants and 
animal resources that humans use throughout time and, if level, may be attractive locations for 
habitation. Poorly drained soils on either type of terrace will tend to be unattractive for habitation 
because of their tendency to be water logged. In general, terraces tend to be farther from fresh water 
sources than floodplains and thus less attractive for long term habitation. The springs found in the 
study area reduce the importance of this factor in the east central portion of the study area. Because 
of their position on the landscape, terraces flood less frequently than floodplains and have a 
correspondingly lower potential for containing deeply buried archeological sites. Well drained and 
poorly drained terrace soils found in the study area are discussed separately below. 
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Well drained terrace soils 

Chili Series soils are well drained soils originating in loamy material and gravelly and sandy 
glacial outwash. These soils are found on outwash terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:87). Because these 
soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas with these soils 
attractive for longer-term habitation. A large area of Chili gravelly loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes 
(CkB), is mapped in the area between the northeast side of the historic village center and Goose 
Run Impoundment. A smaller area of this soil type is located at the southern tip of the Goose 
Run Impoundment, and yet another small area underlies the railroad bed and County Highway 
111 in the southwestern portion of the study area. A large area of Chili gravelly loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes (CkC), is located immediately east of the historic village center and east of the 
Zoar Pump Station. A large area of Chili Urban land complex, undulating (CnB), underlies the 
central portion of the study area and encompasses the historic portion of Zoar Village, as well as 
the historical cemetery, the developed area north of the historic village center and southwest of 
the y-intersection at SR 212 and County Highway 82, and Zoar Levee. 

Plainfield Series soils are excessively well drained soils originating in sandy outwash deposits. 
These soils are found on glacial outwash terraces and stream terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:97). 
Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas 
making these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A large area of Plainfield loamy sand, 3 
to 8 percent slopes (PwB), is found in the east central and southeastern portion of the study area; 
this area of Plainfield soil is roughly bounded by State Route 212 on the west, Hickory Lane on 
the south, the study area boundary and other soil types on the east, and Township Highway 387 
on the north. 

Sparta Series soils are excessively drained soils originating in sandy outwash deposits. These 
soils are found on glacial outwash terraces and stream terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:100). Because 
these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas having 
these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A small area of Sparta loamy fine sand, 0 to 3 
percent slopes (SpA), is found at the south end of Zoar Lake, on either side of the old road bed of 
First Street west of the Zoar Levee. 

Wheeling Series soils are well drained soils originating in loamy material and the underlying 
glacial outwash. These soils are found on outwash terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:103). Because 
these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas having 
these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. Wheeling loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (WrA), is 
found on the northwest side of the study area at the northwest end of Zoar Lake, and on both 
sides of SR 212, just north of the y-intersection at SR 212 and County Highway 82, on the north 
side of town. A small area of Wheeling Urban land complex, nearly level (WsA), is located in 
the northern portion of the study area in association with the housing along Hess Mill Road. 

Poorly drained terrace soils 

Caneadea Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in sediments deposited in 
former lakes that are now slack water terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:86). Long-term human 
occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized 
activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. Caneadea 
silty clay loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (CcA), surrounds the pits and gravel unit in the northeastern 
portion of the study area; this area is recorded as a borrow area for the construction of the Zoar 
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Levee on the 1935 as-built drawings. Another larger area of this soil is located in the 
northeastern corner of the study area, extending south from the southern border of the eastern 
branch of the Goose Run Impoundment. 

Fitchville Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in sediments deposited in 
former lakes that are now slack water terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:91). Long-term human 
occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized 
activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. A large area 
of Fitchville silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (FcA), abuts Zoar Lake on the lake's northern and 
western sides. Another, smaller area of this soil is located in the center of the study area and 
encompasses the location of the Zoar Pump Station and points immediately north of the Zoar 
Pump Station, on the presently undeveloped north side of 2nd Street. 

Linwood Series soils are very poorly drained soils originating in organic deposits with recent 
alluvium in the surface layer. Linwood soils are found in depressions on glacial outwash plains 
(USDA-SCS 1986:95). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is 
unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or 
around the edges of such areas. A narrow band of Linwood mucky silt loam, ponded (Ln), is 
found in the far northwestern part of the study area, south of Hess Mill Road.  

Uplands 

Upland soils tend to be well drained and support plants and animal resources that humans use 
throughout time. However, the distance to fresh water sources and slope also tends to discourage 
long term habitation. In addition, the thin top soil and lack of alluvial deposition means that 
upland soils do not have the potential to contain deeply buried archeological deposits and are 
often eroded which reduces the information potential of any existing archeological deposits. 
There are two upland soils in the study area: 

Coshocton Series soils are moderately well drained soils originating in colluvium and residuum 
from siltstone, sandstone, or shale bedrock, hence the presence of channery in the soil. These 
soils are found on ridgetops and hillsides in the uplands (USDA-SCS 1986:89). When these soils 
are found on areas with little slope, such as a ridgetop, people may have found the well-drained 
nature of the area attractive for longer-term occupations. One such relatively level area of 
Coshocton silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes (CpB), occurs on the upland landform that 
encompasses the housing development on Michael Lane, in the far southeastern part of the study 
area. Two small areas of Coshocton-Guernsey silt loams, 8 to 15 percent slopes (CsC), are 
located in the east central part of the study area adjacent to the Bethesda soils found in this area. 
Another small area of this soil type is found in the far northeastern corner of the study area. A 
narrow strip of Coshocton-Guernsey silt loams, 15 to 25 percent slopes (CsD), underlies the 
railroad bed from its intersection with Dover-Zoar Road, northwest to just south of Ebert Road. 
A very small area of Coshocton-Guernsey very stony silt loams, 8 to 15 percent slopes (CtC), is 
located in the far southeastern corner of the study area. 

Hazelton Series soils are well drained soils originating in colluvium and residuum from 
sandstone bedrock, hence the presence of channery in the soil. These soils are found on ridgetops 
and hillsides in the uplands (USDA-SCS 1986:93). When these soils are found on areas with 
little slope, such as a ridgetop, people may have found the well drained nature of the area 
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attractive for longer-term occupations. Narrow bands of Hazelton channery loam, 8 to 15 percent 
slopes (HeC), and Hazelton channery loam, 25 to 40 percent slopes (HeE), can be found in the 
southeastern part of the study area surrounding a level upland landform that encompasses the 
housing development at Michael Lane. 

Disturbed Soils 

Disturbed soils have little to no archeological potential because the original deposits that may 
have contained archeological deposits have been moved or destroyed. There are four soils 
representing significant disturbances within the study area: 

Bethesda Series soils are well drained soils forming in surface mined areas where there is a 
mixture of partially weathered fine-earth sediments and fragments of sandstone, siltstone and 
shale. As a result of this history, Bethesda soils have a shallow top soil horizon that transitions 
immediately to the soil horizon arising from the bedrock (C horizon) (USDA-SCS 1986:84). 
Because these soils have been mined and possibly reclaimed, there is very little to no chance that 
archeological remains predating the time of mining will be preserved. A very small area of 
Bethesda channery clay loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes (BnD), is located in the east central part of 
the study area, abutting the study area boundary. A larger area of Bethesda channery clay loam, 
25 to 70 percent slopes (BnF), is located in the east central portion of the study area, east of 
Goose Run Impoundment, adjacent to the study area boundary and south of another soil formed 
in surface mined areas, Morristown loam.  

Morristown Series soils are well drained soils that occur in areas that have been surface mined, 
and often later cultivated, if top soil is replaced or the area is reclaimed. As a result of this 
history, Morristown soils have a shallow top soil horizon that transitions immediately to the soil 
horizon arising from the bedrock (C horizon) (USDA-SCS 1986:96). Because these soils have 
been mined and possibly reclaimed, there is very little to no chance that archeological remains 
pre-dating the time of mining will be preserved. An area of Morristown loam, 0 to 8 percent 
slopes (MrB), is located in the east central portion of the study area, east of Goose Run 
Impoundment, adjacent to the study area boundary. 

Pits, Gravel, symbolized by the letter combination Pt, are areas that have been surface mined for 
sand and gravel that is later used in construction. The pits typically occur on outwash terraces 
and in areas that have Chili, Conotton, or Wheeling soils underlain by glacial outwash (USDA-
SCS 1986:48). Areas that have been surface mined are not favorable for the preservation of 
archeological remains because of the removal of the natural top soil. A comparatively small area 
of pits is mapped in the far northeastern portion of the study area, overlapping a borrow area for 
construction of the Zoar Levee, as depicted on the 1935 as-built drawings. The mapped pits area 
encompasses approximately one-third of the borrow area. 

Udorthents soils are areas of cut and fill typically occurring in construction areas along 
highways and other large public works such as dams and levees, and in urban areas (USDA-SCS 
1986:54). Areas where cutting and filling has taken place are not usually favorable for the 
preservation of archeological remains because of the disturbance to the natural top soil. There are 
two comparatively small areas of Udorthents, hilly (Ua), in the southern part of the study area: 
one is such area is located at the southern tip of Zoar Lake, and the other area is located on the 
south side of the river, west of Dover-Zoar Road and north of County Highway 111. A much 
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larger Udorthents area is located east and south of Goose Run Impoundment (a.k.a. Lime Kiln 
Lake), on the north side of 2nd Street (Township Highway 387). According to the 1935 as-built 
drawings, only three-quarters of this area mapped as Udorthents was used as a borrow area for 
the construction of the Zoar Levee. 

Water Resources 

Water plays a significant role in human existence: drinking water is necessary to sustain life; 
water attracts game animals that can feed humans and also provides a specialized habitat for 
other plant and animal resources; waterways provide transportation routes for moving people and 
goods; and water can supply power for industry. Because of the significance of water to human 
existence, the location and character of water resources strongly influences the movement of 
people and the locations of human activities on the landscape. An understanding of the water 
resources within and adjacent to the study area is, therefore, essential to understanding and 
predicting human activities in the study area through time. 

The study area is situated in a region that has plentiful and diverse water resources. Zoar Village 
lies within the Muskingum River drainage system, in the northernmost part of the Ohio River 
watershed (Figure 1.8). Historically, the study area was drained by several small tributaries, like 
Goose Run on the east side of Zoar Village, which flowed into the Tuscarawas River (Figure 
1.15). The Tuscarawas River, flowing from the northwest to the southeast, forms the western 
boundary of the study area. The river is typical of others in this part of the unglaciated plateau in 
terms of being a slow moving, or low gradient, river that flows through a silt-filled valley of 
Wisconsinan-age. The Tuscarawas River joins with the Walhonding River at Coshocton to form 
the Muskingum River. The Muskingum River drains south into the Ohio River. The Tuscarawas 
River and other navigable waterways adjacent to the study area would have been important to 
transportation and subsistence in the pre-contact period, and we know that this river is a major 
character in the story of Zoar Village during the Separatist and post-Separatist historical periods.  

In addition to major and minor waterways, the study area contains numerous natural springs. 
Natural springs frequently occur at the base of the upland slopes, at the contact between the 
resistant bedrock and the more permeable glacial outwash deposits. In Zoar Village, springs are 
found along what is now Fourth Street, particularly in the section of the street east of what is 
now Foltz Street. At the time the Separatists arrived in the valley, there was a natural spring that 
fed a small pond in this vicinity, which is where the Separatist advance party first set up camp 
(see page 1.61 for more details). Springs and their associated rivulets also appear at the base of 
the slope on the east side of the Goose Run Impoundment. A sulfur spring is located one and a 
half miles east of town along the road to Mineral City (Figure 1.16) and, while the structures 
built in association with the sulfur spring are no longer present, there is evidence that the spring 
is still active (see discussion on page 1.135 for additional details on the role of the sulfur springs 
in the history of Zoar Village). 

These springs played a significant role in the location of Zoar Village during the Separatist 
period and were important to later Separatist development in the area. Just as these springs were 
important in the story of Zoar Village during the Separatist historical periods, they also were 
undoubtedly a major factor in drawing people to the area during the pre-contact period as sources 
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of fresh water, places where particular plants would have been found, and where game animals 
would have congregated. 

After the arrival of the Separatists within the study area, man-made water courses and alterations 
to water sources appeared, including the mill race south of the village, the draining of the spring-
fed pond near Third Street, and the construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal. The lower end of the 
Goose Run channel where it enters the floodplain from the uplands was repurposed into part of 
the mill race. The Separatists erected a dam across part of the Tuscarawas River to divert water 
into a feeder canal for the mill race in the early 1820s, and improved it with a stone guard lock in 
1830 to allow small river craft traffic to enter the mill race and carry traffic directly to Zoar 
Village. A spur of the mill race was likely constructed the same time as a new grist mill, around 
1847. This spur cut across the floodplain and directly fed this new grist mill. This spur was later 
filled in during the twentieth century after the removal of the new grist mill. The Separatists 
directed the flow of water from springs into spring houses through gravity-fed underground 
piping (Fernandez, personal communication, 2013), and drained a wetland on the west side of 
town to convert it into an agricultural field. This same location was impounded in the 1920s to 
form Zoar Lake for recreational purposes. The Separatists were not strangers to impoundment, as 
they built small earthen dikes in what is now the Goose Run Impoundment of the Zoar Levee & 
Diversion Dam project to form a pair of fish ponds, and a small pond was also present south of 
Second Street for the Separatists’ large flock of geese. 

Natural flooding and intentional manipulation of the area's water resources has also had an effect 
on the character of archeological deposits in the study area. Flood waters can erode areas where 
evidence of human activities may have been located. Conversely, flood waters can also deposit 
layers of soil (alluvium) that can cap and preserve the locations of human activities, as 
previously discussed. Large scale manipulation of water resources in the study area, such as 
borrowing soil for Zoar Levee and construction of Zoar Levee itself, can create substantial 
disturbances to the landscape and any associated archeological deposits.  

Native Plant and Animal Communities 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter , all humans need food and raw materials that can 
be fashioned into tools, shelter, clothing, and other items that aid with survival. Being 
omnivores, humans subsist entirely on plants and animals, and thus the location of these food 
sources plays a significant role in human movement and settlement across the landscape. Plants 
and animals also provide raw materials for the construction of shelter, tools, and clothing, among 
other things, and can be economically important in terms of the trade of raw materials and 
finished products. Knowledge of the quantity, quality, and diversity of an area's native plant and 
animal communities, and how they are distributed across the landscape, can assist with 
developing predictive archeological probability models by identifying desirable locales. This 
section places the native plant and animal communities of the study area in a broader regional 
context while referencing data specific to the vicinity of Zoar Village. 

An ecoregion denotes a broad area where there is "general similarity in ecosystems and the type, 
quality, and quantity" of natural resources (Woods et al. 1998). The study area lies within the 
Unglaciated Upper Muskingum Basin sub region of the Western Allegheny Plateau Ecoregion, 
where mixed oak and mixed mesophytic forests were widespread at the time of European 
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settlement in eastern Ohio (Woods et al. 1998). On Gordon's 1966 map titled Natural Vegetation 

of Ohio at the Time of the Earliest Land Surveys, the entire study area is shown as a mixed oak 
forest with an area of mixed mesophytic forest in the central part of Tuscarawas County and oak-
sugar maple forests in southern Stark County, as shown in Figure 1.17. Within the mixed oak 
forests, Gordon (1969:37–40) recognized two major associations: the White Oak-Black Oak-
Hickory Association and the White Oak-Black Oak-Chestnut Association; the Oak-Chestnut 
Association was more common on ridge tops with well-drained, sandy soils, and a low lime 
content. While this broad level plant community information is currently the most specific data 
that can be applied to the study area as a whole, we know that localized eco niches such as ridge 
tops, slopes, and floodplains existed, and that these eco niches would have supported much more 
diverse plant and animal communities than those plant communities described by Gordon. 

According to naturalist Charles King (1979:166), three vegetation associations are predominant 
in the unglaciated plateau and all three can be found within the same river valley. These three 
associations are mixed oak forests, mixed mesophytic forests, and lowland forests. The location 
of the three associations on the landscape tends to vary with landform and aspect of slope. Figure 
1.18 is a generalized cross section of a valley in the unglaciated plateau that demonstrates how 
these vegetation types vary according to elevation, landform, and the direction the slope is 
facing; this figure is reproduced from King's chapter in Ohio's Natural Heritage. Refer to Figure 
1.14 to see landforms such as floodplains, terraces, and uplands superimposed on the study area. 

Mixed oak forests typically occur on well-drained, sandstone-based ridge tops and on south- and 
southwestern facing slopes, although a mixed oak forest can also occur on lower slopes. The 
oak-hickory association is the most common variant of the mixed oak forest. White oaks, black 
oaks, shagbark hickory, pignut hickory, and mockernut hickory are dominant trees in oak-
hickory forest. The canopy is fairly open allowing light to penetrate and moisture to evaporate, 
but because the soils are so acidic, the diversity of understory plants is low. Smaller understory 
trees include sassafras, serviceberry and dogwood, and greenbrier bushes are common (King 
1979:168–169). Separatists reported that the hills around Zoar Village were forested with oak, 
hickory, chestnut, and maple trees at the time they arrived in the early 1800s. These vegetation 
types were likely present in the pre-contact period, as well, once the post-glacial climate had 
stabilized. 

The plentiful nut crops of the oak-hickory forest support a variety of animal species including 
gray squirrels, fox squirrels, flying squirrels, and a number of smaller rodents like the eastern 
wood rat and the pygmy shrew. Small mammals such as raccoons, opossums, skunks, rabbits, 
groundhogs, and gray fox were common historically and remain so today. Historically, larger 
mammals like bobcat, black bear, elk, white-tailed deer, gray wolf, and even bison were present. 
At least one case of gray wolves chasing a man near Zoar Village was reported (Giles 1966:472). 
A diversity of common Eastern Woodland bird species are present in mixed oak forests today 
(King 1979:168–169). 

Mixed mesophytic forests are forests that contain a large number of tree species (generally 20 to 25 
species), all of which succeed in areas with an average water supply. In the unglaciated plateau 
mixed mesophytic forests are typically found on north- and east- facing slopes. Soils are moist, 
less acidic than in oak forests, and rich in organic content, which leads to a high diversity of 
plant life. Common tree species include white and red oak, sugar maple, red maple, beech, tulip 
tree, wild black cherry, white ash, and black walnut, among others. Common understory trees are 
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hornbeam, also called musclewood or ironwood, dogwood, and redbud. Ferns, lichens, 
clubmosses, Virginia creeper, and wild grape are also abundant (King 1979:171–172). 

Animal species in the mixed mesophytic forest are as diverse as the plant species. Many animals 
that are found in oak forest habitats can also be found in the mixed mesophytic forest, including 
gray squirrels, raccoons, rabbits, deer, wild turkeys, ruffed grouse, and box turtles. Bird diversity 
is high, with year-round residents such as hawk species, woodpecker species, and owl species 
mixing with games birds such as quail, and migrating songbirds (King 1979: 173–174).  

Lowland forests and stream valleys have considerably different plant and animal communities 
compared to the uplands and slopes. Plant species in the lowland forests are adapted to thriving 
in environments with poor drainage and occasional flooding. The most common tree species are 
sycamore, black willow, and elm. Floodplains and terraces with high lime content will support 
box elder, silver maple, and cottonwood. Mammals of this environment historically included 
species like as mink, beaver, muskrat, and sometimes river otter. Waterfowl, particularly the 
wood duck, are common as are numerous species of turtles. Rivers in the glaciated plateau 
support large fish like the Ohio muskellunge and large, diverse populations of freshwater 
mussels. These mussel populations supported a successful, yet short-lived, shell button industry 
in the late 1800s and early 1900s (King 1979:175–178).  

Based on information presented by forestry researcher Robert Giles (1966), it is clear that the 
plant and animal resources of the study area in pre-contact times and during the early historical 
period would have included those of the mixed oak forest and the mesophytic forest. While Giles 
does not specifically report on the lowland valleys, floodplains, and aquatic habitats, these 
habitats were undoubtedly exploited by humans. Plant and animal species diversity within all 
habitats would have been high, and people utilizing the study area would have had a wide variety 
of species available to them. When plant and animal resources are considered in combination 
with the area's water resources, it is clear that the valley surrounding Zoar Village would have 
been particularly attractive to pre-contact hunter gatherers, early pre-contact agriculturalists, and 
later historical period settlers. 

Pre-contact site types most likely to be associated with the forested upland portions of the study 
area include seasonal camps and temporary resource extraction locales dating to all archeological 
periods. Historical sites associated with areas that once contained these upland forest types are 
likely to be more diverse, reflecting short term hunting and gathering activities, and agricultural 
activities associated with clearing and cultivating the land. Pre-contact site types most likely to 
be associated with the forested lowlands and stream valleys within the study area include hamlets 
and agricultural villages dating to the Woodland and Late Prehistoric periods. The lower terraces 
and floodplains would also have been favored for crop cultivation and pasture by historical 
period farmers because of the rich soil created when flooding allowed soil nutrients to be 
replenished. Locations in the forested lowlands along the river would also have been favored for 
industries requiring water power, such as mills. 
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Historical Alterations to the Environment and Current Conditions in the 
Study Area 

Knowledge of alterations to the natural environment helps determine which locations within the 
study area may not have surviving archeological deposits as a result of disturbances to the 
landscape. It is important, therefore, to create a land use history as part of the environmental and 
historical contexts from which archeological probability is drawn. The historical land use 
narrative for the study area is dominated by historical alterations to the landscape and the 
resulting disturbances. 

Like most of Ohio, historical-period human activities have greatly altered the landscape in the 
study area. Clearing of the forests for agriculture, settlement, and mining have altered the 
landscape and the plant and animal communities. Historical alterations to the environment within 
the study area began with the establishment of Zoar Village in 1817. Alterations associated with 
the Separatists include the clearing of woodlands to make way for the building and development 
of the village itself as well as for creating agricultural land. Other alterations directly tied to the 
Separatist occupation of Zoar Village include construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal, the dam 
across the river, the mill race, draining of a wetland for agriculture in the present-day location of 
Zoar Lake, impounding a pond for raising fish in the Goose Run Impoundment area east of the 
village, and introducing new species of trees as orchards. Other nineteenth-century alterations 
include the construction of the rail line through the study area. 

These nineteenth century alterations to the natural environment had significant impacts for the 
plant and animal communities within the study area. Giles (1966:473), for example, quotes an 
earlier county atlas when stating that the 1835 charcoal furnace operated by the Separatists 
"swept away large tracts of timber." Most of the large mammal species were extirpated from the 
region in the 1800s. King (1979:169, 177) reports that bison were gone from the unglaciated 
plateau by 1803, beavers were gone by 1830, and that bobcat, black bear, elk, and gray wolf 
were gone by ca. 1850. Giles (1966:471) puts the extirpation of elk closer to 1800. Giles 
(1966:472) reports that in 1842 organized wolf hunts took place on land surrounding Zoar 
Village. Even white-tailed deer were driven out of the state by 1904. Many of the large mammal 
species were killed for food or fur, or because of the damage they caused to livestock and crops. 
Many other animal species not hunted out of the area were forced out because of the increasing 
deforestation and human occupation. 

After the dissolution of the Society in 1898, further alterations to the natural environment in and 
around Zoar Village included the construction of an extension to the dam at the river, the 
impoundment of Zoar Lake, new residential developments north and south of Zoar Village, and 
the raising of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, with its subsequent improvements through the 
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 

The setting of the study area today can be described as bucolic and rural. Rolling hills, a lake and 
wetland areas, farm fields, and dispersed forested areas surround Zoar Village. This landscape, 
however, presents an incomplete picture of what the area looked like in the pre-contact and early 
historical periods. The study area can be subdivided into natural and built zones, as shown in 
Figure 1.19. Natural zones include areas that have seen minimal levels of alteration from human 
activity. In the study area these natural zones include small sections of wooded wetlands along 
the canal and the wooded uplands around Michael Lane and between the eastern edge of the 
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historical village and the Goose Run Impoundment. Most of these areas likely represent 
secondary growth in historically cleared areas. King (1979:180–181) reports that non-native trees 
such as black locust, European black alder, cottonwood, white ash, tulip tree, and pine species 
were planted in reclaimed mine areas, particularly on mine spoil piles. Coltsfoot, a European, 
dandelion-like weed, has also invaded many reclaimed areas (King 1979:181). Thus, the 
vegetation of the study area has been fundamentally changed. One exception to this pattern is the 
upland area around Michael Lane; examination of historical photographs does indicate that the 
wooded uplands may have remained wooded historically (Figure 1.20). 

The remainder of the study area as it exists today can be considered the product of nearly two 
centuries of continuous alterations through human occupation and use. The built zone within the 
study area includes residential areas (both the historical core of the village and twentieth century 
developments to the north and south), industrial activity areas (including the mill race, the former 
industrial core area south of the village, quarrying activity along present-day Michael Lane, and 
gravel mining in the northeast study area), and, of course, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam and 
its attendant structures. The topography of the study area and surrounding parcels has been 
altered by surface mining for gravel and sand, as well as coal mining, and activities associated 
with the construction of the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project. Several low lying areas have 
been impounded to form bodies of water that were not originally present (for example, the 
existing Zoar Lake and the previously inundated Goose Run Impoundment). All of these 
disturbances to the landscape represent areas where the chance of finding preserved pre-contact 
and historical archeological deposits is very low. Known disturbances in the study area are 
described in greater detail below.  

Known Disturbances in the Study Area 

Known disturbances in the study area are shown in Figure 1.21. The construction of the Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam in 1935 represents a massive alteration of the landscape in the study 
area (Figure 1.22, Figure 1.23). The construction footprint of the levee project has essentially 
reduced the chance of survivability of archaeological resources within it to nothing. Areas 
associated with the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam have been identified 
through examination of aerial photographs, historical photographs of levee construction, and as-
built drawings produced by Huntington in 1935 and 1950 (Figures 1.22, 1.23, 1.286–1.294, 
1.296–1.298). Apart from the areas occupied by the levee and diversion dam, other areas 
identified as highly disturbed include (Figure 1.21): 

• the northeastern corner of Foltz and Second Street, used as a borrow area during levee 
construction according to Chuck Knaack; 

• road embankments built to bring existing and new roads over the levee into Zoar Village 
from the south; 

• portions of the Canal Hotel location with modern construction; 

• a large section of land on the eastern edge of the study area associated with Morristown 
series soils that develop on reclaimed strip mined locations (USDA-SCS 1986:96); and 

• most of the Canal Mill location destroyed by fish hatchery construction. 
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Areas expected to display varying degrees of soil disturbance that would impact archeological 
integrity of the location include the twentieth century residential developments in the study area, 
repairs of a seepage area upstream of the Diversion Dam in 1947 and the seepage blanket added 
in 1993 to the Diversion Dam, and modern commercial development within the area associated 
with the Canal Hotel. Types of disturbances include subsurface utility placement, grading 
associated with driveway construction and site preparation, and excavation for foundation and 
cellar construction. 
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CHAPTER 1.3. PRE-CONTACT CONTEXT 

Introduction 

Development of a pre-contact cultural history context that is as specific to the study area as 
possible is one of the two primary tasks associated with the pre-contact archeological probability 
assessment for the study area (Task I. D, the results of which are presented in Volume 2). The 
pre-contact context provides the basis for the deductive pre-contact archeological probability 
model, which generates predictions from the broad patterns of prehistory. 

HDC's research, compiled as part of Task I. B, showed that there is very little published 
information about the pre-contact culture history of the Tuscarawas River valley, let alone the 
middle and upper portion of the river valley where Zoar Village is situated. For example, to date, 
HDC researchers have not identified: 

• Any comprehensive surveys of the Tuscarawas River valley within 4 miles of Zoar 

Village. 

•  Any surveys covering large swaths of acreage in the middle Tuscarawas River valley 

(compare to cultural resource management surveys completed in Wayne National Forest 

[e.g., Beamer et al. 1994 and Millis and Markham 1996]). 

• Any academic research projects focused on the middle Tuscarawas River valley 

(compare to the work of Brush [1990] and Lepper [1986] in Coshocton County). 

• Any long-term research projects focused on the middle Tuscarawas River valley 

(compare to the work of Carskadden [2008], Carskadden and Morton [1996, 1997, 2000], 

and Morton [1984] in Muskingum County). 

The small amount of readily accessible information on investigations in the immediate area 
around Zoar Village means that the pre-contact context presented in this chapter is necessarily 
based on wider regional data. This finding dovetailed nicely with the scope of work, which 
specified that research should be conducted across a large enough geographic region that the 
probability model results were justifiable. Relevant information from adjacent areas, particularly 
the central Muskingum Valley, as well as compiled regional data found in Church's (2004) 
Historic Properties Management Plan for Eighteen Counties Within the Muskingum River 

Watershed in Ohio and Brown's (1998) Bolivar Dam Historic Context Report, have been heavily 
relied upon in our text.  

The context presented here follows a widely accepted pre-contact framework organized 
according to periods which reflect major temporal changes in cultural characteristics including 
subsistence practices, settlement patterns, social organization, and mortuary behavior. Apart 
from being a widely accepted framework, this scheme was also specified in the scope of work 
for the pre-contact archeological probability model outlined under Task I. D. Four broad periods 
are identified in this scheme: the Paleoindian Period (ca. 9500–8000 BC; the Archaic Period (ca. 
8000–1000 BC); the Woodland Period (ca. 1000 BC – AD 1000); and the Late Prehistoric Period 
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(ca. AD 1000-1650). Information on sites local to the study area is presented in Chapter 2.5 of 
Volume 2 of this report. The remainder of the current chapter presents information on the 
lifeways and settlement patterns for each archeological period as derived from the background 
research. Table 1.5 summaries the relevant information on settlement models, site types, and 
location of site types on the landscape as derived from the text in remainder of the chapter. The 
information contained in this table is central to the predictions developed by the deductive 
probability model in Chapter 2.5 of Volume 2. 

The Paleoindian Period (ca. 9500–8000 BC) 

The first people likely reached North America no earlier than 30,000 years ago. Although 
definitive archaeological evidence dating the arrival of North America’s populations is scant, the 
earliest accepted date for the diagnostic artifacts of the Paleoindian Clovis Culture, generally 
considered the earliest culture in the New World, is 9500 BC (Anderson et al. 1996). Thus, the 
first well-documented evidence of human occupation in eastern North America is associated with 
the Paleoindian period (ca. 9500 BC to 8000 BC), which is characterized primarily by its lithic 
assemblages. Fluted projectile points, usually produced from high-quality chert, are generally 
considered the diagnostic marker of the time period. In the Midwestern region, an evolution of 
point styles is suggested by the morphology of the projectile points found. The earliest fluted 
point type in this proposed sequence is the Clovis-like Gainey, followed in time by the waisted 
Barnes type and finally the wider multiple-fluted Crowfield variety (Haynes 2002:50). Other 
lithic tools include end scrapers, side scrapers, bifacial knives, gravers, drills, choppers, awls, 
and abraders (Meltzer 1988:34). Recent work at the Sheridan Cave site in north-central Ohio has 
demonstrated that Paleoindians had a bone tool industry that included beveled bone points made 
from mega-mammal long bones (Tankersly 2004:105). Lanceolate projectile points are 
characteristic of the Late Paleoindian Period (Brown 1998:1). Brown (1998:1) characterized 
Paleoindian peoples as small groups of nomadic, egalitarian hunter-gatherers. 

A fair number of Paleoindian projectile points have been documented for Tuscarawas County. 
Ten fluted points were reported for Tuscarawas County by Prufer and Baby in 1963. That 
number had increased to 27 by the time of Seeman and Prufer’s 1982 publication. Archeologist 
Jonathan Bowen's 2011 fluted point survey database contains entries for 20 fluted points in 
Tuscarawas County. 

Archeologist Brad Lepper's 1986 dissertation on early Paleoindian land use in the Muskingum 
River Basin in Coshocton County is the most detailed regional study for this period. Lepper 
envisioned Coshocton County as a center of Paleoindian lithic manufacturing because of access 
to high quality Upper Mercer flint outcrops. Lepper’s (1986:284) model of Paleoindian land use 
for Coshocton County proposes that large sites that functioned as workshops are found 
principally on floodplain terraces in the major river valleys, close to a “major break in 
topography.” These larger sites are typically located next to a small tributary of the main river, 
near the floodplain-upland ecotone division. Large Paleoindian workshop sites occur no more 
than 60 feet (18 m) from a fresh water source. The apparent logic behind the setting of large 
workshops is to be located with “maximum access to economic resources” (Lepper 1986:294). 

Lepper's research indicated that smaller workshop sites are found on all landform types, but most 
frequently in floodplain settings. They are found “within distinct topographic zones instead of 
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being situated at topographic transition zones," which suggests a more specific economic focus 
for these sites (Lepper 1986:285). Distance to water is not as critical a predicting factor for small 
workshops as it is for large workshops. Small workshop sites are generally found either near very 
small, first order streams or large sixth order streams (Lepper 1986:286). Many are found at high 
elevations, with an average elevation of 836 feet (255 m), higher than any other site type. 

Paleoindian chert processing sites are located on floodplains or in interior hollows in the uplands 
at low elevations. Generally, these chert processing sites are found around the perimeter of the 
uplands bearing Upper Mercer outcrops, and are situated between the outcrops and a large 
workshop site. Paleoindian food procurement sites in Coshocton County do not appear to have 
any one predicting factor associated with site location; food procurement sites are found in every 
topographic zone, and there is no association with distance to water. 

The Archaic Period (ca. 8000–1000 BC) 

The Archaic period is the longest documented temporal segment of prehistory in eastern North 
America. It is typically divided into the three periods of Early Archaic (ca. 8000–6000 BC.), 
Middle Archaic (ca. 6000–3000 BC), and Late Archaic (ca. 3000–1000 BC), based on the 
marked differences in subsistence and settlement patterns (Ford 1974:393). One recent study has 
suggested some revisions to the date ranges for the Archaic period in Ohio (Purtill 2009:566). 
Purtill’s temporal units are as follow: Early Archaic (8950–6450 BC), Middle Archaic (6450– 
3950 BC), and Late Archaic (3950–650 BC). Brown (1998:1) noted that because of the long 
sequence of the Archaic, most sites for the period tend to represent aggregations of artifacts from 
a multitude of short-term occupations occurring over thousands of years, and, because of this 
fact, can often be difficult to interpret. 

The Archaic period is characterized by dramatic climatic change that included a shift from 
coniferous to temperate forests due to a drying, warming trend. Technological innovation is also 
characteristic of the Archaic period, as is subsistence diversification. Early archaeological 
research in the Eastern Woodlands suggested a complete discontinuity between the people of the 
Paleoindian and Archaic periods, a conclusion likely based on scanty material remains from the 
Early Archaic (Dragoo 1976:10). Conversely, a greater consensus has emerged in more recent 
years for the theory that developments in the Archaic are the result of an unbroken sequence of 
gradual change that started in the Paleoindian period (Dragoo 1976:10; Ford 1974; Prufer and 
Baby 1963:4; Prufer and Long 1986:3). 

The Early Archaic Period (ca. 8000–6000 BC) 

Small bands of Early Archaic hunter-gatherers appear to have been highly mobile and may have 
traveled across large territorial ranges and a variety of landforms (Jefferies 2008:203). Evidence 
for this mobility is based on the distribution of projectile points that are diagnostic of the time 
period (such as Kirk, LeCroy, and Kanawha), but made of non-local cherts, including Paoli, 
Upper Mercer, Ohio Flint Ridge, and Wyandot varieties (Purtill 2009:570). Although projectile 
point styles exhibit a high degree of similarity across the Mid-continent, regional differences in 
subsistence and settlement practices probably existed (Brown 1985; Jefferies 2008). These 
differences are simply a function of the diversity of post-Pleistocene environments, from the 
formerly glaciated regions south of the Great Lakes down to the Florida peninsula. As Smith 
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(1986:10) notes, “an accurate assessment of the character and degree of regional and temporal 
variation in early Holocene adaptive patterns is not yet possible.” In a more recent study, Purtill 
(2009:569) suggests that seven distinct horizons are visible within the Early Archaic period 
based on projectile point usage patterns. These horizons include morphologically similar hafted 
bifaces that were contemporary in use. The projectile point horizons suggested by Purtill are: 
Early Archaic Side-Notched, Charleston, Thebes, Kirk/Palmer, Kirk Stemmed, Large Bifurcate, 
and Small Bifurcate (Purtill 2009:569). Other tools in Early Archaic assemblages include knives, 
gravers, drills, a few bone awls, hammer stones, choppers, and chipped stone adzes (Griffin 
1967:178). 

Archeologist C. Russell Stafford’s (1994) settlement model for the Archaic period in Indiana 
appears to hold true for the Scioto River Valley of Ohio. Many Archaic sites in Ohio are located in 
the uplands along the tributaries of the Scioto, rather than in the main Scioto River Valley itself 
(Blank 1970). In a recent statewide study contrasting usage of landforms for Ohio Early Archaic 
sites, Purtill (2009:583) observed that 54 percent of Early Archaic sites occupied terrace settings, 
followed in frequency by sites in the uplands (29%) and sites on floodplains (17%). This 
discrepancy may be caused by the diversity of physiographic regions examined by Purtill (2009). 

While Brown (1998:2) stated that identification of settlement or land use patterns for the Early 
Archaic period in Tuscarawas County was not possible because of "insufficient survey data" for 
the Upper Muskingum River Basin, recent research completed for the Historic Properties 
Management Plan for the Muskingum River Watershed suggests that all hope is not lost. 
Archeologist Flora Church (2004:20) examined the Ohio Archeological Inventory for the entire 
basin and identified records for 484 Early Archaic sites or sites with Early Archaic components. 
Church (2004:20) reports that approximately 38 percent of all Early Archaic sites in the basin are 
located on terraces, 25 percent are located on ridge tops, 20 percent are located on glacial features, 
and 15 percent are found on floodplains. Unfortunately, information on site type as related to site 
location is not included with the data presented for the Early Archaic or any other period for which 
Church reported distributional data for site locations.  

The Middle Archaic Period (ca. 6000–3000 BC) 

Several technological innovations took place between the Early and Middle Archaic periods. 
Projectile point types of this time period varied regionally, but Purtill (2009:572) states that they 
can be grouped into two broad classes: medium to large side-notched forms, such as the Raddatz 
and Big Sandy types, and medium-sized, triangular bladed forms, such as the Stanley Stemmed 
type. Ground stone tools such as axes, pitted stones, pestles, and grinding stones first appeared at 
this time (Jefferies 2008). In addition, archaeological evidence indicates that Middle Archaic 
people were also familiar with the atlatl, or spear thrower (Jefferies 2008). 

By the Middle Archaic, populations had shifted their movement strategies from high mobility to 
reduced mobility (Stafford 1994). Middle Archaic sites appear closer to major river systems than 
sites from the Early Archaic, a change that corresponds to the hypothesis that an increase in 
biodiversity occurred in the Middle Archaic. This evidence indicates that Middle Archaic 
settlement patterns had shifted to a processor-based strategy, which included reduced mobility 
and increased sedentism (Brown 1985; Jefferies 2008). The appearance of ground stone tools and 
the related implication of increased plant usage also support the idea that Middle Archaic 
populations were somewhat more sedentary than those living in the region before them. 
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The Middle Archaic period also saw the use of cemetery sites. The individuals and the materials 
interred with them reflect no social stratification other than for age and gender. The repeated use 
of some cemetery sites intensified in the region during the Late Archaic period. The use of 
designated cemeteries, along with the sedentism and the regional differentiation of settlement 
systems, suggests that Middle Archaic groups were organized into bands of foragers, and that 
formal foraging territories had been established (Brown 1985). Regional trade systems also 
appeared during the Middle Archaic, as indicated by the appearance of exotic materials. Trade 
networks were organized regionally along the major river valleys throughout the eastern United 
States, and were oriented primarily around copper and other non-local lithic materials that 
originated from distant locales, including the Great Lakes and the Gulf and Atlantic coasts 
(Jefferies 2008). 

In 1998 Brown (1998:5) noted an absence of recorded Middle Archaic sites in Tuscarawas 
County and the identification of only eight sites with Middle Archaic components in Stark 
County. Church's (2004:21) examination of the Ohio Archeological Inventory for the entire 
Muskingum Basin identified records for a paltry 64 Middle Archaic sites or sites with Middle 
Archaic components. Church (2004:21) reports that approximately 38 percent of all Middle 
Archaic sites in the basin are located on terraces, 22 percent are located on ridge tops, 25 percent 
are located on glacial features, and 14.5 percent are found on floodplains. This pattern follows 
the one identified by Purtill (2009:583) in a recent statewide study contrasting usage of 
landforms for Ohio Middle Archaic sites. Purtill observed that 58 percent of Middle Archaic 
sites occupied terrace settings, followed in frequency by sites in the uplands (24%), and sites on 
floodplains (18%). 

The Late Archaic Period (ca. 3000–1000 BC) 

The Late Archaic period began after the Hypsithermal climatic episode. At this time, streams 
established their current channels, and the climate became similar to modern conditions. Trends 
first seen in the Middle Archaic, such as the increased use of plant resources, increased 
sedentism, and the use of cemeteries, continued into the Late Archaic period. The Late Archaic 
lithic assemblage is dominated by a variety of side-notched and corner-notched point types, such 
as the Brewerton group, as well as hafted scrapers and ground stone tools, including celts and 
adzes (Prufer and Long 1986; Dragoo 1976). In Ohio, Purtill (2009:572–573) observed an 
increasing reliance on locally available lithic sources. The use of a diverse bone and shell tool 
industry during the Late Archaic has been documented thorough the recovery of artifacts. 
Growing evidence from across the Midwest and the southeast indicates that pottery, once the 
hallmark of the Woodland period, was actually developed during the Late Archaic. The 
development of pottery during the Late Archaic is supported by at least one site in Tuscarawas 
County. Thick, plain, grit-tempered pottery has been reported from the Johnson site II (33-TU-
57), a Terminal Archaic site in central Tuscarawas County (Brown 1996). This site contained 
small Ashtabula points, polished and ground stone artifacts, 54 sherds of pottery, and a corrected 
radiocarbon date of 1310 BC and 1044 BC on charcoal from a hearth feature (Brown 1996:4). 

The Late Archaic period is also known for the emergence of several mortuary complexes. A 
mortuary complex is defined as a group of observed traits, “such as preferred burial locations, 
ritual treatment of the dead, and distinctive kinds of artifacts [that] cannot be assigned 
specifically to a recognized cultural system” (Penney 1985:28). The Old Copper Complex, found 
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in portions of the Upper Great Lakes region, dates from approximately 3000 to 500 BC; 
distinctive copper tools, projectile points, blades, knives, beads, and bracelets are characteristic 
of this mortuary complex. Copper extraction consisted of mining free, float, or vein copper, and 
the objects were fashioned into shape by beating and annealing. The Glacial Kame Mortuary 
Complex dates from 1500 to 500 BC and is found principally in the lower Great Lakes region. A 
sandal-sole gorget of marine shell is one of the most distinctive Glacial Kame artifacts 
(Cunningham and Griffin 1948:41; Spence and Fox 1986:11). The Red Ocher Complex also 
dates from 1500 to 500 BC and is centered in the western Great Lakes region. The Red Ocher 
Complex is characterized by large ceremonial knives made from fine white chert, caches of 
ovate or triangular points, and turkey-tail points made from hornstone found in Harrison County, 
Indiana. Both Glacial Kame and Red Ocher Complex burials were covered with red ocher and 
typically contained copper beads, tubular pipes, and atlatl weights, which are locally known as 
birdstones (Tuck 1978). 

Settlement-pattern data for the Late Archaic period demonstrate reduced mobility and 
settlements restricted to the lower reaches of drainage systems. It is important to note that while 
increasing sedentism is suggested by the greater regional settlement pattern data, that current 
data sets lack any consistent, pan-regional evidence of Late Archaic structures. Yerkes 
(1988:318) points out permanent domestic structures for the time period are rarely encountered, 
and when discovered, they are highly variable in form. Archaeological evidence indicates that 
residential base camps were located primarily along stable terraces of large streams and were 
positioned to exploit heterogeneous environmental patches. Purtill’s (2009) statewide study of 
Archaic landform use indicates that Late Archaic people favored terrace settings (53%), followed 
by upland settings (29%) and floodplain settings (18%). Church's (2004:22) examination of the 
Ohio Archeological Inventory for the entire Muskingum Basin identified records of 702 Late 
Archaic sites or sites with Late Archaic components. Church (2004:22) reports that 
approximately 39 percent of all Late Archaic sites in the basin are located on terraces, 27 percent 
are located on ridge tops, 17 percent are located on glacial features, and 14 percent are found on 
floodplains. Although there has been a great deal of research published on the Late Archaic 
period in nearby northeastern Ohio (see Prufer 2001, for example), there is comparatively little 
that has been published on the Late Archaic for the upper Muskingum Basin.  

The Woodland Period (ca. 1000 BC–AD 1000) 

The Woodland period is divided into three temporal units: the Early Woodland (ca. 1000–200 
BC), the Middle Woodland (ca. 200 BC–AD 400), and the Late Woodland (ca. AD 400–1000), 
based on the marked differences in ceremonial culture, subsistence, technology, and settlement 
patterns. Traditionally, the beginning of the Woodland period was defined by the invention of 
pottery and cultivation of plants of the Eastern Agricultural Complex, while major divisions 
within the period were related to changes in elaborate mortuary practices, most visibly 
manifested as large earthworks and burial mounds. While the basic system is still employed, 
additional research has shown that there is great regional variability in the timing and persistence 
of the defining traits of the period. 
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The Early Woodland Period (ca. 1000–200 BC) 

In the Midwest, the Woodland period is characterized by the appearance of ceramic vessels by 
1000 BC. Ceramics dating to this time are generally thick walled and either cordmarked, plain, 
or fabric-impressed. Ceramic paste consisted of heavy grit tempering. Stemmed projectile points 
indicate Midwestern Adena populations; the Adena complex has been dated to as early as 500 
BC, based primarily on the construction of earthen burial mounds in the central Ohio Valley 
(Seeman 1992:25). 

Evidence for an increased use of domesticated plants is also found during the Early Woodland 
period; however, the timing of this slight increase in domestication varies regionally and does 
not occur in some areas until after AD 100. A dramatic rise in the use of domesticated plants did 
not occur until sometime between the end of the Early Woodland period and the beginning of the 
Middle Woodland (Fritz 1990:403). The use of crop plants continued, including squash, gourd, 
goosefoot, and sumpweed, as did the use of mast crops. White-tailed deer, terrestrial turtles, fish, 
birds, and small mammals also contributed to the Early Woodland diet. 

In some areas of the Midwest, Early Woodland settlement patterns resembled those of the Late 
Archaic, with larger base camps situated in floodplain settings. Although some level of 
sedentism probably existed, sedentary hamlets most likely did not occur in the Midwest until the 
Middle Woodland period (Yerkes 1988:319). Yerkes (1988:318) notes that Early Woodland 
structural remains are rarely found in the Midwest. Seasonal movement between summer base 
camps located on larger floodplains to upland winter camps may also have occurred (Yerkes 
1988:319). Some of these locales may have been used over long periods of time, similar to Late 
Archaic practices. 

Cemetery construction is best documented in the central Illinois, Mississippi, and Ohio River 
valleys, where this behavior first appeared in the late Middle Archaic period. Toward the end of 
the Early Woodland period, ca. 500–150 BC, the Early Adena people of the central Ohio Valley 
directed their surplus energy into building numerous mounds within mortuary contexts. Early 
researchers believed that the positioning of burials and differentiation of grave goods indicated a 
tribal social organization for the Adena (Clay 1992:77). More recent work, however, has lent 
credence to the claim that Adena populations were relatively egalitarian, semi-sedentary hunter-
gatherers (Clay 1992:80).  

While most Ohio Adena mortuary sites are clustered along the Scioto and other major waterways 
of southern Ohio, significant evidence of the Adena populations is found outside this core area, 
for example in the Hocking and Muskingum River valleys of the unglaciated plateau. 
Carskadden (2008) noted that hinterland settings are considered to be along lower-order streams 
with narrow stream valleys. While Carskadden's research is focused on the central Muskingum 
Valley, it may apply to the upper Muskingum Basin as well. Working with a comparatively 
small sample size, Carskadden observed that in the hinterlands, early Adena habitations are 
evenly divided between stream valleys and hilltops, while the data indicates a later preference for 
hilltop settings. The hinterland pattern contrasts with the strong orientation to the floodplains for 
river-oriented groups in the major river valleys during the entire Early Woodland period. 
Carskadden and Morton (2000) also observed that in the Muskingum River valley, there appears 
to be some temporal overlap between sites with Early Woodland traits and later Middle 
Woodland traits.  
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Carskadden's data for the central Muskingum Valley is supported by Church's (2004) data for the 
entire basin. Church (2004:24) reports that approximately 44 percent of all Early Woodland sites 
in the basin are located on terraces, 21 percent are located on ridge tops, 15 percent are located 
on glacial features, and 18 percent are found on floodplains. Brown (1998:2) suggested that 
Adena sites could be expected on terraces of the Tuscarawas River and put forward the example 
of Kline Mound (33-TU-40) as support for this idea. Kline Mound is located on a terrace of the 
Tuscarawas River approximately 1 mile west of Bolivar Dam. The mound appears to have been 
3 to 4 feet (0.9–1.2 m) in height and perhaps 40 to 50 feet (12–15 m) in diameter originally. Nine 
features were excavated. One of the features was a hearth built on the mound floor, while three 
were circular or elliptical pits of unknown function. The remains of eight individuals were 
identified in the remaining five features, which were graves. A radiocarbon date on bone from 
feature 6, containing burials 4, 5, and 6, returned a date of 740 BC +/- 180 years. This date was 
thought to be in line with the grave goods, which included items such as stemmed points, a 
tubular limestone pipe, a hematite bar, and copper beads, among other items (Richards and 
Shane 1974). According to Brown (1998:2), Early Woodland sites could also be found scattered 
throughout the uplands surrounding the Tuscarawas River valley. Interestingly, one of the 
densest Early Woodland deposits we could find for the central Tuscarawas County area is the 
Cramlet site, located near Newcomerstown. The Cramlet site was nearly 6 acres in size and was 
situated on "a sloping projection…15 to 30 feet higher than the surrounding floodplain" (Mortine 
1964:112). Four pits were excavated by avocational archaeologists in advance of imminent 
destruction resulting from a construction project. The features were large, deep pits that 
contained at least one nearly complete, Early Woodland jar made of thick, plain, grit-tempered 
pottery. Mortine (1964:113) noted that the pits containing pottery were lined with large pieces of 
"gravelstones" whereas the pits that contained charcoal and no artifacts were not lined, 
suggesting two separate functions or depositional histories for the pit types investigated. A 
broken Adena expanded bar gorget, a grooved, hemispheric stone, and a broken projectile point 
of Flint Ridge chert were other notable artifacts collected from the site during the salvage 
operation. 

The Middle Woodland Period (ca. 200 BC–AD 400) 

The Middle Woodland period is characterized by a sedentary hamlet or farmstead settlement 
system in the Midwest. People relied increasingly on domesticated crops, and there is evidence 
that trade for exotic resources spanned the continent. The time period is characterized by a 
dramatic increase in mound construction, including burial mounds, and large geometric 
earthworks. In the past, researchers have equated the Middle Woodland period with the 
Hopewellian Interaction Sphere, a name given to the trade network of the Hopewell (Caldwell 
1964). The two major manifestations of Hopewell in the Midwest are the Havana and Scioto 
traditions, centered in Illinois and Ohio, respectively. Distinctive markers of the Hopewell 
culture include bladelet technology, exotic artifacts in burial contexts, special purpose ceramics, 
and surface-treated ceramics featuring cordmarking and stamping. 

Ohio Hopewell is noted for its elaborate mortuary ceremonialism, and for ideological expression in 
the material culture associated with burials. Exotic artifacts from all over North America were 
interred in the mounds; materials included obsidian from the Yellowstone area, marine shell from the 
Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, mica from the southern Appalachian region, and copper from the upper 
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Great Lakes. Crops, usually maize, sometimes appeared in very small amounts in sub-mound 
contexts. At the Edwin Harness Mound in central Ohio, maize was dated with Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry to the Middle Woodland period (Smart and Ford 1983:58). 

Dancey and Pacheco (1997:3–40) proposed a dispersed sedentary model for Middle Woodland 
settlement in the central Ohio Valley region. Archaeological evidence indicates that Middle 
Woodland populations consisted of sedentary farming groups that lived in dispersed hamlets, 
used the same locale year-round, and constructed local earthworks. The results of excavations at 
the Murphy site in Licking County, Ohio, suggest that these hamlets were self-sufficient , 
enduring, relatively stable household units (Dancey 1991). Within the vicinity of the Murphy 
site, several Middle Woodland earthworks are located at the towns of Yost, Glenford, and 
Brownsville. 

Carskadden and Morton (1996:319–323) have identified similar, but later, types of Middle 
Woodland occupations in the central Muskingum Valley that appear to follow Dancey and 
Pacheco’s dispersed settlement model. During the Middle Woodland period in the central 
Muskingum Valley, Hopewell hamlets are located on the floodplain or on low terraces. This 
situation seems to be suggested by the fairly large Middle Woodland, Hopewell component 
found at the Riker site (33-TU-2) near Midvale in Goshen Township, southeast of the study area. 
Vietzen (1974) reported finding classic Hopewell bladelets and "Hopewellian" projectile points 
at the Riker site. A small Middle Woodland, Hopewell burial mound (the Kohl Mound) is 
located on an elevated landform above the terrace where the Riker site is situated. Faculty and 
students from Kent State University's Tuscarawas campus excavated the mound in 1972; these 
investigations were reported on by Janice Whitman in The Ohio Archaeologist in 1977. The 
mound measured approximately 25 by 15 feet (7.6 by 4.5 m) and was 22 inches (56 cm) in 
height. The mound contained a stone crypt with one partially cremated individual. Two 
additional burials were located outside the stone crypt. Artifacts recovered from the mound were 
were a mix of classic Hopewell burial goods and items more reminiscent of Adena burial goods. 
There was a ground diamond-shaped piece of hematite, ground sandstone balls, and chipped 
stone artifacts that did not resemble anything in the two caches of Hopewell bladelets, also found 
in the mound. A copper bead and a copper panpipe were also found in the mound. Whitman 
(1977:6) remarked that the mound was interesting because of this apparent mix of Adena and 
Hopewell traits accompanied by an early Hopewell date of 130 BC. In addition, the technique 
used to make the stone crypt and the presence of an apparent altar stone with a human skull bowl 
and copious amounts of red and yellow ochre were fairly unique. While Whitman (1977:6) stated 
that there are numerous Hopewell sites in the Tuscarawas River Valley, Brown (1998:2) pointed 
out that recognizable Hopewell manifestations are particularly rare along the eastern and 
northern margins of the Muskingum Basin, closer to the study area. 

The Late Woodland Period (ca. AD 400–1000) 

The Late Woodland period was marked by complex social change. Around AD 400, the elaborate 
Hopewell culture of the Middle Woodland period dramatically changed into so-called “Dark Age” 
cultures in many portions of the Eastern Woodlands, especially along the central river valleys in 
Ohio. As Yerkes (1988:328) observes, the early Late Woodland assemblages are “known more for 
what they lack than for what they are.” The elaborate artifacts and mound constructions that 
marked the previous period were no longer evident. Late Woodland assemblages feature ceramics 
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that are plain with little decoration, lithic artifacts are generally used flakes or plain bifaces, and the 
exotic materials so characteristic of the Middle Woodland Hopewell phase are virtually absent 
(Yerkes 1988:328). Seeman (1992:29) described early Late Woodland ceramic vessels as “thin, 
well-constructed, but monotonously undecorated bowls and angularly shouldered jars.” 
Subsistence practices followed that of the preceding Middle Woodland period and featured a 
continued reliance on indigenous domesticated plants. Faunal assemblages remained similar in 
composition to those of earlier cultural manifestations. Late Woodland populations in the region 
probably adopted the bow and arrow sometime after AD 700, but certainly by AD 900 (Seeman 
1992). 

Immediately following the disappearance of the Hopewell culture, a move toward nucleated, 
fortified settlements began in the core Hopewell areas along the Scioto River. Household units 
formed larger settlements, apparently for defensive purposes. Some of these communities were 
located in defensible topographic settings and were surrounded by defensive architecture in the 
form of ditches and stockades. Defensive community architecture represented a major shift in 
household-level social organization, and this change happened rather quickly, over a period of 
approximately 200 years at most. 

Carskadden and Morton (1996) report early Late Woodland hamlet sites are located on 
floodplains or on low terraces in the central Muskingum Valley. These scattered hamlets slowly 
aggregated into larger, unfortified villages by ca. AD 400. Fortification of these villages 
gradually increased until earth-walled and stockaded, nucleated villages on the edges of high 
bluffs in highly defensible settings appeared later in the Late Woodland period. A return to a 
dispersed, seasonal-round type of settlement pattern may have occurred in central Ohio toward 
the end of the Late Woodland period, similar to what appears to have occurred among related 
groups in the central Muskingum Valley at the same time.  

The Late Prehistoric Period (ca. AD 1000–1650) 

The Late Prehistoric period spanned roughly 650 years, from approximately AD 1000 to AD 1650. 
By AD 1000 along the Mississippi and Ohio Valleys, a number of distinct regional variants 
emerged from the Late Woodland period. Mississippian populations were organized into highly 
stratified, maize-based agricultural communities with large-scale public architecture and an elite 
ruling class. In other parts of the Midwest, different social systems appeared. At Fort Ancient 
villages, for example, distinct autonomous entities emerged. In the Muskingum drainage system, 
Late Prehistoric cultures appear to have shared traits with the Fort Ancient culture of southwestern 
Ohio and the Whittlesey Tradition of northeastern Ohio (Carskadden and Morton 2000; Morton 
and DaRe 1996). 

Early Late Prehistoric (ca. AD 1000–1300) 

Generally, late Late Woodland lifeways continued in the upper Muskingum Basin until ca. AD 
1300, well into what many scholars define as the Late Prehistoric Period. While many other 
regions, such as southwestern Ohio, were experiencing a shift in subsistence toward dependence on 
maize, squash, and bean agriculture, and the development of large, fortified villages, the peoples of 
the upper Muskingum Valley appear to have continued following an established pattern of seasonal 
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movement between uplands and rockshelters in the cold months and riverine settings in the warm 
months. 

Middle Late Prehistoric (ca. AD 1300–1500) 

Morton and DaRe (1996) defined a distinct middle Late Prehistoric ceramic manifestation in the 
upper Muskingum Basin in Coshocton and Tuscarawas Counties, dating from ca. AD 1300, 
which they call the Belmont Phase, characterized by cordmarked vessels with appendages such 
as horizontal lugs. Grit-tempered pottery was dominant in the earlier part of this period, with 
shell-tempered pottery becoming prevalent during the later part of this 200 year period. Morton 
and DaRe (1996:32) say that the Belmont Phase is indigenous to the upper Muskingum Valley 
and, while the general settlement system may reflect agriculturalist patterns seen elsewhere 
during the Late Prehistoric Period, the Belmont Phase is not related to the Monongahela-
influenced cultures of far eastern Ohio or the Fort Ancient-influenced Philo phase of the central 
Muskingum Valley. Belmont Phase ceramics persisted in the upper Muskingum Basin until ca. 
AD 1500, when the area apparently experienced a dramatic depopulation, as occurred a hundred 
years earlier in the central Muskingum Valley. 

Late Late Prehistoric (ca. AD 1500–1650) 

In both the central and the upper Muskingum Valleys, a new ceramic tradition characterized by 
shell-tempered simple stamped vessels appeared shortly after AD 1500. This new ceramic 
tradition may have accompanied a new group of people originating in northeastern Ohio, 
although the specific nature of the repopulation of the upper Muskingum Valley remains unclear. 
The new ceramic tradition is called Wellsburg, with many similarities to the Whittlesey Tradition 
of northeastern Ohio. 

The Whittlesey Tradition of pottery-making had its origins in the period AD 1250 to AD 1450 in 
portions of northeastern Ohio near Lake Erie. Mixed shell-grit tempering appeared, and vessels 
from this tradition have outwardly curving rims, smoothed and scalloped rims, applied rim strips, 
and lug handles. Between AD 1450 and AD 1625, Whittlesey Tradition villages grew in size and 
fortification, and long houses began to appear. The Whittlesey Tradition seemingly ceased in 
northeastern Ohio ca. AD 1625. No European artifacts have yet been found in association with 
the late Whittlesey sites, suggesting that something happened prior to direct or indirect European 
contact that resulted in the removal of Whittlesey groups from the area. Concurrent with the 
growth and fortification of northeastern Ohio Whittlesey villages, Whittlesey-like, Wellsburg 
vessels begin to appear in places like the Muskingum and upper Ohio valley. Brose 

(2000:106−109) suggested that Whittlesey Tradition peoples may have been forced out of 
northeastern Ohio into the Muskingum Valley by a stronger outside group expanding its range of 
influence. Carskadden and Morton (2000:186) have suggested that the situation may be more 
complex than Brose indicates because early Wellsburg sites do not contain classic Whittlesey 
vessels, as would be expected if people carrying examples of the source of the Wellsburg 
ceramic style immigrated to the Muskingum Valley. Wellsburg ceramics persisted in the 
Tuscarawas Valley until ca. AD 1600 in the Early Protohistoric period (Carskadden and Morton 
2000:161). 
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The best known Wellsburg site in Tuscarawas County site is the Riker site (33-TU-2). The Riker 
site is a multicomponent site that featured what appears to have been a Late Prehistoric village 
component. The site was initially noted by the original landowner, George Riker, in an 1840 
letter. The site is situated on a rise overlooking the Tuscarawas River near Midvale, Ohio 
(between New Philadelphia and Uhrichsville), and is described as occupying approximately 2 
acres of land (Vietzen 1974). Between 1962 and 1966, the site was excavated by members of the 
Sugar Creek chapter of the Archeological Society of Ohio, an avocational archeology 
organization. Forming a complete picture of the nature of the site is difficult because Vietzen's 
publication did not include items such as a site map showing the locations of features. The 
collections from the site also cannot be reexamined because the artifacts and any field 
documentation were not curated at a publically accessible facility. 

The avocational excavations identified post holes, hearths, at least 87 pit features, and in excess 
of 75 burials containing at least 250 individuals. The refuse pits were described as averaging 4 to 
6 feet in diameter and 4 to 6 feet in depth, and were likely bell-shaped pits that were originally 
used for storage and later filled with refuse. Vietzen (1974:53) described the posthole patterns as 
representing two types of houses. One structural pattern was subrectangular in form and 
described as a “short version of the Iroquois longhouse.” This pattern is likely the Late 
Prehistoric period structure type. Another posthole pattern reflected circular structures, but it is 
unclear from Vietzen's description whether he felt this pattern represented a Late Prehistoric 
structure type, or whether it represented a structural pattern related to a different component, 
such as the significant Middle Woodland deposit. Recovered artifacts included pottery, debitage, 
faunal remains, diagnostic projectile points from multiple time periods, and over 3,000 Late 
Prehistoric triangular projectile points. A few radiocarbon tests from charcoal recovered from the 
site returned dates as late as AD 1470; it is unclear whether or not occupation of the site 
continued into the Protohistoric Period.  
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CHAPTER 1.4. HISTORY OF THE STUDY AREA 

Introduction 

The history of the study area can be divided into three general periods: 

1. 1750–1817: the pre-Separatist period before the arrival of the Separatists,  

2. 1817–1898: the active period for the Society of Separatists of Zoar, and 

3. 1899–Present: the post-Separatist period. 

HDC researchers have determined that there was little or no recorded activity within the 
study area in the pre-Separatist period, so a more general discussion of historical occupations 
and events in the region containing the study area is presented below to provide a context for 
understanding why the Tuscarawas River Valley was selected for the Separatists’ settlement. 
The history of the study area after the founding of Zoar Village is discussed in two sections: 
the Separatist Period and the Post-Separatist period, each divided into individual decades 
within the period, and followed by discussion of individual buildings associated with the 
period, according to the eight thematic areas listed on page 1.21. 

The study area is located in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County. Prior to the 
establishment of the State of Ohio in 1803, the area including modern Tuscarawas County 
was mainly Military District lands (a large tract of land reserved for veterans of the 
Revolutionary War), along with three tracts reserved for Native American Moravian 
converts, and a 3-mile wide strip on the eastern edge of the county which was part of the 
Congressional lands, available for purchase by the general public from the General Land 
Office. Tuscarawas County was created from a portion of Muskingum County in 1808, with 
an addition to the county from part of Jefferson County in 1809. Part of the southwest corner 
of Tuscarawas County was placed within the bounds of Coshocton County in 1811. The 
creation of Harrison County resulted in the loss of parts of the eastern portion of the county 
in 1813, and parts of the northwestern portion of Tuscarawas were placed within Holmes 
County in 1824. Finally, the creation of Carroll County in 1832 resulted in a loss of a portion 
of northeastern Tuscarawas County territory. 

The Study Area before Zoar Village: 1750 to 1817 

Historical Native American Occupation in Tuscarawas County 

Historical Native American activity within the study area appears to have been limited to the 
development of agricultural fields in the bottom lands, and travel on an established Native 
American trail that connected the Muskingum River Valley with the Cuyahoga River Valley 
to the north. The exact location of this trail within the study area is not known as no historical 
maps document this trail, but speculatively could have been in the area of modern State 
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Route 212. Because the street grid of Zoar Village is aligned to compass directions and not 
the local topography, it seems unlikely that any modern street within Zoar Village 
corresponds to the trail location. The old roadbed for Water Street along the river near the 
Zoar Iron Bridge that leads up to Zoar Lake could conceivably be a remnant of this trail 
(Figure 1.7), or it may have followed the top edge of the glacial outwash terrace. No 
historical Native American occupation of the study area was recorded in historical documents 
consulted for this project. 

Native American Resettlement of the Tuscarawas River Valley 

Archeological and historical studies suggest northeastern Ohio was mainly unoccupied by 
Native American populations in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Brose 
2000:110–111). Before ca. 1750, historical Native American activity in the wider region 
including the Tuscarawas River Valley would have been related to the Shawnee nation 
settlement of Wakatomika near present day Dresden in northern Muskingum County (Figure 
1.24). Some members of the Mingo nation joined the Shawnee at Wakatomika. Members of 
the Delaware nation began to move in large numbers into the region after 1758, when the 
British took over Fort Dusquense in Pennsylvania during the French and Indian War. They 
settled first near Bolivar, but then eventually concentrated around Newcomerstown (Booth 
1994:xvi, Figure 1.24). 

On instructions of the Ohio Company, Christopher Gist left Old Town on the Potomac, 15 
miles southeast of Cumberland, Maryland, on October 31, 1750, to explore the Ohio and 
Mississippi watersheds to identify good lands for future settlement. Gist recorded about 100 
Wyandot families living in the town of Muskingum (present day Coshocton; Figure 1.24), 
and mentioned a town of the Ottaways on Elk’s Eye Creek (modern Sandy Creek), north of 
modern Zoarville on the west side of the Tuscarawas River (Booth 1994:2; Figure 1.24). This 
settlement was a small town of six to eight families. In 1752, the trader and land speculator 
William Trent journeyed to the Ohio country to deliver gifts from the Governor of Virginia 
to the Miami town of Pickawillany, near Piqua. Trent observed the town of Muskingum was 
reduced in size from about 100 families to a handful since Gist passed through a couple years 
earlier. Lt. Joseph DeLery, an officer in the French Army occupying the forks of the Ohio, 
made a trip to Fort Dusquene in 1755, and crossed the Tuscarawas River near Zoarville. He 
noted that the town of Muskingum was virtually abandoned by the Wyandot, and that 120 
inhabitants had died in one summer, likely around 1751, between Gist’s and Trent’s journeys 
(Booth 1994:14). By 1758, the town of Muskingum was reestablished as a Delaware town, 
and various English captives were brought there during the French and Indian War.  

No documentary or archeological evidence indicates any direct occupation of the study area 
in the historical period by members of the Delaware, Shawnee, Ottaways, or Wyandot; 
although this should not be taken to imply that it was not occupied or utilized in some 
fashion. In particular, the glacial outwash terrace and the upland springs would have been 
attractive settings for travelling groups, if not some type of settlement. 
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The French and Indian War in Tuscarawas County 

The French and Indian War holds the dubious distinction of being the bloodiest war fought in 
North America in the eighteenth century, and lasted from 1754 to 1763. This war was 
actually a part of a larger European conflict, the Seven Years’ War. Some Delaware and 
Shawnee communities in Ohio sent warriors east into Pennsylvania to conduct raids with 
their relatives in that region against the British. Although the French were initially dominant 
in the conflict, by 1758, the tides of war favored the British, with a devastating victory 
against French forces in Quebec. France’s Native American allies began to lose interest in 
continuing the fight. In 1752, before the outbreak of the war, the Delaware and Shawnee 
nations in the Ohio Country sent representatives to Logstown near modern Pittsburgh (Figure 
1.24), where they met with the British and representatives from the Iroquis nations. The 
Delaware were represented by Shingas, and took part as a nation that had ceded authority to 
the Iroquois in treaty making. A formal peace treaty was signed by Conogariera, Cheseago, 
Cownsagret, Enguisara, Togrondoaro, and Thonorison of the Iroquois. In the view of these 
Native Americans who signed the treaty and the nations they represented, both the French 
and British would eventually leave the Ohio River Valley. However, the British never 
intended to leave, seeing the land and inhabitants as under their domain by right of conquest, 
and in 1758 began seizing control of lands west of the Ohio River. Conflicting worldviews 
made normalization of trade under the British difficult to achieve, as the British sought to use 
trade restrictions as leverage for the return of European hostages and the cessation of horse 
theft from traders operating in the region (Hurt 1996:42). Colonel Henry Bouquet, the 
commander at Fort Pitt, used this tactic. However, the Delaware, Shawnee, and Wyandot 
nations viewed resumption of trade as the starting point for hostage release. British leaders 
viewed generous gift-giving as a policy that resulted in a population that would become 
dependent on the British instead of remaining self-sufficient, whereas the Delaware and 
Shawnee regarded it as a good practice showing the dedication of leaders and fathers (Hurt 
1996:43). These opposing viewpoints made reconciliation between the sides hard to achieve. 

In January of 1761, Major Robert Rogers crossed the Tuscarawas River at a Delaware town 
called Beaver’s Town in the vicinity of Bolivar (Figure 1.24), and observed that many of the 
Native American towns in the region possessed livestock, such as chickens, pigs, and cows. 
Rogers characterized Beaver’s Town as having around 180 warriors, which indicates a likely 
total population of around 500 men, women, and children (Booth 1994:44). John 
Heckewelder, a 19-year-old missionary, observed in 1762 that Beaver Town (referred to in 
1761 as “Tuscarawas,” but not the modern town of the same name) had “about forty 
wigwams” and a mile further downstream was another settlement of a few families; eight 
miles upstream was yet another village (Booth 1994:51; not depicted on Figure 1.24 due to 
uncertainty about locations). 

By 1763, tensions were running high between the British and Native Americans. Only a few 
hundred English captives had been returned, with many still living among Shawnee and 
Delaware communities across the region. Many of these captives were acculturated and 
considered family members in their adopted communities. Trade was severely restricted. In 
essence, Native American groups increasingly viewed the British as untrustworthy and 
desiring to take their lands and adopted family members from them. Further exacerbating the 
situation were crop failures and smallpox outbreaks along the Ohio River. When word of the 
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Peace of Paris, signed in January of 1763, reached the Native Americans in the Ohio Valley, 
it was the last straw. Viewing the results of the treaty as the British asserting ownership over 
Native American lands, war broke out in May 1763 with the assault of Fort Detroit by a force 
of Ottawas under the leadership of the war chief Pontiac.  

Pontiac’s Rebellion 

Pontiac’s Rebellion lasted from 1763 to 1766, with most fighting associated with the war 
taking place in Pennsylvania and around the Great Lakes, and little action seen in the interior 
of Ohio. No major action associated with Pontiac’s Rebellion took place in Tuscarawas 
County. The most significant event was Colonel Henry Bouquet’s large expedition into the 
Ohio Valley in 1764. By sheer number of his force, Bouquet intimidated the Delaware into 
giving up 200 prisoners. The result of Bouquet’s expedition was the beginning of a roughly 
ten-year period of peace on the Ohio frontier (Booth 1994:66). Bouquet met with the 
Delaware chiefs first at Tuscarawas (Figure 1.25), and later he made an encampment at 
Coshocton (Figure 1.24). Bouquet observed that the town of Tuscarawas was abandoned and 
its inhabitants presumed to have fled to another town (Booth 1994:69). At this time, various 
Delaware towns in northeast Ohio were moving in reaction to the breakout of Pontiac’s 
Rebellion, with the “chief of the Turkey Tribe, Beaver, moving his town to the Hocking 
River area; the chief of the Wolf Tribe, Custaloga, moved his town to the Walhonding (he 
may have done this somewhat earlier); and the chief of the Turtle tribe, Netawatwees 
eventually moved to the Tuscarawas in the vicinity of Newcomerstown” (Figure 1.24, Booth 
1994:xvii). Newcomerstown was the largest of the Delaware towns, and since Netawatwees 
(known to the English as Newcomer) was regarded by Europeans as the spokesman for the 
Ohio Delaware groups, most travelers went to Newcomerstown when they wanted to trade or 
visit with the Delaware people. 

Newcomerstown remained the primary Native American town in the Tuscarawas River 
valley until Netawatwees moved to the Coshocton region in 1775. Charles Beatty visited the 
town in 1766 and noted the council house was a long building, with two hearths set apart 
from each other. On each side was a platform running the length of the building, serving as a 
bed and place to sit (Booth 1994:83). David Zeisberger, the leader of the Moravian missions 
in Ohio, went to Newcomerstown in 1771 to talk with the chiefs regarding establishing a 
settlement nearby and to discuss a letter demanding the return of a converted native woman, 
who went to one of the Pennsylvanian Moravian missions. Zeisberger stated that when they 
arrived in Newcomerstown in mid-March, most of the inhabitants were out “cooking sugar” 
(Booth 1994:96) – indicating that maple sugaring was a part of their seasonal rounds, during 
which they lived in small huts in the sugar bush. In 1771, Newcomerstown had about 100 
houses. The chief’s house was noted as “a studded house with a floor and stairs of cut wood. 
It has a brick chimney, a shingle roof and is the biggest one in the whole town. A few other 
houses have shingle roofs, too” (Booth 1994: 96); this description indicates that the town 
featured a mixture of European houses among native building types. During his 1771 visit, 
Zeisberger also noted remnants of the town of “Tuscarawi” (Tuscarawas or Beaver Town) 
were still visible but abandoned. He revisited Tuscarawas in 1772 when he was considering 
town sites for the Moravian missions, but was informed by the Delaware it was reserved for 
settlement by other Native Americans, so they passed it up. At this location, Zeisberger noted 
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the presence of “walls” that they assumed to be the remnants of old Indian forts, and a total 
of three “forts” within several miles of the town location (Booth 1994:101; these forts may 
possibly have been Woodland-period enclosures). 

In 1772, John Ettwein, the bishop of the Moravian Church, visited Newcomerstown and 
observed numerous Delaware houses along the river on either side of Newcomerstown; all 
considered a part of the community (Booth 1994:105). Ettwein counted only about 50 houses 
within Newcomerstown itself (Booth 1994:108). David McClure was a preacher who spent 
time in the Tuscarawas River Valley in September and October of 1772. His journal was very 
descriptive of towns and people. McClure characterized Newcomerstown as having about 60 
houses, some log, some more traditional native bark and pole huts. Nearly 100 families lived 
in the town. Several small villages existed up and down the river from Newcomerstown. The 
log houses with stone chimneys and cellars were thought to have been built by English 
captives during the French and Indian War (Booth 1994:116). The sick were taken to special 
places outside the village and placed in small sweat lodges – when not in use, the pole domes 
were left uncovered. The one McClure saw had six small lodges, and was located on a 
tributary of the Muskingum a half-mile from Newcomerstown (Booth 1994:116). McClure 
stated that the Delaware buried their dead about 3 feet deep, and sometimes included grave 
goods. Posts and poles marked the graves (Booth 1994:128).  

Nicholas Cresswell visited Newcomerstown in 1775 and found the town was nearly deserted 
with only about 20 houses inhabited, and found that many of the people from there had 
relocated to Coshocton, including Netawatwees. 

The Revolutionary War in Tuscarawas County 

The Delaware were initially neutral in the Revolutionary War, but eventually joined the 
British side in 1778 after the deaths of influential leaders Netawatwees and White Eyes. The 
main connection with the Revolutionary War in Tuscarawas County was the short-lived 
occupation of Fort Laurens in 1778 and 1779, which is located about 2 miles to the northwest 
of Zoar Village (Figure 1.24). By 1781, the Delawares at Coshocton had entered the 
Revolutionary War on the side of British, although some who did not wish to fight the 
Americans returned to Newcomerstown. Colonel Danial Brodhead led an expedition from 
Fort Pitt to Coshocton in 1781 and destroyed the town, then returned to Pennsylvania (Figure 
1.24). The 1782 massacre at Gnadenhutten is also associated with action in Ohio during the 
war. 

Fort Laurens, 1778–1779 

In the summer of 1778, the Americans made the gamble to change the emphasis of forces on 
the western frontier from defense to offense. Threats were recognized from Detroit and 
Native Americans allied with the British, including members of the Shawnee, Mingo, 
Munsee nations, and members of the Wolf clan of the Delaware nation (Hurt 1996:81). The 
murder of Cornstalk at Fort Randolph on the Kanawha River was the spark that led many 
Shawnees to take up raiding against American settlements, for example. Few native groups 
were present that supported the American cause or remained neutral, including the Delaware 
in the Tuscarawas and Muskingum River valleys. Colonel George Morgan, the Indian Agent 
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at Fort Pitt, recognized the most effective way to address western threats was to neutralize 
the source, British-held Fort Detroit, and was able to convince many influential people to 
support this action.  

In 1778, the leadership at Fort Pitt changed with the assignment of General Lachlan 
McIntosh. Preparations for an assault on Detroit proceeded slowly through the summer and 
early fall of 1778. One sticking point was a necessary agreement with the Delawares to 
secure permission to cross their territory, which was finally signed on September 18th, 1778 
(Pieper and Gidney 1976:24). The expedition left Fort Pitt in late October. The initial 
movement from Fort Pitt was to Fort McIntosh at the mouth of the Beaver River, 20 miles 
downstream from Fort Pitt (modern Pittsburgh; Figure 1.8). After a brief sojourn at Fort 
McIntosh, the expedition headed west into the Ohio Country in early November, following a 
route first taken by Colonel Henry Bouqet in 1764 during Pontiac’s Rebellion, which led 
west from the Beaver to the Sandy Creek stream valley (Figure 1.8; Pieper and Gidney 
1976:31). The army arrived at the Tuscarawas River on November 18th, and construction on 
Fort Laurens began the following day, despite the protests of the Delaware who felt it was 
too far north to offer any real protection for their towns, located further downriver. By this 
time, the focus of the expedition had shifted from Detroit to assaults on the towns of pro-
British Native Americans along the Sandusky River in northwest Ohio. 

At a meeting of officers on December 1st, the decision was made to send the majority of the 
force back to Fort McIntosh as soon as Fort Laurens was completed. On December 9, the 
army began its return march, leaving a force of 150 men to secure Fort Laurens until the 
army could return in the spring. 

Fort Laurens was typical of frontier forts constructed at that time, featuring a stockade with 
two gates (one facing the river and another on the opposite side), a ditch 4 feet wide and 3 
feet deep, with 14-foot tall pickets on the bank constructed with ditch fill (Pieper and Gidney 
1976:45). The fort had one 20-foot square blockhouse at the right of the land gate. Huts were 
built within the fort, and although temporary, could house 200 men. The design of the fort 
was not intended to hold against any attacks with artillery, and the fort itself possessed no 
larger guns or cannons. The design of the fort did not seem to take into account the 
possibility of a protracted siege. 

Colonel John Gibson was placed in command of the fort. While an able and well-respected 
commander, deteriorating weather conditions and poorly supplied troops contributed to 
worsening morale at Fort Laurens. In late January 1779, a trading expedition went to 
Coshocton, where supplies were obtained. This expedition, although successful, resulted in 
tragedy, as some individual Delawares that were hostile to the Americans took the 
opportunity to raid the traders, with one man killed and another seriously wounded (Pieper 
and Gidney 1976:50). 

Meanwhile, the British at Fort Detroit had taken notice of Fort Laurens. Hostile Native 
American scouts were frequently seen in the vicinity of the fort, and plans were made for a 
spring1779 assault against the Americans. Compared to the actions of George Rogers Clark 
to the west, however, Fort Laurens was not considered a serious threat. A relief column from 
Fort Pitt on their return journey was attacked a mere 3 miles from the fort on January 22nd. 
Importantly, a letter containing Gibson’s concerns about the overall weakness of Fort 
Laurens was taken during the conflict and transported to the British on the Sandusky River. 
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David Zeisberger, leader of the Moravian Missions in the Muskingum region, learned of a 
planned attack for March 2, 1779, on the fort and attempted to warn Gibson. The British 
forces consisted of 50 men from the Eighth Regiment and about 130 warriors from the 
Wyandot, Munsee, Mingo, and Shawnee tribes, with a contingent of Delaware from the pro-
British Wolf Clan (Pieper and Gidney 1976:54). Meanwhile, the Americans attempted to 
prepare for a siege with new supplies brought up the Muskingum River by Major Richard 
Taylor and a force of 100 men; however, this supply expedition started too late, and was 
forced to turn back when informed the British forces had already begun the siege of Fort 
Laurens on February 22, 1779 (Pieper and Gidney 1976:57). On February 23, 1779, Gibson 
sent out a group of 19 men to secure loose horses, unaware that the besieging force had 
arrived the previous day and lay hidden in wait. The 19 men came under attack within site of 
the fort, with nearly the entire group killed and scalped. Two men were taken prisoner, only 
one of which appears to have survived his imprisonment.  

Fortunately for those soldiers still inside Fort Laurens, their Delaware allies sent men to the 
besieging camp, and managed to convince the warriors that the Americans as a whole had the 
upper hand in the war, due to their alliance with the French. The Delaware were apparently 
sufficiently persuasive, such that several groups of warriors eventually left the siege and 
returned to Coshocton (Pieper and Gidney 1976:59). 

Within Fort Laurens, starvation conditions set in, with men eating cured cattle hides and even 
their moccasins. Fear of the besieging force severely limited excursions outside the fort for 
game and wild plants. The British, however, eventually raised the siege around March 20, 
1779, probably largely as a result of to the attrition of their Native allies. Meanwhile, the 
plight of Fort Laurens was not unheeded by General McIntosh at Fort Pitt. On March 19th, a 
relief column of 500 men left Fort McIntosh. McIntosh had another purpose in mind besides 
the relief of Fort Laurens: the assault on the Sandusky River towns. However, this plan was 
aborted when the supply train of pack horses was spooked by the firing of a salute from Fort 
Laurens upon the arrival of the relief column, and most of the supplies were lost. In addition, 
McIntosh’s officers all rejected the plan to attack the towns, in light of the loss of supplies 
and the extremely wet conditions between the Tuscarawas River Valley and the Sandusky 
River Valley. Colonel Gibson and his men were relieved by Major Vernon and 106 men, and 
they returned with the rest of McIntosh’s force to Fort Pitt. 

Dissatisfied with his position in the Ohio country, McIntosh received approval for a transfer 
request and was replaced by Colonel Daniel Brodhead. Brodhead was against the 
maintaining of Fort Laurens from the start, and made several arguments for abandoning it. 
While the fort was held in some disdain by Brodhead, the British still considered Fort 
Laurens’ existence a threat, and made plans for its annihilation. A force of 200 Shawnee 
gathered at a location near the present-day town of Upper Sandusky in the spring of 1779, 
and was rumored to have cannons. However, at the same time, a force consisting of 300 
Kentucky militiamen struck up the Little Miami to the Shawnee town of Chillicothe (not the 
later Ohio city with the same name, but a village near present-day Xenia; Figure 1.24) and 
burned it to the ground. This action deflected the attention of the pro-British Shawnee and 
Mingo forces from Fort Laurens to protection of their own towns. By this time, Fort Laurens 
was held by a skeleton force of about 25 men, the remainder having been drawn off for 
action elsewhere. One final relief column arrived on July 16th; the same day that Colonel 
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Brodhead wrote a letter to the commander of the fort to abandon it. On July 31, 1779, the 
Americans left Fort Laurens for good. 

Activities associated with the occupation and siege of Fort Laurens are not expected to have 
occurred in or near the study area, although it is possible that some of the Shawnee, Mingo, 
Munsee, and Delaware forces passed through the study area or camped within it during the 
siege period. No documentary or archeological evidence is known to exist that would 
indicate such an occupation, however. 

Missionaries and Moravians in Tuscarawas County 

Missionaries 

Frederick Post and John Heckewelder are the first recorded missionaries in Tuscarawas 
County. Post built a small log cabin north of Bolivar (Figure 1.24) on the north bank of the 
Tuscarawas River, from which he traveled to the numerous villages in the area to preach. 
Post and Heckewelder are perhaps the most well-known of the missionaries who operated in 
the region. Other missionaries known to have been active in the latter part of the eighteenth 
century include Charles Beatty in 1766, David McClure in 1772, and David Booth in 1773 
(Booth 1994). Post may have travelled through the study area during his visits to the various 
Delaware towns along the Tuscarawas River. The travels of ethnic German missionaries in 
Tuscarawas County could have helped bring Ohio to the attention of the leaders of the 
Separatists of Zoar some 50 years later. 

Moravians 

The Moravians were a Protestant sect founded in the fifteenth century in Germany, and were 
forced underground in the late seventeenth century as a result of the Thirty Years’ War. The 
first Moravians to come to the new world arrived in Georgia, where they attempted to found 
a community. Political upheaval and swampy conditions made this an abortive venture, and 
the Moravians relocated to Connecticut. Here, they were accused of being spies for the 
French and forced to move again, this time to Pennsylvania, founding the towns of Nazareth 
in 1740 and Bethlehem in 1743. In Pennsylvania, the Moravians concentrated on spreading 
their religion among the Native American groups, bringing together converts to live in 
separate communities from their non-converted relatives. The Moravian native converts 
adopted European dress and customs, and were taught to read in German and English. 
However, their European neighbors still mistrusted the converts due to their Native American 
heritage. This mistrust was one reason the Moravians sought new locations for their 
communities in the Ohio Country, and sent David Zeisberger and John Heckewelder into 
Tuscarawas County to scout out likely spots for new settlements (Figure 1.26, Figure 1.27). 
The Moravians established friendly relationships with the local Delaware towns, especially 
with Netawatwees at Newcomerstown. Between 1772 and 1781, the Moravians established a 
total of five towns in the Muskingum River Drainage, mainly along the Tuscarawas River. 
Not more than three townsites were active at any one time. While no Moravian groups 
occupied the study area, the history of ethnic German missionary groups establishing 
settlements in the 1700s within Tuscarawas County may have been a factor that influenced 
the selection of the site of Zoar Village in the early 1800s. 
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Zeisberger chose the site of Schoenbrunn as the first Moravian settlement in March of 1772 
(Figure 1.24). The first Christian Indians reached the town site in May of 1772. Schoenbrunn 
is a direct German translation of the name the Christian Indians gave the location: “Wlhik 
Thuppeek”or “beautiful spring” (Slattery 2011). The Christian Indians at Schoenbrunn were 
mainly Delaware. Schoenbrunn was laid out along a main east-west street. A second street 
was added leading north from the center of the main street as the community grew. 
Temporary huts were erected along the street until larger log houses could be built. 
Archaeological excavations in the 1920s and 1950s, while not professionally reported, did 
reveal that houses build by the converts were not uniformly placed within each lot, and that 
houses occupied by Delaware people included a central hearth typical of Native American 
architecture (Slattery 2011). Schoenbrunn was occupied from 1772 to 1777, and briefly in 
1779 before finally being abandoned. 

The second Moravian settlement was Gnadenhutten (Figure 1.24), occupied from 1773 to 
1778, and again from 1779 to 1781. During his visit in 1772, Bishop John Ettwein noted the 
site of Gnadenhutten was an old Delaware town where the noted leader Beaver had died. 

The third settlement was Lichtenau, located 3 miles south of present-day Coshocton and 
occupied from 1776 to 1780 (Figure 1.24). Established through the urging of the newly 
converted Netawatwes, Lichtenau was settled by the Moravians from Gnadenhutten and 
Schoenbrunn. In 1777 and 1778, the remaining Moravians at the first two towns removed to 
Lichtenau for protection, due to increasing concerns about raids from Native American 
groups allied with the British, such as the Mingos and Wyandots. Later in 1778, Zeisberger 
began to mistrust the Delaware at Coshocton, who were showing increasing sympathies with 
the British, and relocated the Moravians at Lichtenau back to Gnadenhutten and to a new 
settlement called New Schoenbrunn, located across river from original townsite, and 
occupied from 1779 to1781. A third contingent of Moravians settled at Salem, the fifth 
Moravian town, briefly occupied in 1780 and 1781. 

In August 1781, a force of British soldiers accompanied by Shawnee allies marched into the 
region and forcibly removed the Moravian missions, seeing them as a source of support for 
the Americans (which they admittedly were). Zeisberger recounts a chaotic time, with the 
Wyandots and their allies stripping the towns of valuable items before herding the Moravian 
Indians and missionaries off to Upper Sandusky (Booth 1994:199-206). On March 8, 1782, 
the Gnadenhutten massacre occurred. A Pennsylvania militia group under the command of 
Colonel David Williamson encountered a group of approximately 94 Moravian Indians that 
had returned to Gnadenhutten to harvest their crops and brutally murdered them, then burned 
their bodies in a couple of the standing houses. Heckewelder returned to the area in 1797 to 
survey the three tracts of Moravian land given to them by the U.S. government for the 
Moravians’ service in the Revolutionary War. Ruined chimneys were still visible at 
Gnadenhutten but otherwise the ruins of town were completely overgrown with heavy grass 
and blackberry brambles. This overgrowth was burned away, which revealed the house ruins 
and numerous human remains. The remains were collected and buried in a mass grave at 
Gnadenhutten. 
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The Removal of the Delaware 

The destruction of Coshocton in 1781 by Colonel Brodhead marked the end of permanent 
Delaware occupation in Tuscarawas County. Moravian missions were removed by the 
Wyandot allies of the British in 1782. Between 1788 and 1794, a state of open conflict 
existed between newly arriving Americans and resident Shawnee, Miami, and Delaware 
communities. This period of conflict, known as the Northwest War, ended with the defeat of 
the confederation of Native Americans and a small contingent of British allies by the 
Americans under General Anthony Wayne at the Battle of Fallen Timbers on August 20th, 
1794. Nearly a year later, the Treaty of Greenville was signed on August 2, 1795, by 
representatives of the Shawnee, Miami, Delaware, Wyandot, Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Wea, 
Kaskaskia, and Kickapoo nations, ending hostilities in the Old Northwest region, consisting 
of the future states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and northeastern 
Minnesota. The treaty established a line running from the mouth of the Cuyahoga River 
south to Fort Laurens, and then west to Fort Loramie and Fort Recovery, then south to the 
confluence of the Kentucky River with the Ohio River (Figure 1.28). The Native American 
coalition ceded all rights to lands south and east of the treaty line (Hurt 1996:139). 

 By 1797, most Delaware groups had left northeast Ohio for northwestern Ohio or Indiana. A 
small Moravian missionary movement resumed in 1798, centered at Goshen (Figure 1.24). 
However, the last of the converted Delawares left the Tuscarawas River Valley in 1821 
(Booth 1994:222). 

Post-Revolutionary War Settlement in Tuscarawas County 

Congress established the Northeast Territory in 1787, encompassing lands northwest of the 
Ohio River, west of Pennsylvania. Early settlers included German immigrants or ethnic 
Germans moving into the Ohio portion of the Northwest Territory from previous residences 
in Pennsylvania. The first post-war settlers in what would become Tuscarawas County were 
the Moravians in Clay Township, on the tracts granted them after the Revolutionary War in 
the late 1790s. Samuel Mosser was the first American settler in Lawrence Township in 1803. 
The study area was not occupied until the arrival of the Separatists in 1817, although 
temporary use of the study area by travelers is certainly a possibility in the post-
Revolutionary war period. 

The early economy was primarily barter-based; only the wealthiest had actual money. The 
construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal in the 1820s was a great boon to the local economy, 
with members of nearly every family contributing labor. Wild game was an important part of 
the early diet of settlers. Wild animals present at the time of settlement included wolves, a 
few mountain lions, wild turkey, white-tailed deer, black bear, quail, passenger pigeon, 
hawks, owls, woodpeckers, cranes, wild geese and ducks, pike, and catfish. Bison and elk 
had recently been extirpated from the region. 
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The Society of the Separatists of Zoar: 1817 to 1898 

Background and Early History 

The Separatists were part of the Pietism movement against worldly affectations and 
temptations. As the state-established Lutheran Church in Germany sought to break up 
unsanctioned religious meetings and Separatists faced increasing hostility and oppression at 
home, many sought to immigrate to America to seek religious freedom. A famine in 1816 
was another factor that influenced many to leave Germany. Officials in Germany did 
recognize that the system of oppression was a problem and sought to rectify the situation 
with a series of reforms in 1819, but it was too late to stem the tide. 

The history of the Separatists dates back to 16th century Reformation in Germany. Although 
Prussia and the Kingdom of Württemberg established a state Protestant religion in 
Lutheranism, several small sects kept their own beliefs and refused to participate in the state 
religion. One group was the Pietists, who believed that to have a morally pure life, one had to 
actively seek conversion. The Pietists followed the ideas of mystics such as Jacob Boehme 
(Figure 1.29) and Fredrich Oetinger (Figure 1.30), who taught that the Second Coming of 
Christ would occur in 1836. The Separatists formed as a group of followers of Oetinger. 
They did not practice baptism, communion or confirmation, and did not believe in religious 
ceremonies for marriages. They believed all men were equal and thus did not recognize 
established civil hierarchies, including military service. Separatists did not swear oaths and 
did not show deference to people in positions of authority. Because of these traits, the 
Separatists were the target of persecution. 

A major factor that helped in the development of Pietist groups, such as the Seperatists, was 
preceding years of terrible economic hardships and wars, including conflicts associated with 
the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars. The state church was seen as doing little to help 
the populace during the late 18th and early 19th century. Due to these factors and combined 
with ongoing persecution, Separatist groups began looking for a new place to practice their 
faith without fear of reprisal. The first such group to leave were a group of Separatists under 
the leadership of George Rapp, who was a weaver in the Duchy of Württemberg. Rapp led 
approximately 600 followers to Pennsylvania, where they founded the Harmony Society. 

The Separatist group that would found Zoar Village initially followed a female mystic named 
Barbara Gruberman, who had moved to Württemberg from Switzerland. Similar to Mother 
Ann Lee of the Shakers, Gruberman would undergo trance states and have visions. 
Gruberman instructed her followers to immigrate to America, but died of illness before she 
could make the journey herself. Joseph Bimeler took up the mantle of leadership. At the time 
that Bimeler became the leader of the Separatists, the group was scattered between the cities 
of Stuttgart, Nuremberg, and Rochadorff (Crouch 1968:35). 

In 1816 and 1817, a group of three hundred Separatists made preparations to travel to 
America. The group was under financial hardships, having recently had to sell all their 
property and move to the southern border of the kingdom, where they were evicted without 
warning. The group petitioned to stay in Württemberg after a new king ascended the throne, 
but he refused the group’s request. However, the Separatists were allowed to leave the 
kingdom for America. As most of the membership consisted of farmers and artisans, there 
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were very few people with means to pay for travel. Those who did have money were able to 
pay for the costs of those who had nothing. 

Arrival in America 

The Separatists arrived in Philadelphia in 1817 after a 90-day ocean voyage. The London 
Society of Friends provided letters of introduction to their fellow Quakers in Philadelphia, 
asking them to provide shelter and assistance, and forwarded over $5,000.00 as a loan to 
cover the cost of transportation to Philadelphia, according to Nixon (1933:20). Regina and 
Christina Zeller, young Separatists, wrote a letter upon their arrival in Philadelphia to their 
godmother at the Harmony Society settlement in Indiana. They described the graciousness of 
the Quakers who gave them shelter and food immediately upon arrival. The letter also 
demonstrates close ties between the members of the Harmony Society and the Separatists of 
Zoar, even before the Separatists reached Ohio (Meyers 1980: 33–34). Interestingly, the 
Zellers urged their godmother to leave the Harmonists and join them, as they intended to hold 
private property instead of being a communal society. The Zeller’s letter helps demonstrate 
that the adoption of a communal economy in 1819 by the Separatists was not part of the 
initial vision for the community. 

The Quakers initially tried to get the Separatists to settle on a tract of land they owned, which 
was hilly and ill-suited for agriculture. This attempt put a strain on the relationship between 
the Quakers and the Separatists. George Rapp was aware of the issue and even had a tract of 
Harmony Society land in mind on which the Separatists could settle (Meyers 1980:35). 
However, Joseph Bimeler instead arranged to buy land from Godfrey Haga, a Moravian from 
Isingen, Germany (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). Haga’s tract in Ohio was 
previously offered to the Harmony Society, who apparently were not interested in it (Meyers 
1980:35). Bimeler, working apart from the Quakers, negotiated a land purchase with Haga, 
acquiring 5,500 acres of land at a price of $3 an acre, with terms including a down payment 
of $1,500.00, followed by three installments of $5,000.00 each (Nixon 1933:21). The exact 
location of the 5,500 acres was not determined through the research conducted for this report, 
but likely is encompassed within the later extent of their property as documented by the 1875 
plat maps and the 1898 property map produced as part of the dissolution of the society 
(Figures 1.31–1.34).The amount of land Haga sold the Separatists may not be correct, either. 
A newspaper article from 1872 discussing the original platting of lands in northern 
Tuscarawas County noted that the Separatists only acquired 1,500 acres from Haga in Sandy 
Township, while the remaining 4,000 acres in Lawrence Township was purchased from 
Jonathan Dayton, a U.S. Senator from New Jersey (Iron Valley Reporter 1872); although it 
seems possible that Haga first acquired the land from Dayton and then sold it to the 
Separatists, if in fact Dayton was the first owner of the tract. The actual deed was made out to 
Bimeler, although individual Separatists would have an interest in the property in proportion 
to the amount one could contribute to paying off the debt (Nixon 1933:21). 

The Founding of Zoar Village, 1817 

In the fall of 1817, Bimeler and an advance group of the more able-bodied members made 
the journey to their newly-acquired lands in Ohio, leaving behind in Philadelphia members 
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who were elderly or infirm in the care of the Quakers. The Philadelphia Quakers loaned the 
Separatists $2,300.00 to assist in the relocation to Ohio (Durnbaugh 2000:83), although it 
was doled out to individual Separatists at $18 per person. 

The Separatists reached Pittsburgh in mid-October, and Sandyville, Ohio, in November. 
Upon reaching their land holdings, they found that the hillsides were forested with oak, 
hickory, chestnut, and maple trees, while the bottom lands along the Tuscarawas River 
consisted of weedy, overgrown fields. These fields represented former Delaware Indian 
agricultural fields, likely last used in the mid-1700s when the village of Tuscarora was 
occupied near Bolivar. Landis (1899) described the local mineral resources on Separatist 
property, including limestone, sandstone, iron ore, six deposits of fire clay, and six beds of 
coal. 

The first night in their new home, the group of Separatists spent in the open under a large oak 
tree near a small spring-fed pool, which was located on present-day Third Street, east of 
Foltz Street (Figure 1.15). The next day, a temporary shelter made of poles and covered with 
leaves and dirt was erected, and the new settlers began felling trees for log cabins. These first 
cabins were initially roofed with wood shingles or thatch. Taking advantage of a mild start to 
winter, the Separatists worked steadily through December of 1817 and January of 1818. 
However, February brought more typically brutal winter weather, severely limiting progress. 
Heavy snows, drifting to four feet deep, fell in February and lingered into April of 1818. 
While food supplies began to run short, the Separatists’ neighbors brought in flour and 
potatoes, and the Separatists were able to acquire abundant venison by tracking and killing 
deer stuck in the high drifts (Nixon 1933:24). The expeditionary group was joined in the 
spring by more Separatists arriving in small groups from Philadelphia. Houses continued to 
be put up and crops were planted. In the summer of 1818, a group of about 25 men, including 
Joseph Bimeler, traveled to the county seat at New Philadelphia and became American 
citizens. 

The Separatists struggled through 1818, and when winter arrived again, they found they had 
insufficient crops harvested to last the season. Men from the Society were forced to seek 
work with neighboring farmers in order to support the community (Nixon 1933:26). By this 
time, many of the elderly members who had initially stayed behind in Philadelphia had made 
the journey to Zoar Village, but were unable to significantly contribute in terms of labor. At 
this point, the Separatists were still attempting to implement their original plan for the 
community, with individual families farming plots of land and selling all excess crops and 
products above what was needed for sustenance to pay off the Society’s debts. However, this 
plan was facing a severe test from the disparity in the membership between able-bodied 
young people and older or infirm members, and compounded by the need to work for 
outsiders just to be able to support the community. Moreover, the elderly and infirm found 
themselves in a position where they could not contribute to paying off debts and in fact were 
relying on the charity of their fellow Separatists. 

In this context of hardship, a group of Separatists proposed a new arrangement for the 
Society, called eine Güter Gemeinschaft, which consisted of pooling resources and living as 
a communal society, rather than as a looser organization of individuals. The Separatists may 
have taken inspiration from the Harmony Society who adopted communalism in 1805. Nixon 
states that the members who likely lead the movement for adopting the communal lifestyle 
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included Johannes Breymaier (who had previously spent 18 years in prison for his faith), 
August Huber, and Joseph Ackermann (Nixon 1933:28); all three men were the first set of 
trustees for the Society. Joseph Bimeler reportedly was against the idea at first, as he felt 
most of the members did not possess the dedication he thought would be required for such a 
singular union of interests. However, he fully supported the endeavor after it became clear 
the community would approve a resolution to form a communal society. On April 15, 1819, 
articles of association were signed by 157 members, including 53 men and 104 women. 

The articles included the provision that each member would renounce all claims to personal 
property and real estate and instead give disposition of such to the society. Additionally, 
members would elect leadership who would manage business transactions for the society and 
oversee the use and allocation of resources. All members were to be obedient to the rules and 
regulations for the Society as issued by the leadership. Any disputes were to be handled by 
the leadership committee, unless the dispute involved a committee member, in which case 
the Society would elect a member to take his or her place (The Society did not explicitly ban 
women from serving in leadership roles, although in practice leadership remained a strictly 
male domain throughout the history of the Society). Members who left the Society would not 
be able to claim recompense for labors performed as an active member. The acceptance of 
new members or expelling of current members would only be done as it was judged to best 
serve the needs of the society. Finally, the articles held a provision for annual elections. 

Although Joseph Bimeler’s name was not among the three directors listed on the articles of 
association (who were Breymaier, Huber, and Ackermann), he still served in the capacity of 
the society’s agent and general manager, handling business and legal affairs. Five years later 
in 1824, Bimeler was elected to the new position of arbitrator in the revised articles of 
association adopted that year. The revised articles called for one to three arbitrators to be 
elected and serve as executive agents for the Society; in reality, Bimeler was the only person 
to hold this post until it was abolished by the 1833 constitution, which created in its place the 
positions of agent general and cashier. Again, Bimeler was the sole occupant of these 
positions, and after his death in 1853, the position of agent general remained empty – 
emblematic of Bimeler’s overshadowing influence and leadership in the community. 

The 1819 articles are notable in that they do not contain any references to establishment and 
practice of the Separatists’ religion. Instead, the articles are solely concerned with acquiring a 
level of security for the continued existence of the community as a whole. 

The Bimeler Era to 1853 

The 1820s 

Having settled the issue of security, the newly-formed communal society set about 
establishing themselves. From 1817 to 1829, at least 28 buildings were constructed in the 
village (Table 1.6). Although most of the members had agricultural backgrounds, a few had 
experience in the trades, and soon a grist mill and sawmill were operating on their lands, both 
of which were erected in 1821 and ran off the same power source, a waterwheel powered by 
a mill race dug south of the village (see COE# HDC11 in Table 2.10). The grist mill was 
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initially successful, and processed not only the Separatists’ grain crops but that of about 30 
local farmers, supplying needed income for application to the Society’s debts. 

The first child born to the Society was Christina Holderieth, on July 24, 1818. A daughter of 
Rosina Catharina Holderieth and an unrecorded father, she was born in a log house near the 
lot that would become the Public Garden, either House No. 10 (Steve Shonk, personal 
communication, 2013), or a no longer extant cabin replaced by the Garden House (Nixon 
1933:33). Holderieth (who later married Johannes Petermann) was followed by a large 
number of other births, such that childcare had an appreciable effect on the amount of labor 
available to the community. During this early period of the Society’s history, female labor 
was so valuable that bearing children was seen as a hindrance to the Society’s short-term 
goals. In addition, some Separatists held doubts to the ability of the Society to support 
growing families. In 1822, the Society made the decision to halt marriages within the group 
and set in place a policy of celibacy. All currently married couples moved into separate 
residences (Nixon 1933:34). Unfortunately, correlating known houses with the segregated 
households is not possible, as this information was not specifically recorded.  

The marriage ban and celibacy policy freed women for work on developing infrastructure 
and agriculture. In particular, the construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal through the 
Separatist’s property was highly dependent on the contributions of Separatist women to the 
labor pool.  

The routing of the Ohio & Erie Canal through the property of the Separatists represented a 
golden opportunity for the struggling group to get back on sound financial footing. In 1826, 
the Separatists bid and won the contract to excavated three miles of canal bed through their 
land holdings (COE# HDC18; Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25), along with contracts to build Lock 
10, two stone culverts, the feeder canal, and a road bridge across the canal (see discussion of 
transportation features on page 1.125). Reportedly, the entire population of Zoar Village 
turned out to build the canal, working year-round through 1827 and 1828. While men dug the 
canal bed with shovels, the women transported the spoil dirt to the canal berm, in 
wheelbarrows, baskets, and even reportedly in their aprons. 

The Separatists also constructed an addition onto their 1821 mill dam, with a guard lock on 
the east side (COE# HDC16; Figure 1.35, Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25) to allow canal boat 
access to the Separatist industrial area south of the village along their mill race, and to supply 
water to the canal through a feeder lock on the west side of the river (COE# HDC17, Figure 
1.36, Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25). Woods (1992) characterizes this additional dam as merely a 
pile of cut trees and stones, which often had to be rebuilt after floods. These low dams 
backed up just enough water to keep the canals full. The canal bed through Separatist 
landholdings was completed by 1828, largely in part to the full efforts of both sexes. Without 
the labor of the women, it is highly doubtful the Separatists could have completed their 
section of the canal in such a short period of time. The Society was paid $22,867.35 in cash 
for their work, which cleared their remaining debt to the Quakers from the original land 
purchase in 1817, with enough left over to begin a series of capital improvements to the 
village (Woods 1992). 
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The 1830s 

The 1830s was a period of great expansion for the Society of Separatists of Zoar. Freed from 
their major debts, the Separatists could begin a program of capital improvements to their 
community and expanded their economic base to include manufacturing as well as 
agriculture. Over 40 different buildings and industrial complexes were built or purchased in 
this decade, including 11 houses, two iron furnaces, the Zoar Pottery, the Woolen Mill, the 
huge Canal Mill, and numerous other buildings (Table 1.6). The guard lock on the east side 
of the river was constructed by the Separatists in 1830 as part of improvements to the mill 
race (Figure 1.35). The State of Ohio collaborated with the Society to construct a similar lock 
on the feeder canal on the west side (Figure 1.36). These two guard locks allowed canal boats 
to leave the canal, cross the slackwater above the dam, and enter the eastern guard lock and 
travel down the enlarged mill race to the Society’s mills south of the village. The opening of 
the Canal Mill in 1837 may indicate that canal boats were no longer making the trip through 
the guard locks to the original grist mill located somewhere in the industrial core area south 
of Zoar Village, which may have no longer been in operation at this time. 

Writing in 1876, Mitchener recorded the different households and age groups present in 
1830, taken from the 1830 census data (Table 1.7, Table 1.8; Mitchener 1876:324, U.S. 
Bureau of Census 1830). The population of the Society in 1830 was 173 people. Women still 
outnumbered men, with 106 females to 67 males in the population. Over two-thirds of the 
men were adults in the prime of their life (between 20 and 60), with only two men older than 
60.  Close to 80 percent of women in Zoar Village were also between 20 and 60, with five 
women older than 60.  There were 13 children under 10 years of age in the census data, and 
22 people between 10 and 20 years old. The 1830 census lists 20 households, half of which 
held over 10 people. Only five households had less than five people. Thirteen households 
were headed by men. The households were not strictly of one gender, as some houses had a 
mix of men and women, and even in the households consisting mainly of men, there was 
usually at least one woman who served as housekeeper. However, six of the  seven 
households headed by women contained no men, while only one household held only males. 
After the cessation of the marriage ban, it was common for the larger houses to still serve as 
home for multiple nuclear families.  

The adoption of celibacy was not particularly difficult for the Society, as their belief system 
held celibacy as the preferred state between men and women, although acknowledging sexual 
relations were necessary for the long-term viability of the community. A commitment to 
celibacy and some sort of modification to marriage is a common feature to many of the 
Pietist groups and other religious utopian societies, such as the Harmony Society (celibate, 
but married couples stayed together) or the Shakers (celibate, and married couples severed 
their bonds). In the case of the Separatists of Zoar, the driving force behind the adoption of 
celibacy and the marriage ban in 1822 may have been primarily economic, as both bans were 
fully lifted by 1830 – the same year the Society satisfied their debts for land acquisition 
through payments for their labor on the Ohio & Erie Canal and income from agricultural 
production (although Shonk notes at least two couples were married in 1829 [personal 
communication, 2013]). In addition, the 1830s saw an increase in membership with newly-
arrived German immigrants, many of whom were Separatists who could not come over with 
the first group. With the debts paid off and the addition of more able-bodied men to the 
Society, the economic value of women’s labor was not as vital to the survival of the Society, 
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thus the economic justification for the bans was no longer applicable. However, women still 
contributed significant amounts of labor to the community, and could be found in the fields 
with the men at harvest time through the entire nineteenth century (Figure 1.37). 

After the resumption of marriage, the Separatists put into place a peculiar child-rearing 
system. Children between the ages of three and 14 were placed into a community nursery, 
under the care of female supervisors. Girls were housed above the Second Meetinghouse 
(Morhart 1981; Figure 1.38) while the boys had a dormitory on Third Street in House No. 17, 
(Figure 1.39; see Table 2.4). Children spent much of their time in school or working and 
rarely were allowed to see their parents. The purpose of this segregation of children from 
their families may have been to allow women to devote more of their labor to the community 
rather than on their individual families, rather than to indoctrinate the children with 
community values (Nixon 1933:75). Stories told of life in the children’s institution are not 
happy tales; the matron overseers were not kindly women, and their living conditions were 
spartan. In 1840, trustee Jacob Ackermann refused to place his daughter in the institution, 
thus ending mandatory enrollment across the Society. Law notes that the abandonment of 
childhood segregation marked a change in the character of women’s labor at Zoar Village to 
being more in line with standard American women’s work at the time, which was focused on 
the household (Law 1942:215). The children’s institution did continue in a limited form as an 
orphanage until around 1860 (Nixon 1933:76). 

In 1833, the articles of association were altered to form a constitution for the Society. The 
amendment of the articles of agreement in 1833 was in response to an act passed in the 1832 
Ohio General Assembly to incorporate Zoar Village as a “Body Politic” so it could act as a 
corporation that could hold property in common and pass laws (Rokicky 2002). The offices 
of agent general and cashier were created in this document and filled by Bimeler, as noted 
above. The group of three trustees was preserved and a standing committee of five people 
was created to serve in dispute resolution. The trustees held three-year terms, arranged so that 
one trustee position was up for election every year. In practice, most trustees, once elected, 
were usually re-elected a number of times. Twenty-two men held trustee positions between 
1819 and 1900 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; Nixon 1933:44). Management 
of the society was divided between the trustees, with one overseeing agricultural operations, 
one managing the shops and mills, and the last trustee responsible for the society’s livestock 
(and hotel management). The trustees were also responsible for ensuring equitable treatment 
of and distribution of supplies to the individual members. The standing committee 
membership tenure was five years, and it was expressly forbidden for a trustee to also serve 
on the standing committee. The standing committee served as source of new trustees, 
however, with all but two trustees elected between 1833 and the dissolution of the legal 
incorporation of the Society in 1900 first serving on the standing committee. 

The Constitution of 1833 also explicitly spelled out how a person could become a member of 
the Society. Those seeking entry needed to sign a probationary contract and entered the first 
class of the Society, where they enjoyed similar rights to full members, with the exception of 
the right to vote and hold office. Probationary members had similar responsibilities in terms 
of labor as well. After a year, probationary members were assessed for full membership by 
the trustees. If the applicant was met with approval by the trustees, a period of thirty days 
still had to pass before the probationary member was accepted into the second class of full 
members. This final trial period was to allow other full members a chance to challenge the 
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inclusion of the new member (Nixon 1933:47). Before accepting full membership, the 
probationary members had to resolve any outstanding personal debts and agree that the 
Society would have no responsibility in paying a personal debt. Interestingly, once they 
reached adulthood, children of Society members had to go through the same membership 
process as outsiders. Although some researchers report that only Germans could become 
members, at least two former Shakers joined the Separatists: Amasa Blodgett and Mary Scott 
– presumably their communal experience outweighed their lack of German heritage. A 
French woman, Juliana Thiriet, likely was a bakery worker in the 1850s, and according to 
Shonk, was a member for a brief period of time (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
2013). 

The 1831 edition of the Ohio Gazetteer described Zoar Village as having 50 to 60 houses, 
nearly all covered with tile, and in possession of nearly 6,000 acres of land (Kilbourn 1831). 
Joseph Bimeler provided another early description of Zoar Village in a letter to Postmaster 
General William T. Barry, dated Jun 12, 1834. Bimeler included a list of village 
improvements since the founding, including one gristmill (the precise location of which is 
unknown, but was along the mill race somewhere in the industrial core south of the village), 
two sawmills (probably in reference to the first sawmill attached to the gristmill, and a 
second one at the dam on the river [see COE# HDC9 in Table 2.10]), one linseed oil mill, 
one woolen and linen factory (see COE# HDC3 in Table 2.10), one warehouse (location 
unrecorded), a hotel (described as “new and commodious”; see Table 2.15), one store (see 
COE# 5843 in Table 2.14), and “various other places of industry and mechanical business” 
(Nixon 1933:37). He noted the Society was currently putting up a blast furnace about two 
miles north of Zoar Village on the canal. At this time, the Zoar Garden was established, 
along with a greenhouse (indicating that the Petermann cabin had been torn down by this 
time if it was in fact located on the garden lot; see Table 2.14). Bimeler noted the mineral 
springs a mile and a half to the east, with a house built over the springs to serve those seeking 
a medical benefit from bathing in the waters (Figure 1.16). Bimeler noted the chief 
agricultural products included wheat, hemp, corn, barley, flax, oats, and rye. Iron ore mining 
had already been begun in the hills to the west of town, and was being shipped on canal boats 
to various iron furnaces, some as far as 150 miles from Zoar Village. Coal was also noted as 
present, but not in the same quantity as iron ore (Nixon 1933:38). Most of the necessary 
items required in daily life could be produced at Zoar Village in one of the shops or the 
foundry. The Separatists found that everyday items that were typically produced by 
individual households could be made more efficiently in large quantities. For example, in the 
first decades at Zoar Village, each household had its own candle molds and soap kettle; but 
in 1838, the soap and candle house was built in order to supply the society’s needs for these 
essential items more effectively. 

Bimeler’s letter presents an image of a thriving, growing community, but only a few weeks 
after the letter was written, Zoar Village was struck by a cholera epidemic. Up to a third of 
the community died from the disease, contracted from outsiders who came through Zoar 
Village on the canal. The cholera strain that hit Zoar Village was reportedly so virulent that 
hastily built wooden boxes were sent to houses with stricken occupants, to serve as coffins. 
The villagers quickly buried their dead in the village cemetery located on a ridge top 
northwest of town (see COE# HDC19 in Table 2.14), often as soon as they had passed 
(Nixon 1933:39). Trustee Johannes Breymaier was among the victims of the epidemic. 
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Fortunately for the community, the membership was quickly restored through new 
applicants, mainly German immigrants who also held Pietist beliefs.  

By 1835, the Society was operating on more or less a self-sustaining basis, with only a few 
outside products acquired for the membership, including rice, coffee, tea, and cotton 
(Nixon1933:119). The Separatist diet remained largely German in character, with the 
exception of a religious aversion to pork. Separatists ate up to six meals a day, starting with 
breakfast, then followed by a small mid-morning snack, a large mid-day dinner, a small four 
o’clock snack, supper at six, and then a small meal before bedtime (Steve Shonk, personal 
communication, 2013; Nixon 1933:73). Each family kept its own garden with chickens, and 
ducks. No pork was consumed until near the end of the society, but hogs were raised for 
market. 

An 1837 edition of the English periodical The Penny Magazine recorded a travelogue about 
Zoar Village. The author noted the Separatists owned 5,500 acres of land, about 1,000 of 
which had been cleared. The Canal Mill was not yet in operation, but the Separatists were 
already sending standard 196-pound barrels of flour to market on the Ohio & Erie Canal, to 
the tune of 3,000 barrels a year, as far as New York. Another export was butter, shipped in 
50-pound casks at 6,000 pounds a year. The Canal Store is mentioned as a “depot for their 
own produce, as well as their neighbors” (Penny Magazine 1837:411). Two cobbler shops 
were present, with shoes made for the community and also for sale to non-Separatists. 
Located away from the village were lime kilns and “brick-kilns” – probably brick clamps, 
although the magazine article notes the use of a brick press capable of producing 2,000 bricks 
in an hour. Although only 20 years old, Zoar Village was already noted as popular for outside 
visitors, who would lodge in the Zoar Hotel.  

In 1839, the Ohio Gazetteer recorded a Zoar Village fully recovered from the 1834 epidemic, 
with a population of 250 people and 60 houses. In addition to the industries and shops 
mentioned by Bimeler in his 1834 letter, the gazetteer listed the tannery and two blast 
furnaces, and noted several warehouses. The garden and greenhouse were especially noted as 
“very remarkable” with lemon, orange, fig, and pomegranate trees. By this time, the 
greenhouse was already used for winter storage by people from Cleveland. The author 
recorded that the sheep were tended by a woman assisted by a specially trained dog. Another 
interesting item from this edition of the Ohio Gazetteer is that the Separatists were recorded 
as saving the water used in washing out cattle stalls in a reservoir (likely a large cistern) and 
recycling it for watering plants in the garden and greenhouse (Jenkins 1839:491–492).  

Hired Labor 

After the cholera epidemic of 1834, there was an immediate need for supplemental labor to 
help clear the Society’s lands. The hiring of outside labor became habitual in the later years 
of the Society, although in the middle of the nineteenth century, using hired labor was seen as 
freeing up the labor of Separatists for work judged to be a more productive use of time. 
Sometimes, the Separatists rented parcels of the Society’s land to tenant farmers, with 
stipulations that the tenant was required to clear a certain number of acres, or that the tenant 
farmers were required to give a third of their grain crops to the Society (Nixon 1933:123– 
124). The exact number of tenant farms leased by the Separatists is unknown, but is hinted at 
in some sources. For example, the Xenia Evening Gazette recounted the destruction of a log 
cabin by fire at the farm of Thomas Middleton at Zoar Village on November 15, 1938, which 
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could have been erected as part of a tenant farm in the early nineteenth century. At least 
seven tenant farms were present at the dissolution of the Separatist society in 1898. An article 
in the September 29, 1898, edition of the Iron Valley Reporter (1898c) noted the following 
farms on Separatist property that were divided among full members of the society (it is not 
recorded if the tenants were allowed to continue living and farming at these farms after the 
dissolution): 

• Shilling Farm: given to Louis Zimmerman and his family 

• Kuecherer Farm: given to the John Kuecherer family 

• Fred Renner Farm: given to Jacob Kuemmerle, Levi Bimeler, and Anthony Burkhart 

• Greytag Farm: given to Levi Beuter 

• Knotz Farm: given to Leo Kern 

• Scheidegger Farm: given to Jacob Buehler and sons 

• George Lengerer Farm: given to Frank Sylvan 

• Lower Clahs Farm: given to Clemens Breil 

• Upper Clahs Farm: given to heirs of Frederick Breil 

Several of these farms likely correspond to the possible tenant farm locations shown in 
Figure 1.47. 

Most of the hired laborers worked in agriculture, although a few could be found at the blast 
furnaces, the grist mill, the tannery, and the woolen mill (see HDC3 in Table 2.10). By 1875, 
the number of non-Separatists sustained by wages earned working for the Society reached 
171, a considerable amount of people compared to the 300 people who were full Society 
members in Zoar Village at the time.  

The increasing dependency on hired hands is one factor that contributed to the eventual 
decline of the Society. Besides increasing interactions between the inhabitants of Zoar 
Village with more worldly people and their unsavory habits (according to Separatist values), 
the use of wage labor influenced the views of the younger members in regards to communal, 
non-competitive production versus individualistic labor for material gain. Interestingly, the 
majority of the hired laborers shared a common ethnic heritage with the Separatists, with 
most originating from southern Germany and speaking a similar Swabian dialect to that 
spoken by the Separatists. Many of these laborers had housing provided by Separatists, some 
in houses, but several lived right in the village at House No. 18 on the eastern side of town, 
which served as a bunkhouse, known as the “Bauer Haus” (Nixon 1933:125, see COE# 5879 
in Table 2.4). The men were frequent customers of the taproom at the Zoar Hotel (see COE# 
5841 in Table 2.16), and they procured needed goods from the Zoar Store (see COE# 5843 in 
Table 2.14). 

The 1840s 

The 1840s was not as active a period for the Society in terms of development in comparison 
to the 1830s, but did see the establishment of the eastern portion of the village as an 
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agricultural complex, with the construction of various livestock barns and the massive 
granary (Table 1.6). Rather, the 1840s were a period of growth of the economic base 
established in the 1830s. In 1841, a short travelogue describing Zoar Village was published 
in the New Yorker. At the time of the author’s visit on August 9, 1840, the community was 
still recovering from the cholera epidemic, and numbered about 140 people. Most of the field 
hands consisted of young girls, possibly reflecting the continued importance of women’s 
labor in traditionally male occupations. The author reported that young people who were 
apprenticed to the Society usually chose to leave and make their own way at the end of their 
terms, but also that children of members usually stayed. These apprentices were probably 
from neighboring farms and not associated with the Society. 

Henry Howe visited Zoar Village in 1846, and described the presence of industry and 
manufacturing buildings, including an oil mill, a saw mill, two grist mills (see HDC14 in 
Table 2.10 for the Canal Mill), two iron furnaces, and a woolen factory (see HDC3 Table 
2.10). Twenty-five houses were present in the village, many of log construction, described as 
“substantial and of comfortable proportions” (Howe 1846; see Table 2.3 for several of these 
houses). Barns were noted as grouped together without order (see the various agricultural 
resources in Table 2.8). The earliest known depiction of Zoar accompanied this article, 
shown in Figure 1.40. 

A property assessment conducted in 1846 includes the value of selected buildings in Zoar 
and the real estate land holdings of the Society at the time (Anonymous 1846). The record 
shows at least one tenant farm was owned by the Society at the time. Buildings listed in the 
assessment include: 

• Zoar Hotel, valued at $1,300 

• J. M. Bimeler Dwelling House, valued at $1,200 

• Jacob and David Silvan (Sylvan) Dwelling House, valued at $400 

• Weaver House, valued at $350 

• Bake House, valued at $300 

• House No. 3, valued at $275 

• House No. 23, valued at $300 

• Store and Milk House, valued at $400 

• Canal House, valued at $400 

• Zoar Factory (Woolen Mill), valued at $800 

• Stabling and Barns together, valued at $800 

In 1847, the Custom Mill was built south of the First Grist Mill and Sawmill; it is likely that 
the first mill building was converted to a dwelling for the Kappels at this time and given the 
label House No. 26. The Kappels occupied the first mill for approximately 30 years (Steve 
Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 

Landholdings are difficult to assess in terms of exact location in the assessment, as section 
numbers are sometimes provided but the township is not identified, with the exception of a 
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single entry for Sandy Township. Both furnaces are listed, with the Zoar Furnace associated 
with a 1,208-acre tract and the Fairfield Furnace with a 302-acre tract. In total, 8,543 acres of 
land are included in the assessment, along with 70 lots in Lawrenceville, a failed townsite 
platted across from Bolivar by Abraham Mosser in 1805 (Figure 1.16). The Separatists 
acquired the Lawrenceville lots in 1832 (Baker 2008), but had divested themselves of this 
property by the time the 1875 county atlas was produced, as the Lawrence Township plat of 
that year shows the Lawrenceville location owned by a D. Kline (Figure 1.33). 

In 1850, the Society’s landholdings reached their greatest extent, with approximately 8,800 
acres in Lawrence, Sandy, and Fairfield Townships. The land in Fairfield Township 
corresponds to property owned around Zoar Station and the Fairfield Furnace. Only about 
2,500 acres were actively being planted or used as pasture within the Society landholdings, 
with the remainder consisting of the forested hillsides to the west and southwest of Zoar 
Village (Nixon 1933:122). Nixon (1933:147) reported that the Society operated a general 
store in the nearby village of Waynesburg in Stark County, selling Separatist-manufactured 
goods and active until 1854. However, no mention of a Separatist-owned or operated store is 
made in any of the Stark County or Waynesburg histories consulted for this project, 
indicating that perhaps this store was not directly associated with the Separatists as Nixon 
states (Mann 1933, Orlando 1975, Perrin 1881). 

The 1840 U.S. Federal Census lists Zoar Village with 25 households consisting of 295 
people. A total of 159 males and 136 females were living in the village (Table 1.9). The 
population of Zoar Village was definitely maturing in comparison to 1830, with the age 
groups of 30 to 40 years and 40 to 50 years containing over a third of the total population 
(Table 1.10). The end of celibacy in the Society ten years earlier may be reflected in the 54 
children under ten years of age. George Ackermann’s household had 15 males under 15, 
which meant his dwelling had to be the boy’s dormitory. Interestingly, there were eight adult 
males, 11 adult females, and three female children under five years old living in the dwelling 
as well. Dorothea Dietz (erroneously recorded as “Dorothea Birts” in the census) was listed 
under “Children’s Institute” and the demographics of her household indicate she was head of 
the girl’s dormitory, with 11 females under 15 and three adult women. While the Boy’s and 
Girls’ dormitories were active, there were several children in the 5–10 age group that were 
presumably living with their parents: one boy living with Peter Bimeler, one girl with 
Mathias Behler (recorded in the census as “Michael Beller”), one girl with Lewis Birk 
(although this girl could presumably have been the daughter of a hired hand), and one girl 
with Conrad Bauerle (recorded in the census as “Banesby”). As the age group for the 
segregation of children overlaps both the 0–5 years and the 10–15 years age groups, it is 
impossible to tell if the children in those age groups not living at either dormitory were also 
within the age range for segregation. Either Lewis Birk or Martin Rauschensberger was head 
of the Bauer Haus (House No. 18) which served as a bunkhouse for hired hands, as each 
household had a significant number of working age males: 19 with Birk, and 17 with 
Rauschensberger. 

Another interesting fact about the 1840 census is that it indicates there were still households 
composed solely of one gender: Maria Kuhnle’s household of 19 women and Joanna Mack’s 
household of 11 women. These two households may indicate that they were a dual-purpose 
building used as a residence and a place of work. At least one is likely the first Sewing House 
(House No. 4, which no longer exists). 
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After Bimeler: The Waning of the Separatists, 1853–1898 

The 1850s 

Bimeler died in 1853 after 40 years of leadership, and it appeared the society was depending 
heavily on his leadership and vision. The office of Agent-General, charged with doing 
business with outside world and which Bimeler held, was never filled after his death. About 
this time, the Zoar Furnace was abandoned and the Fairfield Furnace was sold with 424 acres 
for $16,000. Tile and brick making ceased about this time as well, and a tannery, the oil mill 
and one tavern (the Canal Hotel; see COE# TH35 in 2.16) were no longer active (Landis 
1899:181); however, operations at the Tannery would resume by the 1860s and the Society 
established a new brick plant in the 1890s (McArtor 1939:80–81). Few new buildings were 
built in the 1850s, including a handful of house and the consolidation of machinery shop and 
foundry operations from the defunct furnaces to new locations in the industrial core south of 
the village (Table 1.6). 

In 1859, a newspaper article presented a brief overview of Zoar Village. House No. 1 was 
described as being of an “antique build” and was occupied by the trustees. The Zoar Hotel is 
described as operating in the manner of an old German inn. The laws of the Society were 
characterized as strict, with very little disregarding of them by the Separatists. Of curiosity is 
the reporting of a prohibition against seduction, which the reporter noted was punishable by 
death through stoning. This punishment was apparently prevented in the only known case of 
seduction by the fact that carrying out the sentence would break state law. This story about 
stoning seems out of character with the Separatists, and it may have been an invention on the 
part of the reporter, added as a way to distinguish the differences between this communal 
society and the mainstream of American society at the time. The print shop was active at this 
time (Portsmouth Times 1859).  

The Separatists’ agricultural output is recorded in the 1850 non-population schedules of the 
Federal Census, and reveals the  scope of Separatist agriculture at mid-century. The 
Separatists’ holdings are listed under Joseph Bimeler’s name, with a total of 2,448 acres of 
improved land and 6,378 acres of unimproved land, for a total of 8,826 acres owned by the 
Separatists in the 1850 census schedule. The cash value of their landholdings was estimated 
at $67,644.00, with $1,400.00 worth of farming implements and machinery. The Separatists 
owned 53 horses, 105 milk cows, 16 head of oxen, and 61 “other cattle” (U.S. Bureau of 
Census 1850 non-population schedule). In addition, the Separatists owned 1,090 sheep and 
76 pigs. The total value of their livestock was listed at $4,010.00, with the value of animals 
slaughtered that year put at $950.00. Agricultural production included the following crops: 

• 6,550 bushels of wheat 

• 700 bushels of rye 

• 2,228 bushels of corn 

• 6,721 bushels of oats 

• 18 bushels of peas and beans 

• 2,626 bushels of potatoes 
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• 414 bushels of barley 

• 140 bushels of buckwheat 

• 310 tons of hay 

• 20 bushels of clover seed 

• 18 bushels of other grass seed 

• 400 pounds of hops 

• 300 pounds of flax 

• 112 bushels of flaxseed 

• 2,000 pounds of maple sugar 

• 120 pounds of beeswax and honey 

In addition to these crops, the Separatists are also recorded as producing 640 gallons of wine, 
5,000 pounds of butter, 2,400 pounds of cheese, 35 pounds of silk cocoons, $450.00 worth of 
orchard products, $98.00 worth of market garden produce, and $650.00 of home-made 
manufactures (likely including the products of the clothing workshops and other shops that 
made use of agricultural products for non-food items). Also of interest is what the census 
records as absent at Zoar Village: mules and asses from livestock, sweet potatoes, hemp, 
cane sugar, and molasses. The southern crops of rice, cotton, and tobacco are also not listed, 
which is more or less to be expected. The lack of cane sugar is interesting, as Scott Gordon 
specifically noted his Separatist ancestors recorded it as an agricultural product at Zoar 
Village (personal communication, 2013). Therefore, cane sugar was not something that was 
always produced. 

Four industries are listed in the U.S. Federal Census non-population industrial schedule for 
1850 under Joseph Bimeler’s name: Flour Milling, Iron Furnace, Woolen Factory (the 
Woolen Mill), and Tanning. Separate facilities for furnaces and mills are not listed in the 
census data. Under milling, a capital investment of $84,300.00 is listed. The motive power 
for the mill(s) is listed as water power with four runs of stone. Two people were employed in 
the mill or mills at a monthly labor cost of $40.00. The mill or mills produced $9,708.00 
worth of flour and $640.00 worth of “other articles” (U.S. Bureau of Census 1850 non-
population schedule). The listing for the Separatists’ furnace notes a capital investment of 
$10,000.00 and that the motive power was steam. Raw materials used in the furnace (or 
furnaces) included iron ore, charcoal, stone coal, cordwood, and limestone. Twenty-two 
people were employed with total monthly wages of $440.00. The furnace production for 
1850 resulted in $15,000.00 worth of pig iron. The woolen mill was recorded with $2,000.00 
in capital investment, with water power running 240 spindles. Raw material used at the 
woolen factory included wool, “dye stuff,” fuel, and miscellaneous materials (U.S. Bureau of 
Census 1850 non-population schedule). Eight men and two women were employed at the 
woolen mill at total monthly wages of $130 for the men and $20 for the women. The 
production output of the woolen mill was valued at $4,000.00. The tannery was listed with 
$1,500.00 in capital improvements. Four men were employed at the tannery with a total 
monthly wage of $60.00. The leather produced by the tannery was valued at $2,369.00. The 
entries under the wages for all but the furnace workers likely represent the assessed value of 
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the labor, as all of the workers were Separatists and thus were not paid laborers. It is 
uncertain how many Separatists worked at the iron furnaces, but it seems likely that only a 
few would have been employed, with specialized iron working jobs filled by skilled hired 
labor. 

The population census for 1850 is the first federal census to list all individuals, instead of just 
the household head. Data from this census is illuminating for understanding the Society at its 
peak. The population of Zoar Village in the 1850 census was 243 people, not including nine 
people who lived in probable tenant farmer households. There were 34 distinct households in 
Zoar Village. A total of 114 males and 129 females were present in 1850 (Table 1.11). 
Godfrey Lentz was the head of a household noted as a boarding house; however, many of the 
names of the people in the house were Separatist family names, and apart from Lentz, all of 
the boarders were women. Lentz’ occupation is listed as “drayman” indicating he drove a 
wagon team used in delivery services. It seems possible that this boarding house may have 
been where women involved in the dairy operations lived, as that was one of the few labor-
intensive occupations that were mainly done by woman at Zoar Village; thus, the likely 
residence of this household was House No. 3 (see COE# 5848 in Table 2.4). Margarert 
Boehring apparently ran the girls’ dormitory, as her household consists mainly of girls under 
12 years of age. This household cannot be confidently correlated to an existing Separatist 
house. The household of Magdalena Ackermann was likely the boys’ dormitory at House No. 
17 (see COE# 5875 in Table 2.4), with a large number of boys aged 13 and under; in 
addition, George Ackermann’s family lived here along with the family of John Ackermann, 
and Anna Naederle and Barbara Auch, also residents of the household, likely shared 
oversight of the boys with Magdalena Ackermann. One interesting aspect of household 
composition is the large number of households with four or less members (n=12). Of these, 
four households consist entirely of women, with at least one woman in her old age. The other 
small households represent nuclear families and one childless couple. This movement 
towards smaller household size perhaps represents an evolving preference for single-family 
homes over multiple-family dwellings; this preference may have spurred the construction of 
new houses in the latter half of the nineteenth century, with at least 12 new houses 
constructed after 1850: House numbers 8, 12, 13, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 31, 34, 35, and the 
Treasurer’s House (see COE# 5861 in Table 2.4). These new houses supplemented an 
existing housing stock of at least 25 houses: House numbers 1 through 7, 9, 10, 11, 14 
through 18, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 36, the Sheep Herder’s House, and the Tramp House 
(although it is unclear if the Tramp House was still a Separatist residence at this time or had 
already assumed its function as a temporary shelter for indigent men; see the various entries 
for most of these houses in Table 2.4). 

Age groups in the 1850 census data are more evenly distributed than previously, with no one 
group clearly dominating the population. More generally, there are more young people 
present in the 1850 census than in previous census years, with a third of the population under 
15 years of age. There are also more than twice as many people over age 60 than in 1840 
(Table 1.12). 

There were 29 different occupations recorded among the population of Zoar Village in 1850 
(Table 1.13). Of 72 men age 15 and up, 67 men had occupations listed in the 1850 census. 
The occupation with the most people was farmer (n=12), followed by laborer (n=9). There 
were 10 men listed in occupations associated with cloth and clothing manufacture, and five 
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shoemakers. Zoar Village had three blacksmiths in 1850. Of interest are the categories of 
general agent and merchant. Joseph Bimeler was the general agent, and the merchants 
included Christian Wiebel, Christ Zimmerman, and Lewis Birk. Birk, Jacob Sylvan, and 
Jacob Ackermann were the trustees at the time of the census, but were not recorded as such 
by the census taker (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). Peter Bimeler was the 
Society’s miller, and Frederick Haid was the millwright. George Groetzinger ran the hotel. 
Also of note are two men listed as farmers, each with $300 of personal property: Killian 
Koch and Daniel Loupp. The households of these two men were recorded at the end of the 
census account for Zoar Village, and one man in the Loupp household, stone mason Philip 
Farnsel, was specifically noted as a Separatist. It is highly probably that Koch and Loupp 
were tenant farmers and not members of the Separatists, and so they are not included in the 
following tables. 

The 1850 census is the first federal census to record the place of birth for individuals. As may 
be expected, Germany was the most common place of birth with 167 individuals, 
representing both original Separatists from the founding of Zoar Village and later 
immigrants. Ohio represents the second most common birthplace, with 77 individuals, many 
of whom were children born at Zoar Village. Also present were two individuals only listed as 
from Europe, one person from Pennsylvania, and one whose origin was not listed. 

The 1860s 

The 1860s saw a brief increase in development in the Society, some of which was spurred by 
an influx of cash during the Civil War. New developments included the renovation of the 
1836 Cider Mill in 1861 with a new steam boiler replacing a horse-powered mill; and a new 
blacksmith shop (Table 1.6, see COE#  5838 in Table 2.14). A large carpet drum was 
attached to the rear of the cider mill, used specifically for cleaning carpets from the hotel and 
elsewhere in the village. A new planing mill was built in 1869 near the blacksmith and 
wagon shops. The planing mill was built as a result in an increase in interest in the Society’s 
timber holdings. The Separatists opened a store in the village of Fairfield (later Zoar Station) 
in 1863 which also doubled as the post office, run by Charles Ehlers, a Separatist who moved 
to the village with his family. Charles Ehlers was born at Zoar Village in 1839 and married 
Jacobina Ackermann in 1861, the year before becoming the store operator at Fairfield. 
Fairfield was platted in 1854 in the northwest quarter of Section 4 of Fairfield Township in 
Tuscarawas County. The village (later known as Zoar Station) never developed past a 
handful of houses, the general store operated by Ehlers, and a train depot; possibly due to the 
bypassing of the village by the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad and the platting of Valley 
Junction just to the northeast. The 1860 Federal non-population census schedules for 
Tuscarawas County were not located during research for this project, so no direct comparable 
information on agricultural and industrial production can be made with the preceding and 
following decades. 

The 1860 federal census contains similar information in comparison with the 1850 census. 
The only real change is that the census taker was perhaps more detail-oriented, and recorded 
whether a person was considered a master of an occupation or an apprentice; and included 
the region of Germany a person was born in, not just Germany as a whole. The census data 
indicate that there were 272 people living in 42 distinct households in Zoar Village in 1860 
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(Table 1.14), a net increase of 29 people from the previous census. The census documents 
128 males and 144 females at Zoar Village. Twenty-eight households consisted of six or less 
individuals, indicative of a continuing trend from multiple-family dwellings to single-family 
dwellings. Certain communal-type dwellings can be picked out from the composition of 
residences with large numbers of people. House No. 18, the Bauer Haus, is likely represented 
by Bernard Beiter’s household, with 11 males and two females; five of the males represent 
boarders between the ages of 17 and 30 who were listed as farm laborers, while another five 
residents are Beiter’s children (see COE# 5879 in Table 2.4). One other residence that may 
be tied to a communal function is the household of Frederick Haid (also spelled Heid or 
Heyde), with 27 members. The members of Haid’s household mainly consist of single 
women, with 18 women between the ages of 14 and 35. The demographics of this household 
indicate that it housed the Society’s female dairy workers, likely House No.3 (see COE#5848 
in Table 2.4). In addition to the households just described, another type of large household 
appears in this census record which does not relate to a communal function. Instead, they 
represent large multi-family dwellings with two or more family groups, often related to each 
other, and also including elderly Society members and young apprentices. One example of 
this household type is the John Rieker (recorded as “Reager” in the census) residence, with 
18 members. Rieker’s household consisted of three families (Rieker’s family, Benjamin 
Ruof’s family, and Magdalena Burkhardt’s family), plus a number of boarders consisting of 
Ruof’s apprentice and a group of elderly women. Notably absent from the households in the 
1860 census are childrens’ dormitories. 

The age groups in the 1860 census show a remarkable leveling of population among the age 
groups shown in Table 1.15. With the exceptions of the age groups representing the younger 
working-age members (15–20 and 20–30) and the extremely elderly (70–80 and 80–90), 
nearly all the age groups contain about 25 people. The age group with the most members was 
that of members in their 20s, consisting of 53 people. The number of people over 60 years of 
age stayed about the same as in 1850. 

In terms of occupations, 80 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1860 census; all 
but three are men (Table 1.16). The three female workers include the Master Baker (Mary 
Platz), a servant (Sarah Ott, at the Bauer Haus), and a dairy worker (Elizabeth Mack). Shonk 
notes that Mack was actually the dairy overseer, and she and her small household likely 
occupied the rooms above the dairy as living quarters (Steve Shonk, personal 
communication, 2013). As with the previous census, the most common occupation was farm 
laborer, with 13 workers in that category. Only one person was categorized as a laborer, 
however. Of interest are the large number of people listed as masters of their professions and 
their corresponding apprentices. There are 14 occupations classified as masters, with all but 
three (carpenters, masons, and tanners) assigned to single people; the three exceptions each 
have two masters listed in the census. There are 15 people listed as apprentices, including 
two printer’s apprentices; however, there is no corresponding printer included in the census. 
There were two iron founders and four blacksmiths (including apprentices) at Zoar Village in 
1860. There were thirteen people employed in the cloth manufacturing and clothes making 
crafts. There are two trustees (Jacob Sylvan and Jacob Ackermann) listed in this census; the 
other trustee at the time was John Ruof, the hotel landlord. Unlike the 1850 census, no 
apparent tenant farmers are included with the Zoar Village enumeration. 
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The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1860 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the 
census was still largely Germanic. A total of 129 members listed Württemberg as their place 
of birth, along with four from Baden, one from Hanover, one from Hohenzollern-Hechingen, 
one from Rhein Bayern (part of the Palatinate in southwest Germany), and eight with 
birthplaces listed as Germany in general. Three people were born in Prussia and one in 
Switzerland. American-born Separatists included 119 born in Ohio, two in Pennsylvania, and 
one in New Hampshire (Amasa Blodgett, a former Shaker). 

The Effect of the Civil War on Zoar Village 

The Separatists were well aware of the conflict between northern and southern states that was 
brewing in the years leading up to the Civil War. Webber (2007:10–11) notes that Simon 
Beuter meticulously recorded national events related to the tensions between the states in 
early 1861 in his journal. The Civil War actually brought an increase in business to the 
Society, as demand for supplies increased. Law (1942:258) speculates the Civil War years 
may have been the most profitable for the Society. While the Separatists as a group lobbied 
the governor of Ohio for exemption from conscription laws, young men who were not yet 
members could volunteer to serve. Some of these men volunteered out of a sense of patriotic 
duty for their country, while others may have been cognizant of the effect of conscription on 
unwilling young Separatists and volunteered to relieve pressure on Zoar Village to supply 
able-bodied men. Still, conscription lotteries affected Zoar Village, with a lottery in 1862 
selecting Levi Bimeler and Christian Ruof; the Separatists chose to pay $400 in fines to 
allow the pair to refuse service for a religious exemption (Webber 2007:28). In 1864, 24 
Separatist men signed a conscientious objector statement (although one signer, Magnus 
Burkhardt, would later enlist). The community did donate to local soldiers’ aid societies, and 
participated in other ways that reflected the strong patriotic bent of the community (Webber 
2007). 

 Between fourteen and 24 men from Zoar Village fought in the Civil War, consisting of 
actual members and hired hands. Webber noted that initially there were seven volunteers in 
1861, with the last names “Beeler, Kücherer, Kern, Miller, Rieker, Knöpfle (the seventh was 
Simon Briel)” (Webber 2007:12–14), although of this initial group, only Briel and Knöpfle 
actually enlisted; Beeler (Beuler/Buhler?), Kücherer (Keucherer), Kern, and Rieker returned 
to the Separatists, while Christian Miller apparently traveled to the Harmony Society in 
Economy, Pennsylvania instead of enlisting, returning in 1862. Law lists six residents of 
Zoar Village that went against the dictates of the Separatists and volunteered for service in 
the Union Army: Anton Burkhardt, Gottfried Kappel III, Fidele Kern, Leo Kern, John 
Kuecherer, and Eugene Wright (Webber [2007:84] notes however that Fidele and Leo Kern 
were the same person). Steve Shonk provided the names of several other members: Georg, 
Jacob, and Johannes Kummerle; John Brunny; Johannnes Geissler; Christian Rieker; Franz 
and Lucas Strobel; Jacob Thumm; Daniel Unsold; Samuel Knöpfle; and Simon Breil. 
Magnus Burkhart, the brother of Anton, also enlisted, but chose not to join the Society after 
his service, and Simon Breil also left the Society (Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
Other men with uncertain ties to Zoar Village that enlisted included Adam Zeeb (who lived 
in House No. 9 with his mother, but never became a member), John Breil, John Jähle, 
Frederick Kuecherer, Huldreich Langlotz (who married a Separatist), and John Smith; some 
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of these young men may have been children of Separatists, while others, (most likely Smith) 
were likely either hired hands or from a tenant farmer family (Webber 2007:19). 

Gottfried Kappel, John Breil, Jacob Kummerle, Johannes Kummerle, and Lucas Strobel died 
while in the service (Webber 2007:20), but the other Separatists appeared to survive the war, 
including Leo Kern, who was a prisoner of war at Andersonville (although Wright died of 
tuberculosis soon after deserting the service and coming home [Webber 2007:38]; Wright 
appears in the 1850 census as a foster son of Jacob Sylvan, but is not in the 1860 census). 

Of interest is a comparison of the names of veterans to census data. In the 1860 census, 
nearly all the residents of Zoar Village who enlisted for service and are recorded in the 
census were young men, except for Franz Strobel. Additionally, three households supplied 
eight enlistees, probably reflecting young men urging each other on to join up. Some of the 
other Zoar Village veterans apparently left the Society or never joined as full members after 
the war in addition to Magnus Burkhart; the 1870 and 1880 census records do not include 
Daniel Unsold, and Georg Kummerle, for example.  

The 1870s 

The depression of 1873 and the lack of innovation in agriculture and industry as practiced by 
the Society spelled an end to prosperity. However, more buildings were constructed in the 
1870s than in the 1860s, including the First Planing Mill, visible in a photograph taken ca. 
1895 from the southern second floor balcony on the 1892 hotel addition (Figure 1.20), six 
new houses, the second sawmill on the river (see HDC9 in Table 2.10), and the opening of a 
brick plant across the river (later developed into the Corundite Refractories brick plant in the 
twentieth century; Table 1.6). Nixon (1933:128) recorded a Separatist-operated grist mill 
outside of present-day Zoarville on Conotton Creek, which he says was traded for property in 
Iowa in the 1870s; however, no other documentary resource consulted for this report 
mentions either this mill or the acquisition of property in Iowa. Nordhoff (1965 [1875]) noted 
in 1874, that the Society had about 50 hired hands and “renters” who ran outlying farms. The 
membership in 1874 was about 300 people and the Society’s holdings were valued at around 
$1 million. The retention rate of children raised in the society who become full members was 
near 50 percent. Nordhoff’s impression of the community was that it was reflective of origins 
of its members in the German peasantry. In 1874, streets and sidewalks were not paved, 
houses unpainted, and in Nordhoff’s opinion “there is about the place a general air of neglect 
and lack of order” (Nordhoff 1965 [1875]:109). In 1878, the Society’s leaders were already 
showing concern with younger members being too enamored of the fashions and trends of 
the outside world and not sharing the earnest religious communism of their elders (Hinds 
1878:36). 

Everts’ 1875 county atlas for Tuscarawas County includes a plat of Zoar Village. While 
somewhat inaccurate in that it includes only a fraction of the buildings that actually existed in 
Zoar Village at the time, it does show the general layout of the village at the time, and is the 
only map that shows the locations of the first cabinet shop and the Zoar Foundry (Figure 
1.41). Additionally, Everts’ township plats document the extent of Separatist landholdings at 
the time, with property in Fairfield (Figure 1.32), Lawrence (Figure 1.33), and Sandy 
Townships (Figure 1.34). 
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The 1870 non-population schedule for Zoar Village suggests that the diversity of agricultural 
production was lessening in the waning years of the society. The Separatists were listed with 
1,846 acres of improved land and 4,543 acres of unimproved woodland, for a total of 6,389 
acres. The total cash value of the Separatist farm holdings was $319,450.00, with $900.00 of 
farm implements and machinery, and $15,656.00 of wages paid out, a reflection of the 
increasing reliance on hired hands for farm labor. Recorded livestock included 41 horses, 140 
milk cows, 156 “other cattle,” 812 sheep, and 21 pigs; all livestock was valued at $10,357.00. 
Crops recorded in the 1870 schedule included 6,113 bushels of winter wheat, 607 bushels of 
rye, 6,720 bushels of corn, 6,763 bushels of oats, 662 bushels of barley, 157 bushels of 
buckwheat, 3,000 bushels of potatoes, 403 tons of hay, 19 bushels of clover, 24,000 pounds 
of flax, and 91 pounds of flaxseed. Orchard products were valued at $800.00. Dairy 
production included 5,628 pounds of butter and 11,733 pounds of cheese, with no milk 
recorded as sold. A total of 2,982 pounds of wool was produced, along with $1,000.00 of 
forest products. The total value of agricultural production at Zoar Village in 1870 was 
$24,357.00. 

The 1870 non-population industrial census schedule for Zoar Village lists two different flour 
mills, the tannery, the woolen mill, and the cider mill as industries. The two flour mills 
represent the Canal Mill and the Custom Mill; the latter of which was actually identified as 
such in the census record. Unfortunately, the output for the Canal Mill is obscured in the 
reproduction of the census record by four entries for the Tannery that is pasted over the 
record. However, enough of the record is left exposed on the Canal Mill to determine that the 
Separatists had invested $30,000.00 in capital in the mill. The mill generated 60 horsepower 
from a water wheel that ran four sets of French Buhr millstones and produced 50 barrels of 
flour a day. The Separatists had one person working at this mill, with labor valued at $300.  
The Custom Mill, in comparison, had a capital value of $6,000.00, and had a 40-horsepower 
waterwheel running two sets of French Buhr millstones. The Custom Mill had a capacity of 
100 barrels of flour a day, twice that of the much larger Canal Mill. Three people were 
recorded as working at the Custom Mill, with labor valued at $1,000.00. This mill operated 
year-long, and consumed 35,000 bushels of wheat for flour production valued at $2,970.00. 

The Tannery record is quite interesting, as it separates out the main tanning activities from 
currying activities, and indicates that the two activities took place in separate buildings. 
Currying is the finishing method used in leather making, which softens the tanned hides into 
a usable product. The tanning operations took place in a building with a $3,000.00 capital 
value, while the currying was located in a building with a $2,000.00 capital value. At least 
one of these buildings is the large building to the east of the Granary that is known as the 
Tannery; there is no building currently identified as a currying shop, but it seems likely that 
the drying shed is where currying took place. Motive power at the Tannery was supplied by a 
seven-horsepower steam engine, and a total of four people were employed at the complex, 
with total labor valued at $1,000.00. The Tannery used 700 hides values at $2,200.00, 500 
calfskins valued at $500.00, and 100 cords of bark valued at $500.00, with miscellaneous 
expenses of $100.00. The products of the Tannery included 1,360 sides of rough leather 
valued at $3,070.00, 40 sides of sole leather valued at $130.00, and 500 calf skins valued at 
$700.00. The currying shop used 700 sides of rough leather valued at $1,900.00, 500 calf 
skins valued at $700.00, 150 gallons of oil valued at $150.00, and $50 worth of other 
materials. The currying shop produced 500 sides of harness leather valued at $2,000.00, 500 
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finished calf skins valued at $1,350.00, and 200 sides of upper leather valued at $800.00. The 
tannery operations were obviously producing more leather than was likely required by the 
Separatists for their own needs, and it appears that nearly half of the rough leather produced 
by the Tannery were not used in the currying process, and instead were probably market 
products.  

The Woolen Mill entry recorded a capital investment of $10,00.00 in the building. The 
motive power was recorded as a 20-horsepower waterwheel, operating eight looms, one 
twister, two fulling machines, two carding machines, two spinners, two broad looms, and 250 
spindles. Six people worked at the Woolen Mill for eight months out of the year, with labor 
valued at $2,000.00. Raw material listed for the production process included 6,000 pounds of 
wool valued at $2,400.00 and $350.00 worth of chemicals (presumably dyes). The products 
of the mill included 3,000 yard of cloth and 3,200 yards of flannel, valued together 
at$3,500.00; and an unspecified amount of custom work valued at $3,000.00. 

The Cider Mill was recorded with a capital investment of $1,500.00, and was powered by a 
seven-horsepower steam engine. Three people worked at the Cider Mill for three months out 
of the year, with labor valued at $200.00. The Cider Mill used apples and coal valued 
together at $400.00 to produce 400 barrels of cider valued at $1,500.00. 

The 1870 census shows a population of 315 people in 44 households (Table 1.17), a net 
increase of 43 people from the previous census. The 1870 federal census contains similar 
information in comparison with the 1860 census, with the exception that the census taker did 
not segregate masters and apprentices in terms of occupations. The census documents 157 
males and 158 females at Zoar Village, the first time that the population achieved an 
equilibrium between the two genders. Thirty-one households consisted of single families 
with a head, dependent children, and perhaps a grandparent, indicative of a continuing trend 
from multiple-family dwellings to single-family dwellings. Certain communal-type dwellings 
can be picked out from the composition of residences with large numbers of people; 
however, no household in the 1870 census contains more than 16 people, a change from 
previous years. House No. 18, the Bauer Haus (see COE#  5879 in Table 2.4), is likely 
represented by John Ricker’s household, with 9 males and 7 females; four of the males 
represent boarders between the ages of 20 and 42 who were listed as teamsters and farm 
laborers, while the other household members include the families of John Ricker and Mathias 
Dischinger (who was documented by Morhart [1981] as a Bauer Haus occupant). House No. 
3, the dairy workers’ dwelling (see COE# 5848 in Table 2.4), may be represented by the 
Franz Strobel household with 11 members, nine of whom were women. The members of 
Stroble’s household mainly consist of single women, with 8 women between the ages of 14 
and 67. Only twelve households (including the Bauer Haus) contained multiple family units. 
No tenant farmers were identified in this census; however, three men with personal property 
were documented: Simon Schmidt, George Kimerly, and Samuel Durr Sr. The placement of 
these individuals and their families within the census, and the fact that Kimerly and Schmidt 
appear in the 1880 census with no personal property, indicate that these three men were 
likely new probationary members. 

Age groups in the 1870 census show an increase in the proportion of the population 
representing children among the age groups shown in Table 1.18, with 40 percent of the 
population under the age of 15. Generation gaps start to appear, with a gap in the 15 to 20 
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years age group (19 members) and 40 to 50 years (13 members). The number of elderly 
Separatists (over 60 years old) remained stable at 15 percent of the population, similar to the 
1860 census record. 

A total of 88 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1870 census; all are men 
(Table 1.19). As with the previous census records, the most common occupation was 
farming, including 13 workers in that category. The next most numerous occupations were 
teamsters, with 10 workers and laborer, with eight workers. Interestingly, the category of 
trustee was not used in the 1870 census. The trustees at the time of the census were Jacob 
Ackermann, John Ruof, and Samuel Harr. Ludwig Haid and Jacob Roth are listed as 
merchants, and Simon Beiter, usually listed as a gardener, is documented as a Justice of the 
Peace. There are three blacksmiths and three millers listed in the 1870 census, along with 11 
cloth manufacturing and clothes making workers. 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1870 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the 
census was for the first time dominated by American-born residents, with 201 people born in 
Ohio, one in Michigan (Fredericka Merz, a nine-year-old girl apparently living as a foster 
child in Augustus Bimeler’s household), and one in New Hampshire (the former Shaker 
Amasa Blodgett). Foreign-born residents continued to come from Germanic countries and 
states, including 96 from Württemberg, seven from Switzerland, three from Prussia, one from 
Baden, two from Hessen-Darmstadt, and one from Saxony. One woman recorded as English 
was present: Christina Ehlers, wife of William Ehlers (however, Shonk states this is an error 
on the part of the census taker, and Christina Ehlers was actually Christina Lussig, a German 
Separatist; Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 

Separatist influence on contemporary American literature 

Zoar Village’s influence on arts and literature can first be traced to the 1870s, with the 
publication of works by Constance Woolson, a short story writer and novelist active in the 
mid- to late nineteenth century. She was based out of Cleveland and visited Zoar Village 
several times with her family. Woolson viewed Zoar Village as the “Happy Valley” – a 
refuge from the rapidly developing modern world. Woolson was inspired by her time at Zoar 
Village to base two fictional short stories there, “Solomon,” published in 1873, and 
“Wilhelmina,” published in 1875, both in The Atlantic Monthly. “Wilhelmina” was based 
upon the disruption wrought by the Civil War at Zoar Village, with fourteen young men from 
the Society and resident non-member laborers leaving to fight on the Union side in the 
conflict, joining other German-Americans in the 107th Ohio Volunteer Regiment. 

Woolson is primarily known today to literary scholars as an early pioneer of the “local-color” 
movement of authors who used actual details of communities in descriptive backgrounds for 
their stories (Fernandez 2000). Her first published story based on Zoar Village was “The 
Happy Valley,” a non-fictional account of the community published in Harpers Monthly in 
1870. The story recounts a visit by the Woolson family to Zoar Village, written in the first 
person. Woolson positively emphasizes the characteristics of the community that served to 
isolate it from the outside world. Her next works based on Zoar Village, the fictional short 
stories “Solomon” and “Wilhelmina,” are perhaps more reflective of actual growing 
discontent at Zoar Village. “Solomon” examines the effect of the communal lifestyle on the 
individual and how it limited choices in life. The character of Solomon is a man who spent 
his life working for the Separatists as a hired hand, and lived at the Health Springs cabin with 
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his wife, whom he would crudely paint. A pair of visiting young ladies from Cleveland 
teaches him some artistic techniques, and when he is severely injured in a coal mining 
accident, he manages to use his new artistic skills to produce a delicate portrait of his wife 
before expiring. Woolson’s point-of-view character, one of the young visitors, laments that 
the insulated life in the Separatist community had limited the artistic potential of Solomon 
(Fernandez 2000:28). The inspiration for the story surely must have come from conversations 
Woolson had with the younger people of Zoar Village, who likely were beginning to 
question the utility of the communal lifestyle. 

“Wilhelmina” is set right after the conclusion of the Civil War in Zoar Village. The point-of-
view character is another young female visitor. The title character is a young woman of the 
Society who is awaiting the return of the young man who won her heart, who had enlisted 
and left the community to fight. However, the young man returns changed from his 
experiences, and spurns both Wilhelmena and the communal lifestyle-likely inspired by some 
of the young veterans who actually did leave the Society, such as Magnus Burkhart and 
Simon Briele. Wilhelmina, committed to the way of life of her family, eventually marries the 
village baker and dies tragically. Fernandez notes that while some of her characterizations of 
the community were inaccurate, other descriptive parts were closer to the truth, although 
heavily romanticized.  

Swartz (2000) contrasts the utopian presentation of Zoar Village in Woolson’s “The Happy 
Valley” with the later short stories that explore the effect of a regimented, closed culture on 
artistic individuals who might otherwise thrive in a different, more expressive and permissive 
environment. Swartz notes that the subjects of both of Woolson’s short stories are artists in 
one form or another: Solomon, a painter, and Wilhelmina, a dreamy romantic with an artistic 
temperament. 

In the story “Solomon,” the central character is described as shadowy, only showing signs of 
liveliness when in his attic studio, working by candlelight. Only at the time of his death, after 
being influenced by the visiting artist Erminia, does he produce his greatest, most expressive 
work. In the story “Wilhelmina,” the central character was able express her love of beauty 
through her work in the Public Garden. The loss of her true love to the draw of free will in 
the outside world, and the prohibition of work in the garden after marriage to the baker, is 
what broke her heart and lead to her early death. In both stories, the sublimation of personal 
desires and aspirations to the needs and dictates of the greater community is viewed as a 
source of personal tragedy. In addition, Woolson’s characterization of the two artistic souls 
in opposition to the values of the society illuminates the viewpoint of traditional Separatists 
towards the visual arts: non-productive artistic output was not valued on its own merits. 
Swartz speculates that perhaps Woolson was using the characterization of Separatists 
towards the arts as commentary on the larger American society’s own views on the value of 
art. 

The 1880s 

Separatist construction activities during the 1880s was related to two major developments: 
the introduction of rail service and the incorporation of Zoar Village. On August 2, 1882, the 
Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad opened a line through Separatist landholdings (see COE# 
HDC8 in Table 2.12), with a station on the south side of the village (Figure 1.42, Figure 
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1.43). As part of the negotiations to run the line through the Separatists’ property, passenger 
trains were required to make a stop at Zoar Village. The new station resulted in a greater 
influx of tourists and visitors to Zoar Village. The depot at Fairfield (renamed Zoar Station) 
was built in 1882 as well (Figure 1.44). Soon after the opening of the new station, the Zoar 
Hotel would fill to capacity on the weekends and the bakery (see COE# 5889 in Table 2.14) 
and brewery (see COE# HDC1 in Table 2.14) added extra shifts to meet increased demand 
(Law 1942:269). In 1882, seeing the economic potential of the railroads, the Separatists 
ambitiously platted a new community about a quarter-mile north of Fairfield at the junction 
of the Wheeling & Lake Erie line and the Cleveland Terminal and Valley line, called Valley 
Junction. This village had developed to include several houses, a grocery, a depot (Figure 
1.45), and a restaurant (Mansfield 1884:598); however, due to the paucity of information on 
Valley Junction in the documentary record, it is unclear whether any actual Separatists lived 
or worked here, or were involved with construction of buildings in the village. 

Before the railroad, visitors were welcomed but not exactly encouraged to stay for long 
periods of time, and there was little focus on developing the popularity of Zoar Village as a 
summer resort destination as a means of adding to the Society’s income. After the railroad 
came through, however, Zoar Village was marketed as a prime tourist destination: for 
example, the Valley Railway Company extolled the quaintness of its setting and people as a 
selling point (Nixon 1933:206). The Valley Railway Company was incorporated in 1871 and 
began running passenger trains in 1882 from Cleveland to Martins Ferry in Belmont County, 
with Zoar Station as one of its stops (Mansfield 1884:398). This rail line was located east of 
the study area. One newspaper article described the town in the 1880s thusly: “The whole 
place has that dull, finished appearance characteristic of most small German towns, and it is 
difficult to believe, while sojourning at the great, well-kept inn maintained by the society, 
that you are not in Germany rather, than America” (Coshocton Semi-Weekly Age 1886). 
Hundreds of people responded to such advertisements and Zoar Village was flooded on the 
weekends with people looking for a pleasant weekend getaway destination (Figure 1.46). 
Tourism extended into the winter months, with sleigh ride parties making the Zoar Hotel a 
popular stopping point (see COE# 5841 in Table 2.16).  

Zoar Village was incorporated in 1884, upon the petition of 53 male members. As part of this 
incorporation, the village needed to establish some governmental functions. The Zoar Town 
Hall was built in 1887 to house the village’s offices (see COE# 5860 in Table 2.14), and the 
Zoar Jail was set up in a converted chicken coop near the Zoar Hotel; the jail was 
conveniently located near the building which would be the source of its only occupants, hotel 
and tavern guests who partook too heavily of Zoar Village’s beer and cider. 

Another notable change was the conversion of the first grist mill into a planing mill and 
perhaps the machine shop in 1880, after the Kappel family moved to a new house in town 
(the existing House No. 26 on Main Street [COE# 5859]; see Table 2.4 in Volume 2). The 
machine shop may have operated in the foundry, and then added as a wing to the planing mill 
after the Zoar Foundry was destroyed in a fire in 1886. Alternatively, the Zoar Foundry was 
already inactive by 1880, as the machine shop was listed in the 1880 Federal non-population 
schedule but the foundry was absent. The manufacturing activity at Zoar Village in 1880, 
including the work of the small shops producing goods for use within the community, is 
recorded on Schedule 3 of the 1880 Federal non-population census schedule, followed by in-
depth records for special classes of manufacturing, including boot and shoe production, 
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leatherworking, lumbering and sawmilling, flour milling, dairy production, and 
slaughterhouses, among others.  

Manufacturing and craft activities at Zoar Village listed on Schedule 3 of the 1880 census 
include: wheelwrighting (representing the wagon shop), furniture production (at the cabinet 
shop), men’s clothing production, women’s clothing production, blacksmithing, cooperage, 
saddle and harness making, cider production, brewing, woolen manufacturing, lumber 
planing, machine shop production, and baking. Table 1.20 summarizes the details recorded in 
the 1880 census about these activities at Zoar Village, excepting the woolen mill, planing 
mill, and machine shop, discussed in more detail below. 

The 1880 industrial special schedule records the Separatists’ sawmill, tannery, both grist 
mills, and also the output of the cobbler shop, which may have produced excess shoes and 
boots for sale on the market. Of note is that the special schedule had a section for brick and 
tile works, which was left empty, indicating the Separatists were not producing bricks at this 
time. The cobbler shop is recorded with a $3,000 capital investment, with six men working 
11-hour days year-round. One sewing machine is recorded, noted as operating off the motive 
power for the tannery – suggesting the cobbler shop active at this time was located in or near 
the tannery complex. The cobblers used 90 sides of sole leather, 50 sides of upper leather, 
and 550 pounds of other leather, with a total material value of $1,250, to produce 250 pairs of 
boots (valued at $1,500), 350 pairs of shoes (valued at $700), and unspecified products 
valued at $1,100. The production of the cobbler shop would have supplied everyone at Zoar 
Village with shoes, with 59 pairs to spare; and all but 40 people could have been supplied 
with boots.  

The Tannery is recorded with a $5,000 capital investment (likely combining the tanning and 
currying activities separated in the 1870 census), and operated year-round with a workforce 
of four men. The men worked 11-hour days between May and November, and 9-hour days 
between November and May. The materials used in production included 50 tons of oak bark 
acquired from the Separatists’ woodlands, 600 hides, and 300 skins. The tannery produced 
1,200 sides of leather and 300 prepared skins. The currying operation is recorded as using the 
same number of sides of leather and skins as produced by the tannery operation, and 
finishing the sides and skins into products valued at $4,200. The Tannery was powered by a 
12-horsepower steam engine. 

The entry for the sawmill is quite informative about its operation. The sawmill had a $3,000 
capital investment and operated with two workers for eight months out of the year. The 
sawmill possessed a single muley saw (a vertical saw blade that is clamped to guide rails and 
moved up and down through a log) powered by a 6-foot diameter Parker reaction 
waterwheel, which was enclosed in a wooden case with watertight seals along the top and 
sides, but with an open bottom. This waterwheel type was patented by Zebulon Parker of 
Newark, Ohio, in 1840. The waterwheel produced 15 horsepower at 60 rotations per minute. 
The height of the fall of water was recorded as 4.5 feet. The sawmill produced 450,000 board 
feet of lumber in 1880, valued at $6,000. 

The Custom Mill and Canal Mill are recorded separately. The Canal Mill was recorded as 
having an $8,000 capital investment value, and was operated by two men working 11-hour 
days year-round. The mill featured four runs of stone powered by a 3.5 foot wide turbine that 
produced 30 horsepower at 60 rotations a minute from a fall of water 7 feet high. The 
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Custom Mill had a maximum capacity of 180 barrels a day. In 1880, the Custom Mill 
produced 1,000 barrels of flour, 171 pounds of corn meal, and 7,600 pounds of feed, all 
valued at $6,400. The mill is noted as serving only custom work. The Canal Mill was 
recorded with a capital investment value of $20,000, and was operated by two people 
working 12-hour days. The mill only operated three months out of the year, and was powered 
by a 6.5-foot wide turbine operating under a 5-foot fall of water, producing 75 horsepower 
with 30 rotations per minute. The Canal Mill produced 2,200 barrels of wheat flour and 
150,000 pounds of livestock feed, all valued at $14,794. The Canal Mill is recorded as being 
a merchant mill only, and had an elevator with a 15,000-barrel capacity. 

The Woolen Mill is recorded with $3,600 in capital investment, and employed seven men 
and one child under 16. The mill operated eight months out of the year, converting $2,000 of 
raw materials into $2,400 worth of finished product. The mill was powered by a 5.5-foot 
diameter turbine producing 24 horsepower at 80 revolutions per minute, and was set at a 5-
foot-tall fall of water. 

The planing mill is recorded separately from the sawmill, and is noted as having a rather 
significant capital improvement value of $5,500. The planing mill was operated by two men 
and was in production for seven months out of the year. The planing mill used $900 of raw 
materials and converted it into $1,480 of finished lumber, and was powered by a 5.5-foot 
diameter turbine producing 14 horsepower at 50 revolutions per minute, and was set at a 5-
foot-tall fall of water. 

The machine shop is noted as having only $400 in capital investment, perhaps reflecting that 
it was not a stand-alone building but either part of the planing mill or represents the existing 
Zoar Foundry, which is not listed on the census schedule as such. The machine shop had two 
male laborers who operated the shop 10 months out of the year. The shop took $100 of raw 
material and produced $850 worth of finished product, and was powered by a Parker reaction 
waterwheel, 3 feet in diameter and producing 10 horsepower at 60 revolutions per minute on 
a 5-foot-tall fall of water. 

The 1880 non-population census schedule did not include an agricultural entry for 
Tuscarawas County; however, some hint of agricultural productions can be gleaned from 
information about the Dairy and Slaughterhouse at Zoar Village, which were included as 
special schedules in the industrial census. The Dairy was recorded with a capital investment 
value of $3,600, and employed a man and a woman. The dairy was in production between 
May 15th and October 1st in 1880, and had an average of 65 cows producing milk during 
that period. A total of 156,000 pounds of milk were produced. The Separatists made 6,702 
pounds of butter and 8,726 pounds of cheese. Horsepower was noted as the power source for 
the dairy. The Slaughterhouse was noted with a $400 capital investment value, and two men 
worked there. Seventy beef cattle with an average weight of 1,000 pounds and 60 pigs with 
an average weight of 250 pounds were slaughtered in 1880, and 10,400 pounds of pork and 
4,800 pounds of bacon and ham were salted. A total of 1,100 pounds of lard was also 
produced. 

The 1880 census shows a population of 291 people in 46 households (Table 1.21), a net 
decrease of 24 people from the previous census. The 1880 federal census is the first census to 
record familial relationships within households and the birthplaces of the parents of 
individuals. The census documents 147 males and 144 females at Zoar Village. Continuing 
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the trend towards single-family households, only seven households in the 1880 census record 
had ten or more people. House No. 18, the Bauer Haus (see COE# 5879 in Table 2.4), is 
likely represented by Mathias Dischinger’s household, with 10 males and 5 females; eight of 
the males represent single boarders between the ages of 19 and 48 who were listed as farm 
laborers, while the other household members consist of Dischinger’s family and a domestic 
servant. Unlike previous census records, no household in the 1880 census is easily 
identifiable as House No. 3, where the dairy workers lived. No tenant farmers were identified 
in this census record; however, personal property values were not recorded, making 
identification of a tenant farmer very difficult from the census data. 

Age groups in the 1880 census show a decrease from 1870 in the proportion of the 
population representing children among the age groups shown in Table 1.22, with 33 percent 
of the population under the age of 15. Generation gaps start to appear, with a gap in the 15 to 
20 years age group (19 members) and 40 to 50 years (13 members). The number of elderly 
Separatists over 60 dropped significantly, representing only eight percent of the population in 
1880; however, the actual age range among the elderly extended, with members in the 90s 
appearing for the first time. 

A total of 118 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1880 census, including 
women’s professions for the first time (Table 1.23). Again, the most common occupation was 
farming, with 15 workers in that category. The next most common occupation was domestic 
servant, with 11 workers listed; this category seems to have been applied to young single 
women who worked in housekeeping activities. Some of these women were boarders, but 
others were members of the family of the house. The probable trustees are a little more 
difficult to identify than in the 1870 census, but probably include John Ruof (the store 
overseer), Jacob Ackermann (listed as the overseer of all work), and Lewis Heid (the sole 
merchant). There are two blacksmiths and three millers listed in the 1880 census, along with 
15 cloth manufacturing and clothes making workers. The cloth manufacturing workers 
include a wool dyer and five men listed as woolen mill workers. New occupations to Zoar 
Village appear in the 1880 census, including jeweler (John Ruof, likely the watch repairer), 
store clerk (5 people), school teacher (2 people), and planing mill worker (2 people), among 
others. The composition of workers and occupations in this census indicated the growing 
importance of the tourist trade to the Society. Many new occupations and increases in the 
number of people working in other occupations can likely be tied to the tourist trade. These 
occupations include hotel worker (1), cooks (2), bakers and bakery worker (3), the store 
clerks (5), and brewers (2). 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1880 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the 
census shows a drastic reduction in the number of people born in Württemberg, with only 50 
people listing that as a place of birth. A total of 214 people listed Ohio as their birthplace. 
Other places of origin included Austria (1), Bavaria (3), Hesse-Darmstadt (1), Prussia (10), 
Switzerland (7), Saxony (1), Pennsylvania (3), and at sea (1; Mathias Dischinger). However, 
the Germanic roots of Zoar Village are evident in the 1880 census with an examination of the 
places of birth for inhabitants’ parents, which is dominated by parents from Württemberg 
(158 fathers and 111 mothers). Interestingly, far more people list Ohio as a place of birth for 
their mother (124) versus for father’s place of birth (74). 
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The 1890s 

The 1890s marked a last attempt by the Separatists to maintain their communal society. 
Economic and social pressures, both from inside and outside the society, were impacting the 
ability of Zoar Village to continue to operate in the same manner as it had for the earlier 
years of the nineteenth century. The Separatists had been largely passed over by 
technological advances in industries and had difficulty competing in the open market. The 
Woolen Mill struggled for customers outside the village, and by 1898, was noted for 
supplying blankets to the County Infirmary (Iron Valley Reporter 1898b). The Separatists 
had to look to different sources of income to support the village. The older members of the 
Society were reluctant to accept the potential of the tourism trade as a revenue generator, but 
by the end of the 1880s, this potential could no longer be ignored in the face of declining 
income from traditional sources and increasing costs elsewhere (such as for hired labor). In 
1891, the trustees, urged on by new trustee Louis Zimmermann, resolved to expend resources 
to expand the hotel to accommodate and encourage the growth of the tourist trade. 
Zimmermann famously referred to the new hotel addition as a “gold mine” (Nixon 
1933:207). The new wing of the hotel was built in 1892 in high Victorian style, although the 
craftsmanship was somewhat haphazard. Stewart A. Romig of Canal Dover was the architect, 
and the projected cost of construction was $20,000 (Iron Valley Reporter 1892). Now, 
tourism was encouraged, and visitors would often make a summer residence in the new wing 
of the hotel. Zoar Village’s most famous visitor in the 1890s would have to be then-governor 
William McKinley, who made a stop at the village in 1896 during a tour of the lower 
Midwest states (New York Times 1896). 

The hotel became the focus of activity at Zoar Village in the six years prior to the breaking 
up of the society, and all new construction in Zoar Village in the 1890s appears related to 
serving the tourism industry. In addition to the new wing on the Zoar Hotel, the Zoar Hotel 
Livery Stables, Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed, and Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds were built in the early 
1890s, and a pig farm near Wolf Run was established to help supply the needs of the Zoar 
Hotel kitchen (Schultz 1978:26; Figure 1.47) This new bustle of activity centered on 
outsiders was seen with disapproval by some, and somewhat ironically, Alexander Gunn was 
one of the more outspoken critics of the change in the character of Zoar Village that 
accompanied the increase in tourism.  

Alexander Gunn was an early visitor to Zoar Village who made his stays longer and longer, 
until he finally convinced the trustees to sell him one of the original log cabins at the 
northeast corner of town for a residence (Figure 1.48). Gunn, a wealthy Cleveland hardware 
merchant who retired early at age 42 in 1879, became enchanted with the town after a visit in 
1879. Gunn first stayed at the hotel until he was allowed to rent a log cabin in 1889 (which 
he named the Hermitage; see COE#5881 in Table 2.4). Gunn still took his meals and slept at 
the hotel, but otherwise spent much time at The Hermitage, planting an extensive rose garden 
and entertaining his friends among the Society’s influential members and visiting artists. This 
group of friends, calling themselves the “Three-Leaf Clover Club,” included Louis 
Zimmerman, Christian Ruof, August Kuecherer, John Bimeler, and Joseph Breymaier from 
Zoar Village; and Cleveland artists Frederick Gottwald and Adam Lehr, who founded a 
summer art colony at Zoar Village, populated by art students from Cleveland. The artists 
were allowed to set up a studio in the attic of the Second Meetinghouse, which the 
Separatists outfitted with new dormers to let in more light in 1897 (Iron Valley Reporter 
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1897). Gunn’s social circles were known for dinner parties focused on fine food, drink, and 
conversation (Nixon 1933:211).  

Nineteenth Century Impressionists at Zoar Village: The Old Bohemians 

Zoar Village has had a significant impact on the visual arts since the 1880s. The artwork 
produced at Zoar Village illustrates the role of regional artists in the international avant-
garde. The work produced at Zoar Village also illustrates the interaction of the international 
avant-garde and the effect of local attitudes towards class, ethnicity, and nativism. While 
there is no “Zoar style” per se, the artistic trends illustrated in the work produced at Zoar 
Village show the effects of a regional art scene interacting with the larger Atlantic art world 
and how local factors can affect the international avant-garde. Works of art produced at Zoar 
Village cover many styles but the most important contributions are to the Impressionist, Post-
Impressionism, Modernism, and American Scene painting genres. Notable artists who 
worked at Zoar Village are listed in Appendix B. 

Zoar Village became a regional art destination in the 1880s due to the confluence of a 
number of widely disparate qualities. The contemporary methods of working and the painting 
styles favored picturesque outdoor locations as subjects. The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad 
allowed quick and easy access to the scenic village and countryside of Zoar Village, which 
was the common denominator throughout each phase of art production at Zoar Village. 

The predominant art styles and manners of producing art in the last half of the nineteenth-
century favored Zoar Village but the impetus was international. American artists became 
aware of the French Barbizon School in the 1870s and 1880s, particularly the work of the 
painter Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. Corot’s work focused on everyday subject matter, rural 
settings and the glorification of the working man. In addition, plein-air painting, defined as 
working outside and on location, became popular at the same time. Paintings were usually 
started and completed outdoors, on site, resulting in looser brushwork that was thought to 
result in a more truthful view of nature (Keny 1994). As academic impressionism was 
becoming more popular, the Munich Royal Academy re-examined the work of seventeenth-
century painter Frans Hals who used expressive brushstrokes and dramatic lighting in 
conjunction with common subject matter (Keny 1994). 

During the late 1880s, artists such as Paul Cezanne, George Seurat, and Vincent van Gogh 
were painting in a Post-Impressionism style. As noted by James M. Keny, “Pointillism, 
Divisionism, Fauvism, Nabism, Intimism are some of the terms used to describe the various 
approaches of these artists, whose modernist vision especially intrigued Ohioans Frederick 
Gottwald, August Biehle, Alice Schille, Ralph Fanning, Charles Burchfield, Dixie Selden, 
Yeteve Smith, William Sommer, Henry Keller, William Zorach, and Howard Thomas” 
(Keny 1992:2). Notably, Gottwald, Biehle, Sommer, Keller, and Zorach would all work at 
Zoar Village. 

Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, and academic Impressionism flourished in Cleveland. 
The establishment of the Cleveland Art Club in 1876 brought together a group of artists who 
blurred the line between commercial art and fine art. Founder Archibald Willard was the 
painter of the iconic “Spirit of ‘76” - a chromolithic print made for mass consumption. 
Frederick Gottwald, later to be the leader of the summer art schools at Zoar Village, began 
his art career by painting ship’s figureheads (Figure 1.49). In 1876, he began to study with 
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Archibald Willard, and in 1881 he went to the Art Students League in New York City. 
Gottwald attended the Royal Academy in Munich after his stint in New York. When 
Gottwald returned to Cleveland in 1885, he refounded the Cleveland Art Club which had 
become inactive in his absence with Adam Lehr and fellow first generation German 
immigrants Ora Coltman and George Adomeit. This core group was called the “Old 
Bohemians,” ostensibly because their parents had been participants in the failed Germanic 
liberal revolution of 1848.  

At this point in time, artists in the Cleveland area began to mix with the upper class of 
Cleveland society. The Old Bohemians began to achieve national recognition when Gottwald 
exhibited a painting at the 1892 Chicago World’s Fair (Sackerlotzky 1993). A more formal 
corporate structure for the Cleveland Art Club was developed in 1880 after the club attracted 
the adverse attention of the press for locating its offices in Cleveland City Hall. Many 
eminent businessmen and politicians became involved with the club, lending financial 
support and collecting art works produced by the group and further ingratiating the group 
into the political and economic upper class. These men included Jeptha Wade, the founder of 
Western Union, industrialist William C. Whitney, Ohio Senator Mark Hanna, and Presidents 
McKinley and Grover Cleveland (Sackelotzky 1993). During this period, Gottwald and other 
Old Bohemians made the acquaintance of Alexander Gunn, who moved in the same circles 
as the club’s supporters. Not only did Gunn buy artwork from club members, but his 
patronage also included assisting in educational opportunities. For example, Gunn and 
Whitney paid the tuition of Adam Lehr, a sign painter turned fine artist, to attend the Art 
Students League in New York (Sackerlotzky 1993). 

Gottwald began to teach at the Cleveland Art School and in 1888 he established a summer 
school at Zoar Village (Busta-Peck 2011b). In 1897, Ora Coltman became his assistant. 
Although he does not seem to be associated with the art school, Cleveland artist Adam Lehr 
was with Gunn at Zoar Village in the fall of 1897 (Gunn 1902). Zoar Village’s attraction 
seems to be linked to Romanticism and the picturesque ideal. The landscape of Zoar Village 
offered the artist different spatial contexts of texture, light, color, and shadow in the 
surrounding countryside, with an added romantic element of history (Figure 1.50, Figure 
1.51). Although the artists painted studiously during the day, they fully upheld their 
bohemian moniker during the evenings. In conjunction with industrialist Gunn, who had 
recently purchased a home in Zoar Village, the artists ate, drank and socialized with some of 
the most powerful people in Cleveland (perhaps in the entire United States) at that time. 
Gunn, when not gardening, seems to have spent much of his time drinking with friends. 
Gottwald is mentioned in Gunn’s diaries as the purveyor of punch and beer and seems to 
have been an amiable addition to any party (Gunn 1902). Gunn fulfilled at least his part of 
patronage by sitting for a portrait, later ensconced in the Brewery, and Gunn’s house featured 
a large collection of art work, presumably some of which was produced by his friends in the 
Old Bohemians. Paintings from the Cleveland School of Art’s Zoar Summer School were 
also featured in an exhibition in Natt’s Gallery in Cleveland in 1897 (Sackerlotzky 1993). 

After 11 years at Zoar Village, Gottwald’s summer school moved to Chagrin Falls in 1899. 
Gottwald started to spend at least part of the summers in Holland after 1896 and in Italy after 
1902 (Sackerlotzky 1993). Many of Gottwald’s students, including some such as Henry 
Keller and Charles Burchfield, became leading national painters. Gottwald students who 
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became regionally influential include George Adomeit and Ora Coltman, who were also 
students at the Zoar summer school. 

The Dissolution of the Society, 1898 

Several factors led to the vote in 1898 amongst the Society members on the continuation or 
dissolution of the Society. Financial hardships for the Society had been growing steadily 
since Bimeler’s death in 1853, such that it was a common occurrence in the 1890s for annual 
expenses to exceed annual income. After the death of Joseph Bimeler in 1853, the Society 
went through a period of transition in terms of leadership. Bimeler was succeeded by Jacob 
Sylvan, Christian Weibel, and Jacob Ackermann. The success of the Society’s industrial and 
agricultural endeavors did not create any desire on the part of the leadership to improve upon 
their accomplishments; rather it fostered a conservatism and attachment to the methods and 
techniques that brought them to their goal of self-sufficiency. Thus, the Society’s collective 
ability to adapt to changing markets and technologies was hampered. Under Joseph 
Bimeler’s leadership, profits generated by the sale of the Society’s products were invested 
back in the community in the form of new mills, shops, and industries. Funds were badly 
invested in various railroads instead of investing in new and more efficient machinery for the 
Society’s mills and shops. The collapse of some of these railroads resulted in an economic 
loss for the Society, forcing them to sell chunks of their landholdings, probably including the 
Lawrenceville plots and possible the Valley City plots as well (Meyers 1980:171). The 
Society likely operated under a negative cash flow from at least the Civil War period, 
according to Meyers (Meyers 1980:255). At the time of the dissolution, it was widely 
believed that poor bookkeeping was the reason the Society lost so much money, and 
examination of existing Society financial records tends to bear this idea out (Meyers 
1980:255).  

Bimeler’s death also left a gap in the spiritual life of the Society, and without a charismatic 
leader exposing Separatist ideology, organized religious observance was largely neglected. 
Many members were seen as lacking the necessary work ethic of their forefathers, 
contributing to the economic woes of the Society. Finally, several members became 
politically opposed to the communal lifestyle, and began openly advocating the abandonment 
of communism for an individualistic, capitalist economic system. 

Discontentment among the younger members grew steadily, especially in the post-war 
period. The development of the tourist trade and the presence and influence of Alexander 
Gunn was slowly introducing a class system into the community, with those members that 
had access to visitors or were members of Gunn’s inner circle the source of resentment by 
those left out. The activities of this club, which seemed centered around merry-making and 
leisure activities, only increased the sense of disenfranchisement among the membership, and 
even inspired the publication of the only newspaper to be produced at Zoar Village: the 
Nugitna, published by schoolteacher Levi Bimeler and focused on denouncing the erosion of 
community values while also calling for the dissolution of the communal economy of Zoar 
Village. The name of the newspaper is a play on words, and spells out “Anti-Gun” 
backwards, an obvious reference to its editorial stance on Alexander Gunn. 

Although the publication of the Nugitna newspaper by Levi Bimeler was the most visible 
source of dissension in the late 1890s within the society, the paper was merely a symptom of 
an older, society-wide dissatisfaction that had been growing silently within the community. 
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The discontent with the communal lifestyle probably had its roots in the increase in 
interaction with non-Separatists as the Separatist tourism business boomed in the previous 
decade. The conspicuous display of wealth and status of these visitors surely had an effect on 
the inhabitants of Zoar Village, especially the younger people. As a result of various 
interactions with tourists, many of the teenaged children of Society members grew enamored 
with the idea of making a living on their own terms, and several left Zoar Village to see the 
outside world. However, these excursions were often not permanent, as is the case with 
Frank Kappel, who recalled a brief sojourn in Cleveland when he reached the age of 21. 
Finding city life somewhat less glamorous than as depicted by tourists in Zoar Village, he 
nevertheless stayed on in Cleveland, liking that he could do what he pleased with the money 
he earned. However, he did return to Zoar Village after retiring (Law 1942:316).  

Even the younger children were exposed to outside influences. When the Zoar School 
became part of the local school district in 1868 upon its completion (see COE# 5883 in Table 
2.14), children from neighboring, non-Separatist farms attended, and surely friendships 
struck up between children from the Society and outside of it were a factor on the individual 
Separatist child’s developing worldview. In addition, members were becoming more aware 
of disparities in the amount of labor contributed to the Society amongst the membership, with 
some of the more hard-working people becoming more critical of those perceived as putting 
in less effort, but reaping the same benefits. 

Another factor that led to an increasing sense of inequality at Zoar Village was the ability of 
some members to earn money on the side, which was often kept for personal use rather than 
donated to the society’s funds. The acquisition of personal goods by members earning side 
money became a visual reminder of the benefits of the individualist lifestyle to the communal 
members of the Society. 

The cumulative effect of these various outside influences was that increasing numbers of 
young people left Zoar Village, which meant that the harder types of labor that would 
normally fall to the younger members had to either be done by the older people or assigned 
to hired labor. The increase in dependency on wage labor to do work once performed by a 
member of the society meant an increase in cost and decrease in profit for the various 
industries and for-profit endeavors of the Society (Law 1942:316). Concurrent with this cost 
increase was a devaluation of Society property and products. Outside competition and 
innovation within the markets that Zoar Village participated in meant that gradually Zoar 
Village’s products became outdated and therefore, began to fail to command good prices. 
Meanwhile, property tax rates increased, adding another financial burden to the Society. 

In January of 1898, the trustees held a meeting, the purpose of which was to submit to vote a 
resolution to break up the Society. After heated discussion, the eventual outcome was a 
majority vote to dissolve the Society and fairly distribute the property among the 
membership. On March 10th, 1898, the final agreement regarding the dissolution was signed 
by all the members of the Society, and Samuel Foltz, Henry Fisher, and William Becker were 
appointed to oversee the property division (Law 1942:320). At the time, the society consisted 
of 132 full members of the second class, eight probationary members in the first class, and 78 
children. Only the full members were entitled to a distributive share of property. The 
Society’s assets were valued at $340,820 for real estate and $16,250 for personal property. 
By the fall of 1898, the redistribution of assets was completed, with each full member 
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receiving “$200 in cash and an equal share of land” (Law 1942:322). Recognizing that the 
probationary members had in good faith worked for the Society with the expectation of 
becoming full members, these members were each given half-shares. The actual division of 
property did not take place until September 20, 1898. It appears that no non-members of the 
Society, such as tenant farmers, were included in the division of lands. Instead, the tenant 
farms were divided up among full members (Iron Valley Reporter 1898c). In order to 
maintain a sense of equity, none of the members was allowed to choose which portion of the 
real estate they would receive (Figure 1.31). The plan devised by the committee overseeing 
the distribution was to as much as possible assign houses according to whom currently lived 
in them, and shops and mills to the people who served as foremen or overseers (Figure 1.52). 
When a property was valued greater than a single share, the property was divided into equal 
shares, with the assignment of the shares prioritized for members of the same family; in the 
case of a business, the shares were assigned to people who were interested in a partnership 
(Law 1942:322). Alexander Gunn purchased the house he was previously renting, House No. 
30, in June of 1898 (Iron Valley Reporter 1898a). In August of 1898, there was an attempt by 
50 members of the Society to re-establish a communal society by combining their shares 
after the dissolution. This attempt faced a serious obstacle in that the group would need to 
spend the money from their shares on acquiring a tract of land sufficient to support them, but 
would have nothing left over to improve it. Apparently, this obstacle was insurmountable, 
and the group abandoned their plan (Newark Daily Advocate 1898). All excess communally-
held property, such as livestock and tools, was put up for sale at public auction on October 
14, 1898.  

There is no source of population data for Zoar Village population for the 1890s, due to the 
fact that the 1890 federal census data were destroyed. 

The Physical Environment of Zoar Village 

Nixon describes Zoar Village as a “town buried in an apple orchard” (Nixon 1933:61), 
referring to the yards filled with apple and other fruit trees. Zoar Village had dirt streets 
bordered by grassy, well-trimmed gutters and gravel or cinder-covered sidewalks (Figure 
1.53). Nighttime illumination was supplied through a few oil lamps on posts. The first street 
laid out in the village likely corresponds to modern Fourth Street, as most of the known 
locations of the log houses built in 1817 are found here. This street also has springs bubbling 
up along it, which was one of the key features that attracted the Separatists to place their 
settlement in this location.  

Meyers compares the town planning of Zoar Village with that of the Harmony Society, and 
finds that the Harmony Society’s three towns (Economy, Pennsylvania; Harmony, Indiana; 
and New Economy, Pennsylvania) were efficiently planned and constructed. Houses were 
carefully placed on lots to maximize garden space. Members lived close to their workplaces, 
with the exception of industries that produced pollution, such as tanneries or brickworks. 
Those members held in high regard in the Harmony Society tended to live close to the Great 
House of the community, where George Rapp (and his successors) resided (Meyers 
1980:143). 

Unlike the towns of the Harmony Society, the layout of Zoar Village did not follow a 
detailed, preconceived plan, despite the use of a grid plan and a similar concern for placing 
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industrial and polluting buildings on the outskirts of town. At Zoar Village, houses were 
placed as the builders saw fit. Relative status within the community could not be determined 
by an outsider from observing building styles and locations, as there was no attempt to house 
members with high status, such as trustees, in prominent locations. Often, houses were 
occupied by generations of the same family. The lack of any sort of planned community 
organization has been taken by some as a reflection of the degree of intellectual focus of 
Society members on their community, although perhaps it can also be seen as a simple 
disregard for a worldview that promoted order as highly valuable. In many cases, 
functionality over form may have been the working principle behind the Separatists’ building 
ethic (Meyers 1980:144). 

The following sections discuss the physical development and built environment of Zoar 
Village according to the eight historical contexts developed for this report: residential; 
commercial; agricultural; industry and manufacturing; transportation; community, religion, 
and education; tourism and recreation; and flood control. Maps showing locations of 
buildings and structures mentioned in the text precede the individual resource discussions. 
Note that House No. 26 is the last building with an original Separatist number; Schultz listed 
houses with numbers extending to 36, but these numbers were assigned in the 1970s for a 
walking tour brochure and bear no relation to the Separatist numbering system. For ease of 
discussion of buildings with no alternate names, and for cross-referencing this report with 
Schultz’ 1978 building catalog, his numbering system is continued as appropriate in the 
following discussion of residential buildings; note that for unknown reasons, Schultz did use 
House No. 28 for the Treasurer’s (Zimmerman) House (COE# 5861), even though it was 
assigned this number in the walking tour brochure, and also that the brochure assigned 
numbers 32 and 33 to the Third Meetinghouse and the 1868 School, so there are no houses 
with those labels. 

Residential 

Law (1942) states that around 40 log houses were built around the village from 1817 into the 
1820s, many of which were one-story. He noted that attics and cellars were not constructed 
for these first houses. The wings on House No. 10, built in 1817, are later additions (Law 
1942: 45; see COE# 5892 in Table 2.4). House No. 9, built to the west of House No. 9 in 
1817, probably had the second story added later, as Law noted differences in the construction 
between the stories (see COE# 5893 in Table 2.4). To the east across Main Street are the 
other two 1817 survivors, House No. 16 and House No. 30 (see COE#s 5882 and 5881, 
respectively, in Table 2.4). Two additional original 1817 cabins are no longer standing; Law 
reported that one was located on the Garden lot, and the other stood between it and House 
No. 16, both on Fourth Street (Law 1942:51). The exact location of these cabins remains 
unknown. Other 1820s-era log cabins include House No. 14 on the corner of Third and Foltz 
streets (see COE#  5876 in Table 2.4); House No. 4 (the First Sewing House, no longer 
standing); a cabin recorded by Morhart (1981) east of the Brewery (and under the Zoar 
Levee); a cabin converted to a silk worm hatchery in 1837 north of House No. 8 (Schultz 
1978:26); and a cabin west of House No. 5 on Third Street (Chuck Knaack, personal 
communication, 2012). House No. 15 and House No. 19 are suspected by Zoar Village 
residents to also be partly of log construction, and reportedly House No. 21 was originally a 
log cabin that was remodeled into a frame house and the log construction eventually removed 
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(Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). If Law’s original estimation of 40 log cabins 
is assumed to be accurate, then there are approximately 27 other log cabin locations at Zoar 
Village that are currently unknown. However, it seems likely that many log cabins were 
removed and replaced by new houses built after the 1820s, probably in the same locations as 
the earlier cabins. 

Houses were typically placed very close to the street. Several homes featured attached 
lattices for grapevines. The rear yards of the houses often featured a porch on the rear face of 
the home, with a paved area immediately next to the porch. Vegetable and flower gardens 
filled the sides and rears of the house lots. The rooms inside the early houses were square, 
with low ceilings. Foundations were constructed with sandstone obtained from quarries on 
the Society’s landholdings. House numbers in Zoar Village were associated with the family 
who lived in each home, and were assigned up to number 26. The practice of numbering 
households appears to have halted in the mid-nineteenth century, and it did not seem to have 
been applied to every residential building. When a family moved to a new house, the house 
number moved with them; this practice explains why House No. 16, built ca. 1817, has a 
higher number than House No. 12, built in 1858 (see COE#  5886 in Table 2.4).  

Gradually, the original log houses built in 1817–1820 to house the original Separatists were 
replaced by frame structures, painted white with green shutters. Nixon (1933:61) notes that 
these new houses resembled other American houses of the period, although German 
influences could be detected. The frame houses all tend to be two stories in height, with side 
gable roofs and central doorways protected by small hipped-roof porches. The details of their 
construction were revealed to Wilfred McArtor, who was able to observe construction details 
during the remodeling of August Bimeler’s house in the early 1930s. The home was built 
with a stone foundation and heavy timbers set into the foundation. Sawn 4 x 4 studs were set 
into the timber sills using the mortise and tenon technique. The house’s corners used 
triangular braces. Mud and brick insulation was often placed in between the studding, along 
with a plaster made from rye straw and mud (McArtor 1939:49); brick infill between timbers, 
known as fachwerk, was also common, and possibly used until late in the nineteenth century 
(Tishler 1986:142-3). The Blacksmith Shop built in the 1860s features fachwerk 

construction, although it is possible that the fachwerk component could represent part of an 
earlier blacksmith shop that was incorporated into the new structure (Figure 1.54). 

Another obvious Germanic influence is the red tile roofs of the structures. Due to the weight 
of the tiles, roofs of Separatist structures needed to be steeply pitched to support them, with 
overhanging eaves and dormer windows being common features. Zoar Village began 
producing its distinctive red clay roof tiles in 1819. By the mid-1820s, most or perhaps all of 
the buildings were roofed with tile. A newspaper item from the Gettysburg Republican-

Compiler reported on a damaging hailstorm that swept the Midwest, and quoted the New 

Philadelphia Chronicle as stating that "in the village of Zoar, where the houses were covered 
in the German mode with tile, not a roof escaped destruction" (Gettysburg Republican-

Compiler 1825). 

The design of the tiles was based on similar tiles used in southern Germany and Switzerland 
(Law 1942:62). Grooves on top were used to direct rainwater away from the joints on the 
roof. A lug on the reverse of the roof tile helped secure it to the roof. All the early buildings 
in Zoar Village had these tiles. At one point, tile making was an export industry for Zoar 
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Village, and even after the dissolution, many tiles were recycled from decaying buildings and 
shipped to the East Coast for decorative use (Law 1942:62).  

Meyers characterizes Separatist architecture as representing a break from traditional German 
rural architecture strategies, which actually appears to be a common feature of immigrant 
German architecture and farm design (Meyers 1980:166). German farms often featured the 
house and barn under a single roof, for example. Meyers notes that similar architecture to 
Zoar Village is found at New Bremen, located to the west in Auglaize County, and settled by 
immigrants from Bavaria and Hannover in the 1830s (Meyers 1980:166). Unlike other 
religious communal societies, the architecture of Zoar Village does not particularly reflect 
the values or ideals of the Separatists. As Zoar Village grew through the years, Society 
members tended to use architectural designs that they admired - hence the continuation of 
Georgian architectural styles in construction at Zoar Village well after the rest of the nation 
had moved to newer styles. However, the construction of buildings with Georgian elements 
at Zoar Village can be attributed more to an admiration of House No. 1 rather than an affinity 
to the style itself. 

The known and suspected locations of buildings classified within the Separatist-period 
residential context are depicted in Figure 1.55, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.58, Figure 
1.59, and Figure 1.60. The buildings depicted in these figures are identified from information 
in Nixon 1933, Law 1942, Schultz 1978, Morhart 1981, and personal communications with 
Chuck Knaack and Steve Shonk. Locations of buildings no longer in existence were 
determined from the 1898 Dissolution Map (Figure 1.52), a 1935 conceptual plan of Zoar 
Village prepared by Huntington (Figure 1.61), and text references in the documentary 
sources just listed. It should be stressed that there are likely additional residential building 
locations within the study area that are not documented. Other residential buildings 
associated with the Separatists could include the dwelling of the Ehlers family at Zoar 
Station, residences built by tenant farmers leasing parts of the Separatist landholdings, and 
houses built at Valley Junction. However, information about these structures was not found 
during documentary research, so there will be no further discussion about them in this report. 
The discussion of individual buildings below includes a brief historical overview with cross-
references to the appropriate table and the detail map, a historical photograph (if available) 
and a modern photograph (if available) in Volume 3; some resources are no longer in 
existence and have no known associated historical photographs and are not discussed in 
Volume 2. 

House No. 1 
COE # 5857 

Originally intended for use as a residence for the elderly, this stately house became Joseph 
Bimeler’s residence when the older Separatists insisted on remaining with their families (see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 2.14). The building, designed by an outside architect, is a 
three-story brick mansion with grey sandstone trim, and featured a portico spanning the 
entire front elevation, supported by sandstone columns (Figure 1.62, Figure 1.63). A balcony 
with wrought iron railings surmounted the portico. A cupola sat atop the roof, which featured 
dormer windows that illuminated the attic. The first and second floors each had nine rooms, 
with a large storage room on the third floor, where many of the general supplies for the 
society were stored. The cellar was constructed with deep, arched-roof storage rooms (Figure 
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1.64). The foundation walls are nearly four feet thick, which maintains a constant cool 
temperature in the cellar suitable for food storage (Law 1942:142). Connected by a covered 
walkway to the rear of the house is a detached dining room, kitchen, laundry, and wash house 
(COE# 5856a), constructed in 1845 (Figure 1.65); a carriage house was also located to the 
rear of the house but is no longer in existence (Schultz 1978: 23). 

Construction began in 1833 on the site of one of the original log cabins and was completed 
either in 1835 or 1845. There is some confusion with the date of the completion of this 
building. All documentary sources consulted for this report that list a construction date state 
the building was completed in 1835 (Randall 1900, Nixon 1933, McArtor 1939, Law 1940, 
Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Fernandez 2003). However, Kathleen Fernandez and Steve 
Shonk both stated that the building was built in two stages, the southern half in 1835 and the 
northern half added in 1845. Physical evidence supporting this hypothesis includes a 
mismatch in a floor seam in the interior first floor and a seam in the brickwork on the west 
elevation of the building, and details that are only present in the south half of the building: 
decorative stone panels above the windows, stove fuel access holes in the interior hallways, 
and grain painting on interior doors (Fernandez, personal communication, 2013; Steve 
Shonk, personal communication, 2013). Apparently the addition was made when Joseph 
Bimeler moved to the building. If accurate, it is unknown why this important detail of the 
building construction was not recorded in any published works on Zoar Village. 

The 1845 construction event would have entailed more than adding a wing to the building. 
All the trim, including the quoins on the corners of the building, would have to been added at 
this time, and the floor plan of the original building altered radically to present the final 
symmetrical form, unless the final form of the building was part of the original plan in 1833, 
and was left incomplete for over ten years. Kalin (1984) thought that the hipped roof was 
also an 1845 addition; if so, the original roof was likely a side gable roof, much like the other 
houses at Zoar Village. Examination of the floor plans and elevations prepared by the HABS 
recording in the 1930s also shows no indications of an earlier form to the structure. It appears 
that if in fact the building was put up in two stages, the final stage nearly eradicated all 
evidence of the earlier structure. The Georgian style of House No.1 was influential in the 
design of later brick houses at Zoar Village, and especially in the design of the1853 
meetinghouse (Nixon 1933:64). The high style of the building and its function as the home of 
Joseph Bimeler earned it the nickname “King’s Palace” by visitors to Zoar Village. House 
No. 1 and its dependencies have been restored to their 1850 appearance by OHS. 

House No. 2 

COE # 5849 

House No. 2 was built in 1831 at the northeast corner of Second and Park Streets for Johann 
Gottfried Kappel, the father of the Society’s weaver of blankets and coverlets, also named 
Johann Gottfried Kappel (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.66, Figure 2.14). This house 
became the residence of the Kuemerle and later the Levi Beiter families (Morhart 1981:123; 
Schultz 1978:19). 

House No. 3 (Dairy workers’ residence) 

COE # 5848 

This house was built in 1831 at the southeast corner of Park and Second Streets (see Table 
2.3, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.67, Figure 1.68, Figure 2.14). The location of this house near the 
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cow barns shows some concern with placing laborers near their places of work, which 
according to Meyers was not usually the case at Zoar Village (Meyers 1980:144). There were 
three outbuildings between this residence and the dairy to the east, and it is unknown if these 
outbuildings were associated with House No. 3, or with the Dairy (Schultz 1978:18). 

House No. 4 (First Sewing House) 

One of the original log houses built ca. 1817, this one-and-a-half story, gable-end building 
was located at the southwest corner of Third and Park Streets (Figure 1.58, Figure 1.69). The 
house served as a residence and as the first sewing house until the Second Sewing House was 
built ca. 1840. The sewing houses at Zoar Village were centers of clothing production, and 
shirts, dresses, overalls, bonnets, and bedding were made here. The house did not survive the 
nineteenth century; either demolished (Schultz 1978:4) or destroyed in a fire (Steve Shonk, 
personal communication, 2013). 

House No. 5 (Second Sewing House) 

COE # 5852 

This frame house was built sometime around 1840 at the northwest corner of Third and Park 
Streets, across from House No. 4, which was the first sewing house (see Table 2.4, Figure 
1.56, Figure 1.70, Figure 2.14). A larger building may have been desirable to accommodate 
the sewing needs of the growing society; Morhart noted that a quarter of the rooms in the 
house were dedicated to sewing clothing items needed by the Separatists (Morhart 1981:66). 

House No. 6 (Jacob Buehler House) 

COE # 5894 

This house was built ca. 1830 at the southwest corner of Park and Fourth Streets (see Table 
2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.71, Figure 2.12). Schultz noted that the house was extremely 
modified when he made his inventory (Schultz 1978:16), but the house has apparently been 
restored to a more historical character. 

House No. 7 (Levi Bimeler’s Residence) 

COE # 5896 

This house was built ca. 1830 on the north side of Fourth Street between West and Park 
Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.72, Figure 2.12). This was the residence of Levi 
Bimeler, the last schoolteacher before the dissolution in 1898 (Schultz 1978:14); but contrary 
to Schultz’ information, no other school teachers are known to have lived here (Steve Shonk, 
personal communication, 2013).  
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House No. 8 

COE # 5895 

This house was built in 1883 at the northwest corner of Fourth and Park Streets (Morhart 
1981:124; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.73, Figure 2.12). Morhart stated that the house 
was built for August and Salome Bimeler; however, August Bimeler died in 1878, so he 
never actually lived here. Morhart may have confused August Bimeler with Anton Burkhart, 
who married the widowed Salome Bimeler in 1880 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
2013). 

House No. 9 (Zeeb’s Cabin) 

COE # 5893 

This log house was built ca. 1817 (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.74, Figure 1.75, 
Figure 2.12). The building was converted to a residence with addition of a second floor in the 
1820s. The building is located on the northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets. The 
building was referred to as “Zeeb’s Cabin” in the post-Separatist period, probably after 
Frederica Zeeb and her children Sarah and Adam, who moved into the building from outside 
of Zoar Village ca. 1840 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). Schultz mistakenly 
lists the building as the first schoolhouse. 

House No. 10 (Bimeler’s First Home and First Meetinghouse) 

COE # 5892 

This log cabin was the first permanent house built in Zoar Village in 1817 (see Table 2.4, 
Figure 1.56, Figure 1.76, Figure 1.77, Figure 2.12). The house is located in the middle of 
Fourth Street between Park and Main Streets, on the north side. The house was Joseph 
Bimeler’s home until the construction of House No. 1 and also briefly served as the Society’s 
meetinghouse until the Second Meetinghouse was constructed later in 1820. The wings on 
the house are a later addition; the west wing was put on ca. 1875 and the east wing was added 
in 1930 by Elsie Weitz, a Cleveland artist who bought the house for a summer cottage (Steve 
Shonk, personal communication, 2013).  

House No. 11 (Garden House) 

COE # 5891 

This brick house was the home of the Society’s gardener, and was built in 1834 as an 
attachment to the Society’s greenhouse that was constructed at the north end of the Public 
Garden in 1829, possibly replacing an original 1817 log cabin that was located nearby 
(Nixon 1933:33; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.78, Figure 1.79, Figure 2.12). The 
greenhouse was enlarged at the same time. The house, included the attached greenhouse, was 
converted into a duplex residence after the dissolution in 1898, and restored in the 1960s to 
its original appearance. The greenhouse portion features a subfloor heating system. 
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House No. 12 (Assembly House) 

COE # 5886 

This brick house was built in 1856 at the northeast corner of Third and Main Streets (see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.80, Figure 1.81, Figure 2.13). This was the home of Trustee 
Jacob Ackermann, and also served as the Assembly House for the Society’s trustees and shop 
foremen. Separatist agricultural workers were called to the Assembly House each morning by 
a bell in the cupola of the house. Here, each would have a specific task assigned to complete 
for that day (McArtor 1939:21).  

House No. 13 (First School) 

COE # 5878 

This frame house is located on the south side of Third Street, between Main and Foltz Streets 
(see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.82, Figure 1.239, Figure 2.13). Shonk (personal 
communication, 2013), Morhart (1981), and Schultz (1978) note this building served as a the 
First School before the 1868 Schoolhouse was built; however, Nixon (1933:95) reported that 
the schoolhouse on Third Street was a single-story, two-room building, which does not match 
the plan of House No. 13 at all. Law (1942) reported that the second schoolhouse was the 
same building as the Second Meetinghouse, and the second story was added later. Closer 
visual inspection of this house shows indications that the building was in fact altered with a 
second-story addition. Shonk believes the house dates to ca. 1825, with the second-story 
addition dating to about 1840 or 1860 (personal communication, 2013). The owners of the 
building state that it was modified in 1868  after the Second Schoolhouse was built to serve 
as a residence for the family assigned to House No. 13, and the second floor and a stone 
cellar were built at this time (Gail and Joe Potelicki, personal communication, 2013). It 
seems probable that Law was mistaken with his identification of the Second Meetinghouse as 
the first schoolhouse, and that Nixon was unaware that House No. 13 was altered from a one-
story to a two-story structure. Shonk notes that an early twentieth century wagon shed or 
stable was once located behind the house (personal communication, 2013).   

House No. 14 

COE # 5876 

This large log house was built in the 1820s on the northwest corner of Third and Foltz Streets 
(Schultz 1978:6; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.83, Figure 2.13). The home is currently 
the residence of Chuck Knaack and his wife. 

House No. 15 (Residence and Silk Factory) 

COE # 5885 

This frame house was built in the 1820s on the west side of Foltz Street between Third and 
Fourth Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.84, Figure 2.13). The house was 
converted to silk production in 1850 and operated as such for about ten years, then resumed 
functioning as a residence (Schultz 1978:6). Mulberry trees, which supplied food for the 
silkworms, were planted on the Spring Lot to the north of this house (Scott Gordon, personal 
communication, 2013). There is a ruin of an outbuilding behind the building (COE # 5885b), 
which was torn down some time in the mid-twentieth century, as it does not appear on aerial 
photographs (Figure 1.57, Figure 1.85, Figure 2.13). Shonk notes that the house may be 
partially of log construction (personal communication, 2013); the form of the building 
certainly resembles nearby House No. 14, and its date and location in proximity to other log 
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cabins at Zoar Village supports the hypothesis about its construction. A commonly-held idea 
among residents about the oldest surviving houses in the village is that wood siding has 
obscured heavy timber framing; this certainly could be the case with House No. 15. 

House No. 16 (Log House and Print Shop /Jebenhaüschen) 

COE # 5882 

Built ca. 1817, this log cabin served as a residence until 1855, when it was briefly converted 
into a print shop specifically for producing copies of Joseph Bimeler’s essays. The print shop 
operated in this location until ca. 1858, when the essay printing project moved to above the 
Zoar General Store. The printing project was completed in 1867, and the printing press was 
sold to Friedrich Kies, who brought it to Jackson, Missouri, in 1879 to start a German 
language newspaper (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). The building reverted to 
a dwelling afterwards (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.86, Figure 1.87, Figure 2.13). The 
name Jebenhaüschen was applied to the building in the 1930s by the Schlatter family of 
Cleveland who had purchased the house, after the German home town of the family 
patriarch. 

House No. 17 (Boys’ Dormitory and Residence) 

COE # 5875 

The Boys’ Dormitory was built in 1831 at the northeast corner of Third and Foltz Streets (see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.88, Figure 2.13). Although the official practice of 
segregation of children ceased in 1845, the house still housed boys up through 1850, and 
later was the cabinet maker’s residence (Schultz 1978:18). 

House No. 18 (Bauer Haus) 

COE # 5879 

This house served as the home of Mathis Dishinger and also was a bunkhouse for hired farm 
hands (Schultz 1978:11; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.89, Figure 1.90, Figure 2.13). 
According to Morhart (1981:41), the original Bauer Haus was south of Third Street, across 
from the horse barns. This house was replaced by the current Bauer Haus, which Morhart 
states was put up across the street in 1857.Analysis of the 1898 dissolution map (Figure 1.52) 
throws some doubt on the location of the original Bauer Haus as being on the south side of 
the street, as the 1821 Threshing Barn occupied that spot, and there was not much room 
between this barn and the Second Meetinghouse (also an early 1820s building) to 
accommodate a bunkhouse. The first Bauer Haus may really have been in the same location 
as the new Bauer Haus, which was originally a warehouse at the Zoar Furnace, and was 
moved here after the furnace shut down (Morhart 1981:41). An associated kitchen and wash 
house were built about the same time as the main house and was located about 10 feet behind 
the Bauer Haus. The kitchen featured a large brick bread oven that was used to supplement 
the Bakery’s ovens when necessary (Schultz 1978:11).  

House No. 19 

COE # 5874 

Located at the southwest corner of Third and Foltz Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 
1.91, Figure 2.13), this is the Simon Beuter family house, who were the recipients of the 
property in the dissolution, and the residence of Howard Sarbaugh in the twentieth century 
(Morhart 1981:125). Shonk notes the house is still occupied by Beuter descendants (Steve 
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Shonk, personal communication, 2013).  There are unusual 3-light fixed narrow windows 
under the eaves which suggest the building may have used heavy timber framing similar to 
House No. 9 or 10, and later covered with horizontal wood siding, which would place 
construction in the 1820s if this is the case. The house features a large, arched stone cellar 
that runs the length of the house and was used to store the winter cider supply for the Society. 

House No. 20 

COE # 5884 

This house was built in 1881 at the southeast corner of Fourth and Foltz Streets for David 
Breymaier, a former school master, and was later the home of the John Bieter family (Schultz 
1978:34; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.92, Figure 2.13). There are two standing 
outbuildings associated with the building that date to the Separatist era (see Table 2.4). 

House No. 21 (Breymaier House) 

COE # 5872 

This frame house was built in the late 1820s on the west side of Foltz Street, between Second 
and Third Streets, and was renovated into a larger frame structure in 1854, with the central 
log portion supposedly removed (Schultz 1978:6; Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.93, Figure 2.13). It was the home of trustee Joseph 
Breymaier and his family for many years, and perhaps is the Burkhart family house that 
Schultz associated with House No. 19; August Burkhardt married Helen Breymaier (daughter 
of Joseph) and they lived in the house after their marriage in 1906 (Steve Shonk, personal 
communication, 2013). Schultz (1978:42) confuses House No. 19 with this house in his 
building catalog. 

House No. 22 (Cobbler’s House and Second Cobbler Shop) 

COE # 5862 

This frame house was built across Second Street from the Zoar Hotel as the second shoe shop 
and residence for the shoemaker, and dates to ca. 1828, with renovations occurring at various 
times until the mid-1850s (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; Schultz 1978:41; 
see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.94, Figure 2.13). The building is visible in the 
background of a ca. 1956 photograph of the hotel (Figure 1.95). 

House No. 23 (Doctor’s Residence) 

COE # 5842a 

This house was built in 1831 at the northwest corner of Main and First Streets, and was the 
home of the Society’s doctor, Clemens Breil, for the latter half of the nineteenth century 
(Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.96, Figure 
1.97, Figure 2.14). The house was converted into a tavern after the dissolution. 

House No. 24 

This was the home of Solomon Briel, the son of Clemens Briel, and was located outside the 
village, south of the blacksmith shop on the east side of the road to Zoarville (Morhart 
1981:125; Figure 1.60, Figure 1.98). The house does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map, 
but it had a Separatist house number and appears in a ca.1890s photograph taken from the 
1892 Zoar Hotel Addition (Figure 1.20). The design of the house is very similar to other 
frame houses built at Zoar Village in the mid- to late nineteenth century and the assignation 
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of a Zoar house number suggests it dates to the mid-nineteenth century. The house was 
demolished during the 1935–1938 levee construction period. 

House No. 25 (Miller’s House/Henneberg) 

COE # TH 32 

This house was built in 1828 across from the future location of the Custom Mill (see Table 
2.4; Figure 1.60, Figure 1.99, Figure 1.100, Figure 2.15). Its first occupants were Levi 
Bimeler and his family (Schultz 1978:11), and became known as the Miller’s House when 
Bimeler became the Society’s first miller. The name “Henneberg” was attached to the house 
because at one point, this location was the Society’s poultry operation. In 1840, there was a 
large hen barn, and a duck and goose house as part of the complex. Attached to the house 
was a storeroom where the pottery made in the Society was kept, indicating an association 
with the Zoar Pottery as well (New Yorker 1841). However, archeological investigations of 
the yard in 2007 did not turn up evidence for a kiln nearby, although numerous sherds of 
vessels made at the Zoar Pottery were recovered (Linda Whitman, personal communication, 
2012). Note that while Schultz (1978) lists this house as being House No. 24, Morhart was a 
resident of Zoar Village and was in communication with former Separatists (as well as being 
a descendent of Separatists), and we are assuming that her information is more accurate that 
what Schultz had available to him. 

House No. 26 

COE # 5859 

The original House No. 26 was in the first Grist Mill building, repurposed to house the 
Separatists’ woolen mill operators, the Kappels (Figure 1.101, Figure 1.102). A stone well at 
this location may be related to the use of the building as a residence (COE# HDC60; Figure 
1.159, Figure 2.11) The current House No. 26 is located on the east side of Main Street, 
between Second and Third Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.103, Figure 2.13) and 
was built in 1880 when the Kappel family relocated to the main village; the reason for the 
move is unclear but could be related to a desire by the Separatists to repurpose the building 
back to lumber production as the Second Planing Mill (Steve Shonk, personal 
communication, 2013). The house was the residence of Kappel descendents up until 1960. 

House No. 27 (Obed Ruof Residence/Bimeler Museum) 

COE # 5853 

This brick house built in 1868 is located at the southeast corner of Third and Park Streets (see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.104, Figure 2.14). Currently, the house is owned by the Ohio 
Historical Society and operates as the Bimeler Museum. At the time of this report, the 
building is closed to the public and is being rehabilitated to repair damage to the foundation 
from a flooding event in 2008, when water was pumped out of the cellar before hydrostatic 
pressure in the sediment on the exterior of the foundation decreased, resulting in heaving of 
sediments onto the load-bearing foundation and cracking it. 

House No. 29 (Watch Repair Shop) 

COE # 5858 

This house was built in 1830 at the southeast corner of Main and Third Streets (see Table 2.4, 
Figure 1.57, Figure 1.105, Figure 1.106, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.26), and was intended for the 
Society’s watch repairer, John Ruof, and his family (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
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2013), who operated the watch repair shop out of one room in the building. After the 
dissolution, Ruof continued to operate a watch repair shop here for a brief period. 

House No. 30 (The Hermitage) 

COE # 5881 

This log cabin was built ca. 1817, and is located at the east end of Fourth Street (see Table 
2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.107, Figure 1.108, Figure 2.13). The house is best known as the 
home of Alexander Gunn during the last days of the Society (Schultz 1978:3; Figure 1.48). 
The house had a small pavilion erected in the rear yard that Gunn referred to as his garden 
house. Notably, Gunn purchased the Hermitage in 1889 before the dissolution; he was the 
only known person to own private property in Zoar Village while the Society was still active. 

House No. 31 

COE # 5850 

This house was built in 1877 on the west side of Park Street between Second and Third 
Streets as the home of the Society’s treasurer at the time, according to Schultz (1978:33; see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.109, Figure 2.14). However, this identification may be a 
confusion of this house with the Treasurer’s House (Zimmerman House; COE#5861), as 
Schultz cites Morhart’s work as a source for the information, which discusses the building on 
Main and Third, not this house.  

House No. 34 (Tinsmith’s House) 

COE # 5887 

This house was built in 1874 at the southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets to serve as 
the tinsmith’s residence and was located to the north of the Tin Shop (Schultz 1978:32; see 
Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.110, Figure 2.13). 

House No. 35 (Cabinetmaker’s House) 

COE # 5877 

This brick house was built in 1870 on the north side of Third Street, east of Main Street, and 
was originally the residence of  Jacob Fritz, the society’s chief cabinetmaker, and the 
Keucherer family (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, 
Figure 1.111, Figure 2.13). Schultz states that it does not seem to show the Georgian 
influence of earlier brick buildings, which likely all took cues from the design of House No. 
1 (Schultz 1978:31). A large outbuilding behind the house served as a laundry in one half, 
and a chicken coop and outhouse in the other half; this outbuilding is now a small home-
operated business, the Sunshine Candle Works (Chris Powell, personal communication, 
2013). 
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House No. 36 (Weberhaus) 

COE # 5903 

This frame house was built ca. 1825–1830 at the southwest corner of Fifth and Main Streets 
as a linen weaving workshop (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, 
Figure 1.56, Figure 1.112, Figure 1.113, Figure 2.12, Figure 2.21). The house was later 
converted to a dwelling for Jakob Rieker and his family in the 1840s; the Riekers took over 
linen weaving duties at Zoar Village after their arrival in 1840. The hillside to the west of the 
house was one of the Society’s flax fields, according to Shonk. The garage to the west of the 
building was likely the original kitchen and washhouse for the Weberhaus, converted to a 
garage in the 1930s. The building features a vaulted stone cellar accessed through a trapdoor 
in the floor, and is one of the only known outbuildings with a vaulted cellar at Zoar Village 
(Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 

Sheep Herder’s House 

COE # 5870 

The Sheep Herder’s House was apparently not assigned a Separatist house number. The 
house was built on a rise east of town, overlooking Goose Run to the west (see Table 2.4, 
Figure 1.59, Figure 1.114, Figure 2.16). The date of this building and its accompanying sheds 
and barns is unknown, but could be as early as the 1830s, as the construction of the Woolen 
Mill in 1830 implies a sheep herd of sufficient size to supply the mill’s needs. 

Tramp House 

The Tramp House was a small, one-story frame house on the northwest corner of Second and 
Foltz Streets (Schultz 1978:45; Figure 1.57), and is visible in the 1888 photograph of this 
section of town that was taken from the hotel cupola (Fernandez 2003:29; Figure 1.115). The 
frame construction of the house places its construction as no earlier than the late 1820s. 
Although likely a residence or a shop building at first, the Society devoted its use in later 
years for a temporary shelter for the wandering indigents that would visit Zoar Village 
looking for a meal (American Socialist 1878). At the time of the photograph, the house 
appeared decrepit and in need of maintenance, but apparently was still in use, as it is 
mentioned in an 1889 article on Zoar Village (Ohio Democrat 1889). The house was torn 
down at some time before 1898, as it does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map. 

Treasurer’s House (Zimmerman House) 

COE # 5861 

This house was built in 1877 at the northwest corner of Second and Main Streets, and was 
later the home of Trustee Louis Zimmerman, who was the last treasurer of the Society from 
1882 to 1898, and thus the name of the house (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.116, 
Figure 2.14). The house had its own wash house outbuilding. 

Commercial 

For a period of time, the Society appears to have operated a number of general stores. 
Besides the one located in the village, the canal service complex included a store, both 
furnaces operated stores at their respective locations, and a general store featuring Separatist 
products was supposedly located in Waynesburg until closing in 1854 (Nixon 1933:147; 
Figure 1.24); however, the existence of the Waynesburg store is not substantiated by any 
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other documentary resource. The Society also operated a general store in the village of 
Fairfield (later Zoar Station), opened in 1862 and managed by Charles Ehlers. Ehlers’s 
grandsons later acquired the Custom Mill building around 1938, dismantled it, and rebuilt it 
in its current location in Zoarville, replacing their grandfather’s original building that was 
abandoned when Zoar Station and Valley Junction were relocated to higher ground as the 
new community of Zoarville around 1940 (Morhart 1981:133). 

Zoar General Store 

COE # 5843 

The Zoar General Store opened in 1833 on the village’s main street (see Table 2.14, Figure 
1.124, Figure 1.117, Figure 1.118, Figure 2.20), with its target customer base being 
neighboring farmers and the Society’s hired hands. The store also served as a post office; this 
double function dates back to 1826 with a post office established at the Canal General Store. 
The post office was moved to the Zoar General Store in 1833 as a more central location for 
the Society from the Bimeler cabin where it first opened in 1827. The post office operated 
out of the store until 1951, when it moved to the Town Hall. Schultz stated that the post 
office was still in the town hall at the time he wrote his building catalog (Schultz 1978:22). 
The print shop also operated out of the second floor for a brief period in the 1860s (Webber 
2007:45). The store building shares part of its foundation with the Dairy and Cheese House, 
as the cool storage room for dairy products is under the northern half of the store. While we 
have no definite date for the construction of the Dairy and Cheese House, one possibility is 
that the Dairy and Cheese House predates the construction of the store. The Separatists had 
large dairy herds prior to 1833, and dairy products were an important component of the 
Separatist diet. It seems possible that the Separatists may have used part of an existing 
building when they built the store. 

Canal General Store 

Very little information is available about this building, but it likely dates to about 1830 when 
the canal began operation. It may have been located near the Canal Blacksmith Shop, or 
closer to the Canal Hotel (Figure 1.119). 

Agriculture 

The basis of the Society’s economy was agriculture, unsurprisingly since the majority of the 
original Separatists were farmers. The techniques used by the Separatists in their fields were 
little changed from those of their German peasant ancestors, and outside observers often 
remarked on the primitive appearance of the tools made by the Society’s blacksmith for use 
in the fields. Shared agricultural work was one of the major ways that members of the 
Society bonded with each other. Communal toil, whether in the fields, in the Threshing Barn, 
or harvesting apples, strengthened the sense of common purpose. 

Livestock was an important part of the Society’s agricultural endeavors. The Separatists 
depended on horses and oxen for transportation, and in some cases, as a source of power for 
some of the Society’s smaller machines. Dairy products from the Society’s large cattle herd 
contributed to both the diet and economy of the Separatists. Sheep provided the wool for the 
Society’s large woolen mill. Even pigs were raised to provide pork for market and for sale at 
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the Society’s hotels, although the Separatists observed a dietary prohibition against pork until 
late in the nineteenth century. 

Although the agricultural focus was on providing for the needs of the Society, surplus 
production was sold for profit. Flour surpluses were shipped to markets in Cleveland and 
even as far away as New York and Philadelphia. Dried apples from Zoar Village were in 
demand as far west as Iowa. Dairy production dependably produced more than the Society 
could consume, and butter was shipped from Zoar Village in amounts totally upwards of 
5,000 pounds a year. Separatist cheese made its way to Chicago and New York. Even the 
Society’s greenhouse and gardens produced items for sale. Fruits and fruit trees were sold, 
and two specific varieties of fruit were developed at Zoar Village: the Zoar Beauty Pear and 
the Zoar Sweeting Apple (Nixon 1933:129). Wine from Zoar Village was advertised in 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in 1850 (Oshkosh Democrat 1850). 

By mid-century, the prosperity of the Society was reflected in their livestock and farm 
equipment holdings. An 1854 inventory included 300 head of cattle, 1,488 sheep, 54 hogs, 
and 42 horses. The Society also owned 20 wagons, ten plows, two threshers, a roller, a 
mowing machine, and eight harrows (four with iron teeth and four with wooden teeth) 
(Nixon 1933:125). Despite this inventory of farm machinery, mechanical harvesting was 
slow in adoption at Zoar Village, with the labor-intensive flail and cradle method persisting 
here long after it was abandoned elsewhere in the region. A typical grain harvest at Zoar 
Village involved three lines of people working across the field: first, a line of men cutting the 
grain, followed by a line of women raking up the cut grain. Finally, a third line of people 
gathered the raked grain stalks and bound them up in sheaves, then stacked them into shocks 
(Nixon 1933:127). Wheat threshing included the use of flails as late as the 1890s.  

McArtor (1939) notes that various surviving business records document a livestock trade at 
Zoar Village, although it is unclear if livestock breeding for profit was a major goal of 
husbandry activities at Zoar Village. Pigs were definitely raised for market, as ledgers record 
the making and selling of pork products as early as 1835, although eating pork was contrary 
to Society values (McArtor 1939:29). Gunn noted a “wurst-macherei” where sausage was 
made, and it operated late into the night after hogs were slaughtered (Gunn 1902). 

Geese and chickens were also raised by the community, with geese having their own goose 
shed, small pond, and pasturage on the southeast side of the village (Schultz 1978:40; Figure 
1.125). Chickens were raised by individual families in addition to a communal henhouse at 
House No. 25, which was originally a straw barn. Eggs were an important agricultural export 
for Zoar Village, with numerous instances of egg shipments noted in the Society’s records. 
Pigeons were apparently popular on the dining table and were raised for food (Ohio 

Democrat 1892; Kathleen Fernandez, personal communication, 2013). Some birds in Zoar 
Village were not destined for Separatist menus. Alexander Gunn noted the presence of 
guinea fowl and peacocks (Gunn 1902:6), and martin houses graced many of the house lots. 
A photograph of the interior of the second greenhouse at Zoar Village (built in 1850 to 
supplement the first greenhouse attached to the Garden House; Law 1942:197) shows a 
parrot perched among the vegetation (Fernandez 2003:129; Figure 1.120). 

The Separatists grew an incredible variety of crops. According to Scott Gordon (personal 
communication, 2013), the society grew varieties of 123 apples, 87 pears, 48 peaches, 4 
apricots, 11 plumbs, 26 cherries,  6 currants, and 28 grapes. Before its impoundment in 1906, 
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Zoar Lake was a corn field (Figure 1.121). Schultz thinks it was first planted in 1840s during 
period of peak agricultural activity (Schultz 1978:39), but it could have been one of the 
abandoned Delaware corn fields associated with Beaver’s Town to the northwest. Other 
grains produced by the Society included wheat, oats, barley, and rye, with 16 different grain 
fields in all (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). Large fields of hops supplied the 
brewery. Flax was grown as raw material for linen, linseed oil, and for seeds. The residue left 
over from flax oil processing was made into “oil cakes” to supplement cattle feed (McArtor 
1939:23). The Society also planted at least two groves of mulberry trees for silk worm raising 
(Figure 1.121), and also planted fields of woad to produce blue dyes for clothing production. 

Beginning in the 1820s, numerous fruit orchards were planted around town, including several 
varieties of apples, sweet cherries, sour cherries, plums, pears, and peaches. Currant bushes 
were planted in the 1830s on the hill north of the Brewery, and on the east side of West Street 
between Second and Third Streets (Schultz 1978:16–17). Currants are a type of berry used 
specifically for wine, jams, and jellies. Grapes for wine making were produced in the 
Society’s vineyards, supplemented by grapevines grown in the yards of individual houses. 
Most of these vineyards cannot be placed on a map as no locational information about them 
was discovered during research for this report, although one large vineyard was located in the 
southeast corner of the block formed by Main, Park, Second, and Third Streets, and likely 
existed until the 1870s, when a house for Jacob Zimmerman was built on the corner (Schultz 
1978:17). Maple sugar camps (also known as sugar bushes) were established by the 
Separatists somewhere northwest of Zoar Village and along Conotton Creek near Zoarville 
(Schultz 1978:45); but their exact locations are unknown and thus are not charted on maps in 
this report. While it was common practice to boil down the sap at the sugar camps, the 
Separatists apparently also brought sap back to the village for processing in a sap boiling 
shed somewhere near the cider mill. Maple syrup was apparently not the only source of sugar 
for the Separatists. According to Scott Gordon (personal communication, 2013), sugar cane 
was also cultivated at Zoar Village. The harvested canes were processed in a cane mill that 
was set up during harvest out in the open, not within a specially designated building. The 
cane juice was then taken to individual households, where it was boiled down into syrup. It is 
not certain exactly when the Separatists produced cane sugar, as there are no listings under 
this sugar type for the Separatists in either the 1850 or 1870 non-population census 
schedules. 

The locations of buildings and structures associated with agriculture during the Separatist 
period are depicted in Figure 1.122, Figure 1.123, Figure 1.124, Figure 1.125, and Figure 
1.126. Suspected tenant farm locations and other agricultural outlier sites are shown in Figure 
1.47. 

Apple House 

The Apple House was a long shed built ca. 1837 south of the Zoar Garden. The building 
likely dates to the same period that cider was first produced for sale, as cider production 
would have required an apple storage building. A building that fits this description is shown 
on the 1898 dissolution map, but is not present on any following aerial photographs, so it was 
likely torn down shortly after the dissolution of the Society (Figure 1.124). 
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Calf Barn 

The Calf Barn was located on the west side of Park Street between Second and First Streets 
(Figure 1.124). The date of construction for this barn is unknown, but probably dates to the 
late 1820s or early 1830s. This barn was a large, one-story frame structure, used to house 
calves separately from the rest of the herd. The barn was already in poor condition by the 
1880s and was torn down in the early 1900s (Schultz 1978:37). The roof of the barn is visible 
in a photograph taken of Zoar Village in 1896 facing northeast, probably from the Canal 
Hotel porch (Figure 1.127). 

Colt Barn 

The Colt Barn was built on the south side of Fifth Street, east of the brewery (Figure 1.123). 
The building likely dated to the early 1840s (Schultz 1978:38). This building likely 
corresponds to one of two large barn-like structures in this general location on the 1898 
dissolution map, shown close to the brewery and south of the road. 

Corn Cribs 

Two large corn cribs stood on the southeast corner of Foltz and Third Streets, south of the 
First Meetinghouse (Figure 1.125). These cribs probably date to the 1840s, and still existed 
in 1898, as they are present on the property map produced to guide the distribution of 
property after the dissolution. One of these cribs is visible in the background of a photograph 
overlooking the southeast quarter of Zoar Village, taken ca. 1892 (Figure 1.128); they are 
also visible in a ca. 1905 streetscape view of Third Street (Figure 1.53). 

First Cow Barn 

The original cow barn at Zoar Village was located along the north side of First Street, west of 
Park Street (Figure 1.124). Schultz claims it was torn down before the Calf Barn was torn 
down (Schultz 1978:39). This structure possibly appears in an 1896 photo looking at Zoar 
Village from the southwest (Fernandez 2003:65), which shows the roof of a long, one-story 
building in this location (Figure 1.127). The 1898 dissolution map does not include a 
building in this location, so the building in the photograph must have been torn down just 
before the dissolution. If so, then the building in the photograph would precede the Calf Barn 
in demolition, as that structure is present on the 1898 dissolution map, and corresponds with 
Schultz’s timeline. 

Second Cow Barn 

COE # HDC 6 

This huge barn was built in 1875 on the west side of town (see Table 2.8, Figure 1.124, 
Figure 1.127, Figure 2.20). The barn measured 210 by 60 feet with 108 stalls (Figure 1.129). 
An asphalt walkway extended the length of the interior (American Socialist 1878). The 
western half was taken down in the 1930s before the levee was constructed, and the entire 
structure, already in poor condition, was severely damaged during a powerful thunderstorm 
in the 1980s and subsequently demolished (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012; 
Kathleen Fernandez, personal communication, 2013). The foundations of the barn are still 
visible (Figure 1.130). There was possibly an ox-roasting pit on the west side of the barn 
(Schultz 1978:32), which may correspond to what Chuck Knaack described as a buried cellar 
that was briefly exposed during the construction of the modern parking lot in this location 
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(Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). Another possibility is that the cellar 
represents the subterranean storage for winter feed for the cows (Scott Gordon, personal 
communication, 2013), although this storage cellar may have been located further west and 
excavated into the bank of the outwash terrace. No further information about a building or a 
roasting pit in this location was found during documentary research. 

Engine House 

This building was built in 1870 west of the Granary on east side of Foltz Street, and may 
have housed a steam engine used to supply power to various machines in the nearby 
buildings, such as the Threshing Barn or the Tannery, which was recorded as powered by a 
steam engine in the 1880 non-population census schedule (Figure 1.125). The building is 
visible in the ca. 1888 photograph taken from the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.115). Schultz states 
the building held a “steam turbine” that provided power to the Granary, the Tannery, and the 
Cabinet Shop (Schultz 1978:32), although likely it actually supplied power to the Threshing 
Barn instead of the Granary, as Schultz confuses the functions of those two buildings. 
Schultz may be misinterpreting the type of machinery that was located in this area, as he 
states a possible underground race or channel fed water to the engine house from Goose Run, 
leading between the Tannery and Threshing Barn, and between the Engine House and 
Granary before returning to Goose Run at First Street. Schultz says this race was to power 
the turbine, but it would actually be used to supply water for the boiler to the steam engine, if 
that is in fact what was in this building. Conversely, perhaps the building did have a turbine 
fed by a small mill race, which for some reason was referred to as an engine. Exactly how 
power was transmitted to the various buildings, many of which were located over 100 feet 
away from the Engine House, is not recorded; no obvious belt drives or drive shafts are 
visible in the 1888 photograph. 

Filly Barn 

The Filly (or Fillies) Barn was located near the other horse barns on the east side of Zoar 
Village. Schultz places it as a small barn attached to the north side of the larger Horse Barn, 
with its long axis parallel to East Street (Figure 1.125). This arrangement matches the 1898 
dissolution map, which shows a similar construction attached to the Horse Barn. The Filly 
Barn postdates 1840, as it is an apparent later addition to the Horse Barn which was built in 
that year, and was demolished sometime between 1898 and 1923, as it is not present on the 
aerial photograph from that year. 

Fruit Dryers 

These buildings were small sheds with a central stove, and small drawers into which fruit 
was placed for drying fruits. Schultz cites Helen Burkhart as stating there was one per 
neighborhood in Zoar Village, which likely means one shed in the center of each block. 
Schultz thinks these sheds started going up around the time the fruit orchards matured and 
started producing fruit in the mid-1830s (Schultz 1978:27). One such dryer appears along 
Second Street in an 1888 photograph (Fernandez 2003:29; Figure 1.124, Figure 1.115), and 
they would sometimes catch on fire (Zoar Fire Company 1845–1897). 
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Goose Shed 

The Society kept their goose flock in a specially designated area located south of Second 
Street, just east of Goose Run. A small shed and a pond (really just an area where Goose Run 
was wider than elsewhere) for the geese were here, and they were pastured in the field to the 
east (Schultz 1978:40; Figure 1.125). Gordon notes that the geese nested outside, in small 
piles of hay scattered along the fence line that led up the hill to the Sheep Farm (personal 
communication 2013). The location of the pond in relation to the Goose Shed is not known. 

Granary 

The Granary was built in 1837 at the corner of Second and Foltz Streets, and also served as 
the location for rope and twine making (Law 1942:204; Figure 1.125). This massive structure 
included tall additions on its northeast side that were likely built to enhance grain storage 
capacity, and was one of the last large agricultural buildings demolished at Zoar Village 
(Figure 1.115, Figure 1.131).  

Honey Bee House 

The Separatists used a small frame structure, approximately 20 by 30 feet, for breeding 
honey bees, possibly located between Park and Main Streets (Figure 1.124), and south of the 
Apple House (Mohrhart 1981). A structure is depicted in this location on the 1898 
dissolution map, which could be the Honey Bee House. 

Horse Barn 

This large barn was built in 1840 on east side of town, as part of a concentration of livestock 
and agricultural buildings (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.132). The building measured 40 by 80 feet. 
The stalls were arranged in pairs, with a space between each set of stalls to house two 
wagons or buggies. This building was demolished sometime between 1898 and 1923, as it is 
not present on the aerial photograph from that year but does appear on the 1898 dissolution 
map. 

Horse Hospital 

COE# HDC53 

The Horse Hospital was described as a “little red structure” located across East Street from 
the Horse Barn (Schultz 1978:41; Figure 1.125). The building measured 20 by 25 feet and 
was probably built the 1840s along with the rest of the horse barns. A stone foundation was 
discovered in 2012 that may represent this structure (Figure 1.133; see Table 2.8, Figure 
2.19) The building is not shown on the 1898 dissolution map, indicating that perhaps it had 
been demolished. The 1923 aerial photograph does show a shed in this location that appears 
to have been built on the older foundation of the horse hospital (Figure 1.131). 

Kettle House 

COE # 5850c 

A small outbuilding near the Second Cow Barn was known as the Kettle House, where water 
was heated for milk pail cleaning after daily milking (Figure 1.124). Schultz based the 
location and function of this building on a recollection by Burkhart, who was one of the 
Society’s milk maids as a young girl. Therefore, the building likely dated to the 1880s or 
earlier (Schultz 1978:48). The 1898 dissolution map shows a small building across Second 
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Street from the Cow Barn, and a small stone and brick foundation adjacent to a small well in 
the yard of House No. 31 is likely this structure (Figure 1.134; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.20). 
The building does not appear in any nineteenth century photographs, but is possibly present 
in a ca. 1930s aerial photograph (Figure 1.264). 

Oil Mill 

The oil mill was where the society processed flax seed into linseed oil. Schultz (1978) plotted 
it as on the west side of Goose Run and north of Second Street (Figure 1.125), but otherwise 
noted that no real information about this mill building or its location was available. 

Oxen Barn 

The Society housed their oxen teams in a barn on the west end of Fourth Street, south of the 
Brewery (Figure 1.123). Likely present by 1840s, the barn was still in existence at the time of 
the dissolution (Schultz 1978:42), but was gone by 1934. The Zoar Levee was constructed 
atop the location of this barn. 

Pig Farm 

Probably due to the Society’s prohibition on pork, the first documented pig farm operated by 
the Society dates to ca. 1890, and was probably located around Wolf Run on the west side of 
the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.47). The farm was established to provide pork for hotel 
guests (Schultz 1978:36). However, pigs were kept by the Society before the 1890s, as they 
appear on tallies of livestock in small numbers in the 1850s and 1870s; and the 1880 Federal 
non-census schedule notes 60 pigs were slaughtered, with over 15,000 pounds of pork 
products salted. 

Sheep Barns 

Two frame barns were constructed on a rise at the east end of town to shelter the Society’s 
sheep herd, one with an east-west long axis and another with a north-south long axis (Figure 
1.126). These barns were probably built around 1830 (Schultz 1978:43), and are often seen in 
the background of historical photographs due their location on a hillside overlooking the 
village (Figure 1.115, Figure 1.127, Figure 1.132). One of these barns still exists (see COE # 
5870c in Table 2.8, Figure 1.135, Figure 2.19); the other was dismantled and moved to a 
farm owned by Sebastian Burkhart southwest of Zoar Village on the Dover-Zoar Road in 
1899 (Iron Valley Reporter 1899). 

First Slaughter House 

The first slaughter house was in the southwest corner of the village (Figure 1.122), but was 
relocated northwest of the brewery (Nixon 1933:71). No dates of construction were recorded 
for either slaughter house, but Schultz speculates the first slaughter house predates 1840 
(Schultz 1978:44). 
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Second Slaughter House 

COE # HDC 7 

This later slaughterhouse was a small frame structure with a stone foundation located 
northwest of the Zoar Brewery (see Table 2.8, Figure 1.123, Figure 1.136, Figure 2.18), and 
was documented on the 1898 dissolution map. However, the structure was gone by the time a 
conceptual map of Zoar Village showing the placement of the levee in relation to standing 
structures was produced in 1935. Only a remnant of the building foundation remains today 
(Figure 1.137). 

Storage Barn 

COE # 5906 

This barn was located on the northwest corner of Fifth and Park Streets (Figure 1.123). This 
barn burnt down in 1950, and a new storage building has been built on its foundation (Figure 
1.138, see Table 2.8, Figure 2.18). A portion of the original foundation remains on the east 
side. Scott Gordon (the current owner of the building) states there is a large underground 
cistern on the north side of the building (personal communication, 2013). Schultz states that 
general storage barns may have been built as needed in various locations, such as this one 
(Schultz 1978:45). Additionally, these barns may have also been destroyed frequently by fire: 
an item in the Huron Reflector on September 28, 1830, for instance, records the destruction 
by fire of a 225-foot long barn filled with 350 tons of hay at Zoar Village. The loss to the 
society was estimated at $5000.00 (Huron Reflector 1830). 

Straw Barn 

This building, used to store feed for the horses, was located behind the horse barn on a small 
knoll (Figure 1.125). The barn measured 100 feet long and 40 feet wide, and was two stories 
tall (Schultz 1978:44). As with the other horse barns, the structure was probably built in the 
1840s and was demolished sometime before 1923. 

Threshing Barn 

The Threshing Barn was built in 1821 on the south side of Third Street, east of Foltz Street 
(Figure 1.125). The building was approximately 70 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 40 feet tall 
(Figure 1.139). As the name implies, wheat was processed in this barn, often by farm hands 
wielding hand flails, even after two threshing machines were installed in the late nineteenth 
century. 

Wheat Storage Barn 

COE # HDC 2 

The Wheat Storage Barn was a large two-story building built at the east end of Third Street 
(Figure 1.125, Figure 1.128, Figure 1.140; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.19). The barn was 
probably where harvested grain was first stored before processing in the Threshing Barn. The 
building likely dates to the 1840s (Schultz 1978:46), and was demolished around 1935 when 
the Zoar Diversion Dam was being constructed. Archeological investigations of the building 
foundation indicate that it was converted to a livestock barn at some point in the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth century, with the addition of a concrete trough and flooring 
(Frye and Dobson-Brown 1992). The building was standing up to about 1934 (Figure 1.141), 
but was probably demolished around the same time the nearby Zoar Diversion Dam was 
constructed. 
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Separatist-era Barn 

COE # 5866 

A barn built by the Separatists was located south of Second Street, west of the Sheep Farm 
complex (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.141). This barn was standing up to about 1950, when it was 
burned to the ground in a fire (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). A storage 
building was built on the same location; it is uncertain if any remnants of the Separatist 
building were incorporated into the structure (Figure 1.142; see Table 2.22, Figure 2.36). 
Closer examination of the building and its construction details may reveal the presence of 
Separatist elements, such as foundation stones, but no such details were identifiable in the 
view of the building from public access. 

Storage Sheds 

COE # HDC54 and HDC55 

A cluster of at least three storage sheds were located between the Horse Hospital and the 
Wheat Storage Barn, as documented in Figure 1.61 and Figure 1.141. Stone foundation 
remnants for two of these three buildings were found during fieldwork in 2012 (Figure 1.125, 
Figure 1.143, Figure 1.144; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.19). The exact function and age of these 
sheds is unknown, but likely date to the Separatist period due to the use of cut stone, and 
existed up to the 1930s. The small shed visible in Figure 1.128 (HDC54) obviously was built 
before 1892, when the photograph was taken. The structures probably served to store small 
items such as hand tools. 

Agricultural outliers 

Besides their own agricultural operations centered on Zoar Village, the Separatists also 
leased parts of their landholdings to tenant farmers. Suspected locations of some of these 
tenant farms were identified by comparing outlying farms within Separatist landholdings on 
the 1875 atlas pages for Fairfield, Lawrence, and Sandy townships (Figure 1.32, Figure 1.33, 
Figure 1.34) with current aerial and topographic maps. The locations thus identified are 
presented in Figure 1.47. Field inspection of these locations from public right-of-ways was 
performed in 2012. Eleven locations did not appear to contain any Separatist-era standing 
structures. Only one standing structure could be confirmed as dating to the Separatist period, 
a barn at 9872 Towpath Road (COE# HDC58; Figure 1.145, Figure 2.29). This barn bears 
the date 1891 on a cornerstone. South of this barn at 9842 Towpath Road is another farm 
complex that may correlate to the Separatist pig farm from the 1890s, based on its location 
on Wolf Run (Schultz 1978; Figure 1.146). Two other locations had structures that could date 
to the nineteenth century, but close visual inspection of these three locations was not possible 
during fieldwork, and in-depth property records search was judged to be unlikely to return 
useful information from the Separatist period on these properties. Archeological testing may 
in fact be the best way to determine if these farms were occupied during the Separatist 
period; any location with nineteenth century artifacts would very likely represent a tenant 
farm. 

Industry and Manufacturing 

The Society of Separatists owned numerous manufacturing and milling operations, including 
four different gristmills, two sawmills, a woolen factory, and two blast furnaces. Small shop 
enterprises were located within the town proper, such as the wagon shop, blacksmith shop, 
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cooperage, and cabinet shop. Larger-scale industrial buildings were built on the outskirts of 
the town, including the mills, woolen mill, machine shop, tile factory, and the pottery. A 
major factor in the decline of Separatist industries, according to Dobbs, was an inability of 
relatively static industries to compete with ever-adapting and improving contemporary 
industries in the region (Dobbs 1947:72–73). Dobbs states that Separatist stoves, once in 
demand, could not compete with newer, lighter models introduced in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and the Society was unwilling to alter their designs in spite of swiftly 
declining sales. Economies of scale meant that it increasingly became cheaper to seek outside 
sources for material and products than to continue internal production of several 
commodities, such as linen and leather. 

The locations of Separatist buildings and structures related to the industry and manufacturing 
context are depicted in Figure 1.147, Figure 1.148, Figure 1.149, Figure 1.150, and Figure 
1.151. Sources of information used to place these structures include Nixon 1933, Morhart 
1981, Schultz 1978, Law 1942, Evert 1875, Fernandez 2003, the 1935 Zoar Levee as-built 
plans, and personal communications with Chuck Knack in 2012. 

Milling 

The Separatists took advantage of waterpower early on, and built a number of grist and 
sawmills near the village. The miller’s house (House No. 25; Figure 1.60, see COE# TH32 in 
Table 2.4) was built in 1828 on the hill across from the industrial area. Millers were initially 
hired from outside the Society, but in later years the mills were run by Separatists, including 
Levi Bimeler in the 1860s and his son Peter Bimeler up to the dissolution of the Society in 
1898. Nixon (1933:128) mentions a grist mill located outside of present-day Zoarville on 
Conotton Creek was also operated by the Society, but was traded for a parcel of land in Iowa 
in the 1870s; this mill likely corresponds to a grist and sawmill on the 1875 Sandy Township 
atlas, just outside the Society’s landholdings around the contemporary village of Fairfield 
(later Zoar Station). The current location roughly corresponds to a location of a modern 
railroad trestle, on the northwest bank of Conotton Creek (Figure 1.148). The location was 
visited during fieldwork in June 2012, but access was not possible and thick undergrowth 
restricted visual inspection to determine if standing ruins were present. 

Mill Race 

COE # HDC 11 

The water for the mills came from a head race that led from the dam at the river to the 
northwest and through a guard lock (Figure 1.147, Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22, Figure 2.23; 
see Table 2.10). The Separatists likely converted part of the pre-existing Goose Run channel 
into part of the mill race south of the village. The mill race still exists, with remnants of stone 
retaining walls in places (Figure 1.152, Figure 1.153), although Chuck Knaack remembered 
that a local property owner attempted to improve drainage by altering the mill race with a 
backhoe; the extent of this disturbance is unknown (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 
2012). A separate head race for the Custom Mill was probably excavated sometime in the 
mid- to late nineteenth century, and was filled in at some point after 1958, as it is still visible 
in the aerial photograph for that year (Figure 1.154). 
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Zoar Dam 

COE # HDC 15 

The Zoar Dam was originally constructed across the Tuscarawas River in the early 1820s to 
provide a slackwater reservoir to feed the mill race (Figure 1.148, Figure 1.155, Figure 2.22; 
see Table 2.10). Law (1942) described the Zoar Dam as wooden, which implies it was a 
timber crib dam, likely filled with stones in the cribbing and a plank face. Woods (1992) 
notes a new dam was constructed in 1878 replacing the original rip-rap dam, raising the 
breast of water to five feet high. Visual inspection of the dam in 2012 confirmed a timber 
crib construction with a plank face (Figure 1.156, Figure 1.157). The dam was covered with 
concrete in 1908 by the State of Ohio as part of a program of canal improvements at the time, 
and added a new concrete section known as the New State Dam that tied into the Wheeling & 
Lake Erie Railroad abutment; this development is discussed in more detail on page 1.173 in 
this volume. 

Mill Race Guard Lock 

COE # HDC 10 

Woods (1992) states that the mill race guard lock on the eastern side of the river is the oldest 
unaltered example of stone canal lock design in Ohio (Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22; see Table 
2.10). The guard lock was built in 1830, initially to allow canal boats to traverse the mill race 
to the mills south of Zoar Village (Figure 1.35). This practice likely ceased around the time 
the Canal Mill was constructed in 1837, as the Canal Mill was intended to serve non-
Separatist customers. This guard lock was still used to regulate the flow of water through the 
mill race, however. A wooden gate was installed in the guard lock in 1878, along with four 
cast-iron wicket gates (also known as paddle valves) to control the amount of water flowing 
into the mill race. Visual inspection of the mill race guard lock in 2012 found that the wicket 
gates are still in place at the base of the former wooden gate location. 

With drought conditions occurring in 1992, Woods and his associates in the Canal Society of 
Ohio obtained permission from the Tuscarawas County Commissioners, the owners of the 
property, to clean out the guard lock and record its dimensions. Fieldwork took place on 
November 29 and December 1 and 7 of 1992. A large amount of modern trash and debris 
was removed from the lock chamber, although a number of heavy pieces of refuse are still in 
the bottom of the lock. Brush and saplings were also removed from the lock. 

After taking measurements, Woods noted that the lock seems to show evidence of two 
different construction episodes. The initial construction included the two gate support 
structures and a lock chamber constructed with rip-rap siding covering earthen embankments. 
Later, cut stone facing replaced the rip-rap between the gate structures. The guard lock 
measures 19 feet wide at the northern end and 18 feet wide at the southern end. Woods notes 
the feeder lock across the river only measures 14 feet wide, which is a foot narrower than the 
standard lock width of 15 feet. The interior dimensions are somewhat skewed off-center due 
to differing thicknesses in the courses of stone in the east and west walls. The lock chamber 
is 73 feet long, and the total length of the guard lock is 103.5 feet. 

First Grist Mill and Sawmill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop 

The first grist mill was built in 1821 in the industrial core area at the southern end of the 
village, with one run of stones. This mill was converted into a dwelling for the Kappels, who 
ran the woolen mill, and then later into the Second Planing Mill/Machine Shop (Steve Shonk, 
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personal communication, 2013; Figure 1.150; Figure 1.158). The mill was powered through a 
single waterwheel, which also supplied power for carding machines and a sawmill (Law 
1942:68). Before this mill was built, the Separatists had to transport their grain and timber to 
the nearest mill, located to the northeast at Sandyville. The mill likely ceased processing 
grain after the Custom Mill was erected in 1847 (see page 1.116 and Table 2.10), and was 
converted to a residence, House No. 26. Presumably the sawmill portion of the building was 
replaced about the same time by the sawmill on the Tuscarawas River, itself replaced in 1878 
by the sawmill which is still present as a ruin. 

The Separatists converted House No. 26 into a second planing mill in 1880, probably to meet 
increased local demand for lumber and wood products during the later years of the nineteenth 
century. The Second Planing Mill was powered by a five-and-a-half-foot diameter turbine 
producing 14 horsepower at 50 revolutions per minute, and was set at a five-foot-tall fall of 
water. Near the Planing Mill was the Lumber Dry House, built around the same period. Used 
for curing green lumber, this building had a large oven in it that heated entire building. The 
building burnt in the late 1890s, according to Schultz (1978:15). A small one-story building 
between the Second Planing Mill and the Woolen Mill was likely a storage building 
associated with the Planing Mill (Figure 1.179). 

The machine shop may have originally been a component of the Zoar Foundry until its 
destruction by fire in 1887, at which point it likely moved into a new wing of the Second 
Planing Mill (Figure 1.150); alternatively, the machine shop may have only operated as a 
wing of the Second Planing Mill, if the Zoar Foundry was simply in a state of abandonment 
in the 1880s. The machine shop contained a grinder, a drill press, two lathes, and a shaper, all 
powered by a Parker reaction waterwheel. The water turbines used in the Society’s mills 
were built in the Machine Shop according to a design by machinist Benjamin Ruof, likely 
inspired through examination of other turbine designs widely circulated in milling literature 
in the mid- to late nineteenth century (McArtor 1939:70). At least five turbines were 
produced using Ruof’s design. It seems probable that the Parker waterwheels were also built 
by Ruof. 

A well that was located off the northeast corner of the front porch added to the building when 
it was converted to a residence was located during a field visit to the site in March 2013, and 
is the only in situ remnant of the building still visible on the surface, although there are loose 
foundation stones in the general location that likely came from this building (Figure 1.159, 
Figure 1.160). 

Canal Mill 

COE # HDC 14 

The Canal Mill was built in 1837, and was a massive structure standing five and a half stories 
tall that spanned the Ohio & Erie Canal (Figure 1.148, Figure 1.161, Figure 1.162, Figure 
1.163, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). Canal boats could dock directly under the mill for easy 
loading (Figure 1.164). However, this feature was probably the only innovative part of the 
mill, as Nixon noted that the mill machinery was considered out of date at the time of 
installation, and the 6.5-foot wide turbine providing power to the mill tended to freeze in the 
winter, possibly due to its relatively slow rotation of 30 revolutions per minute (Nixon 
1933:128; U.S. Bureau of Census 1880 Non-population Schedules). The grinding floor was 
on the east side of the canal and storage across the canal on the west bank, with a capacity of 
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15,000 barrels. The mill apparently was ill-designed and unable to operate in an efficient 
manner. Still, the Society kept this mill active up to about 1880, as it is listed in the Federal 
non-population census schedule for that year. Interestingly, the mill only operated for three 
months in 1880, supporting a downturn in its usefulness to the Separatists. Immediately after 
the dissolution, former trustee Louis Zimmerman offered it up for any concern that would put 
it to use, and suggested it could be a canning factory or a bicycle manufacturer; there were 
apparently no takers (Massillon Independent 1899). Part of the mill was sold to C. E Holden 
after the dissolution, who dismantled part of the structure for the lumber (Figure 1.165). The 
mill was torn down in 1921 (Pinedale Roundup 1921, Anonymous 1921), right before the 
construction of a state fish hatchery in this same location on the canal. Most of the 
foundation stones for the mill were removed in 1933 and used to lay the foundation for a new 
brewery on the east side of Zoar Village, which was never actually completed (Massillon 

Evening Independent 1933). Today, a single stone pillar and portions of the eastern and 
western foundations are all that can be seen of this mill (Figure 1.166, Figure 1.167, Figure 
1.168, Figure 1.169). 

Canal Mill Race 

COE# HDC59 

The Canal Mill was powered by a mill race that ran parallel to the east side of the canal 
(Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10), and was fed by the Feeder Canal Guard Lock 
(COE# HDC17). The mill race is visible today as a shallow ditch (Figure 1.168).  

Custom Mill 

COE # HDC 4 

The third grist mill at Zoar Village, built in 1847 south of the woolen mill, was known as the 
Custom Mill, reflecting its intended purpose for producing custom orders for flour and other 
grain products (Figure 1.150, Figure 2.23; see Table 2.10). The Custom Mill was three 
stories tall and spanned the mill race (Figure 1.170, Figure 1.171, Figure 1.172). The mill 
was originally powered by a waterwheel, which was replaced in 1870 by a 3.5 foot wide 
turbine that produced 30 horsepower at 60 rotations a minute, designed and built by 
Benjamin Ruof, the Separatist in charge of the Machine Shop. The mill operated four runs of 
imported French Buhr millstones, with each run capable of grinding wheat at a rate of four 
bushels an hour (McArtor 1939:36). In 1877, the mill was converted to a roller mill, greatly 
increasing the efficiency of the mill. Shortly after the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad was 
built to the east of the mill, a short railroad spur was installed leading to the mill. The Custom 
Mill operated until ca. 1940, when it was relocated to Zoarville by the grandsons of Charles 
Ehlers. Ehlers’ grandsons converted the mill to a general store, bearing Ehlers’s name. Ehlers 
operated the Society’s general store in Zoar Station in the nineteenth century. The mill 
building currently houses a flooring business (Figure 1.173). Several foundation remnants 
still exist at the original location of the Custom Mill (Figure 1.174, Figure 1.175, Figure 
1.176). 

Cloth Production 

Weaving on a large scale occurred early in the history of Zoar Village. Woolen yarn was a 
key product for the Separatists. Wool from the Society’s sheep was mainly intended for 
processing in the Woolen Mill, although a small quantity was occasionally offered for sale 
(Nixon 1933:131). The placement of two carding machines as components of the first mill 
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building shows that wool was considered as important as grain and milled lumber for 
supplying the needs of the Society. Linen was another cloth product of the Society. Flax used 
in linen production was grown by the Society. Flax processing was performed by the women, 
who spun it into thread at home and brought it to the weaving house (House No.36) for 
production into linen cloth on two hand looms. As early as 1837, the Society’s linen 
production was sold for profit. 

The Society also attempted silk production to add to their catalog of cloth products. Silk 
manufacture was started in 1850 with the assistance of a Harmony Society member named 
Katherina (last name unrecorded), and House No. 15 on the eastern side of the village was 
converted into a silk factory around 1850 (Nixon 1933:134; Figure 1.56). This enterprise was 
apparently unsuccessful, as no further mention of the silk industry past the early 1850s has 
been found in Society documents. Apparently, silk production was planned early in the 
history of the Society, as two groves of mulberry trees were started in 1830s for silk 
production, with one behind the tin shop and other north of the silk factory on the Spring Lot 
(Schultz 1978:16; Figure 1.15). The silk factory likely was planned then as well, but could 
not be put into operation until the mulberry trees were mature enough to support silkworms.  

Woolen Mill 

COE # HDC 3 

The Woolen Mill was built in 1830 along the mill race south of town (Figure 1.150, Figure 
2.23; see Table 2.10). The building measured 36 by 84 feet and was three full stories with a 
small attic, a large cut stone block foundation, and a slate roof (Kappel 1899). The mill was 
powered by a 5.5-foot diameter turbine producing 24 horsepower at 80 revolutions per 
minute, and was set at a 5-foot-tall fall of water. By 1853, the woolen mill was fully 
equipped with numerous machines for processing raw wool into usable cloth run by water 
power (Figure 1.177). An attendant dye house was put up north of the Woolen Mill, 
measuring 30 by 37 feet with an addition for a boiler room (Figure 1.178, Figure 1.179, 
Figure 1.180, Figure 1.181). The dye house includes a large boiler, five dying boxes, a large 
copper kettle, and “other necessary apparatuses” (Kappel 1899). The 1850 Federal non-
population census schedule recorded 240 spindles but otherwise did not go into detail about 
the workings of the mill (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1850). According 
to the 1870 Federal non-population census schedule, the Woolen Mill included eight looms, 
one twister, two fulling machines, two carding machines, two spinners, two broad looms, and 
250 spindles (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1870). The workforce at the 
woolen mill in the latter half of the nineteenth century was between six and ten people, with 
two women present in 1850 and a person under 16 years of age present in 1880 (U.S. Bureau 
of Census Non-population Schedule 1850, 1880). 

Separatist blankets were a popular product of the Woolen Mill. The favored color used in the 
dye house for woolen products was known as “Zoar Blue” and was produced from woad 
plants grown by the Separatists. Separatist woad was another agricultural product that was 
sold to exterior markets. Outside demand stripped production capacity at the woolen mill 
during the Civil War, such that customer orders had to be turned down, but afterwards 
demand for Separatist woolen goods dropped, as cheaper products were available elsewhere. 
A long, narrow one-story shed north of the Woolen Mill may have been a storage building 
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associated with the wool production process (seen in the foreground of Figure 1.98 and 
mapped on Figure 1.150). 

In a letter to S. Burd of Massillon, apparently a reply to an inquiry about selling the Woolen 
Mill, Kappel (1899) listed the machinery installed in the mill: one whisking machine, one 
fulling machine, two napping machines, one 110-inch loom, one 36-inch flannel loom, one 
42-inch loom, one 10-inch loom, one twisting machine with 40 spindles, one mule spinner 
with 280 spindles, three 40-inch carding machines, and other machines “too numerous to 
mention but which are still very necessary to operate the mill.” The Woolen Mill and its dye 
house survived into the 1930s (Figure 1.61), first converted to broom manufacturing and then 
as the Zoar Battery Company (Morhart 1981), and were torn down at some point soon after 
the Zoar Levee was constructed; McArtor refers to it as still in existence in 1939, south of the 
Zoar Levee (McArtor 1939:49). A portion of the stone foundation is still visible along the 
mill race (Figure 1.182). 

Heckle House 

The Heckle House was built in the 1830s at the southwest corner of where Second Street 
passed over the original channel of Goose Run (Figure 1.149, Schultz 1978:24),and a 
photograph showing the Separatist dairy herd likely includes this building (Figure 1.183). 
Flax was heckled in this building as part of linen manufacturing (Schultz 1978:24), and 
Schultz also notes the Wash and Candle House was attached to the west side of the Heckle 
House; the building in Figure 1.183 seems to match this description. The exact date that this 
building was torn down is uncertain; it does not appear on the 1898 plan of Zoar Village that 
depicted building locations, but there is a building visible in the 1923 aerial photograph in the 
location where Schultz places the Heckle House (Figure 1.131). Scott Gordon believes that 
the Wash House/Heckle House buildings were in fact still standing at this time (Scott 
Gordon, personal communication, 2013). 

Silk Worm Shed 

Giving a date of ca. 1837 for the building, Schultz notes this as an “old log cabin at the rear 
of the School Teacher’s residence (House No. 7)” (Schultz 1978:26; Figure 1.56). His date 
for the building most likely refers to the first mention of silk production in society records, 
but if the building was a log cabin, it likely originally dates to the 1820s or even to ca. 1817 
and the society’s founding. The building no longer exists. 

Wash and Candle House 

This building was built in the 1830s west of the Heckle House, south of Second Street and 
east of Foltz Street, according to Schultz (1978:24; Figure 1.149, Figure 1.183). The building 
originally served for flax washing. Wax candles were also made here. This building was torn 
down in 1916, according to Law (1942: 207); but he is mistaken about the date, as it is 
present in the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131); the location is obscured by large trees 
in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.265). 

Leather Production 

Leather production at Zoar Village originally focused on providing for the needs of the 
community, but evolved into a profitable industry that could supply goods for sale in regional 
markets or by specific contract.  For example, the 1866 annual report of the Directors of the 
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Tuscarawas County Infirmary includes an entry for eight cow hides that were taken to Zoar 
Village to be tanned, and returned to the Infirmary to be worked (Ohio Democrat 1866). The 
leather working process consists of two major activities: tanning, which is preparing the raw 
hides and skins in soak pits to soften the leather, and currying, which finishes the tanned 
leather into a usable raw material for leatherworking. 

The Tannery 

The Tannery complex was built ca. 1825, parallel to the course of Goose Run and east of the 
Granary (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.184). The Tannery was a two and a half story frame building 
with a central chimney, and had two large pits for hide soaking. There were two other 
buildings considered part of the Tannery complex: the Drying Shed, southeast of the 
Tannery, and the Bark Shed, located at the northeast end of the Granary (Figure 1.112, 
Figure 1.125). The Drying Shed may be where the currying process of leather production 
took place. The Bark Shed was where bark used in the soaking process was likely stored, and 
may have also housed a boiler used at the complex, with a large brick stack. Leather working 
is recorded in the industrial schedules of the 1850, 1870, and 1880 federal census records. 
The 1850 schedule notes the Tannery had $1,500.00 in capital investment value and four men 
worked at the complex (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1850). The 1870 
and 1880 schedules separate tanning and currying to some degree, and indicate that the two 
activities took place in separate buildings (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 
1870, 1880). The 1870 schedule is the most informative, noting tanning operations took place 
in a building with a $3,000.00 capital value, while the currying was located in a building with 
a $2,000.00 capital value. The Tannery complex was powered by a 7-horsepower steam 
engine, and a total of four people were employed at the complex. The 1880 non-population 
schedule presents much the same information, although the steam engine was recorded as 
producing 12 horsepower, and the record indicates the Tannery operated throughout the year. 

The Tannery probably ceased operation in the 1890s (Schwarz 1978:8). The building was 
still standing in 1913 when Helen Bair produced a sketch of the Tannery (Figure 1.184), but 
was removed by the time of the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131). 

Ceramic Products 

The Separatists operated a tile plant and pottery in what became known as the Hafnersthäle 

(literally, the “little valley of the potter”), located in the small valley south of the village, east 
of the mill race, and north of House No. 25 (Figure 1.150). Nixon does not go into detail 
about the operation of the pottery, which he describes as “short-lived” but notes the quality of 
the surviving pieces (Nixon 1933:135). Clay for tiles, bricks, and pottery was obtained from 
clay banks in the hills across the river from Zoar Village, probably near the location of the 
brick plant (Figure 1.151). The particular clay exploited is Lower Kittanning clay, and occurs 
in a narrow band 18 miles long and three miles wide. This clay is the type first uncovered by 
the Separatists and later exploited at the Corundite Refractories Imperial Plant across from 
Zoar Village (Bognar 1931; Figure 1.152). Nixon states that bricks were not produced in 
dedicated kilns but in temporary ones as the need arose, and a brickmaker was contracted to 
come and produce the bricks. The use of temporary kilns suggests that brick clamps were 
used at Zoar Village. In addition to building brick, a special keystone-shaped paving brick 
was produced by the Separatists. The cellar in House No. 1 was paved using this type of 
brick.  
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Brickworks 

Early on in the Society, bricks were originally made by hand and burned in clamps, on an as-
needed basis. The locations of these early brick clamps are unrecorded, although it is possible 
that bricks were also made at the tile works (Figure 1.147). An 1837 magazine article noted 
that brick kilns were located outside of the village, and that a brick machine was in use 
(Penny Magazine 1837:411). Brickmaking had ceased in the 1850s, but only temporarily. In 
the last years of the Society, the trustees attempted to make use of the clay deposits to 
increase revenue. By 1875, the Separatists had apparently acquired a brick press, and were 
selling bricks to neighboring farmers (McArtor 1939:80); however, the Separatists were not 
noted as having a brickworks in the 1880 census (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population 
Schedule 1880). In 1889, a pit to obtain fire clay was excavated in the woods across the river 
from Zoar Village, and Gunn reported that the Separatists were operating a brick plant on the 
road from Zoar Village to Bolivar (Gunn 1902:16). The brick plant eventually became the 
Zoar Fire Brick Company, then the Imperial Fire Brick Company, and finally the Corundite 
Refractories Imperial Plant (Figure 1.151, Figure 1.154). By the time of McArtor’s thesis, the 
brick plant was the only industry established by the Society still in operation (McArtor 
1939:81).  

Tile Works 

Roof tiles and drain pipes were produced in the Society’s tile works, located south of the 
blacksmith shop (and currently under the levee; Figure 1.147). The tile works ceased 
operations sometime before the Civil War (McArtor 1939:82). The tile works may also have 
operated in conjunction with an early brick clamp. 

The Zoar Pottery 

The Zoar Pottery was in operation as early as 1834. The former miller, Peter Bimeler, 
recounted to McArtor that he remembered the ruins of the pottery kiln when he was a boy. 
The kiln was a beehive kiln, ten feet tall and eight feet wide. As Bimeler would have been 
quite old in the 1930s, the pottery must have been abandoned by the 1850s (McArtor 
1939:78). The exact location of the pottery is unknown, but was somewhere close to House 
No. 25 (Figure 1.150), as documentary research indicates that part of the house served as a 
pottery warehouse (New Yorker 1841) and kiln furniture was recovered from the yard in a 
2007 archeological investigation (Linda Whitman, personal communication, 2012). 

The potter’s name remains unknown, but according to Adamson (2007), he worked in the 
German tradition and likely was a master potter. He made a wide variety of wares and used 
several different glaze types (manganese, lead, and slip decoration). The pottery produced 
various kitchenwares, such as jugs, jars, plates, and crocks, and also other items including 
chamber pots, hot water bottles, and lamps. After the Zoar Pottery ceased operations, a 
stoneware potter in Portage County, Solomon Purdy, acquired Zoar pottery stamps and 
supplied stoneware marked “Zoar” to the society. Purdy may have been contracted to work 
with the Zoar Pottery prior to his acquisition of the stamps, as Ramsey (1975:405) suggests 
that he was working at Zoar Village in the 1830s. However, census data places Purdy in 
Springfield Township in what was then part of Portage County in 1830 and 1840 (U.S. 
Bureau of Census 1830, 1840 for Portage County). According to Treichler (2013), Purdy first 
came to Putnam (near modern Zanesville) from Vermont in 1820, and moved to the 
Mogadore area around 1825 after the death of his wife, to assist his friends and fellow 
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potters, the Meads, at their works. Purdy opened up his own pottery at Mogadore in 1833 
(Akron Porcelain & Pottery 2008) and was in Atwater, Portage County, in 1840 (Ramsey 
1975). Purdy’s entry on the website Internet Antique Gazette claims he actually worked in 
Zoar Village ca. 1820 to ca. 1850, and moved to Atwater to work at his son Gordon Purdy’s 
pottery in 1850 (Internet Antique Gazette 2013); however, this information is at odds with 
the other sources cited on Purdy. 

Iron Production 

The Ohio & Erie Canal was the first major transportation improvement in the region, and 
spurred the growth of many industries along its route, including the iron industry. Blast 
furnaces were erected all up and down the canal route, including the Fairfield Furnace, built 
between 1828 and 1834 by the partnership of William Christmas, James Hazlett, and William 
Hogg, all from Canton, Ohio. The start-up of this furnace, originally called the Tuscarawas 
Steam Furnace and located just outside the southern extent of their land holdings, likely 
inspired the Separatists to begin their own iron production (Nixon 1933:137). McArtor notes 
that it seems possible that the Zoar Furnace was the second furnace operated by the Society, 
not the first. He cites Landis (1899) and Mitchener (1876) in supporting the purchase date of 
1831 for the Fairfield Furnace, as well as supporting a construction date of 1834 for the Zoar 
Furnace (McArtor 1939:63). No receipts associated with the furnaces are recorded past 1851. 
Ore shipments are recorded beginning in 1853 to the Massillon Iron Company, with return 
shipments of pig iron (Bimeler 1834–1843). 

Zoar Furnace 

In 1834, the Zoar Furnace was erected northwest of town, on the west side of the Tuscarawas 
River (Figure 1.151). A canal spur, located below Lock 8, was dug to connect the furnace to 
the Ohio & Erie Canal (Figure 1.42). Schultz (1978) interpreted this information to mean the 
furnace was located right on the canal; however, Chuck Knaack places the furnace 
somewhere well to the west of the canal. This general location makes sense, as the furnace 
would likely have been built next to a steep slope to allow easy charging of the stack with 
fuel and flux. In 2013, HDC staff using binoculars conducted a distant visual reconnaissance 
of the hillside where the furnace was suspected to be located from the public right-of-way. 
What appeared to be a concentration of large cut stones was visible near the base of the 
hillside, but the exact nature of this concentration would require on-site inspection to 
determine if it is related to the Zoar Furnace. A casting house would have been located at the 
base of the stack, and the Society’s cast iron products were made here before the Zoar 
Foundry was built in the 1850s south of the village. The blast was supplied through steam-
powered blowing engines. Apart from the furnace itself, the complex included a store, 
boarding houses, office, horse barn, warehouse, pattern shop, blacksmith shop, and a saw 
mill. In addition to the boarding houses, small houses were put up nearby for workers with 
families, and the furnace had its own farm with a team of oxen (Anonymous 1845). Nearly 
all the labor for the furnace was supplied by hiring experience outside ironworkers; for 
example, Michael Miller recorded expenses at the Fairfield Furnace in 1846 that included 
wages for 10 ironworkers (Nixon 1933:140). The 1850 Federal non-population census 
schedule for Lawrence Township includes an entry for this furnace, and notes a workforce of 
22 people with total monthly wages of $440.00. 
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The Zoar Furnace is not specifically recorded as in blast until 1843, when it was put into 
blast on September 15 and ran through March 9, 1844. Production records indicate that 
subsequent blasts occurred during three months in 1847, eight months in 1848, five months 
in 1849, four months in 1850, and two months in 1851 (Bimeler 1834–1843).The Zoar 
Furnace operated until about 1852, when iron made from local ore sources began to be 
outcompeted in the market by higher-quality iron from the Lake Superior iron ranges in 
Michigan. 

Fairfield Furnace 

In 1835, the Society purchased the Tuscarawas Steam Furnace from Christmas, Hazlett, and 
Hogg for $20,000, payable in annual installments. Landis (1899) believed that the society 
may have been operating the furnace as early as 1831, however. The Society did not acquire 
full title to the furnace and associated landholdings until 1845, which added 1,716 acres to 
the Society’s property (Nixon 1933:138; Figure 1.151). The location of the new acreage is 
not known, but was probably in the vicinity of the village of Fairfield. Nixon places the 
location of this furnace on the west bank of the Tuscarawas River, across from the 
confluence with Conotton Creek; however, Chuck Knaack states that the location is actually 
on the grounds of Camp Tuscazoar, on the east side of the river. The furnace was at base of a 
ridge, about a quarter mile from the canal (Chris Powell, personal communication, 2013). 
The original dimensions of the furnaces are not known; however, the stack at the Fairfield 
furnace was replaced in 1842. The replacement stack was 27 feet tall, 29 feet wide at the 
base, and narrowing down to 19 feet wide at the top of the furnace. The maximum interior 
width would have been eight feet. Plans for the replacement stack are on file at the Ohio 
Historical Society Library & Archives, and they indicate that the furnace was a typical, 
charcoal-fired furnace of the period (Anonymous 1843). Both of the Separatists’ furnaces 
were lined with ganister and fire brick. Bognar (1930) thought the Fairfield Furnace was 
probably used explicitly for shipping pig iron and castings to external markets on the canal, 
and that the distance from the furnace to Zoar Village was too far for internal consumption of 
its output. Like the Zoar Furnace, the Fairfield Furnace supplied blast through steam-
powered blowing engines and had its own complex of support buildings, including a store, 
office, livestock stables, storage sheds, and a 14-room bunkhouse. 

The slag pile for the Fairfield Furnace was about half-gone at time of Bognar’s article, and 
Bognar noted that it was being mined for road material (Bognar 1930:508). The slag pile 
contained charcoal, limestone flux, and remnants of poor-quality firebrick furnace lining and 
ganister (a fine-grained quartzite used in furnace linings). Above this furnace was a large, 
1/2-mile long trench from the iron mining on the ridge top. Iron ore occurs as nodules in this 
area, not as mineral veins, and is associated with the Upper Freeport Limestone of the 
Allegheny Formation. Records for the last ten years of the Fairfield Furnace show it was in 
blast in 1841 three times. No records of blasts appear for 1842. In 1843, the furnace was put 
into blast on September 16 and ran through March 2, 1844. The furnace ran for a total of 
seven months in 1847, six months in 1848, four months in 1849, and six months in 1851 
(Bimeler 1834–1843). 

Efforts to sell the furnace as a functional operation failed, and the Fairfield Furnace was 
salvaged for scrap iron in 1864, and its associated 424-acre land holdings sold for $16,000 
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(Nixon 1933:141). Bognar noted that the Fairfield furnace was completely destroyed by the 
time he started his investigation. 

Zoar Foundry 

The village operated an iron foundry after the furnaces closed for close to 25 years, 
purchasing pig iron from Massillon. The foundry located at the village was built ca. 1850 in 
the industrial area south of the main village (Figure 1.150; Law 1942:85), and casting 
operations were moved here from the Zoar Furnace after it shut down. Alexander Gunn 
cryptically noted the farm house at the foot of his garden was once a warehouse for castings, 
and Zoar Village had 16–20 molders making castings when the furnaces were active (Gunn 
1902:53). The building that Gunn refers to has not been identified, as the buildings to the 
south of his house were horse barns and not farm houses (see Figure 1.125 for the location of 
these barns), but it is possible that one of these barns was originally used for a castings 
warehouse. The stove business was eventually abandoned due to an inability to compete with 
new, more fuel-efficient stoves entering the market. The building burned in 1886 and was not 
replaced. The Machine Shop may have operated at the Zoar Foundry until about 1880, but 
this is speculation based on the knowledge the Machine Shop was recorded in the 1880 
Federal non-population census schedule, while the foundry is not included, indicating that 
casting operations had ceased by this point Additionally, if the Machine Shop was located in 
the same building as the foundry, then a source of motive power would have been required, 
such as a steam engine. 

Raw Materials 

Fuel for the furnaces was initially charcoal, supplemented after 1838 by coal. The raw 
material for iron production was supplied through contract with local farmers, who dug coal 
and iron ore on their lands, and from colliers who supplied charcoal. Iron ore was acquired 
through surface mining, in pits all over the hillsides. Dobbs records that horse-drawn teams 
were used in surface pit mining on the hillsides, stripping off the topsoil to expose nodules of 
iron ore (Dobbs 1947:48). No underground works were required to exploit the local ore 
bodies. The ore body exploited at the Zoar Furnace was in the Upper Mercer level in the 
shale between “No. 5 and 5a coals” (Bognar 1930:510). The ore used in the furnaces was 
known as “kidney ore” and had about 34 to 38 percent iron content. Although ore likely 
existed on Society lands, it appears that the furnaces depended largely on outside suppliers of 
local ore, as there are numerous day book entries for ore purchases. After the Lake Superior 
Iron Ranges began shipping ore and pig iron to Great Lakes ports in the 1850s and 1860s, the 
poorer quality Ohio ores faced serious competition in the market. This competition is cited 
by Nixon (1933:141) and Bognar (1930:512) as a factor in the failure of the Society to 
maintain a profitable iron industry. However, ore from the Society’s lands continued to be 
sold to a local furnace in Massillon until the early 1880s. Limestone for flux was readily 
available from the Society’s quarries. 

Products 

Pig iron from the furnaces was shipped to outside markets and also used to create cast iron 
objects in the Zoar Foundry, initially part of the operations at the Zoar Furnace. Everything 
from tea kettles to stoves was produced at the foundry (Figure 1.185). Cast iron products 
made in the Separatists’ foundry operations include stoves, cookware, ornamental ironwork, 
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architectural hardware, and plowshares. Wrought iron was not produced at Zoar Village, but 
purchased from outside sources for use in the blacksmith shop (McArtor 1939:69).  

The actual profitability of the Separatist’s furnace operations is unknown. However, Nixon 
correctly states that the overall financial impact of the furnaces, both for the Society and its 
neighbors, was positive. The furnaces supplied raw material for the production of needed 
goods for the society and for sale in outside markets. Nixon (1933:142) estimates that with 
both furnaces in operation, about 300 people were employed in some connection with 
Separatist iron production. Because the Society held a policy of partial payment for services 
in goods in place of straight cash, the market for Zoar Village’s products was sustained and 
grown. In addition, as with all of Zoar Village’s products, the primary goal was to provide 
for the community’s needs, and the iron industry at Zoar Village did produce nearly all of the 
Separatists’ cast iron tools and furnishings. 

Timber Products 

Extensive lumbering was carried out on the Society’s landholding. Much lumber was 
required to put up the many houses, shops, and agricultural buildings required by the Society, 
and any excess was sold at market. The society operated sawmills at two locations at Zoar 
Village, the first attached to the first grist mill and the second at the Separatist dam on the 
river. Both sawmills operated vertical saws. Besides permanent sawmill buildings, portable 
steam-powered sawmills operated at Zoar Village, although these may have been brought 
into the Society and operated by lumbermen who leased the rights to harvest timber on the 
Society’s landholdings, rather than by the Separatists themselves. Planing mills to process 
lumber into finished boards began operating in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

Sawmill and Power House 

COE # HDC 9 

In addition to the sawmill attached to the first grist mill building (discussed on page 1.114), 
the society built another sawmill in 1878 to the west of town along the Tuscarawas River at 
the location of the Society’s dam and guard lock for the mill race (Figure 1.145, Figure 
1.186, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). This mill may have replaced an earlier sawmill, as an 
item in the 1871 Tuscarawas County Commissioners reports refers to a grant to improve the 
road at Zoar Village from the bridge to the sawmill (Ohio Democrat 1871). The 1878 
sawmill was a one-story frame building with ramps on the north side that fed logs into the 
mill for sawing. A vertical saw blade, known as a muley saw, cut the lumber, and was 
powered by a 6-foot-diameter Parker reaction waterwheel producing 15 horsepower at 60 
rotations per minute (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1880). A simple 
bankside boat launch was located north of the mill for use by visitors operating small 
pleasure craft in the slackwater above the dam. 

The mill was converted to a power house for electrical production around 1906. The Power 
House operated until 1935, and the foundation ruins are well-preserved (Figure 1.187). 

First Planing Mill 

The Society built a planing mill in 1869 near the wagon and blacksmith shops south of the 
hotel in the late nineteenth century (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.20). At this time, the Society was 
starting to lease out timber harvesting rights on their land, and were likely trying to capitalize 
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on the need for lumber by increasing output from their own mills. The First Planing Mill was 
taken down sometime in the early twentieth century, as it does not appear in any early aerial 
photographs. See the entry for the First Grist Mill on page 1.114 for a discussion of the 
Second Planing Mill.  

Dry Kiln 

The Dry Kiln was a brick building located near the Second Planing Mill, with an interior 
furnace used for dry-treating freshly cut lumber for use in the planing mill. Its exact size and 
location is unknown, but speculatively, could be the small building south of the First Planing 
Mill on Figure 1.150, although this building seems somewhat small for a lumber drying kiln. 

Quarries 

The first quarry was active ca. 1820–1830 and located east of House No. 25 (Figure 1.151), 
and a second quarry was opened in 1880 (Schultz 1978:5, Nixon 1933:62). Knaack places 
this second quarry directly west of Zoar Village, north of the Canal Hotel and Canal Mill 
locations (Figure 1.151, Figure 1.188). A water-filled pit south of the fire clay plant visible in 
aerial photographs may be this quarry. Both quarries supplied building stone for foundations 
and presumably for the locks constructed by the Society as part of their canal building 
contracts. Neither quarry location could be accessed during fieldwork conducted for this 
study. 

Lime Kilns 

Very little information is available about the Separatists’ lime production industry. One 
reference from 1837 mentions lime kilns in connection with brick kilns, and notes that both 
industries were located outside of the village, perhaps in the same area (Penny Magazine 

1837:411). No later documentary records discuss lime production. Oral tradition maintains 
that the kiln (HDC24) operated by the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company on the east side of 
town was built on the site of an early Separatist lime kiln (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.301, Figure 
2.21; see Table 2.10; Chris Powell [quoting Howard Sarbaugh] personal communication, 
2013). The large cut stone embankment at the site is suggestive of nineteenth century 
construction, but further, in-depth research and archeological investigation is required to 
determine if a Separatist lime kiln did in fact operate at this location. 

Transportation 

The Separatists’ initial success can be linked to its access to transportation networks, 
especially the Ohio & Erie Canal. Ultimately, the success and growth of these transportation 
systems (and associated social networks), which initially helped Zoar Village prosper, 
contributed to the ending of Zoar Village as a communal society, as new ideas and 
relationships brought into the Society helped reduce the interdependency of its members. 
Transportation-related structure locations are depicted in Figure 1.42, Figure 1.189, and 
Figure 1.190. 

The Ohio & Erie Canal 

Improving transportation of local goods to extraregional markets was the spur of the canal 
building frenzy in Ohio in the early nineteenth century. The lack of roads and unreliable river 
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navigation impeded movement of goods in and out of much of the state. An act in1822 
authorized a canal commission to begin surveys over five routes for canals. In 1825, a state 
canal act authorized two canals to connect Lake Erie and the Ohio River, due to connection 
and access problems with a single route. Canal building commenced with ceremonial 
groundbreaking at Heath on July 4, 1825 (Woods 2008:5). By 1838, over 340 boats were 
operating on the Ohio Canal alone (Woods 2008:22). Most canal boats were associated with 
a business or other organization. The Separatists were no exception, and operated four boats 
in the 1840s (Woods 2008:20). After the financial meltdown of 1838, many canal boat lines 
went out of business. To increase profitability, larger canal boats built to the maximum lock 
dimensions were introduced (Figure 1.191, Figure 1.192). The tonnage capacity increased 
dramatically to 60–70 tons, although these boats were slower, harder to manage, and required 
completely clear channels for operation (Woods 2008:25). 

The 1825 canal commissioners’ annual report contained specifications for the building of 
canals. The canal alignment had to be cleared a minimum of 60 feet wide to accommodate 
the canal, tow path, and berm. At a minimum, canal trenches had to be 40 feet wide at the 
surface and 26 feet wide at the base, and four feet deep. Towpaths were to be 10 feet wide. 
The berm on the opposite side of the canal from the towpath had to be a minimum of five 
feet wide. Lock chambers were to be 90 feet long and 15 feet wide. Locks were to be stone 
masonry using hydraulic cement. Lock walls had to be five feet thick at the base and four feet 
at the upper level water line (Kemp 2002:24-25). Small lock tender’s sheds were initially 
built at nearly every one of the 150 locks along the canal in 1838 and 1839 (Woods 2008:23). 
Afterwards, training walls made of timber were installed on the upstream and downstream 
entries to locks to assist canal boat pilots in guiding their boats into the locks without 
damaging the lock structure or sides of the canal. Regulating conduits on the Ohio & Erie 
Canal allowed surplus water to pass around a lock, so dam tenders were not required at every 
lock. (Kemp 2002:25). 

The state began looking at leasing or selling the canal in the late 1850s. In 1861, the canals 
were leased to private operators. (Woods 2008:30). The lease ran out in 1877, and the state 
resumed operations and limited upkeep until 1902. In the late 1870s, the State Board of 
Public Works, which regulated the canals and oversaw its maintenance, removed the upper 
gate structures of the western guard lock on the feeder canal (Figure 1.193), and some of the 
building stones were removed for use elsewhere. The lower gate structure was used as water 
flow regulators. 

The Separatists’ involvement in building the Ohio & Erie Canal is discussed on page 1.63 of 
this volume. Apart from supplying much-needed income for settling the Society’s debts, the 
presence of the Ohio & Lake Erie Canal provided an important connection to outside markets 
for Separatist products. Without ready access to the canal, the development of a Separatist 
iron industry would have been greatly diminished or even impossible (Nixon 1933:36). The 
Society took advantage of the opportunities presented by the canal and built the Canal Hotel 
to accommodate travelers around 1830. In addition, a blacksmith shop and barn for canal 
horse teams were erected (Nixon 1933:145). The Society built and operated four canal boats: 
the Industry, the Friendship, the Economy, and a fourth whose name is not recorded. 
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Bridges and Roads 

Zoar Village was part of a regional network of roads. The first road may have been a Native 
American trail that reportedly passed through or near the village, but no documentary records 
discuss the trail with sufficient detail to even speculate about its location on the landscape. 
The streets within Zoar Village were laid out on a grid pattern, but were not assigned names 
by the Separatists – street names were assigned after the dissolution of the society in 1898 
(Figure 1.190). Fifth through Seventh Streets appear to be post-Separatist streets, as Fifth 
Street does not appear as a street on the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.266). Zoar Village 
was at the junction of roads leading from Dover, Bolivar, Mineral City, Sandyville, and 
Fairfield (later Zoar Station). These roads are for the most part still along their original 
alignments, although the modern Dover-Zoar Road leading northeast from Zoar Village at 
the modern junction with SR 212 dates to ca. 1930. Welton Road is the original roadway that 
lead north from Zoar Village to Sandy Hill Road, and was the route taken to get to Sandyville 
and other communities northeast of Zoar Village. Southwest of the village, across the river, 
Dover-Zoar Road used to loop up from the southwest and made a nearly 90-degree turn to 
the north to connect with the Zoar Iron Bridge. Towpath Road also had a different alignment, 
running closer to the river than it does currently. 

Covered Bridge 

The first known bridge built by the Separatists was put up ca. 1830 or 1831, spurred by the 
need to connect canal traffic with Zoar Village (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.194). The bridge 
carried the Dover-Zoar Road until it was replaced in 1883 by the Zoar Iron Bridge in the 
same location (Schultz 1978:16). 

Zoar Iron Bridge 

COE# HDC13 

The original covered bridge across the Ohio & Erie Canal and Tuscarawas River was 
replaced in 1883 by a Pratt pinned through continuous three-span bridge put up by the 
Wrought Iron Bridge Company, hired by the Tuscarawas County Commissioners (Figure 
1.190, Figure 1.195, Figure 2.25; see Table 2.12), which served to carry traffic into Zoar 
Village from across the river until the late 1960s, when it was replaced by the modern 
highway bridge to the southeast. The Zoar Iron Bridge now serves as part of the Ohio & Erie 
Canalways trail system. 

Railroads 

In the late 1840s, plans for the canal’s main competitor began arising in Ohio – the railroad. 
Beginning in the 1850s, railroads began competing with canals for freight transport, and the 
quicker, more efficient railroads were winning. In 1862, the rail reached the small village of 
Fairfield, southeast of Zoar Village. The Society owned land around Fairfield, acquired when 
they purchased the Fairfield Furnace, and they built a depot and general store to serve the 
railroad (Figure 1.42). The village became known as Zoar Station after that, and later became 
part of Zoarville when it was relocated ca. 1940. The Separatists also platted the village of 
Valley Junction (originally called Valley City) just north of Zoar Station specifically because 
of the location of the railroad in that area, with its own rail station (Figure 1.42). The 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad began planning a line that would run through Zoar Village in 
the early 1870s, with the full support of the Society. The railroad began construction in 1881 
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and was completed in 1882 at Zoar Village; special pleasure excursions to Zoar Village 
began shortly thereafter. Rail lines in the region around Zoar Village are depicted in Figure 
1.41. In 1883, the railroad bridge was washed off its abutments, and the stone piers 
themselves destroyed (Ohio Democrat 1883), necessitating replacement (Figure 1.196). The 
replacement stone piers are still present in the river (Figure 1.197, Figure 2.25; see HDC8 in 
Table 2.12). 

Zoar Train Station 

A small railroad depot was built in 1884 at the south end of Park Street where it intersected 
the railroad (Figure 1.189, Figure 1.43). This building likely also housed the telegraph office. 
The building was torn down in 1938 by Ross Hague and Kenneth Sarbaugh (Steve Shonk, 
personal communication, 2013). 

Community, Religion, and Education 

Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that 
related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. Small shop buildings, such 
as for shoe making and repair, clothing production, tinsmithing, and even watch repair, could 
be found here and there, often serving as the shop foreman’s residence as well. These 
community support buildings were built and modified as the community perceived a need for 
specific services. Buildings classified in the Community group primarily served to supply the 
needs of the Separatists instead of producing items for sale to non-Separatists, and many of 
these buildings are types that would be considered commercial in function in capitalist 
communities. Although some of the products made at shops classified under the Community 
context were sold to non-Separatists, the commercial function is considered secondary to the 
main function of serving the community. 

Although a religious community, only a few buildings and structures can be directly 
associated with the Separatists’ religious practices. The Separatists did not observe the 
typical Christian holidays in the same manner as non-Separatists, nor did they view Sunday 
as solely a day of rest, although the Sabbath was observed with a discourse by Joseph 
Bimeler (or a reading of one of his lectures after his death in 1853). The Separatists did 
believe in the Second Coming of Christ, but as a manifestation within each believer, and not 
as a physical resurrection of the body. In order to be saved, an individual had to cultivate “an 
attitude of sincere repentance” (Crouch 1968:45), although they did not hold to the concept 
of original sin. Because the communal origins of the Society were based on economic 
reasons, the faith of the Separatists was not highly evident on the landscape of Zoar Village, 
with perhaps the exception of the Public Garden. Religion was deeply personal and not to be 
displayed publically. Despite its non-demonstrative nature, the religion of the Separatists still 
served as one of the major binding forces in the community. Worship services featured songs 
and silent prayer, followed by a discourse by Joseph Bimeler on various topics that had 
inspired him during the preceding week. After Bimeler’s death in 1853, his successors briefly 
attempts weekly lectures of their own, but soon reverted to rereading transcripts of Bimeler’s 
lectures (Crouch 1968:45). Worship services later in the history of the community may have 
started to resemble more traditional Protestant services, according to one newspaper account 
(Coshocton Semi-Weekly Age 1886). 
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Education was also another feature of the community that had few buildings or structures 
associated with it. A small, two-room schoolhouse served as the community’s school until 
1868, when a larger structure was built, intended to serve not only the children of the 
Separatists but those within the surrounding school district. 

Among the community services established at Zoar Village was fire protection, although 
there was no individual building specifically set aside for a fire department. The community 
operated a fire company from 1845 to 1897. The village fire engine was probably stored in a 
wagon shed before the Zoar Town Hall was built in 1887, with a room intended for housing 
the fire engine. The record book for the Zoar Fire Company documents the operation of the 
fire department during this time period. The records provide insight into the history of some 
of the Society’s buildings, especially in terms of catastrophic fires that destroyed some of the 
buildings. Fires occurred in one of the Society’s fruit dryers that were converted from an old 
springhouse in September 1847 and again in August 1848. In December of 1849, a fire 
occurred at the Zoar Furnace in the coal house. Fires seemed to be infrequent in the Society, 
as the fire company records show no fires occurred between the years 1850 and 1872. A fire 
at the “so-called Nacht Farm” consumed the house in 1873; this could be a reference to an 
outlying tenant farm (the location of which was unfortunately not included in the record of 
the fire). No more fires occurred until a fire in the Woolen Mill in 1876. On September 6, 
1879, a fire completely destroyed a fruit dryer. In 1884, a minor fire occurred at the house of 
William Ehlers, which was completely contained by the fire company. The final account of a 
fire in the records was the destruction of the Zoar Foundry in a fire on January 9, 1886. 

Another feature of the Separatist community were landscape features that served as 
landmarks and spaces for picnics or other types of recreation. The Spring Lot, on the corner 
of Fourth and Foltz streets, was never built upon by the Separatists due to the wet soils from 
underground springs. Mulberry trees grown here for the brief attempt to manufacture silk 
probably served as shade trees in the late nineteenth century. A grove of pines along the 
northwestern edge of the fish ponds, known as the “Tannenwald,” was a popular destination 
for picnicking. At some point in the early twentieth century, the pines of the Tannenwald 
were cut down, as they are not present on a 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.266). Since the 
aerial photograph was taken, a new pine grove has sprung up in the place of the original 
grove.  Of course, the section of Zoar Village known as the Picnic Grounds, located between 
what is now Zoar Lake and Park, Third, and Fourth streets, was a popular spot for recreation, 
especially for large groups of visitors and tourists. In the later years of the Separatists, an 
annual festival celebrating Swabian heritage was held at Zoar Village, with picnicking and 
music at the Picnic Grounds (Morhart 1981:115). The Picnic Grounds fell out of use as such 
after the dissolution of the society, and were divided into individual lots and sold off for 
residences.  

The locations of buildings and structures related to the community, religion, and education 
context are depicted in Figure 1.198, Figure 1.199, Figure 1.200, Figure 1.201, and Figure 
1.202. Sources for the locations of the buildings on these maps include Nixon 1933, Law 
1942, Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Fernandez 2003, and discussions with Chuck Knaack and 
Steve Shonk (personal communications, 2012, 2013). 

Bakery 

COE # 5889 
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The community bakery, built in 1837, also served as the dwelling for the Society’s baker and 
his family (Law 1942:203;Figure 1.199, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). Until the 1860s, the 
bakery was operated by women; Mary Platz was listed as the master baker in the 1860 
census, with Jacob Ackermann as her apprentice (U.S. Census Bureau 1860). Bread was 
baked during the day and distributed at night. Before the bakery was constructed, smaller 
brick and stone ovens were used to bake the community’s bread. The locations of these early 
ovens are uncertain. 

The purpose behind the establishment of the communal bakery was the same as that for the 
celibacy rule and the children’s institution: to increase the amount of labor women could do 
at agricultural tasks. Evidently, the daily baking of bread took a considerable amount of time 
that members of the Society felt could be more efficiently performed by mass production. 
The brick bake ovens were set into the hillside above the bakery building, and fed from 
massive stacks of hickory cordwood. These ovens are no longer standing, although 
archeological remnants may still be present under the ground. Baking bread involved first 
setting up cordwood in the ovens and burning it until it was reduced to coals, upon which 
time the ovens were raked out and bread dough was set on the heated floor using a special 
bread paddle with a bowl-shaped end. When the bread had finished baking, another long 
paddle was used to remove the loaves (McArtor 1939:38). Bread was doled out to Society 
members as required, and not according to any subscribed ration. Bread and pastries were 
also produced for guests at the hotel.  

The Bakery was expanded at some time in the 1880s to handle increased demand for its 
products by visitors who came into Zoar Village on the railroad (Figure 1.203). The new 
oven room had a stone floor, elevated two feet at the rear of the room for the huge brick 
ovens, large enough to stand in. On the side of the ovens was a large heating compartment, 
which Law compared to “Swiss fireplace side-ovens, only much larger” (Law 1942:203). 

After the dissolution, the bakery continued to operate as a private venture for a while, but by 
the 1930s, the structure was functioning solely as a private residence (McArtor 1939:39). In 
the 1970s, OHS restored the structure to its appearance in 1850, so the hillside ovens and 
large oven buildings built to handle increased demand by visitors from railroad traffic in the 
1880s were not included in the reconstruction and are no longer present (Schwartz 1978:24). 
Instead, a smaller exterior oven building was placed on the western side of the restored 
building (Figure 1.204). 

Bath Houses 

A pair of bath houses, one for men and one for women, was built sometime after 1821 at the 
south end of Park Street (Figure 1.198). The buildings were separated by four hundred feet 
and each had steps leading down to the mill race. The buildings were gone by 1883, when the 
railroad went through this location (Schultz 1978:37). 

Blacksmith Shop 

COE # 5838 

Built in 1865, Law noted the Blacksmith Shop was barely standing in 1942 (Law 1942:261; 
Figure 1.20, Figure 1.201, Figure 1.205; Figure 2.26). The village almost certainly had a 
blacksmith shop before 1865, but no one has managed to document where it was-it seems 
likely that the 1865 shop was built on the location of an older shop, however. The Society 
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had a blacksmith from the beginning, as the father of Michael Miller was a blacksmith and 
came over in 1817 with the original group of Separatists. Census records from 1850 to 1900 
indicate there were usually between two and four blacksmiths working in Zoar Village. 

The shop had fire brick walls covered with oak panels and had two forges. A large circular 
stone in the center of the shop was used by the wheelwright for resetting iron tires on wagon 
wheels. An old well was present next to the door of the shop, which supplied the needed 
water for the shop. Law noted that the tile plant was located to the south of the smithy, but no 
sign remained at the time of writing (Law 1942:261). The Blacksmith Shop was demolished 
sometime between 1950 and1958, as a newspaper account details the finding of a body in the 
shop in 1950 (Coshocton Tribune 1950), and the building is no longer present on the 1958 
aerial photograph (Figure 1.206). A modern reconstruction was built on its historical location 
in 1972 (Massillon Evening Independent 1968; Figure 1.207; see Table 2.14). 

Zoar Brewery 

COE # HDC 1 

The brewery was established in 1832 and operated for most of the year (Figure 1.136, Figure 
1.198, Figure 2.27; see Table 2.14). The 1880 Federal non-population census schedule notes 
that the brewery was active that year for eight months, and was operated by two men (U.S. 
Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1880). The brewery became well-known for its 
excellent beer and cider. One notable feature of the brewery was the massive stone vault for 
storing beer barrels during the aging process (Figure 1.208). All of the ingredients used in 
brewing were produced by the Society. Beer was a part of the daily diet for men of the 
society, and was often used as an incentive for hired hands to complete arduous tasks. 
However, beer and other alcoholic beverages were reportedly never drunk to the point of 
intoxication (McArtor 1939:46). Although renowned locally, Separatist beer was not 
produced for export.  

After the dissolution, the Brewery was purchased by Alexander Gunn and continued to 
operate until his death in 1901. Roscoe Keller, a local businessman, bought the building and 
operated it as Keller’s Tavern until Tuscarawas County went dry in 1908. In the early 1920s, 
the vacant brewery was converted into a dance hall (Figure 1.209) with the addition of a 
single-story dance pavilion and operated as such into the 1950s, when it burnt down. Later, a 
small duplex apartment building was built on top of the foundation (Figure 1.210), but was 
condemned and torn down because it was located within the flowage easement for Dover 
Dam and therefore at risk for flooding. A picnic shelter currently sits atop the remnants of the 
foundation, and the vault interior is visible to the public through a barred opening (Figure 
1.211, Figure 1.212, Figure 1.213). 

First Cabinet Shop 

The first cabinet shop at Zoar Village was located in the southeastern quarter of the village, 
south of the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.201). The building was put up in 1821, and was likely a log 
building. The First Cabinet Shop operated until 1863, when the Second Cabinet Shop began 
operation. Schultz notes this building has not existed “for some time” (Schultz 1978:7); the 
location of the First Cabinet Shop as depicted on the 1875 plat of Zoar Village places it in the 
same approximate location as the Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed (Figure 1.41), so it was likely torn 
down to accommodate the new hotel construction in 1892. Note that the size of the building 
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on the 1875 plat seems overly large for an 1821 shop building, and may be highly 
exaggerated on the map. This shop is likely the small one-story building in the right 
foreground of Figure 1.40. Machines, such as lathes and saws, were operated by a horse-
powered treadmill (McArtor 1939:87). A varying degree of skill is displayed in the 
Separatist-produced pieces on display at Zoar Village, indicating that there were probably 
multiple woodworkers producing goods for the society. Besides furniture, the cabinet shop 
was responsible for supplying sashes, moldings, doors, and staircases. Wooden tools were 
also produced in the cabinet shop, including hackles, pitch forms, sewing clamps, and boot 
stretchers (McArtor 1939:88). 

Candle House 

The Candle House produced the candles used by the Separatists, and operated in the same 
building as the Wash House associated with clothing production in the east end of the 
village; see page 1.118 for a discussion of the building itself. 

Zoar Cemetery 

COE# HDC19 

The Separatists established their cemetery on the bluff top overlooking the Tuscarawas 
River, northwest of town (Figure 1.202, Figure 2.27; see Table 2.14). A path leads from the 
Brewery along the edge of the bluff to the cemetery. The exact date the cemetery was 
established is unknown, but it was certainly in use by 1827, when Johannes Goesele died 
(U.S. Supreme Court 2012 [1852]). Separatists did not mark the graves of their dead until 
later in the nineteenth century, when wooden grave markers started to appear. Therefore, the 
location of both early individual graves and any mass graves dating to the 1834 cholera 
epidemic cannot be confidently identified, and the boundaries of the cemetery should be 
regarded as an approximation based on the modern limits of the property. Wooden markers 
were used into the latter years of the nineteenth century; Christena Petermann’s 1896 
gravesite features a wooden marker. Wooden markers are still present in the Zoar Cemetery 
today (Figure 1.214). Stone markers were not used until very late in the nineteenth century. 
The cemetery was expanded to the north in 1900 after the dissolution, and again in 1925 to 
the east (Morhart 1981). 

First Cider Mill 

The First Cider Mill was built ca. 1837. Schultz (1978:26) believes the original cider mill 
building was at the location of the second, existing Cider Mill (Figure 1.201). Cider was sold 
in early 1837, so likely the cider mill was operating by then or perhaps in late 1836.  

Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 

COE # 5865 

The Second Cider Mill was built in 1863 on the southwest corner of Second and Foltz Streets 
(Figure 1.201, Figure 1.215, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). In 1870, a 7-horsepower steam 
engine was added to provide power for the machines in the cabinet shop, located on the 
second floor, and a brick chimney stack was added to the southeast corner of the building 
(Schultz 1978:31; Figure 1.216). A large carpet drum was attached to the exterior of the rear 
of the building, built to help clean the carpets from the hotel (Figure 1.217). At some point 
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between 1934 and 1958, the front half of the building was removed. The building has been 
extensively remodeled to serve as a bed & breakfast (Figure 1.218). 

First Cobbler Shop and Tin Shop 

COE # 5888 

This building was constructed in 1825 on the east side of Main Street, across from the Public 
Garden (Figure 1.199). The building served as the cobbler shop until House No. 22 was built 
to serve as a larger shop building, and also as a dwelling for the cobbler and his family. The 
original cobbler shop building was then converted into the Society’s tin shop (Figure 1.219). 
The Society acquired tin from merchants in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. By 1837, Separatist 
tinsmiths were producing tinware for outside markets (McArtor 1939:71), although it appears 
that tinsmithing contributing minimally to revenue generation, and its primary function was 
to supply the needs of the community. The building was reconstructed by OHS in 1970 to its 
presumed appearance in 1850, using new materials (Massillon Evening Independent 1968; 
Figure 1.220, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). 

Cooper’s Shop 

The Cooper’s Shop was a frame building measuring 20 by 30 feet, and located west of the 
Sewing House, on the north side of Third Street (Figure 1.199). There was a porch on west 
side with a set of double doors (Schultz 1978:38) This may be one of the four buildings in 
this location on the 1898 dissolution map (Figure 1.52). The building no longer exists. 

Dairy and Cheese House 

COE # 5843 

Milk, cheese, and butter were produced at the dairy, located behind the general store and east 
of the massive cow barn (Figure 1.221, Figure 1.222, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The Zoar 
General Store sits atop the cold storage room for the dairy; as discussed above, it seems 
possible that the store was built after the dairy and used the existing foundation walls for the 
cold storage room as part of the store foundation. Dairy production was a key component of 
Separatist agriculture. Butter was used in place of lard in cooking, due to prohibition against 
the consumption of pork. The Separatists kept a large dairy herd, and produced dairy 
products in sufficient quantity to support an export business, in addition to its primary 
function as the source of the community’s dairy products for internal consumption. McArtor 
noted that butter was shipped in crocks produced by the Zoar pottery while it was active, as 
documented in an 1841 price quote that included the price for the jar as well as the butter 
(McArtor 1939:41). The Dairy and Cheese House was completely restored to its 1850 
appearance in 1992 (Figure 1.223), which entailed the removal of a late nineteenth century 
addition on the south end. 

Zoar Dairy Spring House and Well 

A spring house over a well was built north of the Dairy, between the building and Second 
Street (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.223). McArtor noted the presence of a deep well outside the 
dairy, pumped by a horse-powered treadmill (McArtor 1939:40). Water fed from the well 
went into the dairy complex, and Schultz thinks it left the dairy through a channel that went 
through the cow barn to wash out the stalls, and flushed the manure into the farm fields west 
of the barn (Schultz 1978:25). The Spring House was demolished some time before 1934, as 
it does not show up on the aerial photograph dating to that year. 
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Fish Pond 

In the 1880s, the Separatists impounded Goose Run and divided it in the middle by berms to 
serve as a fish hatchery for raising German carp as a food source (Figure 1.15). The Fish 
Pond covered much of the same area as the modern Goose Run Impoundment. While the fish 
hatchery proved to be a failure due to the poor taste of the fish, the pond was a reliable source 
for ice in the winter (Schultz 1978:34). What appears to be remnants of the berms for the 
pond appears in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.224), obviously drained by the time the 
1934 aerial photograph was taken. The southern berm of the pond was located where the 
Diversion Dam stands today, and remnants of the berms were recorded in profile drawings in 
the as-built drawings for the Zoar Diversion Dam (Figure 1.22). In addition, what appears to 
be the northern cell of the Fish Pond is visible in the background of a ca. 1947 photograph of 
repairs to the Diversion Dam (Figure 1.294). 

Zoar Garden 

COE# HDC5 

The community garden was present by 1834, and partly served to produce flowers for sale in 
Cleveland (Figure 1.199, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). A Norway spruce in the center of the 
garden symbolized the Tree of Life, and was surrounded by a hedge of arbor vitae, with 
benches on the interior of the hedge (Figure 1.225, Figure 1.226). Twelve junipers ringed the 
exterior of the hedge, representative of the twelve apostles. Twelve walks led to the center of 
the garden from the edges, and were intersected by paths set parallel to the town grid plan. 
Supposedly, the design was inspired by Chapter 21 in Revelations, from the design of New 
Jerusalem. Bee hives occupied the western edge of the garden. Besides being a place of 
contemplation and refreshment, the garden also served as a nursery for numerous plants, 
flowers and trees, some of which were sold outside of Zoar Village (Law 1942:196). A 
spring house was built in the southeast corner (COE# 5891a), although the water is piped 
here from the hill where the Third Meetinghouse is located (Figure 1.227, Figure 1.228). This 
spring house was removed in the mid-twentieth century and reconstructed in 1994, using the 
original stone trough. The Garden House (House No. 11) was built in 1834, possibly 
replacing an original 1817 log cabin somewhere nearby. A one and a half story frame 
washhouse was built on the west side of the Garden House, around the same time (Figure 
1.229, Figure 1.230). A unique (and unexplained) feature of the washhouse was an exterior 
staircase that led to the attic of the building. 

The Zoar greenhouse, attached to the Garden House, was likely unparalleled in all of Ohio up 
until about the middle of the nineteenth century, in terms of the diversity of flowers, 
ornamental plants, and tropical fruit trees kept within it (Nixon 1933:86). The greenhouse 
was heated by a subterranean furnace which vented through tile pipes that ran under the 
greenhouse, keeping it hot enough for semi-tropical plants even in the winter. A newspaper 
item notes that Simon Beuter installed such a system in 1898, although it is not certain if this 
was the original subfloor heating system or a replacement (Massillon Independent 1898). 
McArtor (1939) notes that a small ornamental fish pond was once located in front of the 
greenhouse. In 1850, a new one-story greenhouse measuring 60 by 30 feet was built to the 
east of the Garden House, to supplement the 1829 greenhouse (Figure 1.199). This 
greenhouse was torn down in 1916 (Law 1942:197). 
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Health Springs (Sulphur Springs, Mineral Springs) 

A small house with four rooms was built in 1833 atop the source of a sulfur springs about a 
mile and a half east of town along the road to Mineral City (Figure 1.15, Schultz 1978:21). 
People suffering from rheumatism and arthritis would bath in the spring while protected from 
the elements by the house. During the 2012 above-ground resources survey, HDC staff 
identified a stream that likely comes from this spring in the right general location as 
described in the documentary resources, but the actual house location could not be 
determined; the location is probably on private land north of the road. The Health Springs 
house may have been standing and occupied into the 1860s, as it is featured in a fictional 
short story by Constance Woolson, who spent time visiting Zoar Village in the 1850s and 
1860s (Fernandez 2000). 

Ice Houses 

The Society built a number of ice houses throughout the village. One ice house was located 
south of town north of House No. 25 and east of SR 212 (COE# HDC52; Figure 1.198), and 
another was built on the east end of the Threshing Barn and Wagon Storage Shed (Figure 
1.125). Yet another was located in the Hotel complex, on the east end of the hotel and 
intended for supplying the needs of guests (discussed on page 1.141, Schultz 1978:47). The 
ice house south of the village may have been improved or replaced in the early twentieth 
century, as the ruins of a concrete dam and concrete foundations were located late in 2012 in 
the approximate location of this ice house (Figure 1.231, Figure 2.40; see COE# HDC53 in 
Table 2.24). This ice house was noted as the “Village Ice House” by Law (1942: 262; Figure 
1.232), which suggests that the existing ruins may in fact correspond to an original Separatist 
ice house location and not a different, unrelated twentieth-century ice house. The ruinous ice 
house in Figure 1.232 is a massive structure, and far too large to be an ice house for use by a 
single household, supporting the idea that the foundations here are from an ice house that 
served the whole village. The ice house may be of late nineteenth century construction, and 
could represent one of the first uses of poured concrete foundations by the Separatists. 

Magazine 

COE # 5856 

The original Magazine was a log building, built in the 1820s, and located at the southwest 
corner of Third and Main streets (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). The 
Magazine was rebuilt at some point (unrecorded by Schultz) as a frame building using 
recycled timbers from other buildings (Schultz 1978:10; Figure 1.199, Figure 1.233, Figure 
2.26; see Table 2.14); this reconstruction of the Magazine could have been done when the 
building was moved in 1845 to make way for the addition to House No. 1 (Steve Shonk, 
personal communication, 2013). The Magazine has a stone cellar, but unlike most other 
cellars at Zoar Village, this particular one has a flat, not arched, ceiling. Shonk notes the only 
other flat ceiling in a cellar is found under House No. 11 (the Garden House; Steve Shonk, 
personal communication, 2013). The Magazine served as a distribution center for the 
Society, and supplies were handed out to each family as required on the same day each week 
from this building. The supplies included food, medicine, coffee, sugar, and other material 
goods as requested by each household. The supplies would then be gathered together in 
containers marked with the individual house number. This system of goods distribution is the 
reason that house numbers moved with household relocations at Zoar Village, as each 
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household had its own containers marked with their specific number. The building was 
restored in 1992 by the Ohio Historical Society (Figure 1.234). 

Second Meetinghouse 

The Second Meetinghouse was of log construction, built in 1820 and located on the corner of 
Third and Foltz Streets (Figure 1.200). The building originally was one story with two doors 
and several windows. According to Law (1942), this building also served as the first school, 
but it seems he is confusing details about modifications to House No. 19 that converted the 
building into a schoolhouse, which are similar to modifications made at the Second 
Meetinghouse, including a third door, a second floor, and dormer windows (Law 1942:66). 
The remodeling was done as part of the addition to the building’s function as the girls’ 
dormitory, which occupied the second floor from 1830 to 1845. The building served as the 
meetinghouse until the new meetinghouse was built in 1853. The building was partitioned 
after the 1868 school was built, with one half serving as the tin shop and the other half a 
basket and broom shop, according to Law (1942:66); this whole interpretation should be 
called into question given that an entire shop building was functioning for tinmaking at this 
time, and no other sources mention a combination tin shop/broom shop at Zoar Village. In 
1897, new dormer windows were installed to convert the attic space into a studio for Fredrich 
Gottwald’s Zoar Summer School for Cleveland art students (Iron Valley Reporter 1897; 
Figure 1.38). After the dissolution, Simon Beiter Jr. converted the building into a cobbler 
shop. In 1918, the building was torn down and a new house built on the site (Law 1942:67). 

Third Meetinghouse 

COE # 5901 

The Third Meetinghouse was built in 1853 with bricks from Zoar Village’s own brickyards, 
and may have been designed by the same architect who designed House No. 1 (Figure 1.199, 
Figure 1.235, Figure 1.236, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The windows feature fanlight 
transoms. The two separate stone door lintels have Separatist seven-pointed stars carved into 
them (Law 1942:177). A large iron stove once heated the building, which was replaced at 
some point by a furnace in the basement, itself not an original component of the building. 
Kaufman and Clark (1986) note that the Third Meetinghouse inspired the design of 
subsequent German-American religious architecture in the region. 

Saddlery 

The Saddlery was built in 1856 on Second Street, resembling a saltbox house and measuring 
18 by 20 feet (Figure 1.115, Figure 1.201, Figure 1.237). The saddlery ceased operations 
when it became cheaper to purchase mass-produced harnesses from outside the Society, and 
the building became the Society’s last shoe shop. After the dissolution, the building was 
converted to a dwelling (Law 1942:224). The 1923 aerial photograph documented the 
structure on the south side of the street, indicating that it was moved sometime between 1898 
and 1923 (Figure 1.52, Figure 1.131). The building was demolished before the 1958 aerial 
photograph was taken. 
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Sap Boiling Shed 

This structure was next to the Wagon and Blacksmith shops (Figure 1.201). Very little 
information is available about this building but it was likely a one-story shed with a sap 
boiler, set up for the production of maple sugar and syrup (Schultz 1978:43). 

Second Zoar School 

COE # 5883 

The first school in Zoar Village was in House No. 13, and served as an educational facility 
from ca. 1825 to 1868 (Figure 1.238; see discussion on page 1.98). The second schoolhouse 
built in Zoar Village was put up on the crest of the hill in the northeast quarter of town in 
1868 (Figure 1.200). This building is a square, two-store brick schoolhouse and served as the 
school until the 1960s (Figure 1.239, Figure 1.240, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The 
building currently serves as a community center and is the headquarters of the Zoar 
Community Association, who restored its appearance in the 1980s. 

Shingle House 

According to Schultz (1978:44), this building was located south of the Engine House, on the 
east side of Foltz Street in the agricultural building cluster (Figure 1.200); however, Gordon 
identifies a small wood-frame building west of the Engine House in Figure 1.115 as likely 
being the Shingle House (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). The name of the 
building implies this is where shingles for houses were made after tile works ceased 
operation and so likely dates to the 1850s or later. The building does not appear on the 1898 
dissolution map (Figure 1.52), so appears to have been removed sometime in the 1890s. 

Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office 

COE # 5842c 

The tailor shop was located south of the general store in a two-story building built ca. 1831 
(Figure 1.201, Figure 1.241, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The tailor shop occupied the upper 
floor and the doctor’s office was on the first floor. Much of the clothing produced for male 
Separatists was made here, with a smaller amount of women’s clothing and custom work for 
hired hands and other non-Separatists (McArtor 1939:74). Products of the tailor included 
coats, vests, pants, and shirts. The Society’s first doctor, Clemens Briel, also served as the 
Society’s tailor, explaining why the two seemingly unrelated services were located in the 
same building (Schultz 1978:19). This building currently houses an Italian restaurant (Figure 
1.242). 

Wagon Shop 

COE # 5837 

The Wagon shop was immediately north of the blacksmith shop (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.15). 
All wagon components were built and put together here, with the exception of metal pieces 
which were shaped and assembled at the adjacent blacksmith shop (McArtor 1939:76). The 
Wagon Shop was removed sometime between 1934 and 1958, and a modern reconstruction 
was built on its historical location in 1972 (Figure 1.243, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). 

Wagon Storage Shed 

This was a long, low shed attached to the east end of the Threshing Barn (Figure 1.125); no 
exact date of construction is known but it must post-date the Threshing Barn, built in 1821. 
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The building was still standing in 1898, but was demolished with most of the other 
agricultural buildings in this location by 1923. 

Wagon Shed 

A building with partially open sides is visible in photographs from the late 1890s across East 
Street from the Horse Barn, and appears to have been a wagon shed (Figure 1.125), probably 
associated with agricultural activities. The building appears to have been demolished 
sometime between 1923 and 1934, as it does show up on the 1923 aerial photograph, but 
does not appear on the 1934 aerial photograph. Two large cut sandstone blocks were found in 
the general location of this building, but it is impossible to determine if these blocks are from 
this building or were deposited here from another demolished structure located elsewhere 
(Figure 1.244). 

Winery 

Wine was produced from the Society’s grape arbors and from a currant grove on a hill north 
of the brewery, known as the Weinberg (Nixon 1933:72; Figure 1.121). The Separatists were 
recorded as producing 640 gallons of wine in the 1850 Federal non-population agricultural 
schedule, but not in the 1870 or 1880 schedules, suggesting that wine production declined in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 
1850, 1870, 1880). Wine was consumed in smaller quantities than either beer or cider, and 
was stored in the basement vaults under House No. 1. In addition to wine produced for 
storing and dispensing from community cellars, individual families also made their own 
wine. The winery stood to the west of House No. 1, and at the time of McArtor’s thesis, only 
the stone foundations were still visible (McArtor 1939:46; Figure 1.199); these foundations 
were not observed during the 2012 Above-ground Resources survey, and its exact location is 
undetermined. 

Zoar Jail 

Due to the increase in outside visitation after the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad ran a line 
through the village, there was a corresponding increase in unruly and drunk visitors, and the 
need arose for a jail to serve as temporary lodging for such miscreants. Law states that the 
hotel chicken coop was converted into a jail to address this problem (Law 1942:271; Figure 
1.201). The building was still in existence in 1936, when it was documented by the HABS 
team, but it is unclear precisely when after that it was demolished (Figure 1.245). 

Zoar Town Hall 

COE # 5860 

The Zoar Town Hall is a two-story building erect in 1887, after the incorporation of Zoar 
Village into Tuscarawas County (Figure 1.199, Figure 1.246, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). 
The fire department operated out of the Town Hall for a short while. The Society’s trustees 
conducted business out of this building until the dissolution, and it continues to serve as the 
town’s seat of government today, which operates out of the basement while the first and 
second floors serve as the Zoar Museum (Figure 1.247).  
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Tourism and Recreation 

Discussing the glory days of tourism at Zoar Village, Mase (1930:3) states that no “visitor 
ever came to Zoar Village for a pleasing, leisure hour who failed to catch its spell. No youth 
from anywhere in the surrounding countryside could boast of having been places until he had 
thoroughly gorged himself with the gingerbread and the pretzels for which the community 
was famous.” The first hotel was built on the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1830 to accommodate 
travelers who started to come to Zoar Village as curiosity seekers. The Harmony Society in 
New Economy, Pennsylvania, also opened a hotel for the same reasons (Meyers 1980:168). 
The Society was able to garner income from the first small waves of tourists through the 
provision of accommodations, food, and products. These tourists spread the word about Zoar 
Village; its main draw being its perception as a quaint anachronistic village, even before the 
mid-nineteenth century (Crouch 1968:50). The German language and traditions of the 
Separatists, combined with the community’s simple agrarian lifestyle, served as a contrast for 
residents of rapidly growing cities like Cleveland and Akron. An entry in the Ohio Democrat 

on January 18, 1867, notes a party traveling to Zoar Village by sleigh and “enjoying 
themselves hugely.” The article speculates that people might know of other places “equal to 
Zoar Village for a pleasure-seeking party, and if they will advise us, we will advise the 
public” (Ohio Democrat 1867), demonstrating the esteem Zoar Village held as a tourist 
destination. In the 1870s, a Sunday afternoon in July could see a hundred visitors from as far 
as Cleveland frolicking at Zoar Village, and local newspapers compared Zoar Village 
favorably to other noted summer resorts of the period, including Saratoga, New York, and 
Long Branch in Toronto, Ontario (Ohio Democrat 1873). 

The construction of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad through the Society’s landholdings 
was the catalyst for the growth of Zoar Village as a tourist and recreation destination for 
people all across the state. Even ten years prior to the opening of the railroad, an increase in 
visitation to Zoar Village was anticipated; an article in the Ohio Democrat noted that the 
trustees had purchased stock in the railroad and allowed right of access across their property, 
and the author predicted that a larger hotel would have to be constructed to handle the 
increase in tourism (Ohio Democrat 1873). 

In the 1890s, tourism had become such an important component in the Society’s declining 
economy that the Trustees readily agreed to the construction of a new 80-room addition onto 
the old Zoar Hotel, despite a general disapproval of the lifestyle displayed by visitors to the 
community. Ironically, the peace and tranquility of Zoar Village, one of the main draws for 
visitors, was increasingly disrupted by the sheer volume of tourists. A typical Sunday at Zoar 
Village as enjoyed by tourists was described in the Massillon Independent in 1896. On this 
particular Sunday (June 28, 1896), there were parties from Cleveland, Columbus, Canton, 
Canal Dover, Massillon, New Philadelphia, and Carrolton, including a military band, and 
even a group of glassworkers from New Jersey. Between two and three hundred visitors were 
present, eating at the two hotels. Although the hotel and wooing of the tourist trade did help 
the Society economically, socially the influx of outsiders only helped quicken the eventual 
demise of the Society. 

The locations of buildings and structures related to the tourism and recreation context are 
depicted in Figure 1.248, Figure 1.249, and Figure 1.119. 
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Canal Hotel 

COE # TH 35 

The first hotel built by the Separatists was the Canal Hotel, erected in 1830 to accommodate 
canal travelers (Figure 1.119; Figure 1.250, Figure 2.28; see Table 2.16). The Canal Tavern 
was closed in 1845 as the Society judged that the operators, John and Anna Maria Goesele, 
had allowed drunkenness and other inappropriate behavior, and expelled them from the 
Society. The Goeseles sued the Society for an equal share of the property, but their case was 
dismissed in county court. A series of appeals brought it all the way to the U.S. Supreme 
Court (Goesele v. Bimeler 55 U.S. 589; U.S. Supreme Court 2012 [1852]), which upheld the 
earlier rulings. (Rokicky 2002:77–79).The building became the Gantenbien family residence 
afterwards (Schultz 1978:12). However, the building was converted back to a hotel by the 
1890s to help handle the increased tourist trade brought on by the opening of the railroad 
(Massillon Independent 1896). After the dissolution, the building was refurbished as a 
restaurant and tavern, was recently renovated in 2012, and is now run as the Canal Tavern at 
Zoar (Figure 1.251). 

A large barn was built to the south of the Canal Hotel to house the horses of guests; this barn 
was torn down sometime between 1938 and 1958, according to aerial photographs, and a 
modern commercial building stands roughly in the same location today (Figure 1.119). A 
blacksmith shop that doubled as a canal boat repair shop with a boat slip was located 
somewhere in the vicinity of the Canal Hotel and was considered part of the overall 
Separatist canal service operations. The likeliest location would be on the western side of the 
canal at the base of the bank. 

Zoar Hotel 

COE # 5841 

The Separatists built a second hotel in the village in 1833 for people conducting business in 
Zoar Village and other visitors (Figure 1.249, Figure 1.252, Figure 1.253, Figure 2.28; see 
Table 2.16). The striking feature of the Zoar Hotel is its octagonal roof tower with an internal 
spiral staircase. A slow but steady increase in visitation occurred as word spread about the 
pleasant setting of Zoar Village, and the original 20-room hotel building often became 
booked solid. A rear addition was constructed in 1850, which could house up to 35 individual 
guests. The Society held concerns about outside visitors, and while they welcomed the traffic 
and income, the children of members were forbidden to talk with visitors for a long period of 
time at Zoar Village. By 1890, the number of visitors arriving regularly in Zoar Village and 
seeking accommodations outpaced the hotel’s ability to lodge them. A spacious addition was 
constructed in 1892, with three floors and 50 rooms (Figure 1.254). The new annex with its 
wide veranda was a popular location for group photos. The new annex was architecturally 
quite different from the rest of the village, with a massive central tower and a roof 
incorporating both gambrel and mansard forms, and designed by Stewart A. Romig of Canal 
Dover, Ohio (Iron Valley Reporter 1892). The annex was put up somewhat hastily and by the 
1940s, stood abandoned and decrepit. The annex was torn down in 1943 due to safety 
concerns. 

Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed 

This large, one-story building was likely a 1890s construction, and built for the increased 
tourist trade and not to house the hotel’s own buggies (Figure 1.249). The building appears 
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on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.128) but not the 1958 aerial photograph (Figure 
1.199), suggesting it was torn down along with the 1892 hotel addition in 1942. 

Zoar Hotel Ice House 

The Hotel Ice House was a small one-story building attached to the east end of hotel, used to 
store ice cut from the river above the dam and later from the lake on the eastern side of the 
village (Figure 1.241). The ice house is still visible in the 1958 aerial photograph of Zoar 
Village, so the building existed well into the twentieth century before it was removed (Figure 
1.199). 

Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House 

COE# 5863 

The Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House was located on the north side of Second Street 
across from the hotel (Figure 1.249), to accommodate the linens from the hotel and also to 
store coal, according to Schultz (1978:22). Gordon confirms this building was the laundry for 
the hotel, and suggests it may have been an earlier carpenter’s shop before conversion into 
the laundry; no corroborating documentary evidence for this idea has been located, however. 
The building has been remodeled into a garage (Figure 1.255, Figure 2.28, see Table 2.16. 

Zoar Hotel Livery Stable 

The Zoar Hotel Livery Stable was a large, two-story stable built behind the Zoar Hotel 
(Figure 1.249). Schultz places the date of this structure as built about the same time as the 
hotel, but it seems more likely that it was built around 1891 as part of the overall renovations 
to the hotel to accommodate the increase in guests (Schultz 1978:21); however, it seems 
possible an earlier, smaller stable could have been replaced by the larger stable. The building 
appears on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131) but not the 1958 aerial photograph 
(Figure 1.206), suggesting it was torn down along with the 1892 hotel addition in 1942. 

Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds 

The Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds were a pair of long, narrow, one-story sheds southeast of the 
Zoar Hotel, and were used to store the wagons of visiting hotel guests (Figure 1.249). As 
with the rest of the Zoar Hotel support buildings, a likely construction date is about 1891. 
The buildings appear on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131) but not the 1958 aerial 
photograph (Figure 1.206), suggesting it was torn down along with the 1892 hotel addition in 
1942. 

Picnic Ground 

The Picnic Ground was located west of Park Street, between Third and Fourth Streets (Figure 
1.248). A line of pine trees separated it from the later location of Zoar Lake. From Schultz’ 
description, the lot was originally an assembly ground with a stand that was used for calling 
out labor assignments each morning (before the Assembly House was built). This area was 
afterwards used as a picnic ground and the assembly stand was converted to a bandstand 
(Schultz 1978:18). This location is now under the Zoar Levee. 

The Zoar brass band was established in the community as early as 1840. The Zoar band 
consisted of around 30 men and practiced twice a week. In the summertime, concerts were a 
frequent occurrence in the bandstand. In addition to the large brass band, a smaller orchestra 
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also existed during the latter years of the Society, and was joined by the Zoar Männenchor, a 
men’s chorus (Nixon 1933:88).  

Flood Control 

The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was not the first attempt to address flooding at Zoar 
Village. At some point in the nineteenth century, a stone levee or dike was built by the 
Separatists along the east side of the Tuscarawas River. To avoid confusing this stone 
structure with the later Zoar Levee, the structure will be called the Zoar Dike in this report.  

Zoar Dike 

COE# HDC12 

The Zoar Dike is a thick stone wall between the river and the road leading from the bridge 
north to First Street at the sawmill (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.256, Figure 2.29; see Table 2.18). 
The construction date for this structure is unknown, but could possibly date to 1830, when 
the covered bridge was built. In 1871, the Tuscarawas County Commissioners granted $334 
to the Society to improve the road from the covered bridge to the saw mill, and to add fill to 
their levee along the river (Ohio Democrat 1871). 

Separatist-period buildings of unknown function 

A total of 38 Separatist-period buildings are present on the 1898 dissolution map that cannot 
be confidently identified as to function. Most of these buildings are outbuildings of some 
sort, and may be general community storage structures; others may be kitchens and wash 
houses for some of the Separatist houses. The locations of these buildings are depicted in 
Figure 1.257. 

The Post-Separatist Period: 1899 to Present Day 

From Communalism to Capitalism: The Adaptation of Zoar Village to a Free 
Enterprise System 

After the dissolution, the former Separatists and their hired hands were free to choose their 
paths in life. Many of the village inhabitants began exploring commercial ventures. Other 
members who received agricultural allotments took up farming full-time, or rented their 
shares out. Many younger members simply left the village (Law 1942:338), while outsiders 
started moving in. Church services were temporarily suspended until an appropriate 
affiliation could be determined. Eventually, the Evangelical Church was selected as the best 
fit for the community (Nixon 1933:229). 

The population of the village gradually changed from older Separatists to new outsiders, who 
purchased houses as they became vacant with the passing of the former inhabitants. This 
trend continued through the late twentieth century. One interesting outsider who lived at Zoar 
Village was Joseph Davenport, an eccentric hermit and inventor who was known for 
attempting to build airships in the village in the early 1900s (Coshocton Daily Age 1910). 
Davenport lived in the Zoar Hotel from at least 1900 through 1910 (U.S. Census Bureau 
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1900, 1910), and it seems likely that one of the Zoar Hotel outbuildings was where his 
airship experiments would have been conducted. 

The locations of post-Separatist buildings and structures constructed between 1898 and 1962 
are depicted in Figures 1.258–1.263. Large numbers of new buildings and structures began to 
appear in the last 50 years, and are shown in Figures 2.47–2.53 in Volume 3. Detailed aerial 
photographs and maps of Zoar Village were produced between 1923 and 1935 that include a 
wealth of information about the development of the community in the early twentieth 
century. These images are reproduced in Figure 1.131, Figure 1.264, Figure 1.265, and 
Figure 1.266. 

The 1900s 

The 1900 federal census is the first census to record the year of immigration and whether or 
not the head of household owned or rented his dwelling, as well as if the house was 
considered part of a farm. While the year of immigration was not consistently recorded for 
foreign-born individuals, the information on home ownership and rentals provides important 
information about developments in Zoar Village soon after the dissolution.  

The 1900 census shows a population of 289 people in 67 households (Table 1.24), a net 
decrease of two people from the previous census in 1880. The large number of households in 
this census reflects the fact that the census taker assigned separate family numbers to families 
in duplex houses. The census indicates a total of 58 houses in Zoar Village, seven of which 
were duplexes. The 1900 census documents 145 males and 144 females at Zoar Village, 
showing that the population of Zoar Village in the late nineteenth century was relatively 
stable in terms of numbers; however, the composition of the population in 1900 reflects the 
effects of the dissolution in 1898, as several new families not related to the former Separatists 
are documented living in Zoar Village in 1900. Nearly all the households represent single 
families; only the households of Christian Ruof (the hotel owner), Edward Draime, and Louis 
Hoover have over 10 members; each due to the presence of boarders. Draime’s household 
includes six boarders, so his home likely corresponds to House No. 18, the former Bauer 
Haus. 

New, non-Separatist residents in Zoar Village can be identified by analysis of family names 
and places of birth in the 1900 census against the list of dissolution share recipients included 
on pages 136 and 137 of Morhart’s history of Zoar Village (1981). A conservative estimate 
of the number of new residents is about 76 people, or just over 26 percent of the total 
population. The list of share recipients includes 37 names that were not recorded in the 1900 
census (not including Separatists on the list that are known to have died between 1898 and 
1900), so nearly 12 percent of the adult members of the Society either left or died 
immediately after the dissolution. Taken another way, when compared to the 1880 census, 
the 1900 census indicates that the Separatist population in Zoar Village decreased by about a 
fifth in the 20 years between 1880 and 1900. Sixteen of the new resident households rented 
their homes, in comparison to only four former Separatists. Approximately five new houses 
were built in the study area between 1899 and 1910 (see Table 2.21). 

Age groups in the 1900 census are shown in Table 1.25. The table shows the proportion of 
the population under the age of 15 was 30 percent. Another 37 percent of the population 
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consisted of people between 20 and 40 years of age. Meanwhile, the percentage of the elderly 
(60 years and older) stood at 11 percent of the population. 

While socially there was a period of adjustment from the communal lifestyle, there was an 
immediate flurry of commercial activity at the turn of the twentieth century. The Ruof 
family, who ran the hotel and acquired it in the share distribution after the dissolution, began 
adding modern updates like telephone booths and vending machines. Peter Bimeler, the 
miller, likewise improved the Custom Mill, as did the new owners of the Machine Shop and 
Second Planing Mill. Competition within the village was even initiated with the opening of 
two shoe shops; one owned by the former cobbler of the Society, and the other by his 
assistant operating out of House No. 10 (Law 1942:337). The front room of the bakery was 
converted into a baked goods store by John Kuecherer, the Society’s baker. The Zoar General 
Store was operated by a partnership consisting of Joseph Bimeler Jr., August Kuecherer, and 
Louis Zimmerman. Frank Kappel, as mentioned previously, returned to Zoar Village from 
Cleveland with his wife, and opened a tea room across from House No. 1, likely in House 
No. 26, which was the traditional family home of the Kappel family since 1880. A new 
Doctor’s Office was located between the old Doctor’s House (House No. 23, discussed in 
this volume on page 1.100) and the former Doctor’s Office and Tailor Shop (Figure 1.261, 
Figure 1.267). This new office was a small, one-story building built sometime between 1898 
and 1923, as the building appears on the 1923 aerial photograph, but not on the 1898 
dissolution map, which shows a different building in the same location. Chuck Knaack 
identified this building as the Doctor’s Office (Knaack, personal communication, June 2012). 
The Zoar Brewery, operating as Keller’s Tavern, was forced to close in 1908 when 
Tuscarawas County voted to go dry and prohibit alcohol, a move that was widely unpopular 
in Zoar Village (Massillon Evening Independent 1909a). However, cider was still produced 
at the cider mill; a 1911 news article documents the production of 5,000 gallons of cider a 
day (Sandusky Register 1911).  

The Separatist saw mill on the Tuscarawas River was still operating to produce lumber after 
the dissolution of the Society (Figure 1.148), but was converted to a power house for 
generating electricity around 1906. The Zoar Power Company, also known as the Zoar 
Battery Company, existed from ca. 1906 to 1922, when the Ohio Electric Company assumed 
ownership (Coshocton Tribune 1932). Power was generated by a bi-polar dynamo of a type 
originally designed by Thomas Edison in 1879, and powered by a 45-inch Leffel turbine. The 
dynamo produced 500 volts of power, and supplied it to Zoar Village through telephone 
lines. The dynamo charged a battery in the power house during the day to supply power for 
electric lights in Zoar Village at night. The dynamo was removed the following year and 
stored in the attic of the mill (Coshocton Tribune 1932). 

A small, one and a half story boat house (Figure 1.259) was built adjacent to the mill race 
guard lock around 1905, when the 1878 sawmill was converted to power generation. It seems 
that small boats used the guard lock to get to the Boat House (Schultz 1978:33; Figure 
1.264). This is apparently the first tourism-related development of the post-Separatist period. 

In 1908, the State attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal, apparently dismantling the old 
stone locks and culverts, and rebuilding them with concrete (Woods 1992; Figure 1.268); 
with the exception of the old feeder canal and mill race guard locks at Zoar Village. The 
State acquired the Zoar Dam and capped it with concrete, and added the Second State Dam, a 
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200-foot concrete extension with a fish ladder on the west side of the dam, possibly 
connecting it to the abutment of the railroad (Figure 1.259, Figure 1.269, Figure 1.270, 
Figure 1.271; Figure 2.44; see Table 2.30). A 200-foot earthen berm was built to support the 
junction of the Second State dam with the 1878 Zoar Dam (Woods 1992; Coshocton Daily 

Times 1908). The work at Zoar Village was characterized as the most extensive repairs on the 
canal for that year (Massillon Evening Independent 1908). 

In 1909, the canal between Navarre and Zoar Village was left empty of water after lock 
rebuilding south of Massillon (Woods 2008:66). State funding ceased for canal repair in 1910 
after allegations of misconduct and fraud. Much of the southern line was officially 
abandoned in 1911. Finally, the flood of 1913 spelled the end of the canal system. The flood 
washed away many feeder canals, damaged banks, and destroyed lock gates, and the 
remaining canals that could still hold water were used primarily for hydraulic purposes 
afterwards. The canal was officially abandoned for navigation through a legislative act in 
1929. 

A total of 98 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1900 census, with 35 different 
occupations (Table 1.26). Zoar Village retained its agrarian character after the dissolution 
with 12 men listed as farmers and another 19 men and women listed as farm laborers. Some 
Separatist professions continued immediately after the dissolution, such as baking, 
blacksmithing, wagon making, tinsmithing, cabinet making, carpentry, shoemaking, and 
gardening. New occupations to Zoar Village appear in the 1900 census, including railroad 
agent, railroad workers, dry goods clerk, telegraph operator, saloon keeper, contractor, and 
barber. Interestingly, very few tourism-related occupations are listed, as the hotel keeper and 
saloon keeper are the only jobs that may be connected to this important industry. Completely 
absent are any woolen mill workers, showing that this industry had completely ceased. The 
saw mill on the Tuscarawas River appears to have been doing a booming business, however, 
as there were eight people employed there in 1900. 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1900 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the 
census shows the dominance of the Ohio-born population, with 255 residents. Only 22 
residents listed Germany as their place of birth. Other places of birth included Pennsylvania 
(8 people), Sweden (1 person), Massachusetts (1 person), “at sea” (1 person-Mathias 
Dischinger), and one person listed as unknown (Alexander Gunn, recorded as a boarder at the 
hotel). Alexander Gunn would presently leave the village for a final time, dying in Germany. 
His ashes were shipped back to Zoar Village and his remains were placed under the large 
memorial stone bearing his name near the Zoar Cemetery. 

Modern problems also showed up in Zoar Village after the dissolution, linked to financial 
difficulties, drought, ice shortages, and county politics (Massillon Evening Independent 

1909a). Many residents of the village were dismayed by a vote for Tuscarawas County to go 
dry in 1908, and the community was rocked by its first suicide in 1909, when a young man, 
despondent over lack of work opportunities, went into a shed behind his parents’ house, 
placed a stick of dynamite in his mouth, and lit the fuse (Massillon Evening Independent 

1909b). 
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Zoar Village as an artist destination in the 1900s 

Although the Old Bohemians traveled to other locales to paint, other artists, including the 
students of the Old Bohemians, continued to travel to Zoar Village to paint. George Adomeit 
produced Zoar paintings in 1905, including Wheat Shocks at Zoar (Tregonning and Company 
2012a; Figure 1.272). However, Adomeit’s 1912 Morning Mist at Zoar (Figure 1.273) 
presages the schism that modernism would play among the artists who painted at Zoar 
Village and elsewhere, by illustrating that Post-Impressionism and Modernist works were 
being done at the same time in the same picturesque plein-air locale (Tregonning and 
Company 2012b). 

The 1910s 

The 1910 census shows a population of 182 people in 53 households at Zoar Village (Table 
1.27), a drastic decrease of 107 people from the previous census in 1900. This population 
decline is likely the result of attrition of the older population through death and an out-
migration of able-bodied residents to more prosperous communities in search of better jobs. 
The census indicates a total of 52 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only two of which 
indicate occupied duplexes. The 1910 census documents 90 males and 92 females at Zoar 
Village. For the first time in the history of Zoar Village, no household contained more than 
10 members. New residents in Zoar Village continue to appear in the 1910 census, but not at 
a rate to affect the population decline. Fourteen of the households in the 1910 census 
consisted of non-Separatists. Only six households rented their homes, showing an increase in 
home ownership among the newcomers. One new house appears to have been built in the 
1910s within the study area. 

Age groups in the 1910 census are shown in Table 1.28. The table shows the proportion of 
the population under the age of 15 was just over 16 percent. Meanwhile, the percentage of 
the elderly (60 years and older) increased to 32 percent of the population. There were 67 
people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing years, representing 37 percent 
of the total population. 

A health resort was proposed in 1912, apparently at the site of the old Health Springs (see 
page 1.135), but was never developed (Massillon Evening Independent 1912b). In 1917, the 
following businesses listed a Zoar Village address in The Farm Journal Illustrated Rural 

Directory of Tuscarawas County, Ohio (Wilmer Atkinson Co. 1917): Streb Brothers 
(operating the First Planing Mill and a building supplies store at the same location; Figure 
1.150), the Zoar Fire Clay Company (operating the brick plant west of the Tuscarawas River; 
Figure 1.151, Figure 1.266), the Zoar Electric Company (electrical contractors and suppliers, 
as well as a battery factory, and operating out of the old Woolen Mill, Figure 1.150), Zoar 
Mills (flour and feed, representing the Custom Mill, Figure 1.150), the Zoar General Store, 
the Zoar Hotel, and a restaurant operated by William Jackson (the location of which is 
uncertain, but likely operating out of one of the buildings on Main Street). 

In 1917, plans were made to realign the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad to address a curve 
deficiency that forced trains to slow down, making the hauling of heavy cargo more difficult. 
The proposed work would move the railroad alignment at Zoar Village four hundred feet 
south (Massillon Evening Independent 1917). However, it does not appear that this 
realignment ever actually took place. 
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A total of 75 people were listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1910 census, with 27 
different occupations (Table 1.29). One new detail added in this census year is the location of 
the person’s occupation, with 22 different locations listed. The agrarian character of Zoar 
Village continued with 20 people associated with farming, either at a “general farm” or on 
the “home farm” – possibly indicating a continuation of communal-style farming among 
some of the residents; seven of thirteen farmers that are not specifically listed as working at 
the home farm are former Separatists. A few of the old Separatist professions continued, 
including milling, sawmill operation, gardening (as a florist), jewelry (watch repair), shoe 
making, and tinsmithing. The hotel and store continued to operate under former Separatist 
ownership. The saw mill on the Tuscarawas River only had a single worker associated with it 
in the 1910 census, similar to the grist mill. Blue-collar labor as an important source of 
employment is first evident in 1910, with 10 Zoar Village residents employed by the railroad, 
six at the battery factory in the old woolen mill, and five at the planing mill (noted as a 
lumber yard in the census). 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1910 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the 
census illustrates the decline of the Separatists, with only 16 residents listed Germany as their 
place of birth. Of these German-born residents, only half were former Separatists. Ohio was 
listed as the place of birth for 156 residents. Other places of birth included Pennsylvania (3 
people), Switzerland (2 people), Massachusetts (1 person), New York (2 people), and 
England (2 people). 

The 1920s 

The 1920 census shows a population of 176 people in 55 households (Table 1.30), continuing 
the trend of population decline with a net decrease of six people. The census indicates a total 
of 50 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only three of which indicate occupied duplexes. The 
census skips over dwelling number 35 in the list, either indicating a vacant house or an error 
on the part of the census taker. The 1920 census documents 79 males and 97 females at Zoar 
Village. Twenty-eight of the 55 households consist of only one to two people. The household 
composition in Zoar Village reflects a mixture of nuclear families, older couples with adult 
children, older couples with no children present, and former Separatists living either singly or 
with other older former Separatists. Only 44 former Separatists are listed in the 1920 census, 
living in 27 households. Thirteen households rented their homes, showing a decrease in home 
ownership in the community. Approximately five new houses were built in the study area in 
the 1920s (see Table 2.21). 

Age groups in the 1920 census are shown in Table 1.31. The table shows the proportion of 
the population under the age of 15 was at 17 percent. Meanwhile, the number of elderly 
people (60 years and older) in the village decreased to just under 19 percent of the 
population. There were 67 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing 
years, representing 38 percent of the total population. In comparison with the 1910 census, it 
appears that while older residents, especially former Separatists, continued to decrease in 
number through attrition, the number of young adults and children remained about the same. 

The major development in the study area in the 1920s is related to an attempt to exploit Zoar 
Village’s appeal as a tourist destination. Where Zoar Lake is now was originally a wet 
bottom land. The Separatists used this land for draining waste from the brewery and 
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slaughterhouse, and planted corn here after draining the area in the 1800s. In 1923, real estate 
developers bought the bottom land and flooded it to create a recreational lake (Massillon 

Evening Independent 1923a), building a concrete dam at First Street next to the mill race 
guard lock (see HDC22 in Table 2.28) and presumably replacing a bridge that would have 
carried First Street across the race (Figure 1.274, Figure 2.43). The Zoar Lake Resort 
Company produced a proposal in 1923 that included plans for stocking the lake with fish, the 
construction of a bathing beach, and boating excursions from the lake up the Tuscarawas 
River for a distance of five miles. A large dance hall, capable of accommodating 2,400 
people, was to be built next to the brewery for a cost of $40,000. The proposal notes that 
House No. 1 was owned by the resort company and operated as a hotel, and promoted the 
beauty of “Zoar Falls” (actually the Zoar Dam). The principals behind the company were 
Levi Bimeler, Louis P. Mauger, J. A. Shaidnagle, Roscoe C. Keller (likely the owner of the 
old Zoar Brewery that closed in 1908), and L. E. Bolyard; all but Bimeler were businessmen 
from Massillon (Zoar Lake & Resort Company 1923). One hundred lots were offered for sale 
at auction around Zoar Lake in 1924 (Massillon Evening Independent 1924b). In 1924, the 
lake was stocked with 10,000 bass and catfish from Lake Erie (Massillon Evening 

Independent 1924a). The Zoar Lake Resort opened on June 25, 1924, with music supplied by 
Brown and his Bobby Buckeyes, a five-piece band (Massillon Evening Independent 1924c). 

It appears that the resort company successfully sold lots for cottages, although few were 
actually built. Instead of constructing a new building, the Brewery, which briefly operated as 
Keller’s Tavern in the early 1900s, was converted to a dance pavilion with a one-story 
addition on piers overhanging the lake (Figure 1.275) and was apparently quite the draw for 
local youths seeking the alluring new sounds of jazz. A bathhouse was constructed 
overlooking the lake on its eastern edge. The Zoar Lake Resort was short-lived, however, and 
by mid-century, only the lake and a few pilings from the boat launch remained (Law 
1942:290). 

Using the abandoned canal bed north of the Zoar bridge, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was 
built in 1921 by the Ohio Division of Wildlife, with the further intent to convert the rest of 
the canal south to New Philadelphia into a massive fishing pond (Steubenville Herald-Star 

1921). The hatchery featured six rearing ponds (Figure 1.259, Figure 1.266, Figure 1.276). 
Breeding stock was brought in by rail. The hatchery was originally intended for smallmouth 
bass, but waters proved too slow and warm. The hatchery switched to largemouth bass, 
bluegill, and crappies in 1923. Plans were made to enlarge the hatchery in 1923, and a 
newspaper article noted that half a million fish were distributed to local rivers and lakes from 
the hatchery in 1922 (Massillon Evening Independent 1923b).The hatchery operated until 
1935, and was plagued by various problems: floods that washed out the breeding stock, 
runoff pollution from the road and a nearby barnyard, and feeder springs drying out 
(Tuscarawas County Canal Lands Development Committee 2002). The ruins of the fish 
hatchery are very well preserved, with nearly all the components visible in historical 
photographs present today (see HDC23 in Table 2.26; Figure 1.277, Figure 1.278, Figure 
1.279, Figure 1.280, Figure 1.281, Figure 1.282, Figure 2.41). 

Other developments in the 1920s include the probable construction of the Second Doctor’s 
Office on Main Street, between House No. 23 and the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office; 
and the establishment of the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company on the east side of the village, 
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on the possible location of an earlier Separatist lime kiln (Figure 1.262, Figure 2.42; see 
HDC24 in Table 2.26); and the removal of the ruinous Canal Mill (see page 1.115). 

A total of 63 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1920 census, with 30 different 
occupations (Table 1.32). Thirteen different locations are listed. This census record indicates 
that agriculture was losing ground as the prime mover of Zoar Village’s economy, as only 10 
people were associated with farming in the record. Blue-collar professions continue to appear 
in the census record, including brickyard laborers for the first time (a total of five people). 
Four people worked for the railroad, and four people were associated with the hotel. Three 
school teachers were present in Zoar Village. A new business in Zoar Village is indicated by 
a confectionary proprietor – likely located in the old bakery. The same old Separatist 
professions continued as in the 1910 census. 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1920 consisted primarily of Ohio natives. Other 
places of birth listed in the 1920 census included Germany (6 people), Pennsylvania (1 
person), Switzerland (1 person), New York (2 people), and England (2 people). 

Zoar Village and Connections to the Twentieth Century Modernism Art Movement 

Perhaps the most well-known artist associated with Zoar Village was German immigrant 
August Biehle, who went from Cleveland to study in Germany and France in 1902. During 
this period in Europe, Biehle became familiar with the German jugendstil branch of the Art 
Nouveau movement, with its flattened natural forms that he would adopt in his work. Biehle 
and contemporaries such as William Sommer, Henry Keller, and William Zorach embraced 
the new Modernism movement, with its overt class manifestations. Cleveland Museum of Art 
curator William Robinson characterized Modernism as “a working class reaction against 
entrenched social institutions and materialist values in a city dominated by the practical 
concerns of industry and commerce” (Robinson and Steinberg 1996:2). The modernist artists 
who would work at Zoar Village in the early twentieth century regarded art as a tool to 
challenge the status quo and its institutions, belief systems, and standards of beauty; whereas 
the earlier impressionists, such as Gottwald and Lehr, were more engaged and comfortable in 
the political and economic system of the Gilded Age. 

In 1910, Henry Keller, Abel Warshawsky, and William Sommer, styled themselves as 
“secessionists,” presumably copying the eponymous movement in Vienna at the time. This 
group had a show of new modernist works at the Rorimer-Brooks Gallery in Cleveland as a 
response to the more conservative annual juried show at the Cleveland School of Art 
(Robinson 1996). The show predates the 1913 New York Armory show, the critically 
accepted date for the introduction of modern art to American audiences. In fact, two 
Cleveland artists that painted at Zoar Village would be represented in the Armory Show; 
Henry Keller and William Zorach. In 1911, artists William Sommer and Carl Moellman 
founded the Kokoon Arts Club in Cleveland to promote the Modernism movement. 

In addition to going to school in Cleveland, artists who would help develop the Modernism 
movement and would later paint at Zoar Village also went to Europe for artistic training and 
travel. Biehle returned to Europe and studied at the Munich Royal Academy in 1910–1912, 
and this trip would alter the Cleveland art scene. In 1912, artists Wassily Kandisky, Franz 
Marc and Paul Klee amongst others participated in a group show at Munich’s Tannhauser 
Gallery, and it seems likely that Biehle would have attended this show. The paintings’ 
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abstracted forms and prismatic color would come to be known as German Expressionism, 
which would greatly influence the work of Biehle. This genre shares some attributes with 
German romanticism in that “the visible world is only a simile and the (artists) recognized 
their goal as the perception of inner forces in the outside world” (Selz 1974:20). For the 
expressionists, conscious and unconscious thought merged into one realm combined with 
aspects of intuition and mysticism (Selz 1974). 

In the summer of 1912, Biehle returned to Cleveland from Munich with the Blaue Reiter 

almanac, the manifesto of German Expressionism, and become active in the Kokoon Club 
with Sommer. The Blaue Reiter almanac and the vibrant paintings of Cleveland artist Abel 
Warshawsky, also recently returned from Europe, invigorated the Cleveland scene. Biehle 
and Sommer changed their styles in response to European painting. Biehle’s work became 
more visionary and Sommer adopted a vibrant palette (Robinson 1996).  

The writings of Frederick Nietzsche also affected the largely lower and middle class 
Cleveland Modernists. The modernists were against the materialist culture promoted by 
American society (Robinson 1996). Unlike the Old Bohemians, the modernists were not on 
familiar terms with those on the upper end of the dominant power structure, but instead felt 
oppressed by their social values and their focus on materialism and commerce (Robinson 
1996). 

The introduction of Modernism in Cleveland caused a schism in the Midwestern art scene. 
Still very engaged in the art world, if no longer dominant in Cleveland, the Old Bohemians 
under Gottwald lashed out vigorously against modernism. Once the life of the party at Zoar 
Village, the Old Bohemians now became the conservative force in Cleveland art in the face 
of encroaching Modernism and its class and social implications. Gottwald pronounced the 
1914 Taylor Gallery modernist show in Cleveland, which included Zoar painters William 
Sommer and William Zorach, “all rot” (Robinson 1996:92). Old Bohemians Gottwald, 
George Adomeit, and Ora Coltman, along with artist William Edmondson, formed the 
Cleveland Artists Society as a conservative response to the Kokoon Club, with a goal of 
upholding traditional values and standards of craftsmanship (Robinson 1996). 

The animosity between the groups was mutual. In 1925, a Kokoon Club Masque-Ball 
program defined “Bohemian”, in what can only be a slight aimed at the Cleveland Artists 
Society: “In the early days the affair was frequently referred to as “Bohemian” because 
people still believed that artists led “Bohemian” lives. Now that people have discovered that 
the real name of the country is Checko-Slovakia (sic) and that is where all the stuff in gift 
shops comes from the name has dropped out of use” (Kokoon Club 1925). 

American Scene Painting in the 1920s at Zoar Village 

The end of World War I also spelled the end of Modernism in the region. The causes of the 
First World War were blamed by many on the ideology of Modernism. It was seen in the 
early 1920s as a foreign idea that was synonymous with Eastern European immigration, 
socialism, anarchism; all undesirable qualities in a nativist political environment. There was 
also a backlash to the influence of Nietzsche, since not only did he hail the superiority of the 
creative individual, he also singled out the weak as worthy of destruction; this philosophy 
was considered influential to the advent of the First World War (Robinson 1996).  
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Cultural factors also had an effect. Artist Charles Burchfield abandoned visionary modernism 
after reading Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg and “decided to paint a more objective 
interpretation of the American scene” (Robinson 1996:90). Therefore, in many ways the 
modernist retreat was a general tenor of the times. Art historians refer to this retreat from 
Modernism in various terms. Paintings of urban scenes are often labeled Social Realism, 
whereas rural settings are labeled American Scene paintings, or American Regionalism. The 
difference may be attributed more to the setting than to the style, however. Painting in this 
period is characterized by more naturalistically colored scenes and is more conservative in 
tone than previous modernist incarnations. 

Cleveland artists responded to the anti-Modernism sentiment in different ways. Keller and 
Warshawsky abandoned Fauvist color, while Biehle was more accommodating and produced 
work in a modern style as well as more conservative work. However, it seems that the 
location often dictated the style, as much as trends in the art world. The Biehle family has 
noted that the work from Zoar Village in the 1920s is more muted with the use of natural 
colors and attention to realism (Figure 1.283, Figure 1.284). Sackerlotzky notes that Biehle’s 
Zoar works are more representational than the work done at the same time at Berlin Heights 
under the tutelage of Henry Keller (Sackerlotzky 1990:18). It is possible that Biehle felt more 
comfortable experimenting in the presence of his peers at the secluded Berlin Heights farm 
than plein-air painting at Zoar Village. It seems probable that the prevailing political currents 
made Biehle moderate his modernist approach at Zoar Village, making his work there a 
barometer of the times as much as anything else. In this interpretation, Zoar Village, the 
decline of modernism, and the advent of American Scene painting may be linked through 
Biehle’s work. 

Zoar landscapes were exhibited in Cleveland by Biehle during the interwar period. In 1920 
and 1922, Biehle showed Zoar landscapes at the Kokoon Club. In 1922, Biehle’s watercolor 
Old Mill at Zoar, Ohio won first place in the watercolor category in the Cleveland Museum’s 
May Show (Landau 1986). Biehle made additional trips to Zoar Village in 1924, 1926, and 
1928 to work for short periods of time.  

The 1930s 

The 1930 census shows a population of 146 people in 46 households (Table 1.33), continuing 
the trend of population decline with a net decrease of 30 people from 1920. The census 
indicates a total of 42 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only four of which indicate occupied 
duplexes. The 1930 census documents 76 males and 70 females at Zoar Village. Twenty of 
the 46 households consist of only one to two people, a similar proportion to that of 1920. 
Only 20 former Separatists are listed in the 1930 census, with 13 representing heads of 
households. Fourteen households rented their homes, which is about the same as in 1920. 
Approximately four new houses were built in the study area in the 1930s, including the 
relocation of the Dover Dam Resident Engineer’s house to Zoar Village in 1939. The new 
alignment of the Dover-Zoar Road north of the village dates to the 1930s, and Sixth and 
Seventh streets may date to this period as well. 

Age groups in the 1930 census are shown in Table 1.34. The table shows the proportion of 
the population under the age of 15 was 26 percent, much higher than in 1920. The percentage 
of elderly people (60 years and older) stayed about the same as 1920, just under 18 percent of 
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the population. There were 46 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing 
years, representing 28 percent of the total population. In comparison with the 1920 census, it 
appears that while young adults decreased in number, the number of older residents and 
children remained about the same. 

A total of 56 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1930 census, with 38 different 
occupations (Table 1.35). Eighteen different locations are listed. The trend for the decline of 
agricultural occupations in the village continued, with only six people listed as farmers. Blue-
collar professions continue to increase, including steelworkers for the first time (a total of 
five people). The brick plant across the Tuscarawas River continued to be a major source of 
employment, with 11 people employed at that location. Four people worked in some capacity 
for the railroad, and three people were associated with the school (two teachers and a janitor). 
The lime kiln as a place of occupation first appears in the 1930 census. Oddly, no 
occupations are associated with the hotel, suggesting it was not operating as a hotel at the 
time of the census. Fernandez suggests that at this time, perhaps it was being run as a 
multiple-occupancy residence, much like an apartment building (Kathleen Fernandez, 
personal communication, 2013). The 1930 census is notable in that it records the passing of 
all former Separatist occupations; no people are listed as working in the garden or as a tinner, 
for example. The store was still in operation, but no longer in the hands of a former 
Separatist.  

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1930 shows a continuation of the population being 
native Ohioans. Other places of birth included Germany (5 people), Pennsylvania (2 people), 
and Switzerland (1 person). A note on the census record indicated that all persons listing their 
place of birth as Germany were actually from Württemberg. 

Zoar Village in the Great Depression 

The Great Depression had a definite effect on Zoar Village. Mase characterizes Zoar Village 
in 1930 as having an “air of retirement, as though its founder had called it a day and quit” 
(Mase 1930:1). Although the Zoar Garden was undergoing restoration in 1930, Mase noted it 
was a shell of its former glory. The hotel was closed most of the time, and one grist mill had 
been “torn away” – referring to the dismantling of the Canal Mill in 1921 (Mase 1930:2). 
The bakery was converted into a dwelling. Law noted about 70 houses were still standing in 
the late 1930s, with many of the old log houses covered with siding. 

In 1933, after Prohibition ended, members of the Cleveland brewer family, the Schlathers, 
attempted to start a brewery at Zoar Village (Figure 1.285). A. V. Weitz was selected the 
president of the Zoar Brewery Company. He chose a location for the new brewery on the east 
side of town, expected to be complete in April of 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels 
of beer, marketed under the name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company 
planned to impound a 25-acre lake (probably on Goose Run in the former location of the 
Separatist’s Fish Pond [Figure 1.266]), landscape their property, and construct a golf course. 
Zoar Village was chosen for this brewery due to its spring water and history. The main 
building was planned to be 104 by 50 feet and three stories high, with architectural design 
elements inspired by Separatist architecture. The brew house was to be five stories tall with a 
base measuring 28 by 24 feet. One interesting detail of the plans for the brewery was the 
intention to use building material recycled from Separatist buildings and ruins. The 
foundation stones for the brewery were taken from the ruins of the Canal Mill (discussed on 
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page 1.115). The superstructure was to be constructed with hand-hewn timbers (likely from 
one of the old barns), and the roof would have red clay tiles, also likely taken from an old 
barn. Bricks for the chimney were to be made in Zoar Village and made to resemble hand-
molded bricks (Massillon Evening Independent 1933). However, the brewery apparently 
never made it past the laying of the foundation, which is still visible across Goose Run from 
the ruins of the lime kiln (see HDC32 in Table 2.26; Knaack, personal communication, 2012, 
Law 1942: 342; Figure 1.262, Figure 1.285). 

The Arts at Zoar Village in the Great Depression 

In 1930, like many others, August Biehle lost his lithography job and started to spend the 
summers at Zoar Village. His work from this period was done in colored pencil in a less 
aggressive palette than during his modernist period, having dropped the vivid oranges and 
reds. This change in approach may have been done to make the work more saleable during 
the Great Depression. Biehle exhibited paintings from the summer of 1931 at the Kokoon 
Club in Cleveland indicating that he continued to paint there after the advent of the Great 
Depression. 

The beginning of New Deal programs added another artistic dimension to Zoar Village. The 
newly-minted Historic American Building Survey (HABS) recorded Zoar Village in 
December 1936 through measured drawing and black and white photography. Cleveland 
architectural photographer Carl Waite was the photographer for the survey during 1936. 
Previously, Waite was the staff photographer for the Cleveland architecture firm of Walker 
and Weeks, a large firm that designed Severance Hall and the 1931 Cleveland Municipal 
Stadium, among other notable Cleveland buildings and structures (Johannsen 1999). Waite’s 
HABS photographs of Zoar Village are available at the Library of Congress (LOC) and 
online on the LOC website, and can be seen throughout this report. 

In 1936, Alfred Mewett, the Registrar at the Cleveland School of Art, arranged for art 
students to record scenes of early Cleveland, as part of the National Youth Administration, a 
branch of the federal Works Progress Administration (WPA). However, Mewett did not 
actually take the students to the locations but used photographs of early Cleveland from the 
WRHS collection for the students to freely reinterpret in an Ashcan School style (Chagrin 
Falls Library 2012). The project operated from 1936 to 1942. The Western Reserve 
Historical Society, the repository for the collection, contains a 1942 John Tobolski 
watercolor on board entitled, Side Road at Zoar that was produced as part of this program. 
The watercolor was an adaptation of an unidentified photograph taken at Zoar Village. 

Toledo artist Fritz Boehmer, a miniaturist trained in Germany, cataloged the handicrafts and 
arts of Separatists at Zoar Village around 1937. Boehmer was working in the WPA, Fine Arts 
Project division of the Index of American Art and would continue to do so, perhaps 
sporadically, until at least 1939. Boehmer and other artists of the Index recorded the material 
culture of pre-1890 America through drawings and watercolors, to capture the origin and rise 
of American design (National Gallery 2012). Boehmer’s work at Zoar Village, including 53 
drawings of handcrafted objects made by the German Separatist members of the village, is 
curated at the National Gallery in Washington, D.C. According to Fernandez, several other 
artists employed with the WPA produced oil paintings of Zoar Village scenes, several of 
which are kept in the Zoar Store (Kathleen Fernandez, personal communication, 2013). 
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The Beginning of Historic Preservation at Zoar Village 

The 1930s marks the beginning of significant historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village. 
Although initially undertaken by local residents concerned with rehabilitating a deteriorating 
village and preserving the memories of a dwindling population of former Separatists, the 
focus on historic preservation at Zoar Village would become the defining characteristic of the 
community, and would become its economic base in the latter half of the twentieth century. 
Howard Sarbaugh, a descendent of a Separatist, formed the Zoar Historical Society (ZHS) in 
January of 1930 with the purpose of increasing interest in local history and record places of 
historical importance in the community. Sarbaugh (1931) recorded that existing Separatist 
buildings at the time of publication of his short pamphlet on the history of Zoar Village 
included the brewery, a grist mill, the Woolen Mill, the Blacksmith Shop, the Cider Mill, a 
“steam laundry” (possibly the Zoar Hotel Laundry), part of the Second Cow Barn, the 
Bakery, the Silk Factory (House No. 15), the Third Meetinghouse, and the Second 
Schoolhouse. The ZHS also focused on preserving historical artifacts related to Zoar Village 
and memorializing the history of Zoar Village. The ZHS was responsible for the restoration 
of the Public Garden beginning in 1930  and established the first museum in Zoar Village at 
House No. 1 in 1935 (in 1930, the house was still owned by descendents of Joseph Bimeler). 
The opening of the museum was a cause for celebration and featured talks on the history of 
Zoar Village by Peter Bimeler and I. T. Frary (Massillon Evening Independent 1935). Four 
remaining log cabins were restored in the 1930s by Paul “Rummy” Reiker, a Separatist 
descendent who briefly occupied House No. 30 (Fernandez 2003:17; Scott Gordon, personal 
communication, 2013); presumably these houses include House No. 9, House No. 10, House 
No.16, and House No. 30. 

In 1936, a German author named Norbert Zimmer spent time in Zoar Village, recording the 
Swabian dialect of the remaining Separatists. The recordings were made with a movie 
camera, and were intended for scholars in Germany who were studying the dialect. It does 
not appear that Zimmer returned any copies of these films to the United States (Massillon 

Evening Independent 1936). 

The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS; later to become the Ohio 
Historical Society) became involved, first in an advisory position, and later assisting in 
purchasing House No. 1 from its owners. In 1939, the OSAHS, fearing commercialization of 
the historical village, urged private property owners in Zoar Village not to sell their property 
until OSAHS could acquire funds to purchase historical buildings associated with Separatists 
(Massillon Evening Independent 1939). 

Finally, the most significant historic preservation effort at Zoar Village in the 1930s was the 
construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, the only such levee in Ohio solely 
constructed to protect a historically significant community. According to the USACE 
Technical Center of Expertise for the Preservation of Historic Buildings, Zoar Levee & 
Diversion Dam is one of the earliest, if not earliest examples of a flood risk management 
project by USACE designed for the sole protection of a historic community. Even today, 
there are only a handful of projects that were formulated in consideration of protection of 
historical assets (e.g. Ste. Genevieve levee works in Missouri, A. Raymond Thacker Levee in 
Scottsville, Virginia; 2013 Personal Communication between Director of TCX for 
Preservation of Historic Buildings and Aaron Smith, Lead Planner, Zoar Levee & Diversion 
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Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study). To understand this important development, the 
history of flood control efforts in the Muskingum Watershed must be discussed. 

The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District 

The concept of flood control on the scale of an entire river drainage in Ohio was developed 
as a response to the devastating flood of 1913. This flood resulted in the loss of over 500 
lives and caused $300 million in damages across the state. The first drainage in Ohio 
subjected to a flood control plan was the Miami River Drainage in southwestern Ohio. 
Dayton engineer Arthur Morgan was contracted to perform a study of the Miami River to 
determine the best solution in preventing another devastating flood. Although initially 
dismissive of the idea of using dams and reservoirs for flood control, the results of the study 
changed Morgan’s mind, and in 1914 he convinced an overseeing board of consulting 
engineers to approve the plan. However, the construction of the system ran afoul of the fact 
that no legislation was apparently in place that would actually permit the erection of dams for 
flood control (Jenkins 1976:4). Fortunately, an amendment to the Ohio Constitution was 
passed in 1913 that focused on the protection of natural resources and allowed for the 
creation of drainage and conservation districts. Morgan recognized this amendment could be 
used as justification for authorization of conservation districts, with appropriate legislation. 
Working with Ohio Governor James M. Cox, Morgan help to draft what would become 
House Bill No. 19, “To Prevent Floods, Protect Cities, Villages, Farms and Highways from 
Inundation, and to Authorize the Organization of Drainage and Conservation Districts,” 
introduced by Dayton Representative Victor Vonderheide on January 14, 1914 (Jenkins 
1976:6). The bill passed the House and was signed into law by Governor Cox in February, 
1914, and took immediate effect as an emergency bill. 

Having the needed legal authority in hand, a board of directors was selected for the Miami 
Conservancy District, with Morgan installed as Chief Engineer. Construction began in 1918 
and was completed in 1923. The system was put to the test during the flood of 1937, the 
largest on record at the time, and the system performed spectacularly. 

The establishment of the Miami Conservancy District was a direct inspiration for the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD). In 1927, the Zanesville Chamber of 
Commerce set up a committee to address flooding. After raising funds for a flood control 
study by subscription, the Dayton-Morgan Engineering Company was hired in 1928 to 
conduct a flood control study. This study presented a number of possible solutions, including 
the use of retention dams and the involvement of the Federal Government, but ultimately 
recommended a plan using levees, flood walls, and channelization (Jenkins 1976:15). The 
report shows that the authors were definitely thinking about the entire drainage, and not just 
the portion immediately above Zanesville. One recommendation was the formation of a 
Muskingum Conservancy District, similar to the Miami Conservancy District in that it 
focused on the river valley immediately around Zanesville and did not include the upper 
drainage of the Muskingum River and its tributaries. While comprehensive, the report was 
not well received by Zanesville residents, as the funding required for the flood control 
methods was far more than what could possibly be raised locally. 

North of Zanesville, flood control was also on the minds of the community leaders in other 
communities on the Muskingum and Tuscarawas Rivers. In 1930, a joint meeting of 
representatives was held in New Philadelphia, and the Muskingum-Tuscarawas Improvement 
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Association was formed for the purpose of promoting flood control, navigation, and water 
conservation (Jenkins 1976:26). This group soon proposed a study of the entire Muskingum 
River drainage to assess flooding, conservation, and other topics related to the use of water in 
the region. The study, called the Muskingum-Tuscarawas River Study, was authorized in 
July, 1930, and contracted out to the Dayton-Morgan Engineering Company, who completed 
it in June of 1931.  

The Muskingum-Tuscarawas River Study was very comprehensive, and its section on flood 
control emphasized the danger of another massive flood in the drainage. Encroachment on 
river banks and floodplains had continued unabated since the flood of 1913. Solutions to the 
problem of flooding were found to be complex and potentially very expensive, including a 
system of levees, floodwalls, channel improvements, and reservoirs. Irrigation and water 
power development in the drainage were found to be unnecessary, but water conservation in 
light of increasing development to insure a constant supply was recommended. Navigation 
improvements in the form of locks and dams was considered but deemed economically 
unfeasible. 

A major component of the report was a section addressing immediate needs. The dangers to 
communities in the drainage from flooding were evaluated and the risks to property and loss 
of life were found to be very high. The report recommended the establishment of a regional 
agency to address and manage water conservation and flood control practices. At the time of 
the report, the authors did not think it likely that the federal government would become 
involved, and posited that the state would also not be the primary authority as the project was 
not statewide in scope. The establishment of a conservancy district was put forth as the best 
solution. 

Flood control efforts faced great challenges in securing funding during the Great Depression, 
but gained a considerable advantage with the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as President 
in 1932. In March of 1933, President Roosevelt proposed a three-part plan to address several 
of the nation’s problems through the creation of three proposals: development of quick-start 
federal projects that would specifically hired unemployed workers, relief grants to the states, 
and the creation of a broad-based public works program that would focus on labor-intensive 
projects. These proposals were the seed of the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Federal 
Emergency Relief Administration, and the Federal Emergency Administration of Public 
Works (Jenkins 1976:35). The U.S. Congress passed the National Industrial Recovery Act 
(P.L. 73-90, 48 Stat. 195 / Codified at 15 U.S.C. 703) (NIRA) in June of 1933. This act, 
among other things, authorized the funding and construction of large-scale public works such 
as bridges, dams, hospitals, and schools. Title II of NIRA created the Federal Emergency 
Administration of Public Works, which was later renamed the Public Works Administration 
(PWA) in 1939. Section 202 of NIRA provided for the construction of river and harbor 
improvements and flood control, and also authorized the federal government to construct, 
finance, or aid in the construction or financing of any public works. In addition, Section 202 
of NIRA allowed the President to make grants to states, municipalities or other public bodies 
for the construction, repair or improvement of any such public works project. This section 
granted the authority used by the federal government to execute the plans discussed below to 
construct flood control projects in the Muskingum River Basin in cooperation with the 
MWCD. 
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Just before the President’s proposal was given in March of 1933, a large flood event in the 
Muskingum River Valley occurred, causing $22 million in damages and hammering home 
the need for effective flood control in the region. A group of local leaders formed a 
delegation and began lobbying for federal assistance in flood control. In 1933, buoyed by 
positive receptions in Washington, D.C., a coalition of groups, including the Zanesville 
Water and Soil Resources Commission, the Chambers of Commerce in Zanesville and 
Newark, and the Muskingum-Tuscarawas Improvement Association, circulated petitions for 
the creation of a conservancy district. A hearing was set up to be heard by a special 
Conservation Court in New Philadelphia. After days of testimony and deliberations, the court 
issued a decree that incorporated the new Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District 
(Jenkins 1976:43). The territory covered by the district included all of Coshocton, Guernsey, 
Holmes, Muskingum, Noble, Tuscarawas, and Wayne Counties, and parts of Ashland, 
Carroll, Harrison, Knox, Licking, Morgan, Stark, Summit, and Washington Counties; small 
portions of Belmont and Richland Counties were added later as plans to address flood control 
and conservation in the MWCD developed. 

A plan for flood protection and water conservation for the MWCD was developed in the 
summer of 1933 and approved by the MWCD board in August of that year. This plan 
proposed a series of flood control measures that included retention basins on Wills Creek, the 
Walhonding River, and Killbuck Creek, along with ten combined retention basins and 
storage reservoirs to be located on different tributary systems within the district. Nine of the 
ten proposed combined reservoir/basin projects would eventually be constructed (Jenkins 
1976:48–49). Channel improvements and protective structures were recommended for 
Zanesville and Massillon due to a lack of suitable dam sites near those cities. The plan also 
addressed the need for a stable water supply, reforestation, water and soil conservation, and 
navigation improvements.  

The approved proposal was submitted as part of a grant application for federal assistance 
from the Administrator of Public Works in Washington, D.C., asking for a total of 
$41,640,000 (Jenkins 1976:52). The grant request was reviewed by the Mississippi Drainage 
Area Board, which was tasked to develop flood control policies in the Mississippi Drainage 
Basin that would be used in making recommendations about Public Works Administration 
river management projects. Due to the size of the grant request, the Board recommended 
more study to determine how the MWCD plan would benefit flood control efforts in the Ohio 
and Mississippi River valleys. This study was conducted by the USACE, which determined 
that 60 percent of the total benefits from the MWCD flood control plan would actually be to 
areas outside the district boundaries. 

After much review and negotiations, the Mississippi Board finally agreed to fund the cost of 
the 14 reservoirs in the plan, to the amount of $22,590,000. As the authority of the Board was 
limited to flood control projects, the members felt that they could only approve the part of the 
grant that directly addressed flood protection (Jenkins 1976:57). Therefore, the MWCD 
would have to acquire the funds for highway relocation and real estate acquisition, at an 
estimated cost of $12 million. The amount of $500,000 was earmarked in the grant for land 
acquisition at the reservoir sites, with the remaining $22,090,000 slated for construction. 
However, there was a twist – the remaining funds were given to the USACE, who were 
assigned to the construction of the dams. Although the directors of the MWCD were initially 
not happy with USACE involvement, they realized that they would risk losing the support of 
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the PWA if they strenuously objected. One mitigating factor for the MWCD was that the 
USACE was directed to relinquish dam operation to the MWCD after construction was 
finished (Jenkins 1976:59); however, the Flood Control Act of 1939 would later return 
administration of the dams to the Corps. 

While the MWCD could raise $6 million within the District, they turned to the State of Ohio 
for assistance in raising the additional funding required for the project. At the urging of 
Governor White, the State Assembly approved a request for $2 million, and also passed an 
emergency act in March 1934 authorizing the State Director of Highways to relocate 
highways and streets in or adjacent to areas owned by a conservancy district or part of a 
flood control easement (Jenkins 1976:62).  

Several basic policies were adopted by the District to guide its operation. One major policy 
was that the MWCD was not exempted from paying real estate taxes on the lands it owned. 
Another important policy was that the MWCD would operate as much as possible without 
reliance on tax income. The MWCD also resolved not to duplicate efforts of any government 
agency, with the result that MWCD has needed to enter into numerous cooperative 
agreements in order to carry out the various programs performed by MWCD (Jenkins 
1976:63). Finally, the District implemented a policy of open public access to the reservoirs 
created by impoundments. This policy was inspired by the fact that at the time, there was no 
publicly accessible beach land along Lake Erie and access to inland lakes was also quite 
limited. 

In January of 1934, USACE established the temporary Zanesville District to prepare for 
design and construction of the dams in the MWCD. The Zanesville District began an 
intensive study of the MWCD to provide information needed for the design and placement of 
dams and other flood control structures within the district. The Official Plan for the district 
was developed by USACE, and was submitted to the MWCD directors in July of 1934. The 
Official Plan initially called for the construction of 15 reservoirs on the three main tributaries 
of the Muskingum River, with four on the Walhonding River and its tributaries, nine on the 
Tuscarawas River and its tributaries, and two on Wills Creek and its tributaries. The specific 
dams in the plan included: 

• Atwood, on the Tuscarawas River 

• Beach City, on Sugar Creek (a tributary of the Tuscarawas River) 

• Charles Mill, on Black Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

• Clendening, on Brushy Fork (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately 
theTuscarawas River) 

• Dover, on the Tuscarawas River 

• Freeport, on Skull Fork (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately of the 
Tuscarawas River) 

• Leesville, on the Tuscarawas River 

• Massillon, on the Tuscarawas River 

• Mohawk, on the Walhonding River 
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• Mohicanville, on Lake Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

• Piedmont, on Stillwater Creek (a tributary of the Tuscarawas River) 

• Pleasantville, on Clear Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

• Senecaville, on Seneca Fork (a tributary of Wills Creek) 

• Tappan, on Little Stillwater Creek (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately of 
the Tuscarawas River) 

• Wills Creek, on Wills Creek 

All of the above dams were proposed to have permanent reservoirs, with the exception of 
Mohawk Dam. The reservoirs would serve the dual purpose of flood control and water 
conservation. The directors released the plan for public comment in September, and the plan 
was amended by the USACE after consideration of dozens of submitted comments and 
objections, including concerns about the potential damage to property upstream of Dover 
Dam. Two major changes were made to the Official Plan: removing water storage from the 
design of Mohicanville Dam and the elimination of the entire Massillon Dam. The removal 
of the Massillon Dam was not popular with the residents of that city, due to the frequency of 
damaging floods that affected the community. 

On October 8, 1934, the Official Plan was adopted by the directors of the MWCD (Jenkins 
1976:74) and approved by the Conservancy Court on November 19, 1934, which allowed 
construction contracts to be bidded out and awarded. The Conservancy Court’s ruling of 
approval requested amendments for stream channelization of the Tuscarawas River and the 
addition of a dam at Bolivar on Sandy Creek to provide the required flood protection for 
Massillon; in addition, the height of Dover Dam was to be lowered to allow better access into 
Zoar Village (Jenkins 1976:77).  

Implementation of the Official Plan was not a smooth process for the MWCD and USACE. 
Land speculation made acquisition of the required property for the Freeport Reservoir 
unfeasible. Amendments to the Official Plan were introduced in February 1935 that proposed 
a different reservoir site on the River Styx above Rittman, and to provide for the 
recommendations of the Conservancy Court. A series of other proposed amendments 
followed, and finally, on June 8, 1935, a revised Official Plan was approved, just in time to 
meet the deadline for contracting the PWA funds authorized for the project. If the Official 
Plan had not been approved before July 1, the funds would have been withdrawn. Revisions 
to the plan included the Bolivar Dam, river channelization at Massillon, the lowering of the 
height of Dover Dam to assist the protection of Zoar Village, and the complete elimination of 
the Freeport Reservoir with no replacement. 

Land acquisitions for the proposed dam sites were completed by the end of 1936, with further 
easements and property acquired in 1937. Land acquisition was a somewhat slow process, 
due to the need for legal action to secure some tracts of land. By the end of 1939, the MWCD 
was still in the process of acquiring the last tracts of land and easements required for full 
implementation of the plan. Another factor that affected the acquisition of property was the 
assessment of damages to property owners whose land would either be purchased or put 
under easement. At Massillon, for example, the amount of assessments against property was 
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so large that the City Council and affected citizens persuaded the MWCD directors to remove 
the Massillon channelization from the Official Plan (Jenkins 1976:87). 

Construction 

Construction of dams within the MWCD began in January 1935 at Tappan. Throughout the 
year, further contracts were awarded for construction of the remaining dams, the Zoar Levee, 
and nearly all the railroad and utility relocations. Three additional USACE area offices were 
set up at Dover, Loudonville, and Dennison to oversee the construction (Jenkins 1976:88); 
the Loudenville and Dennison offices would be closed in 1938 as construction neared 
completion. Villages, highways, railroads, and utility lines began to be relocated as needed 
under the plan. 

Construction of the Dover Dam began in 1935, which resulted in an outcry from the 
inhabitants of Zoar Village. After receiving letters of protest from Zoar Village residents, 
concerned historians, the OSAHS, the artist I. T. Frary, and finally U.S. Senator Robert J. 
Buckley (OSAHS 1935), USACE decided to protect the town with a levee rather than 
condemn and raze the structures within the flood zone. Other levees were constructed as part 
of the Dover Dam project to protect important industrial sites (Figure 1.4). Other 
communities were acquired as a result of being located within flowage easements, such as 
Tappan, Zoar Station, Valley Junction, and Sandyville (Kemp 2002). Zoar Station and Valley 
Junction were relocated to higher ground north of Conotton Creek, merging to form the new 
village of Zoarville. Meanwhile, the MWCD began the process of land acquisition, through 
purchase or condemnation. The entire system was completed in 1938, with the result that 145 
miles of roads, 60 miles of railroad lines, and immeasurable amounts of utility lines were 
relocated, including the Wheeling & Lake Erie railroad, which was removed away from Zoar 
Village as part of the construction of Dover Dam and the Zoar Levee. 

USACE assumed control of the dams in the MWCD as a result of the passing of the Flood 
Control Act of 1939. However, the MWCD could not transfer any other responsibilities to 
USACE apart from flood control. In 1940, a serious problem regarding the filling of the 
reservoirs as conservation lakes was identified in that year at Dover Dam: pollution from a 
nearby chemical company was rendering the water unsuitable for use, and the heavy 
sediment load of the Tuscarawas River was projected to silt up the lake. Eventually, the lake 
at Dover Dam was considered unnecessary, and Dover Dam was switched to operation as a 
dry reservoir in 1941. 

The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam 

Although Zoar Village was initially considered for evacuation, USACE decided to construct 
a set of levees to protect the village instead, due to its historical significance and the location 
of state-owned museums in the village (Johnson 1950:5). USACE erected the Zoar Levee & 
Diversion Dam between 1935 and 1938, which resulted in the demolition of the Machine 
Shop and First Planing Mill (discussed on page 1.114), Lumber Drying House, and House 
No. 24 (discussed on page 1.100) south of town, along with the removal of the Wheeling & 
Lake Erie Railroad to across the river, but alleviated the need to raze the majority of Zoar 
Village to keep it from being inundated by Dover Dam’s pool. 

Work started on the levee on September 17, 1935 (Massillon Evening Independent 1935), 
and was completed in 1938. As originally designed, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam 
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included two levees, the diversion dam, and a diversion channel excavated as two segments 
(Figure 1.22, Figure 1.23). The two levees, Levee #1 (west of SR 212) and Levee # 2 (east of 
SR 212), and met at the top of a small rise south of town, where House No. 24 was located. 
Levee # 1 was the first of the two levees to be built. Construction photographs indicate that 
the levee was started near Zoar Lake and progressed to the southeast (Figure 1.286). The 
northwestern portion of Levee #1 was largely built in 1936 (Figure 1.287), and much of 
Levee #2 was completed, but work was halted on the levee while a lawsuit brought by the 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad against the USACE was resolved. The Zoar Levee is a 
rolled-earth embankment with an impervious core and a crest length of 3,893 feet. The levee 
is constructed of zoned earthen fill with a central impervious core, sandy inner shells and 
impervious outer shells. The western portion of the levee (originally Levee #1) is built upon a 
thin intermittent alluvial blanket over top a mix of glacial outwash, alluvium, and lacustrine 
deposits approximately 130 feet thick in the deepest valley section, while the eastern portion 
(corresponding to the originally separate Levee #2) sits on a rock knoll consisting of jointed 
and fractured sandstone and limestone, interbedded with shale within several feet of the base 
of the levee. The levee foundations were prepared by clearing the selected area of 
obstructions, and  included removal of the railroad ballast from the portion within the levee 
footprint, and also using a portion of the earthen railroad berm west of the levee footprint as 
borrow material. This use of the railroad material dates to the final construction stages, as 
interruption to rail service was intended to be minimal. The borrow sites for the levee 
material were stripped, and topsoil was then stockpiled for use on the levee. Topsoil stripping 
of the levee footprint was not specified in construction plans, but this stripping appears to be 
documented in the construction photographs. Before the levee embankment was started, the 
levee footprint was plowed, with 8t-inch-deep furrows oriented perpendicular to the axis of 
the levee. In addition, a 6-foot-deep inspection trench, 4 feet wide at the base and 6 feet wide 
at the top, was excavated along the levee centerline to identify subterranean obstructions or 
features that would require removal, such as drain tiles or water lines. 

Material for the levee was obtained from two borrow areas located north and east of the 
modern Goose Run Impoundment area, along with spoil excavated from the diversion 
channels, ditches, and the railroad embankment. Approximately 330,000 cubic yards of earth 
went into constructing the levee. 

The Zoar Diversion Dam was essentially completed in late 1937 (Figure 1.288), and, like the 
levees, is a rolled earth-filled embankment with an impervious core. The remainder of Levee 
#1 and Levee #2 was begun in the fall of 1937. House No. 24 was still standing in June of 
1937, but was removed by December (Figure 1.289, Figure 1.290, Figure 1.291). The small 
valley south of House No. 24, where the Zoar Foundry was located (and probably the tile 
works and pottery as well) was modified with the excavation of part of the diversion channel 
system (Figure 1.292). Rail service continued up until the last moment, with the railroad line 
finally severed by the levee in 1938 (Figure 1.293). All work was completed by the fall of 
1938. When completed, the levee project consisted of the levees, the diversion dam and 
channel on the Goose Run channel (Johnson 1950:5). The final elevation of the levee was 
919 feet above sea level, three feet higher than the crest of the spillway at Dover Dam, and 
the elevation of the Zoar Diversion Dam was 932 feet above sea level. A set of concrete box 
culverts were built, one to pass Goose Run under Levee # 1 and another along Mineral City-
Zoar Road (Second Street) east of town in association with the diversion channel. Three 
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roadway ramps crossing the levee were built: one for SR 212, one for the Dover-Zoar Road, 
and one that passed Second Street over the levee to Zoar Lake. 

Similar to the Zoar Levee, the Diversion Dam is also of rolled-earth construction with an 
impervious inner core sitting directly on bedrock, with thin layers of original alluvium 
supporting the shell of the dam. Goose Run flows through a single sluice-gated culvert in the 
Diversion Dam into a channel that feeds it to a ponding area on the southern edge of the 
village, in the approximate location of the Separatist Tile Works (see discussion on page 
1.120). From here, Goose Run flows under the levee through a single culvert and empties 
into the old Separatist mill race. When water is impounded against the Diversion Dam, the 
culvert is closed and water is diverted away from the village through the diversion channels. 
The diversion channel is a deep, steeply-sloped ditch that runs from the eastern side of the 
Goose Run Impoundment and runs south through a set of culverts under Second Street, 
where it joins a natural drainage that once fed into Goose Run to the west. The diversion 
channel follows this drainage for a short distance, but diverts from it with another excavated 
portion to intercept another natural drainage near the former location of an ice house, close to 
House No. 25. Water flowing through the diversion channel meets the old Separatist mill 
race after moving through a culvert under SR 212, and ultimately makes its way to the 
Tuscarawas River. 

The 1940s 

The 1940 census shows a population of 205 people in 65 households (Table 1.36), reversing 
the trend of population decline with a net increase of 59 people from 1930. The 1940 census 
includes important information about where residents lived between the census years, which 
helps identify new residents at Zoar Village. The census indicates a total of 42 occupied 
houses in Zoar Village, only four of which indicate occupied duplexes. The 1940 census 
documents 104 males and 101 females at Zoar Village. Twenty-four of the 65 households 
consist of only one to two people, reflecting an increase in the number of families with 
children rather than elderly couples living together. Only 14 former Separatists are listed in 
the 1940 census, with nine representing heads of households. Thirty households rented their 
homes, which is likely due to the high number of new residents. Only about four houses date 
to the 1940s in the project area. Close to half the population of Zoar Village in 1940 were 
new arrivals; the 1940 census notes whether people were living in the same place as in 1935, 
and only 106 people recorded in the 1940 census were present in Zoar Village in 1935. Most 
of the new arrivals were from rural portions of Tuscarawas County, but there were people 
from as far as Chicago, Illinois, and Indianapolis, Indiana as well. Of the 29 newcomers with 
listed occupations, eight worked at the Corundite Refractories plant, four were mine workers, 
three worked for a railroad, and 14 worked in various occupations, such as school teachers, 
carpenters, housemaids, a steel worker, general laborers, and a salesman. Although 
unverifiable, the perception of flood protection granted by the new Zoar Levee may have 
made Zoar Village an attractive location for people seeking new homes after acquiring new 
jobs after the end of the Great Depression. 

Age groups in the 1940 census are shown in Table 1.37. The table shows the proportion of 
the population under the age of 15 was 25 percent, about the same as in 1930. The percentage 
of elderly people (60 years and older) increased to 22 percent of the population, although the 
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number of extremely elderly people (80 and above) dropped; for the first time in decades, 
only one resident was in their 80s. There were 73 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the 
prime child-bearing years, representing 36 percent of the total population. The percentage of 
younger adults increased mainly due to the arrival of young couples. 

Development in the study area in the 1940s included some repairs to the Zoar Diversion Dam 
after a high water event in 1947, when seepage and runoff were found on the interior toe 
slope of the levee. In reaction to this event, Huntington installed a system of fourteen 40-
foot-deep relief wells spaced 125 feet apart, with 13 piezometers spaced in between the 
wells. Additionally, after significant seepage occurred through the right abutment of the 
Diversion Dam, the pool was drained. After the water receded, a sinkhole was observed 
about 150 feet upstream of the upstream embankment toe in the reservoir area. The 1947 
remedial measures consisted of draining the lake, concreting the bedrock in the sinkhole and 
filling the remainder of the depression with clay (Figure 1.294). A trench was excavated 
along the upstream right abutment exposing highly fragmented limestone, which was grouted 
and covered with a thin coat of concrete. The trench was backfilled with clay and the lake 
was again impounded. Clear seepage occurred occasionally from the downstream right 
abutment area after this remediation. Another development was the construction of a new 
railroad station to replace the original station at Zoar Village, and was located along the new 
alignment of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad, northwest of the Canal Hotel; this station 
apparently was only present for a few years before being removed as well. 

Historic preservation efforts continued in the 1940s at Zoar Village. In 1941, House No. 1, 
the Zoar Garden, and the Garden House were conveyed to the State of Ohio and parts of Zoar 
Village became a state memorial, overseen for the state by OSAHS (Fernandez 2003:16). 
House No. 27, The Bimeler Museum, was given directly to OSAHS by Lillian Bimeler 
Sturm in 1942, followed by the acquisition of the Tin Shop, Wagon Shop and Blacksmith 
Shop, which were all eventually torn down and reconstructed with new material on their 
original locations, but recreating the original construction techniques. Small restrooms for 
tourists were put up near the Zoar General Store and Town Hall. 

A total of 74 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1940 census, with 23 different 
occupations (Table 1.38). Eighteen different locations are listed in the census. Only two 
people were recorded as farmers. The Corundite Refractories brick plant across the 
Tuscarawas River from Zoar Village continued to be a major source of employment, with 20 
people employed at that location. Seven people were associated with coal mining, including 
two mine owners who lived in Zoar Village. Nine people worked in some capacity for the 
railroad, and three people were associated with the school (two teachers and a janitor). The 
hotel appears again in this census as a place of employment. The Zoar Agricultural Lime 
Company was no longer in business, perhaps no longer able to operate in its location 
downstream from the Zoar Diversion Dam. A first in this census is an antique shop owner, 
heralding what would become a common business venture for the village in later years. 

The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1940 shows a continuation of the population being 
native Ohioans. In contrast to previous census data, the diversity of other states as places of 
birth is high, including Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, 
and West Virginia. The only foreign places of birth listed are Germany (3 people) and 
Switzerland (2 people). 
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Arts at Zoar Village in the 1940s 

In 1940, August Biehle was no longer practicing plein-air painting, but worked from earlier 
works in different media. He reproduced the Old Mill at Zoar in oil (Figure 1.295), from the 
gouache original that earned him first prize in water color in the 1922 May Show (Paradise 
Lost Proposal 2010). Biehle exhibited more Zoar paintings in 1951, presumably the ones 
from his studio practice, at the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society, which at 
this time was located in Sullivant Hall on the campus of the Ohio State University. These 
paintings expressed the beauty and simplicity of Zoar Village, according to one review, but 
there is no mention of German heritage (Stacy 1951). 

The 1950s 

While detailed census data for 1950 and later is not publically available, comparable 
information is available in the 1948 Tuscarawas County Farm and Business Directory, while 
not as detailed as a census record (Rural Directories Inc. 1948). Because the directory was 
issued only two years before 1950, it can be assumed there was little change in population 
and the directory can serve to characterize Zoar Village in the post-war period up through the 
early 1950s. The directory indicates the population of Zoar Village was 188 people, 
including 62 men, 70 women, and 56 children under 18 years old. There were 21 single 
family houses, 15 duplexes, four vacant homes (including Houses No. 9 and No. 10), and one 
house classified as a seasonal summer home. Six former Separatists were still present in Zoar 
Village in 1948, along with several descendants of Separatists, but largely, the population of 
Zoar Village had become more diverse with the influx of new residents over the 50 years 
since the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. The effects of the dissolution on 
the population of Zoar Village included an outflow of former Separatists and an influx of 
new residents. At first, the new residents included several people of Germanic ethnicity, 
probably drawn to Zoar Village through family and cultural ties. As the twentieth century 
progressed, however, the composition of Zoar Village changed through attrition of older 
Separatists and new residents, especially young men and their families who moved to Zoar 
Village to work in the nearby Corundite Refractories brick plant. 

The study area saw an increase in development after the 1940s. Approximately six new 
houses were constructed within the study area in the 1950s, mainly north of the village 
(Floyd Browne Group 2010:8). The Zoar Volunteer Fire Department building dates to this 
period as well (Figure 1.261). The old Zoar Brewery, still functioning as a dance hall, burned 
to its foundations sometime after 1958, and other Separatist-period buildings that disappeared 
from the landscape include the barn at the Canal Hotel, the blacksmith shop, and the wagon 
shop (Figure 1.206). The Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.258) operated mainly as a restaurant in the 
1950s, and the owners opened a Rathskellar bar in the large cellar, with nightly entertainment 
(Fernandez 2003:18). 

One major development was a modification of the Zoar Levee by Huntington in 1950, raising 
its height from an elevation of 919 feet above sea level to 928.5 feet (Figure 1.296, Figure 
1.297, Figure 1.298). At the time the levees were constructed, the 919-foot height was 
regarded as providing limited flood protection, but funding at the time did not allow a taller 
levee (Johnson 1950). It should be noted that the Zoar Village is the only area located 
upstream of Dover Dam that has been afforded this additional protection by the Federal 
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government. The levee modification connected Levee #1 and Levee #2 into one continuous 
levee embankment. Approximately 280,000 cubic yards of new fill material was obtained 
from the original 1930s borrow areas, although the area north of the Diversion Dam 
impoundment was expanded to about twice the size. To prepare the levee for expansion, 6-
foot-wide, stepped benches were dug into the levee, and the fill material was placed over the 
benches. With the additional material, the Zoar Levee now contains 610,000 cubic yards of 
material and has a maximum height of 45 feet. The seepage relief wells had extensions 
installed, as their original locations would be covered by new levee material.  

A brick pump station was also built to serve the levee project in 1950, separate from the 
levee raising (COE# HDC25, Figure 1.299). The box culvert for Goose Run was extended, 
and a drainage channel was constructed leading to the pump station. The ponding area north 
of the levee and east of SR 212 was constructed at this time as well. The pump station was 
built to address flood events where water backed up behind Dover Dam covers the culvert 
carrying Goose Run under the levee, so high water in the ponding area north of the levee can 
be pumped over the levee, preventing flooding in the southern part of the village. 
Additionally, the pump station collects water from Zoar Village’s internal storm water 
collection system and water from the seepage collection system along the north toe slope of 
the levee. As originally built, the pump station contained two pumps capable of moving 
15,000 gallons of water a minute each, with room for a third pump. The third pump was not 
installed until 2011, and increased the total pumping capacity to 45,000 gallons per minute. 
As part of the levee modifications in 1950 and 1951, the ramps for SR 212 and Dover-Zoar 
Road were raised and enlarged to pass these roadways over the raised levee. The Second 
Street ramp was abandoned at this time, and a new ramp allowing access to the pump station 
was constructed. 

Zoar Village and the Arts at Mid-Century 

Zoar Village and the avant-garde art scene began to diverge in the 1950s. The advent of 
Abstract Expressionism and decline of American Scene painting spelled the end of plein-air 
painting as a vehicle for the avant-garde and moved it into the realm of the hobbyist. After 
this time, Zoar Village would still be an important destination for artists but they and their 
work would no longer be nationally recognized in stature or scope. Even though the avant-
garde by this time had passed Zoar Village and was ensconced in the East Village of New 
York, some of the Zoar artists continued to work at Zoar Village, as is illustrated by George 
Adomeit’s Post-Impressionistic style 1961 painting Bathing ‘beach’ Zoar (Tregonning & 
Company 2012c; Figure 1.300).  

The 1960s 

At least five houses were built within the study area in the 1960s (Floyd Browne Group 
2010:8), and the miniature golf course on the north end of the Zoar Levee, near the old Zoar 
Brewery, was likely built in the 1960s as well, as it is not apparent on a 1958 aerial 
photograph of Zoar Village (Figure 1.206). The Zoar Iron Bridge was retired in 1968, and 
replaced by the current Dover-Zoar Road (CR 82) steel truss bridge, located southeast of the 
old bridge, with an associated modification of the alignment of Dover-Zoar Road to direct 
traffic onto the new bridge, and the abandonment of the former alignment for vehicular 
traffic. 
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In 1967, the community celebrated the Zoar Village sesquicentennial, which led to the 
founding of a new Zoar Community Association (ZCA) that year. The ZCA formulated plans 
to restore the school building and the town hall. The ZCA also began the now-annual 
Separatist Days (now the Zoar Harvest Festival). In the mid-1960s, successful bond issues 
allowed OHS to begin restoration or reconstruction of more Separatist buildings, including 
the Tin Shop, Garden House, Bakery, Wagon Shop, and Blacksmith Shop, opening them in 
1970 and 1972 (Fernandez 2003:18). Restoration of the Garden House involved the complete 
removal of the Garden Wash House, and small shed additions along the north face of the 
building. The original greenhouse was completely rebuilt, as it had been converted into a 
residential duplex earlier in the twentieth century. The Tin Shop was torn down and 
completely rebuilt, using bricks from the Corundite Refractories brick plant and oak timber 
from a lumber yard in Charm, Ohio (Massillon Evening Independent 1968). A small furnace 
was installed in the Tin Shop to produce items for sale to tourists, according to the newspaper 
report, but Fernandez says this is actually just an original Separatist wood-burning stove used 
to heat the building while in use (Kathleen Fernandez, personal communication, 2013). The 
Bakery was restored to reflect its presumed appearance in 1850, having formerly been used 
as a residence, and new brick ovens were built on the western face, with the intention to 
resume bread baking for the tourist trade. In 1968, the Blacksmith Shop was noted as the next 
building slated for reconstruction, which at the time was only a set of foundations (Massillon 

Evening Independent 1968). 

The 1970s 

Renovations and reconstruction of historical Separatist buildings continued in the 1970s, with 
the reconstruction of the Blacksmith Shop and Wagon Shop in 1972. More residential 
development occurred, with at least 15 new houses built in the study area (Floyd Browne 
Group 2010:8). A small apartment building was built near the Zoar Hotel, and a small duplex 
apartment building was likely constructed atop the old Zoar Brewery foundation in the 1970s 
(Figure 1.203). The one-story annex connecting House No. 23 and the former Tailor Shop 
and First Doctor’s Office was built. Larger commercial structures, such as the Quilting 
Creations buildings, appeared in the study area beginning in the 1970s. A small ice cream 
shop was built in 1978 on West First Street; this building later became the Zoar Post Office 
(COE#  5845). In 1970, Huntington inspectors recorded seepage at the Diversion Dam at the 
outlet channel. This seepage progressed through the next few years, with the downstream 
slope of the dam saturated by 1976. To address this seepage, Huntington installed a toe drain 
system, lowered the outlet channel, repaired gullies, and graded the upstream face of the dam 
in 1978. 

The 1980s 

Six new houses were built in Zoar Village in the 1980s (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8), along 
with a new post office and the Zoar Village Garage. The restoration of the Zoar General 
Store was finished in 1980, followed by the completion of restorations at the Third 
Schoolhouse. The Second Cow Barn was severely damaged in a windstorm in the 1980s and 
subsequently demolished. Some Separatist-built wagons, carriages, and buggies stored in the 
barn were apparently  destroyed (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012), although 
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most of the items in the barn were not associated with the Separatists (Kathleen Fernandez, 
personal Communication, 2013). The 2012 Zoar Village Comprehensive plan includes some 
limited demographic data, and noted the 1980 population of Zoar Village was 264 people 
(Floyd Brown Group 2010). 

In 1989, the Ohio & Erie Canal Coalition (OECC) was formed to promote and support the 
development of the former Ohio & Erie Canal in Stark, Summit, and Tuscarawas counties. In 
particular, the OECC (now a part of the Ohio & Erie Canalway Association) is relevant to 
Zoar Village as the southern terminus of the Towpath Trail, an 81-mile multiuse recreational 
trail, is located at Zoar Village. The OECC makes a concerted effort to tie in the development 
of the Towpath Trail with annual recreational events at Zoar Village, such as Oktoberfest. 
Zoar Village helps the OECC promote its goals by providing both a historical and 
environmentally appealing destination for users of the Towpath Trail. For more information 
on the OECC, please consult the Community Impacts Study prepared by Jack Faucett 
Associates (Lawrence et al. 2012). 

The 1990s 

Six more new houses were constructed in the study area in the 1990s (Floyd Browne Group 
2010:8), and the duplex atop the Zoar Brewery foundation was removed at some point after 
1997 (American Free Tree Program 1997). The population of Zoar Village was drastically 
reduced during the 1980s, with a population in 1990 of 177 people, representing a 33 percent 
decline (Floyd Browne Group 2010); however, population rebounded through the 1990s, 
with 193 people present in the village by the end of the decade. 

Seepage problems recurred at the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1989, with seepage occurring on 
the right side of the conduit outlet, recorded at 50–100 gallons per minute (gpm) and 
increasing to 200 gpm in 1990. By 1991, the seepage was at a level that resulted in partial 
draining of the impounded lake, with peak seepage flows recorded at 500 gpm. In 1993, 
repairs to the Diversion Dam were carried out, including installation of an impervious 
geomembrane along the upstream right abutment of the dam, construction of an access road 
to the downstream area, and installation of a seepage berm with collection system 
downstream of the dam extending along the right abutment to the area of seepage. 
Huntington completed an analysis of the Diversion Dam in 1997, which recommended 
draining Goose Run Impoundment (commonly referred to as Lime Kiln Lake). This action 
was carried out and apart from flash flooding, the impoundment has reverted to a wet, weedy 
field. 

Notable historic preservation events in Zoar Village in the 1990s 

The House No. 1 Kitchen-Magazine complex and Dairy were restored in the early 1990s, and 
the Garden Spring House was reconstructed in 1994, using the original stone trough that had 
been kept in storage after the original spring house structure was torn down sometime in the 
mid-twentieth century (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). In 1996, Congress 
designated the Ohio & Erie Canalway as a National Heritage Area, covering 110 miles of the 
canal from Cleveland to New Philadelphia, including the sections constructed by the 
Separatists. This National Heritage Area (NHA) serves to interpret and celebrate the 
importance of the canal in the historical development of Ohio. It serves to focus reinvestment 
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in historical properties, stimulate new development, preserve natural resources, and boost 
recreational opportunities. The Ohio & Erie Canalway Association (OECA) was formed in 
1996  to be the designated non-profit management entity for the National Heritage Corridor. 
The OECA board includes members of the OECC, which worked with the Ohio Canal 
Corridor group (focused on the northern section of the Ohio & Erie Canal) to establish the 
National Heritage Corridor. The canalway serves as an important component of heritage 
tourism in northeastern Ohio, and its promotional materials highlight Zoar Village as a prime 
destination within the NHA due to its well-preserved historical setting. The 82-acre Zoar 
Wetland Arboretum was developed in 1998 by the American Free Tree Program, working in 
partnership with the Ohio & Erie Canal Corridor Coalition, whose intent was to form 
working relationships between all the communities along the canal corridor to help preserve 
and develop the Ohio & Erie Canal Corridor Heritage Area (American Free Tree Program 
1997). Federal grant money assigned to the NHA in the 1990s included funding for projects 
at Zoar Village, including restoration and rehabilitation projects associated with the Zoar 
Town Hall, Zoar Hotel, and the Bimeler Museum. 

Zoar Village in the Twenty-First Century 

New development in the study area in the twenty-first century includes 10 new houses, 
mainly along Michael Lane south of the village, and most built since 2009 (Floyd Browne 
Group 2010:8). The Zoar Town Hall was completely restored in 2001. A new restroom 
building was built next to the Bakery in 2002. The population of the village stood at 191 
people in 2008, reflecting a stable population over the first years of the 2000s (Floyd Browne 
Group 2010). Data contained in the 2010 Zoar Comprehensive Plan indicate that the formerly 
blue-collar village of the mid-twentieth century had become more affluent, with higher 
median incomes and rates of education in comparison to the State of Ohio as a whole, and 
especially in comparison to Tuscarawas County (Floyd Browne Group 2010:7). According to 
information acquired by Jack Faucett Associates (Lawrence et al. 2012), Zoar Village as of 
2010 consists of a population of 169 people in 77 households, showing a decline from the 
beginning of the decade. Analysis of the population data suggests the typical household size 
in Zoar Village is two people (Lawrence 2012:15), with a median household income of over 
$80,000 – over twice as much as for Tuscarawas County as a whole. Modern Zoar Village 
has a gender ration of 1:1 and a median age of 52.6 years (Lawrence et al. 2012:13). The 
population of Zoar Village in 2010 was overwhelmingly white, with 98 percent of the 
population reporting “Caucasian” as their race on the 2010 census. In addition, the 
population of Zoar Village is also well educated; with over a third of the population holding 
bachelor’s or post-graduate degrees. 

Analysis of employment data shows that Zoar Village has become a primarily white-collar 
community, a change from blue-collar job dominance in the 1950s. Less than 10 percent of 
the working population in Zoar Village reported working in construction or a similar type of 
typically blue-collar occupation (Lawrence et al. 2012:18). As of 2012, there were five 
employers in the village, including two restaurants (located in House No. 23 and the Tailor 
Shop and First Doctor’s Office, connected by a one-story frame annex [see COE# 5842b in 
Table 2.40]), Whitemeyer Advertising (located in House No. 16), the Zoar Community 
Association, and the U.S. Post Office. Supplementing these places of employment are twelve 
home-based small businesses, which appear to have minimal impact as places of employment 
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(Lawrence et al. 2012:18–19). The majority of employed people in Zoar Village work 
outside the community, with nearly half employed outside of Tuscarawas County. 

In 2010, the ZCA contracted with OHS to be responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 
state memorial, although OHS continues to be ultimately responsible for the long term 
preservation and development of the site. Both organizations are currently working to have 
Zoar Village designated as a National Historic Landmark by the National Park Service. The 
Zoar Wetland Arboretum is now managed by the non-profit group Earth Action Partnership 
(EAP), and contains 82 acres of wetlands, including Zoar Lake. The EAP was founded in 
2004 (EAP 2012). The EAP manages the wetland for recreational and educational use, and 
continues a tradition of local interest in plant cultivation and appreciation that can be linked 
back to the Separatists and their development of multiple orchards and plant diversity within 
their gardens and greenhouses. 

The most high profile events in the study area in recent history are related to the Zoar Levee 
and Diversion Dam project, when seepage problems became evident after a record high water 
event in 2005, while the levee held back water impounded by Dover Dam for over a month. 
During this time, widespread small seepage events, referred to as “pin” boils by Huntington 
geotechnical engineers, were noted along the western interior portion of the levee (referred to 
by Huntington staff as the Ball Field reach), and more concentrated seepage was found on the 
eastern side of the levee (referred to by Huntington staff as the Rock Knoll reach, due to its 
construction on a section of limestone and sandstone bedrock). Huntington installed rings of 
sand bags around the seeps and attempted to place a small granular seepage berm to reduce 
the movement of soil particles. A Screening Portfolio Risk Assessment (SPRA) of Zoar 
Levee and Diversion Dam assigned Zoar Levee a DSAC II classification, citing “extensive 
seepage and small boils” and rating both the levee and Diversion Dam as “Probably 
Inadequate” for seepage and piping under “Normal” loading conditions. 

In 2008, another significant Dover Dam pool occurred, loading water against Zoar Levee for 
a month and peaking three feet below the 2005 pool, at 904.6 feet. The levee’s performance 
near the Rock Knoll reach worsened significantly, with large concentrated seepages, known 
as “boils,” appearing at several locations within the interior of the levee. Early during the 
2008 event, boils on the Rock Knoll reach were sand-bagged. As the pool elevation increased 
during the next two weeks, the number of boils, the size of boils, and the total quantity of 
seepage across the area increased significantly. Boils repeatedly expanded and collapsed 
sandbag rings. 

Flood control measures with sandbag rings continued for two and a half weeks, while Dover 
Dam’s pool rose from an approximate elevation of 894 feet to an elevation of 904.6 feet. 
Meanwhile, several boils grew to 1.5 feet in diameter, with some boils producing up to 300 
gpm of water each. Huntington geotechnical engineers grew concerned that this water flow 
was eroding the foundation of the levee. Without being able to interpret whether the seepage 
was flowing solely through bedrock or dangerously along the bedrock-soil contact, the 
changing boil locations and increasing seepage quantities were considered as just cause to 
declare an emergency. Under an emergency situation, it was decided to install a $1.26 
million seepage berm with 37,000 tons of granular material 

At the same time, widespread small boils and pervasive area seepage were again observed on 
the Ball Field reach of the levee, but no immediate flood control measures were taken. This 
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scenario was very similar to what occurred in 2005. The boils were monitored for about three 
and a half weeks, but did not expand. This event resulted in Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam 
being reclassified as a DSAC 1 project, as progression toward failure of the levee to operate 
as designed was believed to be imminent.  

In 2008, after the emergency situation, Huntington placed a granular seepage blanket on the 
interior toe of the Rock Knoll reach, which prevented Zoar Levee from potentially failing 
and damaging Zoar Village. Huntington also constructed a seepage collection system on the 
interior toe of the Ball Field reach, along with a larger storm drainage culvert under State SR 
212. The seepage collection system consists of a perforated pipe within a granular trench that 
provides for relief of seepage pressure at the toe of the levee and collects flow from the relief 
wells. This drain intercepts and collects under seepage that will reduce pressure at the toe of 
the levee, increasing its stability. A new data logger building was constructed at the 
Diversion Dam in late 2012. 

Historic preservation efforts continue at Zoar Village. House No. 27, the Bimeler Museum, is 
under renovation to repair the foundation at the time of this report. New restorations and 
improvements to the Sewing House and Hotel were under consideration for use as exhibit 
space and a visitor’s center by the ZCA and OHS, but any planning and funding for that 
project is awaiting the outcome of the DSMS. In addition to state-funded restoration work, 
numerous private residences have also restored their houses (Fernandez 2003:20). The flood 
control system in the MWCD is considered nationally significant and a National Register 
multiple property listing for the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System was prepared 
by Huntington, which includes the flood control structures built by Huntington at Zoar 
Village in the 1930s and 1950s (Figure 1.299). In 2011, Huntington and the OHPO executed 
a Programmatic Agreement (PA) regarding the Muskingum Basin Flood Control Projects and 
land owned in Fee by the U.S. Government (referred to as MUR for short). This PA 
establishes a streamlined consulting process for consultation about effects of projects on 
historical properties. The PA further stipulated that Huntington would sponsor a baseline 
historical study to identify cultural resources that are historic properties; identify and specify 
treatment for archeological resources that are listed as historic properties; and that the studies 
would serve as mitigation for routine maintenance on MUR projects considered historic 
properties. 

Post-Separatist Development of the Built Environment 

Residential 

A few new houses appeared in the village in the early twentieth century. Some Craftsman 
cottages began to appear in the eastern half of the village, replacing agricultural buildings, 
but for the most part the nineteenth century houses continued to be occupied rather than 
replaced by new construction. Modern improvements made their way into the village, 
including replacement of most of the remaining tile roofs with slate or asphalt shingling, 
electricity, and a sewer system. By mid-century, Main Street had been paved with macadam, 
while the side streets were improved with gravel. In addition, Zoar Village expanded to the 
north, with the addition of Sixth and Seventh Streets arranged perpendicular to Main Street. 
South of the village, the housing developments on Michael Lane date to the 1990s and 2000s. 
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Detailed discussion of each individual house is not included here; for further information 
please refer to Table 2.36. 

Commercial and Industrial Development 

Commercial development within Zoar Village mainly involved the repurposing of existing 
Separatist buildings, with few new commercial developments. Among the new developments 
were the lime kiln, the fish hatchery, and an attempt at building a new brewery. Not all post-
Separatist commercial developments are discussed below; see tables 2.26 and 2.40 for 
detailed discussions of buildings associated with this context. 

Lime Kiln 

COE# HDC 24 

The lime kiln located on the east side of Zoar Village operated as the Zoar Agricultural Lime 
Company, likely between 1920 and 1942 (Figure 1.149, Figure 2.42; see Table 2.26). The 
lime kiln does not appear in either business directory consulted for this project (Wilmer 
Atkinson Company 1917, Rural Directories 1948). Jacob Singer is listed as the lime kiln 
owner in the 1930 and 1940 federal census records; in 1920, Singer was simply listed as a 
laborer. Singer is not present in the 1910 census record or the 1948 county directory. The kiln 
was active in 1934 as it appears in the aerial photograph for that year (Figure 1.141), and the 
buildings at the kiln complex were mapped by Huntington on their as-built drawings in 1935 
(Figure 1.22). The lime kiln was noted as inactive when it was visited by Robert Lamborn in 
1942 while conducting site visits for his survey of limestone deposits in eastern Ohio (Frye 
and Dobson-Brown 1992:25).  

The lime kiln survives as a ruin today (Figure 1.301). The ruins consist of a quarried stone 
embankment with a twentieth-century refractory brick kiln stack remnant. Ruins of the 
attendant buildings are not visible on the surface, and one stone foundation was covered by 
the seepage blanket installed in 1993. The stone embankment may be part of an earlier 
Separatist lime kiln that may have operated at this location, perhaps in the early nineteenth 
century, as there are very few records of the Separatists operating lime kilns, at least on a 
commercial scale. Chris Powell (personal communication, 2013) noted that ZCA founding 
member Howard Sarbaugh worked at the lime kiln and maintained that it was on the site of 
an original Separatist kiln. The only documentary record located that mentions a lime kiln 
during the Separatist period is from a travelogue published in a London periodical (Penny 

Magazine 1837:411). The Federal non-population census schedules consulted for this report 
do not list lime production under the manufacturing activities recorded for the Separatists 
during the last half of the nineteenth century. It seems probable that the lack of 
documentation for a lime kiln in previous historical analyses of Zoar Village stems from a 
general lack of discussion of the kiln in Separatist documents, and it also seems likely that 
there was not a functional lime kiln in this location in the late nineteenth century. A 
functioning lime kiln would be odd to not mention in the documentation of the property 
division in 1898, for example, and additionally, a functioning lime kiln should have been 
documented on the property division maps of 1898. Therefore, the likely timeline for the kiln 
site, if it was in fact originally a Separatist lime kiln, would be construction and operation in 
the 1830s into the 1850s or 1860s, and then abandonment until a new kiln was built on the 
site in the 1920s, operating until the early 1940s. 
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Brick Plant 

(No COE#; outside study area) 

A private company took over the brick plant in 1911 that the Society started in the 1890s 
(Law 1942:340; Figure 1.151, Figure 1.266). The plant suffered a catastrophic fire on 
October 19, 1912, and had to be completely rebuilt (Massillon Evening Independent 1912a). 
This plant operated under a variety of names, including the Zoar Fire Clay Company and the 
Imperial Fire Clay Company, and was eventually bought by Corundite Refractories in 1929 
and operated as their Imperial Plant well into the 1970s (Massillon Evening Independent 

1929). A small levee protecting this plant is part of the Dover Dam flood control project. 

State Fish Hatchery No. 12 

COE# HDC23 

State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was built in 1921 by the Ohio Division of Wildlife in the former 
canal bed north of the Zoar Iron Bridge (Figure 1.259, Figure 2.41, see Table 2.26). The 
hatchery consisted of eight attached pools or cells for raising different stocks of fish, 
connected by a set of box culverts, with water controlled by gates and pumps. The ruins of 
the fish hatchery are very well preserved, with nearly all the components visible in historical 
photographs present today (Figure 1.268, Figure 1.269, Figure 1.270, Figure 1.271, Figure 
1.272). 

1933 Brewery Foundation 

COE# HDC32 

The brewery operation that was intended for the east side of Zoar Village, near the lime kiln, 
never made it past the laying of the foundation using stones recycled from the Canal Mill. 
The foundation is still visible today (Figure 1.262, Figure 1.285, Figure 2.42; see Table 
2.26). The history behind the brewery development is discussed on page 1.152. 

Tourism and Recreation 

Post-dissolution recreation in the study area focused on the Tuscarawas River and Zoar Lake 
(Figure 1.259). Numerous buildings and structures were built in association with this context, 
but very little material remains are still present. The Boat House was probably demolished at 
the same time as the Power House when the Zoar Levee was constructed. Four or five small 
cottages were built between the lake and Zoar Village (Figure 1.264), but all of these were 
either demolished or moved into the village when Zoar Levee was constructed (Figure 
1.206). The remains of a small miniature golf course located at the north end of Zoar Levee 
may date to the 1950s (HDC21; Figures 1.259, 2.43). 
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Zoar Lake Dam 

COE# HDC22 

This dam is a simple poured concrete dam that likely replaced a small bridge or raised 
roadbed where First Street met Water Street (Figure 1.264, Figure 1.274, Figure 2.43; see 
Table 2.28), and dates to 1923 as part of the development of the Zoar Lake Resort. 

Zoar Lake Dike 

COE# HDC56 

A low rock dike runs along the southwestern edge of Zoar Lake, and appears to be a feature 
associated with the impoundment of Zoar Lake in 1923 (Figure 1.264, Figure 1.302, Figure 
2.43; see Table 2.28). The feature appears to run for a short distance but does not encircle the 
entire lake. 

Transportation 

Roads and Streets 

As noted earlier, the streets in Zoar Village received their names after the dissolution of the 
Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. North-south streets are named East, Main, Park, and 
Foltz, while east-west roads are numerical starting from the south end of town and 
proceeding north (First through Seventh). Sixth and Seventh streets date to between 1912 and 
1935, as they are not present on the 1912 USGS map but are visible in the 1934 aerial 
photograph (Figure 1.42; Figure 1.266). Fifth Street was platted on the 1898 dissolution map, 
but was not fully constructed as an actual street until after the 1930s, as documented by its 
state in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.266). The alignment of the main roads 
connecting Zoar Village to other local communities remained largely unchanged until the 
construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam in the late 1930s. SR 212, leading to Zoar 
Station, was slightly altered in terms of alignment, running over the new levee into Zoar 
Village. The alignment of Dover-Zoar Road between the Zoar Iron Bridge and the village 
was also altered to bring the road over the levee into the village; this alignment was changed 
again when the 1968 highway bridge replaced the Zoar Iron Bridge for vehicle traffic. The 
modern alignment of Dover-Zoar Road north of Zoar Village dates to ca. 1935, when it first 
appears on maps and aerial photographs. 

The Ohio & Erie Canal 

In 1908, the State attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal, dismantling many of the old 
locks and rebuilding them with concrete (Woods 1992). Lock 10 was likely one such 
replacement (see HDC16 in Table 2.20), although it is possible that some of the stone 
superstructure is still in place (Fgure 1.190, Figure 1.268, Figure 2.24). The State also added 
a 200-foot long concrete extension onto the old Zoar Dam (see HDC15a in Table 2.30), 
covering the timber crib dam with concrete and building a fish ladder at the junction of the 
old and new dams. The remains of the Second State Dam are still present, although the dam 
was breached by dynamite sometime in the late twentieth century (Figure 1.269, 2.44). 
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Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Piers and Abutments 

COE# HDC8 

Improvements to the railroad occurred during and soon after the dissolution. A sandstone 
railroad pier next to the mill race in the woods between the river and the old highway ramp 
bears the date 1898 (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.303, Figure 1.304, Figure 2.24; see Table 2.12), 
and in 1908, a new trestle was under construction, including a 20-foot tall, 300-foot long 
earthen berm (Coshocton Weekly Times 1908). The remains of the railroad abutments on 
either side of the river likely date to this period, although the bridge piers in the river may be 
date to the 1880s, and the eastern abutment likely contains original stonework in addition to 
concrete additions (Figure 1.197, Figure 1.305, Figure 1.306, Figure 2.24). The railroad line 
was relocated south of Zoar Village as part of the construction of Zoar Levee, probably in 
1938 as the levee neared completion. 

Dover-Zoar Highway Bridge 

COE# HDC57 

This bridge was constructed in 1968 to replace the Zoar Iron Bridge, which was incapable of 
handing increasing traffic and vehicle weights (Figure 1.189, Figure 1.307, Figure 2.50; see 
Table 2.44). The bridge is a steel continuous beam bridge 28 feet wide and 405 feet long 
(ODOT 2013). 

Community Development in the post-Separatist period 

Buildings associated with community development after the dissolution of the Society of 
Separatists of Zoar include such resources as the Zoar Volunteer Fire Department, the U.S. 
Post Office, and similar structures. Detailed information on these buildings can be found in 
tables 2.27 and 2.34. 

Flood Control Efforts in the post-Separatist period 

Resources associated with this context include all structures associated with the Zoar Levee 
& Diversion Dam, discussed earlier in this section and also in tables 2.32 and 2.46. 

Historic Preservation Efforts in the post-Separatist period 

Resources associated with this context include the resources listed under flood control 
efforts, as well as reconstructed Separatist buildings and support structures such as restroom 
facilities. These resources are discussed in detail in tables 2.34 and 2.48. 
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CHAPTER 1.5. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER COMMUNAL 
SOCIETIES 

The Society of Separatists of Zoar was one of many communal societies that were 
established in the United States in the nineteenth century. Many of these societies were 
religious in nature, as were the Separatists. Others had secular aspirations for a utopian 
society. The scope directed HDC to identify the utopian and communal societies that were 
listed on the National Register, and to compare the Society of Separatists of Zoar to these 
groups. We identified the following societies that are listed in some form on the National 
Register: 

• Amana Society, Iowa: National Historic Landmark 

• Old Economy, Pennsylvania (Harmony Society): National Historic Landmark 

• Shakers: Canterbury Village National Historic Landmark (New Hampshire), 
Sabbathday Lake National Historic Landmark (Maine), Hancock Village National 
Historic Landmark (Massachusetts), Mount Lebanon National Historic Landmark 
(New York), Pleasant Hill National Historic Landmark (Kentucky) 

• Perfectionists of Oneida, New York: Oneida Community Mansion House National 
Historic Landmark 

• Aurora, Oregon (Former Harmonists): Not a National Historic Landmark, but 20 
associated sites on National Register 

• Bethel, Missouri (Former Harmonists): Not a National Historic Landmark, but is a 
National Register Historic District 

• Bishop Hill Colony, Illinois (Swedish Separatists): National Historic Landmark 

Our research indicates that the Society of Separatists of Zoar is only truly comparable to four 
of the above groups: The Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow 
German Separatist group in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a 
group of German inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel 
societies, composed of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society members; and 
the Bishop Hill Colony, composed of Swedish Separatists (Figure 1.308). 

The Harmony Society 

The history and development of the Harmony Society has many parallels to that of the 
Society of Separatists of Zoar. George Rapp (1757–1847) was born in Iptingen, Würtemburg, 
Germany. He married at 26 and had two children, who also later joined the society. Rapp 
became a Separatist preacher at age 30 in 1787 and began to attract a large number of like-
minded followers. Rapp and his followers faced the same difficulties in Württemberg as the 
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Separatists under Bimeler, and he decided to relocate his followers to America. In 1804, after 
a scouting expedition led by Rapp the previous year, 600 of his followers arrived in 
Baltimore and Philadelphia. Rapp took a select number of skilled and experienced members 
to the chosen community site north of Pittsburgh in Butler County, and in 1805, the 
community formally organized as the Harmony Society, and set up a communal system. In 
the spring of that year, the remaining members joined Rapp at the new settlement, named 
Harmony, and all together numbered about 750 people. They initially built about 50 log 
houses, a school house, a grist mill, a tannery, a distillery (their whiskey was famous in the 
region, although the Harmonists were not known to regularly partake of their product), a saw 
mill, a woolen mill, and a vineyard. They raised corn, wheat, rye, hemp, flax, and poppies, 
and had a fine herd of Merino sheep. In 1807, the community experienced a religious revival, 
a major part of which was a resolution to ban marriage and live celibate lives (as well as 
giving up the use of tobacco). Those members who had been previously married still lived in 
the same family unit in the same houses, but were to live as “brother and sister” (Nordhoff 
1965 [1876]:73). 

The original settlement location proved to be unworkable, due to a lack of good 
transportation corridors via water and soils ill-suited for grape production. In 1814, the 
society bought 30,000 acres in Posey County, Indiana, and 100 members relocated to this 
area in the summer of 1814 to prepare a new settlement, named New Harmony. By 1815, the 
entire society had relocated and sold their Pennsylvania holdings (including the village of 
Harmony and 6,000 acres) for $100,000. In Indiana, New Harmony became a regional 
business center, and the Harmonists erected large mills and factories. In 1817, the society 
membership was increased through the addition of 130 more separatists from Würtemburg. 

New Harmony was laid out on a grid oriented to the cardinal directions with no central 
square. Surrounding the town were orchards, farm fields, and gardens. The large public 
buildings were placed along the central east-west street, and houses were placed within their 
lots in order to maximize space for individual gardens. The initial residential architecture at 
New Harmony was of log construction, followed quickly by frame and then brick buildings, 
built with German architectural influences. After the Owenites took over the town in 1824, 
the style of new buildings was more in line with the architectural fashion of the day (Hurdis 
2002). 

In 1824, the society moved back to Pennsylvania, citing disease and conflict with neighbors. 
The society sold the New Harmony property to Robert Owen for $150,000 (Owen intended 
the location for his planned communal, utopian society, New Lanark), and the Harmonists 
bought the Economy, Pennsylvania, property north of Pittsburgh on the Allegheny River. In 
1824, about 90 able-bodied and experienced men cleared the new village site and by some 
reports were building a log house a day (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:77). By 1825, the entire 
society had moved back to Pennsylvania. 

Meanwhile, back in New Harmony, Robert Owen attempted to set up a utopian society 
according to scientific principles. However, he failed to convince his followers that his 
program had merit, and admitting defeat, he left the society, allowing members to purchase 
land on a long-term lease (Hurdis 2002). Nevertheless, the ideals of the short-lived society 
served to inspire others to work for the achievement of the Owenite’s goals: women’s 
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equality, abolition, and free inquiry; and so New Harmony became an early center of 
scientific inquiry and progressive thinking in the Midwest. 

In 1831, the Harmony Society faced a major instance of societal discontent, spurred by a 
German adventurer who styled himself Graf Maximillian De Leon. De Leon moved to 
Economy with a group of followers, ostensibly to join the society. However, he began 
preaching a return to marriage and other types of worldliness, and in the end, the society had 
a vote as to whether to follow the teachings of Rapp or De Leon. About a third of the 
membership voted to leave with De Leon, and in 1832, this group of 250 people attempted to 
set up a communal society of their own south of Economy. However, De Leon absconded 
with the society funds, and the remaining members dissolved their society, with a few 
traveling to Missouri to join the Bethel community. 

After the death of George Rapp in 1847, the society put a new leadership structure in place, 
with two trustees and a council of seven elders, similar to the political organization at Zoar 
Village. The focus of the Harmony Society changed under the leadership of the new trustees, 
Romelius Baker and Jacob Henrici. The two men concentrated less on the Society’s 
traditional economy and instead ventured into real estate and investment endeavors. Many of 
these ventures were unsuccessful, however, and Henrici had to borrow money several times 
in order to pay hired labor at the Harmony Society’s businesses. While some Harmony 
Society enterprises were profitable, the losses of debt-ridden businesses often canceled out 
any gains (Hampton et al. 2003:16). At the end of the nineteenth century, the Harmony 
Society suffered from unscrupulous leadership under a trustee who exploited the society’s 
economy for private gain. Over this same period, the population of Economy steadily 
dwindled as older members died and were not replaced by new recruits. In 1903, the 
Harmony Society consisted of two elderly members, and Economy and the rest of the 
society’s land holdings were sold to a real estate company. The Harmony Society formally 
ceased to exist in 1905. In 1919, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania acquired the town of 
Economy after a long process of negotiations beginning in 1910, and the developed core of 
the village became a museum and memorial. The Pennsylvania Historical and Museums 
Commission currently manages the historic site, now known as Old Economy Village 
(Hampton et al. 2003:18). In the twentieth century, much of the landscape around Old 
Economy Village has changed, as the city of Ambridge has grown up around the site.  

Economy Village was laid out on a grid system, with house lots large enough so that each 
house has a garden. In 1874, the community contained approximately 120 houses, brick 
streets, water supplied through a reservoir on a hill above town, a church, assembly hall, and 
a store. The village contained a “pleasure-garden” and was surrounded by orchards and 
agricultural fields (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:68). The society’s cemetery was similar to Zoar 
Village’s, in that no markers were erected above the graves. In 1874, the society numbered 
110 people and none under 40, according to Nordhoff (1965 [1876]:68). The society did 
include about 30 adopted children, however. In addition, about 100 hired workers and their 
families lived in the village. German was the principal language of the society but all 
members spoke English as well. At time of Nordhoff’s visit, men worked in the fields and the 
women tended the houses and gardens; a few women also helped with harvest, which was 
more common when the members were younger. 
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Households contained between four and eight members, usually equally divided between the 
sexes. Nordhoff noted they did not deny themselves in terms of comfortable furnishings. One 
notable thing is the love of music throughout the society, and nearly all the members could 
read musical notation. Flower gardening was a popular pastime. Each family cooked for 
itself, but received bread from the bakery and milk from the dairy. General household 
supplies were “dealt out from the general storehouse at stated periods; but if anyone needs 
more, he has only to apply” (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:89). This distribution of goods mirrored 
that at Zoar Village. 

Prior to Nordhoff’s visit in 1874, the Harmony Society kept a woolen mill, brewery, cotton 
mill, silk factory, and other industries, but some of these had ceased operation at the time of 
Nordhoff’s observations. The society operated a steam laundry, slaughterhouse (with nearby 
piggery and soap-boiler), machine shop (with cider boiler annex), sawmill, tannery, 
blacksmith shop, carpenter shop, bakery, vinegar factory, tailor shop, hat shop, shoe shop, tin 
shop, saddle shop, and even a watch repair shop. 

The society owned oil wells, coal mines and sawmills outside of the society, but did not staff 
them with society members. Of note was a cutlery factory at Beaver Falls that employed 200 
Chinese immigrants (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:90). In 1874, the holdings of the society were 
valued at $3 million. 

Nordhoff (1965 [1876]) reported that the Economy hotel, which was once a frequent stop on 
stage route and a favorite destination of Pittsburgh residents, had become unaccustomed to 
lodgers, and did not encourage long visits. However, the hotel did accommodate the daily 
feeding of between a dozen and two dozen transients daily, and put them up in a house for 
the night, similar to their treatment at Zoar Village.  

The Harmony Society and the Society of Separatists of Zoar established a productive 
relationship early on, with reciprocal exchanges of goods – mainly with raw materials going 
from Zoar Village to Economy and finished products making the return trip (Nixon 
1933:153). The Harmony Society was a source of technical expertise for the Separatists. The 
common ideologies, values, and interests of both groups were very conducive to their 
successful relationship. Similar relationships existed between the Separatists and the 
Inspirationalists at Ebenezer (who later moved to Iowa to found the Amana Colonies). Nixon 
postulates that it was similarities in ethnicity, religion, and language that strengthened bonds 
between the groups, and not the economic model of communalism (Nixon 1933:163).  

The Harmony Society towns of New Harmony, Indiana, and Economy, Pennsylvania are 
both listed on the National Register as National Historic Landmarks; New Harmony was 
listed in 1977 and Economy in 1987. 

The Amana Society 

Calling themselves the “True Inspiration Congregations,” the Amana Society was another 
communal society very similar to Zoar. The society’s religious beliefs stemmed from the 
Pietist movement in eighteenth century Germany, and the group that would become the 
Amana Society featured frequent periods of inactivity between flare-ups of inspirational 
activities. In 1816, several people became prominent figures in the movement through 
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inspiration from God, including Christian Metz, the society’s leader until 1867 (Metz visited 
Zoar Village prior to his death). The various inspirational congregations were widely 
scattered throughout Germany, but started congregating at Armenburg between 1825 and 
1839. The society was in frequent conflict with the establishment, refusing to take oaths or 
send children to public school. In 1842, Metz was inspired to collect all the congregations 
together, and move to America. The initial settlement was near Buffalo, New York, and was 
called Ebenezer. The village included industrial concerns as well as agricultural enterprises, 
to retain members who were trained in industry and did not wish to become farmers. The 
community was not initially a communistic society. In order to accommodate the start-up of 
shops and other industrial endeavors, the society leaders were inspired to re-order the 
community into a communal society. There were three main villages at Buffalo, and it 
appears that several families would live in one large communal dwelling. However, later in 
Amana, Iowa, each family had its own house. Nordhoff notes that in contrast to other 
communal societies, the sale of the community’s real estate before the 1855 move to Iowa 
did not result in a loss. The move from Buffalo to Amana took a period of ten years to 
complete. 

The new Amana colony was located 74 miles west of Davenport, Iowa. In 1875, the society 
had 1,485 members, spread out among seven small towns on 25,000 acres (Table 1.39). 
Livestock included 3,000 sheep, 1,500 cattle, 200 horses, and 2,500 hogs. All of the members 
were Germans. The Amana villages were loosely arranged in a rectangular outline around 
their lands, spaced about a mile and a half apart on either side of the Iowa River. The villages 
of Homestead and South Amana were on the Chesapeake, Rhode Island, and Pacific Railroad 
line. The villages all had their own inns, taverns, and various necessities such as cobblers, 
tailors, blacksmiths, and carpenters. Each village had a main street where the houses were 
located, with industrial buildings and barns around the outskirts. Each house has its own 
garden. Hired laborers lived in houses on the outskirts of the village. In contrast to the 
villages of Zoar and Economy, the members of the Amana Society took their meals in large 
communal dining halls. Food was distributed among the dining halls according to the number 
of people assigned to each location. During harvest, women would work with the men in the 
fields; this arrangement of labor appears to have been commonly practiced at communal 
societies set up by German ethnic groups. Outside of harvesting activities, the genders were 
segregated at meetings, work, meals, school, and other activities. 

The Amana society government was overseen by a board of 13 trustees, chosen annually by 
male members. The president of the society was chosen by the trustees. Trustees were 
responsible for the general finances of the society as whole, but had no special role in the 
governing of individual villages. 

Nordhoff noted that what Amana members valued about their society was the equality among 
men, security for their family, abundance of food, and lack of a ‘master’ or overseer. 
Nordhoff posited that these features of communal living were especially attractive to 
Germans, which was why their communal societies tended to be more successful. 

The Amana Society persisted as a communal organization until 1932, when the community 
decided to reorganize as a for-profit, joint stock organization in reaction to the effects of the 
Great Depression. Communal services such as the large dining halls, bakery, and assignment 
of quarters to families ceased, and each family was free to live where they wished. All 
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members received non-transferable stock in the new corporation that entitled them to a vote 
as a shareholder, with additional shares parceled out according to the seniority of the member 
(Schroer and Mattison 1964). The Amana Colonies became a National Historic Landmark in 
1965. The Amana Societies, Inc., currently owns and oversees over 26,000 acres of farmland. 
Amana Refrigeration, now a subsidiary of Whirlpool, started in the woolen mill at Middle 
Amana in 1932 after the society voted to become a for-profit organization. 

Bethel and Aurora 

The Bethel and Aurora communities were founded by Dr. John Keil, a Prussian born in 1811. 
The members were all ethnically German (either immigrants or Pennsylvania Dutch). Keil’s 
concept of communalism extended only to government and property, and not into family life. 
The society’s government consisted of Dr. Keil and four hand-picked advisors. Hired hands 
were occasionally retained but most labor was supplied by the community members as 
required. 

Keil’s first society was organized at Bethel, Missouri, in 1844, and was composed in large 
part of former Harmonists that left Economy in the wake of the De Leon fiasco. Bethel 
eventually came to encompass about 4,000 acres, and included a grist mill, distillery, 
sawmill, carding shop, woolen mill, and a post office and general store. In 1855, Keil set out 
for Oregon with about 80 people, thinking that he could establish a much larger society on 
the Oregon coast; however, unlike the Harmonists or the Amana Society, Keil maintained the 
society at Bethel while developing his new community at Aurora. 

In 1874, 4,000 acres of land belonged to the society at Bethel, with a tract of 1,300 acres in 
the next county at the satellite community of Nineveh. The Nineveh tract was established in 
1849 as the waterpower privilege there was attractive to the Bethel community. A sawmill 
was set up on the river, and a tannery, blacksmith shop and a shoe shop were operated by six 
families at Nineveh. Bethel had 200 members split among 25 families, with 50 children in 
school. The community had a sawmill, gristmill, tannery, and weaving shop. They operated a 
general store and a hotel, and had small-scale shops typical of a mid to late nineteenth 
century village, including a carpenter, a blacksmith, a tin shop, a shoe shop, a haberdasher, a 
cooper, and a few tailors. The society formerly operated a distillery and woolen mill, both of 
which had burned; plans in 1874 were to rebuild the woolen mill but not the distillery. There 
were two drug stores and two privately owned shops operated by former members who were 
allowed to stay with the community. Most of the houses were built with brick, with a few 
frame buildings. The frame buildings featured brick fragments in the insulating material 
between the walls (Piggot 1970). 

Keil set up his second community at Aurora, Oregon. Aurora was similar in appearance to 
Bethel. The town had one main street and no paved sidewalks. The village included a church 
and large houses that resembled factory buildings to outsiders which were three stories tall 
and 100 feet long, and accommodated a population of about 400 people. Families lived in 
either a house or an apartment in a larger dwelling. Each house had a garden and chickens. 

Keil’s group soon erected a sawmill, a tannery, a cabinetry shop, a blacksmith, a wagon shop, 
a shoe shop, a tin shop, a grist mill, a weaving shop, a fruit dryer, a supply store and a drug 
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store for members, and a general store for non-members. The society built a spacious hotel, 
often used for a summer resort by Portland natives. Aurora welcomed Portland residents for 
outings and picnics. Aurora was known for its extensive orchards. Nordhoff noted that there 
were no attempts at beautification – the village was all function over form. The village was 
laid out haphazardly. 

Keil died in 1877, depriving the Aurora and Bethel communities of their charismatic leader. 
The loss of Keil left a gap in leadership and inspiration, and the communities soon voted to 
abandon the communal lifestyle, with Bethel dissolving in 1880 and Aurora in 1881 and the 
property divided among the members (Piggot 1970). Bethel incorporated as a town in 1883. 
The town was listed on the National Register as a historic district in 1970, with around 30 
buildings listed as contributing resources. Development since the dissolution of the society 
has resulted in numerous more modern buildings built within the boundaries of the historic 
town. Only 18 historic buildings are left at Aurora, which became a National Register 
Historic District in 1973. Twelve of the historic buildings are within the district boundaries, 
with six others on outlying farms (Hartwig 1973). As with Bethel, development of the town 
of Aurora in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century resulted in a dilution of the 
historical character with new construction. In the mid-1930s, the construction of a state 
highway through the middle of Aurora resulted in a loss of several buildings associated with 
the communal society (Hartwig 1973). 

The Bishop Hill Colony 

The Bishop Hill Colony in Illinois was founded by a group of Separatists from the region of 
Helsingland, Sweden, who mainly consisted of farmers. This group organized about 1830, 
and after suffering persecution in Sweden, began moving to Bishop Hill, Illinois, in 1846. 
Emigration was completed in 1848, with approximately 800 people in the community. Like 
the Separatists of Zoar, the Bishop Hill Colony organized as a communal society out of 
economic necessity rather than by spiritual inspiration (Lidfors 1984). 

The village of Bishop Hill was laid out using a grid system oriented to the cardinal 
directions. Families at Bishop Hill lived separately, but ate together in the communal dining 
hall. Traditional Swedish diets, clothing, and building architecture were a feature of the early 
years of Bishop Hill, although by the end of the communal experiment here, the community 
had adopted more mainstream American ways. As at Zoar Village and Economy, each family 
received supplies from a common store. In 1848, the Bishop Hill Colony had acquired 200 
acres of land, but also amassed $1,800 in debt. A cholera epidemic in 1849 was a setback for 
the colony, compounded the following year by the assassination of their leader, Eric Jansson. 
After his death, no central leadership figure emerged and the governance of the society was 
generally disorganized and loosely managed by a board of trustees, and became more 
focused on economic growth than spiritual growth. 

In 1854, the colony contracted to grade part of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy 
Railroad, which allowed them to improve the village with brick dwellings, hotel, and a large 
dining hall with attached brewery and bakery. The upper story of the dining hall served as a 
dormitory. By 1859, the community was prospering, with 10,000 acres, a fine herd of cattle, 
and business with local farmers at their saw and grist mills. However, the society was also 
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fairly deep in debt, as they did not use the proceeds from the railroad grading to settle debts 
but rather spent it on improvements to the village. 

A period of discontent began about 1859 at Bishop Hill among the younger members. The 
society voted in 1860 to divide the property between a group that wished to continue living 
communally and a smaller group that wanted individual property shares. The smaller group 
divided its shares among its members in 1861. Meanwhile, the group that wanted to continue 
as a commune fragmented further, and in 1862 the entire property was divided and the 
commune was disbanded.  

In 1874, the village had fallen into decay, with most of the businesses and trades relocated to 
a different community. Some of the houses were still occupied but many of the buildings 
were dilapidated. However, this was early in the post-colony period, and several new 
buildings were erected between ca. 1871 and 1920 (Lidfors 1984). In the 1960s, a movement 
to preserve the heritage of Bishop Hill began in the community, as local residents realized 
that the historical buildings were slowly being lost to neglect and demolition. A small 
number of modern buildings have been built since 1950, but for the most part, Bishop Hill 
retains its nineteenth century setting and largely preserves its original layout as a communal 
society. The Bishop Hill Historic District was listed on the National Register in 1970, and 
was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1984. 

Summary 

To conclude, the 1975 Zoar Historic District can be seen as the equal of any of the other 
National Register -listed communal societies examined for comparison. The 1975 Zoar 
Historic District is significant for its association with the nineteenth century communal 
society movement, and as a significant collection of German-American architecture. Perhaps 
what makes the 1975 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention 
of historic buildings associated with the period of significance. There are 75 contributing 
above-ground resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (see Chapter 2.6, 
Boundary Assessment, in Volume 2 of this report). Only sixteen major buildings post-dating 
the period of significance are located within the recommended expanded historic district 
boundaries, not counting outbuildings like garages and sheds. While visually incongruous 
with the historic district, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam have served to protect the 
integrity of the community; in addition, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are themselves 
considered contributing elements of a proposed National Register multiple property listing 
for the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System. The integrity of the historic district is 
almost unparalleled among historic communal societies listed in the National Register. 
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CHAPTER 1.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This volume has presented the results of Task I.B of the scope of work for the Historic 
Property Baseline Study component of the Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar Levee & 
Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study. Task I.B involved intensive research into 
the history of the study area to provide contextual information for Tasks I.C, the Above-
ground Resources Survey, and Task I.D, the Archeological Probability Assessment. The 
results of those two tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 

Research into the history of the study area relied on a number of different sources: primary 
documents, popular and scholarly books and articles, newspaper accounts, historical maps 
and photographs, cultural resource management reports, dissertations and theses, National 
Register nomination forms, Ohio Archaeological Inventory and Ohio Historical Inventory 
forms, and web sites. Research was performed at the Ohio Historical Society Library & 
Archives, the Zoar Museum, the Ohio State University Library, the State Library of Ohio, the 
Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and 
the Cleveland Arts Foundation. . In addition, Zoar residents and historians Chuck Knaack 
and Steve Shonk were consulted, with more information supplied by author Kathleen 
Fernandez and Zoar residents Chris Powell, Scott Gordon, and Gail & Joe Potelicki. 
Huntington supplied a large amount of material regarding the project, including historical 
documents, 1930s and 1950s Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam construction plans, cultural 
resources reports, and more. Online resources consulted included the holdings of the Library 
of Congress and the Google Scholar search engine for PDFs of articles and publications 
pertinent to the study area. Mandy Pond of the Massillon Museum provided scanned material 
related to the study area from the museum archives. Sources consulted for this report are 
presented in an annotated bibliography in Appendix A and on a data DVD attached to the 
rear cover of this volume of the report. 

The results of the background research document the rich history of the study area. Prior to 
settlement by Europeans, the study area has seen occupation by pre-contact groups dating 
back to at least the Archaic period, although no archeological evidence for anything apart 
from transient use of the study area currently exists. Native Americans travelled through the 
study area on a trial that connected the Muskingum River Valley with the Cuyahoga River 
Valley to the north, and a historic-period group likely used the bottomlands immediately to 
the west and south of Zoar Village as agricultural fields; however, no historic-period Native 
American settlements were identified within the study area. Early European and Euro-
American traders, missionaries, and soldiers may have travelled through the study area, but 
with no indications of settlement or occupation. The first documented, sustained occupation 
of the study area began in 1817 with the arrival of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. 

The establishment of the community in 1817 in Ohio was initially difficult, with severe 
weather and financial problems plaguing the Separatists. In 1819, the community voted to 
adopt a communal lifestyle in order to establish security and prosperity. The society enacted 
a marriage ban and adopted celibacy in the 1820s to free up women for labor in the Society’s 
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farm fields and in digging the Ohio & Erie Canal bed through their lands. The marriage and 
celibacy ban ended in 1830. The Society erected a number of mills, shops, a brewery, and 
agricultural buildings through the 1820s and 1830s, and residential buildings evolved from 
the initial log cabins into large frame buildings and a few brick houses, including the palatial 
House No. 1. The Society owned around 12,000 acres of land at its height, and operated two 
blast furnaces, four canal boats, and several general stores, including one in Zoar Station 
(now Zoarville). The Ohio & Erie Canal was a great source of prosperity for the Society, 
allowing them easy access for their goods to outside markets and providing a source of 
income from travelers who stayed at the society’s hotels and purchased goods in the general 
stores at the canal and in the village. 

The community’s inspirational leader, Joseph Bimeler, died in 1853, which marked the 
beginning of a slow decline for the Separatists. Initially, the time of prosperity continued 
through the Civil War period, but economic hardship began to set in during the post war 
period, along with rising discontent among the younger members. This discontent was 
partially sparked by the increasing popularity of Zoar Village as a tourist destination for city 
dwellers in Ohio, coming from as far away as Columbus and Cleveland to spend a weekend 
at Zoar Village. After the Wheeling & Erie Railroad was built through the Society’s 
landholdings (including a station at Zoar Village), tourism increased greatly, and the Society 
built a massive addition to their hotel in 1892 to handle the large numbers of guests, some of 
whom began to stay for the summer months. One of these outsiders was Alexander Gunn, 
who was allowed by the Society to rent House No. 30 on the edge of town. Gunn dubbed his 
new home the “Hermitage” and started social clubs that included prominent visitors and the 
trustees of the Society. His exclusive group unwittingly created a social hierarchy where 
none had existed before, and added to the discontent in the Society. Gunn’s presence was a 
source of resentment for many people, including school teacher Levi Bimeler, who published 
a short-lived newspaper called the Nugitna (the reverse spelling of “anti-gun”) that cited 
Gunn’s influence as a factor in the widespread discontentment with the communal lifestyle 
practiced by the Separatists. Other factors included increasing financial difficulties and the 
desire by many members to be responsible for their own well-being instead of dependence on 
the Society. After much debate and consideration, the community voted in 1898 to end their 
communal association, and the Society’s property was divided fairly among the members. 

Post-dissolution, Zoar Village saw a steady dispersal of the younger people to new locations, 
while many of the older Separatists stayed in town. Many attempted to run new businesses 
based on the old Separatist industries and shops, such as the grist mill, the planing mill, and a 
couple of shoe shops. Local industrials near Zoar Village, including the brick plant across the 
river and other ceramics and steel plants in the region, became a source of employment for 
residents of Zoar Village, drawing new residents to the community. Tourism remained a 
major component of the village’s economy, with Zoar Village becoming a popular stop for 
drivers of new automobiles touring the countryside. In the 1920s, the Zoar Lake Resort was 
developed, with a new lake impounded in the former low agricultural fields west of the 
Brewery and Slaughterhouse, a dance hall installed in the defunct Brewery, and lots around 
the lake sold for development into summer cottages. 

In the 1930s, the MWCD was established to address flood control, water quality, soil erosion 
and recreation in the Muskingum River Valley, spurred by the devastating flood of 1913 and 
ensuing, less intense but still destructive flood events. USACE, using funding provided by 
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the Works Progress Administration, constructed a series of flood control dams and structures 
on the Tuscarawas and Walhonding Rivers and Wills Creek in cooperation with the MWCD. 
One of these structures, Dover Dam, threatened to inundate Zoar Village. The planning for 
flood control coincided with the beginning of historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village, 
and an outcry was raised, demanding that USACE protect the village. As a result, the Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam were built in 1935–1938, and improved in 1951. Although other 
special-purpose levees were constructed in the MWCD to protect important industries, the 
Zoar Levee is the only one that was built to preserve a historical town. 

Zoar Village continued to focus on preserving its heritage. In 1936, the Historic American 
Building Survey (HABS) documented several buildings in the community, and the State of 
Ohio began to acquire important buildings in the village, with the Ohio State Archaeology 
and Historical Society (later OHS) managing the buildings and eventually helping to 
designate the village as a state memorial. In 1969, the Zoar Historic District was listed in the 
National Register (with a revision to the listing in 1975). Today, Zoar Village is a small but 
vibrant community, displaying an incredible number of historic-period buildings in 
remarkable condition, comparable to several other communal societies listed in the National 
Register historic districts and National Historic Landmarks. In addition to the 1975 Zoar 
Historic District, the portion of the Ohio & Erie Canal within the study area is a component 
of the Ohio & Erie Canalways National Heritage Corridor, and the Zoar Levee & Diversion 
Dam is part of a multiple-property Muskingum River Flood Control historic district 
nomination, and is treated as an eligible property under a programmatic agreement between 
Huntington and OHS. 

The results of the Historic Properties Baseline Study have demonstrated that the study area is 
rich in historical resources. The population of above-ground and archeological resources 
within the study area holds great potential for the understanding of cultural development 
here, in terms of pre-contact occupation, the history and development of Zoar Village under 
the Separatists, and the historical development of the study area in regards to transportation, 
tourism and recreation, and industry. In comparison with other villages associated with 
communal societies that are listed on the National Register, the 1975 Zoar Historic District 
displays an outstanding level of integrity and significance. 
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Books and Book Excerpts 

Adamson, Jack E.  
2007 The Pottery of Zoar, Ohio: Research and Photos of Known Zoar Pieces. The Zoar 

Community Association. Gordon Printing, Inc., Strasburg, Ohio. 

Adamson’s book presents a summary of what little is known about the operation of 
the Zoar Pottery. Although operating for only a brief period in the 1830s, the pottery 
produced a wide variety of redware vessels, many of which survive today. After the 
pottery ceased operation, a pottery in Portage County continued to make vessels 
stamped “Zoar” for the community. The book contains some information on the 
probable location of the kiln and a discussion of the various products, glazes and 
decorative techniques. A section on the brick and tile industry is included, which 
focuses primarily on the products and not on the actual operations of the brick and tile 
yards at Zoar Village. Of interest is one color plate showing Zoar pottery wasters 
from the garden of House No. 25, on the hill above the valley where the pottery was 
located south of Zoar Village. This plate shows an Archaic-type side-notched point 
mixed in with the sherds, demonstrating a pre-contact occupation at this location. 

Anderson, David G., Lisa D. O’Steen, and Kenneth E. Sassaman 
1996 Environmental and Chronological Considerations. In The Paleoindian and Early 

Archaic Southeast, edited by David G. Anderson and Kenneth E. Sassaman, pp. 3–15. 
The University of Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa. 

Anderson et al.'s chapter provides the environmental and technological context for the 
Paleoindian and Early Archaic Period discussion of the remainder of the edited 
volume of which it is a part. The text is augmented by useful vegetation maps and 
graphical representations of projectile point types through time. This chapter provides 
a good summary of early absolute dates for Paleoindian and Early Archaic 
archeological sites across the eastern United States.  

Booth, Russell H., Jr. 
1994 The Tuscarawas Valley in Indian Days 1750–1797. Gomber House Press, Cambridge, 

Ohio. 

This book contains excerpts from 48 historical journals and 30 maps documenting 
nearly 50 years of Native American and European interaction in the early historical 
period in the Tuscarawas River valley in northeastern Ohio. The book is particularly 
useful in determining the intensity of occupation and locations of Native American 
settlements during this time period, using eyewitness accounts of village layouts and 
house structures, as well as Native American lifeways of the period. 
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Briggs, Ken 
1985 Physical Geography: Process and System. Hodder and Stoughton, London. 

Briggs' book is an introductory earth science text focusing on geomorphology, 
meteorology and climatology, vegetation, and soil. The text emphasizes the 
interrelationships between different natural systems. Of particular use is the section 
on geomorphology that describes, in detail, the physical processes that create major 
landscape features such as glacial landforms, river basins, desert landforms, and 
coastal landforms. 

Brose, David S.  
2000 Late Prehistoric Societies of Northeastern Ohio and Adjacent Portions of the South 

Shore of Lake Erie: A Review. In Cultures Before Contact: The Late Prehistory of 

Ohio and Surrounding Regions, edited by Robert Genheimer, pp. 96–123. Ohio 
Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 

The author examines three different environmental zones that characterize the south 
shore of Lake Erie and how they correspond with differing Late Prehistoric societies 
in the region. The study area is located within the Whittlesey tradition area. Before 
1250 A.D., the settlement pattern in northeast Ohio was of seasonally reoccupied 
clusters of two to three single family houses. Between 1450 and 1625 A.D., 
Whittlesey villages grew larger and were occupied throughout more of the year. 
Many villages exhibit defensive structures such as palisaded ditches and 
embankments. The ceramics at the Riker Site in Tuscarawas County shares many 
traits with Late Whittlesey types. At the same time as the reduction in territory of the 
northern Late Whittlesey culture, groups showing Late Whittlesey traits show up in 
the archaeological record in the lower Muskingum and upper Ohio River valleys. 
Brose postulates the introduction of Late Whittlesey traits is likely the result of a 
population movement.  

Brown, James A. 
1985 Long-Term Trends to Sedentism and the Emergence of Complexity in the American 

Midwest. In Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherers, edited by T. D. Price and J. Brown, 
pp. 201–224. Academic Press, New York. 

Brown's chapter examines the shift in hunter-gatherer economy and settlement 
patterns in the American Midwest during the Archaic period. Brown argues that the 
shift to a more sedentary way of life over such a long period of time cannot be 
explained by prime mover causes such as environmental change, population pressure, 
or changes in resource abundance. Instead, Brown views the shift to sedentism as the 
result of cumulative decision making while managing risk in a changing environment.  

Caldwell, Joseph R. 
1964 Interaction Spheres in Prehistory. In Hopewellian Studies, edited by J. R. Caldwell 

and R. L. Hall, pp. 133–144. Illinois State Museum Scientific Papers Volume 12. 
Illinois State Museum, Springfield. 

Caldwell's discussion of interaction spheres places trade networks into a broader 
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cultural context. The Hopewell Interaction Sphere is the primary example used to 
illustrate Caldwell's ideas about networks of peoples and ideas. Beyond its theoretical 
basis, the chapter is useful for its descriptions of the material remains associated with 
the Hopewell Interaction Sphere. 

Carskadden, Jeff 
2008 Observations on the Early Woodland Cultural Landscape in the Central Muskingum 

Valley of Eastern Ohio. In Transitions: Archaic and Early Woodland Research in the 

Ohio Country, edited by Martha P. Otto and Brian G. Redmond, pp. 232–270. Ohio 
University Press, Athens, Ohio. 

Although this work focused on Muskingum County for its data set, some of the ideas 
presented about Early Woodland cultural landscapes likely apply to the study area. 
Early Adena habitations are evenly divided in the hinterland between stream valleys 
and hilltops in Carskadden’s sample, while a shift to favor hilltops may have taken 
place in Late Adena. However, the sample size for each was somewhat small (34 
Early Adena hinterland sites and 46 Late Adena hinterland sites), so sample size bias 
may be affecting the analysis. In contrast to the hinterland model, there seems to be a 
strong orientation to the bottom lands for river-oriented groups in the major river 
valleys during the entire Adena period. 

Carskadden, Jeff, and James Morton 
1996 The Middle-Late Woodland Transition in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern 

Ohio: A View from the Philo Archaeological District. In A View from the Core: A 

Synthesis of Ohio Hopewell Archaeology, edited by Paul J. Pacheco, pp. 316–339. 
The Ohio Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 

This chapter discusses the transition between the Middle and Late Woodland periods 
in the Central Muskingum Valley, concentrating on data recovered from excavations 
at the Philo Site, about 60 miles south-southwest of Zoar Village, situated within a 
section of bottoms and ridge tops along the Muskingum River. Although some 
regional variation is expected, data from the well-researched Muskingum River 
Valley is probably broadly applicable for the upper Tuscarawas River Valley as well. 
In particular, the authors define Hopewell through early Late Woodland development 
stages, including: 1) Hopewell hamlets in flood plain or on low terraces; 2) Early Late 
Woodland hamlets in flood plain or on low terraces; 3) Early Late Woodland 
unfortified villages in flood plain or on low terraces; 4) Nucleated, stockade villages 
in otherwise vulnerable settings in flood plain or on low terraces; and 5) Earth-walled 
nucleated villages on the edges of high bluffs in highly defensible settings. 

1997 Living on the Edge: A Comparison of Adena and Hopewell Communities in the 
Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio. In Ohio Hopewell Community 

Organization, edited by William Dancey and Paul Pacheco, pp. 365–404. The Kent 
State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
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The authors argue for the Adena roots of local Hopewell settlement patterns in the 
Central Muskingum Valley, and that the riverine Woodland communities represent 
repeated habitations by generations of the same groups throughout the Early and 
Middle Woodland periods. Early Adena settlement patterns in general may have 
developed from seasonal movement between diverse topographic settings. There 
appears to be a shift during late Adena to river bottom occupations, and Hopewell 
sites are primarily found in the bottomlands of major rivers. Local Adena populations 
probably lived in somewhat dispersed groups, with house groups widely separated 
from one another, but at a wider regional scale, still appearing as distinct clusters. 
There seems to be a trend of re-occupation of earlier sites, seen through the example 
of 52 percent of early Adena sites in the author’s sample population that were re-
occupied in late Adena times. Additionally, 34 percent of the late Adena sites were 
occupied subsequently by groups with Hopewell cultural traits. In all, 20 percent of 
the sites in study population in river bottom settings have occupations representing 
early Adena, late Adena, and Hopewell. 

2000 Fort Ancient in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio: A View From the 
Philo II Site. In Cultures Before Contact: The Late Prehistory of Ohio and 

Surrounding Regions, edited by Robert Genheimer, pp. 158–193. Ohio 
Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 

This chapter describes the authors’ work at the Philo site and their interpretations of 
Fort Ancient manifestations in the Central Muskingum Valley. The work is useful for 
understanding Late Prehistoric settlement in the general region of the study area. 
Especially useful is a suggested chronology for the general region, including the 
Tuscarawas and Flushing Escarpment to the southeast of the study area. 

Chappell, Edward A. 
1986 Germans and Swiss. In America’s Architectural Roots, Ethnic Groups that Built 

America, edited by Dell Upton, pp. 68-73. National Trust for Historic Preservation, 
Washington, D.C. 

Chappell’s essay discusses the architecture of German-speaking people who came to 
America in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The earliest buildings were 
generally impermanent structures, but by the mid-eighteenth century, some German 
Americans began to build larger, more permanent structures that show the influence 
of their native lands in Europe. House plans such as the three-room Flurkuechenhaus 
were common, as well as construction techniques such as Fachwerk, or exposed 
heavy timber framing with infill. The essay is useful in understanding the architecture 
of the Separatists and the influence of their native building techniques. 
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Clay, R. Berle 
1992 Chief, Big Men, or What? Economy, Settlement Patterns, and Their Bearing on 

Adena Political Models. In Cultural Variability in Context: Woodland Settlement 

Patterns of the Mid-Ohio Valley, edited by M. F. Seeman, pp. 77–80. Kent State 
University Press, Kent, Ohio.  

Clay explores the sociopolitical organization of peoples participating in the Adena 
burial-ceremonial complex by comparing the archeological evidence to two 
ethnographic examples of chiefs and big men. Clay observes that the archeological 
evidence does not seem to support either model in terms of economic behaviors and 
settlement patterns. Clay argues that the archeological evidence shows a spatial 
separation of domestic sites and ceremonial sites, and, further, that the data indicate 
that peoples participating in the burial-ceremonial complex were egalitarian hunter-
gatherer-gardeners that were at least partially mobile on a seasonal basis; social 
stratification and political hierarchy is not indicated according to Clay. 

Cunningham, Wilbur M., and James B. Griffin 
1948 A Study of the Glacial Kame Culture in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Occasional 

Contributions from the Museum of Anthropology of the University of Michigan. Ann 
Arbor. University of Michigan Press. 

Cunningham's portion of this publication reviews significant artifacts and sites related 
to what he calls the Glacial Kame culture. Cunningham's text is descriptive and is 
richly illustrated with photos of artifacts. Griffin's section of this publication presents 
his interpretation of this archeological manifestation. Griffin argues that the traits that 
Cunningham attributes to a culture more accurately represent a burial complex, which 
is just one aspect of a pre-contact culture. 

Dancey, William S. 
1992 Village Origins in Central Ohio: The Results and Implications of Recent Middle and 

Late Woodland Research. In Cultural Variability in Context: Woodland Settlement 

Patterns of the Mid-Ohio Valley, edited by Mark F. Seeman, pp. 24–29. Kent State 
University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Dancey's 1992 book chapter compares and contrasts evidence from two central Ohio 
sites investigated by the author: the Middle Woodland, Hopewell Murphy site in 
Licking County, and the early Late Woodland Waterplant site in Franklin County. 
Dancey's intent is to demonstrate that, while the Waterplant site may represent 
multiple households making up one village, the origin of the village settlement 
pattern began with smaller Middle Woodland sedentary hamlets. This piece is 
essentially an early iteration of what would later become Dancey and Pacheco's 
Dispersed Sedentary Community Model describing Hopewell settlement patterns. 
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Dancey, William S., and Paul J. Pacheco 
1997 A Community Model of Ohio Hopewell Settlement. In Ohio Hopewell Community 

Organization, edited by William S. Dancey and Paul J. Pacheco, pp. 3–40. Kent State 
University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Dancey and Pacheco expand on the idea originally proposed by Olaf Prufer that the 
Hopewell settlement models consist of largely uninhabited ceremonial centers 
surrounded by dispersed sedentary hamlets that are concentrated near the ceremonial 
centers. The model, as formulated by Dancey and Pacheco, is called the Dispersed 
Sedentary Community Model. The sedentary hamlet is conceived of as a self-
sufficient year-round settlement of one to two households of people who practiced a 
mixed economy of cultivating indigenous plants, hunting, and gathering. 

Dobbs, Catherine R. 
1947 Freedom’s Will: The Society of the Separatists of Zoar-an Historical Adventure in 

Religious Communism in Early Ohio. The William Frederick Press, New York. 

Dobb’s book is a popular, non-scholarly history of Zoar Village, with a decidedly 
anti-Communist message, as might be expected of an American book about a 
Communist society published in 1947. Most of the information in this book is 
reproduced in other, more scholarly works, but there are some descriptions and 
insights that were useful to consider in preparing the historic context for the study 
area. 

Fernandez, Kathleen M. 
2003 A Singular People: Images of Zoar. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Fernandez’s book illustrates the history of Zoar Village through numerous historical 
photographs. Her work is especially useful for this study, not only through the many 
detailed photographs that documented the Separatist landscape and details of many 
buildings long since demolished, but also through a concise history of the community 
that runs up through the early 1990s. 

French, Charles 
2003 Geoarchaeology In Action: Studies in soil micromorphology and landscape evolution. 

Routledge, London. 

French's book provides 80+ pages of text concerning the basic principles of 
geomorphology as applied to archaeology. The remaining 150+ pages of the book 
presents case studies from around Europe, the Middle East, and Central Asia. 
Particularly useful to understanding preservation of archeological deposits is the 
section on soil geochemistry (pp. 10–11, 14) and riverine processes (pp. 25–26).   
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Gunn, Alexander 
1902 The Hermitage-Zoar Note-Book and Journal of Travel. William C. Whitney, New 

York. 

Alexander Gunn, a Cleveland merchant, traveled to Zoar Village frequently and 
ended up living there permanently in the “Hermitage” cabin. While staying there, he 
kept a diary. Born in 1837, Gunn first traveled to Zoar Village in 1879. His notes 
contain much detail of life in Zoar Village during the last days of the society, and 
were especially useful for this study in determining locations of former industrial 
buildings. 

Hardesty, Donald L., and Barbara J. Little 
2000 Assessing Site Significance: A Guide for Archaeologists and Historians. Altamira 

Press, Walnut Creek, California. 

Hardesty and Little's book provides archaeologists with a road map for applying the 
National Register criteria to different types of archeological sites. The text is 
important for the tools it provides to archeologists, as well as the comparison of the 
meaning of significance as used in the National Register and in scholarly studies. 
Case studies provide examples of how the National Register criteria can be applied to 
different site types, particularly historical and industrial archeological sites.  

Haynes, Gary 
2002 The Early Settlement of North America: The Clovis Era. Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge. 

Haynes' 2002 book is an in depth study of a fairly short period during the Paleoindian 
Period that is associated with the distinctive Clovis fluted projectile points. Haynes 
reviews the peopling of the Americas, the archeological record and chronological 
implications, and Clovis culture and subsistence as known from the archeological 
record. The book is cited in this study for Haynes' proposed point chronology that 
suggests a sequence of point type such that the earliest is the Clovis-like Gainey, 
followed in time by the waisted Barnes type and finally the wider multiple-fluted 
Crowfield variety. 

Hinds, William Alfred 
1878 American Communities: Brief Sketches of Economy, Zoar, Bethel, Aurora, Amana, 

Icaria, The Shakers, Oneida, Wallingford, and the Brotherhood of the New Life. 
Office of the American Socialist, Oneida, New York. 

Hind’s work presents an overview of active communal groups in the United States in 
the middle of the last half of the nineteenth century. The section on Zoar contains 
information on the history of the Society of Separatists and community organization. 
Some information on the physical landscape is also included in the Separatist chapter. 
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Hurt, R. Douglas 
1996 The Ohio Frontier: Crucible of the Old Northwest, 1720–1830. Indiana University 

Press, Bloomington. 

This book presents a well-written, thorough history of the early historical period in 
the State of Ohio, covering the major political, economical, and social developments 
from the years 1720 to 1830.The information in the book was useful for summarizing 
certain political developments that related to the early history of the study area. 

Jefferies, Richard W. 
1996 Hunters and Gatherers after the Ice Age. In Kentucky Archaeology, edited by R. Barry 

Lewis, pp. 39–78. University of Kentucky Press, Lexington, Kentucky. 

Jefferies book chapter is a comprehensive review of the Archaic period in Kentucky 
written for scholars and laypeople alike. Four topics are covered for the Early and 
Middle Archaic periods: artifacts, subsistence, settlement patterns, and burial. 
Detailed discussions of investigated sites are presented for each period and the 
chapter is well-illustrated with figures and maps. A more detailed discussion is 
presented for specific regional Late Archaic archeological cultures, such as the Green 
River Shell Mounds, the Bluegrass Late Archaic, and the Lower Tennessee-
Cumberland Valleys. The chapter closes with an overview of trends and patterns such 
as population, sedentism, importance of plant foods, exchange, etc., throughout the 
Archaic Period. 

2008 Chapter 4. The Archaic Period. In The Archaeology of Kentucky: An Update, edited 
by D. Pollack, pp. 193–338. Kentucky Heritage Council, Frankfort, Kentucky. 

Jeffries' 2008 chapter again provides an overview of the archeological database for 
the Archaic Period from throughout the state of Kentucky, but this time the chapter is 
written primarily for cultural resources management (CRM) and preservation 
audiences. The intent of the chapter, as with others in this volume, is to provide an 
archeological context for CRM reports, and to identify research gaps and questions 
for specific parts of the state that will help guide CRM investigations. Compiled data 
on site distribution and density by time period and region of the state is particularly 
useful for the CRM practitioner. 
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Jenkins, Hal 
1976 A Valley Renewed: The History of the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District. 

Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio 

Jenkin’s book on the history of the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District 
(MWCD) is a detailed examination of the development of one of Ohio’s largest water 
resources projects. The MWCD, located in eastern Ohio, was created to address 
multiple needs: flood control, soil erosion, water conservation, and recreation are 
among them. Jenkins explores the MWCD through the historical beginnings of flood 
control in Ohio after the 1913 flood, and presents in minute detail the bureaucratic 
processes that guided, and sometimes hampered, the creation of a large conservancy 
district in Ohio. The book provides valuable contextual information about Corps of 
Engineers operations in the study area, although little mention is made of the Zoar 
Levee itself. 

Johannsen, Eric 
1999 A Cleveland Legacy: The Architecture of Walker and Weeks. Kent State University 

This book is a history of the Cleveland firm of Walker and Weeks who designed the 
Indianapolis World War Memorial, Cleveland’s Severance Hall. The book mentions 
Carl Waite as the staff photographer for the firm, apparently not a common 
occurrence at the time. Waite was also the photographer who participated in the 1936 
and 1937 HABS work at Zoar Village. 

Kaufman, Stanley A. and Ricky Clark 
1986 German Folk Culture in Eastern Ohio. German Culture Museum, Walnut Creek, 

Ohio. 

Kaufman and Clark’s chapter on architecture provides a context for German-
American architecture in eastern Ohio. They discuss several residences and churches 
built by German-Americans in eastern Ohio and look for the influence of styles and 
construction techniques from their native countries. Several square-hewn log 
structures are discussed, as well as half-timber structures with clay infill. The section 
is useful in comparing the architecture of Zoar Village with other German 
communities in eastern Ohio, and it specifically mentions how the Zoar Meeting 
House may have influenced later German-American church architecture in the area. 

Kaufman, Stanley A. and Dr. Lawrence W. Hartzell 
1987 Moravians in Ohio. German Culture Museum, Walnut Creek, Ohio. 

Kaufman and Hartzell’s chapter on church architecture discusses the style and plan of 
early Moravian churches in Ohio. These German-American structures show many 
similarities in style and design to the Second Meetinghouse at Zoar Village. And their 
chapter on house architecture discusses the influence of Germanic styles as well as 
the rise of national styles such as the Greek Revival on Moravian residential 
architecture. This is a useful analysis that can be applied to the residential architecture 
of Zoar Village. 
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Kemp, Emory 
2002 Taming the Muskingum. Institute for the History of Technology and Industrial 

Archaeology, West Virginia University, Morgantown. 

Kemp’s work was performed as part of assessing the Muskingum Watershed flood 
control system as a whole for eligibility for the National Register. His work presents a 
history and context for the use and alteration of the Muskingum River drainage in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, first for transportation through canals and 
river navigation, and finally for flood control. His work is useful for the project in 
providing context for the construction of the Zoar Levee and the flood control issues 
that affect Zoar Village today. 

King, Charles C. 
1979 Chapter 10. Hill Country. In Ohio's Natural Heritage, edited by Michael B. Lafferty, 

pp. 161–181. The Ohio Academy of Science, Columbus, Ohio. 

This chapter provides an overview of the natural history of the unglaciated plateau 
part of Ohio. King presents an overview of the geological history and evolution of the 
area in historical times. The plant and animal communities in three major eco niches 
(upland mixed oak forests, mixed mesophytic forests, and lowland forests and 
streams are discussed in some detail. Natural treeless areas and the impacts of coal 
are also covered in this chapter. King's chapter, like others in this volume, is visually 
appealing and includes many color images. 

Landis, George B. 
1899 The Society of Separatists of Zoar, Ohio. In Annual Report of the American 

Historical Association for the year 1898, pp. 165–220. American Historical 
Association via the Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.  

Landis’ entry in this report covers the history of Zoar Village, spurred by the closing 
of the Society in 1898. Landis’ account includes information that is covered in more 
detail by subsequent authors, but is useful in enumerating natural resources exploited 
by the Society. 

Law, Clarence L. 
1942 Zoar and Other Utopias. Unpublished manuscript, Clarence L. Law Papers, MSS 

656, The Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. 
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Law’s unpublished manuscript runs to nearly 400 pages in length, and draws heavily 
on the work of Nixon, Randles, McArtor, and others, along with discussions with 
Separatist residents who lived in the village while the society was still active. Law’s 
work covers the history and physical development of Zoar Village, with much 
information on buildings, including construction dates, occupations, and locations; 
however, the general accuracy of some of his statements needs to be checked against 
other sources. For example, Law states in one place that in 1891, the Separatists 
started the fire brick plant on the west side of the Tuscarawas River that later became 
the Imperial Fire Brick Company, but then later states the plant was started in 1911. 
Note that part of his stated purpose, like with Dodd’s work, was to use Zoar Village 
as example that communism was doomed to failure – a common theme with such 
studies for the time period. 

McAlester, Virginia and Lee McAlester 
1995 A Field Guide to American Houses. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 

This book is a great summary of American house styles and their period of 
construction. It provides basic information concerning the form of residences, 
including their plan, elevations, structure, roof framing, roofing materials, windows, 
doors, chimneys, porches, and other decorative details. The pictorial glossaries are 
particularly helpful in identifying characteristics of certain styles with the proper 
nomenclature. The discussion of early American log architecture and the rise of 
national building trends apply specifically to the architecture of Zoar Village. 

Mansfield, J. B. 
1884 The History of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Warner, Beers, & Co., Chicago. 

This work is one of many such county histories produced by the Warner, Beers & 
Company publishing house. The work is useful in presenting a good deal of basic 
historical data on Tuscarawas County without the tendency to emphasize the more 
colorful incidents other contemporary histories often used to embellish their accounts. 
The work covers early settlement, the fauna and flora encountered by early settlers, 
important industries, establishment of canals and railroads, and includes a brief 
description of Zoar Village, including a handful of biographical sketches of 
prominent Zoar Village citizens. Some limited information is also presented on Zoar 
Station and Valley Junction as well. 

Mase, S. O. 
1930 A Brief History of Zoar or the Rise and Fall of Communism in America. Self-

published manuscript, on file at Ohio Historical Society Library and Archives. 

This brief manuscript that was produced by the superintendent of the Dover school 
system in 1930 provides a short history of Zoar Village. While presenting little in the 
way of new information, the author’s description of the village of Zoar at the time he 
wrote his manuscript is actually quite valuable in understanding the character of the 
community at what was to be a major turning point in the history of the community. 
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Mills, William C. 
1914 Archeological Atlas of Ohio. Ohio State Archeological and Historical Society, 

Columbus. 

Mills' Atlas, as this book is commonly referred to, recorded the approximate locations 
of specific types of known pre-contact and major contact period archeological 
resources for each of Ohio's 88 counties. Pre-contact resource types recorded include 
burial mounds and other types of burials, effigy mounds, earthen enclosures, village 
sites, artifact caches, petroglyphs, flint quarries, and rock shelters. Data is presented 
through the use of text, tables, and county maps. Mills' Atlas provides a starting point 
for assessing the density and type of resources within a study area. No resources were 
recorded for Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County. The closest resources to Zoar 
Village that were recorded by Mills are approximately four miles northwest, along the 
Tuscarawas River, west of Bolivar in Stark County. 

Mitchener, Charles Hallowell 
1876 Ohio Annals. Historic events in the Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valleys, and in other 

portions of the State of Ohio. T. W. Odell, Dayton, Ohio. 

Mitchener’s entry in the Ohio Annals series focuses on the early history of the 
Tuscarawas and Muskingum River valleys, with a heavy emphasis on conflicts 
between Europeans and native groups in the 18th century. A small section on Zoar 
Village includes some demographic data, but little else of use for this study. 

Morhart, Hilda Dischinger (editor) 
1981 [1967] The Zoar Story. Gordon Printing, Inc. Strasburg, Ohio. Third printing. 

This book is a compilation of oral histories of former Separatists and their 
descendents, compiled by a descendent of the separatists with the intention of 
preserving and passing on a shared heritage with other separatist descendants. The 
preparation of the book began in 1949, and was first published in 1967. Much 
information about building locations and uses is preserved in these reminisces, 
although the accuracy of the information needs to be judged against other sources. 

Nordhoff, Charles 
1965 [1876] The communistic societies of the United States: from personal visit and 

observation including detailed accounts of the Economists, Separatists, Shakers, the 

Amana, Oneida, Bethel, Aurora, Icarian, and other existing societies, their religious 

creeds, social practices, numbers, industries, and present condition. Schocken Books, 
New York. 
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Nordhoff’s book offers a review of existing communal societies in the United States 
in 1876. Nordhoff’s intent seems to be to gather data to support an argument against 
trade unions as a means of organizing manual labor, and looked to the various 
communal societies of the time, such as the Amana colonies in Iowa, the Shakers, and 
the Separatists at Zoar Village for examples of how a communal lifestyle was more 
suited (and less dangerous to society in his view) than the various trade unions. The 
book contains useful information not only about the Separatists, but about many other 
communal societies that are currently listed on the National Register. 

Orlando, F. C. 
1975 A History of Sandy Valley. The Press-News, Waynesburg. 

This small book is a concise history of Sandy Township in Stark County, including 
the village of Waynesburg. This reference was consulted to see if there was any 
information on a general store in Waynesburg that Nixon (1933) mentioned was 
owned and operated by the Separatists. No mention of any connection to the 
Separatists was found in the book. Because there was no information relevant to the 
study area, no digital copy of the reference is included with the data disc with this 
report. 

Penney, David W. 
1985 The Late Archaic Period. In Ancient Art of the American Woodland Indians, edited by 

David S. Brose, James A. Brown, and David W. Penney, pp. 15–37. Harry N. 
Abrams, New York. 

Penney's chapter covers the entire Archaic Period across the eastern United States. 
The Late Archaic section of the chapter was used in the compilation of the pre-
contact culture history for the present investigation. In the Late Archaic section of the 
chapter Penney discusses topics such as trade, subsistence base, subsistence and 
settlement cycle, ceremonial artifacts, and the emergence of burial complexes. 
Regional variants of Late Archaic cultures and well-known sites are briefly reviewed 
within the larger context of the culture history discussion. 

Perrin, William H. 
1881 History of Stark County, Ohio. Baskin & Beatty Historical Publishers, Chicago. 

This work is a history of Stark County, Ohio, which was consulted for this report in 
an attempt to find documentary support for a claim by Edgar Nixon (1933) that the 
Separatists operated a general store in Waynesburg, Ohio. No information on such a 
store was present in this volume, therefore no digital copy is included on the data disc 
accompanying this report. 

Pieper, Thomas I. and James B. Gidney 
1976 Fort Laurens, 1778–1779: The Revolutionary War in Ohio. The Kent State 

University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
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This book depicts in detail the brief history of Fort Laurens as part of the 
Revolutionary War in the western frontier. While only occupied for less than a year, 
Fort Laurens represented a clear threat to the British at Fort Detroit, who besieged it 
in the early spring of 1779. The fort was emblematic of the switch in emphasis of 
American war strategy in the west from defense to offence. It appears from the brief 
occupation of the fort and the constant threat of attack from pro-British Native 
Americans that there would be very little chance of encountering any archaeological 
sites related to the Revolutionary War within the study area. 

Prufer, Olaf H 
2001 The Archaic of Northeastern Ohio. In Archaic Transitions in Ohio and Kentucky 

Prehistory, edited by O. H. Prufer, S. E. Pedde, and R. S. Meindl, pp. 183−209. Kent 
State University Press, Kent, Ohio.  

Prufer presents an overview of the Archaic period in northeastern Ohio as gained over 
his lengthy career. Major topics covered by this overview include sites and site 
distributions, environment and culture, site types, artifacts, and flint raw materials. In 
addition to providing a useful overview of the period for this portion of the state of 
Ohio, the chapter is valuable for the pictures of projectile points that are specific to 
northeastern Ohio. Also of interest are cautionary comments made about work done 
by Brose at Squaw Rockshelter. 

Prufer, Olaf H., and Raymond S. Baby 
1963 Palaeo-Indians of Ohio. The Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. 

Prufer and Baby's Paleoindian book is one the earliest attempts at a comprehensive 
survey of data related to one temporal period for the entire state of Ohio. The study 
covers major research problems facing Ohio archeologists in the early 1960s and 
proceeds to discuss the technology associated with manufacture of fluted projectile 
points, fluted point typologies, spatial distribution of fluted points across the state, 
and chert preferences as observed in the archeological record. This study also reports 
on significant Paleoindian sites in the state and discussions possible relationships with 
groups outside the state. Prufer and Baby's book is useful for assessing baseline data 
on the spatial distribution of Paleoindian points, among other topics. 
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Prufer, Olaf H. and Dana A. Long 
1986 The Archaic of Northeastern Ohio. Kent State Research Papers in Archaeology No. 6, 

Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Prufer and Long’s work presents a working hypothesis about Archaic site types in 
Northeastern Ohio. They argue that in essence, subsistence and locational strategies 
did not vary much throughout the Archaic period, with the main difference being an 
increase in site density over time from the Early Archaic to the Late Archaic. Prufer 
and Long note that Archaic sites are very common, with two main types of sites: 
rarely discovered base camps along rivers and streams; and hunting camps, which are 
very common and found on rises and hills overlooking lakes and wetlands. The work 
is useful for understanding probable Archaic site type locations within the study area. 

Purtill, Matthew P. 
2009 The Ohio Archaic: A Review. In Archaic Societies: Diversity and Complexity Across 

the Midcontinent, edited by Thomas E. Emerson, Dale L. McElrath, and Andrew C. 
Fortier, pp. 565–606. State University of New York Press, Albany, New York. 

Purtill's review of the Ohio Archaic is a much needed update on the topic. Major 
subjects covered include the natural setting and paleoenvironment, chronology, 
material culture, settlement patterns, site distributions, demography, site organization, 
subsistence and health, and ceremonial and mortuary behaviors. Of particular note in 
this piece, is the inclusion of information on Archaic period pottery in Ohio and a 
database of absolute dates from Ohio's Archaic sites.  

Ramsey, L. G. G. (editor) 
1975 The Complete Color Encyclopedia of Antiques: Revised and Expanded Edition. 

Hawthorn Books, Inc. New York, New York. Originally published 1962. 

This compilation of information on antiques is geared towards the collector, but the 
section on ceramics includes descriptions of the typical products of various pottery-
producing regions in the United States. The section on Midwest potteries uses the 
Zoar Pottery as representing the typical pottery product of the nineteenth century, and 
specifically notes that Solomon Purdy, an outsider, was contracted to produce their 
pottery. Purdy is noted as present in Putnam, Ohio, in 1820, and Atwater in 1840. The 
book places the end date of the Zoar Pottery at ca. 1853. 

Randall,  Emilius Oviatt 
1900 History of the Zoar Society, from its Commencement to its Conclusion. Press of Fred 

J. Herr, Columbus, Ohio. 
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Randall’s work is the first comprehensive historical study of the Society of 
Separatists of Zoar. This book is a reprinting of an article in the Ohio Archaeological 
and Historical Society quarterly journal published in 1899. Randall commenced his 
work upon the dissolution of the Society in 1898, and presumably his information 
comes from first-hand conversations with Separatists. Randall’s work starts with the 
origins of the Separatists in Wurtemburg, and follows their history as they arrived in 
America, established a communal society, and developed their landholdings in Ohio. 
There are detailed discussions of the physical environment of Zoar Village, Separatist 
religious practices, their system of governance, and the types of work and 
manufactures carried out by the Separatists. Some of Randall’s information is 
questionable; for instance, he states that Separatist houses had no cellars, which is 
obviously incorrect. For the most part, however, Randall’s work serves as one of the 
best descriptions of the Separatists. 

Rapp Jr., George, and Christopher L. Hill 
1998 Geoarchaeology: The Earth-Science Approach to Archaeological Interpretation. 

Yale University Press, New Haven. 

Rapp and Hill's book provides a holistic earth-science approach to archeology. The 
authors present a theoretical and historical overview before moving into the realm of 
soil formation and geomorphology. The book also covers paleoenvironmental 
reconstruction, geological raw materials and resources, geological sourcing, 
chronology building using relative and absolute techniques, remote sensing and 
mapping, and forces that impact preservation and destruction of archaeological 
deposits. The section on postdepositional processes (pp. 81–85) and the forces 
influencing the preservation and destruction of archeological deposits (Chapter 9) was 
integral to developing the text on factors impacting archeological potential within the 
study area. 

Robinson, William H. 
1996 “Against the Grain: The Modernist Revolt” in Transformations in Cleveland Art 

1796–1946: Community and Diversity in Early Modern America, edited by William 
Robinson and David Steinberg. Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 

The essay by the European paintings curator at the Cleveland Museum of Art places 
regional art in an international context and overturns art critic Hilton Kramer’s 1970 
thesis that Modernism did not penetrate beyond the coasts until after World War II. In 
addition, the book presages Daniel Roger’s 1998 Atlantic Crossings that thoroughly 
documents the transmission of transatlantic social and progressive thought prior to 
World War I. Contains color plates of the exhibition and additional plates of work 
used of expository purposes. 

Robinson, William and David Steinberg 
1996 “Preface” in Transformations in Cleveland Art 1796–1946: Community and Diversity 

in Early Modern America, edited by William Robinson and David 
Steinberg.Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 
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The preface to a collection of essays by curators at the Cleveland Museum of Art that 
accompanied the eponymous exhibition at the Cleveland Museum of Art. 

Rokicky, Catherine M. 
2002 Creating a Perfect World: Religious and Secular Utopias in Nineteenth-Century 

Ohio. Ohio University Press, Athens, Ohio. 

Chapter 2 of this work is dedicated to the Society of Separatists of Zoar. While it 
covers much the same ground as previous histories, the summary of the background 
of the Separatists in Germany was especially clear and helpful. Rokicky also provides 
insight into the closing of certain buildings and industries, and the factors that led up 
to the dissolution of the society. Rokicky also briefly notes a group of Cleveland 
artists who made Zoar Village their subject, but did not include any identities of these 
artists. 

Rural Directories, Inc. 
1948 Tuscarawas County Farm and Business Directory. Rural Directories, Inc., Bowling 

Green, Ohio. 

This county directory holds a good deal of information about Zoar Village for the 
mid-twentieth century. The directory includes a street-by-street listing of inhabitants 
and businesses, and includes the names of the inhabitants in each house and whether 
the house was a duplex or single family residence. In addition, the occupation and 
place of employment of the head of household was also listed.  

Schultz, Paul D. 
1978 Zoar Catalogue of Buildings, Sites, and Dates. Prepared by Paul D. Shultz. Submitted 

to The Ohio State University and the Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. On file at 
Ohio Historical Society. 

Schultz’s catalogue was intended to serve as a tool in the Ohio Historical Society’s 
restoration projects at Zoar Village, Ohio. The target date of restoration set by the 
society for Separatist building restoration was 1850. Schultz found in the course of 
his study much information on buildings that ceased to exist prior to that date, as well 
as many buildings that were put up by the Separatists after 1850. Schultz thus 
expanded his study to cover the period 1817–1898. Schultz’s work includes entries 
for buildings and sites with well-documented dates and those with less rigorous 
information about construction or location details. From the writing of some of the 
entries, it appears that Schultz may never have actually visited Zoar Village, or did 
not visit all the locations he discusses. Some of Schultz’s entries are speculative or 
simply erroneous, and other sources may hold better information about building 
construction dates and locations.  

Selz, Peter 
1974 German Expressionist Painters. London, University of California Press. 

This book contains information about the relation of German Expressionism to other 
German painting movements, such as German Impressionism and Romanticism. 
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Smart, Tristine Lee, and Richard I. Ford 
1983 Plant Remains. In Recent Excavations at the Edwin Harness Mound, Liberty Works, 

Ross County, Ohio, by N’omi Greber, pp. 55–58. Midcontinental Journal of 
Archaeology Special Papers 5. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Smart and Ford report on the carbonized plant remains recovered from feature 
contexts during the Cleveland Museum of Natural History's excavation at the Edwin 
Harness Mound, a Middle Woodland Hopewell burial mound located in Ross County, 
Ohio. Carbonized wood posts were principally hickory, while charcoal from other 
types of features represented a greater diversity of tree species. Carbonized seeds 
from represented a small range of wild plants and two pieces of corn kernel. 

Smith, Bruce D. 
1986 The Archaeology of the Southeastern United States: From Dalton to de Soto, 10,500– 

500 B.P. In Advances in World Archaeology, Vol. 5, edited by Frank Wendorf and 
Angela Close, pp. 1–92. Academic Press, New York.  

Smith's 1986 chapter is a lengthy and comprehensive review of the entire pre-contact 
period of the southeastern United States. While this piece is now 25+ years old, it still 
provides a good introduction to the topic and provides some comparisons with 
developments in the Ohio Valley. Smith's article is particularly insightful because it 
employs a geological framework (early, middle late Holocene) and absolute dates as 
an organizational tool, rather than a culture history framework and, hence, places the 
archeological record within a broader environmental context.  

South, Stanley 
2002 [1977] Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology. Percheron Press, Clinton 

Corners, New York. 

South’s seminal work is the basis for most analyses of artifact distribution within sites 
and between sites in North American historical archaeology. South’s work 
developing functional groups of historical artifacts, and subsequent refinements to his 
method by other archaeologists, helps guide investigations into historical sites by 
arranging artifacts into functional groups, allowing for comparison of relative 
frequencies of artifacts that are generated by different types of activities that occurred 
on historical sites.  

Spence, Michael W., and William A. Fox 
1986 The Early Woodland Occupations of Southern Ontario. In Early Woodland 

Archaeology, edited by Kenneth B. Farnsworth and Thomas E. Emerson, pp. 4–46. 
Kampsville Seminars in Archeology, Vol. 2. Center for American Archeology Press, 
Kampsville, Illinois. 

Spence and Fox present an overview of the Late Archaic, Terminal Archaic, and 
Early Woodland archeological record of the southern portion of Ontario bordering 
Lake Erie. The chapter is particularly useful for the summary of Archaic burial 
complexes such Glacial Kame. High quality photographs of projectile points and 
pottery sherds illustrate the discussion of artifacts types throughout the chapter.  
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Stout, Wilber, and R. A. Schoenlaub 
1945 The Occurrence of Flint in Ohio. Geological Survey of Ohio, 4th Series. Bulletin 46, 

Columbus. 

Stout and Schoenlaub's book provides a comprehensive overview of the major chert-
bearing geological formations found in Ohio. Archeologists working in Ohio 
frequently cite this work for its geological descriptions and information about chert 
outcrop locations, which are often reported at the township or more specific level. 

Tankersley, Kenneth B. 
2004 Clovis and Beyond: Then and Now. In New Perspectives on the First Americans, 

edited by Bradley T. Lepper and Robson Bonnichsen pp. 103–110. Center for the 
Study of First Americans, Texas A & M University, College Station. 

Tankersley's book chapter is a brief historical overview of the growth and 
development of American archeological thought with regard to the peopling of the 
Americas and the Clovis fluted point phenomenon. The central argument that 
Tankersley makes is that despite what we know today, and the variety of working 
hypotheses to explain all aspects of the earliest peopling of Americas, the knowledge 
base about Clovis and how this phenomenon fits into the overall scheme, is 
essentially unchanged from when Clovis points were first discovered in 1941.  

Tanner, Helen Hornbeck 
1987 Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History. University of Oklahoma Press, Norman. 

Tanner’s work compiles approximately 250 years of Native American community 
movement. The book contains 33 full-color map depicting major periods and events 
relevant to the Great Lakes region, which includes the modern states of Michigan, 
Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, and portions of Minnesota, New York, 
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, along with the parts of the Canadian provinces of 
Quebec and Ontario that border the Great Lakes. Known Native communities are 
mapped according to different tribal groups. Tanner’s work is very useful in that it 
depicts complex movements of Native groups cartographically, making it easy to see 
the “big picture” in terms of territory expansion and constriction over the historical 
period.  

Thornbury, William D. 
1965 Regional Geomorphology of the United States. John Wiley & Sons, New York. 

Thornbury's book serves as an authoritative source on the regional geomorphology of 
the United States, as well as the geological and physiographic characteristics of each 
region, section, and subsection. The source was useful for determining the 
physiographic province and section that the study area lies within.  

Tishler, William H. 
1986 Midwestern Germans. In America’s Architectural Roots, Ethnic Groups that Built 

America, edited by Dell Upton, pp. 142-147. National Trust for Historic Preservation, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Tishler notes that massive waves of German immigrants poured into the Midwest in 
the nineteenth century and created the nation’s greatest regional concentration of 
German-born Americans. These German-American settled in communities that took 
on a distinctive German character. Craftsmen used architectural forms, materials, and 
construction techniques from their native land, and at times, combined them with the 
prevailing styles, room arrangements, and construction methods prevalent in the 
country at the time. Tishler’s essay is particularly useful in understanding the 
influence of native German construction techniques as well as the influence of 
national building trends on the architecture of Zoar Village. 

Tuck, James A. 
1978 Regional Cultural Development, 3000 to 300 B.C. In Handbook of North American 

Indians, vol. 15 – The Northeast, edited by B. Trigger, pp. 28–43. Smithsonian 
Institution Press, Washington D.C. 

Tuck's chapter in this volume is a broad overview of the Late Archaic and Early 
Woodland periods in the Midwestern and northeastern United States. The chapter is 
unique because the discussion is arranged by environmental zones based on the work 
of ecologists, rather than by strict temporal periods. These environmental zones and 
trade networks organized along natural features during the pre-contact period are the 
explanatory basis for cultural differences according to Tuck's interpretation of the 
time period.  

United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service (USDA-SCS) 
1986 Soil Survey of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. United States Department of Agriculture, 

Washington, D.C. 

The county soil survey book published by the United States Department of 
Agriculture provides brief overviews of the county's geology, physiography, climate, 
history, and land and soil use activities, soil properties, and soil classification, in 
addition to providing detailed information about mapped soil types found in the 
county. The survey contains large scale, county-wide soil association maps and 
descriptions, as well as information on specific soil series, and maps and descriptions 
of soil types. 

Vickery, Kent D. 
1983 The Flint Sources. In Recent Excavations at the Edwin Harness Mound, Liberty 

Works, Ross County, Ohio, by N'omi Greber, pp. 73–85. MCJA Special Paper No. 5. 
Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Vickery's chapter in this volume presents the results of his analysis of the chipped 
stone artifacts recovered during the investigations at the Middle Woodland period, 
Hopewell culture Harness Mound. Part of Vickery's analysis includes a brief 
description of all the chert (or flint) raw material types identified in the chipped stone 
assemblage. Known outcrop locations for the identified raw material types are also 
presented in graphical form. Vickery's work provides a useful overview of 15 
common and not so common chert types found in pre-contact assemblages throughout 
Ohio.  
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Vietzen, Raymond C. 
1974 The Riker Site of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. The Sugar Creek Chapter of the 

Archaeological Society of Ohio, North Canton, Ohio.  

This is an account of the amateur excavations at the Riker Site, a multicomponent site 
and possible Late Prehistoric village at Midvale, Ohio. While this appears to be the 
most extensive excavation of a prehistoric site in Tuscarawas County to date, the 
presentation of data is extremely poor. No site map is included showing locations of 
features or grids. Also, the text is written in a stream of consciousness style which 
makes it very difficult to understand if the author was talking about the site 
assemblage as a whole or just the contents of a particular feature. The book is useful 
in its numerous photographs and descriptions of material culture, however.  

Webber, Philip E. 
2007 Zoar in the Civil War. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 

Webber’s short book details how the Separatists experienced the Civil War, both 
from the perspective of the young men from Zoar Village who fought in the war and 
the Separatists who supported them, although objecting to the violence inherent in 
their decision. Webber cites extensively from correspondence between the soldiers 
and their families and friends at home in Zoar Village, and the book is a vital source 
for understanding Zoar Village in the 1860s and immediately afterwards. 

Wilmer Atkinson Company 
1917 The Farm Journal Illustrated Rural Directory of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. William 

Atkinson Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

This rural directory contains listings of all businesses in Tuscarawas County in 1917, 
and lists seven places of business in Zoar Village. 

Woods, Terry K. 
1992 Ohio & Erie Canal: The Zoar Sidecut and Feeder. Self-published compilation of 

material on the feeder canal and guard lock at Zoar. On file at the Ohio Historical 
Society Library & Archives, Columbus. 

Wood’s compilation includes a reproduction of his article on the feeder canal and 
guardlock (or “sidecut”) at Zoar Village that was initially published in the journal 
American Canals in February 1992, along with a report on the stabilization of the 
guard lock performed by members of the Canal Society of Ohio, an undated article 
from the New Philadelphia Times-Reporter covering the stabilization efforts, and an 
erratum letter to the editor of American Canals that provides vital information on who 
actually built the canal locks within the property limits of the Separatists. 

2008 Ohio’s Grand Canal: A Brief History of the Ohio & Erie Canal. The Kent State 
University Press, Kent, Ohio.  
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Wood’s book presents the history of the canal building and operation era in Ohio, 
with a focus on the Ohio & Erie Canal. His book is useful for understanding the 
impact of canals on the regional economy and presents many details about lock 
construction, boat traffic, and root causes of the early start to the abandonment of the 
canals for navigation in the 1850s, a long, drawn-out process that culminated in 1929. 

Cultural Resources Management Reports 

Aya-ay, Jay 
2011 Zoar Levee Rock Knoll Seepage Collection Ditch and Weir and Test Borings, 

Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Huntington District. Submitted to various parties. 

This letter report documents archeological testing performed by Huntington as part of 
meeting Section 106 obligations for the construction of a seepage collection ditch and 
weir, and associated test borings. The area of potential effects for the project was near 
the pump station, north of the levee slope and south of the ponding area constructed 
as part of the pump station installation in 1951. No archeological resources were 
identified as a result of limited testing within the APE, and a finding of no adverse 
effects to historic properties was determined. This report is important for 
demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are 
not identified.  

Baker, Stanley W. and Rob Van Schoyck 
2003 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the TUS-177-32.73 Pedestrian Bridge Project 

Located in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio (PID 23186). Prepared by 
the Cultural Resources Unit of the Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of 
Environmental Services (ODOT-OES), Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 15236. Report on 
file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

The 2003 report by Baker and Van Schoyck documents the results of fieldwork in a 
very small area (~0.09 ac; 0.04 ha) of land associated with a proposed pedestrian 
bridge along I-77. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, which led to the 
discovery that the project area has either been previously disturbed or is a steep slope. 
No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This 
report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where 
pre-contact sites are not identified.  
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Beamer, Herb 
1991 Literature Review and Archaeological Survey: Proposed R & E Coal Company 

Mining Tract #D-0800-1 in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted 
by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Bair & 
Goodie Surveying, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11568. Report on file at the 
Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Beamer's 1991 report documents the results of fieldwork on land above the 1,100 foot 
AMSL elevation on a 71-acre (28.7-ha) parcel slated for strip mining. Testing 
methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation at 20-meter 
intervals, and surface collection at 10-meter intervals. Five resources were identified 
as a result of this investigation: an isolated find of a cut nail-like metal artifact (33-
TU-404), a nineteenth to twentieth century developed spring consisting of dressed 
sandstone block retaining wall, a pipe, and a cast iron bathtub recorded on the Ohio 
Historic Inventory (OHI) as TUS-815-15, two nineteenth to twentieth century deep 
mine entries recorded on the OHI as TUS-815-16 and TUS-815-17, and a nineteenth 
to twentieth century farmhouse complex (33-TU-405). Beamer recommended the five 
identified resources as not eligible for listing in the National Register because of a 
lack of integrity, a lack of significance under one or more of the four criteria, or both 
a lack of integrity and a lack of significance. Results of this report demonstrate (1) the 
utility of using historical mapping to identify potential resources, and (2) the ubiquity 
of extant mining and farmstead structures in the region. 

Beamer, Herb, Christopher McLaren, Scott Troy, and Grace Ellis 
1994 Literature Review and Archaeological Survey of 10,000 Acres Within the Athens 

Ranger and Ironton Ranger Districts in Gallia, Hocking, Lawrence, Monroe, Perry, 

Scioto and Washington Counties, Ohio (09-11-01509; 09-11-03-55). Submitted by 
ASC Group, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the USDA Forest Service, Wayne 
National Forest, Athens, Ohio. NADB# 15069. Report on file at the Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This report presents the results of an investigation covering a large portion of Wayne 
National Forest in the Athens, Marietta, and Ironton Units. The investigation 
surveyed a variety of landforms and identified 649 resources. Beamer et al.'s report 
was cited as an example of a survey that covered a large amount of acreage as 
compared to the type of small acreage surveys completed in Tuscarawas County 
where the study area in located. 
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Bier, Donald R., Rex W. Hagerling, and Lonnie J. Hovey 
1985 Archaeological Survey of the Number One House Outbuildings, Zoar, Ohio. 

Appendix to the 1985 Report and Fabric Analysis completed for the Number One 
House Outbuildings. Submitted by The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.  

Additional bibliographical and content data are not available for this cultural 
resources management report, which was identified through examination of the OAI 
form for archaeological site 33-TU-229, on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office in Columbus, Ohio. HDC staff contacted the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, the Ohio Historical Society Facilities Planning Division, and the Ohio 
Historical Society Collections Division in an attempt to locate the report; the report 
was not found on file at any of the three offices and, therefore, has not been included 
in the digital reference database for the baseline study project. The OAI form states 
that "miscellaneous bone, glass, bottle, metal, nails, pottery, ceramic, brick, and slag" 
were recovered and curated at the Ohio Historical Society. One pre-contact artifact 
from a disturbed context is noted in the Remarks section of the OAI form. This 
information only serves to demonstrate pre-contact occupation in the vicinity of the 
Village of Zoar because it is not clear where the fill in the builders' trenches came 
from originally. 

Brown, Jeffrey D. 
1982 Archaeological Reconnaissance of Corps of Engineers Dams in the Muskingum River 

Basin. Contract No. DACW69-82-C-0006. Submitted by the Kent State University, 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Kent, Ohio. Submitted to U. S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. 
S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

In 1982 Brown undertook an archeological reconnaissance survey of areas at 16 
projects in the Muskingum River basin flood control area. The work was completed 
in response to comments made on the 1977 Environmental Impact Statement for the 
projects. Brown only surveyed portions of each project that could be surface 
collected; few shovel test units were excavated. He did, however, interview local 
collectors and examined numerous private collections, which formed the basis for 
many of the sites Brown recorded. Even the limited testing Brown conducted resulted 
in the identification of almost 100 pre-contact sites, 60 of which were located on 
Federal land. Survey was limited at Zoar Levee because of the ground cover, but 
Brown stated that he suspected site 33-TU-22 had been located where the existing 
levee now stood. Brown also identified two pre-contact sites upstream from Dover 
Dam that were being seasonally inundated: 33-TU-18 and 33-TU-28. Nine 
archeological sites were recorded by Brown on federal land at Bolivar Dam. Results 
of this report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of a pre-contact lithic scatter in 
the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the potential to find National Register -eligible 
sites on particular landforms in the region.   
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1998 Bolivar Dam Historic Context Report. Contract No. DACW69-98-P-0368. Submitted 
by the Stark County Regional Planning Commission, Canton, Ohio. Submitted to U. 
S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file 
with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

Brown's 1998 report provides a brief summary of the regional pre-contact context 
supported by knowledge of local sites and tabulation of Ohio Archaeological 
Inventory data for Tuscarawas and Stark counties as of 1998. Brown's work is useful 
for the development of a regionally-specific pre-contact context for the Zoar Baseline 
Study, particularly because so few regional contexts covering this scale are available 
in the published and grey literature. 

Brush, Nigel 
1987 A Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed 172.75 Acre Strip Mine in 

Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Nigel Brush. Submitted to 
East Ohio Mineral Development Company, Inc., New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 
14793. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Brush's report documents the results of fieldwork on 172.75 acres (70 ha) slated for 
strip mining. Testing methods consisted of pedestrian walkover, surface collection of 
strip-plowed areas, and excavation of 3.3 by 3.3 feet (1 x 1 m) units. Four pre-contact 
archaeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation: three isolated 
pre-contact lithic artifacts, and one temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter; it 
does not appear that these sites ever received OAI numbers. Brush recommended the 
four identified resources as not eligible for listing in the National Register because of 
a lack of integrity, a lack of significance under one or more of the four criteria, or 
both a lack of integrity and a lack of significance. Results of this report demonstrate 
the location and nature of pre-contact archaeological sites in the vicinity of Zoar 
Village. 

Bush, David, Renea M. Martello, and Marcia Miller 
1989 A Cultural Resource Survey for Proposed Permit Application 1083 in Bethlehem 

Township, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted by David R. Bush, Inc., Eastlake, Ohio. 
Submitted to Holmes Limestone Company, Berlin, Ohio. NADB# 15652. Report on 
file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

The 1989 report by Bush, Martello, and Miller documents the results of fieldwork on 
284 acres (115 ha) of land slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual 
inspection, shovel test excavation, and surface collection. No archeological resources 
were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for 
demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are 
not identified.  
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B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , 
D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 1 

Church, Flora 
2004 Historic Properties Management Plan for Eighteen Counties Within the Muskingum 

River Watershed in Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, 
West Virginia. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, 
Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington 
District. 

Church's 2004 document is a management plan document for historic resources at 15 
of the 16 dams in the Muskingum River drainage system. The report provides a pre-
contact and historic context and descriptions of resources within each project. Agents 
of disturbance are also presented along with an assessment of the integrity of the 
historic resources within each project. National Register evaluations for the resource 
are proposed and a list of management priorities was developed. Church's work is 
useful for the development of a regionally-specific pre-contact context for the Zoar 
Baseline Study, particularly because so few regional contexts covering this scale are 
available in the published and grey literature. In addition, the reporting of basic 
descriptive statistics for each pre-contact context is helpful for understanding the 
broad patterns of archeological site location within the drainage system. 

Corso, Robert A., and Stephen M. Biehl 
1996 A Phase I Investigation of the Division of Reclamation Huff Run Borrow Area (TS-

SN-13) in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Rising Tide 
Industries, Westerville, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources, Division of Reclamation, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 13469. Report on file 
at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

The 1996 report by Corso and Biehl documents the results of fieldwork on 7.8 acres 
(3.2 ha) of land slated to become borrow areas. Testing methods consisted of visual 
inspection, shovel test excavation, and surface collection. One very small, temporally 
unaffiliated pre-contact lithic scatter (33-TU-529) was identified. Data contained in 
this report demonstrates location of small lithic scatters near the study area. Results of 
this report demonstrate the location of small pre-contact sites in the vicinity of the 
study area. 
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B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , 
D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 1 

Corso, Robert A., and Dawn Herr 
1993 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Horizon Coal 

Corporation Mining Tract #D-0965-1, in Dover and Fairfield Townships, 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Horizon Coal Corporation, Beach City, Ohio. NADB# 
11601. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Corso and Herr's report documents the results of fieldwork on 163.1 discontinuous 
acres (66 ha) slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, 
shovel test unit excavation, and surface collection. Three resources were identified: 
archaeological site 33-TU-473, an isolated piece of Vanport chert debitage; 
archaeological site 33-TU-474, an isolated piece of debitage made from an unknown, 
heat-treated chert; and eight deep mine entries recorded on the OHI as TUS-844-4. 
Corso and Herr recommended the three identified resources as not eligible for listing 
in the National Register because of a lack of integrity, a lack of significance under 
one or more of the four criteria, or both a lack of integrity and a lack of significance. 
Results of this report demonstrate (1) the location of pre-contact isolates in the 
vicinity of the study area, and (2) the ubiquity of extant mining structures in the 
region. Figure 3 of the report shows the general location of Separatist Iron Mines 
(TUS-768-5) on a portion of a USGS topographic map.  

Engle, Joshua D., and Christopher L. Nelson 
2011 Supplementary Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim 

Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam, 

Bethlehem Township, Stark County and Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, 

Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Lexington, Kentucky. 
Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West 
Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Engle and Nelson's report documents the results of fieldwork in two discontinuous 
areas totaling 20.5 acres (8.3 ha) in size, and a National Register evaluation of the 
historical component of site 33-TU-647 previously identified by Smith (2008b). 
Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation, 
mechanical stripping of the top soil and partial excavation of a historical burn feature 
at 33-TU-647. The survey identified two previously unrecorded pre-contact 
archeological sites: 33-TU-1014 and 33-TU-1015. Both sites are small, temporally 
unaffiliated lithic scatters. Engle and Nelson recommended these two resources as not 
eligible for listing in the National Register. The investigators interpreted the burned 
area at 33-TU-647 as being associated with clearing and burning of debris; this site 
was recommended not eligible for the listing in the National Register as well. Results 
of this report demonstrate (1) the location of pre-contact isolates in the vicinity of the 
study area, and (2) the ubiquity of extant mining structures in the region. 
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Frye, Lori A., and Deborah Dobson-Brown 
1992 Cultural Resources Survey for the Lime Kiln Lake Filter Blanket Project in Zoar, 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, 
Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. On file with U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Huntington District. 

This report documents an archeological survey performed as part of the Goose Run 
Impoundment seepage blanket installation south of the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1992. 
Approximately ten acres were surveyed, and one pre-contact site was identified (33-
TU-453); one flake was recovered at the historical site 33-TU-454. Historical 
archeological sites documented include the remains of buildings at the Zoar Lime 
Kiln complex, including the kiln (33-TU-451) and at least one support building (33-
TU-452); the foundation of the Wheat Storage Barn (33-TU-454), and a concentration 
of historical artifacts in the general location of the Drying Shed (33-TU-455).  

Hampton, Roy A., R. Joe Brandon, Andrew R. Sewell, Mary E. Crowe, Dian Beley, and 
Amy D. Case 

2003 Historic Context for Site 36AL480 in Leetsdale, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. 

Submitted by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburg District, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. On file at 
Pittsburg District offices. 

This report was produced as part of the mitigation of site 36AL480 in Leetsdale, 
Pennsylvania. The site included a multi-component pre-contact occupation under a 
late nineteenth century brick factory owned by the Harmony Society of nearby 
Economy, Pennsylvania. As part of the mitigation, Hardlines Design Company 
prepared a detailed historic context that included a thorough history of the Harmony 
Society. This report was useful for documenting the final days of the Harmony 
Society for comparison with the Society of Separatists of Zoar. 
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Ingleman, David, and Suzanne Villacorta 
2012 2012 Supplementary Archeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim 

Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities Project at Bolivar Dam, 

Townships of Pike and Lawrence, Stark and Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted 
by Tetra Tech, Inc., Buffalo, New York. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. 
Report on file at Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. 

Ingleman and Villacorta's report documents the results of fieldwork in six 
discontinuous areas totaling 80.6 acres (32.6 ha) in size. Testing methods consisted of 
visual inspection and shovel test unit excavation. This investigation relocated and 
redefined site 33-ST-37, the Mallernee site, a Late Archaic site first recorded on the 
OAI by Brown (1982). The 2012 survey recovered an additional 36 pre-contact 
artifacts, including a bladelet. The recent work by Ingleman and Villacorta indicates 
that the site contains multiple pre-contact components (Late Archaic and Middle 
Woodland) and is larger than previously reported. Avoidance of site 33-ST-37 was 
recommended. The survey also identified two previously unrecorded historical 
archeological sites (33-ST-1050 and 33-ST-1051) and three previously unrecorded 
pre-contact archeological sites (33-ST-1052, 1053, and 1054). Site 33-ST-1052 is a 
small, low density, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatter that ended up being located 
outside the project area. Sites 33-ST-1053 and 33-ST-1054 are temporally 
unaffiliated pre-contact isolates. Ingleman and Villacorta recommended the three 
newly identified pre-contact archeological resources as not eligible for listing in the 
National Register. Results of this investigation demonstrate the location of small pre-
contact sites and pre-contact isolates in the vicinity of the study area. 

Keener, Craig S. 
2000 Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed Restroom Building near the Zoar 

Bakery in Zoar Village, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Professional 
Archaeological Services Team, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical 
Society, Facilities Planning Office, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# Not assigned. Report 
on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This report documents an archeological survey performed in conjunction with the 
construction of the public restroom building west of the Bakery. The testing revealed 
disturbance from modern utilities in the part of the project area near the street, with 
stratified sheet midden deposits in the northern half. The upper layers of soil in the 
northern half exhibited a mixture of twentieth century artifacts with nineteenth 
century artifacts, while the lower layers only had nineteenth century artifacts. This 
deposition helps us predict the nature of residential yard deposits in Zoar Village. No 
features were identified. The deposits in the rear yard of the Bakery were given the 
site designation 33-TU-592. 
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Keener, Craig S., Stephen M. Biehl, and Brian K. Mollenkopf 
1996 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 115.9 Acre Surface Mining 

Application ##D-0981-1 in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to 
Holmes Limestone Company, Berlin, Ohio. NADB# 13467. Report on file at the 
Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Keener et al.'s 1996 report documents the results of fieldwork on 115.9 acres (47 ha) 
slated for surface mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test 
unit excavation at 24.6-foot (7.5-m) and 49-foot (15-m) intervals, surface collection, 
and interviews. Three resources were identified as a result of this investigation: a 
farmstead dating to ca. 1900 (TUS-891-9), a nineteenth to twentieth century historic 
artifact scatter associated with the farmstead (33-TU-548), and a Middle Archaic 
lithic scatter featuring a Raddatz side-notched projectile point (33-TU-547). Keener et 
al. recommended the three identified resources as not eligible for listing in the 
National Register because of a lack of integrity, a lack of significance under one or 
more of the four criteria, or both a lack of integrity and a lack of significance. Results 
of this report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of a Middle Archaic site in the 
vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the ubiquity of extant farmstead structures in the 
region. The report also features a hypothesis regarding pre-contact site location based 
on the literature review results: Pre-contact cultural remains will consist of isolated 
finds and small lithic scatters situated on benches or ridges. The site location portion 
of the hypothesis was not supported by the results of the investigation; the one small 
lithic scatter was situated on a terrace. 

Keener, Craig S., and Brian K. Mollenkopf 
1996 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 10.9 Acre D-935-2 Mining 

Application in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied 

Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Miller Mining, Inc., 
Sugarcreek, Ohio. NADB# 13474Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This 1996 report by Keener and Mollenkopf documents the results of fieldwork on 
10.9 acres (4.4 ha) of land slated for coal mining. Testing methods consisted of visual 
inspection of an upland hill slope, and shovel test excavation of a narrow bench. One 
historical archeological site (33-TU-530), representing early twentieth century mining 
activities, was identified and documented. No pre-contact archeological resources 
were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for 
demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are 
not identified and the ubiquity of mining deposits throughout the region. 
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Lepper, Bradley T. 
1997 Archaeological Investigations at the Fort Laurens Site (33TU193), Lawrence 

Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Ohio Historical Society, Report of 
Archaeological Investigations. NADB# 17483. Report on file at the Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Lepper's 1997 report documents fieldwork at the Fort Laurens State Memorial in 
areas where a waterline and a replica of the fort were proposed. Testing methods 
consisted of, shovel test unit excavation at 49-foot (15-m) intervals over 1.3 acres (0.5 
ha) of land, and a limited metal detector survey. Three 18th century metal artifacts 
were recovered near the proposed waterline location; Lepper recommended that 
installation of the waterline could proceed with archeological monitoring. The 
location for the proposed replica of the fort was determined to be an archeologically 
sensitive area and Lepper recommended that the area be mitigated prior to 
construction of the fort or that the area be avoided, if possible. Prehistoric remains 
were not identified as a result of this survey. Results of this report may be relevant to 
the discussion of the regional historical context and can be noted in the overall 
literature review. 

Manson, Joni L. 
2006 Phase I Literature Review and Archaeological Survey for Verizon Wireless' Conotton 

Creek PCS / Camp Tuscazoar Cell Site (CNTN-045), 6071 Boy Scout Road (CR 83) 

Fairfield Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Heritage Education & 
Research Services, Westerville, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17114. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This 2006 report by Manson documents the results of fieldwork on 0.57 acres (0.23 
ha) of land slated for a Verizon Wireless cell tower project. Testing methods 
consisted of visual inspection, shovel test excavation, and soil coring. No 
archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is 
important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-
contact sites are not identified.  
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D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 1 

McDaniel, Gary, and Rae Norris Sprague 
1990 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey: Proposed James Brothers Coal 

Company Mining Tract (Permit Application #D-1116) in Dover Township, 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Wellert Corporation, Wadsworth, Ohio. NADB# 
11584. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

McDaniel and Sprague's 1990 report documents the results of fieldwork on 172.7 
acres (70 ha) slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, 
shovel test unit excavation at 65.6-feet (20-m) intervals, and surface collection at 
16.4-feet (5-m) intervals. Eight resources were identified as a result of this 
investigation. Identified architectural resources include the following: one twentieth 
century deep mine entry (TUS-804-4); a nineteenth to twentieth century farmstead 
complex featuring a portion of the original log house, a developed spring, and several 
collapsed outbuildings (TUS-802-4); and a second nineteenth to twentieth century 
farmstead complex featuring a house foundation, a collapsed barn, two collapsed 
outbuildings, a cistern, a pond, and a picnic shelter (TUS-803-4). Identified 
archaeological resources included one isolated pre-contact lithic artifact (33-TU-375), 
three very small, temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatters (33-TU-374, 376, 
377), and one moderately-sized, temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter. 
McDaniel and Sprague recommended the three architectural resources and four of the 
five archaeological resources (33-TU-374 through 33-TU-377) as not eligible for 
listing in the National Register because of a lack of integrity, a lack of significance 
under one or more of the four criteria, or both a lack of integrity and a lack of 
significance. Site 33-TU-378 was recommended for additional testing that would 
conclusively determine the site's eligibility for listing in the National Register. The 
site was recommended for additional testing because at the time 33-TU-378 was 
identified, the authors had not located evidence of any other upland site with more 
than 10 artifacts; site 33-TU-378 yielded 30 artifacts (cf. Reymond 1985). Results of 
this report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of pre-contact archaeological sites 
in the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the ubiquity of extant mining and farmstead 
structures in the region. 

Meece, Jamie S. 
2010 Supplementary Phase I Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbing 

Activies Associated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Interim Risk Reduction & 

Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam, Pike and Bethlehem Township, Stark 

County and Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural 
Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. 
Report on file at Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. 
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Meece's report documents the results of fieldwork in an irregularly shaped area, 
totaling 124.8 acres (50.5 ha) in size, located at the confluence of Sandy Creek with 
the Tuscarawas River. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, pedestrian 
survey, shovel test unit excavation, and bucket auger tests excavated from the base of 
shovel tests. The survey identified and collected data on three pre-contact 
archeological sites previously recorded by Brown in 1982: 33-ST-8, 33-ST-9, and 33-
ST-10. Site 33-ST-8 was originally described as a Late Prehistoric habitation site. 
Results of the investigation by Meece confirmed the Late Prehistoric affiliation, but 
suggested that the site represents a short-term, limited activity camp or hunting 
station instead of a more long-term habitation site. Site 33-ST-9 was originally 
described as an unassigned Archaic site. The investigation by Meece added 27 pieces 
of debitage and one core to the site assemblage. Site 33-ST-10 was originally 
described as a multicomponent site containing a Late Paleoindian to Early Archaic 
component and a later Archaic component. The investigation by Meece added 63 
pieces of debitage, an informal stone tool, and a Late Paleoindian-Early Archaic-like 
projectile point tip to the site assemblage. No cultural features or more diverse artifact 
classes were recovered from any of the three sites studied by Meece. Meece 
recommended the three sites not eligible for the listing in the National Register. 
Results of this report (1) add additional information to three site assemblages, and (2) 
demonstrate the relatively intact integrity of sites in the floodplain near Bolivar Dam. 

Meyer, Elaine 
2005a A Phase I Cultural Resources Management Survey for the Proposed Mineral City 

PCS/Carte Wireless Cellular Tower in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

Submitted by EMH&T, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, 
Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16760. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This document serves as Attachment 9 of the FCC's Form 620 NT Submission Packet 
for cellular communications projects. No archeological resources were identified as a 
result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the 
environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not identified.  

2005b Phase I Cultural Resource Management Survey for the Proposed Zoar PCS /Notz 

Wireless Cellular Tower in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 
Submitted by EMH&T, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, 
Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16760. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This document serves as Attachment 9 of the FCC's Form 620 NT Submission Packet 
for cellular communications projects. No archeological resources were identified as a 
result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the 
environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not identified.  
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Millis, Tracy L., and M. Virginia Markham 
1996 A Cultural Resources Inventory of 4,815 Acres of Wayne National Forest in Athens, 

Gallia, Hocking, Lawrence, Scioto and Washington Counties, Ohio. Forest Service 
Report No. 09-14-01-518/09-14-03-63. Submitted by Garrow and Associates, Inc., 
Raleigh, North Carolina. Submitted to USDA Forest Service, Wayne National Forest, 
Athens, Ohio. NADB# 13424. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

This report presents the results of an investigation covering a large portion of Wayne 
National Forest. The investigation surveyed a variety of landforms and identified 62 
archaeological sites and 114 industrial sites. Millis and Markham's report was cited as 
an example of a survey that covered a large amount of acreage as compared to the 
type of small acreage surveys completed in Tuscarawas County where the study area 
in located. 

Murphy, James L. 
1994 A Phase I and Phase II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed Strip Mine Area in 

Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio, Permit Application No. D-0935-1. 

Submitted by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to GLM Mapping, Inc., 
Lisob, Ohio, and Toronto A & L Coal, Inc. NADB# 11607. Report on file at the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This 1994 report by Murphy documents the results of fieldwork on 158.4 acres (64 
ha) of land for a proposed strip mine. Testing methods consisted of surface collection 
and shovel test excavation. No archeological resources were identified as a result of 
this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental 
characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites have not identified.  

1995 Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed 

Waterline (S. R. 800/183) in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted 
by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Tuscarawas County Engineer's 
Office, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11955. Report on file at the Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This 1995 report by Murphy documents the results of fieldwork along a narrow, 
3,250-foot (990.6 m) long proposed waterline corridor. Testing methods consisted of 
surface collection and shovel test excavation. No archeological resources were 
identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating 
the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites have not identified.  

1996 Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed 

Strip Mine Area in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio, Permit Application 

No. 1395A. Submitted by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to 
Unknown. NADB# 13241. Missing from file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, 
Columbus, Ohio. 
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Additional bibliographical and content data are not available for this cultural 
resources management report, which was identified through examination of the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office's online GIS database. HDC and OHPO staff were 
unable to locate the report in the files of the OHPO, so no digital copy is included on 
the data disc with this report. It does not appear that any archeological sites were 
identified as a result of this investigation according to the OHPO online database. 

Mustain, Chuck 
1990 Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey: Proposed Kimble Clay and Limestone 

Mining Tract (Permit Application #1179) in Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, 

Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. 
Submitted to Bair and Goodie Surveying, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11572. 
Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Mustain's 1990 report documents the results of fieldwork on 155.6 acres (62.9 ha) of 
land slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test 
unit excavation at 65.6-foot (20-m) intervals, and surface collection at 32.8-foot (10-
m) intervals. Four resources were identified as a result of this investigation: a bench 
mine (TUS-800-4), two deep mine entries (TUS-801-4), a very small, temporally 
unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter (33-TU-372), and a farmstead complex with 
collapsed structures and a small historical artifact scatter (33-TU-373). Mustain 
recommended the four identified resources as not eligible for listing in the National 
Register because of a lack of integrity, a lack of significance under one or more of the 
four criteria, or both a lack of integrity and a lack of significance. Results of this 
report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of pre-contact archaeological sites in 
the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the ubiquity of extant mining and farmstead 
structures in the region.  

1992 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Veard-Bolivar, Ltd. Bolivar 

Manor House Project in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted 
by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to ALCA 
Associates, Westerville, Ohio. NADB# 11595. Report on file at the Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Mustain's 1992 report documents the results of fieldwork on two acres (0.8 ha) of 
land proposed for a housing development. Testing methods consisted of visual 
inspection, shovel test unit excavation, and surface collection. One archaeological site 
was identified as a result of this investigation: 33-TU-449, a temporally unassigned, 
pre-contact lithic scatter. Fifty-nine lithic artifacts were recovered from the plow zone 
soil horizon of the site: 37 pieces of debitage made from Upper Mercer, Vanport, 
Prout, and unknown heat-treated cherts, and 22 piece of fire cracked rock (FCR). The 
site was recommended as eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion 
D (information potential). The abundance of FCR was thought to indicate the likely 
presence of pre-contact features. Results of this report demonstrate (1) the location 
and nature of a pre-contact lithic scatter in the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the 
potential to find National Register -eligible sites on particular landforms in the region.  
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2000 Phase I Archaeological Survey for the United States Postal Service Facility in 

Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological 
Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to BAT Associates, Inc., 
Cleveland, Ohio. NADB# 18312. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Mustain's 2000 report documents the results of fieldwork on 1.5 acres (0.6 ha) of land 
proposed for a new postal facility. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection and 
shovel test unit excavation. One archaeological site was identified as a result of this 
investigation: 33-TU-591, a very small, temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic 
scatter. While the site was recommended not eligible for listing in the National 
Register, the possibility of the site being part of a larger distribution pattern reflecting 
the use of trails was discussed. This report demonstrates the location and nature of a 
pre-contact lithic scatter in the vicinity of Zoar Village and discusses the possibility 
of sites such as this one reflecting the pre-contact use of established trails in the 
region. 

Pickard, William H., and Linda L. Pansing 
2005 Fort Laurens Musket Ball Concentration (33 TU 614): Results of the 2004 

Mitigation, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio 
Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio 
Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16564. 
Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This 2005 report by Ohio Historical Society staff documents the results of an 
investigation of a musket ball concentration at Fort Laurens State Memorial (33-TU-
193; National Register 70000518) . The musket ball concentration was initially 
located during a 1999–2000 survey by Heidelberg University's Center for Historic 
and Military Archaeology. The original survey employed shovel test excavation and 
metal detectors in an area where the Friends of Fort Laurens proposed to build a 
replica of the fort. No pre-contact archeological resources were identified as a result 
of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental 
characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites have not identified.  

2006a Report on Archaeological Monitoring at the Zoar Village Site (NR 75002124) 

Bimeler Museum (TUS-771-9, 33TU634), Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, 

Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, 
Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, 
Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17002. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
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This report documents monitoring activities of staff from the Ohio Historical Society 
in association with geotechnical coring and trenching necessary to develop a 
corrective plan for flood damage to the foundation of the Bimeler House. Eleven 
artifacts, including a complete stoneware jug, were recovered from the excavation 
trenches and assigned Ohio Archaeological Inventory number 33-TU-634. The results 
of this report demonstrate, not surprisingly, the potential to find Separatist-era 
artifacts adjacent to Separatist building foundations; however, one unexpected result 
was a complete lack of artifacts at the location of the kitchen door, which is usually a 
point of dispersal for refuse.  

2006b Report on Archaeological Monitoring of Tree Planting Operations at Fort Laurens 

(33TU193), Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio 
Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio 
Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17054. 
Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

This report documents monitoring activities of staff from the Ohio Historical Society 
in association with 26 locations where the Friends of Fort Laurens planted trees to 
create a natural screen from nearby transportation corridors and commercial 
development. The +holes were dug by hand, and examined visually and with a metal 
detector. One artifact was recovered: a 1945 copper penny. The report also documents 
a 2004 tree fall approximately 50 feet (15.24 m) east of the museum that was still 
awaiting removal and confirmed construction activities associated with a pedestrian 
bridge adjacent to the Ohio and Erie Canal and the Fort Laurens State Memorial.  

Reymond, George A. 
1985 A Report on the Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of the Bolivar Industrial Park 

Water and Sewer Extension Line Project (Phase I), Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

Submitted by George A. Reymond, Dover, Ohio. Submitted to W. E. Quicksall & 
Associates, Inc., New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11508. Report on file at the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Reymond's 1985 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.75 acres (0.3 ha) of 
land proposed for the location of a new industrial park. Testing methods consisted of 
pedestrian walkover and surface collection, excavation of 3.3 by 3.3 feet (1 x 1 m) 
units, and 3-inch (7.6-cm) diameter soil coring. One archaeological site was identified 
as a result of this investigation: 33-TU-227, a multi-component pre-contact lithic 
scatter identified from surface deposits and the topsoil horizon. The site assemblage 
includes 27 pieces of debitage, two bifaces, one corner-notched hafted scraper, one 
unidentified projectile point, one corner-notched Archaic point, and one Late 
Prehistoric triangular point. Reymond recommended the site as not eligible for listing 
on the National Register because it failed to meet Criteria A–D. Reymond remarked 
that the site size, and the assemblage size and composition were typical for the area 
based on his personal experience and interviews with one avocational collector and an 
employee of the Ohio Historic Preservation Office. Reymond's statements should be 
compared to those made in the report by McDaniel and Sprague as an illustration of 
the variety of opinion about the nature of the pre-contact resources of the area. The 
report is also useful because it features drawings of the chipped stone tools. 
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Sewell, Andrew R. 
2007 An Archaeological Study of the New Franklin County Courthouse Location: Urban 

Archaeology in Columbus. Submitted by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, 
Ohio. Submitted to Schooley Caldwell Associates, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17728. 
Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Sewell's 2007 report documents the results of limited, non-compliance testing 
completed in a parking lot in downtown Columbus where the new Franklin County 
Courthouse was to be built. The investigations was prompted by concerns that 
remnants of a pre-contact mound may be present at the site (the parking lot is located 
on Mound Street). After an intensive literature review, portions of the blacktop were 
stripped and several historical features were identified: two building foundations, two 
brick-lined privies, an unlined privy and a brick path. Soil cores were taken from the 
historical features but they were not excavated. A single test unit recovered 677 
artifacts and showed that archeological deposits in this area were stratified under the 
asphalt. Pre-contact deposits were found beneath two historical strata. 

Sewell, Andrew R., Christine Trebellas, and Anne B. Lee 
2012 Management Summary: Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar Levee & Diversion 

Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study, Historic Property Baseline Study, Lawrence 

Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Tetra Tech, Inc., New Albany, 
Ohio, and Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. 

This management summary for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS baseline 
study reported on the preliminary results of historical research, a survey of above-
ground resources within the study area, and an archeological probability assessment. 

Simpson, Duane 
2003 Report of Phase II Investigations at 33Le396, 33Le403, and 33Le405 (LAW-007-

02.28 PID 12069), Union and Rome Townships, Lawrence County, Ohio. Submitted 
by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio, and KCI Technologies, Raleigh, 
North Carolina. Submitted to Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of 
Environmental Services, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16211. Report on file at the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Simpson's 2003 report documents the results of Phase III mitigation at three pre-
contact sites associated with the relocation of S.R. 7 around the town of Proctorville. 
Prior to the Phase III a magnetometer survey was conducted to help refine the 
placement of excavation blocks at each site. Large sections of each site were 
mechanically stripped and features were excavated. Pollen/phytolith analysis was 
used for one of the first times on an Ohio Department of Transportation project to 
enhance our understanding of the natural environment at the time the sites were 
occupied. This report is also important for demonstrating that pre-contact features can 
be identified in areas that otherwise appear to be completely disturbed by modern 
construction.  
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Smith, Aaron O. 
2008a Preliminary Archaeological Needs Assessment, Relief Well Collector System at Dover 

Dam's Zoar Levee, Zoar Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource 
Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, 
Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with US Army Corps of 
Engineers, Huntington District. 

Smith's 2008a letter report documents the results of a records search and fieldwork 
within a narrow, long corridor running along the base of the levee embankment on the 
interior side of the levee where a pipe connecting relief wells and a drainage ditch 
were planned. Also included in the survey area was a drainage outlet on the east side 
of Main Street (SR 212) that the Corps intended to widen. Thirteen bucket auger tests 
were excavated. Field work revealed a possible buried A horizon underlying a 
shallow fill layer in the western three-quarters of the project area; no archeological 
remains were identified. This report serves as documentary evidence of an 
archeological investigation completed within Zoar Village and the nature of soils 
along the interior of the Zoar levee. Based on this investigation, and Smith's own 
recommendation, it seems unlikely that pre-contact archaeological deposits survive in 
the immediate vicinity of the levee. 

2008b Phase I Archaeological Survey for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington 

District, Bolivar Dam Safety Assurance Project, Pike & Lawrence Townships, Stark 

& Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., 
Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington 
District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with US Army Corps of Engineers, 
Huntington District. 

Smith's 2008b report documents the results of fieldwork on approximately 28 acres 
(11.3) along the western slopes of the Bolivar levee as part of the Bolivar Dam Safety 
Assurance Project. Six previously undocumented archaeological sites were 
documented. The documented sites include: one temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact 
isolate (33-ST-972); four small, temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact lithic scatters 
(33-ST-969–971, 33-ST-973); and one multi-component site (33-TU-647) consisting 
of a single, temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact artifact, and a small amount of 
historical artifacts associated with a thermal feature. Only the historical component of 
33-TU-647 was recommended for further testing. Results of this report demonstrate 
the location and nature of pre-contact archaeological sites in the vicinity of Zoar 
Village. 
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Sprague, Rae Norris 
1991 Archaeological Phase III Assessment Survey of 33Tu378, Dover Township, 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Horizon Coal Company, Beach City, Ohio. NADB# 
11589. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Sprague's 1991 report documents the results of a National Register eligibility 
assessment of pre-contact site 33-TU-378, first reported by McDaniel and Sprague in 
1990. Testing methods consisted of the manual excavation of 18 shovel test units 
arranged at 32.8-foot (10-m) intervals and mechanical excavation of four trenches 
measuring approximately 13 feet (4 m) wide by 36 feet (11 m) long, on average. 
Testing was intended to gather a larger artifact sample from the plow zone horizon 
and examine the trenched areas for the presence of pre-contact cultural features such 
as fire pits. Six pieces of debitage were collected as a result of this eligibility 
assessment. Site 33-TU-378 was subsequently recommended as not eligible for listing 
in the National Register because of a lack of significance under Criterion D 
(information potential). This report is useful because it documents the characteristics 
of one of the few pre-contact sites in the area that has been the subject of more 
intensive eligibility assessment testing. 

Sweeten, Lena L., Donald Burden, Meghan Hesse, Jennifer Mastri, Brandon McCuin, and 
Doug Owen. 

2010 Ohio Modern: Preserving Our Recent Past, Statewide Historic Context. Submitted by 
Gray and Pape, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office, Columbus, Ohio. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, 
Columbus, Ohio. 

The Ohio Historic Preservation Office contracted the cultural resources firm Gray and 
Pape to prepare a statewide historic context for the period 1940–1970s. The document 
includes a historic context that emphasizes social, political, and economic 
developments, and a history of design trends in Ohio during the same period. Major 
designers and resource types are identified in the chapter on design trends. Methods 
for identifying and evaluating resources dating from 1940 to 1970 are also included in 
the report, as is a listed of Ohio's National Register -listed resources from this period. 
The report concluded with a section outlining recommendations by theme and a 
bibliography of Ohio History, 1940–1970. 

Updike, William D. 
2009 Letter Report: Phase I Archaeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances, 

Dam Safety Assurance, Interim Risk Reduction Measures, and Major Rehabilitation 

Activities at Beech City, Bolivar, Dover, and Mohawk Dams, Muskingum Drainage 

Basin, Northeast, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, 
West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, 
Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at Huntington 
District, Huntington, West Virginia.  
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Updike's 2009 letter report summarizes the results of Phase I archaeological surveys 
of 88.9 acres at four different projects in Coshocton, Stark and Tuscarawas counties. 
Two of the projects surveyed (Bolivar and Dover) are located within the four-mile 
search radius for the Zoar Baseline Historic Properties Study and are incorporated 
into the archeological probability model dataset outlined in Volume 2 of the technical 
Report. Approximately two acres were surveyed at the Bolivar Dam project; no 
archeological sites were identified. Approximately 12.6 acres were surveyed at the 
Dover Dam project; no archeological sites were identified, but three structures were 
recorded on Ohio Historic Inventory forms. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District (USACE) 
1999 Bolivar Dam Historic Properties Management Plan. Prepared by and on file at the 

US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia.  

Huntington's 1999 document is a management plan document for historic resources at 
Bolivar Dam. The report provides very brief pre-contact and historic contexts and 
descriptions of resources within the project. The management priorities outlined in 
Brown's 1982 report on the archeological survey of areas at Bolivar Dam are 
reiterated in this document. The plan also recommends that the Bolivar dam complex 
be evaluated for the National Register as part of the Muskingum River Flood Control 
System. The information on archeological sites contained in this management plan 
can be found in Brown's 1982 report; there is little additional or new information in 
the management plan. 

Watkins, Jason 
2007 Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey for the STA-Aqueduct Pedestrian Bridge 

Project located in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio, and Lawrence 

Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio (PID 23262). Prepared by the Cultural 
Resources Unit of the Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental 
Services (ODOT-OES), Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17775. Report on file at the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Watkins' 2007 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.62 acres (0.25 ha) of 
land proposed for the location of a 10-fott wide bicycle/pedestrian trail. The focus of 
the investigation was two segments of the Ohio and Erie Canal and the remains of the 
Bolivar Aqueduct. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, soil cores, surface 
collection, excavation of shovel test units (STUs), excavation of a 5-foot by 5-foot 
unit, and feature documentation. One archaeological site was identified as a result of 
this investigation: 33-TU-630, a multi-component pre-contact camp and early 
nineteenth century historical refuse dump associated with the period of canal or 
aqueduct construction. The site pre-contact assemblage includes 120 artifacts 
including chipped stone debitage, FCR, a Madison point, and two pieces of grit 
tempered pottery. The point and pottery indicate a probable Late Woodland affiliation 
for the pre-contact component of the site. Watkins recommended that the historical 
component of the site as eligible for listing on the National Register but determined 
that the portion of the site within the APE had lost integrity and did not warrant 
further investigation. 
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Weller Von Molsdorf, Ryan J. 
2001 Phase I Cultural Resources Management Investigations for the Gracemont 

Interchange (STA-I77-0.29; PID 21317) in Pike and Bethlehem Townships, Stark 

County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. 
Submitted to Dodson-Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14655. Report on file at 
the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Weller's 2001 report documents the results of fieldwork along a one mile (1.6 km) 
corridor associated with improvements to the Gracemont Interchange along I-77 in 
Stark County, Ohio. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit 
excavation, and surface collection. Areas along the floodplain were visually inspected 
and recommended for deep testing. Three previously recorded pre-contact 
archeological resources were relocated: 33-ST-7, 33-ST-33, and 33-ST-40. All three 
of the previously recorded sites were initially reported in Brown (1982). Eight 
previously unrecorded pre-contact sites were also identified and were assigned OAI 
numbers 33-ST-892 through 33-ST-899. 

At the time site 33-ST-7 was relocated by Weller, it appeared to be a small, low 
density lithic scatter; diagnostic artifacts were not recovered in 2001. Site 33-ST-33 
appeared to represent a large, low density site containing FCR and numerous chipped 
stone tools. A mere five artifacts were collected from the portion of site 33-ST-40 that 
was within the area of potential effects, although one of the artifacts was a temporally 
diagnostic Early Archaic biface. Weller presented evidence that sites 33-ST-7 and 33-
ST-33 had been significantly impacted by collector activities, while site 33-ST-40 
appeared to have been impacted by the construction of I-77 and mining. 

Of the eight sites newly identified by Weller, 33-ST-892, 33-ST-894, 33-ST-895, and 
33-ST-899 represented low density, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters. Site 33-ST-
893 was a more dense deposit and contained a partial triangular point considered to 
be Late Woodland/Late Prehistoric in the Upper Muskingum Basin. Site 33-ST-896 
was also a comparatively dense deposit and contained a Late Archaic projectile point. 
Site 33-ST-897 is a large site that did not produce temporally diagnostic artifacts but 
did contain a fair amount of FCR. Site 33-ST-898 was much smaller than 33-ST-897 
but it also contained FCR, a Late Paleoindian point fragment, and a fragment of a 
winged bannerstone, thought to be Late Archaic in affiliation.  

Seven of the archeological sites were recommended not eligible for the National 
Register under Criterion D (information potential): 33-ST-33, 33-ST-892 through 33-
ST-896, and 33-ST-899. The abundance of FCR was thought to indicate the likely 
presence of pre-contact features. Avoidance or additional investigations to determine 
National Register eligibility ere the recommended treatments for four other sites: 33-
ST-7, 33-ST-40, 33-ST-897, and 33-ST-898. 

Results of this report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of a pre-contact lithic 
scatter in the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the potential to find National Register -
eligible sites on particular landforms in the region. 
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2002a Phase II Archaeological Assessments at 33ST898 and 33ST40 for the Gracemont 

Interchange (STA-I77-0.29; PID 21317) in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio. 
Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to 
Dodson-Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14833. Report on file at the Ohio 
Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Weller 2002a presents the results of additional investigations at two pre-contact 
archeological sites within the area of potential effects for the Gracemont Interchange 
project. One site, 33-ST-40, had been reported by Brown in 1982. The other 
investigated site, 33-ST-898, was identified by Weller in 2001.  

Weller interviewed Mr. Brown about the nature of the 33-ST-40 when he identified it 
in 1982, as well as the possibility that burials had been discovered at the site. Mr. 
Brown reported that the report of the burials had been word-of-mouth from a gravel 
company worker who said that he saw them on the conveyor belts at the mine. The 
possibility of human burials being present at 33-ST-40 was of utmost concern during 
the Phase II testing. Weller placed three, deep backhoe trenches in undisturbed areas 
at 33-ST-40; no human remains were identified in the portion of the site that was 
tested. This site was recommended not eligible for the listing in the National Register 
because of a lack of integrity resulting from significant disturbances related to mining 
and construction activities.  

Testing at 33-ST-898 consisted of shovel test excavation, surface collection, and 
mechanical stripping of the topsoil. Weller (2002a) found that the site also had Late 
Archaic and Woodland components, but no subsurface features were identified and it 
appeared that the site was confined to the plow zone. In addition, there was no spatial 
segregation of temporal components. Site 33-ST-898 was compared to a Terminal 
Archaic site in Tuscarawas County (the Johnson II site, 33-TU-57) that had been 
recommended eligible for listing in the National Register. Weller ultimately 
recommended that 33-ST-898 be considered not eligible for the National Register 
because information potential was not as great as comparable sites and because the 
site's integrity had been compromised.  

2002b Addendum: Deep Testing of the Alluvial Floodplain for the Gracemont Interchange 

(STA-I77-0.29; PID 21317) in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted 
by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Dodson-
Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14834. Report on file at the Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
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Weller Von Molsdorf's second report of 2002 documents the results of deep 
mechanical trenching in a narrow floodplain situated on the north side of the 
Tuscarawas River, just west of Sherman Church Road and I-77. Five narrow trenches 
were excavated to an average depth of six feet (1.8 m) below the ground surface and 
the soils were examined. Cultural resources were not identified during trenching. 
Weller Von Molsdorf determined that there were no buried A soil horizons in this 
portion of the floodplain except in one trench where fill deposits capped the former 
ground surface. The results of the deep trenching suggest that buried cultural deposits 
may not be identified in stream valleys where alluvium did not accumulate rapidly 
and frequently during the pre-contact era. 

2008 Phase I Archeological Investigations for a Selected Segment within the AEP East 

Dover-Zoarville 69 kV Line in Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 
Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to 
American Electric Power, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# Not available. Report on 
file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Weller's 2008 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.3 acres (0.25 ha) of land 
within a power line right-of-way corridor. Testing methods consisted of visual 
inspection, surface collection, and shovel test units (STUs) excavation. No 
archeological sites were identified as a result of this survey. 

Dissertations and Theses 

Blank, John E. 
1970 The Ohio Archaic: A Study in Culture History. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 

Department of Anthropology, University of Massachusetts.  

Blank's dissertation examined the Archaic period in Ohio by refining the culture 
history framework for the period within a paleoecological context. Of particular 
interest to Blank the relationship between the people and the environment in terms of 
where different types of sites were located and whether or not there were discernible 
differences between cultural traditions (as reflected by projectile points) within major 
paleoecological provinces. For the study Blank examined sites in four localities, with 
each locality situated in a different paleoecological province of Ohio. The study 
universe consisted of three sites from the Mosquito Creek locality in Trumbull 
County in the Glaciated Plateau province; three sites from the Warsaw locality in 
Coshocton County and four sites from the Salt Creek locality in Vinton County in the 
Unglaciated Plateau province; four sites from the Auglaize locality in Auglaize and 
Shelby Counties in the Lake Plains province; and three sites from the Mohican River 
locality in Ashland, Knox, and Richland Counties in the Till Plains province. Blank's 
dissertation is useful for its detailed approach to reconstructing the paleoenvironment 
and examination of cultural change from the perspective of ecological adaptation, the 
cultural and chronological framework for the Ohio Archaic that is proposed, and the 
possible relationship between Archaic period groups in Ohio and those from other 
regions. 
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Brush, Nigel R. 
1990 Developing an "Archaeology of Place:" Debitage Analysis of Rockshelter Utilization 

in the Lower Killibuck Valley of Holmes and Coshocton Counties, Ohio. Ph.D 
dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles. University Microfilms, Ann 
Arbor. 

Brush's dissertation focused on the spatial organization of the pre-contact period 
archeological record with a focus on rock shelters situated in the lower Killibuck 
Valley in Coshocton County, Ohio. Brush analyzed debitage assemblages from 10 
rockshelters according to debitage size categories and was able to identify 12 unique 
debitage assemblages representing four functional site types: quarry reduction sites, 
base camps, special purpose sites, and hunting camps. This study is useful for 
interpreting the archeological record in Ohio and is also a good example of a 
systematic examination of the pre-contact record in a portion of a larger drainage 
system. 

Crouch, Tom Day 
1968 Ohio: A Communitarian Microcosm, 1805–1850.Unpublished Master’s thesis, Miami 

University, Oxford, Ohio.  

This thesis compared various communal societies that existed in Ohio during the first 
half of the nineteenth century, including the Shakers, the Owenites, and the 
Separatists of the Society of Zoar. The section on Zoar Village mainly contains 
information presented in earlier works such as Nixon and McArtor, but Crouch does 
provide a useful summary of the Separatist belief system. 

Haines, Angela L. 
2011 Determining Prehistoric Site Locations in Southwestern Ohio: A Study in GIS 

Predictive Modeling. Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Anthropology, 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati. 

Haines' thesis focused on the spatial analysis of pre-contact period archeological sites 
in southwestern Ohio using GIS and predictive modeling. Haines uses a multi-step 
process to examine and statistically evaluate environmental variables such as 
elevation, slope, aspect, soil type, and distance to water in terms of their predictive 
value in a given region with a given set of sites. Haines' analysis concludes that it is 
possible to predict pre-contact site location and human land use strategies. 

Lepper, Bradley T. 
1986 Early Paleo-Indian Land Use Patterns in the Central Muskingum River Basin, 

Coshocton County, Ohio. Ph.D dissertation, The Ohio State University, Columbus. 
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor. 
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Lepper’s dissertation focuses on Coshocton County for his data set, but his analysis 
and findings are broadly applicable to the wider region, including the study area. 
Lepper's model determined that large workshops or occupations are found in major 
river valleys at topographic transition zones, away from the main branch of the river 
but next to a tributary; small workshops or occupations are found on all landform 
types, but most frequently in floodplain settings, and are within a distinct topographic 
zone rather than on the boundaries; chert processing sites are on floodplains or in 
interior hollows in the uplands at low elevations; and food procurement sites seem to 
not have any one predicting factor associated with site location, and are found in 
every topographic zone and not associated with distance to water. 

McArtor, Wilfred Freed 
1939 Arts and Industries of the Separatists, 1817–1898.Unpublished Master’s thesis, The 

Ohio State University, Columbus. 

McArtor’s thesis concentrates on the material products of the Society of Separatists of 
Zoar. His work divides the products into the categories of food production, 
architecture, clothing production, metal working, ceramic products, and wood 
working. Drawing largely on the same sources as Nixon’s dissertation, McArtor’s 
thesis is valuable in presenting a systematic look at the material culture of the 
Separatists and their systems of production. 

Meyers, David William 
1980 The Machine in the Garden: The Design and Operation of the Separatist Society of 

Zoar. Unpublished Master’s thesis, The Ohio State University, Columbus. 

Meyers’ thesis examines the Society of Separatists of Zoar from the perspective of 
how the community functioned in terms of power, sources of authority, community 
involvement, and goals, using economic theories developed by Galbraith, Kanter, 
Etzioni, and Parsons. Meyers concludes that the dissolution of the society was the 
result of a simultaneous collapse of the financial, religious, and political aspects of 
the community. 

Nixon, Edgar Burkhardt 
1933 The Society of Separatists of Zoar. Unpublished Ph.D dissertation, The Ohio State 

University Graduate School, Columbus. 

Nixon’s dissertation on the Society of Separatists of Zoar remains one of the most 
detailed and critical analyses of the community to date. The information presented in 
this document was taken from careful study of the Society’s remaining records, as 
well as through informant interviews with surviving members of the Society. Nixon’s 
work presents vital information on the locations, functions, and dates of occupation 
for many of the buildings that are or were present at Zoar Village, as well as on the 
economy and culture of the Separatists. Because of this richness of detail, Nixon’s 
dissertation serves as a common foundation for much of the subsequent publications 
on Zoar Village by various other authors. 
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Ross, E. Allen 
1966 A History of Ohio Architecture. Unpublished Master’s thesis, Bowling Green State 

University, Bowling Green, Ohio. 

Ross’s thesis provides a general overview of the development of architectural styles 
in Ohio and is one of the few works on this subject. He begins with Native American 
structures and early American log cabins and then discusses the rise of national styles 
and how these styles appeared in the state. Of particular interest is his discussion of 
Georgian architecture in Ohio, where he specifically cites House No. 1 and the Zoar 
Hotel as late examples of the style. 

Slattery, Kristin E. 
2011 A Ground-Penetrating Radar Imaging of Schoenbrunn Village Archaeological Site, 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of 
Anthropology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. 

Slattery’s thesis describes the results of a regimen of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 
surveys conducted at the site of the Moravian mission town of Schoenbrunn. The 
thesis contains good summary information on the Moravian mission and the history 
of Schoenbrunn, as well as demonstrating the utility of GPR in delineating early 
historic period sites in the region. The GPR survey confirmed that the reconstructed 
village is indeed in the same location as the historical village site. 

Journal Articles 

Bognar, E. J. 
1930 Blast-furnaces operated by the Separatist Society of Zoar, Ohio. In Ohio 

Archaeological and Historical Publications Vol. 39:503–513. The Ohio State 
Archaeological and Historical Society, Columbus. 

Bognar’s article focuses on the two blast furnaces operated by the Society in the mid-
nineteenth century, and is the best source of information on the iron industry of the 
Separatists to date. Bognar’s article includes photos of the remnants of the two 
furnaces, which in 1930 were apparently restricted to slag piles and surface mines on 
the ridge tops. Unfortunately, Bognar did not include a map showing the furnaces’ 
locations. 

1931 History of Strasburg Firebrick District. In Journal of the American Ceramics Society, 
Vol.14 (1): 3–7. 

A short premise on the clay type exploited in the Strasburg area, which was 
important for use in the local steel industries for firebrick, due to its low cost. This 
particular clay type is what was used at the brick plant across from Zoar Village. 
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Brown, Jeffrey D. 
1996 The Johnson Site II: Terminal Archaic Points and Pottery. Ohio Archaeologist 

46(2):4–7. 

Brown's article reports on the results of a series of investigations at the Johnson Site 
II (33-TU-57), located on a terrace along an unnamed tributary to Brandywine Creek 
near Dover in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Intensive surface collection at the site was 
started in 1977 and continued for several years. Limited stripping of the top soil 
occurred in 1980, and in 1983 a test unit was excavated, within which a hearth feature 
was identified. Numerous Ashtabula points and FCR were recovered from the feature 
along with wood charcoal and nut shell. Two radiocarbon dates on the feature 
re4tuencorrected radiocarbon dates of 1310 BC and 1044 BC. Terminal Archaic 
pottery sherds from the site were very thick, plain, grit-tempered body sherds and five 
rims. The sherds and dates make the pottery assemblage comparable to other 
Terminal Archaic pottery assemblages such as the Stanford Knoll site in Summit 
County, the Rais Rockshelter, the Maple Creek in Clermont County, the Philo hilltop 
site in Muskingum County, and the Mabel Hall site in Lawrence County, Ohio. The 
site also contains a Late Woodland component that appears to be spatial discrete from 
the Terminal Archaic component.  

Dancey, William S. 
1991 A Middle Woodland Settlement in Central Ohio: A Preliminary Report on the 

Murphy Site (33Li212). Pennsylvania Archaeologist 61:7–72. 

In this article the author presents the results of investigations at the Murphy Site (33-
LI-212), a small Middle Woodland site located along Raccoon Creek in Licking 
County. The site dates from 100 BC to AD 200 and the presence of mica, and other 
exotic artifact classes indicates that the residents of the site participated win the 
Hopewell exchange network. Dancey argues that the site represents a small sedentary 
hamlet, suggesting that people connected to the Hopewell culture were sedentary 
cultivators rather than seasonally mobile hunter-gatherers.  

Dragoo, Don W. 
1976 Some Aspects of Eastern North American Prehistory: A Review, 1975. American 

Antiquity 41(1):3–27.  

Dragoo's article provides an update to earlier surveys of Eastern Woodlands pre-
contact culture history by focusing on new discoveries and developments that post-
date the earlier syntheses of the 1960s. This article is notable for being one the 
earliest publications that seriously considered the new evidence linked to a pre-Clovis 
settlement of the New World. In this article Dragoo categorizes the period associated 
with these Pre-Clovis, pre-10,000 BP, pebble tool assemblages as belonging to the 
Lower Early Lithic period, rather than using the established term Paleoindian. Other 
important concepts advanced in Dragoo's article include the long–term in situ 
development of cultures, the idea that the so called decline of the Hopewell was a 
"reorientation of priorities," and the idea that culture change during the Late 
Prehistoric was not necessarily tied to major migrations of Mississippian culture 
peoples into the eastern United States.  
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Fernandez, Kathleen M. 
2001 Zoar Village State Memorial. CRM 9:33–35. 

This brief article provides an outline of the history of Zoar Village, but is most 
helpful in its concise description of OHS preservation efforts at the State Memorial in 
the latter half of the twentieth century. 

Ford, Richard I. 
1974 Northeastern Archaeology: Past and Future Directions. Annual Review of 

Anthropology 3:385–413. 

Ford provides a culture history overview of the pre-contact periods in the Midwest 
and contrasts the prehistory of the region with developments in the Northeast. Ford 
draws on Griffin's major syntheses while approaching the topic form an ecological 
perspective with a focus on subsistence practices and the interaction between people 
and the environment. 

Fritz, Gayle J. 
1990 Multiple Pathways to Farming in Precontact Eastern North America. The Journal of 

World Prehistory 4(4):387–426. 

While somewhat dated, Fritz' article provides a good overview of the timing and 
nature of the domestication and cultivation of indigenous seed crops in the Midwest 
as evidenced in the archeological record. Indigenous crops include gourds, chenopod, 
sumpweed, and sunflower. Fritz also examines the various paths by which 
domestication and cultivation of indigenous crops are thought to have occurred across 
the eastern United States.  

Giles, Robert H., Jr. 
1966 Early Natural History of a Forested Area Near Dover, Ohio. The Ohio Journal of 

Science 66(5):469–473, September 1966. 

Giles ' article presents information on the natural history of the area near Dover based 
on literature review, comparisons with adjacent areas, and on interviews with 
residents. The background information was compiled to aid forestry researchers 
studying a 41.5-acre tract of land located approximately one and a half mile northwest 
of Dover Dam within a 160-acre U.S. Forest Service research area owned by the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy. Giles' information provides a revealing look at 
what the vegetation and animal life were like in this area from the time of the earliest 
settlers until the 1960s.  

Gordon, Robert B. 
1969 The Natural Vegetation of Ohio in Pioneer Days. Ohio Biological Survey New Series 

Bulletin 3(2):1–109.  

Gordon's 1969 publication compiled and expanded text and data gathered for the 
production of the 1966 map of similar title. In addition to providing descriptions of 
the original vegetation types, the work also describes the survey methodology and 
provides excerpts from primary sources written by early land surveyors and settlers.  
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Griffin, James B. 
1967 Eastern North American Archaeology: A Summary. Science 156(3772):175–191. 

Griffin's 1967 article was a seminal synthetic article on the entire pre-contact period 
in eastern North America. Griffin's discussion follows the temporal periods originally 
advanced by McKern in the Midwestern Taxonomic System. The amount of space 
devoted to the burial ceremonial complexes of the Early and Middle Woodland period 
is disproportionate to the amount of time each complex occupies in the overall 
timeline of the pre-contact period, which is likely because these periods were a focus 
of Griffin's own research. The article is useful for the details on the Hopewell culture 
as well as the overview map of regional variants of Hopewell.  

Haverstock, Mary and Ann Olszewski 
2002 “Ora Coltman: Canvas Scraper." Timeline, January-February 2002, p. 2-19 

This piece by eminent Ohio art historian, Mary Haverstock, reviews the career of Ora 
Coltman. The article contains excellent contextual material and plates of Coltman’s 
work throughout his career. 

Meltzer, David J. 
1988 Late Pleistocene Adaptations in Eastern North America. Journal of World Prehistory 

2(1):1–52. 

Meltzer discusses the adaptations of the Paleoindian period within the framework of 
two major environmental regions: the glacial margins to the north and the forest 
environment of southeastern North America. Meltzer hypothesizes that sites located 
in the tundra zone next to the glacial ice indicate that Paleoindians in this region 
specialized in caribou exploitation; Paleoindian foragers to the south of the periglacial 
margin were generalized foragers who exploited a variety of small game and plant 
resources. As the tundra and spruce parkland supporting the caribou receded north 
and disappeared, so did the specialized Paleoindian populations. The generalized 
Paleoindian populations to the south remained, and they represent continuity with the 
following Archaic-period foragers of the mid-continent. According to Meltzer, 
Paleoindians in the American Midwest, south of the glacial margin, engaged in a 
dispersed foraging lifeway, most likely over territories of 40 kilometers or less, based 
on the primary use of local chert resources. 
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Milner, John D. 
1975 Germanic Architecture in the New World in Proceedings of Thematic Sessions of the 

Twenty-Eight Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians. In Journal 

of the Society of Architectural Historians Vol. 34, No. 4 (Dec. 1975): 299. 

This abstract of Milner’s paper presentation discusses traditional German house forms 
as adapted for construction in America in response to the material and environmental 
demands. Many German immigrants to America built houses with the architectural 
grammar of their homeland, and this can be seen in the plan types, building materials, 
and technology. These plan types consist of the three-room Flurkuchenhaus, the four-
room Kreuzhaus, and the central-hall durchgangigen Haus. Other elements brought to 
the New World include stone, brick, log, and half-timber construction. Although the 
floor plans of the early Separatist buildings may not show the influence of these 
German plan types, the construction materials and techniques do. 

Mortine, Wayne 
1964 The Cramlet Site. Ohio Archaeologist 14(4):112–114. 

Mortine's 1964 article reports on investigations at the Cramlet site, located near 
Newcomerstown in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. The Cramlet site was nearly 6 acres in 
size and was situated on a rise on the floodplain of the Tuscarawas River. Four pits 
were excavated by avocational archaeologists in advance of imminent destruction 
resulting from a construction project. The pits were large, deep pits that contained at 
least one nearly complete, Early Woodland jar made of thick, plain, grit-tempered 
pottery. Mortine noted that the pits containing pottery were lined with large pieces of 
gravel stones whereas the pits that contained charcoal and no artifacts were not lined, 
suggesting two separate functions or depositional histories for the pit types 
investigated. A broken Adena expanded bar gorget, a grooved, hemispheric stone, 
and a broken projectile point of Flint Ridge chert were other notable artifacts 
collected from the site during the salvage operation. 

1984 Towards a Late Woodland Taxonomy for the Central Muskingum Valley. Ohio 

Archaeologist 34(1):41–44. 

Morton’s article draws upon his extensive work in Muskingum County and argues 
that Late Woodland point types represent a slow evolution of style by generations of 
the same groups slowly modifying point types over time. His article is useful in that it 
neatly summarizes important characteristics about site patterns and diagnostic 
artifacts for the Middle Woodland; early, middle, and late Late Woodland; and early 
and late Late Prehistoric periods for a region that is very near the study area. Thus, 
the information presented here is likely broadly applicable for the Tuscarawas River 
Valley. 
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Morton, James, and Brian DaRe 
1996 Towards a Revised Taxonomy and Culture History Scheme for Eastern Ohio Late 

Prehistory. Ohio Archaeologist 46(4): 32-39. 

Morton and DaRe present a more culturally diverse picture of the Late Prehistoric 
period in eastern Ohio than had been previously advanced. The authors suggest that 
there are three distinct cultural groups in eastern Ohio based on a study of the pottery 
assemblages from multiple sites. Morton ad DaRe propose that the far eastern portion 
of the unglaciated plateau adjacent to the Ohio River does share pottery styles with 
the Late Prehistoric Monongahela cultures of western Pennsylvania and the West 
Virginia Panhandle. An affinity with the Fort Ancient pottery types of southwestern 
Ohio is observable in the southern reaches of the Muskingum drainage system. The 
authors argue, however, that a spatially distinct and different pottery typology is 
present in the upper portions of the Muskingum drainage, including the study area, 
during the Late Prehistoric. Morton and DaRe term the period from AD 1300 to AD 
1500 in the upper Muskingum drainage the Belmont Phase and suggest that the 
pottery type of the same name is a local development. 

Richards, Ed, and Orrin C. Shane III 
1974 Tuscarawas County's Kline Mound. Ohio Archaeologist 24(3):4–8. 

The Kline Mound was initially tested by Ed Richards and the land owner in 1970. 
Approximately four inches of mound fill was identified below the plow zone in an 
agricultural field although the mound itself was no longer discernible. A full 
excavation of the mound was conducted by Kent State University in 1971. The 
mound appears to have been 3 to 4 feet in height and perhaps 40 to 50 feet in 
diameter originally. Nine features were excavated. One of the features was a hearth 
built on the mound floor, while three were circular or elliptical pits of unknown 
function. Eight individual were identified in the remaining five features, which were 
graves. A radiocarbon date on bone from feature 6, containing burials 4, 5, and 6, 
retuned a date of 740 BC +/- 180 years. This date was thought to be in line with the 
grave goods, which included items such as stemmed points, a tubular limestone pipe, 
a hematite bar, and copper beads, among other items.  
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Seeman, Mark F. 
1992 Woodland Traditions in the Midcontinent: A Comparison of Three Regional 

Sequences. Research in Economic Anthropology Supplement (Long-term Subsistence 
Change in Prehistoric North America) 6:3–46. 

Seeman provides an overview of the archeological record for the period from 1100 
BC to AD 900 in three areas: the lower Illinois River Valley of Illinois, the lower 
Scioto River Valley of Ohio, and the upper Duck River Valley of Tennessee. This 
overview is examined from the perspective of three popular explanatory models of 
culture change applied to this period of time, each of which employs a different 
primary agent of change (population pressure, social conflict, and technological 
change). Seeman identified four time periods that appear to reflect similar cultural 
patterns in all three regions. These periods begin ca. 1000 BC, 150 BC, AD 400, and 
AD 700. Seeman concludes the article by advancing the idea that the technological 
framework for explaining Woodland period cultural change in the eastern United 
States best fits the archeological data. 

Seeman, Mark F., and Olaf H. Prufer 
1982 An Updated Distribution of Ohio Fluted Points. Midcontinental Journal of 

Archaeology 7(2):155–169. 

Seeman and Prufer's 1982 article is essentially an update to the distributional section 
of Prufer and Baby's 1963 study of Paleoindians in Ohio supplemented by a 
discussion of the cultural factors that may have affected the distribution of fluted 
points in Ohio. Temporal and environmental issues are summarized as a way of 
introducing the distributional data. This article is also an interesting historical piece in 
terms of demonstrating the changes in archeological knowledge regarding the 
Paleoindian period in the time between Prufer and Baby's 1963 study and the 1982 
article by Seeman and Prufer. 

Stafford, C. Russell 
1994 Structural Changes in Archaic Landscape Use in the Dissected Uplands of 

Southwestern Indiana. American Antiquity 59(2):219–237. 

Stafford conducted one of the few systematic surface surveys undertaken for Archaic 
sites in the region. More than 22,339 acres (9,000 ha) of land located in the lower 
Wabash Drainage system of Indiana were surveyed to identify and understand 
Archaic-period land use change. Based on a collection of diagnostic bifaces, Stafford 
determined that Early Archaic materials were found primarily in upland settings. 
Stafford explains this biface distribution by suggesting that the early part of the 
Holocene was characterized by an environmental homogeneity that allowed Early 
Archaic foragers to exploit resource patches from residential camps that frequently 
moved within and between drainages. Middle Archaic sites appear closer to major 
river systems than sites from the Early Archaic, a change that corresponds to the 
hypothesis that there was an increase in biodiversity in the Middle Archaic. 
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Whitman, Janice Keister 
1977 Kohl Mound, A Hopewellian Mound in Tuscarawas County. Ohio Archaeologist 

27(3): 4–8. 

Whitman's article reports on investigations at the Kohl Mound, a small Middle 
Woodland, Hopewell burial mound located on an elevated landform above the terrace 
where the Riker site is situated in northern Tuscarawas County. Faculty and students 
from Kent State University's Tuscarawas campus excavated the mound in 1972. The 
mound measured approximately 25 by 15 feet (7.6 by 4.5 m) and was 22 inches (56 
cm) in height and contained a stone crypt with one partially cremated individual. Two 
additional burials were located outside the stone crypt. Artifacts recovered from 
mound were reminiscent of were a mix of classic Hopewell burial goods and items 
more reminiscent of Adena burial goods. There was ground diamond-shaped piece of 
hematite, ground sandstone balls, and chipped stone artifacts that did not resemble 
anything in the two caches of Hopewell bladelets, also found in the mound. A copper 
bead and a copper panpipe were also found in the mound. Whitman remarked that the 
mound was interesting because of this apparent mix of Adena and Hopewell traits 
accompanied by an early Hopewell date of 130 BC. In addition, the technique used to 
make the stone crypt and the presence of an apparent altar stone with a human skull 
bowl and copious amounts of red and yellow ochre were distinctly different from 
similar mound deposits. 

Yerkes, Richard W. 
1988 The Woodland and Mississippian Traditions in the Prehistory of Midwestern North 

America. Journal of World Prehistory 2(3):307–358. 

As the title suggests, Yerkes' article focuses on the prehistory of the Woodland and 
Mississippian (or Late Prehistoric) periods in the Midwest with an emphasis on parts 
of the Midwest that are not as well known as the Mississippian River Valley and the 
Scioto River Valley. Yerkes' article is particularly useful for the review of evidence 
for domestic structures within the region and how this evidence may or may not relate 
to the level of sedentism practiced by any group. The article is nicely illustrated with 
maps and other graphics that aid the reader's understanding of the topic. 

Maps and Aerial Photographs 

Brockman, C. Scott 
1998 Physiographic Regions of Ohio. Map. Ohio Department of Natural Resources, 

Columbus, Ohio. 

Brockman's map and text provides an overview of the physiographic sections and 
regions within Ohio, as well as information on their distinguishing characteristics, 
geology, and boundaries. The map, and the text on the reverse of the map, was useful 
for determining and describing the physiographic region that the study area lies 
within.  
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Everts, L. H. 
1875 Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. L.H. Everts and Company, 

Philadelphia.  

The plats for Lawrence, Sandy, and Fairfield townships and for Zoar Village from the 
Tuscarawas County Atlas depict the landholdings of the Society of Separatists of 
Zoar in 1875, and include information on the placement of buildings in the industrial 
core of Zoar Village south of the village. 

Gordon, Robert B. 
1966 Natural Vegetation of Ohio at the Time of the Earliest Land Surveys. Map. Ohio 

Biological Survey, Columbus, Ohio. Adapted by the Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources, Columbus, Ohio. 

Map shows major vegetation types covering the state of Ohio when the initial land 
surveys were completed in the 1700s. This map was used to determine the broad 
vegetation community of the study area. 

Green 
1923 Air Photo ca.1923. Aerial Photograph of Zoar Village. In the Chuck Knaack 

collection, Zoar, Ohio. 

Green’s 1923 aerial photograph provides a limited view of the center of the village. It 
is useful in dating the construction and demolition of buildings in Zoar Village during 
the early twentieth century. 

Hayward, George E. 
1898 Map Showing Subdivision of the Lands Owned by The Society of Separatists of Zoar. 

Copy on file at Tuscarawas County Historical Society, New Philadelphia, Ohio, and 
Zoar Museum, Zoar, Ohio. 

This map depicts the results of the division of real estate among the members of the 
Society of Separatists of Zoar after the dissolution. The map is especially useful for a 
detail map that shows the major building locations in Zoar Village, although smaller 
outbuildings are generally not depicted. The copy on display at the Zoar Museum 
may be the original hand-drawn map and depicts locations of buildings on the 
outskirts of Zoar Village as well as within the village. 

Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geological Survey (ODNR-DGS) 
2005 Glacial Map of Ohio. Map. Accessed July 25, 2012. 

http://www.dnr.ohio.gov/Portals/10/pdf/glacial.pdf 

This map shows all major glacial deposits and features from the Pre-Illinoian, 
Illinoian, and Wisconsinan glacial events. Text summarizing the glacial history of 
Ohio is provided on page two, or the reverse side of the printed document. This map 
was used to determine the glacial history of the study area. 
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Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Soil and Water Resources (ODNR-
DSWR) 

2012 Soil Regions of Ohio. Map. Accessed July 24. 
http://www.dnr.state.oh.us/portals/12/soils/pdf/SoilRegions.pdf 

This map shows the 12 soil regions of Ohio. Soil regions are named according to the 
soil series that are most common in each region. This map was used to determine the 
broad soil region for the study area. 

Tuscarawas County Historical Society 
1934 Aerial photographs of Zoar Village. Copy on file at Tuscarawas County Historical 

Society, New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

The series of 1934 aerial photographs are useful in dating the construction and 
demolition of various buildings in Zoar Village. The photographs provided a more 
extensive view of the village and surrounding area than the 1935 USACE as-built 
drawings. In addition, they include some structures in the village center that are not 
on the 1935 drawings. 

Tuscarawas County GIS Map Office 
1958 CNK-2V-20 Aerial of Zoar, Ohio, dated September 12, 1958. 

This aerial photograph documents Zoar Village as it existed in late 1958, and helps to 
identify the construction and demolition dates of several buildings. 

U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
1935 Work As Constructed Drawings for the Levee Protection Works, Zoar, Ohio. On file 

with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

1950 Work As Constructed Drawings for the Levee Protection Works, Zoar, Ohio. On file 
with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

This set of plans and drawings show the placement of levee embankment and 
structures in relation to buildings, roads, and topography as it existed at Zoar Village 
just before construction commenced on the levee project in 1935, and also at the time 
of the levee raising in 1950. Also included were a conceptual drawing and plan map 
that depicted what the completed levee would look like after completion. The plans 
and drawings are vital to understanding the physical development of Zoar Village, as 
the planned drawings precisely located all buildings in existence at Zoar Village in 
1935, and allows comparison with the earlier 1898 dissolution map and current aerial 
photography to identify surviving Separatist-period structures and the locations of 
demolished buildings at Zoar Village that may still exist as archeological resources. 
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United States Geological Service (USGS) 
1912  Canal Dover. 15-minute topographic quadrangle  map. USGS, Washington, D.C. 

This map shows topography, landscape  features, and farm locations, and includes a  
subtle dotted line around  Zoar Village that roughly matches their former property  
limits. The map was useful in identifying locations of potential Separatist-era tenant  
farms.  

1944  Dover, Ohio. 7.5-minute  topographic quadrangle  map. Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army  
Map Service, and USGS, Washington, D.C. 

The 1944 topographic map shows development around Zoar Village  at mid-century, 
and was useful in analyzing the  growth of  Zoar Village  and the surrounding area  at  
that time. 

Woods, Allan J., James M. Omernik, C. Scott Brockman, Timothy D. Gerber, William D. 
Hosteter, and Sandra H. Azevedo 

1998 Ecoregions of Indiana and Ohio. Map. A collaborative effort of the U.S. EPA, USDA 
Forest Service, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Ohio EPA, Ohio Department of Natural Resources-Geological Survey, and 
the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. United States Geological 
Survey, Denver, Colorado.  

This map was published as a wall-size map containing descriptions, photographs, and 
a summary table. An inset map shows the Level III Ecoregions of the entire United 
States, while the main map shows the Level III Ecoregions of Indiana and Ohio as 
well as sub regions. This map document is useful for getting a large scale overview of 
the study area's ecoregion and major vegetation.  

Newspaper Articles 

American Socialist 

1878 “Zoar and its people in 1878.” August 1: 243–244. On file at Ohio Historical Society 
Library & Archives, PA Box 7368. 

This brief account by an anonymous correspondent reports on Zoar Village in the late 
nineteenth century. The author was impressed with the new cow barn but found other 
parts of the community in want of repair and upkeep. The author also noted the 
popularity of Zoar Village with itinerant vagabonds and the reservation of a house for 
their accommodation. 

Anonymous 
1921 “Zoar Mill, Landmark of Village, Being Torn Down.” Clipping from unidentified 

newspaper, dated August 13, 1921. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & 
Archives, Society of Separatists of Zoar Records, MSS 110 AV. 

This short newspaper account reports on the demolition of the Canal Mill. 
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Baker, Jon 
2008 “History: County’s Founding Father Left His Mark.” Dover-New Philadelphia Times-

Reporter, June 15. http://www.timesreporter.com/news/x841957565/History-County-
s-founding-father-left-his-mark?zc_p=0 

This newspaper article gives a brief biographical sketch of the life of Abraham 
Mosser, considered to be one of Tuscarawas County’s founding fathers and an early 
post-Revolutionary War settler. The article notes that Abraham Mosser platted a town 
site he called Lawrenceville across from Bolivar in 1805, which never really 
developed into a viable community. Baker records that the Society of Separatists of 
Zoar acquired the majority of the town lots in 1832 from Mosser’s former partner, a 
man named Boude. 

Cleveland Plain Dealer 

1935 Artist Defies Tradition to Observe Golden Wedding. Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 
22, 1935. Cleveland, Ohio. 

This short article includes information about Ora Coltman’s life and works. 

Coshocton Daily Age 

1910 Zoar Man is Inventing Airship. Coshocton Daily Age, July 23, 1910. Coshocton, 
Ohio. 

Joe Davenport, variously described as the hermit and the inventor of Zoar Village, 
was apparently designing a type of biplane-based airship at Zoar Village, just before 
his 100th birthday. This airship was his second such attempt at unlocking the secrets 
of flight. 

Coshocton Daily Times 

1908 Much Work on the Canal. Coshocton Daily Times, March 3, 1908. Coshocton, Ohio. 

A brief article describing progress on canal improvements, including the plans for a 
new dam at Zoar Village. 

Coshocton Semi-Weekly Age 

1886 Singular Separatists: A Peculiar German Religious Belief Planted in Ohio. Coshocton 

Semi-Weekly Age, March 2, 1886. Coshocton, Ohio. 

A short article that reviews the history of Zoar Village and its appearance and 
character in the mid-1880s. The article lists a linseed oil mill among the industries, 
which is the first mention of this mill in accounts since the 1830s. Interestingly, the 
author of the article describes their religious services as indistinguishable from other 
Protestant sects, and that they observed the Sabbath. 
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Coshocton Tribune 

1932  Old-type  Dynamo, Found at Zoar, May  Be  Displayed  Here. Coshocton Tribune, 
January 24, 1932. Coshocton, Ohio. 

This article describes the  finding of  an old dynamo in the attic of the  Zoar power  
house, which is of a type  that was designed by Thomas Edison. The article  contains  
valuable information about the development of electric power at  Zoar Village in the  
early 1900s.  

1936  New Railroad  Bridge over Tuscarawas at  Zoar. Coshocton Tribune, July 2, 1936. 
Coshocton, Ohio. 

This item is a photograph and description of the  replacement bridge  for the  relocated  
Wheeling  &  Lake  Erie Railroad line built as part  of transportation corridor relocations  
during the  construction of Dover Dam.  

1950  Brother  Dies. Coshocton  Tribune, July 14, 1950. Coshocton, Ohio. 

This item notes the discovery of an  elderly  Zoar Village resident’s body in the  
abandoned blacksmith shop, which documents that the building was still standing  at  
this time.  

Coshocton Weekly Times 

1908 Miscellaneous Item. Coshocton Weekly Times, January 28, 1908. Coshocton, Ohio. 

This brief item notes the construction of a large earthen berm for the Wheeling & 
Lake Erie Railroad bridge at Zoar Village, as part of a new trestle to be installed at 
that location.  

Evening Gazette 

1938 Miscellaneous News Item. Evening Gazette, November 15, 1938. Xenia, Ohio. 

This item documents the destruction by fire of an old log cabin on the farm of 
Thomas Middleton at Zoar Village. The fact that this was a log cabin on a farm near 
Zoar Village suggests that the cabin was originally part of a Separatist-leased tenant 
farm. 

Gettysburg Republican-Compiler 

1825 Miscellaneous News Item. Gettysburg Republican-Compiler, June 3, 1825. 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 

Contains a news item about a large hail storm and its affects across the Midwest, 
notes The New Philadelphia Chronicle informs that "in the village of Zoar. where the 
houses were covered in the German mode with tile, not a roof escaped destruction." 
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Howe, Henry 
1846 Sketch of the Community in the Valley of Tuscarawas, Ohio. New York Daily 

Tribune, November 3. 

Howe presents a brief historical overview and description of Zoar Village as it existed 
in 1846, including an enumeration of houses and some of the industrial buildings 
present. 

Huron Reflector 

1830 Condensed Views. Huron Reflector, September 28, 1830. Norwalk, Ohio. 

A news item reports on the destruction of a huge barn at Zoar Village, 225 feet long, 
by a fire caused through a lightning strike. The barn was full of 350 tons of hay at the 
time, and the loss to the Society was estimated at $5000.00. 

Iron Valley Reporter 

1872 Towns –By Whom Laid Out. Iron Valley Reporter July 20, 1872. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

This article outlines the platting and original ownership of the towns and townships in 
northern Tuscarawas County, and notes that the Separatists acquired 4,000 acres in 
Lawrence Township from Senator Jonathan Dayton of New Jersey in 1818, and 1,500 
acres in Sandy Township. 

1892 Zoar Hotel, Zoar, Ohio. Iron Valley Reporter, May 5, 1892. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

A brief update of the hotel addition being constructed at Zoar Village. The item 
identifies Stewart A. Romig of Canal Dover as the architect, and the cost of the 
addition was projected at $20,000.00. 

1897 Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, June 30, 1897. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

The news from Zoar in this edition of the Iron Valley Reporter includes an item 
describing the conversion of the Second Meetinghouse into an art studio 

1898a Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, June 30, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

This section of news from Zoar includes the notation that Alexander Gunn had 
purchased the house he had been renting (House No. 30). The article also noted a 
large number of art students present, part of Fredrich Gottwald’s summer art school. 

1898b Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, August 25, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

The Zoar news in this edition of the paper included items noting the Woolen Mill was 
producing blankets for the County Infirmary and the Cider Mill was also in operation. 
The comings and goings of members and ex-members to and from the village are also 
recorded. 
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1898c Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, September 20, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

This lengthy entry describes the parceling out of real estate to members at the 
dissolution of the Separatist society. The author notes an absurdity in how houses 
were divided amongst multiple tenants, and also lists nine different tenant farms and 
the Separatists who were allotted them. No mention is made if the tenants were 
allowed to continue residing and operating these farms. 

1899 Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, March 16, 1899. Canal Dover, Ohio. 

This section of news from Zoar notes that Sebastian Burkhart had bought half of the 
Sheep Barn and removed it to his farm on the Dover-Zoar Road. A carpenter shop 
owned by Joe Buhler was purchased by Benjamin Beuter, who moved it south of the 
Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed for use as a washhouse and dry room. 

Massillon Evening Independent 

1908 Canal Will Soon Be Ready For Use. Massillon Evening Independent, August 20, 
1908. Massillon, Ohio. 

This news article reports on the repairs and improvements being made to the Ohio & 
Erie Canal, and notes that the most extensive repairs were at Zoar Village, with the 
construction of a new dam to back up water to feed the canal. The old dam had been 
washed away. 

1909a Zoar Suffering From Drought. Massillon Evening Independent, May 12, 1909. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

This article chronicles the effects of a drought at Zoar Village, and note the discontent 
in the village due to the drought, a lack of ice from insufficient supplies due to a 
warm winter, and the recent county-wide prohibition of alcohol. 

1909b Blew Himself Up with Dynamite. Massillon Evening Independent, August 23, 1909. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

This article details the first recorded suicide in Zoar Village. 

1912a Miscellaneous News Item. Massillon Evening Independent, October 24, 1912. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

This short item describes plans to rebuild the Zoar Fire Clay Company plant, which 
was destroyed by fire on October 19, 1912. The company suffered $80,000 in 
damages. 

1912b Zoar Sanitarium Heavily Backed. Massillon Evening Independent, December 10, 
1912. Massillon, Ohio. 

This article describes the plans for a health resort on the estate of Peter Bimeler, and 
likely at the location of the old Health Springs. The resort apparently never made it 
past the planning stages. 
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1917 W. & L. E. to Eliminate Zoar Curves, Grades. Massillon Evening Independent, May 
6, 1917. Massillon, Ohio. 

This news articles outlines a proposal by the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad to 
realign the railroad grade through Zoar Village to address curves that forced trains to 
slow down significantly; it does not appear this realignment ever took place. 

1923a “King’s Palace” and Land Bought for Resort Site. Massillon Evening Independent, 

November 7, 1923. Massillon, Ohio. 

This news article documents the incorporation of the Zoar Resort Company, their 
recent purchase of House No. 1, and includes the fact that creating Zoar Lake was 
part of the plans for the resort. 

1923b Will Enlarge Zoar Hatchery. Massillon Evening Independent, November 8, 1923. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

This news item notes the intent to improve the fish hatchery, and that the hatchery 
distributed half a million fish to local rivers and lakes in 1922. 

1924a Lake is Stocked with Large Fish. Massillon Evening Independent, May 10, 1924. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

A short news item that notes the stocking of Zoar Lake with 10,000 bass and catfish 
from Lake Erie. 

1924b Advertisement. Massillon Evening Independent, May 24, 1924. Massillon, Ohio. 

An advertisement for the auctioning of 100 lots around Zoar Lake. 

1924c Dance Tonight. Massillon Evening Independent, June 25, 1924. Massillon, Ohio. 

A notice that the Zoar Resort would open that night, featuring a five-piece band 
(Brown and his Bobby Buckeyes). 

1929 Purchase Brick Plant Near Zoar. Massillon Evening Independent, December 18, 1929. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

A brief news item that recounts the purchase of the Imperial Fire Clay Company brick 
plant near Zoar Village by Corundite Refractories. 

1933 Zoar to get New Brewery. Massillon Evening Independent, November 1, 1933. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

This item describes the start of construction for the new brewery in Zoar Village, 
which was to produce 30,000 barrels a month. In addition to the brewery, the 
company planned to impound a 25-acre lake, landscape their property, and construct a 
golf course. 

1935 Start Levee to Protect Village. Massillon Evening Independent, September 17, 1935. 
Massillon, Ohio. 

A brief item that noted the commencement of construction on the Zoar Levee. 
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1936  Sound Recordings of Separatists Made. Massillon Evening Independent, November 9, 
1936. Massillon, Ohio. 

This brief news item documents the visit of German author Norbert  Zimmer to  Zoar  
Village, where he used  a  movie camera to record former Separatists speaking the  
Swabian dialect used by their ancestors in Zoar Village. The film was intended for  
use in Germany, and it is unknown if any copies  were  returned to the  United States. 

1939  Historic Village of  Zoar  Faces Commercialism Ruin. Massillon Evening Independent,  
June 9, 1939. Massillon, Ohio. 

This news article documents the concern of the OSAHS about private commercial  
interests buying up historical properties in  Zoar Village, and notes that OSAHS  
wanted the current owners to retain their property  until OSAHS had a chance to  
acquire it.  

1968  Make Progress on  Zoar.  Massillon Evening Independent, March 29, 1968. Massillon, 
Ohio. 

This news article details reconstruction efforts at  Zoar Village, including the  
restoration of the Garden House and  Bakery and the reconstruction of the  Tin Shop  
and Blacksmith Shop  

Massillon Independent 

1896 A Sunday at Zoar. Massillon Independent, July 2, 1896. Massillon, Ohio. 

This article describes a typical Sunday at Zoar Village as enjoyed by tourists. 
Between two and three hundred visitors were present, eating at the two hotels. On this 
particular Sunday, there were parties from Cleveland, Columbus, Canton, Canal 
Dover, Massillon, New Philadelphia, and Carrolton, including a military band, and 
even a group of glassworkers from New Jersey. The article indicates that the Canal 
Hotel was re-opened by this point. 

1898 Miscellaneous Item. Massillon Independent, March 31, 1898. Massillon, Ohio. 

This news brief notes that Simon Beuter was installing a subterranean hotbed at the 
Public Garden, and that there was a “chicken factory” at the hotel. 

1899 Local Happenings. Massillon Independent, March 15, 1899. Massillon, Ohio. 

An entry in the paper’s Local Happenings column describes former trustee Louis 
Zimmerman offering the Canal Mill up to any concern that would put it to use, and 
suggested it could be a canning factory or a bicycle manufacturer. 

Newark Daily Advocate 

1898 New Zoar to Rise. Newark Daily Advocate, August 16, 1898. Newark, Ohio. 
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This article details an attempt by 50 members of the Society to re-establish a 
communal society by combining their shares after the dissolution. The paper noted 
that this attempt faced a serious obstacle in that this group would need to spend the 
money from their shares on acquiring a tract of land sufficient to support them, but 
would have nothing left over to improve it. Apparently, this obstacle was 
insurmountable, and this group abandoned their plan. 

New Yorker 

1841  “A Western Community.” July 17: 279–280. New York. 

A short travelogue by an anonymous correspondent that describes a two-day stay in 
Zoar Village in early August of 1840. The article presents an image of a very 
pleasant, welcoming community, and probably helped spur further tourism. Details in 
the article include a description of Henne Berg and confirm an association of the 
house with the pottery. The effects of the cholera epidemic are also briefly covered. 

New York Times 

1896 “McKinley to Take a Rest.” September 7. New York. 

A brief news item about President McKinley’s visit to the Midwest in late 1896, 
which included a short stay at Zoar Village. 

Ohio Democrat 

1866 Annual Report of the Directors of the Tuscarawas County Infirmary. Ohio Democrat, 
September 7, 1866. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

The annual report of the Directors of the Tuscarawas County Infirmary includes an 
entry for eight cow hides that were taken to Zoar Village to be tanned, and returned to 
the Infirmary to be worked. 

1867 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, January 18, 1867. New Philadelphia, 
Ohio. 

A miscellaneous item notes the good time had by a party that visited Zoar by sleigh, 
and inquires if any person knew of a place equal to Zoar Village for pleasure-seekers. 

1871 County Commissioners Report. Ohio Democrat, January 13, 1871. New Philadelphia, 
Ohio. 

This report noted that the Society was granted $334 to improve the road from the 
bridge to the sawmill, and to add fill to their levee along the river. 

1873 Zoar as a Place of Summer Resort. Ohio Democrat, July 25, 1873. New Philadelphia, 
Ohio. 
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This article describes a visit to Zoar Village in the summer of 1873. The author 
compares it favorably to other noted summer resorts of the period, including 
Saratoga, New York, and Long Branch in Toronto, Ontario. When the author made 
his visit, about a hundred tourists were present, many from Cleveland and Massillon, 
and they spent their time fishing, hunting, playing baseball and cards, and generally 
enjoying themselves. The trustees told the author they had granted the Wheeling and 
Toledo Railroad (later the Wheeling & Lake Erie) access through their lands and had 
invested in its stock. The author noted that the opening of the railroad would require 
the community to build a larger hotel to accommodate the increase in visitors. 

1883 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, February 15, 1883. New Philadelphia, 
Ohio. 

In 1883, the railroad bridge was washed off its abutments, and the stone abutments 
themselves destroyed. 

1889 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, August 15, 1889. New Philadelphia, 
Ohio. 

This article gives a historical overview of Zoar Village (with many factual 
inaccuracies), and also includes some snippets of information about everyday life at 
Zoar Village at the end of the 1880s. The tramp house is mentioned, and the 
Separatist barber is identified as a young man who leads the orchestra and works in 
the tannery. 

1892 The Pigeons at Zoar. Ohio Democrat, September 22, 1892. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

This short article recounts a tale about the pigeons kept at Zoar Village in the 1830s, 
and notes a tale that all of the Society’s pigeons fled the town just before the cholera 
outbreak in 1834, returning when it had subsided. 

Oshkosh Democrat 

1850 Advertisement. Oshkosh Democrat, December 27, 1850. Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

An advertisement for the firm of Langley & Washburn touts the recent arrival of a 
shipment of agricultural goods from Ohio, including 50 barrels of Separatist wine. 

Pinedale Roundup 

1921 Ancient Mill is Lost. Pinedale Roundup, October 6, 1921, Pinedale, Wyoming. 

A brief news item reporting on the demolition of the Canal Mill. 

Portsmouth Times 

1859 The Separatists of Ohio. Portsmouth Times, October 4, 1859. Portsmouth, Ohio. 
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This news items gives a brief overview of the Society, including some details on the 
community at the time of publication. House No. 1 is briefly described as being of an 
“antique build” was occupied by the trustees. The Zoar Hotel is described as 
operating in the manner of an old German inn. The laws of the Society were 
described as strict, with very little disregarding of them by the Separatists. Of 
curiosity is the reporting of a prohibition against seduction, which the reporter noted 
was punishable by death through stoning. This punishment was apparently prevented 
in the only known case of seduction by the fact that carrying out the sentence would 
break state law. The print shop was active at this time.  

Potts, Pipsey 
1882 A Queer Quaint People: In Three Parts. In Arthur’s Home Magazine Vol. 50: 5-7. On 

file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, call no. PA 715 Box 8 

Potts’ series of articles is a travelogue discussing her time in Zoar Village, and 
illustrates the common perception of outsiders who sojourned in Zoar Village of the 
people as being somewhat backwards but highly moral folks. This source is not 
particularly useful for understanding the history and culture of Zoar Village, but does 
contain a reference to an apparent pre-contact grave that was found during the 
excavation of a cellar; no location for the cellar was given however. 

Sandusky Register 

1911 Cider Mills Working Hard in Old Zoar. Sandusky Register, September 11, 1911. 
Sandusky, Ohio. 

This short article notes the production of cider at the Zoar Village cider mill, at a rate 
of 5,000 gallons a day. A spectacular apple harvest in 1911 drove prices down to 12 
cents a bushel. 

Stacy, Harold 
1951 “With the Fine Arts.” Columbus Dispatch, November 11, 1951.

 This article is a descriptive review of the August Biehle exhibition at the Ohio State 
Archaeological and Historical Society in 1951.  

Steubenville Herald-Star 

1921 Miscellaneous News Item. Steubenville Herald-Star, April 23, 1921. Steubenville, 
Ohio. 

This item notes plans to convert the Ohio canal bed from Zoar Village to New 
Philadelphia into a massive fishing pond. 
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Predictive Modeling References 

Altschul, Jeffrey H., Lynne Sebastian, and Kurt Heidelberg 
2004 Predictive Modeling in the Military: Similar Goals, Divergent Paths. SRI Foundation 

Preservation Research Series 1. Funded by a Department of Defense Legacy Project 
01-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. 
Air Force Materiel Command Headquarters, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, Fort Worth, Texas, and Prewitt & 
Associates, Inc., Austin, Texas. http://www.srifoundation.org/pdf/FINALLEG.pdf 

Altschul et al.'s report covers a range of topics as an introduction to evaluating 
archeological site location predictive models created for four military bases located 
across the United States. Introductory topics include the definition of predictive 
model as used in archeology; a history of predictive model use in archeology, 
especially the pitfalls of using GIS without consideration to theoretical and 
methodological issues discussed two decades earlier; a summary of theoretical and 
methodological issues in the use of predictive models; and the use of predictive 
modeling in cultural resources management. In addition to the knowledgeable 
overview of the use of predictive models in archeology, this report is also useful 
because it highlights the differences between predictive models based on a coherent 
body of theory and those based on empirical data. The reports also points out the 
often competing goals that influence the creation and employment of such predictive 
models by scholars and by cultural resources managers, and how this has led to less 
than satisfactory results.  

Altschul, Jeffrey H., Terry H. Klein, and Lynne Sebastian 
2005 A Workshop on Predictive Modeling and Cultural Resource Management on Military 

Installations. SRI Foundation Preservation Research Series 4. Funded by a 
Department of Defense Legacy Project 03-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio 
Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. Air Force Materiel Command Headquarters, 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, 
Fort Worth, Texas, and Prewitt & Associates, Inc., Austin, Texas. 
http://www.denix.osd.mil/cr/upload/WORKSHOP-ON-PREDICTIVE-MODELING-
2005.PDF 

Altschul et al.'s 2005 report summarizes the background and results of a workshop on 
the use of predictive modeling on military installations. Conducting the workshop 
was one recommendation generated by the 2004 Legacy project (01-167) examining 
predictive model use by the military and evaluating existing models employed at four 
installations. The most useful portion of this document is chapter three where the 
results and recommendations generated by the workshop participants are outlined. 
Workshop participants developed guidance on model development and improvement, 
the use of non-archeological data in model development, and the use of archeological 
data in model development. Also included were guidance and considerations for 
miscellaneous model development topics, and best practice recommendations to 
improve model development and use.  
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Banning, E. B. 
2002 Section 1.6 - Using Predictive Models and GIS. In Archaeological Survey, by E.B. 

Banning, pp. 138–143. Manuals in Archaeological Method, Theory, and Technique. 
Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishing, New York.  

This section of Banning's book concisely summarizes the purpose, history, and 
appropriate uses of predictive models in archeology. Of importance for the creation of 
predictive models for pre-contact archeological site location in the study area are the 
observations that (1) inductive model creation based on empirical datasets is only 
successful in areas where there has been thorough regional survey, and (2) where the 
existing databases contain consistent and reliable classifications of archaeological 
deposits. Section 1.6 also discusses the necessary assumptions of site-based inductive 
predictive models: sites are self-evident; the spatial universe contains areas that have 
been surveyed with methods sufficient to discover all sites and areas not surveyed; 
data used to generate predictions is representative of the larger population; 
environmental data is specific enough to accurately characterize site locations; and 
that the environmental factors being considered are meaningful for site location. 
Section 1.6 concludes with an outline of the steps in using inductive predictive 
models and emphasizes the importance of testing all components of the model, 
including the assumptions.  

Cushman, David W., and Lynne Sebastian 
2008 Integrating Archaeological Models: Management and Compliance on Military 

Installations. SRI Foundation Preservation Research Series 7. Funded by a 
Department of Defense Legacy Project 06-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio 
Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. Air Combat Command Headquarters, 
Langley AFB, Virginia, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, 
Los Angeles, California. http://www.srifoundation.org/legacy_pdf/legacy_06-
167_final_report.pdf 

Cushman and Sebastian's research focused on advancing two recommendations made 
by the Predictive Modeling Workshop held in 2004 (Legacy 03-167): (1) expand the 
use of locational predictive models in the federal compliance process, and (2) expand 
archaeological modeling to include concept of site significance. The authors discuss 
how site locational predictive models can be integrated into various facets of the 
planning process and compliance with NEPA and Section 106 of NHPA then worked 
with staff at three military facilities to put these concepts into operation. After issues 
surrounding a site significance model and the basic steps in creating such a model 
were discussed, an example conceptual significance model for a Utah facility was 
presented in Appendix D. Both objectives of this study are pertinent to the purpose of 
the archeological predictive modeling and probability assessment for the Zoar 
Baseline study.  
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Johnstone, Seth 
2003 Past and Predictions: Archaeology and ArcGIS in Cultural Resources Management. 

Paper presented at the 23rd Annual ESRI International Users Conference, July 7–11, 
2003. Available as a PDF online at 
proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc03/p0153.pdf. 

Johnstone's paper provides an overview of the process by which a predictive site 
location model was created for Fort Stewart, Georgia, using multiple environmental 
and site variables. This investigation is useful insofar as it presents one way that a 
range of data has been integrated with the capabilities of GIS. 

Kincaid, C. 
1988 Predictive Modeling and Its Relationship to Cultural Resource Management 

Applications. In Quantifying the Present and Predicting the Past: Theory, Method, 

and Application of Archaeological Predictive Modeling, edited by W. James Judge 
and Lynne Sebastian, pp. 549–569. The U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of 
Land Management, Denver. 

As the title suggests Kincaid's chapter in this edited volume is concerned with the 
application of predictive models to the field of cultural resources management 
(CRM). Kincaid sets the stage by discussing what models are, their limitations, and 
under what circumstances they should be employed in CRM. It should be noted that 
Kincaid calls inductive models intuitive models and deductive models objective 
models. Of particular use to this study is how Kincaid envisions models being applied 
to specific CRM tasks like inventory, evaluation, protection, and planning. Kincaid 
also outlines how models should be evaluated and furut4er directions for their use in 
CRM. 

Kvamme, Kenneth L. 
2006 Chapter 1. There and Back Again: Revisiting Archaeological Locational Modeling. In 

GIS and Archaeological Site Location Modeling, edited by by Mark W. Mehrer and 
Konnie L. Westcott, pp. 2–34. CRC/Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, Florida. 

In this chapter, the author presents a brief historical overview of predictive modeling 
in archaeology with emphasis on his personal involvement, particularly in the 1980s. 
Identified deficiencies of predictive models are identified and possible solutions are 
presented. Useful is the list of common arguments against the use of predictive 
locational models in archaeology and the author's equally compelling counter 
arguments. Kvamme examines the differing theoretical approaches to the use of 
modeling in archaeology over time and ties these approaches to broader trends in 
archaeological theory. Kvamme also provides examples of continuing, or current 
issues, in predictive modeling along with possible ways to address the current 
concerns. 
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Lock, Gary, and Trevor Harris 
2006 Chapter 2. Enhacing Predictive Archaeological Modeling: Integrating Location, 

Landscape, and Culture. In GIS and Archaeological Site Location Modeling, edited 
by by Mark W. Mehrer and Konnie L. Westcott, pp. 36–55. CRC/Taylor & Francis 
Group, Boca Raton, Florida.  

In this chapter, the authors examine the tensions and conflicts between the use of 
predictive modeling in the United  States and the United Kingdom. This tension is 
traced to the differing perspectives and agendas generated by prominent role of 
cultural resources management (CRM) in the U.S. and the concept of "humanizing 
the landscape" in the U.K. This chapter is useful for demonstrating the importance of 
considering the complexity of the "envirocultural" landscape and the role of humans 
in shaping that landscape, as development of predictive models evolves. 

Websites and Electronic Documents 

Akron Porcelain & Products Company 
2008 Company History. Web document located at 

http://www.akronporcelain.com/History/history.htm. Accessed April 12, 2013. 

The company history of the Akron Porcelain & Plastics Company includes a brief 
history of the ceramics industry in northeast Ohio. The history notes that Solomon 
Purdy (associated with the Zoar Pottery) established a pottery at Mogadore in 1833. 

Bowen, Jeb 
2011 Ohio Fluted Point Survey. Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet, web document located at 

pidba.org/content/ohio/OHFP.xls. Accessed May 3, 2012. 

This is a table of fluted points with attribute fields for material, style, comment, 
provenience, and county, gathered from various sources. For Tuscarawas County, the 
table includes 20 entries. The table is useful for understanding the distribution of 
Paleo Indian sites within the county. 

Busta-Peck, Christopher 
2011a The Life and Works of I. T. Frary. Web document located at 

http://www.clevelandareahistory.com/2011/02/assembling-museum-exhibit-i-need-
your.html. Accessed July 9, 2012. 

This web article contains biographical information and photographs of Frary’s student 
work from Zoar Village done under the tutelage of F. C. Gottwald. 

2011b Cleveland Artists in Zoar, Ohio. Web document located at 
http://www.clevelandareahistory.com/2011/03/cleveland-artists-in-zoar-ohio.html. 
Accessed July 9, 2012. 

This web article documents the activities of the Zoar Summer School of Art under the 
direction of F. C. Gottwald. 
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2012 Mystery Painting: I. T. Frary. Web document located at 
http://www.clevelandareahistory.com/2012/05/mystery-painting-it-frary.html. 
Accessed July 9, 2012. 

This web article contains biographical information and photographs of Frary’s student 
work from Zoar Village done under the tutelage of F. C. Gottwald. 

Chagrin Falls Public Library 
2012 Cleveland Perspectives: Watercolor Paintings 1936-1940. Web document located at 

http://cuyahogalibrary.org/EventDetail.aspx?EventInstanceID=51669. Accessed July 
8. 2012. 

This electronic document was a description of an art show and lecture based in the 
National Youth Administration and Cleveland School of Art project to record early 
images of Cleveland, which included one depiction of Zoar Village. 

Cleveland Artists Foundation 
2012 Designing History: I. T. Frary. Web document at 

http://www.clevelandartists.org/?subject=exhibitions&sub=2011_06_it_fray, 
accessed August 8, 2012. 

This web document is associated with a 2011 exhibition of Frary’s works at the Beck 
Center for the Arts, and contains biographical information on Frary, along with a 
photograph of the artist. 

Durnbaugh, Donald 
2000 “Strangers and Exiles”: Assistance Given by the Religious Society of Friends to the 

Separatist Society of Zoar in 1817–1818. Ohio History 109:71–92. Ohio Historical 
Society. Web document available at 
http://publications.ohiohistory.org/ohstemplate.cfm?action=detail&Page=010971.htm 
l&StartPage=71&EndPage=92&volume=109&newtitle=Volume%20109%20Page%2 
071. Viewed May 1, 2013. 

Durnbaugh’s article examines the relationship between the Quakers and the 
Separatists, focusing on the assistance provided by the former to the latter upon the 
Separatist’s arrival in America. Durnbaugh details the sometimes adversarial nature 
of the relationship, as conflicting desires and attempts to guide the Separatists to 
Quaker lands clashed with Joseph Bimeler’s goal of establishing a community on the 
Separatist’s terms. The article notes that the idea that the Quakers supplied the 
funding for the initial purchase of lands in Ohio is likely false, but that they did 
supply funding for individual Separatists on their journey from Philadelphia to Zoar 
Village. 

Earth Action Partnership 
2012 Zoar Wetland Arboretum. Accessed January 2, 2013, at 

http://www.earthactionpartnership.org/index.htm. Earth Action Partnership, Zoar, 
Ohio. 
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This is the web page for the Earth Action Partnership that manages the Zoar Wetland 
Arboretum. The page contains some historical images of the Zoar Brewery in the 
twentieth century that are useful for understanding the physical development of the 
Zoar Brewery into a dance hall in the 1920s. 

Fernandez, Kathleen 
2000 The Happy Valley: Constance F. Woolson’s View of Zoar. Western Reserve Studies 

symposium No. 15. Web document available at 
http://www.case.edu/artsci/wrss/documents/Fernandez.pdf; accessed June 20, 2012. 

Fernandez’ article examines the influence of Zoar Village on the writing of Constance 
F. Woolson, a short story writer active in the mid-to late nineteenth century. Woolson 
produced three stories that described Zoar Village, one travelogue and two fictional 
short stories. While Fernandez focuses on what the descriptive narratives can tell us 
about life in Zoar Village in the 1850s and 1860s, the works are also important in 
showing Zoar Village’s influence in the local-color movement in contemporary 
literature. 

Internet Antique Gazette 
2013 Solomon Purdy, Ohio Potter. Web document located at 

http://www.internetantiquegazette.com/pottery_porcelain/448_solomon_purdy_ohio_ 
stoneware_potter/. Accessed April 15, 2013. 

This brief biographic entry notes Purdy was residing at Zoar Village as their potter 
between ca. 1820 and 1850, and returned to Atwater in 1850 to work with his son 
Gordon Purdy. However, this timeline is contradicted by other sources (Treichler 
2013, Akron Porcelain & Pottery Company 2008, Ramsey 1975). 

National Gallery of American Art 
2012 Index of Works of Fritz Boehmer at Zoar. Web document located at 

http://www.nga.gov/collection/iad/index.shtml. Accessed July 9, 2012 

An index and linked photographs of the 53 handcrafted objects that Boehmer drew at 
Zoar Village in the late 1930s for the WPA, Fine Arts Division, Index of American 
Art. 

Ohio Department of Transportation 
2013 Buckeye Assets. Accessed January 2, 2013, at http://www.buckeyeassets.org/. 

This website is a public database of all road bridges in Ohio, with information on date 
of construction, type of bridge, material, and other pertinent data. The electronic 
document included as a digital copy is the bridge report for the current Dover-Zoar 
Road highway bridge. 
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Swartz, Patti Capel 
2000 The Ideal Tarnished: From “The Happy Valley” to Sulphorous Mines and 

Shipwrecked Souls. Western Reserve Studies symposium No. 15. Web document 
available online at 
http://library.case.edu/digitalcase/DatastreamDetail.aspx?PID=ksl:swaide00&DSID= 
swaide00.pdf&ContentType=Texts&COLPID=ksl:wrss; accessed June 20, 2012. 

Swartz contrasts the utopian presentation of Zoar Village in Woolson’s “The Happy 
Valley” with the later short stories that explore the effect of a regimented, closed 
culture on artistic individuals who might otherwise thrive in a different, more 
expressive and permissive environment. Swartz notes that the subjects of both of 
Woolson’s short stories are artists in one form or another: Solomon, a painter, and 
Wilhelmina, a dreamy romantic with an artistic temperament. 

Tregonning and Company 
2012a Wheat Shocks at Zoar, 1905. Web document located at 

http://tregoningandco.com/exhibitions/george-adomeit/george-adomeit-1277.htm. 
accessed July 10, 2012 

2012b Morning Mist at Zoar, 1912. Web document located at 
http://tregoningandco.com/exhibitions/george-adomeit/george-adomeit-1273.htm. 
accessed July 10, 2012 

2012c Bathing (Beach) Zoar, 1961. Web document located at 
http://tregoningandco.com/exhibitions/george-adomeit/george-adomeit-1293.htm. 
accessed July 10, 2012 

These three web documents show plates of Adomeit’s work in a recent exhibition. 
Adomeit’s style, unlike that of August Biehle, changed little over his career, which is 
demonstrated by these paintings produced over a 56-year period. 

Treichler, F. Robert 
2013 The Mead Family of Ohio Potters. Internet Antique Gazette. Web document located 

at 
http://www.internetantiquegazette.com/pottery_porcelain/2737_mead_ira_mills_ohio 
_pottery/. Accessed on April 15, 2013. 

This history of the Mead family of potters that lived in North Springfield,  Portage 
County (now part of Summit County), Ohio, includes some brief information about 
Solomon Purdy, who moved initially to Putnam (part of modern Zanesville), Ohio, in 
1820, but was convinced to relocate to work with the Meads in the mid-1820s after 
the death of Purdy’s wife. The Mead and Purdy families are both originally from 
Manchester, Vermont. 

United States Supreme Court 
2012 (1852) Goesele v. Bimeler 55 U.S. 589. Web document available online at 

http://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/55/589/case.html. Accessed December 28, 
2012. 
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This document is the syllabus of the court case filed by the Goeseles against Joseph 
Bimeler and the trustees of Zoar Village, arguing that the recently expelled Goeseles 
had a claim on a percentage of the communal property of Zoar Village. The court 
found otherwise and dismissed the case. Of note is the mention that the Goeseles 
were the heirs of Johannes Goesele, one of the original members who traveled to 
Ohio in the early years of the Society and died there in 1827. This is the earliest 
documentation of a death at Zoar Village. 

West, Dan 
2012 Tuscarawas County Ohio Railroad Stations. Web document located at 

http://www.west2k.com/ohstations/tuscarawas.shtml, accessed December 21, 2012.  

This website lists all known historical railroad stations and their affiliated rail lines in 
Tuscarawas County, and includes historical photographs of many of the stations.  

Other References 

American Free Tree Program 
1997 Project Proposal: Zoar Lake Propety-82 acres, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas 

County Stage I: Land Acquisition. American Free Tree Program, Canton, Ohio. On 
file at the Ohio & Erie Canalways Museum, Akron, Ohio. 

This project proposal was prepared for the acquisition of the property that eventually 
became the Zoar Wetland Arboretum, and includes important information on the 
character of the duplex rental unit that was built atop the Zoar Brewery ruins. The 
proposal also provides some more background information about tourism and 
recreation associated with Zoar Lake in the twentieth century. 

Andrus, Patrick, and Rebecca H. Shrimpton 
2002 National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 

Evaluation. U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register 
of Historic Places, Washington, D.C. 

This National Register bulletin outlines how to apply the National Register criteria for 
evaluation. The information in the bulletin was useful in defining categories of 
historic properties as well as understanding the criteria considerations such as Criteria 
Consideration B for moved properties, Criteria Consideration C for grave sites, and 
Criteria Consideration D for cemeteries. The guidelines for reconstructed properties 
and properties achieving significance within the past 50 years were also consulted. 
Information on how to evaluate the integrity of a property and understanding the 
aspects of integrity was also helpful in evaluating resources within the study area. 

Anonymous 
1843 Zoar Furnace Accounts. Society of Separatist of Zoar Records, 1817–1927, MIC 185, 

Roll 2, Folder 12. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, Columbus.  
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This document is written in cursive German, and includes a diagram of the 
replacement furnace stack at the Zoar Furnace, which demonstrates that the furnace 
was a typical charcoal-fired blast furnace of the period. 

1845 Inventory of property at buildings located at the Zoar Furnace. Society of Separatists 
of Zoar Papers, MSS 110 AV, Box 4. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & 
Archives, Columbus.  

These records In German and English help demonstrate the scale of operations at the 
Zoar Furnace, including the types of buildings present and the equipment on hand 
within them. The inventory was taken in February of 1845, and includes numbers of 
items and approximate value. Not all of the entries can be deciphered due to the script 
handwriting. 

1846 Zoar Property Assessment. Edgar Nixon Papers, MSS 680, Box 3. On file at Ohio 
Historical Society Library & Archives, Columbus.  

This property assessment includes the value of selected buildings in Zoar Village and 
the real estate land holdings of the Society in 1846. The record shows at least one 
tenant farm was owned by the Society at the time, along with 70 lots in 
Lawrenceville, a failed town site located across from Bolivar. 

Bimeler, Joseph 
1834–1857 J. M. Bimeler’s Receipt/Day Book of Various Zoar Businesses, 1844–1857. 

Society of Separatists of Zoar Papers, MSS 110 AV, Box 4. On file at Ohio Historical 
Society Library & Archives, Columbus.  

This account book contains business transaction records for the Society, including 
receipts for business conducted at the Fairfield and Zoar furnaces that document the 
final years of production. The furnace receipts record when the furnaces were in blast 
and for how long. No receipts associated with the furnaces are recorded past 1851. 
Ore shipments are recorded beginning in 1853 to furnaces in Massillon. 

Craft, Clara J. 
1894 Letter. Society of Separatist of Zoar Records, 1817–1927, MIC 185, Roll 1, Folder 4. 

On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, Columbus.  

This letter was written by Clara J. Craft while spending time at Zoar Village. 
References in the letter to Mr. Gottwald suggest that Craft was an art student 
attending the Zoar School. She describes some of the aspects of village life that were 
remarkable to her, including descriptions of a spring house that may have been 
located across the river near Wolf Run, and notes the presence of former Shakers in 
the community. 

Darbee, Jeffrey, and Charles Pratt 
1975 Zoar Historic District National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. On file 

at Ohio Historical Preservation Office, Columbus. 

This nomination form is an update to the original 1969 form, and provides more 
details on the justification for the creation of the historic district. 
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Floyd Browne Group 
2010 Village of Zoar Comprehensive Plan. Submitted by Floyd Browne Group, Columbus, 

Ohio. Submitted to Village of Zoar, Ohio. 

This planning document provides information and guidance for planning future 
development and conservation efforts in Zoar Village, and contains useful 
information about late twentieth century village demographics and history. 

Hartwig, Paul B. 
1973 Aurora Colony Historic District National Register of Historic Places Nomination 

Form. National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 

The nomination form for the Aurora Colony is an excellent source of information on 
the Aurora Colony history and significance. The form contains information vital for 
comparison with the Zoar State Memorial Historic District. 

Hiner, M. and S. Tamburro 
2000 Ohio Historic Inventory Forms for TUS-009-9 (Zoar Iron Bridge); TUS-917-9, TUS-

918-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal–South of Zoar); TUS-920-9 (Zoar Fish Hatchery); TUS-
921-9 (Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge and Abandoned Grade); TUS-922-9 
(Ohio & Erie Canal–Zoar); TUS-923-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10); TUS-924-9 
(Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse Ruins); TUS-925-9 (Zoar Dam); TUS-926-9 (Zoar 
Guard Lock); TUS-927-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 9 and Wolf Run Culvert); TUS-
928-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 8); TUS-929-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 7); TUS-
930-9 (Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 7 Flood Gate–North of Zoar). Submitted by the 
National Park Service to the Ohio State Historic Preservation Office. On File at the 
Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 

Hiner and Tamburro were with the National Park Service and inventoried a series of 
structures along the Ohio & Erie Canal and the Tuscarawas River in June and July of 
2000. Their survey forms provide a description of these resources along the two 
waterways and give brief information regarding the resources’ history and 
significance. The description of a resource and its environment states the resources 
location and current condition and gives a brief description of the surrounding area. 
Their information is well-documented and includes their sources. However, their 
statements regarding the National Register status of a resource must be verified based 
on location and the boundaries of the 1975 Zoar Historic District. 

Hurdis, Frank D., Jr. 
2002 New Harmony National Historic Landmark District Boundary Increase Form. 

National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 

This boundary increase form for the New Harmony National Historic Landmark 
contains information useful in comparing the significance and integrity of New 
Harmony to that of Zoar State Memorial Historic District. 
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Jenkins, Warren 
1839 The Ohio Gazetteer and Traveler’s Guide. Isaac N. Whiting, Columbus, Ohio. On file 

at the Ohio History Center Library & Archives, Columbus.  

This book is a reference guide to the towns and communities in Ohio, and was 
published on an annual basis, with revisions to the entries as deemed necessary by the 
publisher. This edition had a long entry on Zoar Village, describing the numbers and 
types of buildings, the natural resources available on their lands, the quality of their 
cattle and sheep, and details the workings of the Greenhouse. 

Johnson, D. T. 
1949 Determination of Pump Station Capacity. Memorandum for Record, U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. 
S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

This memorandum details the need to increase the capacity of the pump station at 
Zoar Levee in response to a seepage event that resulted in damage to residential 
buildings in the village through an increase in the water table height. The 
memorandum references that preserving the historic village was the main reason the 
levee project was constructed. 

1950 Report on Increasing Levee Height at Zoar, Ohio, in Dover Reservoir. Memorandum 
for Record, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West 
Virginia. On file with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 

This memorandum records the need to increase the height of the Zoar Levee from 919 
feet above sea level to 928.5 feet, in order to protect against the possibility of 
additional flooding in the area while Dover Dam has a full impoundment at elevation 
916 feet. 

Kalin, Nancy 
1984 Early Homes and Furniture of Zoar, Ohio. Colonial Homes. Volume 10(1):74–95. 

January-February. 

A page saved by Steve Shonk from this article is one of the few published sources to 
discuss a renovation of House No. 1 in 1845.  

Kappel, William 
1899 Letter to S. Burd regarding sale of Woolen Mill. Adamson Collection, MSS 1276 

AV, Box 25. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives. 

Kappel’s handwritten letter to S. Burd of Massillon is apparently a reply to an inquiry 
about selling the Woolen Mill. The letter contains a detailed description of the 
Woolen Mill construction and the machinery contained within it. The letter is 
somewhat difficult to read in parts due to the handwriting and the translucency of the 
paper, so that writing on the reverse side bleeds through and obscures some of the 
words. 
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Keny, James M. 
1994 Triumph of Color and Light: Ohio Impressionists and Post-Impressionists. Columbus 

Museum of Art, Columbus, Ohio. 

This is an exhibition catalog for a 1994 Columbus Museum of Art exhibition with an 
essay by James M. Keny, regional art expert and gallery owner. The essay explores 
the larger trends that influenced Ohio Impressionist and Post-Impressionist painters 
and places them in a historical context.  

Kilbourn, John 
1831 The Ohio Gazetteer or Topographical Dictionary. E. Glover, Columbus, Ohio. On 

file at the Ohio History Center Library & Archives, Columbus. 

This book is a reference guide to the towns and communities in Ohio, and was 
published on an annual basis, with revisions to the entries as deemed necessary by the 
publisher. This edition notes that the Separatists owned close to 6,000 acres of land at 
the time. 

Kokoon Club 
1925 Masque-Ball Program. On file at Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, Fine 

Arts Clippings: Kokoon Club. Cleveland, Ohio. 

This program includes a swiping reference at the Old Bohemians of the Cleveland 
arts scene in the early twentieth century, and serves to illustrate the animosity 
between the Kokoon Club of young modernists and the Old Bohemians, who 
consisted of impressionists. 

Landau, Ellen 
1986 August F. Biehle Jr.: Ohio Landscapes, edited by Ellen Landau, The Mather Gallery, 

Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio. 

This is an exhibition catalog for a 1986 show at Case Western Reserve University’s 
Mather Gallery featuring Biehle, and contains information about his art, life, and 
influences. 

Lawrence, Michael, Paul Nguyen, and Shanshan Zhang 
2012 Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety and Modification Study, Planning 

Baseline Study: Task II.C-Final Community Impacts Baseline Study. Submitted by 
Jack Faucett Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, and Tetra Tech, Inc, New Albany, 
Ohio. Submitted to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, 
West Virginia. 

The community impacts baseline study prepared as part of the Zoar Levee & 
Diversion Dam DSMS baseline study contains useful information about recent 
developments in Zoar Village, especially as it relates to a history of continuing 
historical preservation efforts dating back to the 1930s. 
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Lidfors, Kathleen 
1984 Bishop Hill Colony National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. National 

Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 

This nomination form contains provides contextual information important for 
comparing this communal society with the Society of Separatists of Zoar, especially 
in terms of the dissolution of the societies and integrity of the resources within the 
district. 

Mann, Clyde 
1933 History Of Waynesburg, Ohio, in commemoration of 1933 Centennial and 

Homecoming. Self-published booklet on file at Ohio Historical Society Library and 
Archive, Columbus, Ohio. 

This booklet was consulted to see if any information on a general store in 
Waynesburg purported to be owned and operated by the Separatists could be found; 
no such information was recorded in this reference, and as such, no digital copy was 
produced for inclusion on the data disc accompanying this report. 

Murphy, Elizabeth Corbin and Christopher P. Dewey, Scott M. Vidourek, and Ryan T. Vanjo 
1997 Historic American Buildings Survey record for Zoar Hotel, HABS Ohio 79-Zoar-2. 

On file at the Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Washington, 
D.C. 

In 1997, the Kent State University School of Architecture and Environmental Design, 
in association with Chambers, Murphy & Burge Restoration Architects, produced a 
set of 21 drawings of the Zoar Hotel for the Historic American Buildings Survey 
(HABS) of the National Park Service. The drawings provide an excellent reference 
for conditions in the current building, which is undergoing restoration work.  

Nield, Michael 
2013 Summary of Geologic Deposition Near Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. PowerPoint 

presentation delivered via webinar on January 4, 2013.  

Fourteen-slide presentation explaining the bedrock and glacial geology of the study 
area. Presentation included discussion of pre-glacial drainage and deposition, glacial 
lacustrine and outwash deposition, potential for buried archeological sites, and 
geological data compiled by Huntington while determining cause of seepage at Zoar 
Levee and Diversion Dam.  

Ohio State Archaeological And Historical Society 
1935 Zoar Village Information Packet. Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society, 

Columbus. 

This packet contains historical photographs and letters extolling the historical value 
of Zoar Village, urging USACE to include the village in flood control planning. The 
document is unfortunately somewhat out of order, making it difficult to read, but it 
does serve to illustrate the statewide concern for protecting Zoar Village in the 1930s. 
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Olmstead, Earl P. 
1996 A Documentary History of the Ohio & Erie Canal, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. The 

Tuscarawas County Historical Society and the Tusc-Kent Archives, Kent State 
University, New Philadelphia, Ohio. On file at the Ohio & Erie Canalways Museum, 
Akron, Ohio. 

This booklet presents a brief history of the Ohio & Erie Canal within the bounds of 
Tuscarawas County, with brief sections focused on individual sections and elements 
of the canal, including nearby historical structures. In particular, the booklet includes 
informative historical maps and photographs that help to understand the Society of 
Separatists’ role in canal building and development. Especially helpful is a discussion 
of the history of dam development on the Tuscarawas River at Zoar Village and the 
different stages of dam construction, first by the Separatists and followed by the State 
of Ohio in the late nineteenth century. 

Paradise Lost Proposal 
2010 Paradise Lost Proposal Material, Cleveland Artists Foundation, Lakewood, Ohio 

This document contains the unedited biographical information about August Biehle 
supplied by the Biehle family for the 2012 “Paradise Lost: August F. Biehle Jr. and 
Zoar” exhibition at the Beck Arts Center in Lakewood, Ohio. The work consists of 
thee essays “The Importance of Zoar”, which outlines Biehle’s work at Zoar Village 
and the period he was in residence, and “Paradise Lost” which seems to be variant of 
the previous essay. The style and trope strongly resembles the biography of Biehle 
written by son Frederick Biehle located in the Cleveland Public Library Special 
Collections Fine Arts Clippings Files: August Biehle. 

Penny Magazine 

1837 The Colony of Zoar. Charles Knight & Company, London, England. 

This British journal, put out annually by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge, contained a travelogue account of Zoar Village, as it appeared in the 
mid-1830s. It contains much useful information about the Separatists’ community and 
the output of their industries. Of note is that this is the only contemporary reference to 
the Separatists’ operating a lime kiln.  

Peters, William E. 
1918 Ohio Lands and their Subdivisions. W. E. Peters, Athens, Ohio. 

This book provides an overview of the history of land surveys and property 
subdivision in Ohio, and provided a useful map showing the location of the Treaty of 
Greenville line in Ohio. 

Piggot, Charla A. 
1970 Bethel Historic District National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. 

National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 
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The Bethel Historic District nomination form provides contextual information 
important for comparing this communal society with the Society of Separatists of 
Zoar, especially in terms of the dissolution of the societies and integrity of the 
resources within the district. 

Potter, Elisabeth Walton, and Beth M. Boland 
1992 National Register Bulletin 41: Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Cemeteries 

and Burial Places. U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National 
Register of Historic Places, Washington, D.C. 

This National Register bulletin specifically deals with Criteria Consideration D: 
Cemeteries. It outlines the burial customs and cemetery movement in American 
History and lists the types of burial places and associated features. The bulletin 
provides guidance in evaluating, documenting, and registering cemeteries and was 
useful in evaluating the Zoar Cemetery as well as the Alexander Gunn grave site.  

Pratt, Charles C. 
1969 Zoar District National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. On file at Ohio 

Historical Preservation Office, Columbus. 

The 1969 National Register Nomination form for Zoar Village briefly documents the 
state of the village of Zoar in 1969, and records the original boundary of the historic 
district. 

Sackerlotzky, Rotraud 
1986 August F. Biehle Jr.: Ohio Landscapes. In August F. Biehle Jr.: Ohio Landscapes, 

edited by Ellen Landau, The Mather Gallery, Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

This is an essay from the exhibition catalog for a 1986 show at Case Western Reserve 
University’s Mather Gallery featuring Biehle. The scholarship and direction of the 
essay was problematic, due to the heavy influence of family direction and personal 
anecdotes inserted into it without any cited primary documentation. 

1990 Henry Keller’s Summer School in Berlin Heights. Cleveland Artists Foundation, 
Cleveland, Ohio 

This is a short exhibition catalog with an essay that compares artistic styles of the 
artists at Keller’s farm and elsewhere and also contains exhibition records of the 
leading artists there. The catalog contains plated of artists work at Berlin Heights. 

1993 F. C. Gottwald and the Old Bohemians. Cleveland Artists Foundation, Cleveland, 
Ohio 

This is a short exhibition catalog with an essay that gives some biographical 
background on the artist Fredrich Gottwald and his involvement with the group of 
Cleveland artists known as the “Old Bohemians.” 

Sarbaugh, Howard A. 
1931 A Brief History of Zoar. The Zoar Historical Society, Zoar, Ohio. 
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Sarbaugh’s work is a short pamphlet on the history of Zoar Village, written to educate 
visitors and other interested parties about the history of Zoar Village. The pamphlet 
provides some useful information about the formation of the Zoar Historical Society 
and includes a few details about developments in the village after the dissolution of 
the Society of Separatists of Zoar. 

Schaney, Mitzy L. 
2013 Terrestrial & Aquatic Habitat Baseline Study, in Support of Zoar Leveee & Diversion 

Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, 
Ohio. Prepared by Nashville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Nashville, 
Tennessee. Prepared for Huntington District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Huntington, West Virginia. Copy on file at Huntington. 

This report presents a study of current terrestrial and aquatic habitats within the study 
area. The report delineates the types, numbers, and locations of wetlands, streams, 
and ecological habitats, and provided important information about these resources for 
the context sections of the historic properties baseline study report. The Corps-
delineated wetlands were incorporated into the disturbance assessment for the study 
area as related to archeological potential. 

Schmidlapp, Christina M. 
1986 Economy National Historic Landmark Nomination Form. National Park Service, U.S. 

Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 

This nomination form contains useful information for comparing the Economy 
National Historic Landmark with the Zoar State Memorial Historic District, in terms 
of integrity and significance. 

Schroer, Blanche H., and Ray H. Mattison 
1964 Amana Colonies National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. National 

Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 

The National Register nomination form for the Amana Colonies provides contextual 
information important for comparing this communal society with the Society of 
Separatists of Zoar, especially in terms of community organization, history, and 
integrity. 

Siefert, Donna 
1997 Defining Boundaries for National Register Properties. National Register Bulletin No. 

21. U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register of 
Historic Places, Washington, D.C. 

This National Register bulletin outlines methods for defining and documenting 
National Register property boundaries. The information in the bulletin was useful in 
assessing the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundaries and for supporting justifications 
for expanding the boundary. 
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Supreme Court of Ohio 
2012 Contemporary Fine Art Collection. The Supreme Court of Ohio, Office of Public 

Information, Columbus. 

This exhibit catalog includes Benjamin Cratz’ painting of the Custom Mill at Zoar 
Village, painted at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Tuscarawas County Canal Lands Development Committee 
2002 Canal Lands Brochure. Tuscarawas County Canal Lands Development Committee, 

Tuscarawas County Parks Department, New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

This short brochure discusses some of the attractions along the Ohio & Erie Canal in 
Tuscarawas County, and includes some information about why the state fish hatchery 
constructed in the canal bed across from Zoar Village ultimately failed. 

United States Census Bureau 
1830 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1830 Federal Population Census, Springfield Township, Portage County, Ohio. 

1840 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1840 Federal Population Census, Springfield Township, Portage County, Ohio. 

1850 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1850 Federal Non-Population Schedules, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1860 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1870 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1870 Federal Non-Population Schedules, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1880 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1880 Federal Non-Population Schedules, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1900 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1910 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1920 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1930 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 

1940 Federal Population Census, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 
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These federal population and non-population census schedules contain important 
information about the evolution of Zoar Village over a period of a century. All census 
records were accessed via the website http://www.ancestry.com. The Tuscarawas 
County non-population schedules for the year 1860 were not available, along with the 
agricultural schedule for 1880 for Lawrence Township. 

Waite, Carl (photographer) and F. J. Coghlan, Louis P. Fisher, H. T. Jeffery, J. A. Trojansky, 
Jas. C. Wolfe (delineators) 

1936-1937 Historic American Buildings Survey Records for Zoar, HABS Ohio 79-Zoar-
1-28. On file at the Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, 
Washington, D.C. 

Between 1936 and 1937, Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) of the 
National Park Service photographed and prepared measured drawings for over 25 
structures in Zoar Village, including the Zoar Brewery, the Second Cider Mill, the 
Third Meetinghouse (Zoar Church), House No. 1, the Zoar (General) Store, the 
Custom Mill, the Zoar Jail, the Second Cobbler Shop, the Second Cow Barn, the Zoar 
Hotel, and the Third School. A brief history of Zoar Village was also produced as part 
of this documentation. These photographs and drawings provide an excellent source 
of information on the development of Separatist buildings, many of which are no 
longer standing or have modern additions. 

Zoar Fire Company 
1845–1897 Fire Company Proceedings. Adamson Collection, MSS 1276 AV, Box 3. On 

file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, Columbus. 

This record book contains the yearly reports of the Zoar Fire Company, who served 
the firefighting needs of the Society as required. Pages one through nine are missing 
from the document. The records provide insight into the history of some of the 
Society’s buildings, especially in terms of catastrophic fires that destroyed some of 
the buildings.  

The Zoar Lake & Resort Company 
1923 Lake Zoar: A Proposal. The Zoar Lake & Resort Company, Zoar, Ohio. 

The proposal demonstrates the continued focus on tourism as a profit-making venture 
in Zoar Village into the 1920s. The brochure includes information on some of the 
businesses in town, including the operation of the brewery as “Keller’s Tavern” and 
House No. 1 as the King’s Palace hotel. 
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APPENDIX B. BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCHES OF MAJOR ZOAR 

ARTISTS 
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George Adomeit (1879–1967) 

George Adomeit was born in Memel, Germany, and moved to Cleveland as a child. Adomeit 
studied under Frederick Gottwald and Ora Coltman, and graduated from the Cleveland 
School of Art in 1911. Adomeit painted at Zoar Village and exhibited work done in previous 
summers at Zoar Village at the Taylor Gallery in 1912. Adomeit was a charter member of the 
conservative Cleveland Artists Society. Adomeit continued to paint at Zoar Village up to at 
least the early 1960s, as well as other locations in Maine, Mexico, and Brazil (Robinson 
1996). 

August Biehle, Jr. (1885–1979) 

August Biehle, Jr., perhaps the artist most strongly associated with Zoar Village, was born in 
Cleveland to German immigrant parents in 1885. He studied at the Royal Academy in 
Munich from 1903 to 1905. Biehle took night classes at the Cleveland School of Art under 
Frederick Gottwald from 1906 to 1909. Biehle was a member of the Kokoon Club and 
participated in the 1914 Modernist Show at the Taylor Gallery in Cleveland. Biehle worked 
as a lithographer and at Sherwin-Williams in Cleveland. He continued to paint and exhibit 
until the late 1970s (Robinson 1996).  

Fritz Boehmer (1875–1942) 

Fritz Boehmer was born in Germany and later moved to Toledo, Ohio. Boehmer was a 
miniaturist but worked for the Works Progress Administration, Fine Arts Division at Zoar 
Village recording handicrafts for the Index of American Art in 1936. The drawings are 
located in the National Gallery in Washington D.C. Boehmer was also a muralist for the 
WPA and painted a mural at the Toledo Zoo. 

Benjamin Cratz (1878–1949) 

Benjamin Cratz was a Toledo artist who studied under painter George Osthaus. He moved to 
Paris in 1903 and studied at the Academie Julian before moving to the art colony at 
Provincetown, Massachusetts, where he studied under George Elmer Brown (The Literary 
Digest 1928). Cratz lived in the art colonies at Rockport, Massachusetts, and Toledo, Ohio. 
Cratz produced an oil painting of the Custom Mill at Zoar Village ca. 1905–1910, on display 
at the Franklin County Courthouse (Figure B.1). 
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Figure B. 1. The Old Mill, Zoar, ca. 1905–1910, by Benjamin Cratz 

Source: Supreme Court of Ohio 2012 

Ora Coltman (1858–1940) 

Ora Coltman was born in Shelby, Ohio, in 1858. He studied law in the 1880s with attorney 
John White before he decided to be a painter. Coltman moved to Paris to study at the 
Academie Julian and later studied in Munich. Coltman studied with Frederick Gottwald and 
was his assistant at Zoar Village in the summer of 1897. He spent the next two summers in 
Sag Harbor, New York. In 1901, fourteen subscribers sent him and his wife to Paris for study 
in exchange for the first pick of his work when he returned. A year later he had completed 
approximately 100 watercolors. At the age of 48 in 1907, Coltman returned to Munich to 
study oil painting and stayed for two years (Haverstock and Olazewski 2002). Later, he was a 
charter member of the Cleveland Society of Artists, the conservative answer to the Modernist 
Kokoon Club in Cleveland. Coltman softened his stance later in life, “I rather like the 
modern work now whereas in my youth I would have rebelled at it in all its aspects” 
(Cleveland Plain Dealer 1935).  

Ralph Fanning (1889–1971) 

Ralph Fanning was a professor of art and architectural history at the Ohio State University. 
He graduated from Cornell University in 1912. He was influenced by the Post-Impressionist 
work of Columbus artist Alice Schille (Keny 1994). Fanning worked at Zoar Village between 
1940 and 1945. 
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I. T. Frary (1873–1965) 

I. T. Frary (Figure B.2) pursued a number of careers including artist, designer, and historic 
preservationist. He was a member of the national advisory board for the first Historic 
American Building Survey (Busta-Peck 2012a). Frary studied at the Cleveland School of Art 
and attended the Zoar Summer School with Frederick Gottwald (Busta-Peck 2012b). He is 
more known for his work in architectural heritage than art. Frary was one of the notable 
people who submitted letters to Huntington in 1935 urging the preservation of Zoar Village 
during the construction planning for the MWCD. His painting of the Zoar Bakery is shown in 
Figure 1.203. 

Figure B. 2. I. T. Frary, ca. 1930s 

Source: Cleveland Artists Foundation 2012b 

Frederick C. Gottwald (1858–1941) 

A student of painter Archibald Willard, Frederick Gottwald (Figure 1.49) was an instructor at 
the Cleveland School of Art from 1885 to1926 and trained Charles Burchfield, Henry Keller, 
and Abel Warshawsky, among others. Gottwald established the Zoar Summer School of Art 
and spent the summers there between 1888 and 1899, and was an associate of Alexander 
Gunn. He was a founding member of the Cleveland Society of Artists (Keny 1994). 

Henry Keller (1869–1949) 

Henry Keller was born in Cleveland, Ohio. He entered the Western Reserve School of 
Design for Women in 1887 (Robinson 1996). He was a student of Frederick Gottwald at Zoar 
Village and later studied in Munich (Francis 1944). He began teaching at the Cleveland 
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School of Art in 1903 in watercoloring, and then became a full-time instructor in decorative 
illustration. He taught summer school at Berlin Heights from 1903 to 1914. Keller was a 
leading modernist in Cleveland and participated in the 1913 Armory Show in New York 
(Robinson 1996). 

Adam Lehr (1853–1924) 

Adam Lehr was born in Cleveland to immigrant parents. Initially a cigar maker by trade, 
after the death of his father he later became an apprentice house painter and added sign 
painting to his repertoire. Joining the Cleveland Arts Club, Lehr took lessons from Archibald 
Willard and DeScott Evans in the mid-1870s. Merchant Alexander Gunn sponsored Lehr’s 
studies at the Art Students League under the direction of William Merrit Chase in 1881. Lehr 
began to exhibit regularly and spent time at Zoar Village pursuing his art. While Lehr often 
painted still-lifes, he also sketched outdoors and would paint an oil of the scene over the 
winter. In the 1900s to 1920s Lehr’s work became more impressionistic and brightly colored 
(Sackerlotzky 1993). 
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C-ii 



SCOPE OF WORK 
BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE &DIVERSION DAM, 

DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO 

INTRODUCTION 
Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam is part of the Muskingum River Basin System (Figure 1). 
The Muskingum River Basin is the site of Ohio's first multiple purpose water 
management and land conservation river basin project. The Muskingum Watershed 
Conservancy District (MWCD) was created on 3 June 1933 for the purpose of 
development this project. The initial plan called for 14 flood control reservoirs. In 1933, 
the Public Works Administration (PWA) awarded a grant of $22,090,000.00 to the 
USACE to construct the proposed plan. In 1934, the Federal Government executed a 
contract with the MWCD to allow the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to 
conduct investigations and draft a final plan. This official plan for the basin was approved 
by the MWCD on 19 November 1934. Construction of the project began in 1935 and the 
completed system was turned over to the MWCD in 1938. The Flood Control Act of 
1939 returned the dams to the federal government and flood control operations back to 
USACE. Today the Huntington District (District) manages these projects. 

I
' 

I 

Figure 1. Location of Zoar in Ohio. 
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Zoar Levee is an appurtenant structure to the Dover Dam and is located approximately 
four miles upstream of the dam on the Tuscarawas River (Figure 2). Dover Dam is a dry 
dam and retains pools only during events to attenuate downstream flooding in 
coordination with other Muskingum Basin projects. 

Figure 2. Zoar Levee in Relation to Dover Dam. 

Zoar Levee (Figures 3-5) provides flood damage reduction benefits to the Village of Zoar 
and provides protection from flooding when Dover Dam is retaining a pool above El. 890 
(a 3-year event). As such the original crest elevation of the Zoar levee was designed to 
correspond to the spillway elevation of Dover Dam of 916, with an additional 3 feet of 
free board for a resulting crest elevation of 919. The current crest elevation, following the 
1951 work, is 928.5. 

Zoar Diversion Dam is located on Goose Run, about 1,000 feet upstream of Zoar Levee 
and was built to work in conjunction with the levee. The Diversion Dam is a retention 
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structure for runoff in the Goose Run watershed, which flows into a ponding area for the 
Zoar Levee pump station. 

Figure 3. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam Project Components. 

The District has recognized in consultation with the Ohio Historic Preservation Office 
(OHPO) that the MUR projects, including Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, are 
collectively eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under 
Criterion A for their association with Federal investments to flood control improvements 
in Muskingum Basin. The consultation was formalized on 11 May 2011 with the 
execution of a Programmatic Agreement, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.14(b) to take into 
account effects and mitigate adverse effects potential actions may have on historic 
properties in the MUR. 
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WHAT DOES THE PROJECT PROTECT 
The Village of Zoar is located in east central Ohio, along the Tuscarawas River in 
Tuscarawas County, about 70 miles south of Cleveland, Ohio. Zoar Levee protects 
approximately 98 buildings or structures from being within the Dover Dam 916 flowage 
easement (Figure 5). According to the 2000 census, the population at risk is estimated to 
be approximately 193 people. 

The buildings and structures located in Zoar Village at or below 916 elevation represent a 
wide range of ages and construction types. The dominant buildings and overall character 
of the study area reflect a nineteenth century rural village. The majority of the buildings 
are two-stories, two-bay wide, rectangular in plan and of frame construction. Several 
have perpendicular rear appendages, creating L-plan shaped houses. The buildings are 
predominately eave-oriented with gable roofs covered with wood shingles, patterned 
slate, modem asphalt shingles, or the distinctive nineteenth century Zoar-manufactured 
ceramic tiles. Masonry buildings are limited to 

Figure 4. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in Relation to Zoar Village. 
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seven, two of which are not historic and are small in scale. The bakery is a constructed 
frame over a thick rubble stone lower level with brick oven and rear appendage. The 
landmark three-story No. 1 House is a monumental dressed stone and brick building that 
has been described as having the elegant overall composition and detailing of a 
gentleman's county house in northern Europe, circa 1800. 

The Village of Zoar was established in 1817 by a group of German separatists called 
Zoarites. Although founded primarily as a religious community, the separatists 
introduced a communal system to pay their debts for land and guarantee their economic 
and social security. The village contained a church, a communal bakery, tin shop, 
blacksmith shop, a store, a furniture shop, weaving and sewing houses, a pottery, several 
mills, a brewery, a large ornamental garden with greenhouse, as well as residences. Barns 
and stables were situated on the outskirts of town and a 

I
I 
t 

Figure 5. Dover Dam's Pool at Elevation 916 in relation to Zoar Levee and 
Diversion Dam, showing those portions of Zoar Village that would be otherwise in 

the flowage easement. 
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hotel was erected along the canal which ran nearby. Two blast furnaces were operated in 
the vicinity. The community prospered in agricultural and industry until waning idealism 
and internal dissention brought its dissolution in 1898. 

The Village of Zoar is unique in the State of Ohio, because it contains a significant 
collection of German folk architecture from a unique 19th century utopian community. 
Original documentation concerning the decision to construct the levee verses remove the 
town from Dover Dam's flowage easement, which was done in at least one other case 
(e.g. Zoarville), is vague. However, extant data indicates that the USACE considered the 
historical significance of the community when it originally constructed the levee. 

A 1949 design memorandum concerning the capacity of the Zoar pump station states that 
" .. . protection of the village instead of evacuation was adopted because of its historical 
significance ... " 

A 1950 memorandum concerning raising the crest of Zoar Levee stated: 

"At the time Dover Dam was being planned, consideration was given to 
evacuating the population of200 persons. However, since the village is 
of considerable historical importance and since two state-owned 
museums are located there, it was decided to protect the site by 
constructing earth levees rather than to evacuate the population." 

Further, a 2001 article from the National Park Service's magazine entitled CRM stated: 

" ... in 1929, under pressure.from the US. Army Corps ofEngineers to move 
the town to higher ground to accommodate a nearby flood-control dam, the 
villagers began to recognize their heritage and restored the central garden 
and opened a museum. A levee was built instead.". 

Much of Zoar was documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey 
(HABS). In the 1960s, the Ohio General Assembly appropriated $300,000 to purchase 
significant buildings in Zoar to preserve, restore and interpret them. The Ohio Historical 
Society (OHS) now operates several buildings in the Village of Zoar. The OHS is also 
contracted by the State of Ohio to operate the State Historic Preservation Office. 

In 1967, the Zoar Community Association was founded to ensure the preservation of the 
Village of Zoar and the surrounding areas and to assist in the maintenance of the 
economic vitality of the Zoar area. The community association hosts several festivals 
and events each year, and the village is a regional asset associated with tourism. The 
ZCA is now under contract to manage and runs tours of several of the buildings in Zoar 
for the OHS. For more information concerning the community, please visit 
http:/ /www.zca.org/home.html or http://ohsweb.ohiohistory.org/places/ne 10/index.shtml. 

The Zoar State Memorial Historic District was placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) in 1969 and its boundary was increased in 1975 (Figure 6). The 
NRHP boundary is shown below in Figure 4. The community was listed under Criterion 
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19thA for its assocrnt10n with the century German separatist movement and under 
Criterion C for its outstanding examples of nineteenth century architecture. As currently 
listed, its period of significance extends from 1817 to 1899. 

Figure 6. Current NRHP Boundaries for Zoar State Memorial Historic District. 

The historic district measures 176. 7 total acres, 54 acres of which is located behind Zoar 
Levee within elevation 916. A total of 57 of 98 (84 percent) of the buildings in Zoar are 
located at or below 916 elevation date from between 1814-1898. Approximately one
fifth of the historic District is above elevation 916. Key institutional buildings, such as 
the church, school, and weaving house, along with several residences are located above 
elevation 916. 

SUMMARY OF DAM SAFETY ISSUES WITH THE PROJECT 
In the 1990's the District conducted a Limited Re-embankment Analysis of Zoar 
Diversion Dam which resulted in the installation of an Upstream Seepage Control and 
Downstream Seepage Blanked and Collection System. It was also determined that Zoar 
Diversion Dam ,vas not suitable for maintaining a permanent impoundment due to safety 
issues. 
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In January of 2005, a record high water event, resulted in Dover Dam's impoundment 
reaching a record pool of elevation 907.4. During this event, pin boils were noted on the 
interior of the levee. These pin boils were the result of water seeping beneath the levee 
that had piped into channels and were now moving material with them which appeared to 
be piping unconsolidated fill from beneath the levee's foundation. To remediate the 
situation, the District installed rings of sand bags around the boils to prevent their 
enlargement and installed filter fabric over the area of concern to reduce the movement of 
material with water. Information presented by District in 2006 during the Screening 
Portfolio Risk Assessment was later used in 2007 to classify the project as Dam Safety 
Action Class II or "Urgent - Failure Initiation Foreseen." This was due to significant 
seepage through the soil and rock foundation of the levee and through the rock 
foundation/abutment of the diversion dam. 

Following a flood event in Spring of 2008, in which much larger boils were noted, Zoar 
Levee was reclassified as a DSAC I or "Urgent and Compelling - Critically Near 
Failure," due to large amounts of under seepage through the rock knoll portion of the 
levee foundation which was shown to be increasing with each successive event 

CURRENT DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY 
To find a long-term plan to reduce risk to the Village of Zoar, the District is currently 
preparing a Dam Safety Modification Report for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in 
accordance with Draft ER 1110-2-1156. This ER is the result of Section 2033 of the 
Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) of 2007, which among other things, 
required the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to adopt a risk analysis approach to 
project cost estimates for water resource projects and ensure that the benefits and costs 
associated with structural and nonstructural alternatives are evaluated in an equitable 
manner. 

A DSM report is required to justify modifying a USACE project to address risk 
associated with Dam Safety to meet tolerable risk guidelines with the goal being to find 
the best risk management plan. The objective of the DSM study is to identify and 
recommend an alternative risk management plan that supports the expeditious and cost 
effectiye reduction of risk. In accordance with Section 2033 of WRDA 2007, 
nonstructural alternatives, including but not limited to breaching the levee and diversion 
dam and acquiring portions of the Village located below the 916' elevation, must be 
considered and evaluated and compared equally to potential structural alternatives, or 
alternatives that look to physically modify Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam to address 
dam safety deficiencies. 

SERVICES REQUIRED 
As a part of the DSM report, the District will be categorizing impacts in accordance with 
the National Environmental Policy Act and several resource specific acts, including but 
not limited the National Historic Preservation Act. This work will also help to capture 
certain benefits and costs or project impacts through a series of established national 
accounts including, but not limited to the the Environmental Quality (EQ) and Other 
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Social Effects (OSE)
. 

accounts, as established bv the Principle and Guidelines for Water- . 
Resources Planning established in 1983. 

The services required of the Contractor shall consist of conducting a historic property and 
community baseline study that includes a workshop delivery plan. These services will aid 
the District consider the effects different alternatives may have on these resources during 
the formulation, evaluation and comparison of those alternatives. 

The services to be rendered by the Contractor under this scope of services include all 
labor, materials, and travel necessary to complete the following work. 

I. HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY 

A. Qualifications: The District requires that all work be supervised by persons 
meeting the Professional Qualification Standards set forth in the U.S. Secretary of 
Interior's (SOI) Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 
44716) in archeology, history, architectural history, and/or historic architecture 
with extensive experience in completing the type of work being required. All 
work must be completed by person meeting the SOI guidelines in the field of 
practice being examined. For example, archeological probability assessments 
need to be completed by professionally qualified archeologists with the education, 
experience and ability to complete the requested task. The Contractor shall utilize 
qualified persons from other disciplines as deemed necessary. 

B. Background Research: The Contractor shall complete a search of records on file 
at the District Offices in Huntington, WV, the MUR project offices at Dover Dam 
and local and regional repositories, including, but not limited to, the Zoar 
Community Association, Tuscarawas County Historical Society, Ohio & Erie 
Canalway Association, Massillon Museum, Western Reserve, Ohio Historic 
Preservation Office, and Ohio Historical Society to collect information 
concerning historic properties and historic property potentials specifically within 
or relevant to the study area (Figure 7). 

Background research shall also be conducted to establish a strong and regionally 
based pre-contact and historic-period contexts. While this context shall aide in the 
development of models required under Tasks I.C-D, it must be broad enough to 
be applicable beyond the boundaries of study area, in case the study area needs to 
be expanded in the future as formulation of alternatives proceeds. 

In addition, the Contractor will conduct the research necessary to identify and 
chart the location of Zoarite land-holdings, facilities, infrastructure, buildings, 
structures, quarries/mines, and agricultural land in the region, not just those within 
the study area. The District understands that the Zoarites once owned 
approximately 5000-7000 acres around the village, which was the residential and 
commercial hub of the Zoarite holdings and where most if not all of the Zoarites 
lived. Surrounding the village, the Zoarites maintained agricultural fields, 
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industrial facilities, mmmg and extraction facilities, and load-outs along the 
Tuscarawas River. Zoarville was also apparently a satellite Zoarite community. 
The Zoar Community Association maintains maps charting the know extent of 
Zoarite holdings in region. 

This information is required to help assess if the current NRHP boundary for the 
Zoar State Memorial Site is adequate or requires revision. Be advised, the District 
understands that some records pertaining to the Zoarites may be written in 19th 

Century German. If any of these documents are deemed likely to have 
information pertinent to the purposes discussed herein this Scope of Work, the 
Contractor must have these documents translated. 

The Contractor shall identify all other utopian communities listed on the NRHP 
and gather sufficient information on these communities to compare them to the 
Zoar State Memorial Site, as required by Task I.C. 

The Contractor shall also research how Zoar Village has interacted with and 
influenced the arts. For example, it is known that Zoar Village was a favorite 
subject to August Biehle and perhaps some of his contemporaries. The 
Contractor shall identify those artists, not limited to painters, who visited, 
documented and were influenced or otherwise motivated to capture Zoar in their 
work. 

Collected data shall include, but not be limited to: (1) relevant period
photographs, sketches, maps, accounts, notes, journals, descriptions, newspaper 
articles, documents, ledgers, correspondence, and as-built drawings; (2) 
previously generated relevant historical analyses, articles, books, 
magazine/journal articles, and or scholarly documents; and (4) previously 
completed cultural resource studies, including previously inventoried resources, 
that have been completed within or relevant to the study area and region (Figure 
7). 

The Contractor shall develop an annotated bibliography for all sources of 
information pertinent to the completion of Task I. 

All data obtained during Background Research shall be digitized and utilized in 
the development of Tasks I.C-D, throughout the technical report required by Task 
I.E and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required by Task I.F. 

C. Above-Ground Resources: Within the study area provided (Figure 7), the 
Contractor shall take a reconnaissance level-effort to identify and document all 
above-ground resources eligible for listing, or already listed, in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). This effort should rely on the results of Task 
B, but also requires that the Contractor conduct a physical inspection of the study 
area. 
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The nature and extent of these resources shall be described in writing, photo
documented, and cartographically located on project maps. The written narrative 
will include a physical description of the resource and its NRHP boundary, as 
well as demonstrate why the resource is eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. 
Those resources that do not meet the threshold for inclusion in the NRHP must be 
photo-documented and cartographically located on project maps. A brief 
summary of why the resource fails to meet the criteria for NRHP listing must also 
be included. 

In respect to the Zoar State Memorial Site, and resources that contribute to it, the 
contractor shall re-evaluate the current boundary of the historic district and if 
necessary propose a new one. For this task, the Contractor must expand its 
analysis beyond the study area to account for the information gathered under Task 
I.B. In the course of this study, the Contractor will have to evaluate the period of 

Figure 7. Study Area. 

significance to determine if requires revision. 

Individual resources that contribute to the Zoar State Memorial Site do not need 
to be documented to the level requested above. However, the Contractor shall 
make clear why or why not resources contribute or not-contribute to the NRHP 
district. 
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All resources, including known archeological sites, within the NR_l-lP boundary 
should be clearly identified in writing and on maps as contributing or not 
contributing to the historic district. 

The contractor shall provide a written defensible narrative of why or why not the 
boundary and/or period of significance was changed. This narrative should 
include a well-researched statement of significance that accounts for the integrity 
of the resource. Street-scape level photo-documentation of the Zoar State 
Memorial Site shall be achieved to support the written narratives. 

As a part of the statement of significance, the contractor shall compare and 
contrast the significance and integrity of the Zoar State Memorial Site to other 
surviving utopian communities that are listed in the NRHP. The Contractor is not 
expected to visit other communities in person. 

In addition to the documentation required above, the Contractor shall summarize 
the results of Task LC in tabular format that reference project maps. The required 
documentation and resulting analysis will be presented in technical report 
required by Task LE and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required 
by Task LP 

The contractor is encouraged to conduct any field work required for this 
reconnaissance from publically accessible locations. However, if the Contractor 

· determines that rights-of-entry to private property is desired, it will provide the 
Government with map of locations access is desired and a description of the 
planned activities. The government shall then attempt to achieve rights-of-entry. 
Requests for rights-of-entry shall be submitted to the Government no later than 
ten (10) days following notice of award. 

D. Archeological Probability Assessment: The Contractor shall also complete 
research required to develop a probability assessment for archeological sites 
within the study area and for archeological sites qualifying as historic properties 
within the study area (Figure 7). Known resources and/or previously un
inventoried resource potentials documented in Tasks LB and Tasks LC must be 
included in this analysis. The Contractor shall provide well researched probability 
model that exceeds a simple high, medium or low designation, and systematically 
acknowledges any existing constraints and/or assumptions made. 

For historic period sites, this probability model will draw upon dated collected 
during Task LB and Task LC to assess potential locations of historic period 
archeology and the likelihood sites may contain deposits with the integrity and 
significance required to qualify them for inclusion in the NRHP. 

The Contractor shall focus and organize this discussion on known themes of 
historic (50 years or older) development (e.g. commerce, manufacturing, levee 
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construction, etc ... ) and then assess the potential for ruins and/or archeological 
sites to survive from these known historicai themes. 

The research potential of these site types should also be discussed in terms of 
what types of data needs to survive from suspected sites to make them significant 
in terms of NRHP eligibility. The Contractor shall not only document their 
findings with a well researched and cited narrative, but cartographically mark the 
locations of known and/or suspected historic period archeological sites, as well as 
differentiate between different probabilities areas within the study area, by theme. 

It is suspected that most, but not all, historic-period site potentials will be 
associated with Zoarite occupaticn and/or use of the study area. In these cases, the 
Contractor shall incorporate data achieved under Tasks LB and LC. to divide the 
study area into Zoarite functional themes (e.g. residential, commercial, 
agricultural, industrial, transportation, etc..) and assess for archeological potential 
as required above. 

For sites that pre-date written records, the. Contractor shall develop a probability 
model that draws upon previous research in the region by archeological period. 
The scope of this research shall exceed the provided study area (Figure 7) and be 
designed to take in a large enough geographic region to provide defensible results. 
However, the results are to be applied to the study area only. 

The goal of this model is to draw conclusions about the types of sites likely to 
occur in different geographic locations and the likelihood of site types ( e.g. camp, 
quarry, village etc ... ) by archeological period (e.g. Early Archaic, Late 
Prehistoric, etc .... ) to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in 
the NRHP. In doing so, the Contractor must defensibly define each site type and 
archeological period discussed. 

The research potential of site types should also be discussed in terms of what 
types of data needs to survive to make them significant. The Contractor shall not 
only document their model findings with a well researched and cited narrative, 
but cartographically mark the locations of known and/or suspected pre-contact 
period archeological sites, as well as differentiate between different probabilities 
areas within the study area by archeological period and/or site type 

This probability model should heavily rely upon information contained in the 
Ohio Archeological Inventory and previous research in the region. Environmental 
factors, including but not limited to topographic, geomorphologic, and soils data 
shall also be utilized. 

In addition to the documentation required above, the Contractor shall summarize 
the results of Task LC in tabular format that reference project maps. The required 
documentation and resulting analysis will be presented in technical report 
required by Task LE and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required 
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by Task L 

Subsurface testing or systematic ground-trothing is not required in the 
performance of this task. However, the Contractor is required to visit the Study 
Area to visually assess any factors pertinent to the task above. The Contractor is 
encouraged to make these visual assessments from publically accessible locations. 
However, if the Contractor determines that rights-of-entry to private property is 
desired, it will provide the Government with map of locations access is desired 
and a description of the planned activities. The government shall then attempt to 
achieve rights-of-entry. Requests for rights-of-entry shall be submitted to the 
Government no later than ten (10) days following notice of award. 

E. Technical Report: The final results of the baseline historic property study shall be 
incorporated into a technical report meeting the Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for Historical Documentation (http://www.nps.gov/historv/local
law/arch stnds 5.htm). 

The Contractor shall incorporate tables, charts, and maps that simply summarize 
all results as much as possible. Being able to quickly find the geographic extent of 
discussed resources and/or probability areas and digest their significance is very 
important. All resource and probability maps must use the latest available aerial 
photography for base maps. Other (e.g. USGS/ Soil/ Street I Parcel) maps can be 
used to provide more pertinent data focused toward specific discussions. 

Minimally, the report shall include sections with the following data. 

1. Management Summary I Abstract. 

2. Title Page minimally containing: 
a. A tile of the report; 
b. The contract and task order numbers; 
c. All authors and contributors; 
d. Full contact information for the Contractor 
e. The Huntington District as the Sponsor 

3. Comprehensive Table of Contents. 

4. Introduction and Description of the study, its background and 
purpose. 

5. A clear and concise section on the methods employed for all tasks. 

6. A summary of the results of Task LB. 

7. A summary of the results of Task LC. 
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8. A snmmary of thP. rP.s11lt,;: ofT::i,;:k- T.n. 

9. Maps, photographs, and tables supporting the summaries provided 

10. A comprehensive references cited section 

The report shall also have appendices containing the following documentation: 

a. Resume's for the Contractor's principal project personnel. 

b. A copy of this scope of work. 

c. Annotated bibliography as required by Task B. 

d. Digital copies of all the data achieved under Task B, organized 
by and cross-referenced to the annotated bibliography. 

The Contractor shall incorporate other appendices as deemed necessary to support 
the completion of Task I. 

The report shall be printed on 8 ½-x-11-inch paper with 1-inch top and bottom 
margins and a 1 ¼-inch binding margin. Photographs and illustrations shall be 
included when appropriate. Oversized figures shall be formatted to an ll-x-17-
inch page size with adequate margins and folded to fit within the bound report. If 
larger figures formats are required, the District shall be consulted prior to 
production. The report shall be reviewed and signed by the Contractor's principal 
investigator( s). 

F. GIS: The contractor shall incorporate geographic data obtained under Tasks I.B-
1.D (e.g. locations of resources and historic properties, Zoarite landholdings and 
facilities, archeological probability zones, historic district boundaries) into 
appropriate GIS layers. 

Specifically, the Contractor will develop, maintain and manage geospatial data 
through the contract period. The Contractor shall use industry standard 
Geographic Information Systems software (GIS), ArcView 9.2. The Contractor 
shall create, and geo-process, specific data, detailed in Task I in the development 
of GIS. Database shall be an ESRI personal geodatabase structure; based on 
Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE). 
Tools for this are located at http://www.sdsfie.org. Fields and tables created that 
are not reflected in the standards should be identified and documented. Data 
collection and analysis shall be completed using, but not limited to, such methods 
as Global Positioning System (GPS) data collection, digitizing and geo
referencing of base maps, and accessing previously created data through 
clearinghouses. Contractor shall utilize GIS data to create maps and exhibits as 
required for completion of tasks. In addition to hard copy maps and exhibits for 
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use in the master plan report, the contractor shall provide all geo-spatial data, 
maps and exh1b1ts in an eiectronic format. Ail data shall be appropriateiy 
cataloged and organized per USACE metafile guidelines to allow for easy 
identification and location of information/data for future master plan revisions. 

G. Schedule for Production, Review, and Distribution of Technical Report & GIS 
Data: A detailed schedule is included below. The production, review, and 
distribution of the Technical Report required by Task LE and GIS data required 
by Task I.F shall occur as follows: 

1. The Contractor shall proceed with all tasks immediately following the 
receipt of the executed work order. 

2. The Contractor shall submit one (1) digital color draft copy of a 
Management Summary to the District within five (5) days of 
completion of Tasks 1.A-D. The Management Summary shall provide 
evidence that Tasks I.A-D have been completed and make clear that 
this document is only a planning milepost and shall not substitute for 
the full technical report required in Task I.E. The Management 
Summary shall be no longer than 10 pages. Digital copies will be 
provided on CD-Rs. 

The Contractor shall supply twenty (20) digital color final copies of a 
Management Summary to the District within five (5) days of receipt of 
comments. Final copies must include all required revisions. 

3. The Contractor shall submit one (1) color hard copy and one (1) color 
digital copy of the first draft of technical report required under Task LE 
to the District and for review and comment no later than thirty (30) 
days following the acceptance of the Management Summary. 

4. After making all revisions to the first draft of the technical report that 
takes into account all comments provided by the District, the Contractor 
shall submit ten (10) second draft color digital copies of the technical 
report to the District for distribution to consulting parties. These 
second draft color copies must be submitted to the District no later than 
fifteen (15) days following receipt of the District's comments on the 
first draft. 

5. After making revisions to the second draft technical report that take into 
account all District and consulting part comments, as directed by the 
District, the Contractor shall submit twenty (20) digital color copies of 
the final technical report and four (4) color hard copies of the final 
technical report to the District no later than fifteen (15) days following 
receipt of District and consulting party comments. Two (2) digital 
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final conies of GIS data reauired under Task T.F shall also he nrovided .._- - - - - ------- ---.1.------- -------- - - -- ---- - ----- - - r-

at this time. 

II. COMMUNITY IMPACTS BASELINE STUDY AND WORKSHOP DELIVERY 
PLAN 

A. Qualifications: All work must be completed by persons with the education, 
experience and ability to complete the requested work. 

B. Background: USACE evaluates other intangible benefits, costs and impacts 
within a fourth account known as the "Other Social Effects" (OSE) account. 
These "Other Social Effects" are generally hard to quantify and cannot be 
monetized as easily as are the benefits and costs associated with the other 
accounts. For this reason, USACE must use other data/information collection 
methods to collect, analyze and evaluate these intangible community qualities. 
This scope of work outlines a series of tasks that will help USACE define the 
baseline socio-economic conditions of the community and ascertain through a 
series of workshops what other social effects may be generated by the various 
alternatives to be formulated for the project. 

The USACE "Handbook on Applying "Other Social Effects" Factors in Corps of 
Engineers Water Resources Planning" produced by the Institute of Water 
Resources (09-R-4) will be used as the basic guideline for preparation of the 
Community Social Profile and associated report. A map showing the location and 
extent of the study area (outlined in red) is included Figure 7. 

C. Community Social Profile: Identify and collect information that describes a 
complete social profile of the current Village of Zoar, Ohio. A list of basic 
information items for the social profile is provided in Appendix A to this work 
order. This information should be gleaned from existing published sources 
including the US Census, state and county records, the Zoar Comprehensive Plan 
and other resources. Other sources of community data may be determined 
through discussions with the Mayor of Zoar and the President of the Zoar 
Community Association. Appendix A of the USACE Handbook on Other Social 
Effects and other sections of that document give guidance on what data needs 
would fulfill these requirements. All data collected for the study area requires like 
data collected from a comparison community or region selected cooperatively by 
the Contracting Officer and the Contractor. The collected data and information 
will be captured in a draft report with data tables and preliminary analysis of the 
data ( characterization of the community's social, cultural and economic health) by 
the Contractor. This draft report will be submitted to the Contracting Officer as 
described below. A final report will be transmitted following review of the draft. 

D. Small Group Workshop Delivery Plan: Develop in coordination with the USACE 
Zoar Project Delivery team (PDT) a Small-Group Workshop Delivery Pian that 
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addresses a strategic process for gathering other social effects information from 
the Village residents during the development of the project alternatives through 
selection of the recommended plan. Components of the workshop delivery plan 
will include the specific purposes for holding the workshops, specific information 
to be gleaned from the meetings, a proposed schedule of small-group workshops 
(12-15 people) and proposed workshop groupings (groupings by age, by land
ownership type, by risk level, by neighborhood, etc.) if considered necessary and 
advisable. Also part of this task will be development of any specific questions 
regarding other social effects that would be asked during the workshop sessions 
and that will have to be submitted to the Office of Management and Budget 
(0MB) by the Contracting Officer for approval prior to their use. Both draft and 
final workshop delivery plans will be submitted. 

E. Submission of Work: A proposed schedule of work is included below. Should the 
Contractor wish to proceed on a schedule different from that provided by the 
Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall provide a revised schedule to the 
Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) within 14 days of the notice to 
proceed at the required District Kick-Off Meeting described below. 

The required schedule items are listed below. 

1. The Contractor shall commence work on Work Task II.C (community 
social profile) immediately following receipt of the executed work order. 

2. The Contractor shall proceed with Work Task II.D (Small Group 
Workshop Delivery Plan) immediately following receipt of the executed 
work order. 

3. The Contractor shall transmit five (5) copies of the draft Community 
Social Profile report to the Contracting Officer's Representative for 
review by the Contracting Officer, the Zoar Levee PDT, and the Village of 
Zoar. 

4. The Contractor shall submit three (3) copies of the final Community 
Social Profile report to the Contracting Officer's Representative. 

5. The Contractor shall submit five (5) copies of the draft Small Group 
Workshop Meeting Delivery Plan to the Contracting Officer's 
Representative. 

6. The Contractor shall submit (3) copies of the final Small Group Workshop 
Meeting Delivery Plan to the Contracting Office's Representative. 

F. Submissions Format: 
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All work required under this scope of services shall be prepared and submitted in 
the following formats: 

1. All draft and final report text shall be prepared using the latest version of 
"Microsoft Office Word" in Times New Roman 12 pitch font. Text submittal shall 
be on 8.5 by 11.0 - inch white bond paper with an accompanying electronic 
version on a compact disk. 

2. All tabular data shall be prepared using the latest version of "Microsoft Office 
Excel" with Times New Roman 12 pitch font. Copies of tabular data shall be 
submitted on 8.5 by 11.0 - inch white bond paper with an accompanying 
electronic version on a compact disk. 

3. Any photographs used to support the text descriptions of the social character of 
the Village or surrounding region shall be taken with a digital camera in a 
commonly used graphic format (BMP, JPEG, or TIF) and provided in an 
electronic file on an accompanying compact disk. 

G. Administration, Meetings & Coordination: The Contractor will be required to 
function with the Zoar Levee (PDT). That team will include the Contracting 
Officer's Representative, various staff from the Huntington District working as 
part of the Zoar Levee PDT, additional consultants and representatives of the 
Village of Zoar, Ohio. Members of this PDT will produce the other social effects 
information and portion of the report and be responsible for the quality and 
timeliness of the work. 

DISTRICT POINTS OF CONTACT: 

Mailing Address for Points of Contact: 
Planning Branch 
Huntington District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
502 Eight Street, 
Huntington, WV 25701 

Contracting Officer's Representative / Chief of Planning: 
Amy K. Frantz 
(304) 399-5845 
Amy.K.Frantz@usace.army.mil 

Project Manager: 
Rodney G. Cremeans 
(304) 399-5170 
Rodney.G.Cremeans@usace.army.mil 
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Lead Planner (Task I Technical POC): 
Aaron O. Smith 
(304) 399-5720 
Aaron. Smith@usace.army.mil 

Community Planner (Task II Technical POC): 
Gus Drum 
(304) 399-5851 
Richard.G.Drum@usace.army.mil 

ADMINISTATION, COORDINATION, QUALITY CONTROL REVIEW AND 
DOCUMENTATION 

Contractor Project Management: Direct responsibility for the routine administration and 
coordination necessary for all tasks shall be assigned to a "Project Manager" to be 
identified by the Contractor prior to the start of work. The Contractor's Project Manager 
will be the District's primary Point of Contact on all matters and will be responsible for 
seeing that all tasks are completed on time and with quality and detail of attention 
required by this scope of services. 

District Kick-Off Meeting: The Contractor's shall prepare and then present a plan-of
action to District personnel at an in-person all day kick-off meeting to be held in 
Huntington, West Virginia. The plan-of-action shall outline the Contractor's general 
research agenda and approach but shall be designed to allow for the flexibility required to 
adjust as deemed necessary. The Contractor's Project Manager, as well as pertinent 
technical staff, will attend this meeting. 

Zoar Village Meeting: The Contractor's shall revise the plan-of-action per District 
comments and prepare a revised presentation for District personnel to present to Zoar 
Village Leadership an in-person all day kick-off meeting to be held in Zoar, Ohio. The 
plan-of-action shall outline the Contractor's general research agenda and approach but 
shall be designed to allow for the flexibility required to adjust as deemed necessary. 
The Contractor's Project Manager, as well as pertinent technical staff, will attend this 
meeting 

Quality Control Plan: The Contractor shall perform (in-house) independent quality 
control reviews for all of the Contractor generated products described in the above work 
tasks. The Contractor shall document this quality control procedure for each product and 
provide copies of the quality control certifications to the Contracting Officer's 
Representative at the conclusion of the study process. This summary plan will include 
information on the Contractor's independent technical review process, qualifications of 
the technical review members, a summary schedule of the reviews and a proposed 
certification sheet for those in review positions. 
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The Contractor shall provide a summary quality control plan to the District at the kick-off 
meeting. 

Project Status Reports: The Contractor is expected to maintain close coordination with 
the Government during the work. At a minimum, this will include bi-weekly email 
updates, and monthly written progress reports to support invoiced amounts. The 
Government may require the Contractor to attend in-person or teleconference meetings 
following award of the contract, when they may be necessary to review progress 
periodically during the contract period and/or to address any issues perceived as crucial 
to the Contractor's satisfactory performance or relevant to the ongoing work. 

PRODUCT OWNERSHIP 
All reports, drawings, maps, photographs, notes, and other materials developed in the 
performance of this contract are and remain the property of the Government and may be 
used on any other work without additional compensation to the Contractor. The 
Contractor agrees not to assert any rights and may not establish any claim with respect to 
ownership. 

PUBLISHING RESTRICTIONS 
Neither the Contractor nor its representatives shall release or publish any sketch, 
photograph, report or other material of any nature obtained or prepared under this 
contract without express written approval of the Contracting Officer or his/her authorized 
representative. 

MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE GOVERNMENT 
The Huntington District will provide the Contractor the following: 

A. Access to the pertinent information on file at Huntington District or its 
field offices, as available; to include but not limited to: 

1. Project specific information that describes the dam safety issues at 
the Zoar Levee project, history of the community and historic 
significance of the Zoar Village. 

11. A site map of the Zoar Study Area. 
iii. The most recent copy of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam 

Safety Modification Study schedule. 
1v. Data on existing structures within Zoar Village 

B. List of approved questions from the Office of Management and Budget 
for use in the small-group workshops; 

C. A letter of introduction from the Corps explaining the Contractor's 
involvement in the other social effects study; 
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D. Copy of the Corps of Engineers "Handbook on Applying "Other Social 
Effects" Factors in Corps of Engineers Water Resources Planning" 
(IWR 09-R-4); 

E. Information for appropriate Points of Contact (POCs) in the Huntington 
District. 

SCHEDULE OF WORK 
The Contractor shall begin Tasks I and II immediately following receipt of the executed 
work order. 

The Contractor shall submit any requests for rights-of-entry within ten (10) days of notice 
of award of this Scope of Services. 

The District Kick-off meeting will be held within fourteen (14) days of notice of award of 
this Scope of Services. It is up to the Contractor to work with District personnel to 
schedule this meeting. 

The Zoar Village Meeting will be held within twenty-one (21) days of notice of award of 
the Scope of Services. It is up to the Contractor to work with District personnel to 
schedule this meeting. 

The Contractor shall follow this schedule each specific task: 

Task I. Schedule 
Final 

Delivery Dates Work 
Tasks 

Study Component 

25 May 2012 LB Background Research 
29 June 2012 LC Above-Ground Resources 
29 June 2012 LD Archeological Probability Assessment 
06 July 2012 LE Draft Management Summary 
13 July 2012 LE District Comments on Draft Management Summary 
20 July 2012 LE Final Management Summary 

20 August 2012 LE 1st Draft Technical Report 
27 August 2012 LE District Comments on First Draft Technical Report 

11 September 
2012 

LE 2nd Draft Technical Report 

11 October 
2012 

LE District & Consulting Party Comments on 2nd Draft Technical Report 

26 October 
2012 

LE Final Technical Report 

26 October 
2012 

LF GIS 
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Task II. Schedule 
Final 

Delivery Dates Work 
Tasks 

Study Component 

07 July 2012 II.C Draft Compilation of Community Social Profile Information 
21 August 2012 II.C Final Compilation of Community Social Profile Information 

20 December 
2012 

II.D Draft Small-Group Workshop Delivery Plan 

04 March 2013 II.D Final Small-Group Workshop Delivery Plan 
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APPENDIX A 
BASIC SOCIAL PROFILE DATA REQUIREMENTS 

Each category of information listed below should include matching data from a 
comparison community or region cooperatively agreed to by the Contracting Officer and 
the Contractor. 

1. Study area population 
a. Zoar Village population (2010 Census) 
b. Zoar Village population trends 
c. Zoar Village population density 
d. Study area and regional population projections 

2. Population characteristics 
a. Population ages 

1. Median age 
ii. Percentage above age 65 

111. Percentage below age 13 
iv. Percentages of male and female 

b. Racial Distribution 
1. Percentage White 

11. Percentage Black 
iii. Percentage Asian 
iv. Percentage Hispanic 
v. Percentage Other 

c. Education levels 
i. Percentage high school graduates 

ii. Percentage college graduates 
d. Disabilities/Disadvantaged 

i. Percentage of population indicating a disability 
ii. Percentage of population collecting disability payments 

iii. Percentage of population in regular physical therapy 
3. Household characteristics 

a. Mean household size 
b. Median total household income 
c. Percentage with female head of household 
d. Percentage of single occupant households 
e. Head of household median income 
f. Head of household education status 
g. Head of household employment status 
h. Percentage of households without a personal vehicle 

4. Employment characteristics 
a. Percentage employed 
b. Percentage retired 
c. Employer type 

1. Private company 
ii. Public institution (Federal, state, county, municipal) 
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111. Self-employed 
iv. Non-Profit 

d. Employment type 
1. Manufacturing 

ii. Retail trade 
111. Wholesale trade 
iv. Agricultural (farm employment) 
v. Forestry, mining 

v1. Transportation 
v11. Education and health services 

viii. Information services 
1x. Financial services 
x. Real estate 

x1. Professional services 
xii. Leisure and hospitality 

e. Number of commercial businesses in study area 
i. Number of employees living in Zoar 

5. Local/Regional employers (top 10 largest by number of employees) 
6. Wealth and Poverty 

a. Unemployment rate 
b. Per capita personal income 
c. Percentage of persons living below poverty rate 
d. Percentage of population receiving public assistance 

7. Housing characteristics 
a. Total housing units 
b. Percentage owner occupied 
c. Percentage renter occupied 
d. Percentage vacant 
e. Percentage lacking indoor plumbing facilities 
f. Median value of owner-occupied housing 
g. Percentage of owner-occupants with flood insurance 
h. Number of residential structures with commercial usage 
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s. Durst, President of Hardlines Design Company, established the firm in 
90.  She has a total of 26 years of professional experience in the fields of 
chitectural history and historic architecture. Her project experience ranges 
m historic inventory/evaluation to the restoration of historic buildings to 

oject management of large, multi-year contracts. 

lected Projects 

Ohio Department of Transportation, Columbus, OH.  Contract Manager 
and Historic Architect for series of 2-year contracts to provide cultural 
resources management services across the State of Ohio. Projects include 
Phase I, II, and III archeology as well as building inventory/evaluation, 
HABS/HAER, and landscape assessments. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburgh District. Project Manager and 
Historic Architect for 5-year contract to provide architectural history and 
history services for projects along the Monongahela, Ohio, and Allegheny 
Rivers. Projects include HAER documentation, inventory and evaluation of 
historic buildings, and thematic surveys of Corps properties. 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. Contract Manager and Historic 
Architect for several projects in the Army Air Forces, Wright Field, Brick 
Quarters, and Fairfield Air Depot Historic Districts. Projects include 
Environmental Impact Statements, HABS/HAER documentation, Cultural 
Resources Management Plan, Section 106 Support, signage design, 
architectural design guidelines, and renovation of historic buildings. 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southern. Contract Manager and 
Historic Architect for two 3-year task order contracts for multiple projects 
east of the Mississippi River. Projects include integrated cultural resources 
management plans, buildings surveys, and case alternative reports in IL, IN, 
GA, FL, MO, AL, MS, and LA. 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Midwest. Contract Manager and 
Historic Architect for multiple projects at Naval Station Great Lakes, 
Illinois, and Naval Support Activity Crane, Indiana. Projects include 
integrated cultural resources management plans, buildings surveys, and case 
alternative reports. 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic. Contract Manager and 
Historic Architect for a 3-year cultural resources task order contract. Work 
took place in the Pacific Northwest as well as Maine and Pennsylvania and 
consisted of Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plans and the 
inventory and evaluation of buildings through the Cold War era. 

Historic Structure Report of Richmond Hamilton Farmhouse, WV: Project 
Manager and Historic Architect for project to prepare HSR and National 
Register nomination of an early 20th century farmhouse in New River 
Gorge National River Park for the National Park Service. 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Education 
Master of Architecture, 1990,  
The Ohio State University 
B.S., Architecture 1988, 
University of Maryland 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 22 
Prior Experience: 4 

Registration 
Registered Architect, Ohio, 
1996; Indiana, 2006; Maryland, 
2011; West Virginia, 2012 
National Council of 
Architectural Registration 
Boards (NCARB), 2003 
Leadership in Energy & 
Environmental Design 
(LEED), 2002 

CRM Qualifications 
Historic Architect 
Architect 
Architectural Historian 
Preservation Planner 

Professional Affiliations 

American Institute of Architects 

American Cultural Resources 
Association, Board Member 

Columbus Landmarks 
Foundation, Board Member 

German Village Commission, 
Commissioner 
U.S. Green Building Council 

 

   logo here HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY 

Project Responsibility 
Project Manager/Historic 
Architect 

Charissa W. Durst, AIA, LEED AP BD+C 
Project Manager/Historic Architect 

Relevant Project Experience 
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Project Responsibility 
Historical Archeology, 
Industrial Archeology 

Education 
M.S. Industrial Archeology, 
1999, Michigan 
Technological University, 
Houghton, Michigan 
B.A., Anthropology, 1994, 
Oakland University,  
Rochester, Michigan 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 11 
Prior Experience: 7 

Registration 
36 CFR 61 certified in 
Archeology 

Professional Affiliations 

Register of Professional 
Archaeologists 

Ohio Archaeological Council 

Wisconsin Archaeological 
Council 
The Society for American 
Archaeology 
Society for Industrial 
Archaeology 
Society for Historical 
Archaeology 

Awards/Honors 
FY 2000 Department of 
Defense Environmental  
Award (team) in Cultural 
Resources Management. 
FY 2000 Secretary of the 
Army Environmental Award 
(team) in Cultural Resources 
Management. 
National Honor Society of  
Phi Kappa Phi, Michigan 
Technological University. 

Mr. Sewell serves as the senior archeologist and principal investigator at Hardlines 
Design Company. He is responsible for project management, including the 
preparation of cost proposals, budgets, and reports, as well as maintaining productive 
client relationships. Mr. Sewell is a Historical Archaeologist specializing in the 
excavation and analysis of complex 19th century industrial sites.  Mr. Sewell has been 
active in the research, excavation, analysis and publication of results for historic 
industrial complexes, homestead sites and prehistoric sites since 1993. He has 
successfully completed projects for the Ohio Department of Transportation, U.S. Navy, 
U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Forest Service, Michigan Technological University, 
and the Ford Motor Company.  Mr. Sewell is a certified archeologist on the Register of 
Professional Archaeologists with a Master of Science in Industrial Archeology. 

Selected Projects 

• Phase III Mitigation of the North Family Lot site (33WA407), Warren County, Ohio. 
Principal Investigator for data recovery of part of the Shaker settlement of Union 
Village, which was the largest archaeological investigation of Union Village to date. 
Project identified the only Shaker commercial pottery, yielded over 40,000 artifacts, and 
resulted in a comprehensive four-volume report written to be easily accessible by the public. 

• Harmony Brickworks Phase III Data Recovery, Leetsdale, Pennsylvania. Principal 
Investigator who directed the last half of the company’s Phase III excavations at the site 
of a large, late 19th century brick factory operated by the Harmony Society of nearby Old 
Economy, PA. Mr. Sewell evaluated the previous season’s fieldwork, decided the 
placement of large scale mechanically stripped excavations, interpreted the features 
discovered at the site, and directed the conservation of all artifacts recovered. Mr. Sewell 
also contributed to the literature review performed for the project, and authored the final 
report on the project, as well as an educational booklet for the Old Economy Historic 
Site. 

• Archaeological Excavations at the Deardurff House, Columbus, Ohio. Principal 
Investigator for investigations at a log cabin built ca. 1807 in Franklinton, the oldest 
section of Columbus. The fieldwork paired experienced volunteer archaeologists with 
interested Columbus residents and high school students. The thousands of artifacts 
provide a wealth of information about everyday nineteenth-century life in Franklinton. 

• Staley-Summers Tract Phase II, near Frederick, MD. Principal Investigator for a Phase 
II Assessment of a historic farmstead and log house on a tract of land to be excessed by 
the Maryland State Highway Administration. Participated in the archaeological testing of 
the farmstead site and a prehistoric site that is also present on the property. Authored the 
environmental, historical, and archaeological context and genealogical-occupational 
history sections of the report 

• Phase II Evaluation of site 16PL164, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. Principal 
Investigator for testing of a historic pumping station, located on the property of Naval 
Air Station Joint Reserve Base New Orleans. The evaluation involved archaeological 
excavations, HAER-level architectural documentation, and archival research. 

• Survey of Historic Homesteads, Fort McCoy. Project Archaeologist for the survey and 
evaluation of 115 historic homesteads on 65,000 acres at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin. 
Project resulted in a comprehensive four-volume report and developed a detailed historic 
context for Fort McCoy. Elements of the method and the context developed for the 
project became an integral part of the Fort McCoy Integrated Cultural Resource 
Management Plan (ICRMP), which now serves as the master template for all US Army 
Reserve installation ICRMPs. 

   HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY Andrew R. Sewell, RPA 
Principal Investigator

   Relevant Project Experience 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 
  

   
 

  
 

  

 

  
  

 
  

 
  

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

  

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Project Responsibility 
Architectural History/
Preservation Planning 

Education 
Master of Architecture, 2005, 
Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 
Master of Architectural History,
1995, University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Certificate in Historic 
Preservation, 1995, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, 
Virginia 
B.A., Art History and German,
1991, Tulane University, New 
Orleans, Louisiana 

University of Hamburg, 
Hamburg, Germany, 1989-
1990, Studies in German and 
History 

Studienvorbereitende 
Sprachkurse, 1989, Lessing-
Kolleg Sprachen Schule, 
Marburg, Germany, 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 3 
Prior Experience: 17 

Registration 
American Institute of Certified 
Planners / Certified Planner,
2011 

Meets Secretary of the
Interior’s Qualifications for 
Architectural History, History,
and Historic Architecture 

Professional Awards 
Honorable Mention, Buchanan 
Award, Vernacular Architecture 
Forum, 1999 
Special Achievement Award, 
National Park Service, 1998 
(twice) and 2000 

Professional Affiliations 
Member, Orange Township 
(Ohio) Board of Zoning Appeal 
Society of Architectural
Historians 
Vernacular Architectural Forum 
Southeast Society of 
Architectural Historians 

Selected Publications 
“Edward Charles Miller” in 
African-American Architects, a 
Biographical Dictionary, 1865-
1945. 

Relevant Project Experience 
Ms. Trebellas holds graduate degrees in Architectural History and 
Architecture, and is the firm’s Preservation Planner. She has a solid 
background in researching and documenting historic properties and a 
thorough understanding of federal preservation regulations and guidelines. 
She has conducted numerous architectural surveys and has worked on several 
planning projects to create new historic sites for the National Park Service.  
Ms. Trebellas has also managed architectural design projects and is thus 
proficient with both written and graphic documentation. Ms. Trebellas also 
spent one year studying German and History abroad in Hamburg, Germany, 
and will lend her experience with the German language to the research team. 

Selected Experience 

• NIKE Missile Battery, Bratenahl, OH: Architectural Historian/Preservation 
Planner for the survey and evaluation of 12 buildings and six (6) structures at the 
former Nike missile site for historic significance. Conducted fieldwork, 
literature review, and coordination with property managers at Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command, Midwest. Also prepared Ohio Historic Preservation 
Office inventory forms and a Section 106 summary form. 

• HAER Documentation of the Main Street Bridge, Roseville, Ohio. Architectural 
Historian to complete Level II HAER documentation for an early example of a 
T-beam reinforced concrete bridge. Work consisted of researching primary 
sources at local and state archives, obtaining copies of construction drawings, 
and assisting with the production of black-and-white archival photographs. 

• Monongahela River Locks and Dams Archival Photograph Scanning and 
Inventory Project, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Architectural Historian to 
catalog a series of archival photographs associated with locks and dams on the 
Monongahela River in western Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia. 
Coordinated the scanning, printing, and burning to archival CD of each 
photograph, and assigned each photograph a unique file number and description. 

• National Register Nomination for Everglades National Park, FL.* Architectural 
Historian who conducted the field survey, entered survey data in the List of 
Classified Structures (LCS) database, and prepared National Register 
documentation for park resources associated with the construction of the first 
roads through the Everglades. 

• Fort Raleigh National Historic Site Historic Resource Study, NC.* Architectural 
Historian to identify historic structures within the national park site 
commemorating the first English attempts to establish a colony in the New 
World in the 16th century. Conducted research, entered survey data in the LCS 
database, prepared a National Register nomination, and wrote the Historic 
Resource Study (HRS). 

• National Register Documentation for Christiansted National Historic Site, 
USVI.* Architectural Historian to update the List of Classified Structures (LCS) 
and National Register documentation for the historic site associated with the 
development of the Danish West Indies from 1734 to the colony’s purchase by 
the U.S. government in 1917. 
*Completed while with the National Park Service, Southeast Regional Office. 

   HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY Christine Trebellas, AICP 
Historian/Preservation Planner 



 

 
 

   
 
  

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

  
 

  
 

    
 
   

 
  

  

 
  

  
  

  
 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

Project Responsibility 
Archaeological Principal 
Investigator 

Education 
Doctoral Candidate in 
Anthropology, 1995-, The Ohio 
State University, Columbus, Ohio 
M.A. Anthropology, 1995, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio 
B.A., Anthropology, 1993 magna 
cum laude, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 10 
Prior Experience: 10 

Registration 
Meets the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Professional 
Qualification Standards for 
Archeology 

Professional Affiliations 
Register of Professional 
Archaeologists 
Ohio Archaeological Council 
Midwest Archaeological Council 

The Society for American 
Archaeology 
International Council of 
Archaeozoology 

ODOT Training 
Section 106 / National Register 
Training (2011) 
Section 4(f) Training (2008) 
PDP Training (2005) 

Relevant Project Experience 

Ms. Lee serves as a senior archaeologist and principal investigator at 
Hardlines Design Company. She is responsible for project 
management, including the preparation of cost proposals, budgets, and 
reports. Ms. Lee is an archeologist specializing in the excavation and 
analysis of prehistoric Ohio Valley sites. Ms. Lee is also a practicing 
zooarchaeologist with considerable experience in the analysis of 
animal remains from Ohio’s archaeological context. She has 
supervised field and laboratory projects, and has extensive teaching 
experience. Her recent work includes the site assessment testing for the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers in New England and faunal 
analysis of 18th and 19th century sites for the Maryland State Highway 
Administration.

 Selected Projects 
• Phase III Mitigation of the Limes Site (33LU759), Lucas County, Ohio 

(HEN/LUC-6/24.140/0.000, PID 17893). Principal Investigator for the 
mitigation of a large Late Archaic/Transitional Period camp site located 
in the uplands east of the Maumee River. Fieldwork included intensive 
surface collection, test units excavation, block stripping and feature 
excavation. Project yielded four prehistoric cultural features and over 600 
artifacts. Work completed under contract with The Mannik & Smith 
Group, reviewed by ODOT Office of Environmental Services. 

• Phase III Mitigation of the Possum Hollow Site (33CT645), Clermont
County, Ohio (CLE-222-27.99, PID 18408). Principal Investigator for the 
mitigation of site 33CT645, a stratified prehistoric site with significant 
utilization during the Late Archaic and Early Woodland Periods. The 
data recovery documented 28 cultural features and over 3,000 artifacts. 
Work completed under contract with ODOT Office of Environmental 
Services. 

• Phase III Mitigation of Site 33DL2228, Delaware County, Ohio. 
Principal Investigator for the mitigation of the Late Prehistoric 
component at a large site on a terrace just west of the Scioto River. 
Fieldwork included block stripping, feature excavation, soil profile 
documentation, and pollen/phytolith sample collection. Project yielded 
11 prehistoric cultural features and over 3000 artifacts, including a large 
assemblage of pottery sherds. 

• Deardurff House Archaeology Project, Columbus, Ohio. Manager for 
project that organized a team of volunteers, including students, members 
of the public, and professional archaeologists, to conduct archaeological 
investigations at the Deardurff House, a log house built ca. 1807 in 
Franklinton, the oldest section of Columbus, Ohio. Ms. Lee coordinated 
fieldwork and volunteer arrangements, including recruitment of 
volunteers, scheduling, and liability issues. 

   HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY Anne B. Lee, MA, RPA 
Principal Investigator 
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Project Responsibility 
GIS and AutoCAD Mapping 

Education 
B.A., Anthropology, 2005, 
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 5 
Prior Experience: 1 

Special Training 
Section 106/National Register 
Eligibility Training, Ohio 
Department of Transportation, 
2007, 2011 

Section 4(f) Training, Ohio 
Department of Transportation, 
2008 

Coordinating Environmental 
and Historic Preservation 
Compliance, Emergency 
Management Institute, Dept. of 
Homeland Security, FEMA, 
2006 

Hazardous Materials 
Prevention, Emergency 
Management Institute, Dept. of 
Homeland Security, FEMA, 
2006 

Building Partnerships in Tribal 
Communities, Emergency 
Management Institute, Dept. of 
Homeland Security, FEMA, 
2006 

Introduction to Residential 
Coastal Construction, 
Emergency Management 
Institute, Dept. of Homeland 
Security, FEMA, 2006 

Relevant Project Experience 
Mr. Krakovsky is an archaeologist specializing in GIS applications. Mr. 
Krakovsky has completed several projects in the Northeastern U.S. and has a 
broader range of experience that extends west to the Mississippi River. He 
completed this wide range of projects while employed with URS Corporation and 
Hardlines Design Company. He is experienced with industry standard mapping 
programs, including ArcGIS 10. He has supervised field crews and worked 
independently with the Army Corps of Engineers as a consultant for the 
Department of Homeland Security. His recent work includes GIS mapping for 
several projects in New England as well as photographing and mapping for the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 

Selected Projects 

• Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) and Cultural Resources 
Studies at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Kittery ME. Part of a team that performed 
intensive cultural resources investigations at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Work 
included photographing historic resources and landscape features, and producing 
GIS maps for the report. 

• Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) and Cultural Resources 
Studies at Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex, PA (NAVFAC Atlantic, 2007-2010). GIS 
Specialist on a team that performed intensive cultural resources investigations at the 
Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex (PNYA), a facility with historic buildings ranging in 
date from the 1870s through the Cold War. Work included photographing historic 
resources and landscape features, and producing GIS maps for the report. 

• National Register Nomination and Historic Structures Report for the Richmond-
Hamilton House, Raleigh County, WV. GIS Specialist for the National Register 
nomination and historic structures report for this ca. 1916 wood frame house and 
associated farmstead buildings. Work included GIS mapping of the historic site with 
site maps and maps identifying the location of photographs. 

• Huntington District Historic Preservation Management Plans. GIS Specialist for 
development of Historic Properties Management Plans (HPMPS) for six lock and 
dam facilities located along the Ohio River in Ohio and West Virginia and controlled 
by the United States Army Corps of Engineers, Hunting District. The HPMPs 
covered an area 200 feet on all sides of the normal navigational pool for each 
facility. Produced over 250 GIS maps for the project, including overview maps, 
maps showing locations of documented historical and archaeological resources, and 
maps showing areas sensitive for prehistoric and historical archaeological sites. 

• Site examinations at five flood control projects in Massachusetts and Connecticut 
and additional intensive survey at East Brimfield Lake, MA. GIS Specialist for 33 
Phase II site examinations located within five different flood control projects in 
Massachusetts and Connecticut. Site examinations were conducted at Charles River 
Natural Valley Storage Area, Westville Lake and Dam, and West Hill Dam in south-
central Massachusetts, and at Mansfield Hollow Lake and West Thompson Lake in 
northeastern Connecticut. Five sites were recommended as eligible for listing on the 
National Register. Produced over 200 GIS maps, including location maps, 
archeological grid layouts, individual archeological resource location maps, and 
profile maps of archeological excavations. 

   HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY Michael J. Krakovsky 
GIS Specialist/Archaeologist 



 

 

 
   

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
   

 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
  

  
   

  
 

   
  

   

 

  
 

 
  

  

 
   

 
 

 

 
  

   
  

 
 

    
  

  

 

 
  

 
 

   
    

 

 
 

Project Responsibility 
History, Architectural History, 
and Preservation Planning 

Education 
M.A., American History, with 
concentration in Historic 
Preservation, 2006, UNC 
Greensboro 
B.A. cum laude, History, with 
minor in Business Management, 
2004, Kent State University 

Work History 
Years with HDC: 1 
Prior Experience: 6 

36 CFR Part 61 Qualifications 
History 
Architectural History 
Historic Preservation Planning 

Professional Affiliations 
Member of the Ohio Historical 
Society 

Special Training 
Section 106/National Register 
Eligibility Training, Federal 
Communications Commission, 
2011 

Ohio Modern: Preserving our 
Recent Past Symposium, 2010 

Relevant Project Experience 
Mr. Riggle is a historian and architectural historian who specializes in compliance 
with the National Historic Preservation Act for clients with federal and state 
permitted and/or funded projects. His responsibilities include conducting surveys 
of above-ground resources, researching the history and location of properties 
potentially impacted by proposed projects, documenting historic resources prior 
to renovation or demolition, and evaluating the potential impact of client projects 
on historic resources. Mr. Riggle has worked on multi-state pipeline projects, 
analyzed viewsheds for proposed wind farm and cell tower locations, completed 
HABS documentation, conducted research of Cold War buildings for the military, 
and prepared Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plans. 

Selected Projects 

• Residential Sound Insulation Program for the Louisville Regional Airport 
Authority (LRAA), Louisville, Kentucky. Architectural Historian for the 
inventory and evaluation of almost 400 properties impacted by Phases 4 through 
7 of the sound insulation project. Evaluated potential mid-century historic 
districts as well as each individual building. Prepared technical report for review 
by the Kentucky SHPO, LRAA, and the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA). 

• Historic Property Baseline Survey for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, 
Zoar, Ohio. Architectural Historian on a major project to document historic 
properties that may be impacted by proposed actions by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers to repair the levee and diversion dam constructed in the 1930s 
to protect the historic village of Zoar. 

• Historic Context Report for Poindexter Village, Columbus, Ohio. 
Architectural Historian to document the history and development of one of 
the country’s first public housing projects, constructed between 1939 and 
1942, for Columbus Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA). Research 
consisted of finding the original construction drawings, construction 
photographs, and contemporary newspaper accounts. 

• Historic Building Assessment and Determination of Eligibility for Inclusion 
in the National Register of 22 Buildings, Picatinny Arsenal, Morris County, 
New Jersey.* Historic Preservation Specialist for the survey and evaluation 
of 22 buildings for potential listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places. Assisted in preparing a technical report and formal evaluations for the 
22 surveyed buildings. 

• Preliminary National Register of Historic Places Evaluation for the Enrico 
Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Lagoona Beach, Monroe County, Michigan.* 
Conducted background research on the construction and development of the 
Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant. Assisted with the evaluation and 
preparation of a technical report including photographs and detailed drawings. 

• Fort Benning Historic American Buildings Survey Documentation for 
Buildings 35, 36, 37, and 38, Fort Benning, Georgia.* Assisted with the 
Historic American Building Survey (HABS) for the School of the Americas 
(Building 35) and three Bachelor Officers Quarters (Buildings 35, 36, and 
37). Assisted with the preparation of the HABS documentation packets 
including photographs and detailed drawings. 

* Completed while with another firm 

   HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY Benjamin M. Riggle 
Historian 
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Second Cow Barn foundation, view looking southeast. Photograph by Terry 
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VOLUME 2 ABSTRACT 

Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of 
the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety 
Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C of Volume 1). The DSMS is being conducted 
by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability 
issues associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for the study area. 
The baseline study included producing a detailed background context for the study area 
(Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would examine and 
document all standing buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations in the study area in terms 
of significance to historical contexts developed for this study (Task I.C); and creating an 
Archeological Probability Assessment (Task I.D) to help Huntington in making informed 
decisions regarding archeological resources when developing and comparing the different 
alternatives for the DSMS. The report of findings is presented in five volumes: Volume 1, 
which presents the background context for the study area; Volume 2, which presents the 
results of the Above-ground Resources survey and the Archeological Probability Model; 
Volume 3, which contains figures that accompany the text in Volumes 1 and 2; Volume 4, 
which contains the tables that accompany the text in Volumes 1 and 2; and Volume 5, which 
contains the photographs documenting each resource evaluated in the above-ground 
resources survey, the streetscape photographs, and the annotated bibliography. 

Above-ground Resources 

Methods for the above-ground resources survey are presented in Chapter 2.2 of this volume 
while an architectural context for the study area is contained within Chapter 2.3 of this 
volume. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the above-ground survey. HDC staff conducted 
the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 28, 2012. The 
field team closely examined each of the above-ground resources, took at least two (2) high-
quality digital photos of each structure, and completed a survey form recording the physical 
features and condition of each structure. Overall streetscape photos of Zoar Village were 
taken as well to provide context. HDC surveyed and confirmed the existence of a total of 351 
above-ground resources. Three properties were located in “no access” areas, and no forms or 
photographs were taken of these facilities. Based on aerial photographs and area 
development, HDC believes these properties contain post-1962 structures and would not be 
considered eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (hereinafter National 
Register, except in tables where the abbreviation NRHP is used). 

The results of the above-ground survey are organized according to four broad categories: 
− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located within the study area 
− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located outside the study area 
− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources dating prior to 1962 located within the study 

area; and 
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− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources dating to after 1962 located within the study 
area. 

The above-ground resources survey of Zoar Village and the surrounding area completed as 
part of Task I.C covered a total of 348 properties in the study area and three resources outside 
the study area. Of these properties, 89 have a Separatist association. This number includes 
resources previously listed as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District as well as newly 
surveyed resources. HDC recommends that 13 of the resources currently listed on the 
National Register retain their current status as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District. One property, the Lime Kiln, should be included within the commerce 
and industry context for the period 1898 to 1962, as well as remaining in the Separatist 
Industry and Manufacturing context. The Zoar Foundry is recommended for delisting as a 
contributing resource since no physical trace of the structure can be confirmed to exist; the 
existence of remnants of the resource were speculated in the 1975 National Register 
nomination, and was not based on any actual evidence for its existence. 

HDC recommends 75 resources previously not listed for their Separatist context as eligible 
for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District (Table 1.1). The resources are largely Separatist-related residential structures, but 
there are some remaining structures associated with Separatist-era commerce, agriculture, 
industry, transportation, community, education, religion, and flood control efforts. This 
number includes Separatist resources from throughout the study area. 

As part of the scope of work for the above-ground resources survey, HDC identified the 
extent of the Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on 
historical maps. A total of 23 possible Separatist building or structure locations were 
identified through documentary research. The survey team was able to visually inspect 13 of 
these properties and confirmed that one resource, a barn, was associated with the Separatists, 
based on an 1891 date on a cornerstone and its existence on the 1898 property division map 
produced by the Separatists at the dissolution of their society. In addition to the barn, the 
study team identified two other Separatist-related resources along the Ohio & Erie Canal that 
were located outside of the study area: Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 and the Canal Feeder 
Guard Lock. HDC recommends that these three resources be included in the larger, proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District and the boundary of the district be adjusted accordingly. Since 
the Separatist-era barn is some distance from the core village and the other recommended 
contributing resources, HDC recommends that this portion of the district have a 
discontiguous boundary. 

A total of 262 above-ground post-Dissolution, non-Separatist resources were also surveyed 
as a part of this project. A total of 86 of these resources pre-date 1962, while 176 post-date 
1962. HDC identified seven resources within the study area that date between 1898 and 1962 
and are recommended eligible for the National Register for their association with post-
Separatist historic contexts (Table 1.1). HDC proposes extending the period of significance 
for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. None of the properties less than 50 years of age 
meet the exceptional significance criteria necessary for National Register eligibility for 
resources less than 50 years of age. 
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One of the seven pre-1962 resources recommended eligible for the National Register for their 
association with post-Separatist historic contexts is associated with the Transportation, 1898– 
1962 context: the Second State Dam. Three resources are recommend eligible for association 
with the Commerce and Industry 1898–1962 context: State Fish Hatchery No. 12, the Zoar 
Sawmill/Powerhouse (also eligible for its association with the Separatist context); and the 
Zoar Lime Kiln (also eligible for its association with the Separatist context). Five other 
resources are recommended as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District for their association with the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) 
and the USACE flood control efforts in the area from ca. 1935 to 1962, and with twentieth 
century preservations efforts. These resources are: the Zoar Pump Station, the Zoar Levee, 
the Zoar Diversion Dam, the Zoar Diversion Channel, and the Zoar Diversion Channel Box 
Culverts. These five resources are also considered contributing resources under the 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, along with the restored Zoar Garden and House No. 
1, which represent early historic preservation activities at Zoar Village. 

Archeological Probability Assessment 

Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as 
follows: 

1. Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the 
study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

2. Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources 
within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented 
in Volume 1; 

3. Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them 
for inclusion in the National Register; and 

4. Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 

A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to 
archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with 
research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, 
and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment 
focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent 
and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and 
the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history 
context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed later in this 
chapter, is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this report. Information on the existing pre-
contact data set, which was used to create the inductive predictive model, is in the present 
volume, followed by a brief introduction to predictive modeling and how predictive 
modeling theory was applied to the study area. 

There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area 
(Table 1.2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-
453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended 
not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary 
research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at 
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House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the 
National Register unless additional testing determines otherwise. 

The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in 
developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact 
archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data 
set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of 
identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D 
of the National Register. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the 
study area are those areas predicted be the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a 
particular temporal affiliation and site type. Category 3 takes into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the landform that could have 
impacted the integrity of any archeological sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type that might be present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 2 
areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites cannot be determined with 
certainty until more is known about the specific extent and character of disturbance in that 
specific area. Category 4 areas represent those portions of the study area where there is 
evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no chance of identifying an intact 
archeological site with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape 
where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type 
(Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces 
are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; 
Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent 
habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if 
these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of 
which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain 
short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, if these types of sites exist anywhere 
within the study area. Huntington will be able use these predictions to assess whether an 
alternative or potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, or not likely to affect pre-contact 
archeological sites with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: 
Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight 
historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area (Table 
1.4). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the 
study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, 
especially those related to residential occupation. Separatist archeological resources related 
to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, transportation, and tourism and recreation 
are also probable within the study area. For non-Separatist archeological resources, 
significant resources are predicted for the industrial and tourism and recreation contexts. The 
types of data that need to survive for each historical archeology site type to be considered 
significant within the framework of the National Register is discussed along with specific 
recommendations for archeological testing. The discussion is supplemented by maps 
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showing the areas identified as having probable archeological resources associated with each 
context. 

Significance Statement and Boundary Justification 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National 
Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have 
associative value under Criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, 
and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is 
nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated 
with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scandinavian countries that began in the 
1600s and persisted into the 1800s; as well as for connections with the spread of German-
American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation 
networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of 
tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century and early twentieth century; and an 
association with the development of early twentieth century historic preservation efforts. The 
district is also nationally significant for its connections to the national movement to increase 
the level of flood protection after significant flooding in the Ohio River Valley in the early 
twentieth century, and the connection with the WPA in funding the flood control projects in 
the Muskingum River Valley drainage system. The district is significant at state and local 
levels for its role in the economic development of Tuscarawas County and northeastern Ohio, 
along with the connection of the Separatists to the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie 
Canal. The Separatists’ German ethnicity is reflected in their buildings through 
workmanship, materials, feeling, and design, and is significant at the national, state, and local 
levels as a fine example of a cluster of nineteenth-century Germanic architecture. 
Additionally, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has significance at the state and local 
levels in relation to contexts of pre-Depression rural economic development and the 
evolution of transportation networks. 

Overall, Zoar Village and the area immediately surrounding the village contain a significant 
number of resources associated with the Separatists from the establishment of the society in 
1817 to its dissolution in 1898. Eighty-nine (89) Separatist resources have been identified, of 
which 88 are recommended contributing to a proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. This 
number includes 13 of 14 resources currently listed on the National Register as part of the 
1975 Zoar Historic District. The buildings, structures, foundations, and ruins newly assessed 
as contributing resources have excellent integrity as a group and clearly support the 
expansion of the 1975 Zoar Historic District. 

Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of communal 
societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. 
The integrity of the 1975 Zoar Historic District and the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all 
very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its 
peers is the level of retention of historic buildings associated with the period of significance. 
A total of 88 buildings and other resources within the contiguous portion of the 
recommended expanded historic district are associated with the Separatists, while only 20 
large buildings represent post-Separatist development (not including outbuildings). The Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam represent the biggest alteration to the historic setting of Zoar 
Village, but are significant historical resources in their own right and contribute to an 
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expanded period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The integrity of 
the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is almost unparalleled among historic communal 
societies listed in the National Register. 

Seven non-Separatist resources have also been recommended eligible to an extended period 
of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District because they exemplify one or 
more broad patterns in American history. The seven resources fall within the following 
contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control 
Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. In addition, four resources with 
known or suspected Separatist origins are considered to contribute to non-Separatist contexts: 
the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962, context (Sawmill/Powerhouse and Zoar Lime Kiln) 
and the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962, context (House No. 1 and the Zoar Garden). The 
period of significance for non-Separatist contexts ends at 1962, due to National Register 
eligibility guidelines that require properties under 50 years of age to be of exceptional 
historical significance. No resources within the study area were found to meet this 
requirement. 

HDC recommends that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to 
include all newly identified Separatist resources that are recommended contributing to the 
district, including one outlying Separatist-era barn located at 9872 Towpath Road, which will 
require a discontiguous National Register district boundary. The expanded boundary 
encompasses all seven non-Separatist resources recommended contributing to an extended 
period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 
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CHAPTER 2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Need 

Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of 
the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety 
Modification Study (DSMS) (see Volume 1, Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is 
being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address 
seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 

Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was constructed to help protect Zoar Village from water being 
impounded by Dover Dam, located 4 miles downstream on the Tuscarawas River. Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam are also located approximately 4 miles downstream of Bolivar Dam. 
Without Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, all portions of Zoar Village located at or below 
elevation 916 feet above mean sea level would have been evacuated at the time of Dover 
Dam's construction in the mid 1930s. This is the elevation of Dover Dam's spillway and the 
flowage easement the federal government maintains upstream of Dover Dam. 

Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment is the completion of a Historic Property Baseline 
Survey for the DSMS study area. This information is being gathered to help Huntington 
develop baseline data concerning historic property potential to support evaluation and 
comparison of alternatives. This study is designed to identify historic properties and historic 
property potentials in areas that could be impacted by a wide range of potential risk 
management alternatives. More specifically, it will help Huntington, in consultation with 
consulting parties under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, 
define Areas of Potential Effects to historic properties, future historic property identification 
efforts (as needed), assess effects to any identified historic properties, and, if necessary, 
consider resolution of adverse effects to historic properties. 

This volume of the Historic Property Baseline Survey presents the results of the Above-
ground Resources Survey as required by Task I.C and the Archeological Probability 
Assessment, Task I.D. 

Report Organization 

This report is divided into five volumes, due to the sheer amount of information that must be 
presented. Because of the complexity of the research universe within the study area, eight 
historical thematic areas have been created to help organize the information presented in the 
report volumes. These thematic areas will be used to help present the results of research in 
Volume 1 and the Above-ground Resources Survey and Archeological Probability 
Assessment in Volume 2, and include: 

• Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 
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• Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

• Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit kilns, and other structures 

• Industry/Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the 
manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

• Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

• Community/Religion/Education-addresses buildings, structures, and processes that 
support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and other 
related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and structures 

• Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service 
the tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

• Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 

Volume 1 presents the results of extensive research conducted to provide an in-depth context 
for understanding the history of the study. A detailed executive summary of the report is 
provided at the beginning. Chapter 1.1 is the report introduction, and includes an overview of 
the purpose and need of the baseline study and a review of the scope of work tasks. Chapter 

1.2 presents an environmental review of the study area for contextual purposes. Chapter 1.3 

is the pre-contact cultural history of the study area and surrounding region, which builds 
upon established regional cultural histories. Chapter 1.4 discusses the historical development 
of the study area from ca. 1750 to the present day. The chapter is divided into three main 
sections: the Study Area before the founding of Zoar Village, the Separatist Period, and the 
Study Area after the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. Chapter 1.5 presents 
the results of research into communal societies that are similar to the Separatists. Chapter 1.6 

presents a summary and discussion of the results of research and suggests possible directions 
for future research. Appendices for this volume include an annotated bibliography containing 
all sources cited in the report volumes, the Scope of Work for the project, and resumes for 
key personnel. A data DVD with PDFs of all sources listed in the annotated bibliography is 
found on the rear inside cover of Volume 1. 

Volume 2 contains the discussion of the Above-ground Resources Survey and the 
Archeological Probability Assessment. Chapter 2.1 introduces the volume. Chapter 2.2 

presents the survey methodology. Chapter 2.3 discusses the architectural contexts present 
within the study area. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the Above-ground Resources Study, 
divided into three contexts: Separatist resources, non-Separatist nineteenth century resources, 
post-dissolution residential and commercial development, and modern development; Chapter 

2.5 includes the results of the archeological probability assessment; Chapter 2.6 discusses the 
boundary assessment; Chapter 2.7 includes the statement of significance for the study area, 
and Chapter 2.8 presents a summary of the volume. 

Volume 3 contains all the report figures that accompany text in Volumes 1 and 2. 

Volume 4 contains all the report tables that accompany text in Volumes 1 and 2. 

Volume 5 contains the photo appendices for the project, including photographs taken for the 
Above-ground Resources Survey, streetscape views, and comparative photographs taken to 
document landscape and building changes between selected images in Fernandez 2003 and 
current conditions. 
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CHAPTER 2.2. TASK 1.C METHODOLOGY 

Research 

Research for the above-ground resources survey was used to establish an overall context in 
which to evaluate the historic significance and architectural integrity of the structures. 
Research findings for the historical context are included in Volume 1 of this study. An 
architectural context, based on German-American architecture and early architecture in Ohio, 
is presented in Chapter 2.3. Secondary sources such as Virginia and Lee McAlester’s A Field 

Guide to American Houses (1995) provided a national architectural context in which to 
evaluate the buildings of Zoar Village, while E. Allen Ross’s 1966 master’s thesis entitled A 
History of Ohio Architecture gave a context for the development of architectural styles in the 
state. The basis of the national and regional German-American architectural context came 
from sources such as Edward A. Chappell’s essay on German and Swiss architecture and 
William H. Tishler’s essay on Midwestern German architecture in America’s Architectural 

Roots, Ethnic Groups That Built America (1986) as well as Stanley A. Kaufman and Ricky 
Clark’s German Folk Culture in Eastern Ohio (1986) and Stanley A. Kaufman and Dr. 
Lawrence W. Hartzell’s Moravians in Ohio (1987). The abstract of John D. Milner’s 1975 
conference paper on Germanic Architecture in the New World in the Proceedings of 
Thematic Sessions of the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectural 
Historians was also helpful. A complete list of sources is included in References Cited 
section of this report. 

Other sources consulted include: 

HABS/HAER documentation: Between 1936 and 1937, Historic American Buildings Survey 
(HABS) photographed and prepared measured drawings for over 25 structures in Zoar 
Village, including the Zoar Brewery, the Second Cider Mill, the Third Meetinghouse (Zoar 
Church), House No. 1, the Zoar (General) Store, the Custom Mill, the Zoar Jail, the Second 
Cobbler Shop, the Second Cow Barn, the Zoar Hotel, and the Third School. A brief history of 
Zoar Village was also produced as part of this documentation. 

Ohio Historic Inventory (OHI) Forms: There are 33 Ohio Historic Inventory forms for Zoar 
Village and the surrounding area in Tuscarawas County; 26 forms for historic buildings, 
structures, foundations, and ruins associated with the Separatists; and seven forms for 
remains associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal and the State Fish Hatchery No. 12. 

National Register Documentation: The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places on June 23, 1969 for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, 
commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district 
nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and 
greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 
1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975 expanded the historic district to 
include significant buildings and remains associated with the Separatists, principally because 
of perceived threats to the continued integrity of the resources. Threats to the resources were 
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listed as "possible development, highway and power line projects," with the proposed 
relocation of State Route 212 being cited as a serious threat to the location of the Foundry, 
the Woolen Factory, and the Grist Mill in particular (Item 7, pages 1 and 3). These resources 
included House No. 1; the Garden and Garden House (greenhouse); House No. 5 (the 
(Second) Sewing House); the Third Meetinghouse; House No. 17 (the Boy’s Dormitory); the 
Zoar Hotel; the site of the lime kiln and agricultural outbuildings; the sites of the Foundry, 
Woolen Factory, and Grist (Custom) Mill; the Canal Hotel; and the site of the Zoar Brewery 
(Darbee and Pratt 1975). 

Maps: HDC consulted numerous maps, drawings, and aerial photographs of the study area to 
identify Separatist-related resources and their approximate date of construction. Particularly 
helpful maps include: the 1875 Plat of Zoar Village, Lawrence Township from the 
Tuscarawas County Atlas (Everts 1875); George Hayward’s 1898 Society of Separatists of 
Zoar Dissolution Map produced as part of the land survey when the society dissolved in 
1898, the 1935 as-built drawings produced by the USACE as part of the Levee Protection 
Works, Zoar, Ohio; and the September 12, 1958 aerial of Zoar downloaded from the 
Tuscarawas County GIS Map Office. In addition, a 1923 aerial photograph by Green and the 
1934 aerial photographs in the Tuscarawas County Historical Society collection helped 
identify approximate dates of construction for early twentieth-century resources. The 1850 
and 1890 maps in Paul Schultz’s Zoar Catalogue of Buildings, Sites, & Dates (1978) were 
also helpful in identifying the names and history of Separatist-related resources in the village, 
although some of Schultz’s information is more of a speculative nature; when more reliable 
information from primary or scholarly sources was available, that data was used to identify 
buildings. 

Fieldwork 

The HDC field team, consisting of Christine Trebellas and Terry Glaze, completed fieldwork 
in the study area from June 18 to June 28, 2012. To help facilitate survey work and 
discussion, the team divided the study area into two main sub-areas: within the 1975 Zoar 
Historic District and outside the 1975 Zoar Historic District. These sub-areas were further 
divided into smaller geographic areas to more closely examine the remaining above-ground 
buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations. During field survey (and throughout the 
discussion of survey results), the primary identifier for each structure are numbers assigned 
by Huntington (referred to as COE Numbers); these numbers are typically four digits long 
and range from 5834 to 6149. Huntington has requested that all surveys subsequent to the 
initial numbering of structures assign numbers to newly identified structures. Numbers 
assigned during these subsequent surveys are to have an alphabetical prefix unique to the 
survey. For example, numbers preceded by the prefix "TH" were assigned as a result of an 
inventory completed by Huntington in 2012. Numbers assigned by HDC in 2012 and 2013 
are preceded by the prefix "HDC." 

As part of the survey, a two-member team examined all accessible remaining above-ground 
buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations, took at least two high-quality digital 
photographs of each construction, and completed a survey form recording the physical 
features and condition of each construction. Overall streetscape photos were taken as well to 
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provide context. Andrew Sewell joined the HDC survey team from June 24 to June 28, 2012, 
to survey ruins and foundations in the study area and other Separatist holdings in the outlying 
areas; supplementary inspection of areas with ruins and foundations by Mr. Sewell also took 
place in August, 2012, and March, 2013, during visits to Zoar Village for other purposes. 

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation 

Each structure was evaluated, physically and through extensive research, for its eligibility for 
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (hereinafter National Register, except in 
tables where the abbreviation NRHP is used). To be eligible, a property must possess 
(Andrus and Shrimpton 2002): 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture 
present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of 
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association, and meet at 
least one of the following criteria: 

A. Are associated with events that have made significant contributions to the broad 
patterns of our history 

B. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past 

C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of type, period, or method of construction, 
or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individual distinction 

D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history 

HDC staff consulted National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register 

Criteria for Evaluation and researched each structure to determine whether it was eligible 
according to one or more of the above National Register criteria. All of the criteria were 
applied as follows: 

For Criterion A: Event, the structures were assessed for historic context associated with 
the history of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. Other historic contexts include 
the early development of Tuscarawas County and the Ohio & Erie Canal, the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservation District (MWCD) and the USACE flood control 
and dam construction efforts, historic preservation efforts, and the twentieth-century 
development of the area. A historic context of the study area is included in Volume 1 
of the report. 

For Criterion B: Person, research was conducted to determine if any outstanding 
historic figures were involved with the buildings. These individuals include Joseph 
Bimeler and Alexander Gunn. 
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For Criterion C: Design/Construction, each structure was evaluated for building form, 
architectural style, engineering technique, and cultural expression. An architectural 
context to evaluate these structures is included in Chapter 2.3 of this volume. 

For Criterion D: Information Potential, each structure or historic site was assessed for its 
ability to contain information important to contribute to our understanding of history. 
For archeological sites, the resource must have characteristics suggesting the 
likelihood that it possesses configurations of artifacts, soil strata, structural remains, 
or other cultural features that make it possible to test hypotheses about events, groups, 
or processes in the past that bear on important research questions. For structures, the 
resource must be a principal source of important information such as construction 
techniques, use of materials, etc. 

National Register Criteria Considerations 

In addition to the four criteria outlined above, there are several criteria considerations to take 
into account when evaluating structures. Cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical 
figures, religious properties, structures that have been moved from their original locations, 
reconstructed buildings, commemorative properties, and properties that have achieved 
significance in the past 50 years are ordinarily not considered eligible for the National 
Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do 
meet the criteria above or if they fall within the following criteria considerations: 

National Register Criteria Consideration A, Religious Properties: The criteria consideration states 
that a religious property can be eligible if it is directly associated with either a specific event 
or a broad pattern in the history of religion. However, the religious properties in question in 
this study do not need to meet this criteria consideration as they are part of a larger district 
and are not the predominate feature of the district. 

National Register Criteria Consideration B, Moved Properties: The criteria consideration states that a 
building removed from its original location but which is significant primarily for 
architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a 
historic person or event can be eligible. A moved property must retain enough of its historic 
features to convey its significance and retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association. Structures do not need to meet this criteria consideration if they are 
in a district in which only a small portion of typical buildings in the district have been moved 
or if they are part of a complex and are of less significance than the remaining unmoved 
buildings. For the purposes of this report, only a few significant structures have been moved 
within the study area, and they still lie within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Thus, 
the criteria consideration would not apply to the majority of these structures. 

National Register Criteria Consideration C, Birthplaces and Graves: The criteria consideration states 
that a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance can be eligible if 
there is no appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life. 
Generally, if a grave is associated with the property where a significant person spent his or 
her productive years, it does not need to meet this criteria consideration. In addition, if the 
birthplace or grave is part of a larger property or district, it does not need to meet this criteria 
consideration. There is one known grave site within the study area that is located outside the 
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Zoar Cemetery: the Alexander Gunn grave. This criteria consideration will apply if the 
resource is to be considered individually eligible for the National Register. 

National Register Criteria Consideration D, Cemeteries: The criteria consideration states that 
cemeteries, if considered on their own as individual properties or as the main property in a 
district, may be eligible for the National Register only if they are associated with persons of 
transcendent importance, or are significant on the basis of great age, design, association with 
historical events or trends, or for information potential. However, a property does not need to 
meet this criteria consideration if the cemetery is nominated as part of a district but is not the 
focal point of the district. There is one cemetery, the Zoar Cemetery, located in the study 
area. This criteria consideration will apply if the resource is to be considered individually 
eligible for the National Register. 

National Register Criteria Consideration E: Reconstructed Properties: The criteria consideration 
states that a reconstructed building is eligible if it is: 1) accurately executed in a suitable 
environment, 2) presented as part of a restoration master plan, and 3) when no other building 
or structure with the same association has survived. All three requirements must be meet to 
be considered eligible for the National Register as a reconstructed property. Three buildings 
(the Tin Shop, the Wagon Shop, and the Blacksmith Shop) and one structure (the Garden 
Spring House) within the study area were reconstructed to Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards at their original locations. As such, they need to be evaluated under this criteria 
consideration. 

National Register Criteria Consideration G: Properties that have achieved Significance within the last 

Fifty Years: The National Register Criteria for Evaluation exclude properties that achieved 
significance within the last fifty years unless they are of exceptional importance. Fifty years 
is generally the time needed to develop historical perspective and to evaluate significance. To 
be of exceptional importance, the resource must either be associated with an event of 
extraordinary importance or belong to an entire category of resources so fragile that survivors 
of any age are unusual. Although there are many properties in the study area that are less than 
fifty years of age, none of them meet the exceptional significance definition of this criteria 
consideration. 

National Register Integrity Considerations 

After historical significance has been established, a property must then be evaluated for 
integrity. To be considered eligible for listing in the National Register, a property must 
possess several, and usually most, of the seven aspects of integrity. The following 
explanation of integrity is taken from Chapter VIII of National Register Bulletin 15 How to 

Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002): 

Location: Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place 
where the historic event occurred. The relationship between the property and its location is 
often important to understanding why the property was created or why something happened. 
The actual location of a historic property, complemented by its setting, is particularly 
important in recapturing the sense of historic events and persons. Except in rare cases, the 
relationship between a property and its historic associations is destroyed if the property is 
moved. 
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Design: Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and 
style of a property that is the result of conscious decisions made during the original 
conception and planning of a property (or its significant alteration). For buildings, design 
includes such elements as organization of space; proportion, scale, and massing; technology 
and structural system; pattern of fenestration; type, amount, textures and colors of surface 
materials; and style of ornamental detailing. 

Setting: Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. Whereas location refers to 
the specific place where a property was built or where an event occurred, setting refers to the 
character of the place in which the property played its historical role. It involves how, not just 
where, the property is situated and its relationship to surrounding features and open space. 
Elements of a property’s setting include topography, vegetation, manmade paths/fences, and 
its relationship to other buildings and open space. 

Materials: Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a 
particular period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic 
property. The choice and combination of materials reveal the preferences of those who 
created the property and indicate the availability of particular types of materials and 
technologies. A property must retain the key exterior materials dating from the period of its 
historic significance. If the property has been rehabilitated, the historic materials and 
significant features must have been preserved. The property must also be an actual historic 
resource, not a recreation; a recent structure fabricated to look historic is not eligible. 
Likewise, a property whose historic features and materials have been lost and then 
reconstructed is usually not eligible. However, under specific circumstances, a reconstruction 
based on historical evidence can still qualify as eligible (See Criteria Consideration E, on 
page 2.7, this volume). 

Workmanship: Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or 
people during any given period in history or prehistory. It is the evidence of artisans' labor 
and skill in constructing or altering a building, structure, object, or site. Workmanship can 
apply to the property as a whole or to its individual components. It can be expressed in 
vernacular methods of construction and plain finishes or in highly sophisticated 
configurations and ornamental detailing. It can be based on common traditions or innovative 
period techniques. Examples of workmanship in historic buildings include tooling, carving, 
painting, graining, turning, and joinery. 

Feeling: Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular 
period of time. It results from the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey 
the property's historic character. For example, a rural historic district retaining original 
design, materials, workmanship, and setting will relate the feeling of agricultural life in the 
19th century. 

Association: Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a 
historic property. A property retains association if it is the place where the event or activity 
occurred and is sufficiently intact to convey that relationship to an observer. Like feeling, 
association requires the presence of physical features that convey a property's historic 
character. Both feeling and association are subjective and cannot be the sole basis of a 
property’s claim to integrity. 
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Additional National Register Guidelines 

HDC staff also consulted National Register Bulletin 21: Defining Boundaries for National 

Register Properties (Siefert 1997) to help determine if the existing National Register 
boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District is sufficient, or if it should be expanded to 
include additional properties that might be recommended as eligible for the National Register 
as part of this report. National Register Bulletin 41: Guidelines for Evaluating and 

Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places (Potter and Boland 1992) was also consulted to 
provide further guidance in evaluating the Zoar Cemetery and the Alexander Gunn grave. 
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CHAPTER 2.3. ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT 

Architecture reflects the climate, materials, building techniques, and social organizations of 
the people and time period in which it is built. In the early United States, it was also 
influenced by the building traditions of immigrant populations as well as trends in national 
and European architecture. In a similar fashion, the early settlers of Ohio brought the 
building traditions from either their eastern seaboard roots or their native European countries 
and modified them to conditions in the area. Although little is written about the architecture 
of Zoar Village, if we look closely at the buildings themselves, we can see the influence of 
national architectural trends as well as regional vernacular building types and traditional 
German construction methods. 

Early Log Architecture 

Most early settlers to the United States built modest structures from local materials out of 
necessity. And since the eastern half of the country had a large supply of timber, wood frame 
structures were quite common. Many of the early English, French, and German settlers were 
familiar with wood construction, in particular heavy timber post-and girt construction, and 
adapted it to local conditions in the United States. German immigrants from heavily wooded 
areas of central and northern Europe expanded upon this tradition and constructed buildings 
with logs hewn square and then placed horizontally on top of one another to create a solid 
wood wall. This style is seen in the middle colonies of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, 
and Maryland, and expanded west to parts of West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee 
(McAlester 1995:75–82). The horizontal logs provide both structural support, and, when 
chinked with clay or other materials, help insulate against the elements (Figure 2.1 and 
Figure 2.2). The corner construction system of these buildings was particularly important 
since it provided the principal structural support of the walls, and complex systems of joining 
the corner timbers were developed. Craftsmen carefully notched the ends of the square-hewn 
logs in saddle (the simplest to form), square, V-notched, half-dovetail, or full-dovetail (the 
most complex and strongest) patterns to create an interlocking log construction system 
(McAlester 1995:34–35). 

Because the structural stability of these log buildings depended on the corner joints, they 
were difficult to expand as more space was needed. The simplest plan was a one-room 
structure with a loft above, and as needs and resources increased, two-unit plans developed. 
These two-room buildings had a variety of forms, including two rooms around a central 
chimney (a saddlebag), two rooms with one or two end chimneys (a double-pen) and two 
rooms with a central passage (a dogtrot). As local sawmills developed and provided a source 
of cut lumber, framed additions and porches were adjoined to these early log buildings. Many 
early log structures were later covered with horizontal wood siding to provide an additional 
weather seal and make them appear more modern (McAlester 1995:83–85). 
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German-Americans in Ohio followed this trend and used architectural forms, materials, and 
construction techniques from their native land, and at times, combined them with the 
prevailing styles, room arrangements, and construction methods prevalent in the country at 
the time. Many of the early Ohio buildings were of log construction as seen in the 
reconstructed remains of the Moravian settlements at Schoenbrun (founded in 1772) and 
Gnadenhutten (Ross 1966:16–20). Other examples of German-American log architecture in 
eastern Ohio include the Michael Yoder House (c. 1845) in Holmes County and the John 
Rohrer House just east of Berlin, Ohio (Kaufman and Clark 1986:4–6). 

When they first arrived in the Tuscarawas County, the Separatists also followed in this 
tradition and built simple one-room log structures of square-hewn timbers with chinking and 
V-notched corner notching. Buildings of this construction technique in Zoar Village include 
House No. 16 (ca. 1817; Figure 2.1), House No. 9 (ca. 1817; Figure 2.2), House No. 10 (ca. 
1817), House No. 30 (ca. 1820), and House No. 14 (ca. 1820). 

German-Americans not only brought construction techniques from their homelands, but they 
also re-used traditional building plans when they settled in America. While the earliest log 
structures had simple, one-room plans, many German-American settlers built traditional 
structures with an almost square, three-room plan known as a Flurkuchenhaus or Ernhaus. 
The kitchen (Kuche) was the principal room one entered into and contained a large, central 
fireplace. The Stube, or parlor, was the second largest room to the side of the kitchen and 
usually had a stove which vented into the central fireplace, which also provided coals for the 
stove. The third room, the Kammer, was a narrow sleeping chamber behind the Stube. If the 
building had upper floors, they were accessed by a tight stairway in the corner of the kitchen. 
A two-room variation combined the Stube and the Kammer into one room heated by a stove 
(Milner 1975:299). Roofs were generally simple, side gable roofs with complex framing 
systems; they were sometimes covered with flat, shingle-like clay tiles (as seen in Zoar 
Village). Residences could include a combination of specialized work and storage spaces as 
well as the main living spaces. Many homes had attic storage spaces for grain, dried fruit, or 
curing meat, while basements could contain vaulted or carefully insulated cellars for the 
storage of goods (Chappell 1986:68–71). 

Another traditional German house form was the four-room Kreuzhaus. This plan type was a 
minor variation on the Flurkuchenhaus and had four rooms clustered around a central 
chimney. The kitchen, with its corner stair, was still the principal room, although reduced in 
size slightly by a partition at one end of the fireplace which created a pantry. The two rooms 
in the other half of the residence were the Stube (parlor) and Kammer (sleeping chamber) and 
resembled the layout of the Flurkuchenhaus (Milner 1975:299). 

The Durchgangigen Haus was a third house type with a narrow entry and access corridor 
separating the kitchen and chamber sides of the house. The plan was used in larger structures 
and usually contained a vaulted chimney stack. Beginning in two separate rooms, the 
chimney would rise to the second-floor ceiling level before it vaulted into a common stack 
and then pierced the ridge line of the roof. The first and second floor interior passages of the 
residence had openings along the flue for stoves to heat the interior space (Milner 1975:299). 

While little research has been done on the evolution of German-American house forms in 
Ohio, we can glean some information from the early residential structures built by the 
Separatists. Many of these residences appear to have started as simple one-room buildings 
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with a loft above. As need and resources dictated, these buildings were expanded with 
square-hewn log or wood-frame additions to create two-, three-, and even four-room plans. 
The Separatists built their first structure, House No. 10, as a one-room residence and meeting 
house with a loft above. The west addition was added as a one-room frame addition in 1875 
and a three-room frame addition to the right was added in 1930 (replacing an earlier, smaller 
frame addition), mimicking the form of a Flurkuchenhaus (although perhaps not on purpose; 
Figure 2.3). House No. 16, also known as the Jebenhaüschen, started as a two-room 
residence with a narrow stairs in the corner to access the loft above (similar to a 
Flurkuchenhaus; Figure 2.4). A square-hewn log addition to the east and a wood-frame 
addition to the west created a four-room plan. 

Later German American Architecture 

Although early German immigrants used this early log architecture for their first homes and 
outbuildings, they soon turned to more substantial, permanent architecture as they prospered. 
This new architecture could incorporate a wide range of construction techniques and building 
materials. Many Germans were familiar with brick and stone construction, and used it in 
larger buildings such as churches, mills, and breweries. Others turned to traditional half-
timber construction known as Fachwerk. This method of construction used a sturdy, mortise-
and-tenon framework of braced, heavy timbers filled with brick or clay to form the exterior 
walls (Tishler 1986:142–143). The construction technique had its foundation in medieval 
Europe and its post-and-girt system, where heavy corner and intermediary posts carry the 
upper loads and heavy cross timbers (girts) support the upper floors. Typically the joints in 
these buildings are carefully hewn and held in place by wooden pegs. The spaces between the 
heavy supporting timbers were then filled with clay, brick, or stone. The clay, or daub, was 
usually applied to over a lath of short wood sticks or woven basketwork known as wattle. 
Brick and stone were commonly covered with stucco. Regardless of the filling material (or 
nogging), the sides of the supporting timbers were left exposed and became known as half-
timber construction, or Fachwerk in German. In many instances, the exposed half-timber 
framing and nogging were later covered with a continuous surface of wood siding or stucco 
to help protect it from the elements (McAlester 1995:35–36). Although Fachwerk 

construction had developed in Europe in response to dwindling wood supplies caused by 
warfare and intensive development, German immigrants to the United States still used this 
construction technique in areas in the Midwest that had an almost unlimited supply of timber 
(Tishler 1986:143). 

German immigrants to Ohio followed this transition from log architecture to half-timber 
framing; several examples of Fachwerk architecture can be found in areas of eastern Ohio. In 
Winesburg, Ohio, the small half-timbered Bichsel Residence was constructed with a stone 
foundation and a mixture of mud and straw between the timbers. The wattle and daub was 
later plastered and sheltered from the elements by a wide roof overhang (Kaufman and Clark 
1986:7–8). But as Kaufman and Clark (1986) note, the wattle and daub surface was rarely 
used in eastern Ohio, perhaps due to the weather; they believe it is a carryover from 
traditional German construction techniques, and is used with more narrowly spaced studs and 
immediately covered with wood siding. Other examples of half-timber construction in 
eastern Ohio include the first school house in Winesburg, Ohio; the Ulrich Lehman 
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Residence; buildings at the Sonnenberg community in Wayne County, the Bishop Levi 
Miller House in Walnut Creek; and the Benjamin Beachy House, which has a stone 
foundation and half-timber exterior walls with wattle and daub infill covered in wood siding 
(Kaufman and Clark 1986:8–10). While many of these cited examples use half-timber 
construction with wattle and daub infill later covered with another material, there are several 
examples of Fachwerk in Zoar, Ohio, that use brick infill. Both the Tin Shop (Figure 2.5) and 
the Second Cider Mill, which have been heavily restored, are excellent examples of 
Fachwerk construction with brick infill; visitors to historic Zoar Village can clearly see the 
heavy timber framing, the pegs which hold the joints in place, and the brick infill. The Canal 
Hotel is also an excellent example of Fachwerk construction that was later covered with 
plaster on the interior and wood siding on the exterior (Figure 2.6). The lower level of the 
Zoar Store contains the remnants of half-timber construction filled with wattle and daub; it 
was protected from the elements by the overhanging roof of the upper floors. Fachwerk 
construction was likely employed for many Separatist period structures. 

National Building Trends 

By the early to mid-nineteenth century, regional architecture began to be replaced by more 
national styles due to improved communication and changing construction techniques. The 
same is true of Ohio architecture in general and Zoar Village specifically. By around 1800, 
prominent Ohioans began to replace their simple wood structures with Georgian-inspired 
buildings. Georgian architecture was a popular style in the English colonies from 1700 to 
around 1780, and lasted in many locations until the 1830s. Typical elements of the style 
include (McAlester 1995:138–142): 

• one-and-a-half or two-story structures two rooms deep 

• doors and windows in strict symmetry 

• a paneled door with a decorative crown supported by pilasters 

• a divided-light transom above the door 

• windows with double-hung sashes 

• a cornice with dentils 

• other decorative elements such as corner quoins or belt courses 

An early example of this style in Ohio is the Hudson-Lee House in Hudson, Ohio from 1806. 
The residence has the typical two-story, two-room deep form with a side-gable roof, main 
entry door with pilasters and a crown, and strict symmetry in the windows and doors (Ross 
1966:47). 

As in other areas of Ohio, the Georgian style spread to Zoar Village and can be seen in 
House No. 1 (Figure 2.7). Completed in 1835 as a communal residence for the elderly, it later 
became the home of Joseph Bimeler when older Separatists insisted on remaining with their 
families. The two-and-a-half story rectangular building has a sandstone foundation, Flemish 
bond brick walls, and a hip roof. Other elements typical of the Georgian style include 
symmetrical windows, a stone belt course, stone corner quoins, and a stone and wood cornice 
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running along the top of the building. The full-length hip-roof portico has a two-story 
pedimented center front gable supported by sandstone columns on plinths—another feature 
typical of later Georgian architecture. The roof is topped by an octagonal cupola, which is 
common in later Federal architecture. Designed by an outside architect, the building became 
influential in the design of later brick houses in Zoar Village—especially in the design of the 
1853 meetinghouse (Third Meetinghouse) (Nixon 1933:64). Other brick buildings inspired 
by House No. 1 include House No. 35 (Figure 2.8), House No. 12 (the Assembly House), and 
Trustee Zimmerman’s House (also known as the Treasurer’s House). 

Federal-style architecture replaced Georgian buildings in the late eighteenth century and 
became the dominant style in the United States from around 1780 to 1820, with local 
variations lasting until the 1840s. Much like Georgian architecture, Federal buildings 
featured a simple box form of one-and-a-half to two stories, two rooms deep, with doors and 
windows in strict symmetry. Main entry doors were paneled with sidelights and semi-circular 
or elliptical fanlights accompanied by an elaborate crown supported by pilasters. Other 
decorative elements include cupolas, swags inset in panels, curving steps with iron handrails, 
and windows in blind arches (McAlester 1995:152–158). These elements were popularized 
by English designer Robert Adams, and some scholars refer to the style as Adam or 
Adamesque. Although House No. 1 inspired many later residences in Zoar Village, the 
Separatists also looked to Federal architecture and built House No. 5, the Garden House, 
House No. 17, the Zoar Hotel, and the Third Meetinghouse with elements from this style. 
The Separatists employed a simple Federal style in many of their residences with side-gable 
roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. 

By the early to mid-nineteenth century, Greek Revival architecture replaced the Federal style 
as the predominant style of American residential architecture. Identifying features of the style 
include gable or hip roofs; a cornice line running below the roofline and usually divided into 
two parts; entry or full-width porch supported by columns; and a front door surrounded by 
sidelights and a transom above (McAlester 1995:178–182). Many Separatist buildings show 
the influence of this style, especially in the paneled doors flanked by sidelights and topped 
with transom windows. Particularly good examples include House No. 6, the Zoar (General) 
Store, and House No. 27 (Figure 2.9). 

Although the Separatists turned to national building trends for the design of some of their 
buildings, namely House No.1 and the Third Meetinghouse, most of their structures 
continued to be built using traditional building materials, plan types, and construction 
techniques (Figure 2.10). The vast majority of their structures can be considered folk 
architecture, otherwise known as vernacular architecture. While the country turned to more 
ornate Victorian styles, the Separatists stayed with a plain Federal vernacular style with side-
gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. Many residences 
had simplified versions of Georgian or Federal building forms and consisted of two or two-
and-a-half-story structures two rooms deep with a central corridor. By the Victorian era 
(1860–1900), many of these residences were built with or were added onto with entry 
porches which included Victorian wood scroll work and brackets. The wood posts of these 
porches are supported on cast iron spindles, presumably to prevent wood rot on the bottom of 
the wood posts. These spindles were originally cast in the Separatists’ foundry before it was 
destroyed by fire in 1886. The typical clay tile roofs seen on many of the early Separatist 
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structures were no longer produced by about 1850, so buildings constructed in the last half of 
the nineteenth century used decorative slate tile typical of the Victorian period. 

After the dissolution of the Separatists in 1898, members continued to live in and maintain 
the existing buildings. In the early twentieth century, outsiders moved to Zoar Village, 
usually into existing homes, but occasionally building new infill ones on existing lots. “Folk 
Victorian” was a building trend common from 1900 to 1910 where the builder incorporated 
Victorian detailing onto small and simple homes that were often only one or one-and-a-half 
stories in height. The growth of the railroad system at this time made the spread of the 
Victorian style possible by providing local lumber yards with pre-cut details (McAlester 
1995:310). Examples of Folk Victorian houses in Zoar Village are located on Main Street, 
Park Street, Second Street, and the corner of Eberhart and Towpath roads. 

After World War I, popular residential styles mimicked the fashionable trends of European-
influenced mansions in the previous centuries. Mediterranean period houses were more 
popular in warmer climates of the west coast and southwest. Small Midwestern towns 
typically experienced the construction of “revival” style houses with Colonial being one of 
the most popular, along with modern American styles such as Craftsman and Prairie 
(McAlester 1995:319). In Zoar Village, several Colonial Revival farmhouses and Cape Cod 
type houses were constructed in the 1920s and 1930s along with Craftsman and Prairie style 
homes. Many houses of this period were built at the outskirts of Main Street. 

On the eve of World War II, Ohio ranked fourth in the nation in industrial production, having 
taken advantage of its ready access to raw materials, navigable waterways, development of 
the iron and steel industries, and central location as a transportation hub for canals, railroads, 
and ultimately the automobile. Northeast Ohio especially grew during World War II with the 
Goodyear plants in Akron, the NASA-Glenn Research Center in Cleveland as well as the 
Cleveland Bomber Plant, steel mills in Youngstown and Canton, and the ordnance plant in 
Ravenna in Portage County (Sweeten et al. 2010:12-13). 

The agricultural sector of Ohio’s economy also benefited from wartime expansion. During 
the 1930s, federal policies focused on assisting large landholders. The government saw 
smaller farmers as inefficient and encouraged successful farmers to increase their holdings to 
make their operations more efficient and less costly. World War II brought a huge increase in 
the demand for food, and small farmers, as well as large ones, saw their profits soar (Sweeten 
et al. 2010:18). In Zoar Village, the effects of wartime expansion are not as obvious as in 
towns closer to industrial cities. Growth manifested itself in the renovation and expansion of 
existing farmhouses, construction of new outbuildings on existing farms, and the 
construction of a handful of new single family infill houses. 

After World War II, revival, period, and modern homes sprung up in new developments 
across the country as builders rushed to accommodate the growth of new families. Cape Cod 
and ranch style houses dominated new construction in Zoar Village, typically with Colonial 
Revival proportions and details such as cupolas, shutters, and double-hung multi-pane 
windows. New houses continued to be built further out on existing numbered streets (Second 
and Seventh being two popular options), established streets such as Main and Park, and 
newer residential streets like Dover-Zoar Road. New houses built in Zoar Village between 
the 1930s and 1950s can also be classified as “Minimal Traditional” modern houses 
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(McAlester 1995: 478), a simplified and economical version of period styles necessitated by 
the effects of the Great Depression. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, new housing development centered on Michael Lane and consisted 
of Tudor Revival and Colonial revival styles. A notable departure of the revival trend is the 
Contemporary style house at 691 Michael Lane. These houses reflect the prosperity of 
Americans after World War II with their generous two-story proportions and multi-car 
attached garages. 

These national trends continued in Zoar Village into the 1980s, but new buildings near the 
core historic area tended to be constructed in an early-Colonial style designed to blend in 
with the surrounding early nineteenth century buildings. The post-1962 house at the 
southeast corner of Main and Fourth Streets has dark stained horizontal wood siding, a steep 
gable roofline, and multi-panel double hung windows. The Zoar Village post office on First 
Street occupies a building constructed in 1985 that has the proportions of a modern log house 
and the simple detailing of a frontier building. Later examples of this trend include the 
modern log house at 252 Fifth Street (built ca. 2000), which is almost identical in proportion 
to the post office, and the ca. 1990s Zoar Tavern Guest House, at the northwest corner of 
Park and First. This building is also covered with dark stained horizontal wood siding. An 
outbuilding constructed in 2007 has half-timber detailing on the barn door. 

There are very few examples of non-residential buildings in Zoar Village constructed after 
the dissolution of the Separatists. Those that were constructed were built to serve a particular 
need and are not representative of commercial architectural trends in Zoar Village. Many 
notable non-residential construction projects occurred outside of the historic core and include 
the buildings and structures associated with initial flood control projects of the 1930s and the 
1950s improvements to flood control, along with other isolated examples such as the 1933 
foundation of an unfinished brewery and the remains of the State Fish Hatchery constructed 
between 1921 and 1935. Sometime after 1962, the local electrical company constructed a 
small utility building on Hess Mill Road. Also at this time, a series of prefabricated self-
storage buildings were erected on Dover-Zoar Road. 

Some commercial buildings were simply conversions of existing houses and outbuildings for 
commercial use, such as the Zoar Tavern Guest House and the Zoar Motocross and Auto 
Detailing building. The Zoar Chandlery and Sunshine Candle Works operates out of an 
outbuilding located at 171 Third Street that was likely constructed in ca. 1870 as a domestic 
outbuilding associated with House No. 35. Meiser’s Mower Sales and Service operates out of 
a ca. 1958 ranch house at 630 Main Street. 

There are some newer buildings clustered in downtown. The Tuscarawas County Water & 
Sewer Department constructed a small brick utility building on First Street between Park and 
Main sometime after 1962. The commercial building on the west side of Main Street between 
First and Second Streets is a one-story annex built in the 1970s/1980s that connects House 
No. 23 and the Tailor's Shop/First Doctor's Office. Antonio’s Italian Eatery is housed mostly 
within the annex while the Firehouse Grille & Pub extends from the annex into House No. 
23. A 1970s/1980s apartment building sits at the northeast corner of First and Main Streets 
behind the Zoar Hotel. The Zoar Volunteer Fire Department was built in 1954 with an 
addition constructed in 1976 and sits at the southwest corner of Main and Foltz Streets. The 
U.S. Post Office occupies a building at 171 First Street constructed in 1985. 
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CHAPTER 2.4. TASK I.C-ABOVE-GROUND RESOURCES 
SURVEY RESULTS 

Introduction 

Task I.C. charged HDC with performing an above-ground resources survey that would 
examine and document all standing buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations in the study 
area in terms of significance to historical contexts developed for this study. HDC was also 
tasked with identifying the extent of Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the 
society in 1898, based on historical maps. Once the extent of the original land holdings was 
determined, HDC was further charged with attempting to identify extant Separatist resources 
within the original Separatist land holding area, even if these extant resources were located 
outside the study area. HDC staff collected information on 348 above-ground resources 
within the study area and three above-ground resources associated with the Separists outside 
of the study area. These resources include buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations. A 
building is constructed primarily to shelter any form of human activity such as houses, barns, 
or hotels. A structure is constructed for a purpose other than sheltering human activity such 
as agricultural and domestic outbuildings, dams, levees, and canals. A ruin is a former 
building or structure that has lost many of its basic structural elements. A foundation is the 
load-bearing base of a building or structure and is typically the last portion of a resource to 
remain following the demolition of a building, structure, or ruin because it is at the ground 
level and below. A total of 89 of the surveyed resources are associated with the Separatists 
under eight contexts and 262 are associated with non-Separatist, post-1898 contexts. A total 
of 23 possible Separatist resource locations were identified outside the study area, but only 
three were identified as being associated with the Separatists; this number is included in the 
total number of surveyed resources. No above-ground resources associated with the Pre-
Contact or early Historical periods were discovered during the survey work. 

The results of the above-ground survey are organized and presented in the remainder of this 
chapter according to four broad categories: 

− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located within the study area 

− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located outside the study area 

− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources predating 1962 located within the study 
area; and 

− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources postdating 1962 located within the study 
area. 
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Separatists Resources (1817–1898) Within the Study Area 

Separatist resources within the study area were examined according to their primary 
association with one of eight contexts identified in the original 1969 National Register 
nomination and in Volume 1 as significant. These eight contexts are: residential; commercial; 
agriculture; industry and manufacturing; transportation; community, education, and religion; 
tourism and recreation; and flood control. 

As summarized in Table 2.2, HDC identified 86 Separatist resources within the study area 
and three Separatist resources outside the study area. Buildings that can be primarily 
categorized under the residential context account for about 49 percent of the surveyed, 
Separatist resources located within the study area, while the remaining 51 percent are classed 
under one of the other Separatist contexts. Many resources can be categorized under two or 
more Separatist contexts, due to changes in building functions over time. Results for the 
surveyed Separatist resources located within the study area are presented below according to 
each of eight relevant contexts. Please keep in mind that total counts for each context may 
include resources associated with multiple contexts, so that the total counts of resources from 
all contexts will be greater than the counts for the primary context association in Table 2.2. 

Separatist Residential Context 

For the purposes of this report, residential resources consist of individual residences and 
associated structures such as garages, garden sheds, and other assorted outbuildings. If one of 
these structures clearly dates to a period of significance based on known construction dates, 
building characteristics, and historic maps, then it is included as a Separatist resource. If no 
known information can date a structure or an associated outbuilding to the period of 
significance, it is considered as belonging to the Non-Separatist category. 

When the Separatists laid out the village, they established a grid of streets running north-
south and east-west. The first street was probably Fourth Street, as most of the early log 
structures were located along this street. Law (1942) states that there were approximately 40 
log structures built around the village from 1817 to the 1820s. Houses were typically placed 
very close to the street to allow space to the rear of the lot to be maximized for gardens. 
Surviving examples of log houses include House No. 9 (Zeeb’s Cabin; COE # 5893), House 
No. 10 (Bimeler’s first home and First Meetinghouse; COE # 5893), House No. 30 (The 
Hermitage; COE # 5881), House No. 16 (Jebenhaüschen/Print Shop; COE # 5882), and 
House No. 14 (COE # 5876). HDC recommends these facilities eligible to the National 
Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. They are 
eligible under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists as well as under Criterion 
C for architecture. The square-hewn timbers and corner notching systems, as well as the clay 
tile roofs, embody the distinctive characteristics of early German-American architecture and 
early log architecture. 

As the Separatists prospered, they turned to wood-frame residences in a simple Federal style 
with side-gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One 
exception is House No. 1, which was designed by an outside architect in the Georgian style 
and which inspired the style of several later brick residences as well as the Third 
Meetinghouse. Many residences had simplified versions of Georgian or Federal building 
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forms and consisted of two or two-and-a-half-story structures, two rooms deep, with a central 
corridor. While these residences resembled other houses of the period, there were still some 
German influences, such as the steeply-pitched clay tile roofs. By the Victorian era (1860– 
1900), residences reflected popular building trends and had decorative slate roofs as opposed 
to the Separatist-manufactured clay tiles seen on earlier structures. Many residences were 
built with or were added onto with entry porches that included Victorian wood scroll work 
and brackets. The wood posts of these porches were supported on cast-iron spindles produced 
in the Zoar Foundry until 1886 when the foundry burned; the metal spindles were probably 
used to prevent wood rot on the bottom of the wood posts.  

Survey Results 

HDC identified 44 resources associated with the Separatist-era residential context. In 
addition, three houses were associated with both the residential and community contexts and 
one house was associated with residential and industry contexts. Information on the 
Separatist residential resources is presented in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. The locations of the 
resources are shown in Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14, and Figure 2.15. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

HDC recommends all the Separatist-era residential facilities as contributing resources to the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Overall, the Separatist residential buildings in Zoar 
Village maintain a high level of integrity with few minor additions or changes, such as vinyl 
siding, replacement windows, chimney removal, and rear additions or enclosed porches. As 
such, HDC recommends these residential facilities as contributing resources to the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists and 
under Criterion C, for architecture. The simple, vernacular Federal style of these residences, 
as well as a few high-style buildings such as House No. 1, create a body of work that 
represents a distinctive architecture of the period. 

Many of these residences have associated outbuildings, such as barns or storage sheds. 
Although many of these outbuildings are in poor structural condition or only the foundation 
remains, the retained materials are historic, the resources contribute to the overall setting of 
the community, and the resources still have integrity of location, setting, feeling, and 
association. The site of these structures may still have the potential to provide information 
about how the community and these residential complexes functioned. As such, HDC 
recommends the associated outbuildings identified as Separatist-era structures as contributing 
resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association 
with the Separatists. Testing of the archeological component of the resources is needed to 
determine National Register eligibility under Criterion D; see Chapter 2.5, this volume for a 
discussion of this recommendation. 

As a consequence of these recommendations, HDC also proposes the expansion of the 1975 
Zoar Historic District boundary to include all residential resources recommended as 
contributing to the historic district. A more detailed discussion of the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District boundary is presented in Chapter 2.7, this volume, which begins on page 
2.109.  
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Commercial Context 

Due to the communal nature of the Separatists, many shops normally considered commercial 
were actually community establishments where residents would obtain needed goods. 
However, the Separatists operated a number of general stores, including the Zoar General 
Store which opened in 1835 and a general store in Zoarsville which opened in 1862 and was 
managed by Charles Ehlers. In addition, the Ohio & Erie Canal service complex operated by 
the Separatists included a store, both furnaces operated stores, and a general store featuring 
Separatist products may have been located in Waynesburg until it closed in 1854 (Nixon 
1933:147). However, there is no corroborating evidence that the Separatists ever operated a 
store in Waynesburg, as the histories of Waynesburg do not mention any association with the 
Separatists. Little is also known about the Canal General Store (COE # 5843) except that it 
dates to around 1830 when the canal operations began. The Zoar General Store, which also 
served as a post office, was established primarily to provide services to the neighboring 
farmers and the Separatists’ hired hands. The rear of the store included a dairy building, 
which produced milk, cheese, and butter. The Separatists kept a large dairy herd and 
produced dairy products in sufficient quantity to sell surplus products and support an export 
business. A spring house was attached to the north side of the structure, presumably to store 
dairy and other products for the store to sell to outsiders. Additional detail on the Separatists 
commercial context, as well as associated above-ground resources, is located in Volume 1, 
Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified one resource associated with Separatist-era commerce: the Zoar General 
Store (COE # 5843). Information on this resource is presented in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6. 
The location of the resource is shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.19. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The Zoar General Store was a vital part of the Separatist community and served as a source 
of income for the community to sell their surplus goods. As such, the structure is 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A 
for its association with the Separatists commercial activities. The Zoar General Store is also 
recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion C as 
an excellent example of the vernacular Greek Revival-style with its side-gable roof, full-
width porch supported by square columns on plinths, and entry doors with simple 
entablatures and transom windows. The property has excellent integrity and appears much as 
it did during the Separatist period; it can clearly convey its architectural significance as well 
as its association with the Separatists.  

Agriculture Context 

Agriculture played a dominate role in the lives of Society members, and although the 
agricultural focus was on providing for the needs of the Society, surplus production was sold 
for profit. The Separatists had a large dairy herd and dependably produced more dairy 
products than it could consume. An 1854 inventory included 300 head of cattle, 1,488 sheep, 
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54 hogs, and 42 horses (Nixon 1933:125). Around 1875, the Separatists built a second cow 
barn on the west side of the village for its large dairy herd; milk could easily be transported 
to the nearby dairy and spring house for storage and production. The Kettle House stood 
across the street from the Cow Barn and was used for cleaning milk pails at the end of the 
day. The Slaughterhouse was also located on the west side of the village, about 100 feet 
northwest of the Brewery (Schultz 1978:44). It was probably placed in this area to be near 
the Oxen Barn and the low-lying area (now Zoar Lake) where waste products could easily be 
disposed. One residential resource, House No. 18 (the Bauer Haus; COE # 5879), also is 
related to the agricultural context. Located next to the Horse Barn on the east side of the 
village, the residence also served as a boarding house for hired hands, most of who worked in 
agriculture. Additional detail on the Separatist agriculture context, as well as associated 
above-ground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified nine resources that are associated with Separatist-era agriculture within the 
study area: the Kettle House Foundation (COE # 5850c); Sheep Barn (COE # 5870c); 
Storage Barn (COE # 5906); the Wheat Storage Barn Foundation (HDC2); the Second Cow 
Barn Foundation (HDC6); the Second Slaughterhouse Foundation (HDC7); the Horse 
Hospital Foundation (HDC53); the western Storage Shed Foundation (HDC54); and the 
eastern Storage Shed Foundation (HDC55). In addition to the agriculture resources within the 
study area, a single Separatist agriculture resource was identified outside the study area: the 
Separatist-era barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58). One resource, the Wheat Storage Barn, 
was previously listed as a contributing resource in the supplemental 1975 National Register 
documentation. Information on these resources is presented in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8. The 
locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.16, Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, and Figure 
2.19. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Seven of these resources have lost their architectural significance because only the 
foundations remain. However, these seven resources have historical significance for their 
association with the Separatists and are recommended eligible for the National Register as 
contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their 
association with the Separatists and their agricultural development. Although the resources 
are foundations or ruins, they still contribute to the overall setting of the community and have 
integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. And, the site of these structures may 
still have the potential to provide information about how the community and these 
agricultural complexes functioned under Criterion D. 

The Sheep Barn (COE # 5870c) has diminished architectural significance due to missing 
structural members and architectural features, but still maintains its historical significance for 
its association with the Separatists and is recommended eligible for the National Register as a 
contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its 
association with the Separatists and their agricultural development. 

The barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58) is outside of the study area but located on lands 
previously owned by the Separatists. Local residents claim that the barn was built by 
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Separatists, and a cornerstone bearing the date of 1891 makes this plausible. In addition, a 
barn in this approximate location is shown on the Society’s dissolution map. The barn is in 
remarkably intact condition, retaining its slate roof, sandstone foundation, wood siding, and 
doors/windows. It is therefore recommended eligible for the National Register as a 
discontiguous contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under 
Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and their agricultural development. 

HDC recommends that one Separatist-era agriculture resource, a barn foundation north of 
Fifth Street and topped by a modern structure, as not eligible for the National Register due to 
lack of physical integrity. According to locals, the original barn was built around 1890 by the 
Separatists slightly northwest of the village on the corner of Fifth and Park Streets. The barn 
burned in the 1950s, and a new one was built on top of the old sandstone foundation. The 
west foundation of the rectangular structure started to bow and fail, and was replaced with 
concrete block in 2007. The original western sandstone foundation stones are still lying in a 
pile to the west of the current barn structure. The barn has no integrity of workmanship, 
design, materials, and association, as there is little of the structure remaining that reflects the 
work of the Separatists. The sandstone foundation on its own may be considered a 
contributing Separatist resource if the modern materials were removed and the original stone 
incorporated back into the foundation. 

Industry and Manufacturing Context 

The Separatists owned numerous manufacturing and milling operations, including four 
different gristmills, two sawmills, a woolen factory, and two blast furnaces. Small shop 
enterprises were located within the town proper, such as the wagon shop, blacksmith shop, 
cooperage, and cabinet shop. Larger-scale industrial buildings were built on the outskirts of 
the town, including the mills, the woolen mill, the machine shop, the brick and tile factory, 
and the pottery production. Since the Separatists took advantage of waterpower, and many of 
these industries were located along the Tuscarawas River or the neighboring Ohio & Erie 
Canal. Industries present from 1835 to 1840 included a sawmill, a gristmill, two furnaces, a 
tannery, an oil mill, a linen factory, lime kilns, brick kilns, and a brewery. Additional detail 
on the Separatists industry and manufacturing context, as well as associated above- ground 
resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified eleven resources that are associated with the Separatist industry and 
manufacturing context within the study area; one resource listed as a contributing resource in 
the 1975 National Register nomination update was not relocated (the Zoar Foundry). 
Information on the resources is presented in Table 2.9 and Table 2.10. The locations of the 
resources are shown in Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21, and Figure 2.22. As reflected in Table 2.9, 
two of these resources were included in the supplemental 1975 National Register 
documentation as contributing resources. It should be emphasized that the resources included 
in the 1975 documentation did not have their physical existence and location verified at the 
time the documentation was submitted. HDC was able to conclusively identify two of the 
resources (Woolen Mill and Custom Mill) through archival research and field survey; there 
are no above-ground remains of the Zoar Foundry. 
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National Register Eligibility Assessment 

HDC recommends that two structures listed as contributing resources in the supplemental 
1975 National Register documentation maintain their status as contributing resources for 
their association with the Separatists under the community context (Criterion A). These 
industry and manufacturing resources are: 

− the Woolen Mill Foundation (HDC3) 
− the Custom Mill Foundation (HDC4) 

HDC recommends nine additional resources eligible for listing in the National Register as 
contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their 
association with the Separatists and their industrial development: 

− House No. 15 (Silk Factory; COE# 5885) 
− House No. 36 (Weberhaus; COE# 5903) 
− the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse Ruins (HDC9) 
− the Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock (HDC10) 
− the Zoar Mill Race Ruins (HDC11) 
− the Canal Mill Ruins (HDC14) 
− the Zoar Dam (HDC15) 
− the Zoar Lime Kiln (HDC24) 
− the Canal Mill Race (HDC59) 

House No. 15 (Silk Factory; COE# 5885) and House No. 36 (Weberhaus; COE# 5903) are 
included within the Industry & Manufacturing context because of their associations with the 
Separatist clothing industry. 

Although the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse (HDC9) is in ruinous condition, it still 
contributes to the setting, feeling, and association of historic Zoar Village and has the 
potential to provide information regarding early industry and manufacturing in the area. 
Visitors to the site can clearly identify the ruins and learn something about the industry of the 
Separatists. 

The Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock (HDC10) has a high degree of integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Only the wood gate components 
are missing from the guard lock. In addition, the Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock on the eastern 
side of the river is the oldest unaltered example of stone canal lock design in Ohio (Woods 
1992). The resource is recommended eligible as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and their 
industrial development. HDC also recommends the Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock as 
individually eligible for the National Register as the oldest unaltered example of a stone 
canal lock in Ohio under Criterion C. 

Similarly, the Canal Mill Ruins (HDC14), Mill Race Ruins (HDC11), Canal Mill Race 
(HDC59), and the Zoar Dam (HDC15) are also recommended eligible as contributing 
resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association 
with the Separatists. Although in poor physical condition, the Canal Mill Ruins still has 
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location, setting, feeling, and association. The 
Zoar Dam has good integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location, setting, feeling, 
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and association. The Zoar Dam, with its timber frame crib and stone construction, is also 
recommended eligible under Criterion C for its design and construction methods. Although 
altered by backhoe by a local property owner, the Mill Race Ruins can still be visually 
identified and associated with the nearby guard lock and is therefore recommended as 
eligible as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion 
A for their association with the Separatists. 

The Zoar Lime Kiln (HDC24), while definitely operating in the 1920s and 1930s, is 
purported to be the site of an earlier Separatist lime kiln as well, with a cut stone 
embankment that the twentieth-century kiln ruin was built against possibly representing a 
component of an earlier kiln. Although the documentary record is virtually silent on the 
locations of Separatist lime kilns, this location could be confirmed as Separatist in origin 
through extensive archeological excavations. The Zoar Foundry was listed as a contributing 
resource in the 1975 National Register supplemental documentation, in spite of the fact that 
the location of the foundry was not verified. HDC was unable to locate physical remains of 
the foundry, although the general location was visited. If the foundry remnants still exist, 
they are buried under several feet of fill from the levee construction. It is recommended that 
the foundry ruin be removed as a contributing resource until archeological investigations can 
prove that the resource still exists. 

Transportation Context 

Transportation improvements in the nineteenth century had a great impact on the Separatists. 
The development of the Ohio & Erie Canal was critical to the early success of the 
Separatists. In 1827, the group won the contract to build part of the canal through their land 
holdings, which enabled them to pay off their debt. Overall, the Separatists excavated 
approximately 3 miles of the canal and built Lock 10, two stone culverts, a stone bridge over 
the canal, and feeder and guard locks on either side of their dam across the Tuscarawas River 
(Woods 1992). The canal resources, however, are largely located outside the current 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District and are discussed on page 2.33. 

In the late 1840s and early 1850s, railroads began to compete with canals for transportation, 
and the quicker, more efficient railroads were winning. The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad 
began planning a line that would run through Zoar Village in the early 1870s, with the full 
support of the Separatists. The railroad began construction in 1881 and was completed in 
1882 at Zoar Village with a station just outside of the village. The new station resulted in a 
greater influx of tourists and visitors to Zoar Village. Soon after the opening of the new 
station, the Zoar Hotel would fill to capacity on the weekends, and the bakery and brewery 
added extra shifts to meet increased demand (Law 1942:269). 

The earliest maps showing the Village of Zoar date to 1875. At that time, the village street 
system consisted of Main Street running north-south with four major cross roads (First, 
Second, Third, and Fourth Streets; although note that none of the streets were named until the 
dissolution of the Society in 1898). Main Street to the south angled toward the southeast and 
more or less followed the Tuscarawas River. To the north, Main Street ended at a Y 
intersection with SR 212 diverging to the northwest to Bolivar and Dover-Zoar Road 
(County Highway 82) heading northeast. The numbered streets crossed Foltz and terminated 
at a street known as East Street on the east side. On the west side of Main, the numbered 
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streets crossed Park but did not terminate at a street. Second Street headed east out of town 
toward Mineral City. First Street headed west out of town and crossed the Tuscarawas River 
via a covered bridge that was replaced in 1888 by the Zoar Iron Bridge. 

The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad began planning a line that would run through Zoar 
Village in the early 1870s, with the full support of the Separatists. The railroad began 
construction in 1881 and was completed in 1882 at Zoar Village. The line ran parallel to the 
Tuscarawas River on the west side and crossed the river south of 1st Street. 

Additional detail on the Separatists transportation context, as well as associated above-
ground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified five Separatist resources that are associated with the Separatist transportation 
context: three within the study area and two resources outside the study area. Information on 
the resources is presented in Table 2.11 and Table 2.12. The location of the resources is 
shown in Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

HDC recommends these five resources as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District for their association with the Separatists under the community context (Criterion A): 

− Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins (HDC8) 
− Zoar Iron Bridge (HDC13) 
− Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 (HDC16) 
− Ohio& Erie Canal Feeder Lock (HDC17) 
− Ohio & Erie Canal Bed Ruins (HDC18) 

The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge (HDC8) retains integrity of setting, feeling, and 
association with historic Zoar Village. The resource includes three stone piers and four stone 
abutments that show where the original railroad bridge crossed the Tuscarawas River and the 
Ohio & Erie Canal. Although covered with vegetation, portions of the original railroad grade 
and embankments are still visible in the landscape as well. The resource still retains integrity 
of location, setting, feeling, and association, as well as some integrity of materials and 
workmanship. The bridge ruins can still convey information concerning the importance of 
transportation networks to the development of Zoar Village, and are thus recommended 
eligible for the National Register as a contributing resource to the current proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District under Criterion A. 

Built in 1883 to replace an earlier covered bridge, the Zoar Iron Bridge (HDC13) consists of 
a steel, wrought iron, and cast iron structure spanning the Tuscarawas River. Recently 
restored in 2004, the Zoar Iron Bridge has excellent integrity of location, design, materials, 
and workmanship. When this bridge was replaced by a new bridge to the southeast in the late 
1960s, the road was abandoned and the bridge currently used as part of a trail system. As a 
result, the Zoar Iron Bridge has diminished integrity of setting, feeling, and association. 
However, HDC recommends the structure eligible for the National Register as a contributing 
resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association 
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with the Separatists. In addition, it is also recommended eligible individually under Criterion 
C for its design and Pratt-through-truss construction technique. 

The development of the Ohio & Erie Canal was critical to the early success of the 
Separatists, not only allowing Separatist products to enter outside markets, but as an early 
source of income to help settle their debts from the 1817 land purchase. In 1827, the group 
won the contract to build part of the canal through their land holdings, which enabled them to 
pay off their debt. Men and women worked side-by-side digging and carrying dirt (Fernandez 
2003:7). Overall, the Separatists excavated a total of 3 miles of canal bed through their land. 
Archival research indicates that the 3 miles of canal built by the Separatists corresponds to 
the 3 miles of the canal within the Separatist land holdings. The Ohio & Erie Canal Bed 
Ruins (HDC18) retains good integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association even though they are no longer in use. HDC recommends the 3-mile 
section of the canal bed that corresponds with the Separatist land holdings as eligible to the 
National Register as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. 

Canal Lock 10 (HDC16) is located west of the study area, east of CR 111, and north of SR 
82. The Separatists built Lock 10 in 1826 of double-walled cut sandstone with a lock 
chamber approximately 90 feet long and 15 feet wide. The lock compensated for the rise and 
fall in land elevation; boats in the chamber lock were raised and lowered by the addition or 
subtraction of water supplied by the Tuscarawas River. According on Hine and Tamburro 
(2000), Lock 10 was rehabilitated in 1907 when the Daley Brothers Construction Company 
faced the walls with concrete as part of a larger rehabilitation project in the area. Woods 
(1992), however, states that the State of Ohio attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal in 
the early 1900s and planned to dismantle and rebuild the lock; it is unclear if this work was 
ever completed. Visual inspection suggests that the walls were just faced with concrete. 
Although this section of the canal was not destroyed by the 1913 flood, it became 
unnecessary when most sections north and south were ruined and abandoned. Lock 10 is 
intact today, with a swampy bottom and limited supply of flowing water. Although no longer 
in part of a working canal and missing its miter gates, the portions of the locak that remain 
retain integrity of location, design, setting, materials, feeling, and association. HDC 
recommends Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists. 

The Canal Feeder Guard Lock (HDC17) was built by the Separatists around 1826 to release 
water from the Tuscarawas River into the Ohio & Erie Canal. The structure consists of a cut 
sandstone block retaining wall with metal straps to keep the blocks together and a metal pin 
for the gate structure. Although the primary engineer for the center section of the Ohio & 
Erie Canal was Leander Ransom, the Separatists won the contract to build approximately 
three miles of the canal, including this feeder canal. In the 1870s, the State Board of Public 
Works, which regulated the canals and oversaw its maintenance, removed the upper gate 
structures of the western guard lock on the feeder canal, and some of the building stones 
were removed for use elsewhere. Although no longer part of a working canal and missing its 
gates, what remains retains integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association. HDC recommends the Canal Feeder Guard Lock as a contributing 
resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association 
with the Separatists. 
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In addition, the three resources are components of a much larger, national resource: the Ohio 
& Erie Canal, which was designated as a National Heritage Area in 1996. Zoar Village is 
listed as an important component of the heritage area and is included in the canal’s Towpath 
Trail. Portions of the Ohio & Erie Canal in the Cleveland and Akron area are already listed in 
the National Register. The Ohio & Erie Canal bed within the former extent of Separatist 
landholdings, Lock 10, and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock are elements of a much larger canal 
corridor that could be considered eligible for the National Register. 

Community, Education, and Religion Context 

Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that 
related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. Small shop buildings, such 
as for shoe making and repair, clothing production, tinsmithing, and even watch repair, could 
be found throughout the village, often serving as the craftsman’s residence as well. The 
Society built and modified these community support structures as it perceived a need for 
specific services. As a communal society, many buildings that would be considered 
commercial in other contemporary villages were communal in nature at Zoar Village. For 
example, the Separatists had a communal bakery where society members would receive their 
daily bread allotment. There was also a Cider Mill which produced cider for the Separatists. 
When in season, the beverage would be distributed to the community via a low-wheeled, 
wagon-like vehicle (Fernandez 2003:112). A magazine served as a distribution center for the 
Separatists; supplies were handed out to each family as required on the same day each week. 
Additional detail on the Separatist community, education, and religion context, as well as 
associated above-ground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified twenty-one (21) resources in the study area that are associated with the 
Separatist community, education, and religion context, including three landscape features. 
Three of these resources are also associated with the Residential context. Information on 
these resources is presented in Table 2.13 and Table 2.14. The locations of the resources are 
shown in Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26. As reflected in Table 2.13, four of these resources 
(three structures and one landscape feature) were included in the supplemental 1975 National 
Register documentation as contributing resources. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Structures 

HDC recommends that three structures and one landscape feature already listed as 
contributing resources in the supplemental 1975 National Register documentation maintain 
their status as contributing resources for their association with the Separatists under the 
community context (Criterion A). These community resources are: 

− House No. 11 (Garden House and Greenhouse) (COE # 5891) 
− the Third Meetinghouse (COE # 5901) 
− Zoar Brewery Foundation (HDC1) 
− Zoar Garden (HDC5) 
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Overall, these resources maintain a good level of integrity with few minor additions or 
changes, such as vinyl siding, replacement windows, chimney removal, replacement roof 
shingles, and rear additions or enclosed porches. In addition, House No. 11 and the Third 
Meetinghouse contribute to the overall architectural context of Zoar Village. Although most 
of the resources might lack individual architectural distinction, they represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity when taken as a whole and considered for their overall 
architectural contribution to the greater historic district. As such, they are also recommended 
eligible as contributing resources under Criterion C, for architecture. 

HDC recommends 12 additional structures as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District for their association with the Separatists under the community, education, 
and religion context (Criterion A); some are also contributing for their architectural 
significance (Criterion C): 

− the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office (COE # 5842c) 
− the Dairy and Cheese House (COE # 5843), attached to the Zoar General Store 
− the Magazine (COE # 5856) 
− the Zoar Town Hall (COE # 5860) 
− the Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop (COE # 5865) 
− House No. 13 (First School; COE # 5878) 
− the Second Zoar School (COE # 5883) 
− the Bakery (COE # 5889) 
− House No. 10 (First Meetinghouse; COE # 5892) 
− Alexander Gunn Grave (COE # 5929c) 
− the Zoar Cemetery (HDC19) 
− Ice House Foundation and Dam (HDC52) 

− House No. 29 (Watch Repair Shop; COE # 5858) 

All of these structures are recommended eligible for listing in the National Register as 
contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their 
association with the Separatists. Overall, these resources maintain a good level of integrity 
with few minor additions or changes, such as vinyl siding, replacement windows, chimney 
removal, replacement roof shingles, and rear additions or enclosed porches. In addition, these 
structures contribute to the overall architectural context of Zoar Village. Although most of 
the resources might lack individual architectural distinction, they represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity when taken as a whole and considered for their overall architectural 
contribution to the greater historic district. As such, they are also recommended eligible 
under Criterion C, for architecture. 

HDC also recommends four reconstructed buildings and structures (Criterion Consideration 
E) as eligible for the National Register as contributing resources for their association with the 
Separatist community context (Criteria A): 

− the Wagon Shop (COE # 5837) 
− the Blacksmith Shop (COE # 5838) 
− the First Cobbler Shop/Tin Shop (COE # 5888) 
− the Garden Spring House (COE # 5891a) 

Although these four resources are associated with the Separatists, they are actually post-1962 
reconstructions, since most or all of the building fabric is not original. They have been 
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evaluated as reconstructed properties. Reconstructed properties are considered eligible for the 
National Register if they are accurately executed in a suitable environment; presented in a 
dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan; and when no other structure with the 
same association has survived (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002:37–38). The four facilities meet 
all three requirements as part of the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) efforts to restore and 
interpret the site. As reconstructions, all three facilities have excellent integrity of location, 
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. As such, HDC recommends 
the four facilities—the Tin Shop, the Blacksmith Shop, the Wagon Shop, and the Garden 
Spring House—as eligible for the National Register as reconstructions (Criteria 
Consideration E) under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. 

Many Society members performed their daily duties in their homes, such as the coverlet 
weaver, the cobbler, and the watchmaker. Those members who did not have a trade would 
gather at the Assembly House. Because some members of the Society worked out of their 
homes, many residences served multiple functions and could also be considered community 
facilities. Because some residences served a community-related function at one point in their 
history, the list of community structures includes: House No. 10 (the First Meetinghouse), 
House No. 13 (the First School), and House No. 29 (the Watch Repair Shop). 

The Dairy and Cheese House is attached to the rear of the Zoar General Store and shares the 
same COE number. It is commonly assumed that the Dairy is a later addition to the Zoar 
General Store. However, the construction history of each part of the overall building is 
unclear, and it is possible that the foundation of the Zoar General Store was for a building 
related to the Dairy and Cheese House, and when that building was removed, the Zoar 
General Store was constructed on top of an existing foundation. Additionally, the two parts 
may have been built at the same time, and simply exhibit slightly different architectural 
details. The store may have been given more attention in terms of architectural decoration, as 
it was a building where the public and Separatists would interact. In any event, for the 
purposes of this report, the Dairy and Cheese House is being treated as a separate building 
from the Zoar General Store. The Dairy and Cheese House performed a community function; 
milk, cheese, and butter were produced at the dairy for community consumption. The Zoar 
General Store has already been discussed in the commercial context. 

Community Landscape Features 

Zoar Garden (HDC5) 

HDC recommends that the Zoar Garden, with its formal geometric design symbolizing the 
New Jerusalem as described in the Book of Revelations in the Bible, maintain its current 
status as a contributing landscape resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under 
Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and under Criterion C as an excellent 
example of nineteenth century formal landscape design. 

Zoar Cemetery (HDC19) 

The Zoar Cemetery was established sometime after 1817 when the village was laid out and 
contains the graves of many generations of Separatists. It is located northwest of the village 
in a mowed area overlooking Zoar Lake (Figure 2.26). A road from the village led past the 
former Zoar Brewery to the cemetery; it is now a foot path. Joseph Bimeler, an early leader 
of the Separatists, believed that all were equal in death and forbade the use of grave markers. 
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After 1860, the Separatists began to use wood markers, several of which still survive. These 
early wood markers were eventually replaced by gravestones. The cemetery graves are 
arranged in chronological order, with the earliest graves in the southwest corner of the 
cemetery. The early cemetery still retains the boundaries established by the Separatists, 
although 1900, 1925, and 1996 additions (Morhart 1981:106) have enlarged the cemetery to 
its present form. The original cemetery boundaries appear on the 1898 Society dissolution 
map, but not in the Morhart text. 

Although National Register Criteria Consideration D usually applies to cemeteries and burial 
places, the criteria consideration does not apply to cemeteries that are nominated to the 
National Register as part of a historic district as long as they are not the focal point of the 
district (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002:34–39; see also Potter and Boland 1992). Since the 
Zoar Cemetery can be viewed as an extension of the 1975 Zoar Historic District for its 
association with the Separatists, the criteria consideration need not apply. Overall, the 
landscape of the original Society cemetery has changed very little and has excellent integrity 
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. As such, HDC 
recommends that the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary be expanded to include the 
original Separatist-related portion of the cemetery in the Historic District as well as the 
graves of the original Society members. 

Alexander Gunn Grave (HDC5929c) 

The Alexander Gunn Grave is located southeast of the cemetery (Figure 2.26). Although not 
a member of the Society, Gunn was a prominent figure in the late history of the Separatists. 
He first visited Zoar Village in 1879 and spent the rest of his life periodically living in the 
village. At first he stayed in the hotel, and eventually he rented or purchased House No. 30, 
the Hermitage, for his use. He spent his time at the Hermitage gardening, hosting parties, and 
socializing with Separatist trustees (Fernandez 2003:168). Although an outsider himself, 
Gunn criticized the change in the character of Zoar Village that accompanied the increase in 
tourism in the late nineteenth century. Many Society members did not approve of his 
influence and his role in helping to create a class system in the community. Levi Bimeler, a 
Separatist schoolteacher, even published a newspaper that focused on denouncing the erosion 
of community values while also calling for the dissolution of the communal economy of Zoar 
Village. The name of the newspaper, the Nugitna, was a play on words; it spells out “Anti-
Gun” backwards, an obvious reference to its editorial stance on Alexander Gunn (Fernandez 
2003:12, 153). When the Society of Separatists of Zoar dissolved in 1898, ownership of 
House No. 30 was officially transferred to Gunn. He continued to live there periodically until 
his death in Germany in 1901. 

Alexander Gunn was not a Society member, which is probably why he was not buried in the 
Zoar Cemetery. Instead, his grave was located several hundred feet east of the cemetery 
entrance off of the cemetery road; he selected this spot himself and it was marked by a large 
boulder and four Buckeye trees (Morhart 1981:106). The grave lies in the same location, 
which is now the backyard of a 1950s ranch house. It has lost some integrity of design, 
setting, and feeling, but still retains integrity of location, materials, workmanship, and 
association. And although National Register Criteria Consideration C usually applies to 
birthplaces and grave sites, the criteria consideration does not apply to grave sites that are 
located on the grounds of the site where the figure spent his or her productive years and the 
property is being nominated to the National Register as a whole. Since Gunn was buried 
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within Zoar Village and the later years of his life were associated with the Separatists, it 
seems reasonable that his gravesite could be considered eligible for the National Register for 
its association with the Society, much like Zoar Cemetery. As such, HDC recommends that 
the Gunn grave, like the Zoar Cemetery, be included in an expanded historic district for 
Gunn’s association with the Separatists. 

Tourism & Recreation Context 

As transportation routes such as the Ohio & Erie Canal reached Zoar Village, travelers and 
tourists began to visit the village. The Separatists built their first hotel, the Canal Hotel, in 
1830 along the Ohio & Erie Canal to accommodate canal travelers who started to come to 
Zoar Village for business or as curiosity seekers. The Society was able to garner some 
income from these early tourists through the provision of accommodations, food, services, 
and products. These tourists soon spread news of the village; its main draw was its perception 
as a quaint anachronistic village (Crouch 1968:50). As the number of tourists increased, the 
Separatists built a second hotel, the Zoar Hotel, in the village in 1833 and expanded it in ca. 
1850 with a rear addition. By the arrival of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad in 1882, the 
village had become a popular tourist destination. With this new influx of visitors from the 
railroad, the Separatists built another addition to the hotel with 80 rooms in 1892. Although 
the Separatists initially welcomed these visitors and the boost to their economy, the idyllic 
peace and tranquility of the community was being disrupted by the sheer number of visitors. 
In addition, the influence of these outsiders only helped to quicken the eventual demise of the 
community. Additional detail on the Separatists tourism and recreation context, as well as 
associated above-ground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC surveyed three buildings in the study area that are associated with the Separatist 
tourism and recreation context: the Zoar Hotel (COE # 5841), the Zoar Hotel Laundry and 
Wash House (COE # 5863), and the Canal Hotel (TH35). Information on these resources is 
presented in Table 2.15 and Table 2.16. The location of the resources are shown in Figure 
2.27. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The Canal Hotel and Zoar Hotel are both listed as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District in the supplemental 1975 National Register documentation and HDC recommends 
that both resources maintain their status as contributing resources under Criterion A and 
Criterion C. In addition, the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House is recommended as a 
contributing resource under Criterion A for its association with the context. 

HDC also recommends that the historic district boundary be adjusted to include the Canal 
Hotel. The verbal boundary description clearly notes that the boundary goes “west across the 
river along a line 200 feet south of the Zoar Canal Inn. Go 100 feet west of the Zoar Canal 
Inn, then north to a point which is approximately 250 feet northwest of the Zoar Canal Inn” 
(Darbee and Pratt 1975). However, the National Register boundary as mapped does not 
include the Canal Hotel within the district. Thus, HDC proposes that the 1975 National 
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Register boundaries be modified to clearly include this resource in both the verbal and 
mapped district boundaries (See Chapter 2.7 for a discussion of the historic district 
boundary). 

Flood Control Context 

Situated on the eastern bank of the Tuscarawas River, Zoar Village was subject to numerous 
floods in the past. The Separatists tried to address this issue by constructing a stone levee or 
dike along the east side of the Tuscarawas River sometime in the nineteenth century. 
Additional detail on the Separatists flood control context, as well as associated above-ground 
resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified one structure in the study area that is associated with Separatist flood control 
efforts: the Zoar Dike (HDC12). Information on this resource is presented in Table 2.17 and 
Table 2.18. The location of the resource is shown in Figure 2.28. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Although covered in vegetation, the Zoar Dike retains good integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. HDC recommends the Zoar Dike 
as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its 
association with the Separatists. 

Separatists Resources (1817–1898) Outside the Study Area 

As part of the scope of work, HDC identified the extent of the Separatist land holdings before 
the dissolution of the Society in 1898, based on the 1898 dissolution map, the 1875 
Tuscarawas County Atlas, and the 1912 USGS map. Aerial photographs from the 1930s 
indicate that the agricultural fields around Zoar Village were largely still active. However, by 
1958, many of the fields had been allowed to grow back into woods, and today, many former 
outlying fields have been developed into residential tracks. The area west and southwest of 
the Tuscarawas River is most similar in appearance to the way it was in the Separatist era: 
the area was known as the “Great Woods” and continues to be mostly wooded. The areas east 
and southeast of town have moderate residential development. Some of the farm fields are 
still present, but most have become wooded or used for borrow or gravel pits. The area north 
of town has developed the most with numerous subdivisions, industrial development, and the 
remaining field are scarred as a result of being used as borrow pits, related to the construction 
of the Zoar Diversion Dam. 

Survey Results 

A total of 23 potential Separatist resource locations were located through archival research 
and visual inspection. Three were confirmed to be Separatist resources. In addition, HDC 
assessed a relocated Separatist mill, which was originally the Zoar Custom Mill built in 1847 
at the southern end of the mill race in the Zoar industrial area south of town. The Custom 
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Mill operated in Zoar Village until 1917. It was moved to Zoarville around 1940 and 
converted into a store. The relocated mill is recommended not eligible for the National 
Register for lack of integrity. It does not meet the criteria consideration for moved properties 
since it is not significant primarily for architectural value and it is not the only surviving 
property most importantly associated with historic Zoar Village. Rather, there are other 
surviving resources in their original location which better reflect the history of Zoar Village 
and its industrial and manufacturing capabilities. 

The remaining 19 unconfirmed Separatist resource locations are summarized in Table 2.19, 
and their locations are depicted in Figure 2.29. The study team was unable to access seven 
properties and eight sites either contained only modern structures, or had no above-ground 
resources present. The remaining three sites have the potential to contain Separatist-era 
resources, but additional work is needed to confirm their presence. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

There was insufficient information for a National Register eligibility assessment for 20 of the 
resources. Seven were located on private property and inaccessible. Eight were found to 
either contain only modern structures or lacked any standing structures at all; these are 
locations where archeological investigations are necessary to determine if a connection to the 
Separatists still exists. Three locations possessed houses and outbuildings that visually 
suggest construction dates within the Separatist era, but access to the properties for closer 
inspection and further research is needed to conclusively determine if these resources are 
associated with the Separatists; this in-depth examination is beyond the current scope of the 
baseline study as these locations are outside the study area limits. In addition, property record 
research may not indicate who lived on the farms while they were owned by the Separatists, 
as no records specifically listing tenants and their farm locations were located during 
documentary research. One newspaper item from 1898 did list a series of farms that were 
given to Separatists during the property division, and the non-Separatist names attached to 
these farms could indicate tenants lived there (Iron Valley Reporter 1898c). Deed research 
will reveal only who owned the property, and we already know that the areas in question 
were owned by the Separatists based on map research. Indeed, this documentary research 
may yield little beyond what we already know - that the site of these structures was owned by 
the Separatists. Any future physical examinations such as building fabric or archeological 
investigations may also prove inconclusive. 

Three identified resources located outside the study area are recommended as contributing 
resources to the historic district: 

- Separatist-era barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58; Figure 2.30 and Figure 2.31) 
- Canal Feeder Guard Lock (HDC17) 
- Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 (HDC16; Figure 2.32) 

The barn located at 9872 Towpath Road is discussed in the Agriculture context on page 2.20 
and the canal structures are discussed in the Transportation context on page 2.24. 
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Non-Separatist Resources, ca. 1898 to present 

In addition to identifying above-ground Separatist resources, HDC was also tasked with 
surveying all above-ground resources within the study area, regardless of date of construction 
or association with the Separatists. Seven non-Separatist contexts spanning the period from 
around 1900 to the present, were identified for the study area: residential and community 
development; commerce and industry; tourism and recreation; transportation; the role of the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservation District (MWCD), the USACE, and the Public Works 
Administration (PWA) in flood control efforts in the Muskingum River Basin; historic 
preservation efforts; and Zoar Village’s relation to international art movements (1880s– 
1960). 

Because structures and landscape features less than 50 years of age are not generally eligible 
for the National Register, the year 1962, marking 50 years prior to 2012, became a logical 
organizational tool for the survey and analysis of above-ground resources. This division is 
not tied to a historical event or specific historical context discussed in Volume 1. Instead, this 
chronological division is tied to property characteristics that are considered when assessing 
National Register eligibility. This section of the report addresses identified resources 
according to the broad characteristic of their age (more or less than 50 years of age) and more 
specifically within these two groups by relevant identified context. 

HDC surveyed 262 above-ground, non-Separatist resources within the study area. Table 2.20 
presents a summary of the major characteristics of these resources. More detailed discussions 
of each non-Separatist context, the associated survey results, and National Register eligibility 
assessments are contained in the remainder of this section. 

Non-Separatist Resources, 1898 to 1962 

HDC identified 91 non-Separatist resources in the study area that are 50 years of age or 
older. Buildings that can be categorized under the residential context account for about 78 
percent of the surveyed, non-Separatist resources constructed before 1962, while the 
remaining 22 percent are classed under one of the other non-Separatist contexts. Results for 
the surveyed non-Separatist resources built before 1962 are presented below according to 
each of eight relevant contexts (residential and community development are discussed 
together). 

• Residential and Community Development, 1898–1962: Resources associated with 
new housing construction and buildings serving the village as a community 

• Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962: Resources associated with attempts to 
participate in the mainstream economy through re-use of Separatist industrial 
buildings and construction of new commercial buildings 

• Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962: Resources associated with sustaining and 
developing Zoar Village’s status as a vacation destination, as originally established 
during the Separatist period 

• Transportation, 1898–1962: Resources associated with the evolving transportation 
networks and technologies following the Separatist period 
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• Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962: Resources associated with the State of Ohio and 
the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District efforts to control flooding following 
the Great Flood of 1913 

• Preservation Efforts 1898–1962: Resources associated with efforts to preserve the 
Separatist heritage beginning with the formation of the Zoar Historical Society in 
1930 

• Zoar and International Art Movements, ca. 1880–1962: Resources associated with the 
international arts scene from the 1880s to around 1960, when several artists involved 
in the international Impressionism and Modernism movements visited the 
community. 

Residential and Community Development, 1898–1962 

When the Society of Separatists of Zoar dissolved, a concerted effort was made by the 
trustees to assign houses to those who currently lived in them. Shops and mills were assigned 
to the people who served as overseers or foremen. If a property was valued greater than a 
single share, it was divided into equal shares, with the assignment of the shares prioritized for 
members of the same family; in the case of a business, the shares were assigned to people 
who were interested in a partnership (Law 1942:322). After dissolution, the former 
Separatists were free to follow their own path, and many stayed in the homes and businesses 
assigned to them. Many younger members, however, simply left the village for opportunities 
elsewhere (Law 1942:338). Outsiders started moving in, either purchasing existing homes or 
building new ones. There was no concerted effort to place new housing in designated areas or 
renovate existing houses to reflect contemporary architectural trends. A few Craftsman 
cottages began to appear, but for the most part, the nineteenth-century houses continued to be 
occupied rather than replaced by new construction. Little new residential construction 
occurred between 1898 and the 1920s as the population steadily declined at every census. 
Most of the new construction consisted of outbuildings to existing residences. Only one new 
building was constructed to serve the community: the Zoar Volunteer Fire Department, built 
in 1954. The old Separatist ice house south of the village was likely still in use into the 
twentieth century, but had fallen into a state of serious disrepair by 1940. In 1940, the census 
indicated a population increase for the first time, which likely continued through the post 
World War II baby boom. Of the 91 structures built between 1898 and 1962, approximately 
70% were constructed between the 1930 and 1962. 

The population of the village gradually changed from older former Separatists to new 
outsiders, who purchased houses as they became vacant with the passing of the former 
inhabitants. This trend continued through the late twentieth century and is reflected by the 
results of the survey, as discussed below. Additional detail on twentieth century residential 
and community development in the study area is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified 73 structures in the study area that are associated with residential and 
community development between 1898 and 1962. Buildings constructed between 1898 and 
1962 that can be categorized under the residential context account for 71 of the surveyed 
structures, while two surveyed structures from this period falls within the community 
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development context. Table 2.21 and Table 2.23 summarize the main characteristics of these 
resources, while Table 2.22 and Table 2.24 provide more detailed descriptions of each. The 
locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.33 through Figure 2.40. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Since Zoar Village did not develop and grow as a center of business during the twentieth 
century, there is no historic pattern of growth that indicates the planned development of 
suburbs or outlying districts. A few houses were built in the period after dissolution, but for 
the most part, Separatist-period residences continued to be occupied and maintained. A ca. 
1920 bungalow on Foltz Street is representative of the limited residential development, but it 
is not recommended as eligible, either as an individual resource or as a contributing element 
of a larger district. 

According to historical maps and aerial photographs, a few residences were built to the north 
of Zoar Village before the 1960s, but most of the development did not occur until well after 
1965. The same is true for residential development south of the village, which occurred after 
1970 along Michael and Hickory Lanes. In the years after the dissolution, residential and 
community development occurred sporadically across the study area, with no formal plan or 
attempt to group new development in one location. As a result, the context of early twentieth-
century residential development at Zoar Village as a whole, and for those individual 
properties related to the context, lacks significance in relation to wider contexts of 
contemporary residential development at the national, regional, and local levels. None of the 
73 buildings identified with the residential and community development, 1898 –1962, 
context are not recommended eligible for the National Register as a district. In addition, 
individual buildings in this category are not associated with important events or people 
(Criteria A and B). As a whole, the buildings are not outstanding examples of particular 
architectural styles, and do not embody the work of a master or possess high artistic values 
(Criterion C), and they do not possess a high information potential under Criterion D. 

Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 

Following the dissolution of the Separatists, there was an immediate flurry of commercial 
activity at the turn of the century. Many Separatists became business owners and sought to 
improve their establishments with modern upgrades and additions while others launched new 
commercial enterprises in direct competition with established craftsmen. Prohibition and the 
Great Depression caused many businesses to shut down; others were converted to residences 
or only open part of the time. Efforts to revitalize the economy of Zoar Village largely 
focused on developing the heritage tourist industry in the years after the Great Depression. A 
more detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures associated with the non-
Separatist commerce and industry context is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified four resources within the study area associated with the early twentieth-
century development of industry and commerce in Zoar Village: the Zoar 
Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins, the Zoar Lime Kiln, a 1933 brewery foundation, and State Fish 
Hatchery No. 12, as summarized in Table 2.25 and Table 2.26. The locations of the identified 
resources are shown in Figure 2.41 and Figure 2.42. The Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins 
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was previously addressed for the Sawmill component’s association with the Separatists (see 
page 2.22, this volume). 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins (HDC9) 

The 1878 Zoar sawmill was converted into a powerhouse in 1906. Power was generated by a 
bi-polar dynamo of a type originally designed by Thomas Edison in 1879, and powered by a 
45-inch Leffel turbine. The dynamo produced 500 volts of power, and supplied it to Zoar 
Village through telephone lines. The dynamo charged a battery in the power house during the 
day to supply power for electric lights in Zoar Village at night. The Zoar Battery Company 
operated the power house from 1910 to 1922, when the Ohio Power Company took over 
control. The 1917 Tuscarawas County business directory does have an entry for the “Zoar 
Electric Company.” The dynamo was removed in 1923 and stored in the attic of the mill 
(Coshocton Tribune 1932). The powerhouse operated until ca. 1935 when the Zoar Levee 
was constructed. This powerhouse component of this resource is recommended as eligible as 
a contributing resource to the expanded proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion 
A for its association with the early twentieth-century industrial and commercial development 
of Zoar Village and the area. 

Zoar Lime Kiln (HDC24) 

Recent scholarship has revealed that the Zoar Lime Kiln, known to have functioned as an 
early twentieth century facility, may also be the location of an earlier Separatist lime kiln 
(Chris Powell, personal communication, 2013). Very little information is available about the 
lime production industry during Separatist period, but it is likely that the Zoar Lime Kiln was 
revitalized and put back into operation sometime after 1917, with a new kiln superstructure 
built of refractory bricks. The lime kiln was still active in the late 1930s when Clarence Law 
performed research for his manuscript in the village (Law 1942). Three buildings associated 
with the complex appear on the 1935 as-built drawings, but they were no longer active at the 
time of the 1958 aerial. Archeological investigations as part of the USACE Lime Kiln Lake 
Filter Bed Project confirmed that there were three structures in addition to the lime kiln at the 
complex, and that the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company produced lime from this kiln in the 
early twentieth century (Frye and Dobson-Brown 1992:18–19). However, no statement was 
given as to the National Register significance of the site. 

In addition to contributing to the Separtist Industry and Manufacturing context, HDC 
recommends the Lime Kiln be classified as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District in the Twentieth Century Commerce and Industry context (Criterion A) as an 
example of attempts within the community to adapt to a capitalist economy. 

1933 Brewery Foundation (HDC32) 

The 1933 brewery (not to be confused with the original Zoar Brewery) was founded after 
Prohibition ended by members of a Cleveland brewer family known as the Schlathers. A. V. 
Weitz was selected as the president of the Zoar Brewery Company and chose the location for 
the new brewery on the east side of town (Figure 2.42). The new brewery was supposed to be 
completed in April 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels of beer, marketed under the 
name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company planned to impound a 25-acre 
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lake, landscape their property, and construct a golf course (Massillon Evening Independent 

1933). However, the brewery apparently never made it past the laying of the foundation, 
which is still visible off Second Street on the east side of the village. The foundation consists 
of an L-shaped structure of sandstone and brick. 

While the brewery foundation itself retains good integrity, it does not represent the remains 
of an actual building that housed a business that attempted to adapt to a capitalist economy. 
HDC recommends that the foundation is not eligible for the National Register under any of 
the criteria. The foundation is unlikely to contribute to our understanding of the broad 
patterns of American history within the context of early twentieth century commerce and 
industry (Criterion A), nor provide significant new information (Criterion D). The 1933 
brewery foundation does not appear to be associated with significant historical events or 
people (Criterion B), and is not eligible for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 

State Fish Hatchery No. 12 (HDC23) 

State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was built by the Ohio Division of Wildlife in 1921 using the 
abandoned canal bed north of the Zoar Iron Bridge (Figure 2.41). The hatchery featured six 
rearing ponds, and breeding stock was brought in by rail. After the canal was abandoned in 
1913, the state sought to re-use the structure and constructed six rearing ponds along this 
section of the canal in 1921. The original plan was to raise smallmouth bass, but the water 
was too warm and slow for the fish. In 1923, the Ohio Division of Wildlife switched to 
largemouth bass, crappies, and bluegill, producing 108,238 fish in 1923, which was only a 
third of what other similar-sized hatcheries were producing. In the subsequent years, the fish 
hatchery faced three floods, two droughts, and polluted water from road, farm, and railroad 
runoff. The state finally closed the unsuccessful facility in 1935 (Hiner and Tamburro 2000). 

Although abandoned and overgrown, the site retains good integrity of location, setting, 
feeling, and association and some integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Visitors 
to the site can still see the fish rearing ponds as well as a series of culverts and a channel 
associated with the hatchery operations. HDC recommends the fish hatchery as eligible for 
the National Register as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
under Criterion A for its association with the early twentieth-century industrial and 
commercial development of Zoar Village and the area. The resource, with its six rearing 
ponds, piers, culverts, and channel, has the potential to tell us more about the early twentieth 
century fish hatchery industry in Ohio and relay the rich history of the area and of the 
resource itself. 

Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962 

While early tourism in Zoar Village focused on the agrarian landscape and the quaint 
Separatist community, post-dissolution tourism and recreation focused on the Tuscarawas 
River and Zoar Lake. The lake was created in 1923 when real estate developers bought the 
wet bottom land used for draining waste from the Zoar Brewery and slaughterhouse and 
flooded it to create a recreational lake. The Zoar Lake Resort Company created a plan for the 
recreation development and began to sell lots for construction of cottages in the early 1920s 
but the Great Depression in the late 1920s and early 1930s, along construction of Zoar Levee 
in 1935, effectively put an end to this resort-type of development. Later twentieth century 
tourism and recreation development consisted of the construction of a small, nine-hole 
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miniature golf course into the toe slope of the levee. A more detailed discussion of the 
historical context of and structures associated with the non-Separatist tourism and recreation 
context is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified six resources within the study area associated with the development of non-
Separatist tourism and recreation in Zoar Village, as summarized in Table 2.27 and Table 
2.28. The locations of the identified resources are shown in Figure 2.43. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The six identified resources are recommended not eligible for the National Register 
individually or as part of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The remnants of these 
resources are scattered in various sections of the village, and as a disassociated group, they 
can tell us little about the importance of tourism and recreation to Zoar Village in the early 
twentieth century. 

Zoar Lake was created by the Zoar Lake Dam (HDC22) flooding the low-lying areas to the 
north and west of the structure. The Zoar Lake Dike (HDC56) was constructed at the same 
time and consists of a low rock wall along the southwestern edge of the lake. It is associated 
with the dam but not physically connected to it. 

HDC also considered the dam and dike as landscape features for National Register eligibility 
and concluded that they does not qualify for the National Register since they does not fit into 
any of the current categories. They are not considered structures since they have no 
foundations, substructure, or superstructure. They are not designed landscapes since there 
was no design intent in its creation; they are merely in a low-lying flooded area. They are not 
traditional cultural properties. Nor are they part of a rural historic landscape or a cultural 
landscape since the development plan around the lake was never realized and the area was 
never fully utilized for resort purposes. Unlike the no longer extant dance hall and cottages, 
the dam and dike are not significant examples of the recreational use of Zoar Lake, and are 
therefore not recommended as eligible for the National Register. 

Since only six holes of the planned nine were built for the Zoar Miniature Golf Course 
(HDC21), it may be an incomplete project. The golf course does not appear on either the 
1935 inventory or the 1958 aerial, suggesting that it was built during the 1960s to take 
advantage of the country’s miniature golf course craze. As no archival or oral histories 
discuss the existence of a miniature golf course, it is possible that the venue was incomplete 
and never in operation. HDC therefore recommends that the Miniature Golf Course is not 
eligible for the National Register individually or as a contributing resource to the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District. 

The Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed (HDC20) is s small wood-frame building 
with corrugated metal panel walls and shed roof and no distinguishing features. It does not 
appear on any maps or aerials, probably due to its small size and relative unimportance. Its 
construction date is unknown and from its construction methods and materials, could have 
been built less than 50 years ago. HDC recommends that the Zoar Wetland Arboretum 
Electric Meter Shed is not eligible for the National Register individually or as a contributing 
resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 
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The two bathroom facilities (COE # 5860a and 5860b) are small hipped-roof wood-frame 
buildings constructed ca. 1940 originally as pit toilet facilities. These pit toilet buildings were 
constructed to accommodate the increase in tourist activities resulting from preservation 
efforts at Zoar Village. HDC recommends that the two restroom facilities are not eligible for 
the National Register individually or as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District. 

Transportation, ca. 1898–1962 

By the time the Society dissolved in 1898, Fifth Street had been planned to the north and the 
numbered streets stretched to the river, crossing West Street and terminating at an alley-like 
street on the west side. The street layout outside of town remained essentially unchanged. By 
1944, Sixth Street and Seventh Street had been platted north of the Village with few changes 
further out. The construction of Zoar Levee in the late 1930s resulted in the realignment of 
SR 212 south of Zoar Village. In 1938, after the levee was completed, the Wheeling & Lake 
Erie Railroad line was also rerouted away from the village and crossed the river further 
south. Then in the late 1960s, Dover-Zoar Road was rerouted around the Zoar Iron Bridge to 
a replacement bridge constructed further south on the river; the abandonment of part of the 
Towpath Road southeast of the bridge likely dates to this period as well. 

The State of Ohio attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal in the early 1900s. The old 
locks were dismantled and rebuilt with concrete, with the exception of the old feeder canal 
and mill race guard locks at Zoar Village. In 1908, the State acquired the Zoar Dam, capped 
it with concrete, and added a 200-foot concrete extension on the west side of the dam, 
connecting it to the abutment of the railroad. A 200-foot earthen berm was built to support 
the junction of the new dam with the 1878 dam. All of this construction was to improve the 
flow of water into the feeder canal. The berm is no longer present and was likely destroyed 
during the 1913 flood. 

In 1909, the canal between Navarre and Zoar Village was left empty of water after lock 
rebuilding south of Massillon (Woods 2008:66). State funding ceased for canal repair in 1910 
after allegations of misconduct and fraud. Much of the southern line was officially 
abandoned in 1911. Finally, the flood of 1913 spelled the end of the canal system. Every 
bridge in Tuscarawas County across the Tuscarawas River was destroyed. The flood washed 
away many feeder canals, damaged banks, and destroyed lock gates, and the remaining 
canals that could still hold water were used primarily for hydraulic purposes afterwards. The 
canal was officially abandoned for navigation through a legislative act in 1929. A more 
detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures associated with the non-
Separatist transportation context is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified only one non-Separatist resource associated with the transportation context 
during the 1898–1962 period. Information about the Second State Dam (HDC15a) can be 
found in Table 2.29 and Table 2.30, and their locations are shown in Figure 2.44. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The Second State Dam is a concrete extension to an 1878 timber crib dam. It was built by the 
State of Ohio in 1908, at the same time the timber crib dam was topped with concrete. This 
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work was part of a state effort to upgrade the canals and to provide water to feed the mill 
race. HDC recommends that the Second State Dam is eligible as a contributing resource to 
the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the non-Separatist transportation context 
(Criterion A). The dam remained intact through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it 
in the belief that it was causing his fields to flood. The damaged dam no longer retains water 
and it is now possible to see where the concrete-topped timber crib dam ends and the 
concrete extension begins. Although in poor condition and no longer functioning as a dam, 
this resource is still identifiable as a dam and maintains integrity of location, setting, design, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. 

Flood Control Efforts, ca. 1898–1962: The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District and US 
Army Corps of Engineers 

The devastating flood of 1913, which killed over 500 people and caused $300 million in 
damages across the State of Ohio, led to the development of state-wide flood control plans to 
manage an entire river drainage system. The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District 
(MWCD) was established in 1933 to direct flood control efforts in the Muskingum River 
Basin System. A flood control plan was drafted which called for the construction of 14 flood 
control reservoirs. The USACE was to develop a final plan, build the project, and relinquish 
dam operation to the MWCD when construction was complete. Construction on the project 
began in 1935, and the completed system was turned over to the MWCD in 1938. The Flood 
Control Act of 1939 returned the dams to the federal government and flood control 
operations back to USACE. In 1950, the Zoar Levee was modified to raise its height from an 
elevation of 919 feet above sea level to 928.5 feet (Johnson 1950). Modifications and repairs 
to individual facilities continue to the present day. A detailed history of flood control efforts 
dating between 1898 and 1962 can be found in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified five resources in the study area associated with the Muskingum Watershed 
Conservancy District (MWCD) and USACE efforts in the Muskingum Basin Flood Control 
Project (MUR) dating between 1898 and 1962, as summarized in Table 2.31 and Table 2.32, 
and their locations are shown in Figure 2.45. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

Huntington, in consultation with the Ohio State Historic Office (OHPO), has determined that 
the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects, including the Zoar Levee and Diversion 
Dam, are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for their association 
with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. On May 11, 2011, 
a Programmatic Agreement (PA) was signed by Huntington and the OHPO to take into 
account the effects any potential actions may have on historic properties in the Muskingum 
Basin project and to mitigate any adverse effects from potential actions. 

HDC recommends that the five identified pre-1962 resources are eligible for the National 
Register because they retain historical integrity and have the ability to convey information 
about the federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. These five 
eligible resources are the Zoar Levee (HDC26), the USACE Pump Station/Zoar Pump 
Station (HDC25), the Zoar Diversion Dam (HDC29), Zoar Diversion Channel (HDC27), and 
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the Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts (HDC28). Four of these resources (excluding the 
Pump Station) fall within the significant historic context, History of Flood Control in the 
Muskingum River Basin, 1820–1938, described in the draft National Register Multiple 
Property Listing nomination form on file at Huntington. The Pump Station was an important 
improvement to the flood control efforts and is now over 50 years of age, and therefore 
eligible for the National Register within the context of the flood control efforts, under an 
expanded period of significance. 

These five resources were also evaluated within the context of Preservation Efforts (see next 
section). 

Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 

Efforts to preserve the Separatist heritage began in 1930 when the Zoar Historical Society 
(ZHS) was founded. The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS; later to 
become the Ohio Historical Society) became involved with preservations efforts, first in an 
advisory position to the ZHS, and later assisting in purchasing House No. 1 from its owners. 
With the construction of the Zoar Levee beginning in 1935, there was renewed interest in the 
history of the Separatists on a national level; the Historic American Buildings Survey 
(HABS) under the National Park Service documented several structures in the village 
associated with the Separatists. In 1941, House No. 1, the Garden, and the Garden House 
were conveyed to the State of Ohio and Zoar Village became a state memorial, overseen by 
OSAHS. A more detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures associated 
with non-Separatist preservation efforts in Zoar Village is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified seven resources in the study area associated with the Preservation Efforts 
context that date to the period of 1898 to 1962: 

• House No. 1 (COE # 5857) 

• Zoar Garden (HDC5) 

• Zoar Pump Station (HDC25) 

• Zoar Levee (HDC26) 

• Zoar Diversion Channel (HDC27) 

• Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts (HDC28) 

• Zoar Diversion Dam (HDC29) 

These resources are summarized in Table 2.33 and Table 2.34, and their locations are shown 
in Figure 2.46. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898 to 1962, be added as a 
significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have 
played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual 
Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. 

House No. 1, the Zoar Garden, and House No. 11 (the Garden House and Greenhouse) were 
transferred to state ownership in 1941 and became the nucleus of a new state memorial at 
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Zoar Village. House No. 1 (restored and used as a museum ca. 1940) and the Zoar Garden 
(restored 1930) represent early preservation efforts at Zoar Village and fall into a wider 
context of a national heritage preservation movement in the early twentieth century; 
therefore, they are recommended as eligible under the preservation efforts context. 

The Zoar Levee, Zoar Diversion Dam, Zoar Diversion Channel, and Zoar Diversion Channel 
Box Culverts were all constructed between 1935 and 1938 specifically to protect the historic 
resources within Zoar Village. They are recommended as eligible for the National Register as 
a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the preservation 
efforts context. They are unique in that represent one of the only, if not the only, flood 
control structures in the United States built specifically to preserve a historic resource. The 
Zoar Pump Station was built in 1950 to support the flood control work of the Zoar Levee and 
therefore is recommended as eligible under the preservation efforts context. 

Zoar and International Art Movements, ca. 1880–1962 

Zoar Village was connected to the international arts scene from the 1880s to around 1960, 
when several artists involved in the international Impressionism and Modernism movements 
visited Zoar Village to paint the European-inspired agrarian landscape of Zoar Village and 
the surrounding area. A detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures 
associated with the relationship between Zoar Village and International Art Movements is 
located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC could not locate any known extant artist studios, artist residences, or artist colonies 
associated with this context, and there are no known structures that were built as part of this 
movement, such as an artist residence, gallery, or museum within the study area. Artists 
associated with the Zoar Summer School of Art (ca. 1888 to 1898) worked in a converted 
studio space in the second floor of the Second Meetinghouse, which was torn down in 1916. 
While working at Zoar Village, the artists likely stayed in the Zoar Hotel. 

Non-Separatist Resources, 1962 to present 

Through examination of a 1958 aerial photograph and field survey, HDC identified 176 
individual structures in the study area that are less than 50 years of age, and three 
reconstructed Separatist structures that can be evaluated within non-Separatist contexts that 
post-date 1962. Of the 176 purely modern structures surveyed as part of this study, 44 are 
located within the 1975 Zoar Historic District and all are within the greater study area. 
Buildings that can be categorized under the residential context account for about 85 percent 
of the surveyed structures constructed after 1962, while the remaining 15 percent are classed 
under one of the other non-Separatist contexts. The HDC team was unable to access two 
properties in the study area due to lack of land owner permission or dense vegetation. Based 
on area development and aerials, HDC believes these two inaccessible properties contain 
post-1962 residential structures. Results for the surveyed modern structures are presented 
below according to each of the seven relevant contexts. 
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Residential and Community Development, 1962–present 

Residential development after 1962 was concentrated in areas north of the 1975 Zoar 
Historic District, especially after 1965. The area south of the existing historic district was 
developed after 1970. Between 1996 and 2004, no single family permits were issued in Zoar 
Village. From 2005 to 2010, one single family building permit was issued per year for a 
house valued at $180,000 each. These new building permits were likely for speculative 
houses located outside of the survey area, south of the historic district. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified 153 structures in the study area associated with residential and community 
development that were constructed between 1962 and the present, with 147 residential 
resources and six community resources. Information regarding modern residential and 
community structures is presented in Table 2.35 through Table 2.38. The locations of the 
identified structures are shown in Figure 2.47 through Figure 2.53. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

None of the 153 modern structures surveyed for this study are of exceptional national 
importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The 153 post-
1962 residential and community structures surveyed are therefore recommended not eligible 
for the National Register. 

Commerce and Industry, 1962–present 

Commercial and industrial development in Zoar Village between 1962 and the present 
consisted primarily of service and retail sector businesses. Industrial enterprises were not 
identified within the study area during the survey. In the Community Impacts Baseline Study, 
a companion study to the Historic Properties Baseline Study, Jack Faucett Associates found 
that at present the three largest employers in Zoar Village are the two restaurants on Main 
Street, the Firehouse Grill and Antonio's, and Whitemyer Advertising. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified 16 structures in the study area associated with commerce and industry that 
were constructed between 1962 and the present. The majority of these structures (69%) are 
associated with a self-storage business. Information regarding modern commerce and 
industry structures is presented in Table 2.39 and Table 2.40. The locations of the identified 
structures are shown in Figure 2.48, Figure 2.49, and Figure 2.50. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

None of the 16 modern, commercial structures surveyed for this study are of exceptional 
national importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The 
16 post-1962 commerce and industry structures surveyed are therefore recommended not 
eligible for the National Register. 

Tourism and Recreation, 1962–present 

Tourism related to the historical nature of Zoar Village has been and continues to be an 
important economic driver for the residents of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. In the 
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Community Impacts Baseline Study, a companion study to the Historic Properties Baseline 
Study, Jack Faucett Associates found that the Zoar Community Association and the Church 
of the Holy Trinity each earn over one-half of their income from tourism. JFA's report goes 
on to state that while information on tourism income for village restaurants, home-based 
businesses, bed and breakfasts, and artisans is not currently available, "it is reasonable to 
assume their reliance on the Village’s tourism dollars is significant considering the data 
reported for community groups above" (Lawrence et al. 2012:50–51). 

Survey Results 

HDC identified three structures in the study area associated with tourism and recreation that 
were constructed between 1962 and the present: the outdoor bar and the stage at the Canal 
Hotel (TH35a and TH35b), and a modern restroom structure (COE # 5890). Information 
regarding these modern tourism and recreation structures is presented in Table 2.41 and 
Table 2.42. The locations of the identified structures are shown in Figure 2.49 and Figure 
2.50. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

None of the three post-1962 tourism and recreation structures surveyed for this study are of 
exceptional national importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria 
considerations. The three post-1962 tourism and recreation structures surveyed are therefore 
recommended not eligible for the National Register. 

Transportation, 1962–present 

HDC identified one transportation resource within the study area that date to the period after 
1962: the Dover-Zoar Road Highway Bridge (HDC57). Information about this resource can 
be found in Table 2.43 and Table 2.44, and is shown in Figure 2.50. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The Dover-Zoar Bridge is not of exceptional national importance nor can it be evaluated 
within one of the criteria considerations. The Dover-Zoar Bridge is therefore recommended 
not eligible for the National Register. 

Flood Control Efforts, ca. 1962–present 

USACE has continued to maintain and repair individual facilities significant to flood control 
efforts in and around Zoar Village up to the present day. In the 1990s, a filter blanket was 
placed below the Zoar Diversion Dam to address seepage issues, and in 2008 another, larger 
filter blanket was placed on the north side of the Zoar Levee near the pump station as 
seepage issues continued. Additional details on recent flood control efforts are located in 
Volume 1, Chapter 1.1 and Chapter 1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified three resources in the study area associated with USACE efforts in the 
Muskingum Basin Flood Control Project (MUR) that post-date 1962, as summarized in Table 
2.45 and Table 2.46, and shown in Figure 2.49. The three resources are: the Zoar Levee 
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seepage blanket and relief wells (HDC50), the Zoar Diversion Dam seepage blanket and 
relief well (HDC51), and the Zoar Diversion Dam Data Logger Building (HDC30). 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

The three post-1962 flood control resources are less than fifty years of age and do not meet 
the exceptional importance criteria for National Register listing. These three resources should 
be re-evaluated once they reach 50 years of age within the context of the Muskingum River 
Basin flood control projects, and separately for their significance to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District under the Preservation Efforts context. 

Preservation Efforts, 1962–present 

In 1967, the Zoar Village sesquicentennial was celebrated, which led to the founding of a 
new Zoar Community Association (ZCA) that year. The ZCA restored the school building 
and later the Town Hall. The ZCA also began the Separatist Days (now the annual Zoar 
Harvest Festival). In the mid-1960s, successful bond issues allowed OHS to reconstruct 
Separatist buildings and structures, including the Garden Spring House, Tin Shop, the Wagon 
Shop, and the Blacksmith Shop. The Bakery, Magazine, House No. 1 Kitchen and Wash 
House complex and Dairy were restored in the early 1990s, with additional restorations being 
planned. Additional details on recent preservation efforts are located in Volume 1, Chapter 
1.4. 

Survey Results 

HDC identified 11 resources in the study area associated with Zoar Village preservation 
efforts that occurred between 1962 and the present, consisting of restored and reconstructed 
Separatist-era buildings and structures. These resources are summarized in Table 2.47 and 
Table 2.48 and shown according to their Separatist contexts in Figure 2.11 through Figure 
2.28. Seven of these resources are Separatist buildings that have been restored consistent 
with knowledge of their historical appearances and forms. One of these resources includes 
the House No. 20 Outbuilding (COE # 5884a) which, through the efforts of the ZCA, was 
renovated to resemble a Seperatist-era outbuilding despite being constructed sometime after 
1930. Four resources (the Garden Spring House, the Tin Shop, the Blacksmith Shop, and the 
Wagon Shop) are accurate reconstructions of Separatist-era buildings. These eleven 
resources are also be evaluated within the Preservation Efforts context as they represent a 
strategy by the ZCA and OHS to restore and maintain the Separatist character of the 1975 
Zoar Historic District. 

National Register Eligibility Assessment 

As previously discussed, the four reconstructions were accurately executed in a suitable 
environment and presented in a dignified manner, and no other structure with the same 
associations survived. As such, the reconstructed resources meet the National Register 
requirements to be treated as reconstructions. This report previously stated that HDC 
recommends the four reconstructed buildings and structures that are not currently listed as 
contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District as eligible for the National Register 
as contributing resources under the Separatist context. The four reconstructed resources and 
the seven restored buildings should be re-evaluated for their significance to the proposed 
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2013 Zoar Historic District if the period of significance for Preservation Efforts is ever 
extended to encompass the 1970s. 

Summary of Results and Recommendations 

1. A total of 348 individual Separatist and non-Separatist above-ground resources, 
dating from ca. 1817 to the present day, were surveyed within the study area. 
Fourteen of these structures were also evaluated under multiple contexts. 

2. An additional 3 individual Separatist above-ground resources, dating from ca. 1800 to 
the present day, were surveyed outside the study area on land that was previously 
owned by the Separatists. 

3. It is recommended that the list of contributing resources to the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District under the Separatist context be revised. The revised list would (a) add 
Separatist resources not included in the 1969 and 1975 National Register 
documentation so that the total Separatist resources contributing to the district would 
be 88, and (b) remove the Zoar Foundry as a contributing resource under the 
Separatist context because its remains cannot be physically located at this time. 

4. It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded 
to include the revised list of Separatist contributing resources. 

5. It is recommended that the period of significance for the 1975 Zoar Historic District 
be extended to include the following post-Separatist contexts: Commerce and 
Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control, 1898–1962; and 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 

6. It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded, 
where necessary, to include the seven resources that contribute to significant non-
Separatist contexts identified by the present study. 

7. It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be amended to 
include one discontiguous resource that contribute to significant Separatist contexts 
identified by the present study. 
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CHAPTER 2.5: ARCHEOLOGY PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT 

Task I.D of the scope specifies the creation of archeological probability assessments for pre-
contact and historical resources. These assessments are intended to assist Huntington with 
evaluating and comparing alternatives under the DSMS. Chapter 2.5 presents the results of 
the pre-contact and historical archeological probability assessments. This chapter begins with 
an explanation of two terms used throughout the remainder of the chapter (significance and 
integrity) in order to orient readers from outside the historic preservation community. The 
potential for the study area to contain preserved archeological deposits also precedes the 
results of the probability assessments because the potential for deeply buried and extensively 
disturbed deposits impacted the predictions of both temporally-specific archeological 
probability assessments. 

Archeological Significance 

Simply determining the likelihood that pre-contact sites might be identified on a given 
landform within the study area is but one goal of this study. The other goal of the study is to 
devise a means by which we can determine the likelihood that specific site types within the 
study area will contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National 
Register, which can then be used during the evaluation and comparison of risk management 
alternatives. The terms significance and integrity are used throughout the remainder of this 
chapter; this section discusses how these two terms are applied to archeological resources 
within the context of the National Register. 

It is important to clarify what is meant when the discussion refers to archeological sites that 
may contain "information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places" and what is meant when the term integrity is used. To be eligible for the 
National Register, a property must meet one of the criteria for evaluation and must possess 
integrity. Most archeological sites are evaluated under Criterion D, which focuses on the 
information potential of the site in terms of adding something important to our understanding 
of the area's pre-contact history (refer to page 2.5 for a description of the other National 
Register criteria). The categories of information that might make a site important relate to the 
type of research questions that the information can be used to answer. Categories of 
information that are typically related to answering research questions within the context of 
evaluating National Register eligibility include the entire range of artifact and cultural feature 
types (note that the presence of storage or cooking features may be indicated by the presence 
of FCR and pottery in the artifact assemblage of a site); remains of food items; samples that 
allow for absolute or chronometric dating of the deposits, such as carbonized nutshell; above-
ground architectural or landscape features, such as pre-contact earthworks; and information 
on the original spatial relationship of artifacts and features to each other and to one another. 

Integrity of archeological sites is based on the site’s potential to yield specific data that may 
be addressed by vital research questions. Spatial relationships of deposits at archeological 
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sites may be altered by cultural processes (farming, development) and natural processes 
(erosion, plant and animal disturbance), which affect the integrity of these sites. For example, 
sites that possess a high density of artifacts, but that are highly disturbed are considered to 
have low integrity. Archeological integrity is typically considered in two ways: the physical 
condition of a site and the utility of the site in addressing important research questions (its 
information potential). 

The physical integrity of a site is measured through the degree of disturbance that has 
occurred at the site since the time of the primary deposition of the artifacts. Artifacts that are 
no longer in their primary context of deposition often retain little information that could be 
useful in answering research questions. In terms of the information potential of a site, the 
integrity of a site can be measured through its visibility and focus. Archeologists Hardesty 
and Little (2000:46) define visibility as “the relative abundance of material remains. It is the 
extent to which the physical remains of a historic property have survived and are observable 
today.” Hardesty and Little (2006:46) go on to define focus as “the degree to which the 
physical remains are readable or interpretable and can be linked to the historic property.” 
Sites with very small assemblages that lack diversity in terms of artifact classes are usually 
considered to have low visibility. The degree of disturbance at a site will affect focus. Sites 
with secondary artifact deposits or multiple, temporally ambiguous, occupations mixed in a 
plow zone would be considered to lack focus. Isolated find spots of single or very few 
artifacts lack both visibility and focus, because very low densities of artifacts found in a very 
small area can be difficult to interpret in terms of function and association. As most 
archeological sites are evaluated for the National Register eligibility under Criterion D, the 
visibility of a site is not as important as its degree of focus (Hardesty and Little 2000:46). If 
sites are difficult to interpret due to a lack of visibility and focus, then the sites may not add 
significant knowledge to a region’s archeological record. However, if a site has good focus, 
but lacks visibility, the site could still be considered important in understanding an area’s 
archeological record. 

Environmental Factors Affecting Archeological Site Preservation 

Prior to creating archeological probability assessments for pre-contact and historical 
archeological resources, research on environmental factors that would influence pre-contact 
and historical site location and preservation of archeological deposits was completed. A 
comprehensive presentation of environmental research results is presented in Volume 1, 
Chapter 1.2 of this report. As a refresher, we preface the results of the pre-contact and 
historical probability assessments with a review of three important environmental factors 
influencing the preservation of archeological remains within the study area, regardless of 
temporal or cultural affiliation: glacial history affecting the deposition and erosion of soils, 
the influence of riverine processes on archeological site integrity, and the affect of landform 
disturbances on archeological site integrity. 

Glacial History and Archeological Potential 

The glacial history of the study area impacts archeological formation processes that play a 
major role in the survival and detection of archeological deposits. Zoar Village is located on 
a large glacial outwash terrace. Floodplains containing 2 to 7 feet of alluvium along the river 
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channel are located to the west of Zoar Village, and dissected uplands, with less than 3 inches 
of topsoil development, are located to the east of the town. 

Buried archeological deposits are possible on the floodplains; alluvial deposits may have 
capped and preserved archeological remains. The presence of these alluvial deposits indicates 
the need for deep testing to identify buried archeological sites in floodplain areas. Alluvial 
deposits on the outside of the Zoar Levee may be as thick as 7 feet, while alluvial deposits on 
the inside of the Zoar Levee are shallower, with buried sites possible to a depth of 2 to 5 feet 
below the surface in undisturbed areas. If buried archeological deposits exist in the 
floodplains, the potential to recover data considered significant within the National Register 
framework may be greater simply because the sites will be better preserved than elsewhere in 
the study area. 

There are two portions of the study area where shallow or eroded sites might be located: A 
narrow ravine in the uplands near Michael Lane; and upland areas upstream of the Zoar 
Diversion Dam. Erosion of soils that may contain archeological sites is more likely along the 
unnamed tributary of the Tuscarawas River located in the uplands near Michael Lane because 
of the stream gradient and comparatively thin (less than 3 inches) top soil deposits. Upstream 
of the Zoar Diversion Dam, the bedrock is relatively shallow and buried archeological sites are 
not possible in this portion of the study area. While archeological deposits may be present in 
these two locations, it is expected that archeological integrity may not be sufficient for 
recovery of significant information under Criterion D of the National Register. 

Water and Archeological Potential 

Water may be the single most important physical element influencing the preservation of 
archeological deposits. Water is a mechanical agent of change, whether it is transporting or 
depositing sediment in a river or ocean, or breaking apart substances through expansion and 
contraction caused by cycles of freezing and thawing. Water is also a chemical agent of 
change through its ability to transport salts and other compounds within the soil and ground 
water system, and through its interaction with other chemical compounds in soils to produce 
oxidizing or reducing conditions and change soil pH levels. For example, organic remains 
such as shell, bone, and carbonized plant remains are not well preserved in acidic soils. The 
addition of water and the exclusion of air can alter this formula (French 2003:26). 
Furthermore, permanently waterlogged acidic soils, such as occur in bogs, create an 
anaerobic environment that preserves organic remains. Conversely, the near absolute removal 
of water, such as in arid environments, can lead to desiccation of organic remains and, in 
general, also creates conditions favorable to preservation of archeological deposits. 

Within the study area, water acts as a mechanical and chemical agent of change, and strongly 
influences the preservation potential for any archeological deposits that may be present. The 
most obvious manifestation of water's agency in the study area is the Tuscarawas River and 
other smaller order streams. Impoundment of water, such as behind Dover Dam and within 
Goose Run Impoundment, constitutes a second, and perhaps less obvious, manifestation of 
water's agency within the study area. A discussion of how each example of the role water 
plays in archeological potential within the study area follows. 
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River processes and the alluvial environment 

Rivers are dynamic systems that can both erode and deposit sediments. River processes, by 
extension, can erode archeological deposits, displacing remains from their primary 
depositional context, or they can preserve archeological deposits through burial. A river's 
ability to transport particles is dependent on the discharge of the river (amount of water 
passing through a certain point of the channel in a given amount of time), with discharge 
being a product of the area of the river channel and the velocity of the river (Briggs 1985:36– 
38). When discharge is high, as near the origin of the river or during a flash flood event, a 
river's ability to vertically and laterally erode the channel (and any deposits along the river 
banks) is correspondingly high. Conversely, when discharge is low and the river's ability to 
transport materials is decreasing, the river will deposit materials both within the channel and, 
if flooding occurs, over its banks on the floodplain (Briggs 1985:38–39). 

The Tuscarawas River within the study area presents the special case of a braided, 
meandering stream in which deposition and erosion occur concurrently in the same part of 
the stream, leading to a complex depositional environment over the glacial outwash (Briggs 
1985:39; French 2003:26). Braiding occurs when sand or gravel banks are deposited within 
the main channel, with the water dividing around the banks and forming new channels. 
During times of high discharge, the banks of the new channels may collapse and add to the 
river's load and sediment may be deposited elsewhere within the valley or downstream 
(Briggs 1985:39). In a meandering stream, erosion takes place on the concave section of a 
meander and deposition occurs on the convex section of the meander. Over time, the river 
moves across the valley floor creating a series of old channels that may become cut off and 
form oxbow lakes, or become in-filled with sediment and organic debris (Briggs 1985:40). 
Zoar Lake, which was a low, wet field before impoundment in the 1920s, may represent an 
in-filled former oxbow lake. Geoarcheologist Charles French (2003:126) notes that the in-
filled cut offs are typically "an excellent source of local and sub-regional environmental" 
data. The evolution of this complex alluvial setting and potential impacts on archeological 
deposits is illustrated in Figure 2.54. Because this setting is so complex and because specific 
locations with the potential to contain buried archeological sites (see discussion above under 
Glacial History and Archeological Potential) are unpredictable, geomorphological 
investigations are warranted as part of any site identification testing that may take place on 
the floodplains within the study area. 

Impoundment 

Geoarcheologists George Rapp and Christopher Hill (1998:199) remark that freshwater 
inundation, resulting from natural or cultural impoundment of water, is "overwhelmingly 
detrimental to archeological remains." The basis for this statement is the numerous 
geochemical processes that accompany repeated wet and dry cycles in impounded areas. The 
elevated water table that accompanies inundation results in leaching of some chemical 
compounds and accumulation of other chemical compounds, with both processes having the 
potential to adversely affect the chemical composition of archeological deposits by altering 
the soil pH. Repeated wet and dry cycles that occur during impoundments and subsequent 
recessions can cause cycles of oxidation and reduction, which also alters the soil pH. In 
addition, repeated wet and dry cycles have the potential to cause expansion and contraction 
of clay particles, which can move artifacts up and down in the soil column, thereby 
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impacting the contextual integrity of archeological deposits (Rapp and Hill 1998:83). 
Impoundment of water increases siltation, with heavy siltation being linked to soil 
liquefaction (deformities occurring in saturated soils) and displacement of archeological 
deposits from their primary context. Larger impoundments, such as behind dams and within 
reservoirs, can lead to erosion of sediment and associated archeological deposits through 
mechanical wave action. Although impoundment of water does not have the same gradient as 
natural rivers, gully run-off and large debris fields are often produced by impoundments. 

Water has been impounded behind Dover Dam numerous times since 1935. The water 
impounded behind Dover Dam typically backs up in the vicinity of Zoar Village. Zoar Levee 
was constructed to protect the village from the impounded water. As mentioned previously, 
impoundment of water behind a dam may be similar to a natural flood event. The velocity of 
water, however, is typically much lower than during a natural flood event, the duration of the 
impoundment is longer, and the height of the impounded water is often different. In the case 
of Dover Dam, water may be impounded for several weeks and sedimentation is likely much 
greater than during a natural flood event. The permanent lake at Beach City, for example, has 
a 90% siltation rate (Aaron Smith, personal communication). It is possible, if not likely, that 
the impoundment of water behind Dover Dam may have resulted in a higher sedimentation 
rate in the floodplains around Zoar Village and in greater biogeochemical changes in the 
floodplain soils than what occurs as a result of natural flood cycles. The specific ways in 
which impounding of water behind Dover Dam may have affected archeological deposits that 
might exist within the flowage easement is not known at the present time. What is known is 
that the Dover Dam flowage easement in the vicinity of Zoar Village has resulted in very 
limited development for elevations below the 916' level, which may have had the unintended 
consequence of protecting archeological deposits that might be present. 

Goose Run Impoundment has had water impounded behind it on and off since 1935, much 
the same as water has been impounded (and receded) behind Dover Dam since 1935. The 
repeated flooding and draining of the Goose Run Impoundment over the years (first as a set 
of shallow Separatist fish ponds, and later as a permanent impoundment known as Lime Kiln 
Lake, holding a pool from after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1935 to its 
final draining in 1992) has likely resulted in some degree of biogeochemical alteration to any 
archeological deposits present within the affected area. Because of the potential alterations to 
archeological integrity that impounded water can cause, Goose Run Impoundment and other, 
smaller impounded areas, such as the numerous man-made (impounded) wetlands described 
in Schaney (2013), were categorized as potential disturbances in the archeological probability 
assessment. The nature and extent of disturbances these impoundments pose to the 
archeological record cannot be assessed without subsurface testing, but the potential for 
impaired integrity is present. 

Landform Disturbances and Archeological Potential 

Understanding where and how landforms have been disturbed is central to accurately 
predicting the potential locations of intact archeological deposits within the study area. It is 
extremely unlikely that pre-contact or historical archeological sites will be found in areas that 
have experienced significant earth moving disturbances. The same activities that moved the 
soil would also have moved or erased traces of the archeological sites. 
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As outlined in Volume 1, Chapter 1.2, disturbances were derived from the soil survey, from 
the historical literature review for this project, and from field observations. Several areas in 
the eastern and northeastern portion of the study area were used as borrow areas for 
construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, while other areas reportedly had the 
topsoil stripped as part of resource extraction activities, according to the soil survey. Zoar 
Lake and areas associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project were also 
eliminated as areas where we would expect to find intact archeological sites that may have 
information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Figure 1.21 shows the parts 
of the study area determined to be extensively disturbed; within our probability assessment 
model for archeological sites, these disturbed areas have little to no probability for containing 
intact archeological sites. If, by chance, archeological remains were to be identified in these 
areas, we suggest that the sites would lack integrity and would not be recommended eligible 
for the National Register. 

Figure 1.21 also shows the parts of the study area determined to be partially or possibly 
disturbed. Within our probability assessment models for archeological sites, the chance of 
identifying an intact archeological sites in these areas is uncertain. Areas that are partially 
disturbed, or probably disturbed to an unknown extent, include modern housing 
developments (such as the Cherry Hill subdivision), the footprints of modern buildings (such 
as the Zoar Volunteer Fire Department), and any locations where utilities have been buried. 
While portions of the study area designated as partially or possibly disturbed can be expected 
to have locations that are completely disturbed through modern activity, areas of intact soils 
including archeological deposits may be present as well. Soil coring, or similar forms of 
examining the level of subsurface disturbance, may be a necessary step in assessing 
archeological potential in areas noted as being (1) likely places to find archeological sites and 
(2) possibly disturbed. 

Pre-Contact Resources Probability Assessment 

Goals of the pre-contact archeological probability assessment for the study area are as 
follows: 

1. Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the 
study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

2. Assessing the likelihood that reported site types contain information that would 
qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

3. Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 

To achieve these goals and to complete this part of Task I.D. of the scope, research focused 
on three topics: the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of 
existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and the use and 
creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history context, which 
served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed later in this chapter, is 
presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this report. Information on the existing pre-contact 
data set, which was used to create the inductive predictive model, is presented in the next 
section, followed by a brief introduction to predictive modeling and how we applied 
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predictive modeling theory to the study area. The compiled pre-contact archeological 
resources probability assessment rounds out this section of Chapter 2.5. 

The Existing Pre-Contact Data Set 

The necessary first step in creating the pre-contact probability assessment is to assemble 
existing data on the environment and existing sites. HDC began collection of relevant 
empirical data by consulting Mills' (1914) Archeological Atlas of Ohio and examining the 
Ohio Historic Preservation Office's (OHPO) online GIS data base. Mills recorded no pre-
contact archeological resources within Lawrence Township; the closest pre-contact resources 
to Zoar Village recorded by Mills are 4 miles away, to the west of Bolivar. HDC staff 
employed a 4-mile search radius, centered on Zoar Village, for the examination of the OHPO 
GIS data base. A 4-mile radius was chosen after a search of land within 2 miles of Zoar 
Village yielded a sample size of fewer than 75 sites with pre-contact components. HDC also 
consulted avocational publications and other sources to determine if pre-contact resources 
existed within the established search radius that had not been recorded on the Ohio 
Archeological Inventory (OAI). An overview of the existing data set is provided to orient the 
reader to the sources of the information used for the inductive predictive model portion of 
this assessment. 

The existing data set of archeological sites with pre-contact components was compiled from 
the OHPO data base and review of primary and secondary sources on the history and 
archeology of the region. Characteristics of the search area and the existing data set are 
summarized in Table 2.54. Key information for the 121 previously recorded pre-contact sites 
in the existing data set, as taken from the OHPO data base, is summarized in Table 2.55; 
many more site attributes are included in the study area-specific data base compiled as part of 
our research. Figure 2.55 is a map depicting the 4-mile search radius around the study area, 
as well as the locations of pre-contact archeological sites and CRM investigations recorded in 
the OHPO's data base. The locations of all archeological sites within the study area can be 
found in Figure 2.56 and Figure 2.57, maps focused on Zoar Village and the greater study 
area. 

On the whole, the data set lacks detail and variation. Only six (5%) of the 121 pre-contact 
archeological sites in the data set are located within the study area; the remainder are located 
outside the study area, but within the 4-mile search radius of the study area. All of the 
existing sites are open sites; there are no rock shelter sites. A total of 116 sites do not have a 
reported site function or site type associated with them. Cultural features were documented at 
only 2 percent of the sites. Definite cultural features were recorded at Kline Mound (33-TU-
40); possible features were reported for the Charton Workshop (33-ST-33). Sixty-one percent 
(n=74) of the 121 recorded pre-contact sites in the data set have no temporal affiliation, and 
are either isolated finds or small sites typically described as "small lithic scatters." 

Table 2.56 summarizes relevant information on the 45 previously completed CRM 
documents for projects within the 4-mile search radius; detailed entries for each CRM 
document can be found in the Annotated Bibliography, which is an appendix of Volume 1. 
Three of the 45 documents are management documents, 19 of the documents represent 
investigations that did not identify any pre-contact archeological sites, and the remaining 23 
documents report on the findings of field investigations that identified or evaluated one or 
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more pre-contact archeological sites. A summary of the existing data for the search area, 
organized by relationship to the study area and by time period, is presented below. 

Summary of Existing Data by Spatial Relationship to Study Area and by Time Period 

Sites Outside Study Area, but Within Four-Mile Search Radius 

Sites with Paleoindian Components 

Six sites with Paleoindian components have been recorded within the four-mile search radius 
of the study area. Four of the sites have the temporal affiliation listed simply as Paleoindian, 
while two OAI forms specify that a Late Paleoindian Plano projectile point was recovered 
from the site. All six Paleoindian components are part of multi-component sites. 

Sites with Archaic Components 

There are 41 individual Archaic Period components represented at 35 sites within the four-
mile search radius of the study area. This is by the far the largest number of components for 
any time period, which likely reflects the long time range covered by the period. The most 
frequently occurring specified Archaic component is the Late Archaic (n=15). Late Archaic 
components are often found in association with Early Archaic components or Early 
Woodland components within the search area. There are no Middle Archaic components in 
the data set, which seems indicative of the small number of Middle Archaic sites found both 
regionally and statewide. Nine Early Archaic components are also represented in the 
Woodland Period subset, along with 17 unspecified Archaic period components. 

Sites with Woodland Components 

There are 24 individual Woodland components represented at 20 sites within the four-mile 
search radius of the study area. The most frequently occurring Woodland component is the 
Early Woodland (n=12). Early Woodland components are often found in association with 
Late Archaic components or Late Woodland components within the search area. Only one of 
the 118 sites in the existing pre-contact data set contains a Middle Woodland component (site 
33-TU-133). Six Late Woodland components are also represented in the Woodland subset, 
along with five unspecified Woodland period components. Late Woodland components are 
often found in association with Early Woodland and Late Prehistoric components. 

Sites with Late Prehistoric Components 

Fourteen sites with Late Prehistoric components have been recorded within the 4-mile search 
radius of the study area. This number accounts for 12 percent of the entire data set. Four of 
the five Late Prehistoric components are part of large multi-component sites. 

Sites with Temporally Unaffiliated Components 

Sixty-eight (68) sites within the search radius and outside the study area are considered 
temporally unaffiliated because temporally diagnostic artifacts were not reported. This 
number accounts for 56% of the entire data set. Seven of the 68 temporally unaffiliated sites 
outside the study area represent isolated artifacts and little information was recorded for 
them. At the other end of spectrum, a considerable number of the unaffiliated sites have a 
high diversity of artifact classes. Sixty-three percent of the temporally unaffiliated sites have 
projectile point fragments, informal or non-projectile formal chipped stone tools, ground 
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stone fragments, or FCR, in addition to chipped stone debitage. Unfortunately, the reported 
information is not sufficient to allow for temporal classification of the deposits. 

Sites Inside Study Area 

Given the ubiquity of pre-contact archeological deposits in most every part of Ohio, it should 
come as no surprise that pre-contact sites have already been recorded within the study area 
and that many more unrecorded sites are expected to exist. As early as 1882, there was a 
report of pre-contact remains being found within Zoar Village: "In digging out a large cellar 
a few years ago in Zoar, bones were found in abundance. They were supposed to belong to 
the pre-historic race. Some of them were in a tolerable state of preservation, others crumbled 
to dust" (Potts 1882:430). Steve Shonk, a resident of Zoar Village, reported that a ca. 1875 
edition of the Iron Valley Reporter had an item that discussed pre-contact burials that were 
found at the Second Cow Barn location during construction of the barn (personal 
communication, 2013). HDC staff checked all editions of the Iron Valley Reporter from 1874 
to 1876 and were unable to locate this reference, so the association of a pre-contact 
archeological component with the Second Cow Barn cannot be confirmed at the present time. 
Informal interviews with historian Chuck Knaack and Mayor Larry Bell suggest that pre-
contact artifacts are often found during residential improvement projects throughout Zoar 
Village and its immediate environs, particularly on any area of high ground. The possibility 
that a Native American trail ran through the study area is mentioned in Chapter 1.4 of 
Volume 1 of this report. As with the previous examples, the exact location, cultural-temporal 
affiliation, and characteristics of this trail could not be determined, rendering it, and the other 
reports of archeological sites within Zoar Village, of little use to the inductively-derived 
probability assessment. The information below discusses identified sites within the study area 
by time period; archeological remains for which contextual information is lacking are not 
discussed or included in the probability assessment models presented later in this chapter. 

Sites with Paleoindian Components 

There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic 
Paleoindian period artifacts. 

Sites with Archaic Components 

There are no sites recorded on the OAI within the study area that produced diagnostic 
Archaic period artifacts. One general Archaic period site can, however, be identified adjacent 
to House No. 25, which is located on the hill above the valley where the pottery was located 
south of Zoar Village. The upper plate on page 40 in Adamson (2007), reproduced in Figure 
2.58, shows an Archaic-type side-notched point, possibly of Upper Mercer chert, mixed in 
with the Zoar Village pottery sherds from the garden of the house. Figure 2.59 is an overview 
photograph of the yard at the house site where the point was found. The location of House 
No. 25, shown on Figure 2.56 and Figure 2.57, was used to plot the geographical origin of 
the projectile point. This location was then used to determine basic environmental 
information regarding the location so that the site represented by the projectile point could be 
added to the inductive predictive model data set. 

Recommendation: HDC recommends that this site be considered eligible for the National 
Register for the purpose of the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. 
We do not have sufficient information to determine whether this projectile point represents 
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an isolated find or a more substantial deposit. Information regarding whether or not the site 
has been significantly disturbed is not sufficient to make a determination about site integrity. 
This recommendation may not follow common wisdom regarding isolated finds, but it should 
be noted that the solitary nature of the archeological deposit is uncertain. Caution is 
recommended in this case because there are no other recorded examples of temporally 
affiliated sites within the study area. In addition, we note that there are several examples of 
relatively intact pre-contact deposits being identified in settings that appear to be completely 
disturbed by more recent construction activities. For example, a soil layer with intact pre-
contact deposits was identified at approximately 18 inches (45 cm) below ground surface in 
an urban parking lot in downtown Columbus, Ohio. The pre-contact layer was capped by the 
asphalt parking lot surface and two historical period deposits (Sewell 2007). In 2002, six pre-
contact cultural features were identified in backyard settings at site 33-LE-405, in Lawrence 
County, Ohio. This large Late Prehistoric site was situated on what was once a plowed farm 
field that later had a housing development, complete with backyard septic tanks and leach 
beds, constructed on top of it (Simpson 2003). The older construction methods associated 
with House No. 25 argues for fewer disturbances at this site than at the other two sites used 
as examples, and correspondingly, the probability of intact pre-contact deposits is higher. 

Sites with Woodland Components 

There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic 
Woodland Period artifacts. 

Sites with Late Prehistoric Components 

There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic 
Late Prehistoric Period artifacts. 

Sites with Temporally Unaffiliated Components 

There are six previously recorded, temporally unaffiliated pre-contact sites located within the 
study area: 33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, and 33-TU-454. The 
locations of these temporally unassigned, pre-contact sites are shown in Figure 2.56 and 
Figure 2.57. Additional information about these sites can be found in Table 2.55; 
recommendations for evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives are 
summarized in Table 2.57. Figure 2.60 is an overview photograph of the general location of 
site 33-TU-22 as of June 2012, while Figure 2.61 is an overview photograph of the general 
location of site 33-TU-453, as of June 2012. 

HDC also examined collection records for eight archeological collections from Zoar Village 
that are curated at the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Collections Facility; none of these 
collections contains pre-contact materials that have not been recorded on the OAI. 

Predictive Modeling Theory 

Predictive models, according to Altschul et al. (2004:1), are tools by which patterns are 
"characterized and anticipated." Models can be deductive (based on a coherent body of 
theory unrelated to empirical data) or inductive (based on observation and existing data). As 
employed in cultural resources management, most predictive site location models are 
inductive and, as such, are only as strong as the quantity, quality, and relevance of the data 
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used to generate them. Site-based inductive predictive models assume that the following are 
true: sites are self-evident; the spatial universe contains both areas that have been surveyed 
with methods sufficient to discover all sites, and areas that have not been surveyed; data used 
to generate predictions is representative of the larger population; environmental data is 
specific enough to accurately characterize site locations; and the environmental factors being 
considered are meaningful for site location (Banning 2002:140–141). Whether models are 
deductive or inductive, they must all be tested and revised. A long-term approach to model 
development and refinement can ultimately result in "a powerful and effective management 
tool" (Kincaid 1988:554). 

HDC's Approach to Predictive Model Creation 

The goal of creating a predictive model for this study is to generate probability statements 
regarding (a) the most likely locations of pre-contact resources, if such resources exist; (b) 
the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the 
National Register; and (c) the kind of data that needs to survive to make sites significant, all 
of which can be used during the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. 
As stated by Kvamme (2006:11), we are modeling "the archeological context." The success 
of inductive location-specific predictive models based on empirical data sets is dependent on 
completion of thorough regional surveys; consistent, reliable archeological classifications in 
the existing dataset; and whether or not the basic assumption of these types of models are met 
(Banning 2002:138–139). The existing data set for this project is weak when evaluated in 
light of these considerations. For example, professional surveys within the search radius are 
almost entirely compliance-driven, focusing mainly on dissected uplands where mining takes 
place or partially disturbed areas on flood control projects owned by the federal government, 
while many of the sites identified by non-compliance driven investigations did not employ 
systematic survey techniques or do not have associated reports. These investigation 
characteristics imply that the sample population of sites and surveyed areas has an inherent 
bias, and is not representative of the actual variation found within the study area. Data is also 
inconsistently reported, particularly on the early OAI forms. In addition, very few sites with 
temporally diagnostic artifacts were recorded. Whether the ubiquity of temporally unassigned 
sites reflects the past human behavior that created the deposits, modern artifact collecting 
activities, or some other factor, is unclear. Despite these weaknesses, the existing data set can 
be used to generate a model that can be tested and refined, and which, when combined with 
a deductive model as presented below, will provide information appropriate for making 
planning decisions. 

An alternative approach to the inductive site location predictive model, and one 
recommended by Altschul et al. (2005:12), is the creation of a deductive predictive model 
based on the regional pre-contact cultural context. This is achieved by compiling information 
on the different site types expected for all pre-contact periods, along with their associated 
locations on the landscape, and then applying those criteria to the study area. While regional 
cultural contexts are themselves based largely on empirical data, models based on a regional 
context can be called deductive because the patterns described are broad and rooted in large 
samples and larger trends in the pre-contact period that have a much higher level of 
reliability and repeatability. In the case of the 708-acre study area, the regional cultural 
context for the pre-contact period may not be specific enough on the spatial and cultural level 
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to apply to the study area. Such an approach could serve, however, as the basis for a model 
that can be tested and refined in the future. 

Because the empirical data is weak and biased, and because the regional cultural context may 
not be specific enough to employ as a deductive predictive tool on its own, HDC proposed to 
address these issues by (1) creating both types of models (an empirically based inductive 
model and context derived deductive model), (2) comparing the results of the two models, 
and (3) developing the pre-contact archeological probability assessment of the study area 
based on the overlap between the two models. This proposal is based on a recommendation 
developed by research completed through the Department of Defense Legacy program 
(Altschul et al. 2004, 2005; Cushman and Sebastian 2008) to move from the creation of 
simple site location models to models that can aid in determining the significance of sites so 
that the model can be used as a management tool. 

Application to the Study Area 

Inductive Model 

Variables included in the inductive model are grouped according to three descriptors: 
environmental, archeological, and management. 

The seven proposed environmental variables for the inductive predictive model are: 
- landform (geomorphology) 
- elevation 
- soil type, soil drainage, and slope 
- distance to water 
- vegetation at the time of contact 

The seven proposed archeological variables are: 
- site size 
- site type 
- site function 
- temporal affiliation 
- classes of artifacts present 
- presence/absence of cultural features 
- site depth 

The six proposed management variables are: 
- National Register status 
- level of investigation 
- date of last investigation 
- site condition 
- integrity 
- information potential 

Categories for all three classes of data draw heavily on recommendations made in Altschul et 
al. (2004, 2005). It may not be possible to populate all proposed fields at the present time, but 
the data base is designed with an eye toward expansion once new information becomes 
available. Additional fields (variables) can be added to the database, if desired. This solution 
to the problem of primary data gaps will provide a useful tool for Huntington when 
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evaluating and comparing the likelihood that various alternatives may have impacts on 
historic properties. Huntington will also be able to make reasonable decisions without 
unnecessarily impacting landowners or sites. 

Model Variables 

Variables employed in this study were divided into three groups as described previously: 
environmental, archeological, and management. Within each group multiple variables were 
selected, each with at least two possible forms. These variables were chosen with the intent 
of the study in mind, with an eye toward the type of information readily supplied on OAI 
forms, and with a knowledge of the types of environmental data readily available for use in a 
GIS or easily generated in a GIS. Some modifications or "cleaning" of data was necessary to 
normalize differences in reporting standards and methods, particularly between sites that 
were recorded on the older OAI form and sites that were recorded on the new, more detailed 
OAI form. Each class of variables is discussed, along with brief notes on any data cleaning 
processes that occurred. 

Environmental Variables 

Environmental variables were selected as simple, one-dimensional proxies of a complex 
natural world that influences (not determines) human behavior. While recent research in 
archeological predictive modeling in the United States has begun to recognize the importance 
of more complex environmental variables and the social environment in modeling (Kvamme 
2006; Lock and Harris 2006), some positive correlations between basic environmental 
variables and human settlement patterns have been noted when tested. For example, Haines 
(2011:48, 54, 63) found that elevation, slope, aspect, distance from permanent water source, 
and soil type are relevant environmental variables for all time periods when tested against a 
set of archeological data from southwestern Ohio. 

Landform 

The landform of an area speaks to the geological history of an area and influences human use 
of the landscape, as well as the post-depositional context of archeological sites. The landform 
for each site in the data set was taken directly from the "Local Environmental Setting" field 
on the OAI form. Landforms within the study area were determined using a current USGS 
topographic quadrangle map layered with a historical topographic quadrangle to ensure the 
most accurate location of relevant landforms since the study area has been significantly 
altered during the twentieth century. 

Elevation 

Elevation was initially selected as an environmental variable because it is a common 
characteristic employed in archeological predictive models and is readily available for Ohio 
as a geo-referenced shapefile. Site elevation was taken directly from the OAI form, where it 
is measured in meters above mean sea level (amsl) from the center point of the site. Our staff 
employed a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) that depicts elevation in 100-foot by 100-foot 
cells that can be selected to show the elevation ranges within which the greatest number of 
sites occurs. During analysis of the data we determined that elevation within the data set and 
within the study area had a limited range, and that elevation was directly related to landform; 
we discarded elevation as a variable in our analysis since it was reflected in the landform 
variable. 
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Soil Type, Soil Drainage, Slope 

Soil type, drainage, and slope were selected as environmental variables for consideration in 
the pre-contact archeological predictive models because soil properties impact human use 
and exploitation of the landscape through the types of organic resources they support and 
their suitability for different types of activities. An area's soils affect the types of plant and 
animal communities that develop naturally in an area, and the suitability of an area for 
cultivation. An area's soils will, therefore, influence the movement and settlement of people 
across the landscape. For example, well drained, level soils are attractive for long-term 
habitation and use, while poorly drained or steeply sloping soils are not suitable for long-
term use, but may be the focus for short-term or specialized activities. Equally important for 
the creation of the model using GIS, this data is available for Ohio as a geo-referenced 
shapefile. 

The OAI forms utilized for the present study were completed over a course of nearly four 
decades, and the named soils reflected soil survey information current at the time the form 
was completed. To ensure consistency in the reporting of the basic soil information, on which 
several attributes were based, current soil survey maps available for download from USDA 
Soil Data Mart were imported to ESRI ArcGIS 10. When the soil data was joined with the 
UTM coordinates for each site, a soil designation was assigned to the site based on the 
current USDA data. Slope values and drainage characteristics were added for each soil type 
from the soil survey manuscript. This same digital soil data was applied to the study area 
when we determined the locations of well drained, moderately drained, and poorly drained 
soils for predicting pre-contact site location. In addition, HDC employed soil drainage data 
recently collected by USACE Nashville District staff as part of the Baseline Ecological Study 
for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam DSMS in order to refine the macro scale data 
contained in the USDA dataset; man-made wetlands were not included in HDC's refinements 
because they post-date the pre-contact period that the models are attempting to predict. 

Distance to Water 

Water plays a significant role in human existence: drinking water is necessary to sustain life; 
water attracts game animals that can feed humans, and also provides a specialized habitat for 
other plant and animal resources; waterways provide transportation routes for moving people 
and goods; and water can supply power for industry. Because of the significance of water to 
human existence, the location and character of water resources strongly influences the 
movement of people and the locations of human activities on the landscape. Distance to 
water is also easily calculated using the known locations of pre-contact sites and fresh water 
sources. 

The distance to water for each site in the data set was taken directly from the OAI form, 
where it is measured as the minimum horizontal distance to the closest water source in 
meters. It is important to note that when distance to water was determined for the study area, 
we digitized the water sources from a 1912 USGS topographic quadrangle map that showed 
the waterways within the study area as they existed before the Zoar Levee and Diversion 
Dam project was constructed. The location of springs was determined based on the results of 
the literature review, observation in the field, and informal interviews with Zoar Village 
residents Mayor Larry Bell and Chuck Knaack. 
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Vegetation at the Time of Contact 

All humans need food and raw materials that can be fashioned into tools, shelter, clothing, 
and other items that aid with survival. Knowledge of the quantity, quality, and diversity of an 
area's native plant and animal communities, and how they are distributed across the 
landscape, can assist with developing predictive archeological probability models by 
identifying desirable locales. The variable 'vegetation at the time of contact' was selected for 
use in the model because it can serve as a proxy for the quantity, quality, and diversity of the 
native plant and animal communities pre-contact people may have encountered within the 
study area. Equally important for the creation of the model using GIS, this data is available 
for Ohio as a geo-referenced shapefile. 

A geo-referenced shapefile of Gordon's 1966 map of Ohio's natural vegetation at the time of 
European entry to the region was imported to ESRI ArcGIS 10. When the vegetation data 
was joined with the UTM coordinates for each site, a vegetation type could be assigned to the 
site. Unfortunately, all sites within the 4-mile search radius were located within the mixed 
oak forests type because Gordon's map is not sufficiently fine-grained to show local level 
variation in vegetation. That is to say, this variable could not be measured at the same local 
scale as the archeological sites, an important factor in choosing model variables (see Haines 
2011:42–43). Because Gordon's data lacks the specificity necessary for the purposes of our 
study, the vegetation at the time of contact variable was discarded during analysis of the data. 

Archeological Variables 

Archeological variables were chosen for their ability to characterize the spatial and 
behavioral aspects of the regional archeological record. Equally important was the 
accessibility and consistent reporting of data for each variable. The selected variables are 
included in the current OAI reporting format, which has instructions that, theoretically, 
ensure consistent reporting of variables. 

Site boundary polygon data versus site center point data 

The co-variability of environmental factors used in determining archeological sensitivity is 
not reflected when point data, rather than accurate site boundaries, is used to represent site 
locations. A site location may encompass multiple variants of one attribute, and point data 
may misrepresent the dominant environmental attributes. Unfortunately, many of the sites 
within the study area and within the 4-mile search radius were reported by landowners and 
collectors, with the result being reporting of poorly defined or vague site boundaries. 
Because it is not possible to accurately define the physical extent of all of the sites in the 
sample, the use of point data, as represented by UTM coordinates, maintains the greatest 
level of consistency and accuracy. 

Site Size 

The search area contains archeological sites that have been recorded over the course of four 
decades and there is a great deal of variability in reporting styles, accuracy, and reliability of 
the reported data. OAI forms completed within the previous ten years typically provide a 
reliable site size reported in square meters. Earlier OAI forms demonstrated a lack of 
consistent reporting techniques. On earlier forms site size measurements were given as 
ranges of site diameters and as ranges of north-south linear distances. Example site sizes 
from earlier OAI forms include “appx. 100–200 ft in diameter” and “100–200 feet by 400– 
600 feet, possibly larger.” Because archeological sites rarely exist as perfect circles or 
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squares, generalized measurements such as this provide a potential source of erroneous data. 
In an attempt to standardize these recording techniques, ranges of measurements were 
averaged and area was then calculated in square meters. When isolated finds did not have a 
site size recorded, size was entered as 1 square meter. 

Temporal Affiliation 

Temporal affiliation for each site was taken directly from the OAI form. A coding 
abbreviation for each possible period was employed to save space in character-limited fields. 

Site Type and Site Function 

Site type and site function were taken directly from the OAI form. In most cases, 
archeologists completing OAI forms recorded this information as "Unknown," so this 
variable was of limited value in our analysis. 

Artifact Classes 

Because there are countless ways that artifact classes were analyzed and recorded on the OAI 
forms, a generalized approach was taken to portray this data as consistently and as accurately 
as possible. The range of artifact classes present at a site was included in the data base, but 
not the number of artifacts in each class because of inconsistencies in reporting. Below are 
the coded abbreviations and brief explanations for each artifact class included in the data 
base: 

- Debitage (D): All bifacial reduction stages were combined in one class to increase 
consistency and accuracy of the data. 

- Tools (T): All formal and informal chipped stone tools, apart from projectile points, 
were combined in one class to increase consistency and accuracy of the data. 

- Projectile Points/Knives (PPK): The Projectile Point artifact class includes temporally 
diagnostic (typed) points, un-typed points, and point fragments. 

- Pottery (P): The pottery artifact class includes all pre-contact pottery artifacts 
regardless of type or completeness of vessel. 

- FCR (F): The FCR artifact class includes all fire-cracked and burned rock recorded 
on an OAI form. 

- Ground Stone (GS): The Ground Stone artifacts class represents all ground stone 
artifacts, apart from ground slate artifacts, regardless of completeness. Examples of 
ground stone artifacts include items variously called celts, adzes, axes, bannerstones, 
atlatl weights, gorgets, etc. 

- Slate (SL): The Slate artifact class represents all modified slate artifacts, regardless of 
completeness or method of modification. 

Cultural Features 

Cultural features were recorded as present or absent based on information contained in the 
OAI forms. 

Site Depth 

Site depth was not entered in the data base at the present stage of our study because the data 
was too incomplete to be meaningful. The depth of the top soil and the presence or absence 
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of artifacts in the subsoil was not reported on any of the early OAI forms and was rarely 
reported on the more recently completed OAI forms. 

Management Variables 

Six management variables were proposed for the present study, as previously listed (see page 
2.62). While these fields were created in the data base, they were not populated at this time 
because the data were too incomplete to be meaningful. 

Summary of Inductive Model Results 

Multiple environmental and archeological variables were examined for the data set of 
existing sites according to temporal components in order to discern generic site location 
patterns, if possible. Because the existing data set did not contain consistent reporting of site 
types, refinement of locational data within temporal period by site types was not possible and 
map figures were not created. Summary information for a selection of environmental 
variables by temporal period is presented in Table 2.58 and discussed in more detail below. 

Inductive Model Paleoindian Site Location Predictions: Based on site information in the existing data set, 
unspecified Paleoindian sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 656 ft or 
200 m) on well-drained soils on low rises on floodplains. Site size for unspecified 
Paleoindian sites is likely inflated because unspecified Paleoindian components were found 
on large multi-component sites. Late Paleoindian sites are also expected to be found on well 
drained soils within 697 feet (212.5 m) of water. Because all of the Paleoindian components 
are part of multi-component sites it is difficult to make statements about any correlations 
between expected artifact classes and environmental attributes; specific artifact classes, apart 
from temporally diagnostic projectile points, cannot be conclusively linked to the Paleoindian 
components alone. 

Inductive Model Archaic Site Location Predictions: Based on site information in the existing data set, 
unspecified Archaic Period sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 541 ft or 
165 m) on well drained soils on terraces. Early Archaic sites are expected on well-drained 
soils situated on low rises on floodplains within 522 feet (159 m) of water. There do not 
appear to be any correlations between Early Archaic period artifact class diversity and 
distance to water, soil characteristics, or landform. There are no Middle Archaic components 
in the data set, and thus, no information to make any predictive statements about where sites 
with Middle Archaic components are expected. Late Archaic sites are expected to occur on 
well-drained soils situated on terraces within 541 feet (165 m) of water. There do not appear 
to be any correlations between Late Archaic period artifact class diversity and distance to 
water or soil characteristics. There does, however, appear to be a correlation between a high 
diversity of artifact classes and sites located on terraces during the Late Archaic. 

Inductive Model Woodland Site Location Predictions: Based on site information in the existing data set, 
unspecified Woodland Period sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 259 ft 
or 79 m) on well-drained soils on terraces. Early Woodland sites are expected on well 
drained terraces within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water. There do not appear to be any 
correlations between Early Woodland period artifact class diversity and distance to water, 
soil characteristics, or landform. The one Middle Woodland component in the data set co-
occurs with an Early Woodland component on a terrace with somewhat poorly drained soils, 
161 feet (49 m) from water. There is not sufficient information to make any predictive 
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statements about where sites with Middle Woodland components should occur within the 
study area. Late Woodland sites are expected on well drained, low rises on floodplains and 
terraces within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water. There do not appear to be any correlations 
between Late Woodland period artifact class diversity and distance to water, soil 
characteristics, or landform. 

Inductive Model Late Prehistoric Site Location Predictions: Based on site information in the existing data 
set, Late Prehistoric sites can vary greatly in site size, but should occur within 599 feet (182.5 
m) of water on well drained soils on terraces of the Tuscarawas River and its tributaries. 
Twelve of the 14 Late Prehistoric components in the data set are part of multi-component 
sites, making it difficult to discern any correlation between expected artifact classes and 
environmental attributes; specific artifact classes, apart from temporally diagnostic projectile 
points and pottery types, cannot be conclusively linked to the Late Prehistoric components 
alone. 

Inductive Model Temporally Unaffiliated Site Location Predictions: As one would expect given the larger 
sample size, the greatest diversity of environmental and archeological attributes is found in 
the temporally unaffiliated subset of the data set. Temporally unaffiliated sites should be 
anticipated on well drained soils on terraces that are situated within 525 feet (160 m) of 
water. There does not appear to be any correlation between artifact class diversity and 
distance to water or soil characteristics. Among these sites however there does appear to be a 
correlation between artifact class diversity and landform. Sites with the most artifact 
diversity tend to be located on floodplains or terraces, not upland ridge tops. 

Generalized Inductive Model Predictions: 

Six other general trends emerged from the inductive model data: 

− All sites with FCR occur on terraces within 1,079 feet (329 m) of water. 

− 80% of sites with pottery occur on terraces within 1,079 feet (329 m) of water. 

− 60% of sites with pottery also contain FCR. 

− 69% of all sites occur on well drained or excessively well drained soils. 

− 1.7% of all sites occur on poorly drained and very poorly drained soils. 

− 15% of sites that occur in excess of 984 feet (300 m) from water yielded diagnostic 
artifacts. 

Deductive Model 

The deductive site location model was generated through a review of the cultural context, 
presented in Chapter 1.3 of Volume 1, and creation of a matrix for the location of different 
site types within temporal periods based on published settlement models for the region (see 
Table 1.5). As evident by Table 1.5, the regionally specific information on settlement 
patterns is not particularly detailed. 

Summary of Deductive Model Results 

Analysis of site location patterns based on the deductive approach suggested that trends were 
rather broad in character and led to the prediction that pre-contact sites, of all time periods, 
are expected to be located on terraces and floodplains within the study area. To create the 
deductive model overlay for the study area, we determined the locations of terraces and 
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floodplains within the study area. Areas that fit the deductive site location statement above 
were highlighted for comparison with the predictions generated by the inductive model. 

Based on the available cultural context, the following predictions could be generated: 
− From the Late Archaic through the early part of the Late Prehistoric period we should 

expect to find sites in the study area on floodplains and terraces. 

− These floodplain and terrace sites will represent large summer base camps for the 
Archaic Period and later parts of the Late Woodland and early Late Prehistoric periods, 
while Early Woodland and Middle Woodland sites in these settings are expected to 
represent year-round hamlets. Later Late Prehistoric sites are also expected on the 
floodplains and terraces, but we would expect sites from this time period to represent 
larger village sites. 

− Because undisturbed uplands constitute a small portion of the study area, the 
probability of finding small seasonal resource extraction camps, dating to any time 
period, is considered to be low. 

− A corollary of these expectations is that small seasonal sites dating to all time periods 
may also be present within the study area, but the locations of seasonal sites will be 
associated with specific resources whose location within the study area cannot be 
predicted at the present time. 

− A general, and very broad, statement derived from the cultural context, is that we 
should expect to find sites of all time periods located on the terraces and floodplains 
within the study area. 

Pre-contact Archeological Probability Assessment for the Study Area 

The pre-contact archeological probability assessment proceeded from the creation of the 
inductive and deductive models to the creation of an overlap model. After eliminating highly 
disturbed areas from consideration, we overlaid the predictions from the inductive and 
deductive models on the study area in order to identify and refine the most likely places that 
specific pre-contact site types might be located. Overlapping the predictions from the two 
models was based on the assumption that the parts of the study area where the two models 
intersected are the portions of the study area most likely to contain archeological deposits, if 
archeological deposits exist anywhere within the study area. The primary data that guided the 
creation of the overlap model in terms of identifying preferred landforms for particular site 
types according to time period is summarized in Table 2.59. 

The probability assessment models also take into consideration the probable integrity of the 
sites that may be identified on a given landform (refer to Volume 1, Chapter 1.2, and page 
2.52 of this volume, for details). The presentation of the probability assessment model 
includes a brief discussion of the types of data necessary for a site from a particular time 
period to contain significant information potential. Development of significant data types for 
sites within time periods draws upon the types of data discussed on page 2.51 of this volume, 
combined with knowledge of the archeological record for the region. Our caveats for all 
suggested significant data types is that (1) they are subjective to some extent and not meant 
to be exhaustive, and (2) the paucity of data on the pre-contact period for the region increases 
the importance of any intact pre-contact archeological deposit with a temporal affiliation 
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because of the large data gaps; the reader can find examples of these gaps in the pre-contact 
context presented in Chapter 1.3 of Volume 1, and the existing data set discussion beginning 
on page 2.57 of this volume. 

Application of the probability assessment model to the study area led to the definition of four 
types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites 
that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 

portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify 
pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to 
be the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and 
site type. Category 3 portions of the study area are areas where we have taken into 
consideration the possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the landform 
that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological sites of a particular temporal 
affiliation and site type that might be present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of 
Category 1 or 2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites cannot be 
determined with certainty until more is known about the specific extent and character of 
disturbance in that specific area. Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched 
pattern overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. Category 4 portions of the study area represent 
those areas where there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no chance of 
identifying an intact archeological site with information potential under Criterion D of the 
National Register. 

Information on archeological probability, significance, and integrity is presented below 
according to both time period and site type, and according to landform. Figure 2.62 through 
Figure 2.75 depict Category 1–4 areas by time period and site type. These figures and Table 
2.59 accompany the following discussion. 

Pre-Contact Archeological Probability, Significance, and Integrity According to Time Period and 
Site Type 

There are three site types for the Paleoindian Period, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: workshop / occupation sites, chert processing sites, and food procurement (resource 
extraction) sites. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 656 feet (200 m) 
of water are Category 1 areas for Paleoindian workshop/occupation sites (Figure 2.62). 
Significant surviving data for the workshop/occupation site type includes temporally 
diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact patterning with a comparatively robust 
artifact sample size. Because of the rarity of Paleoindian sites, discrete artifact patterning 
without the presence of subsurface features is sufficient for National Register significance. 

Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and uplands within 656 feet (200 m) of water are 
Category 1 areas for Paleoindian chert processing sites (Figure 2.63). Again, temporarily 
diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample 
size are considered significant for the chert processing sites. 

Landform does not appear to be an environmental attribute correlated with the location of 
Paleoindian food procurement resource extraction sites, although the inductive model 
suggests that these site types will most likely be located within 656 feet (200 m) of water 
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(Figure 2.64). Again, temporarily diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a 
comparatively robust artifact sample size. 

Because confirmed Paleoindian sites are rare and often ephemeral in nature, additional 
consideration should be given to any Paleoindian site that consists of more than an isolated 
projectile point, particularly if a single archeological component is suspected. In addition, 
any Paleoindian site with a cultural feature should be considered significant. 

The Archaic Period (ca. 8000–1000 BC) 

Early Archaic 

There is only one site type for the Early Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: a small, seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-drained terraces 
within 522 feet (159 m) of water are Category 1 areas for this Early Archaic site type (Figure 
2.65). Significant surviving data for the Early Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type 
includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact patterning with a 
comparatively robust artifact sample size. Because Early Archaic sites are ephemeral in 
nature, additional consideration should be given to any Early Archaic site that consists of 
more than an isolated projectile point, particularly if a single archeological component is 
suspected. In addition, any Early Archaic site with an intact cultural feature should be 
considered significant. 

Middle Archaic 

There is only one site type for the Middle Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: a small, seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed terraces within the study 
area are Category 1 areas for Middle Archaic seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 
2.66). Significant surviving data for the Middle Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type 
includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact patterning with a 
comparatively robust artifact sample size. Because Middle Archaic sites are under-
represented in the Ohio database and because they are ephemeral in nature, additional 
consideration should be given to any Middle Archaic site that consists of more than an 
isolated projectile point, particularly if a single archeological component is suspected. In 
addition, any Middle Archaic site with an intact cultural feature should be considered 
significant. 

Late Archaic 

There are two site types for the Late Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: large summer base camps and small, winter resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, 
well-drained floodplains and terraces within 541 feet (165 m) of water are Category 1 areas 
for Late Archaic summer base camps (Figure 2.67). Significant surviving data for the Late 
Archaic summer base camp site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact 
or feature patterning, a comparatively robust artifact sample size, diverse artifact classes, and 
intact features. 

Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 541 feet (165 m) of water are Category 1 areas for 
Late Archaic winter resource extraction camps (Figure 2.68). Significant surviving data for 
the Late Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic 
artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample size. 
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Because of broader research questions concerning early pottery use and domestication of 
native plants in Ohio, any Late Archaic site with evidence of pottery or intact features that 
may contain food remains should be considered significant. In addition, there is a significant 
data gap in our knowledge concerning the nature of Late Archaic structures, so any Late 
Archaic site with structural remains should be considered significant. Sites that are suspected 
to encompass a single temporal component also warrant additional consideration because our 
ability to interpret the deposits is increased at these kinds of sites. 

The Woodland Period (ca. 1000 BC– AD 1000) 

Early Woodland 

There are two site types for the Early Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: large summer base camps and small winter resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, 
well-drained floodplains and terraces within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water are Category 1 areas 
for large Early Woodland summer base camps are (Figure 2.69). Significant surviving data 
for the Late Archaic summer base camp site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, 
discrete artifact or feature patterning, a comparatively robust artifact sample size, diverse 
artifact classes, and intact features. 

Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water are Category 1 areas 
for small Early Woodland winter resource extraction camps (Figure 2.70). 

Significant surviving data for the Early Woodland seasonal resource extraction site type 
includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively 
robust artifact sample size. 

Because of broader research questions regarding the level of sedentism of Early Woodland 
groups in Ohio, any Early Woodland site with evidence of numerous features, particularly if 
structural in nature, and/or preserved remains that can speak to seasonality, should be 
considered significant. Sites that are suspected to encompass a single temporal component 
also warrant additional consideration because our ability to interpret the deposits is increased 
at these kinds of sites. 

Middle Woodland 

There is only one site type for the Middle Woodland, as derived from the deductive 
predictive model: year-round hamlets. Undisturbed, floodplains and terraces are Category 1 
areas for Middle Woodland year-round hamlets (Figure 2.71). Because Middle Woodland 
sites appear to be comparatively rare in the region, significant surviving data for Middle 
Woodland hamlets includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or feature 
patterning, robust and diverse artifact samples, and intact features. Additional consideration 
should be given to any Middle Woodland site that demonstrates evidence of internal site 
layout and activity areas, or is suspected to represent a single temporal or cultural 
component. 

Late Woodland 

There are three site types for the Late Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: year-round hamlets, small seasonal resource extraction camps, and fortified villages. 
Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water are 
Category 1 areas for Late Woodland year-round hamlets (Figure 2.72). Significant surviving 
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data for Late Woodland hamlets includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or 
feature patterning, robust and diverse artifact samples, and intact features. Additional 
consideration should be given to any site that demonstrates evidence of internal site layout 
and activity areas, or is suspected to represent a single temporal or cultural component 
because of our enhanced ability to interpret the remains. 

Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and uplands within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water are 
Category 1 areas for Late Woodland seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 2.73). 
Significant surviving data for the Late Woodland seasonal resource extraction site type 
includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, a comparatively robust, 
diverse artifact sample, and intact features. 

Fortified village sites, which are indicative of a middle Late Woodland occupation, are not 
included in this discussion because there are no high probability locations (bluffs) within the 
study area. 

The Late Prehistoric Period (ca. AD 1000–1650) 

There are two site types for the Late Prehistoric, as derived from the deductive predictive 
model: large villages and small seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-
drained floodplains and terraces within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water are Category 1 areas for 
Late Prehistoric villages (Figure 2.74). Significant surviving data for Late Prehistoric villages 
includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, robust and diverse artifact samples, diverse feature 
types, feature patterning, and evidence of internal site layout. Additional consideration 
should be given to any site that is suspected to represent a single temporal or cultural 
component because of our enhanced ability to interpret the remains. 

Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water are Category 1 areas 
for Late Prehistoric seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 2.75). Significant surviving 
data for the Late Prehistoric seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally 
diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, a comparatively robust, diverse artifact 
sample, and intact features. 

Multi-component sites and stratified sites: Caveats for evaluating site significance 

As discussed beginning on page 2.51 of this chapter, archeological focus is the degree to 
which archeological deposits can be interpreted and directly influences the variety and 
number of research questions that the site may be able to address. Sites that contain multiple 
temporal or cultural components can often be difficult to interpret, especially if those 
components are overlapping and not spatially discrete, because determining the affiliation of 
non-diagnostic remains is difficult. Mixing of occupations in a plow zone at multi-
component sites makes interpretation especially difficult. If sites are difficult to interpret due 
to a lack of focus, then the sites may not add significant knowledge to a region’s 
archeological record under Criterion D. Special care should be taken when assessing the 
National Register eligibility of multi-component sites. Because multi-component sites can 
occur anywhere on the landscape and can contain multiple temporal and functional 
associations, each multi-component site should be evaluated on a case by case basis. 

Stratified sites are the exception to the cautionary story of multi-component sites and site 
significance evaluations. At stratified sites, different temporal and functional components are 
vertically separated as a result of natural or cultural soil deposition between occupations. 
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Stratified sites, therefore, represent a unique opportunity to address research questions related 
to the repeated use of specific places on the landscape and represent the opportunity to build 
relative chronologies for a region. The protective nature of the soil deposits also means that 
the integrity of stratified archeological sites is typically much higher than that of non-
stratified sites. 

Stratified sites are most commonly found in floodplain, rockshelter, and cave settings. 
Because floodplains are located within the study area, geomorphological studies should be 
considered in order to assess whether or not a specific portion of the floodplain is conducive 
to the development of stratified archeological deposits. Because of the good integrity and 
because of the rare opportunities presented by stratified sites, it is very likely that identified 
stratified sites will be determined eligible for the National Register under Criterion D for 
their information potential. 

Pre-Contact Archeological Probability, Significance, and Integrity According to Landform 

Extensively Disturbed Areas 

Extensively disturbed areas within the study area have little to no probability of containing 
National Register eligible pre-contact sites because the disturbances will have diminished site 
integrity to such an extent that investigation of the sites would not yield significant 
information. 

Floodplains 

Well-drained portions of floodplains within the study area are Category 1 areas for the 
following pre-contact site types (Figure 2.76): 

- Paleoindian workshop and chert processing sites 
- Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 
- Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 
- Late Woodland small resource extraction camps 
- Late Prehistoric villages 

In addition to being Category 1 areas for certain site types, well-drained, undisturbed 
portions of the floodplain are the most likely places within the study area to identify deeply 
buried archeological sites. Buried floodplain sites have a high likelihood of containing 
significant information because sites found in this setting are expected to have been protected 
by alluvial deposits. 

Poorly drained portions of the floodplains are assigned to Category 2 areas because if pre-
contact sites (of any temporal affiliation or site type) exist within the study area, it is unlikely 
that they will be identified on a poorly drained floodplain. If pre-contact sites are identified 
on poorly drained floodplains, it is very unlikely they will contain significant information 
because they will most likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have an 
indistinct archeological signature. However, any site that meets the criteria for significance 
discussed above within a poorly-drained portion of the floodplains should still be considered 
significant. 
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Terraces 

Well-drained terraces within the study area are Category 1 areas for the following pre-contact 
site types (Figure 2.76): 

- Paleoindian large workshops 
- Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 
- Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 
- Late Prehistoric villages 

There is limited potential that terraces will contain sites buried by alluvium, although it is 
possible that historic flood events could deposit alluvium on terraces. When examining the 
terrace areas depicted in Figure 2.62 through Figure 2.75, it becomes immediately apparent 
that a comparatively large portion of the historic Zoar Village center is located on a Category 
1 area (well-drained terrace) for the pre-contact site types listed previously. We believe that 
the historical construction methods used in much of this Category 1 area may not have 
impacted site integrity to the extent that all information potential was destroyed. We refer the 
reader back to the discussion of the House No. 25 Archaic site for examples where even 
modern construction activities failed to completely erase the information potential of 
important pre-contact sites. 

It is unlikely that pre-contact sites belonging to any time period will be found on poorly 
drained terraces within the study area. If pre-contact sites are identified on poorly drained 
terraces, it is very unlikely they will contain significant information because they will most 
likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have indistinct archeological 
signatures. 

Uplands 

The most likely places for small seasonal resource extraction camps (of any cultural-temporal 
affiliation) to be identified within the study area is on well drained soils on upland landforms 
(Figure 2.76). The probability that any upland site, regardless of site type, will be well-
preserved and have the data potential to be eligible for the National Register is low because 
the top soil is thin (less than three inches in depth) and there is an increased possibility of soil 
erosion. Upland soils that have been plowed are even less likely to contain intact subsurface 
deposits. That is to say, it is unlikely that any identified upland sites, regardless of temporal 
affiliation or function, will have sufficient integrity to be eligible for the National Register. 

It is unlikely that pre-contact sites belonging to any time period will be found on poorly 
drained portions of the uplands within the study area. If pre-contact sites are identified on 
poorly drained uplands, it is very unlikely that they will contain significant information 
because they will most likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have 
indistinct archeological signatures. 

Summary of Pre-Contact Resources Assessment 

Research focused on the pre-contact culture history for the study area, the use and creation of 
predictive models in archeology, and the extent and character of existing pre-contact 
resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village. Despite some weaknesses in the existing 
data set, HDC was able to develop a pre-contact archeological resources probability 
assessment for the study area by using two types of predictive site location models. The 
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probability assessment identifies portions of the study area that have no probability of 
containing intact, significant archeological sites, as well as portions of the study area that are 
the most (or least) likely places where significant archeological sites might be found. By 
extension, Huntington will be able to use these predictions to assess whether an alternative or 
potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, or not likely to affect significant pre-contact 
archeological sites. 

While the purpose of this probability assessment is to aid Huntington during the evaluation 
and comparison of risk management alternatives for the DSMS, the probability assessment, 
and the compiled information and models associated with it, can be expanded on and refined 
for other studies and investigations that Huntington may undertake in the study area. For 
example, the probability assessment model could be used as a basis for suggesting more 
appropriate testing methods for future surveys, should they be needed for compliance with 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. Huntington may want to consider 
testing Category 2 areas using larger spatial intervals (e.g., 65–82 ft/20–25 m), or with 
smaller shovel test unit sizes (e.g., 14 in/35 cm in diameter). Conversely, closer interval 
spacing might be appropriate in Category 1 areas in order to collect more detailed 
information. Deep trench excavations may be necessary in areas that have alluvial deposits 
and the potential to contain buried sites. Confirmation of potentially disturbed areas (i.e., 
Category 3 areas) could be accomplished through the less labor intensive method of soil 
coring rather than by a more extensive literature review accompanied by the more labor 
intensive excavation of shovel test units. In sum, the pre-contact probability assessment 
provides Huntington not only with a means of evaluating and comparing alternatives, it also 
provides Huntington with a basis for making more informed decisions if physical testing is 
ever needed in any part of the study area in the future. 

Historical Resources Assessment 

The probability assessment for historical archeological resources within the study area is 
divided into two broad groups: Separatist Resources, related to the occupation of the study 
area by the Separatists between 1817 and 1898; and Non-Separatist Resources, which deals 
with any historical archeological resources within the study area that are indirectly associated 
with, or lack an association with the Separatists. Each group is further divided according to 
the eight historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study 
area: 

• Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 

• Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

• Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit kilns, and other structures 

• Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

• Industry and Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the 
manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

• Community, Education, and Religion-addresses buildings, structures, and processes 
that support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and 
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other related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and 
structures 

• Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service 
the tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

• Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 

In order to develop a probability assessment for historical resources, a detailed background 
context must be developed to assist in understanding the development of the study area. This 
background context is presented in Chapter 1.4 in Volume 1 of this report, and the 
probability assessment draws heavily on the results of research used to produce the context. 
Historical archeological resources tend to be found in predictable locations. Residential 
resources are found in association with current or former house locations. Industrial sites will 
be located in areas that fit the particular needs of the industry; for example, iron furnaces are 
usually built against steep slopes to allow easy charging of the stack from the top of the 
slope, while grist and saw mills that depended on waterpower will be found in close 
association with rivers. In many cases, historical archeological sites can be predicted simply 
by examining historical maps and photographs and determining where buildings used to be 
located. 

Separatist Resources 

Research and visual assessment of the study area have identified several locations that likely 
have high potential for surviving archeological resources related to buildings and activities 
associated with the Separatists. These locations are discussed by context below. 

Residential Resources 

Archeological resources associated with the Residential context are probably very common 
within the residential core of Zoar Village, but rare outside of it. Expected types of resources 
within the study area include sheet middens in yards, refuse pits, foundations, cellars, post 
holes for fence lines and Purple Martin houses, wells, cisterns, outhouses, and drainage lines. 
With the exception of cellars and foundations associated with houses, the above resources are 
likely to be present in the rear and side yards of most, if not all, current and former 
Separatist-period residential locations. Foundations for outbuildings are probably present in 
many lots. 

The Separatists practiced a form of trash pickup during the nineteenth century, with a refuse 
wagon that would make rounds and pick up household waste for disposal elsewhere (Figure 
2.77). When this practice began is unknown, but it appears to have been in place in the late 
nineteenth century. Also unidentified is the location where the refuse was hauled, as no 
sources consulted during research for this report referenced a community dump. It seems 
probable that trash pickup would have an effect on the types and amount of domestic-related 
artifacts and deposits to be found at Separatist residential sites. Nothing is known of 
Separatist waste disposal patterns before an institutionalized refuse disposal system was 
established, and very likely there are early refuse pits and related artifact deposits in 
association with the earliest residences. The limited amount of archeology performed in Zoar 
Village suggests that domestic refuse is present in yards as sheet middens; these sheet 
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middens may indicate disposal into yards of various types of trash despite the pickup service, 
or rather that they date to before the pickup service was begun. 

There are two locations outside of the historical village limits that have or are likely to have 
significant residential deposits: House No. 25 (the Miller’s House), which was investigated in 
2007; and the Canal Hotel, which served as a residence in the mid-nineteenth century after 
the Separatists shut it down as a hostlery, until re-opening it to accommodate the 1880s 
tourism boom. A third residential location is present within the industrial area south of Zoar 
Village, associated with the period when House No. 26 occupied the First Grist Mill 
building. Subsequent probable disturbances to residential deposits after the House No. 26 
family moved into the village are related to the construction of an addition for the Machine 
Shop and the demolition of the building in the 1930s in relation to levee construction. The 
likelihood that significant residential deposits in this location are still intact remains low, 
especially if the well at the site (HDC60) was cleaned out before a steel lining was installed, 
probably sometime in the early twentieth century. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

To date, only three professionally conducted archeological investigations have occurred in 
residential context locations at Zoar Village. Of these, the results of two investigations have 
been presented in technical reports; the report for the third investigation, conducted by 
archeologists from the University of Akron at House No. 25 (Miller’s House), is still under 
preparation (Linda Whitman, personal communication, 2012). According to Chuck Knaack, 
domestic artifacts are commonly uncovered in the garden beds of homes at Zoar Village 
(personal communication, 2012). Some form of excavations took place at Chuck Knaack’s 
house in 1978, perhaps conducted by amateur archaeologists; early pottery sherds from this 
excavation are on display at the Zoar Museum in the Town Hall. Knaack also recalls that a 
“cellar full of bottles” was uncovered during some form of earth-moving project behind the 
Second Cow Barn, but it was reburied after the project was finished (Knaack, personal 
communication, 2012). 

In 2000, Professional Archaeological Services Team, Inc. (PAST) performed an 
archeological survey in conjunction with the construction of the public restroom building 
west of the Bakery (Keener 2000). The testing revealed disturbance from modern utilities in 
the part of the project area near the street, with stratified sheet midden deposits in the 
northern half. The upper layers of soil in the northern half exhibited a mixture of twentieth 
century artifacts with nineteenth century artifacts, while the lower layers only had nineteenth 
century artifacts. This deposition helps us predict the nature of residential yard deposits in 
Zoar Village. No features were identified. The deposits in the rear yard of the Bakery were 
given the site designation 33-TU-592. 

A total of 233 artifacts were recovered from six 1 by 1 meter test units and six 0.5 meter by 
0.5 meter shovel test units. Using archeologist Stanley South’s (2002) functional groups, 
Keener determined that 56.2 percent of the artifacts belonged in the Kitchen group, 38.6 
percent in the Architecture group, and 5.2 percent in the Miscellaneous group (Keener 
2000:5). Keener interpreted the deposit as representing a pattern of general refuse disposal 
out of a rear bay opening of a building, likely the Bakery. 

In 2006, archeologists from the Ohio Historical Society performed archeological monitoring 
of exploratory soil coring and three mechanically excavated test trenches at the Bimeler 
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Museum, done to assess flood damage to the foundation of the house in 2005 (Pickard and 
Pansing 2006a). 

The test trenching extended to 3 meters below the surface and found that the sandstone 
foundation of the building did not sit on prepared footers. A stoneware jug was recovered 
from the trench along the front of the house, on the north face and west of the porch. The 
trench on the west face of the building near the kitchen door did not encounter any artifacts. 
The trench on the north face east of the porch uncovered evidence that suggested the cellar 
was a later addition to the house, and a crawl space was the original subfloor component of 
the building. Inside the cellar, the northeast corner was excavated. A brick floor was removed 
and several artifacts were found below the bricks, suggesting the brick flooring was a later 
addition over an original dirt floor. 

A team of archeologists from the University of Akron conducted archeological testing in the 
yard of House No. 25 (Miller’s House) in 2007, with the goal of trying to locate remnants of 
the Zoar Pottery. Preliminary findings, according to information supplied by Professor Linda 
Whitman who directed the excavations, indicate that there were a small number of imported 
ceramic sherds mixed in with sherds and kiln furniture from the pottery. However, a report of 
findings is still forthcoming and no detailed information on the results of the investigations at 
House No. 25 is available (Linda Whitman, personal communication, 2012). 

Former Separatist House Locations 

The locations of former Separatist houses within Zoar Village have a high value in terms of 
archeological resources, especially for ones taken down in the nineteenth century. The value 
comes from the probability that archeological deposits at these locations will be solely 
related to the Separatist occupation and with little to no intrusions from later twentieth 
century occupations. Table 2.60 lists former house locations at Zoar Village with notes on 
archeological potential. 

Recommendations 

Because of the suspected ubiquity of residential archeological deposits within Zoar Village, 
and the expected lack of them outside of it, the following discussion will not attempt to list 
every location that will likely have residential deposits; these locations are depicted in Figure 
2.78. 

Previous investigations suggest that archeological deposits within residential areas of the 
study area hold great potential to add significant information about the daily life of the 
Separatists. Some modern development related to infrastructure and utility improvements 
have doubtless produced negative impacts on the integrity of some archeological deposits, 
but otherwise the probability for significant archeological resources related to this context 
within the study area is very high. The types of residential resources that would be 
considered significant under Section 106 of NHPA include: 

• Outhouse shafts: Outhouses were located along the edges of lots, according to 
historical photographs of Zoar Village (Figure 1.115). With the introduction of indoor 
plumbing at Zoar Village, outhouse shafts would have been filled and sealed over. 
Deposits within residential outhouse shafts typically include household waste and are 
considered highly informative on the lifestyles and consumer choices of associated 
residents. Important information on sanitary practices can be determined from 
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outhouse shaft excavation as well, such as if outhouse shafts were episodically 
cleaned out and re-used, or if new shafts were dug once existing ones were filled. 

• Wells and cisterns: Much like outhouse shafts, wells and cisterns often became waste 
receptacles upon decommissioning. 

• Outbuilding foundations: The foundations of outbuildings, such as sheds and possibly 
structures like fruit kilns, would hold information on construction techniques, use of 
yard space, and possibly specific functions, if associated artifact deposits are found 
with the foundations. 

• Artifact deposits: While there was a system of refuse disposal in place at least during 
the later years of the Separatists, it seems likely that some casual or accidental discard 
of waste during the course of everyday life would result in yard deposition. Analysis 
of the locations of artifact concentrations in the rear yards may yield information on 
activities that took place in these locations, as well as data on sanitary practices – for 
example, if artifact concentrations dating to the Separatist period are mainly found 
along the edges of the lots, that may indicate routine sweeping of dirt-surfaced lots. 

Commercial Resources 

Commercial resources for the Separatist period may be very scarce, as they are limited to the 
two general stores operated by the Separatists within the study area: the Zoar Store (still 
standing) and the Canal Store (no longer in existence; exact location unknown). There may 
be deposits related to the operation of the Zoar Store in the yard area behind the store, 
consisting of refuse from the use of the store in the nineteenth century. However, the Zoar 
Store lot is mainly occupied by the store building itself, so archeological deposits may be 
very limited in this location. The location of the Canal Store was somewhere near the Canal 
Hotel, and may have been right next to the canal to better serve travelers. Conversely, the 
store may have been located nearer to the Canal Hotel, which is on an elevated landform 
above the canal and river. Documentary evidence of this store is scant, and unfortunately 
there are no known descriptions of where it was located, much like the warehouse and 
blacksmith shop that were also located in the same general area. Assuming that the location 
of the Canal Store remains undisturbed, archeological resources associated with it would 
include building remains such as foundations and possibly a cellar, artifact deposits including 
informal sheet midden refuse scatters and formal refuse disposal in pits, and possible 
outbuildings such as storage sheds and outhouses. Figure 2.79 shows the locations of 
possible remains associated with Separatist commercial archeology resources. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Commercial 
resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

Archeological deposits associated with Separatist-period Commercial resources that would 
be considered significant under Section 106 of NHPA may include the following: 

• Zoar General Store artifact deposits: It may be very difficult to identify any specific 
deposits in the small yard area behind the Zoar General Store as definitely associated 
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with store operations, mainly due to the fact that this area was also actively used by 
the Separatist dairy operation as well, and deposits are likely to reflect a mixture of 
activities. For an artifact deposit in this location to be significant to the Commercial 
context, it would have to unequivocally exhibit artifacts that are associated with store 
operations, such as a high density of different vessel types from the Zoar Pottery. The 
deposit would likely have to represent a single event of waste disposal, such as in a 
refuse pit, and not be present as a scatter in the general yard soils 

• Canal Store foundations and associated artifacts: If any remnants of the Canal Store 
can be located and are relatively intact, this resource would be very valuable in 
understanding the Separatists’ relationship with canal traffic. The size of the store 
may indicate the scale of operations with the canal, and artifact deposits may include 
pieces of trade items that were shipped into or out of Zoar Village during the period 
the Canal Store was active. 

Agriculture Resources 

Agricultural archeological resources within the study area likely exist in several locations on 
the perimeter of the village within the study area. Archeological resource types that are 
expected to be present include building foundations for barns and sheds, artifact deposits 
dominated by architectural- and activity-related artifacts, post holes from fences and corrals, 
and possibly even livestock burials. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

In 1992, Frye and Dobson-Brown performed an archeological survey associated with the 
placement of a filter blanket at the Zoar Diversion Dam. The Wheat Storage Barn foundation 
was identified during their survey and was tested with four test units along the exterior face 
of the foundation, which uncovered a concrete floor poured over an older sandstone flagged 
surface. The stone foundation was covered with concrete, and a concrete trough was present 
within the foundation, indicating that at some point, most likely after the dissolution, the barn 
was converted for use by livestock. Most of the artifacts recovered consisted of brick 
fragments and window glass, with a lesser amount of domestic refuse including nineteenth 
century ceramics and bottle glass (Frye and Dobson-Brown 1992:32). The wheat storage 
barn was designated site 33-TU-454 and is considered to have good integrity. 

Recommendations 

There are four above-ground resources linked with agriculture within the study area that 
probably have associated archeological deposits: the Second Cow Barn foundation (COE # 
HDC6), the Storage Barn foundation (COE # 5906), the Kettle House foundation (COE # 
5850c), and the Wheat Storage Barn foundation (site 33-TU-454; COE # HDC3). Areas that 
have potential for archeological deposits related to the Agriculture context include the area at 
the intersection of East and Third Streets where a number of horse-related buildings stood; 
the area northeast of the intersection of Foltz and Second Streets that was the location of 
several agricultural buildings, including the Threshing Barn, the Granary, corn cribs, and 
other buildings; the block formed by West, Park, First, and Second Streets where the cow 
barns were located; the Sheep Herder’s lot on Second Street just to the east of town; a former 
barn location at COE # 5866 south of Second Street; and the area around House No. 25 (COE 
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# TH32), which served as the poultry farm for the Separatists (Figure 2.79). The types of 
resources associated with agricultural resources include building foundations and structural 
features, such as troughs and fence posts. Artifact deposits related to the specific uses of the 
buildings in each area may be present; for example, milk crock fragments are likely to be 
found in the cow barn area. Deposits at the Horse Hospital location may include fragments of 
patent veterinary medicines and veterinary implements. 

The probability of intact resources appears greatest at the former horse barns location, the 
Wheat Storage Barn location, House No. 25, and the cow barn area, as these areas appear to 
have the least amount of modern development among former agricultural areas. The area 
with the Storage Barn (COE # 5906) has seen some disturbance through modern reuse and 
residential lot development in the latter half of the twentieth century. The former locations of 
the grain processing and storage buildings along Foltz Street north of Second Street have 
been impacted through twentieth century residential development and possible borrow pit 
operations (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). Data required for Agriculture 
context resources to be considered significant under NHPA would include intact deposits of 
artifacts specifically related to the use of the building. As several of the agricultural buildings 
were present and in use after the dissolution of the Society, deposits should be stratified with 
earlier Separatist materials easily distinguishable from early twentieth century post-Separatist 
deposits. Features associated with agricultural activities that would be significant may 
include patterns of fence post holes that could delineate specific activity areas within 
agricultural lots, and interior features of large barns, such as stalls and troughs. 

Specific agricultural building locations may still hold information important in understanding 
their function and the types of activities that occurred there. At the livestock barn locations, 
significant features would include stall locations and artifact deposits related to livestock 
handling. If these building locations do not contain intact features that can determine the 
interior division of space, however, their archeological significance is diminished. The 
Granary was the main grain storage facility for the Separatists, and also served for rope 
manufacture. If undisturbed, interior features such as storage bin locations, wall locations, 
and other features may help understand how the Separatists used the building, and possibly 
determine the sequence of construction. The Horse Hospital location may contain artifact 
deposits that could inform about veterinary practices at Zoar Village. For example, 
homeopathic medicine was popular with the Separatists, and pharmaceutical bottles at the 
Horse Hospital could demonstrate whether the animals of Zoar Village were also treated with 
homeopathy or if different medicinal practices were applied to livestock. Finally, the Kettle 
House foundation location could hold information about the structure’s construction and use, 
including placement and types of ovens, fuel sources, and the types of vessels that were 
cleaned there. As with other Separatist resource types, agricultural resources must have 
archeological integrity to be considered significant. Features should be identifiable as to type 
and function, and artifact deposits should be clearly related to the building function and not 
mixed with later, post-Separatist deposits. 

Industry/Manufacturing Resources 

Archeological resources within the study area that are related to the Industry/Manufacturing 
context are located in five main areas outside Zoar Village: the former industrial core area 
south of town, and currently south of the Zoar Levee along modern SR 212; the eastern end 
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of the Cherry Hill development where the first Zoar quarry was located; the former location 
of the Canal Mill; the former location of the Tannery complex; and the Saw Mill and Power 
House area at the Zoar Dam (Figure 2.80). Each area is discussed separately below, with 
individual recommendations for assessment of DSMS alternatives that may have an impact 
on areas identified as probable industrial archeological resource locations. In addition to 
these four areas, there are individual building locations within Zoar Village that are related to 
industrial production and manufacturing. These locations are discussed after the four main 
areas. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period 
Industry/Manufacturing resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

Former Industrial Core 

Industrial buildings that were located in the former industrial core of Zoar Village include the 
Woolen Mill and Dye House, the, the First Grist Mill and Saw Mill/Second Planing Mill and 
Machine Shop, the Tile Works, the Zoar Pottery, the Zoar Foundry, the Lumber Dry Shed, 
and the Custom Mill. The location of the Tile Works and possibly the Zoar Foundry and the 
kiln and support structures for the Zoar Pottery may have been located east of SR 212, in an 
area that was heavily disturbed during levee construction in 1935 and levee raising in 
1951(Johnson 1949). These industries all feature fuel burning that would require their 
location to be east of other structures to avoid smoke pollution, and so the likeliest location is 
in the small valley that was filled by levee construction. 

A field visit in June 2012 resulted in identification of foundations associated with the Woolen 
Mill at the north end and the Custom Mill at the south end of the core area on the west side of 
SR 212. In between these two foundations are numerous indications of former building 
locations in the form of displaced foundation stones on the surface and partially exposed 
foundation stones in the ground. Some of these stones are in the former location of the 
Planing Mill/Machine Shop as indicated by the 1935 as-built drawings for the Zoar Levee, 
but foundation stones can be found the entire length of the core area. These areas have 
obviously seen some disturbance through the removal of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad 
and building demolition, but the actual integrity of subsurface deposits is unknown. 

In order to be considered significant under NHPA, resources in the former industrial core 
need to exhibit the ability to yield important data about the design and use of Separatist 
industrial buildings. Features such as foundations need to have sufficient integrity to allow 
determination of the footprint of the building, construction techniques and materials, and any 
additions or modifications. Internal features, such as machinery supports, should be present. 
Artifact deposits should include refuse related to the function of the building, such as pieces 
of broken machinery, tools, and waste products. At the Woolen Mill, significant information 
would include the presence of any fireproofing attempts within the building (dried wool was 
highly flammable), as well as remnants of the power generation system. Artifacts may 
include bobbins, carding brushes, and machinery parts from washing machines, pickers, 
carding machines, spinning jacks, and fulling mills. At the Dye House, there should be 
remnants of the various large tubs and a foundation for the boiler. The Custom Mill location 
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may hold some information about the location and type of power generation at the mill, 
including modifications to the foundation when the waterwheel was replaced by a turbine. 
There could be refuse deposits with broken mill machinery that may hold information about 
milling practices in this location as well. 

The Zoar Foundry location would be significant if the building layout can be reconstructed 
through feature analysis. Furnace and casting bed locations may be distinguishable if the 
location has not been significantly disturbed from levee construction. Additionally, there 
should be remnants of an engine house where the blowing engine for the furnaces was 
operated. Artifact deposits at the foundry location may include tools and broken castings that 
would help identify the range of products made by the Separatists. There should also be slag 
heaps near this location. Mineralogical analysis of the slag would yield important 
information about the efficiency of the Zoar Foundry and the types of raw materials used in 
production of cast iron objects. 

The Zoar Pottery was located near House No. 25, as pottery-related artifacts were found in 
associated yard deposits, and the house was used for a pottery warehouse, as noted in a 
contemporary newspaper article (New Yorker 1841). The pottery location is likely 
somewhere to the west of this house. Features related to the pottery that would be significant 
under NHPA would include the kiln foundation, pottery workshop foundations, and waster 
dumps. Each of these feature types is important in itself but understanding the relationship 
between feature locations would be highly desirable for assessing the significance of the site. 
Pottery sites are frequently the subject of archeological investigations and there is a wealth of 
comparative information available that can be applied to interpreting remnants of the Zoar 
Pottery. 

First Zoar Quarry 

The First Zoar Quarry was located in what is now the Cherry Hill subdivision. In order to be 
considered significant under NHPA, the quarry site should still exhibit evidence of quarrying 
techniques and support structure locations. Artifact types that should be present include stone 
working tool fragments and ceramics temporally associated with the active period of the 
quarry that can be linked to quarry workers. Features related to support structures should 
include foundations or post holes that will allow identification of function and construction 
techniques. 

Canal Mill 

The Canal Mill location has been severely impacted through developments in the twentieth 
century, including the demolition of the structure, the removal of foundation stones for use in 
1933 brewery development on the east side of Zoar Village, the construction of the State Fish 
Hatchery, and improvements to Towpath Road. A foundation remnant and pillar are still 
present, and further foundation portions may be present to the east of the pillar across a small 
ditch. The probability of intact significant archeological deposits related to the construction 
and use of this mill seems low in light of the alterations to this location, although the area 
around the existing foundation remnants may hold the best potential for deposits related to 
the active use of the structure. Artifacts may include remnants of tools and milling 
machinery, and the damp conditions may increase the chance of the recovery of organic 
artifacts, such as leather drive belt fragments. 
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Sawmill and Powerhouse 

The location of the Sawmill and Powerhouse ruins may also have archeological remnants of 
an earlier sawmill on the site. The current set of ruins dates to 1878, but the Separatists 
operated a sawmill in this location as early as the 1820s. It seems likely that the construction 
of the 1878 sawmill may have removed much of the older sawmill, but there may be artifact 
deposits or features related to the earlier sawmill. Features that would be significant under 
Section 106 of NHPA for information potential would include remnants of a foundation or a 
sawpit. Artifact deposits would need to date to the pre-1878 period to be significant in terms 
of data about the activities that took place at the sawmill. The 1878 sawmill is an above-
ground ruin, and alterations to convert the building into a power house and its subsequent 
demolition and scrapping in the early twentieth century has left little potential for 
significance under Criterion D for eligibility for the National Register. 

Tannery Complex 

The Tannery complex was situated on the east side of the village, east of the Granary and 
Threshing Barn locations. The complex consisted of three buildings: a Bark House (where 
bark was processed for use in the tanning process), the Tannery (where the main tanning 
processes occurred), and the Drying Shed (where processed skins and hides were finished). 
No sign of these buildings remains on the surface. The location has seen an unspecified 
amount of disturbance, likely related to the demolition of the agricultural buildings and the 
tannery buildings here; Chuck Knaack also believes that the general area may have been used 
for borrow material (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). Archeological 
remnants of the Tannery Complex may include building foundations, a chimney stack base, 
machinery bases, the two deep soaking pits known to be present, and drainage features. 
Artifacts may include architectural material, tool fragments, and fuel for the steam engine 
boiler. Bark deposits may also be present, and depending on the moisture content and water 
table stability, pieces of cast-off leather may also be preserved. All of these features and 
artifacts should be present in deposits with sufficient integrity to allow for a reconstruction of 
the layout and activity areas associated with the Tannery complex. 

Zoar Village Manufacturing Resource Locations 

Although most of the main Separatist manufacturing locations at Zoar Village were located 
around the edges of the village, a few buildings within the village are associated with 
clothing production. These buildings include House No. 4 and House No. 5, which were 
sewing houses; House No. 15, which briefly operated as a silk factory; House No. 36 
(Weberhaus), where linen weaving took place; and the Wash House and Candle House, 
where flax was washed as part of the linen production process. Most of these buildings will 
likely not possess features that are directly linked to clothing production, but artifact deposits 
could be present that are significant in understanding the clothing production process at Zoar 
Village. For example, there may be refuse pits with tools associated with clothing production, 
such as needles at the sewing house and Weberhaus locations and loom machinery parts at 
the silk factory. However, the other use of the sewing houses, Weberhaus and the silk factory 
as residences may have resulted in a mixing of artifacts from residential and clothing 
production activities, and it may be difficult to sort out artifacts directly related to clothing 
manufacture if there are no stratified, datable deposits. 
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Transportation Resources 

Transportation resources related to the Zoar period include remnants of the Ohio & Erie 
Canal, bridges, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad. The canal remnants are probably the 
most archeologically significant resources within this context, and include the canal bed, 
Lock 10, and the two guard locks. For the canal remnants to be archeologically significant 
under NHPA, information on construction technique and materials should be present. 
Artifacts related to the use of the canals could be preserved in the damp mud of the canal bed 
itself. The railroad remains that exist today are above-ground resources, such as piers and 
abutments. The former location of the Zoar Depot is under the levee, and the building was 
dismantled for its wood in 1938. Archeological resources associated with bridge construction 
are likely non-existent due to the nature of the resource; the only known bridges were a 
covered bridge built in the early 1830s, which was replaced in 1883 by the current steel truss 
bridge. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined Transportation resources within the 
study area. 

Community, Education, and Religion Resources 

Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that 
related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. To be considered significant 
under NHPA, Community, Education, and Religion resources at Zoar Village should include 
building foundations (if the resource no longer exists above ground) and artifact deposits 
including material related to the specific function of the resource. The features and artifact 
deposits should be clearly linked to a Community, Education, and Religion context and be 
comparable to similar archeological sites not associated with the Separatists. Comparisons 
with similar sites is crucial for understanding any differences in functions under a communal 
economy and lifestyle for Separatist sites. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

In 2000, Professional Archaeological Services Team, Inc. (PAST) conducted an 
archeological survey in conjunction with the construction of the public restroom building 
west of the Bakery (Keener 2000). The testing revealed disturbance from modern utilities in 
the part of the project area near Fourth Street and in an area where an addition to the Bakery 
was removed. However, stratified sheet midden deposits were present in the location of the 
public restroom building footprint. The upper layers of soil exhibited a mixture of twentieth 
century artifacts with nineteenth century artifacts, while the lower layers only had nineteenth 
century artifacts. This deposition helps us predict the nature of yard deposits in Zoar Village. 
No features were identified. The deposits in the rear yard of the Bakery were given the site 
designation 33-TU-592. 

A total of 233 artifacts were recovered from four 3.3-foot (1 m) square test units and four 1-
foot (0.5 m) square shovel test units. Using archeologist Stanley South’s (2002) functional 
groups, Keener determined that 56.2 percent of the artifacts belonged in the Kitchen group, 
38.6 percent in the Architecture group, and 5.2 percent in the Miscellaneous group (Keener 
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2000: 5). Keener interpreted the deposit as representing a pattern of general refuse disposal 
out of a rear bay opening of the Bakery. 

Potential Community, Education, and Religion Resource Locations 

As with Residential resources, Community, Education, and Religion resources are found 
scattered throughout the village; refer to Figure 2.81 for specific locations associated with 
this resource context. Table 2.61 presents a summary of these locations with brief 
descriptions of what archeological components need to be present for the site to be 
significant under NHPA. Any resource associated with this context will need to display a 
readily interpretable site layout consisting of associated features and artifact deposits to be 
considered significant. 

Tourism and Recreation Resources 

Tourism and Recreation archeological resources will be related to Zoar Village’s popularity 
as a tourist destination in the nineteenth century, and will be mainly restricted to the two 
hotels operated by the Separatists. A picnic ground used in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century was covered by the Zoar Levee in 1935. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Tourism and 
Recreation resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

Significant archeological resources related to tourism and recreation should include refuse 
deposits containing broken tablewares, cooking utensils, bottles, and food remains served at 
the hotels. Feature types should include refuse pits, outhouses, and support structures. Both 
hotels had livery barns, and the Zoar Hotel had an ice house, a buggy shed, and two wagon 
sheds as well. Foundations for these support structures may still be present, although it 
appears a modern building was constructed on top of the general location of the Canal Hotel 
barn. Comparison of hotel artifact assemblages with that of residential assemblages from 
Separatist houses would provide insight into how the Separatists accommodated their guests, 
including assessing whether there was any attempt to provide higher-quality goods and meals 
to guests compared to the everyday meals and dinnerware used by Zoar Village residents. 
The layout of support structures in relation to the main hotel buildings at both the Canal 
Hotel and the Zoar Hotel can be compared to non-Separatist hotels to determine if the 
Separatists conformed to contemporary expectations for hostelry in the nineteenth century, or 
if there were differences that could be attributed to German ethnic heritage or the communal 
economy of Zoar Village. Archeological deposits associated with the use of the Zoar Hotel 
Laundry and Wash House are likely mixed with residential deposits from House No. 22, and 
it may be very difficult to separate artifacts into residential and tourism-related contexts. 
Tourism and recreation archeological resource locations are shown in Figure 2.79. 

Flood Control Resources 

The only known Separatist period flood control resource is the Zoar Dike along the east side 
of the Tuscarawas River, leading from the eastern road bridge abutments to the Sawmill and 
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Powerhouse. This resource is a stone dike, and is an above-ground resource. No 
archeological deposits are expected to be associated with Separatist flood control efforts. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Flood Control 
resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

Archeological fieldwork would not be a component of any assessment of the Zoar Dike, 
which is strictly an above-ground resource. 

Non-Separatist Historical Resources 

Non-Separatist historical archeological resource potential is somewhat limited within the 
study area, especially for resources dating to the nineteenth century. Nearly all archeological 
resources within the study area that are nineteenth century are related to the Separatists. 
Transportation resources, such as the canal and railroad, have connections to the Separatists. 
The railroad may be the resource that has the least association with Zoar Village, as 
Separatist involvement seems to only expand to allowing permission to cross their 
landholdings, the construction of a rail depot, and purchase of stock. The locations of non-
Separatist historical resources that are recommended for further investigation are shown in 
Figure 2.82. 

Within the Zoar Industrial Area is an artifact scatter that appears to be an early twentieth 
century, informal residential dump. The remnants of State Fish Hatchery No. 12 in the 
former Ohio & Erie Canal bed holds research potential in terms of documenting early 
twentieth century fish hatchery design, but subsurface components may not be present. 
There are possible remnants of structures and activity areas on the west side of Zoar Village 
that are related to the development of Zoar Lake as a recreational facility in the early 
twentieth century. Several possible cottage locations have been identified through map 
research, although levee construction and house relocation may have destroyed any 
archeological deposits associated with these cottages. A boathouse was constructed at the 
Zoar guard lock location in the early 1900s, roughly concurrent with the conversion of the 
sawmill on the Tuscarawas River to electrical power generation. The Zoar Lime Kiln 
location has been documented archeologically, and it seems probable that further deposits on 
the bluff top overlooking the kiln ruins are intact; more in-depth excavation here could help 
determine if the twentieth century lime kiln really was built on the site of an earlier Separatist 
kiln. The ruins of a 1933 brewery development are still visible, located north of Mineral 
City-Zoar Road, between the lime kiln and the Sheep Farm; however, according to Chuck 
Knaack, the project was halted after the Great Depression dried up funding and demand, and 
the building was never completed. This ruin likely has limited potential as an archeological 
resource due to the fact that the building was never operational. 

Residential Resources 

Non-Separatist residential resources that predate the twentieth century within the study area 
can only be linked to Alexander Gunn’s occupation of House No. 30 (the Hermitage) in the 
1890s. Artifact deposits at the Hermitage that date to this period would directly relate to 
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Gunn, and would need to be stratified and not mixed with earlier or later material to be 
significant to understanding Gunn’s occupation of the house. No other non-Separatist 
nineteenth century deposits are expected to be present within the study area. 

Post-dissolution residential resources are expected to be present at any current or former 
house location within the study area with an occupational range that includes the twentieth 
century. Archeological deposits would include sheet middens, early utility installations, and 
twentieth century outbuilding remains, such as garages, sheds, and outhouse shafts. 
Twentieth century sheet middens in locations corresponding to nineteenth century buildings 
will likely contain material from earlier Separatist occupations. An early twentieth century 
dump is present across the road from House No. 25, where a ditch drains into the old mill 
race (Figure 2.82). The material in this dump is almost certainly associated with the 
occupation of House No. 25. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

Twentieth century artifacts were present mixed with nineteenth century artifacts in the rear 
yard of the Bakery, recovered from Keener’s (2000) investigations. The twentieth century 
artifacts relate to the conversion of the Bakery to a residence in the 1920s. 

Recommendations 

The significance of archeological resources linked to post-dissolution residential occupations 
is linked to understanding how a society formerly operating as a communal economy adapted 
to a capitalist lifestyle. Significant artifact deposits should be tightly datable to the early-mid 
twentieth century, when former Separatists were still living in Zoar Village, while being 
replaced by new residents from outside the community. Significant artifact types include 
ceramics, bottles, and other types of mass-produced consumer goods. Deposits should be 
comparable between different residences in Zoar Village, especially between households 
consisting of former Separatists and those containing families new to Zoar Village. Changes 
in the use of space in residential yards can be traced by examining if fence post hole patterns 
change from the Separatist era to the post-dissolution period, and if outbuilding types and 
placement also change. Such information may be present at houses that were built in the 
nineteenth century and still stand today, but have seen little modern alterations to the yards in 
terms of subsurface disturbances, such as from utility installations. 

Commercial Resources 

Non-Separatist commercial resources within the study area will be limited to the post-
dissolution period. In general, commercial resources in the study area related to the twentieth 
century in Zoar Village are repurposed Separatist buildings that had similar functions during 
the Separatist period, with a few exceptions. A shoe shop was run out of House No. 10 
briefly after the dissolution, so there may be artifacts related to that activity in deposits there, 
including shoe nails and shoe lasts, but features associated with commercial shoe repair and 
manufacture are not expected to be present. In general, significant non-Separatist commercial 
resources are not expected to have an archeological component within the study area. 
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Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Commercial 
resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

Significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution commercial resources 
are not expected to be present in the study area. 

Agriculture Resources 

In the nineteenth century, all agricultural resources would have been related to the 
Separatists, and no non-Separatist agricultural resources are expected to be present. After the 
dissolution, agricultural development faltered, and no new agricultural buildings appear to 
have been built at Zoar Village. Rather, the opposite occurred: Separatist agricultural 
buildings were torn down rather quickly, so that the 1934 aerial photograph reveals only the 
Wheat Storage Barn, the Sheep Barns, the Storage Barn, part of the Second Cow Barn, the 
barn on the south side of Second Street just east of town, and the south half of the Granary 
remained. The role of agriculture in the economy and culture of Zoar Village decreased 
steadily and quickly through the twentieth century, so that by 1948, not a single resident 
listed their occupation as farmer in the county business directory. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

Frye and Dobson-Brown (1992) documented twentieth century modifications to the Wheat 
Storage Barn to convert it to livestock use as part of their investigations for the installation of 
a filter blanket at the Zoar Diversion Dam. 

Recommendations 

Significant archeological resources associated with the post-dissolution Agriculture context 
are not expected to be present within the study area. 

Transportation Resources 

Transportation resources that are non-Separatist or share an affiliation with the Separatists 
include the Ohio & Erie Canal resources and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad resources; 
see the section on Separatist Transportation resources above for recommendations. Post-
dissolution Transportation resources include the realignment of Dover-Zoar Road and a new 
highway bridge, but there are no significant archeological resources expected to be 
associated with these developments. 

Industry/Manufacturing Resources 

Non-Separatist industry and manufacturing resources within the study area are limited to the 
post-dissolution period, and include the remains of the State Fish Hatchery, the Zoar 
Agricultural Lime Company kiln complex, and post-dissolution operations of Separatist 
industries such as the Planing Mill and the Custom Mill. 
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Previous Archeological Investigations 

Frye and Dobson-Brown (1992) documented the lime kiln remains as part of their 
investigations for the Zoar Diversion Dam filter blanket. A concrete pad is located at the top 
of the low ridge against which the kiln is built. The kiln remnants consist of yellow refractory 
brick cemented together, with a cut sandstone facing supporting the kiln against the face of 
the slope (Frye and Dobson-Brown 1992: 28). At the time of the survey, a sandstone floor 
and foundation of a support building were located in front of the kiln; this location is 
currently under the filter blanket and could not be visually assessed in 2012. The support 
building remains appear to have suffered significant damage from their demolition in the 
mid-twentieth century and lack integrity. The kiln remains still retain a moderate degree of 
integrity, and it appears likely that remnants of support structures on top of the ridge may 
also be intact below the surface. The kiln site was given the trinomial number 33-TU-452. 

Recommendations 

Post-dissolution use of the Custom Mill and Second Planing Mill in the industrial core area 
was largely unchanged from the Separatist period. Significant archeological resources 
associated with post-dissolution operations of these two buildings may be difficult to separate 
from nineteenth century operations. 

The state fish hatchery displays a remarkable degree of integrity and appears largely intact, 
and should be considered significant under NHPA. Understanding early twentieth century 
fish hatchery design may be enhanced through study of the remains here, but the potential for 
significant archeological deposits is remote, as the presence of artifact deposits related to the 
use of the structure seems unlikely. Instead, measured drawings of hatchery components and 
a detailed site plan, supplemented with further research into hatchery design and operation, 
would be the most appropriate treatment for this resource. 

Further archeological study of the lime kiln could be informative about how this industry 
operated in northeast Ohio in the early twentieth century, as well as help determine if an 
earlier Separatist lime kiln also operated in this location. The kiln complex included at least 
three long, shed-like buildings in addition to the kiln, two of which are under the filter 
blanket. The third building was located on the ridge top above the kiln. NHPA-significant 
archeological resources associated with the kiln site would include intact foundation 
remnants and artifact deposits that allow analysis of building function and site layout. 

Community, Education, and Religion Resources 

Community resources, including religious and educational resources, likely have a very 
limited post-dissolution presence in the archeological record in the study area. The shops and 
services operated on a communal basis for the large part ceased operations after the 
dissolution or were converted to commercial operation. Community-related activity included 
village government functions at the town hall, religious services at the Third Meetinghouse, 
and educational use of the school, none of which would likely result in significant 
archeological remains. The conversion of the saw mill at the dam to a power house is 
considered a community development, but it seems unlikely there are any significant 
archeological resources associated with the function of the site for power generation. 
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Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist 
Community/Religion/Education resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

No significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution 
Community/Religion/Education resources are expected in the study area. 

Tourism and Recreation Resources 

For the post-dissolution period, tourism and recreation was the major area of new 
development in Zoar Village. Resources associated with Tourism and Recreation are related 
to the development of the Zoar Lake Resort in the 1920s and the continued use of the Zoar 
Hotel, and possible significant resources include the concrete dam and rock berms that 
impound the lake on its south and west sides, a boathouse built next to the mill race guard 
lock, summer cottage sites, a bathhouse, and artifact deposits related to the cottages and use 
of the Brewery as a dance hall in the 1920s through the 1950s. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Tourism and 
Recreation resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

No apparent remains of the cottages, boathouse, bathhouse, or other Zoar Lake Resort-related 
buildings and structures were identified during visual inspection of the study area, but this 
does not preclude the potential for subsurface archeological resources. However, the location 
of many of these potential resources is also close to or within the area disturbed by levee 
construction. It is highly probable that the cottage sites have been utterly destroyed by levee 
construction activities. The bathhouse was also probably destroyed during levee construction, 
as the edge of the outer toe slope for the levee comes very close to the bathhouse location. 

The boathouse location may hold some potential in terms of determining construction details 
about this structure, as no good photographs or descriptions of this building exist today. 
Significant resources related to the boathouse would include intact foundations that would 
allow the building footprint to be determined. Artifact deposits would probably consist 
largely of architectural hardware and material, and identifying any significant deposits 
directly related to the function of the building seems unlikely. 

Significant resources related to post-dissolution Tourism and Recreation at the Zoar Hotel are 
not expected to exist, as refuse disposal activities in the twentieth century probably removed 
broken table- and kitchenwares and food remains to a remote dump location. 

Flood Control Resources 

Post-dissolution flood control is solely related to the twentieth-century MWCD and USACE 
efforts. No archeological resources are projected to exist that are related to the construction 
of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, although the flood control structures themselves are 
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considered contributing properties to a proposed eligible multiple property National Register 
District. 

Previous Archeological Investigations 

No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Flood Control 
resources within the study area. 

Recommendations 

No significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution Flood Control 
resources in the study area. 
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CHAPTER 2.6: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has outstanding value in terms of its significance to 
understanding several historic contexts important in American history, including the 
development of communal societies in the nineteenth century; the spread of German-
American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation 
networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of 
tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century; and an association with the 
development of early twentieth century historic preservation efforts. 

Zoar Village continues to be a living, working village with associations to nationally 
significant historical events and trends, that through a variety of factors has managed to 
retain a high degree of historical integrity. Zoar Village was founded in 1817 by a German 
Separatist group from Württemberg. The founding members were seeking relief from 
systematic oppression by state-supported religious authorities in Germany, and like many 
other similar European Separatist groups, immigrated to America to find a better life. The 
Society of Separatists of Zoar existed from 1817 to 1898, and at its height included over 300 
members and owned thousands of acres of land surrounding their village. While the 
community was founded based on common religious principals, the Separatists adopted a 
communal lifestyle for economic security, and the development of Zoar Village in the 
nineteenth century was inspired both by the German roots of its inhabitants and the needs of 
a communal society. Germanic elements at Zoar Village include Fachwerk architectural 
construction and a central village surrounded by agricultural fields. Communal society 
features include the use of communal distribution of supplies from central depots and 
production facilities, such as the Magazine, the Bakery, and the Dairy and Cheese House. 
Another communal society feature was the emphasis on self-sufficiency through production 
of needed goods and materials, such as cloth, timber products, and iron. 

Historic preservation efforts in Zoar Village began in 1930 with the founding of the Zoar 
Historical Society and the restoration of the Public Garden. Many buildings in Zoar Village 
were documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). Completed in 
1938, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project structures represent the only flood control 
project in the United States specifically built to protect a historical resource, and thus can be 
considered as relating to a historical preservation context. In 1941, House No. 1, the Public 
Garden, and the Garden House were conveyed to the State of Ohio and Zoar Village became 
a state memorial, overseen by the OSAHS (later OHS). In the 1960s, the Ohio General 
Assembly appropriated $300,000 to purchase significant buildings in Zoar Village to 
preserve, restore and interpret them. The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National 
Register in 1969, with a revision to the listing in 1975. OHS, in conjunction with the ZCA, 
now manages several buildings in Zoar Village as a State Memorial Site. 

The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its 
significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape 
architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, 
including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact 
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due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 
1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buildings and remains associated 
with the Separatists and threatened by new construction and development, such as a proposed 
relocation of SR 212 (Darbee and Pratt 1975). No modifications to the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District have been made since 1975. As a result of documentary research and fieldwork 
performed in the study area and within the former Separatist landholdings, HDC is proposing 
a boundary expansion and the addition of several new historic sub-contexts and contributing 
resources to the historic district, along with an extension to the overall period of significance 
to cover important historical developments at Zoar Village after the dissolution of the Society 
of Separatists of Zoar. 

National Register Criteria Evaluation of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District 

The buildings, structures, sites, and features within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
were evaluated for eligibility as contributing resources for inclusion in the National Register 
against the four National Register criteria and the associated criteria considerations. 
Eligibility as contributing resources required an assessment of integrity of the individual 
resources, including location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association. The National Register criteria and integrity terms are defined on page 2.5 of this 
volume. 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National 
Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have 
associative value under Criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, 
and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is 
nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated 
with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scandinavian countries that began in the 
1600s and persisted into the 1800s. The district is also nationally significant for its 
connections to the national movement to increase the level of flood protection after 
significant flooding in the Ohio River Valley in the early twentieth century, and the 
connection with the WPA in funding the flood control projects in the Muskingum River 
Valley drainage system. The district is significant at state and local levels for its role in the 
economic development of Tuscarawas County and Northeastern Ohio, along with the 
connection of the Separatists to the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal. The 
Separatists’ German ethnicity is reflected in their buildings through workmanship, materials, 
feeling, and design, and is significant at the national, state, and local levels as a fine example 
of a cluster of nineteenth-century Germanic architecture. Table 2.62 summarizes the different 
historical subcontexts for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District according to periods of 
significance, applicable National Register criteria, significance at national, state, and local 
levels, and total number of related resources. 
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Separatist Historic Context 

Separatist resources within the study area were examined according to their primary 
association with one of eight contexts that contribute to the significance of the existing 1975 
Zoar Historic District, as well as the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. These eight 
contexts are: residential; commercial; agriculture; industry and manufacturing; 
transportation; community, education and religion; tourism and recreation; and flood control. 
The Separatist Historic Context has a period of significance of 1817 to 1898, covering the 
time between the founding of Zoar Village and the dissolution of the society. The individual 
contexts under the Separatist Historic Context help define how the different types of 
resources present in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District contribute to its overall 
significance at the national, regional, and local levels. 

Note: one resource considered as a contributing resource under the Separatist Historic 
Context actually post-dates the period of significance: the Alexander Gunn Grave memorial, 
erected in 1901. This resource is included as a result of Gunn's significance to the history of 
the society, especially in its last decade of existence. Gunn is a significant figure locally for 
his influence on the direction of the Separatists’ society in its waning years. 

Separatist Residential Context 

A total of 44 Separatist-period residential buildings and structures are recommended 
contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). Separatist 
resources related to the residential context include houses and outbuildings, such as sheds. 
House types include log, wood frame, and brick architecture. Houses were typically placed 
very close to the street to allow space to the rear of the lot to be maximized for gardens. 
Approximately 40 log structures were built around the village from 1817 to the 1820s. 
Surviving examples of log houses include House No. 9 (Zeeb’s Cabin), House No. 10 
(Bimeler’s first home and First Meetinghouse), House No. 30 (The Hermitage), House No. 
16 (Jebenhaüschen), and House No. 14. HDC recommends these facilities eligible to the 
National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. They 
are eligible under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists as well as under 
Criterion C for displaying the distinctive characteristics of early German-American 
architecture and early log architecture. House No. 1 and House No. 10 are also significant 
under Criterion B for their association with Joseph Bimeler, the leader of the Separatists until 
his death in 1853. 

After the development of the Separatists’ timber industry in the 1820s, the Separatists mainly 
turned to wood-frame residences designed in a simple Federal style with side-gable roofs, 
plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One exception is House No. 1, 
which was designed by an non-Separatist architect in the Georgian style, which inspired the 
style of the brick residences and the Third Meetinghouse built in the last half of the 
nineteenth century. Although frame houses from the Separatist period resembled 
contemporary American I-house styles, there were still some visible German influences, such 
as the steeply-pitched clay tile roofs and the use of fachwerk infilling in some of the frame 
structures. By the Victorian era (1860–1900), new residences reflected popular building 
trends and had decorative slate roofs as opposed to the Separatist-manufactured clay tiles 
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seen on earlier structures. Surviving Zoar Village frame residences from the Separatist period 
are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion 
A for their association association with the Separatists as well as under Criterion C for 
displaying a continuation of early German-American architectural influences. 

Separatist residential outbuildings and outbuilding foundations contribute to this context as 
examples of how the Separatists designed residential complexes and used space within 
residential lots. Separatist outbuildings included kitchen and wash house buildings, and also 
the foundations of outbuildings that have been removed. The foundations demonstrate the 
use of space and also represent probable archeological sites that could preserve significant 
information about Separatist use of residential spaces. All residential locations are considered 
likely to hold archeological deposits that may contribute under Criterion D to the significance 
of this context. 

Separatist Commercial Context 

The commercial activity of the Separatists was expressed through interacting with non-
Separatists at a number of general stores owned and operated by the society, including the 
Zoar General Store , a general store in Zoar Station, a store located near the Canal Hotel to 
service canal traffic, stores at both furnaces operated by the Separatists, and possibly a 
general store featuring Separatist goods in Waynesburg, although the existence of this store is 
only mentioned in one source (Nixon 1933:147) and cannot be confirmed, as it is not 
mentioned in histories written specifically about Waynesburg (Mann 1933, Orlando 1975). 
Of all these stores, only the Zoar General Store within the study area is known to exist (see 
Table 2.5 and Table 2.6), and is recommended as a contributing resource to the proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District under Criteria A and C. The Zoar General Store is an outstanding 
example of an early nineteenth century general store, and maintains an interior layout 
consistent with general stores, featuring original shelving and counters. The Zoar General 
Store speaks not only to Separatist commercial activity, but also to commercial activity and 
architecture of the period in Ohio. 

Separatist Agriculture Context 

The Society of Separatists of Zoar was primarily an agrarian society, true to the German 
peasant roots of many of its founding members. The Separatists owned large herds of 
livestock, mainly dairy cattle and sheep, but also oxen, geese, chickens, and pigs. Zoar 
Village was surrounded by Separatist agricultural fields of wheat, corn, barley, oats, hemp, 
and rye. Outsiders described Zoar Village as existing within a fruit orchard, as the centers of 
the residential blocks in the village were often filled with apple trees, pear trees, and 
vineyards. Flax, woad, and mulberry trees contributed resources for Separatist clothing 
manufacture. To support the wide scope of agricultural activity, the society owned a number 
of agriculture-related buildings, such as storage barns, livestock barns, a large granary, a 
threshing barn, a slaughterhouse, and other similar support structures. The conversion of 
Zoar Village from a communal, agrarian society to a working-class, blue-collar residential 
village in the twentieth century resulted in the removal of nearly all Separatist agriculture 
buildings. One of the last such building within the study area, the Second Cow Barn, was 
torn down after suffering damage in a wind storm in the 1980s. However, one of the two 
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large sheep barns on the east side of the village is still standing, and foundations from several 
Separatist agricultural buildings still exist within the study area. In addition, a study of 
nineteenth century county atlases and property maps allowed HDC to identify possible 
locations of farms operated by tenants under lease to the Separatists, and one confirmed late 
Separatist-era barn still stands northwest of the study area on Towpath Road, built in 1891. A 
total of 10 resources classified under the Separatist Agriculture Context were identified 
(Table 2.7 and Table 2.8), nine within the study area. These ten resources include the two 
standing barns mentioned above, a barn built on the remnants of a Separatist-era storage 
barn, and seven foundations. All of these resources except for the replaced storage barn are 
recommended as Separatist Agriculture Context resources, contributing to the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District under Criterion A. The resources are significant because they 
demonstrate the scope of Separatist agricultural efforts and serve to identify on the landscape 
where the Separatists chose to locate agricultural activities, both on the edges of Zoar 
Village, and as outlying tenant farms. These resources may also contribute under Criterion D 
as archeological sites, but this possibility requires assessment. 

Separatist Industry and Manufacturing Context 

In order to supply their material needs, the Separatists operated a number of industries, 
including clothing production, a tannery, timber production, iron production, quarrying, 
ceramic production, and flour milling. Buildings and industrial complexes were built or 
acquired along the Tuscarawas River, the Ohio & Erie Canal, and south of the village, along 
with various other locations within their extended landholdings. None of the industrial 
buildings associated with the Separatists survive to this day, but ruins and likely 
archeological sites are known to exist that are related to this context. Within the study area, 
11 resources related to the industry and manufacturing context were identified (Table 2.9 and 
Table 2.10), corresponding to the ruins of the Sawmill and Powerhouse, Woolen Mill, 
Custom Mill, Canal Mill, Lime Kiln, Mill Race, Mill Race Guard Lock, Canal Mill Race, the 
Zoar Dam, House No. 15 (which operated for a short time as a silk factory in the mid-
nineteenth century), and House No. 36 (the Weberhaus). House No. 15 and House No. 36 are 
primarily classified as residential resources, but are also included here for their roles in 
clothing manufacturing at Zoar Village. All 11 industry and manufacturing resources are 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A. 
These resources demonstrate the scope of industrial activities associated with the Separatists, 
and also illustrate how the Separatists planned industrial site location. Potentially dirty or 
foul-smelling activities were located on the western side of the village, while craft industries 
associated with clothing production could be located within the village itself. Additionally, 
the probability of significant archeological resources related to this context within the study 
area is high (see Chapter 2.5). Further work is needed to assess the locations of Separatist 
industrial sites outside the study area, as HDC had no access to any suspected industrial sites 
outside the study area during the course of this study. 

Separatist Transportation Context 

Transportation improvements in the nineteenth century had a great impact on the Separatists. 
In 1827, the Separatists won the contract to build part of the Ohio & Erie Canal through their 
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land holdings, which enabled them to pay off their debt and accumulate capital for improving 
village infrastructure. Overall, the Separatists excavated approximately three miles of the 
canal within their landholdings and built Lock 10, two stone culverts, a bridge over the canal, 
and feeder and guard locks on either side of their dam across the Tuscarawas River (Woods 
1992). The Society successfully lobbied for the extension of the Wheeling & Lake Erie 
Railroad through their landholdings, with a train station built on the southern edge of Zoar 
Village. Additionally, the Separatists built a depot at the village of Fairfield to the south 
(which resulted in the village changing its name to Zoar Station), and platted another 
community along another rail line a 1/4-mile northeast of Zoar Station, called Valley 
Junction. Neither of these communities still exist as they did during the Separatist period, as 
both were relocated out of the Dover Dam flooding easement ca. 1940 to form the new 
community of Zoarville. The original covered bridge was replaced by the Zoar Iron Bridge, 
which served as the southern gateway to the community for non-motorized traffic. 

There are five Separatist Transportation Context resources, four of which are in or partially 
within the study area (Table 2.11 and Table 2.12): the Ohio & Erie Canal Bed within the 
former extent of Separatist landholdings, Lock 10, the feeder canal lock, the Zoar Iron 
Bridge, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad remnants. All of these resources are 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A, 
as they demonstrate Separatist use of transportation systems and connections through 
transportation systems to outside markets. In addition, the canal resources are recommended 
as individually eligible under Criterion A in connection with nineteenth century canal 
building contexts in Ohio and nationwide. Similar sections of the Ohio & Erie Canal have 
been listed, either as individual components or as parts of a larger thematic resource. 

Separatist Community, Education, and Religion Context 

Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that 
related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. The Society built and 
modified these community support structures as it perceived a need for specific services. 
Many buildings that would be considered commercial in other contemporary villages were 
communal in nature at Zoar Village, such as shoe shops, a cider mill, a tailor shop, and a 
brewery, among others. A total of 21 Separatist resources can be classified under the 
Community, Education, and Religion context (Table 2.13 and Table 2.14), all of which are 
recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A. 
These resources demonstrate the scope and scale of Separatist community activities, ranging 
from providing basic goods for everyday use to schools and meetinghouses for religious 
services. In addition, architectural choices in building design and appearance can illustrate 
Separatist ideas about the perception of their society to outsiders. For example, before the 
1850s, the school and meetinghouse facilities were small log and frame buildings located 
within the core of the village, near the eastern cluster of agricultural buildings, but the 
replacement buildings (meetinghouse in 1853, school in 1868) were located prominently on 
the high ground above the village, and featured brick construction with decorative elements. 
These two buildings demonstrate a concern with the image of the Separatists as perceived by 
the increasing number of visitors to the community over the latter part of the nineteenth 
century. 
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Separatist Tourism and Recreation Context 

Zoar Village was an early regional tourism and recreation destination, dating to the opening 
of the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1830. The Separatists operated a hospitality industry to cater to 
guests, and opened two hotels, one small tavern near the canal and a larger hotel in the 
village. Tourism became an important source of income for the society in the later years of 
the nineteenth century, when their industrial output had waned. Zoar Village became a 
nationally-known tourist destination after the railroads came through the region, and special 
excursion trains ran on the weekends to Zoar. The Separatists built a large wing onto the 
1833 Zoar Hotel in 1892, along with large support structures to house the horses and 
carriages of their guests. Three resources were identified in the study area that reflect the 
Tourism and Recreation context: the Zoar Hotel, the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House, 
and the Canal Hotel (Table 2.15 and Table 2.16). All resources are recommended as 
contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A. The buildings 
represent the Separatist’s hospitality industry and are reflective of two types of nineteenth-
century lodging facilities: a small inn for overnight lodging intended for travelers on the 
canal, represented by the Canal Hotel; and a large hotel with support structures intended for 
visitors to Zoar Village with stays longer than a single night. 

Separatist Flood Control Context 

The location of Zoar Village along the Tuscarawas River meant that there was always a risk 
of flooding. The main village is located on a glacial outwash terrace above the floodplain of 
the river, and so historically was not severely affected by periodic flooding, but the 
Separatists must have had some concern about the effects of flood waters on resources in the 
floodplain, including the road leading from the Zoar Iron Bridge up to the sawmill, where it 
connected to First Street west of the village. At some point in the mid-nineteenth century, the 
Separatists built a stone dike between the road (known as Water Street) and the river; this 
dike still stands between the Zoar Iron Bridge and the Sawmill and Powerhouse ruins, and is 
recommended as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under 
Criterion A (Table 2.17 and Table 2.18). This stone dike represents Separatist efforts to 
control their landscape, and contributes to the overall feeling and association of the Separatist 
context of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 

Summary of Separatist Historic Context Resources 

Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable 
level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action 
Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this 
location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still 
stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an appearance compatible with the 
historical character of the village. Other buildings that are important to the history of the 
village that still exist include the Third Meetinghouse, the Second Zoar School, House No. 1, 
the Bakery, the Zoar Town Hall, the Zoar General Store, and the Zoar Hotel. The Zoar 
Garden has been restored to an approximation of its nineteenth-century appearance, with 
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plants that follow Zoar gardener Simon Beuter’s records of plantings. Outside of the village, 
important water power and transportations features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie 
Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. Foundations mark the locations 
of Separatist industries such as grist mills, a saw mill, and a woolen mill. Agricultural 
buildings include one definite outlying Separatist-period barn and several foundations 
representing various agricultural buildings. Existing buildings that served the community 
include the Bakery and reconstructions of the Tin Shop, Wagon Shop, Blacksmith Shop and 
the Garden Spring House. 

House No. 1, House No. 5 (the Sewing House), the Third Meetinghouse (the Zoar United 
Church of Christ), House No. 17 (the Boy’s Dormitory), and the Zoar Hotel are all currently 
listed in the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District and retain an 
excellent level of integrity; HDC recommends that they maintain their current status as 
contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Significant buildings that are no 
longer present include the agricultural and industrial buildings on the outskirts of the village, 
but these areas likely contain archeological deposits related to those structures. Standing 
historical buildings within the historic district all likely have associated archeological 
deposits as well. With the exception of small outbuildings and garages, very few modern 
buildings are present within the proposed expanded district boundaries. Zoar Village has 
retained to a high degree much of its original fabric, and historic preservation efforts by both 
private citizen groups and state organizations have resulted in a village streetscape that 
strongly resembles its appearance in the late nineteenth century. 

HDC recommends the following clarifications to the resources currently listed in the 1975 
National Register nomination and additional documentation. The current language lists the 
“garden, gardener’s house, and greenhouse” as a contributing feature of the historic district 
(Darby and Pratt 1975). HDC would like to clarify that the gardener’s house and greenhouse 
as described are actually one structure (the Garden House, also known as House No. 11); 
they share a common wall running north-south between the two buildings. The Garden 
House was built in 1834 for the Separatists' gardener and his family, possibly replacing an 
earlier log cabin on the site, and included an attached hothouse with a subfloor heating 
system. In 1850, a separate one-story greenhouse (different from the existing greenhouse) 
was built to the east of the Garden House and later torn down in 1916. The east portion of the 
Garden House was converted into a residence in 1898, turning the Garden House into a 
duplex and resulting in the removal of the original south-facing greenhouse wall of windows. 
The residential conversion was removed in 1968, and the greenhouse portion reconstructed in 
1970 as part of the preservation efforts at Zoar Village. HDC recommends that the building 
retain its contributing status to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The garden itself, 
with its formal geometric design symbolizing the New Jerusalem as described in the Book of 
Revelations in the Bible, is recommended eligible to the National Register as a contributing 
landscape resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 

The current National Register nomination and additional documentation also list several 
ruins as contributing to the historic district; however, some of these resources were listed 
with no actual physical documentation that the sites were still intact, only with speculation 
that they still existed. HDC recommends that one of these resources be removed as a 
contributing resource: the Zoar Foundry. There are no visible remains of the Zoar Foundry, 
and its suspected location appears to be buried under several feet of fill from the construction 
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of the Zoar Levee. Archeological investigations may be able to locate the remains of the 
foundry under the fill with artifacts associating it with the Separatists. Until such time as 
proof of the actual existence of archeological remains of the Zoar Foundry is confirmed, 
HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry Site be removed from the list of resources 
contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Archival research indicates that the 
Lime Kiln was in operation between 1920 and 1942 and therefore was also associated with 
early twentieth-century efforts at Zoar Village to adapt to a capitalist economy. The stone 
retaining wall portion of this ruin may be a remnant of an earlier Separatist lime kiln on the 
same site, according to oral history; no archival records clearly document the site as active in 
the nineteenth century. Further archeological investigations may be able to prove that the 
kilns were in operation during the Separatist era. The Lime Kiln should be counted as a 
contributing resource to the Twentieth Century Commerce and Industry context, in addition 
to the Separatist Industry & Manufacturing context. 

Non-Separatist Historical Contexts 

The report proposes to expand the 1975 Zoar Historic District to include non-Separatist 
resources associated with the development of Zoar Village, and expand the period of 
significance to include important post-Separatist events and developments within Zoar 
Village. These resources and events are related to the contexts of Residence and Community 
Development, 1898–1962; Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, ca. 1800– 
1962; Tourism & Recreation, 1898–1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. The expanded boundary would include an additional nine 
resources to the historic district, bringing the number of contributing resources within the 
expanded district to a total of 95. The period of significance for non-Separatist contexts ends 
at 1962, due to National Register eligibility guidelines that require properties under 50 years 
of age to be of exceptional historical significance to be considered eligible, either 
individually or as a contributing element to a district. No resources post-dating 1962 within 
the study area were found to meet this requirement. 

Residential and Community Development, 1898–1962 

After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the settlement pattern of 
Zoar Village, which had been stable and slow-growing, changed, but not in a way that 
suggests a planned effort to increase the size of the village, to attract new residents, or to 
designate specific areas for development. Several former Separatists and their families left 
Zoar Village, while new residents arrived from outside the community. Although some new 
houses were built within the village itself, many new arrivals bought or rented existing 
nineteenth century houses. True planned housing developments are a feature of the post-1962 
period. Community buildings dating to this period include the Zoar Volunteer Fire 
Department building and the ruins of a poured concrete dam and associated concrete 
foundations of the village ice house south of town, which may date to the late Separatist 
period but seems to have functioned into the post-Separatist era. A total of 69 residential 
structures and two community structures are present within the study area that relate to this 
context, with some dating to the decades immediately after the resolution, but most built in 
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the post-World War II era, mainly north of the nineteenth-century village core, along Seventh 
Street and SR 212 towards Bolivar. None of the 72 resources under this context are 
recommended as contributing elements to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 
2.21 through Table 2.24). Criterion A is not applicable as buildings associated with the 
Residential and Community Development context are not directly related to any twentieth-
century residential housing trends, and they are not related to any specific developments 
within Zoar Village or the surrounding area that would require new housing to be built. 

Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 

Following the dissolution, Zoar Village had to cope with the sudden transition from operating 
as a communal society to existing within a capitalist economy. Many Separatists who were 
granted communal shops in the distribution of assets in 1898 became business owners and 
sought to improve their establishments with modern upgrades and additions, while others 
launched new commercial enterprises in direct competition with established craftsmen. 
Outside businessmen acquired former Separatist operations, such as the brick plant across the 
river from Zoar Village which eventually became the Corundite Refractories Brick Plant and 
was a source of employment for village residents. These attempts to develop Zoar Village 
into a capitalist community from a communal society speak to a common struggle of former 
communal societies in America to adapt to twentieth century economic conditions and 
opportunities. 

HDC identified four resources within the study area associated with the early twentieth-
century development of industry and commerce in Zoar Village: the Zoar 
Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins, the Zoar Lime Kiln, a 1933 brewery foundation, and State Fish 
Hatchery No. 12, as summarized in Table 2.25 and Table 2.26. The sawmill/powerhouse, 
lime kiln, and fish hatchery ruins are considered to contribute to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District under the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context, with the 1933 
Brewery Foundation recommended as not contributing to the district. 

Transportation, 1898–1962 

This non-Separatist context is primarily related to the attempts of the State of Ohio to 
improve the Ohio & Erie Canal in the early 1900s, with minor events related to the context 
consisting of constructing new residential streets north of the village, Sixth and Seventh 
streets, and altering the alignments of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 in relation to the 
construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, with both roads brought into the village on 
ramps leading over the levee. The early twentieth century marks the end of the canal period 
in Ohio, and repairs made to the canal in 1908 represent a last attempt to salvage the canal as 
an economically viable transportation corridor. As part of repairs, the State constructed a 
concrete addition to the Zoar Dam, called the Second State Dam (the First State Dam was a 
low berm constructed of dirt and brush in the nineteenth century and no longer exists). The 
dam remained intact through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the belief that it 
was causing his fields to flood. The damaged dam no longer retains water and it is now 
possible to see where the concrete-topped timber crib dam ends and the concrete extension 
begins. Although in poor condition and no longer functioning as a dam, this resource is still 
identifiable as a dam and maintains integrity of location, setting, design, materials, 
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workmanship, feeling, and association; thus HDC recommends the Second State Dam as a 
contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the non-Separatist 
Transportation Context, 1898–1962 (Table 2.29 and Table 2.30). 

Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962 

This context is related to efforts to sustain the tourist industry that began in the mid-
nineteenth century at Zoar Village. While people still came to visit and stay at Zoar Village 
in the post-Separatist period, a concentrated effort to develop and grow the tourist industry 
did not occur until the early 1920s, with the Zoar Lake Resort project. The resort project 
included the conversion of the old Zoar Brewery into a dance pavilion with a one-story dance 
floor addition; the impoundment of Zoar Lake for fishing and boating, a bathhouse and 
bathing beach, and the selling of individual lots for vacation cottages. Although an ambitious 
plan, few cottage lots were sold, and the resort company ultimately failed in the face of the 
Great Depression. Today, there are six existing resources under this context are the dam and 
impounding dike for Zoar Lake, two restroom buildings in Zoar Village, the remnants of a 
miniature golf course, and an electic meter shed likely related to the golf course; none are 
considered significant and are not recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar 
Historic District (Table 2.27 and Table 2.28). 

Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962 

This context is related to the larger flood control context within the Muskingum River Basin. 
Huntington, in consultation with the OHPO, has determined that the Muskingum River Basin 
flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for 
their association with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. 
Five resources within the study area are directly related to Muskingum River Basin Flood 
Control Projects: the Zoar Levee, the USACE Pump Station / Zoar Pump Station, the Zoar 
Diversion Dam, Zoar Diversion Channel, and the Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts 
(Table 2.31 and Table 2.32). Four of these resources (excluding the Pump Station) fall within 
the significant historic context, History of Flood Control in the Muskingum River Basin, 
1820–1938, described in the draft National Register Multiple Property Listing nomination 
form on file at Huntington. HDC recommends that these five identified resources as 
contributing elements of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the context Flood 
Control Efforts, 1898–1962 because they retain historical integrity and have the ability to 
convey information about the federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum 
Basin, as well as demonstrating how the Corps of Engineers design flood control projects to 
protect communities. The Pump Station, although not an original component of the levee 
project, was an important improvement to the flood control efforts and is now over 50 years 
of age, and therefore eligible for the National Register within the context of the flood control 
efforts, under an expanded period of significance. 

Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 

HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898– 1962, be added as a 
significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have 
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played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual 
Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar 
Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of 
heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern village’s economy. 

Within the period of significance, HDC recommends seven resources as contributing to this 
context (Table 2.33 and Table 2.34): the restored House No. 1 and Zoar Garden, as they 
exemplify early preservation efforts at Zoar Village. The Zoar Garden was the first Separatist 
resource to be restored and helped generate attention for further preservation efforts in the 
village. House No. 1 was the first building fully restored in Zoar Village and was the primary 
showcase for the village’s history for decades. In addition, the Zoar Levee, Zoar Diversion 
Dam, Zoar Diversion Channel, and Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts are recommended 
as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the Preservations Efforts 
context, as all were constructed specifically to protect the historic resources within Zoar 
Village. They are unique in that represent one of the only, if not the only, flood control 
structures in the United States built specifically to preserve a historic resource. The USACE 
Pump Station was built in 1951 to support the flood control work of the Zoar Levee and 
therefore is recommended as eligible under the preservation efforts context. While there are 
other buildings related to preservation efforts at Zoar Village, all post-date 1962 and are not 
considered exceptionally significant to history. 

Comparison of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District with National 
Register-listed Communal Societies 

Per the scope, HDC gathered comparative information on National Register-listed communal 
societies for comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The Harmony 
Society communities of New Harmony and Economy, and the Amana Colonies, are perhaps 
the most directly comparable with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, in terms of 
integrity and significance. There are lesser degrees of similarity with the Aurora and Bethel 
communities and with the Bishop Hill Colony. Detailed discussions of each of these 
communities are presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.5, and their locations are shown on Figure 
1.308. 

New Harmony, Indiana 

The New Harmony National Historic Landmark in New Harmony, Indiana, includes 59 
contributing resources in the forms of both Harmony Society and Owenite buildings and 
landscape features. These resources include 50 buildings, seven sites, and two structures. 
There are 98 buildings and one site within the district that are considered non-contributing 
(Hurdis 2002). New Harmony is considered nationally significant for its strong associations 
with social and humanitarian movements and architecture. The period of significance for 
New Harmony is 1814 to 1867. 

In comparison with Zoar, the following similarities can be noted at New Harmony: 

• Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 
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• Germanic architectural styles, including Fachwerk brick infill on frame buildings 
(Chappel 1986) 

• Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

• Association with religious communal societies 

• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries 

Some of the differences between the two villages have to do with the fact that the Harmony 
Society transferred ownership of the town to the Owenites, who were another communal 
society but not ethnically German. The Owenites introduced different architectural forms, 
following Georgian, Federal, and Gothic Revival traditions. Non-contributing resources 
include buildings, structures, and sites that post-date the Harmony Society and Owenite 
occupation, which are scattered throughout the town among the buildings dating to the period 
of significance. 

Like Zoar Village, New Harmony is a living village with a strong emphasis on its heritage. A 
program of restoration has returned many historic buildings to their original appearance. 
However, a major difference is that New Harmony did not retain its original population and 
culture, and the community grew and developed much like other Midwestern towns. For 
example, New Harmony’s downtown features numerous examples of late nineteenth century 
commercial blocks common to any small Midwestern town. These types of commercial 
blocks were never constructed at Zoar Village. More recent additions include gas stations and 
a modern resort-style hotel. In contrast, apart from the flood control structures, Zoar Village 
has largely retained its same appearance and character as it had in the mid-nineteenth 
century, with only a few modern buildings and landscape features. 

Economy, Pennsylvania 

The Economy National Historic Landmark in Ambridge, Pennsylvania covers 32 acres with 
95 contributing buildings, including a 6-acre core museum area with seventeen fully restored 
Harmony Society buildings and a formal garden. There are 40 non-contributing buildings 
within the boundary of the landmark, including some modern reconstructions; however, it 
appears this number does not include outbuildings, only major buildings such as houses or 
businesses. Economy is considered nationally significant for its associations with social and 
humanitarian movements and architecture. The period of significance at Economy is 1824 to 
1905. 

In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at Economy: 

• Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

• Germanic architectural styles 

• Formal garden 

• Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

• Association with religious communal societies 
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• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries 

• Strong association with early twentieth century historic preservation efforts 

• Mixture of privately owned and publicly operated historical buildings 

As with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the Economy National Historic Landmark 
is a mixture of privately owned houses restored to historical appearances and publically 
owned and operated major community buildings. The landmark features excellent integrity 
within the district, with nearly all the major Harmonist buildings intact, and the character of 
the Harmony town plan largely preserved. However, the landmark has suffered 
encroachment by the town of Ambridge, essentially swallowing up the remnants of Economy 
outside the district boundaries, resulting in the destruction of key landscape features and 
outlying buildings (Schmidlapp 1986). While in a sense this surrounding of the historic core 
of Economy by modern development has helped preserve it, the twentieth century homes and 
industries of Ambridge also present a somewhat jarring contrast with the distinctive 
Harmonite architecture within the district. New streets have cut through the old Economy 
street grid, with the effect of cutting up former house lots into smaller, disconnected lots. 
State Route 65, a busy highway, effectively serves as the western border to the landmark. 
Interspersed among original Harmony Society buildings are numerous twentieth century 
houses. This is all contrasted by the setting of Zoar Village, with relatively few modern 
buildings and developments in the village. Somewhat like the twentieth century development 
around Economy, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project has served to protect the 
historical core of Zoar Village, while also presenting an incongruous landscape feature in 
comparison with the nineteenth century features of the district. However, unlike Economy, 
the streetscapes of Zoar Village are much the same as they were in the nineteenth century, 
with no new roads or subdivisions within the core of the village. The rural setting of Zoar 
Village, while somewhat compromised by twentieth century housing development, still 
possesses a largely agrarian character, and the forested hillsides visible from the village are 
much the same as they were in the nineteenth century. In many ways, Zoar Village may have 
better integrity than the more famous Economy. 

Amana Colonies, Iowa 

The Amana Colonies National Historic Landmark in southeastern Iowa consists of the seven 
villages and their landholdings established by the Amana Society in 1854, and covers 
approximately 26,000 acres. The Amana Colonies are considered nationally significant for 
their associations with social and humanitarian movements and architecture. The period of 
significance for the Amana Colonies is 1854 to 1932. The National Register form for the 
Amana Colonies does not enumerate the numbers of contributing and non-contributing 
properties, but there are around 450 buildings within the landmark boundary that are 
associated with the period of significance (Schroer and Mattison 1964). 

In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at the Amana 
Colonies: 

• Towns platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions (excepting original village of 
Amana) 
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• Germanic architectural styles 

• Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

• Villages located in an agrarian setting 

• Association with religious communal societies 

• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries 

Because the Amana Colonies successfully switched from a communal mode of existence to a 
capitalist one, the community did not go through a period of dissolution and dispersal of 
membership. Therefore, community development continued throughout the twentieth 
century. While many historical buildings are still standing, especially in the historical cores 
of the seven villages, modern development in the communities of Amana has had an impact 
on the visual character of the landmark district. However, the general landscape of the 
Amana Colonies has remained agrarian in nature, and the seven towns are still surrounded by 
wide open expanses of agricultural fields and woodlots; an exception to this rule is the 
Amana Refrigeration Plant on the outskirts of Middle Amana, which is fully as large as the 
village itself. Similar to Zoar Village is an emphasis on tourism focused on Amana’s 
heritage, with efforts to restore historic buildings. Numerous beds and breakfasts operate 
within the villages, along with modern hotels. Despite the impacts of modern development, 
there are areas within each of the seven villages that still display the character of the 
nineteenth century communal society through the architecture and layout of the community. 
Similarities between the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District and the Amana Colonies 
include the location of the community within a landscape that remains largely agrarian; 
village cores with large numbers of historic buildings displaying good integrity; and a focus 
on heritage tourism. 

Bethel, Missouri 

The Bethel National Register Historic District in Bethel, Missouri includes 26 contributing 
resources within the limits of the district, which encompasses the historic core of the 
community. Bethel is considered historically significant for its association with the 
nineteenth century movement of religious communal societies and as a collection of 
buildings displaying communal architectural styles (Piggott 1970). The period of significance 
is 1844 to 1880. 

In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at Bethel: 

• Towns platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

• Concern with maximizing garden space within house lots 

• Germanic architectural styles 

• Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

• Association with religious communal societies 
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• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries 

While there are a number of historical buildings with good levels of integrity in Bethel, there 
are equal numbers of non-contributing buildings dating to after the period of significance in 
the town, which impacts the visual character of the historic district. The historical business 
district of Bethel, for example, contains a mix of communal buildings bearing Germanic 
influences with those displaying standard American commercial architectural styles of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The population of Bethel at its peak was 600 
people during its tenure as a communal society. Now, the population is around 100 people. 
The drop in population has had a preservative effect on the town, as new development that 
could have resulted in demolition or incompatible alterations to historic buildings has not 
occurred in the town. However, there appears to be less of a unified historical character about 
the town, in comparison to Zoar Village. 

Aurora, Oregon 

The Aurora Colony Historic District in Marion County, Oregon, consists of 33 contributing 
resources within the district boundaries that include the historic town and an outlying section 
to the northwest. Aurora is considered historically significant for its association with the 
nineteenth century movement of religious communal societies and as a collection of 
buildings displaying communal architectural styles (Hartwig 1973). The period of 
significance is 1856 to 1920, divided into a period of primary significance covering the 
communal era of 1856 to 1881, and a secondary post-communal period from 1881 to 1920. 
Thirteen buildings are considered contributing to the primary period of significance, while 20 
buildings are associated with the secondary period. Fifty-four buildings within the district are 
considered non-contributing resources. 

In comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the following similarities can 
be noted at Aurora: 

• Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

• Germanic architectural styles 

• Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

• Association with religious communal societies 

• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries 

• Associated with Tourism and Recreation 

Like Zoar Village, Aurora developed a tourist trade based on its peculiarities and hospitality 
to outsiders. Aurora is perhaps the only other communal society that looked to tourism as a 
major source of income while still operating as such. However, unlike Zoar Village, Aurora 
has seen significant changes in character over the years as new developments occurred, 
especially in the mid to late twentieth century. The Pacific Highway cuts through the historic 
town center, and brought with it a number of modern buildings. A housing development 
occupies the northwest portion of the historic district that was once farmland. Post-1920s 
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houses fill the town itself, although there is a small cluster of nineteenth century communal 
buildings in the northeast corner of town. Interestingly, the nineteenth century frame houses 
strongly resemble those of the same period in Zoar Village. As a whole, the proposed 2013 
Zoar Historic District has much higher overall integrity than is possessed by Aurora. 

Bishop Hill Colony, Illinois 

The Bishop Hill Colony National Historic Landmark covers around 200 acres, centered on 
the village of Bishop Hill itself. There are 21 communal buildings and structures still in 
existence which are considered contributing resources to the landmark, and 14 buildings and 
structures associated with the immediate post-dissolution period that are also considered 
contributing resources (Lidfors 1984). There are 55 non-contributing resources within the 
landmark boundary. The period of significance for Bishop Hill is 1846 to 1870. 

In comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the following similarities can 
be noted at Bishop Hill: 

• Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

• Ethnic architectural styles that contrast with surrounding traditional American 
communities 

• Association with religious communal societies 

• Associated with general European Separatist movement of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries 

• Few twentieth century buildings present within the town 

In addition to the above, the preservation of the landscape and visual character is comparable 
to that of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, due to a general lack of development in 
the twentieth century as the population of the village dropped. Like Zoar Village, the portion 
of Bishop Hill within the historic district shows a high degree of integrity. The agrarian 
landscape associated with the period of significance is largely unchanged. Because of the 
dissimilar ethnic backgrounds, there are some apparent differences. Notable is the absence of 
gardens from the community, as well as no communal brewery or other alcoholic beverage 
production. The architectural styles are unlike as well, although the Swedish influence on the 
early buildings draws a parallel with the Germanic influence present in Separatist 
architecture at Zoar Village, in that it served to visual distinguish the town from its more 
typically American neighbors. In terms of integrity and significance, Zoar Village and 
Bishop Hill are very similar. 

Summary 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is significant in relation to a number of nationally 
significant contexts: Agriculture, Architecture, Community Planning and Development, 
European Ethnic Heritage, Exploration/Settlement, Religion, Social History, and 
Transportation. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is very important in terms of its 
relation to social and communal movements of the nineteenth century; German-American 
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ethnicity and adaptations to American society; and its association with the German Separatist 
movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Zoar Village is a part of a pattern of 
utopian and communal settlements that occurred across the developing frontier of America in 
the nineteenth century. Its layout and architecture distinctly show the influence of both its 
Germanic heritage and its communal economy. Of particular note is the general lack of late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth century commercial architecture in the town; Zoar Village 
thus presents a pre-Civil War village aspect to its main street, with small shop buildings and 
a central general store and hotel. Indeed, very little incompatible development is present 
within the village. In addition, Zoar Village is connected with two other nationally significant 
resources, the Ohio & Erie Canal and the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System. 
While previous examinations of Zoar Village’s significance as a historic district have focused 
on its nineteenth century Separatist heritage, events and developments in the twentieth 
century are important to understanding and appreciating the heritage of this unique 
community. Attempts of the former communal society to adapt to a capitalist economy are 
reflected in conversions of old Separatist industrial buildings to modern sources of income, 
such as the conversion of the sawmill to a power house. Tourism and recreation, a hallmark 
of Zoar Village’s claim to fame in the nineteenth century, continued to be important 
economic drivers in the post-Separatist period. Finally, Zoar Village is a prime example of 
the importance placed on American heritage that developed in the early twentieth century, 
and historic preservation efforts included the construction of a massive levee – the only such 
flood control structure built to protect a historical resource. 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is also significant at state and local levels for its 
participation in early twentieth century economic developments and its connection to early 
preservation efforts by OHS (then operating as OSAHS). The collection of well-preserved 
buildings showing Germanic architectural influences demonstrates the German heritage of 
northeastern Ohio. 

As a whole, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District shows a remarkable level of integrity 
and preservation, both in terms of Separatist buildings and structures, and in regards to 
significant historical contexts related to the post-Separatist period. Few incompatible 
structures are present, although the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam represent major changes to 
the historic setting of the community. The Separatist street grid is intact, and water resources 
such as the Ohio & Erie Canal and mill races for Separatist industries contribute to the setting 
of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Modern encroachment on the village has been in 
part discouraged by the presence of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, which has prevented 
development between the Tuscarawas River and Zoar Village; however, credit should be 
equally assigned to the efforts of early preservationists at Zoar Village and at OHS, who 
participated in a preservation effort that has resulted in an enduring commitment to the 
community’s heritage by residents and historic preservation advocacy groups. The proposed 
2013 Zoar Historic District compares favorably with other communal villages listed in the 
National Register, and represents a different path to success in nineteenth century America 
for immigrant groups. 
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CHAPTER 2.7: BOUNDARY ASSESSMENT 

The 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends 
to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 
1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and 
did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period. Also, any 
resource less than 50 years of age at the time (i.e. built after 1925) would not have been 
considered eligible for the National Register. In the almost 40 years since the district was 
amended, many resources in Zoar have reached 50 years of age that were built after the 
Society dissolved in 1898. 

Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists. One of the 
challenges the village faced was adapting their business practices to a non-communal system. 
Existing businesses were converted and new ones developed to bring the village into the 
twentieth century, resulting in new building construction projects. 

Former Society members continued to live on property that was deeded to them, although 
some immediately sold out and moved out of the village. As former Society members passed 
away, their property was either passed on to their families or purchased by outsiders. Most 
homes constructed in the early twentieth century were infill homes constructed on empty lots. 

The decades following dissolution saw many physical changes to Zoar Village, including the 
abandonment of the Ohio & Erie Canal after the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of 
Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The Great Depression and the development of a massive 
flood control system in the Muskingum River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village 

In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage 
were under threat: first from general neglect within the village, and secondly from the 
construction of Dover Dam downriver from Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation 
at Zoar Village was begun with the restoration of the Zoar Garden in 1930, and a letter-
writing campaign helped convince Huntington that Zoar Village should be protected from 
floodwaters, rather than relocated as with other communites that ended up in the flooding 
easement for Dover Dam. As a result, the Zoar Levee and associated structures were 
constructed specifically to protect Zoar’s historic resources from future flooding. As with 
many towns, Zoar Village expanded in the mid-twentieth century with the population boom, 
with new development occurring in the north and to the south. 

HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 
Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist 
activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment, as shown in Figure 
2.83. HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are 
recommended as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated 
with the following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1800– 
1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 
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The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-
era resources may exist. However, only three locations were able to be confirmed to have 
Separatist-related resources through visual inspection and literature review. These resources 
include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village along Towpath Road, and two resources 
associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. The 
Separatist-built barn should be included in any revised National Register text and boundary 
description. However, since the resource is a substantial distance from Zoar Village and the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary, HDC recommends that a discontiguous 
boundary be used in this somewhat rural setting (see Figure 2.83). Siefert (1997:2) states in 
National Register Bulletin 21, Defining Boundaries for National Register Properties: “in 
situations where historically associated resources were geographically separated from each 
other during the period of significance or are separated by intervening development and are 
now separated by large areas lacking eligible resources, a discontiguous district may be 
defined.” As such, we recommend that the property associated with this Separatist-era barn 
be added to the expanded historic district as a discontiguous element to exclude the large 
areas of land between the property and Zoar Village that lack eligible resources. 

Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock are located west of the study 
area, east of C.R. 111, and north of S.R. 82. It is in the vicinity of other Separatist-era canal 
resources and industry and manufacturing resources along the Tuscarawas River to the south 
and west of Zoar Village. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District National Register 
boundary should be expanded to the west to include Canal Lock 10 and the Feeder Guard 
Lock. 

In addition to the above-ground resources, archeological sites must be considered in any 
revision of the National Register district. As there have been very few archeological 
investigations within the current National Register boundary and no archeological 
investigations in the immediate area outside the boundary, no expansion of the boundary is 
warranted in regard to known archeological site locations. However, the proposed expansion 
of the boundary will include areas suspected to contain archeological resources related to the 
period and contexts that are considered significant to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District. 

Recommended Expanded Zoar Historic District Boundary and 
Justification 

The recommended proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century 
limits of Zoar Village (which is within the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary); the Zoar 
Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s residence to the east; Zoar Dam 
and the Separatist -related Ohio & Erie Canal resources to the west, including the extent of 
the Separatist-built canal bed which extends to the northwest and southeast; the Canal Hotel 
to the south; House No. 25 and the mill ruins to the southeast (portions of which are outside 
the 1975 Zoar Historic District National Register boundary); and the discontiguous site 
associated with the Separatist barn off of Towpath Road to the northwest of Zoar Village. 
Contributing resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District include both those 
identified with Separatist historic contexts and those identified with historic contexts post-
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dating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new 
historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the 
period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in 
time to encompass these activities and events. HDC proposes that the period of significance 
be expanded to 1962; this year represents both the cut-off year for eligibility under the four 
main National Register criteria and also includes all the major significant developments 
within the study area since 1898. 

Although property division lines did not appear in and around Zoar Village until the 
dissolution of the Separatist communal society in 1898, the expanded boundary proposed for 
the 2013 Zoar Historic District was developed to correlate with modern property lines for 
ease of management, similar to how the boundaries for the 1975 Zoar Historic District were 
established. In addition, use of current property lines in some cases relates to non-Separatist 
historic contexts, such as Flood Control, 1898–1962. Recommended modifications to the 
1975 Zoar Historic District boundary include (Figure 2.83): 

• The northeastern boundary moving to the east to include the entire lot containing the 
Sheep Herder’s Residence, Sheep Barn, and associated outbuilding; 

• Extending the eastern boundary to incorporate the USACE parcels east of Zoar 
Village to include the flood control and preservation efforts of the Zoar Diversion 
Dam and the Zoar Division Channel, using the U.S. Government property line as the 
boundary; 

• Adjusting the southeastern corner of the boundary to include the southeastern portion 
of the Zoar Levee, following the U.S. Government property line, the entire lot 
associated with House No. 25, following the modern property line, and running down 
the western boundary of the modern domestic lots in the Cherry Hill subdivision; 

• Adjusting the southern boundary to follow the northeastern bank of the Tuscarawas 
River from south of where the Mill Race enters the river to the modern Dover-Zoar 
Road bridge; 

• Moving the southern boundary southwest from a point 250 feet west of the Dover-
Zoar Road bridge to include the Canal Hotel lot, according to current property 
boundaries (this should include possible archeological sites for the Canal Hotel Barn, 
Canal Store, and Canal Blacksmith Shop as well); 

• Moving the western boundary to the west along the canal property lines to include 
Lock 10, the canal bed, the feeder lock, the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad remnants, 
the Zoar Dam, and State Fish Hatchery No. 12; the southwestern corner will be 
placed just to the northwest of Lock 10; 

• From the southwestern corner, moving the boundary line east-northeast to a point on 
the eastern bank of the Tuscarawas River before turning northeast and crossing Zoar 
Lake while excluding the post-Separatist Zoar Lake Dike ruins; 

• At a point on the northern bank of Zoar Lake, northwest of the Slaughterhouse 
foundation, moving the boundary northwest to the Zoar Cemetery, following and 
encompassing the old Separatist path to the cemetery; 
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• Wrapping the boundary around the portion of the Zoar Cemetery active during the 
period of significance while excluding the modern portion of the cemetery, and 
moving it southeast along the northeastern edge of the Separatist cemetery path; 

• Extending to the east at a point 260 feet southeast of the Zoar Cemetery to include the 
Alexander Gunn Grave, extending south to the modern property line and turning east 
to encompass the northern end of Zoar Levee, then turning south to meet the existing 
1975 Zoar Historic District northern boundary along the northern edge of Fifth Street; 

• Adding a non-contiguous section of the district that includes the 1891 Zoar barn at 
9872 Towpath Road; 

• Extending the boundaries along the Ohio & Erie Canal with a 40-foot buffer to 
include the towpath within the former known extent of Separatist landholdings, 
between County Road 106 and a point just south of I-77 (approximately 3 miles in 
length). 

The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the 
history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the 
dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become 
historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures 
related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE 
and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize the Ohio & Erie Canal, and 
historic preservation efforts within Zoar Village that eventually became the basis of the local 
economy. There are a total of 88 Separatist-period resources and seven non-Separatist 
resources that contribute to the proposed expanded historic district, for a total of 95 
contributing resources. Landscape features that are related to the Separatists are included in 
the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, including the original gridded street system, the 
path leading from the village to the cemetery, the mill races, and the Zoar Garden. As much 
as possible, HDC used existing and historic property lines as well as landscape features in the 
boundary of the expanded district to include the all the contributing resources within the 
boundary. 
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CHAPTER 2.8: CONCLUSION 

This volume presents the results of Task I.C and Task I.D of the scope of work for the 
Historic Property Baseline Study component of the Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study. Task I.C involved performing an 
above-ground resources survey that would examine, document, and evaluate all standing 
buildings, structures, foundations, and ruins in the study area in terms of significance to the 
historical contexts developed in Task I.B. The results of Task I.B, an intensive research into 
the history of the study area and the production of a detailed background context for the 
study area, are presented in Volume 1 of this report. 

Above-ground Resources 

The above-ground resources survey of Zoar Village and the surrounding area completed as 
part of Task I.C covered a total of 351 properties in the study area. Of these properties, 89 
have a Separatist association. This number includes resources previously listed as 
contributing to the district as well as newly surveyed resources. HDC recommends that 13 of 
the 14 resources currently listed on the National Register as contributing elements of the 
1975 Zoar Historic District retain their current status as contributing resources to the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. One property, the Lime Kiln, should be reclassified 
within the commerce and industry context for the period 1898 to 1962 since current research 
indicates that it is an early twentieth century industrial site; its association with the 
Separatists is suggested by oral history and a cut-stone retaining wall that may be from a 
nineteenth-century structure at the location. The Zoar Foundry is recommended delisted since 
no physical trace of the structure can be found. 

HDC recommends 75 resources not previously listed for their Separatist context as eligible 
for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District. This number includes 72 Separatist resources from within the study area and three 
resources located outside of the study area. The resources are largely Separatist-related 
residential structures, but there are some remaining resources associated with other Separatist 
contexts, including: commerce; agriculture; industry and manufacturing; transportation; 
community, education, and religion; tourism and recreation; and flood control. 

As part of the scope of work of the above-ground resources survey, HDC identified the 
extent of the Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on 
historical maps. Overall, 23 properties were identified through documentary research. The 
survey team was able to locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one resource, a barn, 
was associated with the Separatists based on visual inspection and local lore. In addition, the 
study team identified two Separatist-related resources along the Ohio & Erie Canal that was 
located outside of the study area: Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 and the Canal Feeder Guard 
Lock. 
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HDC recommends that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to 
include 85 Separatist-related resources located in the study area and three Separatist 
resources located outside the study area. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary 
includes the Zoar Cemetery and the Alexander Gunn grave to the north, the Sheep Herder’s 
residence and outbuildings to the east, the Canal Hotel to the south, the Ohio & Erie Canal 
Lock 10, and the Canal Feeder Guard Lock to the west. A discontiguous boundary is 
recommended for the Separatist-era barn located outside the study area since it is some 
distance from Zoar Village and the majority of the contributing resources. In addition, the 
extent of the Ohio & Erie Canal within the former extent of Separatist landholdings (about 
three miles in length) is proposed as a contributing resource, as this extent was excavated by 
the Separatists and was a key factor in establishing economic stability for the Separatists. 

HDC also evaluated resources post-dating the Separatist period for significance. The period 
of significance for non-Separatist contexts ends at 1962, due to National Register eligibility 
guidelines that require properties under 50 years of age to be of exceptional historical 
significance. No resources younger than 50 years of age within the study area were found to 
meet this requirement. HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area 
that are recommended eligible as contributing to an extended period of significance for the 
historic district for their association with significant historical contexts of the twentieth 
century. There are 73 resources in the study area that are associated with residential and 
community development from 1898 to 1962. There is no identifiable historic pattern of 
twentieth century residential and community development in relation to the history and 
development of Zoar Village, and these properties are not recommended eligible for the 
National Register, either together as a district or individually. There are four resources 
classified under the Commerce & Industry, 1898–1962 context; three of these are 
recommended eligible (State Fish Hatchery No. 12, Zoar Saw Mill and Power House, and the 
Zoar Lime Kiln) and the fourth, the 1933 Brewery foundation, is recommended not eligible. 
Six resources are classified under the Tourism & Recreation, 1898–1962 context; none are 
recommended as contributing resources. The Second State Dam is categorized under the 
Transportation, 1898–1962 context, and is recommended eligible for its relation to the state’s 
attempts to modernize the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1908, marking the final period of use for the 
canal. The pre-1962 structures associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are 
considered eligible under the Flood Control, 1898–1962 context, and also under the 
Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, along with the restored Zoar Garden and restored 
House No. 1. Finally, there are 176 structures in the study area that are less than 50 years of 
age and do not meet the exceptional significance criteria; these resources are recommended 
as not eligible to the National Register, including 147 residential resources, six community 
buildings, 16 commercial and industrial resources, three tourism & recreation resources, one 
transportation resource, and three flood control resources. 

The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has outstanding value in terms of its significance to 
understanding several historic contexts important in American history, including the 
development of communal societies in the nineteenth century; the spread of German-
American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation 
networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of 
tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century; and an association with the 
development of early twentieth century historic preservation efforts. 
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Overall, Zoar Village and the area immediately surrounding the village contain a significant 
number of resources associated with the Separatists from the establishment of the society in 
1817 to its dissolution in 1898. Eighty-eight (88) Separatist resources have been identified 
and recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. This number 
includes the majority of resources currently listed on the National Register as part of the 
historic district. These contributing resources have excellent integrity as a group and clearly 
support the establishment of an expanded historic district. 

Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of communal 
societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. 
The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of 
historic buildings associated with the period of significance. A total of 88 buildings and other 
resources within the contiguous portion of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District are 
associated with the Separatists, while only 20 large buildings represent post-Separatist 
development within the historic core of Zoar Village (not including outbuildings). The Zoar 
Levee & Diversion Dam present the largest alteration to the setting of Zoar Village, but are 
historically significant in their own right. The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic 
District is almost unparalleled among historic communal societies listed in the National 
Register. 

Archeological Probability Assessment 

Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as 
follows: 

1. Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the 
study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

2. Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources 
within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented 
in Volume 1; 

3. Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them 
for inclusion in the National Register; and 

4. Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 

A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to 
archeological sites prefaced the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with 
research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, 
and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment 
focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent 
and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and 
the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history 
context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model, was presented in 
Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this report. Information on the existing pre-contact data set, which 
was used to create the inductive predictive model, is in the present volume, followed by a 
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brief introduction to predictive modeling and how we applied predictive modeling theory to 
the study area. 

Seven previously documented pre-contact sites were identified within the study area. Six of 
these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, and 33-TU-454) 
are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the 
National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is 
represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at House No. 
25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the National 
Register unless additional testing determines otherwise. 

The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in 
developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact 
archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data 
set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of 
identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D 
of the National Register. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the 
study area are those areas predicted be the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a 
particular temporal affiliation and site type. Category 3 takes into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the landform that could have 
impacted the integrity of any archeological sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site 
type that might be present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 2 
areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites cannot be determined with 
certainty until more is known about the specific extent and character of disturbance in that 
specific area. Category 4 areas represent those portions of the study area where there is 
evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no chance of identifying an intact 
archeological site with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape 
where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type 
(Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces 
are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; 
Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent 
habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if 
these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of 
which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain 
short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, if these types of sites exist anywhere 
within the study area. Huntington will be able use these predictions to assess whether an 
alternative or potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, or not likely to affect pre-contact 
archeological sites with information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: 
Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight 
historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study 
area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially 
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those related to residential occupation. Separatist archeological resources related to 
agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, transportation, and tourism and recreation 
are also probable within the study area. For non-Separatist archeological resources, 
significant resources are predicted for the industrial and tourism and recreation contexts. The 
types of data that need to survive for each historical archeology site type to be considered 
significant within the framework of the National Register was discussed along with specific 
recommendations for archeological testing. The discussion was supplemented by maps 
showing the areas identified as having probable archeological resources associated with each 
context. 

Summary 

The Historic Property Baseline study for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area 
has demonstrated that there are numerous, significant historic resources present, associated 
with the Separatists and with non-Separatist historic contexts. A total of 95 above-ground 
resources (out of a total of 351 surveyed resources) are recommended as contributing to the 
proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The probability of survival of significant archeological 
resources, dating from the pre-contact era to the early twentieth century, is considered high. 
The 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary is recommended for an expansion to include 
significant Separatist-period resources outside the 1975 boundary. The information contained 
in this report should provide Huntington with the information necessary to assess DSMS 
alternatives with regards to effects on known and predicted cultural resources within the 
study area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This volume presents all figures referenced in Volumes 1 and 2 of the Historic Property Baseline Study. Images from the executive summary and chapter 1.1 in Volume I are repeated here for consistency. 

The maps and aerial photographs in this volume will identify at the lower left corner the source where base layers were obtained for use in creating maps in ArcGIS. For most maps, the baselayers were obtained directly 
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colored fills are used for buildings, structures, and landscape features that no longer exist. Please note that the corresponding colors in the map legends are solid colors, and the actual colors of shapes on the maps will be 
lighter or a slightly different hue, due to the use of transparency and the color of what is under the shape on the map. 
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Figure 1. 1. Summary map of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area, showing all above-ground structures 

Note that many resources are recommended contributing under multiple complexes. Resources are depicted by their primary context only in this figure, so even though there are contributing resources under the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, the context is not depicted on this figure, 

as it is a secondary context for the resources affiliated with it 
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Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites 

Category 2 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites 

Category 3 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites 

Category 4 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites 

In general, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found 
on well-drained soils on floodplains, terraces, 

and uplands within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 

anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 

the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 

possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 

present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 

cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 

Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 

chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 1. 2. Overview of pre-contact probability areas within study area 

This figure shows probability areas that represent the combination of information from assessing probability for distinct site types associated with pre-contact cultural periods in Ohio, presented in more detail in Chapter 2.5 of Volume 2. 
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Figure 1. 3. All Separatist-period archeological probability areas by theme 
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Figure 1. 4. Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam in relation to Dover and Bolivar Dams and their flowage easements 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1. 5. Baseline Planning Assessment study area 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1. 6. Current National Register boundary for 1975 Zoar Historic District in relation to elevation 916 feet 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1. 7. Study area landmakrs  
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Figure 1. 10. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project components 

Source: Huntington 

Zoar 

Figure 1.11. Bedrock geology in the study area 

Source: Ohio Division of Geological Survey 2006 
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Figure 1. 14. Soil series and local physiography within the study area 
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Extent determined through analysis of 1898 dissolution map and 1875 Tuscarawas County Atlas; actual maximum extent of landholdings was likely larger, 
but cannot be confirmed beyond what is depicted on this map. 

The location of the Separatist’s Health Springs is also shown, along with the approximate location of land owned by the Separatists near Figure 1. 15. Water resources within the study area, as discussed in the text 
Bolivar for a period of time between 1832 and 1875. 
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Zoar 

Figure 1. 18. Generalized forest associations in the unglaciated plateau of Ohio 

Source: King (1979:171) 

Figure 1. 17. Study area location in relation to natural vegetation regions in Ohio 

Source: Gordon 1966 
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Figure 1. 20. View of Zoar wagon shop, blacksmith shop, and the first planing mill, with industrial core area in background 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

This picture, taken from an upper balcony of the 1892 hotel addition, is the only known photograph that depicts an overview of the Zoar 

industrial core, taken sometime in the 1890s. In the left foreground is the first planing mill erected in 1869 (1), with a number of finished 

boards piled in front of it. In the middle of the photograph is the blacksmith shop (2) and the wagon shop (3) is on the right side. In the 

background can be seen from left to right: House No. 24 and outbuildings (4), the first planing mill and machine shop (5), the woolen mill 

(6), and the stack for the dye house (7). House No. 25 (8) is barely visible in the far distance on the hillside 
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Figure 1. 19. Current conditions within the study area 

The different land conditions on this map were determined through analysis of soil surveys, current aerial photographs, information from 

Huntington, and Schaney 2013. 
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Figure 1. 21. Areas known or suspected to be disturbed within the study area 
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Figure 1. 22. 1935 As-built Drawings of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, east side of Zoar Village. 

Source: Huntington 

Key: 1. Diversion Dam 2. Upper Diversion Channel 3. Levee #2 4. Lower Diversion Channel 5. Levee #1 6. Existing railroad culvert 7. Woolen Mill 8. First Grist Mill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop 9. Custom Mill 10. Lime Kiln 11. 1933 Brewery Foundation 12. Wheat 

Storage Barn 13. Granary 14. Ice House and Dam 15. Seepage area, note that the profile of this area on the figure labeled “Section of Repaired Seep Hole” (16) shows a “tail race” and “toe path” – these are actually components of the berm for the Separatist Fish Ponds. 
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Figure 1. 23. 1935 As-built Drawings of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, west side of Zoar Village 

Source: Huntington 

Key: 1. Zoar Lake 2. Levee #1 3. Second Street Ramp 4. Railroad embankment 5. Dover-Zoar Road Ramp 6. Water Street 
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Figure 1. 25. Colonel Henry Bouquet receiving prisoners from the Delaware at Coshocton 
Study area 

Source: Library of Congress, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2012647230/ 

HDC 2012 “The Indians delivering up the English captives to Colonel Bouquet near his camp at the forks of Muskingum in North America in Novr. 
0 6 12 18 24 Source: ESRI 1764”Engraving by Pierre Charles Canot and colored by Benjamin West, Philadelphia, 1766. Miles 

Kilometers 
0 8 16 24 32 

Figure 1. 24. Historical locations in Ohio discussed in the text 

Locations of Moravian and Native American communities obtained from Booth 1994. Inset map shows communities and locations at great distances from the 
study area. Note that the “Chillicothe” on the inset map is the historical Shawnee town of that name on the Little Miami River and not the modern city of 
Chillicothe in Ross County. 
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THE GB[ENVILLE TREATY LINE 

Figure 1. 29. Jacob Boehme Figure 1. 30. Fredrich Oetlinger 

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jacob- Source: 
B%C3%B6hme.jpg http://www.heiligenlexikon.de/BiographienF/Friedrich_Christoph_Oetinger.html

Painted by Christoph Gottlob Glyman in 1720 Painted by Georg Adam Egler in 1775 Figure 1. 26. David Zeisberger Figure 1. 27. John Heckewelder 

Source: http://www.ohiohistorycentral.org/images/78.jpg Source: Howe 1891:375 

Figure 1. 28. The Treaty of Greenville line in Ohio 

Source: Peters 1918:98 

Zoar Village location indicated by red star added to map by HDC 
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Figure 1. 31. Map showing subdivision of the lands of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, 1898 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Study area approximation added by HDC. Due to differences in landmarks from current conditions, the study area is not meant to be interpreted as corresponding exactly to its modern location. This map shows the extent of Society landholdings at the time of the dissolution in 1898, and lists 

the new owners of each parcel of land. This particular version of the map appears to be a later reproduction of the massive wall map on display in the Zoar Museum, which presents more detail than this reproduction. 
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Figure 1. 32. 1875 plat map of Fairfield Township, Tuscarawas County 

Source: Everts 1875 

The Society of Separatists of Zoar owned property in the northwest corner of the township around the village of Fairfield (later Zoar Station). 

Figure 1. 33. 1875 plat map of Lawrence County, Tuscarawas County 

Source: Everts 1875 

Nearly the entire eastern half of the township was owned by the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1875. Study area added by HDC. 
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Figure 1. 35. Mill Race Guard Lock facing north 

The wicket gates are visible at the bottom of the lock. 

Figure 1. 34. 1875 plat map of Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County 

Source: Everts 1875 
Figure 1. 36. Feeder Canal Guard Lock, facing north The Society of Separatists of Zoar owned property along the western edge of Sandy Township in 1875. 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 
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Figure 1. 37. Harvesting at Zoar, ca. 1880s 
Figure 1. 39. House No. 17, 2012, facing northwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Figure 1. 38. Second Meetinghouse and School, ca. 1900, facing southeast 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

This postcard view shows the Threshing Barn (1) and the Second Meetinghouse (2), with the large dormer windows installed in 1897 to 

accommodate visiting artists. In the 1830s and 1840s, the upper floor of the building served as the girls’ dormitory. 

Figure 1. 40. Woodcut image of Zoar in 1846, looking north up Main Street at First Street 

Source: Howe 1861:387 

Visible in this image from left to right: Zoar Store (1), House No. 1 (2), the Bakery (3), the Zoar Hotel (4), and an unidentified building (5, 

possibly the First Cabinet Shop). 
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Legend 

Study area 
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Figure 1. 41. Plat of Zoar, 1875 

Source: Everts 1875 

This is the earliest known map of Zoar Village. The accuracy and scale of building identifications and footprints is suspect; very few of the 

houses that were in existence at this point are shown, and the Blacksmith Shop and Wagon Shop locations are switched. The map does show 

what must have been the original Cabinet Shop location (although with an inflated footprint), much where documentary records describe it, 

and shows the Zoar Foundry on the east side of the road leading to Zoar Station. 

Figure 1. 42. Detail of 1912 Canal Dover USGS map, showing transportation-related sites discussed in the text 

Source: USGS 1912 

The 1912 Canal Dover USGS map is used here instead of a modern topographic or aerial map as it very clearly shows transportation 

features in their original locations; additionally, this is the only map that shows Zoar Station and Valley Junction in both their original 

locations. 
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Figure 1. 43. Zoar Train Station at Zoar Village, ca. 1900 

Source: Floyd Brown Group 2010 

The young woman sitting on the wheelbarrow is Emma Kappel, born in 1879. Her youthful appearance and the styles of dresses of the women 

help date the photograph to about 1900 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013) Figure 1. 45. Valley Junction railroad station, ca. 1900s 

Source: West 2012 

Figure 1. 44. Zoar Station depot, late nineteenth or early twentieth century, facing southwest 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

The depot at Zoar Station is visible in the right half of the photograph. Architecture details, such as the window frame design, point to 

possible construction by Separatists. 

Figure 1. 46. Tourists in front of the Zoar Hotel, ca. 1900 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 
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0 3,000 6,000 9,000 12,000 Source: ESRI Figure 1. 48. Alexander Gunn at the Hermitage, ca. 1890 Feet Scale: 1:52,000 

Meters Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

0 800 1,600 2,400 3,200 Alexander Gunn is visible on the porch of the Hermitage chatting with a man, most likely the artist Fredrich Gottwald, ca. 1890. 

Figure 1. 47. Location of possible Separatist-era agricultural outlier sites 

Source: Nixon 1933, Morhart 1981, Everts 1875, Hayward 1898 
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Figure 1. 49. Fredrich Gottwald, ca. 1898 Figure 1. 51. Typical Zoar Cottage, 1897, by Fredrich Gottwald 

Source: Portraits of Artists from Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution Source: Busta-Peck 2011b 

The “cottage” in this image is actually the Second Meetinghouse, in a form prior to its conversion to an art studio for Gottwald’s students; 

Gottwald may have sketched this scene in early 1897, as the dormer windows that were installed for the studio that year are not shown in the 

image. Conversely, Gottwald may have chosen not to include the dormers as they were not original components of the building. 

Figure 1. 50. Evening in Zoar, 1897, by Fredrich Gottwald 

Source: Busta-Peck 2011b 
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Figure 1. 52. Detail of 1898 dissolution map showing major building locations and new property lots in Zoar Village 

Source: Library of Congress 

This map is the earliest map of Zoar that accurately depicts building locations within the village, although it does leave out some known 

outbuildings, along with House No. 10. Key: 1. Slaughterhouse, 2. Zoar Brewery, 3. Unidentified, 4. Colt Barn, 5. Unidentified barn, 6. Oxen 

Barn, 7. House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash house, 8. Unidentified outbuilding, 9. House No. 36 (Weberhaus), 10. Unidentified outbuilding, 11. 

House No. 7, 12. Unidentified outbuilding, 13. House No. 8, 14. Unidentified outbuilding, 15. Unidentified outbuilding, 16. House No. 9, 17. 

Unidentified outbuilding, 18. Bake Oven, 19. Bakery, 20. Second Zoar School, 21. Unidentified outbuilding, 22. Unidentified outbuilding, 23. 

House No. 6, 24. Garden Wash House, 25. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse, 26. Unidentified outbuilding, 27. 1850 

greenhouse, 28. House No. 34, 29. Tin Shop, 30. House No. 34 outbuilding, 31. Unidentified outbuilding, 32. House No. 20, 33. Unidentified 

outbuilding, 34. House No. 16, 35. Unidentified outbuilding, 36. House No. 30, 37. House No. 30 outbuilding, 38. Unidentified outbuilding, 

39. Unidentified outbuilding, 40. Possible Cooper’s Shop, 41. Possible Log Cabin, 42. House No. 5, 43. House No. 12, 44. House No. 12 

outbuilding, 45. House No. 12 outbuilding, 46. Unidentified outbuilding, 47. House No. 35, 48. Unidentified outbuilding, 49. House No. 15, 

50. House No. 15 outbuilding, 51. House No. 14 outbuilding, 52. House No. 14, 53. Unidentified outbuilding, 54. Unidentified outbuilding, 

55. Unidentified outbuilding, 56. House No. 17, 57. House No. 18 Kitchen and Wash House, 58. House No. 18, 59. Straw Barn, 60. Horse 

Barn, 61. Filly Barn, 62. Wagon Shed, 63. House No. 31, 64. House No. 31 outbuilding, 65. Kettle House, 66. House No. 27, 67. House No. 

27 outbuilding, 68. Possible Apple Shed, 69. Unidentified outbuilding, 70. Magazine, 71. House No. 1 Kitchen and Wash House, 72. House 

No. 1, 73. Possible Honey Bee House, 74. Town Hall, 75. House No. 2 outbuilding, 76. House No. 2, 77. Unidentified outbuilding, 78. 

Unidentified outbuilding, 79. Unidentified outbuilding, 80. Treasurer’s House Washhouse, 81. Treasurer’s House, 82. House No. 29, 83. 

House No. 29 outbuilding, 84. House No. 29 outbuilding, 85. House No. 26, 86. House No. 22, 87. Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House, 88. 

House No. 13, 89. House No. 13 outbuilding, 90. Unidentified outbuilding, 91. Saddlery, 92. House No. 19, 93. House No. 19 outbuilding, 94. 

Unidentified outbuilding, 95. House No. 21 outbuilding, 96. House No. 21, 97. Second Meetinghouse, 98. Corn crib, 99. Corn crib, 100. 

Engine House, 101. Granary, 102. Threshing Barn, 103. Wagon Shed, 104. Bark Shed, 105. Tannery, 106. Drying Shed, 107. Wheat Storage 

Barn, 108. Second Cow Barn, 109. Calf Barn, 110. House No. 3, 111. Unidentified outbuilding, 112. Unidentified outbuilding, 113. 

Unidentified outbuilding, 114. Dairy, 115. Zoar Store, 116. Unidentified outbuilding, 117. Unidentified outbuilding, 118. Tailor and First 

Doctor’s Office, 119. Unidentified outbuilding, 120. House No. 23, 121. Zoar Hotel, 122. Zoar Hotel Ice House, 123. 1892 Zoar Hotel 

Addition, 124. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable, 125. Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed, 126. Cider Mill and Second Cabinet Shop, 127. Zoar Hotel Wagon 

Shed, 128. First Planing Mill, 129. Zoar Hotel Wagon Shed, 130. Wagon Shop, 131. Blacksmith Shop 
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Legend 

Study area 

Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary 

Extant Separatist-era residential structures 

Non-extant, Separatist-era residential structures 

Fig 1.56 

Fig 1.58 

Fig 1.57 Fig 1.59 

Fig 1.60 

Figure 1. 53. Zoar streetscape, ca. 1905 

Source: Library of Congress 

This view was taken facing east from the intersection of Third and Foltz Streets. Key: 1. House No. 17, 2. Wheat Storage Barn, 3. Threshing 

Barn, 4. Second Meetinghouse, 5 and 6. two corn cribs. 
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Figure 1. 55. Separatist-period residential buildings key map 

Figure 1. 54. Fachwerk construction in the 1865 Blacksmith Shop 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) documentation of Zoar Village Note the stone 

foundation in the foreground, remnants of a southern wing on the building. 
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Figure 1. 56. Separatist-period residential buildings in the northwest part of the study area Figure 1. 57. Separatist-period residential buildings in the eastern part of the study area 
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Figure 1. 58. Separatist-period residential buildings in the southwest part of Zoar Village Figure 1. 59. Sheep Herder’s House complex on eastern side of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 60. Separatist-period residential buildings south of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 61. 1935 conceptual plan of Zoar Village showing building locations in relation to the proposed levee 

Source: USACE Huntington 

This conceptual map depicts many buildings that do not exist or exist as foundations only, including the lime kiln complex (1), the foundation of the 1933 Zoar Brewery development (2), the Wheat Storage Barn (3), the Granary (4), the. Woolen Mill (5), the Custom Mill (6), and the State Fish 

Hatchery (7) in the upper left corner. 
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Figure 1. 64. Vaulted cellar of House No. 1 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 
Figure 1. 62. House No. 1, ca. 1890, facing southwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Figure 1. 65. Dining room, kitchen, laundry, and wash house associated with House No. 1, 2012, facing northwest Figure 1. 63. House No. 1, 2012, facing southwest 
This set of outbuildings was assigned COE # 5856a and was restored in 1993 by OHS. 
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Figure 1. 66. House No. 2, 2012, facing northeast Figure 1. 68. House No. 3, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 67. House No. 3, 1936, facing southeas  t Figure 1. 69. House No. 4, late nineteenth century, facing northwest  
Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey  Source: Chuck Knaack personal collectio  n 

Thi  s photograph  wa  s take  n in  1936  a  s par  t of  th  e HABS  documentatio  n of  Zoa  r Village  . 
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Figure 1. 70. House No. 5 (Second Sewing House), 2012, facing northeast Figure 1. 72. House No. 7, Schoolteacher’s residence, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 71. House No. 6, 2012, facing southwest Figure 1. 73. House No. 8, 2012, facing northeast 
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Figure 1. 76. House No. 10, Bimeler’s first home, facing northeast, ca. 1910–1920 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Figure 1. 74. House No. 9, 1936, facing northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Key: 1. House No.8, 2. House No. 9, 3. House No. 9 

outbuilding. 

Figure 1. 77. House No. 10, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 75. House No. 9, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 1. 79. Garden House, 2012, facing north 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell 

Figure 1. 78. Garden House, 1937, facing northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village, and shows the building converted into a duplex. 

Figure 1. 80. House No. 12 (Assembly House), 1937, facing northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 83. House No. 14, 2012, facing northwest 

Figure 1. 81. House No 12 (Assembly House), 2012, facing northwest 

Figure 1. 82. House No. 13, 2012, facing southeast Figure 1. 84. House No. 15, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 1. 85. Outbuilding foundation west of House No. 15, 2012, facing northwest 
Figure 1. 87. House No. 16 (Jebenhaüschen), 2012, facing southeast 

Figure 1. 86. House No. 16 (Print Shop/Jebenhaüschen), 1937, facing southeast 
Figure 1. 88. House No. 17, 2012, facing southeast Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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Figure 1. 89. House No. 18 (Bauer Haus), 1937, facing northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey Figure 1. 91. House No. 19, 2012, facing southeast 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 92. House No. 20, 2012, facing southwest 
Figure 1. 90. House No. 18, 2012, facing northeast 
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Figure 1. 95. Zoar Hotel in 1956, with House No. 22 in background, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 93. House No. 21, 2012, facing northwest Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

The Zoar Hotel is labeled number 1 and House No. 22 is labeled number 2 in this photograph. 

Figure 1. 96. House No. 23, 1936, facing west-northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 
Figure 1. 94. House No. 22, 2012, facing northeast 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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Figure 1. 97. House No. 23, 2012, facing northwest 

Figure 1. 98. House No. 24, ca. 1920s, facing northeast 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

This photograph also shows a steam engine going south on the railroad tracks just to the left of House No. 24 (1) and an unidentified 

outbuilding, likely associated with the Woolen Mill or Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop (2). The photograph appears to have been 

taken from inside the Woolen Mill. 

Figure 1. 99. House No. 25 (Miller’s House), 1936, facing southwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 100. House No. 25, 2012, facing south 
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Figure 1. 102. Portrait of the Kappel family at House No. 26, ca. 1879 

Source: Steve Shonk Collection 

This image of the Kappel family shows them on the porch of House No. 26, while that house number was still assigned to the former First 

Grist Mill building. Using information from the 1870 and 1880 census records, the following tentative identifications can be made of the 

people in the photograph. William Kappel could be either one of the two young men in dark coats on either end of the group. Charles Kappel 

is likely the older man, and the woman would be his wife, Wilhelmina, who is holding their daughter, Emma. The short boy with the cap is 

probably Orthoford Kappel, and the taller boy next to him would be Frank Kappel. The taller girl is likely Ellen Kappel. There is no apparent 

match in the census records for the shorter girl in front as a member of the Kappel family. One possibility is that this girl is Flora Breil, who 

lived nearby at House No. 24. One of the two men in the dark coats could then be Solomon Breil, Flora’s uncle, who is listed as a woolen mill 

worker in the 1880 census and thus would not be out of place in this photograph. The dog’s name is lost to posterity. 

Figure 1. 101. Undated sketch of House No. 26 during occupation of the First Grist Mill 

Source: Steve Shonk Collection 

This undated sketch supposedly shows the First Grist Mill building when it was occupied as House No. 26 by the Kappel family. It is 

uncertain if the sketch is contemporary with the Kappels’ tenure, which would place it around ca. 1880 at the oldest. It seems likely that it is 

instead a later conceptual sketch of the building as it used to appear. The sketch appears to have been done facing northwest, assuming the 

outbuilding in the background is meant to be the one visible in Figure 1. 179; if so, the orientation of the gable on the house/mill building is 

not correct. Alternatively, the view is looking east-northeast, and the outbuilding is not the same one as in Figure 1. 179. There are still some 

issues with window spacing not matching photographs of the building, but this might be chalked up to artistic license or errors in the memory 

of the artist. The front porch does appear to match that in Figure 1. 102, which shows the Kappel family while they resided in this building. 
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Figure 1. 105. House No. 29, 1936, facing east Figure 1. 103. House No. 26, 2012, facing east 
Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey This is the 1880 house that was the new home for the Kappel family after moving out of the old First Grist Mill. 
This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 106. House No. 29, 2012, facing southwest 

Figure 1. 104. House No. 27, 2012, facing northeast 
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Figure 1. 107. House No. 30 (The Hermitage), 1936, facing northeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 
Figure 1. 109. House No. 31, 2012, facing south-southwest 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 108. House No. 30 (The Hermitage), 2012, facing southwest Figure 1. 110. House No. 34, 2012, facing northeast 
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Figure 1. 111. House No. 35, 2012, facing northeast Figure 1. 113. House No. 36, 2012, facing southwest 

Figure 1. 112. House No. 36 (Weberhaus), ca. 1900, facing southwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

House No. 36 is on the crest of the hill (1) with House No. 1 visible in the distance (2). 

Figure 1. 114. Sheep Herder’s House, 2012, facing southwest 
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Figure 1. 115. View of Zoar Village from hotel cupola, ca. 1888, facing northeast 

Source: Fernandez 2003:29 

This photograph shows a number of buildings that no longer exist, and also documents how the centers of blocks were used at Zoar Village. Present on the north side of Second Street in this image from left to right are the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House (1), a small fruit dryer (2), an 

unidentified white outbuilding, possible storage for the Saddlery (3), the Saddlery (4), and the Tramp House on the corner (5). An orchard is present in the center of this block, and a number of long, narrow sheds (6) are present along the edges of the various house lots. On the west side of 

Foltz Street in this image, going north from the Tramp House, are: the Shingle House (7), House No. 21 (8), and House No. 19 (9). East of Foltz Street is the Granary complex. The Granary (10) is the large building with multiple roofs just behind the Tramp House. The building to its north is 

the Engine House (11), and the Threshing Barn (12) is to the north of it. The Second Meetinghouse (13) is visible on the southeast corner of Third and Foltz Streets, with House No. 17 (14) and House No. 18 (14) across the street. The roof of the Horse Barn (16) is visible over the roof of the 

Threshing Barn. In the upper left corner in the background can be seen House No. 29 (17) and House No. 30 (18). The Horse Hospital (19) is visible behind the right edge of the Threshing Barn roof, just above a wagon shed (20). The Bark Shed (21), Tannery (21) and possibly the Drying Shed 

(23) are visible further to the east in the photograph beyond the Granary. Finally, the large Sheep Barn (24) is visible on the small hill in the upper right of the photograph. 
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Figure 1. 116. Treasurer’s House, 2012, facing northwest 

Figure 1. 118. Zoar General Store, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 1. 117. Zoar General Store, 1936, facing northwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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Figure 1. 119. Separatist buildings at the Canal Hotel location 

Location of barn from 1934 aerial photograph; former location of Canal Blacksmith and Canal Store speculated from Schultz 1978 and 

proximity to canal 
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Figure 1. 120. Interior of second Zoar Greenhouse, 1895 

Source: Fernandez 2003:129 

The interior of the second greenhouse presented a tropical character, including a parrot (perched near the ceiling in the upper right of the 

photograph). 
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Figure 1. 121. Probable locations of Separatist agricultural fields, vineyards, and orchards mentioned in the text 

Source: Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013 
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Fig 1.124 
Figure 1. 123. Separatist-period agricultural buildings in the northwest part of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 122. Separatist-period agricultural and commercial buildings key map 
Figure 1. 124. Separatist-period agricultural and commercial buildings in the southwest part of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 126. Separatist-period agricultural buildings at the Sheep Herder’s House complex east of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 125. Separatist-period agricultural buildings in the eastern part of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 127. View of Zoar Village, 1896, facing northeast 

Source: Fernandez 2003:65 

Key: 1. Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad trestle east of the river 2. Second Cow Barn 3. First Cow Barn (?) 4. Calf Barn 5. Zoar Railroad Station 6. House No. 2 7. Zoar General Store 8. Zoar Hotel 9. House No. 23 10. Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed 11. Second Planing Mill 12. Wagon Shop 13. 

Blacksmith Shop 14. House No. 3 15. Treasurer’s House 16. Zoar Town Hall 17. Third Schoolhouse 18. House No. 6 19. House No. 8 20. Bakery 
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Figure 1. 128. View of Zoar from sheep farm area, ca. 1892, facing west 

Source: Fernandez 2003:25 

Key: 1a. Zoar Hotel 1b. Zoar Hotel Annex 2 Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 3. Hotel Livery Stable 4. House No. 22 5. Granary 6. Drying Shed 7. Tannery 8. Bark Shed 9. Corn Crib 10. House No. 1 11. House No. 19 12. Threshing Barn 13. Wheat Storage Barn 14. House No. 18 15. 

Horse Barn 16. Wagon Shed 17. Unidentified shed 18. Filly Barn 
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Figure 1. 129. Second Cow Barn, 1937, facing northwest Figure 1. 130. Second Cow Barn foundation, 2012, facing southwest 
Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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Figure  1.  131.  1923  aerial  photograph  of  Zoar  Village  
Source: Zoar Museum Collection 
This photograph shows the Zoar Garden (upper left corner) before its restoration. Note the missing central tree and the planting of row crops. Key: 1. House No. 9 2. Garden Wash House 3. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse 4. House No. 10 5. Bakery 6. 20th century house 
(COE# 5902) 7. House No. 36 8. 20th century house (COE# 5904) 9. House No. 34 10. House No. 34 outbuilding 11. Third Schoolhouse 12. House No. 20 13. House No. 16 14. House No. 27 15. Outbuilding (COE # 5854) 16. Magazine 17. House No.1 18. House No. 12 19. House No. 35 20. 
House No. 15 21. House No. 14 22. House No. 17 23. House No. 18 24. House No. 18 outbuilding 25. Outbuilding on former Horse Hospital foundation 26. Zoar Town Hall 27. House No. 29 28. House No. 26 29. House No. 13 30. House No. 19 31. 20th century house (COE# 5873) 32. 
Unidentified outbuilding to COE# 5873 33. 20th century house (COE# 5880) 34. Treasurer’s House 35. House no. 22 36. 20th century house (COE# 5864) 37. House No. 21 38. Granary 39. Dairy and Cheese House 40. Zoar General Store 41 Zoar Hotel 42. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable 43. 
Saddlery 44. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 45. Heckle House 46. Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office 47. Second Doctor’s Office 48 House No. 23 outbuilding 49. House No. 23 50. Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed 51. Zoar Hotel Wagon Shed 52. Unidentified building 53. Zoar Jail 54. Wagon 
Shop 55. Blacksmith Shop 
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Figure 1. 132. Horse Barn, ca. 1890s, facing east 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

The Horse Barn (1) is in the left foreground, with a wagon shed (2) in the background. To the right of the wagon shed is the Sheep Barn (3) in Figure 1. 134. Kettle House foundation, 2012, facing northwest 
the far distance and the Wheat Storage Barn (4) on the right side of the photograph. 

Figure 1. 133. Horse Hospital foundation, 2012, facing northeast 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell 
Figure 1. 135. Sheep Barn, 2012, facing north 
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Figure 1. 136. View of the Slaughter House and Brewery, ca. early 1900s, facing northeast Figure 1. 138. Modern barn built on foundations of Storage Barn, 2012, facing northeast 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

The Slaughter House is the partially obscured building on the left side of the photograph (1), and the Brewery is the multistory building on 

the right (2). This photograph also depicts the low, wet agricultural field where Zoar Lake is now. 

Figure 1. 137. Slaughterhouse foundation, facing northwest 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 

Figure 1. 139. Threshing Barn, late nineteenth century, facing northeast 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

Note the tile roof on the Threshing Barn. 
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Figure 1. 140. Wheat Storage Barn foundation, facing east 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 
Figure 1. 142. Modern building on possible Separatist-era barn foundation, 2012, facing southwest 

Figure 1. 141. Detail of 1934 aerial photograph of Zoar village, showing 20th century development and surviving Separatist 
buildings 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Key: 1. 1933 Brewery Foundation 2. Granary 3. Wheat Storage Barn and storage sheds 4. Lime Kiln 5. Sheep Barn, 6. Separatist-period 

Barn 

Figure 1. 143. Storage shed foundation (HDC54), facing north 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 

This small cut stone foundation is located at the top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn, and correlates to a small shed visible in 

Figure 1. 128. 
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Figure 1. 145. Separatist-era barn at 9872 Towpath Road, 2012, facing northwest 

This barn bears the date “1891” on its cornerstone, and is within the boundary of the former Separatist landholdings as recorded in 1898. 

Figure 1. 144. Concentration of foundation stones correlated with a storage shed location (HDC55), 2012, facing southwest 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell 

This concentration of about six or seven cut limestone blocks correlates to a small shed documented here on the 1935 USACE conceptual 

map (Figure 1. 22). The use of cut stones strongly suggests the original building dates to the Separatist period. 

Figure 1. 146. Possible Separatist-era barn at 9842 Towpath Road, 2012, facing southwest 

This barn, which has a stone foundation, is in the suspected location of the ca. 1890s Separatist pig farm on Wolf Run. Note the similarities in 

construction to the Separatist barn located just north of this barn in Figure 1. 145. 
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Figure 1. 147. Separatist-period industry and manufacturing structures key map Figure 1. 148. Separatist-period industry and manufacturing structures on the west side of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 149. Separatist-period industry and manufacturing structures on the east side of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 150. Separatist-period industry and manufacturing structures south of Zoar Village 

Note: the foundry and pottery locations are speculative, while the other structures are more accurately placed through historical map and 

photograph analysis. 
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Figure 1. 152. Mill head race near railroad pier southwest of Zoar Levee, facing northwest 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 

A stone retaining wall associated with the head race is partially visible in the foreground of the photograph. 
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Figure 1. 151. Separatist-period industrial sites located outside the study area 

This map depicts the general locations of suspected and known outlying industrial sites owned by the Society on their wider landholdings, 

away from Zoar Village. None of these locations are confirmed through physical inspection. Although within the study area, the First Quarry 

is shown on this map for ease of comparison with the location of the Second Quarry. 
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Figure 1. 153. Mill race within industrial core area, facing west 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 

Photograph taken from approximate northwest corner of First Grist Mill/House No. 26/ Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop building 

location. Note the Woolen Mill foundation in the background, just above a stone retaining wall and behind a cluster of trees in the center of 

the photograph. The retaining wall was possibly used to separate water flow in the mill race so that both the Woolen Mill and the First Grist 

Mill received sufficient flowages for powering waterwheels. 
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Figure 1. 154. Detail of 1958 aerial photograph showing brick plant, lakes, and mill race 

Source: Tuscarawas County Auditor GIS Department 

Key: 1. Corundite Refractories Brick Plant 2. Zoar Lake 3. Lime Kiln Lake 4. Mill race (lined by trees). 
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Figure 1. 157. Detail of crib structure at Zoar Dam, 2012 
Figure 1. 155. Zoar Dam on Tuscarawas River, 2012, facing south from upstream 

Figure 1. 156. Original timber cribbing exposed at dam breach, 2012, facing southeast 

Figure 1. 158. First Grist Mill and Sawmill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop, ca. early 1900s, facing north 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

The Second Planing Mill was likely established in the two-story frame building with the tile roof, which previously served as House No. 26, 

and before that as the First Grist Mill and Sawmill (1), while the Machine Shop is probably the one-and-a-half story addition with a slate 

roof (2). The initials “PB” in the lower right corner likely belong to Peter Bimeler. 
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Figure 1. 159. Stone-lined well at First Grist Mill/First House No. 26/Second Planing Mill location, facing southwest 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2013 

According to Steve Shonk (personal communication, 2013), this well would have been located off the northeast corner of the porch added to 

the First Grist Mill when it became the Kappel family residence, House No. 26. Later, a steel lining was inserted into the well shaft. 

Figure 1. 160. Foundation stones on the surface in the general location of the First Grist Mill, facing southeast 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2013 

The stones sit on top and partially buried in a large berm, which is either remnants of the original land surface, with a borrow area to the 

east, or an artificial berm from bulldozing activities related to the demolition of the structures in this area ca. 1938. 
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Figure 1. 163. Canal Mill on top of terrace on west side of Tuscarawas River, facing north 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

This undated photograph helps demonstrate the huge size of the structure. Here, we see the top story and a half of the western end of the mill, 

with a well head in the foreground. Towpath Road currently runs through this location. 

Figure 1. 161. The Canal Mill, ca. 1860s–1870s, facing southwest 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection. 

The dating of this photograph is speculative, but the young woman in the foreground appears to be the same one as in Figure 1. 194, which 

predates the Zoar Iron Bridge and Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad bridge. 

Figure 1. 162. Map showing footprint of Canal Mill in relation to Ohio & Erie Canal and the Zoar Iron Bridge 

Source: Olmstead 1996:16 

Map reproduced from Olmstead’s 1996 A Documentary History of the Ohio & Erie Canal, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Figure 1. 164. Canal Mill showing docking structure for canal boats, facing northwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

This photograph shows how canal boats could either dock under the mill under the left arch, or pass by the mill under the right arch. 
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Figure 1. 167. Canal Mill ruins on east side of canal, facing northwest Figure 1. 165. Canal Mill, western building remnant after partial demolition, facing south 
Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2013 

Source: Olmstead 1996: 17 

Figure 1. 166. Standing pillar at Canal Mill ruins, facing northeast 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

Figure 1. 168. Canal Mill ruin, foundation remnants across Canal Mill Race, facing northeast 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

A possible foundation stone is partially visible just below and to the immediate left of the tree in the center of the photograph. The mill race is 

in the foreground of the shot. 
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Figure 1. 169. Canal Mill ruins on west side of canal, facing southwest 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2013 

A few foundation stones can be seen in place about halfway up the embankment in the center-right of the photograph, with more tumbled 

stones below that. 

Figure 1. 171. Custom Mill, ca. 1920s, facing south 

Source: Fernandez 2003:81 

Note the dry mill race in this photograph, which may indicate that it was taken after the mill ceased operation in 1917. The mill’s turbine is 

visible under the mill building, just to the right of the mill race bank. 

Figure 1. 170. Custom Mill, ca. 1920s, facing southwest 

Source: Chuck Knack Collection 

Figure 1. 172. HABS data sheet for the Custom Mill, 1936 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This drawing was made in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Foundation remnants present today correspond to the 

brick and stone foundations on the east (right) side of the mill race in this drawing. 
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Figure 1. 173. Custom Mill in current location at Zoarville, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 175. Custom Mill stone foundation, facing east 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

This foundation remnant corresponds to the stone foundation just outside the east side of the building in Figure 1. 172. 

Figure 1. 174. Custom Mill brick foundation remains on east edge of mill race, facing northeast 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2013 

Note House No. 25 visible in upper right corner. 
Figure 1. 176. Custom Mill stone abutment at base of road embankment, facing southeast 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2013 

This foundation remnant corresponds to the stone abutment west of the railroad tracks in Figure 1. 172. Note the construction date of 1897 in 

the stone wall. 
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Figure 1. 177. August Burkhart at one of the looms in the Woolen Mill, ca. 1890s 

Source: Fernandez 2003:104 

This photograph shows one of the several looms that operated in the Woolen Mill. 
Figure 1. 179. Woolen Mill, ca. 1930s, facing southwest 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

The Woolen Mill is the building on the right side of this photograph (2). The Planing Mill/Machine Shop building is on the left (1). 

Figure 1. 180. Dye House, Woolen Mill, and First Grist Mill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill, facing north, ca. 1890 

Source: Steve Shonk Collection 

Key: 1. Dye House, 2. Woolen Mill, 3. First Grist Mill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill. 

Figure 1. 178. Woolen Mill and Dye House, undated photograph, facing south 

Source: Fernandez 2003:84 

The Woolen Mill is in the center of the photograph (1), the Dye House is the one-and-a-half story frame shop building in the right side of the 

photograph (2), and a portion of the Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop is visible in the left side (3). 
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Figure 1. 181. Sketch of Dye House at Woolen Mill, facing west, by Hazel Hickman, ca. 1907 

Source: Steve Shonk Collection 

This sketch shows the Dye House peeking out from behind the corner of the Woolen Mill. A small wooden footbridge crosses over the mill 

race. 

Figure 1. 183. Undated photograph of Zoar dairy herd on Second Street, facing east 

Source: Fernandez 2003:91 

This photograph shows two unidentified outbuildings (1, 3) and what may be the linseed oil mill (2) on the left side of the photograph. The 

buildings on the right side are the Heckle House (4) and Wash and Candle House (5). 

Figure 1. 182. Woolen Mill foundation remnants, facing southwest 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2013 

The mill race is in the foreground of this photograph, with the Woolen Mill foundation in the background. 
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Figure 1. 184. Sketch of the Tannery, ca. 1907, by Hazel Hickman 

Source: Steve Shonk Collection 

This sketch shows the Tannery building in a state of disrepair after it fell out of use following the dissolution of the society. There appears to 

be a mark over the front door where a gable-end porch was present, and a possible second story doorway or access hatch on the front 

elevation. Neither the Bark Shed nor the Drying Shed are depicted; the absence of the boiler stack suggests that the Bark Shed was already 

demolished by the time this sketch was produced. 

Figure 1. 185. Stove designed by Separatists and made in the Zoar Foundry 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

This large, bulky stove is on display at the Zoar Museum, and shows how its old-fashioned design had to compete with newer, more efficient 

and smaller-size models in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 

Figure 1. 186. Second Sawmill and boat launch, late nineteenth century, facing east 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

The boat launch is visible on the left side of the photograph, and the ramps that fed logs into the saw mill can be seen on the left side of the 

mill. 
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Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 
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Figure 1. 192. Canal boat at Lock 10, undated photograph 
Figure 1. 190. Separatist-era Transportation and Flood Control structures on the west side of Zoar Village 

Source: Olmstead 1996:12 
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Figure 1. 193. Feeder Canal Guard Lock on west side of Tuscarawas River, facing north 

Source: Olmstead 1996:15 

Figure 1. 194. View of the Tuscarawas River at Zoar, ca. 1860s–1870s, facing south 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

Visible from left to right are the Covered Bridge (1), the Canal Hotel Barn (2), and the Canal Mill (3). The photograph dates to before the 

1880s as neither of the bridges dating to the 1880s are present, and may represent one of the earliest photographs of Zoar Village. 
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Figure 1. 195. 1883 Zoar Iron Bridge, facing southwest Figure 1. 197. Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad piers in the Tuscarawas River, 2012, facing northwest 
Photograph by Christine Trebellas, 2012 

Figure 1. 196. Zoar Railroad Bridge, ca. 1880–1900, facing south 

Source: Floyd Brown Group 2010 

Key: 1. Zoar Railroad Bridge. 2. Canal Mill 
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Figure 1. 201. Separatist-period Community, Education and Religion buildings and structures in the southern portion of Zoar 
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Figure 1. 200. Separatist-period Community, Education and Religion buildings and structures in the eastern portion of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 202. Location of part of Zoar Cemetery dating to the nineteenth century 

Figure 1. 205. Blacksmith Shop, 1936, facing southeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 203. The Zoar Bakery, as painted by I. T. Frary, ca. 1920 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

This watercolor shows the large 1880s addition (the building with the large chimney) and the small rear bake oven (to the left of the large 

chimney), which are no longer extant. The small shed next to the street was apparently a common Zoar outbuilding type, although its exact 

purpose is unknown (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). 
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Figure 1. 206. Detail of 1958 aerial photograph of Zoar Village 

Source: Tuscarawas County Auditor GIS Department 

Key: 1. Zoar Brewery and Dance Pavilion 2. Storage Barn 3. Unidentified building 4. 20th century house (COE# 5904) 5. House No. 36 6. Third Meetinghouse 7. Unidentified building 8, Third Schoolhouse 9. 20th century house (COE# 5917) 10. 20th century house (COE# 5897) 11. House 

No. 7 12. House No. 8 13. House No. 9 14. House No. 10 15. Bakery 16. 20th century house (COE# 5902) 17. House No. 6 18. Garden Wash House 19. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse. 20. House No. 34 21. House No. 20 22. House No. 16 23. House No. 30 24. Cottage 

(relocated from Zoar Lake) 25. 20th century house (COE# 5898) 26. Possible Cooper’s Shop 27. House No. 5 28. House No. 12 and outbuildings 29. House No. 35 30. House No. 14 31. House No. 15 32. House No. 17 33. House No. 18 34. 20th century house (COE# 5851) 35. House No. 27 

36. Zoar Train Station (relocated) 37. Magazine 38. House No. 1 39. House No. 13 40. House No. 19 41. 20th century house (COE# 5873) 42. 20th century house (COE# 5880) 43. House No. 31 44. Second Cow Barn 45. Unidentified building (possible Kettle House?) 46. House No. 2 47. 

Treasurer’s House 48. Zoar Town Hall 49. House No. 26 50. House No. 22 51. 20th century house (COE# 5864) 52. House No. 21 53. House No. 3 54. Zoar General Store and Dairy and Cheese House 55. Zoar Hotel 56. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 57. Separatist-era Barn 58. House 

No. 23 Outbuilding 59. House No. 23 60. Former location of Wagon Shop 61. Former location of Blacksmith Shop 
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Figure 1. 207. Reconstructed Blacksmith Shop, 2012, facing southwest 
Figure 1. 209. Brewery, 1936, facing southwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. At this time, the brewery was operating as a dance 

hall. 

Figure 1. 208. Brewery vault, 1936, facing north 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 210. Late twentieth century duplex apartment building built atop brewery foundation, ca. 1990s 

Source: American Free Tree Program 1997 

Black arrow (added by HDC) indicates location of duplex. 
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Figure 1. 211. Brewery remains, 2012, facing north 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

The stone foundation of the Brewery has been altered with a late-twentieth century cement block foundation from a small apartment building Figure 1. 213. Interior of Brewery vault 
that was built atop the remnants of the former building, and more recently with a picnic shelter after the apartment building was removed. Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

Figure 1. 212. Brewery vault entrance in modern foundation, facing northeast 
Figure 1. 214. Wooden grave markers in the Zoar Cemetery, 2012, facing north 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 
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Figure 1. 215. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 1936, facing southeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 217. Carpet drum at rear of Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 1936, facing northeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 216. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 1936, facing southwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 218. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 2012, facing southwest 
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Figure 1. 219. First Cobbler Shop and Tin Shop, 1936, facing northeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Key: 1. House No. 34, 2. First Cobbler Shop and Tin 

Shop. 

Figure 1. 221. Zoar General Store and Dairy and Cheese House, early twentieth century, facing southwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

The Dairy and Cheese House building (2) is visible as the rear wing of the store (1). The associated Spring House was no longer present 

when this photograph was taken. In the background of the photograph are outbuildings either associated with the Dairy or House No. 3 (3), 

House No. 3 (4), and the Second Cow Barn (5) 

Figure 1. 220. Reconstructed First Cobbler’s Shop and Tin Shop, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 222. Dairy and Cheese House, 2012, facing northeast 

The Dairy and Cheese House is the small wing (1) on the rear of the Zoar General Store (2) 
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Figure 1. 223. View looking east down Second Street, showing Spring House, late nineteenth century 

Source: Fernandez 2003:92 

The Spring House (3) is the low building perpendicular to the Zoar General Store (1) and Dairy (2) buildings. Visible in the background is an 

outbuilding (4), House No. 3 (5), a small portion of the Calf Barn (6), and the Second Cow Barn (7) 

Figure 1. 224. Detail of 1934 aerial photograph showing eastern Zoar and remnants of Separatist Fish Pond berms 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Berms for the lower Fish Pond indicated by black arrows added to image by HDC. The Goose Run channel is visible to the right (east) of the 

berms. 
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Figure 1. 225. Public Garden, ca. 1890s, facing northwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

This photograph shows the Zoar Garden in the late nineteenth century, with the central Norway Spruce and the encircling hedge of arbor vitae. Buildings visible in the background of the photograph include: 1. House No. 5, 2. House No. 6, 3. House No. 7, 4. Unidentified outbuilding, 5. House 

No. 8, 6. Garden Washhouse, 7. House No. 11 (Garden House). 
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Figure 1. 226. Public Garden, facing northeast 

Photograph by Christine Trebellas, 2012 

Figure 1. 228. Garden springhouse, restored in 1994, facing north 

Figure 1. 227, Garden springhouse at northwest corner of Main and Third Streets, ca. 1900 

Source: Fernandez 2003:128 

This springhouse supplied water through a set of pipes leading from the natural springs on the hillside to the north. 

Figure 1. 229. Garden House wash house, as painted by C. K. McIntyre 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

This detail of an undated watercolor by C. K. McIntyre of the Garden House and its attendant wash house is perhaps the best graphic 

representation of this structure, showing its odd exterior staircase and overhanging roof. As with Frary’s painting of the Bakery, another of 

the small sheds with unidentified functions faces the street in this painting. 
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Figure 1. 230. Location of Garden wash house, facing west from Garden House 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

Stone foundations of the Garden wash house are visible in places here and there, barely covered by grass. 

Figure 1. 232. Ice House south of Zoar Village, ca. 1940 

Source: Law 1942:262 

The concrete dam is visible in the lower left corner of this photograph. 

Figure 1. 231. Ice house foundation and dam south of Zoar Village 

Source: Huntington, 2012 

Figure 1. 233. Magazine, 1936, facing southwest 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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Figure 1. 234. Magazine, 2012, facing southwest 
Figure 1. 236. Third Meetinghouse, 2012, facing southwest 

Figure 1. 235. Third Meetinghouse, 1936, facing southeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 237. Saddlery, 1936, facing southeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village, after the building had been moved south of Second 

Street. The building in the background is the Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop. 
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Figure 1. 238. Schoolchildren and teachers in front of the First Schoolhouse, ca. 1860s, facing south 

Source: Gayle and Joe Potelicki Collection 

This photograph shows House No. 13 when it functioned as the First Schoolhouse, probably right before the opening of the Second 

Schoolhouse. The adult male on the porch is likely either Simon Beuter or John Doerschuk, who served as teachers in the 1860s. Doerschuk 

was not a member of the Society (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 

Figure 1. 239. Second Schoolhouse, undated photograph, facing northeast 

Source: Fernandez 2003:109 

Figure 1. 240. Second Schoolhouse, 2012, facing southeast 

Figure 1. 241. Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office next to Zoar General Store, ca. 1890s, facing northwest 

Source: Fernandez 2003:101 

The Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office is the small two-story house next to the larger Zoar General Store in the background of the photograph, 

which shows two Separatists working on a wagon outside the Wagon Shop. 
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Figure 1. 242. Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office, 2012, facing southwest 

Figure 1. 244. Possible foundation stones from a wagon shed along East Street, facing south 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell: 2012 

Figure 1. 243. Reconstructed Wagon Shop, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 1. 245. Zoar Jail, 1936, facing east 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 246. Zoar Town Hall, undated photograph, facing west 

Source: Fernandez 2003:37 
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Figure 1. 247. Zoar Town Hall, facing southwest 

Photograph by Christine Trebellas, 2012 
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Figure 1. 248. Separatist-era Tourism and Recreation structures overview map 

HDC 2012 
Source: OGRIP 
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Figure 1. 250. Canal Hotel, late nineteenth century, facing south 

Fernandez 2003:85 

This photograph shows a somewhat dilapidated Canal Hotel (2), with its large livery barn visible in the background (1). 

Figure 1. 251. Canal Hotel, 2012, facing west 
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Figure 1. 249. Separatist-era Tourism and Recreation structures, Zoar Hotel complex 
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Figure 1. 252. Zoar Hotel, 1936, facing southeast 

Source: Library of Congress, Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey 

This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 

Figure 1. 254. 1892 Zoar Hotel Addition, ca. 1892, facing northeast 

Fernandez 2003:137 

This photograph would appear to have been taken right after the addition was constructed, as there is no landscaping present that has been 

observed in later photographs of the new addition. 

Figure 1. 253. Zoar Hotel, 2012, facing southeast Figure 1. 255. Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House, converted into a garage, 2012, facing northeast 
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Figure 1. 256. Zoar Dike, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 1. 257. Zoar-period buildings of unknown function 

Source: 1898 dissolution map 

Many of these buildings are likely outbuildings associated with Separatist residences, but their identification as such remains unconfirmed. 
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Figure 1. 258. Post-Separatist development to 1962 key map Figure 1. 259. Post-Separatist development to 1962 on the west side of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 260. Post-Separatist development to 1962 in the northern portion of Zoar Village Figure 1. 261. Post-Separatist development to 1962 in the central portion of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 263. Post-Separatist development to 1962 northeast of Zoar Village 
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Figure 1. 264. 1934 aerial view of Zoar Village facing west 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Key: 1. Wagon Shop 2. House No. 23 3. House No. 23 outbuilding 4. Second Doctor’s Office 5. Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office 6. Zoar Store/Dairy 8. Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds 9. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable 10. Saddlery 11. Zoar Jail 12. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Jail 13.House No. 3 

Outbuildings 14. House No. 3 15. Second Cow Barn 16. Zoar Lake Cottage 17. Zoar Lake Cottage 18. Zoar Lake Cottage 19. Zoar Lake Cottage 20. Zoar Lake Cottage 21. House No. 2 22. House No. 31 23. 20th century House (COE# 5851) 24. House No. 27 25. Treasurer’s 26. House No. 22 

27. Zoar Town Hall 28. House No. 1 29. House No. 26 30. House No. 29 31.20th century House (COE# 5864) 32. Granary 33.House No. 13 34. House No. 19 35. 20th century House (COE# 5873) 36. House No. 19 garage 37. 20th century House (COE# 5880) 38. Possible Cooper’s Shop 39. 

House No. 5 40. House No. 12 41. House No. 35 42. House No. 14 43. House No. 17 44. House No. 18 45. House No. 18 outbuilding 46. 20th century House (COE# 5898) 47. Zoar Lake Cottage (moved) 48. House No. 6 49. Garden Wash House 50. Garden House and Greenhouse 51. House 

No. 34 52. House No. 15 53. House No. 20 54. House No. 16 55. House No. 7 56. House No. 8 57. House No. 9 58. House No. 10 59. Bakery 60. 20th century House (COE# 5902) 61. House No. 36 62. Third Meetinghouse 63. 20th century House (COE# 5904) 64. Storage Barn 65. Third Zoar 

School 66. 20th century House (COE# 5910) 67. Zoar Brewery and Dance Pavilion 68. Zoar Cemetery 69. Powerhouse and Boat House 70. Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge 
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Figure 1. 265. 1934 aerial view of Zoar Village facing southeast 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Key: 1 House No. 30, 2. House No. 16, 3. House No.20, 4. Shed on Horse Hospital foundation, 5. Storage Sheds (HDC 53, 54), 6. Wheat Storage Barn ,7. 20th century house (COE# 5880), 8. House No. 18, 9. 20th century garage (COE# 5879a), 10. House No. 17, 11. 20th century house 

(COE# 5873), 12. Granary, 13. Building associated with Separatist-era Barn (no longer present), 14. House No. 15, 15. House No. 14, 16. House No. 19, 17.House No. 21, 18. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 19. Zoar Jail, 20. Unidentified building, 21. Wagon Shop, 22. Blacksmith Shop, 

23. House No. 34, 24. Tin Shop, 25. House No. 12, 26. House No. 35, 27. House No. 13, 28. Unidentified outbuilding, 29. 20th century house (COE# 5864), 30. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable, 31. Zoar Hotel, 32. House No. 29, 33. House No. 26, 34. House No. 22, 35. 20th century house (COE# 

5902), 36. Bakery, 37. House No. 1, 38. Zoar Town Hall, 39. Treasurer’s House, 40. Zoar Store/Dairy, 41. Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office, 42. Second Doctor’s Office, 43. House No. 23, 44. House No. 23 outbuilding, 45. House No. 10, 46. House No.9, 47. Garden House and 

Greenhouse , 48. Garden Wash House, 50. House No. 27 outbuilding, 51. House No. 27, 52. House No. 2, 53. House No. 3, 54. Post-dissolution house (no longer present), 55. House No.8, 56. House No. 7, 57. House No. 6, 58. Zoar Lake Cottage (moved), 59. 20th century house (COE# 5898), 

60. House No. 5, 61. Possible Cooper’s Shop, 62. 20th century house (COE# 5851), 63. House No. 31, 64. Possible Kettle House(?), 65. Second Cow Barn 
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Figure 1. 266. 1934 Aerial Photograph of Zoar Village and immediate area 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

Key: 1. State Fish Hatchery No. 12 2. Corundite Refractories brick plant 3. 1933 Brewery foundation 4. Lime Kiln 5. Possible Separatist Fish Pond berms 
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Figure 1. 267. Early twentieth century Zoar doctor’s office, facing northwest 

Source: Chuck Knaack Collection 

This building was located between the old Doctor’s House and the former Doctor’s Office and Tailor Shop. 

Figure 1. 269. State Dam attached to Zoar Dam in 1908, facing northeast 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

The fish ladder is visible at the junction of the new and old dams. 

Figure 1. 268. Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10, 2012, facing northwest 

This lock was originally a stone lock built by the Separatists, but dismantled and rebuilt as a concrete structure in 1908. It is currently 

unknown whether original, Separatist-built components still exist as part of the lock superstructure. 

Figure 1. 270. Ca. 1908 photograph of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad trestle and new State Dam, facing northwest 

Source: Tuscarawas County Historical Society 

This trestle is likely one noted as replaced in 1908, with the new State Dam visible in the background. 
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Figure 1. 271. Second State Dam remains, 2012, facing west 

Figure 1. 273. Morning Mist at Zoar, ca. 1912, by George Adomeit 

Source: Tregonning and Company 2012b 

The view may be of the Sheep Barns from near Goose Run, east of the agricultural complex along Second Street. 

Figure 1. 272. Wheat Shocks at Zoar, ca. 1905, by George Adomeit 

Source: Tregonning and Company 2012a 

Figure 1. 274. Zoar Lake Dam, facing southwest 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 
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Figure 1. 275. Dance Pavilion attached to the Zoar Brewery, ca. 1930, facing north Figure 1. 277. State Fish Hatchery diversion pond in ditch on east side of canal bed, 2012, facing northwest 

Source: Earth Action Partnership 2012 

Figure 1. 278. State Fish Hatchery culvert between rearing ponds, 2012, facing northeast Figure 1. 276. State Fish Hatchery, 1929, facing southeast 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

This photograph shows the hatchery in operation. Nearly all the hatchery structures visible in this photograph still exist in some form today. 
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Figure 1. 279. State Fish Hatchery culvert between rearing ponds, 2012, facing southeast 
Figure 1. 281. Ruins of a brick fish hatchery service building at the northeastern end of the hatchery complex, facing north 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2013 

The water-filled ditch in the background is the old mill race for the Canal Mill. 

Figure 1. 280. State Fish Hatchery pillar at north end, 2012, facing northeast 

Figure 1. 282. State Fish Hatchery structure at north end, facing southeast 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 

The large bolts sticking out of the top of the structure suggest this served as a base for a machine, perhaps a mechanical pump used to 

regulate water flow into the hatchery. 
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Figure 1. 283. A View of Zoar (II), ca. 1920, by August Biehle, Jr. 

Source: Landau 1986 

The exact view in this painting is hard to determine, but the perspective looking down on Zoar places it somewhere north or east of the 

village. 

Figure 1. 284. Path to the Hotel, Zoar, 1920, by August Biehle, Jr. 

Source: Landau 1986 

This painting was likely produced near the Wheat Storage Barn, facing southwest towards the Zoar Hotel. 
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Figure 1. 285. 1933 Brewery foundation, facing southeast 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 
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Figure 1. 286. View of Zoar Levee # 1 construction, October 1935, facing north 

Source: USACE Huntington 

This photograph was likely taken at the projected location of Ramp #3 on the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad tracks. The buildings visible in the background are cottages (1) built on lots auctioned by the Zoar Lake & Resort Company in 1923. 
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Figure 1. 287. Northwestern end of Levee # 1, March 1936, facing south 

Source: USACE Huntington 

Massive ground disturbance is evident in this photograph. The Second Cow Barn (1) is visible in the extreme left background of the photograph, and buildings associated with the Zoar Lake Resort are present on the other side of the levee, one of which is likely the resort bathhouse (2). 
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Figure 1. 288. Zoar Diversion Dam, ca. 1937, facing northeast 

Source: USACE Huntington 

This is the downstream face of the Zoar Diversion Dam, with the existing concrete culvert just left of center in the photograph. 
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Figure 1. 289. House No. 24 and valley south of Zoar Village, June 1937, facing south 

Source: USACE Huntington 

This photograph was taken approximately at the west end of Levee # 2, and shows House No. 24 (1) in the foreground, and in the background is the valley where some of the old Zoar Industries, such as the tile works, the pottery, and the foundry, were located, before construction of the 

diversion channel segment in this location and removal of the railroad tracks. 
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Figure 1. 290. House No. 24 and valley south of Zoar Village, ca. December 1937, facing south 

Source: USACE Huntington 

This photograph was taken approximately at the west end of Levee # 2, and shows approximately the same view as Figure 1. 289. The use of the valley south of House No. 24 (1) as a staging area is documented in this photograph, with large piles of fill material visible to the left of the railroad 

tracks (2). The staging area appears to be graded. The house was demolished soon after this photo was taken, as it does not appear in a photograph of this area taken from the west, also dated December 1937 (Figure 1. 291). 
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Figure 1. 291. Zoar Levee construction, December 1937, facing east from Station 25+00 

Source: USACE Huntington 

The former location of House No. 24 (1) would have been across Main Street (2)on top of the rise in the center of this photograph . The Goose Run Railroad Culvert is just barely visible (3). The photograph shows the same view as Figure 1. 292. 
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Figure 1. 292. Zoar Levee construction, ca. 1938, facing east from Station 25+00 

Source: USACE Huntington 

Extensive ground disturbance in this area is documented by this photograph. The former location of House No. 24 (1) is completely graded. Construction disturbance goes right up to the old Main Street roadbed (2) Note: the USACE photo information appears to have the date wrong-the 

photograph showing House No. 24 in Figure 1. 290 appears dated December 1937. 
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Figure 1. 293. Levee construction, ca. 1938, facing northwest from approximate former location of House No. 24 

Source: USACE Huntington 

As with the previous photograph, the date in the image is possibly incorrect. Visible in this photograph from left to right are the Zoar Train Station (1), the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad tracks (2), the Second Cow Barn (3), House No. 3 (4), House No. 23 (5), and the Blacksmith Shop (6). 
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Figure 1. 294. Repairs to a sinkhole  upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam, 1947, facing north 

Source: Huntington 

This photograph documents remediatio on techniques used to cap a sinkhole, but also shows what is like ely a remnant of the upper Fish Pond 

constructed by the Separatists in the ni ineteenth century, represented by the small pond of water in the background. This area was likely still 

retaining water after the impoundmentt was drained due to remnants of the fish pond berms. 

Figure 1. 295 5. Old Mill at Zoar, 1940, by August Biehle, Jr. 

Source: Landa au 1986 

This oil paint ting was based off a watercolor sketch Biehle produced in 1922..The image actually shows the building after it was converted to o a 

powerhouse.  The roofline of the Boat House is visible to the right of the mill. . 
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Figure 1. 296. 1950 as-built drawings of Zoar Levee raising, northern end of levee 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1. 297. 1950 as-built drawings of Zoar Levee raising, southern end of levee 

Source: Huntington 

This drawing documents how Levee # 1 and Levee #2 were connected. 
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Figure 1. 298. 1950 as-built drawings of Zoar Levee raising, Dover-Zoar Road ramp portion 

Source: Huntington 
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Figure 1. 299. Bathing ‘beach’ Zoar, 1961, by George Adomeit 

Source: Tregonning & Company 2012c 
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Figure 1. 300. Resources related to MWCD and USACE Flood Control efforts 
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Figure 1. 301. Lime Kiln ruins, 2012, facing northwest 

Figure 1. 302. Zoar Lake Dike ruins, facing northwest 

Photograph by Andrew Sewell, 2012 
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Figure 1. 303. Railroad pier in woods west of Zoar Levee, facing northwest Figure 1. 305. Railroad abutment west of Tuscarawas River, 2012, facing east 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

Figure 1. 304. Detail of construction date on railroad pier in Figure 1. 303 Figure 1. 306. Railroad abutment east of Tuscarawas River, 2012, facing west 

Photograph by Andrew R. Sewell, 2012 

The legend reads “G. A. Craig-Contractor-1898”. 
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Figure 1. 307. Dover-Zoar Road bridge (CR 82), facing southeast Figure 1. 308. Map showing locations of communal societies discussed in the text 
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Figure 2.1. House No. 16, Jebenhaüschen (built ca. 1817), 2012, facing south 

One of the early log structures of Zoar, House No. 16 has square-hewn timbers with chinking 

and a V-notched corner notching system. 

Figure 2.2. House No. 9 (built ca. 1817), 2012, facing southeast 

Another early log structure, House No. 9 has a simple one-room plan with a front porch and 

rear shed addition. The main gable roof is covered with clay tiles originally made by the Society 

of Separatists of Zoar. 

Figure 2.3. House No. 10, Residence and First Meeting House (built ca. 1817) 

Drawing by F. J. Coghlan Del, Historic American Building Survey, ca. 1936 

House No. 10 started as a one-room log structure. The east addition has the traditional form of a German Flurkuchenhaus with a central 

hearth, Kuche, Stube, and Kammer. The gable roof of the building is also covered with clay tiles, another traditional German construction 

material. 
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Figure 2.4. House No. 16, Jebenhaüschen (built ca. 1817) 
Drawing by F. J. Coghlan Del, Historic American Building Survey, ca. 1936 

House No. 16 started as another early log structure which evolved into a four-room configuration. The location of the stairs, tucked into the 

corner of the main room, is reminiscent of the Flurkuchenhaus. 

Figure 2.5. The Tin Shop (built ca. 1825, reconstructed ca. 1970), 2012, facing northeast 

Although heavily restored, the Tin Shop is an excellent example of Fachwerk construction with brick infill. 

Figure 2.6. The Canal Hotel interior view (built 1829 and expanded in 1832), 2012, facing northeast 

The original portion of the Canal Hotel was built using Fachwerk construction uncovered during recent renovation work on the building. 

Visual evidence suggests that when the building was expanded in 1832, the Fachwerk construction was covered with wood siding on the 

exterior. The interior was covered in plaster at some point in the past. 
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Figure 2.7. House No. 1, facing southwest 

Photograph by Christine Trebellas 2012 

The residence shows many elements of late Georgian architecture and was influential in the design of many later Society buildings. The 

cupola and swags in inset panels over the windows are typical of later Federal architecture. 

Figure 2.8. House No. 35 (completed in 1870), 2012, facing southeast 

Although built several decades after the House No. 1, House No. 35 shows the influence of House No. 1 in its brick exterior. A Zoar 

vernacular Federal style is also apparent in its two-story structure, two-room deep plan, side-gable roof, and the symmetrical placement of 

windows and doors. 

Figure 2.9. House No. 27—Obed Ruof Residence / Bimeler Museum (ca. 1868), facing southeast 

Photograph by Christine Trebellas, 2012 

The residence shows many elements of late Greek Revival architecture, especially in the entry porch supported by columns and the entry door 

with sidelights and a transom window. 

Figure 2.10. House of Trustee Zimmerman (Treasurer’s House) (1877), 2012, facing northwest 

The residence shows influence of House No. 1 in its brick material as well as the continuation of a vernacular Federal style in the two-and-a-

half story, two-room deep building form, side-gable roof, plain exterior, and symmetrical door and window placement. There is also a 

Victorian-era front entry porch with decorative wood brackets. 
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Figure 2.11. Overview map showing surveyed Separatist residential resources within the study area Figure 2.12. Surveyed Separatist residential resources within the study area, northwest section of Zoar Village 
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Figure 2.18. Surveyed Separatist commercial and agricultural resources in the study area, east central section of Zoar Village 
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Figure 2.23. Overview map showing surveyed Separatist transportation resources in the study area 
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Figure 2.27. Surveyed Separatist tourism and recreation resources in the study area 
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Figure 2.30. Detail of 1898 dissolution map showing barn at 9872 Towpath Road (the public road on the map). 

Source: Zoar Museum Collection 

Note that the residence south of Furnace Run in this image is no longer standing; according to Chuck Knaack, it burned to the ground in 

1950. 

Figure 2.32. View of Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10, 2012, facing west 

Figure 2.31. Separatist-era Barn at 9872 Towpath Road, 2012, facing northwest 
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Figure 2.33. Overview map showing surveyed non-Separatist residential resources, 1898–1962, within the study area 
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Figure 2.34. Surveyed non-Separatist residential resources, 1898–1962, within the study area, northwest of Zoar Village Figure 2.35. Surveyed non-Separatist residential resources, 1898–1962, within Zoar Village 
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Figure 2.40. Surveyed non-Separatist community development resources, 1898–1962, in the southeast portion of the study area 
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Figure 2.42. Surveyed non-Separatist industry and commerce resources, 1898–1962, within the study area, east of Zoar Village 
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Figure 2.46. Surveyed non-Separatist preservation efforts resources within the study area, 1898–present 
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Figure 2.48. Modern development in the northwestern portion of the study area, 1962–Present 
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Figure 2.49. Modern development in the central portion of the study area, 1962–Present 
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Figure 2.50. Modern development in the southwestern portion of the study area, 1962–Present Figure 2.51. Modern development in the northeastern portion of the study area, 1962–Present 
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Figure 2.52. Modern development in the eastern portion of the study area, 1962–Present 
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Figure 2.53. Modern development in the southeastern portion of the study area, 1962–Present 
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Figure 3.6 Alluvial Terrace Development Stages and 
Artifact Deposition, Mixing 
There are five stages in the hypothetical development 
of an alluvial terrace system. These stages have impor
tant ramifications on archaeological integrity and visi
bility. At the outset, stage I, people drop artifacts on 
both the upland surface and in areas of the floodplain 
between the upland and the stream channel. Artifacts 
in the gravels which form the older terrace system 
are redeposited. Recurrent deposition of floodplain 
muds bury human occupation surfaces. During stage 2, 
fluctuating higher energy levels cause the intermittent 

flo od plain 
muds 

.x 
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... . . .i · 

• X · xf .. 

deposition of coarser sediments and increased erosion 
and redeposition of artifacts. During stage 3, addi
tional artifacts are incorporated into younger stream 
deposits as well as on the upland surface. There , arti
facts are mixed in a way similar to stage I occupation. 
The stream channel cuts into all the previous artifact
bearing deposits in stage 4, resulting in the erosion 
and removal of artifacts and their redeposition down
stream as a mixed-age accumulation. In stage 5 people 
deposit artifacts on the new floodplain surface cre
ated by the later migration of the channel composed 
of eroded and redeposited artifacts. 
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Figure 2.54. Evolution of complex erosional and depositional environment in a meandering river valley 

Source: Rapp and Hill (1998:62; Figure 3.6) 
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Figure 2.55. Literature review map showing distribution of pre-contact archeological sites and professional archeological surveys within four miles of the study area 

Source: Site and survey information acquired from the Ohio Historic Preservation Office files. 
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Figure 2.57. Literature review map showing locations of all previously identified archeological sites within the study area, Figure 2.56. Literature review map showing locations of all previously identified archeological sites within the study area, 
superimposed on a portion of a recent aerial photograph superimposed on a portion of the appropriate USGS topographic quadrangle map 
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SHARDS FROM DONNA GARDNER, ZOAR, HousE #25 
DUG UP IN HER GARDEN. 

Her house sets on the hill above the area where we believe the Zoar Pottery was 
made. The valley was moved around in 193 Os to make the Zoar Levee between 
the Tuscarawas River and the south west end of Zoar. The mills, mill race and half 
of the cow barn was taken down or moved. Below: These are the only pottery 
stilts found in Zoar. 

B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 3 

Figure 2.59. Overview of House No. 25 (TH32), where the Archaic period point was found, 2012, facing south 

Figure 2.58. Side-notched Archaic Period projectile point from garden of House No. 25 (COE building TH32) 

Source: Adamson (2007:40), upper plate 

Red circle added by HDC 

Figure 2.60. Overview of general location of site 33-TU-22, facing southwest 

Photo by Andrew R. Sewell: 2012 

Site is located in middle distance in photograph, near the tree line. 
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Figure 2.61. Overview of general location of site 33-TU-453, facing north 

Photo by Andrew R. Sewell: 2012 

Site is located on small rise in middle distance of photograph. 
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HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 

Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Paleoindian workshop and occupation sites 

Category 2 Areas: Paleoindian workshop and occupation sites 

Category 3 Areas: Paleoindian workshop and occupation sites 

Category 4 Areas: Paleoindian workshop and occupation sites 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on floodplains 
and terraces within 656 ft (200m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.62. Archeological probability assessment map for Paleoindian workshop sites 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Paleoindian chert peocessing sites 

Category 2 Areas: Paleoindian chert peocessing sites 

Category 3 Areas: Paleoindian chert peocessing sites 

Category 4 Areas: Paleoindian chert peocessing sites 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on floodplains 
and uplands within 656 ft (200m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.63. Archeological probability assessment map for Paleoindian chert processing sites   
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HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 

Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites 

Category 2 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites 

Category 3 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites 

Category 4 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils within 
656 ft (200m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.64. Archeological probability assessment map for Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on terraces 
within 522 ft (159 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.65. Archeological probability assessment map for Early Archaic seasonal resource extraction site  s 
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HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 

Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on terraces. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.66. Archeological probability assessment map for Middle Archaic seasonal resource extraction sites 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps 

Category 2 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps 

Category 3 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps 

Category 4 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are 
found on well-drained soils on floodplains and 
terraces within 541 ft (165 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.67. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Archaic large summer base camps   
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HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 

Legend 

Study area 

Caregory 1 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on uplands 
within 541 ft (165 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.68. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Archaic small winter resource extraction camps 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps 

Category 2 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps 

Category 3 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps 

Category 4 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on floodplains and 
terraces within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water. 
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Figure 2.69. Archeological probability assessment map for Early Woodland large summer base camps  
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HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 

Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on 
well-drained soils on uplands within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water. 
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Figure 2.70. Archeological probability assessment map for Early Woodland small winter resource extraction camps 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 1 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 3 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 4 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets 
For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on floodplains and terraces. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.71. Archeological probability assessment map for Middle Woodland year-round hamlets 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 2 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 3 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 4 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are 
found on well-drained soils on floodplains and 
terraces within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. 
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Figure 2.72. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Woodland year-round hamlets 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

For this site type,CATEGORY 1 Areas are 
found on well-drained soils on floodplains and 
uplands within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. 

HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 
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Figure 2.73. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Woodland seasonal resource extraction camps 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages 

Category 2 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages 

Category 3 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages 

Category 4 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are 
found on well-drained soils on floodplains and 
terraces within 599 ft (182.5 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2.74. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Prehistoric large villages 
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Legend 

Study area 

Category 1 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 2 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 3 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

Category 4 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps 

For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas 
are found on well-drained soils on uplands 
within 599 ft (182.5 m) of water. 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 
anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 
Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 
chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 

HDC 2013 
Source: OGRIP 
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Figure 2.75. Archeological probability assessment map for Late Prehistoric seasonal resource extraction camps 
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Legend 

Study area 

Terrace 

Upland 

Floodplain 

Water 

Areas of potential disturbance (Category 3 Areas) 

Areas of major disturbance (Category 4 Areas) 

Well-drained portions of FLOODPLAINS within the study area are 
CATEGORY 1 Areas for the following pre-contact site types: 

- Paleoindian workshop and chert processing sites 
- Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 

- Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 
- Late Woodland small resource extraction camps 
- Late Prehistoric villages 

Well-drained portions of TERRACES within the study area are 
CATEGORY 1 Areas for the following pre-contact site types: 

- Paleoindian large workshops 
- Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 

- Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 
- Late Prehistoric villages 

Well-drained portions of UPLANDS within the study area are 
CATEGORY 1 Areas for the following pre-contact site types: 

- Small seasonal resource extraction camps (All cultural-temporal affiliations) 

Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found 

anywhere in the study area. 

Category 2 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be 
the least likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular 
temporal affiliation and site type. 

Category 3 portions of the study area take into consideration the 
possibility that there has been some form of disturbance to the 
landform that could have impacted the integrity of any archeological 
sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type that might be 
present. Category 3 areas may meet the conditions of Category 1 or 
2 areas, but the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact sites 
cannot be determined with certainty until more is known about the 
specific extent and character of disturbance in that specific area. 

Category 3 areas appear on the map figures as a hatched pattern 
overlain on Category 1 and 2 areas. 

Category 4 portions of the study area represent those areas where 
there is evidence of extensive disturbance and, hence, little to no 

chance of identifying an intact archeological site with information 
potential under Criterion D of the National Register. 
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Figure 2. 76. Pre-contact probability assessment by major landform within the study are  a 
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Figure 2.77. Garbage collection cart in Zoar Village, ca. 1890s 

Source: Fernandez 2003:102 

HDC 2012 
Source: OGRIP 
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Figure 2.78. Probability locations for Separatist-period residential archeology resources within the study area 
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Figure 2.79. Probability locations for Separatist-period agricultural, commercial, and tourism and recreation archeology resources Figure 2.80. Probability locations for Separatist-period industrial archeology resources within the study area 
within the study area 
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Areas with potential for community, education, and religion archeology sites 
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Study area 

Areas with potential for Post-Separatist archeology sites 
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Figure 2.81. Probability locations for Separatist-period community, education, and religion archeology resources within the study Figure 2.82. Location of non-Separatist archeological probability areas recommended for further investigation 
area 
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All resources that are not eligible for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Separatist-era resources that are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (by context) 
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Separatist-era commercial context 

Separatist-era community, education, and religion context 

Separatist-era flood control context 

Separatist-era industrial context 
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Separatist-era transportation context 

Post-dissolution resources that are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (by context) 
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Figure 2.83. Recommended boundary expansion for the Zoar Historic District 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5837/ Wagon 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1835 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5838/ Blacksmith 
Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1866 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5841/ Zoar Hotel 1.1,1.259, 
2.27, 

Separatist – 
Commerce 

1833 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5842a/ House No. 
23 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5842c/ Tailor’s 
Shop and 
Doctor's Office 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5843/ Zoar 
General Store/ 
Dairy and Cheese 
House 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.17, 2.20, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Commerce; 
Separatist -
Community, 
Education and 
Religion, Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1833 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5848/ House No. 
3 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5849/ House No. 
2 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1831 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850/ House No. 
31 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5850c/ Kettle 
House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1880s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5852/ House No. 
5 

1.1, 1.562.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1840 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5853/ House No. 
27 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5856/ Magazine 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

4.1 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5856a/ House No. 
1 Kitchen, 
Washroom, and 
Laundry 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1845 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5857/ House No. 
1 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

1835, 1845 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5858/ House No. 
29 (Watch Shop) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5859/ House No. 
26 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5860/ Zoar Town 
Hall 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1887 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861/ Treasurer’s 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1877 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5861a/ 
Treasurer’s 
House Wash 
House 

1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 
2.14 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5862/ House No. 
22 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5863/ Zoar Hotel 
Laundry and 
Wash House 

1.1, 1.250, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 
& Recreation 

ca. 1830-1850 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5865/ Second 
Cider Mill and 
Cabinet Shop 

1.1, 1.202, 
2.27 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1863 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5870/ Sheep 
Herder’s House 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11, 
2.16 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870a/ Sheep 
Herder’s 
Outbuilding 

1.1, 1.59, 2.11 Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

5870c/ Sheep 
Barn 

1.1, 1.124, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1850 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

4.2 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5872/ House No. 
21 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5874 /House No. 
19 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5875/ House No. 
17 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828-1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5876/ House No. 
14 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877/ House No. 
35 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5877a/ House No. 
35 Kitchen 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Residential; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5878/ House No. 
13 (First School) 

1.1, 1.57, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.25 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

ca. 1870 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5879/ House No. 
18 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5881/ House No. 
30 (The 
Hermitage) 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5882/ House No. 
16 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5883/ Second 
Zoar School 

1.1, 1.201, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1868 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884/ House No. 
20 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1881 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5884b/ House No. 
20 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885/ House No. 
15 (Silk Factory) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.13, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1820 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5885b/ House No. 
15 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886/ House No. 
12 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1858 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

4.3 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5886a/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding A 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5886b/ House No. 
12 Outbuilding B 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887/ House No. 
34 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1874 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5887b/ House No. 
34 Outbuilding 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 
2.13 

Separatist – 
Residential 

pre 1898 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5888/ Tin Shop 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1825 
(reconstructed 
1972) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5889/ Bakery 1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

1837 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5891 /House No. 
11 (Garden 
House) 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.25, 
2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5891a/ Garden 
Spring House 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
post-1962 

ca. 1834 
(reconstructed 
1988) 

In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing as a 
reconstruction 

5892/ House No. 
10 

1.1, 1.55, 
1.200, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5893/ House No. 
9 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1817 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5894/ House No. 
6 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5895/ House No. 
8 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1884 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5896/ House No. 
7 

1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1830s In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

4.4 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

5901/ Third 
Meetinghouse 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education, and 
Religion 

1853 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

5903 / House No. 
36 (Weberhaus) 

1.1, 1.56, 
1.147, 2.11, 
2.12, 2.20 

Separatist – 
Residential; 
Separatist-Industrial 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5903a / House 
No. 36 Kitchen 
and Wash House 

1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 
2.12 

Separatist – 
Residential 

ca. 1825 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

5906/ Storage 
Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1890 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Not Eligible to the 
National Register for lack of 
integrity under Criteria A, B, and 
C; further research needed for 
Criterion D 

5929c / Alexander 
Gunn Grave 

1.1, 2.26 Separatist– 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion / Landscape 
Feature 

ca.1901 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

TH32/ House No. 
25 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11, 
2.15 

Separatist – 
Residential 

1828 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

TH35/ Canal 
Hotel 

1.1, 1.119, 
2.27 

Separatist –Tourism 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; lies 
outside of district boundary as 
mapped; expand district 
boundary to include resource 

HDC1/ Zoar 
Brewery 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.26 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

1832 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC2/ Wheat 
Storage Barn 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840s Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC3/ Woolen 
Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1830 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC4/ Zoar 
Custom Mill 

1.1, 1.147, 
2.20, 2.22 

Separatist –Industry 1847 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

4.5 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC5/ Zoar 
Garden 

1.1, 1.200, 
2.25, 2.46 

Separatist – 
Community, 
Education and 
Religion/ Landscape 
Feature; Non-
Separatist 
preservation efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1834 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; maintain 
current status 

HDC6/ Second 
Cow Barn 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.121, 
2.16, 2.19 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1875 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC7/ Second 
Slaughter House 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.122, 
2.16, 2.17 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

after 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC8/ Wheeling 
& Lake Erie 
Railroad Bridge 
and grade 

1.1, 1.182, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1882 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC9/ Zoar 
Sawmill and 
Powerhouse 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.41 

Separatist –Industry; 
Non-Separatist– 
Industry, 1898–1962 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC10/ Zoar Mill 
Race Guard Lock 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC11/ Zoar Mill 
Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21, 
2.22 

Separatist –Industry ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC12/ Zoar 
Dike Remains 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.28 

Separatist –Flood 
Control 

ca. 1830 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC13/ Zoar Iron 
Bridge 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

1883 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC14/ Canal 
Mill Foundation 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15/ Zoar 
Dam 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist –Industry 1821 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC15a/ Second 
State Dam 

1.1, 1.258, 
2.44 

Non-Separatist– 
Transportation 

1908 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 16/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Lock 
10 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1828 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 

HDC17/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Feeder 
Canal Lock 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC 18/ Ohio & 
Erie Canal Bed 

1.1, 1.191, 
2.23, 2.24 

Separatist – 
Transportation 

ca. 1826 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 19/ Zoar 
Cemetery 

1.1, 1.203, 
2.26 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. 1820 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC23/ State 
Fish Hatchery No. 
12 

1.1, 1.259, 
2.41 

20th Century 
Industry & 
Commerce 

1921 Eligible for the National Register 
under Criterion A for early 20th 
Century Industry & Commerce 
context 

HDC24/ Lime Kiln 1.1, 1.147, 
1.262, 2.20, 
2.41 

Separatist-Industry & 
Manufacturing; 20th 
Century Industry & 
Commerce 

ca. 1920 Listed as Contributing to 1975 
Zoar Historic District; 
Recommend eligible under 20th 

century industry & commerce 
context as well; additional 
research needed for final 
determination under Criterion D 

HDC25/ Zoar 
Pump Station 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts/ 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1951 In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC26/ Zoar 
Levee 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts/ 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938, 
ca. 1951 

In the 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC27/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts/ 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC28/ Zoar 
Diversion 
Channel Box 
culvert 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts/ 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC29/ Zoar 
Diversion Dam 

1.1, 1.300, 
2.45, 2.46 

MWCD and USACE 
Flood Control Efforts/ 
Preservation Efforts, 
1898–1962 

ca. 1935-1938 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; recommend contributing 
to a district under the USACE 
Flood Control Efforts 

HDC52 /Ice 
House Ruins and 
Dam 

1.1, 1.199, 
2.40 

Separatist-
Community, 
Education and 
Religion 

ca. late 19th – 
early 20th 
century 

Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC 53/ Horse 
Hospital 
Foundation 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC54/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 
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Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

Building number 
/ Resource 

Associated 
maps in 
Volume 3 

Context Construction 
date 

Status / Recommendation 

HDC 55/ Storage 
Shed Foundation 
(western) 

1.1, 1.123, 
2.16, 2.18 

Separatist – 
Agriculture 

ca. 1840 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

HDC58/ 
Separatist-era 
Barn at 9872 
Towpath Rd 

1.1, 1.47, 2.29 Separatist – 
Agriculture 

1891 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District, outside study area; 
Contributing to proposed 
expansion within a 
discontiguous boundary 

HDC59/ Canal 
Mill Race 

1.1, 1.146, 
2.20, 2.21 

Separatist-Industry 1837 Not in 1975 Zoar Historic 
District; Contributing to 
proposed expansion 

HDC60/House 
No. 26 Well 

1.1, 1.60, 2.11 Separatist-
Residential 

ca. 1840-1880 In 1975 Zoar Historic District; 
recommend Contributing 

Table 1.2. Summary of recommendations for previously identified pre-contact archeology resources within the 
study area 

Site identifier Temporal affiliation 
Expected archeological 
resource types 

Recommendations 

House No. 25 
site 

Archaic Period Unknown 

Recommend that site be considered eligible for 
the National Register for the purpose of the 
evaluation and comparison of risk management 
alternatives, until and unless further testing 
proves otherwise 

33-TU-11 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-22 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-48 Temporally unaffiliated 
Undetermined, but likely low 
density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-229 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context 
Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-453 Temporally unaffiliated 
Low density of chipped stone 
debitage 

Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 

33-TU-454 Temporally unaffiliated Debitage in disturbed context 
Recommended not eligible for the National 
Register; No further testing is warranted 
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Table 1. 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Paleoindian N/A 

Workshop/occupation sites 
Floodplains and terraces Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 

(average for entire period) 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Chert processing sites Floodplains and uplands 
Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Food procurement (resource 
extraction) sites 

No predicting factors 
Within 656 ft (200 m) of water 
(average for entire period) 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Archaic 

Early Archaic 
Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces 

Within 522 ft (159 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Middle Archaic 
Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Highest probability location is 
terraces 

NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Comparatively robust sample size 
Intact features 

Late Archaic 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces 
Within 541 ft (165m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 541 ft (165m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 
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Table 1. 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Woodland 

Early Woodland 

Large summer base camps Floodplains and terraces 
Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small winter resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Intact features 

Middle 
Woodland 

Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces NONE 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features 

Late Woodland 

Year-round hamlets Floodplains and low terraces 
Within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact or feature 
patterning 
Diverse artifact classes 
Intact features, esp. structural 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Floodplains and uplands 
Within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 

Fortified habitation sites Bluff edges No bluff edges in study area N/A 

Late 
Prehistoric 

N/A Large villages Floodplains and terraces 
Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact classes 
Diverse feature types exhibiting 
spatial patterning 
Evidence of internal structure of 
village 
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Table 1. 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period 
Possible site types derived 
from deductive model 

Location on landscape 
derived from deductive 
model 

Locational refinements derived 
from inductive model 

Data Needs for Determining 
Significance 

Small seasonal resource 
extraction camps 

Uplands 
Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water 
Well drained soils 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts 
Discernible artifact patterning 
Large, diverse artifact sample 
Intact features 
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Table 1.4. Summary of historical archeology resource probability 

Resource context 
Probability assessment for 
significant resources 

Resource Types 

Separatist 
Residential 

High probability within village Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Separatist 
Agriculture 

High probability in areas with 
former agricultural buildings 
and minimal disturbance; low 
probability in areas with 
greater disturbance 

Foundations, refuse deposits 

Separatist 
Commercial 

Probable at store locations 
only 

Foundations at Canal Hotel area, 
stratified refuse deposits 

Separatist Industry/ 
Manufacturing 

High probability in industrial 
core area and former shop 
locations in village; lower 
probability at Canal Mill due 
to subsequent developments 

Foundations, equipment mounts, 
refuse deposits, 

Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

Original Zoar Depot building 
location disturbed by levee 
construction, other resources are 
above-ground ruins 

Separatist 
Community/ 
Religion/ Education 

High probability within village Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Separatist Tourism 
and Recreation 

Probable at hotel locations 
only 

Outbuilding foundations and 
associated features, refuse pits, 
outhouse shafts 

Separatist Flood 
Control 

One above-ground ruin 
No below-ground resources 

Non-Separatist 
Residential 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

Foundations, stratified sheet 
middens refuse pits, outhouse 
shafts 

Non-Separatist 
Agriculture 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

No specific investigation of this 
resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Commercial 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeoloigical resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Industry/ 
Manufacturing 

Probable at Lime Kiln; 
uncertain to non-extant 
elsewhere in study area 

Foundations, waste material 
deposits, sheet midden 

Non-Separatist 
Transportation 

Low probability due to nature 
of resources and 
disturbances 

No archeoloigical resources 
expected 

Non-Separatist 
Community/ 
Religion/ Education 

Low probability for significant 
resources 

No specific investigation of this 
resource type 

Non-Separatist 
Tourism and 
Recreation 

Undetermined-areas 
associated with this context 
may be massively disturbed 

Foundations, sheet midden refuse 

4.12 
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Table 1.4. Summary of historical archeology resource probability 

Resource context 
Probability assessment for 
significant resources 

Resource Types 

Non-Separatist 
Flood Control 

No probability 
No below-ground resources 

4.13 
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Table 1.5. Summary of site types and locations on the landscape by archeological period 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period Settlement Model Notes Site Type & Function Anticipated Feature Types 
Location on Landscape (from 
Church 2004) 

- workshop/occupation sites 

- Few to no features, but possibly 
some small number of food-
processing and preparation 

- floodplains and terraces along 
smaller tributaries near 
floodplain/upland margin 

features: basins and hearths 
- within 60 ft (18 m) of water 

Paleoindian N/A 
- based on Coshocton 
County 
(Lepper 1986:259–263) - chert processing 

- Few to no features, but possibly 
some small number of food-
processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- floodplains or upland hollows 
midway between chert outcrops 
and large workshop sites 

- Few to no features, but possibly 

- food procurement 
some small number of food-
processing and preparation 

- no predicting factors 

features: basins and hearths 

Early Archaic - none 

- no information on specific 
site types from the regional 
pre-contact context, but 
should be similar to 
Paleoindian based on larger 
Ohio Valley context 

Uncertain, but likely similar to 
Paleoindian sites: Few or no 
features; possible small number of 
food processing and preparation 
hearths and basins. 

- 38% on terraces 
- 25% on upland ridge tops 
- 20% on glacial features 
- 15% on flood plains 

Archaic 

Middle Archaic 
- processor-based 

- reduced mobility? 

- no information on specific 
site types from the regional 
pre-contact context, but 
should be similar to 
Paleoindian/Early Archaic 
based on larger Ohio Valley 
context 

Uncertain, but likely similar to 
Paleoindian and Early Archaic 
sites: Few or no features; possible 
small number of food processing 
and preparation hearths and 
basins. 

- 38% on terraces 
- 22% on upland ridge tops 
- 25% on glacial features 
- 14.5% on flood plains 

4.14 
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Table 1.5. Summary of site types and locations on the landscape by archeological period 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period Settlement Model Notes Site Type & Function Anticipated Feature Types 
Location on Landscape (from 
Church 2004) 

Late Archaic 

- reduced mobility 
- seasonal settlement 
pattern, moving between 
riverine setting in warm 
months and upland settings 
in cold months 

- occupation in lower part of 
drainage system 

- no information on specific 
site types from the regional 
pre-contact context, but 
should be similar to Early 
Woodland based on larger 
Ohio Valley context 

Uncertain, but likely similar to 
Early Woodland sites: hearths and 
basins involved in food processing 
and preparation 

- 39% on terraces 
- 27% on upland ridge tops 
- 17% on glacial features 
- 14% on flood plains 

Woodland 

Early Woodland 

- seasonal settlement 
pattern, moving between 
riverine setting in warm 
months and upland settings 
in cold months 

- large summer base camp 

- Food processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 
and no architectural features 

- floodplains and terraces 

- small winter resource 
extraction camps 

- Food processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 
and no architectural features 

- uplands 

Middle Woodland 

- based on central 
Muskingum Valley supported 
by Riker site information 
(Carskadden and Morton 
1996; Vietzen 1974) 

- dispersed hamlet model 
(Dancey and Pacheco 1997) 

- year-round hamlets 
- Storage pits, hearths, basins, 
earth ovens, circular structures, 
and small middens 

- on floodplains and low terraces 

Late Woodland 
- based on central 
Muskingum Valley 
(Carskadden and Morton 

- year-round hamlets earlier 
in period 

- Storage pits, hearths, basins, 
earth ovens, circular structures, 
and small middens 

- on floodplains and low terraces 

4.15 
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Table 1.5. Summary of site types and locations on the landscape by archeological period 

Temporal 
Period 

Sub Period Settlement Model Notes Site Type & Function Anticipated Feature Types 
Location on Landscape (from 
Church 2004) 

1996) - Storage pits, hearths, basins, 

- aggregation into larger, 
fortified settlements in middle 
of period 

earth ovens, circular structures, 
and small middens, plus earthen 
fortifications such as ditches and 
embankments, possible stockade 

- bluff edges 

features 

- Food processing and preparation 

- dispersed, seasonal sites 
later in period 

features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 

- use of riverine settings in warm 
months and uplands in cooler 
months 

and no architectural features 

Early Late 
Prehistoric 

- based on central 
Muskingum Valley 
(Carskadden and Morton 
1996) 

-seasonal resource extraction 
sites 

- Food processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 
and no architectural features 

- use of riverine settings in warm 
months and uplands in cooler 
months 

- villages 
- Storage pits, basins and hearths, 
large middens, structures 

- floodplains 

Late 
Prehistoric 

Middle Late 
Prehistoric 

- based on upper Muskingum 
Valley (Morton and DaRe 
1996) -seasonal resource extraction 

sites 

- Food processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 
and no architectural features 

- use of uplands and rock shelters 

Late Late 
Prehistoric 

- based on central 
Muskingum Valley supported 
by Riker site information 
(Carskadden and Morton 
1996; Vietzen 1974) 

- large villages 
- Storage pits, basins and hearths, 
large middens, structures 

- floodplains 

-seasonal resource extraction 
sites 

- Food processing and preparation 
features: basins and hearths 

- No storage features, no midden, 
and no architectural features 

- use of uplands and rock shelters 

4.16 
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Table 1.6. Overview of Separatist development, 1817–1898 

This table is meant to present an overview of the development of Zoar Village during the Separatist period, and is not meant 

to be a comprehensive list of all Separatist buildings and structures. Entries in this table in parentheses are speculated to 

have been built but are unconfirmed to exist. Entries followed by a question mark indicate buildings that are speculated to 

have been built in the associated time period. Certain buildings with no good information on construction date are not 

included in this table, which is intended to give a general impression of the development of the Society over time. 

Period Developments 

1817-1829: 26 buildings 
and structures (plus 6 
speculative buildings) 

House No. 4, House No. 9, House No. 10, House No. 13 (First School), House No. 14, House 
No. 15, House No. 16, (garden log cabin, north cabin, Third Street log cabin, silk worm log 
cabin), House No. 17, House No. 19, House No. 21, House No. 25, House No. 30, House No. 
36, (hay barn-burnt 1830), Threshing Barn, Mill Race, Zoar Dam, First Gristmill and Sawmill 
(later House No. 26 and then the Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop), Tile Works, First 
Quarry, Ohio & Erie Canal, Bath Houses, (blacksmith shop?), First Cabinet Shop, First Cobbler 
and Tin Shop, Original Magazine, Second Meetinghouse, Tannery 

1830s: 44 buildings and 
structures 

House No. 1 (began), House No. 2, House No. 3, House No. 5, House No. 6, House No. 7, 
House No. 11, (original Bauer Haus?), House No. 22, House No. 23, House No. 29, Sheep 
Herders house and barns, (Tramp House?), Zoar General Store, Canal Store, Apple House, Calf 
Barn, 1st Cow Barn?, Granary, Oil Mill, Mill Race Guard Lock, Canal Mill, Woolen Mill, Dye 
House, Heckle House, Wash and Candle House, Zoar Pottery, Zoar Furnace, Fairfield Furnace, 
Covered Bridge, Wagon Shop, Bakery, Brewery, Cemetery, First Cider Mill, Zoar Garden, 
Garden Spring House, Mineral Springs house, Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office, Canal Hotel, 
Zoar Hotel, Picnic Ground (as Assembly Grounds) 

1840s: 12 buildings and 
structures 

House No. 1 (finished), House No. 1 kitchen, House No. 26 well, Colt Barn, Corn Cribs, Filly 
Barn, Horse Barn, Horse Hospital, Oxen Barn, Straw Barn, Wheat Storage Barn, storage sheds, 
Custom Mill, Magazine 

1850s: 9 buildings and 
structures 

House No. 12, House No. 18, House No. 24, Zoar Foundry, Third Meetinghouse, Saddlery, 
Shingle House 

1860s: 6 buildings and 
structures 

House No. 27, Store at Fairfield (Zoar Station), Blacksmith Shop (addition?), Second Cider Mill 
and Cabinet Shop, Second Schoolhouse 

1870s: 10 building and 
structures s 

House No. 13, House No. 31, House No. 34, House No. 35, Treasurer’s House, 2nd Cow Barn, 
Brick plant across river?, Second Sawmill, Engine House 

1880s: 12 buildings and 
structures 

House No. 8, House No. 20, House No. 26, Kettle house?, Second Quarry, Machine Shop, Zoar 
Iron Bridge, Zoar Depot, Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad, Valley Junction platted, Depots at Zoar 
Station and Valley Junction, Fish Ponds, Zoar Jail, Zoar Town Hall 

1890s: Five buildings 
and structures 

Pig Farm, Zoar Hotel addition, Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed, Zoar Hotel Livery Stable, Zoar Hotel 
Wagon Sheds, Ice House and Dam?, Barn at 9872 Towpath Road 

Table 1.7. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1830 

Head of household Males in household Females in household Total 

Joseph Bimeler 4 4 8 

Stephen Hoover 1 12 13 

Joanna Mock 0 15 15 

Christian Platz 9 1 10 

George Goesele 2 2 4 

Barbara Shock 0 7 7 

Maria Link 0 2 2 

Magdalena Auch 0 3 3 

John Breymeier 7 1 8 

Margaret Ackerman 1 14 15 

Caspar Fetter 8 2 10 

Jacob Shearing 8 2 10 

John Miller 10 3 13 

4.17 
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Table 1.7. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1830 

Head of household Males in household Females in household Total 

Dorothea Dietz 0 14 14 

Maria Keuhule 0 14 14 

Jacob Kummerle 4 2 6 

Christian Mitchely 1 2 3 

George Groetzinger 5 2 7 

Frederick Klotz 3 0 3 

Godfrey Lentz 4 4 8 

Total 67 106 173 

Source: Mitchener 1876:324; U.S. Bureau of Census 1830 

Table 1.8. Zoar Village population by age group, 1830 

Age group Males Females Total 

Under 20 17 18 35 

20–30 13 22 35 

30–40 15 23 38 

40–50 10 20 30 

50–60 10 18 28 

60–70 1 4 5 

70–80 1 1 2 

Total 67 106 173 

Source: Mitchener 1876:324; U.S. Bureau of Census 1830 
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Table 1.9. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1840 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Joseph Bimeler 5 13 18 

Maria Kuehule 0 19 19 

Daniel Huber 2 6 8 

Johanna Mack 0 11 11 

David Petermann 6 10 16 

Maria Sink 1 3 4 

Barbara Tomer 3 6 9 

Jacob Ackermann 5 4 9 

Mathias Behler 12 4 16 

Jacob Shearing 9 3 12 

Dorothea Dietz 
(Children's Institute) 0 14 14 

George Ackermann 23 14 37 

Jacob Bruney 4 0 4 

Conrad Brunins 5 1 6 

Mathias Hilman 4 2 6 

George Groetzinger 8 3 11 

Peter Bimeler 6 1 7 

Lewis L. Birk 21 5 26 

Martin Rauschenberger 19 3 22 

Christian Mougater 2 2 4 

John Caseley 2 3 5 

William Ehlers 3 1 4 

Caspar Fetter 7 1 8 

Michael Miller 8 4 12 

Conrad Bauerle 4 3 7 

Total 159 136 295 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1840 

Table 1.10. Zoar Village population by age group, 1840 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 17 19 36 

5–10 8 10 18 

10–15 13 9 22 

15–20 15 12 27 

20–30 23 11 34 

30–40 37 22 59 

40–50 24 25 49 

50–60 12 16 28 

60–70 8 11 19 

Total 159 136 295 

Source: U.S Census Bureau 1840 
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Table 1.11. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1850 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Joseph Bimeler 4 4 8 

Jacob Silvan 5 3 8 

Frederick Heyde 9 5 14 

Godfery Lentz 
(boarding house) 1 17 18 

Joanna Mock 1 10 11 

Anna Wintergerst 0 2 2 

John Bruney 4 2 6 

John Peterman 1 5 6 

Margarett Myer 2 1 3 

Anna Wilmer 1 3 4 

Simon Bieter 2 1 3 

Mary Plotts 0 2 2 

Christiana Weiss 0 3 3 

Barbar Betch 0 2 2 

Barbara Shock 3 9 12 

George Ott 1 4 5 

Mathias Beeler 7 2 9 

Jacob Rigger 1 2 3 

Theodus Rettle 1 1 2 

Jacob Shearing 3 2 5 

Margaret Boeringer 0 9 9 

Royman Bieter 2 3 5 

Jacob Ackermann 1 3 4 

Conrad Breymaier 8 1 9 

Magdalena Ackermann 16 8 24 

John Breymaier 4 4 8 

George Keucherer 2 2 4 

Christian Bechtold 2 2 4 

Martin Raushenberger 7 1 8 

Peter Bimeler 3 2 5 

Gottfried Kappel 10 3 13 

Lewis Birk 7 5 12 

George Groetzinger 4 3 7 

John Labb 2 3 5 

Total 114 129 243 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1850 

Table 1.12. Zoar Village population by age group, 1850 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 5 9 14 

5–10 21 14 35 

10–15 16 15 31 

15–20 10 10 20 

20–30 14 14 18 

30–40 14 6 20 

4.20 
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Table 1.12. Zoar Village population by age group, 1850 

Age group Males Females Total 

40–50 11 17 28 

50–60 8 23 31 

60–70 6 15 21 

70–80 9 5 14 

80–90 0 1 1 

Total 114 129 243 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1850 

Table 1.13. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1850 

Occupation Number of individuals listed 

Blacksmith 3 

Boatman 2 

Brewer 1 

Cabinet maker 2 

Carding 2 

Carpenter 1 

Clothier 1 

Drayman 1 

Farmer 10 

Gardener 1 

General Agent 1 

Herdsman 2 

Laborer 9 

Landlord (hotel) 1 

Merchant 3 

Miller 1 

Millwright 1 

None 2 

Nurseryman 1 

Ostler (hotel) 1 

Shephard 2 

Shoemaker 5 

Spooling 1 

Stone Mason 3 

Tailor 2 

Tanner 1 

Teamster 2 

Wagon maker 1 

Weaver 4 

Total 67 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1850 
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Table 1.14. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1860 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Jacob Sylvan 5 5 10 

John G. Ruof 5 4 9 

Jacob Ackermann 3 3 6 

Frederick Haid 4 23 27 

Jacobina Sylvan 0 6 6 

Christiana Ackermann 0 2 2 

Mathias Bekler 2 1 3 

Godfried Roth 4 1 5 

John Bruny 6 7 13 

Daniel Stallicker 3 1 4 

Christian Ackermann 2 3 5 

Maria B. Wern 0 2 2 

Simon Beiter 2 2 4 

Mary Platz 1 2 3 

Jacob Reager 4 7 11 

Barbara Walter 0 1 1 

Margaret Hengary 0 1 1 

Bernhard Beiter 11 2 13 

Leo Kern 1 0 1 

Michael Miller 3 2 5 

John Reager 9 9 18 

Jacob Fritz 4 3 7 

Martha Kittle 3 1 4 

Frank Strobel 1 3 4 

Conrad Breymaier 2 1 3 

Jacob Bruny 2 3 5 

Anne M. Petermann 1 4 5 

Margaret Bearinger 1 6 7 

John Breymaier 5 4 9 

Martin Rousenberger 8 3 11 

Elizabeth Mack 0 2 2 

Christian Zimmermann 8 4 12 

Raymond Beiter 2 3 5 

Gottfried Kappel Jr. 5 3 8 

Frederick Breile 5 3 8 

Peter Bimeler 3 5 8 

Christian Wiebel 1 0 1 

William Ehlers 5 7 12 

Mathias Enable 2 2 4 

Henry Bauer 1 2 3 

Gottleib Fetter 4 1 5 

Total 128 144 272 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1860 
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 Occupation  Number   of individuals  listed 

 Baker’s apprentice   1 

 Blacksmith’s 
 apprentice  3 

 Boss  Weaver  1 

  Cabinet Maker’s 
 apprentice  1 

 Carpenter  1 

 Clerk  1 

 Coal Digger   2 

 Cooper  1 

 Cotton Weaver   1 

 Dairy Worker   1 

 Farm  Laborer  13 

 Gardener   & Florist  1 

 Gardener   & Florist 
 apprentice  1 

 Hotel Keeper   1 

 Iron  Founder  1 

 Laborer  1 

 Mason  1 

 Master  Baker  1 

 Master Blacksmith   1 

 Master  Brewer  1 

 Master   Cabinet Maker  1 

 Master  Carpenter  2 

 Master  Cooper  1 

 Master  Iron  Founder  1 

 Master  Mason  2 

 Master  Miller  1 

B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , 
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Table 1.15. Zoar population by age group, 1860 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 12 13 25 

5–10 12 9 21 

10–15 11 14 25 

15–20 20 19 39 

20–30 26 27 53 

30–40 8 14 22 

40–50 11 9 20 

50–60 12 13 25 

60–70 7 18 25 

70–80 4 8 12 

80–90 2 0 2 

Total 128 144 272 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1860 

Table 1.16. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1860 

4.23 
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Table 1.16. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1860 

Occupation Number of individuals listed 

Master milling 1 

Master Shoemaker 1 

Master Tanner 2 

Master Tinner 1 

Master Wagon Maker 1 

Merchant 1 

Miller 3 

Millwright 1 

Printer’s apprentice 2 

Saddle & Harness 
Maker’s apprentice 1 

Servant 1 

Shepherd 1 

Shoemaker 3 

Shoemaker apprentice 2 

Tailor 2 

Tanner’s apprentice 2 

Teamster 5 

Trustee 2 

Wagon Maker’s 
apprentice 2 

Weaver 1 

Wool Spinner 1 

Total 80 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1860 

Table 1.17. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1870 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Samuel Harr 5 8 13 

Adam Kimerly 1 5 6 

Franz Strobel 2 9 11 

Michael Miller 2 1 3 

Mathias Buler 3 8 11 

Rosina Roth 3 4 7 

C. Ackermann 4 3 7 

Augustus Bimeler 3 4 7 

S. Rauschenberg 3 1 4 

Catharine Lessing 0 2 2 

John Keucherer 3 1 4 

Jacob Ackermann 4 5 9 

Conrad Breymaier 2 1 3 

Barbara Bertsh 0 2 2 

Jacob Fritz 7 4 11 
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Table 1.17. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1870 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Bernhart Benter 10 3 13 

Michelina Burkhardt 5 6 11 

John Ricker 9 7 16 

Raymond Beuter 3 4 7 

M. Boehringer 0 5 5 

John Breymaier 3 3 6 

Christ Ricker 3 2 5 

M. Rauschenberger 11 4 15 

Ursula Birk 6 6 12 

L. Sunderhausen 5 3 8 

Frederick Heid 4 4 8 

John Doershuck 1 1 2 

Godfrey Kappel 6 4 10 

Benjamin Ruof 4 4 8 

John Peterman 2 5 7 

George Groetzinger 3 4 7 

C. Breymaier 3 2 5 

Jacob Ricker 5 4 9 

John Shaffer 1 0 1 

Simon Beiter 1 2 3 

J. G. Ruof 7 5 12 

Godfrey Roth 1 1 2 

Simon Schmidt 4 1 5 

John Notter 2 3 5 

William Ehlers 3 4 7 

Jacob Roth 2 2 4 

George Kimerly 1 3 4 

John Kinzly 5 2 7 

J. Boehringer 6 5 11 

Total 158 157 315 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1870 

Table 1.18. Zoar Village population by age group, 1870 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 25 22 57 

5–10 21 21 42 

10–15 11 16 27 

15–20 11 8 19 

20–30 27 27 54 

30–40 23 20 43 

40–50 5 8 13 

50–60 11 12 23 

60–70 14 10 24 

70–80 8 11 19 
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 Occupation  Number   of individuals  listed 

Baker   1 

Blacksmith   3 

 Brewer  1 

Butcher   1 

  Cabinet Maker  1 

 Carpenter  3 

 Cooper  2 

 Farmer  8 

 Farm  Laborer  5 

 Hotel Barkeeper   1 

  Hotel Landlord  1 

 Joiner  3 

 Justice   of the Peace   1 

 Laborer  8 

Machinist   2 

 Merchant  5 

 Miller  3 

Saddler   2 

 School teacher   1 

 Shepherd  1 

 Shoemaker  6 

Spinner   2 

 Stone Mason   3 

 Tailor  3 

 Tanner  2 

 Teamster  10 

 Tinner  1 

 Wagon  Maker  2 

 Weaver  4 

 Woolen  mill  worker  2 

 Total  88 

  Source: U.S.  Census  Bureau 1870  
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Table 1.18. Zoar Village population by age group, 1870 

Age group Males Females Total 

80–90 2 2 4 

Total 158 157 315 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1870 

Table 1.19. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1870 
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Table 1.20. Manufacturing activities listed in Schedule 3 of the 1880 Federal Non-population Census 

Activity Capital 
Max. number 
of workers 

Number of 
males older 
than 16 

Number of 
females 
older than 
16 

Children 
Months in 
operation 

Value of raw 
material 

Value of 
Product 

Wheel 
wrighting $ 550.00 3 2 0 0 12 $ 300.00 $1,900.00 

Furniture $ 1,000.00 3 3 0 0 12 $ 500.00 $2,075.00 

Men's 
clothing $ 800.00 4 3 0 0 12 $1,800.00 $3,000.00 

Women's 
clothing $ 600.00 4 0 4 0 12 $1,400.00 $2,200.00 

Blacksmith $ 800.00 3 3 0 0 12 $350.00 $1,400.00 

Cooperage $ 700.00 2 2 0 0 12 $400.00 $1,525.00 

Saddle & 
harness 
making $ 400.00 2 2 0 0 8 $300.00 $1,000.00 

Cider Mill $ 2,050.00 6 4 0 2 2 $200.00 $550.00 

Brewery $ 1,800.00 2 2 0 0 8 $1,200.00 $3,200.00 

Bakery $ 600.00 3 1 2 0 12 $3,903.00 $5,409.00 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1880 

Table 1.21. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1880 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Levi Bimeler 6 3 9 

Frederick Breil 4 3 7 

Charles Kappel 4 4 8 

Clement Breil 4 5 9 

Frederick Keubler 2 1 3 

Conrad Breymaier Jr. 3 1 4 

Francis Stroble 3 7 10 

Simon Schmidt 3 1 4 

George Schober 1 1 2 

Adam Kimerly 3 5 8 

Lewis Heid 5 3 8 

Jacob Zoller 1 1 2 

Samuel Harr 6 7 13 

John Ruof 3 3 6 

Anthony Burkhardt 5 5 10 

Sebastian Burkhardt 5 3 8 

Louisa Zimmerman 3 5 8 

Jacob Ackermann 7 6 13 

Gustave Shoemaker 1 1 2 

Michael Miller 1 0 1 

Simon Beiter 2 3 5 

John Keucherer 4 2 6 

Jacob Ricker 7 5 12 
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Table 1.21. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1880 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Bernhart Beiter 5 1 6 

David Beiter 2 4 6 

Jacob Beuhler 3 3 6 

John Beiter 3 3 6 

John Reiger 2 4 6 

William Keucherer 2 2 4 

Leo Kern 2 2 4 

Christiana Reiger 3 4 7 

Christian Ackermann 2 2 4 

Elisabeth Fritz 3 2 5 

Jacob J. Ackermann 4 5 9 

John Ruof 1 7 8 

John Groetzinger 4 2 6 

David Breymaier 1 2 3 

Simon Beuter 1 3 4 

John Notter 2 2 4 

Martin Rauschenberger 
Sr. 3 1 4 

Jacob Keummerle 3 5 8 

Mathias Dischinger 10 5 15 

John Breymaier 3 3 6 

Conrad Breymaier 1 0 1 

Christian Ruof 3 4 7 

Benjamin Beiter 1 3 4 

Total 147 144 291 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1880 

Table 1.22. Zoar Village population by age group, 1880 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 15 16 31 

5–10 16 11 27 

10–15 22 15 37 

15–20 19 23 42 

20–30 19 24 43 

30–40 19 18 37 

40–50 21 18 39 

50–60 4 8 12 

60–70 8 5 13 

70–80 3 4 7 

80–90 1 0 1 

90–100 0 2 2 

Total 147 144 291 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1880 
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Occupation Number of individuals listed 

Baker 2 

Bakery worker 1 

Blacksmith 2 

Brewer 2 

Cabinet Maker 3 

Carpenter 7 

Cook 2 

Cooper 2 

Dairy worker 1 

Dairyman 1 

Domestic servant 11 

Farm laborer 14 

Farmer 1 

Flour mill worker 1 

Garden worker 2 

Gardener 1 

Hotel keeper 1 

Hotel Worker 1 

Jeweler 1 

Laborer 8 

Landlady 1 

Merchant 1 

Miller 2 

Millwright 1 

Overseer of all work 1 

Painter 1 

Physician 1 

Planing mill worker 2 

Saddler 2 

Sawmill worker 1 

School teacher 2 

Seamstress 6 

Shepherd 2 

Shoemaker 5 

Stone mason 1 

Store Clerk 5 

Store Overseer 1 

Tailor 3 

Tanner 2 

Tannery worker 1 

Tinsmith 1 

Wagon maker 3 

Washerwoman 2 

Wheelwright 1 

B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , 
D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 4 

Table 1.23. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1880 
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Table 1.23. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1880 

Occupation Number of individuals listed 

Wool dyer 1 

Woolen mill worker 5 

Total 118 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1880 

Table 1.24. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1900 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Christian Ruof 9 3 9 

Jacob Ackermann 3 3 7 

John Ruof 1 4 8 

Augustus Keucherer 2 5 9 

Charles F. Sylvan 1 1 3 

David McClintock 4 1 4 

Bernhart Beuter 1 7 10 

Albert Beuter 2 1 4 

Lydia Burkhardt 2 1 2 

Christ Ruof 2 5 8 

Jacob Burkhardt 2 5 14 

Rudolph Ruckstuhl 1 4 7 

George Knecht 1 1 2 

Clifton Kirkland 1 3 5 

Frank Unsold 2 2 3 

Joseph Beuhler 2 5 9 

John Bimeler 2 1 2 

Frank Ackermann 1 2 4 

John Beuter 1 1 3 

Jacob Ricker 2 2 4 

Charles Ricker 2 2 4 

David Bueter 2 1 2 

Louis Zimmermann 3 1 2 

Charles Zimmermann 1 2 3 

Levi Bimeler 3 2 4 

Mary Hoyh 0 3 5 

Regina Breymaier 0 2 4 

Edward Draime 8 1 2 

Elizabeth Fritz 0 2 3 

Elizabeth Ricker 1 3 5 

James Stiers 1 1 3 

William Kappel 4 4 6 

Mathias Dischinger 2 3 6 
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Table 1.24. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1900 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

George Ackermann 3 0 1 

John Bueter 3 4 7 

Sebastian Burkhart 3 1 1 

Joseph Breymaier 2 3 3 

Pauline Kuecherer 1 2 10 

Homer Hanks 5 3 3 

Mary Sylvan 0 3 4 

Rosena Harr 0 1 2 

Leo Kern 1 1 5 

Otto Berger 3 1 3 

William Lippe 2 3 6 

John Werner 1 4 7 

Eva C. Bendel 0 2 5 

Jacob Kuemmerle 1 2 4 

Rosana Roth 0 2 3 

Jacob Sylvan 1 1 6 

Simon J. Beuter 1 1 1 

Levi Bimeler 3 2 2 

Adam Kimmerly 1 1 2 

Getty Seitz 2 3 6 

John Siber 2 2 4 

Jonathan Bimeler 5 1 2 

Peter Bimeler 1 1 1 

Jacob Sturm 3 1 2 

Julius Notter 3 1 1 

John Groetzinger 3 0 1 

Mary Breil 3 3 4 

Charles Kappel 1 4 7 

Jacob Breymaier 4 1 2 

Elmer McLeman 5 2 4 

Jacob Buhler 2 3 5 

John Zollers 2 2 7 

Louis Hoover 6 4 5 

Arnold Gantenbien 3 3 6 

Total 145 144 289 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1900 

The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
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 Age  group  Males  Females  Total 

 0–5  15  13  28 

 5–10  15  13  28 

 10–15  8  21  29 

 15–20  7  14  21 

 20–30  31  22  53 

 30–40  30  24  54 

 40–50  12  12  24 

 50–60  10  9  19 

 60–70  13  12  25 

 70–80  1  3  4 

 80–90  3  0  3 

 90–100  0  1  1 

 Total  147  144  289 

     

 

        

 Occupation  Number   of individuals  listed 

Baker   1 

 Barber  2 

Blacksmith   2 

 Cabinet  maker  1 

 Carpenter  3 

 Coal  miner  1 

 Contractor  1 

  Dry goods clerk   1 

 Farm  laborer  19 

 Farmer  12 

 Gardener  1 

  Hotel keeper  1 

 House  carpenter  2 

 Jeweler  1 

 Laborer  21 

 Miller  1 

 Planing  millworker  1 

 Railroad  agent  1 

  Railroad laborer  3 

 Saloon keeper   1 

 Sawmill  engineer  2 

 Sawmill 
Superindendent   1 

 Sawmill  worker  4 

 Sawyer  at sawmill   1 

Servant   3 

 Shoemaker  2 

B A S E L I N E P L A N N I N G A S S E S S M E N T S F O R Z O A R L E V E E & D I V E R S I O N D A M , 
D A M S A F E T Y M O D I F I C A T I O N S T U D Y , H I S T O R I C P R O P E R T Y B A S E L I N E S T U D Y : V O L U M E 4 

Table 1.25. Zoar Village population by age group, 1900 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1900 

Table 1.26. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1900 
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Table 1.26. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1900 

Occupation Number of individuals listed 

Stone mason 1 

Tailor 1 

Teacher 1 

Teamster 3 

Telegraph operator 1 

Tinner 1 

Wagon maker 1 

Total 98 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1900 

Table 1.27. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1910 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Peter Bimeler 1 4 5 

Mary Breil 1 1 2 

William A. Bimeler 4 4 8 

William Chalmers 1 2 3 

Sarah Roth 0 1 1 

Josephine Ackermann 0 3 3 

Frantz Beintner 1 1 2 

Joseph Breymaier 1 1 2 

Simon Beuter 1 1 2 

John Groetzinger 3 2 5 

John Ruof 1 0 1 

Jacob Sturm 2 2 4 

Charles Kappel 1 1 2 

August Kuecherer 2 3 5 

Albert Beuter 2 2 4 

Frederick Renner 1 2 3 

William R. Sarbaugh 5 3 8 

William Lippe 2 2 4 

Charles J. Breymaier 1 1 2 

Charles Zimmermann 1 0 1 

Mathias Dischinger 2 3 5 

Louisa Werner 0 1 1 

Elizabeth Ricker 0 2 2 

John Beuter 3 2 5 

Jacob Class 5 2 7 

John A. Shafer 1 2 3 

Jacob Ricker 2 1 3 

Joseph Beuter 1 2 3 

Frank J. Ackermann 1 1 2 

Jacob E. Sylvan 1 0 1 

Sarah Ruckstuhl 0 1 1 
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Table 1.27. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1910 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

George Knetcht 1 0 1 

Levi Bimeler 3 5 8 

Trace Buchler 1 0 1 

Almon C. Nixon 1 2 3 

John Kuecherer 1 2 3 

Jacob Burkhart 1 1 2 

John Bimeler 3 2 5 

Ella Ricker 0 1 1 

Mary Sylvan 0 1 1 

John Zollar 2 3 5 

Levi Beiter 3 2 5 

Adam Kuemerly 1 0 1 

Pauline Kuecherer 0 2 2 

Christian Ruof 4 2 6 

Jacob Kuemmerle 3 1 4 

William H. Jackson 2 2 4 

August G. Burkhart 4 2 6 

Andrew Gantenbein 4 2 6 

Jonathan Beiter 3 2 5 

Elmer W. Beiter 1 2 3 

James F. Gordon 2 2 4 

Julius Notter 3 3 6 

Total 90 92 182 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1910 

The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 

Table 1.28. Zoar Village population by age group, 1910 

Age group Males Females Total 

0–5 5 5 10 

5–10 3 5 8 

10–15 6 6 12 

15–20 4 8 12 

20–30 16 16 32 

30–40 14 9 23 

40–50 12 16 28 

50–60 10 14 24 

60–70 11 4 15 

70–80 7 9 16 

80–90 1 0 1 

90–100 1 0 1 

Total 90 92 182 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1910 
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Table 1.29. Occupations listed at Zoar Village, 1910 

Occupation Location Number of individuals listed 

Agent railroad 1 

Blacksmith own shop 2 

Carpenter railroad 8 

Carpenter bridge railroad 1 

Cook hotel 1 

Dressmaker at home 4 

Driver coal wagon 1 

Electrician battery factory 1 

Farm laborer home farm 7 

Farmer general farm 10 

Farmer working out 2 

Florist own garden 1 

Jeweler watch shop 1 

Laborer odd jobs 3 

Laborer hotel and farm 1 

Laborer railroad 1 

Laborer on farm 1 

Laborer sawmill 1 

Laundress hotel 1 

Lumber buyer bank prop etc 1 

Machinist battery factory 3 

Machinist machine shop 1 

Miller grist mill 2 

Newsboy on street 1 

Physician general physician 1 

Planer lumberyard 1 

Proprietor hotel 2 

Proprietor battery factory 1 

Retail merchant general store 1 

Salesman retail grocery 1 

Shoemaker own shop 2 

Stenograph battery factory 1 

Teacher public school 2 

Teamster lumberyard 4 

Teamster odd jobs 1 

Tinner own shop 1 

Wagon driver coal 1 

Total 75 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1910 
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Table 1.30. Household composition in Zoar Village, 1920 

Head of household Males in household Females in household 
Total in 
household 

Charles Miller 2 1 5 

John Shafer 1 4 2 

Jacob Ricker 1 1 8 

Joseph Bueter 1 1 3 

Theodore Lippe 2 1 1 

Fred Renner 1 1 3 

Albert Bueter 1 1 2 

Jacob Sylvan 1 0 3 

Jacob Burkhart 1 1 5 

Louisa Gantenbein 0 1 2 

William Snyder 2 3 2 

George Knecht 1 0 3 

William Chalmers 2 5 2 

Levi Bimeler 2 3 2 

Elizabeth Beiter 1 2 1 

Jacob Glass 5 2 2 

Jacob Dischinger 3 2 1 

Edgar Ruof 1 1 5 

Alfreda Sturm 1 1 1 

William Sarbaugh 1 2 7 

Simon Beuter 1 1 5 

Jacob Singer 1 1 3 

Charles Breymaier 1 1 7 

John Sturm 2 1 5 

Ralph Mead 1 2 2 

August Bimeler 1 2 2 

Louisa Bimeler 0 1 3 

Ella Ricker 0 1 2 

Mary Sylvan 0 1 2 

Ray Morse 3 3 2 

John Kuecherer 2 1 3 

Jacob Glass Jr. 3 3 3 

Elmer Bueter 1 3 3 

Jacob Sturm 2 3 1 

John Ruof 1 0 1 

Victor Bueter 2 2 1 

Jacob Kuemmerle 1 0 6 

Josephine Ackermann 0 3 3 

Mary Zollar 0 2 6 

Caroline Bueter 0 2 4 

Albert Geltz 4 2 5 

Frank Sylvan 1 1 1 

Tillie Ricker 0 2 4 

Joseph Breymaier 1 1 1 

4.36 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	INTRODUCTION 
	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 
	This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for a baseline study area defined by Huntington for the DSMS. The study area was defined to encompass the incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the 1975 National Register of Historic Places (National Register) boundary for the Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to the flowage easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas
	For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres
	For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres
	Road along the northwestern edge of the study area. Within the village, major landmarks include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 1, the Zoar Store, the Zoar Hotel, and the Zoar Town Hall (housing the Zoar museum) along Main Street, and the Zoar United Church of Christ (formerly a Separatist meetinghouse) and a former public school building in the northern part of the village. 

	The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project includes several major landmarks inside the study area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, Goose Run impoundment area, and the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar Cemetery is located north of Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river
	The Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background context for the study area (Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would examine and document all standing structures and ruins in the study area in terms of significance to historical contexts developed for this study and propose a new National Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District for assistance in baseline planning -  submitting a National Register update was not included in the SOW (Task I.
	-

	Task I.B Summary: Background Research 
	Task I.B Summary: Background Research 
	HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian C
	HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian C
	memoranda, and photographs; cultural resources reports; and more. Online resources consulted included the holdings of the Library of Congress and the Google Scholar search engine for PDFs of articles and publications pertinent to the study, websites associated with local historical societies and avocational historians, and various other electronic resources. Representatives from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, Ohio Historic Preservation Office (OHPO), and the Ohio Historical Society (OHS), alo

	Over 250 information resources were consulted for Task I.B, which were used to construct detailed contexts for understanding the cultural history of the study area. A diverse set of documents, ranging from historical maps to newspaper accounts, were compared against previous research on the study area to develop a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of historical development. The results of the research helped identify a multitude of Separatist-era resources, both those still standing and those absent from the
	The history of the Separatists dominates the analysis, as their village and community were the most influential occupation of the study area. However, the results of research indicated that Zoar Village holds relevance for understanding other historical contexts, such as twentieth century rural commercial and industrial development, historic preservation movements related to Zoar Village, and the relationship of Ohio artists to international art movements through their work at Zoar Village in the late ninet
	Intensive background research was also conducted for completing tasks I.C (Above-ground Resources Survey) and I.D (Archeological Probability Assessment); the results of research for those tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 

	Task I.C Summary: Above-ground Resources Survey 
	Task I.C Summary: Above-ground Resources Survey 
	HDC completed the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 22, and from June 25 to June 28, 2012. The field team closely examined each of the aboveground resources, took at least two high-quality digital photos of each structure, and completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each structure. Overall streetscape photos of Zoar Village were taken as well to provide context. Overall, HDC surveyed a total of 351 properties, of which 95 are recommended a
	-

	Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented 
	Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented 
	archeological resource, and HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry be removed from the list of contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District until such time as an archeological investigation can determine if there are significant archeological remains of this resource existing within the historic district. HDC recommends that 13 of these listed resources retain their current status. Current research has determined that one resource, the Lime Kiln, also functioned as an early twentieth cen

	Per the scope of work, HDC defined the extent of the Zoar land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps and identified 23 potential Separatist-era building and site locations through documentary research. HDC was able to locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one standing building, a barn, was associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar based on visual inspection, a date on the building foundation cornerstone, and local lore. In addition, the study tea
	There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam 
	There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam 
	Register as contributing resources to the Muskingum River Basin Flood Control System multiple property listing, as well as for a twentieth century historic preservation context of Zoar Village. Also recommended eligible for their roles in the historic preservation efforts context are the Zoar Garden and House No. 1, representing the emergence of historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village, which would become a major, if not the most important, component of the modern community’s economic base. 

	A total of 86 resources date to the period 1898–1962. There are 73 resources in the study area that are associated with residential and community development from 1898 to 1962. There is no identifiable historic pattern of twentieth century residential and community development  in relation to the history and development of Zoar Village or to larger national housing trends, and these properties are not recommended eligible for the National Register, either together as a district or individually. There are fo
	Text continues on page 13 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Table 1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5837/ Wagon Shop 
	5837/ Wagon Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1835 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5838/ Blacksmith Shop 
	5838/ Blacksmith Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1866 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5841/ Zoar Hotel 
	5841/ Zoar Hotel 
	1.1,1.259, 2.27, 
	Separatist – Commerce 
	1833 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5842a/ House No. 23 
	5842a/ House No. 23 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5842c/ Tailor’s Shop and Doctor's Office 
	5842c/ Tailor’s Shop and Doctor's Office 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5843/ Zoar General Store/ Dairy and Cheese House 
	5843/ Zoar General Store/ Dairy and Cheese House 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.17, 2.20, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Commerce; Separatist Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	-

	ca. 1833 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5848/ House No. 3 
	5848/ House No. 3 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5849/ House No. 2 
	5849/ House No. 2 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5850/ House No. 31 
	5850/ House No. 31 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1877 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5850c/ Kettle House Foundation 
	5850c/ Kettle House Foundation 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.16, 2.19 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1880s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5852/ House No. 5 
	5852/ House No. 5 
	1.1, 1.562.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830-1840 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5853/ House No. 27 
	5853/ House No. 27 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1868 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5856/ Magazine 
	5856/ Magazine 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1845 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps inVolume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5856a/ House No. 1 Kitchen, Washroom, and Laundry 
	5856a/ House No. 1 Kitchen, Washroom, and Laundry 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1845 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5857/ House No. 1 
	5857/ House No. 1 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14, 2.46 
	Separatist – Residential; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, 1898–1962 
	1835, 1845 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5858/ House No. 29 (Watch Shop) 
	5858/ House No. 29 (Watch Shop) 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13, 2.25 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5859/ House No. 26 
	5859/ House No. 26 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5860/ Zoar Town Hall 
	5860/ Zoar Town Hall 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1887 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5861/ Treasurer’s House 
	5861/ Treasurer’s House 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1877 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5861a/ Treasurer’s House Wash House 
	5861a/ Treasurer’s House Wash House 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5862/ House No. 22 
	5862/ House No. 22 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830-1850 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5863/ Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House 
	5863/ Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House 
	1.1, 1.250, 2.27 
	Separatist –Tourism & Recreation 
	ca. 1830-1850 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5865/ Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 
	5865/ Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.27 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	1863 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5870/ Sheep Herder’s House 
	5870/ Sheep Herder’s House 
	1.1, 1.59, 2.11, 2.16 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	5870a/ Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	5870a/ Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	1.1, 1.59, 2.11 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	5870c/ Sheep Barn 
	5870c/ Sheep Barn 
	1.1, 1.124, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1850 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5872/ House No. 21 
	5872/ House No. 21 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5874 /House No. 19 
	5874 /House No. 19 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5875/ House No. 17 
	5875/ House No. 17 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1828-1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5876/ House No. 14 
	5876/ House No. 14 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5877/ House No. 35 
	5877/ House No. 35 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5877a/ House No. 35 Kitchen 
	5877a/ House No. 35 Kitchen 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13, 2.46 
	Separatist – Residential; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5878/ House No. 13 (First School) 
	5878/ House No. 13 (First School) 
	1.1, 1.57, 1.200, 2.11, 2.13, 2.25 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	ca. 1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5879/ House No. 18 
	5879/ House No. 18 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1828 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5881/ House No. 30 (The Hermitage) 
	5881/ House No. 30 (The Hermitage) 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5882/ House No. 16 
	5882/ House No. 16 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5883/ Second Zoar School 
	5883/ Second Zoar School 
	1.1, 1.201, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1868 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5884/ House No. 20 
	5884/ House No. 20 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1881 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5884b/ House No. 20 Outbuilding B 
	5884b/ House No. 20 Outbuilding B 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5885/ House No. 15 (Silk Factory) 
	5885/ House No. 15 (Silk Factory) 
	1.1, 1.56, 1.147, 2.11, 2.13, 2.20 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5885b/ House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation 
	5885b/ House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps inVolume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5886/ House No. 12 
	5886/ House No. 12 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1858 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5886a/ House No. 12 Outbuilding A 
	5886a/ House No. 12 Outbuilding A 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5886b/ House No. 12 Outbuilding B 
	5886b/ House No. 12 Outbuilding B 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5887/ House No. 34 
	5887/ House No. 34 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1874 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5887b/ House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation 
	5887b/ House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5888/ Tin Shop 
	5888/ Tin Shop 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1825 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5889/ Bakery 
	5889/ Bakery 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1837 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5891 /House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	5891 /House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	1.1, 1.55, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion, Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1834 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5891a/ Garden Spring House 
	5891a/ Garden Spring House 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1834 (reconstructed 1988) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5892/ House No. 10 
	5892/ House No. 10 
	1.1, 1.55, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5893/ House No. 9 
	5893/ House No. 9 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5894/ House No. 6 
	5894/ House No. 6 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5895/ House No. 8 
	5895/ House No. 8 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1884 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5896/ House No. 7 
	5896/ House No. 7 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5901/ Third Meetinghouse 
	5901/ Third Meetinghouse 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25 
	Separatist –Religion 
	1853 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5903 / House No. 36 (Weberhaus) 
	5903 / House No. 36 (Weberhaus) 
	1.1, 1.56, 1.147, 2.11, 2.12, 2.20 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca. 1825 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5903a / House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash House 
	5903a / House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash House 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1825 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5906/ Storage Barn 
	5906/ Storage Barn 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.17 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1890 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Not Eligible to the National Register for lack of integrity under Criteria A, B, and C; further research needed for Criterion D 

	5929c / Alexander Gunn Grave 
	5929c / Alexander Gunn Grave 
	1.1, 2.26 
	Separatist– Community, Education and Religion / Landscape Feature 
	ca.1901 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	TH32/ House No. 25 
	TH32/ House No. 25 
	1.1, 1.60, 2.11, 2.15 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1828 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	TH35/ Canal Hotel 
	TH35/ Canal Hotel 
	1.1, 1.119, 2.27 
	Separatist –Tourism 
	1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; lies outside of district boundary as mapped; expand district boundary to include resource 

	HDC1/ Zoar Brewery 
	HDC1/ Zoar Brewery 
	1.1, 1.199, 2.26 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	1832 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC2/ Wheat Storage Barn 
	HDC2/ Wheat Storage Barn 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840s 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC3/ Woolen Mill 
	HDC3/ Woolen Mill 
	1.1, 1.147, 2.20, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC4/ Zoar Custom Mill 
	HDC4/ Zoar Custom Mill 
	1.1, 1.147, 2.20, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1847 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps inVolume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC5/ Zoar Garden 
	HDC5/ Zoar Garden 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion/ Landscape Feature; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1834 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	HDC6/ Second Cow Barn Foundation 
	HDC6/ Second Cow Barn Foundation 
	1.1, 1.121, 2.16, 2.19 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	1875 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC7/ Second Slaughter House Foundation 
	HDC7/ Second Slaughter House Foundation 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.16, 2.17 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	after 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC8/ Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge and grade 
	HDC8/ Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge and grade 
	1.1, 1.182, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1882 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC9/ Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse 
	HDC9/ Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21, 2.41 
	Separatist –Industry; Non-Separatist– Industry, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC10/ Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock 
	HDC10/ Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC11/ Zoar Mill Race 
	HDC11/ Zoar Mill Race 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC12/ Zoar Dike Remains 
	HDC12/ Zoar Dike Remains 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.28 
	Separatist –Flood Control 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC13/ Zoar Iron Bridge 
	HDC13/ Zoar Iron Bridge 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	1883 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC14/ Canal Mill Foundation 
	HDC14/ Canal Mill Foundation 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1837 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC15/ Zoar Dam 
	HDC15/ Zoar Dam 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1821 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC15a/ Second State Dam 
	HDC15a/ Second State Dam 
	1.1, 1.258, 2.44 
	Non-separatist– Transportation 
	1908 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 16/ Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 
	HDC 16/ Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1828 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC17/ Ohio & Erie Canal Feeder Canal Lock 
	HDC17/ Ohio & Erie Canal Feeder Canal Lock 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1826 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC 18/ Ohio & Erie Canal Bed 
	HDC 18/ Ohio & Erie Canal Bed 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1826 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 19/ Zoar Cemetery 
	HDC 19/ Zoar Cemetery 
	1.1, 1.203, 2.26 
	Separatist-Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1820 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC23/ State Fish Hatchery No. 12 
	HDC23/ State Fish Hatchery No. 12 
	1.1, 1.259, 2.41 
	20th Century Industry & Commerce 
	1921 
	Eligible for the National Register under Criterion A for early 20th Century Industry & Commerce context 

	HDC24/ Lime Kiln 
	HDC24/ Lime Kiln 
	1.1, 1.147, 1.262, 2.20, 2.41 
	Separatist-Industry & Manufacturing; 20th Century Industry & Commerce 
	ca. 1920 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; Recommend eligible under 20th century industry & commerce context as well; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC25/ Zoar Pump Station 
	HDC25/ Zoar Pump Station 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1951 
	In the 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC26/ Zoar Levee 
	HDC26/ Zoar Levee 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938, ca. 1951 
	In the 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC27/ Zoar Diversion Channel 
	HDC27/ Zoar Diversion Channel 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC28/ Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culvert 
	HDC28/ Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culvert 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC29/ Zoar Diversion Dam 
	HDC29/ Zoar Diversion Dam 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC52 /Ice House Ruins and Dam 
	HDC52 /Ice House Ruins and Dam 
	1.1, 1.199, 2.40 
	Separatist-Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. late 19th – early 20th century 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 53/ Horse Hospital Foundation 
	HDC 53/ Horse Hospital Foundation 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps inVolume 3 
	Context
	 Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC54/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	HDC54/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC 55/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	HDC 55/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barn at 9872 Towpath Rd 
	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barn at 9872 Towpath Rd 
	1.1, 1.47, 2.29 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	1891 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion within a discontiguous boundary 

	HDC59/ Canal Mill Race 
	HDC59/ Canal Mill Race 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist-Industry 
	1837 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC60/House No. 26 Well 
	HDC60/House No. 26 Well 
	1.1, 1.60, 2.11 
	Separatist-Residential 
	ca. 1840-1880 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Statement of Significance 
	Statement of Significance 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have associative value under criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scand
	The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buil
	The Separatist period of significance is 1817 to 1898, covering the time between the founding of Zoar Village and the dissolution of the society. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. A total of 89 Separatist-related resources were identified that are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 1, Figure 2). Separatist re
	In addition to the Separatist period, HDC has determined that there are significant events and developments within the study area that either are not directly related to the Separatists or post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, but are nevertheless very important in understanding the history of Zoar Village and the study area. These historical events and developments can be classified into the following contexts, with a period of significance from 1898 to 1962: Commerce and Industr
	After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the community had to cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a 
	After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the community had to cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a 
	capitalist economy. These attempts to convert Zoar Village into a capitalist community from a communal society speak to a common struggle of former communal societies in America to adapt to twentieth century economic conditions and opportunities, and surviving resources related to the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context help to illustrate this development at Zoar Village, such as the revitalized Lime Kiln, the State Fish Hatchery, and the Power House ruins. 

	The early twentieth century marks the end of the canal period in Ohio, and repairs made to the canal in 1908 represent a last attempt to salvage the canal as an economically viable transportation corridor. As part of repairs, the State constructed a concrete addition to the Zoar Dam, called the Second State Dam (the First State Dam was a low berm constructed of dirt and brush in the nineteenth century and no longer exists). The dam remained intact through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the
	The Flood Control, 1898–1962 context is related to the larger flood control context within the Muskingum River Basin. Huntington, in consultation with OHPO, has determined that the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. HDC recommends that the five identified Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962 resources are eligible for the National Register 
	HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962, be added as a significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern 
	The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
	The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
	which included former Separatist Levi Bimeler on its board. The company intended to convert Zoar Village into a prime summer tourist destination, with a newly-impounded lake for swimming and stocked for sport fishing, a large dance pavilion, and scores of small summer cottages. However, only a handful of cottages were built, although the dance pavilion and a bath house were constructed, and Zoar Lake was impounded in 1923. The resort concept was abandoned due to the economic downturn of the Great Depression

	In addition to the contexts under the 1898–1962 period of significance, there are equivalent contexts for the post-1962 period. All resources built, restored, or reconstructed after 1962 have yet to reach the National Register 50-year mark for consideration under the four primary eligibility criteria, and none of the resources qualify as exceptionally significant under the National Register criteria considerations; therefore, none of the resources postdating 1962 are recommended as contributing elements to 
	-

	Integrity of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Integrity of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an 
	Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still intact; no new alleys have been added (although 
	Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still intact; no new alleys have been added (although 
	of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 on the south side of Zoar Village, and Fifth Street on the north side of the village is not an original Separatist street). Outside of the village, important water power and transportation landscape features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. The wooded hillsides west of the Tuscarawas River look much the same as they did in nineteenth century photographs, and portions of former Separatist agricultural fields a

	However, some important aspects of the Separatist landscape have been altered. The fish ponds that were constructed where Goose Run Impoundment is located are one obvious absence, and residential development has encroached upon former Separatist agricultural fields north of the village, while Zoar Lake has flooded another field to the west. A woodlot has grown up in a former agricultural field that was between the fish ponds and the eastern edge of the village. A pine grove, known as the Tannewald, used as 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District was compared to four communal societies listed in the National Register that are judged to be similar in organization and religious outlook: The Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow German Separatist group in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a group of German inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel societies, composed of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society member
	Because so much of the original town plan is preserved, Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of nineteenth century communal societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the


	Boundary Assessment 
	Boundary Assessment 
	Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissoluti
	Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissoluti
	the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The Great Depression and the development of a massive flood control system in the Muskingum River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village. In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage were under threat: first from general neglect within the village, and secondly from the construction of Dover Dam downriver from Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation at Zoar 

	HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within the current boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist-relat
	HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated with the following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 
	The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-era resources may exist within the limits of former Separatist landholdings. However, only three locations were confirmed to have Separatist-related resources through visual inspection and literature review. These resources include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village along Towpath Road, and two resources associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. 
	Contributing resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District include both those identified with Separatist historic contexts and those identified with historic contexts postdating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in time to encompass these activities and events. HD
	-

	The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize 


	Task I.D Summary: Archeological Probability Assessment 
	Task I.D Summary: Archeological Probability Assessment 
	Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented in Volume 1; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

	4. 
	4. 
	Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 


	A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within
	Disturbance Assessment 
	Disturbance Assessment 
	The study area was assessed to identify sources of landform disturbance that would affect the integrity of archeological resources in any given location. Sources of disturbance within the study area include the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam and its various components; historical construction and demolition activities associated with the growth and development of Zoar Village in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and the construction of transportation assets such as modern roadways, rai

	 Pre-contact Archeological Resources 
	 Pre-contact Archeological Resources 
	There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area (Table 2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be consi
	The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 portions of th
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
	and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, i

	Table 2. Summary of recommendations for previously identified pre-contact archeology resources within the study area 
	Site identifier 
	Site identifier 
	Site identifier 
	Temporal affiliation 
	Expected archeological resource types 
	Recommendations 

	House No. 25 site 
	House No. 25 site 
	Archaic Period 
	Unknown 
	Recommend that site be considered eligible for the National Register for the purpose of the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives, until and unless further testing proves otherwise 

	33-TU-11 
	33-TU-11 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined, but likely low density of chipped stone debitage 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 

	33-TU-22 
	33-TU-22 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined, but likely low density of chipped stone debitage 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 

	33-TU-48 
	33-TU-48 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined, but likely low density of chipped stone debitage 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 

	33-TU-229 
	33-TU-229 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Debitage in disturbed context 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 

	33-TU-453 
	33-TU-453 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Low density of chipped stone debitage 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 

	33-TU-454 
	33-TU-454 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Debitage in disturbed context 
	Recommended not eligible for the National Register; No further testing is warranted 
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	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY , HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Sub Period 
	Possible site types derived from deductive model 
	Location on landscape derived from deductive model 
	Locational refinements derived from inductive model 
	Data Needs for Determining   Significance 

	Paleoindian 
	Paleoindian 
	N/A 
	Workshop/occupation sites 
	Floodplains and terraces  
	Within 656 ft (200 m) of water (average for entire period) 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Comparatively robust sample size Intact features 

	Chert processing sites 
	Chert processing sites 
	Floodplains and uplands 
	Within 656 ft (200 m) of water (average for entire period) Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Comparatively robust sample size Intact features 

	Food procurement (resource extraction) sites 
	Food procurement (resource extraction) sites 
	No predicting factors 
	Within 656 ft (200 m) of water (average for entire period) Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Comparatively robust sample size Intact features 

	Archaic 
	Archaic 
	Early Archaic 
	Small seasonal resource extraction camps 
	Highest probability location is terraces 
	Within 522 ft (159 m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Comparatively robust sample size Intact features 

	Middle Archaic 
	Middle Archaic 
	Small seasonal resource extraction camps 
	Highest probability location is terraces 
	NONE 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Comparatively robust sample size Intact features 

	Late Archaic 
	Late Archaic 
	Large summer base camps 
	Floodplains and terraces 
	Within 541 ft (165m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact or feature  patterning Diverse artifact classes Intact features, esp. structural 

	Small winter resource extraction camps 
	Small winter resource extraction camps 
	Uplands 
	Within 541 ft (165m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Intact features 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY , HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Sub Period 
	Possible site types derived from deductive model 
	Location on landscape derived from deductive model 
	Locational refinements derived from inductive model 
	Data Needs for Determining   Significance 

	Woodland 
	Woodland 
	Early Woodland 
	Large summer base camps 
	Floodplains and terraces 
	Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact or feature patterning Diverse artifact classes Intact features, esp. structural 

	Small winter resource extraction camps 
	Small winter resource extraction camps 
	Uplands 
	Within 672.5 ft (205 m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Intact features 

	Middle Woodland 
	Middle Woodland 
	Year-round hamlets 
	Floodplains and low terraces 
	NONE 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact or feature patterning Diverse artifact classes Intact features 

	Late Woodland 
	Late Woodland 
	Year-round hamlets 
	Floodplains and low terraces 
	Within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water   Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact or feature patterning Diverse artifact classes Intact features, esp. structural 

	Small seasonal resource extraction camps 
	Small seasonal resource extraction camps 
	Floodplains and uplands 
	Within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Large, diverse artifact sample Intact features 

	Fortified habitation sites 
	Fortified habitation sites 
	Bluff edges 
	No bluff edges in study area 
	N/A 

	Late Prehistoric 
	Late Prehistoric 
	N/A 
	Large villages 
	Floodplains and terraces 
	Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water  Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Large, diverse artifact classes Diverse feature types exhibiting spatial patterning Evidence of internal structure of village 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY , HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	Table 3. Pre-contact site location probability assessment by time period and site type based on model overlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Sub Period 
	Possible site types derived from deductive model 
	Location on landscape derived from deductive model 
	Locational refinements derived from inductive model 
	Data Needs for Determining   Significance 

	TR
	Small seasonal resource extraction camps 
	Uplands 
	Within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water Well drained soils 
	Temporally diagnostic artifacts Discernible artifact patterning Large, diverse artifact sample Intact features 



	Historical Archeological Resources 
	Historical Archeological Resources 
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two very broad resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. Separatist archeological resources related to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, transportation, and tourism and recreation are also probable with
	Table 4. Summary of historical archeology resource probability 
	Resource context 
	Resource context 
	Resource context 
	Probability assessment for significant resources 
	Resource Types 

	Separatist Residential 
	Separatist Residential 
	High probability within village 
	Foundations, stratified sheet middens refuse pits, outhouse shafts 

	Separatist Agriculture 
	Separatist Agriculture 
	High probability in areas with former agricultural buildings and minimal disturbance; low probability in areas with greater disturbance 
	Foundations, refuse deposits 

	Separatist Commercial 
	Separatist Commercial 
	Probable at store locations only 
	Foundations at Canal Hotel area, stratified refuse deposits 

	Separatist Industry and Manufacturing 
	Separatist Industry and Manufacturing 
	High probability in industrial core area and former shop locations in village; lower probability at Canal Mill due to subsequent developments 
	Foundations, equipment mounts, refuse deposits 

	Separatist Transportation 
	Separatist Transportation 
	Low probability due to nature of resources and disturbances 
	Original Zoar Depot building location disturbed by levee construction, other resources are above-ground ruins 

	Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	High probability within village 
	Foundations, stratified sheet middens refuse pits, outhouse shafts 

	Resource context 
	Resource context 
	Probability assessment for significant resources 
	Resource Types 

	Separatist Tourism and Recreation 
	Separatist Tourism and Recreation 
	Probable at hotel locations only 
	Outbuilding foundations and associated features, refuse pits, outhouse shafts 

	Separatist Flood Control 
	Separatist Flood Control 
	One above-ground ruin 
	No below-ground resources 

	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Low probability for significant resources 
	Foundations, stratified sheet middens refuse pits, outhouse shafts 

	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Low probability for significant resources 
	No specific investigation of this resource type 

	Non-Separatist Commercial 
	Non-Separatist Commercial 
	Low probability due to nature of resources and disturbances 
	No archeological resources expected 

	Non-Separatist Industry/ Manufacturing 
	Non-Separatist Industry/ Manufacturing 
	Probable at Lime Kiln; uncertain to non-extant elsewhere in study area 
	Foundations, waste material deposits, sheet midden 

	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Low probability due to nature of resources and disturbances 
	No archeological resources expected 

	Non-Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	Non-Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	Low probability for significant resources 
	No specific investigation of this resource type 

	Non-Separatist Tourism and Recreation 
	Non-Separatist Tourism and Recreation 
	Undetermined-areas associated with this context may be massively disturbed 
	Foundations, sheet midden refuse 

	Non-Separatist Flood Control 
	Non-Separatist Flood Control 
	No probability 
	No below-ground resources 
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	Figure 2. Summary map of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area, showing all above-ground structures 
	Note that many resources are recommended contributing under multiple complexes. Resources are depicted by their primary context only in this figure, so even though there are contributing resources under the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, the context is not depicted on this figure, as it is a secondary context for the resources affiliated with it. 
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites Category 2 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites Category 3 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites Category 4 Areas: Pre-Contact archeology sites In general, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on floodplains, terraces, and uplands within 777.5 ft (237 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type
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	Figure 3. Summary map showing combined data from all pre-contact site type probability models developed for Task I.D 
	Figure 3. Summary map showing combined data from all pre-contact site type probability models developed for Task I.D 
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	EXECUTIVESUMMARY 
	EXECUTIVESUMMARY 
	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 
	This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for a baseline study area defined by Huntington for the DSMS. The study area was defined to encompass the incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the 1975 National Register of Historic Places (National Register) boundary for the Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to the flowage easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas
	For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres
	For ease of discussion, the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar will hereafter be referred to as “Separatists.” This appellation is in keeping with previous researchers such as Nixon (1933) and Morhart (1981); it appears that the term “Separatists” is likely how the members of the Society referred to themselves. The term “Zoarites” appears to be a twentieth century term that was not used by the Separatists themselves, so we have attempted to avoid its use here. The study area consists of 708 acres
	major landmarks include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 1, the Zoar Store, the Zoar Hotel, and the Zoar Town Hall (housing the Zoar museum) along Main Street, and the Zoar United Church of Christ (formerly a Separatist meetinghouse) and a former public school building in the northern part of the village. 

	The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project includes several major landmarks inside the study area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, Goose Run impoundment area, and the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar Cemetery is located north of Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river
	The Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background context for the study area (Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would examine and document all standing structures and ruins in the study area in terms of significance to historical contexts developed for this study and propose a new National Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District for assistance in baseline planning submitting a National Register update was not included in the SOW (Task I.C);
	-
	-

	TaskI.BSummary:BackgroundResearch 
	HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian C
	HDC researchers accessed information held at numerous repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, the Ohio & Erie Canalways holdings, The Ohio State University Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and the Cleveland Arts Foundation. In addition, the private collection of Zoar Village resident and historian C
	consulted included the holdings of the Library of Congress and the Google Scholar search engine for PDFs of articles and publications pertinent to the study, websites associated with local historical societies and avocational historians, and various other electronic resources. Representatives from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, Ohio Historic Preservation Office (OHPO), and the Ohio Historical Society (OHS), along with Zoar historian Kathleen Fernandez, and Zoar Village residents Steve Shonk, 

	Over 250 information resources were consulted for Task I.B, which were used to construct detailed contexts for understanding the cultural history of the study area. A diverse set of documents, ranging from historical maps to newspaper accounts, were compared against previous research on the study area to develop a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of historical development. The results of the research helped identify a multitude of Separatist-era resources, both those still standing and those absent from the
	The history of the Separatists dominates the analysis, as their village and community were the most influential occupation of the study area. However, the results of research indicated that Zoar Village holds relevance for understanding other historical contexts, such as twentieth century rural commercial and industrial development, historic preservation movements related to Zoar Village, and the relationship of Ohio artists to international art movements through their work at Zoar Village in the late ninet
	Intensive background research was also conducted for completing tasks I.C (Above-ground Resources Survey) and I.D (Archeological Probability Assessment); the results of research for those tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 
	Task I.C Summary: Above-groundResources Survey 
	HDC completed the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 22, and from June 25 to June 28, 2012. The field team closely examined each of the aboveground resources, took at least two high-quality digital photos of each structure, and completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each structure. Overall streetscape photos of Zoar Village were taken as well to provide context. Overall, HDC surveyed a total of 351 properties, of which 95 are recommended a
	-

	Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented archeological resource, and HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry be removed from the 
	Thirteen structures out of the 351 structures surveyed are currently listed on the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District. One listed structure, the Zoar Foundry, does not actually represent either an above-ground resource or a documented archeological resource, and HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry be removed from the 
	list of contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District until such time as an archeological investigation can determine if there are significant archeological remains of this resource existing within the historic district. HDC recommends that 13 of these listed resources retain their current status. Current research has determined that one resource, the Lime Kiln, also functioned as an early twentieth century facility separate from the Separatists’ probable first use of the kiln (Chris Po

	Per the scope of work, HDC defined the extent of the Zoar land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps and identified 23 potential Separatist-era building and site locations through documentary research. HDC was able to locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one standing building, a barn, was associated with the Society of Separatists of Zoar based on visual inspection, a date on the building foundation cornerstone, and local lore. In addition, the study tea
	There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam 
	There are 262 resources within the study area that are not associated with the Separatists; all of which post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. HDC recommends 11 resources within the study area as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with non-Separatist historic contexts, including the State Fish Hatchery, Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse, and Zoar Lime Kiln (early twentieth century commerce and industry), the Second State Dam 
	multiple property listing, as well as for a twentieth century historic preservation context of Zoar Village. Also recommended eligible for their roles in the historic preservation efforts context are the Zoar Garden and House No. 1, representing the emergence of historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village, which would become a major, if not the most important, component of the modern community’s economic base. 

	A total of 86 resources date to the period 1898–1962. There are 73 resources in the study area that are associated with residential and community development from 1898 to 1962. There is no identifiable historic pattern of twentieth century residential and community development in relation to the history and development of Zoar Village or to larger national housing trends, and these properties are not recommended eligible for the National Register, either together as a district or individually. There are fou
	Text continues on page 1.xiii 
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	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5837/ Wagon Shop 
	5837/ Wagon Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1835 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5838/ Blacksmith Shop 
	5838/ Blacksmith Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1866 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5841/ Zoar Hotel 
	5841/ Zoar Hotel 
	1.1,1.259, 2.27, 
	Separatist – Commerce 
	1833 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5842a/ House No. 23 
	5842a/ House No. 23 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5842c/ Tailor’s Shop and Doctor's Office 
	5842c/ Tailor’s Shop and Doctor's Office 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5843/ Zoar General Store/ Dairy and Cheese House 
	5843/ Zoar General Store/ Dairy and Cheese House 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.17, 2.20, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Commerce; Separatist -Community, Education and Religion, Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1833 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5848/ House No. 3 
	5848/ House No. 3 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5849/ House No. 2 
	5849/ House No. 2 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1831 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5850/ House No. 31 
	5850/ House No. 31 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1877 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5850c/ Kettle House Foundation 
	5850c/ Kettle House Foundation 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.16, 2.19 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1880s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5852/ House No. 5 
	5852/ House No. 5 
	1.1, 1.562.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830-1840 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5853/ House No. 27 
	5853/ House No. 27 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1868 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5856/ Magazine 
	5856/ Magazine 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1845 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5856a/ House No. 1 Kitchen, Washroom, and Laundry 
	5856a/ House No. 1 Kitchen, Washroom, and Laundry 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1845 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5857/ House No. 1 
	5857/ House No. 1 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14, 2.46 
	Separatist – Residential; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, 1898–1962 
	1835, 1845 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5858/ House No. 29 (Watch Shop) 
	5858/ House No. 29 (Watch Shop) 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13, 2.25 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5859/ House No. 26 
	5859/ House No. 26 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5860/ Zoar Town Hall 
	5860/ Zoar Town Hall 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1887 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5861/ Treasurer’s House 
	5861/ Treasurer’s House 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1877 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5861a/ Treasurer’s House Wash House 
	5861a/ Treasurer’s House Wash House 
	1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5862/ House No. 22 
	5862/ House No. 22 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830-1850 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5863/ Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House 
	5863/ Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House 
	1.1, 1.250, 2.27 
	Separatist –Tourism & Recreation 
	ca. 1830-1850 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5865/ Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 
	5865/ Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 
	1.1, 1.202, 2.27 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	1863 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5870/ Sheep Herder’s House 
	5870/ Sheep Herder’s House 
	1.1, 1.59, 2.11, 2.16 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	5870a/ Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	5870a/ Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	1.1, 1.59, 2.11 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	5870c/ Sheep Barn 
	5870c/ Sheep Barn 
	1.1, 1.124, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1850 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5872/ House No. 21 
	5872/ House No. 21 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5874 /House No. 19 
	5874 /House No. 19 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5875/ House No. 17 
	5875/ House No. 17 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1828-1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5876/ House No. 14 
	5876/ House No. 14 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5877/ House No. 35 
	5877/ House No. 35 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5877a/ House No. 35 Kitchen 
	5877a/ House No. 35 Kitchen 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13, 2.46 
	Separatist – Residential; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5878/ House No. 13 (First School) 
	5878/ House No. 13 (First School) 
	1.1, 1.57, 1.200, 2.11, 2.13, 2.25 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist Community, Education, and Religion 
	ca. 1870 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5879/ House No. 18 
	5879/ House No. 18 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1828 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5881/ House No. 30 (The Hermitage) 
	5881/ House No. 30 (The Hermitage) 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5882/ House No. 16 
	5882/ House No. 16 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5883/ Second Zoar School 
	5883/ Second Zoar School 
	1.1, 1.201, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1868 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5884/ House No. 20 
	5884/ House No. 20 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1881 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5884b/ House No. 20 Outbuilding B 
	5884b/ House No. 20 Outbuilding B 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5885/ House No. 15 (Silk Factory) 
	5885/ House No. 15 (Silk Factory) 
	1.1, 1.56, 1.147, 2.11, 2.13, 2.20 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca. 1820 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5885b/ House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation 
	5885b/ House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5886/ House No. 12 
	5886/ House No. 12 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1858 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5886a/ House No. 12 Outbuilding A 
	5886a/ House No. 12 Outbuilding A 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5886b/ House No. 12 Outbuilding B 
	5886b/ House No. 12 Outbuilding B 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5887/ House No. 34 
	5887/ House No. 34 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1874 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5887b/ House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation 
	5887b/ House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist – Residential 
	pre 1898 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5888/ Tin Shop 
	5888/ Tin Shop 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1825 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5889/ Bakery 
	5889/ Bakery 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education, and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	1837 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5891 /House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	5891 /House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	1.1, 1.55, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1834 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5891a/ Garden Spring House 
	5891a/ Garden Spring House 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, post-1962 
	ca. 1834 (reconstructed 1988) 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing as a reconstruction 

	5892/ House No. 10 
	5892/ House No. 10 
	1.1, 1.55, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5893/ House No. 9 
	5893/ House No. 9 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1817 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5894/ House No. 6 
	5894/ House No. 6 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5895/ House No. 8 
	5895/ House No. 8 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1884 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	5896/ House No. 7 
	5896/ House No. 7 
	1.1, 1.55, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1830s 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5901/ Third Meetinghouse 
	5901/ Third Meetinghouse 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25 
	Separatist –Religion 
	1853 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	5903 / House No. 36 (Weberhaus) 
	5903 / House No. 36 (Weberhaus) 
	1.1, 1.56, 1.147, 2.11, 2.12, 2.20 
	Separatist – Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca. 1825 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5903a / House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash House 
	5903a / House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash House 
	1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist – Residential 
	ca. 1825 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	5906/ Storage Barn 
	5906/ Storage Barn 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.17 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1890 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Not Eligible to the National Register for lack of integrity under Criteria A, B, and C; further research needed for Criterion D 

	5929c / Alexander Gunn Grave 
	5929c / Alexander Gunn Grave 
	1.1, 2.26 
	Separatist– Community, Education and Religion / Landscape Feature 
	ca.1901 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	TH32/ House No. 25 
	TH32/ House No. 25 
	1.1, 1.60, 2.11, 2.15 
	Separatist – Residential 
	1828 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	TH35/ Canal Hotel 
	TH35/ Canal Hotel 
	1.1, 1.119, 2.27 
	Separatist –Tourism 
	1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; lies outside of district boundary as mapped; expand district boundary to include resource 

	HDC1/ Zoar Brewery 
	HDC1/ Zoar Brewery 
	1.1, 1.199, 2.26 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion 
	1832 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC2/ Wheat Storage Barn 
	HDC2/ Wheat Storage Barn 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840s 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC3/ Woolen Mill 
	HDC3/ Woolen Mill 
	1.1, 1.147, 2.20, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1830 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC4/ Zoar Custom Mill 
	HDC4/ Zoar Custom Mill 
	1.1, 1.147, 2.20, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1847 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC5/ Zoar Garden 
	HDC5/ Zoar Garden 
	1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist – Community, Education and Religion/ Landscape Feature; Non-Separatist preservation efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1834 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; maintain current status 

	HDC6/ Second Cow Barn Foundation 
	HDC6/ Second Cow Barn Foundation 
	1.1, 1.121, 2.16, 2.19 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	1875 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC7/ Second Slaughter House Foundation 
	HDC7/ Second Slaughter House Foundation 
	1.1, 1.122, 2.16, 2.17 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	after 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC8/ Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge and grade 
	HDC8/ Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge and grade 
	1.1, 1.182, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1882 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC9/ Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse 
	HDC9/ Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21, 2.41 
	Separatist –Industry; Non-Separatist– Industry, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC10/ Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock 
	HDC10/ Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC11/ Zoar Mill Race 
	HDC11/ Zoar Mill Race 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 
	Separatist –Industry 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC12/ Zoar Dike Remains 
	HDC12/ Zoar Dike Remains 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.28 
	Separatist –Flood Control 
	ca. 1830 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC13/ Zoar Iron Bridge 
	HDC13/ Zoar Iron Bridge 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	1883 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC14/ Canal Mill Foundation 
	HDC14/ Canal Mill Foundation 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1837 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC15/ Zoar Dam 
	HDC15/ Zoar Dam 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist –Industry 
	1821 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC15a/ Second State Dam 
	HDC15a/ Second State Dam 
	1.1, 1.258, 2.44 
	Non-separatist– Transportation 
	1908 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 16/ Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 
	HDC 16/ Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1828 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC17/ Ohio & Erie Canal Feeder Canal Lock 
	HDC17/ Ohio & Erie Canal Feeder Canal Lock 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1826 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC 18/ Ohio & Erie Canal Bed 
	HDC 18/ Ohio & Erie Canal Bed 
	1.1, 1.191, 2.23, 2.24 
	Separatist – Transportation 
	ca. 1826 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 19/ Zoar Cemetery 
	HDC 19/ Zoar Cemetery 
	1.1, 1.203, 2.26 
	Separatist-Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. 1820 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC23/ State Fish Hatchery No. 12 
	HDC23/ State Fish Hatchery No. 12 
	1.1, 1.259, 2.41 
	20th Century Industry & Commerce 
	1921 
	Eligible for the National Register under Criterion A for early 20th Century Industry & Commerce context 

	HDC24/ Lime Kiln 
	HDC24/ Lime Kiln 
	1.1, 1.147, 1.262, 2.20, 2.41 
	Separatist-Industry & Manufacturing; 20th Century Industry & Commerce 
	ca. 1920 
	Listed as Contributing to 1975 Zoar Historic District; Recommend eligible under 20th century industry & commerce context as well; additional research needed for final determination under Criterion D 

	HDC25/ Zoar Pump Station 
	HDC25/ Zoar Pump Station 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1951 
	In the 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC26/ Zoar Levee 
	HDC26/ Zoar Levee 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938, ca. 1951 
	In the 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC27/ Zoar Diversion Channel 
	HDC27/ Zoar Diversion Channel 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC28/ Zoar Diversion Channel Box culvert 
	HDC28/ Zoar Diversion Channel Box culvert 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC29/ Zoar Diversion Dam 
	HDC29/ Zoar Diversion Dam 
	1.1, 1.300, 2.45, 2.46 
	MWCD and USACE Flood Control Efforts; Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	ca. 1935-1938 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend contributing to a district under the USACE Flood Control Efforts 

	HDC52 /Ice House Ruins and Dam 
	HDC52 /Ice House Ruins and Dam 
	1.1, 1.199, 2.40 
	Separatist-Community, Education and Religion 
	ca. late 19th – early 20th century 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC 53/ Horse Hospital Foundation 
	HDC 53/ Horse Hospital Foundation 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Table 1.1. Contributing resources in the proposed 2013Zoar Historic District 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Building number / Resource 
	Associated maps in Volume 3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status / Recommendation 

	HDC54/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	HDC54/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC 55/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	HDC 55/ Storage Shed Foundation (western) 
	1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	ca. 1840 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 

	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barn at 9872 Towpath Rd 
	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barn at 9872 Towpath Rd 
	1.1, 1.47, 2.29 
	Separatist – Agriculture 
	1891 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District, outside study area; Contributing to proposed expansion within a discontiguous boundary 

	HDC59/ Canal Mill Race 
	HDC59/ Canal Mill Race 
	1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Separatist-Industry 
	1837 
	Not in 1975 Zoar Historic District; Contributing to proposed expansion 

	HDC60/House No. 26 Well 
	HDC60/House No. 26 Well 
	1.1, 1.60, 2.11 
	Separatist-Residential 
	ca. 1840-1880 
	In 1975 Zoar Historic District; recommend Contributing 


	Statement of Significance 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have associative value under criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scand
	The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buil
	The Separatist period of significance is 1817 to 1898, covering the time between the founding of Zoar Village and the dissolution of the society. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. A total of 89 Separatist-related resources were identified that are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). Separatis
	In addition to the Separatist period, HDC has determined that there are significant events and developments within the study area that either are not directly related to the Separatists or post-date the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, but are nevertheless very important in understanding the history of Zoar Village and the study area. These historical events and developments can be classified into the following contexts, with a period of significance from 1898 to 1962: Commerce and Industr
	After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the community had to cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a 
	capitalist economy. These attempts to convert Zoar Village into a capitalist community from a communal society speak to a common struggle of former communal societies in America to adapt to twentieth century economic conditions and opportunities, and surviving resources related to the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context help to illustrate this development at Zoar Village, such as the revitalized Lime Kiln, the State Fish Hatchery, and the Power House ruins. 
	The early twentieth century marks the end of the canal period in Ohio, and repairs made to the canal in 1908 represent a last attempt to salvage the canal as an economically viable transportation corridor. As part of repairs, the State constructed a concrete addition to the Zoar Dam, called the Second State Dam (the First State Dam was a low berm constructed of dirt and brush in the nineteenth century and no longer exists). The dam remained intact through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the
	The Flood Control, 1898–1962 context is related to the larger flood control context within the Muskingum River Basin. Huntington, in consultation with the OHPO, has determined that the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. HDC recommends that the five identified Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962 resources are eligible for the National Regis
	HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962, be added as a significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern 
	The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
	The context of Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962, is definitely significant to the twentieth century history of the study area. The nineteenth century links to the importance of tourism to the economy of Zoar Village can be seen in the founding of the Zoar Lake Resort Company, 
	which included former Separatist Levi Bimeler on its board. The company intended to convert Zoar Village into a prime summer tourist destination, with a newly-impounded lake for swimming and stocked for sport fishing, a large dance pavilion, and scores of small summer cottages. However, only a handful of cottages were built, although the dance pavilion and a bath house were constructed, and Zoar Lake was impounded in 1923. The resort concept was abandoned due to the economic downturn of the Great Depression

	In addition to the contexts under the 1898–1962 period of significance, there are equivalent contexts for the post-1962 period. All resources built, restored, or reconstructed after 1962 have yet to reach the National Register 50-year mark for consideration under the four primary eligibility criteria, and none of the resources qualify as exceptionally significant under the National Register criteria considerations; therefore, none of the resources postdating 1962 are recommended as contributing elements to 
	-

	Integrity of the Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District 
	Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an 
	Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still intact; no new alleys have been added (although 
	Portions of the Separatist landscape are still recognizable in some form, despite alterations and developments that occurred in the last 115 years. The Zoar Garden, the most visible landscape feature relating to the Separatists, has been restored to a close approximation of its nineteenth-century appearance, based on the Society’s gardener Simon Beuter’s detailed records of plantings. The Separatist street plan within the historic core of the village is still intact; no new alleys have been added (although 
	of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 on the south side of Zoar Village, and Fifth Street on the north side of the village is not an original Separatist street). Outside of the village, important water power and transportation landscape features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. The wooded hillsides west of the Tuscarawas River look much the same as they did in nineteenth century photographs, and portions of former Separatist agricultural fields a

	However, some important aspects of the Separatist landscape have been altered. The fish ponds that were constructed where Goose Run Impoundment is located are one obvious absence, and residential development has encroached upon former Separatist agricultural fields north of the village, while Zoar Lake has flooded another field to the west. A woodlot has grown up in a former agricultural field that was between the fish ponds and the eastern edge of the village. A pine grove, known as the Tannewald, used as 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District was compared to four communal societies listed in the National Register that are judged to be similar in organization and religious outlook: The Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow German Separatist group in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a group of German inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel societies, composed of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society member
	Because so much of the original town plan is preserved, Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of nineteenth century communal societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the
	Boundary Assessment 
	Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissoluti
	Currently, the 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period or which post-dated the Separatist period. Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists, however. The decades following dissoluti
	the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The Great Depression and the development of a massive flood control system in the Muskingum River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village. In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage were under threat: first from general neglect within the village, and secondly from the construction of Dover Dam downriver from Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation at Zoar 

	HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within the current boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist-relat
	HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated with the following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962.  
	The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-era resources may exist within the limits of former Separatist landholdings. However, only three locations were confirmed to have Separatist-related resources through visual inspection and literature review. These resources include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village along Towpath Road, and two resources associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. 
	Contributing resources within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District include both those identified with Separatist historic contexts and those identified with historic contexts postdating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in time to encompass these activities and events. HD
	-

	The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize 
	TaskI.DSummary:ArcheologicalProbabilityAssessment 
	Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented in Volume 1; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

	4. 
	4. 
	Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 


	A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within
	DisturbanceAssessment 
	The study area was assessed to identify sources of landform disturbance that would affect the integrity of archeological resources in any given location. Sources of disturbance within the study area include the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam and its various components; historical construction and demolition activities associated with the growth and development of Zoar Village in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and the construction of transportation assets such as modern roadways, rai
	Pre-contactArcheologicalResources 
	There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area (Table 1.2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be cons
	-

	The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 portions of th
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation 
	and chert processing  sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; and larger, more permanent habitation sites from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Late Prehistoric periods, if these types of sites are to be found in the study area. Undisturbed, well-drained uplands, of which there are few in the study area, are the portions of the study area most likely to contain short-term resource extraction sites dating to all periods, 

	Table1.2.Summaryofrecommendationsforpreviouslyidentifiedpre-contactarcheologyresourceswithinthe studyarea 
	Siteidentifier 
	Siteidentifier 
	Siteidentifier 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Expectedarcheological resourcetypes 
	Recommendations 

	HouseNo.25 site 
	HouseNo.25 site 
	Archaic Period 
	Unknown 
	Recommendthatsitebeconsideredeligiblefor theNationalRegisterforthepurposeofthe evaluationandcomparisonofriskmanagement alternatives,untilandunless furthertesting proves otherwise 

	33-TU-11 
	33-TU-11 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikely low density ofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 

	33-TU-22 
	33-TU-22 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikely low density ofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 

	33-TU-48 
	33-TU-48 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikely low density ofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 

	33-TU-229 
	33-TU-229 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 

	33-TU-453 
	33-TU-453 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Low density ofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 

	33-TU-454 
	33-TU-454 
	Temporally unaffiliated 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingis warranted 
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	Figure1.1.SummarymapofZoarLevee& DiversionDamDSMSstudyarea,showingallabove-groundstructures 
	Note that many resources are recommended contributing under multiple complexes. Resources are depicted by their primary context only in this figure, so even though there are contributing resources under the Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 context, the context is not depicted on this figure, as it is a secondary context for the resources affiliated with it. 
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	N/A 
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	HistoricalArcheologicalResources 
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two very broad resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. Separatist archeological resources related to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, transportation, and tourism and recreation are also probable with
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	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Probabilityassessmentfor significantresources 
	ResourceTypes 

	Separatist Residential 
	Separatist Residential 
	Highprobability withinvillage 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middens refusepits,outhouse shafts 

	Separatist Agriculture 
	Separatist Agriculture 
	Highprobability inareas with formeragriculturalbuildings andminimaldisturbance;low probability inareas with greaterdisturbance 
	Foundations,refusedeposits 

	Separatist Commercial 
	Separatist Commercial 
	Probableatstorelocations only 
	Foundations atCanalHotelarea, stratifiedrefusedeposits 

	SeparatistIndustry and Manufacturing 
	SeparatistIndustry and Manufacturing 
	Highprobability inindustrial coreareaandformershop locations invillage;lower probability atCanalMilldue tosubsequentdevelopments 
	Foundations,equipmentmounts, refusedeposits 

	Separatist Transportation 
	Separatist Transportation 
	Low probability duetonature ofresources and disturbances 
	OriginalZoarDepotbuilding locationdisturbedby levee construction,otherresources are above-groundruins 

	Separatist Community, Education,and Religion 
	Separatist Community, Education,and Religion 
	Highprobability withinvillage 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middens refusepits,outhouse shafts 

	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Probabilityassessmentfor significantresources 
	ResourceTypes 

	SeparatistTourism andRecreation 
	SeparatistTourism andRecreation 
	Probableathotellocations only 
	Outbuildingfoundations and associatedfeatures,refusepits, outhouseshafts 

	SeparatistFlood Control 
	SeparatistFlood Control 
	Oneabove-groundruin 
	Nobelow-groundresources 

	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Low probability forsignificant resources 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middens refusepits,outhouse shafts 

	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Low probability forsignificant resources 
	Nospecific investigationofthis resourcetype 

	Non-Separatist Commercial 
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	Noarcheologicalresources expected 
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	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Non-Separatist Transportation 
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	Noarcheologicalresources expected 
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	Low probability forsignificant resources 
	Nospecific investigationofthis resourcetype 

	Non-Separatist Tourismand Recreation 
	Non-Separatist Tourismand Recreation 
	Undetermined-areas associatedwiththis context may bemassively disturbed 
	Foundations,sheetmiddenrefuse 

	Non-Separatist FloodControl 
	Non-Separatist FloodControl 
	Noprobability 
	Nobelow-groundresources 
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	This figure shows probability areas that represent the combination of information from assessing probability for distinct site types associated with pre-contact cultural periods in Ohio, presented in more detail in Chapter 2.5 of Volume 2. 
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	Photo 571. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking north 
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	Photo 572. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking southwest 
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	Photo 573. COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
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	Photo 574. COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southwest 
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	Photo 5 . COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
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	Photo 576. COE# HDC10, Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking north
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	Photo 577. COE# HDC10, Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking northwest
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	Photo 578. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
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	Photo 579. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
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	Photo 5 . COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, March 2013, looking north, with stone lining visible 
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	Photo 581. COE# HDC12, Zoar Dike Ruins, east bank the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
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	Photo 582. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking southwest
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	Photo 583. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast
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	Photo 584. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast
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	Photo 5 . COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking 
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	Photo 588. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking Photo 589. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking 
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	Photo 5 . COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking northwest, March 2013 
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	Photo 591. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking southwest
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	Photo 592. COE# HDC15 and HDC15a, Zoar Dam and State Dam, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking south 
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	Photo 593. COE# HDC15, Zoar Dam detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking south 
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	Photo 594. COE# HDC15, Zoar Dam detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking southwest
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	Photo 638. COE# HDC34, Outbuilding, 9496 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast
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	Photo 639. COE# HDC35, Outbuilding, 9516 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest
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	Photo 640. COE# HDC35, Outbuilding, 9516 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast
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	Photo 641. COE# HDC36, Outbuilding, 9548 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest
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	Photo 642. COE# HDC36, Outbuilding, 9548 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast
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	Photo 643. COE# HDC37, Outbuilding, 9564 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest
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	Photo 644. COE# HDC37, Outbuilding, 9564 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast
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	Photo 645. COE# HDC38, Outbuilding, 9594 Hess Mill Road, looking west
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	Photo 646. COE# HDC39, Outbuilding, 9646 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 647. COE# HDC40, Outbuilding, 9670 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 648. COE# HDC41, Outbuilding, 9692Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 649. COE# HDC42, Stolzer Residence Outbuilding, 9706 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 650. COE# HDC43, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 651. COE# HDC43, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southeast
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	Photo 653. COE# HDC44, Residence, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest
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	Photo 654. COE# HDC44, Residence, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast
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	Photo 655. COE# HDC44a, Garage, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south
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	Photo 656. COE# HDC44a, Garage, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest
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	CHAPTER1.1.INTRODUCTION 
	CHAPTER1.1.INTRODUCTION 
	PurposeandNeed 
	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc., was tasked by the 
	U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 
	Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was constructed to help protect Zoar Village from water being impounded by Dover Dam, located 4 miles downstream on the Tuscarawas River. Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are also located approximately 4 miles downstream of Bolivar Dam (Figure 1.4). Without Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, all portions of Zoar Village located at or below elevation 916 feet above mean sea level would have been evacuated at the time of Dover Dam's construction in the mid 1930s. This is the elevation of Dover D
	Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment is the completion of a Historic Property Baseline Survey for the DSMS study area (Figure 1.5; see Appendix C). The study area was defined to encompass the incorporated boundary of Zoar Village, the current National Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District, the limits of elevation 916 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) behind Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam (which corresponds to the flowage easement maintained for Dover Dam), plus some extra areas (Figure 1.6)
	The study area consists of 708 acres centered on Zoar Village (Figure 1.7). The Tuscarawas River flows along the southwestern border of the study area, with Zoar Lake covering a portion of the northwestern study area. A small tributary of the Tuscarawas River, Goose Run, flows through the eastern portion of the study area and drains into the former Zoar Mill Race ditch. The study area crosses the Tuscarawas River to include historic resources with known associations with the Separatists, such as the Canal H
	Major roads that cross through the study area include State Route (SR) 212, which becomes Main Street in Zoar Village; Dover-Zoar Road; Mineral City-Zoar Road, which is Second Street within the village limits; Towpath Road along the western side of the Tuscarawas River; and Hess Mill Road along the northwestern edge of the study area. Within the village, major landmarks include the Public Garden in the northwest quarter of the village, House No. 1, the Zoar Store, the Zoar Hotel, the Zoar Town Hall (housing
	The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project consists of several major landmarks inside the study area, including the main levee to the west and south of the village, the diversion dam, Goose Run Impoundment area, the diversion channel east of the village, and a series of relief wells along the interior of the levee. The Cherry Hill subdivision is located along Michael Lane in the southeastern portion of the study area. The Zoar cemetery is located north of Zoar Lake. Agricultural fields are present in the river 
	The information gathered in this study will help Huntington develop baseline data concerning historic property potential to support evaluation and comparison of alternatives. This study is designed to identify historic properties and historic property potentials in areas that could be impacted by a wide range of potential risk management alternatives. More specifically, it will help Huntington with consulting parties under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, define Areas of Potent
	Figure
	Figure1.4.ZoarLevee& DiversionDaminrelationtoDoverandBolivarDamsandtheirflowageeasements 
	Source:Huntington 
	BriefHistoryofZoarVillage 
	Zoar Village is an example of a rare or unusual living community with noteworthy historical significance on a national level. Zoar Village is located in east central Ohio, along the Tuscarawas River in Tuscarawas County, about 70 miles south of Cleveland, Ohio (Figure 1.8). Zoar Village was established in 1817 by a group of German separatists from Wrttemberg, seeking a new home where they could freely practice their religion without oppression. The Society of Separatists of Zoar existed from 1817 to 1898, a
	Much of Zoar Village was documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). In 1941, House No. 1, the Public Garden, and the Garden House were conveyed to the State of Ohio and part of Zoar Village became a state memorial, overseen by the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS, later the Ohio Historical Society; the group is not directly affiliated with the State of Ohio ). The Bimeler Museum (House No. 27) was bequeathed to OSAHS in the will of Lillian Bimeler Sturm in 194
	• 
	• 
	• 
	House No. 1 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Hotel 

	• 
	• 
	Bakery 

	• 
	• 
	Garden House and Greenhouse (along with the Garden itself) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Store and Dairy 

	• 
	• 
	House No. 5 (Second Sewing House) 

	• 
	• 
	Tin Shop (reconstructed) 

	• 
	• 
	Wagon Shop (reconstructed) 

	• 
	• 
	Blacksmith Shop (reconstructed) 

	• 
	• 
	Second Cow Barn foundation 


	In 1967, the Zoar Community Association (ZCA) was founded to ensure the preservation of Zoar Village and the surrounding areas and to assist in the maintenance of the economic vitality of the Zoar Village area. 
	The Zoar Historic District was placed on the National Register in 1969 (Pratt 1969) and its boundary was increased in 1975 (Darbee and Pratt 1975) (Figure 1.6). The community was listed under Criterion A for its association with the nineteenth century German Separatist movement and under Criterion C for its outstanding examples of nineteenth century architecture. As currently listed, its period of significance extends from 1817 to 1898.  
	The 1975 Zoar Historic District measures 176.7 total acres, 54 acres of which is located behind Zoar Levee within elevation 916. Fifty-seven of 98 buildings (84 percent)in Zoar Village, including several key institutional buildings, such as the Zoar Store, Zoar Hotel, House No. 1, and Zoar Garden House, are located at or below 916 elevation (Figure 1.6). Approximately one-fifth of the 1975 Zoar Historic District is above elevation 916. Other institutional buildings, such as the church, school, and weaving h
	Today, Zoar Village stands remarkably intact with numerous buildings from the period of significance still standing and it continues to be a heritage tourist asset as a result of its unique history, the quality of surviving historical integrity, and an active and thriving community. The ZCA hosts several festivals and events each year (for more information on these events, see the Community Impacts Baseline Study by Lawrence et al 2012). The ZCA is contracted by OHS to manage day-to-day site operations and 
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	Figure1.5.BaselinePlanningAssessmentstudyarea 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.6.CurrentNationalRegisterboundaryfor 1975ZoarHistoricDistrictinrelationtoelevation916feet 
	Source: Huntington 
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	BriefHistoryofZoarLevee&DiversionDam 
	In response to the State of Ohio’s Flood of 1913, which killed over 400 people and destroyed over 20,000 homes, several studies were conducted to find the best way to manage water resources in the Muskingum River Basin. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam is part of the Muskingum River Basin System (Figure 1.9). The Muskingum River Basin is the site of Ohio’s first multiple purpose water management and land conservation river basin project. The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) was created on 3 June 
	 of $22,090,000.00

	Zoar Levee is an appurtenant structure to the Dover Dam and is located approximately 4 miles upstream of the dam on the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.4). Dover Dam is a dry dam and retains pools only during events to attenuate downstream flooding in coordination with other Muskingum Basin projects. 
	Zoar Levee (Figure 1.10) provides flood damage reduction benefits to Zoar Village and provides protection from flooding when Dover Dam is retaining a pool above elevation 890 (a 3-year event). As such the original crest elevation of the Zoar levee was designed to correspond to the spillway elevation of Dover Dam of 916, with an additional 3 feet of freeboard for a resulting crest elevation of 919. The current crest elevation, following the 1951 work, is 928.5. The Federal Government still maintains flowage 
	Zoar Diversion Dam (Figure 1.10) is located on Goose Run, about 1,000 feet upstream of Zoar Levee and was built to work in conjunction with the levee. The Diversion Dam is a retention structure for runoff in the Goose Run watershed, which flows into a ponding area for the Zoar Levee pump station. The Zoar Diversion Channel is an auxiliary spillway for the Zoar Diversion Dam.  
	A specific formulation document for Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam has not been identified to date. However, original documentation concerning the decision to construct the levee verses remove the town from Dover Dam’s flowage easement indicates that public concern caused MWCD and USACE to consider the historical significance of the community when making this decision. 
	A book dating from 1935 maintained by Zoar Village contains written correspondence lobbying USACE to reconsider building Dover Dam elsewhere and or otherwise protecting Zoar Village from being evacuated because of its historical significance (Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society 1935). This book indicates that after receiving letters of protest from Zoar residents, concerned historians, the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS), 
	A book dating from 1935 maintained by Zoar Village contains written correspondence lobbying USACE to reconsider building Dover Dam elsewhere and or otherwise protecting Zoar Village from being evacuated because of its historical significance (Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society 1935). This book indicates that after receiving letters of protest from Zoar residents, concerned historians, the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS), 
	and finally U.S. Senator Robert J. Buckley, a decision was made by USACE to design a levee rather than purchase and evacuate that portion of the Zoar Village that would have been within Dover Dam’s flowage easement. 

	It is notable that Zoar Village was also documented during this time by another New Deal era program, the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). HABS was established by the National Park Service in 1933 as “make-work program” for architects, draftsmen and photographers left jobless during the Great Depression. This program was formalized by the Historic Sites Act of 1935. This program was designed principally to document cultural resources, like Zoar Village, that were going to be inundated by large publ
	During hearings held by the Conservancy Court (which oversees MWCD) in 1934, the Court decided to amend the Official Plan to substitute Bolivar Reservoir for the one planned at Massillon to allow lowering of Dover Dam’s spillway height by 4 feet to elevation 916 feet to facilitate access to Zoar Village, but also to simplify “the problem of protecting the historic village of Zoar” (Jenkins 1976:76-77). Volume II of the Official Plan also demonstrates that land within Zoar Village would be impacted by the Of
	Post-construction documents confirm that Zoar Village’s historical significance and tourism potential were the key factors in deciding to construct Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam instead of acquire Zoar Village. A 1949 design memorandum concerning the capacity of the Zoar Pump Station states that  “…protection of the village instead of evacuation was adopted because of its historical significance…” (Johnson 1949).  
	A 1950 memorandum concerning raising the crest of Zoar Levee stated that “(a)t the time Dover Dam was being planned, consideration was given to evacuating the population of 200 persons. However, since the village is of considerable historical importance and since two state-owned museums are located there, it was decided to protect the site by constructing earth levees rather than to evacuate the population” (Johnson 1950). 
	Further, a 2001 article from the National Park Service’s magazine CRM stated “in 1929, under pressure from the USACE to move the town to higher ground to accommodate a nearby flood-control dam, the villagers began to recognize their heritage and restored the central garden and opened a museum. A levee was built instead” (Fernandez 2001). A 2002 history of the Muskingum Basin also indicates that the historical significance of Zoar Village is a major reason Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam were constructed (Kemp 20
	Figure
	Figure1.9.LocationofZoarVillageinMuskingumBasininOhio 
	Source:Huntington 
	Figure
	Figure 1.10. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project components 
	Source: Huntington 
	Huntington has recognized, in consultation with OHPO, that the Muskingum Basin projects, including Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, are collectively eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A for their association with federal investments to flood control improvements in Muskingum Basin. The consultation was formalized on 11 May 2011 with the execution of a Programmatic Agreement, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.14(b) to take into account effects and mitigate adverse effects potential actions may
	Summary of Dam Safety Issues with the Project 
	In the 1990s, Huntington conducted Embankment Re-Analysis of Zoar Diversion Dam which resulted in the installation of an upstream seepage control measure and downstream seepage berm and collection system. It was also determined that Zoar Diversion Dam was not suitable for maintaining a permanent impoundment due to safety issues. 
	In January of 2005, a record high water event resulted in Dover Dam’s impoundment reaching a record pool of elevation 907.4. Widespread small “pin” boils were noted and there was more 
	In January of 2005, a record high water event resulted in Dover Dam’s impoundment reaching a record pool of elevation 907.4. Widespread small “pin” boils were noted and there was more 
	concentrated seepage. In response, Huntington installed rings of sand bags around the seeps and attempted to place a small granular seepage berm to reduce the movement of soil particles. A Screening Portfolio Risk Assessment (SPRA) of Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam assigned Zoar Levee a DSAC II classification, citing “extensive seepage and small boils” and rating both the Levee and Diversion Dam as “Probably Inadequate” for seepage and piping under “Normal” loading conditions. 

	In 2008, another significant Dover Dam pool occurred loading Zoar Levee for a month and peaking t3 feet below the 2005 pool, at 904.6 feet. The levee’s performance worsened significantly, with large concentrated seepage or boils appearing at several locations within the interior of the levee. Early during the 2008 event, large concentrated seepage locations were sand-bagged. As the pool elevation increased during the next two weeks the number of boils, the size of boils, and the total quantity of seepage ac
	This event resulted in Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam being reclassified as a DSAC I project, as progression toward failure was believed to be potentially occurring. 
	CurrentDamSafetyModificationStudy 
	To find a long-term plan to reduce risk to Zoar Village, Huntington is currently preparing a Dam Safety Modification Report (DSMR) for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in accordance with Draft ER 1110-2-1156. This ER is the result of Section 2033 of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) of 2007, which among other things, required the USACE to adopt a risk analysis approach to project cost estimates for water resource projects and ensure that the benefits and costs associated with structural and nonstru
	A DSMR is required to justify modifying a USACE project to address risk associated with Dam Safety to meet tolerable risk guidelines with the goal being to find the best risk management plan. The objective of the DSMR is to identify and recommend an alternative risk management plan.  
	ScopeofWork 
	HDC was scoped under Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessments to complete three main sub-tasks (see Appendix C for the full scope of work): 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Task I.B, Background Research: The history of the study area was to be thoroughly documented through research conducted at multiple repositories across the State of Ohio. The purpose of research was to establish strong contexts for evaluating the study area, including the pre-contact period, early historical period before the founding of Zoar 

	Village, the history of the Society of Separatists at Zoar, and the history of the study area after the dissolution of the Society. The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is significant in Ohio history as components of flood control program of the 1930s in the Muskingum River Basin. The former extent of Separatist landholdings was to be identified and examined for possible surviving Separatist outlying buildings and structures. Other communal societies contemporary to the Separatists were to be examined in comparis

	• 
	• 
	Task I.C, Above-ground Resources Survey: All above-ground structures and ruins within the study area were to be documented during a reconnaissance-level fieldwork session, with photography, survey forms and tables. All resources were to be evaluated in terms of eligibility for the National Register and for contribution to the historic district. The current boundaries of the 1975 Zoar Historic District were to be evaluated for possible revision. The period of significance for the 1975 Zoar Historic District 
	-


	• 
	• 
	Task I.D, Archeological Probability Assessment: Within the study area, the probability of archeological site location and survival was to be assessed. Four probability assessment areas were identified: Pre-contact Resources, Early Historic-Period Resources, Separatist Resources, and Non-Separatist Resources. Each area was to be assessed according to historical and cultural contexts and periods, first determining what constitutes the context and what types of sites might be present on the landscape, then det

	• 
	• 
	Task I.E: The results of these three main tasks are to be reported in a management summary (Sewell et al. 2012) and a technical report. In addition, all sources used in developing the historical background context and consulted for the above-ground resources survey and archeological probability assessments are to be digitized and included as a deliverable product. All digital photographs and GIS data developed for the project will also be included as a product. 

	• 
	• 
	Task I.F, GIS: All locational data generated and obtained for the report was to be incorporated into a GIS. The GIS data was to be used in analyzing the study area and presenting the results of the baseline study as report maps. All GIS data was to be cataloged and organized according to USACE metafile guidelines. 


	ResearchMethodology 
	The information presented in Volume 1 of this report is the result of in-depth research conducted by HDC staff at multiple repositories. HDC performed background research for Task I.B using a number of repositories, including the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Library & Archives, the State Library of Ohio, the Tuscarawas County Historical Society, The Ohio State University Library, the Zoar Museum, the Massillon Museum, the Cleveland Public Library Special Collections, the Western Reserve Historical Society,
	Background research began May 22, 2012, and research at the major repositories listed above was mainly completed the week of June 25, 2012, with supplementary research conducted as required over the remainder of 2012. Over 250 sources of information on the study area have been consulted, including but not limited to: primary document and photograph collections at OHS, scholarly works relevant to the study area, newspaper and journal articles, Ohio Archeological and Historical Inventory forms, cultural resou
	ReportOrganization 
	This report is divided into five volumes, due to the sheer amount of information that must be presented. Because of the complexity of the research universe within the study area, eight historical thematic areas have been created to help organize the information presented in the report volumes. These thematic areas will be used to help present the results of research in Volume 1 and the Above-ground Resources Survey and Archeological Probability Assessment in Volume 2, and include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 

	• 
	• 
	Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

	• 
	• 
	Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit dryers, and other structures 

	• 
	• 
	Industry/Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

	• 
	• 
	Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

	• 
	• 
	Community/Religion/Education-addresses buildings, structures, and processes that support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and other related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and structures 

	• 
	• 
	Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service the tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

	• 
	• 
	Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 


	Volume 1 presents the results of extensive research conducted to provide an in-depth context for understanding the history of the study area. Chapter 1.1 is the report introduction, and includes an overview of the purpose and need of the baseline study and a review of the scope of work tasks. Chapter 1.2 presents an environmental review of the study area for contextual purposes. Chapter 1.3 is the pre-contact cultural history of the study area and surrounding region, which builds upon established regional c
	Volume 2 contains the discussion of the Above-ground Resources Survey and the Archeological Probability Assessment. Chapter 2.1 introduces the volume. Chapter 2.2 presents the survey methodology. Chapter 2.3 discusses the architectural contexts present within the study area. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the Above-ground Resources Study, divided into four contexts: 1) Separatist resources, 2) non-Separatist nineteenth century resources, 3) post
	Volume 2 contains the discussion of the Above-ground Resources Survey and the Archeological Probability Assessment. Chapter 2.1 introduces the volume. Chapter 2.2 presents the survey methodology. Chapter 2.3 discusses the architectural contexts present within the study area. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the Above-ground Resources Study, divided into four contexts: 1) Separatist resources, 2) non-Separatist nineteenth century resources, 3) post
	-

	dissolution residential and commercial development, and 4) modern development. Chapter 2.5 includes the results of the archeological probability assessment. Chapter 2.6 includes the statement of significance for the study area. Chapter 2.7 discusses the boundary assessment, and Chapter 2.8 presents a summary of the volume. 

	Volume 3 contains all report figures referenced in volumes 1 and 2, and is arranged with the figures for Volume 1 first, followed by the Volume 2 figures. 
	Volume 4 contains the report tables from volumes 1 and 2, with the tables from Volume 1 presented first, followed by the tables from Volume 2. 
	Volume 5 contains the photographs taken for the Above-Ground Resources Survey, streetscape views, and comparative photographs taken to document landscape and building changes between selected images in Fernandez 2003 and current conditions. 
	A note on map references: There are two maps that are extremely important for studying the built environment of Zoar Village: the property subdivision map of 1898 (Hayward 1898) that shows the landholdings and major buildings of the Society of Separatists of Zoar at the time of the dissolution in 1898, and a 1935 set of as-built drawings produced by Huntington as part of the construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, which documented the location of every standing structure in Zoar Village right before the

	CHAPTER1.2.ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
	CHAPTER1.2.ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
	Task I.B. of the Historic Property Baseline Study included producing a detailed background context for the study area. This background context is important to understanding the pre-contact and historical occupation of the study area. An environmental context that can be drawn upon for the archeological probability assessment (Task I.D) is the subject of the present chapter; the archeological probability assessment can be found in Volume 2, Chapter 2.5 of the technical report. 
	Human settlement patterns are strongly influenced by environmental factors. All humans need potable water, food, and raw materials that can be used to sustain life and that can be crafted into tools to aid and advance survival. Local environmental factors also impact archeological formation processes that play a major role in the survival and detection of archeological deposits. This chapter focuses on five topics related to environmental factors significant for predicting the location of archeological depo
	GeologyandPhysiography 
	An area's geology forms the foundation from which all other landscape features develop. Bedrock characteristics combined with geological history determine the nature of soils which develop at the ground surface, which in turn affects the types of plant and animal communities that develop naturally in an area. The bedrock geology of an area also determines the types and accessibility of mineral resources in a given region. In addition, the geological history of an area influences the potential that buried ar
	Between 320 million and 286 million years ago during the Pennsylvanian geological period, the bedrock of Tuscarawas County was formed. Horizontally bedded sedimentary rocks, such as limestones, shales, siltstones, and sandstones belonging to the Pottsville Group, make up the foundation of the county, as depicted in Figure 1.11. Fractures within this bedrock are typically at high angles to one another and produce smooth planar surfaces (Nield 2013). The Upper and Lower Mercer Limestone members of the Pottsvi
	Just as the study area is close to historically important geological resources like coal, it is also centrally located to major outcrops of chert, one of the primary raw material resources for stone tool production during the pre-contact period. Locally available chert types during the pre
	Just as the study area is close to historically important geological resources like coal, it is also centrally located to major outcrops of chert, one of the primary raw material resources for stone tool production during the pre-contact period. Locally available chert types during the pre
	-

	contact period likely included Boggs and Upper Mercer cherts, which occur as bedded lenses in the Lower and Upper Mercer limestone members respectively. As shown in Figure 1.12, outcrops of Boggs chert have been reported to extend in a long, narrow belt from Perry County to Tuscarawas County, and occur in the immediate vicinity of the study area according to archeologist Kent Vickery (1983:75–76). This dull dark grey to black, fossiliferous chert is found in association with the Pennsylvanian-age Lower Merc

	Regionally available chert types during the pre-contact period would have included Ohio Flint Ridge and Plum Run varieties. The famous Ohio Flint Ridge chert, also known as Vanport chert, outcrops in Licking and Muskingum Counties, approximately 65 miles (105 km) southwest of the study area (Vickery 1983:75–76). Plum Run chert, a fossiliferous chert formed during the Pennsylvanian-age, outcrops in northeastern Stark County, approximately 30 miles (48 km) northeast of the study area (Vickery 1983:75–76). 
	While the study area lies within the unglaciated Allegheny Plateau Section of the Appalachian Plateaus physiographic province (Thornbury 1965:131), the effects of glaciation were still felt in the valley; Zoar Village is situated approximately 5 miles south of the greatest extent of glaciation. The advance of the last Wisconsin glacier, beginning around 24,000 years ago, blocked the northern flow of the ancestral river in the valley. When the river was blocked, it created an impounded lake to the south that
	The result of this glacial history is that Zoar Village is located on a large glacial outwash terrace, which is the primary physiographic feature of the study area, as shown in Figure 1.13. The local physiography within the study area also contains floodplains with deposits of alluvium along the river channel, and outwash terraces and dissected uplands elsewhere. The alluvial deposits may have capped and preserved archeological deposits, and their presence suggests the need for deep testing to locate buried
	In the southeastern portion of the study area, a small, unnamed tributary of the Tuscarawas River has deeply cut a narrow ravine through uplands near Michael Lane, as it flows down from the glacial outwash terrace to the north. Erosion of soils that may contain archeological sites is more 
	In the southeastern portion of the study area, a small, unnamed tributary of the Tuscarawas River has deeply cut a narrow ravine through uplands near Michael Lane, as it flows down from the glacial outwash terrace to the north. Erosion of soils that may contain archeological sites is more 
	likely along this waterway, as is displacement of archeological remains, since there is no alluvium to cap archeological deposits and the topsoil is less than 3 inches in depth. Upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam, the bedrock is relatively shallow and buried archeological sites are not possible in this portion of the study area. 

	Soils 
	An area's soils affect the types of plant and animal communities that develop naturally in an area, and the suitability of an area for cultivation, and hence, influence the movement of people across the landscape. Soil properties also impact human settlement patterns through their suitability for different types of activities. Well drained soils are attractive for long-term habitation and use, while poorly drained soils are not suitable for long-term use, but may be the focus for short-term or specialized a
	Most information on soils is derived from soils surveys completed by public agencies. These surveys provide detailed information, but often have issues with accuracy at the local scale. Macro scale data places the study area within Ohio Soil Region 11 (Coshocton-Westmoreland-Berks Region) (ODNR-DSWR 2012), which contains soils belonging to the Wheeling-Chili-Tioga soil association This soil association is described as consisting of “deep, nearly level to strongly sloping, well drained soils formed in loamy 
	The soils found in the study area generally fall into one of four broad categories of interest to archeological predictive modeling: well drained soils on floodplains and terraces that people may have found attractive for long-term habitation and use; poorly drained soils on floodplains and terraces that people would find unsuitable for long-term use, but which may have been used for short-term or specialized activities; well drained, upland soils at some distance from fresh water sources; and soils that ha
	Floodplains 
	Well drained soils on floodplains tend to support plants and animal resources that humans use throughout time and provide rich environments for cultivation. These soils also tend to be level and close to fresh water sources, making them attractive locations for habitation. Poorly drained soils on floodplains may also support plant and animal resources that attract humans, but they are less well suited for cultivation and are not attractive for habitation because of their tendency to be water logged. Floodpl
	Welldrainedfloodplain soils 
	Nolan Series soils are well drained soils originating in alluvium on floodplains. Nolan soils are found on floodplains (USDA-SCS 1986:96). Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas making these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A narrow band of Nolan silt loam, occasionally flooded (No), is located in the south-southwest part of the study area along the Tuscarawas River, southeast of Dover-Zoar Road. 
	Poorlydrained floodplain soils 
	Orville Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in alluvium on floodplains. Orrville soils are found on floodplains (USDA-SCS 1986:97). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. Large areas of Orrville silt loam, occasionally flooded (Or), are found within the southern one-half of the study area along the Tuscarawas River. A small area of
	Terraces 
	Terrace has a broad meaning for the study area; soils in the study area can form on stream terraces or glacial outwash terraces. Well drained soils on either type of terrace tend to support plants and animal resources that humans use throughout time and, if level, may be attractive locations for habitation. Poorly drained soils on either type of terrace will tend to be unattractive for habitation because of their tendency to be water logged. In general, terraces tend to be farther from fresh water sources t
	Welldrainedterracesoils 
	Chili Series soils are well drained soils originating in loamy material and gravelly and sandy glacial outwash. These soils are found on outwash terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:87). Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas with these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A large area of Chili gravelly loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes (CkB), is mapped in the area between the northeast side of the historic village center and Goose Run Impoundment. A smaller 
	Plainfield Series soils are excessively well drained soils originating in sandy outwash deposits. These soils are found on glacial outwash terraces and stream terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:97). Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas making these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A large area of Plainfield loamy sand, 3 to 8 percent slopes (PwB), is found in the east central and southeastern portion of the study area; this area of Plainfield so
	Sparta Series soils are excessively drained soils originating in sandy outwash deposits. These soils are found on glacial outwash terraces and stream terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:100). Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas having these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. A small area of Sparta loamy fine sand, 0 to 3 percent slopes (SpA), is found at the south end of Zoar Lake, on either side of the old road bed of First Street west of the Zoa
	Wheeling Series soils are well drained soils originating in loamy material and the underlying glacial outwash. These soils are found on outwash terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:103). Because these soils are well drained, there is a greater probability that humans found level areas having these soils attractive for longer-term habitation. Wheeling loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (WrA), is found on the northwest side of the study area at the northwest end of Zoar Lake, and on both sides of SR 212, just north of the y-inte
	Poorlydrained terracesoils 
	Caneadea Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in sediments deposited in former lakes that are now slack water terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:86). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. Caneadea silty clay loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (CcA), surrounds the pits and gravel unit in the northeastern portion of the study area; this area is record
	Caneadea Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in sediments deposited in former lakes that are now slack water terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:86). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. Caneadea silty clay loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (CcA), surrounds the pits and gravel unit in the northeastern portion of the study area; this area is record
	Levee on the 1935 as-built drawings. Another larger area of this soil is located in the northeastern corner of the study area, extending south from the southern border of the eastern branch of the Goose Run Impoundment. 

	Fitchville Series soils are somewhat poorly drained soils originating in sediments deposited in former lakes that are now slack water terraces (USDA-SCS 1986:91). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. A large area of Fitchville silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes (FcA), abuts Zoar Lake on the lake's northern and western sides. Another, smaller area of this
	Linwood Series soils are very poorly drained soils originating in organic deposits with recent alluvium in the surface layer. Linwood soils are found in depressions on glacial outwash plains (USDA-SCS 1986:95). Long-term human occupation of land with poorly drained soils is unlikely, although short-term or specialized activities may have taken place at such locations, or around the edges of such areas. A narrow band of Linwood mucky silt loam, ponded (Ln), is found in the far northwestern part of the study 
	Uplands 
	Upland soils tend to be well drained and support plants and animal resources that humans use throughout time. However, the distance to fresh water sources and slope also tends to discourage long term habitation. In addition, the thin top soil and lack of alluvial deposition means that upland soils do not have the potential to contain deeply buried archeological deposits and are often eroded which reduces the information potential of any existing archeological deposits. There are two upland soils in the stud
	Coshocton Series soils are moderately well drained soils originating in colluvium and residuum from siltstone, sandstone, or shale bedrock, hence the presence of channery in the soil. These soils are found on ridgetops and hillsides in the uplands (USDA-SCS 1986:89). When these soils are found on areas with little slope, such as a ridgetop, people may have found the well-drained nature of the area attractive for longer-term occupations. One such relatively level area of Coshocton silt loam, 3 to 8 percent s
	Hazelton Series soils are well drained soils originating in colluvium and residuum from sandstone bedrock, hence the presence of channery in the soil. These soils are found on ridgetops and hillsides in the uplands (USDA-SCS 1986:93). When these soils are found on areas with little slope, such as a ridgetop, people may have found the well drained nature of the area 
	Hazelton Series soils are well drained soils originating in colluvium and residuum from sandstone bedrock, hence the presence of channery in the soil. These soils are found on ridgetops and hillsides in the uplands (USDA-SCS 1986:93). When these soils are found on areas with little slope, such as a ridgetop, people may have found the well drained nature of the area 
	attractive for longer-term occupations. Narrow bands of Hazelton channery loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes (HeC), and Hazelton channery loam, 25 to 40 percent slopes (HeE), can be found in the southeastern part of the study area surrounding a level upland landform that encompasses the housing development at Michael Lane. 

	DisturbedSoils 
	Disturbed soils have little to no archeological potential because the original deposits that may have contained archeological deposits have been moved or destroyed. There are four soils representing significant disturbances within the study area: 
	Bethesda Series soils are well drained soils forming in surface mined areas where there is a mixture of partially weathered fine-earth sediments and fragments of sandstone, siltstone and shale. As a result of this history, Bethesda soils have a shallow top soil horizon that transitions immediately to the soil horizon arising from the bedrock (C horizon) (USDA-SCS 1986:84). Because these soils have been mined and possibly reclaimed, there is very little to no chance that archeological remains predating the t
	Morristown Series soils are well drained soils that occur in areas that have been surface mined, and often later cultivated, if top soil is replaced or the area is reclaimed. As a result of this history, Morristown soils have a shallow top soil horizon that transitions immediately to the soil horizon arising from the bedrock (C horizon) (USDA-SCS 1986:96). Because these soils have been mined and possibly reclaimed, there is very little to no chance that archeological remains pre-dating the time of mining wi
	Pits, Gravel, symbolized by the letter combination Pt, are areas that have been surface mined for sand and gravel that is later used in construction. The pits typically occur on outwash terraces and in areas that have Chili, Conotton, or Wheeling soils underlain by glacial outwash (USDASCS 1986:48). Areas that have been surface mined are not favorable for the preservation of archeological remains because of the removal of the natural top soil. A comparatively small area of pits is mapped in the far northeas
	-

	Udorthents soils are areas of cut and fill typically occurring in construction areas along highways and other large public works such as dams and levees, and in urban areas (USDA-SCS 1986:54). Areas where cutting and filling has taken place are not usually favorable for the preservation of archeological remains because of the disturbance to the natural top soil. There are two comparatively small areas of Udorthents, hilly (Ua), in the southern part of the study area: one is such area is located at the south
	Udorthents soils are areas of cut and fill typically occurring in construction areas along highways and other large public works such as dams and levees, and in urban areas (USDA-SCS 1986:54). Areas where cutting and filling has taken place are not usually favorable for the preservation of archeological remains because of the disturbance to the natural top soil. There are two comparatively small areas of Udorthents, hilly (Ua), in the southern part of the study area: one is such area is located at the south
	larger Udorthents area is located east and south of Goose Run Impoundment (a.k.a. Lime Kiln Lake), on the north side of 2nd Street (Township Highway 387). According to the 1935 as-built drawings, only three-quarters of this area mapped as Udorthents was used as a borrow area for the construction of the Zoar Levee. 

	WaterResources 
	Water plays a significant role in human existence: drinking water is necessary to sustain life; water attracts game animals that can feed humans and also provides a specialized habitat for other plant and animal resources; waterways provide transportation routes for moving people and goods; and water can supply power for industry. Because of the significance of water to human existence, the location and character of water resources strongly influences the movement of people and the locations of human activi
	The study area is situated in a region that has plentiful and diverse water resources. Zoar Village lies within the Muskingum River drainage system, in the northernmost part of the Ohio River watershed (Figure 1.8). Historically, the study area was drained by several small tributaries, like Goose Run on the east side of Zoar Village, which flowed into the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.15). The Tuscarawas River, flowing from the northwest to the southeast, forms the western boundary of the study area. The river
	In addition to major and minor waterways, the study area contains numerous natural springs. Natural springs frequently occur at the base of the upland slopes, at the contact between the resistant bedrock and the more permeable glacial outwash deposits. In Zoar Village, springs are found along what is now Fourth Street, particularly in the section of the street east of what is now Foltz Street. At the time the Separatists arrived in the valley, there was a natural spring that fed a small pond in this vicinit
	These springs played a significant role in the location of Zoar Village during the Separatist period and were important to later Separatist development in the area. Just as these springs were important in the story of Zoar Village during the Separatist historical periods, they also were undoubtedly a major factor in drawing people to the area during the pre-contact period as sources 
	These springs played a significant role in the location of Zoar Village during the Separatist period and were important to later Separatist development in the area. Just as these springs were important in the story of Zoar Village during the Separatist historical periods, they also were undoubtedly a major factor in drawing people to the area during the pre-contact period as sources 
	of fresh water, places where particular plants would have been found, and where game animals would have congregated. 

	After the arrival of the Separatists within the study area, man-made water courses and alterations to water sources appeared, including the mill race south of the village, the draining of the spring-fed pond near Third Street, and the construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal. The lower end of the Goose Run channel where it enters the floodplain from the uplands was repurposed into part of the mill race. The Separatists erected a dam across part of the Tuscarawas River to divert water into a feeder canal for th
	Natural flooding and intentional manipulation of the area's water resources has also had an effect on the character of archeological deposits in the study area. Flood waters can erode areas where evidence of human activities may have been located. Conversely, flood waters can also deposit layers of soil (alluvium) that can cap and preserve the locations of human activities, as previously discussed. Large scale manipulation of water resources in the study area, such as borrowing soil for Zoar Levee and const
	NativePlantandAnimalCommunities 
	As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter , all humans need food and raw materials that can be fashioned into tools, shelter, clothing, and other items that aid with survival. Being omnivores, humans subsist entirely on plants and animals, and thus the location of these food sources plays a significant role in human movement and settlement across the landscape. Plants and animals also provide raw materials for the construction of shelter, tools, and clothing, among other things, and can be economically 
	An ecoregion denotes a broad area where there is "general similarity in ecosystems and the type, quality, and quantity" of natural resources (Woods et al. 1998). The study area lies within the Unglaciated Upper Muskingum Basin sub region of the Western Allegheny Plateau Ecoregion, where mixed oak and mixed mesophytic forests were widespread at the time of European 
	An ecoregion denotes a broad area where there is "general similarity in ecosystems and the type, quality, and quantity" of natural resources (Woods et al. 1998). The study area lies within the Unglaciated Upper Muskingum Basin sub region of the Western Allegheny Plateau Ecoregion, where mixed oak and mixed mesophytic forests were widespread at the time of European 
	settlement in eastern Ohio (Woods et al. 1998). On Gordon's 1966 map titled Natural Vegetation of Ohio at the Time of the Earliest Land Surveys, the entire study area is shown as a mixed oak forest with an area of mixed mesophytic forest in the central part of Tuscarawas County and oak-sugar maple forests in southern Stark County, as shown in Figure 1.17. Within the mixed oak forests, Gordon (1969:37–40) recognized two major associations: the White Oak-Black Oak-Hickory Association and the White Oak-Black O

	According to naturalist Charles King (1979:166), three vegetation associations are predominant in the unglaciated plateau and all three can be found within the same river valley. These three associations are mixed oak forests, mixed mesophytic forests, and lowland forests. The location of the three associations on the landscape tends to vary with landform and aspect of slope. Figure 
	1.18is a generalized cross section of a valley in the unglaciated plateau that demonstrates how these vegetation types vary according to elevation, landform, and the direction the slope is facing; this figure is reproduced from King's chapter in Ohio's Natural Heritage. Refer to Figure 
	1.14 to see landforms such as floodplains, terraces, and uplands superimposed on the study area. 
	Mixed oakforests typically occur on well-drained, sandstone-based ridge tops and on south- and southwestern facing slopes, although a mixed oak forest can also occur on lower slopes. The oak-hickory association is the most common variant of the mixed oak forest. White oaks, black oaks, shagbark hickory, pignut hickory, and mockernut hickory are dominant trees in oak-hickory forest. The canopy is fairly open allowing light to penetrate and moisture to evaporate, but because the soils are so acidic, the diver
	The plentiful nut crops of the oak-hickory forest support a variety of animal species including gray squirrels, fox squirrels, flying squirrels, and a number of smaller rodents like the eastern wood rat and the pygmy shrew. Small mammals such as raccoons, opossums, skunks, rabbits, groundhogs, and gray fox were common historically and remain so today. Historically, larger mammals like bobcat, black bear, elk, white-tailed deer, gray wolf, and even bison were present. At least one case of gray wolves chasing
	Mixed mesophyticforests are forests that contain a large number of tree species (generally 20 to 25 species), all of which succeed in areas with an average water supply. In the unglaciated plateau mixed mesophytic forests are typically found on north- and east- facing slopes. Soils are moist, less acidic than in oak forests, and rich in organic content, which leads to a high diversity of plant life. Common tree species include white and red oak, sugar maple, red maple, beech, tulip tree, wild black cherry, 
	Mixed mesophyticforests are forests that contain a large number of tree species (generally 20 to 25 species), all of which succeed in areas with an average water supply. In the unglaciated plateau mixed mesophytic forests are typically found on north- and east- facing slopes. Soils are moist, less acidic than in oak forests, and rich in organic content, which leads to a high diversity of plant life. Common tree species include white and red oak, sugar maple, red maple, beech, tulip tree, wild black cherry, 
	hornbeam, also called musclewood or ironwood, dogwood, and redbud. Ferns, lichens, clubmosses, Virginia creeper, and wild grape are also abundant (King 1979:171–172). 

	Animal species in the mixed mesophytic forest are as diverse as the plant species. Many animals that are found in oak forest habitats can also be found in the mixed mesophytic forest, including gray squirrels, raccoons, rabbits, deer, wild turkeys, ruffed grouse, and box turtles. Bird diversity is high, with year-round residents such as hawk species, woodpecker species, and owl species mixing with games birds such as quail, and migrating songbirds (King 1979: 173–174).  
	Lowland forestsand streamvalleys have considerably different plant and animal communities compared to the uplands and slopes. Plant species in the lowland forests are adapted to thriving in environments with poor drainage and occasional flooding. The most common tree species are sycamore, black willow, and elm. Floodplains and terraces with high lime content will support box elder, silver maple, and cottonwood. Mammals of this environment historically included species like as mink, beaver, muskrat, and some
	Based on information presented by forestry researcher Robert Giles (1966), it is clear that the plant and animal resources of the study area in pre-contact times and during the early historical period would have included those of the mixed oak forest and the mesophytic forest. While Giles does not specifically report on the lowland valleys, floodplains, and aquatic habitats, these habitats were undoubtedly exploited by humans. Plant and animal species diversity within all habitats would have been high, and 
	Pre-contact site types most likely to be associated with the forested upland portions of the study area include seasonal camps and temporary resource extraction locales dating to all archeological periods. Historical sites associated with areas that once contained these upland forest types are likely to be more diverse, reflecting short term hunting and gathering activities, and agricultural activities associated with clearing and cultivating the land. Pre-contact site types most likely to be associated wit
	HistoricalAlterationstotheEnvironmentandCurrentConditionsinthe StudyArea 
	Knowledge of alterations to the natural environment helps determine which locations within the study area may not have surviving archeological deposits as a result of disturbances to the landscape. It is important, therefore, to create a land use history as part of the environmental and historical contexts from which archeological probability is drawn. The historical land use narrative for the study area is dominated by historical alterations to the landscape and the resulting disturbances. 
	Like most of Ohio, historical-period human activities have greatly altered the landscape in the study area. Clearing of the forests for agriculture, settlement, and mining have altered the landscape and the plant and animal communities. Historical alterations to the environment within the study area began with the establishment of Zoar Village in 1817. Alterations associated with the Separatists include the clearing of woodlands to make way for the building and development of the village itself as well as f
	These nineteenth century alterations to the natural environment had significant impacts for the plant and animal communities within the study area. Giles (1966:473), for example, quotes an earlier county atlas when stating that the 1835 charcoal furnace operated by the Separatists "swept away large tracts of timber." Most of the large mammal species were extirpated from the region in the 1800s. King (1979:169, 177) reports that bison were gone from the unglaciated plateau by 1803, beavers were gone by 1830,
	After the dissolution of the Society in 1898, further alterations to the natural environment in and around Zoar Village included the construction of an extension to the dam at the river, the impoundment of Zoar Lake, new residential developments north and south of Zoar Village, and the raising of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, with its subsequent improvements through the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 
	The setting of the study area today can be described as bucolic and rural. Rolling hills, a lake and wetland areas, farm fields, and dispersed forested areas surround Zoar Village. This landscape, however, presents an incomplete picture of what the area looked like in the pre-contact and early historical periods. The study area can be subdivided into natural and built zones, as shown in Figure 1.19. Natural zones include areas that have seen minimal levels of alteration from human activity. In the study are
	The setting of the study area today can be described as bucolic and rural. Rolling hills, a lake and wetland areas, farm fields, and dispersed forested areas surround Zoar Village. This landscape, however, presents an incomplete picture of what the area looked like in the pre-contact and early historical periods. The study area can be subdivided into natural and built zones, as shown in Figure 1.19. Natural zones include areas that have seen minimal levels of alteration from human activity. In the study are
	historical village and the Goose Run Impoundment. Most of these areas likely represent secondary growth in historically cleared areas. King (1979:180–181) reports that non-native trees such as black locust, European black alder, cottonwood, white ash, tulip tree, and pine species were planted in reclaimed mine areas, particularly on mine spoil piles. Coltsfoot, a European, dandelion-like weed, has also invaded many reclaimed areas (King 1979:181). Thus, the vegetation of the study area has been fundamentall

	The remainder of the study area as it exists today can be considered the product of nearly two centuries of continuous alterations through human occupation and use. The built zone within the study area includes residential areas (both the historical core of the village and twentieth century developments to the north and south), industrial activity areas (including the mill race, the former industrial core area south of the village, quarrying activity along present-day Michael Lane, and gravel mining in the 
	KnownDisturbancesintheStudyArea 
	Known disturbances in the study area are shown in Figure 1.21. The construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam in 1935 represents a massive alteration of the landscape in the study area (Figure 1.22, Figure 1.23). The construction footprint of the levee project has essentially reduced the chance of survivability of archaeological resources within it to nothing. Areas associated with the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam have been identified through examination of aerial photographs, historic
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the northeastern corner of Foltz and Second Street, used as a borrow area during levee construction according to Chuck Knaack; 

	• 
	• 
	road embankments built to bring existing and new roads over the levee into Zoar Village from the south; 

	• 
	• 
	portions of the Canal Hotel location with modern construction; 

	• 
	• 
	a large section of land on the eastern edge of the study area associated with Morristown series soils that develop on reclaimed strip mined locations (USDA-SCS 1986:96); and 

	• 
	• 
	most of the Canal Mill location destroyed by fish hatchery construction. 


	Areas expected to display varying degrees of soil disturbance that would impact archeological integrity of the location include the twentieth century residential developments in the study area, repairs of a seepage area upstream of the Diversion Dam in 1947 and the seepage blanket added in 1993 to the Diversion Dam, and modern commercial development within the area associated with the Canal Hotel. Types of disturbances include subsurface utility placement, grading associated with driveway construction and s

	CHAPTER1.3.PRE-CONTACT CONTEXT 
	CHAPTER1.3.PRE-CONTACT CONTEXT 
	Introduction 
	Development of a pre-contact cultural history context that is as specific to the study area as possible is one of the two primary tasks associated with the pre-contact archeological probability assessment for the study area (Task I. D, the results of which are presented in Volume 2). The pre-contact context provides the basis for the deductive pre-contact archeological probability model, which generates predictions from the broad patterns of prehistory. 
	HDC's research, compiled as part of Task I. B, showed that there is very little published information about the pre-contact culture history of the Tuscarawas River valley, let alone the middle and upper portion of the river valley where Zoar Village is situated. For example, to date, HDC researchers have not identified: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Any comprehensive surveys of the Tuscarawas River valley within 4 miles of Zoar Village. 

	•
	•
	 Any surveys covering large swaths of acreage in the middle Tuscarawas River valley (compare to cultural resource management surveys completed in Wayne National Forest [e.g., Beamer et al. 1994 and Millis and Markham 1996]). 

	• 
	• 
	Any academic research projects focused on the middle Tuscarawas River valley (compare to the work of Brush [1990] and Lepper [1986] in Coshocton County). 

	• 
	• 
	Any long-term research projects focused on the middle Tuscarawas River valley (compare to the work of Carskadden [2008], Carskadden and Morton [1996, 1997, 2000], and Morton [1984] in Muskingum County). 


	The small amount of readily accessible information on investigations in the immediate area around Zoar Village means that the pre-contact context presented in this chapter is necessarily based on wider regional data. This finding dovetailed nicely with the scope of work, which specified that research should be conducted across a large enough geographic region that the probability model results were justifiable. Relevant information from adjacent areas, particularly the central Muskingum Valley, as well as c
	Historic Properties Management Plan for Eighteen Counties Within the Muskingum River Watershed in Ohio and Brown's (1998) Bolivar Dam Historic Context Report, have been heavily relied upon in our text.  
	The context presented here follows a widely accepted pre-contact framework organized according to periods which reflect major temporal changes in cultural characteristics including subsistence practices, settlement patterns, social organization, and mortuary behavior. Apart from being a widely accepted framework, this scheme was also specified in the scope of work for the pre-contact archeological probability model outlined under Task I. D. Four broad periods are identified in this scheme: the Paleoindian P
	The context presented here follows a widely accepted pre-contact framework organized according to periods which reflect major temporal changes in cultural characteristics including subsistence practices, settlement patterns, social organization, and mortuary behavior. Apart from being a widely accepted framework, this scheme was also specified in the scope of work for the pre-contact archeological probability model outlined under Task I. D. Four broad periods are identified in this scheme: the Paleoindian P
	(ca. AD 1000-1650). Information on sites local to the study area is presented in Chapter 2.5 of Volume 2 of this report. The remainder of the current chapter presents information on the lifeways and settlement patterns for each archeological period as derived from the background research. Table 1.5 summaries the relevant information on settlement models, site types, and location of site types on the landscape as derived from the text in remainder of the chapter. The information contained in this table is ce

	ThePaleoindianPeriod(ca.9500–8000BC) 
	The first people likely reached North America no earlier than 30,000 years ago. Although definitive archaeological evidence dating the arrival of North America’s populations is scant, the earliest accepted date for the diagnostic artifacts of the Paleoindian Clovis Culture, generally considered the earliest culture in the New World, is 9500 BC (Anderson et al. 1996). Thus, the first well-documented evidence of human occupation in eastern North America is associated with the Paleoindian period (ca. 9500 BC t
	A fair number of Paleoindian projectile points have been documented for Tuscarawas County. Ten fluted points were reported for Tuscarawas County by Prufer and Baby in 1963. That number had increased to 27 by the time of Seeman and Prufer’s 1982 publication. Archeologist Jonathan Bowen's 2011 fluted point survey database contains entries for 20 fluted points in Tuscarawas County. 
	Archeologist Brad Lepper's 1986 dissertation on early Paleoindian land use in the Muskingum River Basin in Coshocton County is the most detailed regional study for this period. Lepper envisioned Coshocton County as a center of Paleoindian lithic manufacturing because of access to high quality Upper Mercer flint outcrops. Lepper’s (1986:284) model of Paleoindian land use for Coshocton County proposes that large sites that functioned as workshops are found principally on floodplain terraces in the major river
	Lepper's research indicated that smaller workshop sites are found on all landform types, but most frequently in floodplain settings. They are found “within distinct topographic zones instead of 
	Lepper's research indicated that smaller workshop sites are found on all landform types, but most frequently in floodplain settings. They are found “within distinct topographic zones instead of 
	being situated at topographic transition zones," which suggests a more specific economic focus for these sites (Lepper 1986:285). Distance to water is not as critical a predicting factor for small workshops as it is for large workshops. Small workshop sites are generally found either near very small, first order streams or large sixth order streams (Lepper 1986:286). Many are found at high elevations, with an average elevation of 836 feet (255 m), higher than any other site type. 

	Paleoindian chert processing sites are located on floodplains or in interior hollows in the uplands at low elevations. Generally, these chert processing sites are found around the perimeter of the uplands bearing Upper Mercer outcrops, and are situated between the outcrops and a large workshop site. Paleoindian food procurement sites in Coshocton County do not appear to have any one predicting factor associated with site location; food procurement sites are found in every topographic zone, and there is no a
	TheArchaicPeriod(ca.8000–1000BC) 
	The Archaic period is the longest documented temporal segment of prehistory in eastern North America. It is typically divided into the three periods of Early Archaic (ca. 8000–6000 BC.), Middle Archaic (ca. 6000–3000 BC), and Late Archaic (ca. 3000–1000 BC), based on the marked differences in subsistence and settlement patterns (Ford 1974:393). One recent study has suggested some revisions to the date ranges for the Archaic period in Ohio (Purtill 2009:566). Purtill’s temporal units are as follow: Early Arc
	The Archaic period is characterized by dramatic climatic change that included a shift from coniferous to temperate forests due to a drying, warming trend. Technological innovation is also characteristic of the Archaic period, as is subsistence diversification. Early archaeological research in the Eastern Woodlands suggested a complete discontinuity between the people of the Paleoindian and Archaic periods, a conclusion likely based on scanty material remains from the Early Archaic (Dragoo 1976:10). Converse
	TheEarlyArchaicPeriod(ca.8000–6000BC) 
	Small bands of Early Archaic hunter-gatherers appear to have been highly mobile and may have traveled across large territorial ranges and a variety of landforms (Jefferies 2008:203). Evidence for this mobility is based on the distribution of projectile points that are diagnostic of the time period (such as Kirk, LeCroy, and Kanawha), but made of non-local cherts, including Paoli, Upper Mercer, Ohio Flint Ridge, and Wyandot varieties (Purtill 2009:570). Although projectile point styles exhibit a high degree 
	Small bands of Early Archaic hunter-gatherers appear to have been highly mobile and may have traveled across large territorial ranges and a variety of landforms (Jefferies 2008:203). Evidence for this mobility is based on the distribution of projectile points that are diagnostic of the time period (such as Kirk, LeCroy, and Kanawha), but made of non-local cherts, including Paoli, Upper Mercer, Ohio Flint Ridge, and Wyandot varieties (Purtill 2009:570). Although projectile point styles exhibit a high degree 
	(1986:10) notes, “an accurate assessment of the character and degree of regional and temporal variation in early Holocene adaptive patterns is not yet possible.” In a more recent study, Purtill (2009:569) suggests that seven distinct horizons are visible within the Early Archaic period based on projectile point usage patterns. These horizons include morphologically similar hafted bifaces that were contemporary in use. The projectile point horizons suggested by Purtill are: Early Archaic Side-Notched, Charle

	Archeologist C. Russell Stafford’s (1994) settlement model for the Archaic period in Indiana appears to hold true for the Scioto River Valley of Ohio. Many Archaic sites in Ohio are located in the uplands along the tributaries of the Scioto, rather than in the main Scioto River Valley itself (Blank 1970). In a recent statewide study contrasting usage of landforms for Ohio Early Archaic sites, Purtill (2009:583) observed that 54 percent of Early Archaic sites occupied terrace settings, followed in frequency 
	While Brown (1998:2) stated that identification of settlement or land use patterns for the Early Archaic period in Tuscarawas County was not possible because of "insufficient survey data" for the Upper Muskingum River Basin, recent research completed for the Historic Properties Management Plan for the Muskingum River Watershed suggests that all hope is not lost. Archeologist Flora Church (2004:20) examined the Ohio Archeological Inventory for the entire basin and identified records for 484 Early Archaic sit
	TheMiddleArchaicPeriod(ca.6000–3000BC) 
	Several technological innovations took place between the Early and Middle Archaic periods. Projectile point types of this time period varied regionally, but Purtill (2009:572) states that they can be grouped into two broad classes: medium to large side-notched forms, such as the Raddatz and Big Sandy types, and medium-sized, triangular bladed forms, such as the Stanley Stemmed type. Ground stone tools such as axes, pitted stones, pestles, and grinding stones first appeared at this time (Jefferies 2008). In 
	By the Middle Archaic, populations had shifted their movement strategies from high mobility to reduced mobility (Stafford 1994). Middle Archaic sites appear closer to major river systems than sites from the Early Archaic, a change that corresponds to the hypothesis that an increase in biodiversity occurred in the Middle Archaic. This evidence indicates that Middle Archaic settlement patterns had shifted to a processor-based strategy, which included reduced mobility and increased sedentism (Brown 1985; Jeffe
	The Middle Archaic period also saw the use of cemetery sites. The individuals and the materials interred with them reflect no social stratification other than for age and gender. The repeated use of some cemetery sites intensified in the region during the Late Archaic period. The use of designated cemeteries, along with the sedentism and the regional differentiation of settlement systems, suggests that Middle Archaic groups were organized into bands of foragers, and that formal foraging territories had been
	In 1998 Brown (1998:5) noted an absence of recorded Middle Archaic sites in Tuscarawas County and the identification of only eight sites with Middle Archaic components in Stark County. Church's (2004:21) examination of the Ohio Archeological Inventory for the entire Muskingum Basin identified records for a paltry 64 Middle Archaic sites or sites with Middle Archaic components. Church (2004:21) reports that approximately 38 percent of all Middle Archaic sites in the basin are located on terraces, 22 percent 
	TheLateArchaicPeriod(ca.3000–1000BC) 
	The Late Archaic period began after the Hypsithermal climatic episode. At this time, streams established their current channels, and the climate became similar to modern conditions. Trends first seen in the Middle Archaic, such as the increased use of plant resources, increased sedentism, and the use of cemeteries, continued into the Late Archaic period. The Late Archaic lithic assemblage is dominated by a variety of side-notched and corner-notched point types, such as the Brewerton group, as well as hafted
	-

	The Late Archaic period is also known for the emergence of several mortuary complexes. A mortuary complex is defined as a group of observed traits, “such as preferred burial locations, ritual treatment of the dead, and distinctive kinds of artifacts [that] cannot be assigned specifically to a recognized cultural system” (Penney 1985:28). The Old Copper Complex, found 
	The Late Archaic period is also known for the emergence of several mortuary complexes. A mortuary complex is defined as a group of observed traits, “such as preferred burial locations, ritual treatment of the dead, and distinctive kinds of artifacts [that] cannot be assigned specifically to a recognized cultural system” (Penney 1985:28). The Old Copper Complex, found 
	in portions of the Upper Great Lakes region, dates from approximately 3000 to 500 BC; distinctive copper tools, projectile points, blades, knives, beads, and bracelets are characteristic of this mortuary complex. Copper extraction consisted of mining free, float, or vein copper, and the objects were fashioned into shape by beating and annealing. The Glacial Kame Mortuary Complex dates from 1500 to 500 BC and is found principally in the lower Great Lakes region. A sandal-sole gorget of marine shell is one of

	Settlement-pattern data for the Late Archaic period demonstrate reduced mobility and settlements restricted to the lower reaches of drainage systems. It is important to note that while increasing sedentism is suggested by the greater regional settlement pattern data, that current data sets lack any consistent, pan-regional evidence of Late Archaic structures. Yerkes (1988:318) points out permanent domestic structures for the time period are rarely encountered, and when discovered, they are highly variable i
	TheWoodlandPeriod(ca.1000BC–AD1000) 
	The Woodland period is divided into three temporal units: the Early Woodland (ca. 1000–200 BC), the Middle Woodland (ca. 200 BC–AD 400), and the Late Woodland (ca. AD 400–1000), based on the marked differences in ceremonial culture, subsistence, technology, and settlement patterns. Traditionally, the beginning of the Woodland period was defined by the invention of pottery and cultivation of plants of the Eastern Agricultural Complex, while major divisions within the period were related to changes in elabora
	TheEarlyWoodlandPeriod(ca.1000–200BC) 
	In the Midwest, the Woodland period is characterized by the appearance of ceramic vessels by 1000 BC. Ceramics dating to this time are generally thick walled and either cordmarked, plain, or fabric-impressed. Ceramic paste consisted of heavy grit tempering. Stemmed projectile points indicate Midwestern Adena populations; the Adena complex has been dated to as early as 500 BC, based primarily on the construction of earthen burial mounds in the central Ohio Valley (Seeman 1992:25). 
	Evidence for an increased use of domesticated plants is also found during the Early Woodland period; however, the timing of this slight increase in domestication varies regionally and does not occur in some areas until after AD 100. A dramatic rise in the use of domesticated plants did not occur until sometime between the end of the Early Woodland period and the beginning of the Middle Woodland (Fritz 1990:403). The use of crop plants continued, including squash, gourd, goosefoot, and sumpweed, as did the u
	In some areas of the Midwest, Early Woodland settlement patterns resembled those of the Late Archaic, with larger base camps situated in floodplain settings. Although some level of sedentism probably existed, sedentary hamlets most likely did not occur in the Midwest until the Middle Woodland period (Yerkes 1988:319). Yerkes (1988:318) notes that Early Woodland structural remains are rarely found in the Midwest. Seasonal movement between summer base camps located on larger floodplains to upland winter camps
	Cemetery construction is best documented in the central Illinois, Mississippi, and Ohio River valleys, where this behavior first appeared in the late Middle Archaic period. Toward the end of the Early Woodland period, ca. 500–150 BC, the Early Adena people of the central Ohio Valley directed their surplus energy into building numerous mounds within mortuary contexts. Early researchers believed that the positioning of burials and differentiation of grave goods indicated a tribal social organization for the A
	While most Ohio Adena mortuary sites are clustered along the Scioto and other major waterways of southern Ohio, significant evidence of the Adena populations is found outside this core area, for example in the Hocking and Muskingum River valleys of the unglaciated plateau. Carskadden (2008) noted that hinterland settings are considered to be along lower-order streams with narrow stream valleys. While Carskadden's research is focused on the central Muskingum Valley, it may apply to the upper Muskingum Basin 
	Carskadden's data for the central Muskingum Valley is supported by Church's (2004) data for the entire basin. Church (2004:24) reports that approximately 44 percent of all Early Woodland sites in the basin are located on terraces, 21 percent are located on ridge tops, 15 percent are located on glacial features, and 18 percent are found on floodplains. Brown (1998:2) suggested that Adena sites could be expected on terraces of the Tuscarawas River and put forward the example of Kline Mound (33-TU-40) as suppo
	TheMiddleWoodlandPeriod(ca.200BC–AD400) 
	The Middle Woodland period is characterized by a sedentary hamlet or farmstead settlement system in the Midwest. People relied increasingly on domesticated crops, and there is evidence that trade for exotic resources spanned the continent. The time period is characterized by a dramatic increase in mound construction, including burial mounds, and large geometric earthworks. In the past, researchers have equated the Middle Woodland period with the Hopewellian Interaction Sphere, a name given to the trade netw
	Ohio Hopewell is noted for its elaborate mortuary ceremonialism, and for ideological expression in the material culture associated with burials. Exotic artifacts from all over North America were interred in the mounds; materials included obsidian from the Yellowstone area, marine shell from the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, mica from the southern Appalachian region, and copper from the upper 
	Ohio Hopewell is noted for its elaborate mortuary ceremonialism, and for ideological expression in the material culture associated with burials. Exotic artifacts from all over North America were interred in the mounds; materials included obsidian from the Yellowstone area, marine shell from the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, mica from the southern Appalachian region, and copper from the upper 
	Great Lakes. Crops, usually maize, sometimes appeared in very small amounts in sub-mound contexts. At the Edwin Harness Mound in central Ohio, maize was dated with Accelerator Mass Spectrometry to the Middle Woodland period (Smart and Ford 1983:58). 

	Dancey and Pacheco (1997:3–40) proposed a dispersed sedentary model for Middle Woodland settlement in the central Ohio Valley region. Archaeological evidence indicates that Middle Woodland populations consisted of sedentary farming groups that lived in dispersed hamlets, used the same locale year-round, and constructed local earthworks. The results of excavations at the Murphy site in Licking County, Ohio, suggest that these hamlets were self-sufficient , enduring, relatively stable household units (Dancey 
	Carskadden and Morton (1996:319–323) have identified similar, but later, types of Middle Woodland occupations in the central Muskingum Valley that appear to follow Dancey and Pacheco’s dispersed settlement model. During the Middle Woodland period in the central Muskingum Valley, Hopewell hamlets are located on the floodplain or on low terraces. This situation seems to be suggested by the fairly large Middle Woodland, Hopewell component found at the Riker site (33-TU-2) near Midvale in Goshen Township, south
	TheLateWoodlandPeriod(ca.AD400–1000) 
	The Late Woodland period was marked by complex social change. Around AD 400, the elaborate Hopewell culture of the Middle Woodland period dramatically changed into so-called “Dark Age” cultures in many portions of the Eastern Woodlands, especially along the central river valleys in Ohio. As Yerkes (1988:328) observes, the early Late Woodland assemblages are “known more for what they lack than for what they are.” The elaborate artifacts and mound constructions that marked the previous period were no longer e
	The Late Woodland period was marked by complex social change. Around AD 400, the elaborate Hopewell culture of the Middle Woodland period dramatically changed into so-called “Dark Age” cultures in many portions of the Eastern Woodlands, especially along the central river valleys in Ohio. As Yerkes (1988:328) observes, the early Late Woodland assemblages are “known more for what they lack than for what they are.” The elaborate artifacts and mound constructions that marked the previous period were no longer e
	that are plain with little decoration, lithic artifacts are generally used flakes or plain bifaces, and the exotic materials so characteristic of the Middle Woodland Hopewell phase are virtually absent (Yerkes 1988:328). Seeman (1992:29) described early Late Woodland ceramic vessels as “thin, well-constructed, but monotonously undecorated bowls and angularly shouldered jars.” Subsistence practices followed that of the preceding Middle Woodland period and featured a continued reliance on indigenous domestica

	Immediately following the disappearance of the Hopewell culture, a move toward nucleated, fortified settlements began in the core Hopewell areas along the Scioto River. Household units formed larger settlements, apparently for defensive purposes. Some of these communities were located in defensible topographic settings and were surrounded by defensive architecture in the form of ditches and stockades. Defensive community architecture represented a major shift in household-level social organization, and this
	Carskadden and Morton (1996) report early Late Woodland hamlet sites are located on floodplains or on low terraces in the central Muskingum Valley. These scattered hamlets slowly aggregated into larger, unfortified villages by ca. AD 400. Fortification of these villages gradually increased until earth-walled and stockaded, nucleated villages on the edges of high bluffs in highly defensible settings appeared later in the Late Woodland period. A return to a dispersed, seasonal-round type of settlement pattern
	TheLatePrehistoricPeriod(ca.AD1000–1650) 
	The Late Prehistoric period spanned roughly 650 years, from approximately AD 1000 to AD 1650. By AD 1000 along the Mississippi and Ohio Valleys, a number of distinct regional variants emerged from the Late Woodland period. Mississippian populations were organized into highly stratified, maize-based agricultural communities with large-scale public architecture and an elite ruling class. In other parts of the Midwest, different social systems appeared. At Fort Ancient villages, for example, distinct autonomou
	EarlyLatePrehistoric(ca.AD1000–1300) 
	Generally, late Late Woodland lifeways continued in the upper Muskingum Basin until ca. AD 1300, well into what many scholars define as the Late Prehistoric Period. While many other regions, such as southwestern Ohio, were experiencing a shift in subsistence toward dependence on maize, squash, and bean agriculture, and the development of large, fortified villages, the peoples of the upper Muskingum Valley appear to have continued following an established pattern of seasonal 
	Generally, late Late Woodland lifeways continued in the upper Muskingum Basin until ca. AD 1300, well into what many scholars define as the Late Prehistoric Period. While many other regions, such as southwestern Ohio, were experiencing a shift in subsistence toward dependence on maize, squash, and bean agriculture, and the development of large, fortified villages, the peoples of the upper Muskingum Valley appear to have continued following an established pattern of seasonal 
	movement between uplands and rockshelters in the cold months and riverine settings in the warm months. 

	MiddleLatePrehistoric(ca.AD1300–1500) 
	Morton and DaRe (1996) defined a distinct middle Late Prehistoric ceramic manifestation in the upper Muskingum Basin in Coshocton and Tuscarawas Counties, dating from ca. AD 1300, which they call the Belmont Phase, characterized by cordmarked vessels with appendages such as horizontal lugs. Grit-tempered pottery was dominant in the earlier part of this period, with shell-tempered pottery becoming prevalent during the later part of this 200 year period. Morton and DaRe (1996:32) say that the Belmont Phase is
	LateLatePrehistoric(ca.AD1500–1650) 
	In both the central and the upper Muskingum Valleys, a new ceramic tradition characterized by shell-tempered simple stamped vessels appeared shortly after AD 1500. This new ceramic tradition may have accompanied a new group of people originating in northeastern Ohio, although the specific nature of the repopulation of the upper Muskingum Valley remains unclear. The new ceramic tradition is called Wellsburg, with many similarities to the Whittlesey Tradition of northeastern Ohio. 
	The Whittlesey Tradition of pottery-making had its origins in the period AD 1250 to AD 1450 in portions of northeastern Ohio near Lake Erie. Mixed shell-grit tempering appeared, and vessels from this tradition have outwardly curving rims, smoothed and scalloped rims, applied rim strips, and lug handles. Between AD 1450 and AD 1625, Whittlesey Tradition villages grew in size and fortification, and long houses began to appear. The Whittlesey Tradition seemingly ceased in northeastern Ohio ca. AD 1625. No Euro
	The best known Wellsburg site in Tuscarawas County site is the Riker site (33-TU-2). The Riker site is a multicomponent site that featured what appears to have been a Late Prehistoric village component. The site was initially noted by the original landowner, George Riker, in an 1840 letter. The site is situated on a rise overlooking the Tuscarawas River near Midvale, Ohio (between New Philadelphia and Uhrichsville), and is described as occupying approximately 2 acres of land (Vietzen 1974). Between 1962 and
	The avocational excavations identified post holes, hearths, at least 87 pit features, and in excess of 75 burials containing at least 250 individuals. The refuse pits were described as averaging 4 to 6 feet in diameter and 4 to 6 feet in depth, and were likely bell-shaped pits that were originally used for storage and later filled with refuse. Vietzen (1974:53) described the posthole patterns as representing two types of houses. One structural pattern was subrectangular in form and described as a “short ver
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	CHAPTER1.4.HISTORY OF THESTUDY AREA 
	Introduction 
	The history of the study area can be divided into three general periods: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1750–1817: the pre-Separatist period before the arrival of the Separatists,  

	2. 
	2. 
	1817–1898: the active period for the Society of Separatists of Zoar, and 

	3. 
	3. 
	1899–Present: the post-Separatist period. 


	HDC researchers have determined that there was little or no recorded activity within the study area in the pre-Separatist period, so a more general discussion of historical occupations and events in the region containing the study area is presented below to provide a context for understanding why the Tuscarawas River Valley was selected for the Separatists’ settlement. The history of the study area after the founding of Zoar Village is discussed in two sections: the Separatist Period and the Post-Separatist
	The study area is located in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County. Prior to the establishment of the State of Ohio in 1803, the area including modern Tuscarawas County was mainly Military District lands (a large tract of land reserved for veterans of the Revolutionary War), along with three tracts reserved for Native American Moravian converts, and a 3-mile wide strip on the eastern edge of the county which was part of the Congressional lands, available for purchase by the general public from the General La
	TheStudyAreabeforeZoarVillage:1750to1817 
	HistoricalNativeAmericanOccupationinTuscarawasCounty 
	Historical Native American activity within the study area appears to have been limited to the development of agricultural fields in the bottom lands, and travel on an established Native American trail that connected the Muskingum River Valley with the Cuyahoga River Valley to the north. The exact location of this trail within the study area is not known as no historical maps document this trail, but speculatively could have been in the area of modern State 
	Historical Native American activity within the study area appears to have been limited to the development of agricultural fields in the bottom lands, and travel on an established Native American trail that connected the Muskingum River Valley with the Cuyahoga River Valley to the north. The exact location of this trail within the study area is not known as no historical maps document this trail, but speculatively could have been in the area of modern State 
	Annot

	Route 212. Because the street grid of Zoar Village is aligned to compass directions and not the local topography, it seems unlikely that any modern street within Zoar Village corresponds to the trail location. The old roadbed for Water Street along the river near the Zoar Iron Bridge that leads up to Zoar Lake could conceivably be a remnant of this trail (Figure 1.7), or it may have followed the top edge of the glacial outwash terrace. No historical Native American occupation of the study area was recorded 

	NativeAmericanResettlementoftheTuscarawasRiverValley 
	Archeological and historical studies suggest northeastern Ohio was mainly unoccupied by Native American populations in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Brose 2000:110–111). Before ca. 1750, historical Native American activity in the wider region including the Tuscarawas River Valley would have been related to the Shawnee nation settlement of Wakatomika near present day Dresden in northern Muskingum County (Figure 1.24). Some members of the Mingo nation joined the Shawnee at Wakatomika. M
	On instructions of the Ohio Company, Christopher Gist left Old Town on the Potomac, 15 miles southeast of Cumberland, Maryland, on October 31, 1750, to explore the Ohio and Mississippi watersheds to identify good lands for future settlement. Gist recorded about 100 Wyandot families living in the town of Muskingum (present day Coshocton; Figure 1.24), and mentioned a town of the Ottaways on Elk’s Eye Creek (modern Sandy Creek), north of modern Zoarville on the west side of the Tuscarawas River (Booth 1994:2;
	No documentary or archeological evidence indicates any direct occupation of the study area in the historical period by members of the Delaware, Shawnee, Ottaways, or Wyandot; although this should not be taken to imply that it was not occupied or utilized in some fashion. In particular, the glacial outwash terrace and the upland springs would have been attractive settings for travelling groups, if not some type of settlement. 
	TheFrenchandIndianWarinTuscarawasCounty 
	The French and Indian War holds the dubious distinction of being the bloodiest war fought in North America in the eighteenth century, and lasted from 1754 to 1763. This war was actually a part of a larger European conflict, the Seven Years’ War. Some Delaware and Shawnee communities in Ohio sent warriors east into Pennsylvania to conduct raids with their relatives in that region against the British. Although the French were initially dominant in the conflict, by 1758, the tides of war favored the British, w
	In January of 1761, Major Robert Rogers crossed the Tuscarawas River at a Delaware town called Beaver’s Town in the vicinity of Bolivar (Figure 1.24), and observed that many of the Native American towns in the region possessed livestock, such as chickens, pigs, and cows. Rogers characterized Beaver’s Town as having around 180 warriors, which indicates a likely total population of around 500 men, women, and children (Booth 1994:44). John Heckewelder, a 19-year-old missionary, observed in 1762 that Beaver Tow
	By 1763, tensions were running high between the British and Native Americans. Only a few hundred English captives had been returned, with many still living among Shawnee and Delaware communities across the region. Many of these captives were acculturated and considered family members in their adopted communities. Trade was severely restricted. In essence, Native American groups increasingly viewed the British as untrustworthy and desiring to take their lands and adopted family members from them. Further exa
	By 1763, tensions were running high between the British and Native Americans. Only a few hundred English captives had been returned, with many still living among Shawnee and Delaware communities across the region. Many of these captives were acculturated and considered family members in their adopted communities. Trade was severely restricted. In essence, Native American groups increasingly viewed the British as untrustworthy and desiring to take their lands and adopted family members from them. Further exa
	Peace of Paris, signed in January of 1763, reached the Native Americans in the Ohio Valley, it was the last straw. Viewing the results of the treaty as the British asserting ownership over Native American lands, war broke out in May 1763 with the assault of Fort Detroit by a force of Ottawas under the leadership of the war chief Pontiac.  

	Pontiac’sRebellion 
	Pontiac’s Rebellion lasted from 1763 to 1766, with most fighting associated with the war taking place in Pennsylvania and around the Great Lakes, and little action seen in the interior of Ohio. No major action associated with Pontiac’s Rebellion took place in Tuscarawas County. The most significant event was Colonel Henry Bouquet’s large expedition into the Ohio Valley in 1764. By sheer number of his force, Bouquet intimidated the Delaware into giving up 200 prisoners. The result of Bouquet’s expedition was
	Newcomerstown remained the primary Native American town in the Tuscarawas River valley until Netawatwees moved to the Coshocton region in 1775. Charles Beatty visited the town in 1766 and noted the council house was a long building, with two hearths set apart from each other. On each side was a platform running the length of the building, serving as a bed and place to sit (Booth 1994:83). David Zeisberger, the leader of the Moravian missions in Ohio, went to Newcomerstown in 1771 to talk with the chiefs reg
	Newcomerstown remained the primary Native American town in the Tuscarawas River valley until Netawatwees moved to the Coshocton region in 1775. Charles Beatty visited the town in 1766 and noted the council house was a long building, with two hearths set apart from each other. On each side was a platform running the length of the building, serving as a bed and place to sit (Booth 1994:83). David Zeisberger, the leader of the Moravian missions in Ohio, went to Newcomerstown in 1771 to talk with the chiefs reg
	the presence of “walls” that they assumed to be the remnants of old Indian forts, and a total of three “forts” within several miles of the town location (Booth 1994:101; these forts may possibly have been Woodland-period enclosures). 

	In 1772, John Ettwein, the bishop of the Moravian Church, visited Newcomerstown and observed numerous Delaware houses along the river on either side of Newcomerstown; all considered a part of the community (Booth 1994:105). Ettwein counted only about 50 houses within Newcomerstown itself (Booth 1994:108). David McClure was a preacher who spent time in the Tuscarawas River Valley in September and October of 1772. His journal was very descriptive of towns and people. McClure characterized Newcomerstown as hav
	Nicholas Cresswell visited Newcomerstown in 1775 and found the town was nearly deserted with only about 20 houses inhabited, and found that many of the people from there had relocated to Coshocton, including Netawatwees. 
	TheRevolutionaryWarinTuscarawasCounty 
	The Delaware were initially neutral in the Revolutionary War, but eventually joined the British side in 1778 after the deaths of influential leaders Netawatwees and White Eyes. The main connection with the Revolutionary War in Tuscarawas County was the short-lived occupation of Fort Laurens in 1778 and 1779, which is located about 2 miles to the northwest of Zoar Village (Figure 1.24). By 1781, the Delawares at Coshocton had entered the Revolutionary War on the side of British, although some who did not wis
	FortLaurens,1778–1779 
	In the summer of 1778, the Americans made the gamble to change the emphasis of forces on the western frontier from defense to offense. Threats were recognized from Detroit and Native Americans allied with the British, including members of the Shawnee, Mingo, Munsee nations, and members of the Wolf clan of the Delaware nation (Hurt 1996:81). The murder of Cornstalk at Fort Randolph on the Kanawha River was the spark that led many Shawnees to take up raiding against American settlements, for example. Few nati
	In the summer of 1778, the Americans made the gamble to change the emphasis of forces on the western frontier from defense to offense. Threats were recognized from Detroit and Native Americans allied with the British, including members of the Shawnee, Mingo, Munsee nations, and members of the Wolf clan of the Delaware nation (Hurt 1996:81). The murder of Cornstalk at Fort Randolph on the Kanawha River was the spark that led many Shawnees to take up raiding against American settlements, for example. Few nati
	at Fort Pitt, recognized the most effective way to address western threats was to neutralize the source, British-held Fort Detroit, and was able to convince many influential people to support this action.  

	In 1778, the leadership at Fort Pitt changed with the assignment of General Lachlan McIntosh. Preparations for an assault on Detroit proceeded slowly through the summer and early fall of 1778. One sticking point was a necessary agreement with the Delawares to secure permission to cross their territory, which was finally signed on September 18th, 1778 (Pieper and Gidney 1976:24). The expedition left Fort Pitt in late October. The initial movement from Fort Pitt was to Fort McIntosh at the mouth of the Beaver
	At a meeting of officers on December 1st, the decision was made to send the majority of the force back to Fort McIntosh as soon as Fort Laurens was completed. On December 9, the army began its return march, leaving a force of 150 men to secure Fort Laurens until the army could return in the spring. 
	Fort Laurens was typical of frontier forts constructed at that time, featuring a stockade with two gates (one facing the river and another on the opposite side), a ditch 4 feet wide and 3 feet deep, with 14-foot tall pickets on the bank constructed with ditch fill (Pieper and Gidney 1976:45). The fort had one 20-foot square blockhouse at the right of the land gate. Huts were built within the fort, and although temporary, could house 200 men. The design of the fort was not intended to hold against any attack
	Colonel John Gibson was placed in command of the fort. While an able and well-respected commander, deteriorating weather conditions and poorly supplied troops contributed to worsening morale at Fort Laurens. In late January 1779, a trading expedition went to Coshocton, where supplies were obtained. This expedition, although successful, resulted in tragedy, as some individual Delawares that were hostile to the Americans took the opportunity to raid the traders, with one man killed and another seriously wound
	Meanwhile, the British at Fort Detroit had taken notice of Fort Laurens. Hostile Native American scouts were frequently seen in the vicinity of the fort, and plans were made for a spring1779 assault against the Americans. Compared to the actions of George Rogers Clark to the west, however, Fort Laurens was not considered a serious threat. A relief column from Fort Pitt on their return journey was attacked a mere 3 miles from the fort on January 22nd. Importantly, a letter containing Gibson’s concerns about 
	David Zeisberger, leader of the Moravian Missions in the Muskingum region, learned of a planned attack for March 2, 1779, on the fort and attempted to warn Gibson. The British forces consisted of 50 men from the Eighth Regiment and about 130 warriors from the Wyandot, Munsee, Mingo, and Shawnee tribes, with a contingent of Delaware from the pro-British Wolf Clan (Pieper and Gidney 1976:54). Meanwhile, the Americans attempted to prepare for a siege with new supplies brought up the Muskingum River by Major Ri
	Fortunately for those soldiers still inside Fort Laurens, their Delaware allies sent men to the besieging camp, and managed to convince the warriors that the Americans as a whole had the upper hand in the war, due to their alliance with the French. The Delaware were apparently sufficiently persuasive, such that several groups of warriors eventually left the siege and returned to Coshocton (Pieper and Gidney 1976:59). 
	Within Fort Laurens, starvation conditions set in, with men eating cured cattle hides and even their moccasins. Fear of the besieging force severely limited excursions outside the fort for game and wild plants. The British, however, eventually raised the siege around March 20, 1779, probably largely as a result of to the attrition of their Native allies. Meanwhile, the plight of Fort Laurens was not unheeded by General McIntosh at Fort Pitt. On March 19th, a relief column of 500 men left Fort McIntosh. McIn
	Dissatisfied with his position in the Ohio country, McIntosh received approval for a transfer request and was replaced by Colonel Daniel Brodhead. Brodhead was against the maintaining of Fort Laurens from the start, and made several arguments for abandoning it. While the fort was held in some disdain by Brodhead, the British still considered Fort Laurens’ existence a threat, and made plans for its annihilation. A force of 200 Shawnee gathered at a location near the present-day town of Upper Sandusky in the 
	Dissatisfied with his position in the Ohio country, McIntosh received approval for a transfer request and was replaced by Colonel Daniel Brodhead. Brodhead was against the maintaining of Fort Laurens from the start, and made several arguments for abandoning it. While the fort was held in some disdain by Brodhead, the British still considered Fort Laurens’ existence a threat, and made plans for its annihilation. A force of 200 Shawnee gathered at a location near the present-day town of Upper Sandusky in the 
	Brodhead wrote a letter to the commander of the fort to abandon it. On July 31, 1779, the Americans left Fort Laurens for good. 

	Activities associated with the occupation and siege of Fort Laurens are not expected to have occurred in or near the study area, although it is possible that some of the Shawnee, Mingo, Munsee, and Delaware forces passed through the study area or camped within it during the siege period. No documentary or archeological evidence is known to exist that would indicate such an occupation, however. 
	MissionariesandMoraviansinTuscarawasCounty 
	Missionaries 
	Frederick Post and John Heckewelder are the first recorded missionaries in Tuscarawas County. Post built a small log cabin north of Bolivar (Figure 1.24) on the north bank of the Tuscarawas River, from which he traveled to the numerous villages in the area to preach. Post and Heckewelder are perhaps the most well-known of the missionaries who operated in the region. Other missionaries known to have been active in the latter part of the eighteenth century include Charles Beatty in 1766, David McClure in 1772
	Moravians 
	The Moravians were a Protestant sect founded in the fifteenth century in Germany, and were forced underground in the late seventeenth century as a result of the Thirty Years’ War. The first Moravians to come to the new world arrived in Georgia, where they attempted to found a community. Political upheaval and swampy conditions made this an abortive venture, and the Moravians relocated to Connecticut. Here, they were accused of being spies for the French and forced to move again, this time to Pennsylvania, f
	Zeisberger chose the site of Schoenbrunn as the first Moravian settlement in March of 1772 (Figure 1.24). The first Christian Indians reached the town site in May of 1772. Schoenbrunn is a direct German translation of the name the Christian Indians gave the location: “Wlhik Thuppeek”or “beautiful spring” (Slattery 2011). The Christian Indians at Schoenbrunn were mainly Delaware. Schoenbrunn was laid out along a main east-west street. A second street was added leading north from the center of the main street
	The second Moravian settlement was Gnadenhutten (Figure 1.24), occupied from 1773 to 1778, and again from 1779 to 1781. During his visit in 1772, Bishop John Ettwein noted the site of Gnadenhutten was an old Delaware town where the noted leader Beaver had died. 
	The third settlement was Lichtenau, located 3 miles south of present-day Coshocton and occupied from 1776 to 1780 (Figure 1.24). Established through the urging of the newly converted Netawatwes, Lichtenau was settled by the Moravians from Gnadenhutten and Schoenbrunn. In 1777 and 1778, the remaining Moravians at the first two towns removed to Lichtenau for protection, due to increasing concerns about raids from Native American groups allied with the British, such as the Mingos and Wyandots. Later in 1778, Z
	In August 1781, a force of British soldiers accompanied by Shawnee allies marched into the region and forcibly removed the Moravian missions, seeing them as a source of support for the Americans (which they admittedly were). Zeisberger recounts a chaotic time, with the Wyandots and their allies stripping the towns of valuable items before herding the Moravian Indians and missionaries off to Upper Sandusky (Booth 1994:199-206). On March 8, 1782, the Gnadenhutten massacre occurred. A Pennsylvania militia grou
	TheRemovaloftheDelaware 
	The destruction of Coshocton in 1781 by Colonel Brodhead marked the end of permanent Delaware occupation in Tuscarawas County. Moravian missions were removed by the Wyandot allies of the British in 1782. Between 1788 and 1794, a state of open conflict existed between newly arriving Americans and resident Shawnee, Miami, and Delaware communities. This period of conflict, known as the Northwest War, ended with the defeat of the confederation of Native Americans and a small contingent of British allies by the 
	 By 1797, most Delaware groups had left northeast Ohio for northwestern Ohio or Indiana. A small Moravian missionary movement resumed in 1798, centered at Goshen (Figure 1.24). However, the last of the converted Delawares left the Tuscarawas River Valley in 1821 (Booth 1994:222). 
	Post-RevolutionaryWarSettlementinTuscarawasCounty 
	Congress established the Northeast Territory in 1787, encompassing lands northwest of the Ohio River, west of Pennsylvania. Early settlers included German immigrants or ethnic Germans moving into the Ohio portion of the Northwest Territory from previous residences in Pennsylvania. The first post-war settlers in what would become Tuscarawas County were the Moravians in Clay Township, on the tracts granted them after the Revolutionary War in the late 1790s. Samuel Mosser was the first American settler in Lawr
	The early economy was primarily barter-based; only the wealthiest had actual money. The construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal in the 1820s was a great boon to the local economy, with members of nearly every family contributing labor. Wild game was an important part of the early diet of settlers. Wild animals present at the time of settlement included wolves, a few mountain lions, wild turkey, white-tailed deer, black bear, quail, passenger pigeon, hawks, owls, woodpeckers, cranes, wild geese and ducks, pike
	TheSocietyoftheSeparatistsofZoar:1817to1898 
	BackgroundandEarlyHistory 
	The Separatists were part of the Pietism movement against worldly affectations and temptations. As the state-established Lutheran Church in Germany sought to break up unsanctioned religious meetings and Separatists faced increasing hostility and oppression at home, many sought to immigrate to America to seek religious freedom. A famine in 1816 was another factor that influenced many to leave Germany. Officials in Germany did recognize that the system of oppression was a problem and sought to rectify the sit
	The history of the Separatists dates back to 16th century Reformation in Germany. Although Prussia and the Kingdom of Wrttemberg established a state Protestant religion in Lutheranism, several small sects kept their own beliefs and refused to participate in the state religion. One group was the Pietists, who believed that to have a morally pure life, one had to actively seek conversion. The Pietists followed the ideas of mystics such as Jacob Boehme (Figure 1.29) and Fredrich Oetinger (Figure 1.30), who tau
	A major factor that helped in the development of Pietist groups, such as the Seperatists, was preceding years of terrible economic hardships and wars, including conflicts associated with the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars. The state church was seen as doing little to help the populace during the late 18th and early 19th century. Due to these factors and combined with ongoing persecution, Separatist groups began looking for a new place to practice their faith without fear of reprisal. The first such g
	The Separatist group that would found Zoar Village initially followed a female mystic named Barbara Gruberman, who had moved to Wrttemberg from Switzerland. Similar to Mother Ann Lee of the Shakers, Gruberman would undergo trance states and have visions. Gruberman instructed her followers to immigrate to America, but died of illness before she could make the journey herself. Joseph Bimeler took up the mantle of leadership. At the time that Bimeler became the leader of the Separatists, the group was scattere
	In 1816 and 1817, a group of three hundred Separatists made preparations to travel to America. The group was under financial hardships, having recently had to sell all their property and move to the southern border of the kingdom, where they were evicted without warning. The group petitioned to stay in Wrttemberg after a new king ascended the throne, but he refused the group’s request. However, the Separatists were allowed to leave the kingdom for America. As most of the membership consisted of farmers and 
	In 1816 and 1817, a group of three hundred Separatists made preparations to travel to America. The group was under financial hardships, having recently had to sell all their property and move to the southern border of the kingdom, where they were evicted without warning. The group petitioned to stay in Wrttemberg after a new king ascended the throne, but he refused the group’s request. However, the Separatists were allowed to leave the kingdom for America. As most of the membership consisted of farmers and 
	were very few people with means to pay for travel. Those who did have money were able to pay for the costs of those who had nothing. 

	ArrivalinAmerica 
	The Separatists arrived in Philadelphia in 1817 after a 90-day ocean voyage. The London Society of Friends provided letters of introduction to their fellow Quakers in Philadelphia, asking them to provide shelter and assistance, and forwarded over as a loan to cover the cost of transportation to Philadelphia, according to Nixon (1933:20). Regina and Christina Zeller, young Separatists, wrote a letter upon their arrival in Philadelphia to their godmother at the Harmony Society settlement in Indiana. They desc
	 $5,000.00

	The Quakers initially tried to get the Separatists to settle on a tract of land they owned, which was hilly and ill-suited for agriculture. This attempt put a strain on the relationship between the Quakers and the Separatists. George Rapp was aware of the issue and even had a tract of Harmony Society land in mind on which the Separatists could settle (Meyers 1980:35). However, Joseph Bimeler instead arranged to buy land from Godfrey Haga, a Moravian from Isingen, Germany (Steve Shonk, personal communication
	of $1,500.00, followed by 
	 of $5,000.00

	TheFoundingofZoarVillage,1817 
	In the fall of 1817, Bimeler and an advance group of the more able-bodied members made the journey to their newly-acquired lands in Ohio, leaving behind in Philadelphia members 
	who were elderly or infirm in the care of the Quakers. The Philadelphia Quakers loaned the Separatists to assist in the relocation to Ohio (Durnbaugh 2000:83), although it was doled out to individual Separatists at $18 per person. 
	 $2,300.00

	The Separatists reached Pittsburgh in mid-October, and Sandyville, Ohio, in November. Upon reaching their land holdings, they found that the hillsides were forested with oak, hickory, chestnut, and maple trees, while the bottom lands along the Tuscarawas River consisted of weedy, overgrown fields. These fields represented former Delaware Indian agricultural fields, likely last used in the mid-1700s when the village of Tuscarora was occupied near Bolivar. Landis (1899) described the local mineral resources o
	The first night in their new home, the group of Separatists spent in the open under a large oak tree near a small spring-fed pool, which was located on present-day Third Street, east of Foltz Street (Figure 1.15). The next day, a temporary shelter made of poles and covered with leaves and dirt was erected, and the new settlers began felling trees for log cabins. These first cabins were initially roofed with wood shingles or thatch. Taking advantage of a mild start to winter, the Separatists worked steadily 
	The Separatists struggled through 1818, and when winter arrived again, they found they had insufficient crops harvested to last the season. Men from the Society were forced to seek work with neighboring farmers in order to support the community (Nixon 1933:26). By this time, many of the elderly members who had initially stayed behind in Philadelphia had made the journey to Zoar Village, but were unable to significantly contribute in terms of labor. At this point, the Separatists were still attempting to imp
	In this context of hardship, a group of Separatists proposed a new arrangement for the Society, called eine Gter Gemeinschaft, which consisted of pooling resources and living as a communal society, rather than as a looser organization of individuals. The Separatists may have taken inspiration from the Harmony Society who adopted communalism in 1805. Nixon states that the members who likely lead the movement for adopting the communal lifestyle 
	In this context of hardship, a group of Separatists proposed a new arrangement for the Society, called eine Gter Gemeinschaft, which consisted of pooling resources and living as a communal society, rather than as a looser organization of individuals. The Separatists may have taken inspiration from the Harmony Society who adopted communalism in 1805. Nixon states that the members who likely lead the movement for adopting the communal lifestyle 
	included Johannes Breymaier (who had previously spent 18 years in prison for his faith), August Huber, and Joseph Ackermann (Nixon 1933:28); all three men were the first set of trustees for the Society. Joseph Bimeler reportedly was against the idea at first, as he felt most of the members did not possess the dedication he thought would be required for such a singular union of interests. However, he fully supported the endeavor after it became clear the community would approve a resolution to form a communa

	The articles included the provision that each member would renounce all claims to personal property and real estate and instead give disposition of such to the society. Additionally, members would elect leadership who would manage business transactions for the society and oversee the use and allocation of resources. All members were to be obedient to the rules and regulations for the Society as issued by the leadership. Any disputes were to be handled by the leadership committee, unless the dispute involved
	Although Joseph Bimeler’s name was not among the three directors listed on the articles of association (who were Breymaier, Huber, and Ackermann), he still served in the capacity of the society’s agent and general manager, handling business and legal affairs. Five years later in 1824, Bimeler was elected to the new position of arbitrator in the revised articles of association adopted that year. The revised articles called for one to three arbitrators to be elected and serve as executive agents for the Socie
	The 1819 articles are notable in that they do not contain any references to establishment and practice of the Separatists’ religion. Instead, the articles are solely concerned with acquiring a level of security for the continued existence of the community as a whole. 
	TheBimelerErato1853 
	The1820s 
	Having settled the issue of security, the newly-formed communal society set about establishing themselves. From 1817 to 1829, at least 28 buildings were constructed in the village (Table 1.6). Although most of the members had agricultural backgrounds, a few had experience in the trades, and soon a grist mill and sawmill were operating on their lands, both of which were erected in 1821 and ran off the same power source, a waterwheel powered by a mill race dug south of the village (see COE# HDC11 in Table 2.1
	Having settled the issue of security, the newly-formed communal society set about establishing themselves. From 1817 to 1829, at least 28 buildings were constructed in the village (Table 1.6). Although most of the members had agricultural backgrounds, a few had experience in the trades, and soon a grist mill and sawmill were operating on their lands, both of which were erected in 1821 and ran off the same power source, a waterwheel powered by a mill race dug south of the village (see COE# HDC11 in Table 2.1
	initially successful, and processed not only the Separatists’ grain crops but that of about 30 local farmers, supplying needed income for application to the Society’s debts. 

	The first child born to the Society was Christina Holderieth, on July 24, 1818. A daughter of Rosina Catharina Holderieth and an unrecorded father, she was born in a log house near the lot that would become the Public Garden, either House No. 10 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013), or a no longer extant cabin replaced by the Garden House (Nixon 1933:33). Holderieth (who later married Johannes Petermann) was followed by a large number of other births, such that childcare had an appreciable effect on 
	The marriage ban and celibacy policy freed women for work on developing infrastructure and agriculture. In particular, the construction of the Ohio & Erie Canal through the Separatist’s property was highly dependent on the contributions of Separatist women to the labor pool.  
	The routing of the Ohio & Erie Canal through the property of the Separatists represented a golden opportunity for the struggling group to get back on sound financial footing. In 1826, the Separatists bid and won the contract to excavated three miles of canal bed through their land holdings (COE# HDC18; Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25), along with contracts to build Lock 10, two stone culverts, the feeder canal, and a road bridge across the canal (see discussion of transportation features on page 1.125). Reportedl
	The Separatists also constructed an addition onto their 1821 mill dam, with a guard lock on the east side (COE# HDC16; Figure 1.35, Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25) to allow canal boat access to the Separatist industrial area south of the village along their mill race, and to supply water to the canal through a feeder lock on the west side of the river (COE# HDC17, Figure 1.36, Figure 1.190, Figure 2.25). Woods (1992) characterizes this additional dam as merely a pile of cut trees and stones, which often had to b
	 paid $22,867.35 in

	The1830s 
	The 1830s was a period of great expansion for the Society of Separatists of Zoar. Freed from their major debts, the Separatists could begin a program of capital improvements to their community and expanded their economic base to include manufacturing as well as agriculture. Over 40 different buildings and industrial complexes were built or purchased in this decade, including 11 houses, two iron furnaces, the Zoar Pottery, the Woolen Mill, the huge Canal Mill, and numerous other buildings (Table 1.6). The gu
	Writing in 1876, Mitchener recorded the different households and age groups present in 1830, taken from the 1830 census data (Table 1.7, Table 1.8; Mitchener 1876:324, U.S. Bureau of Census 1830). The population of the Society in 1830 was 173 people. Women still outnumbered men, with 106 females to 67 males in the population. Over two-thirds of the men were adults in the prime of their life (between 20 and 60), with only two men older than 
	60.  Close to 80 percent of women in Zoar Village were also between 20 and 60, with five women older than 60.  There were 13 children under 10 years of age in the census data, and 22 people between 10 and 20 years old. The 1830 census lists 20 households, half of which held over 10 people. Only five households had less than five people. Thirteen households were headed by men. The households were not strictly of one gender, as some houses had a mix of men and women, and even in the households consisting main
	The adoption of celibacy was not particularly difficult for the Society, as their belief system held celibacy as the preferred state between men and women, although acknowledging sexual relations were necessary for the long-term viability of the community. A commitment to celibacy and some sort of modification to marriage is a common feature to many of the Pietist groups and other religious utopian societies, such as the Harmony Society (celibate, but married couples stayed together) or the Shakers (celibat
	The adoption of celibacy was not particularly difficult for the Society, as their belief system held celibacy as the preferred state between men and women, although acknowledging sexual relations were necessary for the long-term viability of the community. A commitment to celibacy and some sort of modification to marriage is a common feature to many of the Pietist groups and other religious utopian societies, such as the Harmony Society (celibate, but married couples stayed together) or the Shakers (celibat
	thus the economic justification for the bans was no longer applicable. However, women still contributed significant amounts of labor to the community, and could be found in the fields with the men at harvest time through the entire nineteenth century (Figure 1.37). 

	After the resumption of marriage, the Separatists put into place a peculiar child-rearing system. Children between the ages of three and 14 were placed into a community nursery, under the care of female supervisors. Girls were housed above the Second Meetinghouse (Morhart 1981; Figure 1.38) while the boys had a dormitory on Third Street in House No. 17, (Figure 1.39; see Table 2.4). Children spent much of their time in school or working and rarely were allowed to see their parents. The purpose of this segre
	In 1833, the articles of association were altered to form a constitution for the Society. The amendment of the articles of agreement in 1833 was in response to an act passed in the 1832 Ohio General Assembly to incorporate Zoar Village as a “Body Politic” so it could act as a corporation that could hold property in common and pass laws (Rokicky 2002). The offices of agent general and cashier were created in this document and filled by Bimeler, as noted above. The group of three trustees was preserved and a 
	The Constitution of 1833 also explicitly spelled out how a person could become a member of the Society. Those seeking entry needed to sign a probationary contract and entered the first class of the Society, where they enjoyed similar rights to full members, with the exception of the right to vote and hold office. Probationary members had similar responsibilities in terms of labor as well. After a year, probationary members were assessed for full membership by the trustees. If the applicant was met with appr
	The Constitution of 1833 also explicitly spelled out how a person could become a member of the Society. Those seeking entry needed to sign a probationary contract and entered the first class of the Society, where they enjoyed similar rights to full members, with the exception of the right to vote and hold office. Probationary members had similar responsibilities in terms of labor as well. After a year, probationary members were assessed for full membership by the trustees. If the applicant was met with appr
	inclusion of the new member (Nixon 1933:47). Before accepting full membership, the probationary members had to resolve any outstanding personal debts and agree that the Society would have no responsibility in paying a personal debt. Interestingly, once they reached adulthood, children of Society members had to go through the same membership process as outsiders. Although some researchers report that only Germans could become members, at least two former Shakers joined the Separatists: Amasa Blodgett and Mar

	– presumably their communal experience outweighed their lack of German heritage. A French woman, Juliana Thiriet, likely was a bakery worker in the 1850s, and according to Shonk, was a member for a brief period of time (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
	The 1831 edition of the Ohio Gazetteer described Zoar Village as having 50 to 60 houses, nearly all covered with tile, and in possession of nearly 6,000 acres of land (Kilbourn 1831). Joseph Bimeler provided another early description of Zoar Village in a letter to Postmaster General William T. Barry, dated Jun 12, 1834. Bimeler included a list of village improvements since the founding, including one gristmill (the precise location of which is unknown, but was along the mill race somewhere in the industrial
	Bimeler’s letter presents an image of a thriving, growing community, but only a few weeks after the letter was written, Zoar Village was struck by a cholera epidemic. Up to a third of the community died from the disease, contracted from outsiders who came through Zoar Village on the canal. The cholera strain that hit Zoar Village was reportedly so virulent that hastily built wooden boxes were sent to houses with stricken occupants, to serve as coffins. The villagers quickly buried their dead in the village 
	Fortunately for the community, the membership was quickly restored through new applicants, mainly German immigrants who also held Pietist beliefs.  
	By 1835, the Society was operating on more or less a self-sustaining basis, with only a few outside products acquired for the membership, including rice, coffee, tea, and cotton (Nixon1933:119). The Separatist diet remained largely German in character, with the exception of a religious aversion to pork. Separatists ate up to six meals a day, starting with breakfast, then followed by a small mid-morning snack, a large mid-day dinner, a small four o’clock snack, supper at six, and then a small meal before bed
	An 1837 edition of the English periodical The Penny Magazine recorded a travelogue about Zoar Village. The author noted the Separatists owned 5,500 acres of land, about 1,000 of which had been cleared. The Canal Mill was not yet in operation, but the Separatists were already sending standard 196-pound barrels of flour to market on the Ohio & Erie Canal, to the tune of 3,000 barrels a year, as far as New York. Another export was butter, shipped in 50-pound casks at 6,000 pounds a year. The Canal Store is men
	In 1839, the Ohio Gazetteer recorded a Zoar Village fully recovered from the 1834 epidemic, with a population of 250 people and 60 houses. In addition to the industries and shops mentioned by Bimeler in his 1834 letter, the gazetteer listed the tannery and two blast furnaces, and noted several warehouses. The garden and greenhouse were especially noted as “very remarkable” with lemon, orange, fig, and pomegranate trees. By this time, the greenhouse was already used for winter storage by people from Clevelan
	Hired Labor 
	After the cholera epidemic of 1834, there was an immediate need for supplemental labor to help clear the Society’s lands. The hiring of outside labor became habitual in the later years of the Society, although in the middle of the nineteenth century, using hired labor was seen as freeing up the labor of Separatists for work judged to be a more productive use of time. Sometimes, the Separatists rented parcels of the Society’s land to tenant farmers, with stipulations that the tenant was required to clear a c
	After the cholera epidemic of 1834, there was an immediate need for supplemental labor to help clear the Society’s lands. The hiring of outside labor became habitual in the later years of the Society, although in the middle of the nineteenth century, using hired labor was seen as freeing up the labor of Separatists for work judged to be a more productive use of time. Sometimes, the Separatists rented parcels of the Society’s land to tenant farmers, with stipulations that the tenant was required to clear a c
	could have been erected as part of a tenant farm in the early nineteenth century. At least seven tenant farms were present at the dissolution of the Separatist society in 1898. An article in the September 29, 1898, edition of the Iron Valley Reporter (1898c) noted the following farms on Separatist property that were divided among full members of the society (it is not recorded if the tenants were allowed to continue living and farming at these farms after the dissolution): 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Shilling Farm: given to Louis Zimmerman and his family 

	• 
	• 
	Kuecherer Farm: given to the John Kuecherer family 

	• 
	• 
	Fred Renner Farm: given to Jacob Kuemmerle, Levi Bimeler, and Anthony Burkhart 

	• 
	• 
	Greytag Farm: given to Levi Beuter 

	• 
	• 
	Knotz Farm: given to Leo Kern 

	• 
	• 
	Scheidegger Farm: given to Jacob Buehler and sons 

	• 
	• 
	George Lengerer Farm: given to Frank Sylvan 

	• 
	• 
	Lower Clahs Farm: given to Clemens Breil 

	• 
	• 
	Upper Clahs Farm: given to heirs of Frederick Breil 


	Several of these farms likely correspond to the possible tenant farm locations shown in Figure 1.47. 
	Most of the hired laborers worked in agriculture, although a few could be found at the blast furnaces, the grist mill, the tannery, and the woolen mill (see HDC3 in Table 2.10). By 1875, the number of non-Separatists sustained by wages earned working for the Society reached 171, a considerable amount of people compared to the 300 people who were full Society members in Zoar Village at the time.  
	The increasing dependency on hired hands is one factor that contributed to the eventual decline of the Society. Besides increasing interactions between the inhabitants of Zoar Village with more worldly people and their unsavory habits (according to Separatist values), the use of wage labor influenced the views of the younger members in regards to communal, non-competitive production versus individualistic labor for material gain. Interestingly, the majority of the hired laborers shared a common ethnic herit
	The1840s 
	The 1840s was not as active a period for the Society in terms of development in comparison to the 1830s, but did see the establishment of the eastern portion of the village as an 
	agricultural complex, with the construction of various livestock barns and the massive granary (Table 1.6). Rather, the 1840s were a period of growth of the economic base established in the 1830s. In 1841, a short travelogue describing Zoar Village was published in the New Yorker. At the time of the author’s visit on August 9, 1840, the community was still recovering from the cholera epidemic, and numbered about 140 people. Most of the field hands consisted of young girls, possibly reflecting the continued 
	Henry Howe visited Zoar Village in 1846, and described the presence of industry and manufacturing buildings, including an oil mill, a saw mill, two grist mills (see HDC14 in Table 2.10 for the Canal Mill), two iron furnaces, and a woolen factory (see HDC3 Table 2.10). Twenty-five houses were present in the village, many of log construction, described as “substantial and of comfortable proportions” (Howe 1846; see Table 2.3 for several of these houses). Barns were noted as grouped together without order (see
	A property assessment conducted in 1846 includes the value of selected buildings in Zoar and the real estate land holdings of the Society at the time (Anonymous 1846). The record shows at least one tenant farm was owned by the Society at the time. Buildings listed in the assessment include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Zoar Hotel, valued at $1,300 

	• 
	• 
	J. M. Bimeler Dwelling House, valued at $1,200 

	• 
	• 
	Jacob and David Silvan (Sylvan) Dwelling House, valued at $400 

	• 
	• 
	Weaver House, valued at $350 

	• 
	• 
	Bake House, valued at $300 

	• 
	• 
	House No. 3, valued at $275 

	• 
	• 
	House No. 23, valued at $300 

	• 
	• 
	Store and Milk House, valued at $400 

	• 
	• 
	Canal House, valued at $400 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Factory (Woolen Mill), valued at $800 

	• 
	• 
	Stabling and Barns together, valued at $800 


	In 1847, the Custom Mill was built south of the First Grist Mill and Sawmill; it is likely that the first mill building was converted to a dwelling for the Kappels at this time and given the label House No. 26. The Kappels occupied the first mill for approximately 30 years (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
	Landholdings are difficult to assess in terms of exact location in the assessment, as section numbers are sometimes provided but the township is not identified, with the exception of a 
	Landholdings are difficult to assess in terms of exact location in the assessment, as section numbers are sometimes provided but the township is not identified, with the exception of a 
	single entry for Sandy Township. Both furnaces are listed, with the Zoar Furnace associated with a 1,208-acre tract and the Fairfield Furnace with a 302-acre tract. In total, 8,543 acres of land are included in the assessment, along with 70 lots in Lawrenceville, a failed townsite platted across from Bolivar by Abraham Mosser in 1805 (Figure 1.16). The Separatists acquired the Lawrenceville lots in 1832 (Baker 2008), but had divested themselves of this property by the time the 1875 county atlas was produced

	In 1850, the Society’s landholdings reached their greatest extent, with approximately 8,800 acres in Lawrence, Sandy, and Fairfield Townships. The land in Fairfield Township corresponds to property owned around Zoar Station and the Fairfield Furnace. Only about 2,500 acres were actively being planted or used as pasture within the Society landholdings, with the remainder consisting of the forested hillsides to the west and southwest of Zoar Village (Nixon 1933:122). Nixon (1933:147) reported that the Society
	The 1840 U.S. Federal Census lists Zoar Village with 25 households consisting of 295 people. A total of 159 males and 136 females were living in the village (Table 1.9). The population of Zoar Village was definitely maturing in comparison to 1830, with the age groups of 30 to 40 years and 40 to 50 years containing over a third of the total population (Table 1.10). The end of celibacy in the Society ten years earlier may be reflected in the 54 children under ten years of age. George Ackermann’s household had
	Another interesting fact about the 1840 census is that it indicates there were still households composed solely of one gender: Maria Kuhnle’s household of 19 women and Joanna Mack’s household of 11 women. These two households may indicate that they were a dual-purpose building used as a residence and a place of work. At least one is likely the first Sewing House (House No. 4, which no longer exists). 
	AfterBimeler:TheWaningoftheSeparatists,1853–1898 
	The1850s 
	Bimeler died in 1853 after 40 years of leadership, and it appeared the society was depending heavily on his leadership and vision. The office of Agent-General, charged with doing business with outside world and which Bimeler held, was never filled after his death. About this time, the Zoar Furnace was abandoned and the Fairfield Furnace was sold with 424 acres for $16,000. Tile and brick making ceased about this time as well, and a tannery, the oil mill and one tavern (the Canal Hotel; see COE# TH35 in 2.16
	In 1859, a newspaper article presented a brief overview of Zoar Village. House No. 1 was described as being of an “antique build” and was occupied by the trustees. The Zoar Hotel is described as operating in the manner of an old German inn. The laws of the Society were characterized as strict, with very little disregarding of them by the Separatists. Of curiosity is the reporting of a prohibition against seduction, which the reporter noted was punishable by death through stoning. This punishment was apparen
	The Separatists’ agricultural output is recorded in the 1850 non-population schedules of the Federal Census, and reveals the  scope of Separatist agriculture at mid-century. The Separatists’ holdings are listed under Joseph Bimeler’s name, with a total of 2,448 acres of improved land and 6,378 acres of unimproved land, for a total of 8,826 acres owned by the Separatists in the 1850 census schedule. The cash value of their landholdings was estimated at worth of farming implements and machinery. The Separatis
	 $67,644.00, with $1,400.00
	 $4,010.00, with

	• 
	• 
	• 
	6,550 bushels of wheat 

	• 
	• 
	700 bushels of rye 

	• 
	• 
	2,228 bushels of corn 

	• 
	• 
	6,721 bushels of oats 

	• 
	• 
	18 bushels of peas and beans 

	• 
	• 
	2,626 bushels of potatoes 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	414 bushels of barley 

	• 
	• 
	140 bushels of buckwheat 

	• 
	• 
	310 tons of hay 

	• 
	• 
	20 bushels of clover seed 

	• 
	• 
	18 bushels of other grass seed 

	• 
	• 
	400 pounds of hops 

	• 
	• 
	300 pounds of flax 

	• 
	• 
	112 bushels of flaxseed 

	• 
	• 
	2,000 pounds of maple sugar 

	• 
	• 
	120 pounds of beeswax and honey 


	In addition to these crops, the Separatists are also recorded as producing 640 gallons of wine, 5,000 pounds of butter, 2,400 pounds of cheese, 35 pounds of silk cocoons, $450.00 worth of orchard products, $98.00 worth of market garden produce, and $650.00 of home-made manufactures (likely including the products of the clothing workshops and other shops that made use of agricultural products for non-food items). Also of interest is what the census records as absent at Zoar Village: mules and asses from live
	Four industries are listed in the U.S. Federal Census non-population industrial schedule for 1850 under Joseph Bimeler’s name: Flour Milling, Iron Furnace, Woolen Factory (the Woolen Mill), and Tanning. Separate facilities for furnaces and mills are not listed in the census data. Under milling, a capital investment listed. The motive power for the mill(s) is listed as water power with four runs of stone. Two people were employed in the mill or mills at a monthly labor cost of $40.00. The mill or millsworth 
	Four industries are listed in the U.S. Federal Census non-population industrial schedule for 1850 under Joseph Bimeler’s name: Flour Milling, Iron Furnace, Woolen Factory (the Woolen Mill), and Tanning. Separate facilities for furnaces and mills are not listed in the census data. Under milling, a capital investment listed. The motive power for the mill(s) is listed as water power with four runs of stone. Two people were employed in the mill or mills at a monthly labor cost of $40.00. The mill or millsworth 
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	the labor, as all of the workers were Separatists and thus were not paid laborers. It is uncertain how many Separatists worked at the iron furnaces, but it seems likely that only a few would have been employed, with specialized iron working jobs filled by skilled hired labor. 

	The population census for 1850 is the first federal census to list all individuals, instead of just the household head. Data from this census is illuminating for understanding the Society at its peak. The population of Zoar Village in the 1850 census was 243 people, not including nine people who lived in probable tenant farmer households. There were 34 distinct households in Zoar Village. A total of 114 males and 129 females were present in 1850 (Table 1.11). Godfrey Lentz was the head of a household noted 
	Age groups in the 1850 census data are more evenly distributed than previously, with no one group clearly dominating the population. More generally, there are more young people present in the 1850 census than in previous census years, with a third of the population under 15 years of age. There are also more than twice as many people over age 60 than in 1840 (Table 1.12). 
	There were 29 different occupations recorded among the population of Zoar Village in 1850 (Table 1.13). Of 72 men age 15 and up, 67 men had occupations listed in the 1850 census. The occupation with the most people was farmer (n=12), followed by laborer (n=9). There were 10 men listed in occupations associated with cloth and clothing manufacture, and five 
	There were 29 different occupations recorded among the population of Zoar Village in 1850 (Table 1.13). Of 72 men age 15 and up, 67 men had occupations listed in the 1850 census. The occupation with the most people was farmer (n=12), followed by laborer (n=9). There were 10 men listed in occupations associated with cloth and clothing manufacture, and five 
	shoemakers. Zoar Village had three blacksmiths in 1850. Of interest are the categories of general agent and merchant. Joseph Bimeler was the general agent, and the merchants included Christian Wiebel, Christ Zimmerman, and Lewis Birk. Birk, Jacob Sylvan, and Jacob Ackermann were the trustees at the time of the census, but were not recorded as such by the census taker (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). Peter Bimeler was the Society’s miller, and Frederick Haid was the millwright. George Groetzinger

	The 1850 census is the first federal census to record the place of birth for individuals. As may be expected, Germany was the most common place of birth with 167 individuals, representing both original Separatists from the founding of Zoar Village and later immigrants. Ohio represents the second most common birthplace, with 77 individuals, many of whom were children born at Zoar Village. Also present were two individuals only listed as from Europe, one person from Pennsylvania, and one whose origin was not 
	The1860s 
	The 1860s saw a brief increase in development in the Society, some of which was spurred by an influx of cash during the Civil War. New developments included the renovation of the 1836 Cider Mill in 1861 with a new steam boiler replacing a horse-powered mill; and a new blacksmith shop (Table 1.6, see COE#  5838 in Table 2.14). A large carpet drum was attached to the rear of the cider mill, used specifically for cleaning carpets from the hotel and elsewhere in the village. A new planing mill was built in 1869
	The 1860 federal census contains similar information in comparison with the 1850 census. The only real change is that the census taker was perhaps more detail-oriented, and recorded whether a person was considered a master of an occupation or an apprentice; and included the region of Germany a person was born in, not just Germany as a whole. The census data indicate that there were 272 people living in 42 distinct households in Zoar Village in 1860 
	The 1860 federal census contains similar information in comparison with the 1850 census. The only real change is that the census taker was perhaps more detail-oriented, and recorded whether a person was considered a master of an occupation or an apprentice; and included the region of Germany a person was born in, not just Germany as a whole. The census data indicate that there were 272 people living in 42 distinct households in Zoar Village in 1860 
	(Table 1.14), a net increase of 29 people from the previous census. The census documents 128 males and 144 females at Zoar Village. Twenty-eight households consisted of six or less individuals, indicative of a continuing trend from multiple-family dwellings to single-family dwellings. Certain communal-type dwellings can be picked out from the composition of residences with large numbers of people. House No. 18, the Bauer Haus, is likely represented by Bernard Beiter’s household, with 11 males and two female

	The age groups in the 1860 census show a remarkable leveling of population among the age groups shown in Table 1.15. With the exceptions of the age groups representing the younger working-age members (15–20 and 20–30) and the extremely elderly (70–80 and 80–90), nearly all the age groups contain about 25 people. The age group with the most members was that of members in their 20s, consisting of 53 people. The number of people over 60 years of age stayed about the same as in 1850. 
	In terms of occupations, 80 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1860 census; all but three are men (Table 1.16). The three female workers include the Master Baker (Mary Platz), a servant (Sarah Ott, at the Bauer Haus), and a dairy worker (Elizabeth Mack). Shonk notes that Mack was actually the dairy overseer, and she and her small household likely occupied the rooms above the dairy as living quarters (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). As with the previous census, the most common occ
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1860 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the census was still largely Germanic. A total of 129 members listed Wrttemberg as their place of birth, along with four from Baden, one from Hanover, one from Hohenzollern-Hechingen, one from Rhein Bayern (part of the Palatinate in southwest Germany), and eight with birthplaces listed as Germany in general. Three people were born in Prussia and one in Switzerland. American-born Separatists included 119 born in Ohio
	TheEffectoftheCivilWaron ZoarVillage 
	The Separatists were well aware of the conflict between northern and southern states that was brewing in the years leading up to the Civil War. Webber (2007:10–11) notes that Simon Beuter meticulously recorded national events related to the tensions between the states in early 1861 in his journal. The Civil War actually brought an increase in business to the Society, as demand for supplies increased. Law (1942:258) speculates the Civil War years may have been the most profitable for the Society. While the S
	 Between fourteen and 24 men from Zoar Village fought in the Civil War, consisting of actual members and hired hands. Webber noted that initially there were seven volunteers in 1861, with the last names “Beeler, Kcherer, Kern, Miller, Rieker, Knpfle (the seventh was Simon Briel)” (Webber 2007:12–14), although of this initial group, only Briel and Knpfle actually enlisted; Beeler (Beuler/Buhler?), Kcherer (Keucherer), Kern, and Rieker returned to the Separatists, while Christian Miller apparently traveled to
	 Between fourteen and 24 men from Zoar Village fought in the Civil War, consisting of actual members and hired hands. Webber noted that initially there were seven volunteers in 1861, with the last names “Beeler, Kcherer, Kern, Miller, Rieker, Knpfle (the seventh was Simon Briel)” (Webber 2007:12–14), although of this initial group, only Briel and Knpfle actually enlisted; Beeler (Beuler/Buhler?), Kcherer (Keucherer), Kern, and Rieker returned to the Separatists, while Christian Miller apparently traveled to
	of these young men may have been children of Separatists, while others, (most likely Smith) were likely either hired hands or from a tenant farmer family (Webber 2007:19). 

	Gottfried Kappel, John Breil, Jacob Kummerle, Johannes Kummerle, and Lucas Strobel died while in the service (Webber 2007:20), but the other Separatists appeared to survive the war, including Leo Kern, who was a prisoner of war at Andersonville (although Wright died of tuberculosis soon after deserting the service and coming home [Webber 2007:38]; Wright appears in the 1850 census as a foster son of Jacob Sylvan, but is not in the 1860 census). 
	Of interest is a comparison of the names of veterans to census data. In the 1860 census, nearly all the residents of Zoar Village who enlisted for service and are recorded in the census were young men, except for Franz Strobel. Additionally, three households supplied eight enlistees, probably reflecting young men urging each other on to join up. Some of the other Zoar Village veterans apparently left the Society or never joined as full members after the war in addition to Magnus Burkhart; the 1870 and 1880 
	The1870s 
	The depression of 1873 and the lack of innovation in agriculture and industry as practiced by the Society spelled an end to prosperity. However, more buildings were constructed in the 1870s than in the 1860s, including the First Planing Mill, visible in a photograph taken ca. 1895 from the southern second floor balcony on the 1892 hotel addition (Figure 1.20), six new houses, the second sawmill on the river (see HDC9 in Table 2.10), and the opening of a brick plant across the river (later developed into the
	Everts’ 1875 county atlas for Tuscarawas County includes a plat of Zoar Village. While somewhat inaccurate in that it includes only a fraction of the buildings that actually existed in Zoar Village at the time, it does show the general layout of the village at the time, and is the only map that shows the locations of the first cabinet shop and the Zoar Foundry (Figure 1.41). Additionally, Everts’ township plats document the extent of Separatist landholdings at the time, with property in Fairfield (Figure 1.
	The 1870 non-population schedule for Zoar Village suggests that the diversity of agricultural production was lessening in the waning years of the society. The Separatists were listed with 1,846 acres of improved land and 4,543 acres of unimproved woodland, for a total of 6,389 acres. The total cash value of the Separatist farm holdings was of farm implements andof wages paid out, a reflection of the increasing reliance on hired hands for farm labor. Recorded livestock included 41 horses, 140 milk cows, 156 
	 $319,450.00, with $900.00
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	 $10,357.00. 
	 with $1,000.00
	24,357.00

	The 1870 non-population industrial census schedule for Zoar Village lists two different flour mills, the tannery, the woolen mill, and the cider mill as industries. The two flour mills represent the Canal Mill and the Custom Mill; the latter of which was actually identified as such in the census record. Unfortunately, the output for the Canal Mill is obscured in the reproduction of the census record by four entries for the Tannery that is pasted over the record. However, enough of the record is left exposed
	 had invested $30,000.00 in
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	The Tannery record is quite interesting, as it separates out the main tanning activities from currying activities, and indicates that the two activities took place in separate buildings. Currying is the finishing method used in leather making, which softens the tanned hides into a usable product. The tanning operations took place in a building with a capital value, while the currying was located in a building with acapital value. At least one of these buildings is the large building to the east of the Grana
	The Tannery record is quite interesting, as it separates out the main tanning activities from currying activities, and indicates that the two activities took place in separate buildings. Currying is the finishing method used in leather making, which softens the tanned hides into a usable product. The tanning operations took place in a building with a capital value, while the currying was located in a building with acapital value. At least one of these buildings is the large building to the east of the Grana
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	finished calf skins valued at sides of upper leather valued at $800.00. The tannery operations were obviously producing more leather than was likely required by the Separatists for their own needs, and it appears that nearly half of the rough leather produced by the Tannery were not used in the currying process, and instead were probably market products.  
	 $1,350.00, and 200


	The Woolen Mill entry recorded a capital investment the building. The motive power was recorded as a 20-horsepower waterwheel, operating eight looms, one twister, two fulling machines, two carding machines, two spinners, two broad looms, and 250 spindles. Six people worked at the Woolen Mill for eight months out of the year, with labor valued at material listed for the production process included 6,000 pounds of wool valued at and $350.00 worth of chemicals (presumably dyes). The products of the mill includ
	 of $10,00.00 in
	 $2,000.00. Raw
	 $2,400.00
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	The Cider Mill was recorded with a capital investmentwas powered by a seven-horsepower steam engine. Three people worked at the Cider Mill for three months out of the year, with labor valued at $200.00. The Cider Mill used apples and coal valued together at $400.00 to produce 400 barrels of cider valued at
	 of $1,500.00, and 
	 $1,500.00. 

	The 1870 census shows a population of 315 people in 44 households (Table 1.17), a net increase of 43 people from the previous census. The 1870 federal census contains similar information in comparison with the 1860 census, with the exception that the census taker did not segregate masters and apprentices in terms of occupations. The census documents 157 males and 158 females at Zoar Village, the first time that the population achieved an equilibrium between the two genders. Thirty-one households consisted o
	Age groups in the 1870 census show an increase in the proportion of the population representing children among the age groups shown in Table 1.18, with 40 percent of the population under the age of 15. Generation gaps start to appear, with a gap in the 15 to 20 
	Age groups in the 1870 census show an increase in the proportion of the population representing children among the age groups shown in Table 1.18, with 40 percent of the population under the age of 15. Generation gaps start to appear, with a gap in the 15 to 20 
	years age group (19 members) and 40 to 50 years (13 members). The number of elderly Separatists (over 60 years old) remained stable at 15 percent of the population, similar to the 1860 census record. 

	A total of 88 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1870 census; all are men (Table 1.19). As with the previous census records, the most common occupation was farming, including 13 workers in that category. The next most numerous occupations were teamsters, with 10 workers and laborer, with eight workers. Interestingly, the category of trustee was not used in the 1870 census. The trustees at the time of the census were Jacob Ackermann, John Ruof, and Samuel Harr. Ludwig Haid and Jacob Roth are 
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1870 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the census was for the first time dominated by American-born residents, with 201 people born in Ohio, one in Michigan (Fredericka Merz, a nine-year-old girl apparently living as a foster child in Augustus Bimeler’s household), and one in New Hampshire (the former Shaker Amasa Blodgett). Foreign-born residents continued to come from Germanic countries and states, including 96 from Wrttemberg, seven from Switzerland, 
	SeparatistinfluenceoncontemporaryAmerican literature 
	Zoar Village’s influence on arts and literature can first be traced to the 1870s, with the publication of works by Constance Woolson, a short story writer and novelist active in the mid- to late nineteenth century. She was based out of Cleveland and visited Zoar Village several times with her family. Woolson viewed Zoar Village as the “Happy Valley” – a refuge from the rapidly developing modern world. Woolson was inspired by her time at Zoar Village to base two fictional short stories there, “Solomon,” publ
	Woolson is primarily known today to literary scholars as an early pioneer of the “local-color” movement of authors who used actual details of communities in descriptive backgrounds for their stories (Fernandez 2000). Her first published story based on Zoar Village was “The Happy Valley,” a non-fictional account of the community published in Harpers Monthly in 1870. The story recounts a visit by the Woolson family to Zoar Village, written in the first person. Woolson positively emphasizes the characteristics
	Woolson is primarily known today to literary scholars as an early pioneer of the “local-color” movement of authors who used actual details of communities in descriptive backgrounds for their stories (Fernandez 2000). Her first published story based on Zoar Village was “The Happy Valley,” a non-fictional account of the community published in Harpers Monthly in 1870. The story recounts a visit by the Woolson family to Zoar Village, written in the first person. Woolson positively emphasizes the characteristics
	his wife, whom he would crudely paint. A pair of visiting young ladies from Cleveland teaches him some artistic techniques, and when he is severely injured in a coal mining accident, he manages to use his new artistic skills to produce a delicate portrait of his wife before expiring. Woolson’s point-of-view character, one of the young visitors, laments that the insulated life in the Separatist community had limited the artistic potential of Solomon (Fernandez 2000:28). The inspiration for the story surely m

	“Wilhelmina” is set right after the conclusion of the Civil War in Zoar Village. The point-ofview character is another young female visitor. The title character is a young woman of the Society who is awaiting the return of the young man who won her heart, who had enlisted and left the community to fight. However, the young man returns changed from his experiences, and spurns both Wilhelmena and the communal lifestyle-likely inspired by some of the young veterans who actually did leave the Society, such as M
	-

	Swartz (2000) contrasts the utopian presentation of Zoar Village in Woolson’s “The Happy Valley” with the later short stories that explore the effect of a regimented, closed culture on artistic individuals who might otherwise thrive in a different, more expressive and permissive environment. Swartz notes that the subjects of both of Woolson’s short stories are artists in one form or another: Solomon, a painter, and Wilhelmina, a dreamy romantic with an artistic temperament. 
	In the story “Solomon,” the central character is described as shadowy, only showing signs of liveliness when in his attic studio, working by candlelight. Only at the time of his death, after being influenced by the visiting artist Erminia, does he produce his greatest, most expressive work. In the story “Wilhelmina,” the central character was able express her love of beauty through her work in the Public Garden. The loss of her true love to the draw of free will in the outside world, and the prohibition of 
	The1880s 
	Separatist construction activities during the 1880s was related to two major developments: the introduction of rail service and the incorporation of Zoar Village. On August 2, 1882, the Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad opened a line through Separatist landholdings (see COE# HDC8 in Table 2.12), with a station on the south side of the village (Figure 1.42, Figure 
	Separatist construction activities during the 1880s was related to two major developments: the introduction of rail service and the incorporation of Zoar Village. On August 2, 1882, the Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad opened a line through Separatist landholdings (see COE# HDC8 in Table 2.12), with a station on the south side of the village (Figure 1.42, Figure 
	1.43). As part of the negotiations to run the line through the Separatists’ property, passenger trains were required to make a stop at Zoar Village. The new station resulted in a greater influx of tourists and visitors to Zoar Village. The depot at Fairfield (renamed Zoar Station) was built in 1882 as well (Figure 1.44). Soon after the opening of the new station, the Zoar Hotel would fill to capacity on the weekends and the bakery (see COE# 5889 in Table 2.14) and brewery (see COE# HDC1 in Table 2.14) added

	Before the railroad, visitors were welcomed but not exactly encouraged to stay for long periods of time, and there was little focus on developing the popularity of Zoar Village as a summer resort destination as a means of adding to the Society’s income. After the railroad came through, however, Zoar Village was marketed as a prime tourist destination: for example, the Valley Railway Company extolled the quaintness of its setting and people as a selling point (Nixon 1933:206). The Valley Railway Company was 
	Zoar Village was incorporated in 1884, upon the petition of 53 male members. As part of this incorporation, the village needed to establish some governmental functions. The Zoar Town Hall was built in 1887 to house the village’s offices (see COE# 5860 in Table 2.14), and the Zoar Jail was set up in a converted chicken coop near the Zoar Hotel; the jail was conveniently located near the building which would be the source of its only occupants, hotel and tavern guests who partook too heavily of Zoar Village’s
	Another notable change was the conversion of the first grist mill into a planing mill and perhaps the machine shop in 1880, after the Kappel family moved to a new house in town (the existing House No. 26 on Main Street [COE# 5859]; see Table 2.4 in Volume 2). The machine shop may have operated in the foundry, and then added as a wing to the planing mill after the Zoar Foundry was destroyed in a fire in 1886. Alternatively, the Zoar Foundry was already inactive by 1880, as the machine shop was listed in the 
	Another notable change was the conversion of the first grist mill into a planing mill and perhaps the machine shop in 1880, after the Kappel family moved to a new house in town (the existing House No. 26 on Main Street [COE# 5859]; see Table 2.4 in Volume 2). The machine shop may have operated in the foundry, and then added as a wing to the planing mill after the Zoar Foundry was destroyed in a fire in 1886. Alternatively, the Zoar Foundry was already inactive by 1880, as the machine shop was listed in the 
	leatherworking, lumbering and sawmilling, flour milling, dairy production, and slaughterhouses, among others.  

	Manufacturing and craft activities at Zoar Village listed on Schedule 3 of the 1880 census include: wheelwrighting (representing the wagon shop), furniture production (at the cabinet shop), men’s clothing production, women’s clothing production, blacksmithing, cooperage, saddle and harness making, cider production, brewing, woolen manufacturing, lumber planing, machine shop production, and baking. Table 1.20 summarizes the details recorded in the 1880 census about these activities at Zoar Village, excepting
	The 1880 industrial special schedule records the Separatists’ sawmill, tannery, both grist mills, and also the output of the cobbler shop, which may have produced excess shoes and boots for sale on the market. Of note is that the special schedule had a section for brick and tile works, which was left empty, indicating the Separatists were not producing bricks at this time. The cobbler shop is recorded with a $3,000 capital investment, with six men working 11-hour days year-round. One sewing machine is recor
	The Tannery is recorded with a $5,000 capital investment (likely combining the tanning and currying activities separated in the 1870 census), and operated year-round with a workforce of four men. The men worked 11-hour days between May and November, and 9-hour days between November and May. The materials used in production included 50 tons of oak bark acquired from the Separatists’ woodlands, 600 hides, and 300 skins. The tannery produced 1,200 sides of leather and 300 prepared skins. The currying operation
	The entry for the sawmill is quite informative about its operation. The sawmill had a $3,000 capital investment and operated with two workers for eight months out of the year. The sawmill possessed a single muley saw (a vertical saw blade that is clamped to guide rails and moved up and down through a log) powered by a 6-foot diameter Parker reaction waterwheel, which was enclosed in a wooden case with watertight seals along the top and sides, but with an open bottom. This waterwheel type was patented by Zeb
	The Custom Mill and Canal Mill are recorded separately. The Canal Mill was recorded as having an $8,000 capital investment value, and was operated by two men working 11-hour days year-round. The mill featured four runs of stone powered by a 3.5 foot wide turbine that produced 30 horsepower at 60 rotations a minute from a fall of water 7 feet high. The 
	The Custom Mill and Canal Mill are recorded separately. The Canal Mill was recorded as having an $8,000 capital investment value, and was operated by two men working 11-hour days year-round. The mill featured four runs of stone powered by a 3.5 foot wide turbine that produced 30 horsepower at 60 rotations a minute from a fall of water 7 feet high. The 
	Custom Mill had a maximum capacity of 180 barrels a day. In 1880, the Custom Mill produced 1,000 barrels of flour, 171 pounds of corn meal, and 7,600 pounds of feed, all valued at $6,400. The mill is noted as serving only custom work. The Canal Mill was recorded with a capital investment value of $20,000, and was operated by two people working 12-hour days. The mill only operated three months out of the year, and was powered by a 6.5-foot wide turbine operating under a 5-foot fall of water, producing 75 hor

	The Woolen Mill is recorded with $3,600 in capital investment, and employed seven men and one child under 16. The mill operated eight months out of the year, converting $2,000 of raw materials into $2,400 worth of finished product. The mill was powered by a 5.5-foot diameter turbine producing 24 horsepower at 80 revolutions per minute, and was set at a 5foot-tall fall of water. 
	-

	The planing mill is recorded separately from the sawmill, and is noted as having a rather significant capital improvement value of $5,500. The planing mill was operated by two men and was in production for seven months out of the year. The planing mill used $900 of raw materials and converted it into $1,480 of finished lumber, and was powered by a 5.5-foot diameter turbine producing 14 horsepower at 50 revolutions per minute, and was set at a 5foot-tall fall of water. 
	-

	The machine shop is noted as having only $400 in capital investment, perhaps reflecting that it was not a stand-alone building but either part of the planing mill or represents the existing Zoar Foundry, which is not listed on the census schedule as such. The machine shop had two male laborers who operated the shop 10 months out of the year. The shop took $100 of raw material and produced $850 worth of finished product, and was powered by a Parker reaction waterwheel, 3 feet in diameter and producing 10 hor
	The 1880 non-population census schedule did not include an agricultural entry for Tuscarawas County; however, some hint of agricultural productions can be gleaned from information about the Dairy and Slaughterhouse at Zoar Village, which were included as special schedules in the industrial census. The Dairy was recorded with a capital investment value of $3,600, and employed a man and a woman. The dairy was in production between May 15th and October 1st in 1880, and had an average of 65 cows producing milk 
	The 1880 census shows a population of 291 people in 46 households (Table 1.21), a net decrease of 24 people from the previous census. The 1880 federal census is the first census to record familial relationships within households and the birthplaces of the parents of individuals. The census documents 147 males and 144 females at Zoar Village. Continuing 
	The 1880 census shows a population of 291 people in 46 households (Table 1.21), a net decrease of 24 people from the previous census. The 1880 federal census is the first census to record familial relationships within households and the birthplaces of the parents of individuals. The census documents 147 males and 144 females at Zoar Village. Continuing 
	the trend towards single-family households, only seven households in the 1880 census record had ten or more people. House No. 18, the Bauer Haus (see COE# 5879 in Table 2.4), is likely represented by Mathias Dischinger’s household, with 10 males and 5 females; eight of the males represent single boarders between the ages of 19 and 48 who were listed as farm laborers, while the other household members consist of Dischinger’s family and a domestic servant. Unlike previous census records, no household in the 1

	Age groups in the 1880 census show a decrease from 1870 in the proportion of the population representing children among the age groups shown in Table 1.22, with 33 percent of the population under the age of 15. Generation gaps start to appear, with a gap in the 15 to 20 years age group (19 members) and 40 to 50 years (13 members). The number of elderly Separatists over 60 dropped significantly, representing only eight percent of the population in 1880; however, the actual age range among the elderly extende
	A total of 118 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1880 census, including women’s professions for the first time (Table 1.23). Again, the most common occupation was farming, with 15 workers in that category. The next most common occupation was domestic servant, with 11 workers listed; this category seems to have been applied to young single women who worked in housekeeping activities. Some of these women were boarders, but others were members of the family of the house. The probable trustees 
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1880 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the census shows a drastic reduction in the number of people born in Wrttemberg, with only 50 people listing that as a place of birth. A total of 214 people listed Ohio as their birthplace. Other places of origin included Austria (1), Bavaria (3), Hesse-Darmstadt (1), Prussia (10), Switzerland (7), Saxony (1), Pennsylvania (3), and at sea (1; Mathias Dischinger). However, the Germanic roots of Zoar Village are evide
	The1890s 
	The 1890s marked a last attempt by the Separatists to maintain their communal society. Economic and social pressures, both from inside and outside the society, were impacting the ability of Zoar Village to continue to operate in the same manner as it had for the earlier years of the nineteenth century. The Separatists had been largely passed over by technological advances in industries and had difficulty competing in the open market. The Woolen Mill struggled for customers outside the village, and by 1898, 
	The hotel became the focus of activity at Zoar Village in the six years prior to the breaking up of the society, and all new construction in Zoar Village in the 1890s appears related to serving the tourism industry. In addition to the new wing on the Zoar Hotel, the Zoar Hotel Livery Stables, Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed, and Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds were built in the early 1890s, and a pig farm near Wolf Run was established to help supply the needs of the Zoar Hotel kitchen (Schultz 1978:26; Figure 1.47) This new b
	Alexander Gunn was an early visitor to Zoar Village who made his stays longer and longer, until he finally convinced the trustees to sell him one of the original log cabins at the northeast corner of town for a residence (Figure 1.48). Gunn, a wealthy Cleveland hardware merchant who retired early at age 42 in 1879, became enchanted with the town after a visit in 1879. Gunn first stayed at the hotel until he was allowed to rent a log cabin in 1889 (which he named the Hermitage; see COE#5881 in Table 2.4). Gu
	Alexander Gunn was an early visitor to Zoar Village who made his stays longer and longer, until he finally convinced the trustees to sell him one of the original log cabins at the northeast corner of town for a residence (Figure 1.48). Gunn, a wealthy Cleveland hardware merchant who retired early at age 42 in 1879, became enchanted with the town after a visit in 1879. Gunn first stayed at the hotel until he was allowed to rent a log cabin in 1889 (which he named the Hermitage; see COE#5881 in Table 2.4). Gu
	1897). Gunn’s social circles were known for dinner parties focused on fine food, drink, and conversation (Nixon 1933:211).  

	Nineteenth CenturyImpressionistsatZoarVillage:TheOld Bohemians 
	Zoar Village has had a significant impact on the visual arts since the 1880s. The artwork produced at Zoar Village illustrates the role of regional artists in the international avantgarde. The work produced at Zoar Village also illustrates the interaction of the international avant-garde and the effect of local attitudes towards class, ethnicity, and nativism. While there is no “Zoar style” per se, the artistic trends illustrated in the work produced at Zoar Village show the effects of a regional art scene 
	-

	Zoar Village became a regional art destination in the 1880s due to the confluence of a number of widely disparate qualities. The contemporary methods of working and the painting styles favored picturesque outdoor locations as subjects. The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad allowed quick and easy access to the scenic village and countryside of Zoar Village, which was the common denominator throughout each phase of art production at Zoar Village. 
	The predominant art styles and manners of producing art in the last half of the nineteenth-century favored Zoar Village but the impetus was international. American artists became aware of the French Barbizon School in the 1870s and 1880s, particularly the work of the painter Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. Corot’s work focused on everyday subject matter, rural settings and the glorification of the working man. In addition, plein-air painting, defined as working outside and on location, became popular at the sa
	During the late 1880s, artists such as Paul Cezanne, George Seurat, and Vincent van Gogh were painting in a Post-Impressionism style. As noted by James M. Keny, “Pointillism, Divisionism, Fauvism, Nabism, Intimism are some of the terms used to describe the various approaches of these artists, whose modernist vision especially intrigued Ohioans Frederick Gottwald, August Biehle, Alice Schille, Ralph Fanning, Charles Burchfield, Dixie Selden, Yeteve Smith, William Sommer, Henry Keller, William Zorach, and How
	Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, and academic Impressionism flourished in Cleveland. The establishment of the Cleveland Art Club in 1876 brought together a group of artists who blurred the line between commercial art and fine art. Founder Archibald Willard was the painter of the iconic “Spirit of ‘76” -a chromolithic print made for mass consumption. Frederick Gottwald, later to be the leader of the summer art schools at Zoar Village, began his art career by painting ship’s figureheads (Figure 1.49). In 18
	Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, and academic Impressionism flourished in Cleveland. The establishment of the Cleveland Art Club in 1876 brought together a group of artists who blurred the line between commercial art and fine art. Founder Archibald Willard was the painter of the iconic “Spirit of ‘76” -a chromolithic print made for mass consumption. Frederick Gottwald, later to be the leader of the summer art schools at Zoar Village, began his art career by painting ship’s figureheads (Figure 1.49). In 18
	Archibald Willard, and in 1881 he went to the Art Students League in New York City. Gottwald attended the Royal Academy in Munich after his stint in New York. When Gottwald returned to Cleveland in 1885, he refounded the Cleveland Art Club which had become inactive in his absence with Adam Lehr and fellow first generation German immigrants Ora Coltman and George Adomeit. This core group was called the “Old Bohemians,” ostensibly because their parents had been participants in the failed Germanic liberal revo

	At this point in time, artists in the Cleveland area began to mix with the upper class of Cleveland society. The Old Bohemians began to achieve national recognition when Gottwald exhibited a painting at the 1892 Chicago World’s Fair (Sackerlotzky 1993). A more formal corporate structure for the Cleveland Art Club was developed in 1880 after the club attracted the adverse attention of the press for locating its offices in Cleveland City Hall. Many eminent businessmen and politicians became involved with the 
	Gottwald began to teach at the Cleveland Art School and in 1888 he established a summer school at Zoar Village (Busta-Peck 2011b). In 1897, Ora Coltman became his assistant. Although he does not seem to be associated with the art school, Cleveland artist Adam Lehr was with Gunn at Zoar Village in the fall of 1897 (Gunn 1902). Zoar Village’s attraction seems to be linked to Romanticism and the picturesque ideal. The landscape of Zoar Village offered the artist different spatial contexts of texture, light, co
	After 11 years at Zoar Village, Gottwald’s summer school moved to Chagrin Falls in 1899. Gottwald started to spend at least part of the summers in Holland after 1896 and in Italy after 1902 (Sackerlotzky 1993). Many of Gottwald’s students, including some such as Henry Keller and Charles Burchfield, became leading national painters. Gottwald students who 
	After 11 years at Zoar Village, Gottwald’s summer school moved to Chagrin Falls in 1899. Gottwald started to spend at least part of the summers in Holland after 1896 and in Italy after 1902 (Sackerlotzky 1993). Many of Gottwald’s students, including some such as Henry Keller and Charles Burchfield, became leading national painters. Gottwald students who 
	became regionally influential include George Adomeit and Ora Coltman, who were also students at the Zoar summer school. 

	TheDissolution oftheSociety,1898 
	Several factors led to the vote in 1898 amongst the Society members on the continuation or dissolution of the Society. Financial hardships for the Society had been growing steadily since Bimeler’s death in 1853, such that it was a common occurrence in the 1890s for annual expenses to exceed annual income. After the death of Joseph Bimeler in 1853, the Society went through a period of transition in terms of leadership. Bimeler was succeeded by Jacob Sylvan, Christian Weibel, and Jacob Ackermann. The success 
	Bimeler’s death also left a gap in the spiritual life of the Society, and without a charismatic leader exposing Separatist ideology, organized religious observance was largely neglected. Many members were seen as lacking the necessary work ethic of their forefathers, contributing to the economic woes of the Society. Finally, several members became politically opposed to the communal lifestyle, and began openly advocating the abandonment of communism for an individualistic, capitalist economic system. 
	Discontentment among the younger members grew steadily, especially in the post-war period. The development of the tourist trade and the presence and influence of Alexander Gunn was slowly introducing a class system into the community, with those members that had access to visitors or were members of Gunn’s inner circle the source of resentment by those left out. The activities of this club, which seemed centered around merry-making and leisure activities, only increased the sense of disenfranchisement among
	Although the publication of the Nugitna newspaper by Levi Bimeler was the most visible source of dissension in the late 1890s within the society, the paper was merely a symptom of an older, society-wide dissatisfaction that had been growing silently within the community. 
	The discontent with the communal lifestyle probably had its roots in the increase in interaction with non-Separatists as the Separatist tourism business boomed in the previous decade. The conspicuous display of wealth and status of these visitors surely had an effect on the inhabitants of Zoar Village, especially the younger people. As a result of various interactions with tourists, many of the teenaged children of Society members grew enamored with the idea of making a living on their own terms, and severa
	Even the younger children were exposed to outside influences. When the Zoar School became part of the local school district in 1868 upon its completion (see COE# 5883 in Table 2.14), children from neighboring, non-Separatist farms attended, and surely friendships struck up between children from the Society and outside of it were a factor on the individual Separatist child’s developing worldview. In addition, members were becoming more aware of disparities in the amount of labor contributed to the Society am
	Another factor that led to an increasing sense of inequality at Zoar Village was the ability of some members to earn money on the side, which was often kept for personal use rather than donated to the society’s funds. The acquisition of personal goods by members earning side money became a visual reminder of the benefits of the individualist lifestyle to the communal members of the Society. 
	The cumulative effect of these various outside influences was that increasing numbers of young people left Zoar Village, which meant that the harder types of labor that would normally fall to the younger members had to either be done by the older people or assigned to hired labor. The increase in dependency on wage labor to do work once performed by a member of the society meant an increase in cost and decrease in profit for the various industries and for-profit endeavors of the Society (Law 1942:316). Conc
	In January of 1898, the trustees held a meeting, the purpose of which was to submit to vote a resolution to break up the Society. After heated discussion, the eventual outcome was a majority vote to dissolve the Society and fairly distribute the property among the membership. On March 10th, 1898, the final agreement regarding the dissolution was signed by all the members of the Society, and Samuel Foltz, Henry Fisher, and William Becker were appointed to oversee the property division (Law 1942:320). At the 
	In January of 1898, the trustees held a meeting, the purpose of which was to submit to vote a resolution to break up the Society. After heated discussion, the eventual outcome was a majority vote to dissolve the Society and fairly distribute the property among the membership. On March 10th, 1898, the final agreement regarding the dissolution was signed by all the members of the Society, and Samuel Foltz, Henry Fisher, and William Becker were appointed to oversee the property division (Law 1942:320). At the 
	receiving “$200 in cash and an equal share of land” (Law 1942:322). Recognizing that the probationary members had in good faith worked for the Society with the expectation of becoming full members, these members were each given half-shares. The actual division of property did not take place until September 20, 1898. It appears that no non-members of the Society, such as tenant farmers, were included in the division of lands. Instead, the tenant farms were divided up among full members (Iron Valley Reporter 

	There is no source of population data for Zoar Village population for the 1890s, due to the fact that the 1890 federal census data were destroyed. 
	ThePhysicalEnvironmentofZoarVillage 
	Nixon describes Zoar Village as a “town buried in an apple orchard” (Nixon 1933:61), referring to the yards filled with apple and other fruit trees. Zoar Village had dirt streets bordered by grassy, well-trimmed gutters and gravel or cinder-covered sidewalks (Figure 1.53). Nighttime illumination was supplied through a few oil lamps on posts. The first street laid out in the village likely corresponds to modern Fourth Street, as most of the known locations of the log houses built in 1817 are found here. This
	Meyers compares the town planning of Zoar Village with that of the Harmony Society, and finds that the Harmony Society’s three towns (Economy, Pennsylvania; Harmony, Indiana; and New Economy, Pennsylvania) were efficiently planned and constructed. Houses were carefully placed on lots to maximize garden space. Members lived close to their workplaces, with the exception of industries that produced pollution, such as tanneries or brickworks. Those members held in high regard in the Harmony Society tended to li
	Unlike the towns of the Harmony Society, the layout of Zoar Village did not follow a detailed, preconceived plan, despite the use of a grid plan and a similar concern for placing 
	Unlike the towns of the Harmony Society, the layout of Zoar Village did not follow a detailed, preconceived plan, despite the use of a grid plan and a similar concern for placing 
	industrial and polluting buildings on the outskirts of town. At Zoar Village, houses were placed as the builders saw fit. Relative status within the community could not be determined by an outsider from observing building styles and locations, as there was no attempt to house members with high status, such as trustees, in prominent locations. Often, houses were occupied by generations of the same family. The lack of any sort of planned community organization has been taken by some as a reflection of the deg

	The following sections discuss the physical development and built environment of Zoar Village according to the eight historical contexts developed for this report: residential; commercial; agricultural; industry and manufacturing; transportation; community, religion, and education; tourism and recreation; and flood control. Maps showing locations of buildings and structures mentioned in the text precede the individual resource discussions. Note that House No. 26 is the last building with an original Separat
	Residential 
	Law (1942) states that around 40 log houses were built around the village from 1817 into the 1820s, many of which were one-story. He noted that attics and cellars were not constructed for these first houses. The wings on House No. 10, built in 1817, are later additions (Law 1942: 45; see COE# 5892 in Table 2.4). House No. 9, built to the west of House No. 9 in 1817, probably had the second story added later, as Law noted differences in the construction between the stories (see COE# 5893 in Table 2.4). To th
	Law (1942) states that around 40 log houses were built around the village from 1817 into the 1820s, many of which were one-story. He noted that attics and cellars were not constructed for these first houses. The wings on House No. 10, built in 1817, are later additions (Law 1942: 45; see COE# 5892 in Table 2.4). House No. 9, built to the west of House No. 9 in 1817, probably had the second story added later, as Law noted differences in the construction between the stories (see COE# 5893 in Table 2.4). To th
	(Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). If Law’s original estimation of 40 log cabins is assumed to be accurate, then there are approximately 27 other log cabin locations at Zoar Village that are currently unknown. However, it seems likely that many log cabins were removed and replaced by new houses built after the 1820s, probably in the same locations as the earlier cabins. 

	Houses were typically placed very close to the street. Several homes featured attached lattices for grapevines. The rear yards of the houses often featured a porch on the rear face of the home, with a paved area immediately next to the porch. Vegetable and flower gardens filled the sides and rears of the house lots. The rooms inside the early houses were square, with low ceilings. Foundations were constructed with sandstone obtained from quarries on the Society’s landholdings. House numbers in Zoar Village 
	Gradually, the original log houses built in 1817–1820 to house the original Separatists were replaced by frame structures, painted white with green shutters. Nixon (1933:61) notes that these new houses resembled other American houses of the period, although German influences could be detected. The frame houses all tend to be two stories in height, with side gable roofs and central doorways protected by small hipped-roof porches. The details of their construction were revealed to Wilfred McArtor, who was abl
	Another obvious Germanic influence is the red tile roofs of the structures. Due to the weight of the tiles, roofs of Separatist structures needed to be steeply pitched to support them, with overhanging eaves and dormer windows being common features. Zoar Village began producing its distinctive red clay roof tiles in 1819. By the mid-1820s, most or perhaps all of the buildings were roofed with tile. A newspaper item from the Gettysburg Republican-Compiler reported on a damaging hailstorm that swept the Midwe
	The design of the tiles was based on similar tiles used in southern Germany and Switzerland (Law 1942:62). Grooves on top were used to direct rainwater away from the joints on the roof. A lug on the reverse of the roof tile helped secure it to the roof. All the early buildings in Zoar Village had these tiles. At one point, tile making was an export industry for Zoar 
	The design of the tiles was based on similar tiles used in southern Germany and Switzerland (Law 1942:62). Grooves on top were used to direct rainwater away from the joints on the roof. A lug on the reverse of the roof tile helped secure it to the roof. All the early buildings in Zoar Village had these tiles. At one point, tile making was an export industry for Zoar 
	Village, and even after the dissolution, many tiles were recycled from decaying buildings and shipped to the East Coast for decorative use (Law 1942:62).  

	Meyers characterizes Separatist architecture as representing a break from traditional German rural architecture strategies, which actually appears to be a common feature of immigrant German architecture and farm design (Meyers 1980:166). German farms often featured the house and barn under a single roof, for example. Meyers notes that similar architecture to Zoar Village is found at New Bremen, located to the west in Auglaize County, and settled by immigrants from Bavaria and Hannover in the 1830s (Meyers 1
	The known and suspected locations of buildings classified within the Separatist-period residential context are depicted in Figure 1.55, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.59, and Figure 1.60. The buildings depicted in these figures are identified from information in Nixon 1933, Law 1942, Schultz 1978, Morhart 1981, and personal communications with Chuck Knaack and Steve Shonk. Locations of buildings no longer in existence were determined from the 1898 Dissolution Map (Figure 1.52), a 1935 conce
	HouseNo.1 
	COE#5857 
	Originally intended for use as a residence for the elderly, this stately house became Joseph Bimeler’s residence when the older Separatists insisted on remaining with their families (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 2.14). The building, designed by an outside architect, is a three-story brick mansion with grey sandstone trim, and featured a portico spanning the entire front elevation, supported by sandstone columns (Figure 1.62, Figure 1.63). A balcony with wrought iron railings surmounted the portico. A 
	Originally intended for use as a residence for the elderly, this stately house became Joseph Bimeler’s residence when the older Separatists insisted on remaining with their families (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 2.14). The building, designed by an outside architect, is a three-story brick mansion with grey sandstone trim, and featured a portico spanning the entire front elevation, supported by sandstone columns (Figure 1.62, Figure 1.63). A balcony with wrought iron railings surmounted the portico. A 
	1.64). The foundation walls are nearly four feet thick, which maintains a constant cool temperature in the cellar suitable for food storage (Law 1942:142). Connected by a covered walkway to the rear of the house is a detached dining room, kitchen, laundry, and wash house (COE# 5856a), constructed in 1845 (Figure 1.65); a carriage house was also located to the rear of the house but is no longer in existence (Schultz 1978: 23). 

	Construction began in 1833 on the site of one of the original log cabins and was completed either in 1835 or 1845. There is some confusion with the date of the completion of this building. All documentary sources consulted for this report that list a construction date state the building was completed in 1835 (Randall 1900, Nixon 1933, McArtor 1939, Law 1940, Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Fernandez 2003). However, Kathleen Fernandez and Steve Shonk both stated that the building was built in two stages, the sou
	The 1845 construction event would have entailed more than adding a wing to the building. All the trim, including the quoins on the corners of the building, would have to been added at this time, and the floor plan of the original building altered radically to present the final symmetrical form, unless the final form of the building was part of the original plan in 1833, and was left incomplete for over ten years. Kalin (1984) thought that the hipped roof was also an 1845 addition; if so, the original roof w
	HouseNo.2 
	COE#5849 
	House No. 2 was built in 1831 at the northeast corner of Second and Park Streets for Johann Gottfried Kappel, the father of the Society’s weaver of blankets and coverlets, also named Johann Gottfried Kappel (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.66, Figure 2.14). This house became the residence of the Kuemerle and later the Levi Beiter families (Morhart 1981:123; Schultz 1978:19). 
	HouseNo.3(Dairyworkers’ residence) 
	COE#5848 
	This house was built in 1831 at the southeast corner of Park and Second Streets (see Table 2.3, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.67, Figure 1.68, Figure 2.14). The location of this house near the 
	This house was built in 1831 at the southeast corner of Park and Second Streets (see Table 2.3, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.67, Figure 1.68, Figure 2.14). The location of this house near the 
	cow barns shows some concern with placing laborers near their places of work, which according to Meyers was not usually the case at Zoar Village (Meyers 1980:144). There were three outbuildings between this residence and the dairy to the east, and it is unknown if these outbuildings were associated with House No. 3, or with the Dairy (Schultz 1978:18). 

	HouseNo.4(FirstSewing House) 
	One of the original log houses built ca. 1817, this one-and-a-half story, gable-end building was located at the southwest corner of Third and Park Streets (Figure 1.58, Figure 1.69). The house served as a residence and as the first sewing house until the Second Sewing House was built ca. 1840. The sewing houses at Zoar Village were centers of clothing production, and shirts, dresses, overalls, bonnets, and bedding were made here. The house did not survive the nineteenth century; either demolished (Schultz 1
	HouseNo.5(Second Sewing House) 
	COE#5852 
	This frame house was built sometime around 1840 at the northwest corner of Third and Park Streets, across from House No. 4, which was the first sewing house (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.70, Figure 2.14). A larger building may have been desirable to accommodate the sewing needs of the growing society; Morhart noted that a quarter of the rooms in the house were dedicated to sewing clothing items needed by the Separatists (Morhart 1981:66). 
	HouseNo.6(Jacob BuehlerHouse) 
	COE#5894 
	This house was built ca. 1830 at the southwest corner of Park and Fourth Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.71, Figure 2.12). Schultz noted that the house was extremely modified when he made his inventory (Schultz 1978:16), but the house has apparently been restored to a more historical character. 
	HouseNo.7(Levi Bimeler’sResidence) 
	COE#5896 
	This house was built ca. 1830 on the north side of Fourth Street between West and Park Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.72, Figure 2.12). This was the residence of Levi Bimeler, the last schoolteacher before the dissolution in 1898 (Schultz 1978:14); but contrary to Schultz’ information, no other school teachers are known to have lived here (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013).  
	HouseNo.8 
	COE#5895 
	This house was built in 1883 at the northwest corner of Fourth and Park Streets (Morhart 1981:124; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.73, Figure 2.12). Morhart stated that the house was built for August and Salome Bimeler; however, August Bimeler died in 1878, so he never actually lived here. Morhart may have confused August Bimeler with Anton Burkhart, who married the widowed Salome Bimeler in 1880 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
	HouseNo.9(Zeeb’sCabin) 
	COE#5893 
	This log house was built ca. 1817 (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.74, Figure 1.75, Figure 2.12). The building was converted to a residence with addition of a second floor in the 1820s. The building is located on the northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets. The building was referred to as “Zeeb’s Cabin” in the post-Separatist period, probably after Frederica Zeeb and her children Sarah and Adam, who moved into the building from outside of Zoar Village ca. 1840 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
	HouseNo.10(Bimeler’sFirstHomeand FirstMeetinghouse) 
	COE#5892 
	This log cabin was the first permanent house built in Zoar Village in 1817 (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.76, Figure 1.77, Figure 2.12). The house is located in the middle of Fourth Street between Park and Main Streets, on the north side. The house was Joseph Bimeler’s home until the construction of House No. 1 and also briefly served as the Society’s meetinghouse until the Second Meetinghouse was constructed later in 1820. The wings on the house are a later addition; the west wing was put on ca. 187
	HouseNo.11(Garden House) 
	COE#5891 
	This brick house was the home of the Society’s gardener, and was built in 1834 as an attachment to the Society’s greenhouse that was constructed at the north end of the Public Garden in 1829, possibly replacing an original 1817 log cabin that was located nearby (Nixon 1933:33; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.78, Figure 1.79, Figure 2.12). The greenhouse was enlarged at the same time. The house, included the attached greenhouse, was converted into a duplex residence after the dissolution in 1898, and re
	HouseNo.12(AssemblyHouse) 
	COE#5886 
	This brick house was built in 1856 at the northeast corner of Third and Main Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.80, Figure 1.81, Figure 2.13). This was the home of Trustee Jacob Ackermann, and also served as the Assembly House for the Society’s trustees and shop foremen. Separatist agricultural workers were called to the Assembly House each morning by a bell in the cupola of the house. Here, each would have a specific task assigned to complete for that day (McArtor 1939:21).  
	HouseNo.13(FirstSchool) 
	COE#5878 
	This frame house is located on the south side of Third Street, between Main and Foltz Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.82, Figure 1.239, Figure 2.13). Shonk (personal communication, 2013), Morhart (1981), and Schultz (1978) note this building served as a the First School before the 1868 Schoolhouse was built; however, Nixon (1933:95) reported that the schoolhouse on Third Street was a single-story, two-room building, which does not match the plan of House No. 13 at all. Law (1942) reported that
	HouseNo.14 
	HouseNo.14 

	COE#5876 
	This large log house was built in the 1820s on the northwest corner of Third and Foltz Streets (Schultz 1978:6; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.83, Figure 2.13). The home is currently the residence of Chuck Knaack and his wife. 
	HouseNo.15(Residenceand SilkFactory) 
	COE#5885 
	This frame house was built in the 1820s on the west side of Foltz Street between Third and Fourth Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.84, Figure 2.13). The house was converted to silk production in 1850 and operated as such for about ten years, then resumed functioning as a residence (Schultz 1978:6). Mulberry trees, which supplied food for the silkworms, were planted on the Spring Lot to the north of this house (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). There is a ruin of an outbuilding behind
	This frame house was built in the 1820s on the west side of Foltz Street between Third and Fourth Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.84, Figure 2.13). The house was converted to silk production in 1850 and operated as such for about ten years, then resumed functioning as a residence (Schultz 1978:6). Mulberry trees, which supplied food for the silkworms, were planted on the Spring Lot to the north of this house (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). There is a ruin of an outbuilding behind
	cabins at Zoar Village supports the hypothesis about its construction. A commonly-held idea among residents about the oldest surviving houses in the village is that wood siding has obscured heavy timber framing; this certainly could be the case with House No. 15. 

	HouseNo.16(Log Houseand PrintShop /Jebenhaüschen) 
	COE#5882 
	Built ca. 1817, this log cabin served as a residence until 1855, when it was briefly converted into a print shop specifically for producing copies of Joseph Bimeler’s essays. The print shop operated in this location until ca. 1858, when the essay printing project moved to above the Zoar General Store. The printing project was completed in 1867, and the printing press was sold to Friedrich Kies, who brought it to Jackson, Missouri, in 1879 to start a German language newspaper (Steve Shonk, personal communica
	HouseNo.17(Boys’Dormitoryand Residence) 
	COE#5875 
	The Boys’ Dormitory was built in 1831 at the northeast corner of Third and Foltz Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.88, Figure 2.13). Although the official practice of segregation of children ceased in 1845, the house still housed boys up through 1850, and later was the cabinet maker’s residence (Schultz 1978:18). 
	HouseNo.18(BauerHaus) 
	COE#5879 
	This house served as the home of Mathis Dishinger and also was a bunkhouse for hired farm hands (Schultz 1978:11; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.89, Figure 1.90, Figure 2.13). According to Morhart (1981:41), the original Bauer Haus was south of Third Street, across from the horse barns. This house was replaced by the current Bauer Haus, which Morhart states was put up across the street in 1857.Analysis of the 1898 dissolution map (Figure 1.52) throws some doubt on the location of the original Bauer Ha
	HouseNo.19 
	HouseNo.19 

	COE#5874 
	Located at the southwest corner of Third and Foltz Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.91, Figure 2.13), this is the Simon Beuter family house, who were the recipients of the property in the dissolution, and the residence of Howard Sarbaugh in the twentieth century (Morhart 1981:125). Shonk notes the house is still occupied by Beuter descendants (Steve 
	Located at the southwest corner of Third and Foltz Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.91, Figure 2.13), this is the Simon Beuter family house, who were the recipients of the property in the dissolution, and the residence of Howard Sarbaugh in the twentieth century (Morhart 1981:125). Shonk notes the house is still occupied by Beuter descendants (Steve 
	Shonk, personal communication, 2013).  There are unusual 3-light fixed narrow windows under the eaves which suggest the building may have used heavy timber framing similar to House No. 9 or 10, and later covered with horizontal wood siding, which would place construction in the 1820s if this is the case. The house features a large, arched stone cellar that runs the length of the house and was used to store the winter cider supply for the Society. 

	HouseNo.20 
	HouseNo.20 

	COE#5884 
	This house was built in 1881 at the southeast corner of Fourth and Foltz Streets for David Breymaier, a former school master, and was later the home of the John Bieter family (Schultz 1978:34; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.92, Figure 2.13). There are two standing outbuildings associated with the building that date to the Separatist era (see Table 2.4). 
	HouseNo.21(BreymaierHouse) 
	COE#5872 
	This frame house was built in the late 1820s on the west side of Foltz Street, between Second and Third Streets, and was renovated into a larger frame structure in 1854, with the central log portion supposedly removed (Schultz 1978:6; Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.93, Figure 2.13). It was the home of trustee Joseph Breymaier and his family for many years, and perhaps is the Burkhart family house that Schultz associated with House No. 19; August Burkhardt mar
	HouseNo.22(Cobbler’sHouseand SecondCobblerShop) 
	COE#5862 
	This frame house was built across Second Street from the Zoar Hotel as the second shoe shop and residence for the shoemaker, and dates to ca. 1828, with renovations occurring at various times until the mid-1850s (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; Schultz 1978:41; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.94, Figure 2.13). The building is visible in the background of a ca. 1956 photograph of the hotel (Figure 1.95). 
	HouseNo.23(Doctor’sResidence) 
	COE#5842a 
	This house was built in 1831 at the northwest corner of Main and First Streets, and was the home of the Society’s doctor, Clemens Breil, for the latter half of the nineteenth century (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.96, Figure 1.97, Figure 2.14). The house was converted into a tavern after the dissolution. 
	HouseNo.24 
	HouseNo.24 

	This was the home of Solomon Briel, the son of Clemens Briel, and was located outside the village, south of the blacksmith shop on the east side of the road to Zoarville (Morhart 1981:125; Figure 1.60, Figure 1.98). The house does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map, but it had a Separatist house number and appears in a ca.1890s photograph taken from the 1892 Zoar Hotel Addition (Figure 1.20). The design of the house is very similar to other frame houses built at Zoar Village in the mid- to late nineteen
	This was the home of Solomon Briel, the son of Clemens Briel, and was located outside the village, south of the blacksmith shop on the east side of the road to Zoarville (Morhart 1981:125; Figure 1.60, Figure 1.98). The house does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map, but it had a Separatist house number and appears in a ca.1890s photograph taken from the 1892 Zoar Hotel Addition (Figure 1.20). The design of the house is very similar to other frame houses built at Zoar Village in the mid- to late nineteen
	of a Zoar house number suggests it dates to the mid-nineteenth century. The house was demolished during the 1935–1938 levee construction period. 

	HouseNo.25(Miller’sHouse/Henneberg) 
	COE#TH32 
	This house was built in 1828 across from the future location of the Custom Mill (see Table 2.4; Figure 1.60, Figure 1.99, Figure 1.100, Figure 2.15). Its first occupants were Levi Bimeler and his family (Schultz 1978:11), and became known as the Miller’s House when Bimeler became the Society’s first miller. The name “Henneberg” was attached to the house because at one point, this location was the Society’s poultry operation. In 1840, there was a large hen barn, and a duck and goose house as part of the comp
	HouseNo.26 
	HouseNo.26 

	COE#5859 
	The original House No. 26 was in the first Grist Mill building, repurposed to house the Separatists’ woolen mill operators, the Kappels (Figure 1.101, Figure 1.102). A stone well at this location may be related to the use of the building as a residence (COE# HDC60; Figure 1.159, Figure 2.11) The current House No. 26 is located on the east side of Main Street, between Second and Third Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.103, Figure 2.13) and was built in 1880 when the Kappel family relocated to the
	HouseNo.27(Obed RuofResidence/BimelerMuseum) 
	COE#5853 
	This brick house built in 1868 is located at the southeast corner of Third and Park Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.104, Figure 2.14). Currently, the house is owned by the Ohio Historical Society and operates as the Bimeler Museum. At the time of this report, the building is closed to the public and is being rehabilitated to repair damage to the foundation from a flooding event in 2008, when water was pumped out of the cellar before hydrostatic pressure in the sediment on the exterior of the f
	HouseNo.29(Watch RepairShop) 
	COE#5858 
	This house was built in 1830 at the southeast corner of Main and Third Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.105, Figure 1.106, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.26), and was intended for the Society’s watch repairer, John Ruof, and his family (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
	This house was built in 1830 at the southeast corner of Main and Third Streets (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.105, Figure 1.106, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.26), and was intended for the Society’s watch repairer, John Ruof, and his family (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 
	2013), who operated the watch repair shop out of one room in the building. After the dissolution, Ruof continued to operate a watch repair shop here for a brief period. 

	HouseNo.30(TheHermitage) 
	COE#5881 
	This log cabin was built ca. 1817, and is located at the east end of Fourth Street (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.107, Figure 1.108, Figure 2.13). The house is best known as the home of Alexander Gunn during the last days of the Society (Schultz 1978:3; Figure 1.48). The house had a small pavilion erected in the rear yard that Gunn referred to as his garden house. Notably, Gunn purchased the Hermitage in 1889 before the dissolution; he was the only known person to own private property in Zoar Village
	HouseNo.31 
	HouseNo.31 

	COE#5850 
	This house was built in 1877 on the west side of Park Street between Second and Third Streets as the home of the Society’s treasurer at the time, according to Schultz (1978:33; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.109, Figure 2.14). However, this identification may be a confusion of this house with the Treasurer’s House (Zimmerman House; COE#5861), as Schultz cites Morhart’s work as a source for the information, which discusses the building on Main and Third, not this house.  
	HouseNo.34(Tinsmith’sHouse) 
	COE#5887 
	This house was built in 1874 at the southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets to serve as the tinsmith’s residence and was located to the north of the Tin Shop (Schultz 1978:32; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.110, Figure 2.13). 
	HouseNo.35(Cabinetmaker’sHouse) 
	COE#5877 
	This brick house was built in 1870 on the north side of Third Street, east of Main Street, and was originally the residence of  Jacob Fritz, the society’s chief cabinetmaker, and the Keucherer family (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.57, Figure 1.111, Figure 2.13). Schultz states that it does not seem to show the Georgian influence of earlier brick buildings, which likely all took cues from the design of House No. 1 (Schultz 1978:31). A large outbuilding behind the house se
	HouseNo.36(Weberhaus) 
	COE#5903 
	This frame house was built ca. 1825–1830 at the southwest corner of Fifth and Main Streets as a linen weaving workshop (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013; see Table 2.4, Figure 1.56, Figure 1.112, Figure 1.113, Figure 2.12, Figure 2.21). The house was later converted to a dwelling for Jakob Rieker and his family in the 1840s; the Riekers took over linen weaving duties at Zoar Village after their arrival in 1840. The hillside to the west of the house was one of the Society’s flax fields, according to
	SheepHerder’sHouse 
	COE#5870 
	The Sheep Herder’s House was apparently not assigned a Separatist house number. The house was built on a rise east of town, overlooking Goose Run to the west (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.59, Figure 1.114, Figure 2.16). The date of this building and its accompanying sheds and barns is unknown, but could be as early as the 1830s, as the construction of the Woolen Mill in 1830 implies a sheep herd of sufficient size to supply the mill’s needs. 
	TrampHouse 
	The Tramp House was a small, one-story frame house on the northwest corner of Second and Foltz Streets (Schultz 1978:45; Figure 1.57), and is visible in the 1888 photograph of this section of town that was taken from the hotel cupola (Fernandez 2003:29; Figure 1.115). The frame construction of the house places its construction as no earlier than the late 1820s. Although likely a residence or a shop building at first, the Society devoted its use in later years for a temporary shelter for the wandering indige
	Treasurer’sHouse(Zimmerman House) 
	COE#5861 
	This house was built in 1877 at the northwest corner of Second and Main Streets, and was later the home of Trustee Louis Zimmerman, who was the last treasurer of the Society from 1882 to 1898, and thus the name of the house (see Table 2.4, Figure 1.58, Figure 1.116, Figure 2.14). The house had its own wash house outbuilding. 
	Commercial 
	For a period of time, the Society appears to have operated a number of general stores. Besides the one located in the village, the canal service complex included a store, both furnaces operated stores at their respective locations, and a general store featuring Separatist products was supposedly located in Waynesburg until closing in 1854 (Nixon 1933:147; Figure 1.24); however, the existence of the Waynesburg store is not substantiated by any 
	For a period of time, the Society appears to have operated a number of general stores. Besides the one located in the village, the canal service complex included a store, both furnaces operated stores at their respective locations, and a general store featuring Separatist products was supposedly located in Waynesburg until closing in 1854 (Nixon 1933:147; Figure 1.24); however, the existence of the Waynesburg store is not substantiated by any 
	other documentary resource. The Society also operated a general store in the village of Fairfield (later Zoar Station), opened in 1862 and managed by Charles Ehlers. Ehlers’s grandsons later acquired the Custom Mill building around 1938, dismantled it, and rebuilt it in its current location in Zoarville, replacing their grandfather’s original building that was abandoned when Zoar Station and Valley Junction were relocated to higher ground as the new community of Zoarville around 1940 (Morhart 1981:133). 

	ZoarGeneralStore 
	COE#5843 
	The Zoar General Store opened in 1833 on the village’s main street (see Table 2.14, Figure 1.124, Figure 1.117, Figure 1.118, Figure 2.20), with its target customer base being neighboring farmers and the Society’s hired hands. The store also served as a post office; this double function dates back to 1826 with a post office established at the Canal General Store. The post office was moved to the Zoar General Store in 1833 as a more central location for the Society from the Bimeler cabin where it first opene
	CanalGeneralStore 
	Very little information is available about this building, but it likely dates to about 1830 when the canal began operation. It may have been located near the Canal Blacksmith Shop, or closer to the Canal Hotel (Figure 1.119). 
	Agriculture 
	The basis of the Society’s economy was agriculture, unsurprisingly since the majority of the original Separatists were farmers. The techniques used by the Separatists in their fields were little changed from those of their German peasant ancestors, and outside observers often remarked on the primitive appearance of the tools made by the Society’s blacksmith for use in the fields. Shared agricultural work was one of the major ways that members of the Society bonded with each other. Communal toil, whether in 
	Livestock was an important part of the Society’s agricultural endeavors. The Separatists depended on horses and oxen for transportation, and in some cases, as a source of power for some of the Society’s smaller machines. Dairy products from the Society’s large cattle herd contributed to both the diet and economy of the Separatists. Sheep provided the wool for the Society’s large woolen mill. Even pigs were raised to provide pork for market and for sale at 
	Livestock was an important part of the Society’s agricultural endeavors. The Separatists depended on horses and oxen for transportation, and in some cases, as a source of power for some of the Society’s smaller machines. Dairy products from the Society’s large cattle herd contributed to both the diet and economy of the Separatists. Sheep provided the wool for the Society’s large woolen mill. Even pigs were raised to provide pork for market and for sale at 
	the Society’s hotels, although the Separatists observed a dietary prohibition against pork until late in the nineteenth century. 

	Although the agricultural focus was on providing for the needs of the Society, surplus production was sold for profit. Flour surpluses were shipped to markets in Cleveland and even as far away as New York and Philadelphia. Dried apples from Zoar Village were in demand as far west as Iowa. Dairy production dependably produced more than the Society could consume, and butter was shipped from Zoar Village in amounts totally upwards of 5,000 pounds a year. Separatist cheese made its way to Chicago and New York. 
	By mid-century, the prosperity of the Society was reflected in their livestock and farm equipment holdings. An 1854 inventory included 300 head of cattle, 1,488 sheep, 54 hogs, and 42 horses. The Society also owned 20 wagons, ten plows, two threshers, a roller, a mowing machine, and eight harrows (four with iron teeth and four with wooden teeth) (Nixon 1933:125). Despite this inventory of farm machinery, mechanical harvesting was slow in adoption at Zoar Village, with the labor-intensive flail and cradle me
	McArtor (1939) notes that various surviving business records document a livestock trade at Zoar Village, although it is unclear if livestock breeding for profit was a major goal of husbandry activities at Zoar Village. Pigs were definitely raised for market, as ledgers record the making and selling of pork products as early as 1835, although eating pork was contrary to Society values (McArtor 1939:29). Gunn noted a “wurst-macherei” where sausage was made, and it operated late into the night after hogs were 
	Geese and chickens were also raised by the community, with geese having their own goose shed, small pond, and pasturage on the southeast side of the village (Schultz 1978:40; Figure 1.125). Chickens were raised by individual families in addition to a communal henhouse at House No. 25, which was originally a straw barn. Eggs were an important agricultural export for Zoar Village, with numerous instances of egg shipments noted in the Society’s records. Pigeons were apparently popular on the dining table and w
	The Separatists grew an incredible variety of crops. According to Scott Gordon (personal communication, 2013), the society grew varieties of 123 apples, 87 pears, 48 peaches, 4 apricots, 11 plumbs, 26 cherries,  6 currants, and 28 grapes. Before its impoundment in 1906, 
	The Separatists grew an incredible variety of crops. According to Scott Gordon (personal communication, 2013), the society grew varieties of 123 apples, 87 pears, 48 peaches, 4 apricots, 11 plumbs, 26 cherries,  6 currants, and 28 grapes. Before its impoundment in 1906, 
	Zoar Lake was a corn field (Figure 1.121). Schultz thinks it was first planted in 1840s during period of peak agricultural activity (Schultz 1978:39), but it could have been one of the abandoned Delaware corn fields associated with Beaver’s Town to the northwest. Other grains produced by the Society included wheat, oats, barley, and rye, with 16 different grain fields in all (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). Large fields of hops supplied the brewery. Flax was grown as raw material for linen, lin

	Beginning in the 1820s, numerous fruit orchards were planted around town, including several varieties of apples, sweet cherries, sour cherries, plums, pears, and peaches. Currant bushes were planted in the 1830s on the hill north of the Brewery, and on the east side of West Street between Second and Third Streets (Schultz 1978:16–17). Currants are a type of berry used specifically for wine, jams, and jellies. Grapes for wine making were produced in the Society’s vineyards, supplemented by grapevines grown i
	The locations of buildings and structures associated with agriculture during the Separatist period are depicted in Figure 1.122, Figure 1.123, Figure 1.124, Figure 1.125, and Figure 
	1.126. Suspected tenant farm locations and other agricultural outlier sites are shown in Figure 1.47. 
	AppleHouse 
	The Apple House was a long shed built ca. 1837 south of the Zoar Garden. The building likely dates to the same period that cider was first produced for sale, as cider production would have required an apple storage building. A building that fits this description is shown on the 1898 dissolution map, but is not present on any following aerial photographs, so it was likely torn down shortly after the dissolution of the Society (Figure 1.124). 
	CalfBarn 
	The Calf Barn was located on the west side of Park Street between Second and First Streets (Figure 1.124). The date of construction for this barn is unknown, but probably dates to the late 1820s or early 1830s. This barn was a large, one-story frame structure, used to house calves separately from the rest of the herd. The barn was already in poor condition by the 1880s and was torn down in the early 1900s (Schultz 1978:37). The roof of the barn is visible in a photograph taken of Zoar Village in 1896 facing
	ColtBarn 
	The Colt Barn was built on the south side of Fifth Street, east of the brewery (Figure 1.123). The building likely dated to the early 1840s (Schultz 1978:38). This building likely corresponds to one of two large barn-like structures in this general location on the 1898 dissolution map, shown close to the brewery and south of the road. 
	Corn Cribs 
	Two large corn cribs stood on the southeast corner of Foltz and Third Streets, south of the First Meetinghouse (Figure 1.125). These cribs probably date to the 1840s, and still existed in 1898, as they are present on the property map produced to guide the distribution of property after the dissolution. One of these cribs is visible in the background of a photograph overlooking the southeast quarter of Zoar Village, taken ca. 1892 (Figure 1.128); they are also visible in a ca. 1905 streetscape view of Third 
	FirstCowBarn 
	The original cow barn at Zoar Village was located along the north side of First Street, west of Park Street (Figure 1.124). Schultz claims it was torn down before the Calf Barn was torn down (Schultz 1978:39). This structure possibly appears in an 1896 photo looking at Zoar Village from the southwest (Fernandez 2003:65), which shows the roof of a long, one-story building in this location (Figure 1.127). The 1898 dissolution map does not include a building in this location, so the building in the photograph 
	Second CowBarn 
	COE#HDC6 
	This huge barn was built in 1875 on the west side of town (see Table 2.8, Figure 1.124, Figure 1.127, Figure 2.20). The barn measured 210 by 60 feet with 108 stalls (Figure 1.129). An asphalt walkway extended the length of the interior (American Socialist 1878). The western half was taken down in the 1930s before the levee was constructed, and the entire structure, already in poor condition, was severely damaged during a powerful thunderstorm in the 1980s and subsequently demolished (Chuck Knaack, personal 
	This huge barn was built in 1875 on the west side of town (see Table 2.8, Figure 1.124, Figure 1.127, Figure 2.20). The barn measured 210 by 60 feet with 108 stalls (Figure 1.129). An asphalt walkway extended the length of the interior (American Socialist 1878). The western half was taken down in the 1930s before the levee was constructed, and the entire structure, already in poor condition, was severely damaged during a powerful thunderstorm in the 1980s and subsequently demolished (Chuck Knaack, personal 
	(Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). Another possibility is that the cellar represents the subterranean storage for winter feed for the cows (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013), although this storage cellar may have been located further west and excavated into the bank of the outwash terrace. No further information about a building or a roasting pit in this location was found during documentary research. 

	EngineHouse 
	This building was built in 1870 west of the Granary on east side of Foltz Street, and may have housed a steam engine used to supply power to various machines in the nearby buildings, such as the Threshing Barn or the Tannery, which was recorded as powered by a steam engine in the 1880 non-population census schedule (Figure 1.125). The building is visible in the ca. 1888 photograph taken from the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.115). Schultz states the building held a “steam turbine” that provided power to the Granary,
	FillyBarn 
	The Filly (or Fillies) Barn was located near the other horse barns on the east side of Zoar Village. Schultz places it as a small barn attached to the north side of the larger Horse Barn, with its long axis parallel to East Street (Figure 1.125). This arrangement matches the 1898 dissolution map, which shows a similar construction attached to the Horse Barn. The Filly Barn postdates 1840, as it is an apparent later addition to the Horse Barn which was built in that year, and was demolished sometime between 
	FruitDryers 
	These buildings were small sheds with a central stove, and small drawers into which fruit was placed for drying fruits. Schultz cites Helen Burkhart as stating there was one per neighborhood in Zoar Village, which likely means one shed in the center of each block. Schultz thinks these sheds started going up around the time the fruit orchards matured and started producing fruit in the mid-1830s (Schultz 1978:27). One such dryer appears along Second Street in an 1888 photograph (Fernandez 2003:29; Figure 1.12
	GooseShed 
	The Society kept their goose flock in a specially designated area located south of Second Street, just east of Goose Run. A small shed and a pond (really just an area where Goose Run was wider than elsewhere) for the geese were here, and they were pastured in the field to the east (Schultz 1978:40; Figure 1.125). Gordon notes that the geese nested outside, in small piles of hay scattered along the fence line that led up the hill to the Sheep Farm (personal communication 2013). The location of the pond in re
	Granary 
	The Granary was built in 1837 at the corner of Second and Foltz Streets, and also served as the location for rope and twine making (Law 1942:204; Figure 1.125). This massive structure included tall additions on its northeast side that were likely built to enhance grain storage capacity, and was one of the last large agricultural buildings demolished at Zoar Village (Figure 1.115, Figure 1.131).  
	HoneyBeeHouse 
	The Separatists used a small frame structure, approximately 20 by 30 feet, for breeding honey bees, possibly located between Park and Main Streets (Figure 1.124), and south of the Apple House (Mohrhart 1981). A structure is depicted in this location on the 1898 dissolution map, which could be the Honey Bee House. 
	HorseBarn 
	This large barn was built in 1840 on east side of town, as part of a concentration of livestock and agricultural buildings (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.132). The building measured 40 by 80 feet. The stalls were arranged in pairs, with a space between each set of stalls to house two wagons or buggies. This building was demolished sometime between 1898 and 1923, as it is not present on the aerial photograph from that year but does appear on the 1898 dissolution map. 
	HorseHospital 
	COE#HDC53 
	The Horse Hospital was described as a “little red structure” located across East Street from the Horse Barn (Schultz 1978:41; Figure 1.125). The building measured 20 by 25 feet and was probably built the 1840s along with the rest of the horse barns. A stone foundation was discovered in 2012 that may represent this structure (Figure 1.133; see Table 2.8, Figure 
	2.19)The building is not shown on the 1898 dissolution map, indicating that perhaps it had been demolished. The 1923 aerial photograph does show a shed in this location that appears to have been built on the older foundation of the horse hospital (Figure 1.131). 
	KettleHouse 
	COE#5850c 
	A small outbuilding near the Second Cow Barn was known as the Kettle House, where water was heated for milk pail cleaning after daily milking (Figure 1.124). Schultz based the location and function of this building on a recollection by Burkhart, who was one of the Society’s milk maids as a young girl. Therefore, the building likely dated to the 1880s or earlier (Schultz 1978:48). The 1898 dissolution map shows a small building across Second 
	A small outbuilding near the Second Cow Barn was known as the Kettle House, where water was heated for milk pail cleaning after daily milking (Figure 1.124). Schultz based the location and function of this building on a recollection by Burkhart, who was one of the Society’s milk maids as a young girl. Therefore, the building likely dated to the 1880s or earlier (Schultz 1978:48). The 1898 dissolution map shows a small building across Second 
	Street from the Cow Barn, and a small stone and brick foundation adjacent to a small well in the yard of House No. 31 is likely this structure (Figure 1.134; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.20). The building does not appear in any nineteenth century photographs, but is possibly present in a ca. 1930s aerial photograph (Figure 1.264). 

	OilMill 
	The oil mill was where the society processed flax seed into linseed oil. Schultz (1978) plotted it as on the west side of Goose Run and north of Second Street (Figure 1.125), but otherwise noted that no real information about this mill building or its location was available. 
	Oxen Barn 
	The Society housed their oxen teams in a barn on the west end of Fourth Street, south of the Brewery (Figure 1.123). Likely present by 1840s, the barn was still in existence at the time of the dissolution (Schultz 1978:42), but was gone by 1934. The Zoar Levee was constructed atop the location of this barn. 
	Pig Farm 
	Probably due to the Society’s prohibition on pork, the first documented pig farm operated by the Society dates to ca. 1890, and was probably located around Wolf Run on the west side of the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.47). The farm was established to provide pork for hotel guests (Schultz 1978:36). However, pigs were kept by the Society before the 1890s, as they appear on tallies of livestock in small numbers in the 1850s and 1870s; and the 1880 Federal non-census schedule notes 60 pigs were slaughtered, with
	SheepBarns 
	Two frame barns were constructed on a rise at the east end of town to shelter the Society’s sheep herd, one with an east-west long axis and another with a north-south long axis (Figure 1.126). These barns were probably built around 1830 (Schultz 1978:43), and are often seen in the background of historical photographs due their location on a hillside overlooking the village (Figure 1.115, Figure 1.127, Figure 1.132). One of these barns still exists (see COE # 5870c in Table 2.8, Figure 1.135, Figure 2.19); t
	FirstSlaughterHouse 
	The first slaughter house was in the southwest corner of the village (Figure 1.122), but was relocated northwest of the brewery (Nixon 1933:71). No dates of construction were recorded for either slaughter house, but Schultz speculates the first slaughter house predates 1840 (Schultz 1978:44). 
	Second SlaughterHouse 
	COE#HDC7 
	This later slaughterhouse was a small frame structure with a stone foundation located northwest of the Zoar Brewery (see Table 2.8, Figure 1.123, Figure 1.136, Figure 2.18), and was documented on the 1898 dissolution map. However, the structure was gone by the time a conceptual map of Zoar Village showing the placement of the levee in relation to standing structures was produced in 1935. Only a remnant of the building foundation remains today (Figure 1.137). 
	StorageBarn 
	COE#5906 
	This barn was located on the northwest corner of Fifth and Park Streets (Figure 1.123). This barn burnt down in 1950, and a new storage building has been built on its foundation (Figure 1.138, see Table 2.8, Figure 2.18). A portion of the original foundation remains on the east side. Scott Gordon (the current owner of the building) states there is a large underground cistern on the north side of the building (personal communication, 2013). Schultz states that general storage barns may have been built as nee
	StrawBarn 
	This building, used to store feed for the horses, was located behind the horse barn on a small knoll (Figure 1.125). The barn measured 100 feet long and 40 feet wide, and was two stories tall (Schultz 1978:44). As with the other horse barns, the structure was probably built in the 1840s and was demolished sometime before 1923. 
	Threshing Barn 
	The Threshing Barn was built in 1821 on the south side of Third Street, east of Foltz Street (Figure 1.125). The building was approximately 70 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 40 feet tall (Figure 1.139). As the name implies, wheat was processed in this barn, often by farm hands wielding hand flails, even after two threshing machines were installed in the late nineteenth century. 
	WheatStorageBarn 
	COE#HDC2 
	The Wheat Storage Barn was a large two-story building built at the east end of Third Street (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.128, Figure 1.140; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.19). The barn was probably where harvested grain was first stored before processing in the Threshing Barn. The building likely dates to the 1840s (Schultz 1978:46), and was demolished around 1935 when the Zoar Diversion Dam was being constructed. Archeological investigations of the building foundation indicate that it was converted to a livestock barn
	Separatist-eraBarn 
	COE#5866 
	A barn built by the Separatists was located south of Second Street, west of the Sheep Farm complex (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.141). This barn was standing up to about 1950, when it was burned to the ground in a fire (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). A storage building was built on the same location; it is uncertain if any remnants of the Separatist building were incorporated into the structure (Figure 1.142; see Table 2.22, Figure 2.36). Closer examination of the building and its construction detai
	StorageSheds 
	COE#HDC54andHDC55 
	A cluster of at least three storage sheds were located between the Horse Hospital and the Wheat Storage Barn, as documented in Figure 1.61 and Figure 1.141. Stone foundation remnants for two of these three buildings were found during fieldwork in 2012 (Figure 1.125, Figure 1.143, Figure 1.144; see Table 2.8, Figure 2.19). The exact function and age of these sheds is unknown, but likely date to the Separatist period due to the use of cut stone, and existed up to the 1930s. The small shed visible in Figure 1.
	Agriculturaloutliers 
	Besides their own agricultural operations centered on Zoar Village, the Separatists also leased parts of their landholdings to tenant farmers. Suspected locations of some of these tenant farms were identified by comparing outlying farms within Separatist landholdings on the 1875 atlas pages for Fairfield, Lawrence, and Sandy townships (Figure 1.32, Figure 1.33, Figure 1.34) with current aerial and topographic maps. The locations thus identified are presented in Figure 1.47. Field inspection of these locatio
	Industryand Manufacturing 
	The Society of Separatists owned numerous manufacturing and milling operations, including four different gristmills, two sawmills, a woolen factory, and two blast furnaces. Small shop enterprises were located within the town proper, such as the wagon shop, blacksmith shop, 
	The Society of Separatists owned numerous manufacturing and milling operations, including four different gristmills, two sawmills, a woolen factory, and two blast furnaces. Small shop enterprises were located within the town proper, such as the wagon shop, blacksmith shop, 
	cooperage, and cabinet shop. Larger-scale industrial buildings were built on the outskirts of the town, including the mills, woolen mill, machine shop, tile factory, and the pottery. A major factor in the decline of Separatist industries, according to Dobbs, was an inability of relatively static industries to compete with ever-adapting and improving contemporary industries in the region (Dobbs 1947:72–73). Dobbs states that Separatist stoves, once in demand, could not compete with newer, lighter models intr

	The locations of Separatist buildings and structures related to the industry and manufacturing context are depicted in Figure 1.147, Figure 1.148, Figure 1.149, Figure 1.150, and Figure 
	1.151. Sources of information used to place these structures include Nixon 1933, Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Law 1942, Evert 1875, Fernandez 2003, the 1935 Zoar Levee as-built plans, and personal communications with Chuck Knack in 2012. 
	Milling 
	The Separatists took advantage of waterpower early on, and built a number of grist and sawmills near the village. The miller’s house (House No. 25; Figure 1.60, see COE# TH32 in Table 2.4) was built in 1828 on the hill across from the industrial area. Millers were initially hired from outside the Society, but in later years the mills were run by Separatists, including Levi Bimeler in the 1860s and his son Peter Bimeler up to the dissolution of the Society in 1898. Nixon (1933:128) mentions a grist mill loca
	MillRace 
	COE#HDC11 
	The water for the mills came from a head race that led from the dam at the river to the northwest and through a guard lock (Figure 1.147, Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22, Figure 2.23; see Table 2.10). The Separatists likely converted part of the pre-existing Goose Run channel into part of the mill race south of the village. The mill race still exists, with remnants of stone retaining walls in places (Figure 1.152, Figure 1.153), although Chuck Knaack remembered that a local property owner attempted to improve dra
	ZoarDam 
	COE#HDC15 
	The Zoar Dam was originally constructed across the Tuscarawas River in the early 1820s to provide a slackwater reservoir to feed the mill race (Figure 1.148, Figure 1.155, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). Law (1942) described the Zoar Dam as wooden, which implies it was a timber crib dam, likely filled with stones in the cribbing and a plank face. Woods (1992) notes a new dam was constructed in 1878 replacing the original rip-rap dam, raising the breast of water to five feet high. Visual inspection of the dam 
	MillRaceGuardLock 
	COE#HDC10 
	Woods (1992) states that the mill race guard lock on the eastern side of the river is the oldest unaltered example of stone canal lock design in Ohio (Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). The guard lock was built in 1830, initially to allow canal boats to traverse the mill race to the mills south of Zoar Village (Figure 1.35). This practice likely ceased around the time the Canal Mill was constructed in 1837, as the Canal Mill was intended to serve non-Separatist customers. This guard lock was still 
	With drought conditions occurring in 1992, Woods and his associates in the Canal Society of Ohio obtained permission from the Tuscarawas County Commissioners, the owners of the property, to clean out the guard lock and record its dimensions. Fieldwork took place on November 29 and December 1 and 7 of 1992. A large amount of modern trash and debris was removed from the lock chamber, although a number of heavy pieces of refuse are still in the bottom of the lock. Brush and saplings were also removed from the 
	After taking measurements, Woods noted that the lock seems to show evidence of two different construction episodes. The initial construction included the two gate support structures and a lock chamber constructed with rip-rap siding covering earthen embankments. Later, cut stone facing replaced the rip-rap between the gate structures. The guard lock measures 19 feet wide at the northern end and 18 feet wide at the southern end. Woods notes the feeder lock across the river only measures 14 feet wide, which i
	FirstGristMillandSawmill/HouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMillandMachineShop 
	The first grist mill was built in 1821 in the industrial core area at the southern end of the village, with one run of stones. This mill was converted into a dwelling for the Kappels, who ran the woolen mill, and then later into the Second Planing Mill/Machine Shop (Steve Shonk, 
	The first grist mill was built in 1821 in the industrial core area at the southern end of the village, with one run of stones. This mill was converted into a dwelling for the Kappels, who ran the woolen mill, and then later into the Second Planing Mill/Machine Shop (Steve Shonk, 
	personal communication, 2013; Figure 1.150; Figure 1.158). The mill was powered through a single waterwheel, which also supplied power for carding machines and a sawmill (Law 1942:68). Before this mill was built, the Separatists had to transport their grain and timber to the nearest mill, located to the northeast at Sandyville. The mill likely ceased processing grain after the Custom Mill was erected in 1847 (see page 1.116 and Table 2.10), and was converted to a residence, House No. 26. Presumably the sawm

	The Separatists converted House No. 26 into a second planing mill in 1880, probably to meet increased local demand for lumber and wood products during the later years of the nineteenth century. The Second Planing Mill was powered by a five-and-a-half-foot diameter turbine producing 14 horsepower at 50 revolutions per minute, and was set at a five-foot-tall fall of water. Near the Planing Mill was the Lumber Dry House, built around the same period. Used for curing green lumber, this building had a large oven
	The machine shop may have originally been a component of the Zoar Foundry until its destruction by fire in 1887, at which point it likely moved into a new wing of the Second Planing Mill (Figure 1.150); alternatively, the machine shop may have only operated as a wing of the Second Planing Mill, if the Zoar Foundry was simply in a state of abandonment in the 1880s. The machine shop contained a grinder, a drill press, two lathes, and a shaper, all powered by a Parker reaction waterwheel. The water turbines us
	A well that was located off the northeast corner of the front porch added to the building when it was converted to a residence was located during a field visit to the site in March 2013, and is the only in situ remnant of the building still visible on the surface, although there are loose foundation stones in the general location that likely came from this building (Figure 1.159, Figure 1.160). 
	CanalMill 
	COE#HDC14 
	The Canal Mill was built in 1837, and was a massive structure standing five and a half stories tall that spanned the Ohio & Erie Canal (Figure 1.148, Figure 1.161, Figure 1.162, Figure 1.163, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). Canal boats could dock directly under the mill for easy loading (Figure 1.164). However, this feature was probably the only innovative part of the mill, as Nixon noted that the mill machinery was considered out of date at the time of installation, and the 6.5-foot wide turbine providing po
	The Canal Mill was built in 1837, and was a massive structure standing five and a half stories tall that spanned the Ohio & Erie Canal (Figure 1.148, Figure 1.161, Figure 1.162, Figure 1.163, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). Canal boats could dock directly under the mill for easy loading (Figure 1.164). However, this feature was probably the only innovative part of the mill, as Nixon noted that the mill machinery was considered out of date at the time of installation, and the 6.5-foot wide turbine providing po
	15,000 barrels. The mill apparently was ill-designed and unable to operate in an efficient manner. Still, the Society kept this mill active up to about 1880, as it is listed in the Federal non-population census schedule for that year. Interestingly, the mill only operated for three months in 1880, supporting a downturn in its usefulness to the Separatists. Immediately after the dissolution, former trustee Louis Zimmerman offered it up for any concern that would put it to use, and suggested it could be a can

	CanalMillRace 
	COE#HDC59 
	The Canal Mill was powered by a mill race that ran parallel to the east side of the canal (Figure 1.148, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10), and was fed by the Feeder Canal Guard Lock (COE# HDC17). The mill race is visible today as a shallow ditch (Figure 1.168).  
	CustomMill 
	COE#HDC4 
	The third grist mill at Zoar Village, built in 1847 south of the woolen mill, was known as the Custom Mill, reflecting its intended purpose for producing custom orders for flour and other grain products (Figure 1.150, Figure 2.23; see Table 2.10). The Custom Mill was three stories tall and spanned the mill race (Figure 1.170, Figure 1.171, Figure 1.172). The mill was originally powered by a waterwheel, which was replaced in 1870 by a 3.5 foot wide turbine that produced 30 horsepower at 60 rotations a minute
	Cloth Production 
	Weaving on a large scale occurred early in the history of Zoar Village. Woolen yarn was a key product for the Separatists. Wool from the Society’s sheep was mainly intended for processing in the Woolen Mill, although a small quantity was occasionally offered for sale (Nixon 1933:131). The placement of two carding machines as components of the first mill 
	Weaving on a large scale occurred early in the history of Zoar Village. Woolen yarn was a key product for the Separatists. Wool from the Society’s sheep was mainly intended for processing in the Woolen Mill, although a small quantity was occasionally offered for sale (Nixon 1933:131). The placement of two carding machines as components of the first mill 
	building shows that wool was considered as important as grain and milled lumber for supplying the needs of the Society. Linen was another cloth product of the Society. Flax used in linen production was grown by the Society. Flax processing was performed by the women, who spun it into thread at home and brought it to the weaving house (House No.36) for production into linen cloth on two hand looms. As early as 1837, the Society’s linen production was sold for profit. 

	The Society also attempted silk production to add to their catalog of cloth products. Silk manufacture was started in 1850 with the assistance of a Harmony Society member named Katherina (last name unrecorded), and House No. 15 on the eastern side of the village was converted into a silk factory around 1850 (Nixon 1933:134; Figure 1.56). This enterprise was apparently unsuccessful, as no further mention of the silk industry past the early 1850s has been found in Society documents. Apparently, silk productio
	WoolenMill 
	COE#HDC3 
	The Woolen Mill was built in 1830 along the mill race south of town (Figure 1.150, Figure 2.23; see Table 2.10). The building measured 36 by 84 feet and was three full stories with a small attic, a large cut stone block foundation, and a slate roof (Kappel 1899). The mill was powered by a 5.5-foot diameter turbine producing 24 horsepower at 80 revolutions per minute, and was set at a 5-foot-tall fall of water. By 1853, the woolen mill was fully equipped with numerous machines for processing raw wool into us
	Separatist blankets were a popular product of the Woolen Mill. The favored color used in the dye house for woolen products was known as “Zoar Blue” and was produced from woad plants grown by the Separatists. Separatist woad was another agricultural product that was sold to exterior markets. Outside demand stripped production capacity at the woolen mill during the Civil War, such that customer orders had to be turned down, but afterwards demand for Separatist woolen goods dropped, as cheaper products were av
	Separatist blankets were a popular product of the Woolen Mill. The favored color used in the dye house for woolen products was known as “Zoar Blue” and was produced from woad plants grown by the Separatists. Separatist woad was another agricultural product that was sold to exterior markets. Outside demand stripped production capacity at the woolen mill during the Civil War, such that customer orders had to be turned down, but afterwards demand for Separatist woolen goods dropped, as cheaper products were av
	associated with the wool production process (seen in the foreground of Figure 1.98 and mapped on Figure 1.150). 

	In a letter to S. Burd of Massillon, apparently a reply to an inquiry about selling the Woolen Mill, Kappel (1899) listed the machinery installed in the mill: one whisking machine, one fulling machine, two napping machines, one 110-inch loom, one 36-inch flannel loom, one 42-inch loom, one 10-inch loom, one twisting machine with 40 spindles, one mule spinner with 280 spindles, three 40-inch carding machines, and other machines “too numerous to mention but which are still very necessary to operate the mill.”
	HeckleHouse 
	The Heckle House was built in the 1830s at the southwest corner of where Second Street passed over the original channel of Goose Run (Figure 1.149, Schultz 1978:24),and a photograph showing the Separatist dairy herd likely includes this building (Figure 1.183). Flax was heckled in this building as part of linen manufacturing (Schultz 1978:24), and Schultz also notes the Wash and Candle House was attached to the west side of the Heckle House; the building in Figure 1.183 seems to match this description. The 
	SilkWormShed 
	Giving a date of ca. 1837 for the building, Schultz notes this as an “old log cabin at the rear of the School Teacher’s residence (House No. 7)” (Schultz 1978:26; Figure 1.56). His date for the building most likely refers to the first mention of silk production in society records, but if the building was a log cabin, it likely originally dates to the 1820s or even to ca. 1817 and the society’s founding. The building no longer exists. 
	WashandCandleHouse 
	This building was built in the 1830s west of the Heckle House, south of Second Street and east of Foltz Street, according to Schultz (1978:24; Figure 1.149, Figure 1.183). The building originally served for flax washing. Wax candles were also made here. This building was torn down in 1916, according to Law (1942: 207); but he is mistaken about the date, as it is present in the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131); the location is obscured by large trees in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.265). 
	LeatherProduction 
	Leather production at Zoar Village originally focused on providing for the needs of the community, but evolved into a profitable industry that could supply goods for sale in regional markets or by specific contract.  For example, the 1866 annual report of the Directors of the 
	Leather production at Zoar Village originally focused on providing for the needs of the community, but evolved into a profitable industry that could supply goods for sale in regional markets or by specific contract.  For example, the 1866 annual report of the Directors of the 
	Tuscarawas County Infirmary includes an entry for eight cow hides that were taken to Zoar Village to be tanned, and returned to the Infirmary to be worked (Ohio Democrat 1866). The leather working process consists of two major activities: tanning, which is preparing the raw hides and skins in soak pits to soften the leather, and currying, which finishes the tanned leather into a usable raw material for leatherworking. 

	TheTannery 
	The Tannery complex was built ca. 1825, parallel to the course of Goose Run and east of the Granary (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.184). The Tannery was a two and a half story frame building with a central chimney, and had two large pits for hide soaking. There were two other buildings considered part of the Tannery complex: the Drying Shed, southeast of the Tannery, and the Bark Shed, located at the northeast end of the Granary (Figure 1.112, Figure 1.125). The Drying Shed may be where the currying process of lea
	 Tannery had $1,500.00 in
	 $3,000.00
	 $2,000.00

	The Tannery probably ceased operation in the 1890s (Schwarz 1978:8). The building was still standing in 1913 when Helen Bair produced a sketch of the Tannery (Figure 1.184), but was removed by the time of the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131). 
	CeramicProducts 
	The Separatists operated a tile plant and pottery in what became known as the Hafnersthäle (literally, the “little valley of the potter”), located in the small valley south of the village, east of the mill race, and north of House No. 25 (Figure 1.150). Nixon does not go into detail about the operation of the pottery, which he describes as “short-lived” but notes the quality of the surviving pieces (Nixon 1933:135). Clay for tiles, bricks, and pottery was obtained from clay banks in the hills across the riv
	Brickworks 
	Early on in the Society, bricks were originally made by hand and burned in clamps, on an as-needed basis. The locations of these early brick clamps are unrecorded, although it is possible that bricks were also made at the tile works (Figure 1.147). An 1837 magazine article noted that brick kilns were located outside of the village, and that a brick machine was in use (Penny Magazine 1837:411). Brickmaking had ceased in the 1850s, but only temporarily. In the last years of the Society, the trustees attempted
	TileWorks 
	Roof tiles and drain pipes were produced in the Society’s tile works, located south of the blacksmith shop (and currently under the levee; Figure 1.147). The tile works ceased operations sometime before the Civil War (McArtor 1939:82). The tile works may also have operated in conjunction with an early brick clamp. 
	TheZoarPottery 
	The Zoar Pottery was in operation as early as 1834. The former miller, Peter Bimeler, recounted to McArtor that he remembered the ruins of the pottery kiln when he was a boy. The kiln was a beehive kiln, ten feet tall and eight feet wide. As Bimeler would have been quite old in the 1930s, the pottery must have been abandoned by the 1850s (McArtor 1939:78). The exact location of the pottery is unknown, but was somewhere close to House No. 25 (Figure 1.150), as documentary research indicates that part of the 
	The potter’s name remains unknown, but according to Adamson (2007), he worked in the German tradition and likely was a master potter. He made a wide variety of wares and used several different glaze types (manganese, lead, and slip decoration). The pottery produced various kitchenwares, such as jugs, jars, plates, and crocks, and also other items including chamber pots, hot water bottles, and lamps. After the Zoar Pottery ceased operations, a stoneware potter in Portage County, Solomon Purdy, acquired Zoar 
	The potter’s name remains unknown, but according to Adamson (2007), he worked in the German tradition and likely was a master potter. He made a wide variety of wares and used several different glaze types (manganese, lead, and slip decoration). The pottery produced various kitchenwares, such as jugs, jars, plates, and crocks, and also other items including chamber pots, hot water bottles, and lamps. After the Zoar Pottery ceased operations, a stoneware potter in Portage County, Solomon Purdy, acquired Zoar 
	potters, the Meads, at their works. Purdy opened up his own pottery at Mogadore in 1833 (Akron Porcelain & Pottery 2008) and was in Atwater, Portage County, in 1840 (Ramsey 1975). Purdy’s entry on the website Internet Antique Gazette claims he actually worked in Zoar Village ca. 1820 to ca. 1850, and moved to Atwater to work at his son Gordon Purdy’s pottery in 1850 (Internet Antique Gazette 2013); however, this information is at odds with the other sources cited on Purdy. 

	Iron Production 
	The Ohio & Erie Canal was the first major transportation improvement in the region, and spurred the growth of many industries along its route, including the iron industry. Blast furnaces were erected all up and down the canal route, including the Fairfield Furnace, built between 1828 and 1834 by the partnership of William Christmas, James Hazlett, and William Hogg, all from Canton, Ohio. The start-up of this furnace, originally called the Tuscarawas Steam Furnace and located just outside the southern extent
	ZoarFurnace 
	In 1834, the Zoar Furnace was erected northwest of town, on the west side of the Tuscarawas River (Figure 1.151). A canal spur, located below Lock 8, was dug to connect the furnace to the Ohio & Erie Canal (Figure 1.42). Schultz (1978) interpreted this information to mean the furnace was located right on the canal; however, Chuck Knaack places the furnace somewhere well to the west of the canal. This general location makes sense, as the furnace would likely have been built next to a steep slope to allow eas
	The Zoar Furnace is not specifically recorded as in blast until 1843, when it was put into blast on September 15 and ran through March 9, 1844. Production records indicate that subsequent blasts occurred during three months in 1847, eight months in 1848, five months in 1849, four months in 1850, and two months in 1851 (Bimeler 1834–1843).The Zoar Furnace operated until about 1852, when iron made from local ore sources began to be outcompeted in the market by higher-quality iron from the Lake Superior iron r
	FairfieldFurnace 
	In 1835, the Society purchased the Tuscarawas Steam Furnace from Christmas, Hazlett, and Hogg for $20,000, payable in annual installments. Landis (1899) believed that the society may have been operating the furnace as early as 1831, however. The Society did not acquire full title to the furnace and associated landholdings until 1845, which added 1,716 acres to the Society’s property (Nixon 1933:138; Figure 1.151). The location of the new acreage is not known, but was probably in the vicinity of the village 
	The slag pile for the Fairfield Furnace was about half-gone at time of Bognar’s article, and Bognar noted that it was being mined for road material (Bognar 1930:508). The slag pile contained charcoal, limestone flux, and remnants of poor-quality firebrick furnace lining and ganister (a fine-grained quartzite used in furnace linings). Above this furnace was a large, 1/2-mile long trench from the iron mining on the ridge top. Iron ore occurs as nodules in this area, not as mineral veins, and is associated wit
	Efforts to sell the furnace as a functional operation failed, and the Fairfield Furnace was salvaged for scrap iron in 1864, and its associated 424-acre land holdings sold for $16,000 
	Efforts to sell the furnace as a functional operation failed, and the Fairfield Furnace was salvaged for scrap iron in 1864, and its associated 424-acre land holdings sold for $16,000 
	(Nixon 1933:141). Bognar noted that the Fairfield furnace was completely destroyed by the time he started his investigation. 

	ZoarFoundry 
	The village operated an iron foundry after the furnaces closed for close to 25 years, purchasing pig iron from Massillon. The foundry located at the village was built ca. 1850 in the industrial area south of the main village (Figure 1.150; Law 1942:85), and casting operations were moved here from the Zoar Furnace after it shut down. Alexander Gunn cryptically noted the farm house at the foot of his garden was once a warehouse for castings, and Zoar Village had 16–20 molders making castings when the furnaces
	RawMaterials 
	Fuel for the furnaces was initially charcoal, supplemented after 1838 by coal. The raw material for iron production was supplied through contract with local farmers, who dug coal and iron ore on their lands, and from colliers who supplied charcoal. Iron ore was acquired through surface mining, in pits all over the hillsides. Dobbs records that horse-drawn teams were used in surface pit mining on the hillsides, stripping off the topsoil to expose nodules of iron ore (Dobbs 1947:48). No underground works were
	Products 
	Pig iron from the furnaces was shipped to outside markets and also used to create cast iron objects in the Zoar Foundry, initially part of the operations at the Zoar Furnace. Everything from tea kettles to stoves was produced at the foundry (Figure 1.185). Cast iron products made in the Separatists’ foundry operations include stoves, cookware, ornamental ironwork, 
	Pig iron from the furnaces was shipped to outside markets and also used to create cast iron objects in the Zoar Foundry, initially part of the operations at the Zoar Furnace. Everything from tea kettles to stoves was produced at the foundry (Figure 1.185). Cast iron products made in the Separatists’ foundry operations include stoves, cookware, ornamental ironwork, 
	architectural hardware, and plowshares. Wrought iron was not produced at Zoar Village, but purchased from outside sources for use in the blacksmith shop (McArtor 1939:69).  

	The actual profitability of the Separatist’s furnace operations is unknown. However, Nixon correctly states that the overall financial impact of the furnaces, both for the Society and its neighbors, was positive. The furnaces supplied raw material for the production of needed goods for the society and for sale in outside markets. Nixon (1933:142) estimates that with both furnaces in operation, about 300 people were employed in some connection with Separatist iron production. Because the Society held a polic
	TimberProducts 
	Extensive lumbering was carried out on the Society’s landholding. Much lumber was required to put up the many houses, shops, and agricultural buildings required by the Society, and any excess was sold at market. The society operated sawmills at two locations at Zoar Village, the first attached to the first grist mill and the second at the Separatist dam on the river. Both sawmills operated vertical saws. Besides permanent sawmill buildings, portable steam-powered sawmills operated at Zoar Village, although 
	SawmillandPowerHouse 
	COE#HDC9 
	In addition to the sawmill attached to the first grist mill building (discussed on page 1.114), the society built another sawmill in 1878 to the west of town along the Tuscarawas River at the location of the Society’s dam and guard lock for the mill race (Figure 1.145, Figure 1.186, Figure 2.22; see Table 2.10). This mill may have replaced an earlier sawmill, as an item in the 1871 Tuscarawas County Commissioners reports refers to a grant to improve the road at Zoar Village from the bridge to the sawmill (O
	The mill was converted to a power house for electrical production around 1906. The Power House operated until 1935, and the foundation ruins are well-preserved (Figure 1.187). 
	FirstPlaningMill 
	The Society built a planing mill in 1869 near the wagon and blacksmith shops south of the hotel in the late nineteenth century (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.20). At this time, the Society was starting to lease out timber harvesting rights on their land, and were likely trying to capitalize 
	The Society built a planing mill in 1869 near the wagon and blacksmith shops south of the hotel in the late nineteenth century (Figure 1.149, Figure 1.20). At this time, the Society was starting to lease out timber harvesting rights on their land, and were likely trying to capitalize 
	on the need for lumber by increasing output from their own mills. The First Planing Mill was taken down sometime in the early twentieth century, as it does not appear in any early aerial photographs. See the entry for the First Grist Mill on page 1.114 for a discussion of the Second Planing Mill.  

	DryKiln 
	The Dry Kiln was a brick building located near the Second Planing Mill, with an interior furnace used for dry-treating freshly cut lumber for use in the planing mill. Its exact size and location is unknown, but speculatively, could be the small building south of the First Planing Mill on Figure 1.150, although this building seems somewhat small for a lumber drying kiln. 
	Quarries 
	The first quarry was active ca. 1820–1830 and located east of House No. 25 (Figure 1.151), and a second quarry was opened in 1880 (Schultz 1978:5, Nixon 1933:62). Knaack places this second quarry directly west of Zoar Village, north of the Canal Hotel and Canal Mill locations (Figure 1.151, Figure 1.188). A water-filled pit south of the fire clay plant visible in aerial photographs may be this quarry. Both quarries supplied building stone for foundations and presumably for the locks constructed by the Socie
	LimeKilns 
	Very little information is available about the Separatists’ lime production industry. One reference from 1837 mentions lime kilns in connection with brick kilns, and notes that both industries were located outside of the village, perhaps in the same area (Penny Magazine 1837:411). No later documentary records discuss lime production. Oral tradition maintains that the kiln (HDC24) operated by the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company on the east side of town was built on the site of an early Separatist lime kiln (F
	Transportation 
	The Separatists’ initial success can be linked to its access to transportation networks, especially the Ohio & Erie Canal. Ultimately, the success and growth of these transportation systems (and associated social networks), which initially helped Zoar Village prosper, contributed to the ending of Zoar Village as a communal society, as new ideas and relationships brought into the Society helped reduce the interdependency of its members. Transportation-related structure locations are depicted in Figure 1.42, 
	TheOhio &ErieCanal 
	Improving transportation of local goods to extraregional markets was the spur of the canal building frenzy in Ohio in the early nineteenth century. The lack of roads and unreliable river 
	Improving transportation of local goods to extraregional markets was the spur of the canal building frenzy in Ohio in the early nineteenth century. The lack of roads and unreliable river 
	navigation impeded movement of goods in and out of much of the state. An act in1822 authorized a canal commission to begin surveys over five routes for canals. In 1825, a state canal act authorized two canals to connect Lake Erie and the Ohio River, due to connection and access problems with a single route. Canal building commenced with ceremonial groundbreaking at Heath on July 4, 1825 (Woods 2008:5). By 1838, over 340 boats were operating on the Ohio Canal alone (Woods 2008:22). Most canal boats were asso

	The 1825 canal commissioners’ annual report contained specifications for the building of canals. The canal alignment had to be cleared a minimum of 60 feet wide to accommodate the canal, tow path, and berm. At a minimum, canal trenches had to be 40 feet wide at the surface and 26 feet wide at the base, and four feet deep. Towpaths were to be 10 feet wide. The berm on the opposite side of the canal from the towpath had to be a minimum of five feet wide. Lock chambers were to be 90 feet long and 15 feet wide.
	The state began looking at leasing or selling the canal in the late 1850s. In 1861, the canals were leased to private operators. (Woods 2008:30). The lease ran out in 1877, and the state resumed operations and limited upkeep until 1902. In the late 1870s, the State Board of Public Works, which regulated the canals and oversaw its maintenance, removed the upper gate structures of the western guard lock on the feeder canal (Figure 1.193), and some of the building stones were removed for use elsewhere. The low
	The Separatists’ involvement in building the Ohio & Erie Canal is discussed on page 1.63 of this volume. Apart from supplying much-needed income for settling the Society’s debts, the presence of the Ohio & Lake Erie Canal provided an important connection to outside markets for Separatist products. Without ready access to the canal, the development of a Separatist iron industry would have been greatly diminished or even impossible (Nixon 1933:36). The Society took advantage of the opportunities presented by 
	Bridgesand Roads 
	Zoar Village was part of a regional network of roads. The first road may have been a Native American trail that reportedly passed through or near the village, but no documentary records discuss the trail with sufficient detail to even speculate about its location on the landscape. The streets within Zoar Village were laid out on a grid pattern, but were not assigned names by the Separatists – street names were assigned after the dissolution of the society in 1898 (Figure 1.190). Fifth through Seventh Street
	CoveredBridge 
	The first known bridge built by the Separatists was put up ca. 1830 or 1831, spurred by the need to connect canal traffic with Zoar Village (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.194). The bridge carried the Dover-Zoar Road until it was replaced in 1883 by the Zoar Iron Bridge in the same location (Schultz 1978:16). 
	ZoarIronBridge 
	COE#HDC13 
	The original covered bridge across the Ohio & Erie Canal and Tuscarawas River was replaced in 1883 by a Pratt pinned through continuous three-span bridge put up by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, hired by the Tuscarawas County Commissioners (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.195, Figure 2.25; see Table 2.12), which served to carry traffic into Zoar Village from across the river until the late 1960s, when it was replaced by the modern highway bridge to the southeast. The Zoar Iron Bridge now serves as part of the Ohio
	Railroads 
	In the late 1840s, plans for the canal’s main competitor began arising in Ohio – the railroad. Beginning in the 1850s, railroads began competing with canals for freight transport, and the quicker, more efficient railroads were winning. In 1862, the rail reached the small village of Fairfield, southeast of Zoar Village. The Society owned land around Fairfield, acquired when they purchased the Fairfield Furnace, and they built a depot and general store to serve the railroad (Figure 1.42). The village became k
	In the late 1840s, plans for the canal’s main competitor began arising in Ohio – the railroad. Beginning in the 1850s, railroads began competing with canals for freight transport, and the quicker, more efficient railroads were winning. In 1862, the rail reached the small village of Fairfield, southeast of Zoar Village. The Society owned land around Fairfield, acquired when they purchased the Fairfield Furnace, and they built a depot and general store to serve the railroad (Figure 1.42). The village became k
	and was completed in 1882 at Zoar Village; special pleasure excursions to Zoar Village began shortly thereafter. Rail lines in the region around Zoar Village are depicted in Figure 

	1.41. In 1883, the railroad bridge was washed off its abutments, and the stone piers themselves destroyed (Ohio Democrat 1883), necessitating replacement (Figure 1.196). The replacement stone piers are still present in the river (Figure 1.197, Figure 2.25; see HDC8 in Table 2.12). 
	ZoarTrainStation 
	A small railroad depot was built in 1884 at the south end of Park Street where it intersected the railroad (Figure 1.189, Figure 1.43). This building likely also housed the telegraph office. The building was torn down in 1938 by Ross Hague and Kenneth Sarbaugh (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
	Community,Religion,and Education 
	Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. Small shop buildings, such as for shoe making and repair, clothing production, tinsmithing, and even watch repair, could be found here and there, often serving as the shop foreman’s residence as well. These community support buildings were built and modified as the community perceived a need for specific services. Buildings classified in the Communit
	Although a religious community, only a few buildings and structures can be directly associated with the Separatists’ religious practices. The Separatists did not observe the typical Christian holidays in the same manner as non-Separatists, nor did they view Sunday as solely a day of rest, although the Sabbath was observed with a discourse by Joseph Bimeler (or a reading of one of his lectures after his death in 1853). The Separatists did believe in the Second Coming of Christ, but as a manifestation within 
	Education was also another feature of the community that had few buildings or structures associated with it. A small, two-room schoolhouse served as the community’s school until 1868, when a larger structure was built, intended to serve not only the children of the Separatists but those within the surrounding school district. 
	Among the community services established at Zoar Village was fire protection, although there was no individual building specifically set aside for a fire department. The community operated a fire company from 1845 to 1897. The village fire engine was probably stored in a wagon shed before the Zoar Town Hall was built in 1887, with a room intended for housing the fire engine. The record book for the Zoar Fire Company documents the operation of the fire department during this time period. The records provide 
	Another feature of the Separatist community were landscape features that served as landmarks and spaces for picnics or other types of recreation. The Spring Lot, on the corner of Fourth and Foltz streets, was never built upon by the Separatists due to the wet soils from underground springs. Mulberry trees grown here for the brief attempt to manufacture silk probably served as shade trees in the late nineteenth century. A grove of pines along the northwestern edge of the fish ponds, known as the “Tannenwald,
	The locations of buildings and structures related to the community, religion, and education context are depicted in Figure 1.198, Figure 1.199, Figure 1.200, Figure 1.201, and Figure 
	1.202. Sources for the locations of the buildings on these maps include Nixon 1933, Law 1942, Morhart 1981, Schultz 1978, Fernandez 2003, and discussions with Chuck Knaack and Steve Shonk (personal communications, 2012, 2013). 
	Bakery 
	COE#5889 
	The community bakery, built in 1837, also served as the dwelling for the Society’s baker and his family (Law 1942:203;Figure 1.199, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). Until the 1860s, the bakery was operated by women; Mary Platz was listed as the master baker in the 1860 census, with Jacob Ackermann as her apprentice (U.S. Census Bureau 1860). Bread was baked during the day and distributed at night. Before the bakery was constructed, smaller brick and stone ovens were used to bake the community’s bread. The loca
	The purpose behind the establishment of the communal bakery was the same as that for the celibacy rule and the children’s institution: to increase the amount of labor women could do at agricultural tasks. Evidently, the daily baking of bread took a considerable amount of time that members of the Society felt could be more efficiently performed by mass production. The brick bake ovens were set into the hillside above the bakery building, and fed from massive stacks of hickory cordwood. These ovens are no lon
	The Bakery was expanded at some time in the 1880s to handle increased demand for its products by visitors who came into Zoar Village on the railroad (Figure 1.203). The new oven room had a stone floor, elevated two feet at the rear of the room for the huge brick ovens, large enough to stand in. On the side of the ovens was a large heating compartment, which Law compared to “Swiss fireplace side-ovens, only much larger” (Law 1942:203). 
	After the dissolution, the bakery continued to operate as a private venture for a while, but by the 1930s, the structure was functioning solely as a private residence (McArtor 1939:39). In the 1970s, OHS restored the structure to its appearance in 1850, so the hillside ovens and large oven buildings built to handle increased demand by visitors from railroad traffic in the 1880s were not included in the reconstruction and are no longer present (Schwartz 1978:24). Instead, a smaller exterior oven building was
	Bath Houses 
	A pair of bath houses, one for men and one for women, was built sometime after 1821 at the south end of Park Street (Figure 1.198). The buildings were separated by four hundred feet and each had steps leading down to the mill race. The buildings were gone by 1883, when the railroad went through this location (Schultz 1978:37). 
	Blacksmith Shop 
	COE#5838 
	Built in 1865, Law noted the Blacksmith Shop was barely standing in 1942 (Law 1942:261; Figure 1.20, Figure 1.201, Figure 1.205; Figure 2.26). The village almost certainly had a blacksmith shop before 1865, but no one has managed to document where it was-it seems likely that the 1865 shop was built on the location of an older shop, however. The Society 
	Built in 1865, Law noted the Blacksmith Shop was barely standing in 1942 (Law 1942:261; Figure 1.20, Figure 1.201, Figure 1.205; Figure 2.26). The village almost certainly had a blacksmith shop before 1865, but no one has managed to document where it was-it seems likely that the 1865 shop was built on the location of an older shop, however. The Society 
	had a blacksmith from the beginning, as the father of Michael Miller was a blacksmith and came over in 1817 with the original group of Separatists. Census records from 1850 to 1900 indicate there were usually between two and four blacksmiths working in Zoar Village. 

	The shop had fire brick walls covered with oak panels and had two forges. A large circular stone in the center of the shop was used by the wheelwright for resetting iron tires on wagon wheels. An old well was present next to the door of the shop, which supplied the needed water for the shop. Law noted that the tile plant was located to the south of the smithy, but no sign remained at the time of writing (Law 1942:261). The Blacksmith Shop was demolished sometime between 1950 and1958, as a newspaper account 
	ZoarBrewery 
	COE#HDC1 
	The brewery was established in 1832 and operated for most of the year (Figure 1.136, Figure 1.198, Figure 2.27; see Table 2.14). The 1880 Federal non-population census schedule notes that the brewery was active that year for eight months, and was operated by two men (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1880). The brewery became well-known for its excellent beer and cider. One notable feature of the brewery was the massive stone vault for storing beer barrels during the aging process (Figure 1.208)
	After the dissolution, the Brewery was purchased by Alexander Gunn and continued to operate until his death in 1901. Roscoe Keller, a local businessman, bought the building and operated it as Keller’s Tavern until Tuscarawas County went dry in 1908. In the early 1920s, the vacant brewery was converted into a dance hall (Figure 1.209) with the addition of a single-story dance pavilion and operated as such into the 1950s, when it burnt down. Later, a small duplex apartment building was built on top of the fou
	FirstCabinetShop 
	The first cabinet shop at Zoar Village was located in the southeastern quarter of the village, south of the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.201). The building was put up in 1821, and was likely a log building. The First Cabinet Shop operated until 1863, when the Second Cabinet Shop began operation. Schultz notes this building has not existed “for some time” (Schultz 1978:7); the location of the First Cabinet Shop as depicted on the 1875 plat of Zoar Village places it in the same approximate location as the Zoar Hotel 
	The first cabinet shop at Zoar Village was located in the southeastern quarter of the village, south of the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.201). The building was put up in 1821, and was likely a log building. The First Cabinet Shop operated until 1863, when the Second Cabinet Shop began operation. Schultz notes this building has not existed “for some time” (Schultz 1978:7); the location of the First Cabinet Shop as depicted on the 1875 plat of Zoar Village places it in the same approximate location as the Zoar Hotel 
	on the 1875 plat seems overly large for an 1821 shop building, and may be highly exaggerated on the map. This shop is likely the small one-story building in the right foreground of Figure 1.40. Machines, such as lathes and saws, were operated by a horse-powered treadmill (McArtor 1939:87). A varying degree of skill is displayed in the Separatist-produced pieces on display at Zoar Village, indicating that there were probably multiple woodworkers producing goods for the society. Besides furniture, the cabinet

	CandleHouse 
	The Candle House produced the candles used by the Separatists, and operated in the same building as the Wash House associated with clothing production in the east end of the village; see page 1.118 for a discussion of the building itself. 
	ZoarCemetery 
	COE#HDC19 
	The Separatists established their cemetery on the bluff top overlooking the Tuscarawas River, northwest of town (Figure 1.202, Figure 2.27; see Table 2.14). A path leads from the Brewery along the edge of the bluff to the cemetery. The exact date the cemetery was established is unknown, but it was certainly in use by 1827, when Johannes Goesele died 
	(U.S. Supreme Court 2012 [1852]). Separatists did not mark the graves of their dead until later in the nineteenth century, when wooden grave markers started to appear. Therefore, the location of both early individual graves and any mass graves dating to the 1834 cholera epidemic cannot be confidently identified, and the boundaries of the cemetery should be regarded as an approximation based on the modern limits of the property. Wooden markers were used into the latter years of the nineteenth century; Christ
	FirstCiderMill 
	The First Cider Mill was built ca. 1837. Schultz (1978:26) believes the original cider mill building was at the location of the second, existing Cider Mill (Figure 1.201). Cider was sold in early 1837, so likely the cider mill was operating by then or perhaps in late 1836.  
	Second CiderMilland CabinetShop 
	COE#5865 
	The Second Cider Mill was built in 1863 on the southwest corner of Second and Foltz Streets (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.215, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). In 1870, a 7-horsepower steam engine was added to provide power for the machines in the cabinet shop, located on the second floor, and a brick chimney stack was added to the southeast corner of the building (Schultz 1978:31; Figure 1.216). A large carpet drum was attached to the exterior of the rear of the building, built to help clean the carpets from the ho
	The Second Cider Mill was built in 1863 on the southwest corner of Second and Foltz Streets (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.215, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). In 1870, a 7-horsepower steam engine was added to provide power for the machines in the cabinet shop, located on the second floor, and a brick chimney stack was added to the southeast corner of the building (Schultz 1978:31; Figure 1.216). A large carpet drum was attached to the exterior of the rear of the building, built to help clean the carpets from the ho
	between 1934 and 1958, the front half of the building was removed. The building has been extensively remodeled to serve as a bed & breakfast (Figure 1.218). 

	FirstCobblerShop and Tin Shop 
	COE#5888 
	This building was constructed in 1825 on the east side of Main Street, across from the Public Garden (Figure 1.199). The building served as the cobbler shop until House No. 22 was built to serve as a larger shop building, and also as a dwelling for the cobbler and his family. The original cobbler shop building was then converted into the Society’s tin shop (Figure 1.219). The Society acquired tin from merchants in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. By 1837, Separatist tinsmiths were producing tinware for outside 
	Cooper’sShop 
	The Cooper’s Shop was a frame building measuring 20 by 30 feet, and located west of the Sewing House, on the north side of Third Street (Figure 1.199). There was a porch on west side with a set of double doors (Schultz 1978:38) This may be one of the four buildings in this location on the 1898 dissolution map (Figure 1.52). The building no longer exists. 
	Dairyand CheeseHouse 
	COE#5843 
	Milk, cheese, and butter were produced at the dairy, located behind the general store and east of the massive cow barn (Figure 1.221, Figure 1.222, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The Zoar General Store sits atop the cold storage room for the dairy; as discussed above, it seems possible that the store was built after the dairy and used the existing foundation walls for the cold storage room as part of the store foundation. Dairy production was a key component of Separatist agriculture. Butter was used in plac
	ZoarDairySpringHouseandWell 
	A spring house over a well was built north of the Dairy, between the building and Second Street (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.223). McArtor noted the presence of a deep well outside the dairy, pumped by a horse-powered treadmill (McArtor 1939:40). Water fed from the well went into the dairy complex, and Schultz thinks it left the dairy through a channel that went through the cow barn to wash out the stalls, and flushed the manure into the farm fields west of the barn (Schultz 1978:25). The Spring House was demoli
	Fish Pond 
	In the 1880s, the Separatists impounded Goose Run and divided it in the middle by berms to serve as a fish hatchery for raising German carp as a food source (Figure 1.15). The Fish Pond covered much of the same area as the modern Goose Run Impoundment. While the fish hatchery proved to be a failure due to the poor taste of the fish, the pond was a reliable source for ice in the winter (Schultz 1978:34). What appears to be remnants of the berms for the pond appears in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.224
	ZoarGarden 
	COE#HDC5 
	The community garden was present by 1834, and partly served to produce flowers for sale in Cleveland (Figure 1.199, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). A Norway spruce in the center of the garden symbolized the Tree of Life, and was surrounded by a hedge of arbor vitae, with benches on the interior of the hedge (Figure 1.225, Figure 1.226). Twelve junipers ringed the exterior of the hedge, representative of the twelve apostles. Twelve walks led to the center of the garden from the edges, and were intersected by p
	The Zoar greenhouse, attached to the Garden House, was likely unparalleled in all of Ohio up until about the middle of the nineteenth century, in terms of the diversity of flowers, ornamental plants, and tropical fruit trees kept within it (Nixon 1933:86). The greenhouse was heated by a subterranean furnace which vented through tile pipes that ran under the greenhouse, keeping it hot enough for semi-tropical plants even in the winter. A newspaper item notes that Simon Beuter installed such a system in 1898,
	Health Springs(SulphurSprings,MineralSprings) 
	A small house with four rooms was built in 1833 atop the source of a sulfur springs about a mile and a half east of town along the road to Mineral City (Figure 1.15, Schultz 1978:21). People suffering from rheumatism and arthritis would bath in the spring while protected from the elements by the house. During the 2012 above-ground resources survey, HDC staff identified a stream that likely comes from this spring in the right general location as described in the documentary resources, but the actual house lo
	IceHouses 
	The Society built a number of ice houses throughout the village. One ice house was located south of town north of House No. 25 and east of SR 212 (COE# HDC52; Figure 1.198), and another was built on the east end of the Threshing Barn and Wagon Storage Shed (Figure 1.125). Yet another was located in the Hotel complex, on the east end of the hotel and intended for supplying the needs of guests (discussed on page 1.141, Schultz 1978:47). The ice house south of the village may have been improved or replaced in 
	Magazine 
	COE#5856 
	The original Magazine was a log building, built in the 1820s, and located at the southwest corner of Third and Main streets (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). The Magazine was rebuilt at some point (unrecorded by Schultz) as a frame building using recycled timbers from other buildings (Schultz 1978:10; Figure 1.199, Figure 1.233, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14); this reconstruction of the Magazine could have been done when the building was moved in 1845 to make way for the addition to House No. 1 (St
	The original Magazine was a log building, built in the 1820s, and located at the southwest corner of Third and Main streets (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). The Magazine was rebuilt at some point (unrecorded by Schultz) as a frame building using recycled timbers from other buildings (Schultz 1978:10; Figure 1.199, Figure 1.233, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14); this reconstruction of the Magazine could have been done when the building was moved in 1845 to make way for the addition to House No. 1 (St
	household had its own containers marked with their specific number. The building was restored in 1992 by the Ohio Historical Society (Figure 1.234). 

	Second Meetinghouse 
	The Second Meetinghouse was of log construction, built in 1820 and located on the corner of Third and Foltz Streets (Figure 1.200). The building originally was one story with two doors and several windows. According to Law (1942), this building also served as the first school, but it seems he is confusing details about modifications to House No. 19 that converted the building into a schoolhouse, which are similar to modifications made at the Second Meetinghouse, including a third door, a second floor, and d
	Third Meetinghouse 
	COE#5901 
	The Third Meetinghouse was built in 1853 with bricks from Zoar Village’s own brickyards, and may have been designed by the same architect who designed House No. 1 (Figure 1.199, Figure 1.235, Figure 1.236, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The windows feature fanlight transoms. The two separate stone door lintels have Separatist seven-pointed stars carved into them (Law 1942:177). A large iron stove once heated the building, which was replaced at some point by a furnace in the basement, itself not an original c
	Saddlery 
	The Saddlery was built in 1856 on Second Street, resembling a saltbox house and measuring 18 by 20 feet (Figure 1.115, Figure 1.201, Figure 1.237). The saddlery ceased operations when it became cheaper to purchase mass-produced harnesses from outside the Society, and the building became the Society’s last shoe shop. After the dissolution, the building was converted to a dwelling (Law 1942:224). The 1923 aerial photograph documented the structure on the south side of the street, indicating that it was moved 
	SapBoiling Shed 
	This structure was next to the Wagon and Blacksmith shops (Figure 1.201). Very little information is available about this building but it was likely a one-story shed with a sap boiler, set up for the production of maple sugar and syrup (Schultz 1978:43). 
	Second ZoarSchool 
	COE#5883 
	The first school in Zoar Village was in House No. 13, and served as an educational facility from ca. 1825 to 1868 (Figure 1.238; see discussion on page 1.98). The second schoolhouse built in Zoar Village was put up on the crest of the hill in the northeast quarter of town in 1868 (Figure 1.200). This building is a square, two-store brick schoolhouse and served as the school until the 1960s (Figure 1.239, Figure 1.240, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The building currently serves as a community center and is t
	ShingleHouse 
	According to Schultz (1978:44), this building was located south of the Engine House, on the east side of Foltz Street in the agricultural building cluster (Figure 1.200); however, Gordon identifies a small wood-frame building west of the Engine House in Figure 1.115 as likely being the Shingle House (Scott Gordon, personal communication, 2013). The name of the building implies this is where shingles for houses were made after tile works ceased operation and so likely dates to the 1850s or later. The buildin
	TailorShopand FirstDoctor’sOffice 
	COE#5842c 
	The tailor shop was located south of the general store in a two-story building built ca. 1831 (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.241, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The tailor shop occupied the upper floor and the doctor’s office was on the first floor. Much of the clothing produced for male Separatists was made here, with a smaller amount of women’s clothing and custom work for hired hands and other non-Separatists (McArtor 1939:74). Products of the tailor included coats, vests, pants, and shirts. The Society’s first 
	Wagon Shop 
	COE#5837 
	The Wagon shop was immediately north of the blacksmith shop (Figure 1.201, Figure 1.15). All wagon components were built and put together here, with the exception of metal pieces which were shaped and assembled at the adjacent blacksmith shop (McArtor 1939:76). The Wagon Shop was removed sometime between 1934 and 1958, and a modern reconstruction was built on its historical location in 1972 (Figure 1.243, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). 
	Wagon StorageShed 
	This was a long, low shed attached to the east end of the Threshing Barn (Figure 1.125); no exact date of construction is known but it must post-date the Threshing Barn, built in 1821. 
	The building was still standing in 1898, but was demolished with most of the other agricultural buildings in this location by 1923. 
	Wagon Shed 
	A building with partially open sides is visible in photographs from the late 1890s across East Street from the Horse Barn, and appears to have been a wagon shed (Figure 1.125), probably associated with agricultural activities. The building appears to have been demolished sometime between 1923 and 1934, as it does show up on the 1923 aerial photograph, but does not appear on the 1934 aerial photograph. Two large cut sandstone blocks were found in the general location of this building, but it is impossible to
	Winery 
	Wine was produced from the Society’s grape arbors and from a currant grove on a hill north of the brewery, known as the Weinberg (Nixon 1933:72; Figure 1.121). The Separatists were recorded as producing 640 gallons of wine in the 1850 Federal non-population agricultural schedule, but not in the 1870 or 1880 schedules, suggesting that wine production declined in the latter half of the nineteenth century (U.S. Bureau of Census Non-population Schedule 1850, 1870, 1880). Wine was consumed in smaller quantities 
	ZoarJail 
	Due to the increase in outside visitation after the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad ran a line through the village, there was a corresponding increase in unruly and drunk visitors, and the need arose for a jail to serve as temporary lodging for such miscreants. Law states that the hotel chicken coop was converted into a jail to address this problem (Law 1942:271; Figure 1.201). The building was still in existence in 1936, when it was documented by the HABS team, but it is unclear precisely when after that it 
	ZoarTown Hall 
	COE#5860 
	The Zoar Town Hall is a two-story building erect in 1887, after the incorporation of Zoar Village into Tuscarawas County (Figure 1.199, Figure 1.246, Figure 2.26; see Table 2.14). The fire department operated out of the Town Hall for a short while. The Society’s trustees conducted business out of this building until the dissolution, and it continues to serve as the town’s seat of government today, which operates out of the basement while the first and second floors serve as the Zoar Museum (Figure 1.247).  
	Tourismand Recreation 
	Discussing the glory days of tourism at Zoar Village, Mase (1930:3) states that no “visitor ever came to Zoar Village for a pleasing, leisure hour who failed to catch its spell. No youth from anywhere in the surrounding countryside could boast of having been places until he had thoroughly gorged himself with the gingerbread and the pretzels for which the community was famous.” The first hotel was built on the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1830 to accommodate travelers who started to come to Zoar Village as curiosity
	The construction of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad through the Society’s landholdings was the catalyst for the growth of Zoar Village as a tourist and recreation destination for people all across the state. Even ten years prior to the opening of the railroad, an increase in visitation to Zoar Village was anticipated; an article in the Ohio Democrat noted that the trustees had purchased stock in the railroad and allowed right of access across their property, and the author predicted that a larger hotel wo
	In the 1890s, tourism had become such an important component in the Society’s declining economy that the Trustees readily agreed to the construction of a new 80-room addition onto the old Zoar Hotel, despite a general disapproval of the lifestyle displayed by visitors to the community. Ironically, the peace and tranquility of Zoar Village, one of the main draws for visitors, was increasingly disrupted by the sheer volume of tourists. A typical Sunday at Zoar Village as enjoyed by tourists was described in t
	The locations of buildings and structures related to the tourism and recreation context are depicted in Figure 1.248, Figure 1.249, and Figure 1.119. 
	CanalHotel 
	COE#TH35 
	The first hotel built by the Separatists was the Canal Hotel, erected in 1830 to accommodate canal travelers (Figure 1.119; Figure 1.250, Figure 2.28; see Table 2.16). The Canal Tavern was closed in 1845 as the Society judged that the operators, John and Anna Maria Goesele, had allowed drunkenness and other inappropriate behavior, and expelled them from the Society. The Goeseles sued the Society for an equal share of the property, but their case was dismissed in county court. A series of appeals brought it 
	A large barn was built to the south of the Canal Hotel to house the horses of guests; this barn was torn down sometime between 1938 and 1958, according to aerial photographs, and a modern commercial building stands roughly in the same location today (Figure 1.119). A blacksmith shop that doubled as a canal boat repair shop with a boat slip was located somewhere in the vicinity of the Canal Hotel and was considered part of the overall Separatist canal service operations. The likeliest location would be on th
	ZoarHotel 
	COE#5841 
	The Separatists built a second hotel in the village in 1833 for people conducting business in Zoar Village and other visitors (Figure 1.249, Figure 1.252, Figure 1.253, Figure 2.28; see Table 2.16). The striking feature of the Zoar Hotel is its octagonal roof tower with an internal spiral staircase. A slow but steady increase in visitation occurred as word spread about the pleasant setting of Zoar Village, and the original 20-room hotel building often became booked solid. A rear addition was constructed in 
	ZoarHotelBuggyShed 
	This large, one-story building was likely a 1890s construction, and built for the increased tourist trade and not to house the hotel’s own buggies (Figure 1.249). The building appears 
	This large, one-story building was likely a 1890s construction, and built for the increased tourist trade and not to house the hotel’s own buggies (Figure 1.249). The building appears 
	on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.128) but not the 1958 aerial photograph (Figure 1.199), suggesting it was torn down along with the 1892 hotel addition in 1942. 

	ZoarHotelIceHouse 
	The Hotel Ice House was a small one-story building attached to the east end of hotel, used to store ice cut from the river above the dam and later from the lake on the eastern side of the village (Figure 1.241). The ice house is still visible in the 1958 aerial photograph of Zoar Village, so the building existed well into the twentieth century before it was removed (Figure 1.199). 
	ZoarHotelLaundryand Wash House 
	COE#5863 
	The Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House was located on the north side of Second Street across from the hotel (Figure 1.249), to accommodate the linens from the hotel and also to store coal, according to Schultz (1978:22). Gordon confirms this building was the laundry for the hotel, and suggests it may have been an earlier carpenter’s shop before conversion into the laundry; no corroborating documentary evidence for this idea has been located, however. The building has been remodeled into a garage (Figure 1.25
	ZoarHotelLiveryStable 
	The Zoar Hotel Livery Stable was a large, two-story stable built behind the Zoar Hotel (Figure 1.249). Schultz places the date of this structure as built about the same time as the hotel, but it seems more likely that it was built around 1891 as part of the overall renovations to the hotel to accommodate the increase in guests (Schultz 1978:21); however, it seems possible an earlier, smaller stable could have been replaced by the larger stable. The building appears on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.13
	ZoarHotelWagon Sheds 
	The Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds were a pair of long, narrow, one-story sheds southeast of the Zoar Hotel, and were used to store the wagons of visiting hotel guests (Figure 1.249). As with the rest of the Zoar Hotel support buildings, a likely construction date is about 1891. The buildings appear on the 1923 aerial photograph (Figure 1.131) but not the 1958 aerial photograph (Figure 1.206), suggesting it was torn down along with the 1892 hotel addition in 1942. 
	PicnicGround 
	The Picnic Ground was located west of Park Street, between Third and Fourth Streets (Figure 1.248). A line of pine trees separated it from the later location of Zoar Lake. From Schultz’ description, the lot was originally an assembly ground with a stand that was used for calling out labor assignments each morning (before the Assembly House was built). This area was afterwards used as a picnic ground and the assembly stand was converted to a bandstand (Schultz 1978:18). This location is now under the Zoar Le
	The Zoar brass band was established in the community as early as 1840. The Zoar band consisted of around 30 men and practiced twice a week. In the summertime, concerts were a frequent occurrence in the bandstand. In addition to the large brass band, a smaller orchestra 
	The Zoar brass band was established in the community as early as 1840. The Zoar band consisted of around 30 men and practiced twice a week. In the summertime, concerts were a frequent occurrence in the bandstand. In addition to the large brass band, a smaller orchestra 
	also existed during the latter years of the Society, and was joined by the Zoar Männenchor, a men’s chorus (Nixon 1933:88).  

	Flood Control 
	The Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was not the first attempt to address flooding at Zoar Village. At some point in the nineteenth century, a stone levee or dike was built by the Separatists along the east side of the Tuscarawas River. To avoid confusing this stone structure with the later Zoar Levee, the structure will be called the Zoar Dike in this report.  
	ZoarDike 
	COE#HDC12 
	The Zoar Dike is a thick stone wall between the river and the road leading from the bridge north to First Street at the sawmill (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.256, Figure 2.29; see Table 2.18). The construction date for this structure is unknown, but could possibly date to 1830, when the covered bridge was built. In 1871, the Tuscarawas County Commissioners granted $334 to the Society to improve the road from the covered bridge to the saw mill, and to add fill to their levee along the river (Ohio Democrat 1871). 
	Separatist-period buildingsofunknown function 
	A total of 38 Separatist-period buildings are present on the 1898 dissolution map that cannot be confidently identified as to function. Most of these buildings are outbuildings of some sort, and may be general community storage structures; others may be kitchens and wash houses for some of the Separatist houses. The locations of these buildings are depicted in Figure 1.257. 
	ThePost-SeparatistPeriod:1899toPresentDay 
	FromCommunalismtoCapitalism:TheAdaptationofZoarVillagetoaFree EnterpriseSystem 
	After the dissolution, the former Separatists and their hired hands were free to choose their paths in life. Many of the village inhabitants began exploring commercial ventures. Other members who received agricultural allotments took up farming full-time, or rented their shares out. Many younger members simply left the village (Law 1942:338), while outsiders started moving in. Church services were temporarily suspended until an appropriate affiliation could be determined. Eventually, the Evangelical Church 
	The population of the village gradually changed from older Separatists to new outsiders, who purchased houses as they became vacant with the passing of the former inhabitants. This trend continued through the late twentieth century. One interesting outsider who lived at Zoar Village was Joseph Davenport, an eccentric hermit and inventor who was known for attempting to build airships in the village in the early 1900s (Coshocton Daily Age 1910). Davenport lived in the Zoar Hotel from at least 1900 through 191
	The population of the village gradually changed from older Separatists to new outsiders, who purchased houses as they became vacant with the passing of the former inhabitants. This trend continued through the late twentieth century. One interesting outsider who lived at Zoar Village was Joseph Davenport, an eccentric hermit and inventor who was known for attempting to build airships in the village in the early 1900s (Coshocton Daily Age 1910). Davenport lived in the Zoar Hotel from at least 1900 through 191
	1900, 1910), and it seems likely that one of the Zoar Hotel outbuildings was where his airship experiments would have been conducted. 

	The locations of post-Separatist buildings and structures constructed between 1898 and 1962 are depicted in Figures 1.258–1.263. Large numbers of new buildings and structures began to appear in the last 50 years, and are shown in Figures Volume 3. Detailed aerial photographs and maps of Zoar Village were produced between 1923 and 1935 that include a wealth of information about the development of the community in the early twentieth century. These images are reproduced in Figure 1.131, Figure 1.264, Figure 1
	 2.47–2.53 in

	The1900s 
	The 1900 federal census is the first census to record the year of immigration and whether or not the head of household owned or rented his dwelling, as well as if the house was considered part of a farm. While the year of immigration was not consistently recorded for foreign-born individuals, the information on home ownership and rentals provides important information about developments in Zoar Village soon after the dissolution.  
	The 1900 census shows a population of 289 people in 67 households (Table 1.24), a net decrease of two people from the previous census in 1880. The large number of households in this census reflects the fact that the census taker assigned separate family numbers to families in duplex houses. The census indicates a total of 58 houses in Zoar Village, seven of which were duplexes. The 1900 census documents 145 males and 144 females at Zoar Village, showing that the population of Zoar Village in the late ninete
	New, non-Separatist residents in Zoar Village can be identified by analysis of family names and places of birth in the 1900 census against the list of dissolution share recipients included on pages 136 and 137 of Morhart’s history of Zoar Village (1981). A conservative estimate of the number of new residents is about 76 people, or just over 26 percent of the total population. The list of share recipients includes 37 names that were not recorded in the 1900 census (not including Separatists on the list that 
	Age groups in the 1900 census are shown in Table 1.25. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 30 percent. Another 37 percent of the population 
	Age groups in the 1900 census are shown in Table 1.25. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 30 percent. Another 37 percent of the population 
	consisted of people between 20 and 40 years of age. Meanwhile, the percentage of the elderly (60 years and older) stood at 11 percent of the population. 

	While socially there was a period of adjustment from the communal lifestyle, there was an immediate flurry of commercial activity at the turn of the twentieth century. The Ruof family, who ran the hotel and acquired it in the share distribution after the dissolution, began adding modern updates like telephone booths and vending machines. Peter Bimeler, the miller, likewise improved the Custom Mill, as did the new owners of the Machine Shop and Second Planing Mill. Competition within the village was even ini
	The Separatist saw mill on the Tuscarawas River was still operating to produce lumber after the dissolution of the Society (Figure 1.148), but was converted to a power house for generating electricity around 1906. The Zoar Power Company, also known as the Zoar Battery Company, existed from ca. 1906 to 1922, when the Ohio Electric Company assumed ownership (Coshocton Tribune 1932). Power was generated by a bi-polar dynamo of a type originally designed by Thomas Edison in 1879, and powered by a 45-inch Leffel
	A small, one and a half story boat house (Figure 1.259) was built adjacent to the mill race guard lock around 1905, when the 1878 sawmill was converted to power generation. It seems that small boats used the guard lock to get to the Boat House (Schultz 1978:33; Figure 1.264). This is apparently the first tourism-related development of the post-Separatist period. 
	In 1908, the State attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal, apparently dismantling the old stone locks and culverts, and rebuilding them with concrete (Woods 1992; Figure 1.268); with the exception of the old feeder canal and mill race guard locks at Zoar Village. The State acquired the Zoar Dam and capped it with concrete, and added the Second State Dam, a 
	In 1908, the State attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal, apparently dismantling the old stone locks and culverts, and rebuilding them with concrete (Woods 1992; Figure 1.268); with the exception of the old feeder canal and mill race guard locks at Zoar Village. The State acquired the Zoar Dam and capped it with concrete, and added the Second State Dam, a 
	200-foot concrete extension with a fish ladder on the west side of the dam, possibly connecting it to the abutment of the railroad (Figure 1.259, Figure 1.269, Figure 1.270, Figure 1.271; Figure 2.44; see Table 2.30). A 200-foot earthen berm was built to support the junction of the Second State dam with the 1878 Zoar Dam (Woods 1992; Coshocton Daily Times 1908). The work at Zoar Village was characterized as the most extensive repairs on the canal for that year (Massillon Evening Independent 1908). 

	In 1909, the canal between Navarre and Zoar Village was left empty of water after lock rebuilding south of Massillon (Woods 2008:66). State funding ceased for canal repair in 1910 after allegations of misconduct and fraud. Much of the southern line was officially abandoned in 1911. Finally, the flood of 1913 spelled the end of the canal system. The flood washed away many feeder canals, damaged banks, and destroyed lock gates, and the remaining canals that could still hold water were used primarily for hydra
	A total of 98 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1900 census, with 35 different occupations (Table 1.26). Zoar Village retained its agrarian character after the dissolution with 12 men listed as farmers and another 19 men and women listed as farm laborers. Some Separatist professions continued immediately after the dissolution, such as baking, blacksmithing, wagon making, tinsmithing, cabinet making, carpentry, shoemaking, and gardening. New occupations to Zoar Village appear in the 1900 cen
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1900 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the census shows the dominance of the Ohio-born population, with 255 residents. Only 22 residents listed Germany as their place of birth. Other places of birth included Pennsylvania (8 people), Sweden (1 person), Massachusetts (1 person), “at sea” (1 person-Mathias Dischinger), and one person listed as unknown (Alexander Gunn, recorded as a boarder at the hotel). Alexander Gunn would presently leave the village for 
	Modern problems also showed up in Zoar Village after the dissolution, linked to financial difficulties, drought, ice shortages, and county politics (Massillon Evening Independent 1909a). Many residents of the village were dismayed by a vote for Tuscarawas County to go dry in 1908, and the community was rocked by its first suicide in 1909, when a young man, despondent over lack of work opportunities, went into a shed behind his parents’ house, placed a stick of dynamite in his mouth, and lit the fuse (Massil
	ZoarVillageasan artistdestination in the1900s 
	Although the Old Bohemians traveled to other locales to paint, other artists, including the students of the Old Bohemians, continued to travel to Zoar Village to paint. George Adomeit produced Zoar paintings in 1905, including Wheat Shocks at Zoar (Tregonning and Company 2012a; Figure 1.272). However, Adomeit’s 1912 Morning Mist at Zoar (Figure 1.273) presages the schism that modernism would play among the artists who painted at Zoar Village and elsewhere, by illustrating that Post-Impressionism and Moderni
	The1910s 
	The 1910 census shows a population of 182 people in 53 households at Zoar Village (Table 1.27), a drastic decrease of 107 people from the previous census in 1900. This population decline is likely the result of attrition of the older population through death and an outmigration of able-bodied residents to more prosperous communities in search of better jobs. The census indicates a total of 52 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only two of which indicate occupied duplexes. The 1910 census documents 90 males an
	-

	Age groups in the 1910 census are shown in Table 1.28. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was just over 16 percent. Meanwhile, the percentage of the elderly (60 years and older) increased to 32 percent of the population. There were 67 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing years, representing 37 percent of the total population. 
	A health resort was proposed in 1912, apparently at the site of the old Health Springs (see page 1.135), but was never developed (Massillon Evening Independent 1912b). In 1917, the following businesses listed a Zoar Village address in The Farm Journal Illustrated Rural Directory of Tuscarawas County, Ohio (Wilmer Atkinson Co. 1917): Streb Brothers (operating the First Planing Mill and a building supplies store at the same location; Figure 1.150), the Zoar Fire Clay Company (operating the brick plant west of
	In 1917, plans were made to realign the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad to address a curve deficiency that forced trains to slow down, making the hauling of heavy cargo more difficult. The proposed work would move the railroad alignment at Zoar Village four hundred feet south (Massillon Evening Independent 1917). However, it does not appear that this realignment ever actually took place. 
	A total of 75 people were listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1910 census, with 27 different occupations (Table 1.29). One new detail added in this census year is the location of the person’s occupation, with 22 different locations listed. The agrarian character of Zoar Village continued with 20 people associated with farming, either at a “general farm” or on the “home farm” – possibly indicating a continuation of communal-style farming among some of the residents; seven of thirteen farmers that are not
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1910 as reflected in the places of birth listed in the census illustrates the decline of the Separatists, with only 16 residents listed Germany as their place of birth. Of these German-born residents, only half were former Separatists. Ohio was listed as the place of birth for 156 residents. Other places of birth included Pennsylvania (3 people), Switzerland (2 people), Massachusetts (1 person), New York (2 people), and England (2 people). 
	The1920s 
	The 1920 census shows a population of 176 people in 55 households (Table 1.30), continuing the trend of population decline with a net decrease of six people. The census indicates a total of 50 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only three of which indicate occupied duplexes. The census skips over dwelling number 35 in the list, either indicating a vacant house or an error on the part of the census taker. The 1920 census documents 79 males and 97 females at Zoar Village. Twenty-eight of the 55 households consi
	Age groups in the 1920 census are shown in Table 1.31. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was at 17 percent. Meanwhile, the number of elderly people (60 years and older) in the village decreased to just under 19 percent of the population. There were 67 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing years, representing 38 percent of the total population. In comparison with the 1910 census, it appears that while older residents, especially former Separatists, c
	The major development in the study area in the 1920s is related to an attempt to exploit Zoar Village’s appeal as a tourist destination. Where Zoar Lake is now was originally a wet bottom land. The Separatists used this land for draining waste from the brewery and 
	The major development in the study area in the 1920s is related to an attempt to exploit Zoar Village’s appeal as a tourist destination. Where Zoar Lake is now was originally a wet bottom land. The Separatists used this land for draining waste from the brewery and 
	slaughterhouse, and planted corn here after draining the area in the 1800s. In 1923, real estate developers bought the bottom land and flooded it to create a recreational lake (Massillon Evening Independent 1923a), building a concrete dam at First Street next to the mill race guard lock (see HDC22 in Table 2.28) and presumably replacing a bridge that would have carried First Street across the race (Figure 1.274, Figure 2.43). The Zoar Lake Resort Company produced a proposal in 1923 that included plans for s

	It appears that the resort company successfully sold lots for cottages, although few were actually built. Instead of constructing a new building, the Brewery, which briefly operated as Keller’s Tavern in the early 1900s, was converted to a dance pavilion with a one-story addition on piers overhanging the lake (Figure 1.275) and was apparently quite the draw for local youths seeking the alluring new sounds of jazz. A bathhouse was constructed overlooking the lake on its eastern edge. The Zoar Lake Resort was
	Using the abandoned canal bed north of the Zoar bridge, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was built in 1921 by the Ohio Division of Wildlife, with the further intent to convert the rest of the canal south to New Philadelphia into a massive fishing pond (Steubenville Herald-Star 1921). The hatchery featured six rearing ponds (Figure 1.259, Figure 1.266, Figure 1.276). Breeding stock was brought in by rail. The hatchery was originally intended for smallmouth bass, but waters proved too slow and warm. The hatchery sw
	Other developments in the 1920s include the probable construction of the Second Doctor’s Office on Main Street, between House No. 23 and the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office; and the establishment of the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company on the east side of the village, 
	Other developments in the 1920s include the probable construction of the Second Doctor’s Office on Main Street, between House No. 23 and the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office; and the establishment of the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company on the east side of the village, 
	on the possible location of an earlier Separatist lime kiln (Figure 1.262, Figure 2.42; see HDC24 in Table 2.26); and the removal of the ruinous Canal Mill (see page 1.115). 

	A total of 63 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1920 census, with 30 different occupations (Table 1.32). Thirteen different locations are listed. This census record indicates that agriculture was losing ground as the prime mover of Zoar Village’s economy, as only 10 people were associated with farming in the record. Blue-collar professions continue to appear in the census record, including brickyard laborers for the first time (a total of five people). Four people worked for the railroad, a
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1920 consisted primarily of Ohio natives. Other places of birth listed in the 1920 census included Germany (6 people), Pennsylvania (1 person), Switzerland (1 person), New York (2 people), and England (2 people). 
	ZoarVillageand Connectionsto theTwentieth CenturyModernismArtMovement 
	Perhaps the most well-known artist associated with Zoar Village was German immigrant August Biehle, who went from Cleveland to study in Germany and France in 1902. During this period in Europe, Biehle became familiar with the German jugendstil branch of the Art Nouveau movement, with its flattened natural forms that he would adopt in his work. Biehle and contemporaries such as William Sommer, Henry Keller, and William Zorach embraced the new Modernism movement, with its overt class manifestations. Cleveland
	In 1910, Henry Keller, Abel Warshawsky, and William Sommer, styled themselves as “secessionists,” presumably copying the eponymous movement in Vienna at the time. This group had a show of new modernist works at the Rorimer-Brooks Gallery in Cleveland as a response to the more conservative annual juried show at the Cleveland School of Art (Robinson 1996). The show predates the 1913 New York Armory show, the critically accepted date for the introduction of modern art to American audiences. In fact, two Clevel
	In addition to going to school in Cleveland, artists who would help develop the Modernism movement and would later paint at Zoar Village also went to Europe for artistic training and travel. Biehle returned to Europe and studied at the Munich Royal Academy in 1910–1912, and this trip would alter the Cleveland art scene. In 1912, artists Wassily Kandisky, Franz Marc and Paul Klee amongst others participated in a group show at Munich’s Tannhauser Gallery, and it seems likely that Biehle would have attended th
	In addition to going to school in Cleveland, artists who would help develop the Modernism movement and would later paint at Zoar Village also went to Europe for artistic training and travel. Biehle returned to Europe and studied at the Munich Royal Academy in 1910–1912, and this trip would alter the Cleveland art scene. In 1912, artists Wassily Kandisky, Franz Marc and Paul Klee amongst others participated in a group show at Munich’s Tannhauser Gallery, and it seems likely that Biehle would have attended th
	abstracted forms and prismatic color would come to be known as German Expressionism, which would greatly influence the work of Biehle. This genre shares some attributes with German romanticism in that “the visible world is only a simile and the (artists) recognized their goal as the perception of inner forces in the outside world” (Selz 1974:20). For the expressionists, conscious and unconscious thought merged into one realm combined with aspects of intuition and mysticism (Selz 1974). 

	In the summer of 1912, Biehle returned to Cleveland from Munich with the Blaue Reiter almanac, the manifesto of German Expressionism, and become active in the Kokoon Club with Sommer. The Blaue Reiter almanac and the vibrant paintings of Cleveland artist Abel Warshawsky, also recently returned from Europe, invigorated the Cleveland scene. Biehle and Sommer changed their styles in response to European painting. Biehle’s work became more visionary and Sommer adopted a vibrant palette (Robinson 1996).  
	The writings of Frederick Nietzsche also affected the largely lower and middle class Cleveland Modernists. The modernists were against the materialist culture promoted by American society (Robinson 1996). Unlike the Old Bohemians, the modernists were not on familiar terms with those on the upper end of the dominant power structure, but instead felt oppressed by their social values and their focus on materialism and commerce (Robinson 1996). 
	The introduction of Modernism in Cleveland caused a schism in the Midwestern art scene. Still very engaged in the art world, if no longer dominant in Cleveland, the Old Bohemians under Gottwald lashed out vigorously against modernism. Once the life of the party at Zoar Village, the Old Bohemians now became the conservative force in Cleveland art in the face of encroaching Modernism and its class and social implications. Gottwald pronounced the 1914 Taylor Gallery modernist show in Cleveland, which included 
	The animosity between the groups was mutual. In 1925, a Kokoon Club Masque-Ball program defined “Bohemian”, in what can only be a slight aimed at the Cleveland Artists Society: “In the early days the affair was frequently referred to as “Bohemian” because people still believed that artists led “Bohemian” lives. Now that people have discovered that the real name of the country is Checko-Slovakia (sic) and that is where all the stuff in gift shops comes from the name has dropped out of use” (Kokoon Club 1925)
	AmericanScenePaintinginthe1920satZoarVillage 
	The end of World War I also spelled the end of Modernism in the region. The causes of the First World War were blamed by many on the ideology of Modernism. It was seen in the early 1920s as a foreign idea that was synonymous with Eastern European immigration, socialism, anarchism; all undesirable qualities in a nativist political environment. There was also a backlash to the influence of Nietzsche, since not only did he hail the superiority of the creative individual, he also singled out the weak as worthy 
	Cultural factors also had an effect. Artist Charles Burchfield abandoned visionary modernism after reading Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg and “decided to paint a more objective interpretation of the American scene” (Robinson 1996:90). Therefore, in many ways the modernist retreat was a general tenor of the times. Art historians refer to this retreat from Modernism in various terms. Paintings of urban scenes are often labeled Social Realism, whereas rural settings are labeled American Scene paintings, or Amer
	Cleveland artists responded to the anti-Modernism sentiment in different ways. Keller and Warshawsky abandoned Fauvist color, while Biehle was more accommodating and produced work in a modern style as well as more conservative work. However, it seems that the location often dictated the style, as much as trends in the art world. The Biehle family has noted that the work from Zoar Village in the 1920s is more muted with the use of natural colors and attention to realism (Figure 1.283, Figure 1.284). Sackerlo
	Zoar landscapes were exhibited in Cleveland by Biehle during the interwar period. In 1920 and 1922, Biehle showed Zoar landscapes at the Kokoon Club. In 1922, Biehle’s watercolor Old Mill at Zoar, Ohio won first place in the watercolor category in the Cleveland Museum’s May Show (Landau 1986). Biehle made additional trips to Zoar Village in 1924, 1926, and 1928 to work for short periods of time.  
	The1930s 
	The 1930 census shows a population of 146 people in 46 households (Table 1.33), continuing the trend of population decline with a net decrease of 30 people from 1920. The census indicates a total of 42 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only four of which indicate occupied duplexes. The 1930 census documents 76 males and 70 females at Zoar Village. Twenty of the 46 households consist of only one to two people, a similar proportion to that of 1920. Only 20 former Separatists are listed in the 1930 census, with
	Age groups in the 1930 census are shown in Table 1.34. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 26 percent, much higher than in 1920. The percentage of elderly people (60 years and older) stayed about the same as 1920, just under 18 percent of 
	Age groups in the 1930 census are shown in Table 1.34. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 26 percent, much higher than in 1920. The percentage of elderly people (60 years and older) stayed about the same as 1920, just under 18 percent of 
	the population. There were 46 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing years, representing 28 percent of the total population. In comparison with the 1920 census, it appears that while young adults decreased in number, the number of older residents and children remained about the same. 

	A total of 56 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1930 census, with 38 different occupations (Table 1.35). Eighteen different locations are listed. The trend for the decline of agricultural occupations in the village continued, with only six people listed as farmers. Blue-collar professions continue to increase, including steelworkers for the first time (a total of five people). The brick plant across the Tuscarawas River continued to be a major source of employment, with 11 people employed a
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1930 shows a continuation of the population being native Ohioans. Other places of birth included Germany (5 people), Pennsylvania (2 people), and Switzerland (1 person). A note on the census record indicated that all persons listing their place of birth as Germany were actually from Wrttemberg. 
	ZoarVillagein theGreatDepression 
	The Great Depression had a definite effect on Zoar Village. Mase characterizes Zoar Village in 1930 as having an “air of retirement, as though its founder had called it a day and quit” (Mase 1930:1). Although the Zoar Garden was undergoing restoration in 1930, Mase noted it was a shell of its former glory. The hotel was closed most of the time, and one grist mill had been “torn away” – referring to the dismantling of the Canal Mill in 1921 (Mase 1930:2). The bakery was converted into a dwelling. Law noted a
	In 1933, after Prohibition ended, members of the Cleveland brewer family, the Schlathers, attempted to start a brewery at Zoar Village (Figure 1.285). A. V. Weitz was selected the president of the Zoar Brewery Company. He chose a location for the new brewery on the east side of town, expected to be complete in April of 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels of beer, marketed under the name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company planned to impound a 25-acre lake (probably on Goose Run in th
	In 1933, after Prohibition ended, members of the Cleveland brewer family, the Schlathers, attempted to start a brewery at Zoar Village (Figure 1.285). A. V. Weitz was selected the president of the Zoar Brewery Company. He chose a location for the new brewery on the east side of town, expected to be complete in April of 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels of beer, marketed under the name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company planned to impound a 25-acre lake (probably on Goose Run in th
	page 1.115). The superstructure was to be constructed with hand-hewn timbers (likely from one of the old barns), and the roof would have red clay tiles, also likely taken from an old barn. Bricks for the chimney were to be made in Zoar Village and made to resemble hand-molded bricks (Massillon Evening Independent 1933). However, the brewery apparently never made it past the laying of the foundation, which is still visible across Goose Run from the ruins of the lime kiln (see HDC32 in Table 2.26; Knaack, per

	TheArtsatZoarVillagein theGreatDepression 
	In 1930, like many others, August Biehle lost his lithography job and started to spend the summers at Zoar Village. His work from this period was done in colored pencil in a less aggressive palette than during his modernist period, having dropped the vivid oranges and reds. This change in approach may have been done to make the work more saleable during the Great Depression. Biehle exhibited paintings from the summer of 1931 at the Kokoon Club in Cleveland indicating that he continued to paint there after t
	The beginning of New Deal programs added another artistic dimension to Zoar Village. The newly-minted Historic American Building Survey (HABS) recorded Zoar Village in December 1936 through measured drawing and black and white photography. Cleveland architectural photographer Carl Waite was the photographer for the survey during 1936. Previously, Waite was the staff photographer for the Cleveland architecture firm of Walker and Weeks, a large firm that designed Severance Hall and the 1931 Cleveland Municipa
	In 1936, Alfred Mewett, the Registrar at the Cleveland School of Art, arranged for art students to record scenes of early Cleveland, as part of the National Youth Administration, a branch of the federal Works Progress Administration (WPA). However, Mewett did not actually take the students to the locations but used photographs of early Cleveland from the WRHS collection for the students to freely reinterpret in an Ashcan School style (Chagrin Falls Library 2012). The project operated from 1936 to 1942. The 
	Toledo artist Fritz Boehmer, a miniaturist trained in Germany, cataloged the handicrafts and arts of Separatists at Zoar Village around 1937. Boehmer was working in the WPA, Fine Arts Project division of the Index of American Art and would continue to do so, perhaps sporadically, until at least 1939. Boehmer and other artists of the Index recorded the material culture of pre-1890 America through drawings and watercolors, to capture the origin and rise of American design (National Gallery 2012). Boehmer’s wo
	TheBeginning ofHistoricPreservation atZoarVillage 
	The 1930s marks the beginning of significant historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village. Although initially undertaken by local residents concerned with rehabilitating a deteriorating village and preserving the memories of a dwindling population of former Separatists, the focus on historic preservation at Zoar Village would become the defining characteristic of the community, and would become its economic base in the latter half of the twentieth century. Howard Sarbaugh, a descendent of a Separatist, for
	In 1936, a German author named Norbert Zimmer spent time in Zoar Village, recording the Swabian dialect of the remaining Separatists. The recordings were made with a movie camera, and were intended for scholars in Germany who were studying the dialect. It does not appear that Zimmer returned any copies of these films to the United States (Massillon Evening Independent 1936). 
	The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS; later to become the Ohio Historical Society) became involved, first in an advisory position, and later assisting in purchasing House No. 1 from its owners. In 1939, the OSAHS, fearing commercialization of the historical village, urged private property owners in Zoar Village not to sell their property until OSAHS could acquire funds to purchase historical buildings associated with Separatists (Massillon Evening Independent 1939). 
	Finally, the most significant historic preservation effort at Zoar Village in the 1930s was the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, the only such levee in Ohio solely constructed to protect a historically significant community. According to the USACE Technical Center of Expertise for the Preservation of Historic Buildings, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is one of the earliest, if not earliest examples of a flood risk management project by USACE designed for the sole protection of a historic communit
	Finally, the most significant historic preservation effort at Zoar Village in the 1930s was the construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, the only such levee in Ohio solely constructed to protect a historically significant community. According to the USACE Technical Center of Expertise for the Preservation of Historic Buildings, Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam is one of the earliest, if not earliest examples of a flood risk management project by USACE designed for the sole protection of a historic communit
	Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study). To understand this important development, the history of flood control efforts in the Muskingum Watershed must be discussed. 

	TheMuskingumWatershed ConservancyDistrict 
	The concept of flood control on the scale of an entire river drainage in Ohio was developed as a response to the devastating flood of 1913. This flood resulted in the loss of over 500 lives and caused $300 million in damages across the state. The first drainage in Ohio subjected to a flood control plan was the Miami River Drainage in southwestern Ohio. Dayton engineer Arthur Morgan was contracted to perform a study of the Miami River to determine the best solution in preventing another devastating flood. Al
	Having the needed legal authority in hand, a board of directors was selected for the Miami Conservancy District, with Morgan installed as Chief Engineer. Construction began in 1918 and was completed in 1923. The system was put to the test during the flood of 1937, the largest on record at the time, and the system performed spectacularly. 
	The establishment of the Miami Conservancy District was a direct inspiration for the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD). In 1927, the Zanesville Chamber of Commerce set up a committee to address flooding. After raising funds for a flood control study by subscription, the Dayton-Morgan Engineering Company was hired in 1928 to conduct a flood control study. This study presented a number of possible solutions, including the use of retention dams and the involvement of the Federal Government, but u
	North of Zanesville, flood control was also on the minds of the community leaders in other communities on the Muskingum and Tuscarawas Rivers. In 1930, a joint meeting of representatives was held in New Philadelphia, and the Muskingum-Tuscarawas Improvement 
	North of Zanesville, flood control was also on the minds of the community leaders in other communities on the Muskingum and Tuscarawas Rivers. In 1930, a joint meeting of representatives was held in New Philadelphia, and the Muskingum-Tuscarawas Improvement 
	Association was formed for the purpose of promoting flood control, navigation, and water conservation (Jenkins 1976:26). This group soon proposed a study of the entire Muskingum River drainage to assess flooding, conservation, and other topics related to the use of water in the region. The study, called the Muskingum-Tuscarawas River Study, was authorized in July, 1930, and contracted out to the Dayton-Morgan Engineering Company, who completed it in June of 1931.  

	The Muskingum-Tuscarawas River Study was very comprehensive, and its section on flood control emphasized the danger of another massive flood in the drainage. Encroachment on river banks and floodplains had continued unabated since the flood of 1913. Solutions to the problem of flooding were found to be complex and potentially very expensive, including a system of levees, floodwalls, channel improvements, and reservoirs. Irrigation and water power development in the drainage were found to be unnecessary, but
	A major component of the report was a section addressing immediate needs. The dangers to communities in the drainage from flooding were evaluated and the risks to property and loss of life were found to be very high. The report recommended the establishment of a regional agency to address and manage water conservation and flood control practices. At the time of the report, the authors did not think it likely that the federal government would become involved, and posited that the state would also not be the 
	Flood control efforts faced great challenges in securing funding during the Great Depression, but gained a considerable advantage with the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as President in 1932. In March of 1933, President Roosevelt proposed a three-part plan to address several of the nation’s problems through the creation of three proposals: development of quick-start federal projects that would specifically hired unemployed workers, relief grants to the states, and the creation of a broad-based public wor
	(P.L. 73-90, 48 Stat. 195 / Codified at 15 U.S.C. 703) (NIRA) in June of 1933. This act, among other things, authorized the funding and construction of large-scale public works such as bridges, dams, hospitals, and schools. Title II of NIRA created the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, which was later renamed the Public Works Administration (PWA) in 1939. Section 202 of NIRA provided for the construction of river and harbor improvements and flood control, and also authorized the federal gove
	Just before the President’s proposal was given in March of 1933, a large flood event in the Muskingum River Valley occurred, causing $22 million in damages and hammering home the need for effective flood control in the region. A group of local leaders formed a delegation and began lobbying for federal assistance in flood control. In 1933, buoyed by positive receptions in Washington, D.C., a coalition of groups, including the Zanesville Water and Soil Resources Commission, the Chambers of Commerce in Zanesvi
	A plan for flood protection and water conservation for the MWCD was developed in the summer of 1933 and approved by the MWCD board in August of that year. This plan proposed a series of flood control measures that included retention basins on Wills Creek, the Walhonding River, and Killbuck Creek, along with ten combined retention basins and storage reservoirs to be located on different tributary systems within the district. Nine of the ten proposed combined reservoir/basin projects would eventually be const
	The approved proposal was submitted as part of a grant application for federal assistance from the Administrator of Public Works in Washington, D.C., asking for a total of $41,640,000 (Jenkins 1976:52). The grant request was reviewed by the Mississippi Drainage Area Board, which was tasked to develop flood control policies in the Mississippi Drainage Basin that would be used in making recommendations about Public Works Administration river management projects. Due to the size of the grant request, the Board
	After much review and negotiations, the Mississippi Board finally agreed to fund the cost of the 14 reservoirs in the plan, to the amount of $22,590,000. As the authority of the Board was limited to flood control projects, the members felt that they could only approve the part of the grant that directly addressed flood protection (Jenkins 1976:57). Therefore, the MWCD would have to acquire the funds for highway relocation and real estate acquisition, at an estimated cost of $12 million. The amount of $500,0
	After much review and negotiations, the Mississippi Board finally agreed to fund the cost of the 14 reservoirs in the plan, to the amount of $22,590,000. As the authority of the Board was limited to flood control projects, the members felt that they could only approve the part of the grant that directly addressed flood protection (Jenkins 1976:57). Therefore, the MWCD would have to acquire the funds for highway relocation and real estate acquisition, at an estimated cost of $12 million. The amount of $500,0
	the PWA if they strenuously objected. One mitigating factor for the MWCD was that the USACE was directed to relinquish dam operation to the MWCD after construction was finished (Jenkins 1976:59); however, the Flood Control Act of 1939 would later return administration of the dams to the Corps. 

	While the MWCD could raise $6 million within the District, they turned to the State of Ohio for assistance in raising the additional funding required for the project. At the urging of Governor White, the State Assembly approved a request for $2 million, and also passed an emergency act in March 1934 authorizing the State Director of Highways to relocate highways and streets in or adjacent to areas owned by a conservancy district or part of a flood control easement (Jenkins 1976:62).  
	Several basic policies were adopted by the District to guide its operation. One major policy was that the MWCD was not exempted from paying real estate taxes on the lands it owned. Another important policy was that the MWCD would operate as much as possible without reliance on tax income. The MWCD also resolved not to duplicate efforts of any government agency, with the result that MWCD has needed to enter into numerous cooperative agreements in order to carry out the various programs performed by MWCD (Jen
	In January of 1934, USACE established the temporary Zanesville District to prepare for design and construction of the dams in the MWCD. The Zanesville District began an intensive study of the MWCD to provide information needed for the design and placement of dams and other flood control structures within the district. The Official Plan for the district was developed by USACE, and was submitted to the MWCD directors in July of 1934. The Official Plan initially called for the construction of 15 reservoirs on 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Atwood, on the Tuscarawas River 

	• 
	• 
	Beach City, on Sugar Creek (a tributary of the Tuscarawas River) 

	• 
	• 
	Charles Mill, on Black Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

	• 
	• 
	Clendening, on Brushy Fork (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately theTuscarawas River) 

	• 
	• 
	Dover, on the Tuscarawas River 

	• 
	• 
	Freeport, on Skull Fork (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately of the Tuscarawas River) 

	• 
	• 
	Leesville, on the Tuscarawas River 

	• 
	• 
	Massillon, on the Tuscarawas River 

	• 
	• 
	Mohawk, on the Walhonding River 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Mohicanville, on Lake Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

	• 
	• 
	Piedmont, on Stillwater Creek (a tributary of the Tuscarawas River) 

	• 
	• 
	Pleasantville, on Clear Fork (a tributary of the Walhonding River) 

	• 
	• 
	Senecaville, on Seneca Fork (a tributary of Wills Creek) 

	• 
	• 
	Tappan, on Little Stillwater Creek (a tributary of Stillwater Creek and ultimately of the Tuscarawas River) 

	• 
	• 
	Wills Creek, on Wills Creek 


	All of the above dams were proposed to have permanent reservoirs, with the exception of Mohawk Dam. The reservoirs would serve the dual purpose of flood control and water conservation. The directors released the plan for public comment in September, and the plan was amended by the USACE after consideration of dozens of submitted comments and objections, including concerns about the potential damage to property upstream of Dover Dam. Two major changes were made to the Official Plan: removing water storage fr
	On October 8, 1934, the Official Plan was adopted by the directors of the MWCD (Jenkins 1976:74) and approved by the Conservancy Court on November 19, 1934, which allowed construction contracts to be bidded out and awarded. The Conservancy Court’s ruling of approval requested amendments for stream channelization of the Tuscarawas River and the addition of a dam at Bolivar on Sandy Creek to provide the required flood protection for Massillon; in addition, the height of Dover Dam was to be lowered to allow be
	Implementation of the Official Plan was not a smooth process for the MWCD and USACE. Land speculation made acquisition of the required property for the Freeport Reservoir unfeasible. Amendments to the Official Plan were introduced in February 1935 that proposed a different reservoir site on the River Styx above Rittman, and to provide for the recommendations of the Conservancy Court. A series of other proposed amendments followed, and finally, on June 8, 1935, a revised Official Plan was approved, just in t
	Land acquisitions for the proposed dam sites were completed by the end of 1936, with further easements and property acquired in 1937. Land acquisition was a somewhat slow process, due to the need for legal action to secure some tracts of land. By the end of 1939, the MWCD was still in the process of acquiring the last tracts of land and easements required for full implementation of the plan. Another factor that affected the acquisition of property was the assessment of damages to property owners whose land 
	Land acquisitions for the proposed dam sites were completed by the end of 1936, with further easements and property acquired in 1937. Land acquisition was a somewhat slow process, due to the need for legal action to secure some tracts of land. By the end of 1939, the MWCD was still in the process of acquiring the last tracts of land and easements required for full implementation of the plan. Another factor that affected the acquisition of property was the assessment of damages to property owners whose land 
	so large that the City Council and affected citizens persuaded the MWCD directors to remove the Massillon channelization from the Official Plan (Jenkins 1976:87). 

	Construction 
	Construction of dams within the MWCD began in January 1935 at Tappan. Throughout the year, further contracts were awarded for construction of the remaining dams, the Zoar Levee, and nearly all the railroad and utility relocations. Three additional USACE area offices were set up at Dover, Loudonville, and Dennison to oversee the construction (Jenkins 1976:88); the Loudenville and Dennison offices would be closed in 1938 as construction neared completion. Villages, highways, railroads, and utility lines began
	Construction of the Dover Dam began in 1935, which resulted in an outcry from the inhabitants of Zoar Village. After receiving letters of protest from Zoar Village residents, concerned historians, the OSAHS, the artist I. T. Frary, and finally U.S. Senator Robert J. Buckley (OSAHS 1935), USACE decided to protect the town with a levee rather than condemn and raze the structures within the flood zone. Other levees were constructed as part of the Dover Dam project to protect important industrial sites (Figure 
	USACE assumed control of the dams in the MWCD as a result of the passing of the Flood Control Act of 1939. However, the MWCD could not transfer any other responsibilities to USACE apart from flood control. In 1940, a serious problem regarding the filling of the reservoirs as conservation lakes was identified in that year at Dover Dam: pollution from a nearby chemical company was rendering the water unsuitable for use, and the heavy sediment load of the Tuscarawas River was projected to silt up the lake. Eve
	TheZoarLevee& DiversionDam 
	Although Zoar Village was initially considered for evacuation, USACE decided to construct a set of levees to protect the village instead, due to its historical significance and the location of state-owned museums in the village (Johnson 1950:5). USACE erected the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam between 1935 and 1938, which resulted in the demolition of the Machine Shop and First Planing Mill (discussed on page 1.114), Lumber Drying House, and House No. 24 (discussed on page 1.100) south of town, along with the r
	Work started on the levee on September 17, 1935 (Massillon Evening Independent 1935), and was completed in 1938. As originally designed, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam 
	Work started on the levee on September 17, 1935 (Massillon Evening Independent 1935), and was completed in 1938. As originally designed, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam 
	included two levees, the diversion dam, and a diversion channel excavated as two segments (Figure 1.22, Figure 1.23). The two levees, Levee #1 (west of SR 212) and Levee # 2 (east of SR 212), and met at the top of a small rise south of town, where House No. 24 was located. Levee # 1 was the first of the two levees to be built. Construction photographs indicate that the levee was started near Zoar Lake and progressed to the southeast (Figure 1.286). The northwestern portion of Levee #1 was largely built in 1

	Material for the levee was obtained from two borrow areas located north and east of the modern Goose Run Impoundment area, along with spoil excavated from the diversion channels, ditches, and the railroad embankment. Approximately 330,000 cubic yards of earth went into constructing the levee. 
	The Zoar Diversion Dam was essentially completed in late 1937 (Figure 1.288), and, like the levees, is a rolled earth-filled embankment with an impervious core. The remainder of Levee #1 and Levee #2 was begun in the fall of 1937. House No. 24 was still standing in June of 1937, but was removed by December (Figure 1.289, Figure 1.290, Figure 1.291). The small valley south of House No. 24, where the Zoar Foundry was located (and probably the tile works and pottery as well) was modified with the excavation of
	The Zoar Diversion Dam was essentially completed in late 1937 (Figure 1.288), and, like the levees, is a rolled earth-filled embankment with an impervious core. The remainder of Levee #1 and Levee #2 was begun in the fall of 1937. House No. 24 was still standing in June of 1937, but was removed by December (Figure 1.289, Figure 1.290, Figure 1.291). The small valley south of House No. 24, where the Zoar Foundry was located (and probably the tile works and pottery as well) was modified with the excavation of
	roadway ramps crossing the levee were built: one for SR 212, one for the Dover-Zoar Road, and one that passed Second Street over the levee to Zoar Lake. 

	Similar to the Zoar Levee, the Diversion Dam is also of rolled-earth construction with an impervious inner core sitting directly on bedrock, with thin layers of original alluvium supporting the shell of the dam. Goose Run flows through a single sluice-gated culvert in the Diversion Dam into a channel that feeds it to a ponding area on the southern edge of the village, in the approximate location of the Separatist Tile Works (see discussion on page 1.120). From here, Goose Run flows under the levee through a
	The1940s 
	The 1940 census shows a population of 205 people in 65 households (Table 1.36), reversing the trend of population decline with a net increase of 59 people from 1930. The 1940 census includes important information about where residents lived between the census years, which helps identify new residents at Zoar Village. The census indicates a total of 42 occupied houses in Zoar Village, only four of which indicate occupied duplexes. The 1940 census documents 104 males and 101 females at Zoar Village. Twenty-fo
	Age groups in the 1940 census are shown in Table 1.37. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 25 percent, about the same as in 1930. The percentage of elderly people (60 years and older) increased to 22 percent of the population, although the 
	Age groups in the 1940 census are shown in Table 1.37. The table shows the proportion of the population under the age of 15 was 25 percent, about the same as in 1930. The percentage of elderly people (60 years and older) increased to 22 percent of the population, although the 
	number of extremely elderly people (80 and above) dropped; for the first time in decades, only one resident was in their 80s. There were 73 people between the ages of 15 and 40, the prime child-bearing years, representing 36 percent of the total population. The percentage of younger adults increased mainly due to the arrival of young couples. 

	Development in the study area in the 1940s included some repairs to the Zoar Diversion Dam after a high water event in 1947, when seepage and runoff were found on the interior toe slope of the levee. In reaction to this event, Huntington installed a system of fourteen 40foot-deep relief wells spaced 125 feet apart, with 13 piezometers spaced in between the wells. Additionally, after significant seepage occurred through the right abutment of the Diversion Dam, the pool was drained. After the water receded, a
	-

	Historic preservation efforts continued in the 1940s at Zoar Village. In 1941, House No. 1, the Zoar Garden, and the Garden House were conveyed to the State of Ohio and parts of Zoar Village became a state memorial, overseen for the state by OSAHS (Fernandez 2003:16). House No. 27, The Bimeler Museum, was given directly to OSAHS by Lillian Bimeler Sturm in 1942, followed by the acquisition of the Tin Shop, Wagon Shop and Blacksmith Shop, which were all eventually torn down and reconstructed with new materia
	A total of 74 people are listed with jobs at Zoar Village in the 1940 census, with 23 different occupations (Table 1.38). Eighteen different locations are listed in the census. Only two people were recorded as farmers. The Corundite Refractories brick plant across the Tuscarawas River from Zoar Village continued to be a major source of employment, with 20 people employed at that location. Seven people were associated with coal mining, including two mine owners who lived in Zoar Village. Nine people worked i
	The ethnic composition of Zoar Village in 1940 shows a continuation of the population being native Ohioans. In contrast to previous census data, the diversity of other states as places of birth is high, including Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. The only foreign places of birth listed are Germany (3 people) and Switzerland (2 people). 
	ArtsatZoarVillagein the1940s 
	In 1940, August Biehle was no longer practicing plein-air painting, but worked from earlier works in different media. He reproduced the Old Mill at Zoar in oil (Figure 1.295), from the gouache original that earned him first prize in water color in the 1922 May Show (Paradise Lost Proposal 2010). Biehle exhibited more Zoar paintings in 1951, presumably the ones from his studio practice, at the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society, which at this time was located in Sullivant Hall on the campus of 
	The1950s 
	While detailed census data for 1950 and later is not publically available, comparable information is available in the 1948 Tuscarawas County Farm and Business Directory, while not as detailed as a census record (Rural Directories Inc. 1948). Because the directory was issued only two years before 1950, it can be assumed there was little change in population and the directory can serve to characterize Zoar Village in the post-war period up through the early 1950s. The directory indicates the population of Zoa
	The study area saw an increase in development after the 1940s. Approximately six new houses were constructed within the study area in the 1950s, mainly north of the village (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8). The Zoar Volunteer Fire Department building dates to this period as well (Figure 1.261). The old Zoar Brewery, still functioning as a dance hall, burned to its foundations sometime after 1958, and other Separatist-period buildings that disappeared from the landscape include the barn at the Canal Hotel, the bl
	One major development was a modification of the Zoar Levee by Huntington in 1950, raising its height from an elevation of 919 feet above sea level to 928.5 feet (Figure 1.296, Figure 1.297, Figure 1.298). At the time the levees were constructed, the 919-foot height was regarded as providing limited flood protection, but funding at the time did not allow a taller levee (Johnson 1950). It should be noted that the Zoar Village is the only area located upstream of Dover Dam that has been afforded this additiona
	One major development was a modification of the Zoar Levee by Huntington in 1950, raising its height from an elevation of 919 feet above sea level to 928.5 feet (Figure 1.296, Figure 1.297, Figure 1.298). At the time the levees were constructed, the 919-foot height was regarded as providing limited flood protection, but funding at the time did not allow a taller levee (Johnson 1950). It should be noted that the Zoar Village is the only area located upstream of Dover Dam that has been afforded this additiona
	government. The levee modification connected Levee #1 and Levee #2 into one continuous levee embankment. Approximately 280,000 cubic yards of new fill material was obtained from the original 1930s borrow areas, although the area north of the Diversion Dam impoundment was expanded to about twice the size. To prepare the levee for expansion, 6foot-wide, stepped benches were dug into the levee, and the fill material was placed over the benches. With the additional material, the Zoar Levee now contains 610,000 
	-


	A brick pump station was also built to serve the levee project in 1950, separate from the levee raising (COE# HDC25, Figure 1.299). The box culvert for Goose Run was extended, and a drainage channel was constructed leading to the pump station. The ponding area north of the levee and east of SR 212 was constructed at this time as well. The pump station was built to address flood events where water backed up behind Dover Dam covers the culvert carrying Goose Run under the levee, so high water in the ponding a
	ZoarVillageand theArtsatMid-Century 
	Zoar Village and the avant-garde art scene began to diverge in the 1950s. The advent of Abstract Expressionism and decline of American Scene painting spelled the end of plein-air painting as a vehicle for the avant-garde and moved it into the realm of the hobbyist. After this time, Zoar Village would still be an important destination for artists but they and their work would no longer be nationally recognized in stature or scope. Even though the avantgarde by this time had passed Zoar Village and was enscon
	-

	The1960s 
	At least five houses were built within the study area in the 1960s (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8), and the miniature golf course on the north end of the Zoar Levee, near the old Zoar Brewery, was likely built in the 1960s as well, as it is not apparent on a 1958 aerial photograph of Zoar Village (Figure 1.206). The Zoar Iron Bridge was retired in 1968, and replaced by the current Dover-Zoar Road (CR 82) steel truss bridge, located southeast of the old bridge, with an associated modification of the alignment of
	In 1967, the community celebrated the Zoar Village sesquicentennial, which led to the founding of a new Zoar Community Association (ZCA) that year. The ZCA formulated plans to restore the school building and the town hall. The ZCA also began the now-annual Separatist Days (now the Zoar Harvest Festival). In the mid-1960s, successful bond issues allowed OHS to begin restoration or reconstruction of more Separatist buildings, including the Tin Shop, Garden House, Bakery, Wagon Shop, and Blacksmith Shop, openi
	The1970s 
	Renovations and reconstruction of historical Separatist buildings continued in the 1970s, with the reconstruction of the Blacksmith Shop and Wagon Shop in 1972. More residential development occurred, with at least 15 new houses built in the study area (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8). A small apartment building was built near the Zoar Hotel, and a small duplex apartment building was likely constructed atop the old Zoar Brewery foundation in the 1970s (Figure 1.203). The one-story annex connecting House No. 23 an
	The1980s 
	Six new houses were built in Zoar Village in the 1980s (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8), along with a new post office and the Zoar Village Garage. The restoration of the Zoar General Store was finished in 1980, followed by the completion of restorations at the Third Schoolhouse. The Second Cow Barn was severely damaged in a windstorm in the 1980s and subsequently demolished. Some Separatist-built wagons, carriages, and buggies stored in the barn were apparently  destroyed (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2
	Six new houses were built in Zoar Village in the 1980s (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8), along with a new post office and the Zoar Village Garage. The restoration of the Zoar General Store was finished in 1980, followed by the completion of restorations at the Third Schoolhouse. The Second Cow Barn was severely damaged in a windstorm in the 1980s and subsequently demolished. Some Separatist-built wagons, carriages, and buggies stored in the barn were apparently  destroyed (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2
	most of the items in the barn were not associated with the Separatists (Kathleen Fernandez, personal Communication, 2013). The 2012 Zoar Village Comprehensive plan includes some limited demographic data, and noted the 1980 population of Zoar Village was 264 people (Floyd Brown Group 2010). 

	In 1989, the Ohio & Erie Canal Coalition (OECC) was formed to promote and support the development of the former Ohio & Erie Canal in Stark, Summit, and Tuscarawas counties. In particular, the OECC (now a part of the Ohio & Erie Canalway Association) is relevant to Zoar Village as the southern terminus of the Towpath Trail, an 81-mile multiuse recreational trail, is located at Zoar Village. The OECC makes a concerted effort to tie in the development of the Towpath Trail with annual recreational events at Zoa
	The1990s 
	Six more new houses were constructed in the study area in the 1990s (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8), and the duplex atop the Zoar Brewery foundation was removed at some point after 1997 (American Free Tree Program 1997). The population of Zoar Village was drastically reduced during the 1980s, with a population in 1990 of 177 people, representing a 33 percent decline (Floyd Browne Group 2010); however, population rebounded through the 1990s, with 193 people present in the village by the end of the decade. 
	Seepage problems recurred at the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1989, with seepage occurring on the right side of the conduit outlet, recorded at 50–100 gallons per minute (gpm) and increasing to 200 gpm in 1990. By 1991, the seepage was at a level that resulted in partial draining of the impounded lake, with peak seepage flows recorded at 500 gpm. In 1993, repairs to the Diversion Dam were carried out, including installation of an impervious geomembrane along the upstream right abutment of the dam, construction of 
	Notablehistoricpreservation eventsin ZoarVillageinthe1990s 
	The House No. 1 Kitchen-Magazine complex and Dairy were restored in the early 1990s, and the Garden Spring House was reconstructed in 1994, using the original stone trough that had been kept in storage after the original spring house structure was torn down sometime in the mid-twentieth century (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). In 1996, Congress designated the Ohio & Erie Canalway as a National Heritage Area, covering 110 miles of the canal from Cleveland to New Philadelphia, including the sectio
	The House No. 1 Kitchen-Magazine complex and Dairy were restored in the early 1990s, and the Garden Spring House was reconstructed in 1994, using the original stone trough that had been kept in storage after the original spring house structure was torn down sometime in the mid-twentieth century (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). In 1996, Congress designated the Ohio & Erie Canalway as a National Heritage Area, covering 110 miles of the canal from Cleveland to New Philadelphia, including the sectio
	in historical properties, stimulate new development, preserve natural resources, and boost recreational opportunities. The Ohio & Erie Canalway Association (OECA) was formed in 1996  to be the designated non-profit management entity for the National Heritage Corridor. The OECA board includes members of the OECC, which worked with the Ohio Canal Corridor group (focused on the northern section of the Ohio & Erie Canal) to establish the National Heritage Corridor. The canalway serves as an important component 

	ZoarVillageintheTwenty-FirstCentury 
	New development in the study area in the twenty-first century includes 10 new houses, mainly along Michael Lane south of the village, and most built since 2009 (Floyd Browne Group 2010:8). The Zoar Town Hall was completely restored in 2001. A new restroom building was built next to the Bakery in 2002. The population of the village stood at 191 people in 2008, reflecting a stable population over the first years of the 2000s (Floyd Browne Group 2010). Data contained in the 2010 Zoar Comprehensive Plan indicat
	Analysis of employment data shows that Zoar Village has become a primarily white-collar community, a change from blue-collar job dominance in the 1950s. Less than 10 percent of the working population in Zoar Village reported working in construction or a similar type of typically blue-collar occupation (Lawrence et al. 2012:18). As of 2012, there were five employers in the village, including two restaurants (located in House No. 23 and the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office, connected by a one-story frame
	Analysis of employment data shows that Zoar Village has become a primarily white-collar community, a change from blue-collar job dominance in the 1950s. Less than 10 percent of the working population in Zoar Village reported working in construction or a similar type of typically blue-collar occupation (Lawrence et al. 2012:18). As of 2012, there were five employers in the village, including two restaurants (located in House No. 23 and the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office, connected by a one-story frame
	(Lawrence et al. 2012:18–19). The majority of employed people in Zoar Village work outside the community, with nearly half employed outside of Tuscarawas County. 

	In 2010, the ZCA contracted with OHS to be responsible for the day-to-day operation of the state memorial, although OHS continues to be ultimately responsible for the long term preservation and development of the site. Both organizations are currently working to have Zoar Village designated as a National Historic Landmark by the National Park Service. The Zoar Wetland Arboretum is now managed by the non-profit group Earth Action Partnership (EAP), and contains 82 acres of wetlands, including Zoar Lake. The 
	The most high profile events in the study area in recent history are related to the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project, when seepage problems became evident after a record high water event in 2005, while the levee held back water impounded by Dover Dam for over a month. During this time, widespread small seepage events, referred to as “pin” boils by Huntington geotechnical engineers, were noted along the western interior portion of the levee (referred to by Huntington staff as the Ball Field reach), and m
	In 2008, another significant Dover Dam pool occurred, loading water against Zoar Levee for a month and peaking three feet below the 2005 pool, at 904.6 feet. The levee’s performance near the Rock Knoll reach worsened significantly, with large concentrated seepages, known as “boils,” appearing at several locations within the interior of the levee. Early during the 2008 event, boils on the Rock Knoll reach were sand-bagged. As the pool elevation increased during the next two weeks, the number of boils, the si
	Flood control measures with sandbag rings continued for two and a half weeks, while Dover Dam’s pool rose from an approximate elevation of 894 feet to an elevation of 904.6 feet. Meanwhile, several boils grew to 1.5 feet in diameter, with some boils producing up to 300 gpm of water each. Huntington geotechnical engineers grew concerned that this water flow was eroding the foundation of the levee. Without being able to interpret whether the seepage was flowing solely through bedrock or dangerously along the 
	At the same time, widespread small boils and pervasive area seepage were again observed on the Ball Field reach of the levee, but no immediate flood control measures were taken. This 
	At the same time, widespread small boils and pervasive area seepage were again observed on the Ball Field reach of the levee, but no immediate flood control measures were taken. This 
	scenario was very similar to what occurred in 2005. The boils were monitored for about three and a half weeks, but did not expand. This event resulted in Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam being reclassified as a DSAC 1 project, as progression toward failure of the levee to operate as designed was believed to be imminent.  

	In 2008, after the emergency situation, Huntington placed a granular seepage blanket on the interior toe of the Rock Knoll reach, which prevented Zoar Levee from potentially failing and damaging Zoar Village. Huntington also constructed a seepage collection system on the interior toe of the Ball Field reach, along with a larger storm drainage culvert under State SR 
	212. The seepage collection system consists of a perforated pipe within a granular trench that provides for relief of seepage pressure at the toe of the levee and collects flow from the relief wells. This drain intercepts and collects under seepage that will reduce pressure at the toe of the levee, increasing its stability. A new data logger building was constructed at the Diversion Dam in late 2012. 
	Historic preservation efforts continue at Zoar Village. House No. 27, the Bimeler Museum, is under renovation to repair the foundation at the time of this report. New restorations and improvements to the Sewing House and Hotel were under consideration for use as exhibit space and a visitor’s center by the ZCA and OHS, but any planning and funding for that project is awaiting the outcome of the DSMS. In addition to state-funded restoration work, numerous private residences have also restored their houses (Fe
	Post-SeparatistDevelopmentoftheBuiltEnvironment 
	Residential 
	A few new houses appeared in the village in the early twentieth century. Some Craftsman cottages began to appear in the eastern half of the village, replacing agricultural buildings, but for the most part the nineteenth century houses continued to be occupied rather than replaced by new construction. Modern improvements made their way into the village, including replacement of most of the remaining tile roofs with slate or asphalt shingling, electricity, and a sewer system. By mid-century, Main Street had b
	Detailed discussion of each individual house is not included here; for further information please refer to Table 2.36. 
	Commercialand IndustrialDevelopment 
	Commercial development within Zoar Village mainly involved the repurposing of existing Separatist buildings, with few new commercial developments. Among the new developments were the lime kiln, the fish hatchery, and an attempt at building a new brewery. Not all post-Separatist commercial developments are discussed below; see tables 2.26 and 2.40 for detailed discussions of buildings associated with this context. 
	LimeKiln 
	COE#HDC24 
	The lime kiln located on the east side of Zoar Village operated as the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company, likely between 1920 and 1942 (Figure 1.149, Figure 2.42; see Table 2.26). The lime kiln does not appear in either business directory consulted for this project (Wilmer Atkinson Company 1917, Rural Directories 1948). Jacob Singer is listed as the lime kiln owner in the 1930 and 1940 federal census records; in 1920, Singer was simply listed as a laborer. Singer is not present in the 1910 census record or the
	The lime kiln survives as a ruin today (Figure 1.301). The ruins consist of a quarried stone embankment with a twentieth-century refractory brick kiln stack remnant. Ruins of the attendant buildings are not visible on the surface, and one stone foundation was covered by the seepage blanket installed in 1993. The stone embankment may be part of an earlier Separatist lime kiln that may have operated at this location, perhaps in the early nineteenth century, as there are very few records of the Separatists ope
	BrickPlant 
	(NoCOE#;outsidestudyarea) 
	A private company took over the brick plant in 1911 that the Society started in the 1890s (Law 1942:340; Figure 1.151, Figure 1.266). The plant suffered a catastrophic fire on October 19, 1912, and had to be completely rebuilt (Massillon Evening Independent 1912a). This plant operated under a variety of names, including the Zoar Fire Clay Company and the Imperial Fire Clay Company, and was eventually bought by Corundite Refractories in 1929 and operated as their Imperial Plant well into the 1970s (Massillon
	State
	Fish HatcheryNo.12 

	COE#HDC23 
	State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was built in 1921 by the Ohio Division of Wildlife in the former canal bed north of the Zoar Iron Bridge (Figure 1.259, Figure 2.41, see Table 2.26). The hatchery consisted of eight attached pools or cells for raising different stocks of fish, connected by a set of box culverts, with water controlled by gates and pumps. The ruins of the fish hatchery are very well preserved, with nearly all the components visible in historical photographs present today (Figure 1.268, Figure 1.269,
	1933BreweryFoundation 
	COE#HDC32 
	The brewery operation that was intended for the east side of Zoar Village, near the lime kiln, never made it past the laying of the foundation using stones recycled from the Canal Mill. The foundation is still visible today (Figure 1.262, Figure 1.285, Figure 2.42; see Table 2.26). The history behind the brewery development is discussed on page 1.152. 
	Tourismand Recreation 
	Post-dissolution recreation in the study area focused on the Tuscarawas River and Zoar Lake (Figure 1.259). Numerous buildings and structures were built in association with this context, but very little material remains are still present. The Boat House was probably demolished at the same time as the Power House when the Zoar Levee was constructed. Four or five small cottages were built between the lake and Zoar Village (Figure 1.264), but all of these were either demolished or moved into the village when Z
	ZoarLakeDam 
	COE#HDC22 
	This dam is a simple poured concrete dam that likely replaced a small bridge or raised roadbed where First Street met Water Street (Figure 1.264, Figure 1.274, Figure 2.43; see Table 2.28), and dates to 1923 as part of the development of the Zoar Lake Resort. 
	ZoarLakeDike 
	COE#HDC56 
	A low rock dike runs along the southwestern edge of Zoar Lake, and appears to be a feature associated with the impoundment of Zoar Lake in 1923 (Figure 1.264, Figure 1.302, Figure 2.43; see Table 2.28). The feature appears to run for a short distance but does not encircle the entire lake. 
	Transportation 
	Roadsand Streets 
	As noted earlier, the streets in Zoar Village received their names after the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. North-south streets are named East, Main, Park, and Foltz, while east-west roads are numerical starting from the south end of town and proceeding north (First through Seventh). Sixth and Seventh streets date to between 1912 and 1935, as they are not present on the 1912 USGS map but are visible in the 1934 aerial photograph (Figure 1.42; Figure 1.266). Fifth Street was platt
	TheOhio &ErieCanal 
	In 1908, the State attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal, dismantling many of the old locks and rebuilding them with concrete (Woods 1992). Lock 10 was likely one such replacement (see HDC16 in Table 2.20), although it is possible that some of the stone superstructure is still in place (Fgure 1.190, Figure 1.268, Figure 2.24). The State also added a 200-foot long concrete extension onto the old Zoar Dam (see HDC15a in Table 2.30), covering the timber crib dam with concrete and building a fish ladder at
	Wheeling &LakeErieRailroad BridgePiersand Abutments 
	COE#HDC8 
	Improvements to the railroad occurred during and soon after the dissolution. A sandstone railroad pier next to the mill race in the woods between the river and the old highway ramp bears the date 1898 (Figure 1.190, Figure 1.303, Figure 1.304, Figure 2.24; see Table 2.12), and in 1908, a new trestle was under construction, including a 20-foot tall, 300-foot long earthen berm (Coshocton Weekly Times 1908). The remains of the railroad abutments on either side of the river likely date to this period, although 
	Dover-ZoarHighwayBridge 
	COE#HDC57 
	This bridge was constructed in 1968 to replace the Zoar Iron Bridge, which was incapable of handing increasing traffic and vehicle weights (Figure 1.189, Figure 1.307, Figure 2.50; see Table 2.44). The bridge is a steel continuous beam bridge 28 feet wide and 405 feet long (ODOT 2013). 
	CommunityDevelopmentin thepost-Separatistperiod 
	Buildings associated with community development after the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar include such resources as the Zoar Volunteer Fire Department, the U.S. Post Office, and similar structures. Detailed information on these buildings can be found in tables 2.27 and 2.34. 
	Flood ControlEffortsin thepost-Separatistperiod 
	Resources associated with this context include all structures associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, discussed earlier in this section and also in tables 2.32 and 2.46. 
	HistoricPreservation Effortsin thepost-Separatistperiod 
	Resources associated with this context include the resources listed under flood control efforts, as well as reconstructed Separatist buildings and support structures such as restroom facilities. These resources are discussed in detail in tables 2.34 and 2.48. 

	CHAPTER1.5.COMPARISONSWITHOTHERCOMMUNAL SOCIETIES 
	CHAPTER1.5.COMPARISONSWITHOTHERCOMMUNAL SOCIETIES 
	The Society of Separatists of Zoar was one of many communal societies that were established in the United States in the nineteenth century. Many of these societies were religious in nature, as were the Separatists. Others had secular aspirations for a utopian society. The scope directed HDC to identify the utopian and communal societies that were listed on the National Register, and to compare the Society of Separatists of Zoar to these groups. We identified the following societies that are listed in some f
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Amana Society, Iowa: National Historic Landmark 

	• 
	• 
	Old Economy, Pennsylvania (Harmony Society): National Historic Landmark 

	• 
	• 
	Shakers: Canterbury Village National Historic Landmark (New Hampshire), Sabbathday Lake National Historic Landmark (Maine), Hancock Village National Historic Landmark (Massachusetts), Mount Lebanon National Historic Landmark (New York), Pleasant Hill National Historic Landmark (Kentucky) 

	• 
	• 
	Perfectionists of Oneida, New York: Oneida Community Mansion House National Historic Landmark 

	• 
	• 
	Aurora, Oregon (Former Harmonists): Not a National Historic Landmark, but 20 associated sites on National Register 

	• 
	• 
	Bethel, Missouri (Former Harmonists): Not a National Historic Landmark, but is a National Register Historic District 

	• 
	• 
	Bishop Hill Colony, Illinois (Swedish Separatists): National Historic Landmark 


	Our research indicates that the Society of Separatists of Zoar is only truly comparable to four of the above groups: The Harmony Society, a religious communal society formed by a fellow German Separatist group in the late eighteenth century near Pittsburgh; the Amana Society, a group of German inspirationalists who immigrated to America in 1842; the Aurora/Bethel societies, composed of ethnic Germans that included former Harmony Society members; and the Bishop Hill Colony, composed of Swedish Separatists (F
	TheHarmonySociety 
	The history and development of the Harmony Society has many parallels to that of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. George Rapp (1757–1847) was born in Iptingen, Wrtemburg, Germany. He married at 26 and had two children, who also later joined the society. Rapp became a Separatist preacher at age 30 in 1787 and began to attract a large number of like-minded followers. Rapp and his followers faced the same difficulties in Wrttemberg as the 
	The history and development of the Harmony Society has many parallels to that of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. George Rapp (1757–1847) was born in Iptingen, Wrtemburg, Germany. He married at 26 and had two children, who also later joined the society. Rapp became a Separatist preacher at age 30 in 1787 and began to attract a large number of like-minded followers. Rapp and his followers faced the same difficulties in Wrttemberg as the 
	Separatists under Bimeler, and he decided to relocate his followers to America. In 1804, after a scouting expedition led by Rapp the previous year, 600 of his followers arrived in Baltimore and Philadelphia. Rapp took a select number of skilled and experienced members to the chosen community site north of Pittsburgh in Butler County, and in 1805, the community formally organized as the Harmony Society, and set up a communal system. In the spring of that year, the remaining members joined Rapp at the new set

	The original settlement location proved to be unworkable, due to a lack of good transportation corridors via water and soils ill-suited for grape production. In 1814, the society bought 30,000 acres in Posey County, Indiana, and 100 members relocated to this area in the summer of 1814 to prepare a new settlement, named New Harmony. By 1815, the entire society had relocated and sold their Pennsylvania holdings (including the village of Harmony and 6,000 acres) for $100,000. In Indiana, New Harmony became a r
	New Harmony was laid out on a grid oriented to the cardinal directions with no central square. Surrounding the town were orchards, farm fields, and gardens. The large public buildings were placed along the central east-west street, and houses were placed within their lots in order to maximize space for individual gardens. The initial residential architecture at New Harmony was of log construction, followed quickly by frame and then brick buildings, built with German architectural influences. After the Oweni
	In 1824, the society moved back to Pennsylvania, citing disease and conflict with neighbors. The society sold the New Harmony property to Robert Owen for $150,000 (Owen intended the location for his planned communal, utopian society, New Lanark), and the Harmonists bought the Economy, Pennsylvania, property north of Pittsburgh on the Allegheny River. In 1824, about 90 able-bodied and experienced men cleared the new village site and by some reports were building a log house a day (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:77). B
	Meanwhile, back in New Harmony, Robert Owen attempted to set up a utopian society according to scientific principles. However, he failed to convince his followers that his program had merit, and admitting defeat, he left the society, allowing members to purchase land on a long-term lease (Hurdis 2002). Nevertheless, the ideals of the short-lived society served to inspire others to work for the achievement of the Owenite’s goals: women’s 
	Meanwhile, back in New Harmony, Robert Owen attempted to set up a utopian society according to scientific principles. However, he failed to convince his followers that his program had merit, and admitting defeat, he left the society, allowing members to purchase land on a long-term lease (Hurdis 2002). Nevertheless, the ideals of the short-lived society served to inspire others to work for the achievement of the Owenite’s goals: women’s 
	equality, abolition, and free inquiry; and so New Harmony became an early center of scientific inquiry and progressive thinking in the Midwest. 

	In 1831, the Harmony Society faced a major instance of societal discontent, spurred by a German adventurer who styled himself Graf Maximillian De Leon. De Leon moved to Economy with a group of followers, ostensibly to join the society. However, he began preaching a return to marriage and other types of worldliness, and in the end, the society had a vote as to whether to follow the teachings of Rapp or De Leon. About a third of the membership voted to leave with De Leon, and in 1832, this group of 250 people
	After the death of George Rapp in 1847, the society put a new leadership structure in place, with two trustees and a council of seven elders, similar to the political organization at Zoar Village. The focus of the Harmony Society changed under the leadership of the new trustees, Romelius Baker and Jacob Henrici. The two men concentrated less on the Society’s traditional economy and instead ventured into real estate and investment endeavors. Many of these ventures were unsuccessful, however, and Henrici had 
	Economy Village was laid out on a grid system, with house lots large enough so that each house has a garden. In 1874, the community contained approximately 120 houses, brick streets, water supplied through a reservoir on a hill above town, a church, assembly hall, and a store. The village contained a “pleasure-garden” and was surrounded by orchards and agricultural fields (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:68). The society’s cemetery was similar to Zoar Village’s, in that no markers were erected above the graves. In 187
	Households contained between four and eight members, usually equally divided between the sexes. Nordhoff noted they did not deny themselves in terms of comfortable furnishings. One notable thing is the love of music throughout the society, and nearly all the members could read musical notation. Flower gardening was a popular pastime. Each family cooked for itself, but received bread from the bakery and milk from the dairy. General household supplies were “dealt out from the general storehouse at stated peri
	Prior to Nordhoff’s visit in 1874, the Harmony Society kept a woolen mill, brewery, cotton mill, silk factory, and other industries, but some of these had ceased operation at the time of Nordhoff’s observations. The society operated a steam laundry, slaughterhouse (with nearby piggery and soap-boiler), machine shop (with cider boiler annex), sawmill, tannery, blacksmith shop, carpenter shop, bakery, vinegar factory, tailor shop, hat shop, shoe shop, tin shop, saddle shop, and even a watch repair shop. 
	The society owned oil wells, coal mines and sawmills outside of the society, but did not staff them with society members. Of note was a cutlery factory at Beaver Falls that employed 200 Chinese immigrants (Nordhoff 1965 [1876]:90). In 1874, the holdings of the society were valued at $3 million. 
	Nordhoff (1965 [1876]) reported that the Economy hotel, which was once a frequent stop on stage route and a favorite destination of Pittsburgh residents, had become unaccustomed to lodgers, and did not encourage long visits. However, the hotel did accommodate the daily feeding of between a dozen and two dozen transients daily, and put them up in a house for the night, similar to their treatment at Zoar Village.  
	The Harmony Society and the Society of Separatists of Zoar established a productive relationship early on, with reciprocal exchanges of goods – mainly with raw materials going from Zoar Village to Economy and finished products making the return trip (Nixon 1933:153). The Harmony Society was a source of technical expertise for the Separatists. The common ideologies, values, and interests of both groups were very conducive to their successful relationship. Similar relationships existed between the Separatists
	The Harmony Society towns of New Harmony, Indiana, and Economy, Pennsylvania are both listed on the National Register as National Historic Landmarks; New Harmony was listed in 1977 and Economy in 1987. 
	TheAmanaSociety 
	Calling themselves the “True Inspiration Congregations,” the Amana Society was another communal society very similar to Zoar. The society’s religious beliefs stemmed from the Pietist movement in eighteenth century Germany, and the group that would become the Amana Society featured frequent periods of inactivity between flare-ups of inspirational activities. In 1816, several people became prominent figures in the movement through 
	Calling themselves the “True Inspiration Congregations,” the Amana Society was another communal society very similar to Zoar. The society’s religious beliefs stemmed from the Pietist movement in eighteenth century Germany, and the group that would become the Amana Society featured frequent periods of inactivity between flare-ups of inspirational activities. In 1816, several people became prominent figures in the movement through 
	inspiration from God, including Christian Metz, the society’s leader until 1867 (Metz visited Zoar Village prior to his death). The various inspirational congregations were widely scattered throughout Germany, but started congregating at Armenburg between 1825 and 1839. The society was in frequent conflict with the establishment, refusing to take oaths or send children to public school. In 1842, Metz was inspired to collect all the congregations together, and move to America. The initial settlement was near

	The new Amana colony was located 74 miles west of Davenport, Iowa. In 1875, the society had 1,485 members, spread out among seven small towns on 25,000 acres (Table 1.39). Livestock included 3,000 sheep, 1,500 cattle, 200 horses, and 2,500 hogs. All of the members were Germans. The Amana villages were loosely arranged in a rectangular outline around their lands, spaced about a mile and a half apart on either side of the Iowa River. The villages of Homestead and South Amana were on the Chesapeake, Rhode Isla
	The Amana society government was overseen by a board of 13 trustees, chosen annually by male members. The president of the society was chosen by the trustees. Trustees were responsible for the general finances of the society as whole, but had no special role in the governing of individual villages. 
	Nordhoff noted that what Amana members valued about their society was the equality among men, security for their family, abundance of food, and lack of a ‘master’ or overseer. Nordhoff posited that these features of communal living were especially attractive to Germans, which was why their communal societies tended to be more successful. 
	The Amana Society persisted as a communal organization until 1932, when the community decided to reorganize as a for-profit, joint stock organization in reaction to the effects of the Great Depression. Communal services such as the large dining halls, bakery, and assignment of quarters to families ceased, and each family was free to live where they wished. All 
	The Amana Society persisted as a communal organization until 1932, when the community decided to reorganize as a for-profit, joint stock organization in reaction to the effects of the Great Depression. Communal services such as the large dining halls, bakery, and assignment of quarters to families ceased, and each family was free to live where they wished. All 
	members received non-transferable stock in the new corporation that entitled them to a vote as a shareholder, with additional shares parceled out according to the seniority of the member (Schroer and Mattison 1964). The Amana Colonies became a National Historic Landmark in 1965. The Amana Societies, Inc., currently owns and oversees over 26,000 acres of farmland. Amana Refrigeration, now a subsidiary of Whirlpool, started in the woolen mill at Middle Amana in 1932 after the society voted to become a for-pro

	BethelandAurora 
	The Bethel and Aurora communities were founded by Dr. John Keil, a Prussian born in 1811. The members were all ethnically German (either immigrants or Pennsylvania Dutch). Keil’s concept of communalism extended only to government and property, and not into family life. The society’s government consisted of Dr. Keil and four hand-picked advisors. Hired hands were occasionally retained but most labor was supplied by the community members as required. 
	Keil’s first society was organized at Bethel, Missouri, in 1844, and was composed in large part of former Harmonists that left Economy in the wake of the De Leon fiasco. Bethel eventually came to encompass about 4,000 acres, and included a grist mill, distillery, sawmill, carding shop, woolen mill, and a post office and general store. In 1855, Keil set out for Oregon with about 80 people, thinking that he could establish a much larger society on the Oregon coast; however, unlike the Harmonists or the Amana 
	In 1874, 4,000 acres of land belonged to the society at Bethel, with a tract of 1,300 acres in the next county at the satellite community of Nineveh. The Nineveh tract was established in 1849 as the waterpower privilege there was attractive to the Bethel community. A sawmill was set up on the river, and a tannery, blacksmith shop and a shoe shop were operated by six families at Nineveh. Bethel had 200 members split among 25 families, with 50 children in school. The community had a sawmill, gristmill, tanner
	Keil set up his second community at Aurora, Oregon. Aurora was similar in appearance to Bethel. The town had one main street and no paved sidewalks. The village included a church and large houses that resembled factory buildings to outsiders which were three stories tall and 100 feet long, and accommodated a population of about 400 people. Families lived in either a house or an apartment in a larger dwelling. Each house had a garden and chickens. 
	Keil’s group soon erected a sawmill, a tannery, a cabinetry shop, a blacksmith, a wagon shop, a shoe shop, a tin shop, a grist mill, a weaving shop, a fruit dryer, a supply store and a drug 
	Keil’s group soon erected a sawmill, a tannery, a cabinetry shop, a blacksmith, a wagon shop, a shoe shop, a tin shop, a grist mill, a weaving shop, a fruit dryer, a supply store and a drug 
	store for members, and a general store for non-members. The society built a spacious hotel, often used for a summer resort by Portland natives. Aurora welcomed Portland residents for outings and picnics. Aurora was known for its extensive orchards. Nordhoff noted that there were no attempts at beautification – the village was all function over form. The village was laid out haphazardly. 

	Keil died in 1877, depriving the Aurora and Bethel communities of their charismatic leader. The loss of Keil left a gap in leadership and inspiration, and the communities soon voted to abandon the communal lifestyle, with Bethel dissolving in 1880 and Aurora in 1881 and the property divided among the members (Piggot 1970). Bethel incorporated as a town in 1883. The town was listed on the National Register as a historic district in 1970, with around 30 buildings listed as contributing resources. Development 
	TheBishopHillColony 
	The Bishop Hill Colony in Illinois was founded by a group of Separatists from the region of Helsingland, Sweden, who mainly consisted of farmers. This group organized about 1830, and after suffering persecution in Sweden, began moving to Bishop Hill, Illinois, in 1846. Emigration was completed in 1848, with approximately 800 people in the community. Like the Separatists of Zoar, the Bishop Hill Colony organized as a communal society out of economic necessity rather than by spiritual inspiration (Lidfors 198
	The village of Bishop Hill was laid out using a grid system oriented to the cardinal directions. Families at Bishop Hill lived separately, but ate together in the communal dining hall. Traditional Swedish diets, clothing, and building architecture were a feature of the early years of Bishop Hill, although by the end of the communal experiment here, the community had adopted more mainstream American ways. As at Zoar Village and Economy, each family received supplies from a common store. In 1848, the Bishop H
	In 1854, the colony contracted to grade part of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad, which allowed them to improve the village with brick dwellings, hotel, and a large dining hall with attached brewery and bakery. The upper story of the dining hall served as a dormitory. By 1859, the community was prospering, with 10,000 acres, a fine herd of cattle, and business with local farmers at their saw and grist mills. However, the society was also 
	In 1854, the colony contracted to grade part of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad, which allowed them to improve the village with brick dwellings, hotel, and a large dining hall with attached brewery and bakery. The upper story of the dining hall served as a dormitory. By 1859, the community was prospering, with 10,000 acres, a fine herd of cattle, and business with local farmers at their saw and grist mills. However, the society was also 
	fairly deep in debt, as they did not use the proceeds from the railroad grading to settle debts but rather spent it on improvements to the village. 

	A period of discontent began about 1859 at Bishop Hill among the younger members. The society voted in 1860 to divide the property between a group that wished to continue living communally and a smaller group that wanted individual property shares. The smaller group divided its shares among its members in 1861. Meanwhile, the group that wanted to continue as a commune fragmented further, and in 1862 the entire property was divided and the commune was disbanded.  
	In 1874, the village had fallen into decay, with most of the businesses and trades relocated to a different community. Some of the houses were still occupied but many of the buildings were dilapidated. However, this was early in the post-colony period, and several new buildings were erected between ca. 1871 and 1920 (Lidfors 1984). In the 1960s, a movement to preserve the heritage of Bishop Hill began in the community, as local residents realized that the historical buildings were slowly being lost to negle
	Summary 
	To conclude, the 1975 Zoar Historic District can be seen as the equal of any of the other National Register -listed communal societies examined for comparison. The 1975 Zoar Historic District is significant for its association with the nineteenth century communal society movement, and as a significant collection of German-American architecture. Perhaps what makes the 1975 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of historic buildings associated with the period of significan

	CHAPTER1.6.SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS 
	CHAPTER1.6.SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS 
	This volume has presented the results of Task I.B of the scope of work for the Historic Property Baseline Study component of the Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study. Task I.B involved intensive research into the history of the study area to provide contextual information for Tasks I.C, the Aboveground Resources Survey, and Task I.D, the Archeological Probability Assessment. The results of those two tasks are presented in Volume 2 of this report. 
	-

	Research into the history of the study area relied on a number of different sources: primary documents, popular and scholarly books and articles, newspaper accounts, historical maps and photographs, cultural resource management reports, dissertations and theses, National Register nomination forms, Ohio Archaeological Inventory and Ohio Historical Inventory forms, and web sites. Research was performed at the Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, the Zoar Museum, the Ohio State University Library, the S
	The results of the background research document the rich history of the study area. Prior to settlement by Europeans, the study area has seen occupation by pre-contact groups dating back to at least the Archaic period, although no archeological evidence for anything apart from transient use of the study area currently exists. Native Americans travelled through the study area on a trial that connected the Muskingum River Valley with the Cuyahoga River Valley to the north, and a historic-period group likely u
	The establishment of the community in 1817 in Ohio was initially difficult, with severe weather and financial problems plaguing the Separatists. In 1819, the community voted to adopt a communal lifestyle in order to establish security and prosperity. The society enacted a marriage ban and adopted celibacy in the 1820s to free up women for labor in the Society’s 
	The establishment of the community in 1817 in Ohio was initially difficult, with severe weather and financial problems plaguing the Separatists. In 1819, the community voted to adopt a communal lifestyle in order to establish security and prosperity. The society enacted a marriage ban and adopted celibacy in the 1820s to free up women for labor in the Society’s 
	farm fields and in digging the Ohio & Erie Canal bed through their lands. The marriage and celibacy ban ended in 1830. The Society erected a number of mills, shops, a brewery, and agricultural buildings through the 1820s and 1830s, and residential buildings evolved from the initial log cabins into large frame buildings and a few brick houses, including the palatial House No. 1. The Society owned around 12,000 acres of land at its height, and operated two blast furnaces, four canal boats, and several general

	The community’s inspirational leader, Joseph Bimeler, died in 1853, which marked the beginning of a slow decline for the Separatists. Initially, the time of prosperity continued through the Civil War period, but economic hardship began to set in during the post war period, along with rising discontent among the younger members. This discontent was partially sparked by the increasing popularity of Zoar Village as a tourist destination for city dwellers in Ohio, coming from as far away as Columbus and Clevela
	Post-dissolution, Zoar Village saw a steady dispersal of the younger people to new locations, while many of the older Separatists stayed in town. Many attempted to run new businesses based on the old Separatist industries and shops, such as the grist mill, the planing mill, and a couple of shoe shops. Local industrials near Zoar Village, including the brick plant across the river and other ceramics and steel plants in the region, became a source of employment for residents of Zoar Village, drawing new resid
	In the 1930s, the MWCD was established to address flood control, water quality, soil erosion and recreation in the Muskingum River Valley, spurred by the devastating flood of 1913 and ensuing, less intense but still destructive flood events. USACE, using funding provided by 
	In the 1930s, the MWCD was established to address flood control, water quality, soil erosion and recreation in the Muskingum River Valley, spurred by the devastating flood of 1913 and ensuing, less intense but still destructive flood events. USACE, using funding provided by 
	the Works Progress Administration, constructed a series of flood control dams and structures on the Tuscarawas and Walhonding Rivers and Wills Creek in cooperation with the MWCD. One of these structures, Dover Dam, threatened to inundate Zoar Village. The planning for flood control coincided with the beginning of historic preservation efforts at Zoar Village, and an outcry was raised, demanding that USACE protect the village. As a result, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam were built in 1935–1938, and improved 

	Zoar Village continued to focus on preserving its heritage. In 1936, the Historic American Building Survey (HABS) documented several buildings in the community, and the State of Ohio began to acquire important buildings in the village, with the Ohio State Archaeology and Historical Society (later OHS) managing the buildings and eventually helping to designate the village as a state memorial. In 1969, the Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register (with a revision to the listing in 1975). Tod
	The results of the Historic Properties Baseline Study have demonstrated that the study area is rich in historical resources. The population of above-ground and archeological resources within the study area holds great potential for the understanding of cultural development here, in terms of pre-contact occupation, the history and development of Zoar Village under the Separatists, and the historical development of the study area in regards to transportation, tourism and recreation, and industry. In compariso
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	BooksandBookExcerpts 
	Adamson, Jack E.  
	2007 The Pottery of Zoar, Ohio: Research and Photos of Known Zoar Pieces. The Zoar Community Association. Gordon Printing, Inc., Strasburg, Ohio. 
	Adamson’s book presents a summary of what little is known about the operation of the Zoar Pottery. Although operating for only a brief period in the 1830s, the pottery produced a wide variety of redware vessels, many of which survive today. After the pottery ceased operation, a pottery in Portage County continued to make vessels stamped “Zoar” for the community. The book contains some information on the probable location of the kiln and a discussion of the various products, glazes and decorative techniques.
	Anderson, David G., Lisa D. O’Steen, and Kenneth E. Sassaman 
	1996 Environmental and Chronological Considerations. In The Paleoindian and Early Archaic Southeast, edited by David G. Anderson and Kenneth E. Sassaman, pp. 3–15. The University of Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa. 
	Anderson et al.'s chapter provides the environmental and technological context for the Paleoindian and Early Archaic Period discussion of the remainder of the edited volume of which it is a part. The text is augmented by useful vegetation maps and graphical representations of projectile point types through time. This chapter provides a good summary of early absolute dates for Paleoindian and Early Archaic archeological sites across the eastern United States.  
	Booth, Russell H., Jr. 
	1994 The Tuscarawas Valley in Indian Days 1750–1797. Gomber House Press, Cambridge, Ohio. 
	This book contains excerpts from 48 historical journals and 30 maps documenting nearly 50 years of Native American and European interaction in the early historical period in the Tuscarawas River valley in northeastern Ohio. The book is particularly useful in determining the intensity of occupation and locations of Native American settlements during this time period, using eyewitness accounts of village layouts and house structures, as well as Native American lifeways of the period. 
	Briggs, Ken 1985 Physical Geography: Process and System. Hodder and Stoughton, London. 
	Briggs' book is an introductory earth science text focusing on geomorphology, meteorology and climatology, vegetation, and soil. The text emphasizes the interrelationships between different natural systems. Of particular use is the section on geomorphology that describes, in detail, the physical processes that create major landscape features such as glacial landforms, river basins, desert landforms, and coastal landforms. 
	Brose, David S.  
	2000 Late Prehistoric Societies of Northeastern Ohio and Adjacent Portions of the South Shore of Lake Erie: A Review. In Cultures Before Contact: The Late Prehistory of Ohio and Surrounding Regions, edited by Robert Genheimer, pp. 96–123. Ohio Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 
	The author examines three different environmental zones that characterize the south shore of Lake Erie and how they correspond with differing Late Prehistoric societies in the region. The study area is located within the Whittlesey tradition area. Before 1250 A.D., the settlement pattern in northeast Ohio was of seasonally reoccupied clusters of two to three single family houses. Between 1450 and 1625 A.D., Whittlesey villages grew larger and were occupied throughout more of the year. Many villages exhibit 
	Brown, James A. 
	1985 Long-Term Trends to Sedentism and the Emergence of Complexity in the American Midwest. In Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherers, edited by T. D. Price and J. Brown, pp. 201–224. Academic Press, New York. 
	Brown's chapter examines the shift in hunter-gatherer economy and settlement patterns in the American Midwest during the Archaic period. Brown argues that the shift to a more sedentary way of life over such a long period of time cannot be explained by prime mover causes such as environmental change, population pressure, or changes in resource abundance. Instead, Brown views the shift to sedentism as the result of cumulative decision making while managing risk in a changing environment.  
	Caldwell, Joseph R. 
	1964 Interaction Spheres in Prehistory. In Hopewellian Studies, edited by J. R. Caldwell and R. L. Hall, pp. 133–144. Illinois State Museum Scientific Papers Volume 12. Illinois State Museum, Springfield. 
	Caldwell's discussion of interaction spheres places trade networks into a broader 
	cultural context. The Hopewell Interaction Sphere is the primary example used to illustrate Caldwell's ideas about networks of peoples and ideas. Beyond its theoretical basis, the chapter is useful for its descriptions of the material remains associated with the Hopewell Interaction Sphere. 
	Carskadden, Jeff 
	2008 Observations on the Early Woodland Cultural Landscape in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio. In Transitions: Archaic and Early Woodland Research in the Ohio Country, edited by Martha P. Otto and Brian G. Redmond, pp. 232–270. Ohio University Press, Athens, Ohio. 
	Although this work focused on Muskingum County for its data set, some of the ideas presented about Early Woodland cultural landscapes likely apply to the study area. Early Adena habitations are evenly divided in the hinterland between stream valleys and hilltops in Carskadden’s sample, while a shift to favor hilltops may have taken place in Late Adena. However, the sample size for each was somewhat small (34 Early Adena hinterland sites and 46 Late Adena hinterland sites), so sample size bias may be affecti
	Carskadden, Jeff, and James Morton 
	1996 The Middle-Late Woodland Transition in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio: A View from the Philo Archaeological District. In A View from the Core: A Synthesis of Ohio Hopewell Archaeology, edited by Paul J. Pacheco, pp. 316–339. The Ohio Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This chapter discusses the transition between the Middle and Late Woodland periods in the Central Muskingum Valley, concentrating on data recovered from excavations at the Philo Site, about 60 miles south-southwest of Zoar Village, situated within a section of bottoms and ridge tops along the Muskingum River. Although some regional variation is expected, data from the well-researched Muskingum River Valley is probably broadly applicable for the upper Tuscarawas River Valley as well. In particular, the autho
	1997 Living on the Edge: A Comparison of Adena and Hopewell Communities in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio. In Ohio Hopewell Community Organization, edited by William Dancey and Paul Pacheco, pp. 365–404. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	The authors argue for the Adena roots of local Hopewell settlement patterns in the Central Muskingum Valley, and that the riverine Woodland communities represent repeated habitations by generations of the same groups throughout the Early and Middle Woodland periods. Early Adena settlement patterns in general may have developed from seasonal movement between diverse topographic settings. There appears to be a shift during late Adena to river bottom occupations, and Hopewell sites are primarily found in the b
	-

	2000 Fort Ancient in the Central Muskingum Valley of Eastern Ohio: A View From the Philo II Site. In Cultures Before Contact: The Late Prehistory of Ohio and Surrounding Regions, edited by Robert Genheimer, pp. 158–193. Ohio Archaeological Council, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This chapter describes the authors’ work at the Philo site and their interpretations of Fort Ancient manifestations in the Central Muskingum Valley. The work is useful for understanding Late Prehistoric settlement in the general region of the study area. Especially useful is a suggested chronology for the general region, including the Tuscarawas and Flushing Escarpment to the southeast of the study area. 
	Chappell, Edward A. 
	1986 Germans and Swiss. In America’s Architectural Roots, Ethnic Groups that Built America, edited by Dell Upton, pp. 68-73. National Trust for Historic Preservation, Washington, D.C. 
	Chappell’s essay discusses the architecture of German-speaking people who came to America in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The earliest buildings were generally impermanent structures, but by the mid-eighteenth century, some German Americans began to build larger, more permanent structures that show the influence of their native lands in Europe. House plans such as the three-room Flurkuechenhaus were common, as well as construction techniques such as Fachwerk, or exposed heavy timber framing 
	Clay, R. Berle 
	1992 Chief, Big Men, or What? Economy, Settlement Patterns, and Their Bearing on Adena Political Models. In Cultural Variability in Context: Woodland Settlement Patterns of the Mid-Ohio Valley, edited by M. F. Seeman, pp. 77–80. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio.  
	Clay explores the sociopolitical organization of peoples participating in the Adena burial-ceremonial complex by comparing the archeological evidence to two ethnographic examples of chiefs and big men. Clay observes that the archeological evidence does not seem to support either model in terms of economic behaviors and settlement patterns. Clay argues that the archeological evidence shows a spatial separation of domestic sites and ceremonial sites, and, further, that the data indicate that peoples participa
	-

	Cunningham, Wilbur M., and James B. Griffin 
	1948 A Study of the Glacial Kame Culture in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Occasional Contributions from the Museum of Anthropology of the University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. University of Michigan Press. 
	Cunningham's portion of this publication reviews significant artifacts and sites related to what he calls the Glacial Kame culture. Cunningham's text is descriptive and is richly illustrated with photos of artifacts. Griffin's section of this publication presents his interpretation of this archeological manifestation. Griffin argues that the traits that Cunningham attributes to a culture more accurately represent a burial complex, which is just one aspect of a pre-contact culture. 
	Dancey, William S. 
	1992 Village Origins in Central Ohio: The Results and Implications of Recent Middle and Late Woodland Research. In Cultural Variability in Context: Woodland Settlement Patterns of the Mid-Ohio Valley, edited by Mark F. Seeman, pp. 24–29. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Dancey's 1992 book chapter compares and contrasts evidence from two central Ohio sites investigated by the author: the Middle Woodland, Hopewell Murphy site in Licking County, and the early Late Woodland Waterplant site in Franklin County. Dancey's intent is to demonstrate that, while the Waterplant site may represent multiple households making up one village, the origin of the village settlement pattern began with smaller Middle Woodland sedentary hamlets. This piece is essentially an early iteration of wh
	Dancey, William S., and Paul J. Pacheco 
	1997 A Community Model of Ohio Hopewell Settlement. In Ohio Hopewell Community Organization, edited by William S. Dancey and Paul J. Pacheco, pp. 3–40. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Dancey and Pacheco expand on the idea originally proposed by Olaf Prufer that the Hopewell settlement models consist of largely uninhabited ceremonial centers surrounded by dispersed sedentary hamlets that are concentrated near the ceremonial centers. The model, as formulated by Dancey and Pacheco, is called the Dispersed Sedentary Community Model. The sedentary hamlet is conceived of as a self-sufficient year-round settlement of one to two households of people who practiced a mixed economy of cultivating i
	Dobbs, Catherine R. 
	1947 Freedom’s Will: The Society of the Separatists of Zoar-an Historical Adventure in Religious Communism in Early Ohio. The William Frederick Press, New York. 
	Dobb’s book is a popular, non-scholarly history of Zoar Village, with a decidedly anti-Communist message, as might be expected of an American book about a Communist society published in 1947. Most of the information in this book is reproduced in other, more scholarly works, but there are some descriptions and insights that were useful to consider in preparing the historic context for the study area. 
	Fernandez, Kathleen M. 2003 A Singular People: Images of Zoar. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Fernandez’s book illustrates the history of Zoar Village through numerous historical photographs. Her work is especially useful for this study, not only through the many detailed photographs that documented the Separatist landscape and details of many buildings long since demolished, but also through a concise history of the community that runs up through the early 1990s. 
	French, Charles 
	2003 Geoarchaeology In Action: Studies in soil micromorphology and landscape evolution. Routledge, London. 
	French's book provides 80+ pages of text concerning the basic principles of geomorphology as applied to archaeology. The remaining 150+ pages of the book presents case studies from around Europe, the Middle East, and Central Asia. Particularly useful to understanding preservation of archeological deposits is the section on soil geochemistry (pp. 10–11, 14) and riverine processes (pp. 25–26).   
	Gunn, Alexander 
	1902 The Hermitage-Zoar Note-Book and Journal of Travel. William C. Whitney, New York. 
	Alexander Gunn, a Cleveland merchant, traveled to Zoar Village frequently and ended up living there permanently in the “Hermitage” cabin. While staying there, he kept a diary. Born in 1837, Gunn first traveled to Zoar Village in 1879. His notes contain much detail of life in Zoar Village during the last days of the society, and were especially useful for this study in determining locations of former industrial buildings. 
	Hardesty, Donald L., and Barbara J. Little 
	2000 Assessing Site Significance: A Guide for Archaeologists and Historians. Altamira Press, Walnut Creek, California. 
	Hardesty and Little's book provides archaeologists with a road map for applying the National Register criteria to different types of archeological sites. The text is important for the tools it provides to archeologists, as well as the comparison of the meaning of significance as used in the National Register and in scholarly studies. Case studies provide examples of how the National Register criteria can be applied to different site types, particularly historical and industrial archeological sites.  
	Haynes, Gary 
	2002 The Early Settlement of North America: The Clovis Era. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
	Haynes' 2002 book is an in depth study of a fairly short period during the Paleoindian Period that is associated with the distinctive Clovis fluted projectile points. Haynes reviews the peopling of the Americas, the archeological record and chronological implications, and Clovis culture and subsistence as known from the archeological record. The book is cited in this study for Haynes' proposed point chronology that suggests a sequence of point type such that the earliest is the Clovis-like Gainey, followed 
	Hinds, William Alfred 
	1878 American Communities: Brief Sketches of Economy, Zoar, Bethel, Aurora, Amana, Icaria, The Shakers, Oneida, Wallingford, and the Brotherhood of the New Life. Office of the American Socialist, Oneida, New York. 
	Hind’s work presents an overview of active communal groups in the United States in the middle of the last half of the nineteenth century. The section on Zoar contains information on the history of the Society of Separatists and community organization. Some information on the physical landscape is also included in the Separatist chapter. 
	Hurt, R. Douglas 
	1996 The Ohio Frontier: Crucible of the Old Northwest, 1720–1830. Indiana University Press, Bloomington. 
	This book presents a well-written, thorough history of the early historical period in the State of Ohio, covering the major political, economical, and social developments from the years 1720 to 1830.The information in the book was useful for summarizing certain political developments that related to the early history of the study area. 
	Jefferies, Richard W. 
	1996 Hunters and Gatherers after the Ice Age. In Kentucky Archaeology, edited by R. Barry Lewis, pp. 39–78. University of Kentucky Press, Lexington, Kentucky. 
	Jefferies book chapter is a comprehensive review of the Archaic period in Kentucky written for scholars and laypeople alike. Four topics are covered for the Early and Middle Archaic periods: artifacts, subsistence, settlement patterns, and burial. Detailed discussions of investigated sites are presented for each period and the chapter is well-illustrated with figures and maps. A more detailed discussion is presented for specific regional Late Archaic archeological cultures, such as the Green River Shell Mou
	2008 Chapter 4. The Archaic Period. In The Archaeology of Kentucky: An Update, edited by D. Pollack, pp. 193–338. Kentucky Heritage Council, Frankfort, Kentucky. 
	Jeffries' 2008 chapter again provides an overview of the archeological database for the Archaic Period from throughout the state of Kentucky, but this time the chapter is written primarily for cultural resources management (CRM) and preservation audiences. The intent of the chapter, as with others in this volume, is to provide an archeological context for CRM reports, and to identify research gaps and questions for specific parts of the state that will help guide CRM investigations. Compiled data on site di
	Jenkins, Hal 
	1976 A Valley Renewed: The History of the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio 
	Jenkin’s book on the history of the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) is a detailed examination of the development of one of Ohio’s largest water resources projects. The MWCD, located in eastern Ohio, was created to address multiple needs: flood control, soil erosion, water conservation, and recreation are among them. Jenkins explores the MWCD through the historical beginnings of flood control in Ohio after the 1913 flood, and presents in minute detail the bureaucratic processes that guided, a
	Johannsen, Eric 1999 A Cleveland Legacy: The Architecture of Walker and Weeks. Kent State University 
	This book is a history of the Cleveland firm of Walker and Weeks who designed the Indianapolis World War Memorial, Cleveland’s Severance Hall. The book mentions Carl Waite as the staff photographer for the firm, apparently not a common occurrence at the time. Waite was also the photographer who participated in the 1936 and 1937 HABS work at Zoar Village. 
	Kaufman, Stanley A. and Ricky Clark 
	1986 German Folk Culture in Eastern Ohio. German Culture Museum, Walnut Creek, Ohio. 
	Kaufman and Clark’s chapter on architecture provides a context for German-American architecture in eastern Ohio. They discuss several residences and churches built by German-Americans in eastern Ohio and look for the influence of styles and construction techniques from their native countries. Several square-hewn log structures are discussed, as well as half-timber structures with clay infill. The section is useful in comparing the architecture of Zoar Village with other German communities in eastern Ohio, a
	Kaufman, Stanley A. and Dr. Lawrence W. Hartzell 1987 Moravians in Ohio. German Culture Museum, Walnut Creek, Ohio. 
	Kaufman and Hartzell’s chapter on church architecture discusses the style and plan of early Moravian churches in Ohio. These German-American structures show many similarities in style and design to the Second Meetinghouse at Zoar Village. And their chapter on house architecture discusses the influence of Germanic styles as well as the rise of national styles such as the Greek Revival on Moravian residential architecture. This is a useful analysis that can be applied to the residential architecture of Zoar V
	Kemp, Emory 
	2002 Taming the Muskingum. Institute for the History of Technology and Industrial Archaeology, West Virginia University, Morgantown. 
	Kemp’s work was performed as part of assessing the Muskingum Watershed flood control system as a whole for eligibility for the National Register. His work presents a history and context for the use and alteration of the Muskingum River drainage in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, first for transportation through canals and river navigation, and finally for flood control. His work is useful for the project in providing context for the construction of the Zoar Levee and the flood control issues t
	King, Charles C. 
	1979 Chapter 10. Hill Country. In Ohio's Natural Heritage, edited by Michael B. Lafferty, pp. 161–181. The Ohio Academy of Science, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This chapter provides an overview of the natural history of the unglaciated plateau part of Ohio. King presents an overview of the geological history and evolution of the area in historical times. The plant and animal communities in three major eco niches (upland mixed oak forests, mixed mesophytic forests, and lowland forests and streams are discussed in some detail. Natural treeless areas and the impacts of coal are also covered in this chapter. King's chapter, like others in this volume, is visually appe
	Landis, George B. 
	1899 The Society of Separatists of Zoar, Ohio. In Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the year 1898, pp. 165–220. American Historical Association via the Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.  
	Landis’ entry in this report covers the history of Zoar Village, spurred by the closing of the Society in 1898. Landis’ account includes information that is covered in more detail by subsequent authors, but is useful in enumerating natural resources exploited by the Society. 
	Law, Clarence L. 
	1942 Zoar and Other Utopias. Unpublished manuscript, Clarence L. Law Papers, MSS 656, The Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. 
	Law’s unpublished manuscript runs to nearly 400 pages in length, and draws heavily on the work of Nixon, Randles, McArtor, and others, along with discussions with Separatist residents who lived in the village while the society was still active. Law’s work covers the history and physical development of Zoar Village, with much information on buildings, including construction dates, occupations, and locations; however, the general accuracy of some of his statements needs to be checked against other sources. Fo
	McAlester, Virginia and Lee McAlester 1995 A Field Guide to American Houses. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 
	This book is a great summary of American house styles and their period of construction. It provides basic information concerning the form of residences, including their plan, elevations, structure, roof framing, roofing materials, windows, doors, chimneys, porches, and other decorative details. The pictorial glossaries are particularly helpful in identifying characteristics of certain styles with the proper nomenclature. The discussion of early American log architecture and the rise of national building tre
	Mansfield, J. B. 1884 The History of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Warner, Beers, & Co., Chicago. 
	This work is one of many such county histories produced by the Warner, Beers & Company publishing house. The work is useful in presenting a good deal of basic historical data on Tuscarawas County without the tendency to emphasize the more colorful incidents other contemporary histories often used to embellish their accounts. The work covers early settlement, the fauna and flora encountered by early settlers, important industries, establishment of canals and railroads, and includes a brief description of Zoa
	Mase, S. O. 
	1930 A Brief History of Zoar or the Rise and Fall of Communism in America. Self-published manuscript, on file at Ohio Historical Society Library and Archives. 
	This brief manuscript that was produced by the superintendent of the Dover school system in 1930 provides a short history of Zoar Village. While presenting little in the way of new information, the author’s description of the village of Zoar at the time he wrote his manuscript is actually quite valuable in understanding the character of the community at what was to be a major turning point in the history of the community. 
	Mills, William C. 
	1914 Archeological Atlas of Ohio. Ohio State Archeological and Historical Society, Columbus. 
	Mills' Atlas, as this book is commonly referred to, recorded the approximate locations of specific types of known pre-contact and major contact period archeological resources for each of Ohio's 88 counties. Pre-contact resource types recorded include burial mounds and other types of burials, effigy mounds, earthen enclosures, village sites, artifact caches, petroglyphs, flint quarries, and rock shelters. Data is presented through the use of text, tables, and county maps. Mills' Atlas provides a starting poi
	Mitchener, Charles Hallowell 
	1876 Ohio Annals. Historic events in the Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valleys, and in other portions of the State of Ohio. T. W. Odell, Dayton, Ohio. 
	Mitchener’s entry in the Ohio Annals series focuses on the early history of the Tuscarawas and Muskingum River valleys, with a heavy emphasis on conflicts between Europeans and native groups in the 18th century. A small section on Zoar Village includes some demographic data, but little else of use for this study. 
	Morhart, Hilda Dischinger (editor) 1981 [1967] The Zoar Story. Gordon Printing, Inc. Strasburg, Ohio. Third printing. 
	This book is a compilation of oral histories of former Separatists and their descendents, compiled by a descendent of the separatists with the intention of preserving and passing on a shared heritage with other separatist descendants. The preparation of the book began in 1949, and was first published in 1967. Much information about building locations and uses is preserved in these reminisces, although the accuracy of the information needs to be judged against other sources. 
	Nordhoff, Charles 
	1965 [1876] The communistic societies of the United States: from personal visit and observation including detailed accounts of the Economists, Separatists, Shakers, the Amana, Oneida, Bethel, Aurora, Icarian, and other existing societies, their religious creeds, social practices, numbers, industries, and present condition. Schocken Books, New York. 
	Nordhoff’s book offers a review of existing communal societies in the United States in 1876. Nordhoff’s intent seems to be to gather data to support an argument against trade unions as a means of organizing manual labor, and looked to the various communal societies of the time, such as the Amana colonies in Iowa, the Shakers, and the Separatists at Zoar Village for examples of how a communal lifestyle was more suited (and less dangerous to society in his view) than the various trade unions. The book contain
	Orlando, F. C. 1975 A History of Sandy Valley. The Press-News, Waynesburg. 
	This small book is a concise history of Sandy Township in Stark County, including the village of Waynesburg. This reference was consulted to see if there was any information on a general store in Waynesburg that Nixon (1933) mentioned was owned and operated by the Separatists. No mention of any connection to the Separatists was found in the book. Because there was no information relevant to the study area, of the reference is included with the data disc with this report. 
	no digital copy 

	Penney, David W. 
	1985 The Late Archaic Period. In Ancient Art of the American Woodland Indians, edited by David S. Brose, James A. Brown, and David W. Penney, pp. 15–37. Harry N. Abrams, New York. 
	Penney's chapter covers the entire Archaic Period across the eastern United States. The Late Archaic section of the chapter was used in the compilation of the precontact culture history for the present investigation. In the Late Archaic section of the chapter Penney discusses topics such as trade, subsistence base, subsistence and settlement cycle, ceremonial artifacts, and the emergence of burial complexes. Regional variants of Late Archaic cultures and well-known sites are briefly reviewed within the larg
	-

	Perrin, William H. 1881 History of Stark County, Ohio. Baskin & Beatty Historical Publishers, Chicago. 
	This work is a history of Stark County, Ohio, which was consulted for this report in an attempt to find documentary support for a claim by Edgar Nixon (1933) that the Separatists operated a general store in Waynesburg, Ohio. No information on such a store was present in this volume, therefore is included on the data disc accompanying this report. 
	 no digital copy

	Pieper, Thomas I. and James B. Gidney 
	1976 Fort Laurens, 1778–1779: The Revolutionary War in Ohio. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	This book depicts in detail the brief history of Fort Laurens as part of the Revolutionary War in the western frontier. While only occupied for less than a year, Fort Laurens represented a clear threat to the British at Fort Detroit, who besieged it in the early spring of 1779. The fort was emblematic of the switch in emphasis of American war strategy in the west from defense to offence. It appears from the brief occupation of the fort and the constant threat of attack from pro-British Native Americans that
	Prufer, Olaf H 
	2001 The Archaic of Northeastern Ohio. In Archaic Transitions in Ohio and Kentucky Prehistory, edited by O. H. Prufer, S. E. Pedde, and R. S. Meindl, pp. 183−209. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio.  
	Prufer presents an overview of the Archaic period in northeastern Ohio as gained over his lengthy career. Major topics covered by this overview include sites and site distributions, environment and culture, site types, artifacts, and flint raw materials. In addition to providing a useful overview of the period for this portion of the state of Ohio, the chapter is valuable for the pictures of projectile points that are specific to northeastern Ohio. Also of interest are cautionary comments made about work do
	Prufer, Olaf H., and Raymond S. Baby 1963 Palaeo-Indians of Ohio. The Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. 
	Prufer and Baby's Paleoindian book is one the earliest attempts at a comprehensive survey of data related to one temporal period for the entire state of Ohio. The study covers major research problems facing Ohio archeologists in the early 1960s and proceeds to discuss the technology associated with manufacture of fluted projectile points, fluted point typologies, spatial distribution of fluted points across the state, and chert preferences as observed in the archeological record. This study also reports on 
	Prufer, Olaf H. and Dana A. Long 
	1986 The Archaic of Northeastern Ohio. Kent State Research Papers in Archaeology No. 6, Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Prufer and Long’s work presents a working hypothesis about Archaic site types in Northeastern Ohio. They argue that in essence, subsistence and locational strategies did not vary much throughout the Archaic period, with the main difference being an increase in site density over time from the Early Archaic to the Late Archaic. Prufer and Long note that Archaic sites are very common, with two main types of sites: rarely discovered base camps along rivers and streams; and hunting camps, which are very common a
	Purtill, Matthew P. 
	2009 The Ohio Archaic: A Review. In Archaic Societies: Diversity and Complexity Across the Midcontinent, edited by Thomas E. Emerson, Dale L. McElrath, and Andrew C. Fortier, pp. 565–606. State University of New York Press, Albany, New York. 
	Purtill's review of the Ohio Archaic is a much needed update on the topic. Major subjects covered include the natural setting and paleoenvironment, chronology, material culture, settlement patterns, site distributions, demography, site organization, subsistence and health, and ceremonial and mortuary behaviors. Of particular note in this piece, is the inclusion of information on Archaic period pottery in Ohio and a database of absolute dates from Ohio's Archaic sites.  
	Ramsey, L. G. G. (editor) 
	1975 The Complete Color Encyclopedia of Antiques: Revised and Expanded Edition. Hawthorn Books, Inc. New York, New York. Originally published 1962. 
	This compilation of information on antiques is geared towards the collector, but the section on ceramics includes descriptions of the typical products of various pottery-producing regions in the United States. The section on Midwest potteries uses the Zoar Pottery as representing the typical pottery product of the nineteenth century, and specifically notes that Solomon Purdy, an outsider, was contracted to produce their pottery. Purdy is noted as present in Putnam, Ohio, in 1820, and Atwater in 1840. The bo
	Randall,  Emilius Oviatt 1900 History of the Zoar Society, from its Commencement to its Conclusion. Press of Fred 
	J. Herr, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Randall’s work is the first comprehensive historical study of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. This book is a reprinting of an article in the Ohio Archaeological and Historical Society quarterly journal published in 1899. Randall commenced his work upon the dissolution of the Society in 1898, and presumably his information comes from first-hand conversations with Separatists. Randall’s work starts with the origins of the Separatists in Wurtemburg, and follows their history as they arrived in America, est
	Rapp Jr., George, and Christopher L. Hill 
	1998 Geoarchaeology: The Earth-Science Approach to Archaeological Interpretation. Yale University Press, New Haven. 
	Rapp and Hill's book provides a holistic earth-science approach to archeology. The authors present a theoretical and historical overview before moving into the realm of soil formation and geomorphology. The book also covers paleoenvironmental reconstruction, geological raw materials and resources, geological sourcing, chronology building using relative and absolute techniques, remote sensing and mapping, and forces that impact preservation and destruction of archaeological deposits. The section on postdepos
	Robinson, William H. 
	1996 “Against the Grain: The Modernist Revolt” in Transformations in Cleveland Art 1796–1946: Community and Diversity in Early Modern America, edited by William Robinson and David Steinberg. Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 
	The essay by the European paintings curator at the Cleveland Museum of Art places regional art in an international context and overturns art critic Hilton Kramer’s 1970 thesis that Modernism did not penetrate beyond the coasts until after World War II. In addition, the book presages Daniel Roger’s 1998 Atlantic Crossings that thoroughly documents the transmission of transatlantic social and progressive thought prior to World War I. Contains color plates of the exhibition and additional plates of work used o
	Robinson, William and David Steinberg 
	1996 “Preface” in Transformations in Cleveland Art 1796–1946: Community and Diversity in Early Modern America, edited by William Robinson and David Steinberg.Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 
	1996 “Preface” in Transformations in Cleveland Art 1796–1946: Community and Diversity in Early Modern America, edited by William Robinson and David Steinberg.Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio 
	The preface to a collection of essays by curators at the Cleveland Museum of Art that accompanied the eponymous exhibition at the Cleveland Museum of Art. 

	Rokicky, Catherine M. 
	2002 Creating a Perfect World: Religious and Secular Utopias in Nineteenth-Century Ohio. Ohio University Press, Athens, Ohio. 
	Chapter 2 of this work is dedicated to the Society of Separatists of Zoar. While it covers much the same ground as previous histories, the summary of the background of the Separatists in Germany was especially clear and helpful. Rokicky also provides insight into the closing of certain buildings and industries, and the factors that led up to the dissolution of the society. Rokicky also briefly notes a group of Cleveland artists who made Zoar Village their subject, but did not include any identities of these
	Rural Directories, Inc. 
	1948 Tuscarawas County Farm and Business Directory. Rural Directories, Inc., Bowling Green, Ohio. 
	This county directory holds a good deal of information about Zoar Village for the mid-twentieth century. The directory includes a street-by-street listing of inhabitants and businesses, and includes the names of the inhabitants in each house and whether the house was a duplex or single family residence. In addition, the occupation and place of employment of the head of household was also listed.  
	Schultz, Paul D. 
	1978 Zoar Catalogue of Buildings, Sites, and Dates. Prepared by Paul D. Shultz. Submitted to The Ohio State University and the Ohio Historical Society, Columbus. On file at Ohio Historical Society. 
	Schultz’s catalogue was intended to serve as a tool in the Ohio Historical Society’s restoration projects at Zoar Village, Ohio. The target date of restoration set by the society for Separatist building restoration was 1850. Schultz found in the course of his study much information on buildings that ceased to exist prior to that date, as well as many buildings that were put up by the Separatists after 1850. Schultz thus expanded his study to cover the period 1817–1898. Schultz’s work includes entries for bu
	Selz, Peter 1974 German Expressionist Painters. London, University of California Press. 
	This book contains information about the relation of German Expressionism to other German painting movements, such as German Impressionism and Romanticism. 
	Smart, Tristine Lee, and Richard I. Ford 
	1983 Plant Remains. In Recent Excavations at the Edwin Harness Mound, Liberty Works, Ross County, Ohio, by N’omi Greber, pp. 55–58. Midcontinental Journal of Archaeology Special Papers 5. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Smart and Ford report on the carbonized plant remains recovered from feature contexts during the Cleveland Museum of Natural History's excavation at the Edwin Harness Mound, a Middle Woodland Hopewell burial mound located in Ross County, Ohio. Carbonized wood posts were principally hickory, while charcoal from other types of features represented a greater diversity of tree species. Carbonized seeds from represented a small range of wild plants and two pieces of corn kernel. 
	Smith, Bruce D. 
	1986 The Archaeology of the Southeastern United States: From Dalton to de Soto, 10,500– 500 B.P. In Advances in World Archaeology, Vol. 5, edited by Frank Wendorf and Angela Close, pp. 1–92. Academic Press, New York.  
	Smith's 1986 chapter is a lengthy and comprehensive review of the entire pre-contact period of the southeastern United States. While this piece is now 25+ years old, it still provides a good introduction to the topic and provides some comparisons with developments in the Ohio Valley. Smith's article is particularly insightful because it employs a geological framework (early, middle late Holocene) and absolute dates as an organizational tool, rather than a culture history framework and, hence, places the arc
	South, Stanley 
	2002 [1977] Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology. Percheron Press, Clinton Corners, New York. 
	South’s seminal work is the basis for most analyses of artifact distribution within sites and between sites in North American historical archaeology. South’s work developing functional groups of historical artifacts, and subsequent refinements to his method by other archaeologists, helps guide investigations into historical sites by arranging artifacts into functional groups, allowing for comparison of relative frequencies of artifacts that are generated by different types of activities that occurred on his
	Spence, Michael W., and William A. Fox 
	1986 The Early Woodland Occupations of Southern Ontario. In Early Woodland Archaeology, edited by Kenneth B. Farnsworth and Thomas E. Emerson, pp. 4–46. Kampsville Seminars in Archeology, Vol. 2. Center for American Archeology Press, Kampsville, Illinois. 
	Spence and Fox present an overview of the Late Archaic, Terminal Archaic, and Early Woodland archeological record of the southern portion of Ontario bordering Lake Erie. The chapter is particularly useful for the summary of Archaic burial complexes such Glacial Kame. High quality photographs of projectile points and pottery sherds illustrate the discussion of artifacts types throughout the chapter.  
	Stout, Wilber, and R. A. Schoenlaub 
	1945 The Occurrence of Flint in Ohio. Geological Survey of Ohio, 4th Series. Bulletin 46, Columbus. 
	Stout and Schoenlaub's book provides a comprehensive overview of the major chert-bearing geological formations found in Ohio. Archeologists working in Ohio frequently cite this work for its geological descriptions and information about chert outcrop locations, which are often reported at the township or more specific level. 
	Tankersley, Kenneth B. 
	2004 Clovis and Beyond: Then and Now. In New Perspectives on the First Americans, edited by Bradley T. Lepper and Robson Bonnichsen pp. 103–110. Center for the Study of First Americans, Texas A & M University, College Station. 
	Tankersley's book chapter is a brief historical overview of the growth and development of American archeological thought with regard to the peopling of the Americas and the Clovis fluted point phenomenon. The central argument that Tankersley makes is that despite what we know today, and the variety of working hypotheses to explain all aspects of the earliest peopling of Americas, the knowledge base about Clovis and how this phenomenon fits into the overall scheme, is essentially unchanged from when Clovis p
	Tanner, Helen Hornbeck 1987 Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History. University of Oklahoma Press, Norman. 
	Tanner’s work compiles approximately 250 years of Native American community movement. The book contains 33 full-color map depicting major periods and events relevant to the Great Lakes region, which includes the modern states of Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, and portions of Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, along with the parts of the Canadian provinces of Quebec and Ontario that border the Great Lakes. Known Native communities are mapped according to different tribal gro
	Thornbury, William D. 1965 Regional Geomorphology of the United States. John Wiley & Sons, New York. 
	Thornbury's book serves as an authoritative source on the regional geomorphology of the United States, as well as the geological and physiographic characteristics of each region, section, and subsection. The source was useful for determining the physiographic province and section that the study area lies within.  
	Tishler, William H. 
	1986 Midwestern Germans. In America’s Architectural Roots, Ethnic Groups that Built America, edited by Dell Upton, pp. 142-147. National Trust for Historic Preservation, Washington, D.C. 
	Tishler notes that massive waves of German immigrants poured into the Midwest in the nineteenth century and created the nation’s greatest regional concentration of German-born Americans. These German-American settled in communities that took on a distinctive German character. Craftsmen used architectural forms, materials, and construction techniques from their native land, and at times, combined them with the prevailing styles, room arrangements, and construction methods prevalent in the country at the time
	Tuck, James A. 
	1978 Regional Cultural Development, 3000 to 300 B.C. In Handbook of North American Indians, vol. 15 – The Northeast, edited by B. Trigger, pp. 28–43. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington D.C. 
	Tuck's chapter in this volume is a broad overview of the Late Archaic and Early Woodland periods in the Midwestern and northeastern United States. The chapter is unique because the discussion is arranged by environmental zones based on the work of ecologists, rather than by strict temporal periods. These environmental zones and trade networks organized along natural features during the pre-contact period are the explanatory basis for cultural differences according to Tuck's interpretation of the time period
	United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service (USDA-SCS) 
	1986 Soil Survey of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 
	The county soil survey book published by the United States Department of Agriculture provides brief overviews of the county's geology, physiography, climate, history, and land and soil use activities, soil properties, and soil classification, in addition to providing detailed information about mapped soil types found in the county. The survey contains large scale, county-wide soil association maps and descriptions, as well as information on specific soil series, and maps and descriptions of soil types. 
	Vickery, Kent D. 
	1983 The Flint Sources. In Recent Excavations at the Edwin Harness Mound, Liberty Works, Ross County, Ohio, by N'omi Greber, pp. 73–85. MCJA Special Paper No. 5. Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Vickery's chapter in this volume presents the results of his analysis of the chipped stone artifacts recovered during the investigations at the Middle Woodland period, Hopewell culture Harness Mound. Part of Vickery's analysis includes a brief description of all the chert (or flint) raw material types identified in the chipped stone assemblage. Known outcrop locations for the identified raw material types are also presented in graphical form. Vickery's work provides a useful overview of 15 common and not so
	Vietzen, Raymond C. 
	1974 The Riker Site of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. The Sugar Creek Chapter of the Archaeological Society of Ohio, North Canton, Ohio.  
	This is an account of the amateur excavations at the Riker Site, a multicomponent site and possible Late Prehistoric village at Midvale, Ohio. While this appears to be the most extensive excavation of a prehistoric site in Tuscarawas County to date, the presentation of data is extremely poor. No site map is included showing locations of features or grids. Also, the text is written in a stream of consciousness style which makes it very difficult to understand if the author was talking about the site assembla
	Webber, Philip E. 2007 Zoar in the Civil War. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio. 
	Webber’s short book details how the Separatists experienced the Civil War, both from the perspective of the young men from Zoar Village who fought in the war and the Separatists who supported them, although objecting to the violence inherent in their decision. Webber cites extensively from correspondence between the soldiers and their families and friends at home in Zoar Village, and the book is a vital source for understanding Zoar Village in the 1860s and immediately afterwards. 
	Wilmer Atkinson Company 
	1917 The Farm Journal Illustrated Rural Directory of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. William Atkinson Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
	This rural directory contains listings of all businesses in Tuscarawas County in 1917, and lists seven places of business in Zoar Village. 
	Woods, Terry K. 
	1992 Ohio & Erie Canal: The Zoar Sidecut and Feeder. Self-published compilation of material on the feeder canal and guard lock at Zoar. On file at the Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, Columbus. 
	Wood’s compilation includes a reproduction of his article on the feeder canal and guardlock (or “sidecut”) at Zoar Village that was initially published in the journal American Canals in February 1992, along with a report on the stabilization of the guard lock performed by members of the Canal Society of Ohio, an undated article from the New Philadelphia Times-Reporter covering the stabilization efforts, and an erratum letter to the editor of American Canals that provides vital information on who actually bu
	2008 Ohio’s Grand Canal: A Brief History of the Ohio & Erie Canal. The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio.  
	Wood’s book presents the history of the canal building and operation era in Ohio, with a focus on the Ohio & Erie Canal. His book is useful for understanding the impact of canals on the regional economy and presents many details about lock construction, boat traffic, and root causes of the early start to the abandonment of the canals for navigation in the 1850s, a long, drawn-out process that culminated in 1929. 
	CulturalResourcesManagementReports 
	Aya-ay, Jay 
	2011 Zoar Levee Rock Knoll Seepage Collection Ditch and Weir and Test Borings, Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. Submitted to various parties. 
	This letter report documents archeological testing performed by Huntington as part of meeting Section 106 obligations for the construction of a seepage collection ditch and weir, and associated test borings. The area of potential effects for the project was near the pump station, north of the levee slope and south of the ponding area constructed as part of the pump station installation in 1951. No archeological resources were identified as a result of limited testing within the APE, and a finding of no adve
	Baker, Stanley W. and Rob Van Schoyck 
	2003 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Bridge Project Located in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio (PID 23186). Prepared by the Cultural Resources Unit of the Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental Services (ODOT-OES), Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 15236. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	 TUS-177-32.73 Pedestrian

	The 2003 report by Baker and Van Schoyck documents the results of fieldwork in a very small area (~0.09 ac; 0.04 ha) of land associated with a proposed pedestrian bridge along I-77. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, which led to the discovery that the project area has either been previously disturbed or is a steep slope. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-c
	Beamer, Herb 
	1991 Literature Review and Archaeological Survey: Proposed R & E Coal Company Mining Tract #D-0800-1 in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Bair & Goodie Surveying, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11568. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Beamer's 1991 report documents the results of fieldwork on land above the 1,100 foot AMSL elevation on a 71-acre (28.7-ha) parcel slated for strip mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation at 20-meter intervals, and surface collection at 10-meter intervals. Five resources were identified as a result of this investigation: an isolated find of a cut nail-like metal artifact (33TU-404), a nineteenth to twentieth century developed spring consisting of dressed sandstone 
	-

	Beamer, Herb, Christopher McLaren, Scott Troy, and Grace Ellis 
	1994 Literature Review and Archaeological Survey of 10,000 Acres Within the Athens Ranger and Ironton Ranger Districts in Gallia, Hocking, Lawrence, Monroe, Perry, Scioto and Washington Counties, Ohio (09-11-01509; 09-11-03-55). Submitted by ASC Group, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the USDA Forest Service, Wayne National Forest, Athens, Ohio. NADB# 15069. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This report presents the results of an investigation covering a large portion of Wayne National Forest in the Athens, Marietta, and Ironton Units. The investigation surveyed a variety of landforms and identified 649 resources. Beamer et al.'s report was cited as an example of a survey that covered a large amount of acreage as compared to the type of small acreage surveys completed in Tuscarawas County where the study area in located. 
	Bier, Donald R., Rex W. Hagerling, and Lonnie J. Hovey 
	1985 Archaeological Survey of the Number One House Outbuildings, Zoar, Ohio. Appendix to the 1985 Report and Fabric Analysis completed for the Number One House Outbuildings. Submitted by The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.  
	Additional bibliographical and content data are not available for this cultural resources management report, which was identified through examination of the OAI form for archaeological site 33-TU-229, on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office in Columbus, Ohio. HDC staff contacted the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, the Ohio Historical Society Facilities Planning Division, and the Ohio Historical Society Collections Division in an attempt to locate the report; the report was not found on file at a
	Brown, Jeffrey D. 
	1982 Archaeological Reconnaissance of Corps of Engineers Dams in the Muskingum River Basin. Contract No. DACW69-82-C-0006. Submitted by the Kent State University, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Kent, Ohio. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. 
	S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	In 1982 Brown undertook an archeological reconnaissance survey of areas at 16 projects in the Muskingum River basin flood control area. The work was completed in response to comments made on the 1977 Environmental Impact Statement for the projects. Brown only surveyed portions of each project that could be surface collected; few shovel test units were excavated. He did, however, interview local collectors and examined numerous private collections, which formed the basis for many of the sites Brown recorded.
	1998 Bolivar Dam Historic Context Report. Contract No. DACW69-98-P-0368. Submitted by the Stark County Regional Planning Commission, Canton, Ohio. Submitted to U. 
	S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	Brown's 1998 report provides a brief summary of the regional pre-contact context supported by knowledge of local sites and tabulation of Ohio Archaeological Inventory data for Tuscarawas and Stark counties as of 1998. Brown's work is useful for the development of a regionally-specific pre-contact context for the Zoar Baseline Study, particularly because so few regional contexts covering this scale are available in the published and grey literature. 
	Brush, Nigel 
	1987 A Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed 172.75 Acre Strip Mine in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Nigel Brush. Submitted to East Ohio Mineral Development Company, Inc., New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 14793. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Brush's report documents the results of fieldwork on 172.75 acres (70 ha) slated for strip mining. Testing methods consisted of pedestrian walkover, surface collection of strip-plowed areas, and excavation of 3.3 by 3.3 feet (1 x 1 m) units. Four pre-contact archaeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation: three isolated pre-contact lithic artifacts, and one temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter; it does not appear that these sites ever received OAI numbers. Brush reco

	Bush, David, Renea M. Martello, and Marcia Miller 
	Bush, David, Renea M. Martello, and Marcia Miller 
	1989 A Cultural Resource Survey for Proposed Permit Application 1083 in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted by David R. Bush, Inc., Eastlake, Ohio. Submitted to Holmes Limestone Company, Berlin, Ohio. NADB# 15652. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	The 1989 report by Bush, Martello, and Miller documents the results of fieldwork on 284 acres (115 ha) of land slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test excavation, and surface collection. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not identified.  
	Church, Flora 
	2004 Historic Properties Management Plan for Eighteen Counties Within the Muskingum River Watershed in Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	Church's 2004 document is a management plan document for historic resources at 15 of the 16 dams in the Muskingum River drainage system. The report provides a precontact and historic context and descriptions of resources within each project. Agents of disturbance are also presented along with an assessment of the integrity of the historic resources within each project. National Register evaluations for the resource are proposed and a list of management priorities was developed. Church's work is useful for t
	-

	Corso, Robert A., and Stephen M. Biehl 
	1996 A Phase I Investigation of the Division of Reclamation Huff Run Borrow Area (TSSN-13) in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Rising Tide Industries, Westerville, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Reclamation, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 13469. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	-

	The 1996 report by Corso and Biehl documents the results of fieldwork on 7.8 acres 
	(3.2ha) of land slated to become borrow areas. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test excavation, and surface collection. One very small, temporally unaffiliated pre-contact lithic scatter (33-TU-529) was identified. Data contained in this report demonstrates location of small lithic scatters near the study area. Results of this report demonstrate the location of small pre-contact sites in the vicinity of the study area. 
	Corso, Robert A., and Dawn Herr 
	1993 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Horizon Coal Corporation Mining Tract #D-0965-1, in Dover and Fairfield Townships, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Horizon Coal Corporation, Beach City, Ohio. NADB# 11601. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Corso and Herr's report documents the results of fieldwork on 163.1 discontinuous acres (66 ha) slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation, and surface collection. Three resources were identified: archaeological site 33-TU-473, an isolated piece of Vanport chert debitage; archaeological site 33-TU-474, an isolated piece of debitage made from an unknown, heat-treated chert; and eight deep mine entries recorded on the OHI as TUS-844-4. Corso and Herr recomme
	Engle, Joshua D., and Christopher L. Nelson 
	2011 Supplementary Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam, Bethlehem Township, Stark County and Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Lexington, Kentucky. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Engle and Nelson's report documents the results of fieldwork in two discontinuous areas totaling 20.5 acres (8.3 ha) in size, and a National Register evaluation of the historical component of site 33-TU-647 previously identified by Smith (2008b). Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation, mechanical stripping of the top soil and partial excavation of a historical burn feature at 33-TU-647. The survey identified two previously unrecorded pre-contact archeological sites: 33-T
	Frye, Lori A., and Deborah Dobson-Brown 
	1992 Cultural Resources Survey for the Lime Kiln Lake Filter Blanket Project in Zoar, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. On file with U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	This report documents an archeological survey performed as part of the Goose Run Impoundment seepage blanket installation south of the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1992. Approximately ten acres were surveyed, and one pre-contact site was identified (33TU-453); one flake was recovered at the historical site 33-TU-454. Historical archeological sites documented include the remains of buildings at the Zoar Lime Kiln complex, including the kiln (33-TU-451) and at least one support building (33TU-452); the foundation of
	-
	-

	Hampton, Roy A., R. Joe Brandon, Andrew R. Sewell, Mary E. Crowe, Dian Beley, and Amy D. Case 
	2003 Historic Context for Site 36AL480 in Leetsdale, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. Submitted by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburg District, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. On file at Pittsburg District offices. 
	This report was produced as part of the mitigation of site 36AL480 in Leetsdale, Pennsylvania. The site included a multi-component pre-contact occupation under a late nineteenth century brick factory owned by the Harmony Society of nearby Economy, Pennsylvania. As part of the mitigation, Hardlines Design Company prepared a detailed historic context that included a thorough history of the Harmony Society. This report was useful for documenting the final days of the Harmony Society for comparison with the Soc
	Ingleman, David, and Suzanne Villacorta 
	2012 2012 Supplementary Archeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities Project at Bolivar Dam, Townships of Pike and Lawrence, Stark and Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted by Tetra Tech, Inc., Buffalo, New York. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. 
	Ingleman and Villacorta's report documents the results of fieldwork in six discontinuous areas totaling 80.6 acres (32.6 ha) in size. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection and shovel test unit excavation. This investigation relocated and redefined site 33-ST-37, the Mallernee site, a Late Archaic site first recorded on the OAI by Brown (1982). The 2012 survey recovered an additional 36 pre-contact artifacts, including a bladelet. The recent work by Ingleman and Villacorta indicates that the site co
	-

	Keener, Craig S. 
	2000 Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed Restroom Building near the Zoar Bakery in Zoar Village, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Professional Archaeological Services Team, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical Society, Facilities Planning Office, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# Not assigned. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This report documents an archeological survey performed in conjunction with the construction of the public restroom building west of the Bakery. The testing revealed disturbance from modern utilities in the part of the project area near the street, with stratified sheet midden deposits in the northern half. The upper layers of soil in the northern half exhibited a mixture of twentieth century artifacts with nineteenth century artifacts, while the lower layers only had nineteenth century artifacts. This depo
	Keener, Craig S., Stephen M. Biehl, and Brian K. Mollenkopf 
	1996 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 115.9 Acre Surface Mining Application ##D-0981-1 in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Holmes Limestone Company, Berlin, Ohio. NADB# 13467. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Keener et al.'s 1996 report documents the results of fieldwork on 115.9 acres (47 ha) slated for surface mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation at 24.6-foot (7.5-m) and 49-foot (15-m) intervals, surface collection, and interviews. Three resources were identified as a result of this investigation: a farmstead dating to ca. 1900 (TUS-891-9), a nineteenth to twentieth century historic artifact scatter associated with the farmstead (33-TU-548), and a Middle Archaic l
	Keener, Craig S., and Brian K. Mollenkopf 
	1996 Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 10.9 Acre D-935-2 Mining Application in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Miller Mining, Inc., Sugarcreek, Ohio. NADB# 13474Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This 1996 report by Keener and Mollenkopf documents the results of fieldwork on 
	10.9 acres (4.4 ha) of land slated for coal mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection of an upland hill slope, and shovel test excavation of a narrow bench. One historical archeological site (33-TU-530), representing early twentieth century mining activities, was identified and documented. No pre-contact archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not 
	Lepper, Bradley T. 
	1997 Archaeological Investigations at the Fort Laurens Site (33TU193), Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Ohio Historical Society, Report of Archaeological Investigations. NADB# 17483. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Lepper's 1997 report documents fieldwork at the Fort Laurens State Memorial in areas where a waterline and a replica of the fort were proposed. Testing methods consisted of, shovel test unit excavation at 49-foot (15-m) intervals over 1.3 acres (0.5 ha) of land, and a limited metal detector survey. Three 18th century metal artifacts were recovered near the proposed waterline location; Lepper recommended that installation of the waterline could proceed with archeological monitoring. The location for the prop
	Manson, Joni L. 
	2006 Phase I Literature Review and Archaeological Survey for Verizon Wireless' Conotton Creek PCS / Camp Tuscazoar Cell Site (CNTN-045), 6071 Boy Scout Road (CR 83) Fairfield Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Heritage Education & Research Services, Westerville, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17114. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This 2006 report by Manson documents the results of fieldwork on 0.57 acres (0.23 ha) of land slated for a Verizon Wireless cell tower project. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test excavation, and soil coring. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where precontact sites are not identified.  
	-

	McDaniel, Gary, and Rae Norris Sprague 
	1990 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey: Proposed James Brothers Coal Company Mining Tract (Permit Application #D-1116) in Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Wellert Corporation, Wadsworth, Ohio. NADB# 11584. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	McDaniel and Sprague's 1990 report documents the results of fieldwork on 172.7 acres (70 ha) slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation at 65.6-feet (20-m) intervals, and surface collection at 16.4-feet (5-m) intervals. Eight resources were identified as a result of this investigation. Identified architectural resources include the following: one twentieth century deep mine entry (TUS-804-4); a nineteenth to twentieth century farmstead complex featuring a 
	Meece, Jamie S. 
	2010 Supplementary Phase I Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbing Activies Associated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Interim Risk Reduction & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam, Pike and Bethlehem Township, Stark County and Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at Hun
	Meece's report documents the results of fieldwork in an irregularly shaped area, totaling 124.8 acres (50.5 ha) in size, located at the confluence of Sandy Creek with the Tuscarawas River. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, pedestrian survey, shovel test unit excavation, and bucket auger tests excavated from the base of shovel tests. The survey identified and collected data on three pre-contact archeological sites previously recorded by Brown in 1982: 33-ST-8, 33-ST-9, and 33ST-10. Site 33-ST-8
	-

	Meyer, Elaine 
	2005a A Phase I Cultural Resources Management Survey for the Proposed Mineral City PCS/Carte Wireless Cellular Tower in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by EMH&T, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16760. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This document serves as Attachment 9 of the FCC's Form 620 NT Submission Packet for cellular communications projects. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not identified.  
	2005b Phase I Cultural Resource Management Survey for the Proposed Zoar PCS /Notz Wireless Cellular Tower in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by EMH&T, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to CTL Engineering, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16760. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This document serves as Attachment 9 of the FCC's Form 620 NT Submission Packet for cellular communications projects. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites are not identified.  
	Millis, Tracy L., and M. Virginia Markham 
	1996 A Cultural Resources Inventory of 4,815 Acres of Wayne National Forest in Athens, Gallia, Hocking, Lawrence, Scioto and Washington Counties, Ohio. Forest Service Report No. 09-14-01-518/09-14-03-63. Submitted by Garrow and Associates, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina. Submitted to USDA Forest Service, Wayne National Forest, Athens, Ohio. NADB# 13424. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This report presents the results of an investigation covering a large portion of Wayne National Forest. The investigation surveyed a variety of landforms and identified 62 archaeological sites and 114 industrial sites. Millis and Markham's report was cited as an example of a survey that covered a large amount of acreage as compared to the type of small acreage surveys completed in Tuscarawas County where the study area in located. 
	Murphy, James L. 
	1994 A Phase I and Phase II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed Strip Mine Area in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio, Permit Application No. D-0935-1. Submitted by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to GLM Mapping, Inc., Lisob, Ohio, and Toronto A & L Coal, Inc. NADB# 11607. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This 1994 report by Murphy documents the results of fieldwork on 158.4 acres (64 ha) of land for a proposed strip mine. Testing methods consisted of surface collection and shovel test excavation. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites have not identified.  
	1995 Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed Waterline (S. R. 800/183) in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Tuscarawas County Engineer's Office, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11955. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This 1995 report by Murphy documents the results of fieldwork along a narrow, 3,250-foot (990.6 m) long proposed waterline corridor. Testing methods consisted of surface collection and shovel test excavation. No archeological resources were identified as a result of this investigation. This report is important for demonstrating the environmental characteristics of areas where pre-contact sites have not identified.  
	1996 Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed Strip Mine Area in Sandy Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio, Permit Application No. 1395A. Submitted by James L. Murphy, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Unknown. NADB# 13241.  at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Missing from file

	Additional bibliographical and content data are not available for this cultural resources management report, which was identified through examination of the Ohio Historic Preservation Office's online GIS database. HDC and OHPO staff were unable to locate the report in the files of the OHPO, so is included on the data disc with this report. It does not appear that any archeological sites were identified as a result of this investigation according to the OHPO online database. 
	 no digital copy

	Mustain, Chuck 
	1990 Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey: Proposed Kimble Clay and Limestone Mining Tract (Permit Application #1179) in Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Bair and Goodie Surveying, New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11572. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Mustain's 1990 report documents the results of fieldwork on 155.6 acres (62.9 ha) of land slated for mining. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation at 65.6-foot (20-m) intervals, and surface collection at 32.8-foot (10
	-

	m)intervals. Four resources were identified as a result of this investigation: a bench mine (TUS-800-4), two deep mine entries (TUS-801-4), a very small, temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter (33-TU-372), and a farmstead complex with collapsed structures and a small historical artifact scatter (33-TU-373). Mustain recommended the four identified resources as not eligible for listing in the National Register because of a lack of integrity, a lack of significance under one or more of the four crit
	1992 Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Veard-Bolivar, Ltd. Bolivar Manor House Project in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to ALCA Associates, Westerville, Ohio. NADB# 11595. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Mustain's 1992 report documents the results of fieldwork on two acres (0.8 ha) of land proposed for a housing development. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation, and surface collection. One archaeological site was identified as a result of this investigation: 33-TU-449, a temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter. Fifty-nine lithic artifacts were recovered from the plow zone soil horizon of the site: 37 pieces of debitage made from Upper Mercer, Vanport, Prout, 
	2000 Phase I Archaeological Survey for the United States Postal Service Facility in Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to BAT Associates, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. NADB# 18312. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Mustain's 2000 report documents the results of fieldwork on 1.5 acres (0.6 ha) of land proposed for a new postal facility. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection and shovel test unit excavation. One archaeological site was identified as a result of this investigation: 33-TU-591, a very small, temporally unassigned, pre-contact lithic scatter. While the site was recommended not eligible for listing in the National Register, the possibility of the site being part of a larger distribution pattern refle
	Pickard, William H., and Linda L. Pansing 
	2005 Fort Laurens Musket Ball Concentration (33 TU 614): Results of the 2004 Mitigation, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16564. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This 2005 report by Ohio Historical Society staff documents the results of an investigation of a musket ball concentration at Fort Laurens State Memorial (33-TU193; National Register 70000518) . The musket ball concentration was initially located during a 1999–2000 survey by Heidelberg University's Center for Historic and Military Archaeology. The original survey employed shovel test excavation and metal detectors in an area where the Friends of Fort Laurens proposed to build a replica of the fort. No pre-c
	-

	2006a Report on Archaeological Monitoring at the Zoar Village Site (NR 75002124) Bimeler Museum (TUS-771-9, 33TU634), Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17002. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This report documents monitoring activities of staff from the Ohio Historical Society in association with geotechnical coring and trenching necessary to develop a corrective plan for flood damage to the foundation of the Bimeler House. Eleven artifacts, including a complete stoneware jug, were recovered from the excavation trenches and assigned Ohio Archaeological Inventory number 33-TU-634. The results of this report demonstrate, not surprisingly, the potential to find Separatist-era artifacts adjacent to 
	2006b Report on Archaeological Monitoring of Tree Planting Operations at Fort Laurens (33TU193), Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by the Ohio Historical Society, Collections Division, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historical Society, Facilities Planning Division, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17054. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	This report documents monitoring activities of staff from the Ohio Historical Society in association with 26 locations where the Friends of Fort Laurens planted trees to create a natural screen from nearby transportation corridors and commercial development. The +holes were dug by hand, and examined visually and with a metal detector. One artifact was recovered: a 1945 copper penny. The report also documents a 2004 tree fall approximately 50 feet (15.24 m) east of the museum that was still awaiting removal 
	Reymond, George A. 
	1985 A Report on the Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of the Bolivar Industrial Park Water and Sewer Extension Line Project (Phase I), Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by George A. Reymond, Dover, Ohio. Submitted to W. E. Quicksall & Associates, Inc., New Philadelphia, Ohio. NADB# 11508. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Reymond's 1985 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.75 acres (0.3 ha) of land proposed for the location of a new industrial park. Testing methods consisted of pedestrian walkover and surface collection, excavation of 3.3 by 3.3 feet (1 x 1 m) units, and 3-inch (7.6-cm) diameter soil coring. One archaeological site was identified as a result of this investigation: 33-TU-227, a multi-component pre-contact lithic scatter identified from surface deposits and the topsoil horizon. The site assemblage in
	Sewell, Andrew R. 
	2007 An Archaeological Study of the New Franklin County Courthouse Location: Urban Archaeology in Columbus. Submitted by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Schooley Caldwell Associates, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17728. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Sewell's 2007 report documents the results of limited, non-compliance testing completed in a parking lot in downtown Columbus where the new Franklin County Courthouse was to be built. The investigations was prompted by concerns that remnants of a pre-contact mound may be present at the site (the parking lot is located on Mound Street). After an intensive literature review, portions of the blacktop were stripped and several historical features were identified: two building foundations, two brick-lined privie
	Sewell, Andrew R., Christine Trebellas, and Anne B. Lee 
	2012 Management Summary: Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study, Historic Property Baseline Study, Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Tetra Tech, Inc., New Albany, Ohio, and Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. 
	This management summary for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS baseline study reported on the preliminary results of historical research, a survey of aboveground resources within the study area, and an archeological probability assessment. 
	-

	Simpson, Duane 2003 Report of Phase II Investigations at 33Le396, 33Le403, and 33Le405 (LAW-007
	-

	02.28PID 12069), Union and Rome Townships, Lawrence County, Ohio. Submitted by Hardlines Design Company, Columbus, Ohio, and KCI Technologies, Raleigh, North Carolina. Submitted to Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental Services, Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 16211. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Simpson's 2003 report documents the results of Phase III mitigation at three precontact sites associated with the relocation of S.R. 7 around the town of Proctorville. Prior to the Phase III a magnetometer survey was conducted to help refine the placement of excavation blocks at each site. Large sections of each site were mechanically stripped and features were excavated. Pollen/phytolith analysis was used for one of the first times on an Ohio Department of Transportation project to enhance our understandin
	-

	Smith, Aaron O. 
	2008a Preliminary Archaeological Needs Assessment, Relief Well Collector System at Dover Dam's Zoar Levee, Zoar Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	Smith's 2008a letter report documents the results of a records search and fieldwork within a narrow, long corridor running along the base of the levee embankment on the interior side of the levee where a pipe connecting relief wells and a drainage ditch were planned. Also included in the survey area was a drainage outlet on the east side of Main Street (SR 212) that the Corps intended to widen. Thirteen bucket auger tests were excavated. Field work revealed a possible buried A horizon underlying a shallow f
	2008b Phase I Archaeological Survey for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Bolivar Dam Safety Assurance Project, Pike & Lawrence Townships, Stark & Tuscarawas Counties, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. On file with US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	Smith's 2008b report documents the results of fieldwork on approximately 28 acres 
	(11.3) along the western slopes of the Bolivar levee as part of the Bolivar Dam Safety Assurance Project. Six previously undocumented archaeological sites were documented. The documented sites include: one temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact isolate (33-ST-972); four small, temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact lithic scatters (33-ST-969–971, 33-ST-973); and one multi-component site (33-TU-647) consisting of a single, temporally unaffiliated, pre-contact artifact, and a small amount of historical artifacts 
	Sprague, Rae Norris 
	1991 Archaeological Phase III Assessment Survey of 33Tu378, Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Archaeological Services Consultants, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Horizon Coal Company, Beach City, Ohio. NADB# 11589. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Sprague's 1991 report documents the results of a National Register eligibility assessment of pre-contact site 33-TU-378, first reported by McDaniel and Sprague in 1990. Testing methods consisted of the manual excavation of 18 shovel test units arranged at 32.8-foot (10-m) intervals and mechanical excavation of four trenches measuring approximately 13 feet (4 m) wide by 36 feet (11 m) long, on average. Testing was intended to gather a larger artifact sample from the plow zone horizon and examine the trenched
	Sweeten, Lena L., Donald Burden, Meghan Hesse, Jennifer Mastri, Brandon McCuin, and Doug Owen. 
	2010 Ohio Modern: Preserving Our Recent Past, Statewide Historic Context. Submitted by Gray and Pape, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. Submitted to the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	The Ohio Historic Preservation Office contracted the cultural resources firm Gray and Pape to prepare a statewide historic context for the period 1940–1970s. The document includes a historic context that emphasizes social, political, and economic developments, and a history of design trends in Ohio during the same period. Major designers and resource types are identified in the chapter on design trends. Methods for identifying and evaluating resources dating from 1940 to 1970 are also included in the report
	Updike, William D. 
	2009 Letter Report: Phase I Archaeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances, Dam Safety Assurance, Interim Risk Reduction Measures, and Major Rehabilitation Activities at Beech City, Bolivar, Dover, and Mohawk Dams, Muskingum Drainage Basin, Northeast, Ohio. Submitted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia. Submitted to US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. NADB# Not available. Report on file at Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia
	Updike's 2009 letter report summarizes the results of Phase I archaeological surveys of 88.9 acres at four different projects in Coshocton, Stark and Tuscarawas counties. Two of the projects surveyed (Bolivar and Dover) are located within the four-mile search radius for the Zoar Baseline Historic Properties Study and are incorporated into the archeological probability model dataset outlined in Volume 2 of the technical Report. Approximately two acres were surveyed at the Bolivar Dam project; no archeologica
	U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District (USACE) 
	1999 Bolivar Dam Historic Properties Management Plan. Prepared by and on file at the US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia.  
	Huntington's 1999 document is a management plan document for historic resources at Bolivar Dam. The report provides very brief pre-contact and historic contexts and descriptions of resources within the project. The management priorities outlined in Brown's 1982 report on the archeological survey of areas at Bolivar Dam are reiterated in this document. The plan also recommends that the Bolivar dam complex be evaluated for the National Register as part of the Muskingum River Flood Control System. The informat
	Watkins, Jason 
	2007 Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey for the STA-Aqueduct Pedestrian Bridge Project located in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio, and Lawrence Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio (PID 23262). Prepared by the Cultural Resources Unit of the Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Environmental Services (ODOT-OES), Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 17775. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Watkins' 2007 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.62 acres (0.25 ha) of land proposed for the location of a 10-fott wide bicycle/pedestrian trail. The focus of the investigation was two segments of the Ohio and Erie Canal and the remains of the Bolivar Aqueduct. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, soil cores, surface collection, excavation of shovel test units (STUs), excavation of a 5-foot by 5-foot unit, and feature documentation. One archaeological site was identified as a result o
	Weller Von Molsdorf, Ryan J. 
	2001 Phase I Cultural Resources Management Investigations for the Gracemont Interchange (; PID 21317) in Pike and Bethlehem Townships, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Dodson-Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14655. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	STA-I77-0.29

	Weller's 2001 report documents the results of fieldwork along a one mile (1.6 km) corridor associated with improvements to the Gracemont Interchange along I-77 in Stark County, Ohio. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, shovel test unit excavation, and surface collection. Areas along the floodplain were visually inspected and recommended for deep testing. Three previously recorded pre-contact archeological resources were relocated: 33-ST-7, 33-ST-33, and 33-ST-40. All three of the previously reco
	At the time site 33-ST-7 was relocated by Weller, it appeared to be a small, low density lithic scatter; diagnostic artifacts were not recovered in 2001. Site 33-ST-33 appeared to represent a large, low density site containing FCR and numerous chipped stone tools. A mere five artifacts were collected from the portion of site 33-ST-40 that was within the area of potential effects, although one of the artifacts was a temporally diagnostic Early Archaic biface. Weller presented evidence that sites 33-ST-7 and 
	-

	Of the eight sites newly identified by Weller, 33-ST-892, 33-ST-894, 33-ST-895, and 33-ST-899 represented low density, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters. Site 33-ST893 was a more dense deposit and contained a partial triangular point considered to be Late Woodland/Late Prehistoric in the Upper Muskingum Basin. Site 33-ST-896 was also a comparatively dense deposit and contained a Late Archaic projectile point. Site 33-ST-897 is a large site that did not produce temporally diagnostic artifacts but did c
	-

	Seven of the archeological sites were recommended not eligible for the National Register under Criterion D (information potential): 33-ST-33, 33-ST-892 through 33ST-896, and 33-ST-899. The abundance of FCR was thought to indicate the likely presence of pre-contact features. Avoidance or additional investigations to determine National Register eligibility ere the recommended treatments for four other sites: 33ST-7, 33-ST-40, 33-ST-897, and 33-ST-898. 
	-
	-

	Results of this report demonstrate (1) the location and nature of a pre-contact lithic scatter in the vicinity of Zoar Village, and (2) the potential to find National Register eligible sites on particular landforms in the region. 
	-

	2002a Phase II Archaeological Assessments at 33ST898 and 33ST40 for the Gracemont Interchange (; PID 21317) in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Dodson-Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14833. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	STA-I77-0.29

	Weller 2002a presents the results of additional investigations at two pre-contact archeological sites within the area of potential effects for the Gracemont Interchange project. One site, 33-ST-40, had been reported by Brown in 1982. The other investigated site, 33-ST-898, was identified by Weller in 2001.  
	Weller interviewed Mr. Brown about the nature of the 33-ST-40 when he identified it in 1982, as well as the possibility that burials had been discovered at the site. Mr. Brown reported that the report of the burials had been word-of-mouth from a gravel company worker who said that he saw them on the conveyor belts at the mine. The possibility of human burials being present at 33-ST-40 was of utmost concern during the Phase II testing. Weller placed three, deep backhoe trenches in undisturbed areas at 33-ST-
	Testing at 33-ST-898 consisted of shovel test excavation, surface collection, and mechanical stripping of the topsoil. Weller (2002a) found that the site also had Late Archaic and Woodland components, but no subsurface features were identified and it appeared that the site was confined to the plow zone. In addition, there was no spatial segregation of temporal components. Site 33-ST-898 was compared to a Terminal Archaic site in Tuscarawas County (the Johnson II site, 33-TU-57) that had been recommended eli
	2002b Addendum: Deep Testing of the Alluvial Floodplain for the Gracemont Interchange ; PID 21317) in Bethlehem Township, Stark County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to Dodson-Stilson, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# 14834. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	(STA-I77-0.29

	Weller Von Molsdorf's second report of 2002 documents the results of deep mechanical trenching in a narrow floodplain situated on the north side of the Tuscarawas River, just west of Sherman Church Road and I-77. Five narrow trenches were excavated to an average depth of six feet (1.8 m) below the ground surface and the soils were examined. Cultural resources were not identified during trenching. Weller Von Molsdorf determined that there were no buried A soil horizons in this portion of the floodplain excep
	2008 Phase I Archeological Investigations for a Selected Segment within the AEP East Dover-Zoarville 69 kV Line in Dover Township, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Submitted by Applied Archaeological Services, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Submitted to American Electric Power, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. NADB# Not available. Report on file at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Weller's 2008 report documents the results of fieldwork on 0.3 acres (0.25 ha) of land within a power line right-of-way corridor. Testing methods consisted of visual inspection, surface collection, and shovel test units (STUs) excavation. No archeological sites were identified as a result of this survey. 
	DissertationsandTheses 
	Blank, John E. 
	1970 The Ohio Archaic: A Study in Culture History. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of Massachusetts.  
	Blank's dissertation examined the Archaic period in Ohio by refining the culture history framework for the period within a paleoecological context. Of particular interest to Blank the relationship between the people and the environment in terms of where different types of sites were located and whether or not there were discernible differences between cultural traditions (as reflected by projectile points) within major paleoecological provinces. For the study Blank examined sites in four localities, with ea
	Brush, Nigel R. 
	1990 Developing an "Archaeology of Place:" Debitage Analysis of Rockshelter Utilization in the Lower Killibuck Valley of Holmes and Coshocton Counties, Ohio. Ph.D dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles. University Microfilms, Ann Arbor. 
	Brush's dissertation focused on the spatial organization of the pre-contact period archeological record with a focus on rock shelters situated in the lower Killibuck Valley in Coshocton County, Ohio. Brush analyzed debitage assemblages from 10 rockshelters according to debitage size categories and was able to identify 12 unique debitage assemblages representing four functional site types: quarry reduction sites, base camps, special purpose sites, and hunting camps. This study is useful for interpreting the 
	Crouch, Tom Day 
	1968 Ohio: A Communitarian Microcosm, 1805–1850.Unpublished Master’s thesis, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.  
	This thesis compared various communal societies that existed in Ohio during the first half of the nineteenth century, including the Shakers, the Owenites, and the Separatists of the Society of Zoar. The section on Zoar Village mainly contains information presented in earlier works such as Nixon and McArtor, but Crouch does provide a useful summary of the Separatist belief system. 
	Haines, Angela L. 
	2011 Determining Prehistoric Site Locations in Southwestern Ohio: A Study in GIS Predictive Modeling. Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Anthropology, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati. 
	Haines' thesis focused on the spatial analysis of pre-contact period archeological sites in southwestern Ohio using GIS and predictive modeling. Haines uses a multi-step process to examine and statistically evaluate environmental variables such as elevation, slope, aspect, soil type, and distance to water in terms of their predictive value in a given region with a given set of sites. Haines' analysis concludes that it is possible to predict pre-contact site location and human land use strategies. 
	Lepper, Bradley T. 
	1986 Early Paleo-Indian Land Use Patterns in the Central Muskingum River Basin, Coshocton County, Ohio. Ph.D dissertation, The Ohio State University, Columbus. University Microfilms, Ann Arbor. 
	Lepper’s dissertation focuses on Coshocton County for his data set, but his analysis and findings are broadly applicable to the wider region, including the study area. Lepper's model determined that large workshops or occupations are found in major river valleys at topographic transition zones, away from the main branch of the river but next to a tributary; small workshops or occupations are found on all landform types, but most frequently in floodplain settings, and are within a distinct topographic zone r
	McArtor, Wilfred Freed 
	1939 Arts and Industries of the Separatists, 1817–1898.Unpublished Master’s thesis, The Ohio State University, Columbus. 
	McArtor’s thesis concentrates on the material products of the Society of Separatists of Zoar. His work divides the products into the categories of food production, architecture, clothing production, metal working, ceramic products, and wood working. Drawing largely on the same sources as Nixon’s dissertation, McArtor’s thesis is valuable in presenting a systematic look at the material culture of the Separatists and their systems of production. 
	Meyers, David William 
	1980 The Machine in the Garden: The Design and Operation of the Separatist Society of Zoar. Unpublished Master’s thesis, The Ohio State University, Columbus. 
	Meyers’ thesis examines the Society of Separatists of Zoar from the perspective of how the community functioned in terms of power, sources of authority, community involvement, and goals, using economic theories developed by Galbraith, Kanter, Etzioni, and Parsons. Meyers concludes that the dissolution of the society was the result of a simultaneous collapse of the financial, religious, and political aspects of the community. 
	Nixon, Edgar Burkhardt 
	1933 The Society of Separatists of Zoar. Unpublished Ph.D dissertation, The Ohio State University Graduate School, Columbus. 
	Nixon’s dissertation on the Society of Separatists of Zoar remains one of the most detailed and critical analyses of the community to date. The information presented in this document was taken from careful study of the Society’s remaining records, as well as through informant interviews with surviving members of the Society. Nixon’s work presents vital information on the locations, functions, and dates of occupation for many of the buildings that are or were present at Zoar Village, as well as on the econom
	Ross, E. Allen 
	1966 A History of Ohio Architecture. Unpublished Master’s thesis, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio. 
	Ross’s thesis provides a general overview of the development of architectural styles in Ohio and is one of the few works on this subject. He begins with Native American structures and early American log cabins and then discusses the rise of national styles and how these styles appeared in the state. Of particular interest is his discussion of Georgian architecture in Ohio, where he specifically cites House No. 1 and the Zoar Hotel as late examples of the style. 
	Slattery, Kristin E. 
	2011 A Ground-Penetrating Radar Imaging of Schoenbrunn Village Archaeological Site, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of Anthropology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. 
	Slattery’s thesis describes the results of a regimen of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) surveys conducted at the site of the Moravian mission town of Schoenbrunn. The thesis contains good summary information on the Moravian mission and the history of Schoenbrunn, as well as demonstrating the utility of GPR in delineating early historic period sites in the region. The GPR survey confirmed that the reconstructed village is indeed in the same location as the historical village site. 
	JournalArticles 
	Bognar, E. J. 
	1930 Blast-furnaces operated by the Separatist Society of Zoar, Ohio. In Ohio Archaeological and Historical Publications Vol. 39:503–513. The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society, Columbus. 
	Bognar’s article focuses on the two blast furnaces operated by the Society in the mid-nineteenth century, and is the best source of information on the iron industry of the Separatists to date. Bognar’s article includes photos of the remnants of the two furnaces, which in 1930 were apparently restricted to slag piles and surface mines on the ridge tops. Unfortunately, Bognar did not include a map showing the furnaces’ locations. 
	1931 History of Strasburg Firebrick District. In Journal of the American Ceramics Society, Vol.14 (1): 3–7. 
	A short premise on the clay type exploited in the Strasburg area, which was 
	important for use in the local steel industries for firebrick, due to its low cost. This 
	particular clay type is what was used at the brick plant across from Zoar Village. 
	Brown, Jeffrey D. 
	1996 The Johnson Site II: Terminal Archaic Points and Pottery. Ohio Archaeologist 46(2):4–7. 
	Brown's article reports on the results of a series of investigations at the Johnson Site II (33-TU-57), located on a terrace along an unnamed tributary to Brandywine Creek near Dover in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. Intensive surface collection at the site was started in 1977 and continued for several years. Limited stripping of the top soil occurred in 1980, and in 1983 a test unit was excavated, within which a hearth feature was identified. Numerous Ashtabula points and FCR were recovered from the feature alon
	Dancey, William S. 
	1991 A Middle Woodland Settlement in Central Ohio: A Preliminary Report on the Murphy Site (33Li212). Pennsylvania Archaeologist 61:7–72. 
	In this article the author presents the results of investigations at the Murphy Site (33LI-212), a small Middle Woodland site located along Raccoon Creek in Licking County. The site dates from 100 BC to AD 200 and the presence of mica, and other exotic artifact classes indicates that the residents of the site participated win the Hopewell exchange network. Dancey argues that the site represents a small sedentary hamlet, suggesting that people connected to the Hopewell culture were sedentary cultivators rath
	-

	Dragoo, Don W. 
	1976 Some Aspects of Eastern North American Prehistory: A Review, 1975. American Antiquity 41(1):3–27.  
	Dragoo's article provides an update to earlier surveys of Eastern Woodlands precontact culture history by focusing on new discoveries and developments that postdate the earlier syntheses of the 1960s. This article is notable for being one the earliest publications that seriously considered the new evidence linked to a pre-Clovis settlement of the New World. In this article Dragoo categorizes the period associated with these Pre-Clovis, pre-10,000 BP, pebble tool assemblages as belonging to the Lower Early L
	-
	-

	Fernandez, Kathleen M. 2001 Zoar Village State Memorial. CRM 9:33–35. 
	This brief article provides an outline of the history of Zoar Village, but is most helpful in its concise description of OHS preservation efforts at the State Memorial in the latter half of the twentieth century. 
	Ford, Richard I. 
	1974 Northeastern Archaeology: Past and Future Directions. Annual Review of Anthropology 3:385–413. 
	Ford provides a culture history overview of the pre-contact periods in the Midwest and contrasts the prehistory of the region with developments in the Northeast. Ford draws on Griffin's major syntheses while approaching the topic form an ecological perspective with a focus on subsistence practices and the interaction between people and the environment. 
	Fritz, Gayle J. 
	1990 Multiple Pathways to Farming in Precontact Eastern North America. The Journal of World Prehistory 4(4):387–426. 
	While somewhat dated, Fritz' article provides a good overview of the timing and nature of the domestication and cultivation of indigenous seed crops in the Midwest as evidenced in the archeological record. Indigenous crops include gourds, chenopod, sumpweed, and sunflower. Fritz also examines the various paths by which domestication and cultivation of indigenous crops are thought to have occurred across the eastern United States.  
	Giles, Robert H., Jr. 
	1966 Early Natural History of a Forested Area Near Dover, Ohio. The Ohio Journal of Science 66(5):469–473, September 1966. 
	Giles ' article presents information on the natural history of the area near Dover based on literature review, comparisons with adjacent areas, and on interviews with residents. The background information was compiled to aid forestry researchers studying a 41.5-acre tract of land located approximately one and a half mile northwest of Dover Dam within a 160-acre U.S. Forest Service research area owned by the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy. Giles' information provides a revealing look at what the vegetation 
	Gordon, Robert B. 
	1969 The Natural Vegetation of Ohio in Pioneer Days. Ohio Biological Survey New Series Bulletin 3(2):1–109.  
	Gordon's 1969 publication compiled and expanded text and data gathered for the production of the 1966 map of similar title. In addition to providing descriptions of the original vegetation types, the work also describes the survey methodology and provides excerpts from primary sources written by early land surveyors and settlers.  
	Griffin, James B. 1967 Eastern North American Archaeology: A Summary. Science 156(3772):175–191. 
	Griffin's 1967 article was a seminal synthetic article on the entire pre-contact period in eastern North America. Griffin's discussion follows the temporal periods originally advanced by McKern in the Midwestern Taxonomic System. The amount of space devoted to the burial ceremonial complexes of the Early and Middle Woodland period is disproportionate to the amount of time each complex occupies in the overall timeline of the pre-contact period, which is likely because these periods were a focus of Griffin's 
	Haverstock, Mary and Ann Olszewski 2002 “Ora Coltman: Canvas Scraper." Timeline, January-February 2002, p. 2-19 
	This piece by eminent Ohio art historian, Mary Haverstock, reviews the career of Ora Coltman. The article contains excellent contextual material and plates of Coltman’s work throughout his career. 
	Meltzer, David J. 
	1988 Late Pleistocene Adaptations in Eastern North America. Journal of World Prehistory 2(1):1–52. 
	Meltzer discusses the adaptations of the Paleoindian period within the framework of two major environmental regions: the glacial margins to the north and the forest environment of southeastern North America. Meltzer hypothesizes that sites located in the tundra zone next to the glacial ice indicate that Paleoindians in this region specialized in caribou exploitation; Paleoindian foragers to the south of the periglacial margin were generalized foragers who exploited a variety of small game and plant resource
	Milner, John D. 
	1975 Germanic Architecture in the New World in Proceedings of Thematic Sessions of the Twenty-Eight Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians. In Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians Vol. 34, No. 4 (Dec. 1975): 299. 
	This abstract of Milner’s paper presentation discusses traditional German house forms as adapted for construction in America in response to the material and environmental demands. Many German immigrants to America built houses with the architectural grammar of their homeland, and this can be seen in the plan types, building materials, and technology. These plan types consist of the three-room Flurkuchenhaus, the four-room Kreuzhaus, and the central-hall durchgangigen Haus. Other elements brought to the New 
	Mortine, Wayne 1964 The Cramlet Site. Ohio Archaeologist 14(4):112–114. 
	Mortine's 1964 article reports on investigations at the Cramlet site, located near Newcomerstown in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. The Cramlet site was nearly 6 acres in size and was situated on a rise on the floodplain of the Tuscarawas River. Four pits were excavated by avocational archaeologists in advance of imminent destruction resulting from a construction project. The pits were large, deep pits that contained at least one nearly complete, Early Woodland jar made of thick, plain, grit-tempered pottery. Mort
	1984 Towards a Late Woodland Taxonomy for the Central Muskingum Valley. Ohio Archaeologist 34(1):41–44. 
	Morton’s article draws upon his extensive work in Muskingum County and argues that Late Woodland point types represent a slow evolution of style by generations of the same groups slowly modifying point types over time. His article is useful in that it neatly summarizes important characteristics about site patterns and diagnostic artifacts for the Middle Woodland; early, middle, and late Late Woodland; and early and late Late Prehistoric periods for a region that is very near the study area. Thus, the inform
	Morton, James, and Brian DaRe 
	1996 Towards a Revised Taxonomy and Culture History Scheme for Eastern Ohio Late Prehistory. Ohio Archaeologist 46(4): 32-39. 
	Morton and DaRe present a more culturally diverse picture of the Late Prehistoric period in eastern Ohio than had been previously advanced. The authors suggest that there are three distinct cultural groups in eastern Ohio based on a study of the pottery assemblages from multiple sites. Morton ad DaRe propose that the far eastern portion of the unglaciated plateau adjacent to the Ohio River does share pottery styles with the Late Prehistoric Monongahela cultures of western Pennsylvania and the West Virginia 
	Richards, Ed, and Orrin C. Shane III 1974 Tuscarawas County's Kline Mound. Ohio Archaeologist 24(3):4–8. 
	The Kline Mound was initially tested by Ed Richards and the land owner in 1970. Approximately four inches of mound fill was identified below the plow zone in an agricultural field although the mound itself was no longer discernible. A full excavation of the mound was conducted by Kent State University in 1971. The mound appears to have been 3 to 4 feet in height and perhaps 40 to 50 feet in diameter originally. Nine features were excavated. One of the features was a hearth built on the mound floor, while th
	Seeman, Mark F. 
	1992 Woodland Traditions in the Midcontinent: A Comparison of Three Regional Sequences. Research in Economic Anthropology Supplement (Long-term Subsistence Change in Prehistoric North America) 6:3–46. 
	Seeman provides an overview of the archeological record for the period from 1100 BC to AD 900 in three areas: the lower Illinois River Valley of Illinois, the lower Scioto River Valley of Ohio, and the upper Duck River Valley of Tennessee. This overview is examined from the perspective of three popular explanatory models of culture change applied to this period of time, each of which employs a different primary agent of change (population pressure, social conflict, and technological change). Seeman identifi
	Seeman, Mark F., and Olaf H. Prufer 
	1982 An Updated Distribution of Ohio Fluted Points. Midcontinental Journal of Archaeology 7(2):155–169. 
	Seeman and Prufer's 1982 article is essentially an update to the distributional section of Prufer and Baby's 1963 study of Paleoindians in Ohio supplemented by a discussion of the cultural factors that may have affected the distribution of fluted points in Ohio. Temporal and environmental issues are summarized as a way of introducing the distributional data. This article is also an interesting historical piece in terms of demonstrating the changes in archeological knowledge regarding the Paleoindian period 
	Stafford, C. Russell 
	1994 Structural Changes in Archaic Landscape Use in the Dissected Uplands of Southwestern Indiana. American Antiquity 59(2):219–237. 
	Stafford conducted one of the few systematic surface surveys undertaken for Archaic sites in the region. More than 22,339 acres (9,000 ha) of land located in the lower Wabash Drainage system of Indiana were surveyed to identify and understand Archaic-period land use change. Based on a collection of diagnostic bifaces, Stafford determined that Early Archaic materials were found primarily in upland settings. Stafford explains this biface distribution by suggesting that the early part of the Holocene was chara
	Whitman, Janice Keister 
	1977 Kohl Mound, A Hopewellian Mound in Tuscarawas County. Ohio Archaeologist 27(3): 4–8. 
	Whitman's article reports on investigations at the Kohl Mound, a small Middle Woodland, Hopewell burial mound located on an elevated landform above the terrace where the Riker site is situated in northern Tuscarawas County. Faculty and students from Kent State University's Tuscarawas campus excavated the mound in 1972. The mound measured approximately 25 by 15 feet (7.6 by 4.5 m) and was 22 inches (56 cm) in height and contained a stone crypt with one partially cremated individual. Two additional burials we
	Yerkes, Richard W. 
	1988 The Woodland and Mississippian Traditions in the Prehistory of Midwestern North America. Journal of World Prehistory 2(3):307–358. 
	As the title suggests, Yerkes' article focuses on the prehistory of the Woodland and Mississippian (or Late Prehistoric) periods in the Midwest with an emphasis on parts of the Midwest that are not as well known as the Mississippian River Valley and the Scioto River Valley. Yerkes' article is particularly useful for the review of evidence for domestic structures within the region and how this evidence may or may not relate to the level of sedentism practiced by any group. The article is nicely illustrated w
	MapsandAerialPhotographs 
	Brockman, C. Scott 
	1998 Physiographic Regions of Ohio. Map. Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Brockman's map and text provides an overview of the physiographic sections and regions within Ohio, as well as information on their distinguishing characteristics, geology, and boundaries. The map, and the text on the reverse of the map, was useful for determining and describing the physiographic region that the study area lies within.  
	Everts, L. H. 
	1875 Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. L.H. Everts and Company, Philadelphia.  
	The plats for Lawrence, Sandy, and Fairfield townships and for Zoar Village from the Tuscarawas County Atlas depict the landholdings of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1875, and include information on the placement of buildings in the industrial core of Zoar Village south of the village. 
	Gordon, Robert B. 
	1966 Natural Vegetation of Ohio at the Time of the Earliest Land Surveys. Map. Ohio Biological Survey, Columbus, Ohio. Adapted by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Columbus, Ohio. 
	Map shows major vegetation types covering the state of Ohio when the initial land surveys were completed in the 1700s. This map was used to determine the broad vegetation community of the study area. 
	Green 
	1923 Air Photo ca.1923. Aerial Photograph of Zoar Village. In the Chuck Knaack collection, Zoar, Ohio. 
	Green’s 1923 aerial photograph provides a limited view of the center of the village. It is useful in dating the construction and demolition of buildings in Zoar Village during the early twentieth century. 
	Hayward, George E. 
	1898 Map Showing Subdivision of the Lands Owned by The Society of Separatists of Zoar. Copy on file at Tuscarawas County Historical Society, New Philadelphia, Ohio, and Zoar Museum, Zoar, Ohio. 
	This map depicts the results of the division of real estate among the members of the Society of Separatists of Zoar after the dissolution. The map is especially useful for a detail map that shows the major building locations in Zoar Village, although smaller outbuildings are generally not depicted. The copy on display at the Zoar Museum may be the original hand-drawn map and depicts locations of buildings on the outskirts of Zoar Village as well as within the village. 
	Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geological Survey (ODNR-DGS) 
	2005 Glacial Map of Ohio. Map. Accessed July 25, 2012. 
	http://www.dnr.ohio.gov/Portals/10/pdf/glacial.pdf 

	This map shows all major glacial deposits and features from the Pre-Illinoian, Illinoian, and Wisconsinan glacial events. Text summarizing the glacial history of Ohio is provided on page two, or the reverse side of the printed document. This map was used to determine the glacial history of the study area. 
	Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Soil and Water Resources (ODNRDSWR) 2012 Soil Regions of Ohio. Map. Accessed July 24. 
	-
	http://www.dnr.state.oh.us/portals/12/soils/pdf/SoilRegions.pdf 

	This map shows the 12 soil regions of Ohio. Soil regions are named according to the soil series that are most common in each region. This map was used to determine the broad soil region for the study area. 
	Tuscarawas County Historical Society 
	1934 Aerial photographs of Zoar Village. Copy on file at Tuscarawas County Historical Society, New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	The series of 1934 aerial photographs are useful in dating the construction and demolition of various buildings in Zoar Village. The photographs provided a more extensive view of the village and surrounding area than the 1935 USACE as-built drawings. In addition, they include some structures in the village center that are not on the 1935 drawings. 
	Tuscarawas County GIS Map Office 1958 CNK-2V-20 Aerial of Zoar, Ohio, dated September 12, 1958. 
	This aerial photograph documents Zoar Village as it existed in late 1958, and helps to identify the construction and demolition dates of several buildings. 
	U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
	1935 Work As Constructed Drawings for the Levee Protection Works, Zoar, Ohio. On file with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	1950 Work As Constructed Drawings for the Levee Protection Works, Zoar, Ohio. On file with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. 
	This set of plans and drawings show the placement of levee embankment and structures in relation to buildings, roads, and topography as it existed at Zoar Village just before construction commenced on the levee project in 1935, and also at the time of the levee raising in 1950. Also included were a conceptual drawing and plan map that depicted what the completed levee would look like after completion. The plans and drawings are vital to understanding the physical development of Zoar Village, as the planned 
	United States Geological Service (USGS) 
	1912 
	1912 
	1912 
	Canal Dover. 15-minute topographic quadrangle map. USGS, Washington, D.C. 

	TR
	This map shows topography, landscape features, and farm locations, and includes a subtle dotted line around Zoar Village that roughly matches their former property limits. The map was useful in identifying locations of potential Separatist-era tenant farms. 

	1944 
	1944 
	Dover, Ohio. 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle map. Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army Map Service, and USGS, Washington, D.C. 

	TR
	The 1944 topographic map shows development around Zoar Village at mid-century, and was useful in analyzing the growth of Zoar Village and the surrounding area at that time. 


	Woods, Allan J., James M. Omernik, C. Scott Brockman, Timothy D. Gerber, William D. Hosteter, and Sandra H. Azevedo 
	1998 Ecoregions of Indiana and Ohio. Map. A collaborative effort of the U.S. EPA, USDA Forest Service, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, the U.S. Geological Survey, Ohio EPA, Ohio Department of Natural Resources-Geological Survey, and the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. United States Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado.  
	This map was published as a wall-size map containing descriptions, photographs, and a summary table. An inset map shows the Level III Ecoregions of the entire United States, while the main map shows the Level III Ecoregions of Indiana and Ohio as well as sub regions. This map document is useful for getting a large scale overview of the study area's ecoregion and major vegetation.  
	NewspaperArticles 
	American Socialist 
	1878 “Zoar and its people in 1878.” August 1: 243–244. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, PA Box 7368. 
	This brief account by an anonymous correspondent reports on Zoar Village in the late nineteenth century. The author was impressed with the new cow barn but found other parts of the community in want of repair and upkeep. The author also noted the popularity of Zoar Village with itinerant vagabonds and the reservation of a house for their accommodation. 
	Anonymous 
	1921 “Zoar Mill, Landmark of Village, Being Torn Down.” Clipping from unidentified newspaper, dated August 13, 1921. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, Society of Separatists of Zoar Records, MSS 110 AV. 
	This short newspaper account reports on the demolition of the Canal Mill. 
	Baker, Jon 
	2008 “History: County’s Founding Father Left His Mark.” Dover-New Philadelphia Times-Reporter, Junes-founding-father-left-his-mark?zc_p=0 
	 15. http://www.timesreporter.com/news/x841957565/History-County
	-


	This newspaper article gives a brief biographical sketch of the life of Abraham Mosser, considered to be one of Tuscarawas County’s founding fathers and an early post-Revolutionary War settler. The article notes that Abraham Mosser platted a town site he called Lawrenceville across from Bolivar in 1805, which never really developed into a viable community. Baker records that the Society of Separatists of Zoar acquired the majority of the town lots in 1832 from Mosser’s former partner, a man named Boude. 
	Cleveland Plain Dealer 
	1935 Artist Defies Tradition to Observe Golden Wedding. Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 22, 1935. Cleveland, Ohio. 
	This short article includes information about Ora Coltman’s life and works. 
	Coshocton Daily Age 
	1910 Zoar Man is Inventing Airship. Coshocton Daily Age, July 23, 1910. Coshocton, Ohio. 
	Joe Davenport, variously described as the hermit and the inventor of Zoar Village, was apparently designing a type of biplane-based airship at Zoar Village, just before his 100th birthday. This airship was his second such attempt at unlocking the secrets of flight. 
	Coshocton Daily Times 1908 Much Work on the Canal. Coshocton Daily Times, March 3, 1908. Coshocton, Ohio. 
	A brief article describing progress on canal improvements, including the plans for a new dam at Zoar Village. 
	Coshocton Semi-Weekly Age 
	1886 Singular Separatists: A Peculiar German Religious Belief Planted in Ohio. Coshocton Semi-Weekly Age, March 2, 1886. Coshocton, Ohio. 
	A short article that reviews the history of Zoar Village and its appearance and character in the mid-1880s. The article lists a linseed oil mill among the industries, which is the first mention of this mill in accounts since the 1830s. Interestingly, the author of the article describes their religious services as indistinguishable from other Protestant sects, and that they observed the Sabbath. 
	Coshocton Tribune 
	1932 
	1932 
	1932 
	Old-type Dynamo, Found at Zoar, May Be Displayed Here. Coshocton Tribune, January 24, 1932. Coshocton, Ohio. 

	TR
	This article describes the finding of an old dynamo in the attic of the Zoar power house, which is of a type that was designed by Thomas Edison. The article contains valuable information about the development of electric power at Zoar Village in the early 1900s. 

	1936 
	1936 
	New Railroad Bridge over Tuscarawas at Zoar. Coshocton Tribune, July 2, 1936. Coshocton, Ohio. 

	TR
	This item is a photograph and description of the replacement bridge for the relocated Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad line built as part of transportation corridor relocations during the construction of Dover Dam. 

	1950 
	1950 
	Brother Dies. Coshocton Tribune, July 14, 1950. Coshocton, Ohio. 

	TR
	This item notes the discovery of an elderly Zoar Village resident’s body in the abandoned blacksmith shop, which documents that the building was still standing at this time. 


	Coshocton Weekly Times 1908 Miscellaneous Item. Coshocton Weekly Times, January 28, 1908. Coshocton, Ohio. 
	This brief item notes the construction of a large earthen berm for the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad bridge at Zoar Village, as part of a new trestle to be installed at that location.  
	Evening Gazette 1938 Miscellaneous News Item. Evening Gazette, November 15, 1938. Xenia, Ohio. 
	This item documents the destruction by fire of an old log cabin on the farm of Thomas Middleton at Zoar Village. The fact that this was a log cabin on a farm near Zoar Village suggests that the cabin was originally part of a Separatist-leased tenant farm. 
	Gettysburg Republican-Compiler 1825 Miscellaneous News Item. Gettysburg Republican-Compiler, June 3, 1825. Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 
	Contains a news item about a large hail storm and its affects across the Midwest, notes The New Philadelphia Chronicle informs that "in the village of Zoar. where the houses were covered in the German mode with tile, not a roof escaped destruction." 
	Howe, Henry 
	1846 Sketch of the Community in the Valley of Tuscarawas, Ohio. New York Daily Tribune, November 3. 
	Howe presents a brief historical overview and description of Zoar Village as it existed in 1846, including an enumeration of houses and some of the industrial buildings present. 
	Huron Reflector 1830 Condensed Views. Huron Reflector, September 28, 1830. Norwalk, Ohio. 
	A news item reports on the destruction of a huge barn at Zoar Village, 225 feet long, by a fire caused through a lightning strike. The barn was full of 350 tons of hay at the time, and the loss to the Society was estimated at $5000.00. 
	Iron Valley Reporter 1872 Towns –By Whom Laid Out. Iron Valley Reporter July 20, 1872. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	This article outlines the platting and original ownership of the towns and townships in northern Tuscarawas County, and notes that the Separatists acquired 4,000 acres in Lawrence Township from Senator Jonathan Dayton of New Jersey in 1818, and 1,500 acres in Sandy Township. 
	1892 Zoar Hotel, Zoar, Ohio. Iron Valley Reporter, May 5, 1892. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	A brief update of the hotel addition being constructed at Zoar Village. The item identifies Stewart A. Romig of Canal Dover as the architect, and the cost of the addition was projected at
	 $20,000.00. 

	1897 Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, June 30, 1897. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	The news from Zoar in this edition of the Iron Valley Reporter includes an item describing the conversion of the Second Meetinghouse into an art studio 
	1898a Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, June 30, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	This section of news from Zoar includes the notation that Alexander Gunn had purchased the house he had been renting (House No. 30). The article also noted a large number of art students present, part of Fredrich Gottwald’s summer art school. 
	1898b Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, August 25, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	The Zoar news in this edition of the paper included items noting the Woolen Mill was producing blankets for the County Infirmary and the Cider Mill was also in operation. The comings and goings of members and ex-members to and from the village are also recorded. 
	1898c Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, September 20, 1898. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	This lengthy entry describes the parceling out of real estate to members at the dissolution of the Separatist society. The author notes an absurdity in how houses were divided amongst multiple tenants, and also lists nine different tenant farms and the Separatists who were allotted them. No mention is made if the tenants were allowed to continue residing and operating these farms. 
	1899 Zoar. Iron Valley Reporter, March 16, 1899. Canal Dover, Ohio. 
	This section of news from Zoar notes that Sebastian Burkhart had bought half of the Sheep Barn and removed it to his farm on the Dover-Zoar Road. A carpenter shop owned by Joe Buhler was purchased by Benjamin Beuter, who moved it south of the Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed for use as a washhouse and dry room. 
	Massillon Evening Independent 
	1908 Canal Will Soon Be Ready For Use. Massillon Evening Independent, August 20, 1908. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This news article reports on the repairs and improvements being made to the Ohio & Erie Canal, and notes that the most extensive repairs were at Zoar Village, with the construction of a new dam to back up water to feed the canal. The old dam had been washed away. 
	1909a Zoar Suffering From Drought. Massillon Evening Independent, May 12, 1909. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This article chronicles the effects of a drought at Zoar Village, and note the discontent in the village due to the drought, a lack of ice from insufficient supplies due to a warm winter, and the recent county-wide prohibition of alcohol. 
	1909b Blew Himself Up with Dynamite. Massillon Evening Independent, August 23, 1909. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This article details the first recorded suicide in Zoar Village. 
	1912a Miscellaneous News Item. Massillon Evening Independent, October 24, 1912. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This short item describes plans to rebuild the Zoar Fire Clay Company plant, which was destroyed by fire on October 19, 1912. The company suffered $80,000 in damages. 
	1912b Zoar Sanitarium Heavily Backed. Massillon Evening Independent, December 10, 1912. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This article describes the plans for a health resort on the estate of Peter Bimeler, and likely at the location of the old Health Springs. The resort apparently never made it past the planning stages. 
	1917 W. & L. E. to Eliminate Zoar Curves, Grades. Massillon Evening Independent, May 6, 1917. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This news articles outlines a proposal by the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad to realign the railroad grade through Zoar Village to address curves that forced trains to slow down significantly; it does not appear this realignment ever took place. 
	1923a “King’s Palace” and Land Bought for Resort Site. Massillon Evening Independent, November 7, 1923. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This news article documents the incorporation of the Zoar Resort Company, their recent purchase of House No. 1, and includes the fact that creating Zoar Lake was part of the plans for the resort. 
	1923b Will Enlarge Zoar Hatchery. Massillon Evening Independent, November 8, 1923. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This news item notes the intent to improve the fish hatchery, and that the hatchery distributed half a million fish to local rivers and lakes in 1922. 
	1924a Lake is Stocked with Large Fish. Massillon Evening Independent, May 10, 1924. Massillon, Ohio. 
	A short news item that notes the stocking of Zoar Lake with 10,000 bass and catfish from Lake Erie. 
	1924b Advertisement. Massillon Evening Independent, May 24, 1924. Massillon, Ohio. 
	An advertisement for the auctioning of 100 lots around Zoar Lake. 
	1924c Dance Tonight. Massillon Evening Independent, June 25, 1924. Massillon, Ohio. 
	A notice that the Zoar Resort would open that night, featuring a five-piece band (Brown and his Bobby Buckeyes). 
	1929 Purchase Brick Plant Near Zoar. Massillon Evening Independent, December 18, 1929. Massillon, Ohio. 
	A brief news item that recounts the purchase of the Imperial Fire Clay Company brick plant near Zoar Village by Corundite Refractories. 
	1933 Zoar to get New Brewery. Massillon Evening Independent, November 1, 1933. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This item describes the start of construction for the new brewery in Zoar Village, which was to produce 30,000 barrels a month. In addition to the brewery, the company planned to impound a 25-acre lake, landscape their property, and construct a golf course. 
	1935 Start Levee to Protect Village. Massillon Evening Independent, September 17, 1935. Massillon, Ohio. 
	A brief item that noted the commencement of construction on the Zoar Levee. 
	1936 
	1936 
	1936 
	Sound Recordings of Separatists Made. Massillon Evening Independent, November 9, 1936. Massillon, Ohio. 

	TR
	This brief news item documents the visit of German author Norbert Zimmer to Zoar Village, where he used a movie camera to record former Separatists speaking the Swabian dialect used by their ancestors in Zoar Village. The film was intended for use in Germany, and it is unknown if any copies were returned to the United States. 

	1939 
	1939 
	Historic Village of Zoar Faces Commercialism Ruin. Massillon Evening Independent, June 9, 1939. Massillon, Ohio. 

	TR
	This news article documents the concern of the OSAHS about private commercial interests buying up historical properties in Zoar Village, and notes that OSAHS wanted the current owners to retain their property until OSAHS had a chance to acquire it. 

	1968 
	1968 
	Make Progress on Zoar. Massillon Evening Independent, March 29, 1968. Massillon, Ohio. 

	TR
	This news article details reconstruction efforts at Zoar Village, including the restoration of the Garden House and Bakery and the reconstruction of the Tin Shop and Blacksmith Shop 


	Massillon Independent 1896 A Sunday at Zoar. Massillon Independent, July 2, 1896. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This article describes a typical Sunday at Zoar Village as enjoyed by tourists. Between two and three hundred visitors were present, eating at the two hotels. On this particular Sunday, there were parties from Cleveland, Columbus, Canton, Canal Dover, Massillon, New Philadelphia, and Carrolton, including a military band, and even a group of glassworkers from New Jersey. The article indicates that the Canal Hotel was re-opened by this point. 
	1898 Miscellaneous Item. Massillon Independent, March 31, 1898. Massillon, Ohio. 
	This news brief notes that Simon Beuter was installing a subterranean hotbed at the Public Garden, and that there was a “chicken factory” at the hotel. 
	1899 Local Happenings. Massillon Independent, March 15, 1899. Massillon, Ohio. 
	An entry in the paper’s Local Happenings column describes former trustee Louis Zimmerman offering the Canal Mill up to any concern that would put it to use, and suggested it could be a canning factory or a bicycle manufacturer. 
	Newark Daily Advocate 1898 New Zoar to Rise. Newark Daily Advocate, August 16, 1898. Newark, Ohio. 
	This article details an attempt by 50 members of the Society to re-establish a communal society by combining their shares after the dissolution. The paper noted that this attempt faced a serious obstacle in that this group would need to spend the money from their shares on acquiring a tract of land sufficient to support them, but would have nothing left over to improve it. Apparently, this obstacle was insurmountable, and this group abandoned their plan. 
	New Yorker 
	1841 “A Western Community.” July 17: 279–280. New York. 
	A short travelogue by an anonymous correspondent that describes a two-day stay in Zoar Village in early August of 1840. The article presents an image of a very pleasant, welcoming community, and probably helped spur further tourism. Details in the article include a description of Henne Berg and confirm an association of the house with the pottery. The effects of the cholera epidemic are also briefly covered. 
	New York Times 
	1896 “McKinley to Take a Rest.” September 7. New York. 
	A brief news item about President McKinley’s visit to the Midwest in late 1896, which included a short stay at Zoar Village. 
	Ohio Democrat 
	1866 Annual Report of the Directors of the Tuscarawas County Infirmary. Ohio Democrat, September 7, 1866. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	The annual report of the Directors of the Tuscarawas County Infirmary includes an entry for eight cow hides that were taken to Zoar Village to be tanned, and returned to the Infirmary to be worked. 
	1867 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, January 18, 1867. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	A miscellaneous item notes the good time had by a party that visited Zoar by sleigh, and inquires if any person knew of a place equal to Zoar Village for pleasure-seekers. 
	1871 County Commissioners Report. Ohio Democrat, January 13, 1871. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	This report noted that the Society was granted $334 to improve the road from the bridge to the sawmill, and to add fill to their levee along the river. 
	1873 Zoar as a Place of Summer Resort. Ohio Democrat, July 25, 1873. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	This article describes a visit to Zoar Village in the summer of 1873. The author compares it favorably to other noted summer resorts of the period, including Saratoga, New York, and Long Branch in Toronto, Ontario. When the author made his visit, about a hundred tourists were present, many from Cleveland and Massillon, and they spent their time fishing, hunting, playing baseball and cards, and generally enjoying themselves. The trustees told the author they had granted the Wheeling and Toledo Railroad (late
	1883 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, February 15, 1883. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	In 1883, the railroad bridge was washed off its abutments, and the stone abutments themselves destroyed. 
	1889 Miscellaneous News Item. Ohio Democrat, August 15, 1889. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	This article gives a historical overview of Zoar Village (with many factual inaccuracies), and also includes some snippets of information about everyday life at Zoar Village at the end of the 1880s. The tramp house is mentioned, and the Separatist barber is identified as a young man who leads the orchestra and works in the tannery. 
	1892 The Pigeons at Zoar. Ohio Democrat, September 22, 1892. New Philadelphia, Ohio. 
	This short article recounts a tale about the pigeons kept at Zoar Village in the 1830s, and notes a tale that all of the Society’s pigeons fled the town just before the cholera outbreak in 1834, returning when it had subsided. 
	Oshkosh Democrat 1850 Advertisement. Oshkosh Democrat, December 27, 1850. Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 
	An advertisement for the firm of Langley & Washburn touts the recent arrival of a shipment of agricultural goods from Ohio, including 50 barrels of Separatist wine. 
	Pinedale Roundup 1921 Ancient Mill is Lost. Pinedale Roundup, October 6, 1921, Pinedale, Wyoming. 
	A brief news item reporting on the demolition of the Canal Mill. 
	Portsmouth Times 1859 The Separatists of Ohio. Portsmouth Times, October 4, 1859. Portsmouth, Ohio. 
	This news items gives a brief overview of the Society, including some details on the community at the time of publication. House No. 1 is briefly described as being of an “antique build” was occupied by the trustees. The Zoar Hotel is described as operating in the manner of an old German inn. The laws of the Society were described as strict, with very little disregarding of them by the Separatists. Of curiosity is the reporting of a prohibition against seduction, which the reporter noted was punishable by d
	Potts, Pipsey 
	1882 A Queer Quaint People: In Three Parts. In Arthur’s Home Magazine Vol. 50: 5-7. On file at Ohio Historical Society Library & Archives, call no. PA 715 Box 8 
	Potts’ series of articles is a travelogue discussing her time in Zoar Village, and illustrates the common perception of outsiders who sojourned in Zoar Village of the people as being somewhat backwards but highly moral folks. This source is not particularly useful for understanding the history and culture of Zoar Village, but does contain a reference to an apparent pre-contact grave that was found during the excavation of a cellar; no location for the cellar was given however. 
	Sandusky Register 
	1911 Cider Mills Working Hard in Old Zoar. Sandusky Register, September 11, 1911. Sandusky, Ohio. 
	This short article notes the production of cider at the Zoar Village cider mill, at a rate of 5,000 gallons a day. A spectacular apple harvest in 1911 drove prices down to 12 cents a bushel. 
	Stacy, Harold 1951 “With the Fine Arts.” Columbus Dispatch, November 11, 1951.
	 This article is a descriptive review of the August Biehle exhibition at the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society in 1951.  
	Steubenville Herald-Star 
	1921 Miscellaneous News Item. Steubenville Herald-Star, April 23, 1921. Steubenville, Ohio. 
	This item notes plans to convert the Ohio canal bed from Zoar Village to New Philadelphia into a massive fishing pond. 
	PredictiveModelingReferences 
	Altschul, Jeffrey H., Lynne Sebastian, and Kurt Heidelberg 
	2004 Predictive Modeling in the Military: Similar Goals, Divergent Paths. SRI Foundation Preservation Research Series 1. Funded by a Department of Defense Legacy Project 01-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. Air Force Materiel Command Headquarters, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, Fort Worth, Texas, and Prewitt & Associates, Inc., Austin, Texas. 
	http://www.srifoundation.org/pdf/FINALLEG.pdf 

	Altschul et al.'s report covers a range of topics as an introduction to evaluating archeological site location predictive models created for four military bases located across the United States. Introductory topics include the definition of predictive model as used in archeology; a history of predictive model use in archeology, especially the pitfalls of using GIS without consideration to theoretical and methodological issues discussed two decades earlier; a summary of theoretical and methodological issues 
	Altschul, Jeffrey H., Terry H. Klein, and Lynne Sebastian 
	2005 A Workshop on Predictive Modeling and Cultural Resource Management on Military Installations. SRI Foundation Preservation Research Series 4. Funded by a Department of Defense Legacy Project 03-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. Air Force Materiel Command Headquarters, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District, Fort Worth, Texas, and Prewitt & Associates, Inc., Austin, Texas. 2005.PDF 
	http://www.denix.osd.mil/cr/upload/WORKSHOP-ON-PREDICTIVE-MODELING
	-

	Altschul et al.'s 2005 report summarizes the background and results of a workshop on the use of predictive modeling on military installations. Conducting the workshop was one recommendation generated by the 2004 Legacy project (01-167) examining predictive model use by the military and evaluating existing models employed at four installations. The most useful portion of this document is chapter three where the results and recommendations generated by the workshop participants are outlined. Workshop particip
	Banning, E. B. 
	2002 Section 1.6 - Using Predictive Models and GIS. In Archaeological Survey, by E.B. Banning, pp. 138–143. Manuals in Archaeological Method, Theory, and Technique. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishing, New York.  
	This section of Banning's book concisely summarizes the purpose, history, and appropriate uses of predictive models in archeology. Of importance for the creation of predictive models for pre-contact archeological site location in the study area are the observations that (1) inductive model creation based on empirical datasets is only successful in areas where there has been thorough regional survey, and (2) where the existing databases contain consistent and reliable classifications of archaeological deposi
	Cushman, David W., and Lynne Sebastian 
	2008 Integrating Archaeological Models: Management and Compliance on Military Installations. SRI Foundation Preservation Research Series 7. Funded by a Department of Defense Legacy Project 06-167. Submitted by SRI Foundation, Rio Rancho, New Mexico. Submitted to U.S. Air Combat Command Headquarters, Langley AFB, Virginia, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, Los Angeles, California. 167_final_report.pdf 
	http://www.srifoundation.org/legacy_pdf/legacy_06
	-

	Cushman and Sebastian's research focused on advancing two recommendations made by the Predictive Modeling Workshop held in 2004 (Legacy 03-167): (1) expand the use of locational predictive models in the federal compliance process, and (2) expand archaeological modeling to include concept of site significance. The authors discuss how site locational predictive models can be integrated into various facets of the planning process and compliance with NEPA and Section 106 of NHPA then worked with staff at three 
	Johnstone, Seth 
	2003 Past and Predictions: Archaeology and ArcGIS in Cultural Resources Management. Paper presented at the 23rd Annual ESRI International Users Conference, July 7–11, 2003. Available as a PDF online at . 
	proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc03/p0153.pdf

	Johnstone's paper provides an overview of the process by which a predictive site location model was created for Fort Stewart, Georgia, using multiple environmental and site variables. This investigation is useful insofar as it presents one way that a range of data has been integrated with the capabilities of GIS. 
	Kincaid, C. 
	1988 Predictive Modeling and Its Relationship to Cultural Resource Management Applications. In Quantifying the Present and Predicting the Past: Theory, Method, and Application of Archaeological Predictive Modeling, edited by W. James Judge and Lynne Sebastian, pp. 549–569. The U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Denver. 
	As the title suggests Kincaid's chapter in this edited volume is concerned with the application of predictive models to the field of cultural resources management (CRM). Kincaid sets the stage by discussing what models are, their limitations, and under what circumstances they should be employed in CRM. It should be noted that Kincaid calls inductive models intuitive models and deductive models objective models. Of particular use to this study is how Kincaid envisions models being applied to specific CRM tas
	Kvamme, Kenneth L. 
	2006 Chapter 1. There and Back Again: Revisiting Archaeological Locational Modeling. In GIS and Archaeological Site Location Modeling, edited by by Mark W. Mehrer and Konnie L. Westcott, pp. 2–34. CRC/Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, Florida. 
	In this chapter, the author presents a brief historical overview of predictive modeling in archaeology with emphasis on his personal involvement, particularly in the 1980s. Identified deficiencies of predictive models are identified and possible solutions are presented. Useful is the list of common arguments against the use of predictive locational models in archaeology and the author's equally compelling counter arguments. Kvamme examines the differing theoretical approaches to the use of modeling in archa
	Lock, Gary, and Trevor Harris 
	2006 Chapter 2. Enhacing Predictive Archaeological Modeling: Integrating Location, Landscape, and Culture. In GIS and Archaeological Site Location Modeling, edited by by Mark W. Mehrer and Konnie L. Westcott, pp. 36–55. CRC/Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, Florida.  
	In this chapter, the authors examine the tensions and conflicts between the use of predictive modeling in the United  States and the United Kingdom. This tension is traced to the differing perspectives and agendas generated by prominent role of cultural resources management (CRM) in the U.S. and the concept of "humanizing the landscape" in the U.K. This chapter is useful for demonstrating the importance of considering the complexity of the "envirocultural" landscape and the role of humans in shaping that la
	WebsitesandElectronicDocuments 
	Akron Porcelain & Products Company 
	2008 Company History. Web document located at . Accessed April 12, 2013. 
	http://www.akronporcelain.com/History/history.htm

	The company history of the Akron Porcelain & Plastics Company includes a brief history of the ceramics industry in northeast Ohio. The history notes that Solomon Purdy (associated with the Zoar Pottery) established a pottery at Mogadore in 1833. 
	Bowen, Jeb 
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	Between 1936 and 1937, Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) of the National Park Service photographed and prepared measured drawings for over 25 structures in Zoar Village, including the Zoar Brewery, the Second Cider Mill, the Third Meetinghouse (Zoar Church), House No. 1, the Zoar (General) Store, the Custom Mill, the Zoar Jail, the Second Cobbler Shop, the Second Cow Barn, the Zoar Hotel, and the Third School. A brief history of Zoar Village was also produced as part of this documentation. These pho
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	GeorgeAdomeit(1879–1967) 
	George Adomeit was born in Memel, Germany, and moved to Cleveland as a child. Adomeit studied under Frederick Gottwald and Ora Coltman, and graduated from the Cleveland School of Art in 1911. Adomeit painted at Zoar Village and exhibited work done in previous summers at Zoar Village at the Taylor Gallery in 1912. Adomeit was a charter member of the conservative Cleveland Artists Society. Adomeit continued to paint at Zoar Village up to at least the early 1960s, as well as other locations in Maine, Mexico, a
	AugustBiehle,Jr.(1885–1979) 
	August Biehle, Jr., perhaps the artist most strongly associated with Zoar Village, was born in Cleveland to German immigrant parents in 1885. He studied at the Royal Academy in Munich from 1903 to 1905. Biehle took night classes at the Cleveland School of Art under Frederick Gottwald from 1906 to 1909. Biehle was a member of the Kokoon Club and participated in the 1914 Modernist Show at the Taylor Gallery in Cleveland. Biehle worked as a lithographer and at Sherwin-Williams in Cleveland. He continued to pai
	FritzBoehmer(1875–1942) 
	Fritz Boehmer was born in Germany and later moved to Toledo, Ohio. Boehmer was a miniaturist but worked for the Works Progress Administration, Fine Arts Division at Zoar Village recording handicrafts for the Index of American Art in 1936. The drawings are located in the National Gallery in Washington D.C. Boehmer was also a muralist for the WPA and painted a mural at the Toledo Zoo. 
	BenjaminCratz(1878–1949) 
	Benjamin Cratz was a Toledo artist who studied under painter George Osthaus. He moved to Paris in 1903 and studied at the Academie Julian before moving to the art colony at Provincetown, Massachusetts, where he studied under George Elmer Brown (The Literary Digest 1928). Cratz lived in the art colonies at Rockport, Massachusetts, and Toledo, Ohio. Cratz produced an oil painting of the Custom Mill at Zoar Village ca. 1905–1910, on display at the Franklin County Courthouse (Figure B.1). 
	Figure
	FigureB.1.TheOldMill,Zoar,ca.1905–1910,byBenjaminCratz 
	Source:SupremeCourtofOhio2012 
	OraColtman(1858–1940) 
	Ora Coltman was born in Shelby, Ohio, in 1858. He studied law in the 1880s with attorney John White before he decided to be a painter. Coltman moved to Paris to study at the Academie Julian and later studied in Munich. Coltman studied with Frederick Gottwald and was his assistant at Zoar Village in the summer of 1897. He spent the next two summers in Sag Harbor, New York. In 1901, fourteen subscribers sent him and his wife to Paris for study in exchange for the first pick of his work when he returned. A yea
	RalphFanning(1889–1971) 
	Ralph Fanning was a professor of art and architectural history at the Ohio State University. He graduated from Cornell University in 1912. He was influenced by the Post-Impressionist work of Columbus artist Alice Schille (Keny 1994). Fanning worked at Zoar Village between 1940 and 1945. 
	I.T.Frary(1873–1965) 
	I. T. Frary (Figure B.2) pursued a number of careers including artist, designer, and historic preservationist. He was a member of the national advisory board for the first Historic American Building Survey (Busta-Peck 2012a). Frary studied at the Cleveland School of Art and attended the Zoar Summer School with Frederick Gottwald (Busta-Peck 2012b). He is more known for his work in architectural heritage than art. Frary was one of the notable people who submitted letters to Huntington in 1935 urging the pres
	Figure
	FigureB.2.I.T.Frary,ca.1930s 
	Source:Cleveland ArtistsFoundation2012b 
	FrederickC.Gottwald(1858–1941) 
	A student of painter Archibald Willard, Frederick Gottwald (Figure 1.49) was an instructor at the Cleveland School of Art from 1885 to1926 and trained Charles Burchfield, Henry Keller, and Abel Warshawsky, among others. Gottwald established the Zoar Summer School of Art and spent the summers there between 1888 and 1899, and was an associate of Alexander Gunn. He was a founding member of the Cleveland Society of Artists (Keny 1994). 
	HenryKeller(1869–1949) 
	Henry Keller was born in Cleveland, Ohio. He entered the Western Reserve School of Design for Women in 1887 (Robinson 1996). He was a student of Frederick Gottwald at Zoar Village and later studied in Munich (Francis 1944). He began teaching at the Cleveland 
	Henry Keller was born in Cleveland, Ohio. He entered the Western Reserve School of Design for Women in 1887 (Robinson 1996). He was a student of Frederick Gottwald at Zoar Village and later studied in Munich (Francis 1944). He began teaching at the Cleveland 
	School of Art in 1903 in watercoloring, and then became a full-time instructor in decorative illustration. He taught summer school at Berlin Heights from 1903 to 1914. Keller was a leading modernist in Cleveland and participated in the 1913 Armory Show in New York (Robinson 1996). 

	AdamLehr(1853–1924) 
	Adam Lehr was born in Cleveland to immigrant parents. Initially a cigar maker by trade, after the death of his father he later became an apprentice house painter and added sign painting to his repertoire. Joining the Cleveland Arts Club, Lehr took lessons from Archibald Willard and DeScott Evans in the mid-1870s. Merchant Alexander Gunn sponsored Lehr’s studies at the Art Students League under the direction of William Merrit Chase in 1881. Lehr began to exhibit regularly and spent time at Zoar Village pursu
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	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE &DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO 
	INTRODUCTION Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam is part of the Muskingum River Basin System (Figure 1). The Muskingum River Basin is the site of Ohio's first multiple purpose water management and land conservation river basin project. The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) was created on 3 June 1933 for the purpose of development this project. The initial plan called for 14 flood control reservoirs. In 1933, the Public Works Administration (PWA) awarded a grant of $to the USACE to construct the propo
	22,090,000.00 

	I' I 
	Figure 1. Location of Zoar in Ohio. 
	Figure 1. Location of Zoar in Ohio. 
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	Zoar Levee is an appurtenant structure to the Dover Dam and is located approximately four miles upstream of the dam on the Tuscarawas River (Figure 2). Dover Dam is a dry dam and retains pools only during events to attenuate downstream flooding in coordination with other Muskingum Basin projects. 

	Figure 2. Zoar Levee in Relation to Dover Dam. 
	Figure 2. Zoar Levee in Relation to Dover Dam. 
	Zoar Levee (Figures 3-5) provides flood damage reduction benefits to the Village of Zoar and provides protection from flooding when Dover Dam is retaining a pool above El. 890 (a 3-year event). As such the original crest elevation of the Zoar levee was designed to correspond to the spillway elevation of Dover Dam of 916, with an additional 3 feet of free board for a resulting crest elevation of 919. The current crest elevation, following the 1951 work, is 928.5. 
	Zoar Diversion Dam is located on Goose Run, about 1,000 feet upstream of Zoar Levee and was built to work in conjunction with the levee. The Diversion Dam is a retention 
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	structure for runoff in the Goose Run watershed, which flows into a ponding area for the Zoar Levee pump station. 
	Figure 3. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam Project Components. 
	The District has recognized in consultation with the Ohio Historic Preservation Office (OHPO) that the MUR projects, including Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, are collectively eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for their association with Federal investments to flood control improvements in Muskingum Basin. The consultation was formalized on 11 May 2011 with the execution of a Programmatic Agreement, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.14(b) to take into account effects and
	Page 3 of25 
	WHAT DOES THE PROJECT PROTECT 
	WHAT DOES THE PROJECT PROTECT 
	The Village of Zoar is located in east central Ohio, along the Tuscarawas River in Tuscarawas County, about 70 miles south of Cleveland, Ohio. Zoar Levee protects approximately 98 buildings or structures from being within the Dover Dam 916 flowage easement (Figure 5). According to the 2000 census, the population at risk is estimated to be approximately 193 people. 
	The buildings and structures located in Zoar Village at or below 916 elevation represent a wide range of ages and construction types. The dominant buildings and overall character of the study area reflect a nineteenth century rural village. The majority of the buildings are two-stories, two-bay wide, rectangular in plan and of frame construction. Several have perpendicular rear appendages, creating L-plan shaped houses. The buildings are predominately eave-oriented with gable roofs covered with wood shingle
	Figure
	Figure 4. Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in Relation to Zoar Village. Page 4 of25 
	seven, two of which are not historic and are small in scale. The bakery is a constructed frame over a thick rubble stone lower level with brick oven and rear appendage. The landmark three-story No. 1 House is a monumental dressed stone and brick building that has been described as having the elegant overall composition and detailing of a gentleman's county house in northern Europe, circa 1800. 
	The Village of Zoar was established in 1817 by a group of German separatists called Zoarites. Although founded primarily as a religious community, the separatists introduced a communal system to pay their debts for land and guarantee their economic and social security. The village contained a church, a communal bakery, tin shop, blacksmith shop, a store, a furniture shop, weaving and sewing houses, a pottery, several mills, a brewery, a large ornamental garden with greenhouse, as well as residences. Barns a
	II t 
	Figure 5. Dover Dam's Pool at Elevation 916 in relation to Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, showing those portions of Zoar Village that would be otherwise in the flowage easement. 
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	hotel was erected along the canal which ran nearby. Two blast furnaces were operated in the vicinity. The community prospered in agricultural and industry until waning idealism and internal dissention brought its dissolution in 1898. 
	The Village of Zoar is unique in the State of Ohio, because it contains a significant collection of German folk architecture from a unique 19century utopian community. Original documentation concerning the decision to construct the levee verses remove the town from Dover Dam's flowage easement, which was done in at least one other case 
	th 

	(e.g. Zoarville), is vague. However, extant data indicates that the USACE considered the historical significance of the community when it originally constructed the levee. 
	A 1949 design memorandum concerning the capacity of the Zoar pump station states that " .. . protection of the village instead of evacuation was adopted because of its historical significance ... " 
	A 1950 memorandum concerning raising the crest of Zoar Levee stated: 
	"At the time Dover Dam was being planned, consideration was given to evacuating the population of200 persons. However, since the village is of considerable historical importance and since two state-owned museums are located there, it was decided to protect the site by constructing earth levees rather than to evacuate the population." 
	Further, a 2001 article from the National Park Service's magazine entitled CRM stated: 
	" ... in 1929, under pressure.from the US. Army Corps ofEngineers to move the town to higher ground to accommodate a nearby flood-control dam, the villagers began to recognize their heritage and restored the central garden and opened a museum. A levee was built instead.". 
	Much of Zoar was documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). In the 1960s, the Ohio General Assembly appropriated $300,000 to purchase significant buildings in Zoar to preserve, restore and interpret them. The Ohio Historical Society (OHS) now operates several buildings in the Village of Zoar. The OHS is also contracted by the State of Ohio to operate the State Historic Preservation Office. 
	In 1967, the Zoar Community Association was founded to ensure the preservation of the Village of Zoar and the surrounding areas and to assist in the maintenance of the economic vitality of the Zoar area. The community association hosts several festivals and events each year, and the village is a regional asset associated with tourism. The ZCA is now under contract to manage and runs tours of several of the buildings in Zoar for the OHS. For more information concerning the community, please visit or 
	http:/ /www.zca.org/home.html 
	http://ohsweb.ohiohistory.org/places/ne 10/index.shtml. 

	The Zoar State Memorial Historic District was placed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) in 1969 and its boundary was increased in 1975 (Figure 6). The NRHP boundary is shown below in Figure 4. The community was listed under Criterion 
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	A for its assocrnt10n with the century German separatist movement and under Criterion C for its outstanding examples of nineteenth century architecture. As currently listed, its period of significance extends from 1817 to 1899. 
	Figure


	Figure 6. Current NRHP Boundaries for Zoar State Memorial Historic District. 
	Figure 6. Current NRHP Boundaries for Zoar State Memorial Historic District. 
	The historic district measures 176. 7 total acres, 54 acres of which is located behind Zoar Levee within elevation 916. A total of 57 of 98 (84 percent) of the buildings in Zoar are located at or below 916 elevation date from between 1814-1898. Approximately onefifth of the historic District is above elevation 916. Key institutional buildings, such as the church, school, and weaving house, along with several residences are located above elevation 916. 
	SUMMARY OF DAM SAFETY ISSUES WITH THE PROJECT 
	In the 1990's the District conducted a Limited Re-embankment Analysis of Zoar Diversion Dam which resulted in the installation of an Upstream Seepage Control and Downstream Seepage Blanked and Collection System. It was also determined that Zoar Diversion Dam ,vas not suitable for maintaining a permanent impoundment due to safety issues. 
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	In January of 2005, a record high water event, resulted in Dover Dam's impoundment reaching a record pool of elevation 907.4. During this event, pin boils were noted on the interior of the levee. These pin boils were the result of water seeping beneath the levee that had piped into channels and were now moving material with them which appeared to be piping unconsolidated fill from beneath the levee's foundation. To remediate the situation, the District installed rings of sand bags around the boils to preven
	Following a flood event in Spring of 2008, in which much larger boils were noted, Zoar Levee was reclassified as a DSAC I or "Urgent and Compelling -Critically Near Failure," due to large amounts of under seepage through the rock knoll portion of the levee foundation which was shown to be increasing with each successive event 
	CURRENT DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY 
	To find a long-term plan to reduce risk to the Village of Zoar, the District is currently preparing a Dam Safety Modification Report for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam in accordance with Draft ER 1110-2-1156. This ER is the result of Section 2033 of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) of 2007, which among other things, required the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to adopt a risk analysis approach to project cost estimates for water resource projects and ensure that the benefits and costs assoc
	A DSM report is required to justify modifying a USACE project to address risk associated with Dam Safety to meet tolerable risk guidelines with the goal being to find the best risk management plan. The objective of the DSM study is to identify and recommend an alternative risk management plan that supports the expeditious and cost effectiye reduction of risk. In accordance with Section 2033 of WRDA 2007, nonstructural alternatives, including but not limited to breaching the levee and diversion dam and acqui

	SERVICES REQUIRED 
	SERVICES REQUIRED 
	As a part of the DSM report, the District will be categorizing impacts in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and several resource specific acts, including but not limited the National Historic Preservation Act. This work will also help to capture certain benefits and costs or project impacts through a series of established national accounts including, but not limited to the the Environmental Quality (EQ) and Other 
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	accounts, as established bv the Principle and Guidelines for Water
	Social Effects (OSE)
	. 

	-. Resources Planning established in 1983. 
	The services required of the Contractor shall consist of conducting a historic property and community baseline study that includes a workshop delivery plan. These services will aid the District consider the effects different alternatives may have on these resources during the formulation, evaluation and comparison of those alternatives. 
	The services to be rendered by the Contractor under this scope of services include all labor, materials, and travel necessary to complete the following work. 
	I. HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY 
	I. HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY 
	A. Qualifications: The District requires that all work be supervised by persons meeting the Professional Qualification Standards set forth in the U.S. Secretary of Interior's (SOI) Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716) in archeology, history, architectural history, and/or historic architecture with extensive experience in completing the type of work being required. All work must be completed by person meeting the SOI guidelines in the field of practice being examined. For example
	B. Background Research: The Contractor shall complete a search of records on file at the District Offices in Huntington, WV, the MUR project offices at Dover Dam and local and regional repositories, including, but not limited to, the Zoar Community Association, Tuscarawas County Historical Society, Ohio & Erie Canalway Association, Massillon Museum, Western Reserve, Ohio Historic Preservation Office, and Ohio Historical Society to collect information concerning historic properties and historic property pote
	Background research shall also be conducted to establish a strong and regionally based pre-contact and historic-period contexts. While this context shall aide in the development of models required under Tasks I.C-D, it must be broad enough to be applicable beyond the boundaries of study area, in case the study area needs to be expanded in the future as formulation of alternatives proceeds. 
	In addition, the Contractor will conduct the research necessary to identify and chart the location of Zoarite land-holdings, facilities, infrastructure, buildings, structures, quarries/mines, and agricultural land in the region, not just those within the study area. The District understands that the Zoarites once owned approximately 5000-7000 acres around the village, which was the residential and commercial hub of the Zoarite holdings and where most if not all of the Zoarites lived. Surrounding the village
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	industrial facilities, mmmg and extraction facilities, and load-outs along the Tuscarawas River. Zoarville was also apparently a satellite Zoarite community. The Zoar Community Association maintains maps charting the know extent of Zoarite holdings in region. 
	This information is required to help assess if the current NRHP boundary for the Zoar State Memorial Site is adequate or requires revision. Be advised, the District understands that some records pertaining to the Zoarites may be written in 19Century German. If any of these documents are deemed likely to have information pertinent to the purposes discussed herein this Scope of Work, the Contractor must have these documents translated. 
	th 

	The Contractor shall identify all other utopian communities listed on the NRHP and gather sufficient information on these communities to compare them to the Zoar State Memorial Site, as required by Task I.C. 
	The Contractor shall also research how Zoar Village has interacted with and influenced the arts. For example, it is known that Zoar Village was a favorite subject to August Biehle and perhaps some of his contemporaries. The Contractor shall identify those artists, not limited to painters, who visited, documented and were influenced or otherwise motivated to capture Zoar in their work. 
	Collected data shall include, but not be limited to: (1) relevant periodphotographs, sketches, maps, accounts, notes, journals, descriptions, newspaper articles, documents, ledgers, correspondence, and as-built drawings; (2) previously generated relevant historical analyses, articles, books, magazine/journal articles, and or scholarly documents; and (4) previously completed cultural resource studies, including previously inventoried resources, that have been completed within or relevant to the study area a
	The Contractor shall develop an annotated bibliography for all sources of information pertinent to the completion ofTask I. 
	All data obtained during Background Research shall be digitized and utilized in the development of Tasks I.C-D, throughout the technical report required by Task 
	I.E and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required by Task I.F. 
	C. Above-Ground Resources: Within the study area provided (Figure 7), the Contractor shall take a reconnaissance level-effort to identify and document all above-ground resources eligible for listing, or already listed, in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). This effort should rely on the results of Task B, but also requires that the Contractor conduct a physical inspection of the study area. 
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	The nature and extent of these resources shall be described in writing, photodocumented, and cartographically located on project maps. The written narrative will include a physical description of the resource and its NRHP boundary, as well as demonstrate why the resource is eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. Those resources that do not meet the threshold for inclusion in the NRHP must be photo-documented and cartographically located on project maps. A brief summary of why the resource fails to meet the cr
	In respect to the Zoar State Memorial Site, and resources that contribute to it, the contractor shall re-evaluate the current boundary of the historic district and if necessary propose a new one. For this task, the Contractor must expand its analysis beyond the study area to account for the information gathered under Task 
	I.B. In the course of this study, the Contractor will have to evaluate the period of 
	Figure

	Figure 7. Study Area. 
	Figure 7. Study Area. 
	significance to determine if requires revision. 
	Individual resources that contribute to the Zoar State Memorial Site do not need to be documented to the level requested above. However, the Contractor shall make clear why or why not resources contribute or not-contribute to the NRHP district. 
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	All resources, including known archeological sites, within the NR_l-lP boundary should be clearly identified in writing and on maps as contributing or not contributing to the historic district. 
	The contractor shall provide a written defensible narrative of why or why not the boundary and/or period of significance was changed. This narrative should include a well-researched statement of significance that accounts for the integrity of the resource. Street-scape level photo-documentation of the Zoar State Memorial Site shall be achieved to support the written narratives. 
	As a part of the statement of significance, the contractor shall compare and contrast the significance and integrity of the Zoar State Memorial Site to other surviving utopian communities that are listed in the NRHP. The Contractor is not expected to visit other communities in person. 
	In addition to the documentation required above, the Contractor shall summarize the results of Task LC in tabular format that reference project maps. The required documentation and resulting analysis will be presented in technical report required by Task LE and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required by Task LP 
	The contractor is encouraged to conduct any field work required for this 
	reconnaissance from publically accessible locations. However, if the Contractor 
	· determines that rights-of-entry to private property is desired, it will provide the Government with map of locations access is desired and a description of the planned activities. The government shall then attempt to achieve rights-of-entry. Requests for rights-of-entry shall be submitted to the Government no later than ten (10) days following notice of award. 
	D. Archeological Probability Assessment: The Contractor shall also complete research required to develop a probability assessment for archeological sites within the study area and for archeological sites qualifying as historic properties within the study area (Figure 7). Known resources and/or previously uninventoried resource potentials documented in Tasks LB and Tasks LC must be included in this analysis. The Contractor shall provide well researched probability model that exceeds a simple high, medium or
	For historic period sites, this probability model will draw upon dated collected during Task LB and Task LC to assess potential locations of historic period archeology and the likelihood sites may contain deposits with the integrity and significance required to qualify them for inclusion in the NRHP. 
	The Contractor shall focus and organize this discussion on known themes of historic (50 years or older) development (e.g. commerce, manufacturing, levee 
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	construction, etc ... ) and then assess the potential for ruins and/or archeological 
	sites to survive from these known historicai themes. 
	The research potential of these site types should also be discussed in terms of what types of data needs to survive from suspected sites to make them significant in terms of NRHP eligibility. The Contractor shall not only document their findings with a well researched and cited narrative, but cartographically mark the locations of known and/or suspected historic period archeological sites, as well as differentiate between different probabilities areas within the study area, by theme. 
	It is suspected that most, but not all, historic-period site potentials will be associated with Zoarite occupaticn and/or use ofthe study area. In these cases, the Contractor shall incorporate data achieved under Tasks LB and LC. to divide the study area into Zoarite functional themes (e.g. residential, commercial, agricultural, industrial, transportation, etc..) and assess for archeological potential as required above. 
	For sites that pre-date written records, the. Contractor shall develop a probability model that draws upon previous research in the region by archeological period. The scope of this research shall exceed the provided study area (Figure 7) and be designed to take in a large enough geographic region to provide defensible results. However, the results are to be applied to the study area only. 
	The goal of this model is to draw conclusions about the types of sites likely to occur in different geographic locations and the likelihood of site types ( e.g. camp, quarry, village etc ... ) by archeological period (e.g. Early Archaic, Late Prehistoric, etc .... ) to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the NRHP. In doing so, the Contractor must defensibly define each site type and archeological period discussed. 
	The research potential of site types should also be discussed in terms of what types of data needs to survive to make them significant. The Contractor shall not only document their model findings with a well researched and cited narrative, but cartographically mark the locations of known and/or suspected pre-contact period archeological sites, as well as differentiate between different probabilities areas within the study area by archeological period and/or site type 
	This probability model should heavily rely upon information contained in the Ohio Archeological Inventory and previous research in the region. Environmental factors, including but not limited to topographic, geomorphologic, and soils data shall also be utilized. 
	In addition to the documentation required above, the Contractor shall summarize the results of Task LC in tabular format that reference project maps. The required documentation and resulting analysis will be presented in technical report required by Task LE and its appendices, and incorporated into the GIS required 
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	by Task L 
	Subsurface testing or systematic ground-trothing is not required in the performance of this task. However, the Contractor is required to visit the Study Area to visually assess any factors pertinent to the task above. The Contractor is encouraged to make these visual assessments from publically accessible locations. However, if the Contractor determines that rights-of-entry to private property is desired, it will provide the Government with map of locations access is desired and a description of the planned
	E. Technical Report: The final results of the baseline historic property study shall be incorporated into a technical report meeting the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historical Documentation (law/arch stnds 5.htm). 
	http://www.nps.gov/historv/local

	The Contractor shall incorporate tables, charts, and maps that simply summarize all results as much as possible. Being able to quickly find the geographic extent of discussed resources and/or probability areas and digest their significance is very important. All resource and probability maps must use the latest available aerial photography for base maps. Other (e.g. USGS/ Soil/ Street I Parcel) maps can be used to provide more pertinent data focused toward specific discussions. 
	Minimally, the report shall include sections with the following data. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Management Summary I Abstract. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Title Page minimally containing: 

	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	A tile of the report; 

	b. 
	b. 
	The contract and task order numbers; 

	c. 
	c. 
	All authors and contributors; 

	d. 
	d. 
	Full contact information for the Contractor 

	e. 
	e. 
	The Huntington District as the Sponsor 



	3. 
	3. 
	Comprehensive Table of Contents. 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Introduction and Description of the study, its background and purpose. 

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	A clear and concise section on the methods employed for all tasks. 



	6. 
	6. 
	A summary of the results of Task LB. 

	7. 
	7. 
	A summary ofthe results of Task LC. 

	8. 
	8. 
	A snmmary ofthP. rP.s11lt,;: ofT::i,;:k-T.n. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Maps, photographs, and tables supporting the summaries provided 

	10. 
	10. 
	A comprehensive references cited section 
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	The report shall also have appendices containing the following documentation: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Resume's for the Contractor's principal project personnel. 

	b. 
	b. 
	A copy ofthis scope of work. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Annotated bibliography as required by Task B. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Digital copies of all the data achieved under Task B, organized by and cross-referenced to the annotated bibliography. 


	The Contractor shall incorporate other appendices as deemed necessary to support the completion of Task I. 
	The report shall be printed on 8 ½-x-11-inch paper with 1-inch top and bottom margins and a 1 ¼-inch binding margin. Photographs and illustrations shall be included when appropriate. Oversized figures shall be formatted to an ll-x-17inch page size with adequate margins and folded to fit within the bound report. If larger figures formats are required, the District shall be consulted prior to production. The report shall be reviewed and signed by the Contractor's principal investigator( s). 
	-

	F. GIS: The contractor shall incorporate geographic data obtained under Tasks I.B
	-

	1.D (e.g. locations of resources and historic properties, Zoarite landholdings and facilities, archeological probability zones, historic district boundaries) into appropriate GIS layers. 
	Specifically, the Contractor will develop, maintain and manage geospatial data through the contract period. The Contractor shall use industry standard Geographic Information Systems software (GIS), ArcView 9.2. The Contractor shall create, and geo-process, specific data, detailed in Task I in the development of GIS. Database shall be an ESRI personal geodatabase structure; based on Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE). Tools for this are located at . Fields and tab
	http://www.sdsfie.org
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	use in the master plan report, the contractor shall provide all geo-spatial data, maps and exh1b1ts in an eiectronic format. Ail data shall be appropriateiy cataloged and organized per USACE metafile guidelines to allow for easy identification and location of information/data for future master plan revisions. 
	G. Schedule for Production, Review, and Distribution of Technical Report & GIS Data: A detailed schedule is included below. The production, review, and distribution of the Technical Report required by Task LE and GIS data required by Task I.F shall occur as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The Contractor shall proceed with all tasks immediately following the receipt ofthe executed work order. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The Contractor shall submit one (1) digital color draft copy of a Management Summary to the District within five (5) days of completion of Tasks 1.A-D. The Management Summary shall provide evidence that Tasks I.A-D have been completed and make clear that this document is only a planning milepost and shall not substitute for the full technical report required in Task I.E. The Management Summary shall be no longer than 10 pages. Digital copies will be provided on CD-Rs. 

	The Contractor shall supply twenty (20) digital color final copies of a Management Summary to the District within five (5) days ofreceipt of comments. Final copies must include all required revisions. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The Contractor shall submit one (1) color hard copy and one (1) color digital copy of the first draft oftechnical report required under Task LE to the District and for review and comment no later than thirty (30) days following the acceptance of the Management Summary. 

	4. 
	4. 
	After making all revisions to the first draft of the technical report that takes into account all comments provided by the District, the Contractor shall submit ten (10) second draft color digital copies of the technical report to the District for distribution to consulting parties. These second draft color copies must be submitted to the District no later than fifteen (15) days following receipt of the District's comments on the first draft. 

	5. 
	5. 
	After making revisions to the second draft technical report that take into account all District and consulting part comments, as directed by the District, the Contractor shall submit twenty (20) digital color copies of the final technical report and four (4) color hard copies of the final technical report to the District no later than fifteen (15) days following receipt of District and consulting party comments. Two (2) digital 
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	final conies of GIS data reauired under Task T.F shall also he nrovided 
	.._---------------.1.-------------------------------r
	-

	at this time. 
	II. COMMUNITY IMPACTS BASELINE STUDY AND WORKSHOP DELIVERY PLAN 
	II. COMMUNITY IMPACTS BASELINE STUDY AND WORKSHOP DELIVERY PLAN 
	A. Qualifications: All work must be completed by persons with the education, experience and ability to complete the requested work. 
	B. Background: USACE evaluates other intangible benefits, costs and impacts within a fourth account known as the "Other Social Effects" (OSE) account. These "Other Social Effects" are generally hard to quantify and cannot be monetized as easily as are the benefits and costs associated with the other accounts. For this reason, USACE must use other data/information collection methods to collect, analyze and evaluate these intangible community qualities. This scope of work outlines a series of tasks that will 
	The USACE "Handbook on Applying "Other Social Effects" Factors in Corps of Engineers Water Resources Planning" produced by the Institute of Water Resources (09-R-4) will be used as the basic guideline for preparation of the Community Social Profile and associated report. A map showing the location and extent of the study area (outlined in red) is included Figure 7. 
	C. Community Social Profile: Identify and collect information that describes a complete social profile of the current Village of Zoar, Ohio. A list of basic information items for the social profile is provided in Appendix A to this work order. This information should be gleaned from existing published sources including the US Census, state and county records, the Zoar Comprehensive Plan and other resources. Other sources of community data may be determined through discussions with the Mayor of Zoar and the 
	D. Small Group Workshop Delivery Plan: Develop in coordination with the USACE Zoar Project Delivery team (PDT) a Small-Group Workshop Delivery Pian that 
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	addresses a strategic process for gathering other social effects information from the Village residents during the development of the project alternatives through selection of the recommended plan. Components of the workshop delivery plan will include the specific purposes for holding the workshops, specific information to be gleaned from the meetings, a proposed schedule of small-group workshops (12-15 people) and proposed workshop groupings (groupings by age, by landownership type, by risk level, by neig
	E. Submission of Work: A proposed schedule of work is included below. Should the Contractor wish to proceed on a schedule different from that provided by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall provide a revised schedule to the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) within 14 days of the notice to proceed at the required District Kick-Off Meeting described below. 
	The required schedule items are listed below. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The Contractor shall commence work on Work Task II.C (community social profile) immediately following receipt of the executed work order. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The Contractor shall proceed with Work Task II.D (Small Group Workshop Delivery Plan) immediately following receipt of the executed work order. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The Contractor shall transmit five (5) copies of the draft Community Social Profile report to the Contracting Officer's Representative for review by the Contracting Officer, the Zoar Levee PDT, and the Village of Zoar. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The Contractor shall submit three (3) copies of the final Community Social Profile report to the Contracting Officer's Representative. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The Contractor shall submit five (5) copies ofthe draft Small Group Workshop Meeting Delivery Plan to the Contracting Officer's Representative. 

	6. 
	6. 
	The Contractor shall submit (3) copies ofthe final Small Group Workshop Meeting Delivery Plan to the Contracting Office's Representative. 


	F. Submissions Format: 
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	All work required under this scope of services shall be prepared and submitted in the following formats: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	All draft and final report text shall be prepared using the latest version of "Microsoft Office Word" in Times New Roman 12 pitch font. Text submittal shall be on 8.5 by 11.0 -inch white bond paper with an accompanying electronic version on a compact disk. 

	2. 
	2. 
	All tabular data shall be prepared using the latest version of "Microsoft Office Excel" with Times New Roman 12 pitch font. Copies of tabular data shall be submitted on 8.5 by 11.0 -inch white bond paper with an accompanying electronic version on a compact disk. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Any photographs used to support the text descriptions of the social character of the Village or surrounding region shall be taken with a digital camera in a commonly used graphic format (BMP, JPEG, or TIF) and provided in an electronic file on an accompanying compact disk. 


	G. Administration, Meetings & Coordination: The Contractor will be required to function with the Zoar Levee (PDT). That team will include the Contracting Officer's Representative, various staff from the Huntington District working as part of the Zoar Levee PDT, additional consultants and representatives of the Village of Zoar, Ohio. Members of this PDT will produce the other social effects information and portion of the report and be responsible for the quality and timeliness of the work. 
	DISTRICT POINTS OF CONTACT: 
	Mailing Address for Points of Contact: Planning Branch Huntington District 
	U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 502 Eight Street, Huntington, WV 25701 
	Contracting Officer's Representative / Chief of Planning: Amy K. Frantz (304) 399-5845 
	Amy.K.Frantz@usace.army.mil 

	Project Manager: Rodney G. Cremeans (304) 399-5170 
	Rodney.G.Cremeans@usace.army.mil 
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	Lead Planner (Task I Technical POC): Aaron O. Smith (304) 399-5720 
	Aaron. Smith@usace.army.mil 

	Community Planner (Task II Technical POC): Gus Drum (304) 399-5851 
	Richard.G.Drum@usace.army.mil 

	ADMINISTATION, COORDINATION, QUALITY CONTROL REVIEW AND DOCUMENTATION 
	Contractor Project Management: Direct responsibility for the routine administration and coordination necessary for all tasks shall be assigned to a "Project Manager" to be identified by the Contractor prior to the start of work. The Contractor's Project Manager will be the District's primary Point of Contact on all matters and will be responsible for seeing that all tasks are completed on time and with quality and detail of attention required by this scope of services. 
	District Kick-Off Meeting: The Contractor's shall prepare and then present a plan-ofaction to District personnel at an in-person all day kick-off meeting to be held in Huntington, West Virginia. The plan-of-action shall outline the Contractor's general research agenda and approach but shall be designed to allow for the flexibility required to adjust as deemed necessary. The Contractor's Project Manager, as well as pertinent technical staff, will attend this meeting. 
	Zoar Village Meeting: The Contractor's shall revise the plan-of-action per District comments and prepare a revised presentation for District personnel to present to Zoar Village Leadership an in-person all day kick-off meeting to be held in Zoar, Ohio. The plan-of-action shall outline the Contractor's general research agenda and approach but shall be designed to allow for the flexibility required to adjust as deemed necessary. The Contractor's Project Manager, as well as pertinent technical staff, will atte
	Quality Control Plan: The Contractor shall perform (in-house) independent quality control reviews for all of the Contractor generated products described in the above work tasks. The Contractor shall document this quality control procedure for each product and provide copies of the quality control certifications to the Contracting Officer's Representative at the conclusion of the study process. This summary plan will include information on the Contractor's independent technical review process, qualifications
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	The Contractor shall provide a summary quality control plan to the District at the kick-off meeting. 
	Project Status Reports: The Contractor is expected to maintain close coordination with the Government during the work. At a minimum, this will include bi-weekly email updates, and monthly written progress reports to support invoiced amounts. The Government may require the Contractor to attend in-person or teleconference meetings following award of the contract, when they may be necessary to review progress periodically during the contract period and/or to address any issues perceived as crucial to the Contr




	PRODUCT OWNERSHIP 
	PRODUCT OWNERSHIP 
	All reports, drawings, maps, photographs, notes, and other materials developed in the performance of this contract are and remain the property of the Government and may be used on any other work without additional compensation to the Contractor. The Contractor agrees not to assert any rights and may not establish any claim with respect to ownership. 

	PUBLISHING RESTRICTIONS 
	PUBLISHING RESTRICTIONS 
	Neither the Contractor nor its representatives shall release or publish any sketch, photograph, report or other material of any nature obtained or prepared under this contract without express written approval of the Contracting Officer or his/her authorized representative. 
	MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE GOVERNMENT 
	The Huntington District will provide the Contractor the following: 
	A. Access to the pertinent information on file at Huntington District or its field offices, as available; to include but not limited to: 
	1. Project specific information that describes the dam safety issues at the Zoar Levee project, history of the community and historic significance of the Zoar Village. 
	11. A site map of the Zoar Study Area. 
	11. A site map of the Zoar Study Area. 

	iii. The most recent copy of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam 
	Safety Modification Study schedule. 1v. Data on existing structures within Zoar Village 
	B. List of approved questions from the Office of Management and Budget for use in the small-group workshops; 
	C. A letter of introduction from the Corps explaining the Contractor's involvement in the other social effects study; 
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	D. Copy of the Corps of Engineers "Handbook on Applying "Other Social Effects" Factors in Corps of Engineers Water Resources Planning" (IWR 09-R-4); 
	E. Information for appropriate Points of Contact (POCs) in the Huntington District. 
	SCHEDULE OF WORK 
	SCHEDULE OF WORK 
	The Contractor shall begin Tasks I and II immediately following receipt of the executed work order. 
	The Contractor shall submit any requests for rights-of-entry within ten (10) days of notice of award ofthis Scope of Services. 
	The District Kick-off meeting will be held within fourteen (14) days of notice of award of this Scope of Services. It is up to the Contractor to work with District personnel to schedule this meeting. 
	The Zoar Village Meeting will be held within twenty-one (21) days of notice of award of the Scope of Services. It is up to the Contractor to work with District personnel to schedule this meeting. 
	The Contractor shall follow this schedule each specific task: 
	Table
	TR
	Task I. Schedule 

	Final Delivery Dates 
	Final Delivery Dates 
	Work Tasks 
	Study Component 

	25 May 2012 
	25 May 2012 
	LB 
	Background Research 

	29 June 2012 
	29 June 2012 
	LC 
	Above-Ground Resources 

	29 June 2012 
	29 June 2012 
	LD 
	Archeological Probability Assessment 

	06 July 2012 
	06 July 2012 
	LE 
	Draft Management Summary 

	13 July 2012 
	13 July 2012 
	LE 
	District Comments on Draft Management Summary 

	20 July 2012 
	20 July 2012 
	LE 
	Final Management Summary 

	20 August 2012 
	20 August 2012 
	LE 
	1st Draft Technical Report 

	27 August 2012 
	27 August 2012 
	LE 
	District Comments on First Draft Technical Report 

	11 September 2012 
	11 September 2012 
	LE 
	2nd Draft Technical Report 

	11 October 2012 
	11 October 2012 
	LE 
	District & Consulting Party Comments on 2nd Draft Technical Report 

	26 October 2012 
	26 October 2012 
	LE 
	Final Technical Report 

	26 October 2012 
	26 October 2012 
	LF 
	GIS 
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	Table
	TR
	Task II. Schedule 

	Final Delivery Dates 
	Final Delivery Dates 
	Work Tasks 
	Study Component 

	07 July 2012 
	07 July 2012 
	II.C 
	Draft Compilation of Community Social Profile Information 

	21 August 2012 
	21 August 2012 
	II.C 
	Final Compilation of Community Social Profile Information 

	20 December 2012 
	20 December 2012 
	II.D 
	Draft Small-Group Workshop Delivery Plan 

	04 March 2013 
	04 March 2013 
	II.D 
	Final Small-Group Workshop Delivery Plan 
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	APPENDIX A BASIC SOCIAL PROFILE DATA REQUIREMENTS 
	Each category of information listed below should include matching data from a 
	comparison community or region cooperatively agreed to by the Contracting Officer and the Contractor. 
	1. Study area population 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Zoar Village population (2010 Census) 

	b. 
	b. 
	Zoar Village population trends 

	c. 
	c. 
	Zoar Village population density 

	d. 
	d. 
	Study area and regional population projections 


	2. Population characteristics 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Population ages 

	1. Median age 
	ii. Percentage above age 65 
	111. Percentage below age 13 
	iv. Percentages of male and female 

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 
	Racial Distribution 

	1. Percentage White 
	11. Percentage Black 
	iii. Percentage Asian 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	Percentage Hispanic 

	v. 
	v. 
	Percentage Other 



	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	Education levels 

	i. Percentage high school graduates 
	ii. Percentage college graduates 

	d. 
	d. 
	Disabilities/Disadvantaged 


	i. Percentage ofpopulation indicating a disability 
	ii. Percentage of population collecting disability payments 
	iii. Percentage ofpopulation in regular physical therapy 
	3. Household characteristics 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Mean household size 

	b. 
	b. 
	Median total household income 

	c. 
	c. 
	Percentage with female head of household 

	d. 
	d. 
	Percentage of single occupant households 

	e. 
	e. 
	Head of household median income 

	f. 
	f. 
	Head of household education status 

	g. 
	g. 
	Head of household employment status 

	h. 
	h. 
	Percentage of households without a personal vehicle 


	4. Employment characteristics 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Percentage employed 

	b. 
	b. 
	Percentage retired 

	c. 
	c. 
	Employer type 


	1. Private company 
	1. Private company 

	ii. Public institution (Federal, state, county, municipal) 
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	111. Self-employed 
	iv. Non-Profit 
	d. Employment type 
	1. Manufacturing 
	ii. Retail trade 
	111. Wholesale trade 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	Agricultural (farm employment) 

	v. 
	v. 
	Forestry, mining 


	v1. Transportation v11. Education and health services 
	viii. 
	viii. 
	viii. 
	Information services 1x. Financial services 

	x. 
	x. 
	Real estate x1. Professional services 


	xii. Leisure and hospitality 
	e. Number of commercial businesses in study area 
	i. Number ofemployees living in Zoar 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Local/Regional employers (top 10 largest by number of employees) 

	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Wealth and Poverty 

	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Unemployment rate 

	b. 
	b. 
	Per capita personal income 

	c. 
	c. 
	Percentage ofpersons living below poverty rate 

	d. 
	d. 
	Percentage ofpopulation receiving public assistance 



	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	Housing characteristics 

	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Total housing units 

	b. 
	b. 
	Percentage owner occupied 

	c. 
	c. 
	Percentage renter occupied 

	d. 
	d. 
	Percentage vacant 

	e. 
	e. 
	Percentage lacking indoor plumbing facilities 

	f. 
	f. 
	Median value ofowner-occupied housing 

	g. 
	g. 
	Percentage ofowner-occupants with flood insurance 

	h. 
	h. 
	Number ofresidential structures with commercial usage 
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	APPENDIX D. RESUMES 
	ARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY 
	H

	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	Project Manager/Historic Architect 

	Education 
	Education 
	Master of Architecture, 1990,  
	The Ohio State University B.S., Architecture 1988, University of Maryland 

	Work History 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 22 Prior Experience: 4 

	Registration 
	Registration 
	Registered Architect, Ohio, 1996; Indiana, 2006; Maryland, 2011; West Virginia, 2012 
	National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB), 2003 
	Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED), 2002 

	CRM Qualifications 
	CRM Qualifications 
	Historic Architect Architect Architectural Historian Preservation Planner 

	Professional Affiliations 
	Professional Affiliations 
	American Institute of Architects 
	American Cultural Resources Association, Board Member 
	Columbus Landmarks Foundation, Board Member 
	German Village Commission, Commissioner 
	U.S. Green Building Council 



	Charissa W. Durst, AIA, LEED AP BD+C 
	Charissa W. Durst, AIA, LEED AP BD+C 
	Project Manager/Historic Architect 
	Project Manager/Historic Architect 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Ms. Durst, President of Hardlines Design Company, established the firm in 1990.  She has a total of 26 years of professional experience in the fields of architectural history and historic architecture. Her project experience ranges from historic inventory/evaluation to the restoration of historic buildings to project management of large, multi-year contracts. 

	Selected Projects 
	Selected Projects 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Ohio Department of Transportation, Columbus, OH.  Contract Manager and Historic Architect for series of 2-year contracts to provide cultural resources management services across the State of Ohio. Projects include Phase I, II, and III archeology as well as building inventory/evaluation, HABS/HAER, and landscape assessments. 

	• 
	• 
	U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburgh District. Project Manager and Historic Architect for 5-year contract to provide architectural history and history services for projects along the Monongahela, Ohio, and Allegheny Rivers. Projects include HAER documentation, inventory and evaluation of historic buildings, and thematic surveys of Corps properties. 

	• 
	• 
	Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. Contract Manager and Historic Architect for several projects in the Army Air Forces, Wright Field, Brick Quarters, and Fairfield Air Depot Historic Districts. Projects include Environmental Impact Statements, HABS/HAER documentation, Cultural Resources Management Plan, Section 106 Support, signage design, architectural design guidelines, and renovation of historic buildings. 

	• 
	• 
	Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southern. Contract Manager and Historic Architect for two 3-year task order contracts for multiple projects east of the Mississippi River. Projects include integrated cultural resources management plans, buildings surveys, and case alternative reports in IL, IN, GA, FL, MO, AL, MS, and LA. 

	• 
	• 
	Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Midwest. Contract Manager and Historic Architect for multiple projects at Naval Station Great Lakes, Illinois, and Naval Support Activity Crane, Indiana. Projects include integrated cultural resources management plans, buildings surveys, and case alternative reports. 

	• 
	• 
	Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic. Contract Manager and Historic Architect for a 3-year cultural resources task order contract. Work took place in the Pacific Northwest as well as Maine and Pennsylvania and consisted of Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plans and the inventory and evaluation of buildings through the Cold War era. 

	• 
	• 
	Historic Structure Report of Richmond Hamilton Farmhouse, WV: Project Manager and Historic Architect for project to prepare HSR and National Register nomination of an early 20th century farmhouse in New River Gorge National River Park for the National Park Service. 






	Andrew R. Sewell, RPA 
	Andrew R. Sewell, RPA 
	H
	ARDLINES 
	D
	ESIGN 
	C
	OMPANY 

	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	Historical Archeology, Industrial Archeology 

	Education 
	Education 
	M.S. Industrial Archeology, 1999, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan 
	B.A., Anthropology, 1994, Oakland University,  Rochester, Michigan 

	Work History 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 11 
	Prior Experience: 7 

	Registration 
	Registration 
	36 CFR 61 certified in Archeology 

	Professional Affiliations 
	Professional Affiliations 
	Register of Professional Archaeologists 
	Ohio Archaeological Council 
	Wisconsin Archaeological Council 
	The Society for American Archaeology 
	Society for Industrial Archaeology 
	Society for Historical Archaeology 

	Awards/Honors 
	Awards/Honors 
	FY 2000 Department of Defense Environmental  Award (team) in Cultural Resources Management. 
	FY 2000 Secretary of the Army Environmental Award (team) in Cultural Resources Management. 
	National Honor Society of  Phi Kappa Phi, Michigan Technological University. 

	Principal Investigator
	Principal Investigator
	   Relevant Project Experience 
	   Relevant Project Experience 
	Mr. Sewell serves as the senior archeologist and principal investigator at Hardlines Design Company. He is responsible for project management, including the preparation of cost proposals, budgets, and reports, as well as maintaining productive client relationships. Mr. Sewell is a Historical Archaeologist specializing in the excavation and analysis of complex 19century industrial sites.  Mr. Sewell has been active in the research, excavation, analysis and publication of results for historic industrial compl
	th 

	U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Forest Service, Michigan Technological University, and the Ford Motor Company.  Mr. Sewell is a certified archeologist on the Register of Professional Archaeologists with a Master of Science in Industrial Archeology. 

	Selected Projects 
	Selected Projects 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Phase III Mitigation of the North Family Lot site (33WA407), Warren County, Ohio. Principal Investigator for data recovery of part of the Shaker settlement of Union Village, which was the largest archaeological investigation of Union Village to date. Project identified the only Shaker commercial pottery, yielded over 40,000 artifacts, and resulted in a comprehensive four-volume report written to be easily accessible by the public. 

	• 
	• 
	Harmony Brickworks Phase III Data Recovery, Leetsdale, Pennsylvania. Principal Investigator who directed the last half of the company’s Phase III excavations at the site of a large, late 19 century brick factory operated by the Harmony Society of nearby Old Economy, PA. Mr. Sewell evaluated the previous season’s fieldwork, decided the placement of large scale mechanically stripped excavations, interpreted the features discovered at the site, and directed the conservation of all artifacts recovered. Mr. Sewe
	th


	• 
	• 
	Archaeological Excavations at the Deardurff House, Columbus, Ohio. Principal Investigator for investigations at a log cabin built ca. 1807 in Franklinton, the oldest section of Columbus. The fieldwork paired experienced volunteer archaeologists with interested Columbus residents and high school students. The thousands of artifacts provide a wealth of information about everyday nineteenth-century life in Franklinton. 

	• 
	• 
	Staley-Summers Tract Phase II, near Frederick, MD. Principal Investigator for a Phase II Assessment of a historic farmstead and log house on a tract of land to be excessed by the Maryland State Highway Administration. Participated in the archaeological testing of the farmstead site and a prehistoric site that is also present on the property. Authored the environmental, historical, and archaeological context and genealogical-occupational history sections of the report 

	• 
	• 
	Phase II Evaluation of site 16PL164, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. Principal Investigator for testing of a historic pumping station, located on the property of Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base New Orleans. The evaluation involved archaeological excavations, HAER-level architectural documentation, and archival research. 

	• 
	• 
	Survey of Historic Homesteads, Fort McCoy. Project Archaeologist for the survey and evaluation of 115 historic homesteads on 65,000 acres at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin. Project resulted in a comprehensive four-volume report and developed a detailed historic context for Fort McCoy. Elements of the method and the context developed for the project became an integral part of the Fort McCoy Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plan (ICRMP), which now serves as the master template for all US Army Reserve installati





	Christine Trebellas, AICP 
	Christine Trebellas, AICP 
	H
	ARDLINES 
	D
	ESIGN 
	C
	OMPANY 

	Historian/Preservation Planner 
	Historian/Preservation Planner 
	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	Architectural History/Preservation Planning 
	Education 
	Master of Architecture, 2005, Georgia Institute ofTechnology, Atlanta, Georgia 
	Master of Architectural History,1995, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 
	Certificate in Historic Preservation, 1995, Universityof Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 
	B.A., Art History and German,1991, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana 
	University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany, 19891990, Studies in German and History 
	-

	Studienvorbereitende Sprachkurse, 1989, Lessing-Kolleg Sprachen Schule, Marburg, Germany, 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 3 Prior Experience: 17 
	Registration 
	American Institute of Certified Planners / Certified Planner,2011 
	Meets Secretary of theInterior’s Qualifications for Architectural History, History,and Historic Architecture 

	Professional Awards 
	Professional Awards 
	Honorable Mention, Buchanan Award, Vernacular Architecture Forum, 1999 
	Special Achievement Award, National Park Service, 1998 (twice) and 2000 
	Professional Affiliations 
	Member, Orange Township (Ohio) Board of Zoning Appeal Society of ArchitecturalHistorians Vernacular Architectural Forum Southeast Society of Architectural Historians 

	Selected Publications 
	Selected Publications 
	“Edward Charles Miller” in African-American Architects, a Biographical Dictionary, 18651945. 
	-


	Relevant Project Experience 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Ms. Trebellas holds graduate degrees in Architectural History and Architecture, and is the firm’s Preservation Planner. She has a solid background in researching and documenting historic properties and a thorough understanding of federal preservation regulations and guidelines. She has conducted numerous architectural surveys and has worked on several planning projects to create new historic sites for the National Park Service.  Ms. Trebellas has also managed architectural design projects and is thus profic

	Selected Experience 
	Selected Experience 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	NIKE Missile Battery, Bratenahl, OH: Architectural Historian/Preservation Planner for the survey and evaluation of 12 buildings and six (6) structures at the former Nike missile site for historic significance. Conducted fieldwork, literature review, and coordination with property managers at Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Midwest. Also prepared Ohio Historic Preservation Office inventory forms and a Section 106 summary form. 

	• 
	• 
	HAER Documentation of the Main Street Bridge, Roseville, Ohio. Architectural Historian to complete Level II HAER documentation for an early example of a T-beam reinforced concrete bridge. Work consisted of researching primary sources at local and state archives, obtaining copies of construction drawings, and assisting with the production of black-and-white archival photographs. 

	• 
	• 
	Monongahela River Locks and Dams Archival Photograph Scanning and Inventory Project, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Architectural Historian to catalog a series of archival photographs associated with locks and dams on the Monongahela River in western Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia. Coordinated the scanning, printing, and burning to archival CD of each photograph, and assigned each photograph a unique file number and description. 

	• 
	• 
	National Register Nomination for Everglades National Park, FL.* Architectural Historian who conducted the field survey, entered survey data in the List of Classified Structures (LCS) database, and prepared National Register documentation for park resources associated with the construction of the first roads through the Everglades. 

	• 
	• 
	Fort Raleigh National Historic Site Historic Resource Study, NC.* Architectural Historian to identify historic structures within the national park site commemorating the first English attempts to establish a colony in the New World in the 16 century. Conducted research, entered survey data in the LCS database, prepared a National Register nomination, and wrote the Historic Resource Study (HRS). 
	th


	• 
	• 
	National Register Documentation for Christiansted National Historic Site, USVI.* Architectural Historian to update the List of Classified Structures (LCS) and National Register documentation for the historic site associated with the development of the Danish West Indies from 1734 to the colony’s purchase by the U.S. government in 1917. 


	*Completed while with the National Park Service, Southeast Regional Office. 
	ARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY 
	H

	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	Archaeological Principal Investigator 

	Education 
	Education 
	Doctoral Candidate in Anthropology, 1995-, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 
	M.A. Anthropology, 1995, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 
	B.A., Anthropology, 1993 magna cum laude, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 

	Work History 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 10 
	Prior Experience: 10 

	Registration 
	Registration 
	Meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for Archeology 

	Professional Affiliations 
	Professional Affiliations 
	Register of Professional Archaeologists Ohio Archaeological Council 
	Midwest Archaeological Council 
	The Society for American Archaeology 
	International Council of Archaeozoology 

	ODOT Training 
	ODOT Training 
	Section 106 / National Register Training (2011) 
	Section 4(f) Training (2008) 
	PDP Training (2005) 



	Anne B. Lee, MA, RPA 
	Anne B. Lee, MA, RPA 
	Principal Investigator 
	Principal Investigator 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Ms. Lee serves as a senior archaeologist and principal investigator at Hardlines Design Company. She is responsible for project management, including the preparation of cost proposals, budgets, and reports. Ms. Lee is an archeologist specializing in the excavation and analysis of prehistoric Ohio Valley sites. Ms. Lee is also a practicing zooarchaeologist with considerable experience in the analysis of animal remains from Ohio’s archaeological context. She has supervised field and laboratory projects, and h
	th
	th


	 Selected Projects 
	 Selected Projects 
	• Phase III Mitigation of the Limes Site (33LU759), Lucas County, Ohio 
	(HEN/LUC-6/24.140/0.000, PID 17893). Principal Investigator for the mitigation of a large Late Archaic/Transitional Period camp site located in the uplands east of the Maumee River. Fieldwork included intensive surface collection, test units excavation, block stripping and feature excavation. Project yielded four prehistoric cultural features and over 600 artifacts. Work completed under contract with The Mannik & Smith Group, reviewed by ODOT Office of Environmental Services. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Phase III Mitigation of the Possum Hollow Site (33CT645), Clermont Principal Investigator for the mitigation of site 33CT645, a stratified prehistoric site with significant utilization during the Late Archaic and Early Woodland Periods. The data recovery documented 28 cultural features and over 3,000 artifacts. Work completed under contract with ODOT Office of Environmental Services. 
	County, Ohio (CLE-222-27.99, PID 18408).


	• 
	• 
	Phase III Mitigation of Site 33DL2228, Delaware County, Ohio. 


	Principal Investigator for the mitigation of the Late Prehistoric component at a large site on a terrace just west of the Scioto River. Fieldwork included block stripping, feature excavation, soil profile documentation, and pollen/phytolith sample collection. Project yielded 11 prehistoric cultural features and over 3000 artifacts, including a large assemblage of pottery sherds. 
	• Deardurff House Archaeology Project, Columbus, Ohio. Manager for project that organized a team of volunteers, including students, members of the public, and professional archaeologists, to conduct archaeological investigations at the Deardurff House, a log house built ca. 1807 in Franklinton, the oldest section of Columbus, Ohio. Ms. Lee coordinated fieldwork and volunteer arrangements, including recruitment of volunteers, scheduling, and liability issues. 




	HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY 
	HARDLINES DESIGN COMPANY 
	Michael J. Krakovsky 

	GIS Specialist/Archaeologist 
	GIS Specialist/Archaeologist 
	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	GIS and AutoCAD Mapping 

	Education 
	Education 
	B.A., Anthropology, 2005, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 

	Work History 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 5 
	Prior Experience: 1 

	Special Training 
	Special Training 
	Section 106/National Register Eligibility Training, Ohio Department of Transportation, 2007, 2011 
	Section 4(f) Training, Ohio Department of Transportation, 2008 
	Coordinating Environmental and Historic Preservation Compliance, Emergency Management Institute, Dept. of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2006 
	Hazardous Materials Prevention, Emergency Management Institute, Dept. of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2006 
	Building Partnerships in Tribal Communities, Emergency Management Institute, Dept. of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2006 
	Introduction to Residential Coastal Construction, Emergency Management Institute, Dept. of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2006 

	Relevant Project Experience 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Mr. Krakovsky is an archaeologist specializing in GIS applications. Mr. Krakovsky has completed several projects in the Northeastern U.S. and has a broader range of experience that extends west to the Mississippi River. He completed this wide range of projects while employed with URS Corporation and Hardlines Design Company. He is experienced with industry standard mapping programs, including ArcGIS 10. He has supervised field crews and worked independently with the Army Corps of Engineers as a consultant f

	Selected Projects 
	Selected Projects 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) and Cultural Resources Studies at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Kittery ME. Part of a team that performed intensive cultural resources investigations at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Work included photographing historic resources and landscape features, and producing GIS maps for the report. 

	• 
	• 
	Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) and Cultural Resources Studies at Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex, PA (NAVFAC Atlantic, 2007-2010). GIS Specialist on a team that performed intensive cultural resources investigations at the Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex (PNYA), a facility with historic buildings ranging in date from the 1870s through the Cold War. Work included photographing historic resources and landscape features, and producing GIS maps for the report. 

	• 
	• 
	National Register Nomination and Historic Structures Report for the Richmond-Hamilton House, Raleigh County, WV. GIS Specialist for the National Register nomination and historic structures report for this ca. 1916 wood frame house and associated farmstead buildings. Work included GIS mapping of the historic site with site maps and maps identifying the location of photographs. 

	• 
	• 
	Huntington District Historic Preservation Management Plans. GIS Specialist for development of Historic Properties Management Plans (HPMPS) for six lock and dam facilities located along the Ohio River in Ohio and West Virginia and controlled by the United States Army Corps of Engineers, Hunting District. The HPMPs covered an area 200 feet on all sides of the normal navigational pool for each facility. Produced over 250 GIS maps for the project, including overview maps, maps showing locations of documented hi

	• 
	• 
	Site examinations at five flood control projects in Massachusetts and Connecticut and additional intensive survey at East Brimfield Lake, MA. GIS Specialist for 33 Phase II site examinations located within five different flood control projects in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Site examinations were conducted at Charles River Natural Valley Storage Area, Westville Lake and Dam, and West Hill Dam in south-central Massachusetts, and at Mansfield Hollow Lake and West Thompson Lake in northeastern Connecticut. 
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	ES DESIGN COMPANY 



	Historian 
	Historian 
	Project Responsibility 
	Project Responsibility 
	History, Architectural History, and Preservation Planning 

	Education 
	Education 
	M.A., American History, with concentration in Historic Preservation, 2006, UNC Greensboro 
	B.A. cum laude, History, with minor in Business Management, 2004, Kent State University 

	Work History 
	Work History 
	Years with HDC: 1 
	Prior Experience: 6 

	36 CFR Part 61 Qualifications 
	36 CFR Part 61 Qualifications 
	History 
	Architectural History 
	Historic Preservation Planning 

	Professional Affiliations 
	Professional Affiliations 
	Member of the Ohio Historical Society 

	Special Training 
	Special Training 
	Section 106/National Register Eligibility Training, Federal Communications Commission, 2011 
	Ohio Modern: Preserving our Recent Past Symposium, 2010 

	Relevant Project Experience 
	Relevant Project Experience 
	Mr. Riggle is a historian and architectural historian who specializes in compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act for clients with federal and state permitted and/or funded projects. His responsibilities include conducting surveys of above-ground resources, researching the history and location of properties potentially impacted by proposed projects, documenting historic resources prior to renovation or demolition, and evaluating the potential impact of client projects on historic resources. Mr
	Selected Projects 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Residential Sound Insulation Program for the Louisville Regional Airport Authority (LRAA), Louisville, Kentucky. Architectural Historian for the inventory and evaluation of almost 400 properties impacted by Phases 4 through 7 of the sound insulation project. Evaluated potential mid-century historic districts as well as each individual building. Prepared technical report for review by the Kentucky SHPO, LRAA, and the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA). 

	• 
	• 
	Historic Property Baseline Survey for the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, Zoar, Ohio. Architectural Historian on a major project to document historic properties that may be impacted by proposed actions by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to repair the levee and diversion dam constructed in the 1930s to protect the historic village of Zoar. 

	• 
	• 
	Historic Context Report for Poindexter Village, Columbus, Ohio. Architectural Historian to document the history and development of one of the country’s first public housing projects, constructed between 1939 and 1942, for Columbus Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA). Research consisted of finding the original construction drawings, construction photographs, and contemporary newspaper accounts. 

	• 
	• 
	Historic Building Assessment and Determination of Eligibility for Inclusion in the National Register of 22 Buildings, Picatinny Arsenal, Morris County, New Jersey.* Historic Preservation Specialist for the survey and evaluation of 22 buildings for potential listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Assisted in preparing a technical report and formal evaluations for the 22 surveyed buildings. 

	• 
	• 
	Preliminary National Register of Historic Places Evaluation for the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Lagoona Beach, Monroe County, Michigan.* 


	Conducted background research on the construction and development of the 
	Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant. Assisted with the evaluation and 
	preparation of a technical report including photographs and detailed drawings. 
	• Fort Benning Historic American Buildings Survey Documentation for Buildings 35, 36, 37, and 38, Fort Benning, Georgia.* Assisted with the Historic American Building Survey (HABS) for the School of the Americas (Building 35) and three Bachelor Officers Quarters (Buildings 35, 36, and 37). Assisted with the preparation of the HABS documentation packets including photographs and detailed drawings. 
	* Completed while with another firm 
	* Completed while with another firm 
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	VOLUME2ABSTRACT 
	VOLUME2ABSTRACT 
	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix C of Volume 1). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 
	This report presents the findings of the Historic Property Baseline Study for the study area. The baseline study included producing a detailed background context for the study area (Task I.B); performing an Above-ground Resources survey that would examine and document all standing buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations in the study area in terms of significance to historical contexts developed for this study (Task I.C); and creating an Archeological Probability Assessment (Task I.D) to help Huntingto
	Above-groundResources 
	Methods for the above-ground resources survey are presented in Chapter 2.2 of this volume while an architectural context for the study area is contained within Chapter 2.3 of this volume. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the above-ground survey. HDC staff conducted the field work for the above-ground resources survey from June 18 to June 28, 2012. The field team closely examined each of the above-ground resources, took at least two (2) high-quality digital photos of each structure, and completed a survey
	The results of the above-ground survey are organized according to four broad categories: 
	− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located the study area 
	within 

	− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located the study area 
	outside 

	− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources dating prior to 1962 located within the study 
	area; and 
	− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources dating to after 1962 located within the study area. 
	The above-ground resources survey of Zoar Village and the surrounding area completed as part of Task I.C covered a total of 348 properties in the study area and three resources outside the study area. Of these properties, 89 have a Separatist association. This number includes resources previously listed as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District as well as newly surveyed resources. HDC recommends that 13 of the resources currently listed on the National Register retain their current status as contri
	HDC recommends 75 resources previously not listed for their Separatist context as eligible for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 1.1). The resources are largely Separatist-related residential structures, but there are some remaining structures associated with Separatist-era commerce, agriculture, industry, transportation, community, education, religion, and flood control efforts. This number includes Separatist resources from throughout the st
	As part of the scope of work for the above-ground resources survey, HDC identified the extent of the Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps. A total of 23 possible Separatist building or structure locations were identified through documentary research. The survey team was able to visually inspect 13 of these properties and confirmed that one resource, a barn, was associated with the Separatists, based on an 1891 date on a cornerstone and its existence
	A total of 262 above-ground post-Dissolution, non-Separatist resources were also surveyed as a part of this project. A total of 86 of these resources pre-date 1962, while 176 post-date 1962. HDC identified seven resources within the study area that date between 1898 and 1962 and are recommended eligible for the National Register for their association with post-Separatist historic contexts (Table 1.1). HDC proposes extending the period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. None of the
	One of the seven pre-1962 resources recommended eligible for the National Register for their association with post-Separatist historic contexts is associated with the Transportation, 1898– 1962 context: the Second State Dam. Three resources are recommend eligible for association with the Commerce and Industry 1898–1962 context: State Fish Hatchery No. 12, the Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse (also eligible for its association with the Separatist context); and the Zoar Lime Kiln (also eligible for its association wit
	ArcheologicalProbabilityAssessment 
	Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented in Volume 1; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

	4. 
	4. 
	Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 


	A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to archeological sites prefaces the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within
	-

	There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area (Table 1.2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at 
	There are seven previously documented pre-contact sites identified within the study area (Table 1.2). Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at 
	-

	House No. 25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the National Register unless additional testing determines otherwise. 

	The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 portions of th
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; 
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area (Table 1.4). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. Separatist a
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area (Table 1.4). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially those related to residential occupation. Separatist a
	showing the areas identified as having probable archeological resources associated with each context. 

	Significance Statement andBoundaryJustification 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have associative value under Criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scand
	Overall, Zoar Village and the area immediately surrounding the village contain a significant number of resources associated with the Separatists from the establishment of the society in 1817 to its dissolution in 1898. Eighty-nine (89) Separatist resources have been identified, of which 88 are recommended contributing to a proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. This number includes 13 of 14 resources currently listed on the National Register as part of the 1975 Zoar Historic District. The buildings, structur
	Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of communal societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The integrity of the 1975 Zoar Historic District and the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of historic buildin
	Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of communal societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The integrity of the 1975 Zoar Historic District and the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of historic buildin
	expanded period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is almost unparalleled among historic communal societies listed in the National Register. 

	Seven non-Separatist resources have also been recommended eligible to an extended period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District because they exemplify one or more broad patterns in American history. The seven resources fall within the following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. In addition, four resources with known or suspected Separatist origins are considered to contribute to 
	HDC recommends that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include all newly identified Separatist resources that are recommended contributing to the district, including one outlying Separatist-era barn located at 9872 Towpath Road, which will require a discontiguous National Register district boundary. The expanded boundary encompasses all seven non-Separatist resources recommended contributing to an extended period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 

	CHAPTER2.1.INTRODUCTION 
	CHAPTER2.1.INTRODUCTION 
	PurposeandNeed 
	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS) (see Volume 1, Appendix C: Scope of Work). The DSMS is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam. 
	Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam was constructed to help protect Zoar Village from water being impounded by Dover Dam, located 4 miles downstream on the Tuscarawas River. Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam are also located approximately 4 miles downstream of Bolivar Dam. Without Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, all portions of Zoar Village located at or below elevation 916 feet above mean sea level would have been evacuated at the time of Dover Dam's construction in the mid 1930s. This is the elevation of Dover Dam's spillway
	Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment is the completion of a Historic Property Baseline Survey for the DSMS study area. This information is being gathered to help Huntington develop baseline data concerning historic property potential to support evaluation and comparison of alternatives. This study is designed to identify historic properties and historic property potentials in areas that could be impacted by a wide range of potential risk management alternatives. More specifically, it will help Hunting
	This volume of the Historic Property Baseline Survey presents the results of the Aboveground Resources Survey as required by Task I.C and the Archeological Probability Assessment, Task I.D. 
	-

	ReportOrganization 
	This report is divided into five volumes, due to the sheer amount of information that must be presented. Because of the complexity of the research universe within the study area, eight historical thematic areas have been created to help organize the information presented in the report volumes. These thematic areas will be used to help present the results of research in Volume 1 and the Above-ground Resources Survey and Archeological Probability Assessment in Volume 2, and include: 
	• Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

	• 
	• 
	Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit kilns, and other structures 

	• 
	• 
	Industry/Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

	• 
	• 
	Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

	• 
	• 
	Community/Religion/Education-addresses buildings, structures, and processes that support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and other related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and structures 

	• 
	• 
	Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service the tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

	• 
	• 
	Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 


	Volume 1 presents the results of extensive research conducted to provide an in-depth context for understanding the history of the study. A detailed executive summary of the report is provided at the beginning. Chapter 1.1 is the report introduction, and includes an overview of the purpose and need of the baseline study and a review of the scope of work tasks. Chapter 
	1.2 
	1.2 
	1.2 
	1.2 
	presents an environmental review of the study area for contextual purposes. Chapter 1.3 is the pre-contact cultural history of the study area and surrounding region, which builds upon established regional cultural histories. Chapter 1.4 discusses the historical development of the study area from ca. 1750 to the present day. The chapter is divided into three main sections: the Study Area before the founding of Zoar Village, the Separatist Period, and the Study Area after the dissolution of the Society of Sep

	Volume 2 contains the discussion of the Above-ground Resources Survey and the Archeological Probability Assessment. Chapter 2.1 introduces the volume. Chapter 2.2 presents the survey methodology. Chapter 2.3 discusses the architectural contexts present within the study area. Chapter 2.4 presents the results of the Above-ground Resources Study, divided into three contexts: Separatist resources, non-Separatist nineteenth century resources, post-dissolution residential and commercial development, and modern de

	2.5 
	2.5 
	includes the results of the archeological probability assessment; Chapter 2.6 discusses the boundary assessment; Chapter 2.7 includes the statement of significance for the study area, and Chapter 2.8 presents a summary of the volume. 


	Volume 3 contains all the report figures that accompany text in Volumes 1 and 2. 
	Volume 4 contains all the report tables that accompany text in Volumes 1 and 2. 
	Volume 5 contains the photo appendices for the project, including photographs taken for the Above-ground Resources Survey, streetscape views, and comparative photographs taken to document landscape and building changes between selected images in Fernandez 2003 and current conditions. 

	CHAPTER2.2.TASK1.CMETHODOLOGY 
	CHAPTER2.2.TASK1.CMETHODOLOGY 
	Research 
	Research for the above-ground resources survey was used to establish an overall context in which to evaluate the historic significance and architectural integrity of the structures. Research findings for the historical context are included in Volume 1 of this study. An architectural context, based on German-American architecture and early architecture in Ohio, is presented in Chapter 2.3. Secondary sources such as Virginia and Lee McAlester’s A Field Guide to American Houses (1995) provided a national archi
	Other sources consulted include: 
	HABS/HAERdocumentation: Between 1936 and 1937, Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) photographed and prepared measured drawings for over 25 structures in Zoar Village, including the Zoar Brewery, the Second Cider Mill, the Third Meetinghouse (Zoar Church), House No. 1, the Zoar (General) Store, the Custom Mill, the Zoar Jail, the Second Cobbler Shop, the Second Cow Barn, the Zoar Hotel, and the Third School. A brief history of Zoar Village was also produced as part of this documentation. 
	Ohio HistoricInventory(OHI)Forms: There are 33 Ohio Historic Inventory forms for Zoar Village and the surrounding area in Tuscarawas County; 26 forms for historic buildings, structures, foundations, and ruins associated with the Separatists; and seven forms for remains associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal and the State Fish Hatchery No. 12. 
	NationalRegisterDocumentation:The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register of Historic Places on June 23, 1969 for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975 expanded th
	NationalRegisterDocumentation:The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register of Historic Places on June 23, 1969 for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975 expanded th
	listed as "possible development, highway and power line projects," with the proposed relocation of State Route 212 being cited as a serious threat to the location of the Foundry, the Woolen Factory, and the Grist Mill in particular (Item 7, pages 1 and 3). These resources included House No. 1; the Garden and Garden House (greenhouse); House No. 5 (the (Second) Sewing House); the Third Meetinghouse; House No. 17 (the Boy’s Dormitory); the Zoar Hotel; the site of the lime kiln and agricultural outbuildings; t

	Maps: HDC consulted numerous maps, drawings, and aerial photographs of the study area to identify Separatist-related resources and their approximate date of construction. Particularly helpful maps include: the 1875 Plat of Zoar Village, Lawrence Township from the Tuscarawas County Atlas (Everts 1875); George Hayward’s 1898 Society of Separatists of Zoar Dissolution Map produced as part of the land survey when the society dissolved in 1898, the 1935 as-built drawings produced by the USACE as part of the Leve
	Fieldwork 
	The HDC field team, consisting of Christine Trebellas and Terry Glaze, completed fieldwork in the study area from June 18 to June 28, 2012. To help facilitate survey work and discussion, the team divided the study area into two main sub-areas: within the 1975 Zoar Historic District and outside the 1975 Zoar Historic District. These sub-areas were further divided into smaller geographic areas to more closely examine the remaining above-ground buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations. During field survey
	As part of the survey, a two-member team examined all accessible remaining above-ground buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations, took at least two high-quality digital photographs of each construction, and completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each construction. Overall streetscape photos were taken as well to 
	As part of the survey, a two-member team examined all accessible remaining above-ground buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations, took at least two high-quality digital photographs of each construction, and completed a survey form recording the physical features and condition of each construction. Overall streetscape photos were taken as well to 
	provide context. Andrew Sewell joined the HDC survey team from June 24 to June 28, 2012, to survey ruins and foundations in the study area and other Separatist holdings in the outlying areas; supplementary inspection of areas with ruins and foundations by Mr. Sewell also took place in August, 2012, and March, 2013, during visits to Zoar Village for other purposes. 

	NationalRegisterofHistoricPlacesEvaluation 
	Each structure was evaluated, physically and through extensive research, for its eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (hereinafter National Register, except in tables where the abbreviation NRHP is used). To be eligible, a property must possess (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002): 
	The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association, and meet at least one of the following criteria: 
	A. Are associated with events that have made significant contributions to the broad patterns of our history 
	B. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past 
	C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction 
	D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
	HDC staff consulted National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and researched each structure to determine whether it was eligible according to one or more of the above National Register criteria. All of the criteria were applied as follows: 
	For Criterion A:Event, the structures were assessed for historic context associated with the history of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. Other historic contexts include the early development of Tuscarawas County and the Ohio & Erie Canal, the Muskingum Watershed Conservation District (MWCD) and the USACE flood control and dam construction efforts, historic preservation efforts, and the twentieth-century development of the area. A historic context of the study area is included in Volume 1 of the report
	For Criterion B:Person, research was conducted to determine if any outstanding historic figures were involved with the buildings. These individuals include Joseph Bimeler and Alexander Gunn. 
	For Criterion C:Design/Construction, each structure was evaluated for building form, architectural style, engineering technique, and cultural expression. An architectural context to evaluate these structures is included in Chapter 2.3 of this volume. 
	For Criterion D:InformationPotential, each structure or historic site was assessed for its ability to contain information important to contribute to our understanding of history. For archeological sites, the resource must have characteristics suggesting the likelihood that it possesses configurations of artifacts, soil strata, structural remains, or other cultural features that make it possible to test hypotheses about events, groups, or processes in the past that bear on important research questions. For s
	NationalRegister Criteria Considerations 
	In addition to the four criteria outlined above, there are several criteria considerations to take into account when evaluating structures. Cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, religious properties, structures that have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed buildings, commemorative properties, and properties that have achieved significance in the past 50 years are ordinarily not considered eligible for the National Register. However, such properties will qualify if the
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration A,ReligiousProperties: The criteria consideration states that a religious property can be eligible if it is directly associated with either a specific event or a broad pattern in the history of religion. However, the religious properties in question in this study do not need to meet this criteria consideration as they are part of a larger district and are not the predominate feature of the district. 
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration B,Moved Properties: The criteria consideration states that a building removed from its original location but which is significant primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event can be eligible. A moved property must retain enough of its historic features to convey its significance and retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Structures do not need to 
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration C,Birthplacesand Graves: The criteria consideration states that a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance can be eligible if there is no appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life. Generally, if a grave is associated with the property where a significant person spent his or her productive years, it does not need to meet this criteria consideration. In addition, if the birthplace or grave is part of a lar
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration C,Birthplacesand Graves: The criteria consideration states that a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance can be eligible if there is no appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life. Generally, if a grave is associated with the property where a significant person spent his or her productive years, it does not need to meet this criteria consideration. In addition, if the birthplace or grave is part of a lar
	Zoar Cemetery: the Alexander Gunn grave. This criteria consideration will apply if the resource is to be considered individually eligible for the National Register. 

	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration D,Cemeteries: The criteria consideration states that cemeteries, if considered on their own as individual properties or as the main property in a district, may be eligible for the National Register only if they are associated with persons of transcendent importance, or are significant on the basis of great age, design, association with historical events or trends, or for information potential. However, a property does not need to meet this criteria consideration if the 
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration E:Reconstructed Properties: The criteria consideration states that a reconstructed building is eligible if it is: 1) accurately executed in a suitable environment, 2) presented as part of a restoration master plan, and 3) when no other building or structure with the same association has survived. All three requirements must be meet to be considered eligible for the National Register as a reconstructed property. Three buildings (the Tin Shop, the Wagon Shop, and the Blac
	NationalRegisterCriteriaConsideration G:Propertiesthathaveachieved Significancewithin thelast FiftyYears: The National Register Criteria for Evaluation exclude properties that achieved significance within the last fifty years unless they are of exceptional importance. Fifty years is generally the time needed to develop historical perspective and to evaluate significance. To be of exceptional importance, the resource must either be associated with an event of extraordinary importance or belong to an entire c
	NationalRegister IntegrityConsiderations 
	After historical significance has been established, a property must then be evaluated for integrity. To be considered eligible for listing in the National Register, a property must possess several, and usually most, of the seven aspects of integrity. The following explanation of integrity is taken from Chapter VIII of National Register Bulletin 15 How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002): 
	Location: Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred. The relationship between the property and its location is often important to understanding why the property was created or why something happened. The actual location of a historic property, complemented by its setting, is particularly important in recapturing the sense of historic events and persons. Except in rare cases, the relationship between a property and its historic associatio
	Design: Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property that is the result of conscious decisions made during the original conception and planning of a property (or its significant alteration). For buildings, design includes such elements as organization of space; proportion, scale, and massing; technology and structural system; pattern of fenestration; type, amount, textures and colors of surface materials; and style of ornamental detailing. 
	Setting: Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. Whereas location refers to the specific place where a property was built or where an event occurred, setting refers to the character of the place in which the property played its historical role. It involves how, not just where, the property is situated and its relationship to surrounding features and open space. Elements of a property’s setting include topography, vegetation, manmade paths/fences, and its relationship to other buildings a
	Materials: Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property. The choice and combination of materials reveal the preferences of those who created the property and indicate the availability of particular types of materials and technologies. A property must retain the key exterior materials dating from the period of its historic significance. If the property has been rehabilitated, the
	Workmanship: Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory. It is the evidence of artisans' labor and skill in constructing or altering a building, structure, object, or site. Workmanship can apply to the property as a whole or to its individual components. It can be expressed in vernacular methods of construction and plain finishes or in highly sophisticated configurations and ornamental detailing. It can be based on co
	Feeling: Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time. It results from the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey the property's historic character. For example, a rural historic district retaining original design, materials, workmanship, and setting will relate the feeling of agricultural life in the 19th century. 
	Association: Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property. A property retains association if it is the place where the event or activity occurred and is sufficiently intact to convey that relationship to an observer. Like feeling, association requires the presence of physical features that convey a property's historic character. Both feeling and association are subjective and cannot be the sole basis of a property’s claim to integrity. 
	AdditionalNationalRegister Guidelines 
	HDC staff also consulted National Register Bulletin 21: Defining Boundaries for National Register Properties (Siefert 1997) to help determine if the existing National Register boundary for the 1975 Zoar Historic District is sufficient, or if it should be expanded to include additional properties that might be recommended as eligible for the National Register as part of this report. National Register Bulletin 41: Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places (Potter and Boland 1992) 
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	CHAPTER2.3.ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT 
	Architecture reflects the climate, materials, building techniques, and social organizations of the people and time period in which it is built. In the early United States, it was also influenced by the building traditions of immigrant populations as well as trends in national and European architecture. In a similar fashion, the early settlers of Ohio brought the building traditions from either their eastern seaboard roots or their native European countries and modified them to conditions in the area. Althou
	EarlyLogArchitecture 
	Most early settlers to the United States built modest structures from local materials out of necessity. And since the eastern half of the country had a large supply of timber, wood frame structures were quite common. Many of the early English, French, and German settlers were familiar with wood construction, in particular heavy timber post-and girt construction, and adapted it to local conditions in the United States. German immigrants from heavily wooded areas of central and northern Europe expanded upon t
	Because the structural stability of these log buildings depended on the corner joints, they were difficult to expand as more space was needed. The simplest plan was a one-room structure with a loft above, and as needs and resources increased, two-unit plans developed. These two-room buildings had a variety of forms, including two rooms around a central chimney (a saddlebag), two rooms with one or two end chimneys (a double-pen) and two rooms with a central passage (a dogtrot). As local sawmills developed an
	German-Americans in Ohio followed this trend and used architectural forms, materials, and construction techniques from their native land, and at times, combined them with the prevailing styles, room arrangements, and construction methods prevalent in the country at the time. Many of the early Ohio buildings were of log construction as seen in the reconstructed remains of the Moravian settlements at Schoenbrun (founded in 1772) and Gnadenhutten (Ross 1966:16–20). Other examples of German-American log archite
	When they first arrived in the Tuscarawas County, the Separatists also followed in this tradition and built simple one-room log structures of square-hewn timbers with chinking and V-notched corner notching. Buildings of this construction technique in Zoar Village include House No. 16 (ca. 1817; Figure 2.1), House No. 9 (ca. 1817; Figure 2.2), House No. 10 (ca. 1817), House No. 30 (ca. 1820), and House No. 14 (ca. 1820). 
	German-Americans not only brought construction techniques from their homelands, but they also re-used traditional building plans when they settled in America. While the earliest log structures had simple, one-room plans, many German-American settlers built traditional structures with an almost square, three-room plan known as a Flurkuchenhaus or Ernhaus. The kitchen (Kuche) was the principal room one entered into and contained a large, central fireplace. The Stube, or parlor, was the second largest room to 
	Another traditional German house form was the four-room Kreuzhaus. This plan type was a minor variation on the Flurkuchenhaus and had four rooms clustered around a central chimney. The kitchen, with its corner stair, was still the principal room, although reduced in size slightly by a partition at one end of the fireplace which created a pantry. The two rooms in the other half of the residence were the Stube (parlor) and Kammer (sleeping chamber) and resembled the layout of the Flurkuchenhaus (Milner 1975:2
	The Durchgangigen Haus was a third house type with a narrow entry and access corridor separating the kitchen and chamber sides of the house. The plan was used in larger structures and usually contained a vaulted chimney stack. Beginning in two separate rooms, the chimney would rise to the second-floor ceiling level before it vaulted into a common stack and then pierced the ridge line of the roof. The first and second floor interior passages of the residence had openings along the flue for stoves to heat the
	While little research has been done on the evolution of German-American house forms in Ohio, we can glean some information from the early residential structures built by the Separatists. Many of these residences appear to have started as simple one-room buildings 
	While little research has been done on the evolution of German-American house forms in Ohio, we can glean some information from the early residential structures built by the Separatists. Many of these residences appear to have started as simple one-room buildings 
	with a loft above. As need and resources dictated, these buildings were expanded with square-hewn log or wood-frame additions to create two-, three-, and even four-room plans. The Separatists built their first structure, House No. 10, as a one-room residence and meeting house with a loft above. The west addition was added as a one-room frame addition in 1875 and a three-room frame addition to the right was added in 1930 (replacing an earlier, smaller frame addition), mimicking the form of a Flurkuchenhaus (

	LaterGermanAmericanArchitecture 
	Although early German immigrants used this early log architecture for their first homes and outbuildings, they soon turned to more substantial, permanent architecture as they prospered. This new architecture could incorporate a wide range of construction techniques and building materials. Many Germans were familiar with brick and stone construction, and used it in larger buildings such as churches, mills, and breweries. Others turned to traditional half-timber construction known as Fachwerk. This method of 
	German immigrants to Ohio followed this transition from log architecture to half-timber framing; several examples of Fachwerk architecture can be found in areas of eastern Ohio. In Winesburg, Ohio, the small half-timbered Bichsel Residence was constructed with a stone foundation and a mixture of mud and straw between the timbers. The wattle and daub was later plastered and sheltered from the elements by a wide roof overhang (Kaufman and Clark 1986:7–8). But as Kaufman and Clark (1986) note, the wattle and d
	German immigrants to Ohio followed this transition from log architecture to half-timber framing; several examples of Fachwerk architecture can be found in areas of eastern Ohio. In Winesburg, Ohio, the small half-timbered Bichsel Residence was constructed with a stone foundation and a mixture of mud and straw between the timbers. The wattle and daub was later plastered and sheltered from the elements by a wide roof overhang (Kaufman and Clark 1986:7–8). But as Kaufman and Clark (1986) note, the wattle and d
	Residence; buildings at the Sonnenberg community in Wayne County, the Bishop Levi Miller House in Walnut Creek; and the Benjamin Beachy House, which has a stone foundation and half-timber exterior walls with wattle and daub infill covered in wood siding (Kaufman and Clark 1986:8–10). While many of these cited examples use half-timber construction with wattle and daub infill later covered with another material, there are several examples of Fachwerk in Zoar, Ohio, that use brick infill. Both the Tin Shop (Fi

	NationalBuildingTrends 
	By the early to mid-nineteenth century, regional architecture began to be replaced by more national styles due to improved communication and changing construction techniques. The same is true of Ohio architecture in general and Zoar Village specifically. By around 1800, prominent Ohioans began to replace their simple wood structures with Georgian-inspired buildings. Georgian architecture was a popular style in the English colonies from 1700 to around 1780, and lasted in many locations until the 1830s. Typic
	• one-and-a-half or two-story structures two rooms deep 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	doors and windows in strict symmetry 

	• 
	• 
	a paneled door with a decorative crown supported by pilasters 

	• 
	• 
	a divided-light transom above the door 

	• 
	• 
	windows with double-hung sashes 

	• 
	• 
	a cornice with dentils 


	• other decorative elements such as corner quoins or belt courses 
	An early example of this style in Ohio is the Hudson-Lee House in Hudson, Ohio from 1806. The residence has the typical two-story, two-room deep form with a side-gable roof, main entry door with pilasters and a crown, and strict symmetry in the windows and doors (Ross 1966:47). 
	As in other areas of Ohio, the Georgian style spread to Zoar Village and can be seen in House No. 1 (Figure 2.7). Completed in 1835 as a communal residence for the elderly, it later became the home of Joseph Bimeler when older Separatists insisted on remaining with their families. The two-and-a-half story rectangular building has a sandstone foundation, Flemish bond brick walls, and a hip roof. Other elements typical of the Georgian style include symmetrical windows, a stone belt course, stone corner quoins
	As in other areas of Ohio, the Georgian style spread to Zoar Village and can be seen in House No. 1 (Figure 2.7). Completed in 1835 as a communal residence for the elderly, it later became the home of Joseph Bimeler when older Separatists insisted on remaining with their families. The two-and-a-half story rectangular building has a sandstone foundation, Flemish bond brick walls, and a hip roof. Other elements typical of the Georgian style include symmetrical windows, a stone belt course, stone corner quoins
	running along the top of the building. The full-length hip-roof portico has a two-story pedimented center front gable supported by sandstone columns on plinths—another feature typical of later Georgian architecture. The roof is topped by an octagonal cupola, which is common in later Federal architecture. Designed by an outside architect, the building became influential in the design of later brick houses in Zoar Village—especially in the design of the 1853 meetinghouse (Third Meetinghouse) (Nixon 1933:64). 

	Federal-style architecture replaced Georgian buildings in the late eighteenth century and became the dominant style in the United States from around 1780 to 1820, with local variations lasting until the 1840s. Much like Georgian architecture, Federal buildings featured a simple box form of one-and-a-half to two stories, two rooms deep, with doors and windows in strict symmetry. Main entry doors were paneled with sidelights and semi-circular or elliptical fanlights accompanied by an elaborate crown supported
	By the early to mid-nineteenth century, Greek Revival architecture replaced the Federal style as the predominant style of American residential architecture. Identifying features of the style include gable or hip roofs; a cornice line running below the roofline and usually divided into two parts; entry or full-width porch supported by columns; and a front door surrounded by sidelights and a transom above (McAlester 1995:178–182). Many Separatist buildings show the influence of this style, especially in the p
	Although the Separatists turned to national building trends for the design of some of their buildings, namely House No.1 and the Third Meetinghouse, most of their structures continued to be built using traditional building materials, plan types, and construction techniques (Figure 2.10). The vast majority of their structures can be considered folk architecture, otherwise known as vernacular architecture. While the country turned to more ornate Victorian styles, the Separatists stayed with a plain Federal ve
	Although the Separatists turned to national building trends for the design of some of their buildings, namely House No.1 and the Third Meetinghouse, most of their structures continued to be built using traditional building materials, plan types, and construction techniques (Figure 2.10). The vast majority of their structures can be considered folk architecture, otherwise known as vernacular architecture. While the country turned to more ornate Victorian styles, the Separatists stayed with a plain Federal ve
	-

	structures were no longer produced by about 1850, so buildings constructed in the last half of the nineteenth century used decorative slate tile typical of the Victorian period. 

	After the dissolution of the Separatists in 1898, members continued to live in and maintain the existing buildings. In the early twentieth century, outsiders moved to Zoar Village, usually into existing homes, but occasionally building new infill ones on existing lots. “Folk Victorian” was a building trend common from 1900 to 1910 where the builder incorporated Victorian detailing onto small and simple homes that were often only one or one-and-a-half stories in height. The growth of the railroad system at t
	After World War I, popular residential styles mimicked the fashionable trends of European-influenced mansions in the previous centuries. Mediterranean period houses were more popular in warmer climates of the west coast and southwest. Small Midwestern towns typically experienced the construction of “revival” style houses with Colonial being one of the most popular, along with modern American styles such as Craftsman and Prairie (McAlester 1995:319). In Zoar Village, several Colonial Revival farmhouses and C
	On the eve of World War II, Ohio ranked fourth in the nation in industrial production, having taken advantage of its ready access to raw materials, navigable waterways, development of the iron and steel industries, and central location as a transportation hub for canals, railroads, and ultimately the automobile. Northeast Ohio especially grew during World War II with the Goodyear plants in Akron, the NASA-Glenn Research Center in Cleveland as well as the Cleveland Bomber Plant, steel mills in Youngstown and
	The agricultural sector of Ohio’s economy also benefited from wartime expansion. During the 1930s, federal policies focused on assisting large landholders. The government saw smaller farmers as inefficient and encouraged successful farmers to increase their holdings to make their operations more efficient and less costly. World War II brought a huge increase in the demand for food, and small farmers, as well as large ones, saw their profits soar (Sweeten et al. 2010:18). In Zoar Village, the effects of wart
	After World War II, revival, period, and modern homes sprung up in new developments across the country as builders rushed to accommodate the growth of new families. Cape Cod and ranch style houses dominated new construction in Zoar Village, typically with Colonial Revival proportions and details such as cupolas, shutters, and double-hung multi-pane windows. New houses continued to be built further out on existing numbered streets (Second and Seventh being two popular options), established streets such as Ma
	After World War II, revival, period, and modern homes sprung up in new developments across the country as builders rushed to accommodate the growth of new families. Cape Cod and ranch style houses dominated new construction in Zoar Village, typically with Colonial Revival proportions and details such as cupolas, shutters, and double-hung multi-pane windows. New houses continued to be built further out on existing numbered streets (Second and Seventh being two popular options), established streets such as Ma
	(McAlester 1995: 478), a simplified and economical version of period styles necessitated by the effects of the Great Depression. 

	In the 1960s and 1970s, new housing development centered on Michael Lane and consisted of Tudor Revival and Colonial revival styles. A notable departure of the revival trend is the Contemporary style house at 691 Michael Lane. These houses reflect the prosperity of Americans after World War II with their generous two-story proportions and multi-car attached garages. 
	These national trends continued in Zoar Village into the 1980s, but new buildings near the core historic area tended to be constructed in an early-Colonial style designed to blend in with the surrounding early nineteenth century buildings. The post-1962 house at the southeast corner of Main and Fourth Streets has dark stained horizontal wood siding, a steep gable roofline, and multi-panel double hung windows. The Zoar Village post office on First Street occupies a building constructed in 1985 that has the p
	There are very few examples of non-residential buildings in Zoar Village constructed after the dissolution of the Separatists. Those that were constructed were built to serve a particular need and are not representative of commercial architectural trends in Zoar Village. Many notable non-residential construction projects occurred outside of the historic core and include the buildings and structures associated with initial flood control projects of the 1930s and the 1950s improvements to flood control, along
	Some commercial buildings were simply conversions of existing houses and outbuildings for commercial use, such as the Zoar Tavern Guest House and the Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing building. The Zoar Chandlery and Sunshine Candle Works operates out of an outbuilding located at 171 Third Street that was likely constructed in ca. 1870 as a domestic outbuilding associated with House No. 35. Meiser’s Mower Sales and Service operates out of a ca. 1958 ranch house at 630 Main Street. 
	There are some newer buildings clustered in downtown. The Tuscarawas County Water & Sewer Department constructed a small brick utility building on First Street between Park and Main sometime after 1962. The commercial building on the west side of Main Street between First and Second Streets is a one-story annex built in the 1970s/1980s that connects House No. 23 and the Tailor's Shop/First Doctor's Office. Antonio’s Italian Eatery is housed mostly within the annex while the Firehouse Grille & Pub extends fr
	23. A 1970s/1980s apartment building sits at the northeast corner of First and Main Streets behind the Zoar Hotel. The Zoar Volunteer Fire Department was built in 1954 with an addition constructed in 1976 and sits at the southwest corner of Main and Foltz Streets. The 
	U.S. Post Office occupies a building at 171 First Street constructed in 1985. 
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	Introduction 
	Task I.C. charged HDC with performing an above-ground resources survey that would examine and document all standing buildings, structures, ruins, and foundations in the study area in terms of significance to historical contexts developed for this study. HDC was also tasked with identifying the extent of Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898, based on historical maps. Once the extent of the original land holdings was determined, HDC was further charged with attempting to iden
	The results of the above-ground survey are organized and presented in the remainder of this chapter according to four broad categories: 
	− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located the study area 
	within 

	− Separatist resources, dating between 1817 and 1898, located the study area 
	outside 

	− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources predating 1962 located within the study area; and 
	− Non-Separatist, post-Dissolution resources postdating 1962 located within the study area. 
	SeparatistsResources(1817–1898)WithintheStudyArea 
	Separatist resources within the study area were examined according to their primary association with one of eight contexts identified in the original 1969 National Register nomination and in Volume 1 as significant. These eight contexts are: residential; commercial; agriculture; industry and manufacturing; transportation; community, education, and religion; tourism and recreation; and flood control. 
	As summarized in Table 2.2, HDC identified 86 Separatist resources within the study area and three Separatist resources outside the study area. Buildings that can be primarily categorized under the residential context account for about 49 percent of the surveyed, Separatist resources located within the study area, while the remaining 51 percent are classed under one of the other Separatist contexts. Many resources can be categorized under two or more Separatist contexts, due to changes in building functions
	SeparatistResidentialContext 
	For the purposes of this report, residential resources consist of individual residences and associated structures such as garages, garden sheds, and other assorted outbuildings. If one of these structures clearly dates to a period of significance based on known construction dates, building characteristics, and historic maps, then it is included as a Separatist resource. If no known information can date a structure or an associated outbuilding to the period of significance, it is considered as belonging to t
	When the Separatists laid out the village, they established a grid of streets running north-south and east-west. The first street was probably Fourth Street, as most of the early log structures were located along this street. Law (1942) states that there were approximately 40 log structures built around the village from 1817 to the 1820s. Houses were typically placed very close to the street to allow space to the rear of the lot to be maximized for gardens. Surviving examples of log houses include House No.
	As the Separatists prospered, they turned to wood-frame residences in a simple Federal style with side-gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One exception is House No. 1, which was designed by an outside architect in the Georgian style and which inspired the style of several later brick residences as well as the Third Meetinghouse. Many residences had simplified versions of Georgian or Federal building 
	As the Separatists prospered, they turned to wood-frame residences in a simple Federal style with side-gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One exception is House No. 1, which was designed by an outside architect in the Georgian style and which inspired the style of several later brick residences as well as the Third Meetinghouse. Many residences had simplified versions of Georgian or Federal building 
	forms and consisted of two or two-and-a-half-story structures, two rooms deep, with a central corridor. While these residences resembled other houses of the period, there were still some German influences, such as the steeply-pitched clay tile roofs. By the Victorian era (1860– 1900), residences reflected popular building trends and had decorative slate roofs as opposed to the Separatist-manufactured clay tiles seen on earlier structures. Many residences were built with or were added onto with entry porches

	Survey Results 
	HDC identified 44 resources associated with the Separatist-era residential context. In addition, three houses were associated with both the residential and community contexts and one house was associated with residential and industry contexts. Information on the Separatist residential resources is presented in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. The locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14, and Figure 2.15. 
	National Register Eligibility Assessment 
	HDC recommends all the Separatist-era residential facilities as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Overall, the Separatist residential buildings in Zoar Village maintain a high level of integrity with few minor additions or changes, such as vinyl siding, replacement windows, chimney removal, and rear additions or enclosed porches. As such, HDC recommends these residential facilities as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for t
	Many of these residences have associated outbuildings, such as barns or storage sheds. Although many of these outbuildings are in poor structural condition or only the foundation remains, the retained materials are historic, the resources contribute to the overall setting of the community, and the resources still have integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. The site of these structures may still have the potential to provide information about how the community and these residential complex
	As a consequence of these recommendations, HDC also proposes the expansion of the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary to include all residential resources recommended as contributing to the historic district. A more detailed discussion of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary is presented in Chapter 2.7, this volume, which begins on page 2.109.  
	Commercial Context 
	Due to the communal nature of the Separatists, many shops normally considered commercial were actually community establishments where residents would obtain needed goods. However, the Separatists operated a number of general stores, including the Zoar General Store which opened in 1835 and a general store in Zoarsville which opened in 1862 and was managed by Charles Ehlers. In addition, the Ohio & Erie Canal service complex operated by the Separatists included a store, both furnaces operated stores, and a g
	Survey Results 
	HDC identified one resource associated with Separatist-era commerce: the Zoar General Store (COE # 5843). Information on this resource is presented in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6. The location of the resource is shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.19. 
	National Register Eligibility Assessment 
	The Zoar General Store was a vital part of the Separatist community and served as a source of income for the community to sell their surplus goods. As such, the structure is recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists commercial activities. The Zoar General Store is also recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion C as an excellent example of the vernacular Greek Revival-style with
	Agriculture Context 
	Agriculture played a dominate role in the lives of Society members, and although the agricultural focus was on providing for the needs of the Society, surplus production was sold for profit. The Separatists had a large dairy herd and dependably produced more dairy products than it could consume. An 1854 inventory included 300 head of cattle, 1,488 sheep, 
	Agriculture played a dominate role in the lives of Society members, and although the agricultural focus was on providing for the needs of the Society, surplus production was sold for profit. The Separatists had a large dairy herd and dependably produced more dairy products than it could consume. An 1854 inventory included 300 head of cattle, 1,488 sheep, 
	54 hogs, and 42 horses (Nixon 1933:125). Around 1875, the Separatists built a second cow barn on the west side of the village for its large dairy herd; milk could easily be transported to the nearby dairy and spring house for storage and production. The Kettle House stood across the street from the Cow Barn and was used for cleaning milk pails at the end of the day. The Slaughterhouse was also located on the west side of the village, about 100 feet northwest of the Brewery (Schultz 1978:44). It was probably

	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified nine resources that are associated with Separatist-era agriculture within the study area: the Kettle House Foundation (COE # 5850c); Sheep Barn (COE # 5870c); Storage Barn (COE # 5906); the Wheat Storage Barn Foundation (HDC2); the Second Cow Barn Foundation (HDC6); the Second Slaughterhouse Foundation (HDC7); the Horse Hospital Foundation (HDC53); the western Storage Shed Foundation (HDC54); and the eastern Storage Shed Foundation (HDC55). In addition to the agriculture resources within the 
	NationalRegisterEligibilityAssessment 
	Seven of these resources have lost their architectural significance because only the foundations remain. However, these seven resources have historical significance for their association with the Separatists and are recommended eligible for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists and their agricultural development. Although the resources are foundations or ruins, they still contribute to the over
	The Sheep Barn (COE # 5870c) has diminished architectural significance due to missing structural members and architectural features, but still maintains its historical significance for its association with the Separatists and is recommended eligible for the National Register as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and their agricultural development. 
	The barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58) is outside of the study area but located on lands previously owned by the Separatists. Local residents claim that the barn was built by 
	The barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58) is outside of the study area but located on lands previously owned by the Separatists. Local residents claim that the barn was built by 
	Separatists, and a cornerstone bearing the date of 1891 makes this plausible. In addition, a barn in this approximate location is shown on the Society’s dissolution map. The barn is in remarkably intact condition, retaining its slate roof, sandstone foundation, wood siding, and doors/windows. It is therefore recommended eligible for the National Register as a discontiguous contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and their a

	HDC recommends that one Separatist-era agriculture resource, a barn foundation north of Fifth Street and topped by a modern structure, as not eligible for the National Register due to lack of physical integrity. According to locals, the original barn was built around 1890 by the Separatists slightly northwest of the village on the corner of Fifth and Park Streets. The barn burned in the 1950s, and a new one was built on top of the old sandstone foundation. The west foundation of the rectangular structure st
	Industry andManufacturingContext 
	The Separatists owned numerous manufacturing and milling operations, including four different gristmills, two sawmills, a woolen factory, and two blast furnaces. Small shop enterprises were located within the town proper, such as the wagon shop, blacksmith shop, cooperage, and cabinet shop. Larger-scale industrial buildings were built on the outskirts of the town, including the mills, the woolen mill, the machine shop, the brick and tile factory, and the pottery production. Since the Separatists took advant
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified eleven resources that are associated with the Separatist industry and manufacturing context within the study area; one resource listed as a contributing resource in the 1975 National Register nomination update was not relocated (the Zoar Foundry). Information on the resources is presented in Table 2.9 and Table 2.10. The locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21, and Figure 2.22. As reflected in Table 2.9, two of these resources were included in the supplemental 1975 Na
	NationalRegisterEligibilityAssessment 
	HDC recommends that two structures listed as contributing resources in the supplemental 1975 National Register documentation maintain their status as contributing resources for their association with the Separatists under the community context (Criterion A). These industry and manufacturing resources are: 
	− the Woolen Mill Foundation (HDC3) 
	− the Custom Mill Foundation (HDC4) 
	HDC recommends nine additional resources eligible for listing in the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists and their industrial development: 
	− House No. 15 (Silk Factory; COE# 5885) 
	− House No. 36 (Weberhaus; COE# 5903) 
	− the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse Ruins (HDC9) 
	− the Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock (HDC10) 
	− the Zoar Mill Race Ruins (HDC11) 
	− the Canal Mill Ruins (HDC14) 
	− the Zoar Dam (HDC15) 
	− the Zoar Lime Kiln (HDC24) 
	− the Canal Mill Race (HDC59) 
	House No. 15 (Silk Factory; COE# 5885) and House No. 36 (Weberhaus; COE# 5903) are included within the Industry & Manufacturing context because of their associations with the Separatist clothing industry. 
	Although the Zoar Sawmill and Powerhouse (HDC9) is in ruinous condition, it still contributes to the setting, feeling, and association of historic Zoar Village and has the potential to provide information regarding early industry and manufacturing in the area. Visitors to the site can clearly identify the ruins and learn something about the industry of the Separatists. 
	The Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock (HDC10) has a high degree of integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Only the wood gate components are missing from the guard lock. In addition, the Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock on the eastern side of the river is the oldest unaltered example of stone canal lock design in Ohio (Woods 1992). The resource is recommended eligible as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its associati
	Similarly, the Canal Mill Ruins (HDC14), Mill Race Ruins (HDC11), Canal Mill Race (HDC59), and the Zoar Dam (HDC15) are also recommended eligible as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. Although in poor physical condition, the Canal Mill Ruins still has integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location, setting, feeling, and association. The Zoar Dam has good integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location,
	Similarly, the Canal Mill Ruins (HDC14), Mill Race Ruins (HDC11), Canal Mill Race (HDC59), and the Zoar Dam (HDC15) are also recommended eligible as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. Although in poor physical condition, the Canal Mill Ruins still has integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location, setting, feeling, and association. The Zoar Dam has good integrity of design, materials, workmanship, location,
	and association. The Zoar Dam, with its timber frame crib and stone construction, is also recommended eligible under Criterion C for its design and construction methods. Although altered by backhoe by a local property owner, the Mill Race Ruins can still be visually identified and associated with the nearby guard lock and is therefore recommended as eligible as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. 

	The Zoar Lime Kiln (HDC24), while definitely operating in the 1920s and 1930s, is purported to be the site of an earlier Separatist lime kiln as well, with a cut stone embankment that the twentieth-century kiln ruin was built against possibly representing a component of an earlier kiln. Although the documentary record is virtually silent on the locations of Separatist lime kilns, this location could be confirmed as Separatist in origin through extensive archeological excavations. The Zoar Foundry was listed
	Transportation Context 
	Transportation improvements in the nineteenth century had a great impact on the Separatists. The development of the Ohio & Erie Canal was critical to the early success of the Separatists. In 1827, the group won the contract to build part of the canal through their land holdings, which enabled them to pay off their debt. Overall, the Separatists excavated approximately 3 miles of the canal and built Lock 10, two stone culverts, a stone bridge over the canal, and feeder and guard locks on either side of their
	In the late 1840s and early 1850s, railroads began to compete with canals for transportation, and the quicker, more efficient railroads were winning. The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad began planning a line that would run through Zoar Village in the early 1870s, with the full support of the Separatists. The railroad began construction in 1881 and was completed in 1882 at Zoar Village with a station just outside of the village. The new station resulted in a greater influx of tourists and visitors to Zoar Vill
	The earliest maps showing the Village of Zoar date to 1875. At that time, the village street system consisted of Main Street running north-south with four major cross roads (First, Second, Third, and Fourth Streets; although note that none of the streets were named until the dissolution of the Society in 1898). Main Street to the south angled toward the southeast and more or less followed the Tuscarawas River. To the north, Main Street ended at a Y intersection with SR 212 diverging to the northwest to Boli
	The earliest maps showing the Village of Zoar date to 1875. At that time, the village street system consisted of Main Street running north-south with four major cross roads (First, Second, Third, and Fourth Streets; although note that none of the streets were named until the dissolution of the Society in 1898). Main Street to the south angled toward the southeast and more or less followed the Tuscarawas River. To the north, Main Street ended at a Y intersection with SR 212 diverging to the northwest to Boli
	streets crossed Park but did not terminate at a street. Second Street headed east out of town toward Mineral City. First Street headed west out of town and crossed the Tuscarawas River via a covered bridge that was replaced in 1888 by the Zoar Iron Bridge. 

	The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad began planning a line that would run through Zoar Village in the early 1870s, with the full support of the Separatists. The railroad began construction in 1881 and was completed in 1882 at Zoar Village. The line ran parallel to the Tuscarawas River on the west side and crossed the river south of 1st Street. 
	Additional detail on the Separatists transportation context, as well as associated aboveground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 
	-

	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified five Separatist resources that are associated with the Separatist transportation context: three within the study area and two resources outside the study area. Information on the resources is presented in Table 2.11 and Table 2.12. The location of the resources is shown in Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24. 
	NationalRegisterEligibilityAssessment 
	HDC recommends these five resources as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with the Separatists under the community context (Criterion A): 
	− Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins (HDC8) 
	− Zoar Iron Bridge (HDC13) 
	− Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 (HDC16) 
	− Ohio& Erie Canal Feeder Lock (HDC17) 
	− Ohio & Erie Canal Bed Ruins (HDC18) 
	The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge (HDC8) retains integrity of setting, feeling, and association with historic Zoar Village. The resource includes three stone piers and four stone abutments that show where the original railroad bridge crossed the Tuscarawas River and the Ohio & Erie Canal. Although covered with vegetation, portions of the original railroad grade and embankments are still visible in the landscape as well. The resource still retains integrity of location, setting, feeling, and associati
	Built in 1883 to replace an earlier covered bridge, the Zoar Iron Bridge (HDC13) consists of a steel, wrought iron, and cast iron structure spanning the Tuscarawas River. Recently restored in 2004, the Zoar Iron Bridge has excellent integrity of location, design, materials, and workmanship. When this bridge was replaced by a new bridge to the southeast in the late 1960s, the road was abandoned and the bridge currently used as part of a trail system. As a result, the Zoar Iron Bridge has diminished integrity
	Built in 1883 to replace an earlier covered bridge, the Zoar Iron Bridge (HDC13) consists of a steel, wrought iron, and cast iron structure spanning the Tuscarawas River. Recently restored in 2004, the Zoar Iron Bridge has excellent integrity of location, design, materials, and workmanship. When this bridge was replaced by a new bridge to the southeast in the late 1960s, the road was abandoned and the bridge currently used as part of a trail system. As a result, the Zoar Iron Bridge has diminished integrity
	with the Separatists. In addition, it is also recommended eligible individually under Criterion C for its design and Pratt-through-truss construction technique. 

	The development of the Ohio & Erie Canal was critical to the early success of the Separatists, not only allowing Separatist products to enter outside markets, but as an early source of income to help settle their debts from the 1817 land purchase. In 1827, the group won the contract to build part of the canal through their land holdings, which enabled them to pay off their debt. Men and women worked side-by-side digging and carrying dirt (Fernandez 2003:7). Overall, the Separatists excavated a total of 3 mi
	Canal Lock 10 (HDC16) is located west of the study area, east of CR 111, and north of SR 
	82. The Separatists built Lock 10 in 1826 of double-walled cut sandstone with a lock chamber approximately 90 feet long and 15 feet wide. The lock compensated for the rise and fall in land elevation; boats in the chamber lock were raised and lowered by the addition or subtraction of water supplied by the Tuscarawas River. According on Hine and Tamburro (2000), Lock 10 was rehabilitated in 1907 when the Daley Brothers Construction Company faced the walls with concrete as part of a larger rehabilitation proje
	The Canal Feeder Guard Lock (HDC17) was built by the Separatists around 1826 to release water from the Tuscarawas River into the Ohio & Erie Canal. The structure consists of a cut sandstone block retaining wall with metal straps to keep the blocks together and a metal pin for the gate structure. Although the primary engineer for the center section of the Ohio & Erie Canal was Leander Ransom, the Separatists won the contract to build approximately three miles of the canal, including this feeder canal. In the
	In addition, the three resources are components of a much larger, national resource: the Ohio & Erie Canal, which was designated as a National Heritage Area in 1996. Zoar Village is listed as an important component of the heritage area and is included in the canal’s Towpath Trail. Portions of the Ohio & Erie Canal in the Cleveland and Akron area are already listed in the National Register. The Ohio & Erie Canal bed within the former extent of Separatist landholdings, Lock 10, and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock
	Community, Education, andReligion Context 
	Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. Small shop buildings, such as for shoe making and repair, clothing production, tinsmithing, and even watch repair, could be found throughout the village, often serving as the craftsman’s residence as well. The Society built and modified these community support structures as it perceived a need for specific services. As a communal society, many buildi
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified twenty-one (21) resources in the study area that are associated with the Separatist community, education, and religion context, including three landscape features. Three of these resources are also associated with the Residential context. Information on these resources is presented in Table 2.13 and Table 2.14. The locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26. As reflected in Table 2.13, four of these resources (three structures and one landscape feature) were included 
	NationalRegisterEligibilityAssessment 
	Structures 
	HDC recommends that three structures and one landscape feature already listed as contributing resources in the supplemental 1975 National Register documentation maintain their status as contributing resources for their association with the Separatists under the community context (Criterion A). These community resources are: 
	− House No. 11 (Garden House and Greenhouse) (COE # 5891) 
	− the Third Meetinghouse (COE # 5901) 
	− Zoar Brewery Foundation (HDC1) 
	− Zoar Garden (HDC5) 
	− Zoar Garden (HDC5) 
	Overall, these resources maintain a good level of integrity with few minor additions or changes, such as vinyl siding, replacement windows, chimney removal, replacement roof shingles, and rear additions or enclosed porches. In addition, House No. 11 and the Third Meetinghouse contribute to the overall architectural context of Zoar Village. Although most of the resources might lack individual architectural distinction, they represent a significant and distinguishable entity when taken as a whole and consider

	HDC recommends 12 additional structures as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District for their association with the Separatists under the community, education, and religion context (Criterion A); some are also contributing for their architectural significance (Criterion C): 
	− the Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office (COE # 5842c) 
	− the Dairy and Cheese House (COE # 5843), attached to the Zoar General Store 
	− the Magazine (COE # 5856) 
	− the Zoar Town Hall (COE # 5860) 
	− the Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop (COE # 5865) 
	− House No. 13 (First School; COE # 5878) 
	− the Second Zoar School (COE # 5883) 
	− the Bakery (COE # 5889) 
	− House No. 10 (First Meetinghouse; COE # 5892) 
	− Alexander Gunn Grave (COE # 5929c) 
	− the Zoar Cemetery (HDC19) 
	− Ice House Foundation and Dam (HDC52) 
	− House No. 29 (Watch Repair Shop; COE # 5858) All of these structures are recommended eligible for listing in the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association with the Separatists. Overall, these resources maintain a good level of integrity with few minor additions or changes, such as vinyl siding, replacement windows, chimney removal, replacement roof shingles, and rear additions or enclosed porches. In addition, these stru
	HDC also recommends four reconstructed buildings and structures (Criterion Consideration 
	E) as eligible for the National Register as contributing resources for their association with the Separatist community context (Criteria A): 
	− the Wagon Shop (COE # 5837) 
	− the Blacksmith Shop (COE # 5838) 
	− the First Cobbler Shop/Tin Shop (COE # 5888) 
	− the Garden Spring House (COE # 5891a) 
	Although these four resources are associated with the Separatists, they are actually post-1962 reconstructions, since most or all of the building fabric is not original. They have been 
	Although these four resources are associated with the Separatists, they are actually post-1962 reconstructions, since most or all of the building fabric is not original. They have been 
	evaluated as reconstructed properties. Reconstructed properties are considered eligible for the National Register if they are accurately executed in a suitable environment; presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan; and when no other structure with the same association has survived (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002:37–38). The four facilities meet all three requirements as part of the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) efforts to restore and interpret the site. As reconstructions, all three f

	Many Society members performed their daily duties in their homes, such as the coverlet weaver, the cobbler, and the watchmaker. Those members who did not have a trade would gather at the Assembly House. Because some members of the Society worked out of their homes, many residences served multiple functions and could also be considered community facilities. Because some residences served a community-related function at one point in their history, the list of community structures includes: House No. 10 (the F
	The Dairy and Cheese House is attached to the rear of the Zoar General Store and shares the same COE number. It is commonly assumed that the Dairy is a later addition to the Zoar General Store. However, the construction history of each part of the overall building is unclear, and it is possible that the foundation of the Zoar General Store was for a building related to the Dairy and Cheese House, and when that building was removed, the Zoar General Store was constructed on top of an existing foundation. Add
	CommunityLandscape Features 
	ZoarGarden(HDC5) 
	HDC recommends that the Zoar Garden, with its formal geometric design symbolizing the New Jerusalem as described in the Book of Revelations in the Bible, maintain its current status as a contributing landscape resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists and under Criterion C as an excellent example of nineteenth century formal landscape design. 
	ZoarCemetery(HDC19) 
	The Zoar Cemetery was established sometime after 1817 when the village was laid out and contains the graves of many generations of Separatists. It is located northwest of the village in a mowed area overlooking Zoar Lake (Figure 2.26). A road from the village led past the former Zoar Brewery to the cemetery; it is now a foot path. Joseph Bimeler, an early leader of the Separatists, believed that all were equal in death and forbade the use of grave markers. 
	After 1860, the Separatists began to use wood markers, several of which still survive. These early wood markers were eventually replaced by gravestones. The cemetery graves are arranged in chronological order, with the earliest graves in the southwest corner of the cemetery. The early cemetery still retains the boundaries established by the Separatists, although 1900, 1925, and 1996 additions (Morhart 1981:106) have enlarged the cemetery to its present form. The original cemetery boundaries appear on the 18
	Although National Register Criteria Consideration D usually applies to cemeteries and burial places, the criteria consideration does not apply to cemeteries that are nominated to the National Register as part of a historic district as long as they are not the focal point of the district (Andrus and Shrimpton 2002:34–39; see also Potter and Boland 1992). Since the Zoar Cemetery can be viewed as an extension of the 1975 Zoar Historic District for its association with the Separatists, the criteria consideratio
	AlexanderGunnGrave(HDC5929c) 
	The Alexander Gunn Grave is located southeast of the cemetery (Figure 2.26). Although not a member of the Society, Gunn was a prominent figure in the late history of the Separatists. He first visited Zoar Village in 1879 and spent the rest of his life periodically living in the village. At first he stayed in the hotel, and eventually he rented or purchased House No. 30, the Hermitage, for his use. He spent his time at the Hermitage gardening, hosting parties, and socializing with Separatist trustees (Fernan
	Alexander Gunn was not a Society member, which is probably why he was not buried in the Zoar Cemetery. Instead, his grave was located several hundred feet east of the cemetery entrance off of the cemetery road; he selected this spot himself and it was marked by a large boulder and four Buckeye trees (Morhart 1981:106). The grave lies in the same location, which is now the backyard of a 1950s ranch house. It has lost some integrity of design, setting, and feeling, but still retains integrity of location, mat
	Alexander Gunn was not a Society member, which is probably why he was not buried in the Zoar Cemetery. Instead, his grave was located several hundred feet east of the cemetery entrance off of the cemetery road; he selected this spot himself and it was marked by a large boulder and four Buckeye trees (Morhart 1981:106). The grave lies in the same location, which is now the backyard of a 1950s ranch house. It has lost some integrity of design, setting, and feeling, but still retains integrity of location, mat
	within Zoar Village and the later years of his life were associated with the Separatists, it seems reasonable that his gravesite could be considered eligible for the National Register for its association with the Society, much like Zoar Cemetery. As such, HDC recommends that the Gunn grave, like the Zoar Cemetery, be included in an expanded historic district for Gunn’s association with the Separatists. 

	Tourism &Recreation Context 
	As transportation routes such as the Ohio & Erie Canal reached Zoar Village, travelers and tourists began to visit the village. The Separatists built their first hotel, the Canal Hotel, in 1830 along the Ohio & Erie Canal to accommodate canal travelers who started to come to Zoar Village for business or as curiosity seekers. The Society was able to garner some income from these early tourists through the provision of accommodations, food, services, and products. These tourists soon spread news of the villag
	SurveyResults 
	HDC surveyed three buildings in the study area that are associated with the Separatist tourism and recreation context: the Zoar Hotel (COE # 5841), the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House (COE # 5863), and the Canal Hotel (TH35). Information on these resources is presented in Table 2.15 and Table 2.16. The location of the resources are shown in Figure 2.27. 
	NationalRegisterEligibilityAssessment 
	The Canal Hotel and Zoar Hotel are both listed as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District in the supplemental 1975 National Register documentation and HDC recommends that both resources maintain their status as contributing resources under Criterion A and Criterion C. In addition, the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House is recommended as a contributing resource under Criterion A for its association with the context. 
	HDC also recommends that the historic district boundary be adjusted to include the Canal Hotel. The verbal boundary description clearly notes that the boundary goes “west across the river along a line 200 feet south of the Zoar Canal Inn. Go 100 feet west of the Zoar Canal Inn, then north to a point which is approximately 250 feet northwest of the Zoar Canal Inn” (Darbee and Pratt 1975). However, the National Register boundary as mapped does not include the Canal Hotel within the district. Thus, HDC propose
	HDC also recommends that the historic district boundary be adjusted to include the Canal Hotel. The verbal boundary description clearly notes that the boundary goes “west across the river along a line 200 feet south of the Zoar Canal Inn. Go 100 feet west of the Zoar Canal Inn, then north to a point which is approximately 250 feet northwest of the Zoar Canal Inn” (Darbee and Pratt 1975). However, the National Register boundary as mapped does not include the Canal Hotel within the district. Thus, HDC propose
	Register boundaries be modified to clearly include this resource in both the verbal and mapped district boundaries (See Chapter 2.7 for a discussion of the historic district boundary). 

	FloodControlContext 
	Situated on the eastern bank of the Tuscarawas River, Zoar Village was subject to numerous floods in the past. The Separatists tried to address this issue by constructing a stone levee or dike along the east side of the Tuscarawas River sometime in the nineteenth century. Additional detail on the Separatists flood control context, as well as associated above-ground resources, is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified one structure in the study area that is associated with Separatist flood control efforts: the Zoar Dike (HDC12). Information on this resource is presented in Table 2.17 and Table 2.18. The location of the resource is shown in Figure 2.28. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	Although covered in vegetation, the Zoar Dike retains good integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. HDC recommends the Zoar Dike as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the Separatists. 
	SeparatistsResources(1817–1898)OutsidetheStudyArea 
	As part of the scope of work, HDC identified the extent of the Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the Society in 1898, based on the 1898 dissolution map, the 1875 Tuscarawas County Atlas, and the 1912 USGS map. Aerial photographs from the 1930s indicate that the agricultural fields around Zoar Village were largely still active. However, by 1958, many of the fields had been allowed to grow back into woods, and today, many former outlying fields have been developed into residential tracks. The
	SurveyResults 
	A total of 23 potential Separatist resource locations were located through archival research and visual inspection. Three were confirmed to be Separatist resources. In addition, HDC assessed a relocated Separatist mill, which was originally the Zoar Custom Mill built in 1847 at the southern end of the mill race in the Zoar industrial area south of town. The Custom 
	A total of 23 potential Separatist resource locations were located through archival research and visual inspection. Three were confirmed to be Separatist resources. In addition, HDC assessed a relocated Separatist mill, which was originally the Zoar Custom Mill built in 1847 at the southern end of the mill race in the Zoar industrial area south of town. The Custom 
	Mill operated in Zoar Village until 1917. It was moved to Zoarville around 1940 and converted into a store. The relocated mill is recommended not eligible for the National Register for lack of integrity. It does not meet the criteria consideration for moved properties since it is not significant primarily for architectural value and it is not the only surviving property most importantly associated with historic Zoar Village. Rather, there are other surviving resources in their original location which better

	The remaining 19 unconfirmed Separatist resource locations are summarized in Table 2.19, and their locations are depicted in Figure 2.29. The study team was unable to access seven properties and eight sites either contained only modern structures, or had no above-ground resources present. The remaining three sites have the potential to contain Separatist-era resources, but additional work is needed to confirm their presence. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	There was insufficient information for a National Register eligibility assessment for 20 of the resources. Seven were located on private property and inaccessible. Eight were found to either contain only modern structures or lacked any standing structures at all; these are locations where archeological investigations are necessary to determine if a connection to the Separatists still exists. Three locations possessed houses and outbuildings that visually suggest construction dates within the Separatist era,
	Three identified resources located outside the study area are recommended as contributing 
	resources to the historic district: 
	-Separatist-era barn at 9872 Towpath Road (HDC58; Figure 2.30 and Figure 2.31) 
	-Canal Feeder Guard Lock (HDC17) 
	-Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 (HDC16; Figure 2.32) 
	The barn located at 9872 Towpath Road is discussed in the Agriculture context on page 2.20 and the canal structures are discussed in the Transportation context on page 2.24. 
	Non-SeparatistResources,ca.1898topresent 
	In addition to identifying above-ground Separatist resources, HDC was also tasked with surveying all above-ground resources within the study area, regardless of date of construction or association with the Separatists. Seven non-Separatist contexts spanning the period from around 1900 to the present, were identified for the study area: residential and community development; commerce and industry; tourism and recreation; transportation; the role of the Muskingum Watershed Conservation District (MWCD), the US
	Because structures and landscape features less than 50 years of age are not generally eligible for the National Register, the year 1962, marking 50 years prior to 2012, became a logical organizational tool for the survey and analysis of above-ground resources. This division is not tied to a historical event or specific historical context discussed in Volume 1. Instead, this chronological division is tied to property characteristics that are considered when assessing National Register eligibility. This secti
	HDC surveyed 262 above-ground, non-Separatist resources within the study area. Table 2.20 presents a summary of the major characteristics of these resources. More detailed discussions of each non-Separatist context, the associated survey results, and National Register eligibility assessments are contained in the remainder of this section. 
	Non-SeparatistResources, 1898to 1962 
	HDC identified 91 non-Separatist resources in the study area that are 50 years of age or older. Buildings that can be categorized under the residential context account for about 78 percent of the surveyed, non-Separatist resources constructed before 1962, while the remaining 22 percent are classed under one of the other non-Separatist contexts. Results for the surveyed non-Separatist resources built before 1962 are presented below according to each of eight relevant contexts (residential and community devel
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Residential and Community Development, 1898–1962: Resources associated with new housing construction and buildings serving the village as a community 

	• 
	• 
	Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962: Resources associated with attempts to participate in the mainstream economy through re-use of Separatist industrial buildings and construction of new commercial buildings 

	• 
	• 
	Tourism and Recreation, 1898–1962: Resources associated with sustaining and developing Zoar Village’s status as a vacation destination, as originally established during the Separatist period 

	• 
	• 
	Transportation, 1898–1962: Resources associated with the evolving transportation networks and technologies following the Separatist period 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962: Resources associated with the State of Ohio and the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District efforts to control flooding following the Great Flood of 1913 

	• 
	• 
	Preservation Efforts 1898–1962: Resources associated with efforts to preserve the Separatist heritage beginning with the formation of the Zoar Historical Society in 1930 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar and International Art Movements, ca. 1880–1962: Resources associated with the international arts scene from the 1880s to around 1960, when several artists involved in the international Impressionism and Modernism movements visited the community. 


	Residentialand CommunityDevelopment,1898–1962 
	When the Society of Separatists of Zoar dissolved, a concerted effort was made by the trustees to assign houses to those who currently lived in them. Shops and mills were assigned to the people who served as overseers or foremen. If a property was valued greater than a single share, it was divided into equal shares, with the assignment of the shares prioritized for members of the same family; in the case of a business, the shares were assigned to people who were interested in a partnership (Law 1942:322). A
	The population of the village gradually changed from older former Separatists to new outsiders, who purchased houses as they became vacant with the passing of the former inhabitants. This trend continued through the late twentieth century and is reflected by the results of the survey, as discussed below. Additional detail on twentieth century residential and community development in the study area is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified 73 structures in the study area that are associated with residential and community development between 1898 and 1962. Buildings constructed between 1898 and 1962 that can be categorized under the residential context account for 71 of the surveyed structures, while two surveyed structures from this period falls within the community 
	HDC identified 73 structures in the study area that are associated with residential and community development between 1898 and 1962. Buildings constructed between 1898 and 1962 that can be categorized under the residential context account for 71 of the surveyed structures, while two surveyed structures from this period falls within the community 
	development context. Table 2.21 and Table 2.23 summarize the main characteristics of these resources, while Table 2.22 and Table 2.24 provide more detailed descriptions of each. The locations of the resources are shown in Figure 2.33 through Figure 2.40. 

	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	Since Zoar Village did not develop and grow as a center of business during the twentieth century, there is no historic pattern of growth that indicates the planned development of suburbs or outlying districts. A few houses were built in the period after dissolution, but for the most part, Separatist-period residences continued to be occupied and maintained. A ca. 1920 bungalow on Foltz Street is representative of the limited residential development, but it is not recommended as eligible, either as an indivi
	According to historical maps and aerial photographs, a few residences were built to the north of Zoar Village before the 1960s, but most of the development did not occur until well after 1965. The same is true for residential development south of the village, which occurred after 1970 along Michael and Hickory Lanes. In the years after the dissolution, residential and community development occurred sporadically across the study area, with no formal plan or attempt to group new development in one location. A
	Commerceand Industry,1898–1962 
	Following the dissolution of the Separatists, there was an immediate flurry of commercial activity at the turn of the century. Many Separatists became business owners and sought to improve their establishments with modern upgrades and additions while others launched new commercial enterprises in direct competition with established craftsmen. Prohibition and the Great Depression caused many businesses to shut down; others were converted to residences or only open part of the time. Efforts to revitalize the e
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified four resources within the study area associated with the early twentieth-century development of industry and commerce in Zoar Village: the Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins, the Zoar Lime Kiln, a 1933 brewery foundation, and State Fish Hatchery No. 12, as summarized in Table 2.25 and Table 2.26. The locations of the identified resources are shown in Figure 2.41 and Figure 2.42. The Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins 
	HDC identified four resources within the study area associated with the early twentieth-century development of industry and commerce in Zoar Village: the Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins, the Zoar Lime Kiln, a 1933 brewery foundation, and State Fish Hatchery No. 12, as summarized in Table 2.25 and Table 2.26. The locations of the identified resources are shown in Figure 2.41 and Figure 2.42. The Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins 
	was previously addressed for the Sawmill component’s association with the Separatists (see page 2.22, this volume). 

	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	ZoarSawmill/PowerhouseRuins(HDC9) 
	The 1878 Zoar sawmill was converted into a powerhouse in 1906. Power was generated by a bi-polar dynamo of a type originally designed by Thomas Edison in 1879, and powered by a 45-inch Leffel turbine. The dynamo produced 500 volts of power, and supplied it to Zoar Village through telephone lines. The dynamo charged a battery in the power house during the day to supply power for electric lights in Zoar Village at night. The Zoar Battery Company operated the power house from 1910 to 1922, when the Ohio Power 
	ZoarLimeKiln(HDC24) 
	Recent scholarship has revealed that the Zoar Lime Kiln, known to have functioned as an early twentieth century facility, may also be the location of an earlier Separatist lime kiln (Chris Powell, personal communication, 2013). Very little information is available about the lime production industry during Separatist period, but it is likely that the Zoar Lime Kiln was revitalized and put back into operation sometime after 1917, with a new kiln superstructure built of refractory bricks. The lime kiln was sti
	In addition to contributing to the Separtist Industry and Manufacturing context, HDC recommends the Lime Kiln be classified as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in the Twentieth Century Commerce and Industry context (Criterion A) as an example of attempts within the community to adapt to a capitalist economy. 
	1933BreweryFoundation(HDC32) 
	The 1933 brewery (not to be confused with the original Zoar Brewery) was founded after Prohibition ended by members of a Cleveland brewer family known as the Schlathers. A. V. Weitz was selected as the president of the Zoar Brewery Company and chose the location for the new brewery on the east side of town (Figure 2.42). The new brewery was supposed to be completed in April 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels of beer, marketed under the name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company planne
	The 1933 brewery (not to be confused with the original Zoar Brewery) was founded after Prohibition ended by members of a Cleveland brewer family known as the Schlathers. A. V. Weitz was selected as the president of the Zoar Brewery Company and chose the location for the new brewery on the east side of town (Figure 2.42). The new brewery was supposed to be completed in April 1934 and to start producing 30,000 barrels of beer, marketed under the name “Zoar Brau.” In addition to the brewery, the company planne
	lake, landscape their property, and construct a golf course (Massillon Evening Independent 1933). However, the brewery apparently never made it past the laying of the foundation, which is still visible off Second Street on the east side of the village. The foundation consists of an L-shaped structure of sandstone and brick. 

	While the brewery foundation itself retains good integrity, it does not represent the remains of an actual building that housed a business that attempted to adapt to a capitalist economy. HDC recommends that the foundation is not eligible for the National Register under any of the criteria. The foundation is unlikely to contribute to our understanding of the broad patterns of American history within the context of early twentieth century commerce and industry (Criterion A), nor provide significant new infor
	StateFishHatcheryNo.12(HDC23) 
	State Fish Hatchery No. 12 was built by the Ohio Division of Wildlife in 1921 using the abandoned canal bed north of the Zoar Iron Bridge (Figure 2.41). The hatchery featured six rearing ponds, and breeding stock was brought in by rail. After the canal was abandoned in 1913, the state sought to re-use the structure and constructed six rearing ponds along this section of the canal in 1921. The original plan was to raise smallmouth bass, but the water was too warm and slow for the fish. In 1923, the Ohio Divi
	Although abandoned and overgrown, the site retains good integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association and some integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Visitors to the site can still see the fish rearing ponds as well as a series of culverts and a channel associated with the hatchery operations. HDC recommends the fish hatchery as eligible for the National Register as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for its association with the early t
	Tourismand Recreation,1898–1962 
	While early tourism in Zoar Village focused on the agrarian landscape and the quaint Separatist community, post-dissolution tourism and recreation focused on the Tuscarawas River and Zoar Lake. The lake was created in 1923 when real estate developers bought the wet bottom land used for draining waste from the Zoar Brewery and slaughterhouse and flooded it to create a recreational lake. The Zoar Lake Resort Company created a plan for the recreation development and began to sell lots for construction of cotta
	While early tourism in Zoar Village focused on the agrarian landscape and the quaint Separatist community, post-dissolution tourism and recreation focused on the Tuscarawas River and Zoar Lake. The lake was created in 1923 when real estate developers bought the wet bottom land used for draining waste from the Zoar Brewery and slaughterhouse and flooded it to create a recreational lake. The Zoar Lake Resort Company created a plan for the recreation development and began to sell lots for construction of cotta
	miniature golf course into the toe slope of the levee. A more detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures associated with the non-Separatist tourism and recreation context is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 

	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified six resources within the study area associated with the development of non-Separatist tourism and recreation in Zoar Village, as summarized in Table 2.27 and Table 
	2.28. The locations of the identified resources are shown in Figure 2.43. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	The six identified resources are recommended not eligible for the National Register individually or as part of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The remnants of these resources are scattered in various sections of the village, and as a disassociated group, they can tell us little about the importance of tourism and recreation to Zoar Village in the early twentieth century. 
	Zoar Lake was created by the Zoar Lake Dam (HDC22) flooding the low-lying areas to the north and west of the structure. The Zoar Lake Dike (HDC56) was constructed at the same time and consists of a low rock wall along the southwestern edge of the lake. It is associated with the dam but not physically connected to it. 
	HDC also considered the dam and dike as landscape features for National Register eligibility and concluded that they does not qualify for the National Register since they does not fit into any of the current categories. They are not considered structures since they have no foundations, substructure, or superstructure. They are not designed landscapes since there was no design intent in its creation; they are merely in a low-lying flooded area. They are not traditional cultural properties. Nor are they part 
	Since only six holes of the planned nine were built for the Zoar Miniature Golf Course (HDC21), it may be an incomplete project. The golf course does not appear on either the 1935 inventory or the 1958 aerial, suggesting that it was built during the 1960s to take advantage of the country’s miniature golf course craze. As no archival or oral histories discuss the existence of a miniature golf course, it is possible that the venue was incomplete and never in operation. HDC therefore recommends that the Miniat
	The Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed (HDC20) is s small wood-frame building with corrugated metal panel walls and shed roof and no distinguishing features. It does not appear on any maps or aerials, probably due to its small size and relative unimportance. Its construction date is unknown and from its construction methods and materials, could have been built less than 50 years ago. HDC recommends that the Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed is not eligible for the National Register individu
	The two bathroom facilities (COE # 5860a and 5860b) are small hipped-roof wood-frame buildings constructed ca. 1940 originally as pit toilet facilities. These pit toilet buildings were constructed to accommodate the increase in tourist activities resulting from preservation efforts at Zoar Village. HDC recommends that the two restroom facilities are not eligible for the National Register individually or as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. 
	Transportation,ca.1898–1962 
	By the time the Society dissolved in 1898, Fifth Street had been planned to the north and the numbered streets stretched to the river, crossing West Street and terminating at an alley-like street on the west side. The street layout outside of town remained essentially unchanged. By 1944, Sixth Street and Seventh Street had been platted north of the Village with few changes further out. The construction of Zoar Levee in the late 1930s resulted in the realignment of SR 212 south of Zoar Village. In 1938, afte
	The State of Ohio attempted to rebuild the Ohio & Erie Canal in the early 1900s. The old locks were dismantled and rebuilt with concrete, with the exception of the old feeder canal and mill race guard locks at Zoar Village. In 1908, the State acquired the Zoar Dam, capped it with concrete, and added a 200-foot concrete extension on the west side of the dam, connecting it to the abutment of the railroad. A 200-foot earthen berm was built to support the junction of the new dam with the 1878 dam. All of this c
	In 1909, the canal between Navarre and Zoar Village was left empty of water after lock rebuilding south of Massillon (Woods 2008:66). State funding ceased for canal repair in 1910 after allegations of misconduct and fraud. Much of the southern line was officially abandoned in 1911. Finally, the flood of 1913 spelled the end of the canal system. Every bridge in Tuscarawas County across the Tuscarawas River was destroyed. The flood washed away many feeder canals, damaged banks, and destroyed lock gates, and t
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified only one non-Separatist resource associated with the transportation context during the 1898–1962 period. Information about the Second State Dam (HDC15a) can be found in Table 2.29 and Table 2.30, and their locations are shown in Figure 2.44. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	The Second State Dam is a concrete extension to an 1878 timber crib dam. It was built by the State of Ohio in 1908, at the same time the timber crib dam was topped with concrete. This 
	The Second State Dam is a concrete extension to an 1878 timber crib dam. It was built by the State of Ohio in 1908, at the same time the timber crib dam was topped with concrete. This 
	work was part of a state effort to upgrade the canals and to provide water to feed the mill race. HDC recommends that the Second State Dam is eligible as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the non-Separatist transportation context (Criterion A). The dam remained intact through 1969, after which a local farmer dynamited it in the belief that it was causing his fields to flood. The damaged dam no longer retains water and it is now possible to see where the concrete-toppe

	Flood ControlEfforts,ca.1898–1962:TheMuskingumWatershed ConservancyDistrictand US ArmyCorpsofEngineers 
	The devastating flood of 1913, which killed over 500 people and caused $300 million in damages across the State of Ohio, led to the development of state-wide flood control plans to manage an entire river drainage system. The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) was established in 1933 to direct flood control efforts in the Muskingum River Basin System. A flood control plan was drafted which called for the construction of 14 flood control reservoirs. The USACE was to develop a final plan, build th
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified five resources in the study area associated with the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District (MWCD) and USACE efforts in the Muskingum Basin Flood Control Project (MUR) dating between 1898 and 1962, as summarized in Table 2.31 and Table 2.32, and their locations are shown in Figure 2.45. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	Huntington, in consultation with the Ohio State Historic Office (OHPO), has determined that the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects, including the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam, are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. On May 11, 2011, a Programmatic Agreement (PA) was signed by Huntington and the OHPO to take into account the effects any potential actions may have on historic p
	HDC recommends that the five identified pre-1962 resources are eligible for the National Register because they retain historical integrity and have the ability to convey information about the federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. These five eligible resources are the Zoar Levee (HDC26), the USACE Pump Station/Zoar Pump Station (HDC25), the Zoar Diversion Dam (HDC29), Zoar Diversion Channel (HDC27), and 
	HDC recommends that the five identified pre-1962 resources are eligible for the National Register because they retain historical integrity and have the ability to convey information about the federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. These five eligible resources are the Zoar Levee (HDC26), the USACE Pump Station/Zoar Pump Station (HDC25), the Zoar Diversion Dam (HDC29), Zoar Diversion Channel (HDC27), and 
	the Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts (HDC28). Four of these resources (excluding the Pump Station) fall within the significant historic context, History of Flood Control in the Muskingum River Basin, 1820–1938, described in the draft National Register Multiple Property Listing nomination form on file at Huntington. The Pump Station was an important improvement to the flood control efforts and is now over 50 years of age, and therefore eligible for the National Register within the context of the flood con

	These five resources were also evaluated within the context of Preservation Efforts (see next section). 
	Preservation Efforts,1898–1962 
	Efforts to preserve the Separatist heritage began in 1930 when the Zoar Historical Society (ZHS) was founded. The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society (OSAHS; later to become the Ohio Historical Society) became involved with preservations efforts, first in an advisory position to the ZHS, and later assisting in purchasing House No. 1 from its owners. With the construction of the Zoar Levee beginning in 1935, there was renewed interest in the history of the Separatists on a national level; the Hi
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified seven resources in the study area associated with the Preservation Efforts context that date to the period of 1898 to 1962: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	House No. 1 (COE # 5857) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Garden (HDC5) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Pump Station (HDC25) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Levee (HDC26) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Diversion Channel (HDC27) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts (HDC28) 

	• 
	• 
	Zoar Diversion Dam (HDC29) 


	These resources are summarized in Table 2.33 and Table 2.34, and their locations are shown in Figure 2.46. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898 to 1962, be added as a significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. 
	House No. 1, the Zoar Garden, and House No. 11 (the Garden House and Greenhouse) were transferred to state ownership in 1941 and became the nucleus of a new state memorial at 
	House No. 1, the Zoar Garden, and House No. 11 (the Garden House and Greenhouse) were transferred to state ownership in 1941 and became the nucleus of a new state memorial at 
	Zoar Village. House No. 1 (restored and used as a museum ca. 1940) and the Zoar Garden (restored 1930) represent early preservation efforts at Zoar Village and fall into a wider context of a national heritage preservation movement in the early twentieth century; therefore, they are recommended as eligible under the preservation efforts context. 

	The Zoar Levee, Zoar Diversion Dam, Zoar Diversion Channel, and Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culverts were all constructed between 1935 and 1938 specifically to protect the historic resources within Zoar Village. They are recommended as eligible for the National Register as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the preservation efforts context. They are unique in that represent one of the only, if not the only, flood control structures in the United States built specificall
	Zoarand InternationalArtMovements,ca.1880–1962 
	Zoar Village was connected to the international arts scene from the 1880s to around 1960, when several artists involved in the international Impressionism and Modernism movements visited Zoar Village to paint the European-inspired agrarian landscape of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. A detailed discussion of the historical context of and structures associated with the relationship between Zoar Village and International Art Movements is located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.4. 
	SurveyResults 
	HDC could not locate any known extant artist studios, artist residences, or artist colonies associated with this context, and there are no known structures that were built as part of this movement, such as an artist residence, gallery, or museum within the study area. Artists associated with the Zoar Summer School of Art (ca. 1888 to 1898) worked in a converted studio space in the second floor of the Second Meetinghouse, which was torn down in 1916. While working at Zoar Village, the artists likely stayed i
	Non-SeparatistResources, 1962to present 
	Through examination of a 1958 aerial photograph and field survey, HDC identified 176 individual structures in the study area that are less than 50 years of age, and three reconstructed Separatist structures that can be evaluated within non-Separatist contexts that post-date 1962. Of the 176 purely modern structures surveyed as part of this study, 44 are located within the 1975 Zoar Historic District and all are within the greater study area. Buildings that can be categorized under the residential context ac
	Residentialand CommunityDevelopment,1962–present 
	Residential development after 1962 was concentrated in areas north of the 1975 Zoar Historic District, especially after 1965. The area south of the existing historic district was developed after 1970. Between 1996 and 2004, no single family permits were issued in Zoar Village. From 2005 to 2010, one single family building permit was issued per year for a house valued at $180,000 each. These new building permits were likely for speculative houses located outside of the survey area, south of the historic dist
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified 153 structures in the study area associated with residential and community development that were constructed between 1962 and the present, with 147 residential resources and six community resources. Information regarding modern residential and community structures is presented in Table 2.35 through Table 2.38. The locations of the identified structures are shown in Figure 2.47 through Figure 2.53. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	None of the 153 modern structures surveyed for this study are of exceptional national importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The 153 post1962 residential and community structures surveyed are therefore recommended not eligible for the National Register. 
	-

	Commerceand Industry,1962–present 
	Commercial and industrial development in Zoar Village between 1962 and the present consisted primarily of service and retail sector businesses. Industrial enterprises were not identified within the study area during the survey. In the Community Impacts Baseline Study, a companion study to the Historic Properties Baseline Study, Jack Faucett Associates found that at present the three largest employers in Zoar Village are the two restaurants on Main Street, the Firehouse Grill and Antonio's, and Whitemyer Adv
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified 16 structures in the study area associated with commerce and industry that were constructed between 1962 and the present. The majority of these structures (69%) are associated with a self-storage business. Information regarding modern commerce and industry structures is presented in Table 2.39 and Table 2.40. The locations of the identified structures are shown in Figure 2.48, Figure 2.49, and Figure 2.50. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	None of the 16 modern, commercial structures surveyed for this study are of exceptional national importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The 16 post-1962 commerce and industry structures surveyed are therefore recommended not eligible for the National Register. 
	Tourismand Recreation,1962–present 
	Tourism related to the historical nature of Zoar Village has been and continues to be an important economic driver for the residents of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. In the 
	Tourism related to the historical nature of Zoar Village has been and continues to be an important economic driver for the residents of Zoar Village and the surrounding area. In the 
	Community Impacts Baseline Study, a companion study to the Historic Properties Baseline Study, Jack Faucett Associates found that the Zoar Community Association and the Church of the Holy Trinity each earn over one-half of their income from tourism. JFA's report goes on to state that while information on tourism income for village restaurants, home-based businesses, bed and breakfasts, and artisans is not currently available, "it is reasonable to assume their reliance on the Village’s tourism dollars is sig

	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified three structures in the study area associated with tourism and recreation that were constructed between 1962 and the present: the outdoor bar and the stage at the Canal Hotel (TH35a and TH35b), and a modern restroom structure (COE # 5890). Information regarding these modern tourism and recreation structures is presented in Table 2.41 and Table 2.42. The locations of the identified structures are shown in Figure 2.49 and Figure 2.50. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	None of the three post-1962 tourism and recreation structures surveyed for this study are of exceptional national importance nor can they be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The three post-1962 tourism and recreation structures surveyed are therefore recommended not eligible for the National Register. 
	Transportation,1962–present 
	HDC identified one transportation resource within the study area that date to the period after 1962: the Dover-Zoar Road Highway Bridge (HDC57). Information about this resource can be found in Table 2.43 and Table 2.44, and is shown in Figure 2.50. 
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	The Dover-Zoar Bridge is not of exceptional national importance nor can it be evaluated within one of the criteria considerations. The Dover-Zoar Bridge is therefore recommended not eligible for the National Register. 
	Flood ControlEfforts,ca.1962–present 
	USACE has continued to maintain and repair individual facilities significant to flood control efforts in and around Zoar Village up to the present day. In the 1990s, a filter blanket was placed below the Zoar Diversion Dam to address seepage issues, and in 2008 another, larger filter blanket was placed on the north side of the Zoar Levee near the pump station as seepage issues continued. Additional details on recent flood control efforts are located in Volume 1, Chapter 1.1 and Chapter 1.4. 
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified three resources in the study area associated with USACE efforts in the Muskingum Basin Flood Control Project (MUR) that post-date 1962, as summarized in Table 
	2.45 and Table 2.46, and shown in Figure 2.49. The three resources are: the Zoar Levee 
	2.45 and Table 2.46, and shown in Figure 2.49. The three resources are: the Zoar Levee 
	seepage blanket and relief wells (HDC50), the Zoar Diversion Dam seepage blanket and relief well (HDC51), and the Zoar Diversion Dam Data Logger Building (HDC30). 

	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	The three post-1962 flood control resources are less than fifty years of age and do not meet the exceptional importance criteria for National Register listing. These three resources should be re-evaluated once they reach 50 years of age within the context of the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects, and separately for their significance to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the Preservation Efforts context. 
	Preservation Efforts,1962–present 
	In 1967, the Zoar Village sesquicentennial was celebrated, which led to the founding of a new Zoar Community Association (ZCA) that year. The ZCA restored the school building and later the Town Hall. The ZCA also began the Separatist Days (now the annual Zoar Harvest Festival). In the mid-1960s, successful bond issues allowed OHS to reconstruct Separatist buildings and structures, including the Garden Spring House, Tin Shop, the Wagon Shop, and the Blacksmith Shop. The Bakery, Magazine, House No. 1 Kitchen 
	SurveyResults 
	HDC identified 11 resources in the study area associated with Zoar Village preservation efforts that occurred between 1962 and the present, consisting of restored and reconstructed Separatist-era buildings and structures. These resources are summarized in Table 2.47 and Table 2.48 and shown according to their Separatist contexts in Figure 2.11 through Figure 
	2.28. Seven of these resources are Separatist buildings that have been restored consistent with knowledge of their historical appearances and forms. One of these resources includes the House No. 20 Outbuilding (COE # 5884a) which, through the efforts of the ZCA, was renovated to resemble a Seperatist-era outbuilding despite being constructed sometime after 1930. Four resources (the Garden Spring House, the Tin Shop, the Blacksmith Shop, and the Wagon Shop) are accurate reconstructions of Separatist-era buil
	NationalRegister EligibilityAssessment 
	As previously discussed, the four reconstructions were accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented in a dignified manner, and no other structure with the same associations survived. As such, the reconstructed resources meet the National Register requirements to be treated as reconstructions. This report previously stated that HDC recommends the four reconstructed buildings and structures that are not currently listed as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District as eligible for
	As previously discussed, the four reconstructions were accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented in a dignified manner, and no other structure with the same associations survived. As such, the reconstructed resources meet the National Register requirements to be treated as reconstructions. This report previously stated that HDC recommends the four reconstructed buildings and structures that are not currently listed as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District as eligible for
	2013 Zoar Historic District if the period of significance for Preservation Efforts is ever extended to encompass the 1970s. 

	SummaryofResultsandRecommendations 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	A total of 348 individual Separatist and non-Separatist above-ground resources, dating from ca. 1817 to the present day, were surveyed within the study area. Fourteen of these structures were also evaluated under multiple contexts. 

	2. 
	2. 
	An additional 3 individual Separatist above-ground resources, dating from ca. 1800 to the present day, were surveyed outside the study area on land that was previously owned by the Separatists. 

	3. 
	3. 
	It is recommended that the list of contributing resources to the 1975 Zoar Historic District under the Separatist context be revised. The revised list would (a) add Separatist resources not included in the 1969 and 1975 National Register documentation so that the total Separatist resources contributing to the district would be 88, and (b) remove the Zoar Foundry as a contributing resource under the Separatist context because its remains cannot be physically located at this time. 

	4. 
	4. 
	It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include the revised list of Separatist contributing resources. 

	5. 
	5. 
	It is recommended that the period of significance for the 1975 Zoar Historic District be extended to include the following post-Separatist contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1898–1962; Flood Control, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 

	6. 
	6. 
	It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded, where necessary, to include the seven resources that contribute to significant non-Separatist contexts identified by the present study. 

	7. 
	7. 
	It is recommended that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be amended to include one discontiguous resource that contribute to significant Separatist contexts identified by the present study. 
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	CHAPTER2.5:ARCHEOLOGYPROBABILITYASSESSMENT 
	CHAPTER2.5:ARCHEOLOGYPROBABILITYASSESSMENT 
	Task I.D of the scope specifies the creation of archeological probability assessments for precontact and historical resources. These assessments are intended to assist Huntington with evaluating and comparing alternatives under the DSMS. Chapter 2.5 presents the results of the pre-contact and historical archeological probability assessments. This chapter begins with an explanation of two terms used throughout the remainder of the chapter (significance and integrity) in order to orient readers from outside t
	-

	ArcheologicalSignificance 
	Simply determining the likelihood that pre-contact sites might be identified on a given landform within the study area is but one goal of this study. The other goal of the study is to devise a means by which we can determine the likelihood that specific site types within the study area will contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register, which can then be used during the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. The terms significance and integrity are us
	It is important to clarify what is meant when the discussion refers to archeological sites that may contain "information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places" and what is meant when the term integrity is used. To be eligible for the National Register, a property must meet one of the criteria for evaluation must possess integrity. Most archeological sites are evaluated under Criterion D, which focuses on the information potential of the site in terms of adding som
	and 
	-

	Integrity of archeological sites is based on the site’s potential to yield specific data that may be addressed by vital research questions. Spatial relationships of deposits at archeological 
	Integrity of archeological sites is based on the site’s potential to yield specific data that may be addressed by vital research questions. Spatial relationships of deposits at archeological 
	sites may be altered by cultural processes (farming, development) and natural processes (erosion, plant and animal disturbance), which affect the integrity of these sites. For example, sites that possess a high density of artifacts, but that are highly disturbed are considered to have low integrity. Archeological integrity is typically considered in two ways: the physical condition of a site and the utility of the site in addressing important research questions (its information potential). 

	The physical integrity of a site is measured through the degree of disturbance that has occurred at the site since the time of the primary deposition of the artifacts. Artifacts that are no longer in their primary context of deposition often retain little information that could be useful in answering research questions. In terms of the information potential of a site, the integrity of a site can be measured through its visibility and focus. Archeologists Hardesty and Little (2000:46) define visibility as “t
	EnvironmentalFactorsAffectingArcheologicalSitePreservation 
	Prior to creating archeological probability assessments for pre-contact and historical archeological resources, research on environmental factors that would influence pre-contact and historical site location and preservation of archeological deposits was completed. A comprehensive presentation of environmental research results is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.2 of this report. As a refresher, we preface the results of the pre-contact and historical probability assessments with a review of three important
	GlacialHistory andArcheologicalPotential 
	The glacial history of the study area impacts archeological formation processes that play a major role in the survival and detection of archeological deposits. Zoar Village is located on a large glacial outwash terrace. Floodplains containing 2 to 7 feet of alluvium along the river 
	The glacial history of the study area impacts archeological formation processes that play a major role in the survival and detection of archeological deposits. Zoar Village is located on a large glacial outwash terrace. Floodplains containing 2 to 7 feet of alluvium along the river 
	channel are located to the west of Zoar Village, and dissected uplands, with less than 3 inches of topsoil development, are located to the east of the town. 

	Buried archeological deposits are possible on the floodplains; alluvial deposits may have capped and preserved archeological remains. The presence of these alluvial deposits indicates the need for deep testing to identify buried archeological sites in floodplain areas. Alluvial deposits on the outside of the Zoar Levee may be as thick as 7 feet, while alluvial deposits on the inside of the Zoar Levee are shallower, with buried sites possible to a depth of 2 to 5 feet below the surface in undisturbed areas. 
	There are two portions of the study area where shallow or eroded sites might be located: A narrow ravine in the uplands near Michael Lane; and upland areas upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam. Erosion of soils that may contain archeological sites is more likely along the unnamed tributary of the Tuscarawas River located in the uplands near Michael Lane because of the stream gradient and comparatively thin (less than 3 inches) top soil deposits. Upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam, the bedrock is relatively sh
	Water andArcheologicalPotential 
	Water may be the single most important physical element influencing the preservation of archeological deposits. Water is a mechanical agent of change, whether it is transporting or depositing sediment in a river or ocean, or breaking apart substances through expansion and contraction caused by cycles of freezing and thawing. Water is also a chemical agent of change through its ability to transport salts and other compounds within the soil and ground water system, and through its interaction with other chemi
	Within the study area, water acts as a mechanical and chemical agent of change, and strongly influences the preservation potential for any archeological deposits that may be present. The most obvious manifestation of water's agency in the study area is the Tuscarawas River and other smaller order streams. Impoundment of water, such as behind Dover Dam and within Goose Run Impoundment, constitutes a second, and perhaps less obvious, manifestation of water's agency within the study area. A discussion of how e
	Riverprocessesand thealluvialenvironment 
	Rivers are dynamic systems that can both erode and deposit sediments. River processes, by extension, can erode archeological deposits, displacing remains from their primary depositional context, or they can preserve archeological deposits through burial. A river's ability to transport particles is dependent on the discharge of the river (amount of water passing through a certain point of the channel in a given amount of time), with discharge being a product of the area of the river channel and the velocity 
	The Tuscarawas River within the study area presents the special case of a braided, meandering stream in which deposition and erosion occur concurrently in the same part of the stream, leading to a complex depositional environment over the glacial outwash (Briggs 1985:39; French 2003:26). Braiding occurs when sand or gravel banks are deposited within the main channel, with the water dividing around the banks and forming new channels. During times of high discharge, the banks of the new channels may collapse 
	Impoundment 
	Geoarcheologists George Rapp and Christopher Hill (1998:199) remark that freshwater inundation, resulting from natural or cultural impoundment of water, is "overwhelmingly detrimental to archeological remains." The basis for this statement is the numerous geochemical processes that accompany repeated wet and dry cycles in impounded areas. The elevated water table that accompanies inundation results in leaching of some chemical compounds and accumulation of other chemical compounds, with both processes havin
	Geoarcheologists George Rapp and Christopher Hill (1998:199) remark that freshwater inundation, resulting from natural or cultural impoundment of water, is "overwhelmingly detrimental to archeological remains." The basis for this statement is the numerous geochemical processes that accompany repeated wet and dry cycles in impounded areas. The elevated water table that accompanies inundation results in leaching of some chemical compounds and accumulation of other chemical compounds, with both processes havin
	impacting the contextual integrity of archeological deposits (Rapp and Hill 1998:83). Impoundment of water increases siltation, with heavy siltation being linked to soil liquefaction (deformities occurring in saturated soils) and displacement of archeological deposits from their primary context. Larger impoundments, such as behind dams and within reservoirs, can lead to erosion of sediment and associated archeological deposits through mechanical wave action. Although impoundment of water does not have the s

	Water has been impounded behind Dover Dam numerous times since 1935. The water impounded behind Dover Dam typically backs up in the vicinity of Zoar Village. Zoar Levee was constructed to protect the village from the impounded water. As mentioned previously, impoundment of water behind a dam may be similar to a natural flood event. The velocity of water, however, is typically much lower than during a natural flood event, the duration of the impoundment is longer, and the height of the impounded water is oft
	Goose Run Impoundment has had water impounded behind it on and off since 1935, much the same as water has been impounded (and receded) behind Dover Dam since 1935. The repeated flooding and draining of the Goose Run Impoundment over the years (first as a set of shallow Separatist fish ponds, and later as a permanent impoundment known as Lime Kiln Lake, holding a pool from after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam in 1935 to its final draining in 1992) has likely resulted in some degree of biogeochemi
	Landform Disturbances andArcheologicalPotential 
	Understanding where and how landforms have been disturbed is central to accurately predicting the potential locations of intact archeological deposits within the study area. It is extremely unlikely that pre-contact or historical archeological sites will be found in areas that have experienced significant earth moving disturbances. The same activities that moved the soil would also have moved or erased traces of the archeological sites. 
	As outlined in Volume 1, Chapter 1.2, disturbances were derived from the soil survey, from the historical literature review for this project, and from field observations. Several areas in the eastern and northeastern portion of the study area were used as borrow areas for construction of the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, while other areas reportedly had the topsoil stripped as part of resource extraction activities, according to the soil survey. Zoar Lake and areas associated with the Zoar Levee & Diversion D
	Figure 1.21 also shows the parts of the study area determined to be partially or possibly disturbed. Within our probability assessment models for archeological sites, the chance of identifying an intact archeological sites in these areas is uncertain. Areas that are partially disturbed, or probably disturbed to an unknown extent, include modern housing developments (such as the Cherry Hill subdivision), the footprints of modern buildings (such as the Zoar Volunteer Fire Department), and any locations where 
	(2) possibly disturbed. 
	Pre-ContactResourcesProbabilityAssessment 
	Goals of the pre-contact archeological probability assessment for the study area are as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Assessing the likelihood that reported site types contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

	3. 
	3. 
	Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 


	To achieve these goals and to complete this part of Task I.D. of the scope, research focused on three topics: the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed later in this chapter, is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this repor
	To achieve these goals and to complete this part of Task I.D. of the scope, research focused on three topics: the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village; and the use and creation of predictive models in archeology. The pre-contact cultural history context, which served as the basis for the deductive predictive model discussed later in this chapter, is presented in Volume 1, Chapter 1.3 of this repor
	predictive modeling theory to the study area. The compiled pre-contact archeological resources probability assessment rounds out this section of Chapter 2.5. 

	The ExistingPre-ContactData Set 
	The necessary first step in creating the pre-contact probability assessment is to assemble existing data on the environment and existing sites. HDC began collection of relevant empirical data by consulting Mills' (1914) Archeological Atlas of Ohio and examining the Ohio Historic Preservation Office's (OHPO) online GIS data base. Mills recorded no precontact archeological resources within Lawrence Township; the closest pre-contact resources to Zoar Village recorded by Mills are 4 miles away, to the west of B
	-

	The existing data set of archeological sites with pre-contact components was compiled from the OHPO data base and review of primary and secondary sources on the history and archeology of the region. Characteristics of the search area and the existing data set are summarized in Table 2.54. Key information for the 121 previously recorded pre-contact sites in the existing data set, as taken from the OHPO data base, is summarized in Table 2.55; many more site attributes are included in the study area-specific d
	On the whole, the data set lacks detail and variation. Only six (5%) of the 121 pre-contact archeological sites in the data set are located within the study area; the remainder are located outside the study area, but within the 4-mile search radius of the study area. All of the existing sites are open sites; there are no rock shelter sites. A total of 116 sites do not have a reported site function or site type associated with them. Cultural features were documented at only 2 percent of the sites. Definite c
	-

	Table 2.56 summarizes relevant information on the 45 previously completed CRM documents for projects within the 4-mile search radius; detailed entries for each CRM document can be found in the Annotated Bibliography, which is an appendix of Volume 1. Three of the 45 documents are management documents, 19 of the documents represent investigations that did not identify any pre-contact archeological sites, and the remaining 23 documents report on the findings of field investigations that identified or evaluate
	Table 2.56 summarizes relevant information on the 45 previously completed CRM documents for projects within the 4-mile search radius; detailed entries for each CRM document can be found in the Annotated Bibliography, which is an appendix of Volume 1. Three of the 45 documents are management documents, 19 of the documents represent investigations that did not identify any pre-contact archeological sites, and the remaining 23 documents report on the findings of field investigations that identified or evaluate
	more pre-contact archeological sites. A summary of the existing data for the search area, organized by relationship to the study area and by time period, is presented below. 

	SummaryofExisting DatabySpatialRelationship to StudyAreaand byTimePeriod 
	Sites Outside StudyArea, butWithin Four-Mile Search Radius 
	SiteswithPaleoindianComponents 
	Six sites with Paleoindian components have been recorded within the four-mile search radius of the study area. Four of the sites have the temporal affiliation listed simply as Paleoindian, while two OAI forms specify that a Late Paleoindian Plano projectile point was recovered from the site. All six Paleoindian components are part of multi-component sites. 
	SiteswithArchaicComponents 
	There are 41 individual Archaic Period components represented at 35 sites within the four-mile search radius of the study area. This is by the far the largest number of components for any time period, which likely reflects the long time range covered by the period. The most frequently occurring specified Archaic component is the Late Archaic (n=15). Late Archaic components are often found in association with Early Archaic components or Early Woodland components within the search area. There are no Middle Ar
	SiteswithWoodlandComponents 
	There are 24 individual Woodland components represented at 20 sites within the four-mile search radius of the study area. The most frequently occurring Woodland component is the Early Woodland (n=12). Early Woodland components are often found in association with Late Archaic components or Late Woodland components within the search area. Only one of the 118 sites in the existing pre-contact data set contains a Middle Woodland component (site 33-TU-133). Six Late Woodland components are also represented in th
	SiteswithLatePrehistoricComponents 
	Fourteen sites with Late Prehistoric components have been recorded within the 4-mile search radius of the study area. This number accounts for 12 percent of the entire data set. Four of the five Late Prehistoric components are part of large multi-component sites. 
	SiteswithTemporallyUnaffiliatedComponents 
	Sixty-eight (68) sites within the search radius and outside the study area are considered temporally unaffiliated because temporally diagnostic artifacts were not reported. This number accounts for 56% of the entire data set. Seven of the 68 temporally unaffiliated sites outside the study area represent isolated artifacts and little information was recorded for them. At the other end of spectrum, a considerable number of the unaffiliated sites have a high diversity of artifact classes. Sixty-three percent o
	Sixty-eight (68) sites within the search radius and outside the study area are considered temporally unaffiliated because temporally diagnostic artifacts were not reported. This number accounts for 56% of the entire data set. Seven of the 68 temporally unaffiliated sites outside the study area represent isolated artifacts and little information was recorded for them. At the other end of spectrum, a considerable number of the unaffiliated sites have a high diversity of artifact classes. Sixty-three percent o
	stone fragments, or FCR, in addition to chipped stone debitage. Unfortunately, the reported information is not sufficient to allow for temporal classification of the deposits. 

	Sites InsideStudyArea 
	Given the ubiquity of pre-contact archeological deposits in most every part of Ohio, it should come as no surprise that pre-contact sites have already been recorded within the study area and that many more unrecorded sites are expected to exist. As early as 1882, there was a report of pre-contact remains being found within Zoar Village: "In digging out a large cellar a few years ago in Zoar, bones were found in abundance. They were supposed to belong to the pre-historic race. Some of them were in a tolerabl
	-
	identified 

	SiteswithPaleoindianComponents 
	There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic Paleoindian period artifacts. 
	SiteswithArchaicComponents 
	There are no sites recorded on the OAI within the study area that produced diagnostic Archaic period artifacts. One general Archaic period site can, however, be identified adjacent to House No. 25, which is located on the hill above the valley where the pottery was located south of Zoar Village. The upper plate on page 40 in Adamson (2007), reproduced in Figure 2.58, shows an Archaic-type side-notched point, possibly of Upper Mercer chert, mixed in with the Zoar Village pottery sherds from the garden of the
	HDC recommends that this site be considered eligible for the National Register for the purpose of the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. We do not have sufficient information to determine whether this projectile point represents 
	HDC recommends that this site be considered eligible for the National Register for the purpose of the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. We do not have sufficient information to determine whether this projectile point represents 
	Recommendation: 

	an isolated find or a more substantial deposit. Information regarding whether or not the site has been significantly disturbed is not sufficient to make a determination about site integrity. This recommendation may not follow common wisdom regarding isolated finds, but it should be noted that the solitary nature of the archeological deposit is uncertain. Caution is recommended in this case because there are no other recorded examples of temporally affiliated sites within the study area. In addition, we note
	-
	-


	SiteswithWoodlandComponents 
	There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic Woodland Period artifacts. 
	SiteswithLatePrehistoricComponents 
	There are no previously recorded sites within the study area that have produced diagnostic Late Prehistoric Period artifacts. 
	SiteswithTemporallyUnaffiliatedComponents 
	There are six previously recorded, temporally unaffiliated pre-contact sites located within the study area: 33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, and 33-TU-454. The locations of these temporally unassigned, pre-contact sites are shown in Figure 2.56 and Figure 2.57. Additional information about these sites can be found in Table 2.55; recommendations for evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives are summarized in Table 2.57. Figure 2.60 is an overview photograph of the general l
	HDC also examined collection records for eight archeological collections from Zoar Village that are curated at the Ohio Historical Society (OHS) Collections Facility; none of these collections contains pre-contact materials that have not been recorded on the OAI. 
	Predictive ModelingTheory 
	Predictive models, according to Altschul et al. (2004:1), are tools by which patterns are "characterized and anticipated." Models can be deductive (based on a coherent body of theory unrelated to empirical data) or inductive (based on observation and existing data). As employed in cultural resources management, most predictive site location models are inductive and, as such, are only as strong as the quantity, quality, and relevance of the data 
	Predictive models, according to Altschul et al. (2004:1), are tools by which patterns are "characterized and anticipated." Models can be deductive (based on a coherent body of theory unrelated to empirical data) or inductive (based on observation and existing data). As employed in cultural resources management, most predictive site location models are inductive and, as such, are only as strong as the quantity, quality, and relevance of the data 
	used to generate them. Site-based inductive predictive models assume that the following are true: sites are self-evident; the spatial universe contains both areas that have been surveyed with methods sufficient to discover all sites, and areas that have not been surveyed; data used to generate predictions is representative of the larger population; environmental data is specific enough to accurately characterize site locations; and the environmental factors being considered are meaningful for site location 

	HDC'sApproach to PredictiveModelCreation 
	The goal of creating a predictive model for this study is to generate probability statements regarding (a) the most likely locations of pre-contact resources, if such resources exist; (b) the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and (c) the kind of data that needs to survive to make sites significant, all of which can be used during the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives. As stated by Kvamme (2006:11), we are m
	An alternative approach to the inductive site location predictive model, and one recommended by Altschul et al. (2005:12), is the creation of a deductive predictive model based on the regional pre-contact cultural context. This is achieved by compiling information on the different site types expected for all pre-contact periods, along with their associated locations on the landscape, and then applying those criteria to the study area. While regional cultural contexts are themselves based largely on empirica
	An alternative approach to the inductive site location predictive model, and one recommended by Altschul et al. (2005:12), is the creation of a deductive predictive model based on the regional pre-contact cultural context. This is achieved by compiling information on the different site types expected for all pre-contact periods, along with their associated locations on the landscape, and then applying those criteria to the study area. While regional cultural contexts are themselves based largely on empirica
	to apply to the study area. Such an approach could serve, however, as the basis for a model that can be tested and refined in the future. 

	Because the empirical data is weak and biased, and because the regional cultural context may not be specific enough to employ as a deductive predictive tool on its own, HDC proposed to address these issues by (1) creating both types of models (an empirically based inductive model and context derived deductive model), (2) comparing the results of the two models, and (3) developing the pre-contact archeological probability assessment of the study area based on the overlap between the two models. This proposal
	Application to theStudyArea 
	Inductive Model 
	Variables included in the inductive model are grouped according to three descriptors: environmental, archeological, and management. 
	The seven proposed environmental variables for the inductive predictive model are: 
	-landform (geomorphology) 
	-elevation 
	-soil type, soil drainage, and slope 
	-distance to water 
	-vegetation at the time of contact 
	The seven proposed archeological variables are: 
	-site size 
	-site type 
	-site function 
	-temporal affiliation 
	-classes of artifacts present 
	-presence/absence of cultural features 
	-site depth 
	The six proposed management variables are: 
	-National Register status 
	-level of investigation 
	-date of last investigation 
	-site condition 
	-integrity 
	-information potential 
	Categories for all three classes of data draw heavily on recommendations made in Altschul et al. (2004, 2005). It may not be possible to populate all proposed fields at the present time, but the data base is designed with an eye toward expansion once new information becomes available. Additional fields (variables) can be added to the database, if desired. This solution to the problem of primary data gaps will provide a useful tool for Huntington when 
	Categories for all three classes of data draw heavily on recommendations made in Altschul et al. (2004, 2005). It may not be possible to populate all proposed fields at the present time, but the data base is designed with an eye toward expansion once new information becomes available. Additional fields (variables) can be added to the database, if desired. This solution to the problem of primary data gaps will provide a useful tool for Huntington when 
	evaluating and comparing the likelihood that various alternatives may have impacts on historic properties. Huntington will also be able to make reasonable decisions without unnecessarily impacting landowners or sites. 

	ModelVariables 
	Variables employed in this study were divided into three groups as described previously: environmental, archeological, and management. Within each group multiple variables were selected, each with at least two possible forms. These variables were chosen with the intent of the study in mind, with an eye toward the type of information readily supplied on OAI forms, and with a knowledge of the types of environmental data readily available for use in a GIS or easily generated in a GIS. Some modifications or "cl
	Environmental Variables 
	Environmental variables were selected as simple, one-dimensional proxies of a complex natural world that influences (not determines) human behavior. While recent research in archeological predictive modeling in the United States has begun to recognize the importance of more complex environmental variables and the social environment in modeling (Kvamme 2006; Lock and Harris 2006), some positive correlations between basic environmental variables and human settlement patterns have been noted when tested. For e
	Landform 
	The landform of an area speaks to the geological history of an area and influences human use of the landscape, as well as the post-depositional context of archeological sites. The landform for each site in the data set was taken directly from the "Local Environmental Setting" field on the OAI form. Landforms within the study area were determined using a current USGS topographic quadrangle map layered with a historical topographic quadrangle to ensure the most accurate location of relevant landforms since th
	Elevation 
	Elevation was initially selected as an environmental variable because it is a common characteristic employed in archeological predictive models and is readily available for Ohio as a geo-referenced shapefile. Site elevation was taken directly from the OAI form, where it is measured in meters above mean sea level (amsl) from the center point of the site. Our staff employed a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) that depicts elevation in 100-foot by 100-foot cells that can be selected to show the elevation ranges wi
	SoilType,SoilDrainage,Slope 
	Soil type, drainage, and slope were selected as environmental variables for consideration in the pre-contact archeological predictive models because soil properties impact human use and exploitation of the landscape through the types of organic resources they support and their suitability for different types of activities. An area's soils affect the types of plant and animal communities that develop naturally in an area, and the suitability of an area for cultivation. An area's soils will, therefore, influe
	-

	The OAI forms utilized for the present study were completed over a course of nearly four decades, and the named soils reflected soil survey information current at the time the form was completed. To ensure consistency in the reporting of the basic soil information, on which several attributes were based, current soil survey maps available for download from USDA Soil Data Mart were imported to ESRI ArcGIS 10. When the soil data was joined with the UTM coordinates for each site, a soil designation was assigne
	DistancetoWater 
	Water plays a significant role in human existence: drinking water is necessary to sustain life; water attracts game animals that can feed humans, and also provides a specialized habitat for other plant and animal resources; waterways provide transportation routes for moving people and goods; and water can supply power for industry. Because of the significance of water to human existence, the location and character of water resources strongly influences the movement of people and the locations of human activ
	The distance to water for each site in the data set was taken directly from the OAI form, where it is measured as the minimum horizontal distance to the closest water source in meters. It is important to note that when distance to water was determined for the study area, we digitized the water sources from a 1912 USGS topographic quadrangle map that showed the waterways within the study area as they existed before the Zoar Levee and Diversion Dam project was constructed. The location of springs was determin
	VegetationattheTimeofContact 
	All humans need food and raw materials that can be fashioned into tools, shelter, clothing, and other items that aid with survival. Knowledge of the quantity, quality, and diversity of an area's native plant and animal communities, and how they are distributed across the landscape, can assist with developing predictive archeological probability models by identifying desirable locales. The variable 'vegetation at the time of contact' was selected for use in the model because it can serve as a proxy for the q
	A geo-referenced shapefile of Gordon's 1966 map of Ohio's natural vegetation at the time of European entry to the region was imported to ESRI ArcGIS 10. When the vegetation data was joined with the UTM coordinates for each site, a vegetation type could be assigned to the site. Unfortunately, all sites within the 4-mile search radius were located within the mixed oak forests type because Gordon's map is not sufficiently fine-grained to show local level variation in vegetation. That is to say, this variable c
	Archeological Variables 
	Archeological Variables 

	Archeological variables were chosen for their ability to characterize the spatial and behavioral aspects of the regional archeological record. Equally important was the accessibility and consistent reporting of data for each variable. The selected variables are included in the current OAI reporting format, which has instructions that, theoretically, ensure consistent reporting of variables. 
	Siteboundarypolygondataversussitecenterpointdata 
	The co-variability of environmental factors used in determining archeological sensitivity is not reflected when point data, rather than accurate site boundaries, is used to represent site locations. A site location may encompass multiple variants of one attribute, and point data may misrepresent the dominant environmental attributes. Unfortunately, many of the sites within the study area and within the 4-mile search radius were reported by landowners and collectors, with the result being reporting of poorly
	SiteSize 
	The search area contains archeological sites that have been recorded over the course of four decades and there is a great deal of variability in reporting styles, accuracy, and reliability of the reported data. OAI forms completed within the previous ten years typically provide a reliable site size reported in square meters. Earlier OAI forms demonstrated a lack of consistent reporting techniques. On earlier forms site size measurements were given as ranges of site diameters and as ranges of north-south lin
	The search area contains archeological sites that have been recorded over the course of four decades and there is a great deal of variability in reporting styles, accuracy, and reliability of the reported data. OAI forms completed within the previous ten years typically provide a reliable site size reported in square meters. Earlier OAI forms demonstrated a lack of consistent reporting techniques. On earlier forms site size measurements were given as ranges of site diameters and as ranges of north-south lin
	squares, generalized measurements such as this provide a potential source of erroneous data. In an attempt to standardize these recording techniques, ranges of measurements were averaged and area was then calculated in square meters. When isolated finds did not have a site size recorded, size was entered as 1 square meter. 

	TemporalAffiliation 
	Temporal affiliation for each site was taken directly from the OAI form. A coding abbreviation for each possible period was employed to save space in character-limited fields. 
	SiteTypeandSiteFunction 
	Site type and site function were taken directly from the OAI form. In most cases, archeologists completing OAI forms recorded this information as "Unknown," so this variable was of limited value in our analysis. 
	ArtifactClasses 
	Because there are countless ways that artifact classes were analyzed and recorded on the OAI forms, a generalized approach was taken to portray this data as consistently and as accurately as possible. The range of artifact classes present at a site was included in the data base, but not the number of artifacts in each class because of inconsistencies in reporting. Below are the coded abbreviations and brief explanations for each artifact class included in the data 
	base: 
	base: 
	base: 

	-
	-
	Debitage (D): All bifacial reduction stages were combined in one class to increase consistency and accuracy of the data. 

	-
	-
	Tools (T): All formal and informal chipped stone tools, apart from projectile points, were combined in one class to increase consistency and accuracy of the data. 

	-
	-
	Projectile Points/Knives (PPK): The Projectile Point artifact class includes temporally diagnostic (typed) points, un-typed points, and point fragments. 

	-
	-
	Pottery (P): The pottery artifact class includes all pre-contact pottery artifacts regardless of type or completeness of vessel. 

	-
	-
	FCR (F): The FCR artifact class includes all fire-cracked and burned rock recorded on an OAI form. 

	-
	-
	Ground Stone (GS): The Ground Stone artifacts class represents all ground stone artifacts, apart from ground slate artifacts, regardless of completeness. Examples of ground stone artifacts include items variously called celts, adzes, axes, bannerstones, atlatl weights, gorgets, etc. 

	-
	-
	Slate (SL): The Slate artifact class represents all modified slate artifacts, regardless of completeness or method of modification. 


	CulturalFeatures 
	Cultural features were recorded as present or absent based on information contained in the OAI forms. 
	SiteDepth 
	Site depth was not entered in the data base at the present stage of our study because the data was too incomplete to be meaningful. The depth of the top soil and the presence or absence 
	Site depth was not entered in the data base at the present stage of our study because the data was too incomplete to be meaningful. The depth of the top soil and the presence or absence 
	of artifacts in the subsoil was not reported on any of the early OAI forms and was rarely reported on the more recently completed OAI forms. 

	Management Variables 
	Management Variables 

	Six management variables were proposed for the present study, as previously listed (see page 2.62). While these fields were created in the data base, they were not populated at this time because the data were too incomplete to be meaningful. 
	SummaryofInductiveModelResults 
	Multiple environmental and archeological variables were examined for the data set of existing sites according to temporal components in order to discern generic site location patterns, if possible. Because the existing data set did not contain consistent reporting of site types, refinement of locational data within temporal period by site types was not possible and map figures were not created. Summary information for a selection of environmental variables by temporal period is presented in Table 2.58 and d
	Based on site information in the existing data set, unspecified Paleoindian sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 656 ft or 200 m) on well-drained soils on low rises on floodplains. Site size for unspecified Paleoindian sites is likely inflated because unspecified Paleoindian components were found on large multi-component sites. Late Paleoindian sites are also expected to be found on well drained soils within 697 feet (212.5 m) of water. Because all of the Paleoindian components are part 
	Inductive Model Paleoindian Site Location Predictions: 

	Based on site information in the existing data set, unspecified Archaic Period sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 541 ft or 165 m) on well drained soils on terraces. Early Archaic sites are expected on well-drained soils situated on low rises on floodplains within 522 feet (159 m) of water. There do not appear to be any correlations between Early Archaic period artifact class diversity and distance to water, soil characteristics, or landform. There are no Middle Archaic components in t
	Inductive Model Archaic Site Location Predictions: 

	Based on site information in the existing data set, unspecified Woodland Period sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 259 ft or 79 m) on well-drained soils on terraces. Early Woodland sites are expected on well drained terraces within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water. There do not appear to be any correlations between Early Woodland period artifact class diversity and distance to water, soil characteristics, or landform. The one Middle Woodland component in the data set co-occurs with an Early
	Based on site information in the existing data set, unspecified Woodland Period sites should occur in proximity to water sources (within 259 ft or 79 m) on well-drained soils on terraces. Early Woodland sites are expected on well drained terraces within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water. There do not appear to be any correlations between Early Woodland period artifact class diversity and distance to water, soil characteristics, or landform. The one Middle Woodland component in the data set co-occurs with an Early
	Inductive Model Woodland Site Location Predictions: 

	statements about where sites with Middle Woodland components should occur within the study area. Late Woodland sites are expected on well drained, low rises on floodplains and terraces within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water. There do not appear to be any correlations between Late Woodland period artifact class diversity and distance to water, soil characteristics, or landform. 

	Based on site information in the existing data set, Late Prehistoric sites can vary greatly in site size, but should occur within 599 feet (182.5 
	Inductive Model Late Prehistoric Site Location Predictions: 

	m) of water on well drained soils on terraces of the Tuscarawas River and its tributaries. Twelve of the 14 Late Prehistoric components in the data set are part of multi-component sites, making it difficult to discern any correlation between expected artifact classes and environmental attributes; specific artifact classes, apart from temporally diagnostic projectile points and pottery types, cannot be conclusively linked to the Late Prehistoric components alone. 
	As one would expect given the larger sample size, the greatest diversity of environmental and archeological attributes is found in the temporally unaffiliated subset of the data set. Temporally unaffiliated sites should be anticipated on well drained soils on terraces that are situated within 525 feet (160 m) of water. There does not appear to be any correlation between artifact class diversity and distance to water or soil characteristics. Among these sites however there does appear to be a correlation bet
	Inductive Model Temporally Unaffiliated Site Location Predictions: 

	Generalized Inductive Model Predictions: 
	Six other general trends emerged from the inductive model data: 
	− All sites with FCR occur on terraces within 1,079 feet (329 m) of water. 
	− 80% of sites with pottery occur on terraces within 1,079 feet (329 m) of water. 
	− 60% of sites with pottery also contain FCR. 
	− 69% of all sites occur on well drained or excessively well drained soils. 
	− 1.7% of all sites occur on poorly drained and very poorly drained soils. 
	− 15% of sites that occur in excess of 984 feet (300 m) from water yielded diagnostic 
	artifacts. 
	Deductive Model 
	The deductive site location model was generated through a review of the cultural context, presented in Chapter 1.3 of Volume 1, and creation of a matrix for the location of different site types within temporal periods based on published settlement models for the region (see Table 1.5). As evident by Table 1.5, the regionally specific information on settlement patterns is not particularly detailed. 
	SummaryofDeductiveModelResults 
	Analysis of site location patterns based on the deductive approach suggested that trends were rather broad in character and led to the prediction that pre-contact sites, of all time periods, are expected to be located on terraces and floodplains within the study area. To create the deductive model overlay for the study area, we determined the locations of terraces and 
	Analysis of site location patterns based on the deductive approach suggested that trends were rather broad in character and led to the prediction that pre-contact sites, of all time periods, are expected to be located on terraces and floodplains within the study area. To create the deductive model overlay for the study area, we determined the locations of terraces and 
	floodplains within the study area. Areas that fit the deductive site location statement above were highlighted for comparison with the predictions generated by the inductive model. 

	Based on the available cultural context, the following predictions could be generated: − From the Late Archaic through the early part of the Late Prehistoric period we should expect to find sites in the study area on floodplains and terraces. 
	− These floodplain and terrace sites will represent large summer base camps for the Archaic Period and later parts of the Late Woodland and early Late Prehistoric periods, while Early Woodland and Middle Woodland sites in these settings are expected to represent year-round hamlets. Later Late Prehistoric sites are also expected on the floodplains and terraces, but we would expect sites from this time period to represent larger village sites. 
	− Because undisturbed uplands constitute a small portion of the study area, the probability of finding small seasonal resource extraction camps, dating to any time period, is considered to be low. 
	− A corollary of these expectations is that small seasonal sites dating to all time periods may also be present within the study area, but the locations of seasonal sites will be associated with specific resources whose location within the study area cannot be predicted at the present time. 
	− A general, and very broad, statement derived from the cultural context, is that we should expect to find sites of all time periods located on the terraces and floodplains within the study area. 
	Pre-contactArcheologicalProbabilityAssessmentfor the StudyArea 
	The pre-contact archeological probability assessment proceeded from the creation of the inductive and deductive models to the creation of an overlap model. After eliminating highly disturbed areas from consideration, we overlaid the predictions from the inductive and deductive models on the study area in order to identify and refine the most likely places that specific pre-contact site types might be located. Overlapping the predictions from the two models was based on the assumption that the parts of the s
	The probability assessment models also take into consideration the probable integrity of the sites that may be identified on a given landform (refer to Volume 1, Chapter 1.2, and page 
	2.52 of this volume, for details). The presentation of the probability assessment model includes a brief discussion of the types of data necessary for a site from a particular time period to contain significant information potential. Development of significant data types for sites within time periods draws upon the types of data discussed on page 2.51 of this volume, combined with knowledge of the archeological record for the region. Our caveats for all suggested significant data types is that (1) they are 
	2.52 of this volume, for details). The presentation of the probability assessment model includes a brief discussion of the types of data necessary for a site from a particular time period to contain significant information potential. Development of significant data types for sites within time periods draws upon the types of data discussed on page 2.51 of this volume, combined with knowledge of the archeological record for the region. Our caveats for all suggested significant data types is that (1) they are 
	because of the large data gaps; the reader can find examples of these gaps in the pre-contact context presented in Chapter 1.3 of Volume 1, and the existing data set discussion beginning on page 2.57 of this volume. 

	Application of the probability assessment model to the study area led to the definition of four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Categ
	Information on archeological probability, significance, and integrity is presented below according to both time period and site type, and according to landform. Figure 2.62 through Figure 2.75 depict Category 1–4 areas by time period and site type. These figures and Table 
	2.59 accompany the following discussion. 
	Pre-ContactArcheologicalProbability,Significance,andIntegrityAccording to TimePeriod and SiteType 
	There are three site types for the Paleoindian Period, as derived from the deductive predictive model: workshop / occupation sites, chert processing sites, and food procurement (resource extraction) sites. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 656 feet (200 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Paleoindian workshop/occupation sites (Figure 2.62). Significant surviving data for the workshop/occupation site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact 
	Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and uplands within 656 feet (200 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Paleoindian chert processing sites (Figure 2.63). Again, temporarily diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample size are considered significant for the chert processing sites. 
	Landform does not appear to be an environmental attribute correlated with the location of Paleoindian food procurement resource extraction sites, although the inductive model suggests that these site types will most likely be located within 656 feet (200 m) of water 
	Landform does not appear to be an environmental attribute correlated with the location of Paleoindian food procurement resource extraction sites, although the inductive model suggests that these site types will most likely be located within 656 feet (200 m) of water 
	(Figure 2.64). Again, temporarily diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample size. 

	Because confirmed Paleoindian sites are rare and often ephemeral in nature, additional consideration should be given to any Paleoindian site that consists of more than an isolated projectile point, particularly if a single archeological component is suspected. In addition, any Paleoindian site with a cultural feature should be considered significant. 
	TheArchaic Period (ca.8000–1000BC) 
	EarlyArchaic 
	There is only one site type for the Early Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive model: a small, seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-drained terraces within 522 feet (159 m) of water are Category 1 areas for this Early Archaic site type (Figure 2.65). Significant surviving data for the Early Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact patterning with a comparatively robust artifact sample size. Bec
	MiddleArchaic 
	There is only one site type for the Middle Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive model: a small, seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed terraces within the study area are Category 1 areas for Middle Archaic seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 2.66). Significant surviving data for the Middle Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, and discernible or discrete artifact patterning with a comparatively robust artifact sample size. Becau
	-

	LateArchaic 
	There are two site types for the Late Archaic, as derived from the deductive predictive model: large summer base camps and small, winter resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 541 feet (165 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Archaic summer base camps (Figure 2.67). Significant surviving data for the Late Archaic summer base camp site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or feature patterning, a comparatively robust artifact sam
	Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 541 feet (165 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Archaic winter resource extraction camps (Figure 2.68). Significant surviving data for the Late Archaic seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample size. 
	Because of broader research questions concerning early pottery use and domestication of native plants in Ohio, any Late Archaic site with evidence of pottery or intact features that may contain food remains should be considered significant. In addition, there is a significant data gap in our knowledge concerning the nature of Late Archaic structures, so any Late Archaic site with structural remains should be considered significant. Sites that are suspected to encompass a single temporal component also warra
	TheWoodland Period (ca. 1000BC– AD1000) 
	EarlyWoodland 
	There are two site types for the Early Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive model: large summer base camps and small winter resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water are Category 1 areas for large Early Woodland summer base camps are (Figure 2.69). Significant surviving data for the Late Archaic summer base camp site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or feature patterning, a comparatively robu
	Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 672.5 feet (205 m) of water are Category 1 areas for small Early Woodland winter resource extraction camps (Figure 2.70). 
	Significant surviving data for the Early Woodland seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, and a comparatively robust artifact sample size. 
	Because of broader research questions regarding the level of sedentism of Early Woodland groups in Ohio, any Early Woodland site with evidence of numerous features, particularly if structural in nature, and/or preserved remains that can speak to seasonality, should be considered significant. Sites that are suspected to encompass a single temporal component also warrant additional consideration because our ability to interpret the deposits is increased at these kinds of sites. 
	MiddleWoodland 
	There is only one site type for the Middle Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive model: year-round hamlets. Undisturbed, floodplains and terraces are Category 1 areas for Middle Woodland year-round hamlets (Figure 2.71). Because Middle Woodland sites appear to be comparatively rare in the region, significant surviving data for Middle Woodland hamlets includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or feature patterning, robust and diverse artifact samples, and intact features. Addit
	LateWoodland 
	There are three site types for the Late Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive model: year-round hamlets, small seasonal resource extraction camps, and fortified villages. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Woodland year-round hamlets (Figure 2.72). Significant surviving 
	There are three site types for the Late Woodland, as derived from the deductive predictive model: year-round hamlets, small seasonal resource extraction camps, and fortified villages. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Woodland year-round hamlets (Figure 2.72). Significant surviving 
	data for Late Woodland hamlets includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact or feature patterning, robust and diverse artifact samples, and intact features. Additional consideration should be given to any site that demonstrates evidence of internal site layout and activity areas, or is suspected to represent a single temporal or cultural component because of our enhanced ability to interpret the remains. 

	Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and uplands within 777.5 feet (237 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Woodland seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 2.73). Significant surviving data for the Late Woodland seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, a comparatively robust, diverse artifact sample, and intact features. 
	Fortified village sites, which are indicative of a middle Late Woodland occupation, are not included in this discussion because there are no high probability locations (bluffs) within the study area. 
	TheLate Prehistoric Period(ca. AD1000–1650) 
	There are two site types for the Late Prehistoric, as derived from the deductive predictive model: large villages and small seasonal resource extraction camps. Undisturbed, well-drained floodplains and terraces within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Prehistoric villages (Figure 2.74). Significant surviving data for Late Prehistoric villages includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, robust and diverse artifact samples, diverse feature types, feature patterning, and evidence of inter
	Undisturbed, well-drained uplands within 599 feet (182.5 m) of water are Category 1 areas for Late Prehistoric seasonal resource extraction camps (Figure 2.75). Significant surviving data for the Late Prehistoric seasonal resource extraction site type includes temporally diagnostic artifacts, discrete artifact patterning, a comparatively robust, diverse artifact sample, and intact features. 
	Multi-component sitesand stratified sites:Caveats for evaluating site significance 
	As discussed beginning on page 2.51 of this chapter, archeological focus is the degree to which archeological deposits can be interpreted and directly influences the variety and number of research questions that the site may be able to address. Sites that contain multiple temporal or cultural components can often be difficult to interpret, especially if those components are overlapping and not spatially discrete, because determining the affiliation of non-diagnostic remains is difficult. Mixing of occupatio
	-

	Stratified sites are the exception to the cautionary story of multi-component sites and site significance evaluations. At stratified sites, different temporal and functional components are vertically separated as a result of natural or cultural soil deposition between occupations. 
	Stratified sites, therefore, represent a unique opportunity to address research questions related to the repeated use of specific places on the landscape and represent the opportunity to build relative chronologies for a region. The protective nature of the soil deposits also means that the integrity of stratified archeological sites is typically much higher than that of non-stratified sites. 
	Stratified sites are most commonly found in floodplain, rockshelter, and cave settings. Because floodplains are located within the study area, geomorphological studies should be considered in order to assess whether or not a specific portion of the floodplain is conducive to the development of stratified archeological deposits. Because of the good integrity and because of the rare opportunities presented by stratified sites, it is very likely that identified stratified sites will be determined eligible for 
	Pre-ContactArcheologicalProbability,Significance,and IntegrityAccording to Landform 
	ExtensivelyDisturbed Areas 
	Extensively disturbed areas within the study area have little to no probability of containing National Register eligible pre-contact sites because the disturbances will have diminished site integrity to such an extent that investigation of the sites would not yield significant information. 
	Floodplains 
	Well-drained portions of floodplains within the study area are Category 1 areas for the following pre-contact site types (Figure 2.76): 
	-
	-
	-
	Paleoindian workshop and chert processing sites 

	-
	-
	Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 

	-
	-
	Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 

	-
	-
	Late Woodland small resource extraction camps 

	-
	-
	Late Prehistoric villages 


	In addition to being Category 1 areas for certain site types, well-drained, undisturbed portions of the floodplain are the most likely places within the study area to identify deeply buried archeological sites. Buried floodplain sites have a high likelihood of containing significant information because sites found in this setting are expected to have been protected by alluvial deposits. 
	Poorly drained portions of the floodplains are assigned to Category 2 areas because if precontact sites (of any temporal affiliation or site type) exist within the study area, it is unlikely that they will be identified on a poorly drained floodplain. If pre-contact sites are identified on poorly drained floodplains, it is very unlikely they will contain significant information because they will most likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have an indistinct archeological signature. Howev
	-

	Terraces 
	Well-drained terraces within the study area are Category 1 areas for the following pre-contact site types (Figure 2.76): 
	-
	-
	-
	Paleoindian large workshops 

	-
	-
	Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps 

	-
	-
	Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets 

	-
	-
	Late Prehistoric villages 


	There is limited potential that terraces will contain sites buried by alluvium, although it is possible that historic flood events could deposit alluvium on terraces. When examining the terrace areas depicted in Figure 2.62 through Figure 2.75, it becomes immediately apparent that a comparatively large portion of the historic Zoar Village center is located on a Category 1 area (well-drained terrace) for the pre-contact site types listed previously. We believe that the historical construction methods used in
	It is unlikely that pre-contact sites belonging to any time period will be found on poorly drained terraces within the study area. If pre-contact sites are identified on poorly drained terraces, it is very unlikely they will contain significant information because they will most likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have indistinct archeological signatures. 
	Uplands 
	The most likely places for small seasonal resource extraction camps (of any cultural-temporal affiliation) to be identified within the study area is on well drained soils on upland landforms (Figure 2.76). The probability that any upland site, regardless of site type, will be well-preserved and have the data potential to be eligible for the National Register is low because the top soil is thin (less than three inches in depth) and there is an increased possibility of soil erosion. Upland soils that have bee
	It is unlikely that pre-contact sites belonging to any time period will be found on poorly drained portions of the uplands within the study area. If pre-contact sites are identified on poorly drained uplands, it is very unlikely that they will contain significant information because they will most likely be small, seasonal resource extraction locales that have indistinct archeological signatures. 
	Summary ofPre-ContactResources Assessment 
	Research focused on the pre-contact culture history for the study area, the use and creation of predictive models in archeology, and the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to develop a pre-contact archeological resources probability assessment for the study area by using two types of predictive site location models. The 
	Research focused on the pre-contact culture history for the study area, the use and creation of predictive models in archeology, and the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within a specified radius of Zoar Village. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to develop a pre-contact archeological resources probability assessment for the study area by using two types of predictive site location models. The 
	probability assessment identifies portions of the study area that have no probability of containing intact, significant archeological sites, as well as portions of the study area that are the most (or least) likely places where significant archeological sites might be found. By extension, Huntington will be able to use these predictions to assess whether an alternative or potential risk is very likely, moderately likely, or not likely to affect significant pre-contact archeological sites. 

	While the purpose of this probability assessment is to aid Huntington during the evaluation and comparison of risk management alternatives for the DSMS, the probability assessment, and the compiled information and models associated with it, can be expanded on and refined for other studies and investigations that Huntington may undertake in the study area. For example, the probability assessment model could be used as a basis for suggesting more appropriate testing methods for future surveys, should they be 
	HistoricalResourcesAssessment 
	The probability assessment for historical archeological resources within the study area is divided into two broad groups: Separatist Resources, related to the occupation of the study area by the Separatists between 1817 and 1898; and Non-Separatist Resources, which deals with any historical archeological resources within the study area that are indirectly associated with, or lack an association with the Separatists. Each group is further divided according to the eight historic contexts developed for analyzi
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Residential-dealing with houses and other dwellings 

	• 
	• 
	Commercial-includes general stores and hostelry 

	• 
	• 
	Agriculture-dealing with barns, granaries, fruit kilns, and other structures 

	• 
	• 
	Transportation-dealing with roads, canals, and railroads 

	• 
	• 
	Industry and Manufacturing-includes all buildings and activity locations related to the manufacture of products for use by the community or for profit 

	• 
	• 
	Community, Education, and Religion-addresses buildings, structures, and processes that support the community, such as communal supply buildings, the town hall, and 


	other related entities; also includes religious and education-related buildings and structures 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Tourism and Recreation-buildings and landscape features that were built to service the tourist trade or used for recreational purposes 

	• 
	• 
	Flood Control-structures and landscape features built to address flooding 


	In order to develop a probability assessment for historical resources, a detailed background context must be developed to assist in understanding the development of the study area. This background context is presented in Chapter 1.4 in Volume 1 of this report, and the probability assessment draws heavily on the results of research used to produce the context. Historical archeological resources tend to be found in predictable locations. Residential resources are found in association with current or former ho
	SeparatistResources 
	Research and visual assessment of the study area have identified several locations that likely have high potential for surviving archeological resources related to buildings and activities associated with the Separatists. These locations are discussed by context below. 
	ResidentialResources 
	Archeological resources associated with the Residential context are probably very common within the residential core of Zoar Village, but rare outside of it. Expected types of resources within the study area include sheet middens in yards, refuse pits, foundations, cellars, post holes for fence lines and Purple Martin houses, wells, cisterns, outhouses, and drainage lines. With the exception of cellars and foundations associated with houses, the above resources are likely to be present in the rear and side 
	The Separatists practiced a form of trash pickup during the nineteenth century, with a refuse wagon that would make rounds and pick up household waste for disposal elsewhere (Figure 2.77). When this practice began is unknown, but it appears to have been in place in the late nineteenth century. Also unidentified is the location where the refuse was hauled, as no sources consulted during research for this report referenced a community dump. It seems probable that trash pickup would have an effect on the types
	The Separatists practiced a form of trash pickup during the nineteenth century, with a refuse wagon that would make rounds and pick up household waste for disposal elsewhere (Figure 2.77). When this practice began is unknown, but it appears to have been in place in the late nineteenth century. Also unidentified is the location where the refuse was hauled, as no sources consulted during research for this report referenced a community dump. It seems probable that trash pickup would have an effect on the types
	middens may indicate disposal into yards of various types of trash despite the pickup service, or rather that they date to before the pickup service was begun. 

	There are two locations outside of the historical village limits that have or are likely to have significant residential deposits: House No. 25 (the Miller’s House), which was investigated in 2007; and the Canal Hotel, which served as a residence in the mid-nineteenth century after the Separatists shut it down as a hostlery, until re-opening it to accommodate the 1880s tourism boom. A third residential location is present within the industrial area south of Zoar Village, associated with the period when Hous
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	To date, only three professionally conducted archeological investigations have occurred in residential context locations at Zoar Village. Of these, the results of two investigations have been presented in technical reports; the report for the third investigation, conducted by archeologists from the University of Akron at House No. 25 (Miller’s House), is still under preparation (Linda Whitman, personal communication, 2012). According to Chuck Knaack, domestic artifacts are commonly uncovered in the garden b
	In 2000, Professional Archaeological Services Team, Inc. (PAST) performed an archeological survey in conjunction with the construction of the public restroom building west of the Bakery (Keener 2000). The testing revealed disturbance from modern utilities in the part of the project area near the street, with stratified sheet midden deposits in the northern half. The upper layers of soil in the northern half exhibited a mixture of twentieth century artifacts with nineteenth century artifacts, while the lower
	A total of 233 artifacts were recovered from six 1 by 1 meter test units and six 0.5 meter by 
	0.5 meter shovel test units. Using archeologist Stanley South’s (2002) functional groups, Keener determined that 56.2 percent of the artifacts belonged in the Kitchen group, 38.6 percent in the Architecture group, and 5.2 percent in the Miscellaneous group (Keener 2000:5). Keener interpreted the deposit as representing a pattern of general refuse disposal out of a rear bay opening of a building, likely the Bakery. 
	In 2006, archeologists from the Ohio Historical Society performed archeological monitoring of exploratory soil coring and three mechanically excavated test trenches at the Bimeler 
	In 2006, archeologists from the Ohio Historical Society performed archeological monitoring of exploratory soil coring and three mechanically excavated test trenches at the Bimeler 
	Museum, done to assess flood damage to the foundation of the house in 2005 (Pickard and Pansing 2006a). 

	The test trenching extended to 3 meters below the surface and found that the sandstone foundation of the building did not sit on prepared footers. A stoneware jug was recovered from the trench along the front of the house, on the north face and west of the porch. The trench on the west face of the building near the kitchen door did not encounter any artifacts. The trench on the north face east of the porch uncovered evidence that suggested the cellar was a later addition to the house, and a crawl space was 
	A team of archeologists from the University of Akron conducted archeological testing in the yard of House No. 25 (Miller’s House) in 2007, with the goal of trying to locate remnants of the Zoar Pottery. Preliminary findings, according to information supplied by Professor Linda Whitman who directed the excavations, indicate that there were a small number of imported ceramic sherds mixed in with sherds and kiln furniture from the pottery. However, a report of findings is still forthcoming and no detailed info
	Former SeparatistHouse Locations 
	The locations of former Separatist houses within Zoar Village have a high value in terms of archeological resources, especially for ones taken down in the nineteenth century. The value comes from the probability that archeological deposits at these locations will be solely related to the Separatist occupation and with little to no intrusions from later twentieth century occupations. Table 2.60 lists former house locations at Zoar Village with notes on archeological potential. 
	Recommendations 
	Because of the suspected ubiquity of residential archeological deposits within Zoar Village, and the expected lack of them outside of it, the following discussion will not attempt to list every location that will likely have residential deposits; these locations are depicted in Figure 2.78. 
	Previous investigations suggest that archeological deposits within residential areas of the study area hold great potential to add significant information about the daily life of the Separatists. Some modern development related to infrastructure and utility improvements have doubtless produced negative impacts on the integrity of some archeological deposits, but otherwise the probability for significant archeological resources related to this context within the study area is very high. The types of resident
	• Outhouse shafts: Outhouses were located along the edges of lots, according to historical photographs of Zoar Village (Figure 1.115). With the introduction of indoor plumbing at Zoar Village, outhouse shafts would have been filled and sealed over. Deposits within residential outhouse shafts typically include household waste and are considered highly informative on the lifestyles and consumer choices of associated residents. Important information on sanitary practices can be determined from 
	• Outhouse shafts: Outhouses were located along the edges of lots, according to historical photographs of Zoar Village (Figure 1.115). With the introduction of indoor plumbing at Zoar Village, outhouse shafts would have been filled and sealed over. Deposits within residential outhouse shafts typically include household waste and are considered highly informative on the lifestyles and consumer choices of associated residents. Important information on sanitary practices can be determined from 
	outhouse shaft excavation as well, such as if outhouse shafts were episodically cleaned out and re-used, or if new shafts were dug once existing ones were filled. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Wells and cisterns: Much like outhouse shafts, wells and cisterns often became waste receptacles upon decommissioning. 

	• 
	• 
	Outbuilding foundations: The foundations of outbuildings, such as sheds and possibly structures like fruit kilns, would hold information on construction techniques, use of yard space, and possibly specific functions, if associated artifact deposits are found with the foundations. 

	• 
	• 
	Artifact deposits: While there was a system of refuse disposal in place at least during the later years of the Separatists, it seems likely that some casual or accidental discard of waste during the course of everyday life would result in yard deposition. Analysis of the locations of artifact concentrations in the rear yards may yield information on activities that took place in these locations, as well as data on sanitary practices – for example, if artifact concentrations dating to the Separatist period a


	CommercialResources 
	Commercial resources for the Separatist period may be very scarce, as they are limited to the two general stores operated by the Separatists within the study area: the Zoar Store (still standing) and the Canal Store (no longer in existence; exact location unknown). There may be deposits related to the operation of the Zoar Store in the yard area behind the store, consisting of refuse from the use of the store in the nineteenth century. However, the Zoar Store lot is mainly occupied by the store building its
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Commercial resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	Archeological deposits associated with Separatist-period Commercial resources that would be considered significant under Section 106 of NHPA may include the following: 
	• Zoar General Store artifact deposits: It may be very difficult to identify any specific deposits in the small yard area behind the Zoar General Store as definitely associated 
	• Zoar General Store artifact deposits: It may be very difficult to identify any specific deposits in the small yard area behind the Zoar General Store as definitely associated 
	with store operations, mainly due to the fact that this area was also actively used by the Separatist dairy operation as well, and deposits are likely to reflect a mixture of activities. For an artifact deposit in this location to be significant to the Commercial context, it would have to unequivocally exhibit artifacts that are associated with store operations, such as a high density of different vessel types from the Zoar Pottery. The deposit would likely have to represent a single event of waste disposal

	• Canal Store foundations and associated artifacts: If any remnants of the Canal Store can be located and are relatively intact, this resource would be very valuable in understanding the Separatists’ relationship with canal traffic. The size of the store may indicate the scale of operations with the canal, and artifact deposits may include pieces of trade items that were shipped into or out of Zoar Village during the period the Canal Store was active. 
	AgricultureResources 
	Agricultural archeological resources within the study area likely exist in several locations on the perimeter of the village within the study area. Archeological resource types that are expected to be present include building foundations for barns and sheds, artifact deposits dominated by architectural-and activity-related artifacts, post holes from fences and corrals, and possibly even livestock burials. 
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	In 1992, Frye and Dobson-Brown performed an archeological survey associated with the placement of a filter blanket at the Zoar Diversion Dam. The Wheat Storage Barn foundation was identified during their survey and was tested with four test units along the exterior face of the foundation, which uncovered a concrete floor poured over an older sandstone flagged surface. The stone foundation was covered with concrete, and a concrete trough was present within the foundation, indicating that at some point, most 
	Recommendations 
	There are four above-ground resources linked with agriculture within the study area that probably have associated archeological deposits: the Second Cow Barn foundation (COE # HDC6), the Storage Barn foundation (COE # 5906), the Kettle House foundation (COE # 5850c), and the Wheat Storage Barn foundation (site 33-TU-454; COE # HDC3). Areas that have potential for archeological deposits related to the Agriculture context include the area at the intersection of East and Third Streets where a number of horse-r
	There are four above-ground resources linked with agriculture within the study area that probably have associated archeological deposits: the Second Cow Barn foundation (COE # HDC6), the Storage Barn foundation (COE # 5906), the Kettle House foundation (COE # 5850c), and the Wheat Storage Barn foundation (site 33-TU-454; COE # HDC3). Areas that have potential for archeological deposits related to the Agriculture context include the area at the intersection of East and Third Streets where a number of horse-r
	# TH32), which served as the poultry farm for the Separatists (Figure 2.79). The types of resources associated with agricultural resources include building foundations and structural features, such as troughs and fence posts. Artifact deposits related to the specific uses of the buildings in each area may be present; for example, milk crock fragments are likely to be found in the cow barn area. Deposits at the Horse Hospital location may include fragments of patent veterinary medicines and veterinary implem

	The probability of intact resources appears greatest at the former horse barns location, the Wheat Storage Barn location, House No. 25, and the cow barn area, as these areas appear to have the least amount of modern development among former agricultural areas. The area with the Storage Barn (COE # 5906) has seen some disturbance through modern reuse and residential lot development in the latter half of the twentieth century. The former locations of the grain processing and storage buildings along Foltz Stre
	Specific agricultural building locations may still hold information important in understanding their function and the types of activities that occurred there. At the livestock barn locations, significant features would include stall locations and artifact deposits related to livestock handling. If these building locations do not contain intact features that can determine the interior division of space, however, their archeological significance is diminished. The Granary was the main grain storage facility f
	Industry/Manufacturing Resources 
	Archeological resources within the study area that are related to the Industry/Manufacturing context are located in five main areas outside Zoar Village: the former industrial core area south of town, and currently south of the Zoar Levee along modern SR 212; the eastern end 
	Archeological resources within the study area that are related to the Industry/Manufacturing context are located in five main areas outside Zoar Village: the former industrial core area south of town, and currently south of the Zoar Levee along modern SR 212; the eastern end 
	of the Cherry Hill development where the first Zoar quarry was located; the former location of the Canal Mill; the former location of the Tannery complex; and the Saw Mill and Power House area at the Zoar Dam (Figure 2.80). Each area is discussed separately below, with individual recommendations for assessment of DSMS alternatives that may have an impact on areas identified as probable industrial archeological resource locations. In addition to these four areas, there are individual building locations withi

	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Industry/Manufacturing resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	FormerIndustrialCore 
	Industrial buildings that were located in the former industrial core of Zoar Village include the Woolen Mill and Dye House, the, the First Grist Mill and Saw Mill/Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop, the Tile Works, the Zoar Pottery, the Zoar Foundry, the Lumber Dry Shed, and the Custom Mill. The location of the Tile Works and possibly the Zoar Foundry and the kiln and support structures for the Zoar Pottery may have been located east of SR 212, in an area that was heavily disturbed during levee constructi
	A field visit in June 2012 resulted in identification of foundations associated with the Woolen Mill at the north end and the Custom Mill at the south end of the core area on the west side of SR 212. In between these two foundations are numerous indications of former building locations in the form of displaced foundation stones on the surface and partially exposed foundation stones in the ground. Some of these stones are in the former location of the Planing Mill/Machine Shop as indicated by the 1935 as-bui
	In order to be considered significant under NHPA, resources in the former industrial core need to exhibit the ability to yield important data about the design and use of Separatist industrial buildings. Features such as foundations need to have sufficient integrity to allow determination of the footprint of the building, construction techniques and materials, and any additions or modifications. Internal features, such as machinery supports, should be present. Artifact deposits should include refuse related 
	In order to be considered significant under NHPA, resources in the former industrial core need to exhibit the ability to yield important data about the design and use of Separatist industrial buildings. Features such as foundations need to have sufficient integrity to allow determination of the footprint of the building, construction techniques and materials, and any additions or modifications. Internal features, such as machinery supports, should be present. Artifact deposits should include refuse related 
	may hold some information about the location and type of power generation at the mill, including modifications to the foundation when the waterwheel was replaced by a turbine. There could be refuse deposits with broken mill machinery that may hold information about milling practices in this location as well. 

	The Zoar Foundry location would be significant if the building layout can be reconstructed through feature analysis. Furnace and casting bed locations may be distinguishable if the location has not been significantly disturbed from levee construction. Additionally, there should be remnants of an engine house where the blowing engine for the furnaces was operated. Artifact deposits at the foundry location may include tools and broken castings that would help identify the range of products made by the Separat
	The Zoar Pottery was located near House No. 25, as pottery-related artifacts were found in associated yard deposits, and the house was used for a pottery warehouse, as noted in a contemporary newspaper article (New Yorker 1841). The pottery location is likely somewhere to the west of this house. Features related to the pottery that would be significant under NHPA would include the kiln foundation, pottery workshop foundations, and waster dumps. Each of these feature types is important in itself but understa
	FirstZoarQuarry 
	The First Zoar Quarry was located in what is now the Cherry Hill subdivision. In order to be considered significant under NHPA, the quarry site should still exhibit evidence of quarrying techniques and support structure locations. Artifact types that should be present include stone working tool fragments and ceramics temporally associated with the active period of the quarry that can be linked to quarry workers. Features related to support structures should include foundations or post holes that will allow 
	CanalMill 
	The Canal Mill location has been severely impacted through developments in the twentieth century, including the demolition of the structure, the removal of foundation stones for use in 1933 brewery development on the east side of Zoar Village, the construction of the State Fish Hatchery, and improvements to Towpath Road. A foundation remnant and pillar are still present, and further foundation portions may be present to the east of the pillar across a small ditch. The probability of intact significant arche
	SawmillandPowerhouse 
	The location of the Sawmill and Powerhouse ruins may also have archeological remnants of an earlier sawmill on the site. The current set of ruins dates to 1878, but the Separatists operated a sawmill in this location as early as the 1820s. It seems likely that the construction of the 1878 sawmill may have removed much of the older sawmill, but there may be artifact deposits or features related to the earlier sawmill. Features that would be significant under Section 106 of NHPA for information potential woul
	-

	TanneryComplex 
	The Tannery complex was situated on the east side of the village, east of the Granary and Threshing Barn locations. The complex consisted of three buildings: a Bark House (where bark was processed for use in the tanning process), the Tannery (where the main tanning processes occurred), and the Drying Shed (where processed skins and hides were finished). No sign of these buildings remains on the surface. The location has seen an unspecified amount of disturbance, likely related to the demolition of the agric
	ZoarVillageManufacturingResourceLocations 
	Although most of the main Separatist manufacturing locations at Zoar Village were located around the edges of the village, a few buildings within the village are associated with clothing production. These buildings include House No. 4 and House No. 5, which were sewing houses; House No. 15, which briefly operated as a silk factory; House No. 36 (Weberhaus), where linen weaving took place; and the Wash House and Candle House, where flax was washed as part of the linen production process. Most of these buildi
	Transportation Resources 
	Transportation resources related to the Zoar period include remnants of the Ohio & Erie Canal, bridges, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad. The canal remnants are probably the most archeologically significant resources within this context, and include the canal bed, Lock 10, and the two guard locks. For the canal remnants to be archeologically significant under NHPA, information on construction technique and materials should be present. Artifacts related to the use of the canals could be preserved in the
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined Transportation resources within the study area. 
	Community,Education,and ReligionResources 
	Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. To be considered significant under NHPA, Community, Education, and Religion resources at Zoar Village should include building foundations (if the resource no longer exists above ground) and artifact deposits including material related to the specific function of the resource. The features and artifact deposits should be clearly linked to a Community,
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	In 2000, Professional Archaeological Services Team, Inc. (PAST) conducted an archeological survey in conjunction with the construction of the public restroom building west of the Bakery (Keener 2000). The testing revealed disturbance from modern utilities in the part of the project area near Fourth Street and in an area where an addition to the Bakery was removed. However, stratified sheet midden deposits were present in the location of the public restroom building footprint. The upper layers of soil exhibi
	A total of 233 artifacts were recovered from four 3.3-foot (1 m) square test units and four 1foot (0.5 m) square shovel test units. Using archeologist Stanley South’s (2002) functional groups, Keener determined that 56.2 percent of the artifacts belonged in the Kitchen group, 
	-

	38.6 percent in the Architecture group, and 5.2 percent in the Miscellaneous group (Keener 
	38.6 percent in the Architecture group, and 5.2 percent in the Miscellaneous group (Keener 
	2000: 5). Keener interpreted the deposit as representing a pattern of general refuse disposal out of a rear bay opening of the Bakery. 

	PotentialCommunity, Education, and Religion ResourceLocations 
	As with Residential resources, Community, Education, and Religion resources are found scattered throughout the village; refer to Figure 2.81 for specific locations associated with this resource context. Table 2.61 presents a summary of these locations with brief descriptions of what archeological components need to be present for the site to be significant under NHPA. Any resource associated with this context will need to display a readily interpretable site layout consisting of associated features and arti
	Tourismand Recreation Resources 
	Tourism and Recreation archeological resources will be related to Zoar Village’s popularity as a tourist destination in the nineteenth century, and will be mainly restricted to the two hotels operated by the Separatists. A picnic ground used in the nineteenth and early twentieth century was covered by the Zoar Levee in 1935. 
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Tourism and Recreation resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	Significant archeological resources related to tourism and recreation should include refuse deposits containing broken tablewares, cooking utensils, bottles, and food remains served at the hotels. Feature types should include refuse pits, outhouses, and support structures. Both hotels had livery barns, and the Zoar Hotel had an ice house, a buggy shed, and two wagon sheds as well. Foundations for these support structures may still be present, although it appears a modern building was constructed on top of t
	Flood ControlResources 
	The only known Separatist period flood control resource is the Zoar Dike along the east side of the Tuscarawas River, leading from the eastern road bridge abutments to the Sawmill and 
	Powerhouse. This resource is a stone dike, and is an above-ground resource. No archeological deposits are expected to be associated with Separatist flood control efforts. 
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined Separatist-period Flood Control resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	Archeological fieldwork would not be a component of any assessment of the Zoar Dike, which is strictly an above-ground resource. 
	Non-SeparatistHistoricalResources 
	Non-Separatist historical archeological resource potential is somewhat limited within the study area, especially for resources dating to the nineteenth century. Nearly all archeological resources within the study area that are nineteenth century are related to the Separatists. Transportation resources, such as the canal and railroad, have connections to the Separatists. The railroad may be the resource that has the least association with Zoar Village, as Separatist involvement seems to only expand to allowi
	Within the Zoar Industrial Area is an artifact scatter that appears to be an early twentieth century, informal residential dump. The remnants of State Fish Hatchery No. 12 in the former Ohio & Erie Canal bed holds research potential in terms of documenting early twentieth century fish hatchery design, but subsurface components may not be present. There are possible remnants of structures and activity areas on the west side of Zoar Village that are related to the development of Zoar Lake as a recreational fa
	ResidentialResources 
	Non-Separatist residential resources that predate the twentieth century within the study area can only be linked to Alexander Gunn’s occupation of House No. 30 (the Hermitage) in the 1890s. Artifact deposits at the Hermitage that date to this period would directly relate to 
	Non-Separatist residential resources that predate the twentieth century within the study area can only be linked to Alexander Gunn’s occupation of House No. 30 (the Hermitage) in the 1890s. Artifact deposits at the Hermitage that date to this period would directly relate to 
	Gunn, and would need to be stratified and not mixed with earlier or later material to be significant to understanding Gunn’s occupation of the house. No other non-Separatist nineteenth century deposits are expected to be present within the study area. 

	Post-dissolution residential resources are expected to be present at any current or former house location within the study area with an occupational range that includes the twentieth century. Archeological deposits would include sheet middens, early utility installations, and twentieth century outbuilding remains, such as garages, sheds, and outhouse shafts. Twentieth century sheet middens in locations corresponding to nineteenth century buildings will likely contain material from earlier Separatist occupat
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	Twentieth century artifacts were present mixed with nineteenth century artifacts in the rear yard of the Bakery, recovered from Keener’s (2000) investigations. The twentieth century artifacts relate to the conversion of the Bakery to a residence in the 1920s. 
	Recommendations 
	The significance of archeological resources linked to post-dissolution residential occupations is linked to understanding how a society formerly operating as a communal economy adapted to a capitalist lifestyle. Significant artifact deposits should be tightly datable to the early-mid twentieth century, when former Separatists were still living in Zoar Village, while being replaced by new residents from outside the community. Significant artifact types include ceramics, bottles, and other types of mass-produ
	CommercialResources 
	Non-Separatist commercial resources within the study area will be limited to the post-dissolution period. In general, commercial resources in the study area related to the twentieth century in Zoar Village are repurposed Separatist buildings that had similar functions during the Separatist period, with a few exceptions. A shoe shop was run out of House No. 10 briefly after the dissolution, so there may be artifacts related to that activity in deposits there, including shoe nails and shoe lasts, but features
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Commercial resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	Significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution commercial resources are not expected to be present in the study area. 
	AgricultureResources 
	In the nineteenth century, all agricultural resources would have been related to the Separatists, and no non-Separatist agricultural resources are expected to be present. After the dissolution, agricultural development faltered, and no new agricultural buildings appear to have been built at Zoar Village. Rather, the opposite occurred: Separatist agricultural buildings were torn down rather quickly, so that the 1934 aerial photograph reveals only the Wheat Storage Barn, the Sheep Barns, the Storage Barn, par
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	Frye and Dobson-Brown (1992) documented twentieth century modifications to the Wheat Storage Barn to convert it to livestock use as part of their investigations for the installation of a filter blanket at the Zoar Diversion Dam. 
	Recommendations 
	Significant archeological resources associated with the post-dissolution Agriculture context are not expected to be present within the study area. 
	Transportation Resources 
	Transportation resources that are non-Separatist or share an affiliation with the Separatists include the Ohio & Erie Canal resources and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad resources; see the section on Separatist Transportation resources above for recommendations. Post-dissolution Transportation resources include the realignment of Dover-Zoar Road and a new highway bridge, but there are no significant archeological resources expected to be associated with these developments. 
	Industry/Manufacturing Resources 
	Non-Separatist industry and manufacturing resources within the study area are limited to the post-dissolution period, and include the remains of the State Fish Hatchery, the Zoar Agricultural Lime Company kiln complex, and post-dissolution operations of Separatist industries such as the Planing Mill and the Custom Mill. 
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	Frye and Dobson-Brown (1992) documented the lime kiln remains as part of their investigations for the Zoar Diversion Dam filter blanket. A concrete pad is located at the top of the low ridge against which the kiln is built. The kiln remnants consist of yellow refractory brick cemented together, with a cut sandstone facing supporting the kiln against the face of the slope (Frye and Dobson-Brown 1992: 28). At the time of the survey, a sandstone floor and foundation of a support building were located in front 
	Recommendations 
	Post-dissolution use of the Custom Mill and Second Planing Mill in the industrial core area was largely unchanged from the Separatist period. Significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution operations of these two buildings may be difficult to separate from nineteenth century operations. 
	The state fish hatchery displays a remarkable degree of integrity and appears largely intact, and should be considered significant under NHPA. Understanding early twentieth century fish hatchery design may be enhanced through study of the remains here, but the potential for significant archeological deposits is remote, as the presence of artifact deposits related to the use of the structure seems unlikely. Instead, measured drawings of hatchery components and a detailed site plan, supplemented with further 
	Further archeological study of the lime kiln could be informative about how this industry operated in northeast Ohio in the early twentieth century, as well as help determine if an earlier Separatist lime kiln also operated in this location. The kiln complex included at least three long, shed-like buildings in addition to the kiln, two of which are under the filter blanket. The third building was located on the ridge top above the kiln. NHPA-significant archeological resources associated with the kiln site 
	Community,Education,and ReligionResources 
	Community resources, including religious and educational resources, likely have a very limited post-dissolution presence in the archeological record in the study area. The shops and services operated on a communal basis for the large part ceased operations after the dissolution or were converted to commercial operation. Community-related activity included village government functions at the town hall, religious services at the Third Meetinghouse, and educational use of the school, none of which would likely
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Community/Religion/Education resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	No significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution Community/Religion/Education resources are expected in the study area. 
	Tourismand Recreation Resources 
	For the post-dissolution period, tourism and recreation was the major area of new development in Zoar Village. Resources associated with Tourism and Recreation are related to the development of the Zoar Lake Resort in the 1920s and the continued use of the Zoar Hotel, and possible significant resources include the concrete dam and rock berms that impound the lake on its south and west sides, a boathouse built next to the mill race guard lock, summer cottage sites, a bathhouse, and artifact deposits related 
	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Tourism and Recreation resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	No apparent remains of the cottages, boathouse, bathhouse, or other Zoar Lake Resort-related buildings and structures were identified during visual inspection of the study area, but this does not preclude the potential for subsurface archeological resources. However, the location of many of these potential resources is also close to or within the area disturbed by levee construction. It is highly probable that the cottage sites have been utterly destroyed by levee construction activities. The bathhouse was 
	The boathouse location may hold some potential in terms of determining construction details about this structure, as no good photographs or descriptions of this building exist today. Significant resources related to the boathouse would include intact foundations that would allow the building footprint to be determined. Artifact deposits would probably consist largely of architectural hardware and material, and identifying any significant deposits directly related to the function of the building seems unlike
	Significant resources related to post-dissolution Tourism and Recreation at the Zoar Hotel are not expected to exist, as refuse disposal activities in the twentieth century probably removed broken table-and kitchenwares and food remains to a remote dump location. 
	Flood ControlResources 
	Post-dissolution flood control is solely related to the twentieth-century MWCD and USACE efforts. No archeological resources are projected to exist that are related to the construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, although the flood control structures themselves are 
	Post-dissolution flood control is solely related to the twentieth-century MWCD and USACE efforts. No archeological resources are projected to exist that are related to the construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, although the flood control structures themselves are 
	considered contributing properties to a proposed eligible multiple property National Register District. 

	Previous ArcheologicalInvestigations 
	No previous archeological investigations have examined non-Separatist Flood Control resources within the study area. 
	Recommendations 
	No significant archeological resources associated with post-dissolution Flood Control resources in the study area. 
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	CHAPTER2.6:STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
	CHAPTER2.6:STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has outstanding value in terms of its significance to understanding several historic contexts important in American history, including the development of communal societies in the nineteenth century; the spread of German-American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century; and an associat
	Zoar Village continues to be a living, working village with associations to nationally significant historical events and trends, that through a variety of factors has managed to retain a high degree of historical integrity. Zoar Village was founded in 1817 by a German Separatist group from Wrttemberg. The founding members were seeking relief from systematic oppression by state-supported religious authorities in Germany, and like many other similar European Separatist groups, immigrated to America to find a 
	Historic preservation efforts in Zoar Village began in 1930 with the founding of the Zoar Historical Society and the restoration of the Public Garden. Many buildings in Zoar Village were documented in 1936 by the Historic American Building Survey (HABS). Completed in 1938, the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam project structures represent the only flood control project in the United States specifically built to protect a historical resource, and thus can be considered as relating to a historical preservation conte
	The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact 
	The Zoar Historic District was listed in the National Register on June 23, 1969, for its significance in the areas of agriculture, art, commerce, industry, religion, landscape architecture, and architecture. The district nomination noted that the nucleus of the village, including the bakery, garden and greenhouse, and many residences were remarkably intact 
	due to the area’s isolation (Pratt 1969). Additional documentation entered on August 11, 1975, expanded the historic district to include significant buildings and remains associated with the Separatists and threatened by new construction and development, such as a proposed relocation of SR 212 (Darbee and Pratt 1975). No modifications to the 1975 Zoar Historic District have been made since 1975. As a result of documentary research and fieldwork performed in the study area and within the former Separatist la

	NationalRegisterCriteriaEvaluationoftheProposed2013ZoarHistoric District 
	The buildings, structures, sites, and features within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District were evaluated for eligibility as contributing resources for inclusion in the National Register against the four National Register criteria and the associated criteria considerations. Eligibility as contributing resources required an assessment of integrity of the individual resources, including location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The National Register criteria and integrit
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is nationally significant under all four National Register criteria. The district contains numerous buildings, structures, and features that have associative value under Criteria A and B, design and construction value under Criterion C, and archeological sites that have information value under Criterion D. The district is nationally significant as the location of a nineteenth century communal society associated with the Pietist Separatist movement in German and Scand
	SeparatistHistoricContext 
	Separatist resources within the study area were examined according to their primary association with one of eight contexts that contribute to the significance of the existing 1975 Zoar Historic District, as well as the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. These eight contexts are: residential; commercial; agriculture; industry and manufacturing; transportation; community, education and religion; tourism and recreation; and flood control. The Separatist Historic Context has a period of significance of 1817 
	Note: one resource considered as a contributing resource under the Separatist Historic Context actually post-dates the period of significance: the Alexander Gunn Grave memorial, erected in 1901. This resource is included as a result of Gunn's significance to the history of the society, especially in its last decade of existence. Gunn is a significant figure locally for his influence on the direction of the Separatists’ society in its waning years. 
	SeparatistResidentialContext 
	A total of 44 Separatist-period residential buildings and structures are recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). Separatist resources related to the residential context include houses and outbuildings, such as sheds. House types include log, wood frame, and brick architecture. Houses were typically placed very close to the street to allow space to the rear of the lot to be maximized for gardens. Approximately 40 log structures were built around the vil
	After the development of the Separatists’ timber industry in the 1820s, the Separatists mainly turned to wood-frame residences designed in a simple Federal style with side-gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One exception is House No. 1, which was designed by an non-Separatist architect in the Georgian style, which inspired the style of the brick residences and the Third Meetinghouse built in the last half of the nineteenth century. Although frame houses from the Separati
	After the development of the Separatists’ timber industry in the 1820s, the Separatists mainly turned to wood-frame residences designed in a simple Federal style with side-gable roofs, plain exteriors, and symmetrical window and door openings. One exception is House No. 1, which was designed by an non-Separatist architect in the Georgian style, which inspired the style of the brick residences and the Third Meetinghouse built in the last half of the nineteenth century. Although frame houses from the Separati
	seen on earlier structures. Surviving Zoar Village frame residences from the Separatist period are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A for their association association with the Separatists as well as under Criterion C for displaying a continuation of early German-American architectural influences. 

	Separatist residential outbuildings and outbuilding foundations contribute to this context as examples of how the Separatists designed residential complexes and used space within residential lots. Separatist outbuildings included kitchen and wash house buildings, and also the foundations of outbuildings that have been removed. The foundations demonstrate the use of space and also represent probable archeological sites that could preserve significant information about Separatist use of residential spaces. Al
	SeparatistCommercialContext 
	The commercial activity of the Separatists was expressed through interacting with non-Separatists at a number of general stores owned and operated by the society, including the Zoar General Store , a general store in Zoar Station, a store located near the Canal Hotel to service canal traffic, stores at both furnaces operated by the Separatists, and possibly a general store featuring Separatist goods in Waynesburg, although the existence of this store is only mentioned in one source (Nixon 1933:147) and cann
	SeparatistAgriculture Context 
	The Society of Separatists of Zoar was primarily an agrarian society, true to the German peasant roots of many of its founding members. The Separatists owned large herds of livestock, mainly dairy cattle and sheep, but also oxen, geese, chickens, and pigs. Zoar Village was surrounded by Separatist agricultural fields of wheat, corn, barley, oats, hemp, and rye. Outsiders described Zoar Village as existing within a fruit orchard, as the centers of the residential blocks in the village were often filled with 
	The Society of Separatists of Zoar was primarily an agrarian society, true to the German peasant roots of many of its founding members. The Separatists owned large herds of livestock, mainly dairy cattle and sheep, but also oxen, geese, chickens, and pigs. Zoar Village was surrounded by Separatist agricultural fields of wheat, corn, barley, oats, hemp, and rye. Outsiders described Zoar Village as existing within a fruit orchard, as the centers of the residential blocks in the village were often filled with 
	large sheep barns on the east side of the village is still standing, and foundations from several Separatist agricultural buildings still exist within the study area. In addition, a study of nineteenth century county atlases and property maps allowed HDC to identify possible locations of farms operated by tenants under lease to the Separatists, and one confirmed late Separatist-era barn still stands northwest of the study area on Towpath Road, built in 1891. A total of 10 resources classified under the Sepa

	SeparatistIndustry andManufacturingContext 
	In order to supply their material needs, the Separatists operated a number of industries, including clothing production, a tannery, timber production, iron production, quarrying, ceramic production, and flour milling. Buildings and industrial complexes were built or acquired along the Tuscarawas River, the Ohio & Erie Canal, and south of the village, along with various other locations within their extended landholdings. None of the industrial buildings associated with the Separatists survive to this day, bu
	SeparatistTransportation Context 
	Transportation improvements in the nineteenth century had a great impact on the Separatists. In 1827, the Separatists won the contract to build part of the Ohio & Erie Canal through their 
	land holdings, which enabled them to pay off their debt and accumulate capital for improving village infrastructure. Overall, the Separatists excavated approximately three miles of the canal within their landholdings and built Lock 10, two stone culverts, a bridge over the canal, and feeder and guard locks on either side of their dam across the Tuscarawas River (Woods 1992). The Society successfully lobbied for the extension of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad through their landholdings, with a train stati
	There are five Separatist Transportation Context resources, four of which are in or partially within the study area (Table 2.11 and Table 2.12): the Ohio & Erie Canal Bed within the former extent of Separatist landholdings, Lock 10, the feeder canal lock, the Zoar Iron Bridge, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad remnants. All of these resources are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under Criterion A, as they demonstrate Separatist use of transportation systems and con
	SeparatistCommunity, Education, andReligion Context 
	Zoar Village featured a wide variety of buildings, structures, and other physical features that related to the everyday functioning and needs of the community. The Society built and modified these community support structures as it perceived a need for specific services. Many buildings that would be considered commercial in other contemporary villages were communal in nature at Zoar Village, such as shoe shops, a cider mill, a tailor shop, and a brewery, among others. A total of 21 Separatist resources can 
	SeparatistTourism andRecreation Context 
	Zoar Village was an early regional tourism and recreation destination, dating to the opening of the Ohio & Erie Canal in 1830. The Separatists operated a hospitality industry to cater to guests, and opened two hotels, one small tavern near the canal and a larger hotel in the village. Tourism became an important source of income for the society in the later years of the nineteenth century, when their industrial output had waned. Zoar Village became a nationally-known tourist destination after the railroads c
	SeparatistFloodControlContext 
	The location of Zoar Village along the Tuscarawas River meant that there was always a risk of flooding. The main village is located on a glacial outwash terrace above the floodplain of the river, and so historically was not severely affected by periodic flooding, but the Separatists must have had some concern about the effects of flood waters on resources in the floodplain, including the road leading from the Zoar Iron Bridge up to the sawmill, where it connected to First Street west of the village. At some
	SummaryofSeparatistHistoricContextResources 
	Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an 
	Overall, existing Separatist-era resources within the study area have retained a remarkable level of integrity due to the preservation efforts of the OHS, the ZCA, Earth Action Partnership, private citizens, and others. Numerous resources exist within the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District that document and illustrate the history of the Separatists in this location, from outbuildings to landscape features. Many of the original Separatist houses still stand, and most have exteriors that are restored to an 
	plants that follow Zoar gardener Simon Beuter’s records of plantings. Outside of the village, important water power and transportations features are still present, such as the Ohio & Erie Canal bed, canal guard locks, the Zoar Dam, and mill races. Foundations mark the locations of Separatist industries such as grist mills, a saw mill, and a woolen mill. Agricultural buildings include one definite outlying Separatist-period barn and several foundations representing various agricultural buildings. Existing bu

	House No. 1, House No. 5 (the Sewing House), the Third Meetinghouse (the Zoar United Church of Christ), House No. 17 (the Boy’s Dormitory), and the Zoar Hotel are all currently listed in the National Register as contributing to the 1975 Zoar Historic District and retain an excellent level of integrity; HDC recommends that they maintain their current status as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Significant buildings that are no longer present include the agricultural and industrial bui
	HDC recommends the following clarifications to the resources currently listed in the 1975 National Register nomination and additional documentation. The current language lists the “garden, gardener’s house, and greenhouse” as a contributing feature of the historic district (Darby and Pratt 1975). HDC would like to clarify that the gardener’s house and greenhouse as described are actually one structure (the Garden House, also known as House No. 11); they share a common wall running north-south between the tw
	The current National Register nomination and additional documentation also list several ruins as contributing to the historic district; however, some of these resources were listed with no actual physical documentation that the sites were still intact, only with speculation that they still existed. HDC recommends that one of these resources be removed as a contributing resource: the Zoar Foundry. There are no visible remains of the Zoar Foundry, and its suspected location appears to be buried under several 
	The current National Register nomination and additional documentation also list several ruins as contributing to the historic district; however, some of these resources were listed with no actual physical documentation that the sites were still intact, only with speculation that they still existed. HDC recommends that one of these resources be removed as a contributing resource: the Zoar Foundry. There are no visible remains of the Zoar Foundry, and its suspected location appears to be buried under several 
	of the Zoar Levee. Archeological investigations may be able to locate the remains of the foundry under the fill with artifacts associating it with the Separatists. Until such time as proof of the actual existence of archeological remains of the Zoar Foundry is confirmed, HDC recommends that the Zoar Foundry Site be removed from the list of resources contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Archival research indicates that the Lime Kiln was in operation between 1920 and 1942 and therefore wa

	Non-SeparatistHistoricalContexts 
	The report proposes to expand the 1975 Zoar Historic District to include non-Separatist resources associated with the development of Zoar Village, and expand the period of significance to include important post-Separatist events and developments within Zoar Village. These resources and events are related to the contexts of Residence and Community Development, 1898–1962; Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, ca. 1800– 1962; Tourism & Recreation, 1898–1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Pr
	Residential andCommunityDevelopment,1898–1962 
	After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the settlement pattern of Zoar Village, which had been stable and slow-growing, changed, but not in a way that suggests a planned effort to increase the size of the village, to attract new residents, or to designate specific areas for development. Several former Separatists and their families left Zoar Village, while new residents arrived from outside the community. Although some new houses were built within the village itself, many new ar
	After the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898, the settlement pattern of Zoar Village, which had been stable and slow-growing, changed, but not in a way that suggests a planned effort to increase the size of the village, to attract new residents, or to designate specific areas for development. Several former Separatists and their families left Zoar Village, while new residents arrived from outside the community. Although some new houses were built within the village itself, many new ar
	the post-World War II era, mainly north of the nineteenth-century village core, along Seventh Street and SR 212 towards Bolivar. None of the 72 resources under this context are recommended as contributing elements to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District (Table 

	2.21 through Table 2.24). Criterion A is not applicable as buildings associated with the Residential and Community Development context are not directly related to any twentieth-century residential housing trends, and they are not related to any specific developments within Zoar Village or the surrounding area that would require new housing to be built. 
	Commerce andIndustry, 1898–1962 
	Following the dissolution, Zoar Village had to cope with the sudden transition from operating as a communal society to existing within a capitalist economy. Many Separatists who were granted communal shops in the distribution of assets in 1898 became business owners and sought to improve their establishments with modern upgrades and additions, while others launched new commercial enterprises in direct competition with established craftsmen. Outside businessmen acquired former Separatist operations, such as 
	HDC identified four resources within the study area associated with the early twentieth-century development of industry and commerce in Zoar Village: the Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins, the Zoar Lime Kiln, a 1933 brewery foundation, and State Fish Hatchery No. 12, as summarized in Table 2.25 and Table 2.26. The sawmill/powerhouse, lime kiln, and fish hatchery ruins are considered to contribute to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962 context, with the 1933 Brewer
	Transportation, 1898–1962 
	This non-Separatist context is primarily related to the attempts of the State of Ohio to improve the Ohio & Erie Canal in the early 1900s, with minor events related to the context consisting of constructing new residential streets north of the village, Sixth and Seventh streets, and altering the alignments of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 in relation to the construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, with both roads brought into the village on ramps leading over the levee. The early twentieth century marks the
	This non-Separatist context is primarily related to the attempts of the State of Ohio to improve the Ohio & Erie Canal in the early 1900s, with minor events related to the context consisting of constructing new residential streets north of the village, Sixth and Seventh streets, and altering the alignments of Dover-Zoar Road and SR 212 in relation to the construction of Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, with both roads brought into the village on ramps leading over the levee. The early twentieth century marks the
	workmanship, feeling, and association; thus HDC recommends the Second State Dam as a contributing resource to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District under the non-Separatist Transportation Context, 1898–1962 (Table 2.29 and Table 2.30). 

	Tourism andRecreation, 1898–1962 
	This context is related to efforts to sustain the tourist industry that began in the mid-nineteenth century at Zoar Village. While people still came to visit and stay at Zoar Village in the post-Separatist period, a concentrated effort to develop and grow the tourist industry did not occur until the early 1920s, with the Zoar Lake Resort project. The resort project included the conversion of the old Zoar Brewery into a dance pavilion with a one-story dance floor addition; the impoundment of Zoar Lake for fi
	FloodControlEfforts, 1898–1962 
	This context is related to the larger flood control context within the Muskingum River Basin. Huntington, in consultation with the OHPO, has determined that the Muskingum River Basin flood control projects are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A for their association with federal involvement in flood control efforts in the Muskingum Basin. Five resources within the study area are directly related to Muskingum River Basin Flood Control Projects: the Zoar Levee, the USACE Pump Stat
	Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962 
	HDC recommends that the context of Preservation Efforts, 1898– 1962, be added as a significant context to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. Preservation efforts have 
	played a central role in the continued existence of Zoar Village as a whole and of individual Separatist resources during the 1900s and beyond. Historic preservation efforts in Zoar Village have allowed the community to retool its economy to focus on the growing field of heritage tourism, which has become a vital component of the modern village’s economy. 
	Within the period of significance, HDC recommends seven resources as contributing to this context (Table 2.33 and Table 2.34): the restored House No. 1 and Zoar Garden, as they exemplify early preservation efforts at Zoar Village. The Zoar Garden was the first Separatist resource to be restored and helped generate attention for further preservation efforts in the village. House No. 1 was the first building fully restored in Zoar Village and was the primary showcase for the village’s history for decades. In 
	ComparisonoftheProposed2013ZoarHistoricDistrictwithNational Register-listedCommunalSocieties 
	Per the scope, HDC gathered comparative information on National Register-listed communal societies for comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The Harmony Society communities of New Harmony and Economy, and the Amana Colonies, are perhaps the most directly comparable with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, in terms of integrity and significance. There are lesser degrees of similarity with the Aurora and Bethel communities and with the Bishop Hill Colony. Detailed discussions of each
	New Harmony, Indiana 
	The New Harmony National Historic Landmark in New Harmony, Indiana, includes 59 contributing resources in the forms of both Harmony Society and Owenite buildings and landscape features. These resources include 50 buildings, seven sites, and two structures. There are 98 buildings and one site within the district that are considered non-contributing (Hurdis 2002). New Harmony is considered nationally significant for its strong associations with social and humanitarian movements and architecture. The period of
	In comparison with Zoar, the following similarities can be noted at New Harmony: 
	• Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Germanic architectural styles, including Fachwerk brick infill on frame buildings (Chappel 1986) 

	• 
	• 
	Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 

	• 
	• 
	Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 


	Some of the differences between the two villages have to do with the fact that the Harmony Society transferred ownership of the town to the Owenites, who were another communal society but not ethnically German. The Owenites introduced different architectural forms, following Georgian, Federal, and Gothic Revival traditions. Non-contributing resources include buildings, structures, and sites that post-date the Harmony Society and Owenite occupation, which are scattered throughout the town among the buildings
	Like Zoar Village, New Harmony is a living village with a strong emphasis on its heritage. A program of restoration has returned many historic buildings to their original appearance. However, a major difference is that New Harmony did not retain its original population and culture, and the community grew and developed much like other Midwestern towns. For example, New Harmony’s downtown features numerous examples of late nineteenth century commercial blocks common to any small Midwestern town. These types o
	Economy, Pennsylvania 
	The Economy National Historic Landmark in Ambridge, Pennsylvania covers 32 acres with 95 contributing buildings, including a 6-acre core museum area with seventeen fully restored Harmony Society buildings and a formal garden. There are 40 non-contributing buildings within the boundary of the landmark, including some modern reconstructions; however, it appears this number does not include outbuildings, only major buildings such as houses or businesses. Economy is considered nationally significant for its ass
	In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at Economy: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

	• 
	• 
	Germanic architectural styles 

	• 
	• 
	Formal garden 

	• 
	• 
	Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

	• 
	• 
	Strong association with early twentieth century historic preservation efforts 

	• 
	• 
	Mixture of privately owned and publicly operated historical buildings 


	As with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the Economy National Historic Landmark is a mixture of privately owned houses restored to historical appearances and publically owned and operated major community buildings. The landmark features excellent integrity within the district, with nearly all the major Harmonist buildings intact, and the character of the Harmony town plan largely preserved. However, the landmark has suffered encroachment by the town of Ambridge, essentially swallowing up the remnan
	Amana Colonies, Iowa 
	The Amana Colonies National Historic Landmark in southeastern Iowa consists of the seven villages and their landholdings established by the Amana Society in 1854, and covers approximately 26,000 acres. The Amana Colonies are considered nationally significant for their associations with social and humanitarian movements and architecture. The period of significance for the Amana Colonies is 1854 to 1932. The National Register form for the Amana Colonies does not enumerate the numbers of contributing and non-c
	In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at the Amana Colonies: 
	• Towns platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions (excepting original village of Amana) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Germanic architectural styles 

	• 
	• 
	Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

	• 
	• 
	Villages located in an agrarian setting 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 

	• 
	• 
	Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 


	Because the Amana Colonies successfully switched from a communal mode of existence to a capitalist one, the community did not go through a period of dissolution and dispersal of membership. Therefore, community development continued throughout the twentieth century. While many historical buildings are still standing, especially in the historical cores of the seven villages, modern development in the communities of Amana has had an impact on the visual character of the landmark district. However, the general
	Bethel, Missouri 
	The Bethel National Register Historic District in Bethel, Missouri includes 26 contributing resources within the limits of the district, which encompasses the historic core of the community. Bethel is considered historically significant for its association with the nineteenth century movement of religious communal societies and as a collection of buildings displaying communal architectural styles (Piggott 1970). The period of significance is 1844 to 1880. 
	In comparison with Zoar Village, the following similarities can be noted at Bethel: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Towns platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

	• 
	• 
	Concern with maximizing garden space within house lots 

	• 
	• 
	Germanic architectural styles 

	• 
	• 
	Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 


	• Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
	While there are a number of historical buildings with good levels of integrity in Bethel, there are equal numbers of non-contributing buildings dating to after the period of significance in the town, which impacts the visual character of the historic district. The historical business district of Bethel, for example, contains a mix of communal buildings bearing Germanic influences with those displaying standard American commercial architectural styles of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
	Aurora, Oregon 
	The Aurora Colony Historic District in Marion County, Oregon, consists of 33 contributing resources within the district boundaries that include the historic town and an outlying section to the northwest. Aurora is considered historically significant for its association with the nineteenth century movement of religious communal societies and as a collection of buildings displaying communal architectural styles (Hartwig 1973). The period of significance is 1856 to 1920, divided into a period of primary signif
	In comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the following similarities can be noted at Aurora: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

	• 
	• 
	Germanic architectural styles 

	• 
	• 
	Fields and industries located outside perimeter of town 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 

	• 
	• 
	Associated with German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

	• 
	• 
	Associated with Tourism and Recreation 


	Like Zoar Village, Aurora developed a tourist trade based on its peculiarities and hospitality to outsiders. Aurora is perhaps the only other communal society that looked to tourism as a major source of income while still operating as such. However, unlike Zoar Village, Aurora has seen significant changes in character over the years as new developments occurred, especially in the mid to late twentieth century. The Pacific Highway cuts through the historic town center, and brought with it a number of modern 
	Like Zoar Village, Aurora developed a tourist trade based on its peculiarities and hospitality to outsiders. Aurora is perhaps the only other communal society that looked to tourism as a major source of income while still operating as such. However, unlike Zoar Village, Aurora has seen significant changes in character over the years as new developments occurred, especially in the mid to late twentieth century. The Pacific Highway cuts through the historic town center, and brought with it a number of modern 
	houses fill the town itself, although there is a small cluster of nineteenth century communal buildings in the northeast corner of town. Interestingly, the nineteenth century frame houses strongly resemble those of the same period in Zoar Village. As a whole, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has much higher overall integrity than is possessed by Aurora. 

	BishopHillColony, Illinois 
	The Bishop Hill Colony National Historic Landmark covers around 200 acres, centered on the village of Bishop Hill itself. There are 21 communal buildings and structures still in existence which are considered contributing resources to the landmark, and 14 buildings and structures associated with the immediate post-dissolution period that are also considered contributing resources (Lidfors 1984). There are 55 non-contributing resources within the landmark boundary. The period of significance for Bishop Hill 
	In comparison with the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, the following similarities can be noted at Bishop Hill: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Town platted on grid oriented to cardinal directions 

	• 
	• 
	Ethnic architectural styles that contrast with surrounding traditional American communities 

	• 
	• 
	Association with religious communal societies 

	• 
	• 
	Associated with general European Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

	• 
	• 
	Few twentieth century buildings present within the town 


	In addition to the above, the preservation of the landscape and visual character is comparable to that of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District, due to a general lack of development in the twentieth century as the population of the village dropped. Like Zoar Village, the portion of Bishop Hill within the historic district shows a high degree of integrity. The agrarian landscape associated with the period of significance is largely unchanged. Because of the dissimilar ethnic backgrounds, there are some ap
	Summary 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is significant in relation to a number of nationally significant contexts: Agriculture, Architecture, Community Planning and Development, European Ethnic Heritage, Exploration/Settlement, Religion, Social History, and Transportation. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is very important in terms of its relation to social and communal movements of the nineteenth century; German-American 
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is significant in relation to a number of nationally significant contexts: Agriculture, Architecture, Community Planning and Development, European Ethnic Heritage, Exploration/Settlement, Religion, Social History, and Transportation. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is very important in terms of its relation to social and communal movements of the nineteenth century; German-American 
	ethnicity and adaptations to American society; and its association with the German Separatist movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Zoar Village is a part of a pattern of utopian and communal settlements that occurred across the developing frontier of America in the nineteenth century. Its layout and architecture distinctly show the influence of both its Germanic heritage and its communal economy. Of particular note is the general lack of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century commercial a

	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District is also significant at state and local levels for its participation in early twentieth century economic developments and its connection to early preservation efforts by OHS (then operating as OSAHS). The collection of well-preserved buildings showing Germanic architectural influences demonstrates the German heritage of northeastern Ohio. 
	As a whole, the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District shows a remarkable level of integrity and preservation, both in terms of Separatist buildings and structures, and in regards to significant historical contexts related to the post-Separatist period. Few incompatible structures are present, although the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam represent major changes to the historic setting of the community. The Separatist street grid is intact, and water resources such as the Ohio & Erie Canal and mill races for Separa

	CHAPTER2.7:BOUNDARYASSESSMENT 
	CHAPTER2.7:BOUNDARYASSESSMENT 
	The 1975 Zoar Historic District contains only 14 resources, one of which HDC recommends to be removed (the Zoar Foundry). The district was established in 1969 and amended in 1975. The nomination only looked at resources directly associated with the Separatists and did not consider non-Separatist buildings that were of the same time period. Also, any resource less than 50 years of age at the time (i.e. built after 1925) would not have been considered eligible for the National Register. In the almost 40 years
	Zoar Village did not cease to exist upon the dissolution of the Separatists. One of the challenges the village faced was adapting their business practices to a non-communal system. Existing businesses were converted and new ones developed to bring the village into the twentieth century, resulting in new building construction projects. 
	Former Society members continued to live on property that was deeded to them, although some immediately sold out and moved out of the village. As former Society members passed away, their property was either passed on to their families or purchased by outsiders. Most homes constructed in the early twentieth century were infill homes constructed on empty lots. 
	The decades following dissolution saw many physical changes to Zoar Village, including the abandonment of the Ohio & Erie Canal after the devastating flood of 1913 and the creation of Zoar Lake as a recreational venture. The Great Depression and the development of a massive flood control system in the Muskingum River watershed led to more changes at Zoar Village 
	In the 1930s, residents of Zoar Village recognized that remnants of their Separatist heritage were under threat: first from general neglect within the village, and secondly from the construction of Dover Dam downriver from Zoar Village. A program of historic preservation at Zoar Village was begun with the restoration of the Zoar Garden in 1930, and a letter-writing campaign helped convince Huntington that Zoar Village should be protected from floodwaters, rather than relocated as with other communites that 
	HDC recommends that the physical boundaries and the period of significance of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include resources associated with the non-Separatist activities in Zoar that significantly contributed to the built environment, as shown in Figure 
	2.83. HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended as contributing to the expanded historic district. These resources are associated with the following contexts: Commerce and Industry, 1898–1962; Transportation, 1800– 1962; Flood Control Efforts, 1898–1962; and Preservation Efforts, 1898–1962. 
	The study team also identified 23 locations outside the study area where possible Separatist-era resources may exist. However, only three locations were able to be confirmed to have Separatist-related resources through visual inspection and literature review. These resources include a barn built in 1891 northwest of the village along Towpath Road, and two resources associated with the Ohio & Erie Canal: Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock. The Separatist-built barn should be included in any revised Nati
	Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10 and the Feeder Canal Guard Lock are located west of the study area, east of C.R. 111, and north of S.R. 82. It is in the vicinity of other Separatist-era canal resources and industry and manufacturing resources along the Tuscarawas River to the south and west of Zoar Village. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District National Register boundary should be expanded to the west to include Canal Lock 10 and the Feeder Guard Lock. 
	In addition to the above-ground resources, archeological sites must be considered in any revision of the National Register district. As there have been very few archeological investigations within the current National Register boundary and no archeological investigations in the immediate area outside the boundary, no expansion of the boundary is warranted in regard to known archeological site locations. However, the proposed expansion of the boundary will include areas suspected to contain archeological res
	RecommendedExpandedZoarHistoricDistrictBoundaryand Justification 
	The recommended proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist -related Ohio & Erie Canal resources to the west, including the extent of the Separatist-built canal bed which extends to the northwest and southeast; the Canal Hotel to the south; House No. 25 and the mill ruins to the southea
	The recommended proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District includes the nineteenth century limits of Zoar Village (which is within the 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary); the Zoar Cemetery and Gunn grave to the north; the Sheep Herder’s residence to the east; Zoar Dam and the Separatist -related Ohio & Erie Canal resources to the west, including the extent of the Separatist-built canal bed which extends to the northwest and southeast; the Canal Hotel to the south; House No. 25 and the mill ruins to the southea
	-

	dating the dissolution of the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1898. The identification of new historic contexts related to activities and events post-dating the Separatists means that the period of significance for the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District should be expanded in time to encompass these activities and events. HDC proposes that the period of significance be expanded to 1962; this year represents both the cut-off year for eligibility under the four main National Register criteria and also incl

	Although property division lines did not appear in and around Zoar Village until the dissolution of the Separatist communal society in 1898, the expanded boundary proposed for the 2013 Zoar Historic District was developed to correlate with modern property lines for ease of management, similar to how the boundaries for the 1975 Zoar Historic District were established. In addition, use of current property lines in some cases relates to non-Separatist historic contexts, such as Flood Control, 1898–1962. Recomm
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The northeastern boundary moving to the east to include the entire lot containing the Sheep Herder’s Residence, Sheep Barn, and associated outbuilding; 

	• 
	• 
	Extending the eastern boundary to incorporate the USACE parcels east of Zoar Village to include the flood control and preservation efforts of the Zoar Diversion Dam and the Zoar Division Channel, using the U.S. Government property line as the boundary; 

	• 
	• 
	Adjusting the southeastern corner of the boundary to include the southeastern portion of the Zoar Levee, following the U.S. Government property line, the entire lot associated with House No. 25, following the modern property line, and running down the western boundary of the modern domestic lots in the Cherry Hill subdivision; 

	• 
	• 
	Adjusting the southern boundary to follow the northeastern bank of the Tuscarawas River from south of where the Mill Race enters the river to the modern Dover-Zoar Road bridge; 

	• 
	• 
	Moving the southern boundary southwest from a point 250 feet west of the Dover-Zoar Road bridge to include the Canal Hotel lot, according to current property boundaries (this should include possible archeological sites for the Canal Hotel Barn, Canal Store, and Canal Blacksmith Shop as well); 

	• 
	• 
	Moving the western boundary to the west along the canal property lines to include Lock 10, the canal bed, the feeder lock, the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad remnants, the Zoar Dam, and State Fish Hatchery No. 12; the southwestern corner will be placed just to the northwest of Lock 10; 

	• 
	• 
	From the southwestern corner, moving the boundary line east-northeast to a point on the eastern bank of the Tuscarawas River before turning northeast and crossing Zoar Lake while excluding the post-Separatist Zoar Lake Dike ruins; 

	• 
	• 
	At a point on the northern bank of Zoar Lake, northwest of the Slaughterhouse foundation, moving the boundary northwest to the Zoar Cemetery, following and encompassing the old Separatist path to the cemetery; 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Wrapping the boundary around the portion of the Zoar Cemetery active during the period of significance while excluding the modern portion of the cemetery, and moving it southeast along the northeastern edge of the Separatist cemetery path; 

	• 
	• 
	Extending to the east at a point 260 feet southeast of the Zoar Cemetery to include the Alexander Gunn Grave, extending south to the modern property line and turning east to encompass the northern end of Zoar Levee, then turning south to meet the existing 1975 Zoar Historic District northern boundary along the northern edge of Fifth Street; 

	• 
	• 
	Adding a non-contiguous section of the district that includes the 1891 Zoar barn at 9872 Towpath Road; 

	• 
	• 
	Extending the boundaries along the Ohio & Erie Canal with a 40-foot buffer to include the towpath within the former known extent of Separatist landholdings, between County Road 106 and a point just south of I-77 (approximately 3 miles in length). 


	The expansion of the boundary is recommended to cover resources representative of the history of Zoar Village from its founding in 1817 through 1962. The period following the dissolution of the Separatists, from 1898 to 1962 was included because this era has become historically significant in its own right, with contributing resources that reflect ventures related to adapting Zoar Village to a capitalist economy, flood control efforts by the USACE and MWCD, final attempts by the State of Ohio to revitalize 

	CHAPTER2.8:CONCLUSION 
	CHAPTER2.8:CONCLUSION 
	This volume presents the results of Task I.C and Task I.D of the scope of work for the Historic Property Baseline Study component of the Baseline Planning Assessments for Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study. Task I.C involved performing an above-ground resources survey that would examine, document, and evaluate all standing buildings, structures, foundations, and ruins in the study area in terms of significance to the historical contexts developed in Task I.B. The results of Task I.B, 
	Above-groundResources 
	The above-ground resources survey of Zoar Village and the surrounding area completed as part of Task I.C covered a total of 351 properties in the study area. Of these properties, 89 have a Separatist association. This number includes resources previously listed as contributing to the district as well as newly surveyed resources. HDC recommends that 13 of the 14 resources currently listed on the National Register as contributing elements of the 1975 Zoar Historic District retain their current status as contr
	HDC recommends 75 resources not previously listed for their Separatist context as eligible for the National Register as contributing resources to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. This number includes 72 Separatist resources from within the study area and three resources located outside of the study area. The resources are largely Separatist-related residential structures, but there are some remaining resources associated with other Separatist contexts, including: commerce; agriculture; industry and
	As part of the scope of work of the above-ground resources survey, HDC identified the extent of the Separatist land holdings before the dissolution of the society in 1898 based on historical maps. Overall, 23 properties were identified through documentary research. The survey team was able to locate 13 of these properties and confirmed that one resource, a barn, was associated with the Separatists based on visual inspection and local lore. In addition, the study team identified two Separatist-related resour
	HDC recommends that the boundary of the 1975 Zoar Historic District be expanded to include 85 Separatist-related resources located in the study area and three Separatist resources located outside the study area. The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary includes the Zoar Cemetery and the Alexander Gunn grave to the north, the Sheep Herder’s residence and outbuildings to the east, the Canal Hotel to the south, the Ohio & Erie Canal Lock 10, and the Canal Feeder Guard Lock to the west. A discontiguous
	HDC also evaluated resources post-dating the Separatist period for significance. The period of significance for non-Separatist contexts ends at 1962, due to National Register eligibility guidelines that require properties under 50 years of age to be of exceptional historical significance. No resources younger than 50 years of age within the study area were found to meet this requirement. HDC identified seven non-Separatist resources within the study area that are recommended eligible as contributing to an e
	The proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District has outstanding value in terms of its significance to understanding several historic contexts important in American history, including the development of communal societies in the nineteenth century; the spread of German-American architectural styles across the mid-continent; the development of transportation networks through the construction and use of the Ohio & Erie Canal; the development of tourism as an American pastime in the nineteenth century; and an associat
	Overall, Zoar Village and the area immediately surrounding the village contain a significant number of resources associated with the Separatists from the establishment of the society in 1817 to its dissolution in 1898. Eighty-eight (88) Separatist resources have been identified and recommended contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. This number includes the majority of resources currently listed on the National Register as part of the historic district. These contributing resources have ex
	Zoar Village offers prime opportunities for research into the development of communal societies, both through analysis of standing structures and associated archeological deposits. The integrity of the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District in terms of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association is all very high. Perhaps what makes the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District stand out among its peers is the level of retention of historic buildings associated with the period of sig
	ArcheologicalProbabilityAssessment 
	Goals of the archeological probability assessment for the study area under Task I. D. were as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Predicting the most likely places for pre-contact resources to be found within the study area (if they exist), according to cultural-temporal affiliation and site type; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Predicting locations of Separatist and non-Separatist historical archeology resources within the study area, in terms of contexts developed in the historic context presented in Volume 1; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Assessing the likelihood of site types to contain information that would qualify them for inclusion in the National Register; and 

	4. 
	4. 
	Determining the categories of data that need to survive to make sites significant. 


	A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to archeological sites prefaced the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within
	A brief introduction to the how the terms significance and integrity are applied to archeological sites prefaced the archeological probability assessment. Analysis began with research that determined the potential of specific landforms to contain deeply buried, eroded, and disturbed archeological resources. The pre-contact archeological probability assessment focused on compiling research on the pre-contact culture history for the study area; the extent and character of existing pre-contact resources within
	brief introduction to predictive modeling and how we applied predictive modeling theory to the study area. 

	Seven previously documented pre-contact sites were identified within the study area. Six of these resources (33-TU-11, 33-TU-22, 33-TU-48, 33-TU-229, 33-TU-453, and 33-TU-454) are small, temporally unaffiliated lithic scatters and are recommended not eligible for the National Register. One resource location identified through documentary research is represented by an Archaic period projectile point found in the modern garden at House No. 
	25. HDC recommends that this resource location be considered eligible for the National Register unless additional testing determines otherwise. 
	The information obtained for the region, including the study area, was used as a factor in developing a predictive model that assesses the likelihood of finding significant pre-contact archeological resources within the study area. Despite some weaknesses in the existing data set, HDC was able to define four types of areas that vary according to the likelihood of identifying intact archeological sites that might have information potential under Criterion D of the National Register. Category 1 portions of th
	The pre-contact archeological probability model also delineates portions of the landscape where significant archeological sites might be located, according to time period and site type (Table 1.3). In general the undisturbed, well-drained portions of the floodplains and terraces are the portions of the study area most likely to contain Paleoindian workshop/occupation and chert processing sites; Early and Middle Archaic short-term resource extraction sites; Late Archaic and Early Woodland summer base camps; 
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially 
	The historical archeological probability assessment focused on two resource contexts: Separatist and Non-Separatist. Each context was further divided according to the eight historic contexts developed for analyzing the historical resources within the study area. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the probability assessment found that many areas within the study area have high probability for the presence of Separatist archeological resources, especially 
	those related to residential occupation. Separatist archeological resources related to agriculture, commercial, community, industrial, transportation, and tourism and recreation are also probable within the study area. For non-Separatist archeological resources, significant resources are predicted for the industrial and tourism and recreation contexts. The types of data that need to survive for each historical archeology site type to be considered significant within the framework of the National Register wa

	Summary 
	The Historic Property Baseline study for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam DSMS study area has demonstrated that there are numerous, significant historic resources present, associated with the Separatists and with non-Separatist historic contexts. A total of 95 above-ground resources (out of a total of 351 surveyed resources) are recommended as contributing to the proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District. The probability of survival of significant archeological resources, dating from the pre-contact era to the ear
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	Figure1.1.SummarymapofZoarLevee& DiversionDamDSMSstudyarea,showingallabove-groundstructures 
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	Figure1.2.Overviewofpre-contactprobabilityareaswithinstudyarea 
	This figure shows probability areas that represent the combination of information from assessing probability for distinct site types associated with pre-contact cultural periods in Ohio, presented in more detail in Chapter 2.5 of Volume 2. 
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	Figure1.4.ZoarLevee&DiversionDaminrelationtoDoverandBolivarDamsandtheirflowageeasements 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.5.BaselinePlanningAssessmentstudyarea 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.6.CurrentNationalRegisterboundaryfor1975ZoarHistoricDistrictinrelationtoelevation916feet 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.9.LocationofZoarVillageinMuskingumBasininOhio 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.8.ZoarVillagelocationincomparisontocommunitiesandmajorriversdiscussedintext 
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	Figure1.10.ZoarLeveeandDiversionDamprojectcomponents 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure1.11.Bedrockgeologyinthestudyarea 
	Source:OhioDivisionofGeologicalSurvey2006 
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	Figure1.13.Glacialgeographyintheregionofthestudyarea 
	Figure1.12.Knownchertsourcesintheregionofthestudyarea 
	Source:OhioDivisionofGeologicalSurvey2006 
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	Figure
	Extentdeterminedthroughanalysisof1898dissolutionmapand1875TuscarawasCounty Atlas;actualmaximumextentoflandholdingswaslikelylarger, butcannotbeconfirmedbeyondwhatisdepictedonthismap. 
	The location of the Separatist’s Health Springs is also shown, along with the approximate location of land owned by the Separatists near 
	Figure1.15.Waterresourceswithinthestudyarea,asdiscussedinthetext 
	Bolivar for a period of time between 1832 and 1875. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.18.GeneralizedforestassociationsintheunglaciatedplateauofOhio 
	Source:King(1979:171) 
	Figure1.17.StudyarealocationinrelationtonaturalvegetationregionsinOhio 
	Source:Gordon1966 
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	HDC 2012 Source: OGRIP, USACE, USDA Legend Study area Agricultural fields Levee and associated developments Residential and Commercial Areas Wetlands Wooded areas Water 
	Figure
	Figure1.20.ViewofZoarwagonshop,blacksmithshop,andthefirstplaningmill,withindustrialcoreareainbackground 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	This picture, taken from an upper balcony of the 1892 hotel addition, is the only known photograph that depicts an overview of the Zoar industrial core, taken sometime in the 1890s. In the left foreground is the first planing mill erected in 1869 (1), with a number of finished boards piled in front of it. In the middle of the photograph is the blacksmith shop (2) and the wagon shop (3) is on the right side. In the background can be seen from left to right: House No. 24 and outbuildings (4), the first planin
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	Figure
	Figure1.19.Currentconditionswithinthestudyarea 
	The different land conditions on this map were determined through analysis of soil surveys, current aerial photographs, information from Huntington, and Schaney 2013. 
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	Figure1.21.Areasknownorsuspectedtobedisturbedwithinthestudyarea 
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	Figure
	Figure1.22.1935As-builtDrawingsofZoarLevee& DiversionDam,eastsideofZoarVillage. 
	Source:Huntington 
	Key: 1. Diversion Dam 2. Upper Diversion Channel 3. Levee #2 4. Lower Diversion Channel 5. Levee #1 6. Existing railroad culvert 7. Woolen Mill 8. First Grist Mill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop 9. Custom Mill 10. Lime Kiln 11. 1933 Brewery Foundation 12. Wheat Storage Barn 13. Granary 14. Ice House and Dam 15. Seepage area, note that the profile of this area on the figure labeled “Section of Repaired Seep Hole” (16) shows a “tail race” and “toe path” – these are actually components of th
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	Figure
	Figure1.23.1935As-builtDrawingsofZoarLevee& DiversionDam,westsideofZoarVillage 
	Source:Huntington 
	Key: 1. Zoar Lake 2. Levee #1 3. Second Street Ramp 4. Railroad embankment 5. Dover-Zoar Road Ramp 6. Water Street 
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	Cambridge 
	Figure1.25.ColonelHenryBouquetreceivingprisonersfromtheDelawareatCoshocton 
	Study area 
	/ 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2012647230

	HDC 2012 “The Indians delivering up the English captives to Colonel Bouquet near his camp at the forks of Muskingum in North America in Novr. 
	0 6 12 18 24 
	Source: ESRI 
	1764”Engraving by Pierre Charles Canot and colored by Benjamin West, Philadelphia, 1766. 
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	Figure1.24.HistoricallocationsinOhiodiscussedinthetext 
	LocationsofMoravianandNative AmericancommunitiesobtainedfromBooth1994.Insetmapshowscommunitiesandlocationsatgreatdistancesfromthe studyarea.Notethatthe“Chillicothe”ontheinsetmapisthehistoricalShawneetownofthatnameontheLittleMiamiRiverandnotthemoderncityof ChillicotheinRossCounty. 
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	Figure1.29.JacobBoehme Figure1.30.FredrichOetlinger 
	Source:http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jacob-Source: B%C3%B6hme.jpg 
	http://www.heiligenlexikon.de/BiographienF/Friedrich_Christoph_Oetinger.html 

	Painted by Christoph Gottlob Glyman in 1720 Painted by Georg Adam Egler in 1775 
	Figure1.26.DavidZeisberger Figure1.27.JohnHeckewelder 
	Source:Howe1891:375 
	Source:http://www.ohiohistorycentral.org/images/78.jpg 

	Figure
	Figure1.28.TheTreatyofGreenvillelineinOhio 
	Source:Peters1918:98 
	Zoar Village location indicated by red star added to map by HDC 
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	Figure
	Figure1.31.MapshowingsubdivisionofthelandsoftheSocietyofSeparatistsofZoar,1898 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Study area approximation added by HDC. Due to differences in landmarks from current conditions, the study area is not meant to be interpreted as corresponding exactly to its modern location. This map shows the extent of Society landholdings at the time of the dissolution in 1898, and lists the new owners of each parcel of land. This particular version of the map appears to be a later reproduction of the massive wall map on display in the Zoar Museum, which presents more detail than this reproduction. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.32.1875platmapofFairfieldTownship,TuscarawasCounty 
	Source:Everts1875 
	The Society of Separatists of Zoar owned property in the northwest corner of the township around the village of Fairfield (later Zoar Station). 
	Figure1.33.1875platmapofLawrenceCounty,TuscarawasCounty 
	Source:Everts1875 
	Nearly the entire eastern half of the township was owned by the Society of Separatists of Zoar in 1875. Study area added by HDC. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.35.MillRaceGuardLockfacingnorth 
	The wicket gates are visible at the bottom of the lock. 
	Figure1.34.1875platmapofSandyTownship,TuscarawasCounty 
	Source:Everts1875 
	Figure1.36.FeederCanalGuardLock,facingnorth 
	The Society of Separatists of Zoar owned property along the western edge of Sandy Township in 1875. 
	Photographby AndrewR.Sewell,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure1.37.HarvestingatZoar,ca.1880s 
	Figure1.39.HouseNo.17,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Figure
	Figure1.38.SecondMeetinghouseandSchool,ca.1900,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.38.SecondMeetinghouseandSchool,ca.1900,facingsoutheast 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	This postcard view shows the Threshing Barn (1) and the Second Meetinghouse (2), with the large dormer windows installed in 1897 to accommodate visiting artists. In the 1830s and 1840s, the upper floor of the building served as the girls’ dormitory. 


	Figure
	Figure1.40.WoodcutimageofZoarin1846,lookingnorthupMainStreetatFirstStreet 
	Figure1.40.WoodcutimageofZoarin1846,lookingnorthupMainStreetatFirstStreet 
	Source:Howe1861:387 
	Visible in this image from left to right: Zoar Store (1), House No. 1 (2), the Bakery (3), the Zoar Hotel (4), and an unidentified building (5, possibly the First Cabinet Shop). 
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	Figure
	Legend Study area Extent of Separatist land holdings Separatist-era transportation outliers Zoar Station Valley Junction Zoar Ohio and Erie Canal Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Lock No. 8 Canal Culverts Cleveland and Terminal Line Valley Railway Line 
	HDC 2012 Source: Historical.MyTopo.com Scale: 1:56,000 
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	Figure
	Figure1.41.PlatofZoar,1875 
	Source:Everts1875 
	This is the earliest known map of Zoar Village. The accuracy and scale of building identifications and footprints is suspect; very few of the houses that were in existence at this point are shown, and the Blacksmith Shop and Wagon Shop locations are switched. The map does show what must have been the original Cabinet Shop location (although with an inflated footprint), much where documentary records describe it, and shows the Zoar Foundry on the east side of the road leading to Zoar Station. 
	Figure1.42.Detailof1912CanalDoverUSGSmap,showingtransportation-relatedsitesdiscussedinthetext 
	Source:USGS1912 
	The 1912 Canal Dover USGS map is used here instead of a modern topographic or aerial map as it very clearly shows transportation features in their original locations; additionally, this is the only map that shows Zoar Station and Valley Junction in both their original locations. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.43.ZoarTrainStationatZoarVillage,ca.1900 
	Source:FloydBrownGroup2010 
	The young woman sitting on the wheelbarrow is Emma Kappel, born in 1879. Her youthful appearance and the styles of dresses of the women help date the photograph to about 1900 (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013) 
	Figure
	Figure1.45.ValleyJunctionrailroadstation,ca.1900s 
	Figure1.45.ValleyJunctionrailroadstation,ca.1900s 
	Source:West2012 


	Figure
	Figure1.44.ZoarStationdepot,latenineteenthorearlytwentiethcentury,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.44.ZoarStationdepot,latenineteenthorearlytwentiethcentury,facingsouthwest 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	The depot at Zoar Station is visible in the right half of the photograph. Architecture details, such as the window frame design, point to possible construction by Separatists. 


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.46.TouristsinfrontoftheZoarHotel,ca.1900 
	Figure1.46.TouristsinfrontoftheZoarHotel,ca.1900 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
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	Figure1.48.AlexanderGunnattheHermitage,ca.1890 
	Feet 
	Scale: 1:52,000 
	Meters Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 0 800 1,600 2,400 3,200 Alexander Gunn is visible on the porch of the Hermitage chatting with a man, most likely the artist Fredrich Gottwald, ca. 1890. 
	Figure

	Figure1.47.LocationofpossibleSeparatist-eraagriculturaloutliersites 
	Source:Nixon1933,Morhart1981,Everts1875,Hayward1898 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.49.FredrichGottwald,ca.1898 Figure1.51.Typical Zoar Cottage, 1897,byFredrichGottwald 
	Source:Portraitsof Artistsfrom Archivesof American Art,SmithsonianInstitution Source:Busta-Peck2011b 
	The “cottage” in this image is actually the Second Meetinghouse, in a form prior to its conversion to an art studio for Gottwald’s students; Gottwald may have sketched this scene in early 1897, as the dormer windows that were installed for the studio that year are not shown in the image. Conversely, Gottwald may have chosen not to include the dormers as they were not original components of the building. 
	Figure
	Figure1.50.Evening in Zoar, 1897,byFredrichGottwald 
	Source:Busta-Peck2011b 
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	Figure
	Figure1.52.Detailof1898dissolutionmapshowingmajorbuildinglocationsandnewpropertylotsinZoarVillage 
	Figure1.52.Detailof1898dissolutionmapshowingmajorbuildinglocationsandnewpropertylotsinZoarVillage 
	Source:LibraryofCongress 
	This map is the earliest map of Zoar that accurately depicts building locations within the village, although it does leave out some known outbuildings, along with House No. 10. Key: 1. Slaughterhouse, 2. Zoar Brewery, 3. Unidentified, 4. Colt Barn, 5. Unidentified barn, 6. Oxen Barn, 7. House No. 36 Kitchen and Wash house, 8. Unidentified outbuilding, 9. House No. 36 (Weberhaus), 10. Unidentified outbuilding, 11. House No. 7, 12. Unidentified outbuilding, 13. House No. 8, 14. Unidentified outbuilding, 15. U


	Unidentified outbuilding, 18. Bake Oven, 19. Bakery, 20. Second Zoar School, 21. Unidentified outbuilding, 22. Unidentified outbuilding, 23. House No. 6, 24. Garden Wash House, 25. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse, 26. Unidentified outbuilding, 27. 1850 greenhouse, 28. House No. 34, 29. Tin Shop, 30. House No. 34 outbuilding, 31. Unidentified outbuilding, 32. House No. 20, 33. Unidentified outbuilding, 34. House No. 16, 35. Unidentified outbuilding, 36. House No. 30, 37. House No. 30 outbuilding, 
	39. Unidentified outbuilding, 40. Possible Cooper’s Shop, 41. Possible Log Cabin, 42. House No. 5, 43. House No. 12, 44. House No. 12 outbuilding, 45. House No. 12 outbuilding, 46. Unidentified outbuilding, 47. House No. 35, 48. Unidentified outbuilding, 49. House No. 15, 
	50. House No. 15 outbuilding, 51. House No. 14 outbuilding, 52. House No. 14, 53. Unidentified outbuilding, 54. Unidentified outbuilding, 
	55. Unidentified outbuilding, 56. House No. 17, 57. House No. 18 Kitchen and Wash House, 58. House No. 18, 59. Straw Barn, 60. Horse Barn, 61. Filly Barn, 62. Wagon Shed, 63. House No. 31, 64. House No. 31 outbuilding, 65. Kettle House, 66. House No. 27, 67. House No. 27 outbuilding, 68. Possible Apple Shed, 69. Unidentified outbuilding, 70. Magazine, 71. House No. 1 Kitchen and Wash House, 72. House No. 1, 73. Possible Honey Bee House, 74. Town Hall, 75. House No. 2 outbuilding, 76. House No. 2, 77. Uniden
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	Figure
	HDC 2012 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary Extant Separatist-era residential structures Non-extant, Separatist-era residential structures Fig 1.56 Fig 1.58 Fig 1.57 Fig 1.59 Fig 1.60 
	Figure1.53.Zoarstreetscape,ca.1905 
	Source:LibraryofCongress 
	This view was taken facing east from the intersection of Third and Foltz Streets. Key: 1. House No. 17, 2. Wheat Storage Barn, 3. Threshing Barn, 4. Second Meetinghouse, 5 and 6. two corn cribs. 
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	Figure1.55.Separatist-periodresidentialbuildingskeymap 
	Figure
	Figure1.54.Fachwerk constructioninthe1865BlacksmithShop 
	Figure1.54.Fachwerk constructioninthe1865BlacksmithShop 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,Historic AmericanBuildingsSurvey/Historic AmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) documentation of Zoar Village Note the stone foundation in the foreground, remnants of a southern wing on the building. 
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	Figure1.56.Separatist-periodresidentialbuildingsinthenorthwestpartofthestudyarea Figure1.57.Separatist-periodresidentialbuildingsintheeasternpartofthestudyarea 
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	Figure1.58.Separatist-periodresidentialbuildingsinthesouthwestpartofZoarVillage Figure1.59.SheepHerder’sHousecomplexoneasternsideofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.60.Separatist-periodresidentialbuildingssouthofZoarVillage 
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	Figure
	Figure1.61.1935conceptualplanofZoarVillageshowingbuildinglocationsinrelationtotheproposedlevee 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	This conceptual map depicts many buildings that do not exist or exist as foundations only, including the lime kiln complex (1), the foundation of the 1933 Zoar Brewery development (2), the Wheat Storage Barn (3), the Granary (4), the. Woolen Mill (5), the Custom Mill (6), and the State Fish Hatchery (7) in the upper left corner. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.64.VaultedcellarofHouseNo.1 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	Figure1.62.HouseNo.1,ca.1890,facingsouthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.65.Diningroom,kitchen,laundry,andwashhouseassociatedwithHouseNo.1,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.63.HouseNo.1,2012,facingsouthwest 
	This set of outbuildings was assigned COE # 5856a and was restored in 1993 by OHS. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.66.HouseNo.2,2012,facingnortheast Figure1.68.HouseNo.3,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.67.HouseNo.3,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.67.HouseNo.3,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.67.HouseNo.3,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.69.HouseNo.4,latenineteenthcentury,facingnorthwest 

	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	Source:ChuckKnaackpersonalcollection 

	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.70.HouseNo.5(SecondSewingHouse),2012,facingnortheast Figure1.72.HouseNo.7,Schoolteacher’sresidence,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.71.HouseNo.6,2012,facingsouthwest Figure1.73.HouseNo.8,2012,facingnortheast 
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	Figure1.76.HouseNo.10,Bimeler’sfirsthome,facingnortheast,ca.1910–1920 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Figure1.74.HouseNo.9,1936,facingnorthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Key: 1. House No.8, 2. House No. 9, 3. House No. 9 outbuilding. 
	Figure1.77.HouseNo.10,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure1.75.HouseNo.9,2012,facingnorthwest 
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	Figure
	Figure1.79.GardenHouse,2012,facingnorth 
	Figure

	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell 
	Figure1.78.GardenHouse,1937,facingnorthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village, and shows the building converted into a duplex. 
	Figure
	Figure1.80.HouseNo.12(AssemblyHouse),1937,facingnorthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village 
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	Figure
	Figure1.83.HouseNo.14,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.81.HouseNo12(AssemblyHouse),2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.82.HouseNo.13,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.84.HouseNo.15,2012,facingnorthwest 
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	Figure
	Figure1.85.OutbuildingfoundationwestofHouseNo.15,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.87.HouseNo.16(Jebenhaüschen),2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.86.HouseNo.16(PrintShop/Jebenhaüschen),1937,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.88.HouseNo.17,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.89.HouseNo.18(BauerHaus),1937,facingnorthwest Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey Figure1.91.HouseNo.19,2012,facingsoutheast 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure1.92.HouseNo.20,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure1.90.HouseNo.18,2012,facingnortheast 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.95.ZoarHotelin1956,withHouseNo.22inbackground,facingnortheast Figure1.93.HouseNo.21,2012,facingnorthwest Source:LibraryofCongress,Historic AmericanBuildingsSurvey/Historic AmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	The Zoar Hotel is labeled number 1 and House No. 22 is labeled number 2 in this photograph. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.96.HouseNo.23,1936,facingwest-northwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,Historic AmericanBuildingsSurvey/Historic AmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	Figure1.94.HouseNo.22,2012,facingnortheast 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.97.HouseNo.23,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.97.HouseNo.23,2012,facingnorthwest 


	Figure
	Figure1.98.HouseNo.24,ca.1920s,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.98.HouseNo.24,ca.1920s,facingnortheast 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	This photograph also shows a steam engine going south on the railroad tracks just to the left of House No. 24 (1) and an unidentified outbuilding, likely associated with the Woolen Mill or Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop (2). The photograph appears to have been taken from inside the Woolen Mill. 


	Figure
	Figure1.99.HouseNo.25(Miller’sHouse),1936,facingsouthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure
	Figure1.100.HouseNo.25,2012,facingsouth 
	Figure1.100.HouseNo.25,2012,facingsouth 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.102.PortraitoftheKappelfamilyatHouseNo.26,ca.1879 
	Source:SteveShonkCollection 
	This image of the Kappel family shows them on the porch of House No. 26, while that house number was still assigned to the former First Grist Mill building. Using information from the 1870 and 1880 census records, the following tentative identifications can be made of the people in the photograph. William Kappel could be either one of the two young men in dark coats on either end of the group. Charles Kappel is likely the older man, and the woman would be his wife, Wilhelmina, who is holding their daughter,
	Figure1.101.UndatedsketchofHouseNo.26duringoccupationoftheFirstGristMill 
	Source:SteveShonkCollection 
	This undated sketch supposedly shows the First Grist Mill building when it was occupied as House No. 26 by the Kappel family. It is uncertain if the sketch is contemporary with the Kappels’ tenure, which would place it around ca. 1880 at the oldest. It seems likely that it is instead a later conceptual sketch of the building as it used to appear. The sketch appears to have been done facing northwest, assuming the outbuilding in the background is meant to be the one visible in Figure 1. 179; if so, the orien
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	Figure
	Figure1.105.HouseNo.29,1936,facingeast 
	Figure1.103.HouseNo.26,2012,facingeast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This is the 1880 house that was the new home for the Kappel family after moving out of the old First Grist Mill. 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.106.HouseNo.29,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.104.HouseNo.27,2012,facingnortheast 
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	Figure
	Figure1.107.HouseNo.30(TheHermitage),1936,facingnortheast 
	Figure
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	Figure1.109.HouseNo.31,2012,facingsouth-southwest 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure
	Figure1.108.HouseNo.30(TheHermitage),2012,facingsouthwest Figure1.110.HouseNo.34,2012,facingnortheast 
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	Figure
	Figure1.111.HouseNo.35,2012,facingnortheast Figure1.113.HouseNo.36,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.112.HouseNo.36(Weberhaus),ca.1900,facingsouthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	House No. 36 is on the crest of the hill (1) with House No. 1 visible in the distance (2). 
	Figure1.114.SheepHerder’sHouse,2012,facingsouthwest 
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	Figure
	Figure 1. 115. View of Zoar Village from hotel cupola, ca. 1888, facing northeast 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:29 
	This photograph shows a number of buildings that no longer exist, and also documents how the centers of blocks were used at Zoar Village. Present on the north side of Second Street in this image from left to right are the Zoar Hotel Laundry and Wash House (1), a small fruit dryer (2), an unidentified white outbuilding, possible storage for the Saddlery (3), the Saddlery (4), and the Tramp House on the corner (5). An orchard is present in the center of this block, and a number of long, narrow sheds (6) are p
	(23) are visible further to the east in the photograph beyond the Granary. Finally, the large Sheep Barn (24) is visible on the small hill in the upper right of the photograph. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.116.Treasurer’sHouse,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.116.Treasurer’sHouse,2012,facingnorthwest 


	Figure
	Figure1.118.ZoarGeneralStore,2012,facingnorthwest 
	HDC 2012 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Proposed 2103 Zoar Historic District boundary Extant Separatist-era tourism structures Non-extant Separatist-era tourism structures TowpathRoadNE Canal Hotel (TH35) Eberhart Road NW Canal Hotel Livery Barn Suspected location of Canal Blacksmith and Canal Store Ruins 
	Figure1.117.ZoarGeneralStore,1936,facingnorthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,Historic AmericanBuildingsSurvey/Historic AmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.119.SeparatistbuildingsattheCanalHotellocation 
	Location of barn from 1934 aerial photograph; former location of Canal Blacksmith and Canal Store speculated from Schultz 1978 and proximity to canal 
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	Figure
	Figure1.120.InteriorofsecondZoarGreenhouse,1895 
	Source:Fernandez2003:129 
	The interior of the second greenhouse presented a tropical character, including a parrot (perched near the ceiling in the upper right of the photograph). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.121.ProbablelocationsofSeparatistagriculturalfields,vineyards,andorchardsmentionedinthetext 
	Source:Morhart1981,Schultz1978,ScottGordon,personalcommunication,2013 
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	Figure1.123.Separatist-periodagriculturalbuildingsinthenorthwestpartofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.122.Separatist-periodagriculturalandcommercialbuildingskeymap 
	Figure1.124.Separatist-periodagriculturalandcommercialbuildingsinthesouthwestpartofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.126.Separatist-periodagriculturalbuildingsattheSheepHerder’sHousecomplexeastofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.125.Separatist-periodagriculturalbuildingsintheeasternpartofZoarVillage 
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	Figure
	Figure1.127.ViewofZoarVillage,1896,facingnortheast 
	Source:Fernandez2003:65 
	Key: 1. Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad trestle east of the river 2. Second Cow Barn 3. First Cow Barn (?) 4. Calf Barn 5. Zoar Railroad Station 6. House No. 2 7. Zoar General Store 8. Zoar Hotel 9. House No. 23 10. Zoar Hotel Buggy Shed 11. Second Planing Mill 12. Wagon Shop 13. Blacksmith Shop 14. House No. 3 15. Treasurer’s House 16. Zoar Town Hall 17. Third Schoolhouse 18. House No. 6 19. House No. 8 20. Bakery 
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	Figure
	Figure1.128.ViewofZoarfromsheepfarmarea,ca.1892,facingwest 
	Source:Fernandez2003:25 
	Key: 1a. Zoar Hotel 1b. Zoar Hotel Annex 2 Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop 3. Hotel Livery Stable 4. House No. 22 5. Granary 6. Drying Shed 7. Tannery 8. Bark Shed 9. Corn Crib 10. House No. 1 11. House No. 19 12. Threshing Barn 13. Wheat Storage Barn 14. House No. 18 15. Horse Barn 16. Wagon Shed 17. Unidentified shed 18. Filly Barn 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.129.SecondCowBarn,1937,facingnorthwest Figure1.130.SecondCowBarnfoundation,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1937 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure 1. 131. 1923 aerial photograph of Zoar Village 
	Figure 1. 131. 1923 aerial photograph of Zoar Village 
	Source: Zoar Museum Collection 
	This photograph shows the Zoar Garden (upper left corner) before its restoration. Note the missing central tree and the planting of row crops. Key: 1. House No. 9 2. Garden Wash House 3. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse 4. House No. 10 5. Bakery 6. 20th century house (COE# 5902) 7. House No. 36 8. 20th century house (COE# 5904) 9. House No. 34 10. House No. 34 outbuilding 11. Third Schoolhouse 12. House No. 20 13. House No. 16 14. House No. 27 15. Outbuilding (COE # 5854) 16. Magazine 17. House No
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	Figure
	Figure1.132.HorseBarn,ca.1890s,facingeast 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	Figure
	The Horse Barn (1) is in the left foreground, with a wagon shed (2) in the background. To the right of the wagon shed is the Sheep Barn (3) in 
	Figure1.134.KettleHousefoundation,2012,facingnorthwest 
	the far distance and the Wheat Storage Barn (4) on the right side of the photograph. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.133.HorseHospitalfoundation,2012,facingnortheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell 
	Figure1.135.SheepBarn,2012,facingnorth 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.136.ViewoftheSlaughterHouseandBrewery,ca.early1900s,facingnortheast Figure1.138.ModernbarnbuiltonfoundationsofStorageBarn,2012,facingnortheast 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	The Slaughter House is the partially obscured building on the left side of the photograph (1), and the Brewery is the multistory building on the right (2). This photograph also depicts the low, wet agricultural field where Zoar Lake is now. 
	Figure
	Figure1.137.Slaughterhousefoundation,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.137.Slaughterhousefoundation,facingnorthwest 
	Photographby AndrewSewell,2012 


	Figure
	Figure1.139.ThreshingBarn,latenineteenthcentury,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.139.ThreshingBarn,latenineteenthcentury,facingnortheast 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	Note the tile roof on the Threshing Barn. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.140.WheatStorageBarnfoundation,facingeast 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
	Figure
	Figure1.142.ModernbuildingonpossibleSeparatist-erabarnfoundation,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.142.ModernbuildingonpossibleSeparatist-erabarnfoundation,2012,facingsouthwest 


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.141.Detailof1934aerialphotographofZoarvillage,showing20thcenturydevelopmentandsurvivingSeparatist buildings 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Key: 1. 1933 Brewery Foundation 2. Granary 3. Wheat Storage Barn and storage sheds 4. Lime Kiln 5. Sheep Barn, 6. Separatist-period Barn 
	Figure1.143.Storageshedfoundation(HDC54),facingnorth 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
	This small cut stone foundation is located at the top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn, and correlates to a small shed visible in Figure 1. 128. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.145.Separatist-erabarnat9872TowpathRoad,2012,facingnorthwest 
	This barn bears the date “1891” on its cornerstone, and is within the boundary of the former Separatist landholdings as recorded in 1898. 
	Figure1.144.Concentrationoffoundationstonescorrelatedwithastorageshedlocation(HDC55),2012,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell 
	This concentration of about six or seven cut limestone blocks correlates to a small shed documented here on the 1935 USACE conceptual map (Figure 1. 22). The use of cut stones strongly suggests the original building dates to the Separatist period. 
	Figure
	Figure1.146.PossibleSeparatist-erabarnat9842TowpathRoad,2012,facingsouthwest 
	This barn, which has a stone foundation, is in the suspected location of the ca. 1890s Separatist pig farm on Wolf Run. Note the similarities in construction to the Separatist barn located just north of this barn in Figure 1. 145. 
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	Figure1.150.Separatist-periodindustryandmanufacturingstructuressouthofZoarVillage 
	Note: the foundry and pottery locations are speculative, while the other structures are more accurately placed through historical map and photograph analysis. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.152.MillheadracenearrailroadpiersouthwestofZoarLevee,facingnorthwest 
	Photographby AndrewSewell,2012 
	A stone retaining wall associated with the head race is partially visible in the foreground of the photograph. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.151.Separatist-periodindustrialsiteslocatedoutsidethestudyarea 
	This map depicts the general locations of suspected and known outlying industrial sites owned by the Society on their wider landholdings, away from Zoar Village. None of these locations are confirmed through physical inspection. Although within the study area, the First Quarry is shown on this map for ease of comparison with the location of the Second Quarry. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.153.Millracewithinindustrialcorearea,facingwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
	Photograph taken from approximate northwest corner of First Grist Mill/House No. 26/ Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop building location. Note the Woolen Mill foundation in the background, just above a stone retaining wall and behind a cluster of trees in the center of the photograph. The retaining wall was possibly used to separate water flow in the mill race so that both the Woolen Mill and the First Grist Mill received sufficient flowages for powering waterwheels. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.154.Detailof1958aerialphotographshowingbrickplant,lakes,andmillrace 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyAuditorGISDepartment Key:1.CorunditeRefractoriesBrickPlant2.ZoarLake3.LimeKilnLake4.Millrace(linedbytrees). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.157.DetailofcribstructureatZoarDam,2012 
	Figure1.155.ZoarDamonTuscarawasRiver,2012,facingsouthfromupstream 
	Figure
	Figure1.156.Originaltimbercribbingexposedatdambreach,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.156.Originaltimbercribbingexposedatdambreach,2012,facingsoutheast 


	Figure
	Figure1.158.FirstGristMillandSawmill/HouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMillandMachineShop,ca.early1900s,facingnorth 
	Figure1.158.FirstGristMillandSawmill/HouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMillandMachineShop,ca.early1900s,facingnorth 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	The Second Planing Mill was likely established in the two-story frame building with the tile roof, which previously served as House No. 26, and before that as the First Grist Mill and Sawmill (1), while the Machine Shop is probably the one-and-a-half story addition with a slate roof (2). The initials “PB” in the lower right corner likely belong to Peter Bimeler. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.159.Stone-linedwellatFirstGristMill/FirstHouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMilllocation,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2013 
	According to Steve Shonk (personal communication, 2013), this well would have been located off the northeast corner of the porch added to the First Grist Mill when it became the Kappel family residence, House No. 26. Later, a steel lining was inserted into the well shaft. 
	Figure1.160.FoundationstonesonthesurfaceinthegenerallocationoftheFirstGristMill,facingsoutheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2013 
	The stones sit on top and partially buried in a large berm, which is either remnants of the original land surface, with a borrow area to the east, or an artificial berm from bulldozing activities related to the demolition of the structures in this area ca. 1938. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.163.CanalMillontopofterraceonwestsideofTuscarawasRiver,facingnorth 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	This undated photograph helps demonstrate the huge size of the structure. Here, we see the top story and a half of the western end of the mill, with a well head in the foreground. Towpath Road currently runs through this location. 
	Figure1.161.TheCanalMill,ca.1860s–1870s,facingsouthwest 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection. 
	The dating of this photograph is speculative, but the young woman in the foreground appears to be the same one as in Figure 1. 194, which predates the Zoar Iron Bridge and Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad bridge. 
	Figure
	Figure1.162.MapshowingfootprintofCanalMillinrelationtoOhio& ErieCanalandtheZoarIronBridge 
	Figure1.162.MapshowingfootprintofCanalMillinrelationtoOhio& ErieCanalandtheZoarIronBridge 
	Source:Olmstead1996:16 
	Map reproduced from Olmstead’s 1996 A Documentary History of the Ohio & Erie Canal, Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 


	Figure
	Figure1.164.CanalMillshowingdockingstructureforcanalboats,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.164.CanalMillshowingdockingstructureforcanalboats,facingnorthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	This photograph shows how canal boats could either dock under the mill under the left arch, or pass by the mill under the right arch. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.167.CanalMillruinsoneastsideofcanal,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.165.CanalMill,westernbuildingremnantafterpartialdemolition,facingsouth 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2013 
	Source:Olmstead1996:17 
	Figure
	Figure1.166.StandingpillaratCanalMillruins,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.166.StandingpillaratCanalMillruins,facingnortheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 


	Figure
	Figure1.168.CanalMillruin,foundationremnantsacrossCanalMillRace,facingnortheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	A possible foundation stone is partially visible just below and to the immediate left of the tree in the center of the photograph. The mill race is in the foreground of the shot. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.169.CanalMillruinsonwestsideofcanal,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.169.CanalMillruinsonwestsideofcanal,facingsouthwest 
	Photographby AndrewR.Sewell,2013 
	A few foundation stones can be seen in place about halfway up the embankment in the center-right of the photograph, with more tumbled stones below that. 


	Figure
	Figure1.171.CustomMill,ca.1920s,facingsouth 
	Source:Fernandez2003:81 
	Note the dry mill race in this photograph, which may indicate that it was taken after the mill ceased operation in 1917. The mill’s turbine is visible under the mill building, just to the right of the mill race bank. 
	Figure
	Figure1.170.CustomMill,ca.1920s,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.170.CustomMill,ca.1920s,facingsouthwest 
	Source:ChuckKnackCollection 


	Figure
	Figure

	Figure1.172.HABSdatasheetfortheCustomMill,1936 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,Historic AmericanBuildingsSurvey/Historic AmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This drawing was made in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Foundation remnants present today correspond to the brick and stone foundations on the east (right) side of the mill race in this drawing. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.173.CustomMillincurrentlocationatZoarville,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.173.CustomMillincurrentlocationatZoarville,2012,facingnortheast 


	Figure
	Figure1.175.CustomMillstonefoundation,facingeast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	This foundation remnant corresponds to the stone foundation just outside the east side of the building in Figure 1. 172. 
	Figure
	Figure1.174.CustomMillbrickfoundationremainsoneastedgeofmillrace,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.174.CustomMillbrickfoundationremainsoneastedgeofmillrace,facingnortheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2013 
	Note House No. 25 visible in upper right corner. 


	Figure
	Figure1.176.CustomMillstoneabutmentatbaseofroadembankment,facingsoutheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2013 
	This foundation remnant corresponds to the stone abutment west of the railroad tracks in Figure 1. 172. Note the construction date of 1897 in the stone wall. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.177.AugustBurkhartatoneoftheloomsintheWoolenMill,ca.1890s 
	Source:Fernandez2003:104 
	This photograph shows one of the several looms that operated in the Woolen Mill. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.179.WoolenMill,ca.1930s,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.179.WoolenMill,ca.1930s,facingsouthwest 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	The Woolen Mill is the building on the right side of this photograph (2). The Planing Mill/Machine Shop building is on the left (1). 


	Figure
	Figure1.180.DyeHouse,WoolenMill,andFirstGristMill/HouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMill,facingnorth,ca.1890 
	Figure1.180.DyeHouse,WoolenMill,andFirstGristMill/HouseNo.26/SecondPlaningMill,facingnorth,ca.1890 
	Source:SteveShonkCollection 
	Key: 1. Dye House, 2. Woolen Mill, 3. First Grist Mill/House No. 26/Second Planing Mill. 


	Figure1.178.WoolenMillandDyeHouse,undatedphotograph,facingsouth 
	Source:Fernandez2003:84 
	The Woolen Mill is in the center of the photograph (1), the Dye House is the one-and-a-half story frame shop building in the right side of the photograph (2), and a portion of the Second Planing Mill and Machine Shop is visible in the left side (3). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.181.SketchofDyeHouseatWoolenMill,facingwest,byHazelHickman,ca.1907 
	Source:SteveShonkCollection 
	This sketch shows the Dye House peeking out from behind the corner of the Woolen Mill. A small wooden footbridge crosses over the mill race. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.183.UndatedphotographofZoardairyherdonSecondStreet,facingeast 
	Figure1.183.UndatedphotographofZoardairyherdonSecondStreet,facingeast 
	Source:Fernandez2003:91 
	This photograph shows two unidentified outbuildings (1, 3) and what may be the linseed oil mill (2) on the left side of the photograph. The buildings on the right side are the Heckle House (4) and Wash and Candle House (5). 


	Figure1.182.WoolenMillfoundationremnants,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2013 
	The mill race is in the foreground of this photograph, with the Woolen Mill foundation in the background. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.184.SketchoftheTannery,ca.1907,byHazelHickman 
	Source:SteveShonkCollection 
	This sketch shows the Tannery building in a state of disrepair after it fell out of use following the dissolution of the society. There appears to be a mark over the front door where a gable-end porch was present, and a possible second story doorway or access hatch on the front elevation. Neither the Bark Shed nor the Drying Shed are depicted; the absence of the boiler stack suggests that the Bark Shed was already demolished by the time this sketch was produced. 
	Figure1.185.StovedesignedbySeparatistsandmadeintheZoarFoundry 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	This large, bulky stove is on display at the Zoar Museum, and shows how its old-fashioned design had to compete with newer, more efficient and smaller-size models in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
	Figure
	Figure1.186.SecondSawmillandboatlaunch,latenineteenthcentury,facingeast 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	The boat launch is visible on the left side of the photograph, and the ramps that fed logs into the saw mill can be seen on the left side of the mill. 
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	Figure1.187.SawmillandPowerhouseruins,2012,facingeast 
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	Figure1.188.Separatistquarry,locatedonthewestsideoftheTuscarawasRiver 
	Meters 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	This undated photograph was identified by Chuck Knaack as having been taken at the second Zoar quarry, located near the former brick plant location across the river from Zoar. 
	Figure1.189.Separatist-eraTransportationandFloodControlstructureskeymap 
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	Figure1.191.CanalboatsnearZoar,latenineteenthcentury 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
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	Figure1.192.CanalboatatLock10,undatedphotograph 
	Figure1.190.Separatist-eraTransportationandFloodControlstructuresonthewestsideofZoarVillage 
	Source:Olmstead1996:12 
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	Figure
	Figure1.193.FeederCanalGuardLockonwestsideofTuscarawasRiver,facingnorth 
	Source:Olmstead1996:15 
	Figure
	Figure1.194.ViewoftheTuscarawasRiveratZoar,ca.1860s–1870s,facingsouth 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	Visible from left to right are the Covered Bridge (1), the Canal Hotel Barn (2), and the Canal Mill (3). The photograph dates to before the 1880s as neither of the bridges dating to the 1880s are present, and may represent one of the earliest photographs of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure1.195.1883ZoarIronBridge,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.197.Wheeling& LakeErieRailroadpiersintheTuscarawasRiver,2012,facingnorthwest 
	PhotographbyChristineTrebellas,2012 
	Figure
	Figure1.196.ZoarRailroadBridge,ca.1880–1900,facingsouth 
	Source:FloydBrownGroup2010 
	Key: 1. Zoar Railroad Bridge. 2. Canal Mill 
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	Figure1.200.Separatist-periodCommunity,EducationandReligionbuildingsandstructuresintheeasternportionofZoarVillage 
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	Figure
	Figure1.204.TherestoredBakery,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.204.TherestoredBakery,2012,facingsoutheast 


	Figure1.202.LocationofpartofZoarCemeterydatingtothenineteenthcentury 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.205.BlacksmithShop,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.205.BlacksmithShop,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 


	Figure1.203.TheZoarBakery,aspaintedbyI.T.Frary,ca.1920 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	This watercolor shows the large 1880s addition (the building with the large chimney) and the small rear bake oven (to the left of the large chimney), which are no longer extant. The small shed next to the street was apparently a common Zoar outbuilding type, although its exact purpose is unknown (Chuck Knaack, personal communication, 2012). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.206.Detailof1958aerialphotographofZoarVillage 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyAuditorGISDepartment 
	Key: 1. Zoar Brewery and Dance Pavilion 2. Storage Barn 3. Unidentified building 4. 20th century house (COE# 5904) 5. House No. 36 6. Third Meetinghouse 7. Unidentified building 8, Third Schoolhouse 9. 20th century house (COE# 5917) 10. 20th century house (COE# 5897) 11. House No. 7 12. House No. 8 13. House No. 9 14. House No. 10 15. Bakery 16. 20th century house (COE# 5902) 17. House No. 6 18. Garden Wash House 19. House No. 11 (Garden House) and Greenhouse. 20. House No. 34 21. House No. 20 22. House No.
	36. Zoar Train Station (relocated) 37. Magazine 38. House No. 1 39. House No. 13 40. House No. 19 41. 20th century house (COE# 5873) 42. 20th century house (COE# 5880) 43. House No. 31 44. Second Cow Barn 45. Unidentified building (possible Kettle House?) 46. House No. 2 47. Treasurer’s House 48. Zoar Town Hall 49. House No. 26 50. House No. 22 51. 20th century house (COE# 5864) 52. House No. 21 53. House No. 3 54. Zoar General Store and Dairy and Cheese House 55. Zoar Hotel 56. Second Cider Mill and Cabine
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	Figure
	Figure1.207.ReconstructedBlacksmithShop,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure
	Figure1.209.Brewery,1936,facingsouthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. At this time, the brewery was operating as a dance hall. 
	Figure
	Figure1.208.Breweryvault,1936,facingnorth 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure1.210.Latetwentiethcenturyduplexapartmentbuildingbuiltatopbreweryfoundation,ca.1990s 
	Source:AmericanFreeTreeProgram1997 
	Black arrow (added by HDC) indicates location of duplex. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.211.Breweryremains,2012,facingnorth 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	The stone foundation of the Brewery has been altered with a late-twentieth century cement block foundation from a small apartment building Figure1.213.InteriorofBreweryvault that was built atop the remnants of the former building, and more recently with a picnic shelter after the apartment building was removed. 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	Figure
	Figure1.212.Breweryvaultentranceinmodernfoundation,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.214.WoodengravemarkersintheZoarCemetery,2012,facingnorth 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure1.215.SecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure
	Figure1.217.CarpetdrumatrearofSecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,1936,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.217.CarpetdrumatrearofSecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,1936,facingnortheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 


	Figure
	Figure1.216.SecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,1936,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.216.SecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,1936,facingsouthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 


	Figure
	Figure1.218.SecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.218.SecondCiderMillandCabinetShop,2012,facingsouthwest 
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	Figure
	Figure1.219.FirstCobblerShopandTinShop,1936,facingnortheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. Key: 1. House No. 34, 2. First Cobbler Shop and Tin Shop. 
	Figure1.221.ZoarGeneralStoreandDairyandCheeseHouse,earlytwentiethcentury,facingsouthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	The Dairy and Cheese House building (2) is visible as the rear wing of the store (1). The associated Spring House was no longer present when this photograph was taken. In the background of the photograph are outbuildings either associated with the Dairy or House No. 3 (3), House No. 3 (4), and the Second Cow Barn (5) 
	Figure
	Figure1.220.ReconstructedFirstCobbler’sShopandTinShop,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.220.ReconstructedFirstCobbler’sShopandTinShop,2012,facingnortheast 


	Figure
	Figure1.222.DairyandCheeseHouse,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.222.DairyandCheeseHouse,2012,facingnortheast 
	The Dairy and Cheese House is the small wing (1) on the rear of the Zoar General Store (2) 
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	Figure
	Figure1.223.ViewlookingeastdownSecondStreet,showingSpringHouse,latenineteenthcentury 
	Source:Fernandez2003:92 
	The Spring House (3) is the low building perpendicular to the Zoar General Store (1) and Dairy (2) buildings. Visible in the background is an outbuilding (4), House No. 3 (5), a small portion of the Calf Barn (6), and the Second Cow Barn (7) 
	Figure1.224.Detailof1934aerialphotographshowingeasternZoarandremnantsofSeparatistFishPondberms 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Berms for the lower Fish Pond indicated by black arrows added to image by HDC. The Goose Run channel is visible to the right (east) of the berms. 
	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure1.225.PublicGarden,ca.1890s,facingnorthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	This photograph shows the Zoar Garden in the late nineteenth century, with the central Norway Spruce and the encircling hedge of arbor vitae. Buildings visible in the background of the photograph include: 1. House No. 5, 2. House No. 6, 3. House No. 7, 4. Unidentified outbuilding, 5. House No. 8, 6. Garden Washhouse, 7. House No. 11 (Garden House). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.226.PublicGarden,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.226.PublicGarden,facingnortheast 
	PhotographbyChristineTrebellas,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure1.228.Gardenspringhouse,restoredin1994,facingnorth 
	Figure
	Figure1.227,GardenspringhouseatnorthwestcornerofMainandThirdStreets,ca.1900 
	Source:Fernandez2003:128 
	This springhouse supplied water through a set of pipes leading from the natural springs on the hillside to the north. 
	Figure1.229.GardenHousewashhouse,aspaintedbyC.K.McIntyre 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	This detail of an undated watercolor by C. K. McIntyre of the Garden House and its attendant wash house is perhaps the best graphic representation of this structure, showing its odd exterior staircase and overhanging roof. As with Frary’s painting of the Bakery, another of the small sheds with unidentified functions faces the street in this painting. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.230.LocationofGardenwashhouse,facingwestfromGardenHouse 
	Figure1.230.LocationofGardenwashhouse,facingwestfromGardenHouse 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	Stone foundations of the Garden wash house are visible in places here and there, barely covered by grass. 


	Figure
	Figure1.232.IceHousesouthofZoarVillage,ca.1940 
	Source:Law1942:262 
	The concrete dam is visible in the lower left corner of this photograph. 
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	Figure1.231.IcehousefoundationanddamsouthofZoarVillage 
	Figure1.231.IcehousefoundationanddamsouthofZoarVillage 
	Source:Huntington,2012 


	Figure1.233.Magazine,1936,facingsouthwest 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.234.Magazine,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.236.ThirdMeetinghouse,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure
	Figure1.235.ThirdMeetinghouse,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure1.237.Saddlery,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village, after the building had been moved south of Second Street. The building in the background is the Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop. 
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	Figure
	Figure 1. 238. Schoolchildren and teachers in front of the First Schoolhouse, ca. 1860s, facing south 
	Source: Gayle and Joe Potelicki Collection 
	This photograph shows House No. 13 when it functioned as the First Schoolhouse, probably right before the opening of the Second Schoolhouse. The adult male on the porch is likely either Simon Beuter or John Doerschuk, who served as teachers in the 1860s. Doerschuk was not a member of the Society (Steve Shonk, personal communication, 2013). 
	Figure
	Figure 1. 239. Second Schoolhouse, undated photograph, facing northeast 
	Figure 1. 239. Second Schoolhouse, undated photograph, facing northeast 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:109 


	Figure
	Figure 1. 240. Second Schoolhouse, 2012, facing southeast 
	Figure 1. 240. Second Schoolhouse, 2012, facing southeast 


	Figure
	Figure 1. 241. Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office next to Zoar General Store, ca. 1890s, facing northwest 
	Figure 1. 241. Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office next to Zoar General Store, ca. 1890s, facing northwest 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:101 
	The Tailor Shop and Doctor’s Office is the small two-story house next to the larger Zoar General Store in the background of the photograph, which shows two Separatists working on a wagon outside the Wagon Shop. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.242.TailorShopandDoctor’sOffice,2012,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.244.PossiblefoundationstonesfromawagonshedalongEastStreet,facingsouth 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell:2012 
	Figure1.243.ReconstructedWagonShop,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.245.ZoarJail,1936,facingeast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 
	Figure1.246.ZoarTownHall,undatedphotograph,facingwest 
	Source:Fernandez2003:37 
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	Figure
	Figure1.247.ZoarTownHall,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyChristineTrebellas,2012 
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	Figure1.248.Separatist-eraTourismandRecreationstructuresoverviewmap 
	HDC 2012 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary Extant Separatist-era tourism structures Non-extant, Separatist-era tourism structures Fig 1.250 Zoar Lake Possible location of Picnic Grounds Band Stand Fig 1.119 
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	Figure
	Figure1.250.CanalHotel,latenineteenthcentury,facingsouth 
	Fernandez2003:85 
	This photograph shows a somewhat dilapidated Canal Hotel (2), with its large livery barn visible in the background (1). 
	Figure
	Figure1.251.CanalHotel,2012,facingwest 
	Figure1.251.CanalHotel,2012,facingwest 
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	Figure
	Figure1.249.Separatist-eraTourismandRecreationstructures,ZoarHotelcomplex 
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	Figure
	Figure1.252.ZoarHotel,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.252.ZoarHotel,1936,facingsoutheast 
	Source:LibraryofCongress,HistoricAmericanBuildingsSurvey/HistoricAmericanEngineeringRecord/HistoricAmericanLandscapesSurvey 
	This photograph was taken in 1936 as part of the HABS documentation of Zoar Village. 


	Figure
	Figure1.254.1892ZoarHotelAddition,ca.1892,facingnortheast 
	Fernandez2003:137 
	This photograph would appear to have been taken right after the addition was constructed, as there is no landscaping present that has been observed in later photographs of the new addition. 
	Figure
	Figure1.253.ZoarHotel,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure1.253.ZoarHotel,2012,facingsoutheast 


	Figure
	Figure1.255.ZoarHotelLaundryandWashHouse,convertedintoagarage,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.255.ZoarHotelLaundryandWashHouse,convertedintoagarage,2012,facingnortheast 
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	Figure
	Figure1.256.ZoarDike,2012,facingnorthwest 
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	Figure
	HDC 2012 Source: OGRIP Legend Proposed 2013 Zoar Historic District boundary Non-extant, unknown Separatist-era structures Park Street Fifth Street Main Street Foltz Street Fourth Street Third Street Second Street First Street 
	Figure1.257.Zoar-periodbuildingsofunknownfunction 
	Source:1898dissolutionmap 
	Many of these buildings are likely outbuildings associated with Separatist residences, but their identification as such remains unconfirmed. 
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	Figure1.260.Post-Separatistdevelopmentto1962inthenorthernportionofZoarVillage Figure1.261.Post-Separatistdevelopmentto1962inthecentralportionofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.262.Post-Separatistdevelopmentto1962eastofZoarVillage 
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	Figure1.263.Post-Separatistdevelopmentto1962northeastofZoarVillage 
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	Figure
	Figure1.264.1934 aerialviewofZoarVillagefacingwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Key: 1. Wagon Shop 2. House No. 23 3. House No. 23 outbuilding 4. Second Doctor’s Office 5. Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office 6. Zoar Store/Dairy 8. Zoar Hotel Wagon Sheds 9. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable 10. Saddlery 11. Zoar Jail 12. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Jail 13.House No. 3 Outbuildings 14. House No. 3 15. Second Cow Barn 16. Zoar Lake Cottage 17. Zoar Lake Cottage 18. Zoar Lake Cottage 19. Zoar Lake Cottage 20. Zoar Lake Cottage 21. House No. 2 22. House No. 31 23. 20th century House (COE# 5851) 
	27. Zoar Town Hall 28. House No. 1 29. House No. 26 30. House No. 29 31.20th century House (COE# 5864) 32. Granary 33.House No. 13 34. House No. 19 35. 20th century House (COE# 5873) 36. House No. 19 garage 37. 20th century House (COE# 5880) 38. Possible Cooper’s Shop 39. House No. 5 40. House No. 12 41. House No. 35 42. House No. 14 43. House No. 17 44. House No. 18 45. House No. 18 outbuilding 46. 20th century House (COE# 5898) 47. Zoar Lake Cottage (moved) 48. House No. 6 49. Garden Wash House 50. Garden
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	Figure
	Figure1.265.1934 aerialviewofZoarVillagefacingsoutheast 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Key: 1 House No. 30, 2. House No. 16, 3. House No.20, 4. Shed on Horse Hospital foundation, 5. Storage Sheds (HDC 53, 54), 6. Wheat Storage Barn ,7. 20th century house (COE# 5880), 8. House No. 18, 9. 20th century garage (COE# 5879a), 10. House No. 17, 11. 20th century house (COE# 5873), 12. Granary, 13. Building associated with Separatist-era Barn (no longer present), 14. House No. 15, 15. House No. 14, 16. House No. 19, 17.House No. 21, 18. Second Cider Mill and Cabinet Shop, 19. Zoar Jail, 20. Unidentifi
	23. House No. 34, 24. Tin Shop, 25. House No. 12, 26. House No. 35, 27. House No. 13, 28. Unidentified outbuilding, 29. 20th century house (COE# 5864), 30. Zoar Hotel Livery Stable, 31. Zoar Hotel, 32. House No. 29, 33. House No. 26, 34. House No. 22, 35. 20th century house (COE# 5902), 36. Bakery, 37. House No. 1, 38. Zoar Town Hall, 39. Treasurer’s House, 40. Zoar Store/Dairy, 41. Tailor Shop and First Doctor’s Office, 42. Second Doctor’s Office, 43. House No. 23, 44. House No. 23 outbuilding, 45. House N
	60. House No. 5, 61. Possible Cooper’s Shop, 62. 20th century house (COE# 5851), 63. House No. 31, 64. Possible Kettle House(?), 65. Second Cow Barn 
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	Figure
	Figure1.266.1934AerialPhotographofZoarVillageandimmediatearea 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	Key: 1. State Fish Hatchery No. 12 2. Corundite Refractories brick plant 3. 1933 Brewery foundation 4. Lime Kiln 5. Possible Separatist Fish Pond berms 
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	Figure
	Figure1.267.EarlytwentiethcenturyZoardoctor’soffice,facingnorthwest 
	Source:ChuckKnaackCollection 
	This building was located between the old Doctor’s House and the former Doctor’s Office and Tailor Shop. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.269.StateDamattachedtoZoarDamin1908,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.269.StateDamattachedtoZoarDamin1908,facingnortheast 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	The fish ladder is visible at the junction of the new and old dams. 


	Figure
	Figure1.268.Ohio&ErieCanalLock10,2012,facingnorthwest 
	This lock was originally a stone lock built by the Separatists, but dismantled and rebuilt as a concrete structure in 1908. It is currently unknown whether original, Separatist-built components still exist as part of the lock superstructure. 
	Figure1.270.Ca.1908photographoftheWheeling&LakeErieRailroadtrestleandnewStateDam,facingnorthwest 
	Source:TuscarawasCountyHistoricalSociety 
	This trestle is likely one noted as replaced in 1908, with the new State Dam visible in the background. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.271.SecondStateDamremains,2012,facingwest 
	Figure1.271.SecondStateDamremains,2012,facingwest 


	Figure
	Figure1.273.Morning Mist at Zoar,ca.1912,byGeorgeAdomeit 
	Source:TregonningandCompany2012b TheviewmaybeoftheSheepBarnsfromnearGooseRun,eastoftheagriculturalcomplexalongSecondStreet. 
	Figure
	Figure1.272.Wheat Shocks at Zoar,ca.1905,byGeorgeAdomeit 
	Figure1.272.Wheat Shocks at Zoar,ca.1905,byGeorgeAdomeit 
	Source:TregonningandCompany2012a 


	Figure
	Figure1.274.ZoarLakeDam,facingsouthwest 
	Figure1.274.ZoarLakeDam,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure1.275.DancePavilionattachedtotheZoarBrewery,ca.1930,facingnorth Figure1.277.StateFishHatcherydiversionpondinditchoneastsideofcanalbed,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Source:EarthActionPartnership2012 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.278.StateFishHatcheryculvertbetweenrearingponds,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.278.StateFishHatcheryculvertbetweenrearingponds,2012,facingnortheast 


	Figure1.276.StateFishHatchery,1929,facingsoutheast 
	Source:ZoarMuseumCollection 
	This photograph shows the hatchery in operation. Nearly all the hatchery structures visible in this photograph still exist in some form today. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.279.StateFishHatcheryculvertbetweenrearingponds,2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure
	Figure1.281.Ruinsofabrickfishhatcheryservicebuildingatthenortheasternendofthehatcherycomplex,facingnorth 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2013 
	The water-filled ditch in the background is the old mill race for the Canal Mill. 
	Figure
	Figure1.280.StateFishHatcherypillaratnorthend,2012,facingnortheast 
	Figure1.282.StateFishHatcherystructureatnorthend,facingsoutheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
	The large bolts sticking out of the top of the structure suggest this served as a base for a machine, perhaps a mechanical pump used to regulate water flow into the hatchery. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.283.A View of Zoar (II),ca.1920,byAugustBiehle,Jr. 
	Source:Landau1986 
	The exact view in this painting is hard to determine, but the perspective looking down on Zoar places it somewhere north or east of the village. 
	Figure1.284.Path to the Hotel, Zoar,1920,byAugustBiehle,Jr. 
	Source:Landau1986 
	This painting was likely produced near the Wheat Storage Barn, facing southwest towards the Zoar Hotel. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.285.1933Breweryfoundation,facingsoutheast 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure1.286.ViewofZoarLevee#1construction,October1935,facingnorth 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	This photograph was likely taken at the projected location of Ramp #3 on the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad tracks. The buildings visible in the background are cottages (1) built on lots auctioned by the Zoar Lake & Resort Company in 1923. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.287.NorthwesternendofLevee#1,March1936,facingsouth 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	Massive ground disturbance is evident in this photograph. The Second Cow Barn (1) is visible in the extreme left background of the photograph, and buildings associated with the Zoar Lake Resort are present on the other side of the levee, one of which is likely the resort bathhouse (2). 
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	Figure
	Figure1.288.ZoarDiversionDam,ca.1937,facingnortheast 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	This is the downstream face of the Zoar Diversion Dam, with the existing concrete culvert just left of center in the photograph. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.289.HouseNo.24andvalleysouthofZoarVillage,June1937,facingsouth 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	This photograph was taken approximately at the west end of Levee # 2, and shows House No. 24 (1) in the foreground, and in the background is the valley where some of the old Zoar Industries, such as the tile works, the pottery, and the foundry, were located, before construction of the diversion channel segment in this location and removal of the railroad tracks. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.290.HouseNo.24andvalleysouthofZoarVillage,ca.December1937,facingsouth 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	This photograph was taken approximately at the west end of Levee # 2, and shows approximately the same view as Figure 1. 289. The use of the valley south of House No. 24 (1) as a staging area is documented in this photograph, with large piles of fill material visible to the left of the railroad tracks (2). The staging area appears to be graded. The house was demolished soon after this photo was taken, as it does not appear in a photograph of this area taken from the west, also dated December 1937 (Figure 1.
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	Figure
	Figure1.291.ZoarLeveeconstruction,December1937,facingeastfromStation25+00 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	The former location of House No. 24 (1) would have been across Main Street (2)on top of the rise in the center of this photograph . The Goose Run Railroad Culvert is just barely visible (3). The photograph shows the same view as Figure 1. 292. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.292.ZoarLeveeconstruction,ca.1938,facingeastfromStation25+00 
	Source:USACEHuntington 
	Extensive ground disturbance in this area is documented by this photograph. The former location of House No. 24 (1) is completely graded. Construction disturbance goes right up to the old Main Street roadbed (2) Note: the USACE photo information appears to have the date wrong-the photograph showing House No. 24 in Figure 1. 290 appears dated December 1937. 
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	Figure
	Figure1.293.Leveeconstruction,ca.1938,facingnorthwestfromapproximateformerlocationofHouseNo.24 
	Figure1.293.Leveeconstruction,ca.1938,facingnorthwestfromapproximateformerlocationofHouseNo.24 

	Source:USACEHuntington 
	As with the previous photograph, the date in the image is possibly incorrect. Visible in this photograph from left to right are the Zoar Train Station (1), the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad tracks (2), the Second Cow Barn (3), House No. 3 (4), House No. 23 (5), and the Blacksmith Shop (6). 
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	Figure 1. 294. Repairs to a sinkhole  upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam, 1947, facing north Source: Huntington This photograph documents remediatio on techniques used to cap a sinkhole, but also shows what is like ely a remnant of the upper Fish Pond constructed by the Separatists in the ni ineteenth century, represented by the small pond of water in the background. This area was likely still retaining water after the impoundmentt was drained due to remnants of the fish pond berms. 
	Figure 1. 294. Repairs to a sinkhole  upstream of the Zoar Diversion Dam, 1947, facing north Source: Huntington This photograph documents remediatio on techniques used to cap a sinkhole, but also shows what is like ely a remnant of the upper Fish Pond constructed by the Separatists in the ni ineteenth century, represented by the small pond of water in the background. This area was likely still retaining water after the impoundmentt was drained due to remnants of the fish pond berms. 
	Figure 1. 295 5. Old Mill at Zoar, 1940, by August Biehle, Jr. Source: Landa au 1986 This oil paint ting was based off a watercolor sketch Biehle produced in 1922..The image actually shows the building after it was converted to o a powerhouse.  The roofline of the Boat House is visible to the right of the mill. . 
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	Figure
	Figure

	Figure1.296.1950as-builtdrawingsofZoarLeveeraising,northernendoflevee 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure
	Figure

	Figure1.297.1950as-builtdrawingsofZoarLeveeraising,southernendoflevee 
	Source:Huntington 
	This drawing documents how Levee # 1 and Levee #2 were connected. 
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	Figure
	Figure

	Figure1.298.1950as-builtdrawingsofZoarLeveeraising,Dover-ZoarRoadrampportion 
	Source:Huntington 
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	Figure
	Figure1.299.Bathing ‘beach’ Zoar,1961,byGeorgeAdomeit 
	Figure1.299.Bathing ‘beach’ Zoar,1961,byGeorgeAdomeit 
	Source:Tregonning&Company2012c 
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	Figure1.300.ResourcesrelatedtoMWCD andUSACE FloodControlefforts 
	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.301.LimeKilnruins,2012,facingnorthwest 
	Figure1.302.ZoarLakeDikeruins,facingnorthwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewSewell,2012 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure1.303.RailroadpierinwoodswestofZoarLevee,facingnorthwest Figure1.305.RailroadabutmentwestofTuscarawasRiver,2012,facingeast 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	Figure
	Figure1.304.DetailofconstructiondateonrailroadpierinFigure1.303 Figure1.306.RailroadabutmenteastofTuscarawasRiver,2012,facingwest 
	PhotographbyAndrewR.Sewell,2012 
	The legend reads “G. A. Craig-Contractor-1898”. 
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	Figure
	Aurora, OR Old Economy, PA New Harmony, IN Bethel, MO Amana Societies, IA Bishop Hill Colony, IL Zoar, OH HDC 2012 
	Figure1.307.Dover-ZoarRoadbridge(CR 82),facingsoutheast Figure1.308.Mapshowinglocationsofcommunalsocietiesdiscussedinthetext 
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	Figure
	Figure2.1.HouseNo.16,Jebenhaüschen(builtca.1817),2012,facingsouth 
	Figure2.1.HouseNo.16,Jebenhaüschen(builtca.1817),2012,facingsouth 
	One of the early log structures of Zoar, House No. 16 has square-hewn timbers with chinking and a V-notched corner notching system. 


	Figure
	Figure2.2.HouseNo.9(builtca.1817),2012,facingsoutheast 
	Figure2.2.HouseNo.9(builtca.1817),2012,facingsoutheast 
	Another early log structure, House No. 9 has a simple one-room plan with a front porch and rear shed addition. The main gable roof is covered with clay tiles originally made by the Society of Separatists of Zoar. 


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure2.3.HouseNo.10,ResidenceandFirstMeetingHouse(builtca.1817) 
	Figure2.3.HouseNo.10,ResidenceandFirstMeetingHouse(builtca.1817) 
	DrawingbyF.J.CoghlanDel,Historic AmericanBuildingSurvey,ca.1936 
	House No. 10 started as a one-room log structure. The east addition has the traditional form of a German Flurkuchenhaus with a central hearth, Kuche, Stube, and Kammer. The gable roof of the building is also covered with clay tiles, another traditional German construction material. 


	Figure
	Figure2.4.HouseNo.16,Jebenhaüschen(builtca.1817) 
	Figure2.4.HouseNo.16,Jebenhaüschen(builtca.1817) 
	DrawingbyF.J.CoghlanDel,HistoricAmericanBuildingSurvey,ca.1936 
	House No. 16 started as another early log structure which evolved into a four-room configuration. The location of the stairs, tucked into the corner of the main room, is reminiscent of the Flurkuchenhaus. 


	Figure
	Figure2.5.TheTinShop(builtca.1825,reconstructedca.1970),2012,facingnortheast 
	Although heavily restored, the Tin Shop is an excellent example of Fachwerk construction with brick infill. 
	Figure
	Figure2.6.TheCanalHotelinteriorview(built1829andexpandedin1832),2012,facingnortheast 
	The original portion of the Canal Hotel was built using Fachwerk construction uncovered during recent renovation work on the building. Visual evidence suggests that when the building was expanded in 1832, the Fachwerk construction was covered with wood siding on the exterior. The interior was covered in plaster at some point in the past. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure2.7.HouseNo.1,facingsouthwest 
	PhotographbyChristineTrebellas2012 
	The residence shows many elements of late Georgian architecture and was influential in the design of many later Society buildings. The cupola and swags in inset panels over the windows are typical of later Federal architecture. 
	Figure
	Figure2.8.HouseNo.35(completedin1870),2012,facingsoutheast 
	Although built several decades after the House No. 1, House No. 35 shows the influence of House No. 1 in its brick exterior. A Zoar vernacular Federal style is also apparent in its two-story structure, two-room deep plan, side-gable roof, and the symmetrical placement of windows and doors. 
	Figure2.9. HouseNo.27—ObedRuofResidence/BimelerMuseum(ca.1868),facingsoutheast 
	PhotographbyChristineTrebellas,2012 
	The residence shows many elements of late Greek Revival architecture, especially in the entry porch supported by columns and the entry door with sidelights and a transom window. 
	Figure
	Figure2.10.HouseofTrusteeZimmerman(Treasurer’sHouse)(1877),2012,facingnorthwest 
	The residence shows influence of House No. 1 in its brick material as well as the continuation of a vernacular Federal style in the two-and-ahalf story, two-room deep building form, side-gable roof, plain exterior, and symmetrical door and window placement. There is also a Victorian-era front entry porch with decorative wood brackets. 
	-
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	Photoby AndrewR.Sewell:2012 
	Site is located in middle distance in photograph, near the tree line. 
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	Photo by Andrew R. Sewell: 2012 
	Site is located on small rise in middle distance of photograph. 
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites Category 2 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites Category 3 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites Category 4 Areas: Paleoindian food procurement/resource extraction sites For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils within 656 ft (200m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most 
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Early Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on terraces within 522 ft (159 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Middle Archaic, small seasonal resource extraction camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on terraces. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-co
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps Category 2 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps Category 3 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps Category 4 Areas: Late Archaic, large summer base camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on floodplains and terraces within 541 ft (165 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular te
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Caregory 1 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Late Archaic, small winter resource extraction camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on uplands within 541 ft (165 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the m
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps Category 2 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps Category 3 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps Category 4 Areas: Early Woodland, large summer base camps Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the s
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Early Woodland, small winter resource extraction camps Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if t
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 1 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 3 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 4 Areas: Middle Woodland, year-round hamlets For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on floodplains and terraces. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be fo
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 2 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 3 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 4 Areas: Late Woodland, year-round hamlets Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to be found anywhere in the study area. Category 2 portions of the st
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Late Woodland, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particular temporal affiliation and site type, if these sites are to b
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	HDC 2013 Source: OGRIP Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages Category 2 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages Category 3 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages Category 4 Areas: Late Prehistoric, large villages For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on floodplains and terraces within 599 ft (182.5 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be the most likely places to identify pre-contact sites of a particul
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	Legend Study area Category 1 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 2 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 3 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps Category 4 Areas: Late Prehistoric, small seasonal resource extraction camps For this site type, CATEGORY 1 Areas are found on well-drained soils on uplands within 599 ft (182.5 m) of water. Category 1 portions of the study area are those areas predicted to be th
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	Legend Study area Terrace Upland Floodplain Water Areas of potential disturbance (Category 3 Areas) Areas of major disturbance (Category 4 Areas) Well-drained portions of FLOODPLAINS within the study area are CATEGORY 1 Areas for the following pre-contact site types: -Paleoindian workshop and chert processing sites -Late Archaic and Early Woodland large summer base camps -Middle and Late Woodland year-round hamlets -Late Woodland small resource extraction camps -Late Prehistoric villages Well-drained portio
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	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	5837/Wagon Shop 
	5837/Wagon Shop 
	1.1,1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion 
	ca.1835 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributingasa reconstruction 

	5838/Blacksmith Shop 
	5838/Blacksmith Shop 
	1.1,1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion 
	ca.1866 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributingasa reconstruction 

	5841/ZoarHotel 
	5841/ZoarHotel 
	1.1,1.259, 2.27, 
	Separatist– Commerce 
	1833 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5842a/HouseNo. 23 
	5842a/HouseNo. 23 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1831 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5842c/Tailor’s Shopand Doctor'sOffice 
	5842c/Tailor’s Shopand Doctor'sOffice 
	1.1,1.202, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion 
	ca.1831 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5843/Zoar GeneralStore/ DairyandCheese House 
	5843/Zoar GeneralStore/ DairyandCheese House 
	1.1,1.122, 2.17,2.20, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Commerce; Separatist-Community, Educationand Religion,Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	ca.1833 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5848/HouseNo. 3 
	5848/HouseNo. 3 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1831 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5849/HouseNo. 2 
	5849/HouseNo. 2 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1831 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5850/HouseNo. 31 
	5850/HouseNo. 31 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1877 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5850c/Kettle House Foundation 
	5850c/Kettle House Foundation 
	1.1,1.122, 2.16,2.19 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1880s 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5852/HouseNo. 5 
	5852/HouseNo. 5 
	1.1,1.562.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1830-1840 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5853/HouseNo. 27 
	5853/HouseNo. 27 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1868 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5856/Magazine 
	5856/Magazine 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	ca.1845 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	5856a/HouseNo. 1Kitchen, Washroom,and Laundry 
	5856a/HouseNo. 1Kitchen, Washroom,and Laundry 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1845 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5857/HouseNo. 1 
	5857/HouseNo. 1 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14,2.46 
	Separatist– Residential;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, 1898–1962 
	1835,1845 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5858/HouseNo. 29(WatchShop) 
	5858/HouseNo. 29(WatchShop) 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13,2.25 
	Separatist– Residential; Separatist Community, Education,and Religion 
	1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5859/HouseNo. 26 
	5859/HouseNo. 26 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1870 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5860/ZoarTown Hall 
	5860/ZoarTown Hall 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	1887 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5861/Treasurer’s House 
	5861/Treasurer’s House 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1877 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5861a/ Treasurer’s HouseWash House 
	5861a/ Treasurer’s HouseWash House 
	1.1,1.58,2.11, 2.14 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5862/HouseNo. 22 
	5862/HouseNo. 22 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1830-1850 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5863/ZoarHotel Laundryand WashHouse 
	5863/ZoarHotel Laundryand WashHouse 
	1.1,1.250, 2.27 
	Separatist–Tourism &Recreation 
	ca.1830-1850 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5865/Second CiderMilland CabinetShop 
	5865/Second CiderMilland CabinetShop 
	1.1,1.202, 2.27 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion 
	1863 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5870/Sheep Herder’sHouse 
	5870/Sheep Herder’sHouse 
	1.1,1.59,2.11, 2.16 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1830 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	5870a/Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	5870a/Sheep Herder’s Outbuilding 
	1.1,1.59,2.11 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	5870c/Sheep Barn 
	5870c/Sheep Barn 
	1.1,1.124, 2.16,2.18 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1850 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	5872/HouseNo. 21 
	5872/HouseNo. 21 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1820s 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5874/HouseNo. 19 
	5874/HouseNo. 19 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1820 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5875/HouseNo. 17 
	5875/HouseNo. 17 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1828-1830 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5876/HouseNo. 14 
	5876/HouseNo. 14 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1820 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5877/HouseNo. 35 
	5877/HouseNo. 35 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1870 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5877a/HouseNo. 35Kitchen 
	5877a/HouseNo. 35Kitchen 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13,2.46 
	Separatist– Residential;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	1870 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5878/HouseNo. 13(FirstSchool) 
	5878/HouseNo. 13(FirstSchool) 
	1.1,1.57, 1.200,2.11, 2.13,2.25 
	Separatist– Residential; Separatist Community, Education,and Religion 
	ca.1870 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5879/HouseNo. 18 
	5879/HouseNo. 18 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1828 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5881/HouseNo. 30(The Hermitage) 
	5881/HouseNo. 30(The Hermitage) 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1817 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5882/HouseNo. 16 
	5882/HouseNo. 16 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1817 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5883/Second ZoarSchool 
	5883/Second ZoarSchool 
	1.1,1.201, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	1868 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5884/HouseNo. 20 
	5884/HouseNo. 20 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1881 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5884b/HouseNo. 20OutbuildingB 
	5884b/HouseNo. 20OutbuildingB 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5885/HouseNo. 15(SilkFactory) 
	5885/HouseNo. 15(SilkFactory) 
	1.1,1.56, 1.147,2.11, 2.13,2.20 
	Separatist– Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca.1820 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5885b/HouseNo. 15Outbuilding Foundation 
	5885b/HouseNo. 15Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1,1.56,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5886/HouseNo. 12 
	5886/HouseNo. 12 
	1.1,1.56,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1858 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	5886a/HouseNo. 12OutbuildingA 
	5886a/HouseNo. 12OutbuildingA 
	1.1,1.56,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5886b/HouseNo. 12OutbuildingB 
	5886b/HouseNo. 12OutbuildingB 
	1.1,1.56,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5887/HouseNo. 34 
	5887/HouseNo. 34 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1874 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5887b/HouseNo. 34Outbuilding Foundation 
	5887b/HouseNo. 34Outbuilding Foundation 
	1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Separatist– Residential 
	pre1898 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5888/TinShop 
	5888/TinShop 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	ca.1825 (reconstructed 1972) 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributingasa reconstruction 

	5889/Bakery 
	5889/Bakery 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	1837 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5891/HouseNo. 11(Garden House) 
	5891/HouseNo. 11(Garden House) 
	1.1,1.55, 1.200,2.11, 2.12,2.25, 2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	ca.1834 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5891a/Garden SpringHouse 
	5891a/Garden SpringHouse 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, post-1962 
	ca.1834 (reconstructed 1988) 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributingasa reconstruction 

	5892/HouseNo. 10 
	5892/HouseNo. 10 
	1.1,1.55, 1.200,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1817 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5893/HouseNo. 9 
	5893/HouseNo. 9 
	1.1,1.55,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1817 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5894/HouseNo. 6 
	5894/HouseNo. 6 
	1.1,1.55,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5895/HouseNo. 8 
	5895/HouseNo. 8 
	1.1,1.55,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1884 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5896/HouseNo. 7 
	5896/HouseNo. 7 
	1.1,1.55,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1830s 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	5901/Third Meetinghouse 
	5901/Third Meetinghouse 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25 
	Separatist– Community, Education,and Religion 
	1853 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	5903/HouseNo. 36(Weberhaus) 
	5903/HouseNo. 36(Weberhaus) 
	1.1,1.56, 1.147,2.11, 2.12,2.20 
	Separatist– Residential; Separatist-Industrial 
	ca.1825 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5903a/House No.36Kitchen andWashHouse 
	5903a/House No.36Kitchen andWashHouse 
	1.1,1.56,2.11, 2.12 
	Separatist– Residential 
	ca.1825 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	5906/Storage Barn 
	5906/Storage Barn 
	1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.17 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1890 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;NotEligibletothe NationalRegisterforlackof integrityunderCriteriaA,B,and C;furtherresearchneededfor CriterionD 

	5929c/Alexander GunnGrave 
	5929c/Alexander GunnGrave 
	1.1,2.26 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion/Landscape Feature 
	ca.1901 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	TH32/HouseNo. 25 
	TH32/HouseNo. 25 
	1.1,1.60,2.11, 2.15 
	Separatist– Residential 
	1828 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	TH35/Canal Hotel 
	TH35/Canal Hotel 
	1.1,1.119, 2.27 
	Separatist–Tourism 
	1830 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;lies outsideofdistrictboundaryas mapped;expanddistrict boundarytoincluderesource 

	HDC1/Zoar Brewery 
	HDC1/Zoar Brewery 
	1.1,1.199, 2.26 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion 
	1832 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus;additional researchneededforfinal determinationunderCriterionD 

	HDC2/Wheat StorageBarn 
	HDC2/Wheat StorageBarn 
	1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.18 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1840s 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus;additional researchneededforfinal determinationunderCriterionD 

	HDC3/Woolen Mill 
	HDC3/Woolen Mill 
	1.1,1.147, 2.20,2.22 
	Separatist–Industry 
	1830 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC4/Zoar CustomMill 
	HDC4/Zoar CustomMill 
	1.1,1.147, 2.20,2.22 
	Separatist–Industry 
	1847 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus;additional researchneededforfinal determinationunderCriterionD 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	HDC5/Zoar Garden 
	HDC5/Zoar Garden 
	1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Separatist– Community, Educationand Religion/Landscape Feature;Non-Separatist preservationefforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1834 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict;maintain currentstatus 

	HDC6/Second CowBarn Foundation 
	HDC6/Second CowBarn Foundation 
	1.1,1.121, 2.16,2.19 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	1875 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC7/Second SlaughterHouse Foundation 
	HDC7/Second SlaughterHouse Foundation 
	1.1,1.122, 2.16,2.17 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	after1840 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC8/Wheeling &LakeErie RailroadBridge andgrade 
	HDC8/Wheeling &LakeErie RailroadBridge andgrade 
	1.1,1.182, 2.23,2.24 
	Separatist– Transportation 
	ca.1882 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC9/Zoar Sawmilland Powerhouse 
	HDC9/Zoar Sawmilland Powerhouse 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21, 2.41 
	Separatist–Industry; Non-Separatist– Industry,1898–1962 
	ca.1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC10/ZoarMill RaceGuardLock 
	HDC10/ZoarMill RaceGuardLock 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21 
	Separatist–Industry 
	ca.1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC11/ZoarMill Race 
	HDC11/ZoarMill Race 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21, 2.22 
	Separatist–Industry 
	ca.1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC12/Zoar DikeRemains 
	HDC12/Zoar DikeRemains 
	1.1,1.191, 2.28 
	Separatist–Flood Control 
	ca.1830 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC13/ZoarIron Bridge 
	HDC13/ZoarIron Bridge 
	1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Separatist– Transportation 
	1883 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC14/Canal MillFoundation 
	HDC14/Canal MillFoundation 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21 
	Separatist–Industry 
	1837 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC15/Zoar Dam 
	HDC15/Zoar Dam 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21 
	Separatist–Industry 
	1821 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC15a/Second StateDam 
	HDC15a/Second StateDam 
	1.1,1.258, 2.44 
	Non-Separatist– Transportation 
	1908 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC16/Ohio& ErieCanalLock 10 
	HDC16/Ohio& ErieCanalLock 10 
	1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Separatist– Transportation 
	ca.1828 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District,outsidestudyarea; Contributingtoproposed expansion 

	HDC17/Ohio& ErieCanalFeeder CanalLock 
	HDC17/Ohio& ErieCanalFeeder CanalLock 
	1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Separatist– Transportation 
	ca.1826 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District,outsidestudyarea; Contributingtoproposed expansion 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	HDC18/Ohio& ErieCanalBed 
	HDC18/Ohio& ErieCanalBed 
	1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Separatist– Transportation 
	ca.1826 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC19/Zoar Cemetery 
	HDC19/Zoar Cemetery 
	1.1,1.203, 2.26 
	Separatist-Community, Educationand Religion 
	ca.1820 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC23/State FishHatcheryNo. 12 
	HDC23/State FishHatcheryNo. 12 
	1.1,1.259, 2.41 
	20thCentury Industry& Commerce 
	1921 
	EligiblefortheNationalRegister underCriterionAforearly20th CenturyIndustry&Commerce context 

	HDC24/LimeKiln 
	HDC24/LimeKiln 
	1.1,1.147, 1.262,2.20, 2.41 
	Separatist-Industry& Manufacturing;20th CenturyIndustry& Commerce 
	ca.1920 
	ListedasContributingto1975 ZoarHistoricDistrict; Recommendeligibleunder20th centuryindustry&commerce contextaswell;additional researchneededforfinal determinationunderCriterionD 

	HDC25/Zoar PumpStation 
	HDC25/Zoar PumpStation 
	1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	MWCDandUSACE FloodControlEfforts/ PreservationEfforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1951 
	Inthe1975ZoarHistoric District;recommendcontributing toadistrictundertheUSACE FloodControlEfforts 

	HDC26/Zoar Levee 
	HDC26/Zoar Levee 
	1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	MWCDandUSACE FloodControlEfforts/ PreservationEfforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1935-1938, ca.1951 
	Inthe1975ZoarHistoric District;recommendcontributing toadistrictundertheUSACE FloodControlEfforts 

	HDC27/Zoar Diversion Channel 
	HDC27/Zoar Diversion Channel 
	1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	MWCDandUSACE FloodControlEfforts/ PreservationEfforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;recommendcontributing toadistrictundertheUSACE FloodControlEfforts 

	HDC28/Zoar Diversion ChannelBox culvert 
	HDC28/Zoar Diversion ChannelBox culvert 
	1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	MWCDandUSACE FloodControlEfforts/ PreservationEfforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;recommendcontributing toadistrictundertheUSACE FloodControlEfforts 

	HDC29/Zoar DiversionDam 
	HDC29/Zoar DiversionDam 
	1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	MWCDandUSACE FloodControlEfforts/ PreservationEfforts, 1898–1962 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;recommendcontributing toadistrictundertheUSACE FloodControlEfforts 

	HDC52/Ice HouseRuinsand Dam 
	HDC52/Ice HouseRuinsand Dam 
	1.1,1.199, 2.40 
	Separatist-Community, Educationand Religion 
	ca.late19th– early20th century 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC53/Horse Hospital Foundation 
	HDC53/Horse Hospital Foundation 
	1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.18 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1840 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC54/Storage ShedFoundation (western) 
	HDC54/Storage ShedFoundation (western) 
	1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.18 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1840 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 


	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Buildingnumber /Resource 
	Associated mapsin Volume3 
	Context 
	Construction date 
	Status/Recommendation 

	HDC55/Storage ShedFoundation (western) 
	HDC55/Storage ShedFoundation (western) 
	1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.18 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	ca.1840 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 

	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barnat9872 TowpathRd 
	HDC58/ Separatist-era Barnat9872 TowpathRd 
	1.1,1.47,2.29 
	Separatist– Agriculture 
	1891 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District,outsidestudyarea; Contributingtoproposed expansionwithina discontiguousboundary 

	HDC59/Canal MillRace 
	HDC59/Canal MillRace 
	1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21 
	Separatist-Industry 
	1837 
	Notin1975ZoarHistoric District;Contributingto proposedexpansion 

	HDC60/House No.26Well 
	HDC60/House No.26Well 
	1.1,1.60,2.11 
	Separatist-Residential 
	ca.1840-1880 
	In1975ZoarHistoricDistrict; recommendContributing 


	Table1.2.Summaryofrecommendationsforpreviouslyidentifiedpre-contactarcheologyresourceswithinthe studyarea 
	Siteidentifier 
	Siteidentifier 
	Siteidentifier 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Expectedarcheological resourcetypes 
	Recommendations 

	HouseNo.25 site 
	HouseNo.25 site 
	ArchaicPeriod 
	Unknown 
	Recommendthatsitebeconsideredeligiblefor theNationalRegisterforthepurposeofthe evaluationandcomparisonofriskmanagement alternatives,untilandunlessfurthertesting provesotherwise 

	33-TU-11 
	33-TU-11 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikelylow densityofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 

	33-TU-22 
	33-TU-22 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikelylow densityofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 

	33-TU-48 
	33-TU-48 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Undetermined,butlikelylow densityofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 

	33-TU-229 
	33-TU-229 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 

	33-TU-453 
	33-TU-453 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Lowdensityofchippedstone debitage 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 

	33-TU-454 
	33-TU-454 
	Temporallyunaffiliated 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	RecommendednoteligiblefortheNational Register;Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
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	Table1.3.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Table1.3.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Table1.3.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 

	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	Paleoindian 
	Paleoindian 
	N/A 
	Workshop/occupationsites 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Chertprocessingsites 
	Chertprocessingsites 
	Floodplainsanduplands 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Foodprocurement(resource extraction)sites 
	Foodprocurement(resource extraction)sites 
	Nopredictingfactors 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Archaic 
	Archaic 
	EarlyArchaic 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Highestprobabilitylocationis terraces 
	Within522ft(159m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	MiddleArchaic 
	MiddleArchaic 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Highestprobabilitylocationis terraces 
	NONE 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	LateArchaic 
	LateArchaic 
	Largesummerbasecamps 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within541ft(165m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within541ft(165m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Intactfeatures 


	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	Woodland 
	Woodland 
	EarlyWoodland 
	Largesummerbasecamps 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within672.5ft(205m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within672.5ft(205m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Intactfeatures 

	Middle Woodland 
	Middle Woodland 
	Year-roundhamlets 
	Floodplainsandlowterraces 
	NONE 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures 

	LateWoodland 
	LateWoodland 
	Year-roundhamlets 
	Floodplainsandlowterraces 
	Within777.5ft(237m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Floodplainsanduplands 
	Within777.5feet(237m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactsample Intactfeatures 

	Fortifiedhabitationsites 
	Fortifiedhabitationsites 
	Bluffedges 
	Nobluffedgesinstudyarea 
	N/A 

	Late Prehistoric 
	Late Prehistoric 
	N/A 
	Largevillages 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within599feet(182.5m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactclasses Diversefeaturetypesexhibiting spatialpatterning Evidenceofinternalstructureof village 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM , DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY , HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY : VOLUME 4 
	Table1.3.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Table1.3.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Table1.4.Summaryofhistoricalarcheologyresourceprobability 
	Table1.4.Summaryofhistoricalarcheologyresourceprobability 
	Table1.5.Summaryofsitetypesandlocationsonthelandscapebyarcheologicalperiod 

	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	TR
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within599feet(182.5m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactsample Intactfeatures 


	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Probabilityassessmentfor significantresources 
	ResourceTypes 

	Separatist Residential 
	Separatist Residential 
	Highprobabilitywithinvillage 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middensrefusepits,outhouse shafts 

	Separatist Agriculture 
	Separatist Agriculture 
	Highprobabilityinareaswith formeragriculturalbuildings andminimaldisturbance;low probabilityinareaswith greaterdisturbance 
	Foundations,refusedeposits 

	Separatist Commercial 
	Separatist Commercial 
	Probableatstorelocations only 
	FoundationsatCanalHotelarea, stratifiedrefusedeposits 

	SeparatistIndustry/ Manufacturing 
	SeparatistIndustry/ Manufacturing 
	Highprobabilityinindustrial coreareaandformershop locationsinvillage;lower probabilityatCanalMilldue tosubsequentdevelopments 
	Foundations,equipmentmounts, refusedeposits, 

	Separatist Transportation 
	Separatist Transportation 
	Lowprobabilityduetonature ofresourcesand disturbances 
	OriginalZoarDepotbuilding locationdisturbedbylevee construction,otherresourcesare above-groundruins 

	Separatist Community/ Religion/Education 
	Separatist Community/ Religion/Education 
	Highprobabilitywithinvillage 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middensrefusepits,outhouse shafts 

	SeparatistTourism andRecreation 
	SeparatistTourism andRecreation 
	Probableathotellocations only 
	Outbuildingfoundationsand associatedfeatures,refusepits, outhouseshafts 

	SeparatistFlood Control 
	SeparatistFlood Control 
	Oneabove-groundruin 
	Nobelow-groundresources 

	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Non-Separatist Residential 
	Lowprobabilityforsignificant resources 
	Foundations,stratifiedsheet middensrefusepits,outhouse shafts 

	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Non-Separatist Agriculture 
	Lowprobabilityforsignificant resources 
	Nospecificinvestigationofthis resourcetype 

	Non-Separatist Commercial 
	Non-Separatist Commercial 
	Lowprobabilityduetonature ofresourcesand disturbances 
	Noarcheoloigicalresources expected 

	Non-Separatist Industry/ Manufacturing 
	Non-Separatist Industry/ Manufacturing 
	ProbableatLimeKiln; uncertaintonon-extant elsewhereinstudyarea 
	Foundations,wastematerial deposits,sheetmidden 

	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Lowprobabilityduetonature ofresourcesand disturbances 
	Noarcheoloigicalresources expected 

	Non-Separatist Community/ Religion/Education 
	Non-Separatist Community/ Religion/Education 
	Lowprobabilityforsignificant resources 
	Nospecificinvestigationofthis resourcetype 

	Non-Separatist Tourismand Recreation 
	Non-Separatist Tourismand Recreation 
	Undetermined-areas associatedwiththiscontext maybemassivelydisturbed 
	Foundations,sheetmiddenrefuse 


	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Resourcecontext 
	Probabilityassessmentfor significantresources 
	ResourceTypes 

	Non-Separatist FloodControl 
	Non-Separatist FloodControl 
	Noprobability 
	Nobelow-groundresources 


	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	SettlementModelNotes 
	SiteType&Function 
	AnticipatedFeatureTypes 
	LocationonLandscape(from Church2004) 

	TR
	-workshop/occupationsites 
	-Fewtonofeatures,butpossibly somesmallnumberoffoodprocessingandpreparation 
	-

	-floodplainsandterracesalong smallertributariesnear floodplain/uplandmargin 

	TR
	features:basinsandhearths 
	-within60ft(18m)ofwater 

	Paleoindian 
	Paleoindian 
	N/A 
	-basedonCoshocton County (Lepper1986:259–263) 
	-chertprocessing 
	-Fewtonofeatures,butpossibly somesmallnumberoffoodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths 
	-

	-floodplainsoruplandhollows midwaybetweenchertoutcrops andlargeworkshopsites 

	TR
	-Fewtonofeatures,butpossibly 

	TR
	-foodprocurement 
	somesmallnumberoffoodprocessingandpreparation 
	-

	-nopredictingfactors 

	TR
	features:basinsandhearths 

	TR
	EarlyArchaic 
	-none 
	-noinformationonspecific sitetypesfromtheregional pre-contactcontext,but shouldbesimilarto Paleoindianbasedonlarger OhioValleycontext 
	Uncertain,butlikelysimilarto Paleoindiansites:Feworno features;possiblesmallnumberof foodprocessingandpreparation hearthsandbasins. 
	-38%onterraces -25%onuplandridgetops -20%onglacialfeatures -15%onfloodplains 

	Archaic 
	Archaic 
	MiddleArchaic 
	-processor-based -reducedmobility? 
	-noinformationonspecific sitetypesfromtheregional pre-contactcontext,but shouldbesimilarto Paleoindian/EarlyArchaic basedonlargerOhioValley context 
	Uncertain,butlikelysimilarto PaleoindianandEarlyArchaic sites:Fewornofeatures;possible smallnumberoffoodprocessing andpreparationhearthsand basins. 
	-38%onterraces -22%onuplandridgetops -25%onglacialfeatures -14.5%onfloodplains 
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	Table1.5.Summaryofsitetypesandlocationsonthelandscapebyarcheologicalperiod 
	Table1.5.Summaryofsitetypesandlocationsonthelandscapebyarcheologicalperiod 
	Table1.5.Summaryofsitetypesandlocationsonthelandscapebyarcheologicalperiod 

	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	SettlementModelNotes 
	SiteType&Function 
	AnticipatedFeatureTypes 
	LocationonLandscape(from Church2004) 

	TR
	LateArchaic 
	-reducedmobility -seasonalsettlement pattern,movingbetween riverinesettinginwarm monthsanduplandsettings incoldmonths -occupationinlowerpartof drainagesystem 
	-noinformationonspecific sitetypesfromtheregional pre-contactcontext,but shouldbesimilartoEarly Woodlandbasedonlarger OhioValleycontext 
	Uncertain,butlikelysimilarto EarlyWoodlandsites:hearthsand basinsinvolvedinfoodprocessing andpreparation 
	-39%onterraces -27%onuplandridgetops -17%onglacialfeatures -14%onfloodplains 

	Woodland 
	Woodland 
	EarlyWoodland 
	-seasonalsettlement pattern,movingbetween riverinesettinginwarm monthsanduplandsettings incoldmonths 
	-largesummerbasecamp 
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, andnoarchitecturalfeatures 
	-floodplainsandterraces 

	-smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	-smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, andnoarchitecturalfeatures 
	-uplands 

	MiddleWoodland 
	MiddleWoodland 
	-basedoncentral MuskingumValleysupported byRikersiteinformation (CarskaddenandMorton 1996;Vietzen1974) -dispersedhamletmodel (DanceyandPacheco1997) 
	-year-roundhamlets 
	-Storagepits,hearths,basins, earthovens,circularstructures, andsmallmiddens 
	-onfloodplainsandlowterraces 

	LateWoodland 
	LateWoodland 
	-basedoncentral MuskingumValley (CarskaddenandMorton 
	-year-roundhamletsearlier inperiod 
	-Storagepits,hearths,basins, earthovens,circularstructures, andsmallmiddens 
	-onfloodplainsandlowterraces 


	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	SettlementModelNotes 
	SiteType&Function 
	AnticipatedFeatureTypes 
	LocationonLandscape(from Church2004) 

	TR
	1996) 
	-Storagepits,hearths,basins, 

	TR
	-aggregationintolarger, fortifiedsettlementsinmiddle ofperiod 
	earthovens,circularstructures, andsmallmiddens,plusearthen fortificationssuchasditchesand embankments,possiblestockade 
	-bluffedges 

	TR
	features 

	TR
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation 

	TR
	-dispersed,seasonalsites laterinperiod 
	features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, 
	-useofriverinesettingsinwarm monthsanduplandsincooler months 

	TR
	andnoarchitecturalfeatures 

	TR
	EarlyLate Prehistoric 
	-basedoncentral MuskingumValley (CarskaddenandMorton 1996) 
	-seasonalresourceextraction sites 
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, andnoarchitecturalfeatures 
	-useofriverinesettingsinwarm monthsanduplandsincooler months 

	TR
	-villages 
	-Storagepits,basinsandhearths, largemiddens,structures 
	-floodplains 

	Late Prehistoric 
	Late Prehistoric 
	MiddleLate Prehistoric 
	-basedonupperMuskingum Valley(MortonandDaRe 1996) 
	-seasonalresourceextraction sites 
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, andnoarchitecturalfeatures 
	-useofuplandsandrockshelters 

	LateLate Prehistoric 
	LateLate Prehistoric 
	-basedoncentral MuskingumValleysupported byRikersiteinformation (CarskaddenandMorton 1996;Vietzen1974) 
	-largevillages 
	-Storagepits,basinsandhearths, largemiddens,structures 
	-floodplains 

	-seasonalresourceextraction sites 
	-seasonalresourceextraction sites 
	-Foodprocessingandpreparation features:basinsandhearths -Nostoragefeatures,nomidden, andnoarchitecturalfeatures 
	-useofuplandsandrockshelters 


	Table1.6.OverviewofSeparatistdevelopment,1817–1898 
	This table is meant to present an overview of the development of Zoar Village during the Separatist period, and is not meant to be a comprehensive list of all Separatist buildings and structures. Entries in this table in parentheses are speculated to have been built but are unconfirmed to exist. Entries followed by a question mark indicate buildings that are speculated to have been built in the associated time period. Certain buildings with no good information on construction date are not included in this t
	Period 
	Period 
	Period 
	Developments 

	1817-1829:26buildings andstructures(plus6 speculativebuildings) 
	1817-1829:26buildings andstructures(plus6 speculativebuildings) 
	HouseNo.4,HouseNo.9,HouseNo.10,HouseNo.13(FirstSchool),HouseNo.14,House No.15,HouseNo.16,(gardenlogcabin,northcabin,ThirdStreetlogcabin,silkwormlog cabin),HouseNo.17,HouseNo.19,HouseNo.21,HouseNo.25,HouseNo.30,HouseNo. 36,(haybarn-burnt1830),ThreshingBarn,MillRace,ZoarDam,FirstGristmillandSawmill (laterHouseNo.26andthentheSecondPlaningMillandMachineShop),TileWorks,First Quarry,Ohio&ErieCanal,BathHouses,(blacksmithshop?),FirstCabinetShop,FirstCobbler andTinShop,OriginalMagazine,SecondMeetinghouse,Tannery 

	1830s:44buildingsand structures 
	1830s:44buildingsand structures 
	HouseNo.1(began),HouseNo.2,HouseNo.3,HouseNo.5,HouseNo.6,HouseNo.7, HouseNo.11,(originalBauerHaus?),HouseNo.22,HouseNo.23,HouseNo.29,Sheep Herdershouseandbarns,(TrampHouse?),ZoarGeneralStore,CanalStore,AppleHouse,Calf Barn,1stCowBarn?,Granary,OilMill,MillRaceGuardLock,CanalMill,WoolenMill,Dye House,HeckleHouse,WashandCandleHouse,ZoarPottery,ZoarFurnace,FairfieldFurnace, CoveredBridge,WagonShop,Bakery,Brewery,Cemetery,FirstCiderMill,ZoarGarden, GardenSpringHouse,MineralSpringshouse,TailorShopandDoctor’sOffic

	1840s:12buildingsand structures 
	1840s:12buildingsand structures 
	HouseNo.1(finished),HouseNo.1kitchen,HouseNo.26well,ColtBarn,CornCribs,Filly Barn,HorseBarn,HorseHospital,OxenBarn,StrawBarn,WheatStorageBarn,storagesheds, CustomMill,Magazine 

	1850s:9buildingsand structures 
	1850s:9buildingsand structures 
	HouseNo.12,HouseNo.18,HouseNo.24,ZoarFoundry,ThirdMeetinghouse,Saddlery, ShingleHouse 

	1860s:6buildingsand structures 
	1860s:6buildingsand structures 
	HouseNo.27,StoreatFairfield(ZoarStation),BlacksmithShop(addition?),SecondCiderMill andCabinetShop,SecondSchoolhouse 

	1870s:10buildingand structuress 
	1870s:10buildingand structuress 
	HouseNo.13,HouseNo.31,HouseNo.34,HouseNo.35,Treasurer’sHouse,2ndCowBarn, Brickplantacrossriver?,SecondSawmill,EngineHouse 

	1880s:12buildingsand structures 
	1880s:12buildingsand structures 
	HouseNo.8,HouseNo.20,HouseNo.26,Kettlehouse?,SecondQuarry,MachineShop,Zoar IronBridge,ZoarDepot,Wheeling&LakeErieRailroad,ValleyJunctionplatted,DepotsatZoar StationandValleyJunction,FishPonds,ZoarJail,ZoarTownHall 

	1890s:Fivebuildings andstructures 
	1890s:Fivebuildings andstructures 
	PigFarm,ZoarHoteladdition,ZoarHotelBuggyShed,ZoarHotelLiveryStable,ZoarHotel WagonSheds,IceHouseandDam?,Barnat9872TowpathRoad 


	Table1.7.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1830 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Total 

	JosephBimeler 
	JosephBimeler 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	StephenHoover 
	StephenHoover 
	1 
	12 
	13 

	JoannaMock 
	JoannaMock 
	0 
	15 
	15 

	ChristianPlatz 
	ChristianPlatz 
	9 
	1 
	10 

	GeorgeGoesele 
	GeorgeGoesele 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	BarbaraShock 
	BarbaraShock 
	0 
	7 
	7 

	MariaLink 
	MariaLink 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	MagdalenaAuch 
	MagdalenaAuch 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	JohnBreymeier 
	JohnBreymeier 
	7 
	1 
	8 

	MargaretAckerman 
	MargaretAckerman 
	1 
	14 
	15 

	CasparFetter 
	CasparFetter 
	8 
	2 
	10 

	JacobShearing 
	JacobShearing 
	8 
	2 
	10 

	JohnMiller 
	JohnMiller 
	10 
	3 
	13 


	Table1.7.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1830 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Total 

	DorotheaDietz 
	DorotheaDietz 
	0 
	14 
	14 

	MariaKeuhule 
	MariaKeuhule 
	0 
	14 
	14 

	JacobKummerle 
	JacobKummerle 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	ChristianMitchely 
	ChristianMitchely 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	5 
	2 
	7 

	FrederickKlotz 
	FrederickKlotz 
	3 
	0 
	3 

	GodfreyLentz 
	GodfreyLentz 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	Total 
	Total 
	67 
	106 
	173 


	Source:Mitchener1876:324;U.S.BureauofCensus1830 
	Table1.8.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1830 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	Under20 
	Under20 
	17 
	18 
	35 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	13 
	22 
	35 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	15 
	23 
	38 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	10 
	20 
	30 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	10 
	18 
	28 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	1 
	4 
	5 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	Total 
	Total 
	67 
	106 
	173 


	Source:Mitchener1876:324;U.S.BureauofCensus1830 
	Table1.9.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1840 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	JosephBimeler 
	JosephBimeler 
	5 
	13 
	18 

	MariaKuehule 
	MariaKuehule 
	0 
	19 
	19 

	DanielHuber 
	DanielHuber 
	2 
	6 
	8 

	JohannaMack 
	JohannaMack 
	0 
	11 
	11 

	DavidPetermann 
	DavidPetermann 
	6 
	10 
	16 

	MariaSink 
	MariaSink 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	BarbaraTomer 
	BarbaraTomer 
	3 
	6 
	9 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	5 
	4 
	9 

	MathiasBehler 
	MathiasBehler 
	12 
	4 
	16 

	JacobShearing 
	JacobShearing 
	9 
	3 
	12 

	DorotheaDietz (Children'sInstitute) 
	DorotheaDietz (Children'sInstitute) 
	0 
	14 
	14 

	GeorgeAckermann 
	GeorgeAckermann 
	23 
	14 
	37 

	JacobBruney 
	JacobBruney 
	4 
	0 
	4 

	ConradBrunins 
	ConradBrunins 
	5 
	1 
	6 

	MathiasHilman 
	MathiasHilman 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	8 
	3 
	11 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	6 
	1 
	7 

	LewisL.Birk 
	LewisL.Birk 
	21 
	5 
	26 

	MartinRauschenberger 
	MartinRauschenberger 
	19 
	3 
	22 

	ChristianMougater 
	ChristianMougater 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	JohnCaseley 
	JohnCaseley 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	WilliamEhlers 
	WilliamEhlers 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	CasparFetter 
	CasparFetter 
	7 
	1 
	8 

	MichaelMiller 
	MichaelMiller 
	8 
	4 
	12 

	ConradBauerle 
	ConradBauerle 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	Total 
	Total 
	159 
	136 
	295 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1840 
	Table1.10.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1840 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	17 
	19 
	36 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	8 
	10 
	18 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	13 
	9 
	22 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	15 
	12 
	27 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	23 
	11 
	34 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	37 
	22 
	59 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	24 
	25 
	49 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	12 
	16 
	28 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	8 
	11 
	19 

	Total 
	Total 
	159 
	136 
	295 


	Source:U.SCensusBureau1840 
	Table1.11.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1850 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	JosephBimeler 
	JosephBimeler 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	JacobSilvan 
	JacobSilvan 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	FrederickHeyde 
	FrederickHeyde 
	9 
	5 
	14 

	GodferyLentz (boardinghouse) 
	GodferyLentz (boardinghouse) 
	1 
	17 
	18 

	JoannaMock 
	JoannaMock 
	1 
	10 
	11 

	AnnaWintergerst 
	AnnaWintergerst 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	JohnBruney 
	JohnBruney 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	JohnPeterman 
	JohnPeterman 
	1 
	5 
	6 

	MargarettMyer 
	MargarettMyer 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	AnnaWilmer 
	AnnaWilmer 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	SimonBieter 
	SimonBieter 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	MaryPlotts 
	MaryPlotts 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	ChristianaWeiss 
	ChristianaWeiss 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	BarbarBetch 
	BarbarBetch 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	BarbaraShock 
	BarbaraShock 
	3 
	9 
	12 

	GeorgeOtt 
	GeorgeOtt 
	1 
	4 
	5 

	MathiasBeeler 
	MathiasBeeler 
	7 
	2 
	9 

	JacobRigger 
	JacobRigger 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	TheodusRettle 
	TheodusRettle 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JacobShearing 
	JacobShearing 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	MargaretBoeringer 
	MargaretBoeringer 
	0 
	9 
	9 

	RoymanBieter 
	RoymanBieter 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	ConradBreymaier 
	ConradBreymaier 
	8 
	1 
	9 

	MagdalenaAckermann 
	MagdalenaAckermann 
	16 
	8 
	24 

	JohnBreymaier 
	JohnBreymaier 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	GeorgeKeucherer 
	GeorgeKeucherer 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	ChristianBechtold 
	ChristianBechtold 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	MartinRaushenberger 
	MartinRaushenberger 
	7 
	1 
	8 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	GottfriedKappel 
	GottfriedKappel 
	10 
	3 
	13 

	LewisBirk 
	LewisBirk 
	7 
	5 
	12 

	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	JohnLabb 
	JohnLabb 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	Total 
	Total 
	114 
	129 
	243 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1850 
	Table1.12.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1850 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	5 
	9 
	14 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	21 
	14 
	35 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	16 
	15 
	31 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	10 
	10 
	20 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	14 
	14 
	18 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	14 
	6 
	20 


	Table1.12.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1850 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	11 
	17 
	28 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	8 
	23 
	31 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	6 
	15 
	21 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	9 
	5 
	14 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	114 
	129 
	243 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1850 
	Table1.13.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1850 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	3 

	Boatman 
	Boatman 
	2 

	Brewer 
	Brewer 
	1 

	Cabinetmaker 
	Cabinetmaker 
	2 

	Carding 
	Carding 
	2 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	1 

	Clothier 
	Clothier 
	1 

	Drayman 
	Drayman 
	1 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	10 

	Gardener 
	Gardener 
	1 

	GeneralAgent 
	GeneralAgent 
	1 

	Herdsman 
	Herdsman 
	2 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	9 

	Landlord(hotel) 
	Landlord(hotel) 
	1 

	Merchant 
	Merchant 
	3 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	1 

	Millwright 
	Millwright 
	1 

	None 
	None 
	2 

	Nurseryman 
	Nurseryman 
	1 

	Ostler(hotel) 
	Ostler(hotel) 
	1 

	Shephard 
	Shephard 
	2 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	5 

	Spooling 
	Spooling 
	1 

	StoneMason 
	StoneMason 
	3 

	Tailor 
	Tailor 
	2 

	Tanner 
	Tanner 
	1 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	2 

	Wagonmaker 
	Wagonmaker 
	1 

	Weaver 
	Weaver 
	4 

	Total 
	Total 
	67 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1850 
	Table1.14.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1860 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	JacobSylvan 
	JacobSylvan 
	5 
	5 
	10 

	JohnG.Ruof 
	JohnG.Ruof 
	5 
	4 
	9 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	FrederickHaid 
	FrederickHaid 
	4 
	23 
	27 

	JacobinaSylvan 
	JacobinaSylvan 
	0 
	6 
	6 

	ChristianaAckermann 
	ChristianaAckermann 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	MathiasBekler 
	MathiasBekler 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	GodfriedRoth 
	GodfriedRoth 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	JohnBruny 
	JohnBruny 
	6 
	7 
	13 

	DanielStallicker 
	DanielStallicker 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	ChristianAckermann 
	ChristianAckermann 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	MariaB.Wern 
	MariaB.Wern 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	SimonBeiter 
	SimonBeiter 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	MaryPlatz 
	MaryPlatz 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JacobReager 
	JacobReager 
	4 
	7 
	11 

	BarbaraWalter 
	BarbaraWalter 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	MargaretHengary 
	MargaretHengary 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	BernhardBeiter 
	BernhardBeiter 
	11 
	2 
	13 

	LeoKern 
	LeoKern 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	MichaelMiller 
	MichaelMiller 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	JohnReager 
	JohnReager 
	9 
	9 
	18 

	JacobFritz 
	JacobFritz 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	MarthaKittle 
	MarthaKittle 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	FrankStrobel 
	FrankStrobel 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	ConradBreymaier 
	ConradBreymaier 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	JacobBruny 
	JacobBruny 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	AnneM.Petermann 
	AnneM.Petermann 
	1 
	4 
	5 

	MargaretBearinger 
	MargaretBearinger 
	1 
	6 
	7 

	JohnBreymaier 
	JohnBreymaier 
	5 
	4 
	9 

	MartinRousenberger 
	MartinRousenberger 
	8 
	3 
	11 

	ElizabethMack 
	ElizabethMack 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	ChristianZimmermann 
	ChristianZimmermann 
	8 
	4 
	12 

	RaymondBeiter 
	RaymondBeiter 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	GottfriedKappelJr. 
	GottfriedKappelJr. 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	FrederickBreile 
	FrederickBreile 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	ChristianWiebel 
	ChristianWiebel 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	WilliamEhlers 
	WilliamEhlers 
	5 
	7 
	12 

	MathiasEnable 
	MathiasEnable 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	HenryBauer 
	HenryBauer 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	GottleibFetter 
	GottleibFetter 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	Total 
	Total 
	128 
	144 
	272 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1860 
	Table1.15.Zoarpopulationbyagegroup,1860 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	12 
	13 
	25 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	12 
	9 
	21 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	11 
	14 
	25 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	20 
	19 
	39 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	26 
	27 
	53 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	8 
	14 
	22 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	11 
	9 
	20 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	12 
	13 
	25 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	7 
	18 
	25 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	4 
	8 
	12 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	2 
	0 
	2 

	Total 
	Total 
	128 
	144 
	272 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1860 
	Table1.16.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1860 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Baker’sapprentice 
	Baker’sapprentice 
	1 

	Blacksmith’s apprentice 
	Blacksmith’s apprentice 
	3 

	BossWeaver 
	BossWeaver 
	1 

	CabinetMaker’s apprentice 
	CabinetMaker’s apprentice 
	1 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	1 

	Clerk 
	Clerk 
	1 

	CoalDigger 
	CoalDigger 
	2 

	Cooper 
	Cooper 
	1 

	CottonWeaver 
	CottonWeaver 
	1 

	DairyWorker 
	DairyWorker 
	1 

	FarmLaborer 
	FarmLaborer 
	13 

	Gardener&Florist 
	Gardener&Florist 
	1 

	Gardener&Florist apprentice 
	Gardener&Florist apprentice 
	1 

	HotelKeeper 
	HotelKeeper 
	1 

	IronFounder 
	IronFounder 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	1 

	Mason 
	Mason 
	1 

	MasterBaker 
	MasterBaker 
	1 

	MasterBlacksmith 
	MasterBlacksmith 
	1 

	MasterBrewer 
	MasterBrewer 
	1 

	MasterCabinetMaker 
	MasterCabinetMaker 
	1 

	MasterCarpenter 
	MasterCarpenter 
	2 

	MasterCooper 
	MasterCooper 
	1 

	MasterIronFounder 
	MasterIronFounder 
	1 

	MasterMason 
	MasterMason 
	2 

	MasterMiller 
	MasterMiller 
	1 


	Table1.16.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1860 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Mastermilling 
	Mastermilling 
	1 

	MasterShoemaker 
	MasterShoemaker 
	1 

	MasterTanner 
	MasterTanner 
	2 

	MasterTinner 
	MasterTinner 
	1 

	MasterWagonMaker 
	MasterWagonMaker 
	1 

	Merchant 
	Merchant 
	1 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	3 

	Millwright 
	Millwright 
	1 

	Printer’sapprentice 
	Printer’sapprentice 
	2 

	Saddle&Harness Maker’sapprentice 
	Saddle&Harness Maker’sapprentice 
	1 

	Servant 
	Servant 
	1 

	Shepherd 
	Shepherd 
	1 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	3 

	Shoemakerapprentice 
	Shoemakerapprentice 
	2 

	Tailor 
	Tailor 
	2 

	Tanner’sapprentice 
	Tanner’sapprentice 
	2 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	5 

	Trustee 
	Trustee 
	2 

	WagonMaker’s apprentice 
	WagonMaker’s apprentice 
	2 

	Weaver 
	Weaver 
	1 

	WoolSpinner 
	WoolSpinner 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	80 


	Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1860 
	Table1.17.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1870 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	SamuelHarr 
	SamuelHarr 
	5 
	8 
	13 

	AdamKimerly 
	AdamKimerly 
	1 
	5 
	6 

	FranzStrobel 
	FranzStrobel 
	2 
	9 
	11 

	MichaelMiller 
	MichaelMiller 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	MathiasBuler 
	MathiasBuler 
	3 
	8 
	11 

	RosinaRoth 
	RosinaRoth 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	C.Ackermann 
	C.Ackermann 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	AugustusBimeler 
	AugustusBimeler 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	S.Rauschenberg 
	S.Rauschenberg 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	CatharineLessing 
	CatharineLessing 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	JohnKeucherer 
	JohnKeucherer 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	4 
	5 
	9 

	ConradBreymaier 
	ConradBreymaier 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	BarbaraBertsh 
	BarbaraBertsh 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	JacobFritz 
	JacobFritz 
	7 
	4 
	11 


	Table1.17.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1870 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	BernhartBenter 
	BernhartBenter 
	10 
	3 
	13 

	MichelinaBurkhardt 
	MichelinaBurkhardt 
	5 
	6 
	11 

	JohnRicker 
	JohnRicker 
	9 
	7 
	16 

	RaymondBeuter 
	RaymondBeuter 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	M.Boehringer 
	M.Boehringer 
	0 
	5 
	5 

	JohnBreymaier 
	JohnBreymaier 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	ChristRicker 
	ChristRicker 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	M.Rauschenberger 
	M.Rauschenberger 
	11 
	4 
	15 

	UrsulaBirk 
	UrsulaBirk 
	6 
	6 
	12 

	L.Sunderhausen 
	L.Sunderhausen 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	FrederickHeid 
	FrederickHeid 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	JohnDoershuck 
	JohnDoershuck 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	GodfreyKappel 
	GodfreyKappel 
	6 
	4 
	10 

	BenjaminRuof 
	BenjaminRuof 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	JohnPeterman 
	JohnPeterman 
	2 
	5 
	7 

	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	GeorgeGroetzinger 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	C.Breymaier 
	C.Breymaier 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	JacobRicker 
	JacobRicker 
	5 
	4 
	9 

	JohnShaffer 
	JohnShaffer 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	SimonBeiter 
	SimonBeiter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	J.G.Ruof 
	J.G.Ruof 
	7 
	5 
	12 

	GodfreyRoth 
	GodfreyRoth 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	SimonSchmidt 
	SimonSchmidt 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	JohnNotter 
	JohnNotter 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	WilliamEhlers 
	WilliamEhlers 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	JacobRoth 
	JacobRoth 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	GeorgeKimerly 
	GeorgeKimerly 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	JohnKinzly 
	JohnKinzly 
	5 
	2 
	7 

	J.Boehringer 
	J.Boehringer 
	6 
	5 
	11 

	Total 
	Total 
	158 
	157 
	315 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1870 
	Table1.18.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1870 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	25 
	22 
	57 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	21 
	21 
	42 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	11 
	16 
	27 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	11 
	8 
	19 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	27 
	27 
	54 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	23 
	20 
	43 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	5 
	8 
	13 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	11 
	12 
	23 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	14 
	10 
	24 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	8 
	11 
	19 


	Table1.18.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1870 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	Total 
	Total 
	158 
	157 
	315 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1870 
	Table1.19.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1870 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Baker 
	Baker 
	1 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	3 

	Brewer 
	Brewer 
	1 

	Butcher 
	Butcher 
	1 

	CabinetMaker 
	CabinetMaker 
	1 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	3 

	Cooper 
	Cooper 
	2 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	8 

	FarmLaborer 
	FarmLaborer 
	5 

	HotelBarkeeper 
	HotelBarkeeper 
	1 

	HotelLandlord 
	HotelLandlord 
	1 

	Joiner 
	Joiner 
	3 

	JusticeofthePeace 
	JusticeofthePeace 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	8 

	Machinist 
	Machinist 
	2 

	Merchant 
	Merchant 
	5 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	3 

	Saddler 
	Saddler 
	2 

	Schoolteacher 
	Schoolteacher 
	1 

	Shepherd 
	Shepherd 
	1 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	6 

	Spinner 
	Spinner 
	2 

	StoneMason 
	StoneMason 
	3 

	Tailor 
	Tailor 
	3 

	Tanner 
	Tanner 
	2 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	10 

	Tinner 
	Tinner 
	1 

	WagonMaker 
	WagonMaker 
	2 

	Weaver 
	Weaver 
	4 

	Woolenmillworker 
	Woolenmillworker 
	2 

	Total 
	Total 
	88 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1870 
	Table1.20.ManufacturingactivitieslistedinSchedule3ofthe1880FederalNon-populationCensus 
	Activity 
	Activity 
	Activity 
	Capital 
	Max.number ofworkers 
	Numberof malesolder than16 
	Numberof females olderthan 16 
	Children 
	Monthsin operation 
	Valueofraw material 
	Valueof Product 

	Wheel wrighting 
	Wheel wrighting 
	$ 550.00 
	3 
	2 
	0 
	0 
	12 
	$ 300.00 
	$1,900.00 

	Furniture 
	Furniture 
	$ 1,000.00 
	3 
	3 
	0 
	0 
	12 
	$ 500.00 
	$2,075.00 

	Men's clothing 
	Men's clothing 
	$ 800.00 
	4 
	3 
	0 
	0 
	12 
	$1,800.00 
	$3,000.00 

	Women's clothing 
	Women's clothing 
	$ 600.00 
	4 
	0 
	4 
	0 
	12 
	$1,400.00 
	$2,200.00 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	$ 800.00 
	3 
	3 
	0 
	0 
	12 
	$350.00 
	$1,400.00 

	Cooperage 
	Cooperage 
	$ 700.00 
	2 
	2 
	0 
	0 
	12 
	$400.00 
	$1,525.00 

	Saddle& harness making 
	Saddle& harness making 
	$ 400.00 
	2 
	2 
	0 
	0 
	8 
	$300.00 
	$1,000.00 

	CiderMill 
	CiderMill 
	$ 2,050.00 
	6 
	4 
	0 
	2 
	2 
	$200.00 
	$550.00 

	Brewery 
	Brewery 
	$ 1,800.00 
	2 
	2 
	0 
	0 
	8 
	$1,200.00 
	$3,200.00 

	Bakery 
	Bakery 
	$ 600.00 
	3 
	1 
	2 
	0 
	12 
	$3,903.00 
	$5,409.00 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1880 
	Table1.21.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1880 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	6 
	3 
	9 

	FrederickBreil 
	FrederickBreil 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	CharlesKappel 
	CharlesKappel 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	ClementBreil 
	ClementBreil 
	4 
	5 
	9 

	FrederickKeubler 
	FrederickKeubler 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	ConradBreymaierJr. 
	ConradBreymaierJr. 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	FrancisStroble 
	FrancisStroble 
	3 
	7 
	10 

	SimonSchmidt 
	SimonSchmidt 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	GeorgeSchober 
	GeorgeSchober 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	AdamKimerly 
	AdamKimerly 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	LewisHeid 
	LewisHeid 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	JacobZoller 
	JacobZoller 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	SamuelHarr 
	SamuelHarr 
	6 
	7 
	13 

	JohnRuof 
	JohnRuof 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	AnthonyBurkhardt 
	AnthonyBurkhardt 
	5 
	5 
	10 

	SebastianBurkhardt 
	SebastianBurkhardt 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	LouisaZimmerman 
	LouisaZimmerman 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	7 
	6 
	13 

	GustaveShoemaker 
	GustaveShoemaker 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	MichaelMiller 
	MichaelMiller 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	SimonBeiter 
	SimonBeiter 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	JohnKeucherer 
	JohnKeucherer 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	JacobRicker 
	JacobRicker 
	7 
	5 
	12 


	Table1.21.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1880 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	BernhartBeiter 
	BernhartBeiter 
	5 
	1 
	6 

	DavidBeiter 
	DavidBeiter 
	2 
	4 
	6 

	JacobBeuhler 
	JacobBeuhler 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	JohnBeiter 
	JohnBeiter 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	JohnReiger 
	JohnReiger 
	2 
	4 
	6 

	WilliamKeucherer 
	WilliamKeucherer 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	LeoKern 
	LeoKern 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	ChristianaReiger 
	ChristianaReiger 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	ChristianAckermann 
	ChristianAckermann 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	ElisabethFritz 
	ElisabethFritz 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	JacobJ.Ackermann 
	JacobJ.Ackermann 
	4 
	5 
	9 

	JohnRuof 
	JohnRuof 
	1 
	7 
	8 

	JohnGroetzinger 
	JohnGroetzinger 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	DavidBreymaier 
	DavidBreymaier 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	SimonBeuter 
	SimonBeuter 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	JohnNotter 
	JohnNotter 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	MartinRauschenberger Sr. 
	MartinRauschenberger Sr. 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	JacobKeummerle 
	JacobKeummerle 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	MathiasDischinger 
	MathiasDischinger 
	10 
	5 
	15 

	JohnBreymaier 
	JohnBreymaier 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	ConradBreymaier 
	ConradBreymaier 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	ChristianRuof 
	ChristianRuof 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	BenjaminBeiter 
	BenjaminBeiter 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	Total 
	Total 
	147 
	144 
	291 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1880 
	Table1.22.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1880 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	15 
	16 
	31 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	16 
	11 
	27 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	22 
	15 
	37 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	19 
	23 
	42 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	19 
	24 
	43 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	19 
	18 
	37 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	21 
	18 
	39 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	4 
	8 
	12 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	8 
	5 
	13 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	Total 
	Total 
	147 
	144 
	291 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1880 
	Table1.23.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1880 
	Table1.23.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1880 
	Table1.23.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1880 

	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Baker 
	Baker 
	2 

	Bakeryworker 
	Bakeryworker 
	1 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	2 

	Brewer 
	Brewer 
	2 

	CabinetMaker 
	CabinetMaker 
	3 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	7 

	Cook 
	Cook 
	2 

	Cooper 
	Cooper 
	2 

	Dairyworker 
	Dairyworker 
	1 

	Dairyman 
	Dairyman 
	1 

	Domesticservant 
	Domesticservant 
	11 

	Farmlaborer 
	Farmlaborer 
	14 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	1 

	Flourmillworker 
	Flourmillworker 
	1 

	Gardenworker 
	Gardenworker 
	2 

	Gardener 
	Gardener 
	1 

	Hotelkeeper 
	Hotelkeeper 
	1 

	HotelWorker 
	HotelWorker 
	1 

	Jeweler 
	Jeweler 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	8 

	Landlady 
	Landlady 
	1 

	Merchant 
	Merchant 
	1 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	2 

	Millwright 
	Millwright 
	1 

	Overseerofallwork 
	Overseerofallwork 
	1 

	Painter 
	Painter 
	1 

	Physician 
	Physician 
	1 

	Planingmillworker 
	Planingmillworker 
	2 

	Saddler 
	Saddler 
	2 

	Sawmillworker 
	Sawmillworker 
	1 

	Schoolteacher 
	Schoolteacher 
	2 

	Seamstress 
	Seamstress 
	6 

	Shepherd 
	Shepherd 
	2 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	5 

	Stonemason 
	Stonemason 
	1 

	StoreClerk 
	StoreClerk 
	5 

	StoreOverseer 
	StoreOverseer 
	1 

	Tailor 
	Tailor 
	3 

	Tanner 
	Tanner 
	2 

	Tanneryworker 
	Tanneryworker 
	1 

	Tinsmith 
	Tinsmith 
	1 

	Wagonmaker 
	Wagonmaker 
	3 

	Washerwoman 
	Washerwoman 
	2 

	Wheelwright 
	Wheelwright 
	1 


	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Wooldyer 
	Wooldyer 
	1 

	Woolenmillworker 
	Woolenmillworker 
	5 

	Total 
	Total 
	118 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1880 
	Table1.24.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1900 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	ChristianRuof 
	ChristianRuof 
	9 
	3 
	9 

	JacobAckermann 
	JacobAckermann 
	3 
	3 
	7 

	JohnRuof 
	JohnRuof 
	1 
	4 
	8 

	AugustusKeucherer 
	AugustusKeucherer 
	2 
	5 
	9 

	CharlesF.Sylvan 
	CharlesF.Sylvan 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	DavidMcClintock 
	DavidMcClintock 
	4 
	1 
	4 

	BernhartBeuter 
	BernhartBeuter 
	1 
	7 
	10 

	AlbertBeuter 
	AlbertBeuter 
	2 
	1 
	4 

	LydiaBurkhardt 
	LydiaBurkhardt 
	2 
	1 
	2 

	ChristRuof 
	ChristRuof 
	2 
	5 
	8 

	JacobBurkhardt 
	JacobBurkhardt 
	2 
	5 
	14 

	RudolphRuckstuhl 
	RudolphRuckstuhl 
	1 
	4 
	7 

	GeorgeKnecht 
	GeorgeKnecht 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CliftonKirkland 
	CliftonKirkland 
	1 
	3 
	5 

	FrankUnsold 
	FrankUnsold 
	2 
	2 
	3 

	JosephBeuhler 
	JosephBeuhler 
	2 
	5 
	9 

	JohnBimeler 
	JohnBimeler 
	2 
	1 
	2 

	FrankAckermann 
	FrankAckermann 
	1 
	2 
	4 

	JohnBeuter 
	JohnBeuter 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	JacobRicker 
	JacobRicker 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	CharlesRicker 
	CharlesRicker 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	DavidBueter 
	DavidBueter 
	2 
	1 
	2 

	LouisZimmermann 
	LouisZimmermann 
	3 
	1 
	2 

	CharlesZimmermann 
	CharlesZimmermann 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	3 
	2 
	4 

	MaryHoyh 
	MaryHoyh 
	0 
	3 
	5 

	ReginaBreymaier 
	ReginaBreymaier 
	0 
	2 
	4 

	EdwardDraime 
	EdwardDraime 
	8 
	1 
	2 

	ElizabethFritz 
	ElizabethFritz 
	0 
	2 
	3 

	ElizabethRicker 
	ElizabethRicker 
	1 
	3 
	5 

	JamesStiers 
	JamesStiers 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	WilliamKappel 
	WilliamKappel 
	4 
	4 
	6 

	MathiasDischinger 
	MathiasDischinger 
	2 
	3 
	6 


	Table1.24.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1900 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	GeorgeAckermann 
	GeorgeAckermann 
	3 
	0 
	1 

	JohnBueter 
	JohnBueter 
	3 
	4 
	7 

	SebastianBurkhart 
	SebastianBurkhart 
	3 
	1 
	1 

	JosephBreymaier 
	JosephBreymaier 
	2 
	3 
	3 

	PaulineKuecherer 
	PaulineKuecherer 
	1 
	2 
	10 

	HomerHanks 
	HomerHanks 
	5 
	3 
	3 

	MarySylvan 
	MarySylvan 
	0 
	3 
	4 

	RosenaHarr 
	RosenaHarr 
	0 
	1 
	2 

	LeoKern 
	LeoKern 
	1 
	1 
	5 

	OttoBerger 
	OttoBerger 
	3 
	1 
	3 

	WilliamLippe 
	WilliamLippe 
	2 
	3 
	6 

	JohnWerner 
	JohnWerner 
	1 
	4 
	7 

	EvaC.Bendel 
	EvaC.Bendel 
	0 
	2 
	5 

	JacobKuemmerle 
	JacobKuemmerle 
	1 
	2 
	4 

	RosanaRoth 
	RosanaRoth 
	0 
	2 
	3 

	JacobSylvan 
	JacobSylvan 
	1 
	1 
	6 

	SimonJ.Beuter 
	SimonJ.Beuter 
	1 
	1 
	1 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	3 
	2 
	2 

	AdamKimmerly 
	AdamKimmerly 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	GettySeitz 
	GettySeitz 
	2 
	3 
	6 

	JohnSiber 
	JohnSiber 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	JonathanBimeler 
	JonathanBimeler 
	5 
	1 
	2 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	1 
	1 
	1 

	JacobSturm 
	JacobSturm 
	3 
	1 
	2 

	JuliusNotter 
	JuliusNotter 
	3 
	1 
	1 

	JohnGroetzinger 
	JohnGroetzinger 
	3 
	0 
	1 

	MaryBreil 
	MaryBreil 
	3 
	3 
	4 

	CharlesKappel 
	CharlesKappel 
	1 
	4 
	7 

	JacobBreymaier 
	JacobBreymaier 
	4 
	1 
	2 

	ElmerMcLeman 
	ElmerMcLeman 
	5 
	2 
	4 

	JacobBuhler 
	JacobBuhler 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	JohnZollers 
	JohnZollers 
	2 
	2 
	7 

	LouisHoover 
	LouisHoover 
	6 
	4 
	5 

	ArnoldGantenbien 
	ArnoldGantenbien 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	Total 
	Total 
	145 
	144 
	289 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1900 
	The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
	Table1.25.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1900 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	15 
	13 
	28 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	15 
	13 
	28 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	8 
	21 
	29 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	7 
	14 
	21 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	31 
	22 
	53 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	30 
	24 
	54 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	12 
	12 
	24 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	10 
	9 
	19 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	13 
	12 
	25 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	3 
	0 
	3 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	147 
	144 
	289 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1900 
	Table1.26.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1900 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Baker 
	Baker 
	1 

	Barber 
	Barber 
	2 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	2 

	Cabinetmaker 
	Cabinetmaker 
	1 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	3 

	Coalminer 
	Coalminer 
	1 

	Contractor 
	Contractor 
	1 

	Drygoodsclerk 
	Drygoodsclerk 
	1 

	Farmlaborer 
	Farmlaborer 
	19 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	12 

	Gardener 
	Gardener 
	1 

	Hotelkeeper 
	Hotelkeeper 
	1 

	Housecarpenter 
	Housecarpenter 
	2 

	Jeweler 
	Jeweler 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	21 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	1 

	Planingmillworker 
	Planingmillworker 
	1 

	Railroadagent 
	Railroadagent 
	1 

	Railroadlaborer 
	Railroadlaborer 
	3 

	Saloonkeeper 
	Saloonkeeper 
	1 

	Sawmillengineer 
	Sawmillengineer 
	2 

	Sawmill Superindendent 
	Sawmill Superindendent 
	1 

	Sawmillworker 
	Sawmillworker 
	4 

	Sawyeratsawmill 
	Sawyeratsawmill 
	1 

	Servant 
	Servant 
	3 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	2 


	Table1.26.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1900 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Stonemason 
	Stonemason 
	1 

	Tailor 
	Tailor 
	1 

	Teacher 
	Teacher 
	1 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	3 

	Telegraphoperator 
	Telegraphoperator 
	1 

	Tinner 
	Tinner 
	1 

	Wagonmaker 
	Wagonmaker 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	98 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1900 
	Table1.27.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1910 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	1 
	4 
	5 

	MaryBreil 
	MaryBreil 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	WilliamA.Bimeler 
	WilliamA.Bimeler 
	4 
	4 
	8 

	WilliamChalmers 
	WilliamChalmers 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	SarahRoth 
	SarahRoth 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	JosephineAckermann 
	JosephineAckermann 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	FrantzBeintner 
	FrantzBeintner 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JosephBreymaier 
	JosephBreymaier 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	SimonBeuter 
	SimonBeuter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JohnGroetzinger 
	JohnGroetzinger 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	JohnRuof 
	JohnRuof 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	JacobSturm 
	JacobSturm 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	CharlesKappel 
	CharlesKappel 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	AugustKuecherer 
	AugustKuecherer 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	AlbertBeuter 
	AlbertBeuter 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	FrederickRenner 
	FrederickRenner 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	WilliamR.Sarbaugh 
	WilliamR.Sarbaugh 
	5 
	3 
	8 

	WilliamLippe 
	WilliamLippe 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	CharlesJ.Breymaier 
	CharlesJ.Breymaier 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CharlesZimmermann 
	CharlesZimmermann 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	MathiasDischinger 
	MathiasDischinger 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	LouisaWerner 
	LouisaWerner 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	ElizabethRicker 
	ElizabethRicker 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	JohnBeuter 
	JohnBeuter 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	JacobClass 
	JacobClass 
	5 
	2 
	7 

	JohnA.Shafer 
	JohnA.Shafer 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JacobRicker 
	JacobRicker 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	JosephBeuter 
	JosephBeuter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	FrankJ.Ackermann 
	FrankJ.Ackermann 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JacobE.Sylvan 
	JacobE.Sylvan 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	SarahRuckstuhl 
	SarahRuckstuhl 
	0 
	1 
	1 


	Table1.27.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1910 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	GeorgeKnetcht 
	GeorgeKnetcht 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	TraceBuchler 
	TraceBuchler 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	AlmonC.Nixon 
	AlmonC.Nixon 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JohnKuecherer 
	JohnKuecherer 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JacobBurkhart 
	JacobBurkhart 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JohnBimeler 
	JohnBimeler 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	EllaRicker 
	EllaRicker 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	MarySylvan 
	MarySylvan 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	JohnZollar 
	JohnZollar 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	LeviBeiter 
	LeviBeiter 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	AdamKuemerly 
	AdamKuemerly 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	PaulineKuecherer 
	PaulineKuecherer 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	ChristianRuof 
	ChristianRuof 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	JacobKuemmerle 
	JacobKuemmerle 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	WilliamH.Jackson 
	WilliamH.Jackson 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	AugustG.Burkhart 
	AugustG.Burkhart 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	AndrewGantenbein 
	AndrewGantenbein 
	4 
	2 
	6 

	JonathanBeiter 
	JonathanBeiter 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	ElmerW.Beiter 
	ElmerW.Beiter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JamesF.Gordon 
	JamesF.Gordon 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	JuliusNotter 
	JuliusNotter 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	Total 
	Total 
	90 
	92 
	182 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1910 
	The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
	Table1.28.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1910 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	5 
	5 
	10 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	6 
	6 
	12 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	4 
	8 
	12 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	16 
	16 
	32 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	14 
	9 
	23 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	12 
	16 
	28 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	10 
	14 
	24 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	11 
	4 
	15 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	7 
	9 
	16 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	90 
	92 
	182 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1910 
	Table1.29.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1910 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Agent 
	Agent 
	railroad 
	1 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	ownshop 
	2 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	railroad 
	8 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	bridgerailroad 
	1 

	Cook 
	Cook 
	hotel 
	1 

	Dressmaker 
	Dressmaker 
	athome 
	4 

	Driver 
	Driver 
	coalwagon 
	1 

	Electrician 
	Electrician 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Farmlaborer 
	Farmlaborer 
	homefarm 
	7 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	generalfarm 
	10 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	workingout 
	2 

	Florist 
	Florist 
	owngarden 
	1 

	Jeweler 
	Jeweler 
	watchshop 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	oddjobs 
	3 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	hotelandfarm 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	railroad 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	onfarm 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	sawmill 
	1 

	Laundress 
	Laundress 
	hotel 
	1 

	Lumberbuyer 
	Lumberbuyer 
	bankpropetc 
	1 

	Machinist 
	Machinist 
	batteryfactory 
	3 

	Machinist 
	Machinist 
	machineshop 
	1 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	gristmill 
	2 

	Newsboy 
	Newsboy 
	onstreet 
	1 

	Physician 
	Physician 
	generalphysician 
	1 

	Planer 
	Planer 
	lumberyard 
	1 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	hotel 
	2 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Retailmerchant 
	Retailmerchant 
	generalstore 
	1 

	Salesman 
	Salesman 
	retailgrocery 
	1 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	ownshop 
	2 

	Stenograph 
	Stenograph 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Teacher 
	Teacher 
	publicschool 
	2 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	lumberyard 
	4 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	oddjobs 
	1 

	Tinner 
	Tinner 
	ownshop 
	1 

	Wagondriver 
	Wagondriver 
	coal 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	75 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1910 
	Table1.30.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1920 
	Table1.30.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1920 
	Table1.30.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1920 

	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	CharlesMiller 
	CharlesMiller 
	2 
	1 
	5 

	JohnShafer 
	JohnShafer 
	1 
	4 
	2 

	JacobRicker 
	JacobRicker 
	1 
	1 
	8 

	JosephBueter 
	JosephBueter 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	TheodoreLippe 
	TheodoreLippe 
	2 
	1 
	1 

	FredRenner 
	FredRenner 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	AlbertBueter 
	AlbertBueter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JacobSylvan 
	JacobSylvan 
	1 
	0 
	3 

	JacobBurkhart 
	JacobBurkhart 
	1 
	1 
	5 

	LouisaGantenbein 
	LouisaGantenbein 
	0 
	1 
	2 

	WilliamSnyder 
	WilliamSnyder 
	2 
	3 
	2 

	GeorgeKnecht 
	GeorgeKnecht 
	1 
	0 
	3 

	WilliamChalmers 
	WilliamChalmers 
	2 
	5 
	2 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	2 
	3 
	2 

	ElizabethBeiter 
	ElizabethBeiter 
	1 
	2 
	1 

	JacobGlass 
	JacobGlass 
	5 
	2 
	2 

	JacobDischinger 
	JacobDischinger 
	3 
	2 
	1 

	EdgarRuof 
	EdgarRuof 
	1 
	1 
	5 

	AlfredaSturm 
	AlfredaSturm 
	1 
	1 
	1 

	WilliamSarbaugh 
	WilliamSarbaugh 
	1 
	2 
	7 

	SimonBeuter 
	SimonBeuter 
	1 
	1 
	5 

	JacobSinger 
	JacobSinger 
	1 
	1 
	3 

	CharlesBreymaier 
	CharlesBreymaier 
	1 
	1 
	7 

	JohnSturm 
	JohnSturm 
	2 
	1 
	5 

	RalphMead 
	RalphMead 
	1 
	2 
	2 

	AugustBimeler 
	AugustBimeler 
	1 
	2 
	2 

	LouisaBimeler 
	LouisaBimeler 
	0 
	1 
	3 

	EllaRicker 
	EllaRicker 
	0 
	1 
	2 

	MarySylvan 
	MarySylvan 
	0 
	1 
	2 

	RayMorse 
	RayMorse 
	3 
	3 
	2 

	JohnKuecherer 
	JohnKuecherer 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	JacobGlassJr. 
	JacobGlassJr. 
	3 
	3 
	3 

	ElmerBueter 
	ElmerBueter 
	1 
	3 
	3 

	JacobSturm 
	JacobSturm 
	2 
	3 
	1 

	JohnRuof 
	JohnRuof 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	VictorBueter 
	VictorBueter 
	2 
	2 
	1 

	JacobKuemmerle 
	JacobKuemmerle 
	1 
	0 
	6 

	JosephineAckermann 
	JosephineAckermann 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	MaryZollar 
	MaryZollar 
	0 
	2 
	6 

	CarolineBueter 
	CarolineBueter 
	0 
	2 
	4 

	AlbertGeltz 
	AlbertGeltz 
	4 
	2 
	5 

	FrankSylvan 
	FrankSylvan 
	1 
	1 
	1 

	TillieRicker 
	TillieRicker 
	0 
	2 
	4 

	JosephBreymaier 
	JosephBreymaier 
	1 
	1 
	1 


	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	WilliamJackson 
	WilliamJackson 
	2 
	2 
	3 

	JohnHanni 
	JohnHanni 
	4 
	1 
	2 

	EdwinBriele 
	EdwinBriele 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	2 
	3 
	6 

	AugustBurkhart 
	AugustBurkhart 
	3 
	3 
	2 

	AugustKuecherer 
	AugustKuecherer 
	1 
	3 
	2 

	OliviaFornery 
	OliviaFornery 
	2 
	1 
	2 

	AlbertEberly 
	AlbertEberly 
	2 
	5 
	4 

	WilliamBimeler 
	WilliamBimeler 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	WilliamSchilling 
	WilliamSchilling 
	1 
	2 
	2 

	RossGarber 
	RossGarber 
	1 
	1 
	5 

	Total 
	Total 
	79 
	97 
	176 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1920 
	The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
	Table1.31.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1920 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	5 
	5 
	10 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	3 
	5 
	8 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	6 
	6 
	12 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	4 
	8 
	12 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	16 
	16 
	32 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	14 
	9 
	23 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	12 
	16 
	28 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	10 
	14 
	24 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	11 
	4 
	15 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	7 
	9 
	16 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	79 
	97 
	176 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1920 
	Table1.32.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1920 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Agent 
	Agent 
	railroad 
	1 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	ownshop 
	2 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	railroad 
	8 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	bridgerailroad 
	1 

	Cook 
	Cook 
	hotel 
	1 

	Dressmaker 
	Dressmaker 
	athome 
	4 

	Driver 
	Driver 
	coalwagon 
	1 


	Table1.32.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1920 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Electrician 
	Electrician 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Farmlaborer 
	Farmlaborer 
	homefarm 
	7 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	generalfarm 
	10 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	workingout 
	2 

	Florist 
	Florist 
	owngarden 
	1 

	Jeweler 
	Jeweler 
	watchshop 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	oddjobs 
	3 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	hotelandfarm 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	railroad 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	onfarm 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	sawmill 
	1 

	Laundress 
	Laundress 
	hotel 
	1 

	Lumberbuyer 
	Lumberbuyer 
	bankpropetc 
	1 

	Machinist 
	Machinist 
	batteryfactory 
	3 

	Machinist 
	Machinist 
	machineshop 
	1 

	Miller 
	Miller 
	gristmill 
	2 

	Newsboy 
	Newsboy 
	onstreet 
	1 

	Physician 
	Physician 
	generalphysician 
	1 

	Planer 
	Planer 
	lumberyard 
	1 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	hotel 
	2 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Retailmerchant 
	Retailmerchant 
	generalstore 
	1 

	Salesman 
	Salesman 
	retailgrocery 
	1 

	Shoemaker 
	Shoemaker 
	ownshop 
	2 

	Stenograph 
	Stenograph 
	batteryfactory 
	1 

	Teacher 
	Teacher 
	publicschool 
	2 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	lumberyard 
	4 

	Teamster 
	Teamster 
	oddjobs 
	1 

	Tinner 
	Tinner 
	ownshop 
	1 

	Wagondriver 
	Wagondriver 
	coal 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	75 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1920 
	Table1.33.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1930 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	DavidMauser 
	DavidMauser 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	JosephHouseholder 
	JosephHouseholder 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	EdwinF.Briel 
	EdwinF.Briel 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	FrankKappel 
	FrankKappel 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	TherlowMyers 
	TherlowMyers 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	JohnW.Jordan 
	JohnW.Jordan 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	ThomasClark 
	ThomasClark 
	3 
	3 
	6 


	Table1.33.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1930 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	LydiaSylvan 
	LydiaSylvan 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	AlbertGeltz 
	AlbertGeltz 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CarolineBeiter 
	CarolineBeiter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	ElmerBeiter 
	ElmerBeiter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JacobGlass 
	JacobGlass 
	4 
	3 
	7 

	LillianBimeler 
	LillianBimeler 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	AugustBimeler 
	AugustBimeler 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	LouisaBimeler 
	LouisaBimeler 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	JosephBreymaier 
	JosephBreymaier 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CharlesWaines 
	CharlesWaines 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	EdgarRuof 
	EdgarRuof 
	3 
	3 
	6 

	WilliamG.Farber 
	WilliamG.Farber 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	FirmenW.Rowe 
	FirmenW.Rowe 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JohnZollars 
	JohnZollars 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CarlNotter 
	CarlNotter 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	OttoGlass 
	OttoGlass 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	ElizabethBeiter 
	ElizabethBeiter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	WilliamSarbaugh 
	WilliamSarbaugh 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	KennethSarbaugh 
	KennethSarbaugh 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	ChristinaWeber 
	ChristinaWeber 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	WilliamWeber 
	WilliamWeber 
	6 
	1 
	7 

	JacobDischinger 
	JacobDischinger 
	5 
	2 
	7 

	JacobSinger 
	JacobSinger 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	RalphMeade 
	RalphMeade 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	CharlesBreymaier 
	CharlesBreymaier 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	AnnaNixon 
	AnnaNixon 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JacobMorhart 
	JacobMorhart 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	PaulRicker 
	PaulRicker 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	HerbertEberly 
	HerbertEberly 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	AlbertEberly 
	AlbertEberly 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	GeorgeKnecht 
	GeorgeKnecht 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	TheodoreLippe 
	TheodoreLippe 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	Mrs.JacobMorhart 
	Mrs.JacobMorhart 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	LydiaRicker 
	LydiaRicker 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	VictorBeiter 
	VictorBeiter 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	WalterStreb 
	WalterStreb 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	WilliamVeilhouse 
	WilliamVeilhouse 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	Total 
	Total 
	76 
	70 
	146 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1930 
	The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
	Table1.34.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1930 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	9 
	6 
	15 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	9 
	3 
	12 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	5 
	6 
	11 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	5 
	4 
	9 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	5 
	10 
	15 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	10 
	7 
	17 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	7 
	9 
	16 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	15 
	10 
	25 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	8 
	9 
	17 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	1 
	6 
	7 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	2 
	0 
	2 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Total 
	Total 
	76 
	70 
	146 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1930 
	Table1.35.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1930 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Agent 
	Agent 
	railroadstation 
	1 

	Author 
	Author 
	magazinearticles 
	1 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	railroad 
	2 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	house 
	1 

	Catching 
	Catching 
	steelmill 
	1 

	Clerk 
	Clerk 
	generalstore 
	1 

	Clerk 
	Clerk 
	lumberco.office 
	1 

	Contractor 
	Contractor 
	building 
	1 

	Enumerator 
	Enumerator 
	census 
	1 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	generalfarm 
	6 

	Foreman 
	Foreman 
	steelmill 
	2 

	Foreman 
	Foreman 
	railroadbridgegang 
	1 

	Housemaid 
	Housemaid 
	house 
	1 

	Janitor 
	Janitor 
	publicschool 
	1 

	Kilnfireman 
	Kilnfireman 
	brickyard 
	2 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	oddjobs 
	4 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	claymine 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	brickyard 
	3 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	PennMoldCo. 
	1 

	Maid 
	Maid 
	housework 
	1 

	Manager 
	Manager 
	electriclightplant 
	1 

	Meterreader 
	Meterreader 
	powercompany 
	1 

	Millwright 
	Millwright 
	planingmill 
	1 

	Miner 
	Miner 
	coalmine 
	1 

	Mistress 
	Mistress 
	boardinghouse 
	1 

	Opener 
	Opener 
	steelmill 
	1 

	Operator 
	Operator 
	limekiln 
	1 


	Table1.35.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1930 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Paperhanger 
	Paperhanger 
	house 
	1 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	barbershop 
	1 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	generalstore 
	1 

	Railroadforeman 
	Railroadforeman 
	bridge 
	1 

	Repairman 
	Repairman 
	brickyard 
	1 

	Roller 
	Roller 
	steelmill 
	1 

	Schoolteacher 
	Schoolteacher 
	publicschool 
	2 

	Seamstress 
	Seamstress 
	home 
	1 

	stenographer 
	stenographer 
	brickyard 
	1 

	Supervisor 
	Supervisor 
	villagestreets 
	1 

	Wheeler 
	Wheeler 
	brickyard 
	5 

	Total 
	Total 
	56 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1930 
	Table1.36.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1940 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	DonovanP.Gordon 
	DonovanP.Gordon 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	ClarenceSetterin 
	ClarenceSetterin 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	StellaKappel 
	StellaKappel 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	BarbaraKuecherer 
	BarbaraKuecherer 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	CharlesSwank 
	CharlesSwank 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	CarlFinebach 
	CarlFinebach 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	WalterStreb 
	WalterStreb 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	PeterFrankLieghly 
	PeterFrankLieghly 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	VictorBeiter 
	VictorBeiter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	AugustBimeler 
	AugustBimeler 
	2 
	3 
	5 

	PrestonLechner 
	PrestonLechner 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	TheodoreLippe 
	TheodoreLippe 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	OttoGlass 
	OttoGlass 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	RussellA.Knecht 
	RussellA.Knecht 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	LeviBimeler 
	LeviBimeler 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	GlendonEberly 
	GlendonEberly 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	AlbertEberly 
	AlbertEberly 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	BruceBurchfield 
	BruceBurchfield 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	EdwinBreil 
	EdwinBreil 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	PaulRicker 
	PaulRicker 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	AnnaNixon 
	AnnaNixon 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	JayCrist 
	JayCrist 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	RossHague 
	RossHague 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	AugustKuecherer 
	AugustKuecherer 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CliffordHanni 
	CliffordHanni 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	JacobGlass 
	JacobGlass 
	4 
	1 
	5 

	KatherineMorhart 
	KatherineMorhart 
	1 
	2 
	3 


	Table1.36.HouseholdcompositioninZoarVillage,1940 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Headofhousehold 
	Malesinhousehold 
	Femalesinhousehold 
	Totalin household 

	HaroldGlass 
	HaroldGlass 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	WilliamBrieson 
	WilliamBrieson 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	AlbertGeltz 
	AlbertGeltz 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CarolineBeiter 
	CarolineBeiter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	DanielE.Locker 
	DanielE.Locker 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	J.J.Sturm 
	J.J.Sturm 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	StanleyBaker 
	StanleyBaker 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	RogerLechner 
	RogerLechner 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	ErvinScott 
	ErvinScott 
	1 
	3 
	4 

	JohnZollars 
	JohnZollars 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	PeterBimeler 
	PeterBimeler 
	2 
	0 
	2 

	EdwinLanger 
	EdwinLanger 
	2 
	5 
	7 

	CliffordHawkins 
	CliffordHawkins 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	CharlesWerner 
	CharlesWerner 
	1 
	0 
	1 

	CarlGeib 
	CarlGeib 
	3 
	1 
	4 

	JacobDischinger 
	JacobDischinger 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	HermanDischinger 
	HermanDischinger 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	ChristinaWeber 
	ChristinaWeber 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	WilliamWeber 
	WilliamWeber 
	6 
	2 
	8 

	ElizabethBeiter 
	ElizabethBeiter 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	WilliamSarbaugh 
	WilliamSarbaugh 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	JacobSinger 
	JacobSinger 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	CharlesBreymaier 
	CharlesBreymaier 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	ElmerBeiter 
	ElmerBeiter 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	RussellMorris 
	RussellMorris 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	HarryHague 
	HarryHague 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	WilliamGarber 
	WilliamGarber 
	1 
	2 
	3 

	EdgarRuof 
	EdgarRuof 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	HelenBurkhart 
	HelenBurkhart 
	0 
	2 
	2 

	CharlesLittle 
	CharlesLittle 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	WalterRendle 
	WalterRendle 
	3 
	2 
	5 

	HowardSarbaugh 
	HowardSarbaugh 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	SimonJ.Crowe 
	SimonJ.Crowe 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	CharlesCasagram 
	CharlesCasagram 
	2 
	2 
	4 

	JosephHouseholder 
	JosephHouseholder 
	1 
	1 
	2 

	DavidMaurer 
	DavidMaurer 
	2 
	0 
	2 

	RalphBaker 
	RalphBaker 
	2 
	1 
	3 

	Total 
	Total 
	104 
	101 
	205 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1940 
	The households of former Separatists are highlighted in this table. 
	Table1.37.ZoarVillagepopulationbyagegroup,1940 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Agegroup 
	Males 
	Females 
	Total 

	0–5 
	0–5 
	15 
	11 
	26 

	5–10 
	5–10 
	9 
	3 
	12 

	10–15 
	10–15 
	4 
	11 
	15 

	15–20 
	15–20 
	9 
	6 
	15 

	20–30 
	20–30 
	14 
	21 
	35 

	30–40 
	30–40 
	13 
	11 
	23 

	40–50 
	40–50 
	13 
	10 
	23 

	50–60 
	50–60 
	6 
	14 
	20 

	60–70 
	60–70 
	14 
	9 
	23 

	70–80 
	70–80 
	7 
	4 
	11 

	80–90 
	80–90 
	0 
	1 
	1 

	90–100 
	90–100 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Total 
	Total 
	104 
	101 
	205 


	Source:U.S.CensusBureau1940 
	Table1.38.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1940 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Assistant 
	Assistant 
	hotel&restaurant 
	1 

	Assistantunitforeman 
	Assistantunitforeman 
	steelplant 
	1 

	Bartender 
	Bartender 
	hotel 
	1 

	Blacksmith 
	Blacksmith 
	notlisted 
	1 

	Bridgecarpenter 
	Bridgecarpenter 
	steamrailroad 
	4 

	Bridgeforeman 
	Bridgeforeman 
	steamrailroad 
	1 

	Carpenter 
	Carpenter 
	generalwork 
	2 

	Clerk 
	Clerk 
	retaildrygoodsstore 
	1 

	Contractor 
	Contractor 
	buildingcontracts 
	1 

	Craneoperator 
	Craneoperator 
	stripmine 
	1 

	Daylaborer 
	Daylaborer 
	notlisted 
	1 

	Farmer 
	Farmer 
	ownfarm 
	2 

	Foreman 
	Foreman 
	stripmine 
	1 

	Gasshoveloperator 
	Gasshoveloperator 
	stripmine 
	1 

	Housemaid 
	Housemaid 
	privatehome 
	2 

	Kilnfireman 
	Kilnfireman 
	brickplant 
	3 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	clayproducts 
	2 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	steelplant 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	clayplant 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	brickplant 
	16 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	steamrailroad 
	2 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	generalwork 
	2 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	steelplant 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	sewerpipemfg 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	WPA 
	1 

	Laborer 
	Laborer 
	stripmine 
	1 

	Mineworker 
	Mineworker 
	notlisted 
	1 


	Table1.38.OccupationslistedatZoarVillage,1940 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Occupation 
	Location 
	Numberofindividualslisted 

	Operator 
	Operator 
	powerplant 
	1 

	Owner 
	Owner 
	coalmine 
	2 

	Owner 
	Owner 
	generalretailmerchandise 
	1 

	Owner 
	Owner 
	retailantiques 
	1 

	Owner 
	Owner 
	manufactureofhydratedlime 
	1 

	Pressoperator 
	Pressoperator 
	steelplant 
	1 

	Proprietor 
	Proprietor 
	hotel&restaurant 
	1 

	Purser 
	Purser 
	steamrailroad 
	1 

	Retired 
	Retired 
	notlisted 
	4 

	Salesman 
	Salesman 
	specialties 
	1 

	Superintendent 
	Superintendent 
	brickplant 
	1 

	Teacher 
	Teacher 
	publicschool 
	3 

	Telegraphoperator andstationagent 
	Telegraphoperator andstationagent 
	steamrailroad 
	1 

	Truckdriver 
	Truckdriver 
	coalco. 
	1 

	Truckdriver 
	Truckdriver 
	OSAHS 
	1 

	Total 
	Total 
	74 


	Source:U.S.FederalPopulationCensus1940 
	Table1.39.AmanaSocietyvillagesin1874 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	Populationin1874 
	Associatedformsofincome 

	Amana 
	Amana 
	450 
	Woolenproduction,sawmill,gristmill, farming 

	EastAmana 
	EastAmana 
	125 
	farming 

	MiddleAmana 
	MiddleAmana 
	350 
	Woolenproduction,farming 

	AmananeartheHill 
	AmananeartheHill 
	125 
	Tannery,sawmill,farming 

	WestAmana 
	WestAmana 
	150 
	Gristmill,farming 

	SouthAmana 
	SouthAmana 
	150 
	Sawmill,farming 

	Homestead 
	Homestead 
	135 
	RailroadDepot,sawmill,farming, generaldepot 
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	Table2.1.OhioHistoricInventory(OHI)FormsforZoarVillageandtheSurroundingArea 
	* Indicates OHIs that plot the resources in the wrong locations, and were not based on field verification of ruins. 
	OHINumber 
	OHINumber 
	OHINumber 
	COENumber 
	ResourceNameonOHI 
	Location 

	TUS-009-9 
	TUS-009-9 
	HDC13 
	CR82Bridge(ZoarIronBridge) 
	OffCR111,southofZoar 

	TUS-015-9 
	TUS-015-9 
	5857 
	HouseNo.1 
	SWcornerofFourthandMainSts. 

	TUS-016-9 
	TUS-016-9 
	5891,HDC5 
	Garden,Gardener’sHouse,andGreenhouse(GardenHouse) 
	BlockboundedbyFourth,Main,Third,andParkSts. 

	TUS-017-9 
	TUS-017-9 
	5852 
	HouseNo.5(SecondSewingHouse) 
	NWcornerofThirdandParkSts. 

	TUS-018-9 
	TUS-018-9 
	5901 
	ZoarMeetingHouse(ThirdMeetinghouse) 
	FifthandMainSts. 

	TUS-019-9 
	TUS-019-9 
	5875 
	HouseNo.17—Boys’Dormitory 
	NEcornerofThirdandFoltzSts. 

	TUS-020-9 
	TUS-020-9 
	5841 
	ZoarHotel 
	SEcornerofMainandSecondSts. 

	TUS-021-9 
	TUS-021-9 
	5892 
	HouseNo.10(Bimeler’sfirsthomeandFirstMeetinghouse) 
	NorthsideofFourthSt.betweenParkandMainSts. 

	TUS-022-9 
	TUS-022-9 
	N/A 
	SiteoftheFoundry* 
	ImmediatelywestofSR212,southofZoar 

	TUS-023-9 
	TUS-023-9 
	HDC3 
	SiteoftheWoolenMill* 
	ImmediatelywestofSR212,southofZoar 

	TUS-024-9 
	TUS-024-9 
	HDC4 
	SiteoftheFlourMill(CustomMill)* 
	ImmediatelywestofSR212,southofZoar 

	TUS-025-9 
	TUS-025-9 
	TH35 
	ZoarCanalInn(CanalHotel) 
	8806TowpathRoad 

	TUS-026-9 
	TUS-026-9 
	HDC1 
	SiteoftheZoarBrewery 
	Westendof5th St. 

	TUS-769-9 
	TUS-769-9 
	5883 
	ZoarSchoolHouse(SecondSchoolhouse) 
	EastsideofFoltzSt.betweenFifthandFourthSts. 

	TUS-770-9 
	TUS-770-9 
	5893 
	HouseNo.9(Zeeb’sCabin) 
	NEcornerofFourthandParkSts. 

	TUS-771-9 
	TUS-771-9 
	5853 
	HouseNo.27(ObedRuofResidence/BimelerMuseum) 
	SEcornerofThirdandParkSts. 

	TUS-772-9 
	TUS-772-9 
	5895 
	HouseNo.8 
	NWcornerofFourthandParkSts. 

	TUS-773-9 
	TUS-773-9 
	5894 
	HouseNo.6(TheJacobBuehlerHouse) 
	SWcornerofFourthandParkSts. 

	TUS-777-9 
	TUS-777-9 
	5856 
	TheMagazine 
	MainandThirdSts.,behindHouseNo.1 

	TUS-790-9 
	TUS-790-9 
	5887 
	HouseNo.34(BernhardtBeiterHouse) 
	SEcornerofMainandFourthSts. 

	TUS-917-9 
	TUS-917-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanal(southofZoar) 
	Btw.theWheeling&LakeErieRailroadgradeandSR800 

	TUS-918-9 
	TUS-918-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanal(southofZoar) 
	Btw.CR82andtheWheeling&LakeErieRailroadgrade 

	TUS-920-9 
	TUS-920-9 
	HDC23 
	Zoar(State)FishHatchery 
	SofLock10andNofCR82BridgeoffofCR111 

	TUS-921-9 
	TUS-921-9 
	N/A 
	Wheeling&LakeErieRailroadBridgeandGrade(abandoned) 
	WofZoar,SofZoarDam,EofCR111,NofCR82 

	TUS-922-9 
	TUS-922-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanal(Zoar) 
	BetweenI-77(Bolivar)andCR82(Zoar),offofCR111 

	TUS-923-9 
	TUS-923-9 
	HDC10 
	Ohio&ErieCanalLock10(Zoar) 
	EofCR111,N.ofCR82,nearZoar 

	TUS-924-9 
	TUS-924-9 
	HDC9 
	ZoarSawmillandPowerhouseRuins 
	NearZoarDamandGuardlock,EofCR111,NofCR82 

	TUS-925-9 
	TUS-925-9 
	HDC15 
	ZoarDam 
	TuscarawasRivernearZoar,EofCR111,NofCR82 

	TUS-926-9 
	TUS-926-9 
	N/A 
	ZoarGuardLock 
	EbankofTuscarawasRiver,EofCR111,NofCR82 

	TUS-927-9 
	TUS-927-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanalLock9 
	NofCR111,EofCR102,NWofZoar 

	TUS-928-9 
	TUS-928-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanalLock8 
	NofCR111,EofCR102,NWofZoar 

	TUS-929-9 
	TUS-929-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanalLock7 
	NofCR111,EofCR102,NWofZoar 

	TUS-930-9 
	TUS-930-9 
	N/A 
	Ohio&ErieCanalLock7FloodGate 
	NofCR111,EofCR102,NWofZoar 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.2.Characteristicsofabove-groundSeparatistresourcessurveyedduringthisinvestigation 
	PrimaryContext 
	PrimaryContext 
	PrimaryContext 
	TOTAL 
	Recommended Contributingtoproposed 2013District–Separatist PeriodofSignificance 
	NumberInsideUSACE StudyArea 
	NumberOutsideUSACE StudyArea 

	Residential 
	Residential 
	44 
	44 
	44 
	0 

	Commercial 
	Commercial 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	0 

	Agriculture 
	Agriculture 
	10 
	9 
	9 
	1 

	IndustryandManufacturing 
	IndustryandManufacturing 
	11 
	11 
	11 
	0 

	Transportation 
	Transportation 
	5 
	5 
	3 
	2 

	Community,Education,and Religion 
	Community,Education,and Religion 
	21 
	20 
	16 
	0 

	TourismandRecreation 
	TourismandRecreation 
	3 
	3 
	2 
	0 

	FloodControl 
	FloodControl 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	0 

	TOTAL(someresourcesfall intomorethanonecategory) 
	TOTAL(someresourcesfall intomorethanonecategory) 
	96 
	94 
	93 
	3 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.3.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NATIONALREGISTEREligibility 

	5842a 
	5842a 
	HouseNo.23 
	1831 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5848 
	5848 
	HouseNo.3 
	1831 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5849 
	5849 
	HouseNo.2 
	1831 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5850 
	5850 
	HouseNo.31 
	1877 20thc. 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5852 
	5852 
	HouseNo.5 
	ca.1830-1840 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA);recommendedtomaintainstatusunderCriterion A. -Recommendedcontributingunderforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5853 
	5853 
	HouseNo.27 
	1868 2005(damaged) 2012(repairs underway) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5856a 
	5856a 
	HouseNo.1DiningRoom,Kitchen,and Laundry 
	ca.1845 1993(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5857 
	5857 
	HouseNo.1 
	1835,1845 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA);recommendedtomaintainstatusunderCriterion A. -Recommendedcontributingunderforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5858 
	5858 
	HouseNo.29 
	1830 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5859 
	5859 
	HouseNo.26 
	ca.1870 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5861 
	5861 
	Treasurer’sHouse/ZimmermanHouse 
	1877 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.3.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NATIONALREGISTEREligibility 

	5861a 
	5861a 
	Treasurer’sHouse/ZimmermanHouse WashHouse 
	Pre-1898 20thc. 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA). 

	5862 
	5862 
	HouseNo.22 
	ca.1830-1850 1870 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5870 
	5870 
	SheepHerder’sHouse 
	ca.1830 ca.1850(addition) 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5870a 
	5870a 
	SheepHerder'sHouseOutbuilding 
	Pre-1898 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	5872 
	5872 
	HouseNo.21 
	ca.1820s ca.1880s (alterations) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5874 
	5874 
	HouseNo.19 
	ca.1820 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5875 
	5875 
	HouseNo.17 
	ca.1828-1830 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA);recommendedtomaintainstatusunderCriterion A. -Recommendedcontributingunderforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5876 
	5876 
	HouseNo.14 
	ca.1820 ca.1986(renovated) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5877 
	5877 
	HouseNo.35 
	1870 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5877a 
	5877a 
	ZoarChandleryandSunshineCandle Worksbuilding (originallyaresidentialoutbuilding) 
	ca.1870 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5878 
	5878 
	HouseNo.13 
	ca.1820s ca.1870 (renovations) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5879 
	5879 
	HouseNo.18(BauerHaus) 
	ca.1828 ca.1857 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.3.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NATIONALREGISTEREligibility 

	5881 
	5881 
	HouseNo.30(TheHermitage) 
	ca.1817 20thc. 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5882 
	5882 
	HouseNo.16(PrintShop; Jebenhaüschen) 
	ca.1817 pre-1898 ca.1930 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5884 
	5884 
	HouseNo.20 
	1881 ca.1890(addition) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5884b 
	5884b 
	HouseNo.20Outbuilding 
	Pre-1898 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA). 

	5885 
	5885 
	HouseNo.15 
	ca.1820 ca.1850 (remodeled) ca.1860 (remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5885b 
	5885b 
	HouseNo.15OutbuildingFoundation 
	Pre-1898 Post-1958 (demolished) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	5886 
	5886 
	HouseNo.12 
	1858 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5886a 
	5886a 
	HouseNo.12Outbuilding 
	Pre-1898 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA). 

	5886b 
	5886b 
	HouseNo.12Outbuilding 
	Pre-1898 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA). 

	5887 
	5887 
	HouseNo.34 
	1874 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5887b 
	5887b 
	HouseNo.34OutbuildingFoundation 
	Pre-1898 Post-1958 (demolished) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA). 

	5891 
	5891 
	HouseNo.11(GardenHouse) 
	ca.1834 ca.1900 1970(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 

	5892 
	5892 
	HouseNo.10 
	ca.1817 ca.1870 ca.1935(altered) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.3.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NATIONALREGISTEREligibility 

	5893 
	5893 
	HouseNo.9 
	ca.1817 ca.1930(altered) ca.1950 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5894 
	5894 
	HouseNo.6 
	ca.1830 early20thc. 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5895 
	5895 
	HouseNo.8 
	1884 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5896 
	5896 
	HouseNo.7 
	ca.1830s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5903 
	5903 
	HouseNo.36 
	ca.1825 ca.1837 ca.1941 (remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	5903a 
	5903a 
	HouseNo.36Kitchen/Garage 
	Pre-1898 ca.1940 (convertedto garage) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	TH32 
	TH32 
	HouseNo.25 
	1828 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 

	HDC60 
	HDC60 
	HouseNo.26Well 
	ca.1840s ca.1900s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA) 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.4.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5842a 
	5842a 
	HouseNo.23 (Doctor’s House) 
	WsideofMain St.btw,2nd and 1st Sts./ N4495743.363 E464253.910 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1831,exterior modifiedin20th c. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.98 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11,2.14 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA)and foritsarchitectural significance(CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR: stucco& fauxstone finishadded in20th c. 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-


	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	MOD: recognizble ashousebut usedas restaurant 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.23isa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithastoneandbrickinfillfoundation,stuccoandsimulatedstonemasonrywalls,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithdecorativeslateshingles.The windowsare1/1woodsashcoveredwithaluminumstorms.Ahip-roofoverhangisallthatremainsofafull-lengthfrontporch.Thebuilding’sintegrityhasbeendiminishedwiththe20th centuryadditionofstucco andsimulatedstonetothewoodframewalls.A1-1/2storyrectangularadditiontothewestsideofthebuildingappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiodwithitsslatefront-gableroof.
	HouseNo.23isa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithastoneandbrickinfillfoundation,stuccoandsimulatedstonemasonrywalls,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithdecorativeslateshingles.The windowsare1/1woodsashcoveredwithaluminumstorms.Ahip-roofoverhangisallthatremainsofafull-lengthfrontporch.Thebuilding’sintegrityhasbeendiminishedwiththe20th centuryadditionofstucco andsimulatedstonetothewoodframewalls.A1-1/2storyrectangularadditiontothewestsideofthebuildingappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiodwithitsslatefront-gableroof.
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	COE# 
	COE# 
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	5848 
	5848 
	HouseNo.3 (DairyHerd Keeper’s Residence) 
	191ParkSt./ N4495806.919 E464183.122 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1831 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.94 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58. 2.11,2.14 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.3isanL-shaped,2-story,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andasidegableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashand6/6woodsash;bothtypesare coveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Thetwo(2)windowsintheatticgablesare1/1sash.A1-story,shed-roofporchadditionwasbuilttothesouthofthemainbuilding.Theeast1-storyrearadditionhasa sandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andshed-roof,enclosedporch,andappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiod;itisonthe1898dissolutionmapalongwithtwooutbuildingsontheproperty (Ha
	HouseNo.3isanL-shaped,2-story,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andasidegableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashand6/6woodsash;bothtypesare coveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Thetwo(2)windowsintheatticgablesare1/1sash.A1-story,shed-roofporchadditionwasbuilttothesouthofthemainbuilding.Theeast1-storyrearadditionhasa sandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andshed-roof,enclosedporch,andappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiod;itisonthe1898dissolutionmapalongwithtwooutbuildingsontheproperty (Ha

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5849 
	5849 
	HouseNo.2 
	197W.2nd St./ N4495841.007 E464184.279 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1831 Ca.1870 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.93 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11,2.14 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.2isa2story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorendbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithgablereturns.The6/6woodsash windowshavealuminumstorms.AVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandwoodpostssupportedoncast-ironspindles.A1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionwithashed-roof porchwasbuilttothenorthofthemainbuilding,aswellasashed-roofrearporch.Accordingtothedissolutionsurveymap,thepropertyincludedseveraloutbuildings(whicharenolongerextant
	HouseNo.2isa2story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorendbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithgablereturns.The6/6woodsash windowshavealuminumstorms.AVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandwoodpostssupportedoncast-ironspindles.A1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionwithashed-roof porchwasbuilttothenorthofthemainbuilding,aswellasashed-roofrearporch.Accordingtothedissolutionsurveymap,thepropertyincludedseveraloutbuildings(whicharenolongerextant
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	Table2.4.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5850 
	5850 
	HouseNo.31 
	246ParkSt./ N4495869.335 E464154.170 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1887 Late20thc. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.100 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11,2.14 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR alum. windows &vin. siding 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.31isa2-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,vinylwoodsiding,2interiorendchimneysandaside-gableroof.AccordingtoMorhart(1981),thehousewasbuiltin 1887.The1/1woodsashwindowshavedecorativehoodsandaluminumstormwindows.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativewoodscrollworkandbrackets.Thereisaflat-roof,1-story sunroomadditiontothesouthofthebuildinganda2-storyrearaddition.Thestructureappearswithtwo(2)associatedstructures(theKettleHouseandanoutbuilding)onthe1898dissolutionmap;the 
	HouseNo.31isa2-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,vinylwoodsiding,2interiorendchimneysandaside-gableroof.AccordingtoMorhart(1981),thehousewasbuiltin 1887.The1/1woodsashwindowshavedecorativehoodsandaluminumstormwindows.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativewoodscrollworkandbrackets.Thereisaflat-roof,1-story sunroomadditiontothesouthofthebuildinganda2-storyrearaddition.Thestructureappearswithtwo(2)associatedstructures(theKettleHouseandanoutbuilding)onthe1898dissolutionmap;the 
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	5852 
	5852 
	HouseNo.5 (TheSecond Sewing House) 
	221W.3rd St./ N4495955.688 E464152.825 
	Federal /Residence & Community 
	ca.1830-1840 ca.1870 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.94 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.56, 2.11,2.12 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributingto historicdistrictunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A);recommendedto maintainstatusunder CriterionA. -Recommendedcontributing underforitsarchitectural significance(CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	MOD: Closeto 20th c. levee 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD: Some replaceme nt windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisarectangular,2-1/2story,Federal-stylehousewithacutsandstonefoundation,wood-framewallswithhorizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,twointeriorendbrickchimneys,anda side-gableroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.Thefull-lengthshed-roofrearporchissupportedbywoodpostsandcoveredwithwoodshingles.Areplacementsingle-panepicturewindowisflankedby5-light fixedwindows.Thehipped-roofVictorian-erafrontporchwithscrollworkbracketsanddecorativepanelscoveredthemainentry,whichhasawoodpaneldoorflankedby5-lightsidelightsand
	Thestructureisarectangular,2-1/2story,Federal-stylehousewithacutsandstonefoundation,wood-framewallswithhorizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,twointeriorendbrickchimneys,anda side-gableroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.Thefull-lengthshed-roofrearporchissupportedbywoodpostsandcoveredwithwoodshingles.Areplacementsingle-panepicturewindowisflankedby5-light fixedwindows.Thehipped-roofVictorian-erafrontporchwithscrollworkbracketsanddecorativepanelscoveredthemainentry,whichhasawoodpaneldoorflankedby5-lightsidelightsand
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	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
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	5853 
	5853 
	House No. 27 (Obed Ruof Residence/ Bimeler Museum) 
	198 W. 3rd St./ N4495918.245 E464183.974 
	Greek Revival / Residence 
	1868 2005(damaged) 2012 (repairs to foundation) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.98 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 27 is a 2-story, L-shaped, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 1/1 wood sash windows, two brick chimneys, and a side gable roof with brackets and gable returns. The main entry on 3rd St. has a flat-roof, Greek-Revival style front porch with columns, pilasters, and trigylphs. Other decorative elements include stone sills and lintels, and quarter-round windows in the attic gables. The 4-panel wood front door has 4-light sidelights and a decorative wood lintel. The rear of the building has a
	House No. 27 is a 2-story, L-shaped, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 1/1 wood sash windows, two brick chimneys, and a side gable roof with brackets and gable returns. The main entry on 3rd St. has a flat-roof, Greek-Revival style front porch with columns, pilasters, and trigylphs. Other decorative elements include stone sills and lintels, and quarter-round windows in the attic gables. The 4-panel wood front door has 4-light sidelights and a decorative wood lintel. The rear of the building has a

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5856a 
	5856a 
	House No. 1 Dining Room, Kitchen, and Laundry 
	292 Main St./ N4495910.055 E464234.205 
	Vernacular / Residential 
	ca. 1835 1993 (restored) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.92 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The structure is a rectangular collection of buildings assembled together behind House No. 1. The dining room portion is a 1-1/2 story, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, 9/6 wood sash windows, two brick interior chimneys, and a gable roof covered with clay tiles; a covered walkway connects the building to House No. 1. The kitchen/laundry portion is a 1-story, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, 6/6 wood sash windows, one interior 
	The structure is a rectangular collection of buildings assembled together behind House No. 1. The dining room portion is a 1-1/2 story, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, 9/6 wood sash windows, two brick interior chimneys, and a gable roof covered with clay tiles; a covered walkway connects the building to House No. 1. The kitchen/laundry portion is a 1-story, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, 6/6 wood sash windows, one interior 
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	PHOTO 

	5857 
	5857 
	House No. 1 (“King’s Palace”) 
	292 Main St./ N4495912.208 E464257.290 
	Late Georgian / Residence & Community 
	1835 1845 ca. 1930 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.92 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11, 2.14, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A); recommended to maintain status under Criterion A. -Recommended contributing for its association with Joseph Bimeler (Criterion B) and architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 2-1/2 story, rectangular structure has a sandstone foundation, Flemish bond brick walls, 5 interior brick chimneys, and a hipped roof covered with wood shingles. The 2-over-3 casement windows have stone sills and decorative stone lintels. Other decorative elements include a stone belt course, stone quoins, a stone and wood cornice, and an octagonal cupola in the center of the roof. The windows in the south portion of the building have garland stone panels over the lintels. The full-width, shed-roof fron
	The 2-1/2 story, rectangular structure has a sandstone foundation, Flemish bond brick walls, 5 interior brick chimneys, and a hipped roof covered with wood shingles. The 2-over-3 casement windows have stone sills and decorative stone lintels. Other decorative elements include a stone belt course, stone quoins, a stone and wood cornice, and an octagonal cupola in the center of the roof. The windows in the south portion of the building have garland stone panels over the lintels. The full-width, shed-roof fron
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	PHOTO 

	5858 
	5858 
	HouseNo.29 (Watch RepairShop) 
	SEcornerof Mainand3rd Sts./ N4495915.620 E464291.456 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1830 ca.1870 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.100 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 1.200,2.11, 2.13,2.25 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoahistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA)andfor itsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD: replacement windows 
	-


	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.29isa2-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Theresidencehas4/4sashaluminum replacementwindowswithappliedmuntinsand6-lightcasementwindows.Thehip-roofVictorian-erafrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandbracketsandissupportedbywoodposts.Theshed-roofrear porchispartiallyscreened,partiallyenclosedwithglass,andpartiallyopen.HouseNo.29wastheresidenceforthewatchrepaireraswellasthelocationoftheWatchRepairShop.Upondissoluti
	HouseNo.29isa2-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Theresidencehas4/4sashaluminum replacementwindowswithappliedmuntinsand6-lightcasementwindows.Thehip-roofVictorian-erafrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandbracketsandissupportedbywoodposts.Theshed-roofrear porchispartiallyscreened,partiallyenclosedwithglass,andpartiallyopen.HouseNo.29wastheresidenceforthewatchrepaireraswellasthelocationoftheWatchRepairShop.Upondissoluti
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	5859 
	5859 
	HouseNo.26 
	EsideofMain St.btw.2nd and 3rd Sts./ N4495882.614 E464292.584 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1880;rear additionpre1898;early20th c.screenporch andbaywindow 
	-

	Vol.1,pg. 1.98 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57,2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD: Minor20th c.alts. 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.26isa2-1/2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorend-brickchimneys,andaside-gableslateroof.Windowsare2/2woodsash withaluminumstorms.Thehip-roofVictorian-erafrontporchhasdecorativebracketsandscrollwork.The2-1/2-storyrearadditionappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiod;itappearsonthe1898dissolution map(Hayward1898).Otheradditionsincludea1-storyscreenporchwithashedroofandahip-roofbaywindowadditiononthenorthside,whichappeartobefromtheearly20th c.Theoriginal
	HouseNo.26isa2-1/2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorend-brickchimneys,andaside-gableslateroof.Windowsare2/2woodsash withaluminumstorms.Thehip-roofVictorian-erafrontporchhasdecorativebracketsandscrollwork.The2-1/2-storyrearadditionappearstodatetotheSeparatistperiod;itappearsonthe1898dissolution map(Hayward1898).Otheradditionsincludea1-storyscreenporchwithashedroofandahip-roofbaywindowadditiononthenorthside,whichappeartobefromtheearly20th c.Theoriginal
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	5861 
	5861 
	Treasurer’s House (Zimmerman House) 
	214 Main St./ N4495844.048 E464257.627 
	Vernacular / Residential 
	1877 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.101 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Treasurer’s House is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 7-course common bond brick walls, two interior brick-end chimneys, and a slate side-gable roof with gable returns. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and have stone lintels and sills. A Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has scrollwork brackets and decorative wood railing. The front door is 6-panel wood with 4-light sidelights and a 3-light transom. A 1-story addition on the north side of the building has a stone fo
	The Treasurer’s House is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 7-course common bond brick walls, two interior brick-end chimneys, and a slate side-gable roof with gable returns. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and have stone lintels and sills. A Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has scrollwork brackets and decorative wood railing. The front door is 6-panel wood with 4-light sidelights and a 3-light transom. A 1-story addition on the north side of the building has a stone fo

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5861a 
	5861a 
	Treasurer’s House Wash House 
	214 Main St./ N4495848.228 E464245.144 
	Outbuilding/ Residential 
	pre1898 20th c. 
	-

	Vol. 1, pg. 1.101 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.58, 2.11, 2.14 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD new roof 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The wash house is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, vertical wood siding, one interior end brick chimney, and a corrugated metal gable roof. The windows are 1-light fixed. The east side of the building has 3 vertical wood board doors to access the interior. According to locals, the structure was the wash house for the Treasurer’s House. Based on location and form, it appears to be the outbuilding associated with the Treasurer’s House shown on the dissolution survey ma
	The wash house is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, vertical wood siding, one interior end brick chimney, and a corrugated metal gable roof. The windows are 1-light fixed. The east side of the building has 3 vertical wood board doors to access the interior. According to locals, the structure was the wash house for the Treasurer’s House. Based on location and form, it appears to be the outbuilding associated with the Treasurer’s House shown on the dissolution survey ma
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	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5862 
	5862 
	House No. 22 (Cobbler’s House and Second Cobbler Shop) 
	121 E. 2nd St./ N4495838.583 E464296.816 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1830-1850 ca. 1870 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.98 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 22 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, an exterior end-brick chimney, and a side-gable roof with decorative slate tiles and snow guards. Windows are 6/6 wood sash in the attic gable and 2/2 wood sash below -many are covered by aluminum storm windows. The slate-covered hip-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The porch likely dates to the Victorian Era (ca. 1870), but has lost any Victorian ornamentation 
	House No. 22 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, an exterior end-brick chimney, and a side-gable roof with decorative slate tiles and snow guards. Windows are 6/6 wood sash in the attic gable and 2/2 wood sash below -many are covered by aluminum storm windows. The slate-covered hip-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The porch likely dates to the Victorian Era (ca. 1870), but has lost any Victorian ornamentation 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5870 
	5870 
	Sheep Herder’s House 
	461 E. 2nd St./ N4495828.874 E464717.986 
	Vernacular / Residential 
	ca. 1830 ca. 1850 (addition) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.101 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.59, 2.11 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Sheep Herder’s House is a 1-1/2 story, wood-frame residence with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding walls, an interior brick chimney, and a side-gable slate roof. A 2-1/2 story wood-frame addition was built to the east of the structure ca. 1850 and includes a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, one interior brick chimney, and a front-gable slate roof. Windows consist of 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. The north side of the building has a shed-roof porch with wood posts and a wo
	The Sheep Herder’s House is a 1-1/2 story, wood-frame residence with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding walls, an interior brick chimney, and a side-gable slate roof. A 2-1/2 story wood-frame addition was built to the east of the structure ca. 1850 and includes a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, one interior brick chimney, and a front-gable slate roof. Windows consist of 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. The north side of the building has a shed-roof porch with wood posts and a wo


	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
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	Style/ Bldg Type 
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	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5870a 
	5870a 
	Sheep Herder's House Outbuilding 
	461 2nd St./ N4495841.138 E464724.486 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	pre1898 
	-

	Vol. 1 N/A Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.59, 2.11 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR Has lost most of its details 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR Missing major structural items and near collapse 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-


	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The rectangular wood-frame structure has a sandstone pier foundation, vertical wood siding, and a gable roof. Windows include a 6-light window on the east side and a 9-light fixed window missing most of its glass. There appears to have been a door under the gable to access the loft space. As part of the Sheep Herder’s property, the outbuilding was probably used for storage. 
	The rectangular wood-frame structure has a sandstone pier foundation, vertical wood siding, and a gable roof. Windows include a 6-light window on the east side and a 9-light fixed window missing most of its glass. There appears to have been a door under the gable to access the loft space. As part of the Sheep Herder’s property, the outbuilding was probably used for storage. 
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	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5872 
	5872 
	House No. 21 (Breymaier House) 
	254 Foltz St./ N4495874.222 E464367.601 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1820s ca. 1854 ca. 1880s (alterations) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.98 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.12 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 21 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, and side-gable roof covered with slate. Windows include 2/2 wood sash, 9/6 wood sash, and 9-light fixed windows. 1880s alterations include front and rear porches and decorative wood window surrounds and hoods. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorative scrollwork and brackets and is supported by wood posts. The rear shed-roof porch is screened. Schultz notes that the residence hou
	House No. 21 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, and side-gable roof covered with slate. Windows include 2/2 wood sash, 9/6 wood sash, and 9-light fixed windows. 1880s alterations include front and rear porches and decorative wood window surrounds and hoods. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorative scrollwork and brackets and is supported by wood posts. The rear shed-roof porch is screened. Schultz notes that the residence hou
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	5874 
	5874 
	HouseNo.19 
	194E.3rd St./ N4495915.745 E464367.698 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1820 ca.1870 20th c.rear porchaddition/ enclosure 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.97 Vol.2,pg..19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD Rear porch addition/ enclosure 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.19isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroof.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkand bracketsandissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Thereareunusual3-lightfixednarrowwindowsundertheeaveswhichsuggestthebuildingmayhaveusedheavytimberframingsimilartoHouse No.9or10,andlatercoveredwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Otherwindowsare1/1aluminumsash,and2/2woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Accordingtolocals,thehousefeaturesalarge,archedst
	HouseNo.19isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroof.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkand bracketsandissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Thereareunusual3-lightfixednarrowwindowsundertheeaveswhichsuggestthebuildingmayhaveusedheavytimberframingsimilartoHouse No.9or10,andlatercoveredwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Otherwindowsare1/1aluminumsash,and2/2woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Accordingtolocals,thehousefeaturesalarge,archedst
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	5875 
	5875 
	HouseNo.17 (Boys’ Dormitory) 
	203E.3rd St./ N4495947.575 E464398.214 
	Federal/ Vernacular/ Residence & Community 
	1831;late 19th/early20th c. rearaddition; mid20th c. replacement windows/storms 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.97 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.12 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributingto historicdistrictunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A);recommendedto maintainstatusunder CriterionA. -Recommendedcontributing underforitsarchitectural significance(CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows &storm windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6sashwindows,andaside-gableslateroof.Afull-lengthfrontporchwithashedroof coversacenterentrywitha6-panelwooddoor,transom,pilasters,andsidelights.Theone-story,wood-framerearadditionhasaslategableroofandhorizontalwoodsiding.TheBoys’Dormitorywasoneof twocommunalstructureswherechildrenaged3to14werecaredforwhiletheirparentsworked,anditlaterbecamearesidence.Theharshregimenandlimitedcontactwithparentsmadethesyst
	Thestructureisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6sashwindows,andaside-gableslateroof.Afull-lengthfrontporchwithashedroof coversacenterentrywitha6-panelwooddoor,transom,pilasters,andsidelights.Theone-story,wood-framerearadditionhasaslategableroofandhorizontalwoodsiding.TheBoys’Dormitorywasoneof twocommunalstructureswherechildrenaged3to14werecaredforwhiletheirparentsworked,anditlaterbecamearesidence.Theharshregimenandlimitedcontactwithparentsmadethesyst
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	5876 
	5876 
	HouseNo.14 
	199E.3rd St./ N4495947.851 E464369.409 
	Log/ Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1820 1986 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.95 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.14isa2-story,rectangular,logandwood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalsquare-hewnlogswithchinkinganddovetailcornernotching,aninteriorchimney,andagableroof. Anearlywood-frameadditionbuilttothewestoftheoriginalstructurehashorizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andawoodpanelfrontdoorwithsidelights.In1986,thefull-length,shed-rooffront porchwasrenovatedandarearshedadditionwasbuilttoreplaceanearlier,smalleradditioninthesamelocation(ChuckKnaack,personalcommunication,2012). 
	HouseNo.14isa2-story,rectangular,logandwood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalsquare-hewnlogswithchinkinganddovetailcornernotching,aninteriorchimney,andagableroof. Anearlywood-frameadditionbuilttothewestoftheoriginalstructurehashorizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andawoodpanelfrontdoorwithsidelights.In1986,thefull-length,shed-rooffront porchwasrenovatedandarearshedadditionwasbuilttoreplaceanearlier,smalleradditioninthesamelocation(ChuckKnaack,personalcommunication,2012). 
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	PHOTO 

	5877 
	5877 
	HouseNo.35 
	171E.3rd St./ N4495951.186 E464341.942 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1870 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.100 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Setting 
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	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.35isa2-1/2story,rectangular,brickresidencewithasandstonefoundation,commonbondbrickwalls,twointeriorendchimneys,andaslategableroofwith2lightningrods.The6/6woodsash windowshavestonelintelsandsills,andarecoveredbyaluminumstormwindows.AVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchincludesscrollwork.The6-panelwoodfrontdoorhas6-lightsidelights.Thebrick residencewasprobablyinspiredbythemorehigh-stylebrickbuildingsofZoarVillage,especiallyHouseNo.1. 
	HouseNo.35isa2-1/2story,rectangular,brickresidencewithasandstonefoundation,commonbondbrickwalls,twointeriorendchimneys,andaslategableroofwith2lightningrods.The6/6woodsash windowshavestonelintelsandsills,andarecoveredbyaluminumstormwindows.AVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchincludesscrollwork.The6-panelwoodfrontdoorhas6-lightsidelights.Thebrick residencewasprobablyinspiredbythemorehigh-stylebrickbuildingsofZoarVillage,especiallyHouseNo.1. 
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	5877a 
	5877a 
	HouseNo35 Kitchen Zoar Chandleryand Sunshine CandleWorks 
	1713rd St./ N4495967.518 E464344.005 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1870 
	Vol.1,pg 1.100 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA)andfor itsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,irregularlyshaped,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandagableroof.Windoware4-lightand6-lightfixedwoodsash.Agable-roofwalkwayonthesouthsideofthe structureconnectsittoHouseNo.35.Althoughthebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,aportionofthebuildingappearsinthe1923aerialphotograph,andisdefinitivelyonthe1935mapin amuchsmaller,rectangularform.TheoldestportionofthebuildinghasstructuralframingsimilartootherSeparatist-eraoutbuildings.Thissuggeststhatthestructurewasbuiltbefore
	The1-1/2story,irregularlyshaped,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandagableroof.Windoware4-lightand6-lightfixedwoodsash.Agable-roofwalkwayonthesouthsideofthe structureconnectsittoHouseNo.35.Althoughthebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,aportionofthebuildingappearsinthe1923aerialphotograph,andisdefinitivelyonthe1935mapin amuchsmaller,rectangularform.TheoldestportionofthebuildinghasstructuralframingsimilartootherSeparatist-eraoutbuildings.Thissuggeststhatthestructurewasbuiltbefore
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	5878 
	5878 
	HouseNo.13 FirstZoar School 
	160E.3rd St./ N4495915.331 E464334.722 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1825 ca.1870; early20th c. rearporch;mid 20th c. replacement windows 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.96 Vol.2,pg. 2.19,2.27 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 1.200,2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
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	Figure
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	Feeling 
	GOOD 
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	Association 
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	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.13isa2-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framebuildingwithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,threeinteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Thewindowsare6/6sashaluminum replacementwindowswithappliedmuntins.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandbracketsandissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Thehousewasoriginallyaone-story,two-roomframeschoolhouse,butwasconvertedtoaresidenceca.1870aftertheSecondZoarSchoolwasbuilt.Additionsfromthisrenovationincludethesecondstoryanda1-1/2story,gable-r
	HouseNo.13isa2-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framebuildingwithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,threeinteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Thewindowsare6/6sashaluminum replacementwindowswithappliedmuntins.TheVictorian-erahip-rooffrontporchhasdecorativescrollworkandbracketsandissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Thehousewasoriginallyaone-story,two-roomframeschoolhouse,butwasconvertedtoaresidenceca.1870aftertheSecondZoarSchoolwasbuilt.Additionsfromthisrenovationincludethesecondstoryanda1-1/2story,gable-r
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	5879 
	5879 
	HouseNo.18 (BauerHaus) 
	245E.3rd St./ N4495947.048 E464426.304 
	Vernacular/ Residential/ Agriculture 
	ca.1828OR ca.1834 ca.1857 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.97 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
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	TD
	Figure
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	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
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	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.18isa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,4interiorchimneys,andagableroof.Thewindowsare9/2woodsashonthefirstfloor and6/6woodsashonthesecond.AccordingtoSchultz,theca.1828buildingwasthehomeofMathisDishinger,thekeeperoftheneighboringhorsebarns,andwaslaterusedaboardinghouse/dormitoryfor hiredfarmhands(Schultz1978:11).Morhart,however,statesthatthestructuredatestoca.1857andisthenewBauerHaus,whichwasoriginallyawarehouseattheZoarFurnaceandwasmovedhereafter 
	HouseNo.18isa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,4interiorchimneys,andagableroof.Thewindowsare9/2woodsashonthefirstfloor and6/6woodsashonthesecond.AccordingtoSchultz,theca.1828buildingwasthehomeofMathisDishinger,thekeeperoftheneighboringhorsebarns,andwaslaterusedaboardinghouse/dormitoryfor hiredfarmhands(Schultz1978:11).Morhart,however,statesthatthestructuredatestoca.1857andisthenewBauerHaus,whichwasoriginallyawarehouseattheZoarFurnaceandwasmovedhereafter 
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	5881 
	5881 
	HouseNo.30 (The Hermitage) 
	3396EastSt./ N4496022.793 E464479.954 
	Log/ Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1817 ca.1890 ca.20thc. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.100 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA,associationwith anindividualsignificantinthe historyofZoarVillage (CriterionB),andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
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	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thisearlylogresidenceisa1-story,rectangularstructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalroundlogswithchinkingandsaddlecornernotching,andagableroof.Severaladditionshavebeenbuiltover theyears,includinga1-story,rectangular,concrete-foundation,gable-roofadditiontothesouth,andashed-roofporchadditiontothewest.Theoriginallogresidenceportionofthebuildingstillhashorizontal logs,butotherareasofthestructurearecladinhorizontalwoodsidingandverticalwoodsiding.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude4-lightand6-lightcasement(mainbuild
	Thisearlylogresidenceisa1-story,rectangularstructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalroundlogswithchinkingandsaddlecornernotching,andagableroof.Severaladditionshavebeenbuiltover theyears,includinga1-story,rectangular,concrete-foundation,gable-roofadditiontothesouth,andashed-roofporchadditiontothewest.Theoriginallogresidenceportionofthebuildingstillhashorizontal logs,butotherareasofthestructurearecladinhorizontalwoodsidingandverticalwoodsiding.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude4-lightand6-lightcasement(mainbuild
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	5882 
	5882 
	HouseNo.16 (PrintShop; Jebenhaüsch en) 
	254E.4th St./ N4496022.764 E464434.707 
	Log/ Vernacular/ Residence/ Commercial 
	ca.1817 pre-1898 ca.1930s 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.97 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
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	TD
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	Association 
	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thisearlylogresidenceisa1-1/2story,T-shapedstructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalsquare-hewnlogswithchinkingandVcornernotching,andagableroof.Severaladditionshavebeenbuilt overtheyears,includinga1-1/2storywood-frameadditiontotheeast,a1-1/2storywood-frameadditiontothewest,andalargewood-frameadditiontothesouthwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Theadditionson thewestandeastsidesofthebuildinglikelydatetothemid-nineteencentury,whilethelargeadditiontothesouthappearstodatefromca.1930becauseitdoesnotappearinthe1923aeria
	Thisearlylogresidenceisa1-1/2story,T-shapedstructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalsquare-hewnlogswithchinkingandVcornernotching,andagableroof.Severaladditionshavebeenbuilt overtheyears,includinga1-1/2storywood-frameadditiontotheeast,a1-1/2storywood-frameadditiontothewest,andalargewood-frameadditiontothesouthwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Theadditionson thewestandeastsidesofthebuildinglikelydatetothemid-nineteencentury,whilethelargeadditiontothesouthappearstodatefromca.1930becauseitdoesnotappearinthe1923aeria
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	5884 
	5884 
	HouseNo. 20 
	396E.4th St./ N4496024.957 E464399.404 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1881 ca.1890 (addition) 
	Vol.1,pg.1.98 Vol.2,pg.2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1, 1.57,2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 
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	GOOD 
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	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.20isa2-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,2interiorendbrickchimneys,andagableroof.A2-story,wood-frameca.1890additionwitha gableroofwasbuilttotherearofthemainbuilding.The2/2woodwashwindowshavedecorativewoodtrim.Ahip-rooffrontporchprotectsthemainentry,whichconsistsofa4-panelwooddoor.Thebuilding appearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymap,whichshowstherearadditionandlistsJohn,Elizabeth,andElizaBeiterasthepropertyowners.Threeoutbuildingsassociatedwiththemainhouseand
	HouseNo.20isa2-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,2interiorendbrickchimneys,andagableroof.A2-story,wood-frameca.1890additionwitha gableroofwasbuilttotherearofthemainbuilding.The2/2woodwashwindowshavedecorativewoodtrim.Ahip-rooffrontporchprotectsthemainentry,whichconsistsofa4-panelwooddoor.Thebuilding appearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymap,whichshowstherearadditionandlistsJohn,Elizabeth,andElizaBeiterasthepropertyowners.Threeoutbuildingsassociatedwiththemainhouseand
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	5884b 
	5884b 
	HouseNo. 20 Outbuilding (B) 
	396E.4th St./ N4496008.544 E464412.060 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1881–1898 
	Vol.1,N/A Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Feeling 
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	Association 
	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	This1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonepierfoundationwithinfill,narrowhorizontalwoodsiding,abrickchimney,andagableroofcoveredinslate.Thestructurehas2-lightfixedwindows andtwo4-panelwooddoorsonthewestsidetoaccesstheinterior.Althoughinpoorcondition,theoutbuildingappearstobeasummerkitchen,officeorworkshop-typestructureassociatedwiththe Separatists;itisoneofthethreeoutbuildingsassociatedwithHouseNo.20shownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898). 
	This1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonepierfoundationwithinfill,narrowhorizontalwoodsiding,abrickchimney,andagableroofcoveredinslate.Thestructurehas2-lightfixedwindows andtwo4-panelwooddoorsonthewestsidetoaccesstheinterior.Althoughinpoorcondition,theoutbuildingappearstobeasummerkitchen,officeorworkshop-typestructureassociatedwiththe Separatists;itisoneofthethreeoutbuildingsassociatedwithHouseNo.20shownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898). 
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	5885 
	5885 
	HouseNo. 15 (Silk Factory) 
	FoltzSt./ N4495988.420 E464374.835 
	Vernacular/ Residence/ Industry 
	ca.1820 ca.1850 (remodeled) ca.1860 (remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg.1.96 Vol.2,pg.2.19, 2.23 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1, 1.57,1.147, 2.11,2.13,2.21 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Setting 
	Setting 
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	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.15isa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,aninteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashonthefirstfloor,2/2wood sashonthesecond,anda6-lightfixedwindowintheattic.Thefull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsheltersthemainentry.Therearshed-roofellhasasandstonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,andappearsto datetotheSeparatistperiod.AccordingtoSchultz,thebuildingwasoriginallyconstructedasaresidenceca.1820andwaslaterconvertedtothesilkfactoryaround1850.Thesilkindustr
	HouseNo.15isa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,aninteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashonthefirstfloor,2/2wood sashonthesecond,anda6-lightfixedwindowintheattic.Thefull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsheltersthemainentry.Therearshed-roofellhasasandstonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,andappearsto datetotheSeparatistperiod.AccordingtoSchultz,thebuildingwasoriginallyconstructedasaresidenceca.1820andwaslaterconvertedtothesilkfactoryaround1850.Thesilkindustr
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	5885b 
	5885b 
	HouseNo. 15 Outbuilding Foundation 
	FoltzSt./ N4495984.140 E464367.335 
	Foundation/ Residence/ Industry 
	Pre1898 Post-1958 (demolished) 
	-

	Vol.1,pg.1.96 Vol.2,pg.2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1, 1.57,2.11,2.13 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Feeling 
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	History/Materials/Description 

	TheresourceisarectangularsandstonefoundationofaformerbuildingassociatedwithHouseNo.5.Remnantsofaconcreteslabfloorarevisibleinsomeareas,asarethresholdsofformerdoors.Astructure appearsinthislocationbehindHouseNo.15onthe1898dissolutionsurveymap,whenthepropertywastransferredtoLeoandSabinaKernandGeorgeandWilhelminaAckermanafterthedissolution (Hayward1898).Thebuildingisstillvisibleasaone-storyframeshedinthe1923,1934,and1958aerialphotographs,whichmeansitwasremovedsometimewithinthelast54years.Thesitemaystilloffer s
	TheresourceisarectangularsandstonefoundationofaformerbuildingassociatedwithHouseNo.5.Remnantsofaconcreteslabfloorarevisibleinsomeareas,asarethresholdsofformerdoors.Astructure appearsinthislocationbehindHouseNo.15onthe1898dissolutionsurveymap,whenthepropertywastransferredtoLeoandSabinaKernandGeorgeandWilhelminaAckermanafterthedissolution (Hayward1898).Thebuildingisstillvisibleasaone-storyframeshedinthe1923,1934,and1958aerialphotographs,whichmeansitwasremovedsometimewithinthelast54years.Thesitemaystilloffer s
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	5886 
	5886 
	House No. 12 (The Assembly House) 
	117 E. 3rd St./ N4495951.511 E464294.241 
	Vernacular / Residence / Community 
	1858 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.96 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 
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	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 12 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 4-course common bond brick walls, 2 interior brick chimneys, and a gable roof covered with slate. The windows are 9/6 wood sash on the first floor, 6/6 wood sash on the second, and 6/6 wood sash under the attic gable. Decorative elements include stone lintels and sills on the windows and a decorative wood cornice below the roof line. The 6-panel wood door has 5-light sidelights and a stone lintel. A full-length shed-roo
	House No. 12 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, brick structure with a sandstone foundation, 4-course common bond brick walls, 2 interior brick chimneys, and a gable roof covered with slate. The windows are 9/6 wood sash on the first floor, 6/6 wood sash on the second, and 6/6 wood sash under the attic gable. Decorative elements include stone lintels and sills on the windows and a decorative wood cornice below the roof line. The 6-panel wood door has 5-light sidelights and a stone lintel. A full-length shed-roo

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5886a 
	5886a 
	House No. 12 Outbuilding 
	117 E. 3rd St./ N4495964.791 E464297.280 
	Outbuilding Residence / Community 
	Pre-1898 
	Vol. 1, N/A Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The outbuilding consists of a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal wood siding and vertical wood boards, one brick end chimney, and a slate gable roof. It has a variety of window types, including 1/1 wood sash, 6/6 wood sash, and one 4-light fixed replacement window. The structure is attached to the rear of House No. 12 by an enclosed walkway. This is one of the three outbuildings associated with House No. 12 shown on the dissolution survey map (Hayward 1898). Only two of these outbuil
	The outbuilding consists of a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal wood siding and vertical wood boards, one brick end chimney, and a slate gable roof. It has a variety of window types, including 1/1 wood sash, 6/6 wood sash, and one 4-light fixed replacement window. The structure is attached to the rear of House No. 12 by an enclosed walkway. This is one of the three outbuildings associated with House No. 12 shown on the dissolution survey map (Hayward 1898). Only two of these outbuil
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	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5886b 
	5886b 
	House No. 12 Outbuilding 
	117 E. 3rd St./ N4495960.229 E464310.882 
	Outbuilding Residence / Community 
	Pre-1898 ca. 1950 
	Vol. 1, N/A Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal and vertical wood siding and a slate gable roof. A shed-roof addition is attached to the east of the building, and the shed-roof porch on the west side has wood porch posts on metal spindles—similar to House No. 12. The windows are 9-light fixed and 6/3 wood sash. A double overhead garage door was added to the north side of the building, probably in the 1950s. This is one of the three outbuildings associated with House No. 12 sh
	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal and vertical wood siding and a slate gable roof. A shed-roof addition is attached to the east of the building, and the shed-roof porch on the west side has wood porch posts on metal spindles—similar to House No. 12. The windows are 9-light fixed and 6/3 wood sash. A double overhead garage door was added to the north side of the building, probably in the 1950s. This is one of the three outbuildings associated with House No. 12 sh

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5887 
	5887 
	House No. 34 (Bernhardt Beiter House/ Tinsmith’s House) 
	SE corner of 4th and Main Sts./ N4496026.807 E464296.829 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	1874 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.100 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD Many aluminum windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 34 is a 2-1/2 story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a side-gable roof with gable returns. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has ornamental brackets and scrollwork, and wood posts on metal spindles. A rear 2-story, gable-roof, wood-frame addition appears to date to the Separatist period. The 4-panel front door is flanked by sidelights. Other fenestration includes 9/9 aluminum replacement sash windows on the 1st and 2nd floors and 6/6 alu
	House No. 34 is a 2-1/2 story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a side-gable roof with gable returns. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has ornamental brackets and scrollwork, and wood posts on metal spindles. A rear 2-story, gable-roof, wood-frame addition appears to date to the Separatist period. The 4-panel front door is flanked by sidelights. Other fenestration includes 9/9 aluminum replacement sash windows on the 1st and 2nd floors and 6/6 alu


	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5887b 
	5887b 
	House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation 
	SE corner of 4th and Main Sts/ N4496013.907 E464307.591 
	Foundation / Residence 
	Pre-1898 Post-1958 (demolished) 
	Vol. 1, N/A Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The resource is a rectangular sandstone foundation of a former building associated with House No. 34. The foundation is now used as a patio/landscape area in the backyard of House No. 34. The outbuilding appears on the 1898 dissolution map as well as the 1935 as-built drawings, but not on the 1958 aerial photograph. Upon dissolution, House No. 34 and this outbuilding became the property of Albert and Alma Bernhardt, and Mary Beiter (Hayward 1898). The site may still offer some information potential, and the
	The resource is a rectangular sandstone foundation of a former building associated with House No. 34. The foundation is now used as a patio/landscape area in the backyard of House No. 34. The outbuilding appears on the 1898 dissolution map as well as the 1935 as-built drawings, but not on the 1958 aerial photograph. Upon dissolution, House No. 34 and this outbuilding became the property of Albert and Alma Bernhardt, and Mary Beiter (Hayward 1898). The site may still offer some information potential, and the

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5891 
	5891 
	House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	Bounded by 4th , Main, 3rd , and Park Sts./ N4496032.170 E464217.961 
	Federal/ Vernacular/ Residential and Community 
	ca. 1834 ca. 1898 1970 (restored, south wall reconstructed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19, 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.26, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing resource to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) in 1975 -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A) 
	Design 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
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	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5892 
	5892 
	House No. 10 First Meetinghouse 
	N. side of W. 4 th Street btw. Park and Main Sts../ N4496060.67 0E464220.359 
	Log / Vernacular / Residence /Community 
	ca. 1817 ca. 1870 ca. 1935 (altered) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19, 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.25 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 10 is a 1-1/2 story, log and wood-frame residence with a side-gable roof covered in clay tiles. The original 1-1/2 story structure has horizontal round logs with chinking and saddle corner notching. Windows include 6-light and 4-light casement and 6/6 light wood sash. The building has a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame addition with 6/6 sash windows on the east and an interior ridge brick chimney, both added ca. 1930, as well as a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame addition on the west, added ca. 18
	House No. 10 is a 1-1/2 story, log and wood-frame residence with a side-gable roof covered in clay tiles. The original 1-1/2 story structure has horizontal round logs with chinking and saddle corner notching. Windows include 6-light and 4-light casement and 6/6 light wood sash. The building has a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame addition with 6/6 sash windows on the east and an interior ridge brick chimney, both added ca. 1930, as well as a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame addition on the west, added ca. 18

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5893 
	5893 
	House No. 9 (Zeeb’s Cabin) 
	NE corner of Park and 4th Sts./ N4496053.772 E464183.778 
	Log / Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1817 post-1936 (altered) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 9 is a 1-1/2 story, L-shaped, log and wood-frame structure with a stone and concrete block foundation, one exterior brick chimney, and a side-gable roof covered with clay tiles. The main original building has horizontal square-hewn wood logs with chinking and V corner notching, 6-and 8-light casement windows, and a full-length shed-roof front porch supported on wood posts. There is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame, side-gable addition with vertical wood siding on the east side which postdates 19
	House No. 9 is a 1-1/2 story, L-shaped, log and wood-frame structure with a stone and concrete block foundation, one exterior brick chimney, and a side-gable roof covered with clay tiles. The main original building has horizontal square-hewn wood logs with chinking and V corner notching, 6-and 8-light casement windows, and a full-length shed-roof front porch supported on wood posts. There is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame, side-gable addition with vertical wood siding on the east side which postdates 19
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	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5894 
	5894 
	House No. 6 (Jacob Buehler House) 
	210 W. 4th St./ N4496031.742 E464154.962 
	Greek Revival / Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1830 early 20th c. 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 6 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame residence with horizontal wood siding and a side-gable roof. Other details include an early twentieth century gable-roof front porch and a large, 2-story, gable-front addition on the south side of the building. The 2/2 wood sash and 6/6 wood sash windows have aluminum storms. The building is one of the early residences of Zoar Village. Upon dissolution, it was transferred to Jacob, Theresia, and John Buehler (Hayward 1898). 
	House No. 6 is a 2-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame residence with horizontal wood siding and a side-gable roof. Other details include an early twentieth century gable-roof front porch and a large, 2-story, gable-front addition on the south side of the building. The 2/2 wood sash and 6/6 wood sash windows have aluminum storms. The building is one of the early residences of Zoar Village. Upon dissolution, it was transferred to Jacob, Theresia, and John Buehler (Hayward 1898). 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5895 
	5895 
	House No. 8 
	205 W. 4th St./ N4496061.914 E464156.912 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	1883; late 19thearly 20th c. rear additions; mid-late 20th c. windows and siding 
	-

	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear additions 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern siding & windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo. 8isa 2-1/2story, L-shaped,wood-frame residence witha sandstonefoundation,vinyl siding,andadecorativeslateside-gable roof. AVictorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorativebrackets,scrollwork, and railings.Windowsare 1/1aluminumsashreplacement windows.Thebuildinghasa 2-1/2story, gable-front, wood-frame addition and a1-story,shed-roofadditiononthe north (rear)side.Theproperty appears on the 1898dissolutionmap with twonon-extant outbuildings;it was transferredtoAntonandSalomeRuckstuhl,BerthaKuechener
	HouseNo. 8isa 2-1/2story, L-shaped,wood-frame residence witha sandstonefoundation,vinyl siding,andadecorativeslateside-gable roof. AVictorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorativebrackets,scrollwork, and railings.Windowsare 1/1aluminumsashreplacement windows.Thebuildinghasa 2-1/2story, gable-front, wood-frame addition and a1-story,shed-roofadditiononthe north (rear)side.Theproperty appears on the 1898dissolutionmap with twonon-extant outbuildings;it was transferredtoAntonandSalomeRuckstuhl,BerthaKuechener
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	Table 2.4. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5896 
	5896 
	House No. 7 (Levi Bimeler’s Residence) 
	249 W. 4th St./ N4496064.372 E464127.416 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1830s; early 20th c. rear additions 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.94 Vol. 2, pg. 2.19 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.56, 2.11, 2.12 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear additions 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows, siding, & roofing 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 7, commonly known as the Schoolteacher’s Residence, is one of the early wood-frame houses at Zoar Village. The L-shaped building has a modern concrete block foundation, wood-frame walls with horizontal vinyl siding, 1/1 sash aluminum replacement windows, and a gable roof with a decorative variegated slate shingle pattern. The façade contains a composite-shingle hipped-roof front porch likely dating from the late nineteenth century. Later additions to the rear include an early twentieth century 1-s
	House No. 7, commonly known as the Schoolteacher’s Residence, is one of the early wood-frame houses at Zoar Village. The L-shaped building has a modern concrete block foundation, wood-frame walls with horizontal vinyl siding, 1/1 sash aluminum replacement windows, and a gable roof with a decorative variegated slate shingle pattern. The façade contains a composite-shingle hipped-roof front porch likely dating from the late nineteenth century. Later additions to the rear include an early twentieth century 1-s
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	PHOTO 

	5903 
	5903 
	HouseNo. 36 (Weberhaus Linen Weaving House) 
	120W.5th St./ N4496129.649 E464259.398 
	Vernacular/ Residential/ Industrial 
	ca.1825 ca.1840 ca.1941 (remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.101 Vol.2,pg. 2.19,2.23 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.56, 2.11,2.12, 2.20 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rearporch partially enclosed 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.36isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framebuildingwithsandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithslate.Agablerooffrontell andgablerooffrontporchface5th Street.Windowsincludeavarietyof6/1woodsash,4/1woodsash,andan8-lightroundarchwindowinthefrontgable.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofrear porchwithpostpostsandrailing;itispartiallyenclosed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymapandbecamethepropertyofJosephandCarolineBeiter(Hayward1898).Italsoa
	HouseNo.36isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framebuildingwithsandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithslate.Agablerooffrontell andgablerooffrontporchface5th Street.Windowsincludeavarietyof6/1woodsash,4/1woodsash,andan8-lightroundarchwindowinthefrontgable.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofrear porchwithpostpostsandrailing;itispartiallyenclosed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymapandbecamethepropertyofJosephandCarolineBeiter(Hayward1898).Italsoa
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	COE# 
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	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5903a 
	5903a 
	HouseNo.36 Kitchen/ Garage 
	1205th St./ N4496134.443 E 464238.876 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Pre-1898 ca.1940 (convertedto garage) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.101 Vol.2,pg.2.19, Vol.3,Fig. 1.1, 1.56,2.11,2.12 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD additions &garage use 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsidingandverticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Thereisasmallshed-roofadditiononthewestsideofthebuildingfor storage,aswellasashed-roofadditiononthesouthside.Openingsinclude1/1woodsashwindows(probablyfromtheearlytwentiethcentury),two(2)singleoverheadgaragedoors,andaverticalwood paneldoor.Thestructurerestsonavaultedcut-stonecellardatingtotheSeparatistperiod,andapossibleportionoftheroofappearsinapre-1900photograph.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aer
	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsidingandverticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Thereisasmallshed-roofadditiononthewestsideofthebuildingfor storage,aswellasashed-roofadditiononthesouthside.Openingsinclude1/1woodsashwindows(probablyfromtheearlytwentiethcentury),two(2)singleoverheadgaragedoors,andaverticalwood paneldoor.Thestructurerestsonavaultedcut-stonecellardatingtotheSeparatistperiod,andapossibleportionoftheroofappearsinapre-1900photograph.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aer
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	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH32 
	TH32 
	HouseNo. 25 (Henneberg House Miller’s House) 
	326Michael Lane/ N4495240.546 E464506.455 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	1828 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.99 Vol.2,pg. 2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.60, 2.11,2.15 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD largerear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD aluminum atticstorm windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.25isa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Afull-length,hip-rooffrontporchsheltersthe mainentrydoor.Windowsinclude9/6woodsashonthefirstfloor,6/6woodsashonthesecondand6/6sashwithaluminumstormwindowsintheatticgable.Therearadditionhasashed-on-gableroofandan interiorchimney,andcontainsascreenedporch,anenclosedporch,andanopenporchwithaccesstothehouseinterior.AccordingtoSchultz,theresidencewasbuiltforLeviBimelerandlat
	HouseNo.25isa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorchimneys,andaside-gableroof.Afull-length,hip-rooffrontporchsheltersthe mainentrydoor.Windowsinclude9/6woodsashonthefirstfloor,6/6woodsashonthesecondand6/6sashwithaluminumstormwindowsintheatticgable.Therearadditionhasashed-on-gableroofandan interiorchimney,andcontainsascreenedporch,anenclosedporch,andanopenporchwithaccesstothehouseinterior.AccordingtoSchultz,theresidencewasbuiltforLeviBimelerandlat
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	Table2.4.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC60 
	HDC60 
	HouseNo. 26Well 
	SouthofZoar alongthe Tuscarawas RiverandSR 212/ N4495432.028 E464394.603 
	Vernacular/ Residential 
	ca.1840s ca.1900s 
	Vol.1,pg.1.99 Vol.2,pg.2.19 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1, 1.60,2.11 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD (Steel lining) 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD (Steel lining) 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thiswellwasassociatedwiththebuildingthatwasoriginallythefirstgristmill,andlikelydatestotheperiodwhenthebuildingwasHouseNo.26,thehometotheKappelfamily.Thewellisapproximatelythree feetindiameterandhasasteellininginsertedintotheoriginalstone-linedwellshaft,likelyaddedintheearlytwentiethcentury.SteveShonknotesthewellwaslocatedattheapproximatenortheastcornerof theporchaddedtothegristmillbuildingwhenitwasconvertedtoaresidence(personalcommunication,2013). 
	Thiswellwasassociatedwiththebuildingthatwasoriginallythefirstgristmill,andlikelydatestotheperiodwhenthebuildingwasHouseNo.26,thehometotheKappelfamily.Thewellisapproximatelythree feetindiameterandhasasteellininginsertedintotheoriginalstone-linedwellshaft,likelyaddedintheearlytwentiethcentury.SteveShonknotesthewellwaslocatedattheapproximatenortheastcornerof theporchaddedtothegristmillbuildingwhenitwasconvertedtoaresidence(personalcommunication,2013). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.5.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommercialcontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5843 
	5843 
	Zoar(General)Store 
	1833 ca.1842(additions) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA)andforitsarchitecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 


	Table2.6.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommercialcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5843 
	5843 
	Zoar (General) Store 
	198MainSt./ N4495805.468 E464255.539 
	Vernacularw/ Greek Revival/ Commercial& Community 
	1833 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.102 Vol.2,pg. 2.20 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.122, 2.17,2.20, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC); 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarGeneralStoreisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,fourinteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithgablereturns.Thefulllength,shed-rooffrontporchhaswoodpostsondecorativewoodpedestals.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude9/6woodsashonthe1st and2nd floors,6/3and8/4sashinthebasement,and6/6woodsashin theatticgables.TherethreeentrydoorsfacingMainSt.:acenterdoubledoorwith7-lightsidelightsanda5-lighttransom,andtwodoorswith4-lighttransoms.Thebuildingappearstobeavern
	TheZoarGeneralStoreisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,fourinteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithgablereturns.Thefulllength,shed-rooffrontporchhaswoodpostsondecorativewoodpedestals.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude9/6woodsashonthe1st and2nd floors,6/3and8/4sashinthebasement,and6/6woodsashin theatticgables.TherethreeentrydoorsfacingMainSt.:acenterdoubledoorwith7-lightsidelightsanda5-lighttransom,andtwodoorswith4-lighttransoms.Thebuildingappearstobeavern
	-
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	Table2.7.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeagriculturecontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5850c 
	5850c 
	KettleHouseFoundation 
	ca.1880s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	5870c 
	5870c 
	SheepBarn 
	ca.1850 20thc. 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	5906 
	5906 
	StorageBarn (barnwithSeparatist-erafoundation) 
	ca.1890 ca.1950(newstructureon originalfoundation) ca.2007(westfoundation replaced) 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-BuildingrecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingtohistoric district. 

	HDC2 
	HDC2 
	WheatStorageBarnFoundation 
	ca.1840s ca.1900–1930(remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 

	HDC6 
	HDC6 
	SecondCowBarnFoundation 
	1875 ca.1935(portionsremoved) 1980(destroyed) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	HDC7 
	HDC7 
	SlaughterhouseFoundation 
	Post-1840 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	HDC53 
	HDC53 
	HorseHospitalFoundation 
	Ca.1840s–1890s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	HDC54 
	HDC54 
	StorageShedFoundation(Western) 
	Ca.1840s–1890s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	HDC55 
	HDC55 
	StorageShedFoundation(Eastern) 
	Ca.1840s–1890s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 

	HDC58 
	HDC58 
	Barnat9872TowpathRoad 
	1891 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedEligibleasadiscontiguousresourcecontributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.8.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeagriculturecontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5850c 
	5850c 
	KettleHouse Foundation 
	246ParkSt./ N4495838.076 E464150.458 
	Foundation / Agriculture 
	ca.1880s 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.107 Vol.2,pg. 2.21 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.122, 2.16,2.19 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheresourceisarectangularsandstonefoundationofaformerbuildingassociatedwiththeCowBarncomplex;itislocatedonthenorthsideof2nd St.acrossfromthebarnonalotsharedwithHouse No.31.Thefoundationisnowusedasagardenbed,andtheremnantsofanoldspringheadarelocatedtotheSEoftheresource.ThestructureappearstothesouthofHouseNo.31offof2nd St.on the1898dissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898),andmaydatetothesameperiodastheSecondCowBarn.Thesmall,rectangularstructurewasusedastheKettleHouse,wheremilkpailswere cleanedattheendoftheday.Thesit
	TheresourceisarectangularsandstonefoundationofaformerbuildingassociatedwiththeCowBarncomplex;itislocatedonthenorthsideof2nd St.acrossfromthebarnonalotsharedwithHouse No.31.Thefoundationisnowusedasagardenbed,andtheremnantsofanoldspringheadarelocatedtotheSEoftheresource.ThestructureappearstothesouthofHouseNo.31offof2nd St.on the1898dissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898),andmaydatetothesameperiodastheSecondCowBarn.Thesmall,rectangularstructurewasusedastheKettleHouse,wheremilkpailswere cleanedattheendoftheday.Thesit
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	Table2.8.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeagriculturecontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5870c 
	5870c 
	Sheep Barn 
	461E.2nd St./ N4495884.317 E464713.763 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding/ Agriculture 
	ca.1850 20thc. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.108 Vol.2,pg. 2.21 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.124, 2.16,2.18 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR missing doors; newCMU walls 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR missing siding 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheSheepBarnislocatedslightlytothenorthoftheSheepHerder’sHouse,runninginaneast-westdirection.The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehasadirtfloor,verticalwoodboardwalls, andagableroofcoveredwithslate(northside)andcorrugatedmetal(southside).Concreteblockwallshavebeenaddedtotheinteriorofthestructuretohelpstabilizethebuilding.Duetothelossof verticalwoodsiding,itisunclearwheretheoriginalbarnopeningwaslocated,butthereisalarge,tallopeningonthesouthwestsideofthebuildingforfarmequipment.AccordingtoSchultz(197
	TheSheepBarnislocatedslightlytothenorthoftheSheepHerder’sHouse,runninginaneast-westdirection.The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehasadirtfloor,verticalwoodboardwalls, andagableroofcoveredwithslate(northside)andcorrugatedmetal(southside).Concreteblockwallshavebeenaddedtotheinteriorofthestructuretohelpstabilizethebuilding.Duetothelossof verticalwoodsiding,itisunclearwheretheoriginalbarnopeningwaslocated,butthereisalarge,tallopeningonthesouthwestsideofthebuildingforfarmequipment.AccordingtoSchultz(197
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	Table2.8.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeagriculturecontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5906 
	5906 
	Storage Barn(Barn with Separatist-era foundation) 
	586ParkSt./ N4496167.377 E464146.270 
	Vernacular/ Agriculture 
	Pre-1898 (foundation) ca.1950(new structureon original foundation) ca.2007(west foundation replaced) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.109 Vol.2,pg. 2.21 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.17 
	Outside 
	-Buildingrecommended NotEligibleindividuallyor aspartofahistoricdistrict. 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR replaced 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR replaced 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR replaced 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR replaced 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ThisrectangularstructurewasbuiltbytheSeparatistsonthenorthwestcornerof5th andParkSts.UponthedissolutionoftheSeparatistsin1898,thepropertywastransferredtoJacobandLydia Richer(Hayward1898).Around1950,theoriginalSeparatist-erabarnburned,andanewonewasbuiltontheoldsandstonefoundation.However,thewestfoundationstartedtobowout,andin2007 thewestfoundationwasreplacedwithconcreteblock.Currently,thebarnisarectangularstructurewithsandstoneandconcreteblockfoundation,woodframewallswithverticalsiding,anda corrugatedmetalga
	ThisrectangularstructurewasbuiltbytheSeparatistsonthenorthwestcornerof5th andParkSts.UponthedissolutionoftheSeparatistsin1898,thepropertywastransferredtoJacobandLydia Richer(Hayward1898).Around1950,theoriginalSeparatist-erabarnburned,andanewonewasbuiltontheoldsandstonefoundation.However,thewestfoundationstartedtobowout,andin2007 thewestfoundationwasreplacedwithconcreteblock.Currently,thebarnisarectangularstructurewithsandstoneandconcreteblockfoundation,woodframewallswithverticalsiding,anda corrugatedmetalga
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	Table2.8.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeagriculturecontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC2 
	HDC2 
	Wheat Storage Barn Foundation 
	SEcornerof 3rd andEast Sts./ N4495910.479 E 464508.125 
	Vernacular/ Foundation/ Agriculture 
	ca.1840s ca.1900–1930 (remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.109 Vol.2,pg. 2.21 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.123, 2.16,2.18 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975. -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR replaced 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheWheatStorageBarnwasalarge,2-storystructurewithacutsandstoneblockfoundation.Thebuildingmeasuredapproximately70’x40’andhadabasementapproximately15’belowgradefor grainstorage(Morhart1981:46).Theeasternportionofthebuildinghadaconcretepadadded,andthepouredconcretealongthesouthwallhadnotchesintheconcretefortheverticalwoodframeof thebarn.Aconcretetroughwasaddedaswell,whichindicatesthatthebarnwasmodifiedtohouselivestock,probablyhorsesorcattle,afterolderSeparatist-periodlivestockbarnsinthisareahad beenremoved(Fry
	TheWheatStorageBarnwasalarge,2-storystructurewithacutsandstoneblockfoundation.Thebuildingmeasuredapproximately70’x40’andhadabasementapproximately15’belowgradefor grainstorage(Morhart1981:46).Theeasternportionofthebuildinghadaconcretepadadded,andthepouredconcretealongthesouthwallhadnotchesintheconcretefortheverticalwoodframeof thebarn.Aconcretetroughwasaddedaswell,whichindicatesthatthebarnwasmodifiedtohouselivestock,probablyhorsesorcattle,afterolderSeparatist-periodlivestockbarnsinthisareahad beenremoved(Fry
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	Table 2.8. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the agriculture context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC6 
	HDC6 
	Second Cow Barn Foundation 
	SW corner of 2nd and Park Sts./ N4495811.675 E464115.504 
	Foundation/ Agriculture 
	1875 ca. 1935 (portions removed) 1980 (destroyed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.105 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.121, 2.16, 2.19 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR replaced 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The resource is a rectangular sandstone foundation of the former cow barn. The concrete floor slab is still visible in some areas, as are the door thresholds. The foundation includes an earthen ramp to access the second level of the barn and a neighboring spring head. The original barn, which dated to 1875, was a 60’ x 210’ multi-level structure and contained 108 stalls. The Separatists used the neighboring Ohio & Erie Canal to sell their dairy products to other areas in Ohio, and the Separatists become wel
	The resource is a rectangular sandstone foundation of the former cow barn. The concrete floor slab is still visible in some areas, as are the door thresholds. The foundation includes an earthen ramp to access the second level of the barn and a neighboring spring head. The original barn, which dated to 1875, was a 60’ x 210’ multi-level structure and contained 108 stalls. The Separatists used the neighboring Ohio & Erie Canal to sell their dairy products to other areas in Ohio, and the Separatists become wel

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC7 
	HDC7 
	Second Slaughterhouse Foundation 
	-

	West end of 5th St. by Zoar Lake/ N4496142.625 E463915.867 
	Foundation / Agriculture 
	Post-1840 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.109 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.122, 2.16, 2.17 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	POOR near Zoar Lake 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Second Slaughterhouse was an L-shaped structure with a sandstone foundation, slightly northwest of the Brewery. The structure drained into a low-lying marshy area, which later became Zoar Lake in the 1920s. Upon the dissolution of the society, the property was transferred to Jacob and Caroline Breymaier (Hayward 1898). Only the sandstone foundation remains. 
	The Second Slaughterhouse was an L-shaped structure with a sandstone foundation, slightly northwest of the Brewery. The structure drained into a low-lying marshy area, which later became Zoar Lake in the 1920s. Upon the dissolution of the society, the property was transferred to Jacob and Caroline Breymaier (Hayward 1898). Only the sandstone foundation remains. 


	Table 2.8. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the agriculture context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC53 
	HDC53 
	Horse Hospital Foundation 
	East side of East Street. North of 3rd/ N4495961.212 E464502.664 
	Foundation / Agriculture 
	ca. 1840s – 1890s ca. 1940s (demolished) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.107 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Horse Hospital was described as a “little red structure” located across East Street from the Horse Barn (Schultz 1978:41; Figure 93). The building measured 20 by 25 feet and was probably built in the 1840s along with the rest of the horse barns. During fieldwork in 2012, a cut stone foundation was discovered at this location, which may be the remains of the Horse Hospital. This building is not shown on the 1898 dissolution map, indicating that perhaps it had been demolished. The 1923 aerial photograph d
	The Horse Hospital was described as a “little red structure” located across East Street from the Horse Barn (Schultz 1978:41; Figure 93). The building measured 20 by 25 feet and was probably built in the 1840s along with the rest of the horse barns. During fieldwork in 2012, a cut stone foundation was discovered at this location, which may be the remains of the Horse Hospital. This building is not shown on the 1898 dissolution map, indicating that perhaps it had been demolished. The 1923 aerial photograph d

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC54 
	HDC54 
	Storage Shed Foundation (Western) 
	SE corner of 3rd and East Sts/ N4495932.916 E464495.988 
	Foundation / Agriculture 
	ca. 1840s – 1890s ca. 1940s (demolished) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.110 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description This is a cut sandstone foundation at the top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn. A storage building at this location appears on an 1892 photograph and is on the 1935 inventory map. It was probably constructed in the 1840s along with many other agricultural outbuildings in this part of town. Like many other buildings in Zoar Village, it was likely demolished soon after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam. 
	History/Materials/Description This is a cut sandstone foundation at the top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn. A storage building at this location appears on an 1892 photograph and is on the 1935 inventory map. It was probably constructed in the 1840s along with many other agricultural outbuildings in this part of town. Like many other buildings in Zoar Village, it was likely demolished soon after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam. 


	Table 2.8. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the agriculture context 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC55 
	HDC55 
	Storage Shed Foundation (Eastern) 
	SE corner of 3rd and East Sts/ N4495935.826 E464512.339 
	Foundation / Agriculture 
	ca. 1840s – 1890s ca. 1940s (demolished) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.110 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.123, 2.16, 2.18 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	This resource is a concentration of around a dozen cut sandstone blocks resting on the ground surface, on top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn. A storage building at this location on an 1892 photograph and is on the 1935 inventory map. It was probably constructed in the 1840s along with many other agricultural outbuildings in this part of town. Like many other buildings in Zoar Village, it was likely demolished soon after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam. 
	This resource is a concentration of around a dozen cut sandstone blocks resting on the ground surface, on top of the bank overlooking the Wheat Storage Barn. A storage building at this location on an 1892 photograph and is on the 1935 inventory map. It was probably constructed in the 1840s along with many other agricultural outbuildings in this part of town. Like many other buildings in Zoar Village, it was likely demolished soon after the construction of the Zoar Diversion Dam. 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC58 
	HDC58 
	Barn 
	9872 Towpath Rd./ N4497246.995 E461607.937 
	Barn / Agriculture 
	1891 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.103 Vol. 2, pg. 2.21 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.47, 2.29 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligible as a discontiguous resource contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description Local residents relate that this barn was built by the Separatists, and the cornerstone with the construction date of 1891 indicates that this is likely the case. A barn is also shown in this approximate location on the Separatists’ dissolution inventory map. The barn features a sandstone foundation, slate roof, and vertical plank siding. On the first floor, the southeast side elevation features three doors, with the center door featuring a 6-pane fixed window. A single double 
	History/Materials/Description Local residents relate that this barn was built by the Separatists, and the cornerstone with the construction date of 1891 indicates that this is likely the case. A barn is also shown in this approximate location on the Separatists’ dissolution inventory map. The barn features a sandstone foundation, slate roof, and vertical plank siding. On the first floor, the southeast side elevation features three doors, with the center door featuring a 6-pane fixed window. A single double 
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	Table 2.9. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry and manufacturing context 
	Table 2.9. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry and manufacturing context 
	Table 2.9. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry and manufacturing context 

	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Construction and Modification Dates 
	Inside or Outside 1975 Zoar Historic District boundary? 
	Inside or Outside USACE Study Area? 
	NRHP Eligibility 

	5885 
	5885 
	House No. 15 
	ca. 1820 ca. 1850 (remodeled) ca. 1860 (remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 

	5903 
	5903 
	House No. 36 
	ca. 1825 ca. 1840 ca. 1941 (remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 

	HDC3 
	HDC3 
	Woolen Mill Foundation 
	1830 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing resource to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) in 1975. -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC4 
	HDC4 
	Custom Mill Foundation 
	1847 1940 (moved) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing resource to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) in 1975 (called Grist Mill). -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC9 
	HDC9 
	Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins 
	ca. 1830 1878 ca. 1906 (converted) ca. 1935 (demolished) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC10 
	HDC10 
	Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock 
	ca. 1830 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) -Recommended Eligible Individually as a rare example of its type under Criterion C. 

	HDC11 
	HDC11 
	Mill Race Ruins 
	ca. 1821 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC14 
	HDC14 
	Canal Mill Ruins 
	1837 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC15 
	HDC15 
	Zoar Dam 
	1821 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and its architectural significance (Criterion C) 

	HDC24 
	HDC24 
	Lime Kiln Ruins 
	ca. 1830 ca. 1920 (restarted) 1990s (altered) 
	Partially Inside 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing resource to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) in 1975. -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A). 

	HDC59 
	HDC59 
	Canal Mill Race 
	1837 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 


	Table2.10.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeindustryandmanufacturingcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5885 
	5885 
	HouseNo.15 (SilkFactory) 
	FoltzSt./ N4495988.420 E464374.835 
	Vernacular/ Residence/ Industry 
	ca.1820 ca.1850 (remodeled) ca.1860 (remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.96 Vol.2,pg. 2.19,2.23 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.57, 1.147,2.11, 2.13,2.21 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.15isa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,aninteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashonthefirstfloor,2/2wood sashonthesecond,anda6-lightfixedwindowintheattic.Thefull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsheltersthemainentry.Therearshed-roofellhasasandstonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,andappearsto datetotheSeparatistperiod.AccordingtoSchultz,thebuildingwasoriginallyconstructedasaresidenceca.1820andwaslaterconvertedtothesilkfactoryaround1850.Thesilkindustr
	HouseNo.15isa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,aninteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroof.Thewindowsare1/1woodsashonthefirstfloor,2/2wood sashonthesecond,anda6-lightfixedwindowintheattic.Thefull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsheltersthemainentry.Therearshed-roofellhasasandstonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,andappearsto datetotheSeparatistperiod.AccordingtoSchultz,thebuildingwasoriginallyconstructedasaresidenceca.1820andwaslaterconvertedtothesilkfactoryaround1850.Thesilkindustr
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	Table2.10.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeindustryandmanufacturingcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5903 
	5903 
	HouseNo. 36 (Weberhaus Linen Weaving House) 
	120W.5th St./ N4496129.649 E464259.398 
	Vernacular/ Residential/ Industrial 
	ca.1825 ca.1840 ca.1941 (remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.101 Vol.2,pg. 2.19,2.23 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.56, 2.11,2.12, 2.20 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rearporch partially enclosed 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.36isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framebuildingwithsandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithslate.Agablerooffrontelland gablerooffrontporchface5th Street.Windowsincludeavarietyof6/1woodsash,4/1woodsash,andan8-lightroundarchwindowinthefrontgable.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofrearporch withpostpostsandrailing;itispartiallyenclosed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymapandbecamethepropertyofJosephandCarolineBeiter(Hayward1898).Italsoa
	HouseNo.36isa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framebuildingwithsandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithslate.Agablerooffrontelland gablerooffrontporchface5th Street.Windowsincludeavarietyof6/1woodsash,4/1woodsash,andan8-lightroundarchwindowinthefrontgable.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofrearporch withpostpostsandrailing;itispartiallyenclosed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionsurveymapandbecamethepropertyofJosephandCarolineBeiter(Hayward1898).Italsoa
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	Table2.10.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeindustryandmanufacturingcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC3 
	HDC3 
	WoolenMill Foundation 
	SouthofZoar alongthe Tuscarawas RiverandSR 212/ N4495430.758 E464356.159 
	Vernacular/ Ruin/ Industry 
	1830 ca.1940 demolished 
	Vol.1,pg. 115 Vol.2, pg.2.23 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.147, 2.20,2.22 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975. -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheWoolenMillwasbuiltin1830alongthemillracesouthoftown.Thebuildingmeasured36’x84’andwasthreefullstories,withasmallattic,alargecutstoneblockfoundation,andaslateroof(Kappel 1899).By1853,thewoolenmillwasfullyequippedwithnumerousmachinesforprocessingrawwoolintousableclothrunbywaterpower.Machineryinstalledinthemillincludeonewashingmachine,one fullingmachine,twonappingmachines,one110-inchloom,one36-inchflannelloom,one42-inchloom,one10-inchloom,onetwistingmachinewith40spindles,onemulespinnerwith280spindles,three40
	TheWoolenMillwasbuiltin1830alongthemillracesouthoftown.Thebuildingmeasured36’x84’andwasthreefullstories,withasmallattic,alargecutstoneblockfoundation,andaslateroof(Kappel 1899).By1853,thewoolenmillwasfullyequippedwithnumerousmachinesforprocessingrawwoolintousableclothrunbywaterpower.Machineryinstalledinthemillincludeonewashingmachine,one fullingmachine,twonappingmachines,one110-inchloom,one36-inchflannelloom,one42-inchloom,one10-inchloom,onetwistingmachinewith40spindles,onemulespinnerwith280spindles,three40
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC4 
	HDC4 
	CustomMill Foundation (identifiedasa GristMillon theNRHP nomination) 
	SouthofZoar alongthemill race andSR 212/ N4495236.985 E464445.261 
	Vernacular/ Ruin / Industry 
	1847 ca.1940 (building moved) 
	Vol.1,pg. 114 Vol.2,pg.-2.23 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.147, 2.20,2.22 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975(called GristMill). -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheCustomMillwasthethirdmilloperatingalongthemillracesouthofthevillage.The2-1/2story,wood-framestructurehadasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,12/12woodsashwindows,anda gambrelroof(Fernandez2003:80–81).Alargewaterwheelpoweredthemilluntilaturbinewasaddedin1870(Schultz1978:27–28).Althoughthemillceasedoperationin1917,thebuildingstoodinthis locationuntilca.1940,whenitwasmovedtoZoarville(outsidethestudyarea)andoperatedasageneralstore. 
	TheCustomMillwasthethirdmilloperatingalongthemillracesouthofthevillage.The2-1/2story,wood-framestructurehadasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,12/12woodsashwindows,anda gambrelroof(Fernandez2003:80–81).Alargewaterwheelpoweredthemilluntilaturbinewasaddedin1870(Schultz1978:27–28).Althoughthemillceasedoperationin1917,thebuildingstoodinthis locationuntilca.1940,whenitwasmovedtoZoarville(outsidethestudyarea)andoperatedasageneralstore. 
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	Table2.10.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeindustryandmanufacturingcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC9 
	HDC9 
	Zoar Sawmill/Power houseRuins 
	EastofC.R. 111,northof C.R.82;near ZoarDamand GuardLock/ N4495708.456 E463768.565 
	Vernacular/ Ruin / Industry 
	ca.1830 1878 ca.1906 (converted) ca.1935 (demolished) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.122 Vol.2,pg.-2.23 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21, 2.41 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontextfor thesawmillandpost-Separatistcommerceand industrycontextforthe powerhouse(CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheSawmillandPowerhouseruinsconsistofthesandstonefoundationoftheSawmillandtheconcretefoundationofthePowerHouse.In1878,theSeparatistsbuiltthissawmilltothewestoftownalongthe TuscarawasRiveratthelocationoftheSeparatists’damandguardlockforthemillrace.Thismillmayhavereplacedanearliersawmill(ca.1830)inthesamelocation.Thissawmillwasasimple,one-story, framebuildingwithrampsonthenorthsidethatfedlogsintothemillforsawing.Asimplebanksideboatlaunchwaslocatednorthofthemillforusebyvisitorsoperatingsmallpleasurecraftinthes
	TheSawmillandPowerhouseruinsconsistofthesandstonefoundationoftheSawmillandtheconcretefoundationofthePowerHouse.In1878,theSeparatistsbuiltthissawmilltothewestoftownalongthe TuscarawasRiveratthelocationoftheSeparatists’damandguardlockforthemillrace.Thismillmayhavereplacedanearliersawmill(ca.1830)inthesamelocation.Thissawmillwasasimple,one-story, framebuildingwithrampsonthenorthsidethatfedlogsintothemillforsawing.Asimplebanksideboatlaunchwaslocatednorthofthemillforusebyvisitorsoperatingsmallpleasurecraftinthes

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC10 
	HDC10 
	ZoarMillRace GuardLock 
	EastofC.R. 111,northof C.R.82;east bankofthe Tuscarawas River/ N4495742.775 E463791.359 
	Vernacular/ Ruin / Industry 
	1830 1878 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.112 Vol.2,pg.-2.23 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD missing gates 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	MOD non-functioningcanal 
	-


	Association 
	Association 
	-


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheGuardLockconsistsofasandstonefoundationandaseriesofvalvesbelowthelockgatesforthemillrace.TheSeparatistsbuilttheguardlockin1830,initiallytoallowcanalboatstotraversethemillrace tothemillssouthofZoarVillage.ThispracticelikelyceasedaroundthetimetheCanalMillwasconstructedin1837.Awoodengatewasinstalledintheguardlockin1878,alongwithfourcast-ironwicketgates (alsoknownaspaddlevalves),toregulatetheflowofwaterintothemillrace.AccordingtoWoods,themillraceguardlockontheeasternsideoftheriveristheoldestunalteredexampleo
	TheGuardLockconsistsofasandstonefoundationandaseriesofvalvesbelowthelockgatesforthemillrace.TheSeparatistsbuilttheguardlockin1830,initiallytoallowcanalboatstotraversethemillrace tothemillssouthofZoarVillage.ThispracticelikelyceasedaroundthetimetheCanalMillwasconstructedin1837.Awoodengatewasinstalledintheguardlockin1878,alongwithfourcast-ironwicketgates (alsoknownaspaddlevalves),toregulatetheflowofwaterintothemillrace.AccordingtoWoods,themillraceguardlockontheeasternsideoftheriveristheoldestunalteredexampleo
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	Table 2.10. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry andmanufacturing context 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC11 
	HDC11 
	Mill Race Ruins 
	South of Zoar, north of the Tuscarawas River/ N4495360.199 E464262.954 
	Vernacular / Ruin / Industry 
	ca. 1821 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.111 Vol. 2, pg. 2.23 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The water for the mills came from a headrace that led from the dam at the river to the northwest and through a guard lock. The head race still exists in places, although a local property owner attempted to improve drainage by altering the mill race with a backhoe; the extent of this disturbance is unknown. Stone retaining walls are still evident in places along the mill race. A separate head race for the Custom Mill was probably excavated sometime in the mid-to late nineteenth century, and was filled in at 
	The water for the mills came from a headrace that led from the dam at the river to the northwest and through a guard lock. The head race still exists in places, although a local property owner attempted to improve drainage by altering the mill race with a backhoe; the extent of this disturbance is unknown. Stone retaining walls are still evident in places along the mill race. A separate head race for the Custom Mill was probably excavated sometime in the mid-to late nineteenth century, and was filled in at 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC14 
	HDC14 
	Canal Mill Ruins 
	off of C.R. 111 slightly NW of the Canal Hotel/ N4495475.453 E463657.735 
	Vernacular / Ruin / Industry 
	1837 ca. 1900 (half demolished) 1921 (remainder demolished) 1933 (many stones removed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.113 Vol. 2, pg. 2.23 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Canal Mill ruins consist of a rectangular sandstone foundation with sandstone piers. Many of the sandstone blocks still have their mason’s marks. The Canal Mill was a grist mill owned and operated by the Separatists. Its location along the Ohio & Erie Canal allowed for the loading of cargo directly into canal boats to reach markets as far away as New York, New Orleans, or St. Louis. According to Schultz, the east side of the building was used for grinding and the west side for the storage of grain; it w
	The Canal Mill ruins consist of a rectangular sandstone foundation with sandstone piers. Many of the sandstone blocks still have their mason’s marks. The Canal Mill was a grist mill owned and operated by the Separatists. Its location along the Ohio & Erie Canal allowed for the loading of cargo directly into canal boats to reach markets as far away as New York, New Orleans, or St. Louis. According to Schultz, the east side of the building was used for grinding and the west side for the storage of grain; it w
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	Table 2.10. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry andmanufacturing context 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC15 
	HDC15 
	Zoar Dam 
	Tuscarawas River, east of C.R. 111 and north of C.R. 82/ N4495720.020 E463717.199 
	Vernacular / Industry 
	1821 1908 (extension built) Unknown (extension demolished) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.112 Vol. 2, pg. 2.23 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.146, 2.20, 2.21 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Separatists built a dam in 1821 from the east bank to an island into the Tuscarawas River to provide water for the mill race. In 1878, the original dam was replaced by a timber crib dam, filled with cut stone and stone rubble and wood planks for facing. The heavy timbers and wood planks are still evident today. In 1908, the State of Ohio purchased the dam, and a 200’ extension (known as the State Dam) was added to finish the dam across the river, connecting it with an earthen embankment of the Wheeling 
	The Separatists built a dam in 1821 from the east bank to an island into the Tuscarawas River to provide water for the mill race. In 1878, the original dam was replaced by a timber crib dam, filled with cut stone and stone rubble and wood planks for facing. The heavy timbers and wood planks are still evident today. In 1908, the State of Ohio purchased the dam, and a 200’ extension (known as the State Dam) was added to finish the dam across the river, connecting it with an earthen embankment of the Wheeling 


	Table 2.10. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry andmanufacturing context 
	Table 2.10. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry andmanufacturing context 
	Table 2.10. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the industry andmanufacturing context 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC24 
	HDC24 
	Lime Kiln Ruins 
	East of Zoar; east end of 3rd St./ N4495940.196 E464603.901 
	Vernacular / Foundation Ruin / Industry 
	ca. 1830 ca. 1920 (restarted) 1990s (altered) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.123 Vol. 2, pg. 2.23 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.147, 1.262, 2.20, 2.42 
	Inside 
	-Listedas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A) .-Recommend Eligibleas contributing to expanded district under post-Separatist Industry context (Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Lime Kiln ruins consist of a series of sandstone and brick foundations along a ridge associated with the former lime kiln. Although the Lime Kiln is listed the National Register as a contributing resource to the 1975 Zoar Historic District, there is no documentary evidence that indicates that the Separatists built the complex. Frye and Dobson-Brown’s literature review did reveal, however, that there were three structures in addition to the lime kiln blast furnace at the complex, and that the Zoar Agricu
	The Lime Kiln ruins consist of a series of sandstone and brick foundations along a ridge associated with the former lime kiln. Although the Lime Kiln is listed the National Register as a contributing resource to the 1975 Zoar Historic District, there is no documentary evidence that indicates that the Separatists built the complex. Frye and Dobson-Brown’s literature review did reveal, however, that there were three structures in addition to the lime kiln blast furnace at the complex, and that the Zoar Agricu

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC59 
	HDC59 
	Canal Mill Race 
	off of C.R. 111 slightly NW of the Canal Hotel/ N4495494.475 E463647.793 
	Vernacular / Ruin / Industry 
	1837 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.114 Vol. 2, pg. 2.23 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.146, 2.21 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A). 
	Design 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Canal Mill Race is a shallow ditch that parallels the eastern side of the Ohio & Erie Canal from the Feeder Canal Guard Lock on the north to just north of the Zoar Iron Bridge on the south. The mill race was the power supply for the Canal Mill. 
	The Canal Mill Race is a shallow ditch that parallels the eastern side of the Ohio & Erie Canal from the Feeder Canal Guard Lock on the north to just north of the Zoar Iron Bridge on the south. The mill race was the power supply for the Canal Mill. 
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	Table 2.11. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the transportation context 
	Table 2.11. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the transportation context 
	Table 2.11. Summary of Separatist above-ground resources associated with the transportation context 

	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC8 
	HDC8 
	Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins 
	ca. 1882 ca. 1908 (concrete added) ca. 1935 (abandoned) 
	Inside (majority) 
	Inside (majority) 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 

	HDC13 
	HDC13 
	Zoar Iron Bridge 
	1883 2004 (restored) 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and under Criterion C for architectural significance. 

	HDC16 
	HDC16 
	Canal Lock 10 
	Ca. 1828 1908 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas a discontiguous resource contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 

	HDC17 
	HDC17 
	Feeder Canal Guard Lock 
	Ca. 1828 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 

	HDC18 
	HDC18 
	Ohio & Erie Canal Bed Ruins 
	ca. 1826 
	Outside 
	Partially Inside 
	-Recommended Eligibleas contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 


	Table2.12.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC8 
	HDC8 
	Wheeling& LakeErie Railroad BridgeRuins 
	WestofZoar, eastofC.R. 111,northof C.R.82/ N4495612.888 E463748.012 
	Vernacular/ Ruins/ Transportation 
	ca.1882 ca.1908 (concrete added) ca.1935 (abandoned) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.116,172 Vol.2,pg. 2.25 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.182, 2.23,2.24 
	Mostlyinside(1pier isoutsidestudy area) 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	MOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	MOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheWheeling&LakeErieRailroadBridgeruinsconsistoftwostoneabutmentsandtwostonepiersthatsupportedathree-spanbridgeovertheTuscarawasRiver.Thereisalsoanabutmentwheretherailroad crossedoverthecanalonasteelbridgeandanabutmentandpiertotheeastoftherivernearthesawmillruin.Theoriginalsandstonebridgeabutmentsandpierswerewashedawaysoonafterconstruction butwereimmediatelyrebuilt,andpargedwithconcretesometimearound1908.Thisrailroadcorridorwasbuiltin1882whenthemainlineoftheWheeling&LakeErierailroadreachedZoar.Therailroadwa
	TheWheeling&LakeErieRailroadBridgeruinsconsistoftwostoneabutmentsandtwostonepiersthatsupportedathree-spanbridgeovertheTuscarawasRiver.Thereisalsoanabutmentwheretherailroad crossedoverthecanalonasteelbridgeandanabutmentandpiertotheeastoftherivernearthesawmillruin.Theoriginalsandstonebridgeabutmentsandpierswerewashedawaysoonafterconstruction butwereimmediatelyrebuilt,andpargedwithconcretesometimearound1908.Thisrailroadcorridorwasbuiltin1882whenthemainlineoftheWheeling&LakeErierailroadreachedZoar.Therailroadwa

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC13 
	HDC13 
	ZoarIron Bridge (abandoned C.R.82 bridge) 
	offofC.R.111 acrossfromthe CanalHotel/ N4495402.892 E463767.776 
	Vernacular/ Transportation 
	1883 2004(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.125 Vol.2,pg. 2.25 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarIronBridgeisathree-span,Pratt-through-trussroadbridgeapproximately265’longandsupportedonsandstonepiersandabutments.Thesandstonepiershavemetalguardstoprotectthemfrom riverdebris.Thestructureofthebridgeisacombinationofwroughtiron,castiron,andsteel(somemembershaveaCarnegiestamp)andtheroadbedhaswoodjoists,woodcross-supports,andwood decking.AsetofstepslinkthebridgetotheformerOhio&ErieCanaltowpath.Designedin1883bytheWroughtIronBridgeCompany,thebridgeoriginallylinkedtheCanalHotelareawithZoarVillagealong Wat
	TheZoarIronBridgeisathree-span,Pratt-through-trussroadbridgeapproximately265’longandsupportedonsandstonepiersandabutments.Thesandstonepiershavemetalguardstoprotectthemfrom riverdebris.Thestructureofthebridgeisacombinationofwroughtiron,castiron,andsteel(somemembershaveaCarnegiestamp)andtheroadbedhaswoodjoists,woodcross-supports,andwood decking.AsetofstepslinkthebridgetotheformerOhio&ErieCanaltowpath.Designedin1883bytheWroughtIronBridgeCompany,thebridgeoriginallylinkedtheCanalHotelareawithZoarVillagealong Wat
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	Table2.12.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& ModificationDates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC16 
	HDC16 
	CanalLock 10 
	OhioandErie CanalBed Ruins/ N4495752.930 E463396.391 
	Ruins/ Transport ation 
	ca.1828 1908 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.65 Vol.2,pg. 2.25 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleasa discontiguousresource contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD missing gates 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	MOD non-functioningcanal 
	-


	Association 
	Association 
	-


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	In1826,theSeparatistsbidandwona$22,867.35contracttoexcavatedthreemilesofcanalbedthroughtheirlandholdings,alongwithcontractstobuildLock10,twostoneculverts,thefeedercanal,anda roadbridgeacrossthecanal.Reportedly,theentirepopulationofZoarVillageturnedouttobuildthecanal,workingyear-roundthrough1827and1828.Whilemendugthecanalbedwithshovels,thewomen transportedthespoildirttothecanalberm,inwheelbarrows,baskets,andevenreportedlyintheiraprons.DuringthestateofOhio’simprovementofthecanalsystemin1908,muchofthelock’ssup
	In1826,theSeparatistsbidandwona$22,867.35contracttoexcavatedthreemilesofcanalbedthroughtheirlandholdings,alongwithcontractstobuildLock10,twostoneculverts,thefeedercanal,anda roadbridgeacrossthecanal.Reportedly,theentirepopulationofZoarVillageturnedouttobuildthecanal,workingyear-roundthrough1827and1828.Whilemendugthecanalbedwithshovels,thewomen transportedthespoildirttothecanalberm,inwheelbarrows,baskets,andevenreportedlyintheiraprons.DuringthestateofOhio’simprovementofthecanalsystemin1908,muchofthelock’ssup

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& ModificationDates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC17 
	HDC17 
	Ohio&Erie Canal FeederLock 
	OhioandErie CanalBed Ruins/ N4495664.525 E463502.584 
	Ruins/ Transport ation 
	ca.1828 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.61 Vol.2,pg. 2.25 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD missing gates 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	MOD non-functioningcanal 
	-


	Association 
	Association 
	-


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	In1826,theSeparatistsbidandwona$22,867.35contracttoexcavatedthreemilesofcanalbedthroughtheirlandholdings,alongwithcontractstobuildLock10,twostoneculverts,thefeedercanal,anda roadbridgeacrossthecanal.Reportedly,theentirepopulationofZoarVillageturnedouttobuildthecanal,workingyear-roundthrough1827and1828.Whilemendugthecanalbedwithshovels,thewomen transportedthespoildirttothecanalberm,inwheelbarrows,baskets,andevenreportedlyintheiraprons.TheSeparatistsalsoconstructedanadditionontotheir1821milldamtosupplywaterto
	In1826,theSeparatistsbidandwona$22,867.35contracttoexcavatedthreemilesofcanalbedthroughtheirlandholdings,alongwithcontractstobuildLock10,twostoneculverts,thefeedercanal,anda roadbridgeacrossthecanal.Reportedly,theentirepopulationofZoarVillageturnedouttobuildthecanal,workingyear-roundthrough1827and1828.Whilemendugthecanalbedwithshovels,thewomen transportedthespoildirttothecanalberm,inwheelbarrows,baskets,andevenreportedlyintheiraprons.TheSeparatistsalsoconstructedanadditionontotheir1821milldamtosupplywaterto


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.12.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction& ModificationDates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC18 
	HDC18 
	Ohio&Erie CanalBed Ruins 
	EastofC.R. 111,northof C.R.82/ N4496012.680 E463204.657 
	Vernacular /Ruins/ Transporta -tion 
	ca.1826 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.61 Vol.2,pg. 2.25 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.191, 2.23,2.24 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ConstructionontheTuscarawasCountysectionoftheOhio&ErieCanalstartedin1827andwascompletedby1830.Therewere15liftlocks,oneguardlock,twoaqueducts,alargefloodgate,andnumerous culvertsandbridgebuiltaspartofthecanalstructureinthecounty.AlthoughtheprimaryengineerforthecentersectionoftheOhio&ErieCanalwasLeanderRansom,theSeparatistswonthecontracttobuild approximatelythreemilesofthecanalthatcrossedtheirlandholdings. 
	ConstructionontheTuscarawasCountysectionoftheOhio&ErieCanalstartedin1827andwascompletedby1830.Therewere15liftlocks,oneguardlock,twoaqueducts,alargefloodgate,andnumerous culvertsandbridgebuiltaspartofthecanalstructureinthecounty.AlthoughtheprimaryengineerforthecentersectionoftheOhio&ErieCanalwasLeanderRansom,theSeparatistswonthecontracttobuild approximatelythreemilesofthecanalthatcrossedtheirlandholdings. 
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	Table2.13.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunity,education,andreligioncontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5837 
	5837 
	WagonShop 
	ca.1835 pre-1958(demolished) 1972(reconstructed) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictasareconstruction(Criteria ConsiderationE) 

	5838 
	5838 
	BlacksmithShop 
	ca.1866 pre-1958(demolished) 1970(reconstructed) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictasareconstruction(Criteria ConsiderationE) 

	5842c 
	5842c 
	Tailor'sShopandFirst Doctor'sOffice 
	ca.1831 20th.C. 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5843 
	5843 
	DairyandCheeseHouse (rearwingofZoarStore) 
	ca.1833 1993(restored) 
	inside 
	inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5856 
	5856 
	TheMagazine 
	ca.1845 1993(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5860 
	5860 
	ZoarTownHall 
	1887 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5865 
	5865 
	SecondCiderMilland CabinetShop 
	1863 ca.1940s(partialdemolition) post-1958(additionsand remodeled) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5878 
	5878 
	HouseNo.13 (FirstSchool) 
	ca.1825 ca.1870; early20th c.rearporch;mid 20th c.replacementwindows 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5883 
	5883 
	SecondSchool 
	1868 1980s(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5888 
	5888 
	FirstCobblerShop/ TinShop 
	ca.1825 ca.1970(reconstructed) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictasareconstruction(Criteria ConsiderationE) 

	5889 
	5889 
	Bakery 
	1837 ca.1972(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5891 
	5891 
	HouseNo.11 (GardenHouse) 
	ca.1834 1970(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext(Criterion A)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	5891a 
	5891a 
	GardenSpringHouse 
	ca.1834 mid-20thc.(removed) 1994(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 

	5892 
	5892 
	HouseNo.10 
	ca.1817 ca.1935(altered) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforarchitecturalsignificance(CriterionC) 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.13.SummaryofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunity,education,andreligioncontext 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	TR
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext(Criterion 

	5901 
	5901 
	ThirdMeetinghouse 
	1853 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	A)in1975 

	TR
	-RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	5929c 
	5929c 
	AlexanderGunnGrave/ Memorial (Landscapefeature) 
	ca.1901 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 

	TR
	1832 

	HDC1 
	HDC1 
	ZoarBreweryFoundation 
	1920s(modified) 1950s(burned) ca.1980(additionbuilton foundation) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext(Criterion A)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	TR
	ca.1990(additionremoved) 

	TR
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext(Criterion 

	HDC5 
	HDC5 
	ZoarGarden (Landscapefeature) 
	ca.1834 1930(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	A)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	TR
	andforitslandscapedesign(CriterionC) 

	HDC19 
	HDC19 
	ZoarCemetery (Landscapefeature) 
	post-1817 ca.1860s(additionofwood markers) ca.1900(expansion) ca.1925(expansion) ca.1996(expansion) 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 

	HDC52 
	HDC52 
	IceHouseFoundation andDam 
	Late19th –Early20th C. 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 
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	Table2.14.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunity,education,andreligioncontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5837 
	5837 
	Wagon Shop 
	118East1st St./ N4495702.965 E464308.185 
	Reconstruction /Community 
	ca.1835 1934–1958 (demolished) 1972 (reconstructed) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.135 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.202, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict asareconstruction(Criteria ConsiderationE) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheWagonShopis1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurethathasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorslopebrickchimney,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare9/6woodsash onthefirstfloorand4/2woodsashintheatticgables.DoorsincludeaverticalwoodboarddoorontheNWsideofthebuilding,averticalwoodboarddoorintheeastside,andadoubleverticalwoodboard dooronthesouth(rear)side.Thebuildingwastorndownsometimebetween1934and1958,andreconstructedin1972bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwas co
	TheWagonShopis1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurethathasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorslopebrickchimney,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare9/6woodsash onthefirstfloorand4/2woodsashintheatticgables.DoorsincludeaverticalwoodboarddoorontheNWsideofthebuilding,averticalwoodboarddoorintheeastside,andadoubleverticalwoodboard dooronthesouth(rear)side.Thebuildingwastorndownsometimebetween1934and1958,andreconstructedin1972bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwas co

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5838 
	5838 
	Blacksmith Shop 
	130East 1st St./ N4495684.413 E 464320.953 
	Reconstruction/ Community 
	-

	ca.1866 pre-1958 (demolished) 1972 (reconstructed) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.128 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.202, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict asareconstruction(Criteria ConsiderationE) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheBlacksmithShopisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andaside-gableroof.Theroofhasoneinteriorslopebrick chimneyaswellasasquarewood-framecupolaforventilation.Thereisasingleverticalwoodboarddoorandadoubleverticalwoodboarddoor,bothontheNWsideofthebuilding.Thebuildingwastorn downsometimeinthe1950sandcompletelyreconstructedin1970bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwascompletedinaccordancewithSecretaryoftheInterior
	TheBlacksmithShopisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andaside-gableroof.Theroofhasoneinteriorslopebrick chimneyaswellasasquarewood-framecupolaforventilation.Thereisasingleverticalwoodboarddoorandadoubleverticalwoodboarddoor,bothontheNWsideofthebuilding.Thebuildingwastorn downsometimeinthe1950sandcompletelyreconstructedin1970bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwascompletedinaccordancewithSecretaryoftheInterior
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	5842c 
	5842c 
	Tailor'sShop andFirst Doctor's Office 
	WsideofMain St.btw.2nd and 1st Sts./ N4495784.210 E464255.094 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	ca.1831 20thc. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.135 Vol.2,pg.2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.202,2.25 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD additions and enclosed porches 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD vinyl siding 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thebuildingisatwo-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,vinylsiding,2/2woodsashwindows,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andadecorativeslateside-gableroof.Theearly twentiethcentury,full-length,hip-rooffrontporchhasbeenenclosedwithvinylsidingand1-lightfixedwindows.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasamid-twentiethcentury2-storygable-frontadditionwith concreteblockfoundation,1/1sashwindowswithappliedmuntins,andawoodstairanddeck.Thebuilding’sintegrityhasbeendiminishedwiththeenclosedfrontporch,rearaddition,
	Thebuildingisatwo-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,vinylsiding,2/2woodsashwindows,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andadecorativeslateside-gableroof.Theearly twentiethcentury,full-length,hip-rooffrontporchhasbeenenclosedwithvinylsidingand1-lightfixedwindows.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasamid-twentiethcentury2-storygable-frontadditionwith concreteblockfoundation,1/1sashwindowswithappliedmuntins,andawoodstairanddeck.Thebuilding’sintegrityhasbeendiminishedwiththeenclosedfrontporch,rearaddition,
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	5843 
	5843 
	Dairyand Cheese House 
	198MainSt. (rearaddition)/ N4495810.919 E 464242.997 
	Vernacularw/ Greek Revival/ Commercial& Community 
	ca.1842 1993(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.131 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.122, 2.17,2.20, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Alongwiththenownon-extantSpringHouse,theDairyandCheeseHousewaseitheraddedtotherearoftheZoarStoreinthe1830s,orthestorewasbuiltatoppartoftheexistingcoldstorageroomforthe dairy(seeTable2.6fordescriptionoftheZoarStore).The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionhasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Avarietyof windowtypesinclude6/3woodsashonthelowerlevel,6/6sashonthesecondfloor,and6/3woodsashinthegable-frontatticdormers.AccordingtoSchultz,thedairywasacommunalstructuretha
	Alongwiththenownon-extantSpringHouse,theDairyandCheeseHousewaseitheraddedtotherearoftheZoarStoreinthe1830s,orthestorewasbuiltatoppartoftheexistingcoldstorageroomforthe dairy(seeTable2.6fordescriptionoftheZoarStore).The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionhasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Avarietyof windowtypesinclude6/3woodsashonthelowerlevel,6/6sashonthesecondfloor,and6/3woodsashinthegable-frontatticdormers.AccordingtoSchultz,thedairywasacommunalstructuretha
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	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5856 
	5856 
	The Magazine 
	292MainSt./ N4495919.170 E464231.132 
	Vernacular/ Community-Residential 
	ca.1845 1993(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.133 Vol.2,pg.2.27 Vol.3,Fig1.1, 1.200,2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheMagazineisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Thefull-lengthshed-rooffrontporchalsohasaclaytileroof. Thewindowsare6/3sash,4-lightfixed,and6-lightfixed.Thedoorsincludea6-panelwoodfrontdoorandsideandreardoorsofverticalwoodboards.Therearofthebuildinghasacontinuousshedroof overhanginganopen-airworkareawithheavytimberframing.Thesouthsideofthebuildingabutsthekitchen/diningroom/laundrybuilding.TheOhioHistoricalSocietyownsthebuildingandr
	TheMagazineisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Thefull-lengthshed-rooffrontporchalsohasaclaytileroof. Thewindowsare6/3sash,4-lightfixed,and6-lightfixed.Thedoorsincludea6-panelwoodfrontdoorandsideandreardoorsofverticalwoodboards.Therearofthebuildinghasacontinuousshedroof overhanginganopen-airworkareawithheavytimberframing.Thesouthsideofthebuildingabutsthekitchen/diningroom/laundrybuilding.TheOhioHistoricalSocietyownsthebuildingandr
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	5860 
	5860 
	ZoarTown Hall 
	250MainSt./ N4495872.216 E464256.747 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	1887 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.136 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheTownHallisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickendchimneys,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithslate.The2/2sash windowshaveVictorian-eradecorativewoodhoodsandsurrounds.Thefull-length,flat-rooffrontporchhasabalconyabove.Thebuildingistoppedbyasquarecupolawithacross-gableroof,bell,andspire. Thetownhallwasbuiltin1887afterthecommunityincorporatedasavillagein1884.Thefireenginewasoriginallyhousedinthebuilding,andthetownbandperformedonthe2nd-floorbalc
	TheTownHallisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickendchimneys,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithslate.The2/2sash windowshaveVictorian-eradecorativewoodhoodsandsurrounds.Thefull-length,flat-rooffrontporchhasabalconyabove.Thebuildingistoppedbyasquarecupolawithacross-gableroof,bell,andspire. Thetownhallwasbuiltin1887afterthecommunityincorporatedasavillagein1884.Thefireenginewasoriginallyhousedinthebuilding,andthetownbandperformedonthe2nd-floorbalc
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	5865 
	5865 
	Second CiderMill andCabinet Shop 
	2nd St./ N4495795.482 E464371.266 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	1863 ca.1940s (partial demolition) post-1958 (additionsand remodeled) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.130 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.202, 2.25 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD large addition and chimney removed 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	MOD Remodeledfor useas house 
	-


	Association 
	Association 
	-


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheSecondCiderMillandCabinetShopisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,heavytimberframingwithbrickinfillonthegroundfloor,horizontalwoodsidingonthe upperfloors,andagableroof.TheSWsideofthebuildinghasalarge,T-shapedadditionwithabrickfoundationandwood-framewallswithhorizontalwoodsiding.Windowsarereplacementwindowswith6/6 sashor1-lightfixed.Thisbuildingwasbuiltca.1863toreplaceanearliercidermillonthesamesite;thesuccessofthehotelandciderindustrypromptedtheconstructionofalargerstruct
	TheSecondCiderMillandCabinetShopisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,heavytimberframingwithbrickinfillonthegroundfloor,horizontalwoodsidingonthe upperfloors,andagableroof.TheSWsideofthebuildinghasalarge,T-shapedadditionwithabrickfoundationandwood-framewallswithhorizontalwoodsiding.Windowsarereplacementwindowswith6/6 sashor1-lightfixed.Thisbuildingwasbuiltca.1863toreplaceanearliercidermillonthesamesite;thesuccessofthehotelandciderindustrypromptedtheconstructionofalargerstruct
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	5878 
	5878 
	House No. 13 First Zoar School 
	160 E. 3rd St./ N4495915.331 E464334.722 
	Vernacular / Education 
	ca. 1825 ca. 1870; early 20th c. rear porch; mid 20th c. replacement windows 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.96 Vol. 2, pg. 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.57, 1.200, 2.11, 2.13 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for its architectural significance (Criterion C). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD Rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD Replacem ent windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 13 is a 2-1/2 story, L-shaped, wood-frame building with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, three interior brick chimneys, and a side-gable roof. The windows are 6/6 sash aluminum replacement windows with applied muntins. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorative scrollwork and brackets and is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The house was originally a one-story, two-room frame schoolhouse, but was converted to a residence ca. 1870 after the Second Zoar School was
	House No. 13 is a 2-1/2 story, L-shaped, wood-frame building with a sandstone foundation, horizontal wood siding, three interior brick chimneys, and a side-gable roof. The windows are 6/6 sash aluminum replacement windows with applied muntins. The Victorian-era hip-roof front porch has decorative scrollwork and brackets and is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The house was originally a one-story, two-room frame schoolhouse, but was converted to a residence ca. 1870 after the Second Zoar School was
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	5883 
	5883 
	Second Zoar School 
	E side of Foltz St.btw. 5th and 4th Sts./ N4496083.926 E464404.829 
	Italianate / Community-Education 
	1868 1980s (restored) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.135 Vol. 2, pg. 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.201, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for architectural significance (Criterion C) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Second Zoar School is a 2-story, rectangular, brick building with a sandstone foundation, common bond brick walls, 2 interior brick end chimneys, and a hip roof. The round arch windows have stone sills, brick hood molds, and 6/6 wood sashes. Other decorative elements include brick pilasters and a cornerstone inscribed with the date of construction in 1868. A full-length, shed-roof front porch protects the 2 main entry doors on the south side of the building; the doors are 6-panel wood with arched transo
	The Second Zoar School is a 2-story, rectangular, brick building with a sandstone foundation, common bond brick walls, 2 interior brick end chimneys, and a hip roof. The round arch windows have stone sills, brick hood molds, and 6/6 wood sashes. Other decorative elements include brick pilasters and a cornerstone inscribed with the date of construction in 1868. A full-length, shed-roof front porch protects the 2 main entry doors on the south side of the building; the doors are 6-panel wood with arched transo
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	5888 
	5888 
	First Cobbler Shop and Tin Shop 
	385 Main St./ N4496006.350 E464291.150 
	Reconstruction / Community 
	ca. 1825 ca. 1970 (reconstructed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.131 Vol. 2, pg. 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district as a reconstruction (Criteria Consideration E) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Tin Shop is a 1-1/2 story, rectangular, half-timber wood-frame structure with brick nogging infill. This type of construction is called Fachwe k and was brought to the Midwest by German settlers. The building has a sandstone foundation, one interior brick chimney and a wood shingle gable roof. A variety of windows include 6/6 wood sash, 1/1 casement, and 2-light fixed windows. Stone steps lead to a 4panel, 2-light door with a 3-light transom. In the 1970s, the dilapidated building was torn down and reco
	The Tin Shop is a 1-1/2 story, rectangular, half-timber wood-frame structure with brick nogging infill. This type of construction is called Fachwe k and was brought to the Midwest by German settlers. The building has a sandstone foundation, one interior brick chimney and a wood shingle gable roof. A variety of windows include 6/6 wood sash, 1/1 casement, and 2-light fixed windows. Stone steps lead to a 4panel, 2-light door with a 3-light transom. In the 1970s, the dilapidated building was torn down and reco
	-
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	5889 
	5889 
	Bakery 
	430 Main St./ N4496055.130 E464263.531 
	Vernacular / Community 
	1837 ca. 1972 (restored) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.1128Vol. 2, pg. 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) and for architectural significance (Criterion C) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Bakery is a 2-1/2 story, stone and wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, stone and horizontal wood siding walls, and a side-gable roof. The full-length, shed-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. A 1-story addition built on the west side of the building has stone, brick, and wood siding walls and a gable roof pierced by a tall brick chimney. An exterior oven was removed during the restoration. The structure served a
	The Bakery is a 2-1/2 story, stone and wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, stone and horizontal wood siding walls, and a side-gable roof. The full-length, shed-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. A 1-story addition built on the west side of the building has stone, brick, and wood siding walls and a gable roof pierced by a tall brick chimney. An exterior oven was removed during the restoration. The structure served a

	COE # 
	COE # 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
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	Cross Reference 
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	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5891 
	5891 
	House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	Bounded by 4th , Main, 3rd , and Park Sts./ N4496032.170 E464217.961 
	Federal/ Vernacular/ Residential and Community 
	ca. 1834 1970 (restored, south wall reconstructed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.27 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.56, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.26, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-Listed as contributing resource to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) in 1975 -Recommended to Retain contributing status under Separatist context (Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
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	5891a 
	5891a 
	Garden Spring House 
	NWcornerof 3rd andMain Sts./ N4495942.608 E464263.810 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	ca.1834 mid-20thc. (removed) 1994 (reconstructed) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.122 Vol.2,pg.2.27 Vol.3,Fig1.1, 1.200,2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andfor architecturalsignificance (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheGardenSpringHouseisarectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalwoodsidingandagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Theinteriorcontainsastonetroughfoundationtoholdspringwaterand hasbeenmodifiedforamoderndrinkingfountain.Springhousessuchasthisonewerepartofthevillagewatersystemfedbygravitywithaseriesofwoodwaterpipes(Fernandez2003:128).Thisoneis locatedinthesoutheastcornerofthegardenblock.Thestructurewasremovedsometimeinthemid-20thcentury,andwasreconstructedwithanewsuperstructureandplumbingovertheoriginalstonetrou
	TheGardenSpringHouseisarectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalwoodsidingandagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Theinteriorcontainsastonetroughfoundationtoholdspringwaterand hasbeenmodifiedforamoderndrinkingfountain.Springhousessuchasthisonewerepartofthevillagewatersystemfedbygravitywithaseriesofwoodwaterpipes(Fernandez2003:128).Thisoneis locatedinthesoutheastcornerofthegardenblock.Thestructurewasremovedsometimeinthemid-20thcentury,andwasreconstructedwithanewsuperstructureandplumbingovertheoriginalstonetrou

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5892 
	5892 
	HouseNo.10 First Meetinghouse 
	N.sideof4th Streetbtw. ParkandMain Sts./ N4496060.670 E464220.359 
	Log/ Vernacular/ Residence/ Community 
	ca.1817 ca.1935 (altered) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.95 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.56, 1.200,2.11, 2.12,2.25 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)andforits architecturalsignificance (CriterionC). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	HouseNo.10isa1-1/2story,logandwood-frameresidencewithaside-gableroofcoveredinclaytiles.Theoriginal1-1/2storystructurehashorizontalroundlogswithchinkingandsaddlecornernotching. Windowsinclude6-lightand4-lightcasementand6/6lightwoodsash.Thebuildinghasa1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionwith6/6sashwindowsontheeastandaninteriorridgebrickchimney,as wellasa1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditiononthewest.AccordingtoSchultz,theresidencewasJosephBimeler’sfirsthouseuntilHouseNo.1wascompleted.Italsoservedasthefirst
	HouseNo.10isa1-1/2story,logandwood-frameresidencewithaside-gableroofcoveredinclaytiles.Theoriginal1-1/2storystructurehashorizontalroundlogswithchinkingandsaddlecornernotching. Windowsinclude6-lightand4-lightcasementand6/6lightwoodsash.Thebuildinghasa1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionwith6/6sashwindowsontheeastandaninteriorridgebrickchimney,as wellasa1-story,rectangular,wood-frameadditiononthewest.AccordingtoSchultz,theresidencewasJosephBimeler’sfirsthouseuntilHouseNo.1wascompleted.Italsoservedasthefirst
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	Table2.14.DetaileddescriptionofSeparatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunity,education,andreligioncontext 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5901 
	5901 
	Third Meetinghouse 
	5th andMain Sts./ N4496118.810 E464322.448 
	Late Georgian/ Federal/ Community-Religious 
	1853 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.134 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Therectangularreligiousstructurehasasandstonefoundation,Flemishbondbrickwalls,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andagableroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.Decorativeelementsincludesandstone quoinsandcornerpilasters,pedimentgableends,acornicewithdentils,andanoctagonalcupolawithacopperroof.The16/16woodsashwindowshavestonesills,quoins,andround-archfanlights.Thetwo 4-panelwooddoorsareflankedbyengagedcolumnswithdecorativecapitalssupportinganentablaturewithadecorativefrieze.Semi-circularfanlightswithpronouncedkeystonesandquoins
	Therectangularreligiousstructurehasasandstonefoundation,Flemishbondbrickwalls,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andagableroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.Decorativeelementsincludesandstone quoinsandcornerpilasters,pedimentgableends,acornicewithdentils,andanoctagonalcupolawithacopperroof.The16/16woodsashwindowshavestonesills,quoins,andround-archfanlights.Thetwo 4-panelwooddoorsareflankedbyengagedcolumnswithdecorativecapitalssupportinganentablaturewithadecorativefrieze.Semi-circularfanlightswithpronouncedkeystonesandquoins
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	5929c 
	5929c 
	Alexander GunnGrave/ Memorial (Landscape feature) 
	Rearyardof 4647th St./ N4496218.611 E463933.347 
	Vernacular/ Landscape feature 
	ca.1901 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.133 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.26 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	MOD rear additionto house 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	MOD house addition lessens open space 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheAlexanderGunnMemorialisalargestonemarkingthegravesiteofAlexanderGunn(1837–1901),aninfluentialpersoninSeparatisthistoryeventhoughhewasnotamemberoftheSeparatists.Gunnwas awealthyretiredClevelandbusinessmanwhenhefirstvisitedZoarVillagein1879.HeoriginallystayedattheZoarHotel,andlaterrentedHouseNo.30(theHermitage)fromtheSeparatists,thenpurchased thepropertyaspartofthe1898dissolutionofthesociety.Gunnbecamewell-knownforhostingparties,drinkingwiththeSeparatistTrustees,andworkinginhisgarden.ManySeparatistsdislike
	TheAlexanderGunnMemorialisalargestonemarkingthegravesiteofAlexanderGunn(1837–1901),aninfluentialpersoninSeparatisthistoryeventhoughhewasnotamemberoftheSeparatists.Gunnwas awealthyretiredClevelandbusinessmanwhenhefirstvisitedZoarVillagein1879.HeoriginallystayedattheZoarHotel,andlaterrentedHouseNo.30(theHermitage)fromtheSeparatists,thenpurchased thepropertyaspartofthe1898dissolutionofthesociety.Gunnbecamewell-knownforhostingparties,drinkingwiththeSeparatistTrustees,andworkinginhisgarden.ManySeparatistsdislike
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	HDC1 
	HDC1 
	ZoarBrewery Foundation 
	Endof5th St./ N4496127.284 E463954.686 
	Vernacular/ Foundation/ Community 
	1832 1920s (modified) 1950s(burned) ca.1980 (addition) ca.1990 (removed) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.129 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.199, 2.26 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR Incorporatedinto picnic shelter 
	-


	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR Current useis picnic shelter 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 

	Association 
	Association 
	-


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ThestructurewasoriginallytheZoarBrewery,establishedin1832.Thebuildingwasconvertedtoadancehallinthe1920sandburnedtothefoundationinthe1950s.TheZoarBreweryfoundationisincluded inthe1975NationalRegisternominationfortheZoarHistoricDistrict.ThebrewerywasoneofthemostsuccessfulSeparatistendeavors.After1975,anapartmentduplexwasbuiltontopofthebrewery foundation.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineerscondemnedthepropertyandhadtheapartmentbuildingremoved.Thecurrentpicnicshelterwasaddedontopofthesiteoftheapartmentfoundationforvisit
	ThestructurewasoriginallytheZoarBrewery,establishedin1832.Thebuildingwasconvertedtoadancehallinthe1920sandburnedtothefoundationinthe1950s.TheZoarBreweryfoundationisincluded inthe1975NationalRegisternominationfortheZoarHistoricDistrict.ThebrewerywasoneofthemostsuccessfulSeparatistendeavors.After1975,anapartmentduplexwasbuiltontopofthebrewery foundation.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineerscondemnedthepropertyandhadtheapartmentbuildingremoved.Thecurrentpicnicshelterwasaddedontopofthesiteoftheapartmentfoundationforvisit
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	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC5 
	HDC5 
	ZoarGarden (Landscape feature) 
	Boundedby4th, Main,3rd ,and ParkSts./ N4495986.586 E464220.128 
	Landscape/ Community 
	ca.1834 1930(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.132 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A)andforthesignificanceof itslandscapedesign (CriterionC) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Occupyingawholevillageblock,thegardenwaslaidoutinageometricdesignsymbolizingthenewJerusalemasdescribedintheBookofRevelationsintheBible.TheNorwayspruceinthecenterofthe gardensymbolizedeternallifeandwasencircledbyasprucehedgerepresentingheaven.Twelve(12)junipertrees—oneforeachofthe12apostles—formedanotherconcentriccirclearoundtheNorway spruce.Acircularwalkenclosedthecenterarea,with12radiatingpathssymbolizingthe12tribesofIsrael(Fernandez2001:34).ThegardenwasneglectedafterthedissolutionoftheSeparatistsin1898but
	Occupyingawholevillageblock,thegardenwaslaidoutinageometricdesignsymbolizingthenewJerusalemasdescribedintheBookofRevelationsintheBible.TheNorwayspruceinthecenterofthe gardensymbolizedeternallifeandwasencircledbyasprucehedgerepresentingheaven.Twelve(12)junipertrees—oneforeachofthe12apostles—formedanotherconcentriccirclearoundtheNorway spruce.Acircularwalkenclosedthecenterarea,with12radiatingpathssymbolizingthe12tribesofIsrael(Fernandez2001:34).ThegardenwasneglectedafterthedissolutionoftheSeparatistsin1898but

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC19 
	HDC19 
	Zoar Cemetery (Landscape feature) 
	Westendof7th St./ N4496384.898 E463774.032 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	post-1817 ca.1860s (additionof woodmarkers) ca.1900 (expansion) ca.1925 (expansion) ca.1996 (expansion) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.130 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.203, 2.26 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarCemeterywasestablishedsometimeafter1817andhasgravesofmanygenerationsofSeparatists.JosephBimeler,theleaderoftheSeparatists,believedthatallwereequalindeathandforbade theuseofgravemarkers.After1860,theSeparatistsbegantousewoodmarkers,severalofwhichstillsurvivetoday(seephoto).Theseearlywoodmarkerswereeventuallyreplacedbygravestones.The cemeterygravesarearrangedinchronologicalorder,withtheearliestgravesinthesouthwestcornerofthecemetery.Additionsin1900,1925,and1996haveenlargedthecemeterytoitspresentform.Th
	TheZoarCemeterywasestablishedsometimeafter1817andhasgravesofmanygenerationsofSeparatists.JosephBimeler,theleaderoftheSeparatists,believedthatallwereequalindeathandforbade theuseofgravemarkers.After1860,theSeparatistsbegantousewoodmarkers,severalofwhichstillsurvivetoday(seephoto).Theseearlywoodmarkerswereeventuallyreplacedbygravestones.The cemeterygravesarearrangedinchronologicalorder,withtheearliestgravesinthesouthwestcornerofthecemetery.Additionsin1900,1925,and1996haveenlargedthecemeterytoitspresentform.Th
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	Cross Reference 
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	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC52 
	HDC52 
	IceHouse Foundation andConcrete Dam 
	Northeast cornerofSR 212and MichaelLane/ N4495380.476 E464534.400 
	Vernacular/ Foundation/ Community 
	Late19th – Early20th C. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.133 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.199, 2.40 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Eligible as contributing to historic district under Separatist context (Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description Thissiteconsistsofaconcretefoundationnearaconcretedam.Thefoundationlocationcorrespondstotheapproximatelocationofthe“VillageIceHouse”notedin1942(Law1942:262)andcorrespondstoa buildinganddamrecordedonthe1935ZoarLevee&DiversionDamas-builtdrawings.ItispossiblethataSeparatisticehousesatatthislocation,andwaslaterimprovedorreplacedinthe20th century.Field examination,however,didnotrevealevidenceofanearlierstructureonthesite.Thedamappearstohavebeenbuiltspecificallytocontainwaterforuseby
	History/Materials/Description Thissiteconsistsofaconcretefoundationnearaconcretedam.Thefoundationlocationcorrespondstotheapproximatelocationofthe“VillageIceHouse”notedin1942(Law1942:262)andcorrespondstoa buildinganddamrecordedonthe1935ZoarLevee&DiversionDamas-builtdrawings.ItispossiblethataSeparatisticehousesatatthislocation,andwaslaterimprovedorreplacedinthe20th century.Field examination,however,didnotrevealevidenceofanearlierstructureonthesite.Thedamappearstohavebeenbuiltspecificallytocontainwaterforuseby
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	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand Modification Dates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus&Recommendation 

	5841 
	5841 
	ZoarHotel 
	1833 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 

	5863 
	5863 
	ZoarHotelWashHouse 
	ca.1830-1850 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) 

	TH35 
	TH35 
	CanalHotel 
	1830 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingresourcetohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975 -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext(CriterionA) 
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	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5841 
	5841 
	ZoarHotel 
	183MainSt./ N4495806.308 E464297.465 
	Federal/ Vernacular /Tourism 
	1833 2001(exterior restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.138 Vol.2,pg. 2.31 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.259, 2.27 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975; RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarHotelisa2-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,interiorbrickchimneyswithdecorativecaps,andaside-gableroofcoveredwith woodshingles.Themainbuildinghasafull-length,hip-rooffrontporchwithdecorativeroundwoodcolumnsandstoneposts.Themainentryhasan8-panel,2-lightwooddoorflankedbywoodpilasters and5-lightsidelights,andistoppedbya4-lighttransom.Thehotelhas9/2sashwindowsonthegroundfloor,6/6sashwindowsonthesecondfloor,and4/2sashwindowsintheattic.Theroofofthe mainbuild
	TheZoarHotelisa2-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,interiorbrickchimneyswithdecorativecaps,andaside-gableroofcoveredwith woodshingles.Themainbuildinghasafull-length,hip-rooffrontporchwithdecorativeroundwoodcolumnsandstoneposts.Themainentryhasan8-panel,2-lightwooddoorflankedbywoodpilasters and5-lightsidelights,andistoppedbya4-lighttransom.Thehotelhas9/2sashwindowsonthegroundfloor,6/6sashwindowsonthesecondfloor,and4/2sashwindowsintheattic.Theroofofthe mainbuild
	-
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	5863 
	5863 
	ZoarHotel Wash House 
	1212ndSt./ N4495838.341 E464316.598 
	Outbuilding/ Residence 
	ca.18301850;garage dooraddedin 20th c. 
	-

	Vol.1,pg. 1.139 Vol.2,pg. 2.31 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.259, 2.27 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoric districtunderSeparatist context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD: Garage door added 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarHotelWashHouseisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andgable-frontroof.Thegable-roofmainbuildingandthe shed-roofstorageellbothhaveexposedraftertails.Windowsare9-lightfixedand6-lightfixed.Ashed-roofporchoverhangsthewestentrydoor.Adoubleoverheadgaragedoorhasbeeninstalledon thesouthsideofthebuilding.Theoutbuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionmapbutisobscuredbytreesonthe1923aerial.Itappearsagaininasimilarconfigurationonthe1934aerialphotograph 
	TheZoarHotelWashHouseisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastonepierandbrickinfillfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andgable-frontroof.Thegable-roofmainbuildingandthe shed-roofstorageellbothhaveexposedraftertails.Windowsare9-lightfixedand6-lightfixed.Ashed-roofporchoverhangsthewestentrydoor.Adoubleoverheadgaragedoorhasbeeninstalledon thesouthsideofthebuilding.Theoutbuildingappearsonthe1898dissolutionmapbutisobscuredbytreesonthe1923aerial.Itappearsagaininasimilarconfigurationonthe1934aerialphotograph 
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	PHOTO 

	TH35 
	TH35 
	Canal Hotel 
	8806Towpath Rd./ N4495356.984 E463689.139 
	Vernacular w/Greek Revival elements/ Tourism 
	1830 additionca. 1832 modifiedin1845 modifiedin 1970s modifiedin2012 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.135 Vol.2,pg. 2.31 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.119, 2.27 
	Outside 
	-Listedascontributing resourcetohistoricdistrict underSeparatistcontext (CriterionA)in1975; RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD aluminum windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheCanalHotelisa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andaside-gableroof.Thereplacementwindowsare4/4 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Theshed-rooffrontporchissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindlesandhasdecorativewoodscrollworkpanelsalongtheeaves.Theinteriorofthebuildinghas heavytimberframingwithbrickinfill(GermanFachwerk),aswellasheavytimberrafters,joists,andinteriorpostswithchamferededges.Thehotelwasbuiltin1830fortrafficalongtheneighboringOhio &ErieC
	TheCanalHotelisa2-story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andaside-gableroof.Thereplacementwindowsare4/4 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Theshed-rooffrontporchissupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindlesandhasdecorativewoodscrollworkpanelsalongtheeaves.Theinteriorofthebuildinghas heavytimberframingwithbrickinfill(GermanFachwerk),aswellasheavytimberrafters,joists,andinteriorpostswithchamferededges.Thehotelwasbuiltin1830fortrafficalongtheneighboringOhio &ErieC
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	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC12 
	HDC12 
	ZoarDikeRuins 
	ca.1830s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtohistoricdistrictunder Separatistcontext(CriterionA) 


	Table 2.18. Detailed description of Separatist above-ground resources associated with theflood control context 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975Zoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC12 
	HDC12 
	ZoarDike Ruins 
	Eastbankof the Tuscarawas Riverbetween theZoarIron Bridgeandthe SawMill/ N4495589.120 E463790.753 
	Vernacular/ Ruins/Flood Control 
	ca.1830 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.140 Vol.2,pg. 2.32 Vol.3,Fig. 2.28 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtohistoricdistric underSeparatist context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarDikeconsistsofasandstoneblockwallextendingfromthe1883ZoarIronBridgetothesawmillalongtheeastbankoftheTuscarawasRiver.Thestructureconsistsofathicksandstoneblock wallbetweentheriverandtheroadleadingfromthebridgenorthtoFirstStreetatthesawmill.The exactdateofconstructionisunknown;itcoulddatetoasearlyas1830whenthecoveredbridgewas built.In1871,theTuscarawasCountyCommissionersgranted$334totheSeparatiststoimprovetheroadfromthecoveredbridgetothesawmillandtoaddfilltotheirleveealongtheriver(Ohio Democrat 1871).T
	TheZoarDikeconsistsofasandstoneblockwallextendingfromthe1883ZoarIronBridgetothesawmillalongtheeastbankoftheTuscarawasRiver.Thestructureconsistsofathicksandstoneblock wallbetweentheriverandtheroadleadingfromthebridgenorthtoFirstStreetatthesawmill.The exactdateofconstructionisunknown;itcoulddatetoasearlyas1830whenthecoveredbridgewas built.In1871,theTuscarawasCountyCommissionersgranted$334totheSeparatiststoimprovetheroadfromthecoveredbridgetothesawmillandtoaddfilltotheirleveealongtheriver(Ohio Democrat 1871).T


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.19.UnconfirmedSeparatistResourcesOutsidetheStudyArea 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Methodof Identification 
	Cross Reference 
	InsideorOutside 1975Zoar Historic District boundary? 
	Insideor Outside USACEStudy Area? 
	Surveyresult 
	NRHPEligibility 

	PossibleTenant FarmsiteonSR212 NorthofZoar 
	PossibleTenant FarmsiteonSR212 NorthofZoar 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant FarmsiteonDover-ZoarRdNE 
	PossibleTenant FarmsiteonDover-ZoarRdNE 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitenorthof GooseRun Impoundment 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitenorthof GooseRun Impoundment 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlas,noton1912 USGSmap 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess;butno Separatist-erastanding structuresbasedonaerialsprobabledisturbancefrom stripmining 
	-

	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsiteonnorth sideofMineral-Zoar Rd 
	PossibleTenant Farmsiteonnorth sideofMineral-Zoar Rd 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsiteonsouth sideofMineral-Zoar Rd 
	PossibleTenant Farmsiteonsouth sideofMineral-Zoar Rd 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	PossibleSeparatist-era resource 
	Eligibilityrecommendationrequires additionalresearch 

	Separatist Health Springsiteon Mineral-ZoarRd eastofZoarVillage 
	Separatist Health Springsiteon Mineral-ZoarRd eastofZoarVillage 
	Identifiedthrough documentary research 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Probablespringlocated, couldnotlocateanyruins frompublicaccess 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant 
	PossibleTenant 

	Farmsitenorthof TuscarawasHigh School,at 2791CR 
	Farmsitenorthof TuscarawasHigh School,at 2791CR 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	PossibleSeparatist-era resource 
	Eligibilityrecommendationrequires additionalresearch 

	106 
	106 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitesouthof TuscarawasHigh School 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitesouthof TuscarawasHigh School 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlas,noton1912 USGSmap 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitenorthof Zoarville 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitenorthof Zoarville 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.19.UnconfirmedSeparatistResourcesOutsidetheStudyArea 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Unconfirmed resourceand location 
	Methodof Identification 
	Cross Reference 
	InsideorOutside 1975Zoar Historic District boundary? 
	Insideor Outside USACEStudy Area? 
	Surveyresult 
	NRHPEligibility 

	GristMilllocationin Zoarville 
	GristMilllocationin Zoarville 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlas,noton1912 USGSmap 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess 
	Undetermined:Surveyandany subsequenteligibilityassessment requiresaccess 

	FairfieldFurnace, CampTuscazoar BoyScoutCamp 
	FairfieldFurnace, CampTuscazoar BoyScoutCamp 
	Identifiedbylocal informants 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess 
	Undetermined:Surveyandany subsequenteligibilityassessment requiresaccess 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitenortheast ofCanalHotel(1) 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitenortheast ofCanalHotel(1) 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlasand1912USGS map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitenortheast ofCanalHotel(2) 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitenortheast ofCanalHotel(2) 
	Identifiedon1875 Atlas,noton1912 USGSmap 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	SecondSeparatist Quarrylocation westofTowpathRd 
	SecondSeparatist Quarrylocation westofTowpathRd 
	Identifiedbylocal informantsand analysisofaerial photographs 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess 
	Undetermined:Surveyandany subsequenteligibilityassessment requiresaccess 

	Brickyardlocation (nowsiteof Corundite RefractoriesBrick Plant) 
	Brickyardlocation (nowsiteof Corundite RefractoriesBrick Plant) 
	Identifiedthrough documentary researchandlocal informants 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess 
	Undetermined:Surveyandany subsequenteligibilityassessment requiresaccess 

	ZoarFurnace,in vicinityofZoar-era barnsonTowpath Rd 
	ZoarFurnace,in vicinityofZoar-era barnsonTowpath Rd 
	Identifiedthrough documentary researchandlocal informants 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	Noaccess 
	Undetermined:Surveyandany subsequenteligibilityassessment requiresaccess 

	PossibleSeparatisteraBarnat9742 TowpathRd 
	PossibleSeparatisteraBarnat9742 TowpathRd 
	-

	Identifiedthrough visualinspectionand on1898map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	PossibleSeparatist-era resource 
	Eligibilityrecommendationrequires additionalresearch 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitealong Dover-ZoarRoadin golfcourse 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitealong Dover-ZoarRoadin golfcourse 
	Identifiedon1898 map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 

	PossibleTenant Farmsitealong BlacksnakeHill Road 
	PossibleTenant Farmsitealong BlacksnakeHill Road 
	Identifiedon1898 map 
	Vol.1,pg.112 Vol.2,pg.2.32 Vol.3,Fig 1.47,2.29 
	Outside 
	Outside 
	NoSeparatist-erastanding structures 
	Undetermined:Theremaybe archeologicaldepositsassociatedwith theSeparatistera. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.20.Characteristicsofabove-groundnon-Separatistresourcessurveyedduringthisinvestigation 
	Table
	TR
	Context 
	TOTAL 
	RecommendedContributingto proposed2013ZoarHistoricDistrict underadditionalcontexts 

	Upto1962 
	Upto1962 
	Residentialdevelopment,1898–1962 
	71 
	0 

	Communitydevelopment,1898–1962 
	Communitydevelopment,1898–1962 
	2 
	0 

	Commerceandindustry,1898–1962 
	Commerceandindustry,1898–1962 
	41 
	3 

	Tourismandrecreation,1898–1962 
	Tourismandrecreation,1898–1962 
	6 
	0 

	Transportation,ca.1898–1962 
	Transportation,ca.1898–1962 
	1 
	1 

	ZoarandInternationalArtsMovements,1898–1962 
	ZoarandInternationalArtsMovements,1898–1962 
	0 
	0 

	MWCDandUSACEFloodControlEfforts,1898–1962 ANDPreservationEfforts,1898–1962 
	MWCDandUSACEFloodControlEfforts,1898–1962 ANDPreservationEfforts,1898–1962 
	5 
	5 

	PreservationEfforts,1898–1962 
	PreservationEfforts,1898–1962 
	7 
	7 

	ca. 1800–1962 Subtotal (someresourcesfallintomore thanonecategory) 
	ca. 1800–1962 Subtotal (someresourcesfallintomore thanonecategory) 
	962 
	16 

	1962– present 
	1962– present 
	Residentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	148 
	0 

	Communitydevelopment,1962–present 
	Communitydevelopment,1962–present 
	6 
	0 

	Commerceandindustry,1962–present 
	Commerceandindustry,1962–present 
	15 
	0 

	Tourismandrecreation,1962–present 
	Tourismandrecreation,1962–present 
	3 
	0 

	Transportation,1962–present 
	Transportation,1962–present 
	1 
	0 

	ZoarandInternationalArtsMovements,1962–present 
	ZoarandInternationalArtsMovements,1962–present 
	0 
	0 

	MWCDandUSACEFloodControlEfforts,1962– present 
	MWCDandUSACEFloodControlEfforts,1962– present 
	3 
	0 

	PreservationEfforts,1962–present* 
	PreservationEfforts,1962–present* 
	113 
	0 

	1962–present Subtotal (someresourcesfallintomore thanonecategory) 
	1962–present Subtotal (someresourcesfallintomore thanonecategory) 
	1874 
	0 

	TR
	TOTAL(someresourcesfallintomorethanonecategory) 
	2785 
	16 


	IncludestworesourcesthatarealsocountedundertheSeparatistcontext (ZoarSawmill/Powerhouse-HDC9andZoarLimeKiln–HDC24) 2TotalincludesSeparatistresourceswhichfallintoapost-Separtistcontextaswellandsomeresourcesfallintomorethanonecategory 3IncludesrestoredSeparatistbuildingsandfourreconstructedSeparatistresourcesrecommendedcontributingtoexistingZoarHistoricDistrictundertheCommunity,Education,and Religioncontext. 4TotaldoesincludesthreeSeparatistresourcestheyareduplicatedintotalcountsforSeparatistresources 5Totali
	1 

	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.21.Summaryofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5840 
	5840 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5844 
	5844 
	HouseNo.23Outbuilding 
	ca.1920s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5849a 
	5849a 
	HouseNo.2Outbuilding 
	ca.1930s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5851 
	5851 
	BennettResidence 
	ca.1900s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5851a 
	5851a 
	BennettResidenceGarage 
	ca.1910s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5852a 
	5852a 
	SewingHouseGarage 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5854 
	5854 
	HouseNo.27Outbuilding 
	ca.1930 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5859a 
	5859a 
	HouseNo.26Outbuilding 
	ca.1920s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5859b 
	5859b 
	HouseNo.26Outbuilding 
	Pre-1935 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5864 
	5864 
	Residence 
	ca.1910 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5866 
	5866 
	Barn/Warehouse 
	Shortlyafter1958 1970s-Addition 1980s-Addition 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5867 
	5867 
	LieghleyResidence 
	ca.1948 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5870b 
	5870b 
	SheepHerder'sHouseGarage 
	late1930s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5873 
	5873 
	Residence 
	ca.1920s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5873a 
	5873a 
	Garage 
	ca.1924–1934 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5874a 
	5874a 
	HouseNo.19Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5874b 
	5874b 
	HouseNo.19Outbuilding 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.21.Summaryofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5875a 
	5875a 
	HouseNo.17Garage 
	ca.1930s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5875b 
	5875b 
	HouseNo.17Outbuilding 
	ca.1940s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5875c 
	5875c 
	HouseNo.17Outbuilding 
	ca.1940s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5879a 
	5879a 
	HouseNo.18Outbuilding 
	ca.1898 Movedbetween1923and 1935 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5880 
	5880 
	Residence 
	ca.1924–1934 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5884a 
	5884a 
	HouseNo.20Outbuilding(A) 
	ca.1830 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5886c 
	5886c 
	HouseNo.12Outbuilding 
	Post-1940s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5892a 
	5892a 
	HouseNo.12Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5896a 
	5896a 
	HouseNo.7Outbuilding 
	ca.1935 Movedca.2000 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5897 
	5897 
	Residence; DoverDamResidentEngineer’s House 
	ca.1935 Movedca.1939 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5897a 
	5897a 
	Garage 
	ca.1939 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5898 
	5898 
	Residence 
	ca.1930s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5898b 
	5898b 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.1930s-1940s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5902 
	5902 
	Residence 
	ca.1900 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5902a 
	5902a 
	Garage 
	Unknown ca.1950s-convertedto garage 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5903b 
	5903b 
	HouseNo.36Playhouse 
	ca.1918;ca.1940 (moved) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5904 
	5904 
	Residence 
	ca.late1800stoearly 1900s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.21.Summaryofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5905a 
	5905a 
	Outbuilding 
	early1930s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5909 
	5909 
	Barn/Garage 
	ca.1955 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5909a 
	5909a 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5910 
	5910 
	Residence 
	ca.1920s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5910a 
	5910a 
	Garage 
	early1930s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5910b 
	5910b 
	Outbuilding 
	early1930s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5911 
	5911 
	"Meiser’sMowerSalesandService” Residence 
	ca.1958 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5913 
	5913 
	Garage 
	ca.1940sorearly1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5913a 
	5913a 
	Residence 
	ca.1920s-1930s Movedbefore1958 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5914 
	5914 
	RumbachResidence 
	ca.1920s 1970s-Additions 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5914a 
	5914a 
	RumbachResidenceOutbuilding 
	a.1920s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5915 
	5915 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5916 
	5916 
	Residence 
	ca.late1940sto1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5917 
	5917 
	Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5918 
	5918 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5919 
	5919 
	Residence 
	ca.1940s-1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5919b 
	5919b 
	Garage 
	1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 
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	Table2.21.Summaryofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5920 
	5920 
	EddyResidence 
	ca.late1800stoearly 1900s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5920a 
	5920a 
	EddyResidenceGarage 
	ca.1935–1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5921 
	5921 
	Residence 
	late1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5921a 
	5921a 
	Garage 
	ca.1930s-1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5924 
	5924 
	Residence 
	late1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5929 
	5929 
	GunnGraveSite Residence 
	1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5930 
	5930 
	ZoarMotocrossandAutoDetailing building (originallyaresidence) 
	ca.1930s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5939 
	5939 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Partiallyinside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5947 
	5947 
	Gintz Residence 
	ca.1954 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5947a 
	5947a 
	GintzPropertyGarage 
	ca.1954 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5948a 
	5948a 
	ScheidegerPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	5949 
	5949 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH03 
	TH03 
	“Vrsan”Residence 
	ca.1930s–1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH03b 
	TH03b 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1930s–1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH03f 
	TH03f 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	Pre-1958 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH36 
	TH36 
	Residence 
	ca.1900 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH36a 
	TH36a 
	Garage 
	late1930s-1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 

	TH36b 
	TH36b 
	Outbuilding 
	late1930s-1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyordistrict 
	as
	partof
	a 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.21.Summaryofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC31 
	HDC31 
	Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofa district 

	HDC31a 
	HDC31a 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.1930s–1940s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofa district 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5840 
	5840 
	Residence 
	170E.1st St./ N4495746.941 E464347.594 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD replacement windows 
	-


	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,andaside-gableroof.Thestructureisbuiltintoaslopewithawalk-outbasementand shedadditiontotherear(eastside)ofthebuilding.Windowsare1/1aluminumsash,2-lightfixed,and1-lightawning.Thegable-frontporchcoversthemainentryandissupportedbywoodcolumns andmetaltrellisposts.Thebuildingfirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltintheearlytomid-1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,andaside-gableroof.Thestructureisbuiltintoaslopewithawalk-outbasementand shedadditiontotherear(eastside)ofthebuilding.Windowsare1/1aluminumsash,2-lightfixed,and1-lightawning.Thegable-frontporchcoversthemainentryandissupportedbywoodcolumns andmetaltrellisposts.Thebuildingfirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltintheearlytomid-1950s. 
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	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5844 
	5844 
	HouseNo. 23 Outbuilding 
	Alleybehind MainSt. betweenwest 1st and2nd Sts./ N4495758.366 E464222.245 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1920s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD covered window openings 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehashorizontalwoodsidingandagableroof.Windowsare6/6woodsash,1/1woodsash,and6-lightfixed.Otheropeningsincludetwo(2)vertical woodboard-and-battenpedestriandoors,aloftbarndoor,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Severaloftheformeropeningshavebeencoveredwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1935map,butitisonthe1923aerialandallsubsequentaerialphotographs.Thisfactandvisualevidencesuggestthestructurewasbuiltinthe1920s. 
	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehashorizontalwoodsidingandagableroof.Windowsare6/6woodsash,1/1woodsash,and6-lightfixed.Otheropeningsincludetwo(2)vertical woodboard-and-battenpedestriandoors,aloftbarndoor,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Severaloftheformeropeningshavebeencoveredwithhorizontalwoodsiding.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1935map,butitisonthe1923aerialandallsubsequentaerialphotographs.Thisfactandvisualevidencesuggestthestructurewasbuiltinthe1920s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5849a 
	5849a 
	HouseNo.2 Outbuilding 
	197W.2nd St./ N4495857.994 E464186.161 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Therectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghashorizontalwoodsidingandaclippedgableroofwithexposedraftertails.Thebuildingisinpoorcondition.Localsstateitmayhavebeenaspringhouse.It appearsonthe1935map,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthelate1920sorearly1930s. 
	Therectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghashorizontalwoodsidingandaclippedgableroofwithexposedraftertails.Thebuildingisinpoorcondition.Localsstateitmayhavebeenaspringhouse.It appearsonthe1935map,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthelate1920sorearly1930s. 
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5851 
	5851 
	Bennett Residence 
	278ParkSt./ N4495898.974 E464145.479 
	Folk Victorian/ Residence 
	ca.1900s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD large addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andahiproofwithseveralgableells.Asemihexagonalfrontporchhasdecorativewoodspindlesandposts.Otherdecorativeelementsincludedecorativeslateshinglesontheroofandroundedshinglesunderthegable-frontells.Windowsare 1/1woodsash,manycoveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Alarge,4-cargarageadditiontotherearofthebuildinghascausedthelossofsomedesignintegrity.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1898dissolution
	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickchimneys,andahiproofwithseveralgableells.Asemihexagonalfrontporchhasdecorativewoodspindlesandposts.Otherdecorativeelementsincludedecorativeslateshinglesontheroofandroundedshinglesunderthegable-frontells.Windowsare 1/1woodsash,manycoveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Alarge,4-cargarageadditiontotherearofthebuildinghascausedthelossofsomedesignintegrity.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1898dissolution
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5851a 
	5851a 
	Bennett Residence Garage 
	278ParkSt./ N4495890.396 E464127.837 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1910s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasabrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1woodsash.Thereisalarge barn-styledooronanoverheadtractonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Thestructureappearsonthe1935map,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatesbetweenthe1910sandthe1930s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasabrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1woodsash.Thereisalarge barn-styledooronanoverheadtractonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Thestructureappearsonthe1935map,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatesbetweenthe1910sandthe1930s. 
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5852a 
	5852a 
	Sewing House Garage 
	221W.3rd St./ N4495970.151 E464140.999 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalwoodsidingontheeastandwestsides,horizontalwoodsidingonthefront(south)sideandagableroof.The windowsare2-lightwoodsashsliderwindows.Thebuildinghasthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsandarectangularventunderthesidegable.Thestructureappearsonthe1958aerialphoto, replacingabuildingvisibleonthe1934andca.1940aerialphotographs.Visualevidencesuggestsinwasbuiltinthe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalwoodsidingontheeastandwestsides,horizontalwoodsidingonthefront(south)sideandagableroof.The windowsare2-lightwoodsashsliderwindows.Thebuildinghasthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsandarectangularventunderthesidegable.Thestructureappearsonthe1958aerialphoto, replacingabuildingvisibleonthe1934andca.1940aerialphotographs.Visualevidencesuggestsinwasbuiltinthe1950s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5854 
	5854 
	HouseNo. 27 Outbuilding 
	SsideofW.3rd St.btw.Park andMainSts./ N4495912.113 E464212.033 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1930 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	POOR 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	POOR 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	POOR 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,wood-framestructurehasasandstonefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableslateroof.Thewindowsare6-lightfixed.Thewestsideofthebuilding hasseveraldoors,includinga4-panelwoodpedestriandoorand4utilitydoorswithverticalwoodboardsandanoverheadtrack.Thebuildingwasconstructedca.1930andwasusedasastorage outbuilding.ItisnotrecommendedaseligiblefortheNationalRegister. 
	The1-story,wood-framestructurehasasandstonefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableslateroof.Thewindowsare6-lightfixed.Thewestsideofthebuilding hasseveraldoors,includinga4-panelwoodpedestriandoorand4utilitydoorswithverticalwoodboardsandanoverheadtrack.Thebuildingwasconstructedca.1930andwasusedasastorage outbuilding.ItisnotrecommendedaseligiblefortheNationalRegister. 
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	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5859a 
	5859a 
	House No. 26 Outbuilding 
	Alley behind Main St. between E. 2nd and 3rd Sts./ N4495874.150 E464317.965 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	ca. 1920s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 2-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure has horizontal and vertical wood siding and a gable roof with composite shingles. Windows are 6/6 wood sash and 2-light fixed. Doors include a vertical wood board and batten door on the east side with a loft door above and a diagonal wood board and batten door on the north side. The north door had a shed-roof overhang. Little is known about the structure or its use. It does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map. The 1923 aerial photograph suggests that the str
	The 2-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure has horizontal and vertical wood siding and a gable roof with composite shingles. Windows are 6/6 wood sash and 2-light fixed. Doors include a vertical wood board and batten door on the east side with a loft door above and a diagonal wood board and batten door on the north side. The north door had a shed-roof overhang. Little is known about the structure or its use. It does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map. The 1923 aerial photograph suggests that the str

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5859b 
	5859b 
	House No. 26 Outbuilding 
	Alley behind Main St. between E. 2nd and 3rd Sts./ N4495884.737 E464316.334 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	Pre-1935 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The square, wood-frame outbuilding has vertical wood siding and a front-gable roof with composite shingles. A vertical wood board and batten door is located on the south side of the building. Little is known about the history or use of the structure. It does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map, but it is on the 1935 as-built drawings. Visual evidence indicates that the structure was probably built in the early twentieth century. 
	The square, wood-frame outbuilding has vertical wood siding and a front-gable roof with composite shingles. A vertical wood board and batten door is located on the south side of the building. Little is known about the history or use of the structure. It does not appear on the 1898 dissolution map, but it is on the 1935 as-built drawings. Visual evidence indicates that the structure was probably built in the early twentieth century. 


	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5864 
	5864 
	Residence 
	171 E. 2nd St./ N4495842.025 E464341.369 
	Folk Victorian / Residence 
	ca. 1910 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1,1.261, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD porch addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern siding, roofing & windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 2-story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence has horizontal vinyl siding and a gable roof with composite shingles. Windows are 1/1 aluminum sash. The wrap-around hip-roof front porch is typical of the style and period, as well as the shingles under the gable-front bays. A gable-roof screened porch has been added to the rear (north side) of the structure. Although it is not on the 1898 dissolution map, the residence does appear on the 1923 aerial photograph. Visual evidence and style suggests it was built aro
	The 2-story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence has horizontal vinyl siding and a gable roof with composite shingles. Windows are 1/1 aluminum sash. The wrap-around hip-roof front porch is typical of the style and period, as well as the shingles under the gable-front bays. A gable-roof screened porch has been added to the rear (north side) of the structure. Although it is not on the 1898 dissolution map, the residence does appear on the 1923 aerial photograph. Visual evidence and style suggests it was built aro
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	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5866 
	5866 
	Barn/ Warehouse 
	E. 2nd St./ N4495763.015 E464535.945 
	Vernacular/ Barn/ Warehouse 
	Shortly after 1958 1970s-Addition 1980s-Addition 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, wood-frame, L-shaped building has a concrete slab and concrete block foundation, vertical wood siding, horizontal vinyl siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. There are numerous shed and gable-roof additions, large double sliding barn doors, one concrete block chimney, and a variety of window types. According to locals, a Separatist-era barn stood on the site of the building. The barn burned in the late 1950s, and a new agricultural outbuilding was built on its foundations. However, 
	The 1-story, wood-frame, L-shaped building has a concrete slab and concrete block foundation, vertical wood siding, horizontal vinyl siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. There are numerous shed and gable-roof additions, large double sliding barn doors, one concrete block chimney, and a variety of window types. According to locals, a Separatist-era barn stood on the site of the building. The barn burned in the late 1950s, and a new agricultural outbuilding was built on its foundations. However, 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5867 
	5867 
	Lieghley Residence 
	373 E. 2nd St./ N4495822.737 E464639.195 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca. 1948 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence has a concrete block foundation, horizontal vinyl siding, a central interior brick chimney, and a hip roof with composite shingles. The Ranch-style building has attached front and rear shed-roof porches. The basement level has a 2-car garage with one double overhead garage door. Windows are double-hung 1/1 aluminum sash. The residence has been recently modernized with replacement materials and additions. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and locals st
	The 1-story, L-shaped, wood-frame residence has a concrete block foundation, horizontal vinyl siding, a central interior brick chimney, and a hip roof with composite shingles. The Ranch-style building has attached front and rear shed-roof porches. The basement level has a 2-car garage with one double overhead garage door. Windows are double-hung 1/1 aluminum sash. The residence has been recently modernized with replacement materials and additions. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and locals st


	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5870b 
	5870b 
	Sheep Herder's House Garage 
	461 E. 2nd St./ N4495852.600 E464721.868 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	late 1930s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame garage has a concrete slab foundation, vertical wood siding, and a gable roof with wood shingles. The vernacular-style structure has two large double barn-style doors and one 3-light fixed window on the east side. The west side has three 6/3 sash windows, north side has a double vertical wood board door, and the south side has a wood pedestrian door. The building does not appear on the 1934 aerial photo, but it is on the 1958 aerial. This fact and visual evidence sug
	The 1-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame garage has a concrete slab foundation, vertical wood siding, and a gable roof with wood shingles. The vernacular-style structure has two large double barn-style doors and one 3-light fixed window on the east side. The west side has three 6/3 sash windows, north side has a double vertical wood board door, and the south side has a wood pedestrian door. The building does not appear on the 1934 aerial photo, but it is on the 1958 aerial. This fact and visual evidence sug

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5873 
	5873 
	Residence 
	251 Foltz St./ N4495913.315 E464402.196 
	Craftsman / Residence 
	ca. 1920s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame Craftsman-style bungalow has a cast stone block foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The 1/1 sash windows, gable-front dormer, full-length shed-roof front porch with stone piers, and exposed rafter tails are all elements of the Craftsman style. There is a hip-roof bay window on the south side of the building. The front door has single-pane sidelights. The building appears on the 1923 aerial photograph, and visual evidence sugg
	The 1-1/2 story, rectangular, wood-frame Craftsman-style bungalow has a cast stone block foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The 1/1 sash windows, gable-front dormer, full-length shed-roof front porch with stone piers, and exposed rafter tails are all elements of the Craftsman style. There is a hip-roof bay window on the south side of the building. The front door has single-pane sidelights. The building appears on the 1923 aerial photograph, and visual evidence sugg


	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5873a 
	5873a 
	Garage 
	251FoltzSt./ N4495906.338 E464420.782 
	Craftsman/ Residence 
	ca.1924–1934 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasastonepierandbrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Manyofthe9-lightfixedwoodsashwindowshaveoldglass.The exposedraftertailsandoverhead-railcarriage-stylegaragedoorareindicativeoftheCraftsmanstyle.Thebuildingisnotpresentinthe1923aerialphotograph,butdoesappearinthe1934aerial photograph,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe1920sor1930s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasastonepierandbrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Manyofthe9-lightfixedwoodsashwindowshaveoldglass.The exposedraftertailsandoverhead-railcarriage-stylegaragedoorareindicativeoftheCraftsmanstyle.Thebuildingisnotpresentinthe1923aerialphotograph,butdoesappearinthe1934aerial photograph,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe1920sor1930s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5874a 
	5874a 
	HouseNo. 19Garage 
	194E.3rd St./ N4495905.013 E464354.522 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windoware1/1woodsash.Theeastsideof thebuildinghasanaluminumscreendoorwhilethenorthhasadoubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe 1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windoware1/1woodsash.Theeastsideof thebuildinghasanaluminumscreendoorwhilethenorthhasadoubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe 1950s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5874b 
	5874b 
	HouseNo. 19 Outbuilding 
	194E.3rd St./ N4495896.608 E464354.508 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Adoublevertical woodboardandbattendoorisontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Adoublevertical woodboardandbattendoorisontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1950s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5875a 
	5875a 
	HouseNo. 17Garage 
	203E.3rd St./ N4495967.473 E464397.978 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingwithbattens,4-lightfixedwoodsashwindows,andafrontgableroof.Thewestsideofthebuildinghastwo(2)singleoverhead garagedoors.Thestructureappearsonthe1934aerialphotograph;thissuggestsitwasbuiltsometimeintheearly1930s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingwithbattens,4-lightfixedwoodsashwindows,andafrontgableroof.Thewestsideofthebuildinghastwo(2)singleoverhead garagedoors.Thestructureappearsonthe1934aerialphotograph;thissuggestsitwasbuiltsometimeintheearly1930s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5875b 
	5875b 
	HouseNo. 17 Outbuilding 
	203E.3rd St./ N4495967.361 E464408.543 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegardenshedisasmall,squarestructurewithhorizontalwoodplankwallsandasingleentrydooronthewestside.Althoughanoldoutbuilding,itdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the 1934aerialphoto,orthe1935as-builtdrawings.Thissuggeststhateitheritwasbuiltafter1935ormovedtothislocationafterthatdate. 
	Thegardenshedisasmall,squarestructurewithhorizontalwoodplankwallsandasingleentrydooronthewestside.Althoughanoldoutbuilding,itdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the 1934aerialphoto,orthe1935as-builtdrawings.Thissuggeststhateitheritwasbuiltafter1935ormovedtothislocationafterthatdate. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5875c 
	5875c 
	HouseNo. 17 Outbuilding 
	203E.3rd St./ N4495953.415 E464411.082 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6aluminumsashwindows,andagableroof.Thereisagable-roofporchadditiontotherear(north side)ofthestructure.AlthoughthefoundationandsidingappeartodatetohistoricZoar,thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the1934aerialphoto,orthe1935as-built drawings.Thissuggeststhateitheritwasbuiltafter1935ormovedtothislocationafterthatdate. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6aluminumsashwindows,andagableroof.Thereisagable-roofporchadditiontotherear(north side)ofthestructure.AlthoughthefoundationandsidingappeartodatetohistoricZoar,thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the1934aerialphoto,orthe1935as-built drawings.Thissuggeststhateitheritwasbuiltafter1935ormovedtothislocationafterthatdate. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5879a 
	5879a 
	HouseNo. 18 Outbuilding 
	245E.3rd St. (acrossfrom HouseNo.18)/ N4495919.973 E464439.511 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1898; Moved between1923 and1935 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickandconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Awood-frameshed-roofstorageadditionhasbeenbuilt onthesouthsideofthebuilding.Visually,thebuildingappearstodatetotheearly20thcentury.Accordingtolocals,thestructurewasahistoricSeparatistoutbuildingthatwasmovedtoitscurrent locationandconvertedtoagarage.However,itsoriginallocationisnotknown—ithasnoknownassociationtoHouseNo.18ortheformeragriculturalbuildingstha
	History/Materials/Description Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickandconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Awood-frameshed-roofstorageadditionhasbeenbuilt onthesouthsideofthebuilding.Visually,thebuildingappearstodatetotheearly20thcentury.Accordingtolocals,thestructurewasahistoricSeparatistoutbuildingthatwasmovedtoitscurrent locationandconvertedtoagarage.However,itsoriginallocationisnotknown—ithasnoknownassociationtoHouseNo.18ortheformeragriculturalbuildingstha

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5880 
	5880 
	Residence 
	294E.3rd St./ N4495911.559 E464468.675 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1924–1934 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristicsor patternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikelyto yieldsignificantinformation (CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Material s 
	Material s 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneinteriorchimneyandafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thefull-lengthhiprooffrontporchissupportedonwoodpiersandhasasolidrail;thegable-roofsideporchhaswoodposts.Windowsaresingle-lightfixedor1/1woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Thebuildingdoesnot appearinthe1923aerialphotograph,butitisinthe1934aerialand1935as-builtdrawings.Thisfactandvisualevidencesuggestthatitdatestothelate1920sorearly1930s. 
	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneinteriorchimneyandafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thefull-lengthhiprooffrontporchissupportedonwoodpiersandhasasolidrail;thegable-roofsideporchhaswoodposts.Windowsaresingle-lightfixedor1/1woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Thebuildingdoesnot appearinthe1923aerialphotograph,butitisinthe1934aerialand1935as-builtdrawings.Thisfactandvisualevidencesuggestthatitdatestothelate1920sorearly1930s. 
	-



	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5884a 
	5884a 
	HouseNo. 20 Outbuilding (A) 
	396E.4th St./ N4496013.388 E464397.910 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1930 2009(restored byZCA) 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36,2.47 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristicsor patternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikelyto yieldsignificantinformation (CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Material s 
	Material s 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	This1-story,wood-frameoutbuildinghasabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.AclaytileroofistypicalofmanyoftheearlySeparatiststructuresandwas influencedbyGermanbuildingtraditions;however,theseclaytilesappeartobemodernreproductions.Thewindowsare9-lightand6-lightfixed.Thisbuildingisa1930s-eragaragethatwasrestored bytheZoarCommunityAssociationin2009toresembleaSeparatist-eraoutbuildingthatwasoriginallyassociatedwithHouseNo.20,asshownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898).Only Outbui
	This1-story,wood-frameoutbuildinghasabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.AclaytileroofistypicalofmanyoftheearlySeparatiststructuresandwas influencedbyGermanbuildingtraditions;however,theseclaytilesappeartobemodernreproductions.Thewindowsare9-lightand6-lightfixed.Thisbuildingisa1930s-eragaragethatwasrestored bytheZoarCommunityAssociationin2009toresembleaSeparatist-eraoutbuildingthatwasoriginallyassociatedwithHouseNo.20,asshownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898).Only Outbui

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5886c 
	5886c 
	HouseNo. 12 Outbuilding 
	117E.3rd St./ N4495970.682 E464315.513 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodboardwallsandagableroofofwoodboards.Thebuildingisalmostaruin,andthereislittletodistinguishitsoriginal purposeorage.Itdoesnotappearonaca.1940aerialphotograph,whichsuggeststhestructurewasaddedtothepropertysometimeafterthe1940s. 
	Theoutbuildingisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodboardwallsandagableroofofwoodboards.Thebuildingisalmostaruin,andthereislittletodistinguishitsoriginal purposeorage.Itdoesnotappearonaca.1940aerialphotograph,whichsuggeststhestructurewasaddedtothepropertysometimeafterthe1940s. 
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5892a 
	5892a 
	HouseNo. 10Garage 
	W.4th St./ N4496088.637 E464212.648 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.(Thetilesappeartobere-usedSeparatist-eraclay rooftiles.)Openingsinclude6-lightfixedwindowsand2singleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidenceaswellasitsuse suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.(Thetilesappeartobere-usedSeparatist-eraclay rooftiles.)Openingsinclude6-lightfixedwindowsand2singleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidenceaswellasitsuse suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1950s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5896a 
	5896a 
	HouseNo.7 Outbuilding 
	249W.4th St/ N4496093.831 E464132.706 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1935 Movedca. 2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,a12-lightwoodsashwindow,andagableroof.Accordingtolocals,itwasmovedtoitscurrentlocation approximately10to12yearsago. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasastonefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,a12-lightwoodsashwindow,andagableroof.Accordingtolocals,itwasmovedtoitscurrentlocation approximately10to12yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5897 
	5897 
	Residence; DoverDam Resident Engineer’s House 
	267W.4th St./ N4496062.427 E464110.872 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.1935 Movedca. 1939 Mid20th c(rear addition) 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Accordingtolocals,thisresidenceoriginallyservedasthehousefortheengineerfortheDoverDamproject.Afterthedamwascompleted,thebuildingwasmovedtoitscurrentlocationandservedas aconcessionandrefreshmentstandforvisitorstoZoarLake.Theoriginalbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaside-gablecomposite-shingleroof,horizontalwoodsiding, andacombinationof3-lightwoodcasementwindowsand1/1woodsashwindows—manycoveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Therearofthestructureconsistsofa2-story,rectangular,gablefront,wood-
	Accordingtolocals,thisresidenceoriginallyservedasthehousefortheengineerfortheDoverDamproject.Afterthedamwascompleted,thebuildingwasmovedtoitscurrentlocationandservedas aconcessionandrefreshmentstandforvisitorstoZoarLake.Theoriginalbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaside-gablecomposite-shingleroof,horizontalwoodsiding, andacombinationof3-lightwoodcasementwindowsand1/1woodsashwindows—manycoveredwithaluminumstormwindows.Therearofthestructureconsistsofa2-story,rectangular,gablefront,wood-
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5897a 
	5897a 
	Garage 
	267W.4th St./ N4496091.381 E464112.299 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1939 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisarectangulargarageandgardenshedwithconcreteblockwallsandhorizontalwoodsidingunderthemetalgableroof.1/1aluminumsashwindowsandawoodpaneldoorwithone paneofglassprovidedlightandaccesstotheinterior.The3-cargaragehasonesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleverticalwoodboardgaragedooraswellasaloftdooronthenorthside ofthebuilding. 
	Thestructureisarectangulargarageandgardenshedwithconcreteblockwallsandhorizontalwoodsidingunderthemetalgableroof.1/1aluminumsashwindowsandawoodpaneldoorwithone paneofglassprovidedlightandaccesstotheinterior.The3-cargaragehasonesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleverticalwoodboardgaragedooraswellasaloftdooronthenorthside ofthebuilding. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5898 
	5898 
	Residence 
	368ParkSt./ N4496000.486 E464149.092 
	Bungalow/ Residential 
	ca.1930s mid 20th c (rearaddition& porchaddition/ enclosure) 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD enclosed porch, rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows &roof 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,oneexteriorstonechimney,andacompositeshingleroof.Windowsare1/1aluminumsash and4/1woodsash.Theroofformsvaryfromagableroofonthemainbuilding,ahiproofonthefrontaddition(probablyanenclosedporch),andashedroofontherearaddition.Thestructure appearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitisa1930sbungalow. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,oneexteriorstonechimney,andacompositeshingleroof.Windowsare1/1aluminumsash and4/1woodsash.Theroofformsvaryfromagableroofonthemainbuilding,ahiproofonthefrontaddition(probablyanenclosedporch),andashedroofontherearaddition.Thestructure appearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitisa1930sbungalow. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5898b 
	5898b 
	Outbuilding 
	368ParkSt./ N4496008.127 E464109.058 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1930s1940s 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsidingwithbattens,andahiproofwithexposedraftertails.Themainbuildinghastwodoorsof verticalwoodsidinganda6-lightwoodsashfixedwindow.Theshed-roofrearadditionhasaplywoodexterior.Thestructureisover50yearsofagesinceitappearsonaca.1940aerialphotograph, andvisualevidencesuchastheexposedraftertailssuggestitwasbuiltinthe1930sorearly1940sbeforeWorldWarII. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsidingwithbattens,andahiproofwithexposedraftertails.Themainbuildinghastwodoorsof verticalwoodsidinganda6-lightwoodsashfixedwindow.Theshed-roofrearadditionhasaplywoodexterior.Thestructureisover50yearsofagesinceitappearsonaca.1940aerialphotograph, andvisualevidencesuchastheexposedraftertailssuggestitwasbuiltinthe1930sorearly1940sbeforeWorldWarII. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5902 
	5902 
	Residence 
	470MainSt./ N4496104.097 E464259.470 
	Folk Victorian/ Residence 
	ca.1900 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andapyramidalroofwithagable-frontellcoveredwithdecorativeslatetiles.Therear(west) additionhasaconcreteblockfoundationandacomposite-tilehiproof.Theshed-rooffrontporchhasagable-frontellandwoodposts.Windowsarereplacement6/6aluminumsashwithapplied muntins.Thebuildingisfirstshownona1934aerialphotograph,butdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap;thereforeitisalatenineteenthorearlytwentiethcenturyadditiontoZoarVillage. 
	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andapyramidalroofwithagable-frontellcoveredwithdecorativeslatetiles.Therear(west) additionhasaconcreteblockfoundationandacomposite-tilehiproof.Theshed-rooffrontporchhasagable-frontellandwoodposts.Windowsarereplacement6/6aluminumsashwithapplied muntins.Thebuildingisfirstshownona1934aerialphotograph,butdoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap;thereforeitisalatenineteenthorearlytwentiethcenturyadditiontoZoarVillage. 
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	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5902a 
	5902a 
	Garage 
	470MainSt./ N4496104.678 E464211.636 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Unknown ca.1950sconvertedto garage 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD addition& garage use 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD mixed wall materials 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundationandafront-gableroof.Thewallsarecoveredinacombinationofhorizontalandverticalwoodsidingontheeastandsouth sides,woodshinglesonthewestside,andconcreteblock.Theshed-roofadditiononthenorthsidehasadoublebarndoor.Thesingleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthebuildingis protectedbyashed-roofoverhang.Thestructurehasoneexteriorbrickchimneywiththetopportionandcapremoved.Theoriginaldateofconstructionforthebuildingisunknown,butvisualevidence andusesuggestsitwasc
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundationandafront-gableroof.Thewallsarecoveredinacombinationofhorizontalandverticalwoodsidingontheeastandsouth sides,woodshinglesonthewestside,andconcreteblock.Theshed-roofadditiononthenorthsidehasadoublebarndoor.Thesingleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthebuildingis protectedbyashed-roofoverhang.Thestructurehasoneexteriorbrickchimneywiththetopportionandcapremoved.Theoriginaldateofconstructionforthebuildingisunknown,butvisualevidence andusesuggestsitwasc

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5903b 
	5903b 
	HouseNo. 36 Playhouse 
	120W.5th St./ N4496124.693 E464225.614 
	Vernacular/ Playhouse 
	ca.1918; ca.1940 (moved) 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	MOD moved 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thesmall,hipped-roofplayhouserestsonasandstoneblockfoundation.Theplayhouseiscladinwoodsiding,anditsroofissheathedinwoodshingles.Theone-over-onewoodframewindowsare accentedbydecorativewoodshuttersandwoodplanterboxes.AccordingtoZoarresident,ScottGordon,thisplayhousewasoriginallyconstructedintheyardbetweenHouseNo.1andtheTown Hall.Hismother,bornin1914,rememberedplayingintheplayhouseduringheryouth.TheplayhousewasmovedtoHouseNo.36soAugustandClaraBiemler’sdaughter,Edna,couldutilizeit.The currentownersofHouseNo.36m
	Thesmall,hipped-roofplayhouserestsonasandstoneblockfoundation.Theplayhouseiscladinwoodsiding,anditsroofissheathedinwoodshingles.Theone-over-onewoodframewindowsare accentedbydecorativewoodshuttersandwoodplanterboxes.AccordingtoZoarresident,ScottGordon,thisplayhousewasoriginallyconstructedintheyardbetweenHouseNo.1andtheTown Hall.Hismother,bornin1914,rememberedplayingintheplayhouseduringheryouth.TheplayhousewasmovedtoHouseNo.36soAugustandClaraBiemler’sdaughter,Edna,couldutilizeit.The currentownersofHouseNo.36m


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5905a 
	5905a 
	Outbuilding 
	195W.5th St./ N4496159.995 E464222.081 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	early1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithwoodshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghas6/6woodsash windowswithtriangularpedimentsandawoodpedestriandoorwithatriangularpedimenttoaccesstheinterior.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialaswellasthe1958aerial;visualevidence suggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930sandwasprobablyassociatedwiththeneighboringresidenceat516MainStreet. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithwoodshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghas6/6woodsash windowswithtriangularpedimentsandawoodpedestriandoorwithatriangularpedimenttoaccesstheinterior.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialaswellasthe1958aerial;visualevidence suggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930sandwasprobablyassociatedwiththeneighboringresidenceat516MainStreet. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5909 
	5909 
	Barn/ Garage 
	1936th St./ N4496274.998 E464211.902 
	Vernacular/ Barn/ Garage 
	ca.1955 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Themainbuildinghastwodoublewoodbarn-style doors,onepedestriandoor,andtwogable-roofdormers.Thesaltbox-roofsideadditionhastwosplitstall-typedoorsonthelowerlevelandadoubleloftdoorabove.Windowsare1/1woodsash.The buildingprobablyhashadsomereplacementmaterials.Itappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaround1955. 
	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Themainbuildinghastwodoublewoodbarn-style doors,onepedestriandoor,andtwogable-roofdormers.Thesaltbox-roofsideadditionhastwosplitstall-typedoorsonthelowerlevelandadoubleloftdoorabove.Windowsare1/1woodsash.The buildingprobablyhashadsomereplacementmaterials.Itappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaround1955. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5909a 
	5909a 
	Residence 
	1936th St./ N4496268.260 E464198.918 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasacaststonefoundation,vinylsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstyle,post-WorldWarIIcottage hasafull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsonbrickpiersandwoodrailings.Asmallshed-roofporchwithwoodpostspartiallycoversarearadditionandwooddeck.Windowsare aluminumdouble-hung8/8sashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesug
	The1-1/2story,rectangular-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasacaststonefoundation,vinylsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstyle,post-WorldWarIIcottage hasafull-length,shed-rooffrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsonbrickpiersandwoodrailings.Asmallshed-roofporchwithwoodpostspartiallycoversarearadditionandwooddeck.Windowsare aluminumdouble-hung8/8sashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesug

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5910 
	5910 
	Residence 
	598MainSt./ N4496237.952 E464260.644 
	Prairie-style Farmhouse/ Residence 
	ca.1920s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehascast-stonefoundation,compositesiding,acentralinteriorbrickchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.ThebuildinghasaPrairiestylegable-frontporchsupportedbywoodpiers.OtherCraftsman-styleelementsincludethehip-roofdormerwiththree4-lightfixedwindowsonthefront.Windowsare1/1woodsashwithaluminum storms.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedwithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions,includinganenclosedhip-roofrearaddition.Theresidenceappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesu
	The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehascast-stonefoundation,compositesiding,acentralinteriorbrickchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.ThebuildinghasaPrairiestylegable-frontporchsupportedbywoodpiers.OtherCraftsman-styleelementsincludethehip-roofdormerwiththree4-lightfixedwindowsonthefront.Windowsare1/1woodsashwithaluminum storms.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedwithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions,includinganenclosedhip-roofrearaddition.Theresidenceappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesu
	-
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5910a 
	5910a 
	Garage 
	598MainSt./ N4496243.038 E464225.353 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	early1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tails,1-lightfixedwoodwindows,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructureappearstohavesomereplacementmaterials.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tails,1-lightfixedwoodwindows,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructureappearstohavesomereplacementmaterials.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5910b 
	5910b 
	Outbuilding 
	598MainSt./ N4496233.395 E464227.727 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	early1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalandverticalwoodsiding,andashedroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposed raftertails,6-lightfixedwoodwindows,onesingledoor,andonedoubledoor.Thestructureappearstohavesomereplacementmaterials.Itappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalandverticalwoodsiding,andashedroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposed raftertails,6-lightfixedwoodwindows,onesingledoor,andonedoubledoor.Thestructureappearstohavesomereplacementmaterials.Itappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggeststhatitdatestotheearly1930s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5911 
	5911 
	“Meiser’s Mower Salesand Service” Residence 
	630MainSt./ N4496267.086 E464255.466 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1958 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasanunknownfoundation,abrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalvinylsidingunderthegables,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The Ranch-stylebuildinghasonecentralbrickchimney.Alowslopegableroofoverhangsthefrontporchandalsotherearofthebuildingtocreatecarport.Windowsarealuminum8-lightfixedand8/8 sashwithappliedmuntins.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaround1958. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasanunknownfoundation,abrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalvinylsidingunderthegables,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The Ranch-stylebuildinghasonecentralbrickchimney.Alowslopegableroofoverhangsthefrontporchandalsotherearofthebuildingtocreatecarport.Windowsarealuminum8-lightfixedand8/8 sashwithappliedmuntins.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaround1958. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5913 
	5913 
	Garage 
	660MainSt./ N4496329.404 E464251.236 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1940sor early1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedoorandashed-roofrearaddition.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1940sorearly1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedoorandashed-roofrearaddition.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1940sorearly1950s. 
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	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5913a 
	5913a 
	Residence 
	660MainSt./ N4496322.412 E464258.835 
	Craftsman Farmhouse/ Residence 
	ca.1920s1930s Movedbefore 1958 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasanewbrickveneerfoundation,horizontalsiding,twoexteriorendbrickchimneys,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheCraftsman-style farmhousehasanattached,full-length,shed-rooffrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsandasmallshed-roofadditiononthenorthwestcorner.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung1/1sashonthe1st floorand2-lightfixedwindowsinthebasement.Thebuildinghasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Althoughnotpresentonthe1934aerialphotograph,the farmhouseappea
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasanewbrickveneerfoundation,horizontalsiding,twoexteriorendbrickchimneys,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheCraftsman-style farmhousehasanattached,full-length,shed-rooffrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsandasmallshed-roofadditiononthenorthwestcorner.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung1/1sashonthe1st floorand2-lightfixedwindowsinthebasement.Thebuildinghasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Althoughnotpresentonthe1934aerialphotograph,the farmhouseappea
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5914 
	5914 
	Rumbach Residence 
	1927thSt./ N4496339.038 E464198.805 
	Craftsman Bungalow/ Residence 
	ca.1920s 1970sAdditions 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andaclipped-gableroofwithcomposite shingles.TheCraftsman-stylebungalowhasseveral1970sadditions,includingalargeL-shaped,gable-roofadditionandashed-roofporch.Windowsarealuminumorwood1/1sash,1-lightfixed, 4/1sash,and3/1sash.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedrecentlywithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Itappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe 1920s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststoneandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andaclipped-gableroofwithcomposite shingles.TheCraftsman-stylebungalowhasseveral1970sadditions,includingalargeL-shaped,gable-roofadditionandashed-roofporch.Windowsarealuminumorwood1/1sash,1-lightfixed, 4/1sash,and3/1sash.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedrecentlywithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Itappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe 1920s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5914a 
	5914a 
	Rumbach Residence Outbuilding 
	1927thSt./ N4496335.806 E464213.481 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	a.1920s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghascaststonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposed raftertails,wood4-lightfixedwindows,twooverheadbarn-styledoorsbelow,andoneloftdoorabove.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe 1920s. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghascaststonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposed raftertails,wood4-lightfixedwindows,twooverheadbarn-styledoorsbelow,andoneloftdoorabove.Thebuildingappearsonthe1934aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe 1920s. 
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5915 
	5915 
	Residence 
	571ParkSt./ N4496317.280 E464198.922 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,onecentralinteriorbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-WorldWarIIcottagehasafront-gableellwithapicturewindowflankedby1/1sashwindows.Thereisanattached1-cargaragewithasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Windows arealuminum1/1sash,2/2sash,and1-lightfixed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalcompositesiding,onecentralinteriorbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-WorldWarIIcottagehasafront-gableellwithapicturewindowflankedby1/1sashwindows.Thereisanattached1-cargaragewithasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Windows arealuminum1/1sash,2/2sash,and1-lightfixed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5916 
	5916 
	Residence 
	645ParkSt./ N4496290.264 E464199.493 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.late1940s to1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststonefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditional style,post-WorldWarIIcottagehasafront-gableroofporchsupportedbywoodpostsandwoodrailingsonabrickfoundation.Therearetwogabledormersonthemaingableroof.Anattached2-car garagewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsislocatedonthesouthsideoftheresidence.Windowsare6/6and8/8aluminumsash.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterials andadditions.Ita
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacaststonefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditional style,post-WorldWarIIcottagehasafront-gableroofporchsupportedbywoodpostsandwoodrailingsonabrickfoundation.Therearetwogabledormersonthemaingableroof.Anattached2-car garagewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsislocatedonthesouthsideoftheresidence.Windowsare6/6and8/8aluminumsash.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterials andadditions.Ita
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5917 
	5917 
	Garage 
	NWcornerof E.4th andEast Sts./ N4496049.374 E464474.636 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.35 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcrete,concreteblock,andbrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Therearedecorativediagonalcutsonthewoodsidingunder thesouthgableroof.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofaddition.Thereareloftdoorsonthenorthsideofthebuildingtoaccessthespaceunderthegableroof.Thesouthsidehasthree double-doorsofdiagonalwoodboardstoaccesstheinterior.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidenceandusesuggestsindatestothe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcrete,concreteblock,andbrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Therearedecorativediagonalcutsonthewoodsidingunder thesouthgableroof.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasashed-roofaddition.Thereareloftdoorsonthenorthsideofthebuildingtoaccessthespaceunderthegableroof.Thesouthsidehasthree double-doorsofdiagonalwoodboardstoaccesstheinterior.Thestructurefirstappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidenceandusesuggestsindatestothe1950s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5918 
	5918 
	Residence 
	760MainSt./ N4496375.848 E464231.773 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheRanch-stylebuildinghasanattachedgablefrontporchsupportedbyturned-woodpostswithwoodrailingsandashed-roofrearadditionwithascreenedporch.Windowsaredouble-hungaluminum1/1sash.Theresidencehasbeenrecently modernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 
	The1-story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheRanch-stylebuildinghasanattachedgablefrontporchsupportedbyturned-woodpostswithwoodrailingsandashed-roofrearadditionwithascreenedporch.Windowsaredouble-hungaluminum1/1sash.Theresidencehasbeenrecently modernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 
	-



	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5919 
	5919 
	Residence 
	2107th St./ N4496339.013 E464162.323 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.1940s1950s 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andmultiplegableroofswithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-WorldWarII cottagehasashed-roofreardormerandseveraladditions.Agable-roofadditionhasbeenaddedtothefront,whichhasametalawningcoveringtheentrydoor.Anothergable-roofadditionhasbeen addedonthewestsideofthebuilding.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung6/1and1/1sash.Theresidencehasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearson the1958aerialpho
	The1-1/2story,T-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andmultiplegableroofswithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-WorldWarII cottagehasashed-roofreardormerandseveraladditions.Agable-roofadditionhasbeenaddedtothefront,whichhasametalawningcoveringtheentrydoor.Anothergable-roofadditionhasbeen addedonthewestsideofthebuilding.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung6/1and1/1sash.Theresidencehasbeenmodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearson the1958aerialpho

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5919b 
	5919b 
	Outbuilding 
	2107th St./ N4496324.027 E464165.346 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasconcrete-slabfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,plywoodsheathing,andalowgableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleenclosed 2-carcarporthasaluminum1/1sashwindows,onerearpedestrianentrydoor,anda5-sidedopeningforaccess.Thereisnogaragedoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidenceandusesuggestthatitdatestothe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasconcrete-slabfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,plywoodsheathing,andalowgableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleenclosed 2-carcarporthasaluminum1/1sashwindows,onerearpedestrianentrydoor,anda5-sidedopeningforaccess.Thereisnogaragedoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidenceandusesuggestthatitdatestothe1950s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5920 
	5920 
	Eddy Residence 
	2587th St./ N4496340.540 E464119.985 
	Farmhouse/ Vernacular/ Residence 
	ca.late1800s toearly1900s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD rear addition 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern roofand windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacast-stonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheFarmhousestyle buildinghastwoshed-roofadditions.Ashed-rooffrontporchwithaconcrete-blockfoundationsheltersthefrontmainentrydoor.Asmallshed-roofrearadditionhasa1/1sashwindowanda pedestrian.Windowsonthemainbuildingarewoodoraluminum1/1sashand1-lightfixed.Theresidencehasbeenslightlymodernizedwithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuilding appearsonthe1934aer
	The2-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasacast-stonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheFarmhousestyle buildinghastwoshed-roofadditions.Ashed-rooffrontporchwithaconcrete-blockfoundationsheltersthefrontmainentrydoor.Asmallshed-roofrearadditionhasa1/1sashwindowanda pedestrian.Windowsonthemainbuildingarewoodoraluminum1/1sashand1-lightfixed.Theresidencehasbeenslightlymodernizedwithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuilding appearsonthe1934aer

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5920a 
	5920a 
	Eddy Residence Garage 
	2587th St./ N4496326.965 E464124.512 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1935– 1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tails,onesidewindow,anddoubleverticalwoodaccessdoors.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,butnotonthe1934aerialphotograph.Visualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothelate 1930sor1940s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tails,onesidewindow,anddoubleverticalwoodaccessdoors.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,butnotonthe1934aerialphotograph.Visualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothelate 1930sor1940s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5921 
	5921 
	Residence 
	2987th St./ N4496340.973 E464085.575 
	Minimal Traditional/ Vernacular/ Residence 
	late1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD additions 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andmultiplegableroofswithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-World WarIIcottagehastwogable-roofadditions.Thefront-gableadditionhasacast-stonefoundationwithasinglepanepicturewindowflakedby1/1sashwindows.Theeastgableadditionhasaconcrete blockfoundationandapedestriandoor.Windowsare1/1woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Theresidencehasbeenslightlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuilding appearsonthe
	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andmultiplegableroofswithcompositeshingles.TheMinimal-Traditionalstylepost-World WarIIcottagehastwogable-roofadditions.Thefront-gableadditionhasacast-stonefoundationwithasinglepanepicturewindowflakedby1/1sashwindows.Theeastgableadditionhasaconcrete blockfoundationandapedestriandoor.Windowsare1/1woodsashwithaluminumstorms.Theresidencehasbeenslightlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuilding appearsonthe

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5921a 
	5921a 
	Garage 
	2987th St./ N4496328.599 E464093.788 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1930s1940s 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tailsandonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1930sor1940s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasexposedrafter tailsandonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1930sor1940s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5924 
	5924 
	Residence 
	4457th St./ N4496381.721 E463946.070 
	Minimal Traditional/ Residence 
	late1940s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimalTraditionalstylecottagehasthree separatefront-gable-roofdormersandagable-roofadditiononthesouthsideofthedwelling.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung6/1sashwithappliedmuntins.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernized recentlywithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoafterWorldWarII. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheMinimalTraditionalstylecottagehasthree separatefront-gable-roofdormersandagable-roofadditiononthesouthsideofthedwelling.Windowsarealuminumdouble-hung6/1sashwithappliedmuntins.Thebuildinghasbeenmodernized recentlywithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoafterWorldWarII. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5929 
	5929 
	GunnGrave Site Residence 
	4647th St./ N4496250.793 E463921.348 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasastonefoundation,stonecladding,andgableroofswithcompositeshingles.Theranch-stylebuildinghasonecentralstonechimney.Windows arewood1/1sash,1-lightsliders,and1-lightfixedpicture.Residencehasanattached2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedooronthefront.Therearhasashed-roofscreenedporch additionandawalk-outbasement.Buildinghasbeenmodernizedrecentlywithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggeststhatitdatest
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasastonefoundation,stonecladding,andgableroofswithcompositeshingles.Theranch-stylebuildinghasonecentralstonechimney.Windows arewood1/1sash,1-lightsliders,and1-lightfixedpicture.Residencehasanattached2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedooronthefront.Therearhasashed-roofscreenedporch additionandawalk-outbasement.Buildinghasbeenmodernizedrecentlywithsomereplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggeststhatitdatest
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5930 
	5930 
	Zoar Motocross andAuto Detailing building 
	731MainSt./ N4496394.050 E464280.686 
	Craftsman/ Commercial (was residence) 
	ca.1930s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	MOD additions 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern siding, windows, androof 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehasabrickandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalaluminumsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheCraftsman-style farmhousewasoriginallyaresidencebeforeitwasconvertedtoacommercialstructure.Thebuildinghasashed-roofoverhangprotectingthefrontentrydoorandwindows.Thereisanattached gable-roofgarageadditionwithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandoneexteriorbrickchimney.Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedhip-roofadditionwithawooddeck.Thewindowsare double-hung1/1aluminumsa
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurehasabrickandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalaluminumsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheCraftsman-style farmhousewasoriginallyaresidencebeforeitwasconvertedtoacommercialstructure.Thebuildinghasashed-roofoverhangprotectingthefrontentrydoorandwindows.Thereisanattached gable-roofgarageadditionwithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandoneexteriorbrickchimney.Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedhip-roofadditionwithawooddeck.Thewindowsare double-hung1/1aluminumsa
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	Table2.22.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5939 
	5939 
	Residence 
	1713DoverZoarRd./ N4496557.560 E464374.579 
	-

	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasabrickfoundation,abrickexteriorwithstoneaccents,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thesplit-levelbuildinghasawooddeckleadingtothe frontdoorandahip-roofrearporchissupportedbybrickpiers.Thebasementlevelincludesatwo-cargarageanda9-lightentrydoor.Windowsare1/1woodsashwith1/1aluminumstormsand1lightfixed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 
	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-frameresidencehasabrickfoundation,abrickexteriorwithstoneaccents,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thesplit-levelbuildinghasawooddeckleadingtothe frontdoorandahip-roofrearporchissupportedbybrickpiers.Thebasementlevelincludesatwo-cargarageanda9-lightentrydoor.Windowsare1/1woodsashwith1/1aluminumstormsand1lightfixed.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestothe1950s. 
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5947 
	5947 
	Gintz Residence 
	9400MainSt./ N4496404.522 E464199.858 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1954 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcretefoundation,newhorizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andsidegableroofwithnewcompositeshingles.TheRanchstylebuildingwasbeingrenovatedatthetimeofsurvey,andtwowooddeckswereunderconstructiononthefrontandrearentrydoors.Windowsarereplacementdouble-hungaluminum8/8sash and6/6sashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwas builtaround1954. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcretefoundation,newhorizontalvinylsiding,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andsidegableroofwithnewcompositeshingles.TheRanchstylebuildingwasbeingrenovatedatthetimeofsurvey,andtwowooddeckswereunderconstructiononthefrontandrearentrydoors.Windowsarereplacementdouble-hungaluminum8/8sash and6/6sashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwas builtaround1954. 
	-
	-
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	COE# 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5947a 
	5947a 
	Gintz Property Garage 
	9400MainSt./ N4496403.141 E464184.598 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1954 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasdoublebarnstyledoors,1-lightwindows,andasidepedestriandoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwasbuiltaround1954. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasdoublebarnstyledoors,1-lightwindows,andasidepedestriandoor.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwasbuiltaround1954. 
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5948a 
	5948a 
	Scheideger Property Outbuilding 
	9424MainSt./ N4496438.288 E464150.681 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasone pedestrianentrydooranddouble-hung1/1aluminumsashwindows.Accordingtolocals,theoutbuildingservedasthemainresidenceinthe1950suntilthecurrentresidencewascompletedaround 1975.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaroundthe1950s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thevernacular-styleoutbuildinghasone pedestrianentrydooranddouble-hung1/1aluminumsashwindows.Accordingtolocals,theoutbuildingservedasthemainresidenceinthe1950suntilthecurrentresidencewascompletedaround 1975.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitdatestoaroundthe1950s. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5949 
	5949 
	Residence 
	9442MainSt./ N4496456.350 E464142.688 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1950s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.34 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheRanch-stylebuildinghasanattached gable-roofgaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorandanewerentrydoorflankedby4-lightfixedwindows.Theoriginalside-gablestructurehasanolderentrydoor.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude double-hung8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins,6-lightcasement,4-lightfixed,and1-lightfixed.Theresidencehasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.The buildin
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheRanch-stylebuildinghasanattached gable-roofgaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorandanewerentrydoorflankedby4-lightfixedwindows.Theoriginalside-gablestructurehasanolderentrydoor.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude double-hung8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins,6-lightcasement,4-lightfixed,and1-lightfixed.Theresidencehasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterialsandadditions.The buildin

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03 
	TH03 
	“Vrsan” Residence 
	2035MineralZoarRd./ N4495905.254 E465069.734 
	-

	Cottage/ Residence 
	ca.1930s– 1940s pre-1958 (moved) 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,andclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thecottagehasahip-rooffrontporchsupportedby woodpostsoverthemainentrydoor.Therearoftheresidencehasashed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsonthe1st-storyportion.Windowsaredouble-hung1/1aluminumsash.Theresidence hasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterials.Accordingtolocals,thestructurewasbuiltinthe1930sor1940sandlatermovedtothesite.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisuale
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameresidencehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,andclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thecottagehasahip-rooffrontporchsupportedby woodpostsoverthemainentrydoor.Therearoftheresidencehasashed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsonthe1st-storyportion.Windowsaredouble-hung1/1aluminumsash.Theresidence hasbeenrecentlymodernizedwithreplacementmaterials.Accordingtolocals,thestructurewasbuiltinthe1930sor1940sandlatermovedtothesite.Thebuildingappearsonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisuale
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	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03b 
	TH03b 
	“Vrsan” Property Outbuilding 
	2035 Mineral-Zoar Rd./ N4495970.787 E465070.920 
	Quonset Hut/ Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	ca. 1930s– 1940s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-1/2 story wood-frame rectangular building has a concrete block foundation, corrugated metal siding, and a round arch metal roof. The Quonset Hut style outbuilding has two aluminum 4-light windows and a large overhead barn door on the south side. The west side of structure has four 6-ligth windows covered by metal grid barrier to prevent breakage. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests that it dates to the 1930s or 1940s. 
	The 1-1/2 story wood-frame rectangular building has a concrete block foundation, corrugated metal siding, and a round arch metal roof. The Quonset Hut style outbuilding has two aluminum 4-light windows and a large overhead barn door on the south side. The west side of structure has four 6-ligth windows covered by metal grid barrier to prevent breakage. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests that it dates to the 1930s or 1940s. 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03f 
	TH03f 
	“Vrsan” Property Outbuilding 
	2035 Mineral-Zoar Rd./ N4496010.667 E465078.397 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	Pre-1958 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.36 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has an unknown foundation, corrugated metal siding, and low-slope metal gable roof. The vernacular-style outbuilding has a metal shed-roof overhang attached to the main gable roof on the south side of the structure. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, so it must have been built before this time. The property had restricted access and a close-up inspection of the structure was not possible. 
	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has an unknown foundation, corrugated metal siding, and low-slope metal gable roof. The vernacular-style outbuilding has a metal shed-roof overhang attached to the main gable roof on the south side of the structure. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, so it must have been built before this time. The property had restricted access and a close-up inspection of the structure was not possible. 


	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH36 
	TH36 
	Residence 
	Corner of Towpath & Eberhart Rds./ N4495402.768 E463628.459 
	Vernacular / Residence 
	ca. 1900 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.38 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	MOD modern windows and siding 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	This 2-story, T-shaped, wood-frame residence has a cast-stone block foundation, horizontal vinyl siding, and decorative slate gable roof. Replacement windows include 1/1 aluminum sash, 1-light casement, and a 30-light picture window with applied muntins. A full-length, shed-roof porch along the northwest side of the building is supported by decorative metal trellis posts. The southeast side of the building includes an enclosed shed-roof porch. The structure and its outbuildings appear to have replaced a for
	This 2-story, T-shaped, wood-frame residence has a cast-stone block foundation, horizontal vinyl siding, and decorative slate gable roof. Replacement windows include 1/1 aluminum sash, 1-light casement, and a 30-light picture window with applied muntins. A full-length, shed-roof porch along the northwest side of the building is supported by decorative metal trellis posts. The southeast side of the building includes an enclosed shed-roof porch. The structure and its outbuildings appear to have replaced a for

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH36a 
	TH36a 
	Garage 
	Corner of Towpath and Eberhart Rds. / N4495400.541 E463605.282 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	late 1930s1940s 
	-

	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.38 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame garage has concrete block walls, horizontal wood siding under the gable ends, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has exposed rafter tails, 4-light fixed windows, and two single overhead garage doors. The building appears on the 1958 aerial but not on the 1934 aerial; visual evidence suggests that it dates to the late 1930s or 1940s. 
	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame garage has concrete block walls, horizontal wood siding under the gable ends, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has exposed rafter tails, 4-light fixed windows, and two single overhead garage doors. The building appears on the 1958 aerial but not on the 1934 aerial; visual evidence suggests that it dates to the late 1930s or 1940s. 


	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH36b 
	TH36b 
	Outbuilding 
	Corner of Towpath and Eberhart Rds./ N4495405.869 E463598.555 
	Vernacular / Outbuilding 
	late 1930s– 1940s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.38 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has a concrete block foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has exposed rafter tails, 1/1 light casement windows, and an exterior end concrete block chimney. There is a pedestrian door on the east side and a large vertical wood barn door on the west side. The outbuilding has a shed-roof addition on the south side with wood panel walls and double wood doors to access the interior. The buil
	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has a concrete block foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has exposed rafter tails, 1/1 light casement windows, and an exterior end concrete block chimney. There is a pedestrian door on the east side and a large vertical wood barn door on the west side. The outbuilding has a shed-roof addition on the south side with wood panel walls and double wood doors to access the interior. The buil

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC31 
	HDC31 
	Residence 
	1804 Dover-Zoar Rd./ N4496416.384 E464721.633 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca. 1950s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.37 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame residence has a concrete block foundation, horizontal siding, stone accents, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The Ranch-style building has gable-roof entry porch with a side-entry door and a 9-light octagonal fixed window. A front-gable roof extends over an enlarged 1/1 sash window on the northwest façade. There is also a front-gable, 2-car garage with one double overhead garage door. Windows are double-hung 1/1 aluminum sash and 1-light casement. The building a
	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame residence has a concrete block foundation, horizontal siding, stone accents, and a gable roof with composite shingles. The Ranch-style building has gable-roof entry porch with a side-entry door and a 9-light octagonal fixed window. A front-gable roof extends over an enlarged 1/1 sash window on the northwest façade. There is also a front-gable, 2-car garage with one double overhead garage door. Windows are double-hung 1/1 aluminum sash and 1-light casement. The building a


	Table 2.22. Detailed description of non-Separatist above-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 1898–1962 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC 31a 
	HDC 31a 
	Outbuilding 
	1804 Dover-Zoar Rd./ N4496424.624 E464782.086 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca. 1930s– 1940s 
	Vol. 1 n/a Vol. 2, pg. 2.36 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.262, 2.37 
	Outside 
	-Recommended Not Eligible individually or as part of a district: not associated with significant events (Criterion A); not associated with significant persons (Criterion B); no outstanding characteristics or pattern of development (Criterion C); and not likely to yield significant information (Criterion D) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has an unknown foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a partially collapsed shed roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has a partially collapsed shed-roof front porch supported by two metal columns. There is one 8-light fixed window, one 16-light fixed window, and the interior walls have wood shelves for storage. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests that it dates to the 1930s–1940s. 
	The 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame outbuilding has an unknown foundation, horizontal wood siding, and a partially collapsed shed roof with composite shingles. The vernacular-style outbuilding has a partially collapsed shed-roof front porch supported by two metal columns. There is one 8-light fixed window, one 16-light fixed window, and the interior walls have wood shelves for storage. The building appears on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests that it dates to the 1930s–1940s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.23.SummaryofNon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5900 
	5900 
	ZoarVolunteerFireDepartment 
	1954 1976-Addition 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrictforthepost-Separatistperiod 

	HDC52 
	HDC52 
	IceHouseFoundationRuinsandConcreteDam 
	Late19th –Early20th C. 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrictforthepost-Separatistperiod 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.24.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatistabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5900 
	5900 
	Zoar Volunteer Fire Department 
	SWcornerof MainandFoltz Sts./ N4496121.527 E464364.445 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	1954 1976-Addition 
	Vol.11.151 Vol.2,pg. 2.36 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,2.39 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrictforthe post-Separatistperiod 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheL-shapedfirehousebuildinghasaconcreteblockfoundationandconcreteblockwallswithhorizontalwoodsidingunderthesidegablesoftheroof.Theshed-roofconcrete-blockeastaddition datesto1976andhasoneentrydoor.Therear(south)additionalsohasashedroof.Windowsinclude4/2lightsteelwindowsinthe1954building,1-lightwoodsashfixedwindowsinthesouthand eastadditions,andtwo(2)glassblockwindowsonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Therearefoursingleoverheadgaragedoorsforemergencyvehiclesandtwo(2)pedestrianentrydoorsonthenorth sideofthebuilding.
	TheL-shapedfirehousebuildinghasaconcreteblockfoundationandconcreteblockwallswithhorizontalwoodsidingunderthesidegablesoftheroof.Theshed-roofconcrete-blockeastaddition datesto1976andhasoneentrydoor.Therear(south)additionalsohasashedroof.Windowsinclude4/2lightsteelwindowsinthe1954building,1-lightwoodsashfixedwindowsinthesouthand eastadditions,andtwo(2)glassblockwindowsonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Therearefoursingleoverheadgaragedoorsforemergencyvehiclesandtwo(2)pedestrianentrydoorsonthenorth sideofthebuilding.

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC52 
	HDC52 
	IceHouse Foundation and Concrete Dam 
	Northeast cornerofSR 212and MichaelLane/ N4495380.476 E464534.400 
	Vernacular/ Foundation/ Community 
	Late19th – Early20th C. 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.133 Vol.2,pg. 2.27 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.199, 2.40 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrictforthe post-Separatistperiod 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thissiteconsistsofaconcretefoundationnearaconcretedam.Thefoundationlocationcorrespondstotheapproximatelocationofthe“VillageIceHouse”notedin1942(Law,1942:262)and correspondstoabuildinganddamrecordedonthe1935ZoarLevee&DiversionDamas-builtdrawings.ItispossiblethataSeparatisticehousesatatthislocation,andwaslaterimprovedor replacedinthe20th century.Fieldexamination,however,didnotrevealevidenceofanearlierstructureonthesite.Thedamappearstohavebeenbuiltspecificallytocontainwaterforusebytheice house,andmayalsobea20t
	Thissiteconsistsofaconcretefoundationnearaconcretedam.Thefoundationlocationcorrespondstotheapproximatelocationofthe“VillageIceHouse”notedin1942(Law,1942:262)and correspondstoabuildinganddamrecordedonthe1935ZoarLevee&DiversionDamas-builtdrawings.ItispossiblethataSeparatisticehousesatatthislocation,andwaslaterimprovedor replacedinthe20th century.Fieldexamination,however,didnotrevealevidenceofanearlierstructureonthesite.Thedamappearstohavebeenbuiltspecificallytocontainwaterforusebytheice house,andmayalsobea20t


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.25.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC9 
	HDC9 
	Zoar Sawmill/Powerhouse Ruins 
	ca.1830(1st sawmill) 1878(replacement sawmill) ca.1906(converted) ca.1935(demolished) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder post-Separatistearly20thcenturyIndustry&Commercecontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC23 
	HDC23 
	StateFishHatchery No.12Ruins 
	1921 
	Outside 
	Partiallyinside 
	RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder post-Separatistearly20thcenturyIndustry&Commercecontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC24 
	HDC24 
	ZoarLimeKilnRuins 
	ca.1830 ca.1920(restarted) 1990s(altered) 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	-ListedascontributingtohistoricdistrictunderSeparatistcontext(Criterion A) -RecommendedtoRetaincontributingstatusunderSeparatistcontext (CriterionA) .-RecommendEligibleascontributingtoexpandeddistrictunderpostSeparatistIndustrycontext(CriterionA) 
	-


	HDC32 
	HDC32 
	BreweryFoundation 
	ca.1933 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrict underpost-Separatistearly20thcenturyIndustry&Commercecontextasan incompletebuildingthatneverfunctionedasabrewery 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.26.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC9 
	HDC9 
	Zoar Sawmill/ Powerhouse Ruins 
	EastofC.R. 111,northof C.R.82;near ZoarDamand GuardLock/ N4495708.456 E463768.565 
	Vernacular/ Ruins / Industry 
	ca.1830(1st sawmill) 1878 (replacement sawmill) ca.1906 (converted) ca.1935 (demolished) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.122 Vol.2,pg. 2.37 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.146, 2.20,2.21, 2.41 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded historicdistrictunder Separatistcontextforthe sawmillandpost-Separatist early20th century CommerceandIndustry contextforthepowerhouse (CriterionA). 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	In1906,thesawmillconstructedin1878onthissitewasconvertedtothepowerhouse(seeTable2.9).Powerwasgeneratedbyabi-polardynamoofatypeoriginallydesignedbyThomasEdisonin 1879,andpoweredbya45-inchLeffelturbine.Thedynamoproduced500voltsofpower,andsuppliedittoZoarVillagethroughtelephonelines.Thedynamochargedabatteryinthepowerhouse duringthedaytosupplypowerforelectriclightsinZoarVillageatnight.TheZoarBatteryCompanyoperatedthepowerhousefrom1910to1922,whentheOhioPowerCompanytookovercontrol. Thedynamowasremovedthefollowing
	In1906,thesawmillconstructedin1878onthissitewasconvertedtothepowerhouse(seeTable2.9).Powerwasgeneratedbyabi-polardynamoofatypeoriginallydesignedbyThomasEdisonin 1879,andpoweredbya45-inchLeffelturbine.Thedynamoproduced500voltsofpower,andsuppliedittoZoarVillagethroughtelephonelines.Thedynamochargedabatteryinthepowerhouse duringthedaytosupplypowerforelectriclightsinZoarVillageatnight.TheZoarBatteryCompanyoperatedthepowerhousefrom1910to1922,whentheOhioPowerCompanytookovercontrol. Thedynamowasremovedthefollowing

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC23 
	HDC23 
	StateFish Hatchery No.12Ruins 
	OffofC.R. 111,btw. CanalLock10 andZoarIron Bridge/ N4495496.367 E463585.727 
	Vernacular/ Ruins 
	1921 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.170 Vol.2,pg. 2.37 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.259, 2.41 
	Outside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded historicdistrictunderpostSeparatistearly20thcentury Industry&Commerce context(CriterionA) 
	-

	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thefishhatcheryisaseriesofbox-culvert-typeconcretestructuresbuiltalongtheformerOhio&ErieCanaltoraisefishforstockingriversandlakesintheearlytwentiethcentury.Additional structuresassociatedwiththefishhatcheryincludeaseriesofconcretepierstocompartmentalizetheformercanalintoaseriesoffishhatchingpondswithaseriesofsquare-shapedconcreteponds. Decorativereinforcedconcretepillarsmarktheformerentrytothefishhatchery.Afterthecanalwasabandonedin1913,thestatesoughttore-usethestructureandconstructedsixrearingponds alongth
	Thefishhatcheryisaseriesofbox-culvert-typeconcretestructuresbuiltalongtheformerOhio&ErieCanaltoraisefishforstockingriversandlakesintheearlytwentiethcentury.Additional structuresassociatedwiththefishhatcheryincludeaseriesofconcretepierstocompartmentalizetheformercanalintoaseriesoffishhatchingpondswithaseriesofsquare-shapedconcreteponds. Decorativereinforcedconcretepillarsmarktheformerentrytothefishhatchery.Afterthecanalwasabandonedin1913,thestatesoughttore-usethestructureandconstructedsixrearingponds alongth


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.26Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC24 
	HDC24 
	LimeKiln Ruins 
	EastofZoar; eastendof3rd St./ N4495940.196 E464603.901 
	Vernacular/ Ruins/ Industry 
	ca.1830 ca.1920 (restarted) 1990s(altered) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.169 Vol.2,pg. 2.37 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.147, 1.262,2.20, 2.42 
	Inside 
	-Listedascontributingto historicdistrictunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) -RecommendedtoRetain contributingstatusunder Separatistcontext(Criterion A) .-RecommendEligibleas contributingtoexpanded districtunderpost-SeparatistIndustrycontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheLimeKilnruinsconsistofaseriesofsandstoneandbrickfoundationsalongaridgeassociatedwiththeformerlimekiln.AlthoughtheLimeKilnislistedtheNationalRegisterasacontributing resourcetothe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,thereisnodocumentaryevidencethatindicatesthattheSeparatistsbuiltthecomplex.FryeandDobson-Brown’sliteraturereviewdidreveal,however,that therewerethreestructuresinadditiontothelimekilnblastfurnaceatthecomplex,andthattheZoarAgriculturalLimeCompanyproducedlimefromthiskilnintheearlytwentiethcenturyItseems possi
	TheLimeKilnruinsconsistofaseriesofsandstoneandbrickfoundationsalongaridgeassociatedwiththeformerlimekiln.AlthoughtheLimeKilnislistedtheNationalRegisterasacontributing resourcetothe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,thereisnodocumentaryevidencethatindicatesthattheSeparatistsbuiltthecomplex.FryeandDobson-Brown’sliteraturereviewdidreveal,however,that therewerethreestructuresinadditiontothelimekilnblastfurnaceatthecomplex,andthattheZoarAgriculturalLimeCompanyproducedlimefromthiskilnintheearlytwentiethcenturyItseems possi
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	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.26Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC32 
	HDC32 
	Brewery Foundation 
	373E.2nd St./ N4495858.291 E464616.292 
	Vernacular/ Foundation 
	1933 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.170 Vol.2,pg. 2.37 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.262, 2.42 
	Inside 
	RecommendNotEligible individuallyoraspartofa district:notassociatedwith significantevents(Criterion A); notassociatedwith significantpersons (CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheBreweryfoundationconsistsofanL-shapedstructurewithabrickandstonefoundation.Newerbrickwallshavebeenaddedinthepasttohelpstabilizethefoundation.In1933,Clevelandbrewers triedtomarketZoarVilalge’spastandbeganconstructionofabreweryontheeastsideofthevillage.Themainbuildingwastobe104’x50’,threestoriestall,andwithdesignelementsinspiredby Separatistarchitecture.ThefoundationstonesforthebuildingweretakenfromtheruinsoftheCanalMill.Thebuildingwasnevercompletedandneverfunctionedasintended;allthatremainstoday areremnan
	TheBreweryfoundationconsistsofanL-shapedstructurewithabrickandstonefoundation.Newerbrickwallshavebeenaddedinthepasttohelpstabilizethefoundation.In1933,Clevelandbrewers triedtomarketZoarVilalge’spastandbeganconstructionofabreweryontheeastsideofthevillage.Themainbuildingwastobe104’x50’,threestoriestall,andwithdesignelementsinspiredby Separatistarchitecture.ThefoundationstonesforthebuildingweretakenfromtheruinsoftheCanalMill.Thebuildingwasnevercompletedandneverfunctionedasintended;allthatremainstoday areremnan


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.27.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975 ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5860a 
	5860a 
	Women'srestroom 
	ca.1940 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 

	5860b 
	5860b 
	Men'srestroom 
	ca.1940 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 

	HDC20 
	HDC20 
	ZoarWetlandArboretum ElectricMeterShed 
	ca.1960s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 

	HDC21 
	HDC21 
	MiniatureGolfCourse 
	1960s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 

	HDC22 
	HDC22 
	ZoarLakeDam 
	ca.1920s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 

	HDC56 
	HDC56 
	ZoarLakeDike 
	ca.1920s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyoraspartofadistrict 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.28.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	Status& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5860a 
	5860a 
	Women’s restroom 
	250MainSt./ N4495875.353 E464241.644 
	Vernacular/ Utility 
	ca.1940 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,2.43 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtodistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thewomen’srestroomisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,horizontalwoodlouversundertheeaves,andapyramidalroof.Therestroomfacility wasoriginallyconstructedasapittoilet.Althoughanadditiontothehistoricdistrict,thestyleofthebuildingdoesnotdetractfromthedistrict.Itwasprobablybuiltinca.1940whentourisminterestin thevillageincreased.Althoughlocatedinthe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,HDCrecommendsthebuildingasnon-contributingtothedistrictsinceitisnoteligiblefortheNationalRegisterbe
	Thewomen’srestroomisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,horizontalwoodlouversundertheeaves,andapyramidalroof.Therestroomfacility wasoriginallyconstructedasapittoilet.Althoughanadditiontothehistoricdistrict,thestyleofthebuildingdoesnotdetractfromthedistrict.Itwasprobablybuiltinca.1940whentourisminterestin thevillageincreased.Althoughlocatedinthe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,HDCrecommendsthebuildingasnon-contributingtothedistrictsinceitisnoteligiblefortheNationalRegisterbe

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Dateof Construction 
	Figure Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5860b 
	5860b 
	Men’s restroom 
	250MainSt./ N4495875.459 E464227.758 
	Vernacular/ Utility 
	ca.1940 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,2.43 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtodistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Themen’srestroomisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,horizontalwoodlouversundertheeaves,andapyramidalroof.Therestroomfacility wasoriginallyconstructedasapittoilet.Althoughanadditiontothehistoricdistrict,thestyleofthebuildingdoesnotdetractfromthedistrict.Itwasprobablybuiltinca.1940whentourisminterestin thevillageincreased.Althoughlocatedinthe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,HDCrecommendsthebuildingasnon-contributingtothedistrictsinceitisnoteligiblefortheNationalRegisterbeca
	Themen’srestroomisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,horizontalwoodlouversundertheeaves,andapyramidalroof.Therestroomfacility wasoriginallyconstructedasapittoilet.Althoughanadditiontothehistoricdistrict,thestyleofthebuildingdoesnotdetractfromthedistrict.Itwasprobablybuiltinca.1940whentourisminterestin thevillageincreased.Althoughlocatedinthe1975ZoarHistoricDistrict,HDCrecommendsthebuildingasnon-contributingtothedistrictsinceitisnoteligiblefortheNationalRegisterbeca


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.28.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC20 
	HDC20 
	Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric MeterShed 
	EndofW.5th St./ N4496161.068 E463986.689 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1960s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.250, 2.43 
	Outside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,wood-frame,utilitybuildingwithagravelanddirtfloor,corrugatedmetalwalls,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Thereisonecorrugatedmetaldooronthesouthsideto accesstheinterior.ThebuildingcurrentlyhouseselectricmeterequipmentfortheneighboringArboretumpicnicshelterbyZoarLake,andlikelyservedasimilarfunctionfortheZoarminiaturegolf course.Theactualconstructiondateofthebuildingisunknown,butitlikelydatestoca.1960s.Itdoesnotappearonmapsoraerials—probablyduetoitssmallsizeandrelativelylittleimportance. Al
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,wood-frame,utilitybuildingwithagravelanddirtfloor,corrugatedmetalwalls,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Thereisonecorrugatedmetaldooronthesouthsideto accesstheinterior.ThebuildingcurrentlyhouseselectricmeterequipmentfortheneighboringArboretumpicnicshelterbyZoarLake,andlikelyservedasimilarfunctionfortheZoarminiaturegolf course.Theactualconstructiondateofthebuildingisunknown,butitlikelydatestoca.1960s.Itdoesnotappearonmapsoraerials—probablyduetoitssmallsizeandrelativelylittleimportance. Al

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Figure Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC21 
	HDC21 
	Zoar Miniature GolfCourse 
	EndofW.5th St.byZoar Wetland Arboretum Park/ N4496109.755 E464007.457 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	1960s 
	Vol.1pg. 1.170 Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.250, 2.43 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	POOR 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	POOR 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	POOR 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	POOR 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarMiniatureGolfCourseconsistsofapproximatelysixholesofvaryingcomplexityontheeastsideofZoarLake.Sinceitdoesnotappearonthe1935inventorymaporthe1958aerial,itwas probablybuiltinthe1960swhenminiaturegolfcoursesbecamepopulardestinationsforfamiliestotakechildrenoftheBabyBoomera.Itslocationwaslikelyassociatedwithotherrecreational opportunitiesalongtheeastsideofZoarLakeneartheZoarWetlandArboretumPark.TheholesareinpoorconditionandhavelittleabilitytorelatethehistoryoftourismandrecreationinZoar Village. 
	TheZoarMiniatureGolfCourseconsistsofapproximatelysixholesofvaryingcomplexityontheeastsideofZoarLake.Sinceitdoesnotappearonthe1935inventorymaporthe1958aerial,itwas probablybuiltinthe1960swhenminiaturegolfcoursesbecamepopulardestinationsforfamiliestotakechildrenoftheBabyBoomera.Itslocationwaslikelyassociatedwithotherrecreational opportunitiesalongtheeastsideofZoarLakeneartheZoarWetlandArboretumPark.TheholesareinpoorconditionandhavelittleabilitytorelatethehistoryoftourismandrecreationinZoar Village. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.28.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Figure Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC22 
	HDC22 
	ZoarLake Dam 
	Westsideof ZoarVillage/ N4495718.759 E463825.592/ 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	1923 1935(roadway removed) 
	Vol.1pg. 1.171 Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.259, 2.43 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ZoarLakeDamisasimpleconcretedambuilttofloodthelow-lyingareatothenorthwesttocreateZoarLake.Itdatesto1923aspartofthedevelopmentoftheZoarLakeResort. Thedam,located onthesiteofanearlierbridge,hasapouredconcretefoundation.Italsoservesasaroadtoconnecttheareato1st St.;theroadwasre-routedwhentheZoarLeveewasbuiltca.1935.Thereisan associatedlowrockdikethatrunsalongthesouthwesternedgeofthelake. 
	ZoarLakeDamisasimpleconcretedambuilttofloodthelow-lyingareatothenorthwesttocreateZoarLake.Itdatesto1923aspartofthedevelopmentoftheZoarLakeResort. Thedam,located onthesiteofanearlierbridge,hasapouredconcretefoundation.Italsoservesasaroadtoconnecttheareato1st St.;theroadwasre-routedwhentheZoarLeveewasbuiltca.1935.Thereisan associatedlowrockdikethatrunsalongthesouthwesternedgeofthelake. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Figure Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC56 
	HDC56 
	ZoarLake Dike 
	Westsideof ZoarVillage/ N4495949.876 E463628.294 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1923 
	Vol.1pg. 1.171 Vol.2,pg. 2.39 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.259, 2.43 
	InsideZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras partofadistrict:not associatedwithsignificant events(CriterionA); not associatedwithsignificant persons(CriterionB); no outstandingcharacteristics orpatternofdevelopment (CriterionC);andnotlikely toyieldsignificant information(CriterionD) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ZoarLakeDikeisalowrockdikethatrunsalongthesouthwesternedgeofZoarLake,andappearstobeafeatureassociatedwiththeimpoundmentofZoarLakein1923. 
	ZoarLakeDikeisalowrockdikethatrunsalongthesouthwesternedgeofZoarLake,andappearstobeafeatureassociatedwiththeimpoundmentofZoarLakein1923. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.29.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC15a 
	HDC15a 
	SecondStateDam 
	1908 
	PartiallyInside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thenon-Separatisttransportationcontext(CriterionA) 


	Table2.30.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Figure Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC15a 
	HDC15a 
	Second StateDam 
	Eastof TowpathRoad NE,along Tuscarawas Riversouthof ZoarLake/ N4495674.868 E463670.549 
	Vernacular/ landscape 
	1908 
	Vol.1pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.41 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.259, 2.44 
	PartiallyInside 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoexpanded historicdistrictunderthe non-Separatist transportationcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheSecondStateDamistheconcreteextensiontothetimbercribZoardam(built1878)thattheStateofOhiotoppedwithconcretein1908.The1878damlikelyreplacedanearliertimbercribdam filledwithstonesandwithaplankfacebuiltinthe1820stoprovideaslackwaterreservoirtofeedthemillrace(Woods1992).Thedamisalsoassociatedwiththecanal.Theadditiontothedam extendedtothesouthwestandthenturnedsouthtomakea“V”shape.ItappearstohavebeenpartofaseriesofconcreteimprovementstotheriverbankandendedattheWheeling&LakeErie Railroadbridgeabutment.TheSecondSt
	TheSecondStateDamistheconcreteextensiontothetimbercribZoardam(built1878)thattheStateofOhiotoppedwithconcretein1908.The1878damlikelyreplacedanearliertimbercribdam filledwithstonesandwithaplankfacebuiltinthe1820stoprovideaslackwaterreservoirtofeedthemillrace(Woods1992).Thedamisalsoassociatedwiththecanal.Theadditiontothedam extendedtothesouthwestandthenturnedsouthtomakea“V”shape.ItappearstohavebeenpartofaseriesofconcreteimprovementstotheriverbankandendedattheWheeling&LakeErie Railroadbridgeabutment.TheSecondSt


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.31.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeMWCDandUSACEfloodcontroleffortscontext,1898–1962 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC25 
	HDC25 
	USACEPumpStation/ ZoarPumpStation 
	ca.1951 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingto theMuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC26 
	HDC26 
	ZoarLevee 
	ca.1935-1938 Modified1951 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingunder theMuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC27 
	HDC27 
	ZoarDiversionChannel 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingunder theMuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC28 
	HDC28 
	ZoarDiversionChannel BoxCulvert 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingunder theMuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC29 
	HDC29 
	ZoarDiversionDam 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingunder theMuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext(CriterionA) 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.32.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeMWCDandUSACEfloodcontroleffortscontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	Status& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC25 
	HDC25 
	USACE Pump Station/ ZoarPump Station 
	MainSt./ N4495606.167 E464374.394 
	Vernacular/ Utility/ Flood Control Facility 
	ca.1951 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.42 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	InsideZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingto the MuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepumpstationisa1-story,rectangular,brickstructurewithaconcretefoundation,5-coursecommonbondyellow-glazedbrickwalls,andaflatroof.ThedoublemetaldoorsontheSWsideofthe buildinghaveabricksoldiercourselintel.Arearsingledooraccessesaconcretepadwithametalrailing.AnewconcretepadforaCaterpillargeneratorwasaddedrecentlytotheNWsideofthe building.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarLeveefacility,andas such,thestructure
	Thepumpstationisa1-story,rectangular,brickstructurewithaconcretefoundation,5-coursecommonbondyellow-glazedbrickwalls,andaflatroof.ThedoublemetaldoorsontheSWsideofthe buildinghaveabricksoldiercourselintel.Arearsingledooraccessesaconcretepadwithametalrailing.AnewconcretepadforaCaterpillargeneratorwasaddedrecentlytotheNWsideofthe building.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarLeveefacility,andas such,thestructure
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC26 
	HDC26 
	ZoarLevee 
	Southandwest ofZoar/ N4495662.061 E464281.055 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 Modified1951 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.42 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	Partiallyinside ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingto the MuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
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	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarLeveeisanearthenleveerunningalongthesouthandwestsidesofthecorehistoricareaofZoarVillage.Theoriginalelevationofthestructurewas919feet,orapproximatelythreefeet abovetheelevationofmostofthestructuresinthevillage.In1951,another9.5feetwereaddedtothetopofthelevee,resultinginanelevationof928.5feet.WithouttheZoarLevee,theportionsof ZoarVillagelocatedatorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheUSACEworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligiblef
	TheZoarLeveeisanearthenleveerunningalongthesouthandwestsidesofthecorehistoricareaofZoarVillage.Theoriginalelevationofthestructurewas919feet,orapproximatelythreefeet abovetheelevationofmostofthestructuresinthevillage.In1951,another9.5feetwereaddedtothetopofthelevee,resultinginanelevationof928.5feet.WithouttheZoarLevee,theportionsof ZoarVillagelocatedatorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheUSACEworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligiblef
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	HDC27 
	HDC27 
	Zoar Diversion Channel 
	EastofZoar/ N4495870.670 E464819.371 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.42 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingto the MuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolprojects (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	-
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	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad). TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarDiversionChannel,andas such,thestructureisrecommendedeligibleinthiscontext. 
	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad). TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarDiversionChannel,andas such,thestructureisrecommendedeligibleinthiscontext. 
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	HDC28 
	HDC28 
	Zoar Diversion Channel BoxCulvert 
	2nd St./ N4495826.823 E464809.202 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.42 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingto the MuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolprojects (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad). Theboxculvertislocatedon2nd Streetwherethediversionchannelintersectstheroadaswellassouthofthediversiondambythespillingbasin.Theculvertconsistsofaseriesofconcretebox structurestoallowthewaterinthechanneltoflowundertheroadandcontinuetothesouth(2nd St.).TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeen determinedeligi
	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad). Theboxculvertislocatedon2nd Streetwherethediversionchannelintersectstheroadaswellassouthofthediversiondambythespillingbasin.Theculvertconsistsofaseriesofconcretebox structurestoallowthewaterinthechanneltoflowundertheroadandcontinuetothesouth(2nd St.).TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeen determinedeligi
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	HDC29 
	HDC29 
	Zoar Diversion Dam 
	EastofZoar/ N4496038.971 E464667.474 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.42 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingto the MuskingumRiverBasin floodcontrolcontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
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	GOOD 
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	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
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	TheZoarDiversionDamisanearthendamlocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageonGooseRun.Itisapproximately1,000feetupstreamoftheZoarLeveeandwasbuiltinconjunctionwiththelevee.The damisaretentionstructureforrunoffintheGooseCreekwatershed,whichflowsintoapondingareafortheZoarPumpStation.WithouttheZoarDiversionDam,theportionsofZoarVillagelocated atorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligibleforthe
	TheZoarDiversionDamisanearthendamlocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageonGooseRun.Itisapproximately1,000feetupstreamoftheZoarLeveeandwasbuiltinconjunctionwiththelevee.The damisaretentionstructureforrunoffintheGooseCreekwatershed,whichflowsintoapondingareafortheZoarPumpStation.WithouttheZoarDiversionDam,theportionsofZoarVillagelocated atorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligibleforthe
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	5857 
	5857 
	HouseNo.1 
	1835 1845 ca.1930 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC5 
	HDC5 
	ZoarGarden 
	ca.1834 1930(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC25 
	HDC25 
	USACEPumpStation/ ZoarPumpStation 
	ca.1951 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC26 
	HDC26 
	ZoarLevee 
	ca.1935-1938 Modified1951 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC27 
	HDC27 
	ZoarDiversionChannel 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC28 
	HDC28 
	ZoarDiversionChannel BoxCulvert 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 

	HDC29 
	HDC29 
	ZoarDiversionDam 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedZoarHistoric DistrictunderthePreservationEffortscontext(CriterionA) 
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	5857 
	5857 
	HouseNo.1 (“King’s Palace”) 
	292MainSt./ N4495912.208 E464257.290 
	Late Georgian/ Residence& Community 
	1835 1845 ca.1930 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.92 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11,2.14, 2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligible ascontributingtoan expandedZoarHistoric Districtunderthe PreservationEffortscontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-1/2story,rectangularstructurehasasandstonefoundation,Flemishbondbrickwalls,5interiorbrickchimneys,andahippedroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.The2-over-3casementwindows havestonesillsanddecorativestonelintels.Otherdecorativeelementsincludeastonebeltcourse,stonequoins,astoneandwoodcornice,andanoctagonalcupolainthecenteroftheroof.The windowsinthesouthportionofthebuildinghavegarlandstonepanelsoverthelintels.Thefull-width,shed-rooffrontporchhasa2-storypedimentedcentralsectionsupportedbysandstonecolumns onplinths
	The2-1/2story,rectangularstructurehasasandstonefoundation,Flemishbondbrickwalls,5interiorbrickchimneys,andahippedroofcoveredwithwoodshingles.The2-over-3casementwindows havestonesillsanddecorativestonelintels.Otherdecorativeelementsincludeastonebeltcourse,stonequoins,astoneandwoodcornice,andanoctagonalcupolainthecenteroftheroof.The windowsinthesouthportionofthebuildinghavegarlandstonepanelsoverthelintels.Thefull-width,shed-rooffrontporchhasa2-storypedimentedcentralsectionsupportedbysandstonecolumns onplinths
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	HDC5 
	HDC5 
	Zoar Garden (Landscape feature) 
	Boundedby4th, Main,3rd ,and ParkSts./ N4495986.586 E464220.128 
	Landscape/ Community 
	ca.1834 1930(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.132 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedEligible ascontributingtoan expandedZoarHistoric Districtunderthe PreservationEffortscontext (CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	-

	GOOD 
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	GOOD 
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	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Occupyingawholevillagesquare,thegardenwaslaidoutinageometricdesignsymbolizingthenewJerusalemasdescribedintheBookofRevelationsintheBible.TheNorwayspruceinthecenter ofthegardensymbolizedeternallifeandwasencircledbyasprucehedgerepresentingheaven.Twelve(12)junipertrees—oneforeachofthe12apostles—formedanotherconcentriccirclearound theNorwayspruce.Acircularwalkenclosedthecenterarea,with12radiatingpathssymbolizingthe12tribesofIsrael(Fernandez2001:34).Thegardenwasneglectedafterthedissolutionofthe Separatistsin1898b
	Occupyingawholevillagesquare,thegardenwaslaidoutinageometricdesignsymbolizingthenewJerusalemasdescribedintheBookofRevelationsintheBible.TheNorwayspruceinthecenter ofthegardensymbolizedeternallifeandwasencircledbyasprucehedgerepresentingheaven.Twelve(12)junipertrees—oneforeachofthe12apostles—formedanotherconcentriccirclearound theNorwayspruce.Acircularwalkenclosedthecenterarea,with12radiatingpathssymbolizingthe12tribesofIsrael(Fernandez2001:34).Thegardenwasneglectedafterthedissolutionofthe Separatistsin1898b
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	HDC25 
	HDC25 
	USACE Pump Station/ ZoarPump Station 
	MainSt./ N4495606.167 E464374.394 
	Vernacular/ Utility/ Flood Control Facility 
	ca.1951 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	InsideZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded ZoarHistoricDistrictunder thePreservationEfforts context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
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	Thepumpstationisa1-story,rectangular,brickstructurewithaconcretefoundation,5-coursecommonbondyellow-glazedbrickwalls,andaflatroof.ThedoublemetaldoorsontheSWsideofthe buildinghaveabricksoldiercourselintel.Arearsingledooraccessesaconcretepadwithametalrailing.AnewconcretepadforaCaterpillargeneratorwasaddedrecentlytotheNWsideofthe building.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarLeveefacility,andas such,thestructure
	Thepumpstationisa1-story,rectangular,brickstructurewithaconcretefoundation,5-coursecommonbondyellow-glazedbrickwalls,andaflatroof.ThedoublemetaldoorsontheSWsideofthe buildinghaveabricksoldiercourselintel.Arearsingledooraccessesaconcretepadwithametalrailing.AnewconcretepadforaCaterpillargeneratorwasaddedrecentlytotheNWsideofthe building.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarLeveefacility,andas such,thestructure
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	HDC26 
	HDC26 
	ZoarLevee 
	Southandwest ofZoar/ N4495662.061 E464281.055 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 Modified1951 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	Partiallyinside ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded ZoarHistoricDistrictunder thePreservationEfforts context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	-
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	Association 
	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarLeveeisanearthenleveerunningalongthesouthandwestsidesofthecorehistoricareaofZoarVillage.Theoriginalelevationofthestructurewas919feet,orapproximatelythreefeet abovetheelevationofmostofthestructuresinthevillage.In1951,another9.5feetwereaddedtothetopofthelevee,resultinginanelevationof928.5feet.WithouttheZoarLevee,theportionsof ZoarVillagelocatedatorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheUSACEworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligiblef
	TheZoarLeveeisanearthenleveerunningalongthesouthandwestsidesofthecorehistoricareaofZoarVillage.Theoriginalelevationofthestructurewas919feet,orapproximatelythreefeet abovetheelevationofmostofthestructuresinthevillage.In1951,another9.5feetwereaddedtothetopofthelevee,resultinginanelevationof928.5feet.WithouttheZoarLevee,theportionsof ZoarVillagelocatedatorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheUSACEworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligiblef
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	HDC27 
	HDC27 
	Zoar Diversion Channel 
	EastofZoar/ N4495870.670 E464819.371 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded ZoarHistoricDistrictunder thePreservationEfforts context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
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	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad).The U.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarDiversionChannel,andassuch,the structureisrecommendedeligibleinthiscontext. 
	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad).The U.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeendeterminedeligiblefortheNationalRegister.ThisincludestheZoarDiversionChannel,andassuch,the structureisrecommendedeligibleinthiscontext. 
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	HDC28 
	HDC28 
	Zoar Diversion Channel BoxCulvert 
	2nd St./ N4495826.823 E464809.202 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded ZoarHistoricDistrictunder thePreservationEfforts context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
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	Figure
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	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad).The boxculvertislocatedon2nd Streetwherethediversionchannelintersectstheroadaswellassouthofthediversiondambythespillingbasin.Theculvertconsistsofaseriesofconcreteboxstructures toallowthewaterinthechanneltoflowundertheroadandcontinuetothesouth(2nd St.).TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeen determinedeligiblefort
	TheZoarDiversionChannelisanauxiliaryspillwayfortheZoarDiversionDam.ThechannelislocatedtotheeastofZoarandrunsperpendicularto2nd St.(alsoknownasMineral-ZoarRoad).The boxculvertislocatedon2nd Streetwherethediversionchannelintersectstheroadaswellassouthofthediversiondambythespillingbasin.Theculvertconsistsofaseriesofconcreteboxstructures toallowthewaterinthechanneltoflowundertheroadandcontinuetothesouth(2nd St.).TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshasbeen determinedeligiblefort
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	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC29 
	HDC29 
	Zoar Diversion Dam 
	EastofZoar/ N4496038.971 E464667.474 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1935-1938 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.158 Vol.2,pg. 2.43 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.300, 2.45,2.46 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedEligibleas contributingtoanexpanded ZoarHistoricDistrictunder thePreservationEfforts context(CriterionA) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarDiversionDamisanearthendamlocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageonGooseRun.Itisapproximately1,000feetupstreamoftheZoarLeveeandwasbuiltinconjunctionwiththelevee.The damisaretentionstructureforrunoffintheGooseCreekwatershed,whichflowsintoapondingareafortheZoarPumpStation.WithouttheZoarDiversionDam,theportionsofZoarVillagelocated atorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligibleforthe
	TheZoarDiversionDamisanearthendamlocatedtotheeastofZoarVillageonGooseRun.Itisapproximately1,000feetupstreamoftheZoarLeveeandwasbuiltinconjunctionwiththelevee.The damisaretentionstructureforrunoffintheGooseCreekwatershed,whichflowsintoapondingareafortheZoarPumpStation.WithouttheZoarDiversionDam,theportionsofZoarVillagelocated atorbelow916feetinelevationwouldhavebeenevacuatedwhentheDoverDamwasbuiltdownstream.TheU.S.ArmyCorpsofEngineersworkontheMuskingumBasinFloodControlProjectshas beendeterminedeligibleforthe


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5839 
	5839 
	ApartmentBuilding 
	ca.1970s–1980s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5839a 
	5839a 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5847 
	5847 
	ZoarTavernGuestHouse(originally residence) 
	ca.1990s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5847a 
	5847a 
	ZoarTavernGuestHouseOutbuilding 
	ca.2007 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5848a 
	5848a 
	HouseNo.3Carport 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5848b 
	5848b 
	HouseNo.3Outbuilding 
	ca.1970s–1980s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5848c 
	5848c 
	HouseNo.3Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5850a 
	5850a 
	Garage 
	ca.1990s–2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5850b 
	5850b 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.2010s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5858a 
	5858a 
	HouseNo.29Garage 
	ca.1970s–1980s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5864a 
	5864a 
	Garage 
	ca.1990s–2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5867a 
	5867a 
	LieghleyPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5867b 
	5867b 
	LieghleyPropertyGarage 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5868 
	5868 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5868a 
	5868a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5869 
	5869 
	GreggPropertyResidence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5869a 
	5869a 
	GreggPropertyPlayhouse 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5869b 
	5869b 
	GreggPropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	4.191 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5869c 
	5869c 
	GreggPropertyGazebo 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5871 
	5871 
	HouseNo.21Garage 
	ca.1990s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5876a 
	5876a 
	HouseNo.14Garage 
	1985–1986 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5880a 
	5880a 
	Garage 
	ca.1990s–2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5884c 
	5884c 
	HouseNo.20Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5887a 
	5887a 
	HouseNo.34Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5893a 
	5893a 
	HouseNo.9Outbuilding 
	ca.1990s–2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5894a 
	5894a 
	HouseNo.6Garage 
	ca.1990–2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5894b 
	5894b 
	HouseNo.6Outbuilding 
	Post1958 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5895a 
	5895a 
	HouseNo.8Garage 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5898a 
	5898a 
	Garage/GardenShed 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5904a 
	5904a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5904b 
	5904b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5905 
	5905 
	Residence 
	1973 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5907 
	5907 
	BurkhartResidence 
	ca.2000 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5907a 
	5907a 
	BurkhartResidenceOutbuilding 
	ca.2000 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5907b 
	5907b 
	BurkhartResidenceGazebo 
	ca.2005 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5907c 
	5907c 
	BurkhartResidenceCarport 
	ca.2005 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5908 
	5908 
	GordonResidence 
	2005 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5909b 
	5909b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5911a 
	5911a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5911b 
	5911b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5912 
	5912 
	Residence 
	ca.1960s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5916a 
	5916a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5916b 
	5916b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5918a 
	5918a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5918b 
	5918b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5919a 
	5919a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5922 
	5922 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5923 
	5923 
	Residence 
	ca.1990s–2000s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5924a 
	5924a 
	Garage 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5924b 
	5924b 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5926 
	5926 
	Residence 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5927 
	5927 
	Residence 
	ca.1980s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5929a 
	5929a 
	GunnGraveSiteOutbuilding 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5929b 
	5929b 
	GunnGraveSiteOilShed 
	ca.1960s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	4.193 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5939a 
	5939a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5947b 
	5947b 
	GintzPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1980s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5947c 
	5947c 
	GintzPropertyPlayhouse 
	ca.1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5948 
	5948 
	ScheidegerPropertyResidence 
	ca.1969–1975 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5948b 
	5948b 
	ScheidegerPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.2000 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5948c 
	5948c 
	ScheidegerPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1985 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5949a 
	5949a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5949b 
	5949b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	6017 
	6017 
	Treasurer’sHouseGarage 
	ca.2007 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	6018 
	6018 
	HouseNo.13Garage 
	ca.2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	6019 
	6019 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH01 
	TH01 
	Residence 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH02 
	TH02 
	Residence 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH02a 
	TH02a 
	Garage 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH02b 
	TH02b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH03a 
	TH03a 
	“Vrsan”PropertyGarage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH03c 
	TH03c 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH03d 
	TH03d 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	TH03e 
	TH03e 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH03g 
	TH03g 
	“Vrsan”PropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH04 
	TH04 
	Residence 
	ca.2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH04a 
	TH04a 
	Garage/Outbuilding 
	ca.2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH05 
	TH05 
	Residence 
	ca.1980s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH05a 
	TH05a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH06 
	TH06 
	KirkerPropertyResidence 
	1974 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH06a 
	TH06a 
	KirkerPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1974 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH07 
	TH07 
	Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH08 
	TH08 
	Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH09 
	TH09 
	Residence 
	ca.1973 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH09a 
	TH09a 
	Garage 
	ca.1970s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH09b 
	TH09b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH09c 
	TH09c 
	Gazebo 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH10 
	TH10 
	Residence 
	ca.1970s-1980s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH11 
	TH11 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH11a 
	TH11a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH12 
	TH12 
	BeamPropertyResidence 
	ca.1971–1972 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	4.195 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	TH12a 
	TH12a 
	BeamPropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH13 
	TH13 
	CavePropertyResidence 
	ca.1980s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH13a 
	TH13a 
	CavePropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH14 
	TH14 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH15 
	TH15 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH16 
	TH16 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH16a 
	TH16a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH17 
	TH17 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH18 
	TH18 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH19 
	TH19 
	Residence 
	ca.2005 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH20 
	TH20 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH20a 
	TH20a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH20b 
	TH20b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH21 
	TH21 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH21a 
	TH21a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH21b 
	TH21b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH22 
	TH22 
	Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH22a 
	TH22a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	TH22b 
	TH22b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH23 
	TH23 
	Residence 
	ca.1997 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH23a 
	TH23a 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.1997 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH23b 
	TH23b 
	Playhouse 
	ca.1997 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH24 
	TH24 
	"TheQuarry"Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH24a 
	TH24a 
	"TheQuarry"Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH25 
	TH25 
	Residence 
	ca.1980 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH25a 
	TH25a 
	Garage 
	ca.1980 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH25b 
	TH25b 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.2012 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH26 
	TH26 
	Residence 
	ca.1975 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH27 
	TH27 
	Residence(noaccess) 
	Unknown,likelypost1962 
	-

	Outside 
	Inside 
	Noaccess,butcurrentaerialindicatesbuildingspresent.Buildingsdonot appearon1958aerials.RecommendedAdditionalWorktodetermine NationalRegistereligibility. 

	TH28 
	TH28 
	Residence 
	ca.1979 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH28a 
	TH28a 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH28b 
	TH28b 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH29 
	TH29 
	Residence 
	ca.1979 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH30 
	TH30 
	AmberOaksResidence 
	ca.1997 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH31 
	TH31 
	Residence 
	ca.1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH32a 
	TH32a 
	HouseNo.25Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	4.197 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	TH33 
	TH33 
	Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH33a 
	TH33a 
	Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC34 
	HDC34 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC35 
	HDC35 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC36 
	HDC36 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC37 
	HDC37 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC38 
	HDC38 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC39 
	HDC39 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC40 
	HDC40 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC41 
	HDC41 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC42 
	HDC42 
	StolzerPropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC43 
	HDC43 
	HughesPropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC43a 
	HDC43a 
	HughesPropertyOutbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC44 
	HDC44 
	Residence 
	ca.2010–2012 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC44a 
	HDC44a 
	Garage 
	ca.2010–2012 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC45 
	HDC45 
	MasonResidence(noaccess) 
	Unknown,likelypost1962 
	-

	Outside 
	Inside 
	Noaccess,butcurrentaerialindicatesbuildingspresent.Buildingsdonot appearon1958aerials.RecommendedAdditionalWorktodetermine NationalRegistereligibility. 

	HDC46 
	HDC46 
	Residence 
	ca.2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.35.Summaryofabove-groundresourcesassociatedwithresidentialdevelopment,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC46a 
	HDC46a 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC46b 
	HDC46b 
	Outbuilding 
	ca.2010 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC48 
	HDC48 
	Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC49 
	HDC49 
	Residence 
	2012Stillunder construction 
	-

	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	4.199 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5839 
	5839 
	Apartment Building 
	NEcornerofE. 1st andMain Sts.Behind ZoarHotel/ N4495743.362 E464331.979 
	Mansard/ Commercial 
	ca.1970s– 1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The2-story,rectangularapartmentbuildinghasastone-facedexteriorandamansardroofwithdormersandcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1aluminumsashandeachunithasapaneledentry door.Exteriorstairsonthenorthsideofthebuildingaccessthe2nd-floorunits.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothelate1970sorearly 1980s. 
	The2-story,rectangularapartmentbuildinghasastone-facedexteriorandamansardroofwithdormersandcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1aluminumsashandeachunithasapaneledentry door.Exteriorstairsonthenorthsideofthebuildingaccessthe2nd-floorunits.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothelate1970sorearly 1980s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5839a 
	5839a 
	Outbuilding 
	NEcornerofE. 1st andMain Sts.behindthe ZoarHotel/ N4495720.045 E464337.747 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Therectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Thereisadoubledoorofverticalwoodboardsandbattensonthenorthsideof thestructure.Itdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltwithinthepast10or15years. 
	Therectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Thereisadoubledoorofverticalwoodboardsandbattensonthenorthsideof thestructure.Itdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltwithinthepast10or15years. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5847 
	5847 
	ZoarTavern Guest House (originally residence) 
	NWcornerof ParkandW.1st Sts./ N4495753.612 E464144.587 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangularresidencehasaconcreteslabfoundation,brickandhorizontalwoodsidingexteriorwalls,fourexteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windows includesingle-panefixedwindowsandtwo(2)bay-frontwindows.Thegableroofoverhangsafrontporchsupportedbywoodpiers.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
	The1-story,rectangularresidencehasaconcreteslabfoundation,brickandhorizontalwoodsidingexteriorwalls,fourexteriorbrickchimneys,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windows includesingle-panefixedwindowsandtwo(2)bay-frontwindows.Thegableroofoverhangsafrontporchsupportedbywoodpiers.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5847a 
	5847a 
	ZoarTavern Guest House Outbuilding 
	NWcornerof ParkandW.1st Sts./ N4495756.118 E464130.838 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2007 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghashorizontalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Therearetwo(2)4/4fixedwindowsandadoublebarndoorontheeastsideofthestructure. Thebuildingdoesnotappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwasbuiltwithinthelastfiveyears. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghashorizontalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Therearetwo(2)4/4fixedwindowsandadoublebarndoorontheeastsideofthestructure. Thebuildingdoesnotappearsonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstatethatitwasbuiltwithinthelastfiveyears. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5848a 
	5848a 
	HouseNo.3 Carport 
	191ParkSt./ N4495796.685 E464185.532 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegable-front,rectangularcarporthasaconcretefoundation,woodpostssupportingawoodtrussroof,andverticalwoodsidingunderthegables.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial andvisualevidenceandusesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1960sor1970s. 
	Thegable-front,rectangularcarporthasaconcretefoundation,woodpostssupportingawoodtrussroof,andverticalwoodsidingunderthegables.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial andvisualevidenceandusesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1960sor1970s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5848b 
	5848b 
	HouseNo.3 Outbuilding 
	191ParkSt./ N4495797.315 E464197.359 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1970s– 1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Thenorthsideofthebuildinghasdoubledoorsofverticalwoodboardsand battens.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1970sto1980s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Thenorthsideofthebuildinghasdoubledoorsofverticalwoodboardsand battens.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1970sto1980s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5848c 
	5848c 
	HouseNo.3 Garage 
	191ParkSt./ N4495783.113 E464208.184 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,wood-frame,rectangulargaragehasacorrugatedmetalexteriorandgableroof.Agable-roofadditionwasbuilttothewestoftheoriginalstructure.Therearetwooverheadgaragedoors andapedestriandooronthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe1960sorearly1970s. 
	The1-story,wood-frame,rectangulargaragehasacorrugatedmetalexteriorandgableroof.Agable-roofadditionwasbuilttothewestoftheoriginalstructure.Therearetwooverheadgaragedoors andapedestriandooronthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe1960sorearly1970s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5850a 
	5850a 
	Garage 
	246ParkSt./ N4495844.835 E464136.916 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1990s– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehashorizontalvinylsidingandafront-gableroof.Therearetwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandasingle-lightfixedwindowonthesouthsideofthe building.Theotherwindowsare1/1aluminumsash.AlthoughcompatibleinstylewithhistoricZoar,thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerial.Visualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s or2000s. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehashorizontalvinylsidingandafront-gableroof.Therearetwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandasingle-lightfixedwindowonthesouthsideofthe building.Theotherwindowsare1/1aluminumsash.AlthoughcompatibleinstylewithhistoricZoar,thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerial.Visualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s or2000s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5850b 
	5850b 
	Outbuilding 
	246ParkSt./ N4495878.552 E464113.246 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2010s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thisprefabricatedstorageshedisa1-story,gambrel-roofbuildingwithadoubledooronthesouthside.Visualevidencesuggestsitdatestoca.2010. 
	Thisprefabricatedstorageshedisa1-story,gambrel-roofbuildingwithadoubledooronthesouthside.Visualevidencesuggestsitdatestoca.2010. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5858a 
	5858a 
	HouseNo. 29Garage 
	297MainSt./ N4495919.354 E464311.604 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1970s– 1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frame2-cargaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.Thetwo(2)windowsare1/1woodsash.Onedoubleoverheadgarage doorisonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Averticalwoodboardpedestriandoorisonthewestsideofthestructure.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggests thatitwasbuiltinthe1970sor1980s.Boththe1898dissolutionmapandthe1935mapshowanotheroutbuildinginthearea,whichsuggeststhegaragewaspartiallybuiltonthefoundationsofan earlierstructure. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frame2-cargaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.Thetwo(2)windowsare1/1woodsash.Onedoubleoverheadgarage doorisonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Averticalwoodboardpedestriandoorisonthewestsideofthestructure.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggests thatitwasbuiltinthe1970sor1980s.Boththe1898dissolutionmapandthe1935mapshowanotheroutbuildinginthearea,whichsuggeststhegaragewaspartiallybuiltonthefoundationsofan earlierstructure. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5864a 
	5864a 
	Garage 
	171E.2nd St./ N4495855.527 E464333.298 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1990s– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Therectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,1/1aluminumsashwindows,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Ashed-roofadditionhasbeenbuilt tothesouthsideofthestructure.Decorativefeaturesincludeshinglesunderthesidegables.Thefrontofthebuildinghastwo(2)singleoverheadgaragedoors.Asmallerstructurewithadifferent orientationappearsonthe1935map,whichsuggeststhegaragewasbuiltoverthefoundationofapreviousstructure.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitw
	Therectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,1/1aluminumsashwindows,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Ashed-roofadditionhasbeenbuilt tothesouthsideofthestructure.Decorativefeaturesincludeshinglesunderthesidegables.Thefrontofthebuildinghastwo(2)singleoverheadgaragedoors.Asmallerstructurewithadifferent orientationappearsonthe1935map,whichsuggeststhegaragewasbuiltoverthefoundationofapreviousstructure.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitw

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5867a 
	5867a 
	Lieghley Property Outbuilding 
	373E.2nd St./ N4495849.646 E464642.134 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,concrete-blockstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundationandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasglassblockwindowsontheeast andwestsidesandasinglemetaloverheadgaragedooronthesouthsidepaintedtoresembleabarndoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andverbalcommunicationwith theownersuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,concrete-blockstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundationandagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasglassblockwindowsontheeast andwestsidesandasinglemetaloverheadgaragedooronthesouthsidepaintedtoresembleabarndoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andverbalcommunicationwith theownersuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5867b 
	5867b 
	Lieghley Property Garage 
	373E.2nd St./ N4495862.877 E464652.143 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Themodulargarageisarectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconncreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels.Itiscomposedoftwosections;onesectionha asagable-roof,2-cargaragewitha doubleoverheadgaragedoorandasinglepedestriandoor.Theothe ersectionhasashedroofwithasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thesitehasbeengradedso othattheoverheadgaragedoorsareon differentlevels.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpho oto,andverbalcommunicationwiththeownersuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
	Themodulargarageisarectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconncreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels.Itiscomposedoftwosections;onesectionha asagable-roof,2-cargaragewitha doubleoverheadgaragedoorandasinglepedestriandoor.Theothe ersectionhasashedroofwithasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thesitehasbeengradedso othattheoverheadgaragedoorsareon differentlevels.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpho oto,andverbalcommunicationwiththeownersuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5868 
	5868 
	Residence 
	380E.2nd St./ N4495727.493 E464620.769 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,woodframestructurewithbriickveneerwalls,verticalsiding,stuccoaccents,andagableroof.Thedwellinghasavariet tyofwindowstyles,including6/6and 4/4sashwithappliedmuntins,1/1sash,and1-lightcasement.There eisanattachedshedroofthatprotectsathree-cargaragewhichhasthreesingleoverhead garagedoors.A9-lightpatiodoorleads toawooddeck.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphooto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,woodframestructurewithbriickveneerwalls,verticalsiding,stuccoaccents,andagableroof.Thedwellinghasavariet tyofwindowstyles,including6/6and 4/4sashwithappliedmuntins,1/1sash,and1-lightcasement.There eisanattachedshedroofthatprotectsathree-cargaragewhichhasthreesingleoverhead garagedoors.A9-lightpatiodoorleads toawooddeck.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphooto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Table 2.36. Detailed description of post-Dissolution abovee-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 19662–present 
	Address/ 
	Address/ 
	Construction 
	Relationship to 
	Property 
	Style/ 
	Cross 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & 
	COE # 
	Location 
	& Modificationn 
	1975 Zoar Historic 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	Name 
	Name 
	Bldg Type 
	Reference 
	Recommendation 

	(NAD27 m) 
	(NAD27 m) 
	Dates 
	District Boundary 

	Vol. 1 n/a
	5868a 
	5868a 
	Outbuilding 
	380 E. 2St./ 
	nd

	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	Vol. 2, pg. 
	N4495692.195 
	N4495692.195 
	Outbuilding 
	Eligible individually or as 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	2.45 
	E464628.341 
	E464628.341 
	contributing to  a district 

	Vol. 3, Fig 
	because less than 50 years 
	because less than 50 years 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	1.1, 2.47, 
	of age and not of 
	2.49 
	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Work-
	GOOD 

	manship Feeling 
	manship Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Associa-
	Associa-
	GOOD 

	P
	tion History/Materials/Description 
	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, vertical siding, and a gambrel roof with composite shingles. The outtbuilding has double barn-style doors on the north side and most likely functions as a storage shed. The structture does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests it was built lesss than 50 years ago. 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction Relationship to Cross NRHP Eligibility Status & & Modificationn 1975 Zoar Historic Reference Recommendation Dates District Boundary 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5869 
	5869 
	Gregg 
	430 E. 2ndSt./ 
	Colonial 
	Post-1962 
	Vol. 1 n/a 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Property Residence 
	N4495714.116 Revival / E464711.647 Residence 
	Vol. 2, pg. 2.45 Vol. 3, Fig 
	Eligible individually or as contributing to  a district 
	Design 
	GOOD 


	because less than 50 years 
	Setting 
	GOOD 
	1.1, 2.47, 
	of age and not of 
	2.49 
	Materials 
	GOOD 
	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Work-
	GOOD 
	manship Feeling 
	GOOD 
	Associa-
	GOOD 
	P
	tion History/Materials/Description The residence is a 2-story, T-shaped structure with concrete block fouundation, concrete block walls that resemble horizontal siding, and a side-gable roof. Theree is a full-length shed-roof front porch on the 1 floor, and a front-gabled porch on the 2floor in the middle baay to create a portico. The dwelling has 1/1 aluminum sash windows and two exterior end brrick chimneys. The main entry door is a 6-panel wood door with 3-light wood panel side lights. The structure ddoe
	st
	nd
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5869a 
	5869a 
	Gregg Property Playhouse 
	430E.2nd St./ N4495697.507 E464712.957 
	Vernacular/ Playhouse 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theplayhouseisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithco oncreteslabandstonepierfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithccompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas 1/1slidingwindowsandadoubledoor.Thegable-frontroofoverhang gsasmallporchandissupportedbywoodposts.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe195 58aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Theplayhouseisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithco oncreteslabandstonepierfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithccompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas 1/1slidingwindowsandadoubledoor.Thegable-frontroofoverhang gsasmallporchandissupportedbywoodposts.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe195 58aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5869b 
	5869b 
	Gregg Property Outbuilding 
	430E.2nd St./ N4495695.397 E464725.714 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithwwoodrunnersongravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcomposite shingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastora ageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesugg gestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithwwoodrunnersongravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcomposite shingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastora ageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesugg gestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5869c 
	5869c 
	Gregg Property Gazebo 
	430E.2nd St./ N4495695.560 E464689.529 
	Vernacular/ Gazebo 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegazeboisanoctagonal,wood-framestructurewithaconcretepa averfoundationandahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thegazebohasdecorativewoodpoosts,railings,andwooddecking.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualeviden ncesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thegazeboisanoctagonal,wood-framestructurewithaconcretepa averfoundationandahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thegazebohasdecorativewoodpoosts,railings,andwooddecking.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualeviden ncesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5871 
	5871 
	HouseNo. 21Garage 
	254FoltzSt./ N4495856.682 E464356.308 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslab bandbrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andaside-ga ableroofcoveredwithcomposite shingles.Windowsinclude6/6woodsash,9/9woodsashand4/4wo oodsash.Therearetwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastsideofthestructure.Theebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe199 90s. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslab bandbrickfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorendbrickchimney,andaside-ga ableroofcoveredwithcomposite shingles.Windowsinclude6/6woodsash,9/9woodsashand4/4wo oodsash.Therearetwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastsideofthestructure.Theebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatitwasbuiltinthe199 90s. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5876a 
	5876a 
	HouseNo. 14Garage 
	199E.3rd St./ N4495967.353 E464372.849 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	1985–1986 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thethree-cargarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalwoodsidingonthesouthside,verticalwoodsidingontheeastside,andagableroof.Windowsare6/3wood sashand4-lightfixedwoodsash.Thereisonesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thetwoentrydoors(oneontheeastsideandone onthesouthside)haveshed-roofoverhangs.Asmallerstructureappearsonthe1935map,whichsuggeststhatthisgarageisbuiltoverthelocationofapreviousbuilding.Thepropertyowner,Chuck Knaack,statesitwasbu
	Thethree-cargarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalwoodsidingonthesouthside,verticalwoodsidingontheeastside,andagableroof.Windowsare6/3wood sashand4-lightfixedwoodsash.Thereisonesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thetwoentrydoors(oneontheeastsideandone onthesouthside)haveshed-roofoverhangs.Asmallerstructureappearsonthe1935map,whichsuggeststhatthisgarageisbuiltoverthelocationofapreviousbuilding.Thepropertyowner,Chuck Knaack,statesitwasbu
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	5880a 
	5880a 
	Garage 
	294E.3rd St./ N4495897.068 E464466.604 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1990s– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
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	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles;woodskirtingcoversthebuildingfoundation.Windowsare1-lightfixedand12lightfixedwithappliedmuntins.Therearetwo9-lightdoors(onthenorthandeastsidesofthebuilding)aswellasasingleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastside.Thegaragedoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles;woodskirtingcoversthebuildingfoundation.Windowsare1-lightfixedand12lightfixedwithappliedmuntins.Therearetwo9-lightdoors(onthenorthandeastsidesofthebuilding)aswellasasingleoverheadgaragedoorontheeastside.Thegaragedoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
	-
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	5884c 
	5884c 
	HouseNo. 20Garage 
	FoltzSt. between4th and3rd Sts./ N4495992.598 E464399.410 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroof.Therearetwo(2)fixedwoodsashwindowsonthenorthsideofthebuilding,andtwoon thesouthside.Two(2)doubledoorsonthewestsideandaloftdoorprovideaccesstotheinterior.Ashed-roofopen-airadditionsupportedonwoodpostshousesadditionalequipmenttotherearof thebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1980sor1990s. 
	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroof.Therearetwo(2)fixedwoodsashwindowsonthenorthsideofthebuilding,andtwoon thesouthside.Two(2)doubledoorsonthewestsideandaloftdoorprovideaccesstotheinterior.Ashed-roofopen-airadditionsupportedonwoodpostshousesadditionalequipmenttotherearof thebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1980sor1990s. 
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	PHOTO 

	5887a 
	5887a 
	HouseNo. 34Garage 
	SEcornerof Mainand4th Sts./ N4496029.515 E464315.717 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,3-cargaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,concreteblockwallswithhorizontalwoodsidingunderthegables,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare2lightsteelawningwindowsthatopentotheinterior.Onesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorareonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Acoveredwalkwayconnectsthe garagetoHouseNo.34.Thestructureisnotonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhestructureislessthan50yearsofage. 
	The1-story,3-cargaragehasaconcreteblockfoundation,concreteblockwallswithhorizontalwoodsidingunderthegables,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare2lightsteelawningwindowsthatopentotheinterior.Onesingleoverheadgaragedoorandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorareonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Acoveredwalkwayconnectsthe garagetoHouseNo.34.Thestructureisnotonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhestructureislessthan50yearsofage. 
	-
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	5893a 
	5893a 
	HouseNo.9 Outbuilding 
	CornerofPark and4th Sts./ N4496083.076 E464200.278 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1990s– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
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	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Theonlyopenings—two4/4woodsashwindowsandadoubledoorofverticalwoodsidingwith diagonalcross-bracing—areonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Windowsare4/4double-hungwoodsash.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdates tothe1990sor2000s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-frameoutbuildinghasverticalwoodsidingandaside-gableroof.Theonlyopenings—two4/4woodsashwindowsandadoubledoorofverticalwoodsidingwith diagonalcross-bracing—areonthesouthsideofthebuilding.Windowsare4/4double-hungwoodsash.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdates tothe1990sor2000s. 
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	5894a 
	5894a 
	HouseNo.6 Garage 
	2104th St./ N4496034.330 E464120.295 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1990– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Windowsare4/4woodsash.Therearethreesingleoverhead garagedoorsonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroof.Windowsare4/4woodsash.Therearethreesingleoverhead garagedoorsonthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
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	5894b 
	5894b 
	HouseNo.6 Outbuilding 
	210W.4th St./ N4496029.124 E464105.810 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Builtearly20th cand&moved after1958,or builtpost-1958 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG)or isstructuremovedthissite 
	Location 
	GOOD ifnot moved 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandagableroofcoveredwithslate;woodskirtingcoversthefoundation.Thereisa3-light casementwindowunderthefrontgable.Aventedsquarecupolatopsthestructure.Thebuildingstructureisinpoorconditionandappearstobeusedasagardenshed.Althoughvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltintheearlytwentiethcentury,thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialandmayhavebeenmovedtoitscurrentlocationinthe1960sorlater. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandagableroofcoveredwithslate;woodskirtingcoversthefoundation.Thereisa3-light casementwindowunderthefrontgable.Aventedsquarecupolatopsthestructure.Thebuildingstructureisinpoorconditionandappearstobeusedasagardenshed.Althoughvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltintheearlytwentiethcentury,thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialandmayhavebeenmovedtoitscurrentlocationinthe1960sorlater. 
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	5895a 
	5895a 
	HouseNo.8 Garage 
	205W.4th St./ N4496090.810 E464160.627 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 
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	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandafront-gableroof;woodskirtingcoversthefoundation.Thestructurehastwo(2)single overheadgaragedoorsandaloftdoorunderthegableontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatesfromthe1980sor1990s. 
	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingwithbattensandafront-gableroof;woodskirtingcoversthefoundation.Thestructurehastwo(2)single overheadgaragedoorsandaloftdoorunderthegableontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatesfromthe1980sor1990s. 
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	5898a 
	5898a 
	Garage/ Garden Shed 
	368ParkSt./ N4495999.312 E464108.636 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
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	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,plywoodandcorrugatedmetalexterior,andagableroof.Windowsare1/1sashwithscreens.Theshed-roofrear additionhasacorrugatedmetalexterior.Thesidedooriswoodpanel.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltafter1962. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,plywoodandcorrugatedmetalexterior,andagableroof.Windowsare1/1sashwithscreens.Theshed-roofrear additionhasacorrugatedmetalexterior.Thesidedooriswoodpanel.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltafter1962. 
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	5904a 
	5904a 
	Garage 
	516MainSt./ N4496159.728 E464233.065 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,concrete-blockstructurewithaconcretefoundation,woodsidingunderneaththegables,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thetwo-cargaragehasa onedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandfixed2-lightwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,concrete-blockstructurewithaconcretefoundation,woodsidingunderneaththegables,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thetwo-cargaragehasa onedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandfixed2-lightwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	5904b 
	5904b 
	Outbuilding 
	516MainSt./ N4496161.684 E464227.578 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisarectangularmetalstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,metalsiding,andgableroof.Theoutbuildingisapproximatelysixfeetinheightandmostlikelyfunctions asastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisarectangularmetalstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,metalsiding,andgableroof.Theoutbuildingisapproximatelysixfeetinheightandmostlikelyfunctions asastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	5905 
	5905 
	Residence 
	195W.5th St./ N4496176.743 E464197.976 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	1973 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2.5-story,T-shaped,brickstructurewithaside-gableroof,woodshingles,andalargeinteriorridgebrickchimney.Windowsare8/12,8/8,and6/6double-hungsash.Decorative featuresincludebrickarchedwindows,abrickbeltcourse,andstonewindowsills.TheColonial-Revivalbuildinghasa6-panelmainentrydoorwithpilastersand4-lighttransom.Thereisanattached two-cargaragewithagableroof,twosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside,andtwopedestriandoorsonthesouthside.ScottGordon(personalcommunication,2013)statesthehousewas builtin197
	Theresidenceisa2.5-story,T-shaped,brickstructurewithaside-gableroof,woodshingles,andalargeinteriorridgebrickchimney.Windowsare8/12,8/8,and6/6double-hungsash.Decorative featuresincludebrickarchedwindows,abrickbeltcourse,andstonewindowsills.TheColonial-Revivalbuildinghasa6-panelmainentrydoorwithpilastersand4-lighttransom.Thereisanattached two-cargaragewithagableroof,twosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside,andtwopedestriandoorsonthesouthside.ScottGordon(personalcommunication,2013)statesthehousewas builtin197
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	5907 
	5907 
	Burkhart Residence 
	252W.5th St./ N4496117.644 E464124.309 
	Log structure/ Residence 
	ca.2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisa1-1/2story,rectangularresidencewithwood-framewalls,horizontallogsiding,6/6woodsashwindowsandagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositetile.Thereisafull-length,hip-roof frontporchsupportedonverticalwoodlogsandanexteriorbrickmasonrychimneywithmillstonessetinthemasonryontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thehousehasthreeassociatedstructures:a garage,astorageshed,andagazebo.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2000. 
	Thestructureisa1-1/2story,rectangularresidencewithwood-framewalls,horizontallogsiding,6/6woodsashwindowsandagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositetile.Thereisafull-length,hip-roof frontporchsupportedonverticalwoodlogsandanexteriorbrickmasonrychimneywithmillstonessetinthemasonryontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thehousehasthreeassociatedstructures:a garage,astorageshed,andagazebo.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2000. 
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	PHOTO 

	5907a 
	5907a 
	Burkhart Residence Outbuilding 
	252W.5th St./ N4496130.154 E464112.987 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
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	GOOD 
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	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegardenshedisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickandverticalwoodsidingexteriorandagambrelroof.Thereisonehorizontal2-lightwindowattherearoftheshedand awooddooratthefrontofthestructure.Itdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2000. 
	Thegardenshedisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickandverticalwoodsidingexteriorandagambrelroof.Thereisonehorizontal2-lightwindowattherearoftheshedand awooddooratthefrontofthestructure.Itdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2000. 
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	5907b 
	5907b 
	Burkhart Residence Gazebo 
	252W.5th St./ N4496126.083 E464108.876 
	Vernacular/ Gazebo 
	ca.2005 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 
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	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisanoctagonalscreenedgazebowithwoodframing,woodpanelrailingandanoctagonalhippedroofwithcompositeshingles.Woodlatticeisappliedalongthetopsofthepostsand eavesofthestructure.Thereisverticalwoodsidingbelowtherailingandwoodpostsandscreenabove.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround 2005. 
	Thestructureisanoctagonalscreenedgazebowithwoodframing,woodpanelrailingandanoctagonalhippedroofwithcompositeshingles.Woodlatticeisappliedalongthetopsofthepostsand eavesofthestructure.Thereisverticalwoodsidingbelowtherailingandwoodpostsandscreenabove.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround 2005. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5907c 
	5907c 
	Burkhart Residence Carport 
	252W.5th St./ N4496106.114 E464129.907 
	Vernacular/ Carport 
	ca.2005 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisarectangularcarportwithaconcreteslabfoundation,woodposts,andgambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Itiscurrentlybeingusedasapicnicshelter.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2005. 
	Thestructureisarectangularcarportwithaconcreteslabfoundation,woodposts,andgambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Itiscurrentlybeingusedasapicnicshelter.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinaround2005. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5908 
	5908 
	Gordon Residence 
	586ParkSt./ N4496211.820 E464145.708 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	2005 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,T-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabriickveneer,compositeshingles,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare8/8aluminumsashwithhappliedmuntins.Thereisanattached, front-gabled,two-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors. Thereisalsoanattachedfront-gabledporchsupportedbywoodcolumns.Thestructuredo oesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andverbalcommunicationwiththepropertyowner,ScottGordon,co onfirmsitwasbuiltin2005.Gordonalsostatedthatthecurrentresidencereplacedanolder buildingthathadbeenmovedtothe prope
	Theresidenceisa1-story,T-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabriickveneer,compositeshingles,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare8/8aluminumsashwithhappliedmuntins.Thereisanattached, front-gabled,two-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors. Thereisalsoanattachedfront-gabledporchsupportedbywoodcolumns.Thestructuredo oesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andverbalcommunicationwiththepropertyowner,ScottGordon,co onfirmsitwasbuiltin2005.Gordonalsostatedthatthecurrentresidencereplacedanolder buildingthathadbeenmovedtothe prope

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5909b 
	5909b 
	Outbuilding 
	1936th St./ N4496269.577 E464226.549 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framesstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcom mpositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa 1-lightfixedaluminumwindowandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorage shed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggesstsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framesstructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcom mpositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa 1-lightfixedaluminumwindowandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorage shed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggesstsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5911a 
	5911a 
	Outbuilding 
	630MainSt./ N4496261.391 E464242.620 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas doublebarn-styleentrydoorsonthewestendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan fiftyyearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas doublebarn-styleentrydoorsonthewestendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan fiftyyearsago. 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5911b 
	5911b 
	Outbuilding 
	630MainSt./ N4496274.838 E464236.679 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa shed-roofadditionenclosedbyverticalwoodandchain-linkfencing.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed,andtheadditionappearstocontaintwodogkennels.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa shed-roofadditionenclosedbyverticalwoodandchain-linkfencing.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed,andtheadditionappearstocontaintwodogkennels.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	5912 
	5912 
	Residence 
	656MainSt./ N4496292.021 E464259.412 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1960s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,abrickendchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1-lightcasement,hopper,and fixed.Thereisanattachedhip-rooftwo-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.Acoveredwalkwayleadstowardthemainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1960s. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,abrickendchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1-lightcasement,hopper,and fixed.Thereisanattachedhip-rooftwo-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.Acoveredwalkwayleadstowardthemainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1960s. 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5916a 
	5916a 
	Outbuilding 
	645ParkSt./ N4496297.208 E464216.576 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsas astorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsas astorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	5916b 
	5916b 
	Outbuilding 
	645ParkSt./ N4496284.851 E464223.442 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,horizontalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas1-lightfixed aluminumwindowsandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,horizontalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas1-lightfixed aluminumwindowsandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5918a 
	5918a 
	Outbuilding 
	760MainSt./ N4496364.515 E464248.800 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas1-lightfixedaluminum windowsandtwosingledoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltduringthe1960s. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas1-lightfixedaluminum windowsandtwosingledoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltduringthe1960s. 
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	5918b 
	5918b 
	Outbuilding 
	760MainSt./ N4496371.203 E464215.897 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andashallow-gablesaltboxroofwithcomposi iteshingles.Theoutbuildinghas4-light fixedwindowsandasmallporchsupportedonwoodposts.Thestruc cturedoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltle essthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andashallow-gablesaltboxroofwithcomposi iteshingles.Theoutbuildinghas4-light fixedwindowsandasmallporchsupportedonwoodposts.Thestruc cturedoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltle essthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5919a 
	5919a 
	Garage 
	2107th St./ N4496338.394 E464147.168 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaaconcreteslabfoundation,vinylsiding,andafront-gableroof.Theone-cargaragehasasin ngleoverheadgaragedoorwiththree glasspanes,twofixedsingle-panealuminumsashwindows,anda1--lightpedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualeevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan fiftyyearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaaconcreteslabfoundation,vinylsiding,andafront-gableroof.Theone-cargaragehasasin ngleoverheadgaragedoorwiththree glasspanes,twofixedsingle-panealuminumsashwindows,anda1--lightpedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualeevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan fiftyyearsago. 
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	5922 
	5922 
	Residence 
	3387th St./ N4496337.973 E464049.734 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabbrickveneer,aside-gableroof,andcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1sash,andalarge esingle-panepicturewindowisflanked by2/2woodsashwindows.Thereisanattachedone-cargaragewith honeoverheadgaragedoor.Amodernstormdoorprotectsthedecorativewoodandglass mainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas sbuiltinthe1960s. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabbrickveneer,aside-gableroof,andcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1sash,andalarge esingle-panepicturewindowisflanked by2/2woodsashwindows.Thereisanattachedone-cargaragewith honeoverheadgaragedoor.Amodernstormdoorprotectsthedecorativewoodandglass mainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas sbuiltinthe1960s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5923 
	5923 
	Residence 
	3807th St./ N4496304.151 E464006.474 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1990s– 2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaccast-stonefoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare1/1double-hungalu uminumsash.Thereisanattachedtwocargaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorand6-panelentrydooron ntheeastsideofthestructure.Thefront(northside)hasanattachedfull-lengthporch.Ala argeantennaisattachedtothewestside ofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpho oto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaccast-stonefoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare1/1double-hungalu uminumsash.Thereisanattachedtwocargaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorand6-panelentrydooron ntheeastsideofthestructure.Thefront(northside)hasanattachedfull-lengthporch.Ala argeantennaisattachedtothewestside ofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpho oto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990sor2000s. 
	-
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	5924a 
	5924a 
	Garage 
	4457th St./ N4496406.770 E463951.889 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Thethree-cargaragehasthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsand1-light aluminumframeslidingwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Thethree-cargaragehasthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsand1-light aluminumframeslidingwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5924b 
	5924b 
	Outbuilding 
	4457th St./ N4496404.721 E463936.167 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithvinylsidingandasaltboxroof.Therearetwovinyl-sidingcladdoubledoorsontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,square,wood-framestructurewithvinylsidingandasaltboxroof.Therearetwovinyl-sidingcladdoubledoorsontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5926 
	5926 
	Residence 
	4917th St./ N4496383.358 E463909.451 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithafront-gableell.Windowsare8/8and12/12aluminumsashwith appliedmuntins.Thereisanattachedtwo-cargaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthestructure.Therear(northside)hasanattachedwooddeck.Amodernglassstormdoor protectsthedecorativewoodandglassmainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithafront-gableell.Windowsare8/8and12/12aluminumsashwith appliedmuntins.Thereisanattachedtwo-cargaragewithoneoverheadgaragedoorontheeastsideofthestructure.Therear(northside)hasanattachedwooddeck.Amodernglassstormdoor protectsthedecorativewoodandglassmainentrydoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5927 
	5927 
	Residence 
	5357th St./ N4496388.128 E463874.040 
	Neo-Colonial/ Residence 
	ca.1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,1/1aluminumsashwindows,oneexteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroof.Located onaslope,thestructureis1storyinthefront,and2intherearwithawalk-outbasement.Attachedtotheeastsideofthebuildingisatwo-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980s. 
	Theresidenceisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,1/1aluminumsashwindows,oneexteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroof.Located onaslope,thestructureis1storyinthefront,and2intherearwithawalk-outbasement.Attachedtotheeastsideofthebuildingisatwo-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980s. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5929a 
	5929a 
	GunnGrave Site Outbuilding 
	4647th St./ N4496208.935 E463949.491 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,T-shaped,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalmetalsheathing,andafront-gableroof.Thebuildinghasapedestriandoorandlargedoublesliding barndoorsontheeastside.Corrugatedplasticsheathingsupplieslighttotheinteriorofthemainstructure.Ashed-roofstorageadditionwithdoublehingeddoorshasbeenaddedtothesouthside. Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,T-shaped,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalmetalsheathing,andafront-gableroof.Thebuildinghasapedestriandoorandlargedoublesliding barndoorsontheeastside.Corrugatedplasticsheathingsupplieslighttotheinteriorofthemainstructure.Ashed-roofstorageadditionwithdoublehingeddoorshasbeenaddedtothesouthside. Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980sor1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5929b 
	5929b 
	GunnGrave SiteOil Shed 
	4647th St./ N4496316.868 E463880.803 
	Vernacular/ OilShed 
	ca.1960s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisasmallsquarewood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcorrugatedmetalsheathing,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Theshedcontainsoilmeterequipment foranearbyoilstoragefacility.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisasmallsquarewood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcorrugatedmetalsheathing,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Theshedcontainsoilmeterequipment foranearbyoilstoragefacility.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5939a 
	5939a 
	Outbuilding 
	1713DoverZoarRd./ N4496566.082 E464348.575 
	-

	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockandbrickpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas doublebarn-styleentrydoorsontheeastendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan 50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockandbrickpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghas doublebarn-styleentrydoorsontheeastendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan 50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5947b 
	5947b 
	Gintz Property Outbuilding 
	9400MainSt./ N4496409.558 E464177.806 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasa shedroofporchsupportedonwoodposts.Thebuildinghasoneoverheadgaragedoorontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas builtinthe1980s. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thesouthsideofthebuildinghasa shedroofporchsupportedonwoodposts.Thebuildinghasoneoverheadgaragedoorontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas builtinthe1980s. 
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	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5947c 
	5947c 
	Gintz Property Playhouse 
	9400MainSt./ N4496398.350 E464190.604 
	Vernacular/ Playhouse 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theplayhousehas1-lightfixedwindows andaverticalwooddoorontheeastside.Theoutbuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
	Theoutbuildingisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theplayhousehas1-lightfixedwindows andaverticalwooddoorontheeastside.Theoutbuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5948 
	5948 
	Scheideger Property Residence 
	9424MainSt./ N4496437.265 E464169.631 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1969– 1975 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins. Residencehasalargeexteriorbrickendchimney,alargerearwooddeck,andasmallentrydecktothefrontdoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltaround1969–1975. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andaside-gableroof.Windowsare8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins. Residencehasalargeexteriorbrickendchimney,alargerearwooddeck,andasmallentrydecktothefrontdoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltaround1969–1975. 
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	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5948b 
	5948b 
	Scheideger Property Outbuilding 
	9424MainSt./ N4496412.503 E464159.447 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcrete-blockpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styleentrydoorsontheeastendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2000. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcrete-blockpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styleentrydoorsontheeastendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2000. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5948c 
	5948c 
	Scheideger Property Outbuilding 
	9424MainSt./ N4496421.006 E464172.687 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1985 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcrete-blockpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styleentrydoorsonthewestendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1985. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcrete-blockpierfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styleentrydoorsonthewestendandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1985. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5949a 
	5949a 
	Garage 
	9442MainSt./ N4496470.450 E464125.320 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thegaragehastwosingleoverheadgarage doors,1/1sashaluminumframewindows,anda12-lightpaneldooronthesouthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,vinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thegaragehastwosingleoverheadgarage doors,1/1sashaluminumframewindows,anda12-lightpaneldooronthesouthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5949b 
	5949b 
	Outbuilding 
	9442MainSt./ N4496438.214 E464142.612 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Thebuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedoorandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorsmallgarage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundationtype,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Thebuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedoorandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorsmallgarage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	6017 
	6017 
	Treasurer’s House Garage 
	214MainSt./ N4495844.774 E464230.825 
	ca.2007 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingandacorrugated-metalgableroof;thefoundationiscoveredwithwoodskirting.Openingsinclude2-lightfixedwoodsash windows,loftdoorsunderthegables,andthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsthatresemblecarriagedoors.AlthougharchitecturallycompatibleinstylewithhistoricZoarVillage,itisamodern addition.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinthelastfiveyears. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasverticalwoodsidingandacorrugated-metalgableroof;thefoundationiscoveredwithwoodskirting.Openingsinclude2-lightfixedwoodsash windows,loftdoorsunderthegables,andthreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsthatresemblecarriagedoors.AlthougharchitecturallycompatibleinstylewithhistoricZoarVillage,itisamodern addition.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andlocalsstateitwasbuiltinthelastfiveyears. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	6018 
	6018 
	HouseNo. 13Garage 
	160E.3rd St./ N4495880.435 E464340.291 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsidingwithbattens,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Therearetwo(2)singleoverheadgarage doorsandonedoubleoverheadgaragedooronthewestsideandtwometalentrydoorsonthenorthsideofthestructure.Thegaragedoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe2000s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsidingwithbattens,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Therearetwo(2)singleoverheadgarage doorsandonedoubleoverheadgaragedooronthewestsideandtwometalentrydoorsonthenorthsideofthestructure.Thegaragedoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe2000s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	6019 
	6019 
	Residence 
	160E.3rd St. (Northsideof 3rd St.behind HouseNo.35) / N4495982.317 E464342.754 
	Vernacular/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingexteriorwalls.A1-1/2storywood-framegable-roofadditionwithabrickfoundationandhorizontalwoodsidingwasbuiltonthe eastsideofthestructure.Windowsare6/6woodsashintheeastadditionand4-lightfixedwoodsashunderthegables.Thefrontofthestructureappearstobeabarn,andthereararesidence.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the1935as-builtdrawings,orthe1958aerialphoto,whichsuggestsitwasbuiltafterthe1960sinastylesympathetictothehistoricdistrict. 
	The1-1/2story,L-shaped,wood-framebuildinghasverticalwoodsidingexteriorwalls.A1-1/2storywood-framegable-roofadditionwithabrickfoundationandhorizontalwoodsidingwasbuiltonthe eastsideofthestructure.Windowsare6/6woodsashintheeastadditionand4-lightfixedwoodsashunderthegables.Thefrontofthestructureappearstobeabarn,andthereararesidence.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1898dissolutionmap,the1935as-builtdrawings,orthe1958aerialphoto,whichsuggestsitwasbuiltafterthe1960sinastylesympathetictothehistoricdistrict. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH01 
	TH01 
	Residence 
	1862DoverZoarRd./ N4496633.259 E464696.671 
	-

	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.51 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithapouredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagableroofwithtwofront-gableells.Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwith appliedmuntins.Thereisatwo-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriansidedoorunderthefront-gableell.Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedwooddeck.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2000-2010. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithapouredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagableroofwithtwofront-gableells.Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwith appliedmuntins.Thereisatwo-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriansidedoorunderthefront-gableell.Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedwooddeck.The structuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2000-2010. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE && DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERRTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH02 
	TH02 
	Residence 
	1948DoverZoarRd./ N4496688.658 E464852.632 
	-

	Neo-Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.51 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewwithapouredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsidingwithstoneaccents,andagablero oofwithnumerousfront-gables. Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsand6-lightellip pticalfanwindows.Thegableroofofthemainstructureoverhangsthefrontporch,whichis ssupportedbyturnedwoodposts.A2carside-entrygaragewithadoubleoverheadgaragedoorislocated onthesideofbuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround 2000-201
	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewwithapouredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsidingwithstoneaccents,andagablero oofwithnumerousfront-gables. Windowsare6/6aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsand6-lightellip pticalfanwindows.Thegableroofofthemainstructureoverhangsthefrontporch,whichis ssupportedbyturnedwoodposts.A2carside-entrygaragewithadoubleoverheadgaragedoorislocated onthesideofbuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround 2000-201
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH02a 
	TH02a 
	Garage 
	1948DoverZoarRd./ N4496656.238 E464825.063 
	-

	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.2000–2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.51 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithapou uredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.Thethree-cargaragehastwo singleoverheadgaragedoorsandonelargeroverheadgaragedoor. Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwwasbuiltaround2000-2010. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithapou uredconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.Thethree-cargaragehastwo singleoverheadgaragedoorsandonelargeroverheadgaragedoor. Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwwasbuiltaround2000-2010. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH02b 
	TH02b 
	Outbuilding 
	1948DoverZoarRd./ N4496662.775 E464877.029 
	-

	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.51 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theout tbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoorson thewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructu uredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlesssthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theout tbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoorson thewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructu uredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlesssthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03a 
	TH03a 
	“Vrsan” Property Garage 
	2035E.2nd St./ N4495935.036 E465092.606 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanuunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thegaragehhasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor andonepedestriandooronthesouthside.Thebuildinghasnowindodows,buthasclearcorrugatedplasticpanelsunderthegableprovidelight.Thestructuredo oesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanuunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thegaragehhasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor andonepedestriandooronthesouthside.Thebuildinghasnowindodows,buthasclearcorrugatedplasticpanelsunderthegableprovidelight.Thestructuredo oesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE &&DIVERSION DAM,DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY,HISTORIC PROPERRTY BASELINE STUDY:VOLUME 4 
	Table 2.36. Detailed description of post-Dissolution abovee-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 19662–present 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction Relationship to Cross NRHP Eligibility Status & & Modificationn 1975 Zoar Historic Reference Recommendation Dates District Boundary 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03c  
	TH03c  
	“Vrsan” 
	2035E. 2nd 
	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Vol. 1 n/a 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Property Outbuilding 
	St./ Outbuilding N4495964.526 E465103.662 
	Vol. 2, pg. 2.45 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 2.47, 2.52 
	Eligible individually or as Design contributing to  a district because less than 50 years Setting of age and not of Materialsexceptional national 
	GOOD GOOD GOOD 

	TR
	significance (Criterion G) 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	TR
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 
	 

	TR
	History/Materials/Description 


	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation and a composite front-gable roof. The building has a pedestrian dooor and appears to have a shed-roof addition. The outbuilding was difficult to see due to no access to the pproperty. The structure does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence sugggests it was built less than 50 years ago. 
	Address/ 
	Address/ 
	Construction 
	Relationship to 
	Property 
	Style/ 
	Cross 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & 
	COE # 
	Location 
	& Modificationn 
	1975 Zoar Historic 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	Name 
	Name 
	Bldg Type 
	Reference 
	Recommendation 

	(NAD27 m) 
	(NAD27 m) 
	Dates 
	District Boundary 

	Vol. 1 n/a
	TH03d  
	TH03d  
	“Vrsan” 
	2035 E. 2nd 
	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	Vol. 2, pg. 
	Property 
	Property 
	St./ 

	Outbuilding 
	Outbuilding 
	Eligible individually or as 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	2.45 
	Outbuilding 
	Outbuilding 
	N4495971.093 

	contributing to  a district 
	Vol. 3, Fig 
	E465108.352 
	because less than 50 years 
	because less than 50 years 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	1.1, 2.47, 
	of age and not of 
	2.52 
	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 
	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Work-
	GOOD 

	manship Feeling 
	GOOD 
	Associa-
	GOOD 
	P
	tion History/Materials/Description The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, vertical siding, and a composite gambrel roof. The building has a peedestrian doorand appears to have a shed roof addition. The outbuilding has double barn-style doors and mmost likely functions as a storage shed. The outbuilding was difficult to see due to no accesss to the property. The structure does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests it  was built
	  
	 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE &DIVERSION DAM,DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY,HISTORIC PROPERTYY BASELINE STUDY:VOLUME 4 
	 
	Table 2.36. Detailed description of post-Dissolution abovee-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 19662–present 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction Relationship to Cross NRHP Eligibility Status & & Modificationn 1975 Zoar Historic Reference Recommendation Dates District Boundary 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH03e  “Vrsan” 
	TH03e  “Vrsan” 
	2035 E. 2nd 
	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Vol. 1 n/a 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	Property Outbuilding 
	Property Outbuilding 
	St./ Outbuilding N4496008.025 E465068.932 
	    
	Vol. 2, pg. 2.45 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 2.47, 2.52 
	Eligible individually or as Design contributing to  a district because less than 50 years Setting of age and not of Materialsexceptional national 
	GOOD GOOD GOOD 

	TR
	significance (Criterion G) 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	TR
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 
	 


	History/Materials/Description The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, white exterior walls, and a corrugated metal shed roof. The buildingg was difficult to see due to no access to the property. The structure does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo,, and visual evidence suggests it was built less than 50 years ago. 
	Address/ 
	Address/ 
	Construction 
	Relationship to 
	Property 
	Style/ 
	Cross 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & 
	COE # 
	Location 
	& Modificationn 
	1975 Zoar Historic 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	Name 
	Name 
	Bldg Type 
	Reference 
	Recommendation 

	(NAD27 m) 
	(NAD27 m) 
	Dates 
	District Boundary 

	Vol. 1 n/a
	TH03g  
	TH03g  
	“Vrsan” 
	2035 E. 2nd 
	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	Vol. 2, pg. 
	Property 
	Property 
	St./ 

	Outbuilding 
	Outbuilding 
	Eligible individually or as 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	2.45 
	Outbuilding 
	Outbuilding 
	N4495985.500 

	contributing to  a district 
	Vol. 3, Fig 
	E465078.216 
	because less than 50 years 
	because less than 50 years 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	1.1, 2.47, 
	of age and not of 
	2.52 
	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Work-
	GOOD 

	manship Feeling 
	GOOD 
	Associa-
	GOOD 
	P
	tion History/Materials/Description 
	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, vertical siding, and a metal gable roof. The building was difficult to ssee due to no access to the property. The structure does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evvidence suggests it was built less than 50 years ago. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH04 
	TH04 
	Residence 
	2012E.2ndst Rd./ N4495832.811 E465044.997 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisamodular,1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurrewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagableroofwithcomposite eshingles.Windowsare6/6and8/8 doublehungaluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Thereisanattach hedtwo-cargaragewithagableroof,one6-lightpaneledpedestriandoor,andonedoubleooverheadgaragedoor.Thestructure doesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesugge estsitwasbuiltlessaround2010. 
	Theresidenceisamodular,1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurrewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagableroofwithcomposite eshingles.Windowsare6/6and8/8 doublehungaluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Thereisanattach hedtwo-cargaragewithagableroof,one6-lightpaneledpedestriandoor,andonedoubleooverheadgaragedoor.Thestructure doesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesugge estsitwasbuiltlessaround2010. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH04a 
	TH04a 
	Garage/ Outbuilding 
	2012E.2nd St./ N4495806.115 E465034.425 
	Vernacular/ Garage/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanun nknownfoundation,horizontalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuilddinghasonesingleoverheadgarage dooronthewestsideandone6-panelpedestriandooronthenorthsside.Thebuildinghasnowindows,buthasclearcorrugatedplasticpanelsunderthegable providelight.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas sbuiltaround2010. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanun nknownfoundation,horizontalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuilddinghasonesingleoverheadgarage dooronthewestsideandone6-panelpedestriandooronthenorthsside.Thebuildinghasnowindows,buthasclearcorrugatedplasticpanelsunderthegable providelight.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas sbuiltaround2010. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH05 
	TH05 
	Residence 
	760E.2nd St./ N4495824.783 E464991.168 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneeronconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,andaside-gableroofwithafront-gableporch.Windowsare6/6 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Thereisanattachedtwo-cargarageinthebasementwithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside.Therear(eastside)ofthebuildinghasapartial daylightbasement.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980s. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneeronconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalsiding,andaside-gableroofwithafront-gableporch.Windowsare6/6 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Thereisanattachedtwo-cargarageinthebasementwithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsontheeastside.Therear(eastside)ofthebuildinghasapartial daylightbasement.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1980s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH05a 
	TH05a 
	Outbuilding 
	760E.2nd St./ N4495815.973 E465010.855 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasaverticalwooddoor accessedbywoodsteps.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasaverticalwooddoor accessedbywoodsteps.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE && DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERRTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH06 
	TH06 
	Kirker Property Residence 
	688E.2nd St./ N4495816.153 E464926.389 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	1974 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithacconcreteblockandslabfoundation,abrickveneerexterior,anexteriorendchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcomposite shingles.Windowsinclude1/1aluminumsashandtwopicturewindowws.Thereisanattachedshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsandanattachedtwo-ca argaragewithonedoubleoverhead garagedoor.Thebuildinghasawood-panelmainentrydoorwithfou urarchedlightsalongthetopofthedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpphoto,andverbalcommunicationwith theownersuggestsitwa
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithacconcreteblockandslabfoundation,abrickveneerexterior,anexteriorendchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcomposite shingles.Windowsinclude1/1aluminumsashandtwopicturewindowws.Thereisanattachedshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsandanattachedtwo-ca argaragewithonedoubleoverhead garagedoor.Thebuildinghasawood-panelmainentrydoorwithfou urarchedlightsalongthetopofthedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialpphoto,andverbalcommunicationwith theownersuggestsitwa

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH06a 
	TH06a 
	Kirker Property Outbuilding 
	688E.2nd St./ N4495792.006 E464903.316 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1974 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaadirtfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublevertical compositewooddoorsandanopenshed-roofaddition.Theoutbuildi ingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorgardenshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearoonthe1958aerialphoto,andverbal communicationwiththeownersuggestsitwasbuiltaround1974. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaadirtfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublevertical compositewooddoorsandanopenshed-roofaddition.Theoutbuildi ingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorgardenshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearoonthe1958aerialphoto,andverbal communicationwiththeownersuggestsitwasbuiltaround1974. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH07 
	TH07 
	Residence 
	390Michael Lane/ N4495280.363 E464560.447 
	Farmhouse/ Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithavinylsidingexterior,aninteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thefarmhouse-stylebuildinghas 8/12double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Theresidencealsohasa1-storygable-roofconnectorthatattachesthemainbuildingtoa1-1/2storygaragewithagable-frontroof.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithavinylsidingexterior,aninteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thefarmhouse-stylebuildinghas 8/12double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Theresidencealsohasa1-storygable-roofconnectorthatattachesthemainbuildingtoa1-1/2storygaragewithagable-frontroof.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH08 
	TH08 
	Residence 
	466Michael Lane/ N4495288.867 E464627.189 
	Split-Level/ Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thissplit-levelresidenceconsistsofa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithcompositewood-shinglesiding,stoneaccents,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-storysection containsa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsonthelowerleveland1/1aluminumsashwindows.The1-storyportionhasstoneveneerwallsandcontainsthemainentrydoorwith onesidelight.Thisportionalsohas3-lightand4-lightcasementwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 
	Thissplit-levelresidenceconsistsofa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithcompositewood-shinglesiding,stoneaccents,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-storysection containsa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsonthelowerleveland1/1aluminumsashwindows.The1-storyportionhasstoneveneerwallsandcontainsthemainentrydoorwith onesidelight.Thisportionalsohas3-lightand4-lightcasementwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH09 
	TH09 
	Residence 
	514Michael Lane/ N4495293.461 E464672.796 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1973 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithcompositewoodsidingandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevivalstylebuildinghasa2-storyportico supportedbylargewoodposts.Theporticocontainsamainentrydoormadeofwoodwithdecorativeglasssidelights.Thelowerlevelcontainsa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors. Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedwooddeckleadingtoagazebo.Theresidencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyand1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialpho
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithcompositewoodsidingandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevivalstylebuildinghasa2-storyportico supportedbylargewoodposts.Theporticocontainsamainentrydoormadeofwoodwithdecorativeglasssidelights.Thelowerlevelcontainsa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors. Therearofthebuildinghasanattachedwooddeckleadingtoagazebo.Theresidencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyand1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialpho

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH09a 
	TH09a 
	Garage 
	514Michael Lane/ N4495271.730 E464688.384 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1970s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.The1-cargaragehasasingleoverhead garagedoorandtwo1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1970s. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.The1-cargaragehasasingleoverhead garagedoorandtwo1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1970s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH09b 
	TH09b 
	Outbuilding 
	514Michael Lane/ N4495273.072 E464700.260 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doors.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithconcreteslabfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doors.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH09c 
	TH09c 
	Gazebo 
	514Michael Lane/ N4495285.424 E464669.163 
	Vernacular/ Gazebo 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegazeboisanoctagonal,wood-framestructurewithwoodposts,woodrailings,woodflooring,andhiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thegazeboisconnectedtothemaindwellingbyarectangular wooddeck.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thegazeboisanoctagonal,wood-framestructurewithwoodposts,woodrailings,woodflooring,andhiproofwithcompositeshingles.Thegazeboisconnectedtothemaindwellingbyarectangular wooddeck.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH10 
	TH10 
	Residence 
	Southsideof MichaelLane/ N4495290.248 E464744.131 
	Spanish Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1970s1980s 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerandstuccoexteriorandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheSpanishColonialRevival-stylebuildinghasan archedbrickfrontporchsupportingapatioabove.Thelowerlevelcontainsa2-cargaragewithadoubleoverheadgaragedoorandalargepaneledentrydoor.Theresidencehasoneexteriorend brickchimneyand1-lightwoodsashfixedandslidingwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1970sor1980s. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerandstuccoexteriorandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheSpanishColonialRevival-stylebuildinghasan archedbrickfrontporchsupportingapatioabove.Thelowerlevelcontainsa2-cargaragewithadoubleoverheadgaragedoorandalargepaneledentrydoor.Theresidencehasoneexteriorend brickchimneyand1-lightwoodsashfixedandslidingwindows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe1970sor1980s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH11 
	TH11 
	Residence 
	Southsideof MichaelLane/ N4495281.923 E464803.510 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerexteriorwalls,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuilding hasamainentrydoorwithwoodpilastersandabrokenpediment.Windowsare8/12double-hungaluminumsash.Themainresidencehasanattached1-storygable-roof2-cargaragewithadouble overheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerexteriorwalls,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andahiproofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuilding hasamainentrydoorwithwoodpilastersandabrokenpediment.Windowsare8/12double-hungaluminumsash.Themainresidencehasanattached1-storygable-roof2-cargaragewithadouble overheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH11a 
	TH11a 
	Garage 
	Southsideof MichaelLane/ N4495271.557 E464820.027 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,horizontalsidingunderthegables,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasone doubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,horizontalsidingunderthegables,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasone doubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH12 
	TH12 
	Beam Property Residence 
	784 MichaelLane/ N4495244.621 E464850.037 
	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.1971–1972 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theranch-stylebuildinghasan attachedfrontporchsupportedbywhitecolumnswhichcoversthemain6-panelentrydoor.Windowsare8/8double-hungaluminumsash.Awhitecupolawithaweathervanesitsontopthemain roof.Theresidencehasanattached1-story,gableroof,2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsit wasbuiltaround1971
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theranch-stylebuildinghasan attachedfrontporchsupportedbywhitecolumnswhichcoversthemain6-panelentrydoor.Windowsare8/8double-hungaluminumsash.Awhitecupolawithaweathervanesitsontopthemain roof.Theresidencehasanattached1-story,gableroof,2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsit wasbuiltaround1971
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH12a 
	TH12a 
	Beam Property Outbuilding 
	784 MichaelLane/ N4495227.724 E464843.768 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors.It mostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors.It mostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH13 
	TH13 
	Cave Property Residence 
	914 MichaelLane/ N4495207.357 E464798.239 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickandstuccoveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-style buildinghastwointeriorbrickchimneysandalarge8-panelentrydoortoppedbythreearchedwindows.Thereisa5-partbaywindowonthefirstfloorandvarietyof1/1aluminumsash,1-light,and1lightcasementwindowsintherestofthebuilding.Theresidencehasanattached1-1/2story2-carside-entrygaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe
	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickandstuccoveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-style buildinghastwointeriorbrickchimneysandalarge8-panelentrydoortoppedbythreearchedwindows.Thereisa5-partbaywindowonthefirstfloorandvarietyof1/1aluminumsash,1-light,and1lightcasementwindowsintherestofthebuilding.Theresidencehasanattached1-1/2story2-carside-entrygaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Thestructuredoes notappearonthe
	-
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH13a 
	TH13a 
	Cave Property Outbuilding 
	914 MichaelLane/ N4495213.553 E464783.163 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingleoverhead garagedoor,onepedestriandoor,andoneboard-n-battenbarn-styledoor.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorgarage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingleoverhead garagedoor,onepedestriandoor,andoneboard-n-battenbarn-styledoor.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshedorgarage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH14 
	TH14 
	Residence 
	996 MichaelLane/ N4495206.417 E464725.798 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalsidingandhalf-timberaccents,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildinghasadoubleglassandpanelentrydoortoppedbyagothicarchandflakedbyadiamond-paneglasscasementwindow.Thebuildingalsohas 1/1double-hungaluminumsashand1-lightfixedwindows.Thereisanattached1-1/2story2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1958aerialphoto,and
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalsidingandhalf-timberaccents,oneexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildinghasadoubleglassandpanelentrydoortoppedbyagothicarchandflakedbyadiamond-paneglasscasementwindow.Thebuildingalsohas 1/1double-hungaluminumsashand1-lightfixedwindows.Thereisanattached1-1/2story2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1958aerialphoto,and
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
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	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH15 
	TH15 
	Residence 
	1094 MichaelLane/ N4495212.721 E464611.405 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalsidingandstuccowithhalf-timberaccents,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildingincludesamainentrydoortoppedbyagothicarchanda3-partcasementwindow.Thebuildinghasvarietyofwindowtypesincluding1/1and6/6 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsandbaywindowwithacopperroof.Thereisanattached1-1/2story2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Apedestriandoor separatesthe1-1/
	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithhorizontalsidingandstuccowithhalf-timberaccents,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildingincludesamainentrydoortoppedbyagothicarchanda3-partcasementwindow.Thebuildinghasvarietyofwindowtypesincluding1/1and6/6 aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsandbaywindowwithacopperroof.Thereisanattached1-1/2story2-cargaragewithonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorunderthegableroof.Apedestriandoor separatesthe1-1/
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH16 
	TH16 
	Residence 
	1124 MichaelLane/ N4495160.112 E464582.670 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccents,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andagableandhiproofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildingincludesanoctagonal2-storybricktowerthataccentsthemainentrydoor.Thebuildinghasaluminumdouble-hung4/4sashand1-lightcasement windows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccents,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andagableandhiproofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildingincludesanoctagonal2-storybricktowerthataccentsthemainentrydoor.Thebuildinghasaluminumdouble-hung4/4sashand1-lightcasement windows.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH16a 
	TH16a 
	Outbuilding 
	1124 MichaelLane/ N4495120.322 E464571.650 
	Tudor Revival/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2storyTudorRevival-stylewood-framestructure.Theoutbuildinghasdoubledoorsandaluminumsashwindows.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwas partiallyhiddenbehindheavytreecover.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2storyTudorRevival-stylewood-framestructure.Theoutbuildinghasdoubledoorsandaluminumsashwindows.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwas partiallyhiddenbehindheavytreecover.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH17 
	TH17 
	Residence 
	Westsideof MichaelLane/ N4495103.879 E464610.365 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithvinylsiding,6/6sashwindowswithappliedmuntins,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuilding hasanattachedfrontshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodposts.Theporchsheltersthemainentrydoor.Theresidencehasanattached2-cargaragewithagable-frontroof,twosingleoverhead garagedoors,andonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithvinylsiding,6/6sashwindowswithappliedmuntins,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuilding hasanattachedfrontshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodposts.Theporchsheltersthemainentrydoor.Theresidencehasanattached2-cargaragewithagable-frontroof,twosingleoverhead garagedoors,andonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH18 
	TH18 
	Residence 
	1266 MichaelLane/ N4495024.991 E464663.078 
	Neo-Colonial/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1and2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithverticalwoodsidingaccentsandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheNeo-Colonialstylebuildinghasagableroofthatextendstocoverthefrontporchandmainentrance.Theporchissupportedbysquarewoodposts.Thewindowsare8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsand8lightfixed.Thereisalsoonelarge5-partbaywindowwithdivideddiamond-shapedlightsonthesouthend.Theresidencehasanattachedgable-roof3-cargaragewithonesingleandonedouble overheadgaragedoor.Thest
	Theresidenceisa1and2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexteriorwithverticalwoodsidingaccentsandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheNeo-Colonialstylebuildinghasagableroofthatextendstocoverthefrontporchandmainentrance.Theporchissupportedbysquarewoodposts.Thewindowsare8/8aluminumsashwithappliedmuntinsand8lightfixed.Thereisalsoonelarge5-partbaywindowwithdivideddiamond-shapedlightsonthesouthend.Theresidencehasanattachedgable-roof3-cargaragewithonesingleandonedouble overheadgaragedoor.Thest
	-
	-
	-
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH19 
	TH19 
	Residence 
	1296 MichaelLane/ N4494958.420 E464715.605 
	Neo-Colonial/ Residence 
	ca.2005 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerexteriorwithbrickquoinaccents,horizontalsiding,andacombinationgableroofwithcompositeshingles.The Neo-Colonial-stylebuildinghasatallfront-gablemainentrywaywithsquarewoodposts.Thegable-frontporchsheltersthemainentrydoor,whichconsistsofan8-paneldoortoppedwitharound-arch 10-lightwindowandflankedbytwosidelights.Themainwindowsarealuminum8-lightand10-lightcasement.Theresidencehasanattachedgable-andshed-roof2-cargaragewithonedouble overheadg
	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithbrickveneerexteriorwithbrickquoinaccents,horizontalsiding,andacombinationgableroofwithcompositeshingles.The Neo-Colonial-stylebuildinghasatallfront-gablemainentrywaywithsquarewoodposts.Thegable-frontporchsheltersthemainentrydoor,whichconsistsofan8-paneldoortoppedwitharound-arch 10-lightwindowandflankedbytwosidelights.Themainwindowsarealuminum8-lightand10-lightcasement.Theresidencehasanattachedgable-andshed-roof2-cargaragewithonedouble overheadg
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	COE# 
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH20 
	TH20 
	Residence 
	1520 MichaelLane/ N4494869.884 E464756.196 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaverticalwoodsiding,stucco,stoneveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandagableroofwithcompositeshingles.The TudorRevival-stylebuildinghasafront-gablecentralbaywiththemainentrydoor,an8-partbaywindow,anda3-partbaywindowintheupperfloor.Thewindowsinthemainbuildingarealuminum1lightcasementanddivideddiamond-panecasementwindows.Theresidencehasonelargeinteriorstonefireplaceandoneexteriorendbrickchimney.Thereisanattached2-cargaragewithtwo singleoverheadgara
	Theresidenceisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaverticalwoodsiding,stucco,stoneveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandagableroofwithcompositeshingles.The TudorRevival-stylebuildinghasafront-gablecentralbaywiththemainentrydoor,an8-partbaywindow,anda3-partbaywindowintheupperfloor.Thewindowsinthemainbuildingarealuminum1lightcasementanddivideddiamond-panecasementwindows.Theresidencehasonelargeinteriorstonefireplaceandoneexteriorendbrickchimney.Thereisanattached2-cargaragewithtwo singleoverheadgara
	-
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	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH20a 
	TH20a 
	Garage 
	1520 MichaelLane/ N4494863.427 E464783.308 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andfront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasone doubleoverheadgaragedoor,onepedestriandoor,and1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Achain-linkkennelisattachedtotherearofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andfront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasone doubleoverheadgaragedoor,onepedestriandoor,and1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Achain-linkkennelisattachedtotherearofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH20b 
	TH20b 
	Outbuilding 
	1520 MichaelLane/ N4494918.035 E464738.286 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors onthefront,one1/1woodsashwindowoneachside,andonepedestriandoorontherear.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors onthefront,one1/1woodsashwindowoneachside,andonepedestriandoorontherear.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH21 
	TH21 
	Residence 
	1661 MichaelLane/ N4494865.683 E464860.256 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,V-shaped,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsiding,stucco,realstoneveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandagableandhiproofwithcompositeshingles.The TudorRevival-stylebuildinghasacentralfront-gableporchwiththemainentrydoorthatisflankedwithdouble8-lightcasementwindows.Thewindowsofthemainbuildingarealuminum1-light casementanddivideddiamond-panecasement.Theresidencehasonelargeinteriorstonechimney.Thereisanattached3-cargaragewiththreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsunderthehiproof. Thestructuredo
	Theresidenceisa1-story,V-shaped,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsiding,stucco,realstoneveneerexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandagableandhiproofwithcompositeshingles.The TudorRevival-stylebuildinghasacentralfront-gableporchwiththemainentrydoorthatisflankedwithdouble8-lightcasementwindows.Thewindowsofthemainbuildingarealuminum1-light casementanddivideddiamond-panecasement.Theresidencehasonelargeinteriorstonechimney.Thereisanattached3-cargaragewiththreesingleoverheadgaragedoorsunderthehiproof. Thestructuredo


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTYY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH21a 
	TH21a 
	Garage 
	1661 MichaelLane/ N4494838.908 E464827.692 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithacon ncreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andfront-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.The2-cargaragehasonedouble overheadgaragedoorandonealuminumdouble-hung1/1sashwind dow.Thegableroofoverhangsthefrontsideandissupportedbywoodpostswithcrosssup pports.Thestructuredoesnotappear onthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltle essthan50yearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithacon ncreteblockfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andfront-gableroofwithcompositeshing gles.The2-cargaragehasonedouble overheadgaragedoorandonealuminumdouble-hung1/1sashwind dow.Thegableroofoverhangsthefrontsideandissupportedbywoodpostswithcrosssup pports.Thestructuredoesnotappear onthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltle essthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH21b 
	TH21b 
	Outbuilding 
	1661 MichaelLane/ N4494883.487 E464873.350 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisalarge1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewwithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andfront-gablemetalseamroof.Theouttbuildinghastwolargeslidingdoorson overheadtractsontheeastandwestsidesofthebuilding.Windows are3-lightaluminumjalousie-stylewindows.Thegableroofoverhangstherearsideofthe structureandissupportedbywood postswithcrosssupports.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 8aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisalarge1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewwithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andfront-gablemetalseamroof.Theouttbuildinghastwolargeslidingdoorson overheadtractsontheeastandwestsidesofthebuilding.Windows are3-lightaluminumjalousie-stylewindows.Thegableroofoverhangstherearsideofthe structureandissupportedbywood postswithcrosssupports.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 8aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH22 
	TH22 
	Residence 
	1371 MichaelLane/ N4494976.217 E464920.494 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1970 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-style buildinghasa4-partbaywindowand1-lightaluminumcasementwindowsonthefrontside.Residencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyandanattachedgaragewithaclipped-gableroofthat overhangsthedrivewayandissupportedbywoodposts.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccentsandaclipped-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-style buildinghasa4-partbaywindowand1-lightaluminumcasementwindowsonthefrontside.Residencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyandanattachedgaragewithaclipped-gableroofthat overhangsthedrivewayandissupportedbywoodposts.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH22a 
	TH22a 
	Outbuilding 
	1371 MichaelLane/ N4494984.938 E464956.500 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheoutbuildinghasFrenchpatio doorsonthefrontandone1/1aluminumsashslidingwindowonthesideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheoutbuildinghasFrenchpatio doorsonthefrontandone1/1aluminumsashslidingwindowonthesideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50 yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH22b 
	TH22b 
	Outbuilding 
	1371 MichaelLane/ N4494949.306 E464916.926 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithtileshingles.Theoutbuildinghasalargeopeningonthefront side,wooddoorsonthenorthandsouthsides,andappearstofunctionasaopenlounge/diningarea.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithtileshingles.Theoutbuildinghasalargeopeningonthefront side,wooddoorsonthenorthandsouthsides,andappearstofunctionasaopenlounge/diningarea.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH23 
	TH23 
	Residence 
	1261 MichaelLane/ N4495036.955 E464919.465 
	Neo-Traditional/ Residence 
	ca.1997 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorandacombinationgableandhiproofwithcompositeshingles.TheNeo-Traditional-style buildinghasalargefront-gableentrybaywithround-archwindowswithcastkeystones.Theresidencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyand6/6double-hungaluminumsashand10-lightarched windows.Thereisanattachedfront-gableside-entry2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesugge
	Theresidenceisa2-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandstuccoexteriorandacombinationgableandhiproofwithcompositeshingles.TheNeo-Traditional-style buildinghasalargefront-gableentrybaywithround-archwindowswithcastkeystones.Theresidencehasoneexteriorendbrickchimneyand6/6double-hungaluminumsashand10-lightarched windows.Thereisanattachedfront-gableside-entry2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoorsandonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisual evidencesugge


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH23a 
	TH23a 
	Outbuilding 
	1261 MichaelLane/ N4495051.874 E464986.471 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1997 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithgravelfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarnstyledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1997. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithgravelfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarnstyledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1997. 
	-


	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH23b 
	TH23b 
	Playhouse 
	1261 MichaelLane/ N4495019.357 E464926.155 
	Vernacular/ Playhouse 
	ca.1997 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theplayhouseisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theplayhousehas1/1aluminum sashwindowsandaboard-n-battenDutch-styledoor.Thegableroofoverhangsthefrontporchwhichissupportedbywoodposts,railings,anddecorativebaseboards.Theoutbuildingdoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasaround1997. 
	Theplayhouseisasmall,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theplayhousehas1/1aluminum sashwindowsandaboard-n-battenDutch-styledoor.Thegableroofoverhangsthefrontporchwhichissupportedbywoodposts,railings,anddecorativebaseboards.Theoutbuildingdoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasaround1997. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH24 
	TH24 
	"The Quarry" Residence 
	845 MichaelLane/ N4495144.493 E464946.918 
	Neo-Colonial/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalsidingexteriorandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Buildinghasashed-rooffrontporch supportedbywoodpostsandappearstohaveanattached2-cargarage.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwasrecordedfromafardistance.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalsidingexteriorandaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Buildinghasashed-rooffrontporch supportedbywoodpostsandappearstohaveanattached2-cargarage.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwasrecordedfromafardistance.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH24a 
	TH24a 
	"The Quarry" Outbuilding 
	845 MichaelLane/ N4495121.305 E464974.911 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingandagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasashed-roofadditionattachedtotherearand anopenshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsonthefront.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwasrecordedfromafardistance.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithverticalwoodsidingandagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasashed-roofadditionattachedtotherearand anopenshed-roofporchsupportedbywoodpostsonthefront.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwasrecordedfromafardistance.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH25 
	TH25 
	Residence 
	849Hickory Lane/ N4495367.060 E464970.225 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1980 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thewestsideofthe buildinghasagable-frontbaywithanoverhangand3-partcasementwindows.Theresidencealsohas1-lightcasementwindowsand1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindowsontheattached garage.Theattached,gable-roof,2-cargaragehasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggests itwasbuiltaround1980. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thewestsideofthe buildinghasagable-frontbaywithanoverhangand3-partcasementwindows.Theresidencealsohas1-lightcasementwindowsand1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindowsontheattached garage.Theattached,gable-roof,2-cargaragehasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggests itwasbuiltaround1980. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH25a 
	TH25a 
	Garage 
	849Hickory Lane/ N4495384.938 E464993.928 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1980 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargarage hasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriandooronthesouthside.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasdoubleslidingdoorsandanattachedtwo-leveldeck.Thestructuredoesnotappear onthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1980. 
	Thegarageisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargarage hasonedoubleoverheadgaragedoorandonepedestriandooronthesouthside.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasdoubleslidingdoorsandanattachedtwo-leveldeck.Thestructuredoesnotappear onthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1980. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH25b 
	TH25b 
	Outbuilding 
	849Hickory Lane/ N4495412.542 E464986.580 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2012 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastoneveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andacomposite-shinglegableroofwithashed-roofoverhang. Thestructurehas6/6aluminumsashwindowswithappliedmuntins.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasaslidingbarn-styledoorwithanoverheadrail.Theoutbuildingalsohasashed-roofoverhangon thesouthsidetosheltervehicles.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2012. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastoneveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andacomposite-shinglegableroofwithashed-roofoverhang. Thestructurehas6/6aluminumsashwindowswithappliedmuntins.Thewestsideofthebuildinghasaslidingbarn-styledoorwithanoverheadrail.Theoutbuildingalsohasashed-roofoverhangon thesouthsidetosheltervehicles.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2012. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH26 
	TH26 
	Residence 
	795Hickory Lane/ N4495363.298 E464922.719 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1975 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalsiding,twobrickchimneys,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuildinghas1/1doublehungaluminumsashand6/6windows.Theresidencehasalargepicturewindowtoppedwithagableroofandflankedby6/9sashwindows.Theresidencealsohasanattached1-storygable-roof garage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1975. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalsiding,twobrickchimneys,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.TheColonialRevival-stylebuildinghas1/1doublehungaluminumsashand6/6windows.Theresidencehasalargepicturewindowtoppedwithagableroofandflankedby6/9sashwindows.Theresidencealsohasanattached1-storygable-roof garage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1975. 
	-



	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH27 
	TH27 
	Residence (noaccess) 
	Atendoflong private drivewaynorth ofMichael Lane/ N4495499.719 E464921.474 
	Residence/ Unknown 
	Unknown, likelypost1962 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	Unknown.Recommended additionalworkto determineNationalRegister eligibility. 
	Unknown 
	TD
	Figure


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Structuresatthislocationdonotappearonthe1958aerial,butcurrentaerialphotographsindicatethattherearestructurespresent.Accesstothepropertywasnotgranted;additionalworkisneeded toaccessthepropertyinordertoassessitsNationalRegistereligibility. 
	Structuresatthislocationdonotappearonthe1958aerial,butcurrentaerialphotographsindicatethattherearestructurespresent.Accesstothepropertywasnotgranted;additionalworkisneeded toaccessthepropertyinordertoassessitsNationalRegistereligibility. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH28 
	TH28 
	Residence 
	691Michael Lane/ N4495449.799 E464848.987 
	Contempora ry/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2½story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastoneveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalsiding,anexteriorendchimney,andatwo-levelgableroofwithcomposite shingles.Thecontemporary-stylebuildinghas1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thebasementhasa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinaround1979. 
	Theresidenceisa2½story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithastoneveneerandconcretefoundation,horizontalsiding,anexteriorendchimney,andatwo-levelgableroofwithcomposite shingles.Thecontemporary-stylebuildinghas1/1double-hungaluminumsashwindows.Thebasementhasa2-cargaragewithtwosingleoverheadgaragedoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearon the1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinaround1979. 
	-



	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH28a 
	TH28a 
	Outbuilding 
	691Michael Lane/ N4495431.087 E464836.821 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gablemetalroof.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoorsontheeast sidealongwithasingle4/4sashwindow.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gablemetalroof.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoorsontheeast sidealongwithasingle4/4sashwindow.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH28b 
	TH28b 
	Outbuilding 
	691Michael Lane/ N4495436.665 E464868.701 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestside.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestside.Itmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE && DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERRTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabovee-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,19662–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH29 
	TH29 
	Residence 
	521Michael Lane/ N4495367.021 E464675.665 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1979 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithhoriz zontalsiding,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.The ColonialRevivalstylebuildingincludes afront-gableporchsupportedbyflutedcolumns.The1-story,gable-rroofwestsideoftheresidencehasalargepicturewindowflankedby6/9sashwindows.Th heeastsidehasanattached3-car garagewithonesingleandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor.There eisa1-storygable-roofrearadditiononthenorthside.Windowsare1-lightaluminumsash picturewindowsand6/9aluminum sashwindo
	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithhoriz zontalsiding,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.The ColonialRevivalstylebuildingincludes afront-gableporchsupportedbyflutedcolumns.The1-story,gable-rroofwestsideoftheresidencehasalargepicturewindowflankedby6/9sashwindows.Th heeastsidehasanattached3-car garagewithonesingleandonedoubleoverheadgaragedoor.There eisa1-storygable-roofrearadditiononthenorthside.Windowsare1-lightaluminumsash picturewindowsand6/9aluminum sashwindo

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH30 
	TH30 
	AmberOaks Residence 
	483Michael Lane/ N4495362.923 E64634.310 
	Tudor Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1997 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,I-shaped,wood-framestructurewithacon ncreteblockfoundation,brickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccents,aninterio orridgechimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildinghastwohip-roo ofdormersinthegableroofandtwogable-frontbays.Avarietyofwindowstylesinclude6-ligghtand8-lightaluminumwindowsand baywindowswithcasementwindows.Thenorthsideoftheresidenceehasarearwalk-outbasement.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,anndvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt
	Theresidenceisa1-story,I-shaped,wood-framestructurewithacon ncreteblockfoundation,brickveneerandstuccoexteriorwithhalf-timberaccents,aninterio orridgechimney,andagableroofwith compositeshingles.TheTudorRevival-stylebuildinghastwohip-roo ofdormersinthegableroofandtwogable-frontbays.Avarietyofwindowstylesinclude6-ligghtand8-lightaluminumwindowsand baywindowswithcasementwindows.Thenorthsideoftheresidenceehasarearwalk-outbasement.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,anndvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH31 
	TH31 
	Residence 
	439Michael Lane/ N4495354.265 E464594.762 
	Colonial Revival/ Residence 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalvinylsidingexterior,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windows are8/8doublehungaluminumsash.TheColonialRevival-stylebuildingincludesanentrydoorwithsidelights,brickquoinsonbuilding’scorners,andcastkeystonesinthewindowarches.Thereisa 2-storycentralbaywithafront-gableroof.Anattached,rectangular,4-cargaragehasapedestriandoorflankedbytwodoubleoverheadgaragedoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto
	Theresidenceisa2-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalvinylsidingexterior,anexteriorendbrickchimney,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windows are8/8doublehungaluminumsash.TheColonialRevival-stylebuildingincludesanentrydoorwithsidelights,brickquoinsonbuilding’scorners,andcastkeystonesinthewindowarches.Thereisa 2-storycentralbaywithafront-gableroof.Anattached,rectangular,4-cargaragehasapedestriandoorflankedbytwodoubleoverheadgaragedoors.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH32a 
	TH32a 
	HouseNo. 25Garage 
	326Michael Lane/ N4495265.142 E464521.854 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslabandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroof.Thestructureispartiallybuiltintotheneighboring hillside.Windowsare4-lightand6-lightfixedwithwoodsashes.Therearetwo(2)singleoverheadgaragedoorsonthesoutheastsideofthebuilding.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltafter1962. 
	The1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcreteslabandconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroof.Thestructureispartiallybuiltintotheneighboring hillside.Windowsare4-lightand6-lightfixedwithwoodsashes.Therearetwo(2)singleoverheadgaragedoorsonthesoutheastsideofthebuilding.Thebuildingdoesnotappearonthe1958aerial photo,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltafter1962. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH33 
	TH33 
	Residence 
	765 MichaelLane/ N4495263.160 E464978.390 
	Unknown/ Residence 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalsiding.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwashiddenbehindheavytreecover.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theresidenceisa2-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithhorizontalsiding.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthebuildingwashiddenbehindheavytreecover.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH33a 
	TH33a 
	Garage 
	765 MichaelLane/ N4495225.166 E464970.229 
	Unknown / Garage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,horizontalsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasonedoubleoverhead garagedoor.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthegaragewaspartiallyhiddenbehindtreecover.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerexterior,horizontalsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The2-cargaragehasonedoubleoverhead garagedoor.Thiswasa“noaccess”propertyandthegaragewaspartiallyhiddenbehindtreecover.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt lessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC34 
	HDC34 
	Outbuilding 
	9496HessMill Rd./ N4496439.947 E463896.211 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa2-light sliderwindowonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasa2-light sliderwindowonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC35 
	HDC35 
	Outbuilding 
	9516HessMill Rd./ N4496457.585 E463849.593 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikely functionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikely functionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Table2.36.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththeresidentialdevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC36 
	HDC36 
	Outbuilding 
	9548HessMill Rd./ N4496475.879 E463815.634 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithawoodrunnerfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithawoodrunnerfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsonthewestsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Construction &Modification Dates 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC37 
	HDC37 
	Outbuilding 
	9564HessMill Rd./ N4496488.505 E463766.744 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabandwoodrunnerfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.The outbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabandwoodrunnerfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.The outbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC38 
	HDC38 
	Outbuilding 
	9594HessMill Rd./ N4496504.880 E463728.936 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
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	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasa storageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasa storageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC39 
	HDC39 
	Outbuilding 
	9646HessMill Rd./ N4496546.610 E463627.231 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsanda1/1slidingwindowonthenorthside.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdouble barn-styledoorsanda1/1slidingwindowonthenorthside.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Table 2.36. Detailed description of post-Dissolution abovee-ground resources associated with the residential development context, 19662–present 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction Relationship to Cross NRHP Eligibility Status & & Modificationn 1975 Zoar Historic Reference Recommendation Dates District Boundary 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC40  Outbuilding 
	HDC40  Outbuilding 
	9670 Hess Mill Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Vol. 1 n/a 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Rd./ Outbuilding N4496570.000 E463574.993 
	Vol. 2, pg. 2.45 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 2.47, 2.48 
	Eligible individually or as Design contributing to  a district because less than 50 years Setting of age and not of Materialsexceptional national 
	GOOD GOOD GOOD 

	TR
	significance (Criterion G) 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	TR
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	TR
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 
	 

	TR
	History/Materials/Description 


	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, vertical wood siding, and a gambrel roof with composite shingles. TThe outbuilding has one door on the northeast side and most likely functions as a storage shed. The struccture does not appear onthe 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests it was built lesss than 50 years ago. 
	Address/ 
	Address/ 
	Construction 
	Relationship to 
	Property 
	Style/ 
	Cross 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & 
	COE # 
	Location 
	& Modificationn 
	1975 Zoar Historic 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	Name 
	Name 
	Bldg Type 
	Reference 
	Recommendation 

	(NAD27 m) 
	(NAD27 m) 
	Dates 
	District Boundary 

	Vol. 1 n/a
	HDC41 
	HDC41 
	Outbuilding 
	9692 Hess Mill 
	Vernacular/ 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Recommended Not 
	Location 
	GOOD 

	Vol. 2, pg. 
	Rd./ 
	Outbuilding 
	Outbuilding 
	Eligible individually or as 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	2.45 
	N4496578.154 
	contributing to  a district 
	Vol. 3, Fig 
	E463550.699 
	because less than 50 years 
	because less than 50 years 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	1.1, 2.47, 
	of age and not of 
	2.48 
	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 
	exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Work-
	GOOD 

	manship Feeling 
	GOOD 
	Associa-
	GOOD 
	P
	tion History/Materials/Description 
	The outbuilding is a 1-story, rectangular, wood-frame structure with aan unknown foundation, vertical siding, and a gambrel roof with composite shingles. The outtbuilding has double barn-style doors on the northeast side and most likely functions as a storage shed. The sstructure does not appear on the 1958 aerial photo, and visual evidence suggests it was built less than 50 years ago.l 
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	HDC42 
	HDC42 
	Stolzer Property Outbuilding 
	9706HessMill Rd./ N4496590.165 E463516.445 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 
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	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.TTheoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doorsonthenortheastsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastoragesh hed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsiitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.TTheoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doorsonthenortheastsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastoragesh hed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsiitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC43 
	HDC43 
	Hughes Property Outbuilding 
	9738HessMill Rd./ N4496608.432 E463474.298 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Setting 
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	Materials 
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-
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	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles s.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedooronthenortheastside.Theoutbuildingmostlik kelyfunctionsasa1-cargarageorlargestorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthee1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles s.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadgaragedooronthenortheastside.Theoutbuildingmostlik kelyfunctionsasa1-cargarageorlargestorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthee1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
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	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC43a 
	HDC43a 
	Hughes Property Outbuilding 
	9738HessMill Rd./ N4496608.244 E463465.958 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.TTheoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doorsonthenortheastsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastoragesh hed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsiitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaanunknownfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.TTheoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-style doorsonthenortheastsideandmostlikelyfunctionsasastoragesh hed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsiitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC44 
	HDC44 
	Residence 
	1902DoverZoarRd./ N4496658.011 E464756.103 
	-

	Ranch/ Residence 
	ca.2010–2012 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
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	-
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	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabbrickveneeronconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Windows sare6/6aluminumsashwithapplied muntins.Theresidencehasaninteriorslopebrickchimney,arearwo ooddeck,andashed-rooffrontporchsupportedonwoodposts.A2-car,side-entrygarage ewithadoubleoverheadgaragedooris locatedontheeastsideofbuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearon nthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2010-2012. 
	Theresidenceisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithabbrickveneeronconcretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroof.Windows sare6/6aluminumsashwithapplied muntins.Theresidencehasaninteriorslopebrickchimney,arearwo ooddeck,andashed-rooffrontporchsupportedonwoodposts.A2-car,side-entrygarage ewithadoubleoverheadgaragedooris locatedontheeastsideofbuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearon nthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2010-2012. 
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	Style/ BldgType 
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	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC44a 
	HDC44a 
	Garage 
	1902DoverZoarRd./ N4496642.643 E464781.506 
	-

	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.2010–2012 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithconcrretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The two-cargaragehasonedouble overheadgaragedooronthenorthside.Thestructuredoesnotappe earonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2010-2012. 
	Thegarageisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithconcrretefoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.The two-cargaragehasonedouble overheadgaragedooronthenorthside.Thestructuredoesnotappe earonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2010-2012. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification n Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC45 
	HDC45 
	Mason Residence (no access) 
	Atendoflong private drivewaynorth of2nd St/Highway 387/ N4496347.243 E465018.852 
	Residence/ Unknown 
	Unknown, likelypost1962 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47 
	Outside 
	Unknown.Recommended additionalworkto determineNationalRegister eligibility. 
	Unknown 
	TD
	Figure


	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Structuresatthislocationdonotappearonthe1958aerial,butcurre entaerialphotographsindicatethattherearestructurespresent.Accesstothepropertywas snotgranted;additionalworkisneeded toaccessthepropertyinordertoassessitsNationalRegistereligibiliity. 
	Structuresatthislocationdonotappearonthe1958aerial,butcurre entaerialphotographsindicatethattherearestructurespresent.Accesstothepropertywas snotgranted;additionalworkisneeded toaccessthepropertyinordertoassessitsNationalRegistereligibiliity. 
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	Table 2.36. Detailed description of post-Dissolution above-ground resources associated withthe residential development context, 1962–present 
	PHOTO 
	PHOTO 
	PHOTO 
	TH
	Figure

	History/Materials/Description
	Theresidenceisamodular1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1doublehung aluminumsash.Thereisasmallwooddeckwhichleadstoafrontpedestriandoorandanothersmallwooddecktothesidepedestriandoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2010. 
	PHOTO 
	TH
	Figure

	History/Materials/Description
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalmetalsiding,andagambrelroof.Theoutbuildinghasdoubledoorsontheeastsideandhasan attachedkennelenclosure.Theoutbuildingwasdifficulttoseeduetonoaccesstotheproperty.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuilt around2010. 
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	Integrity 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	Integrity 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 
	GOOD 

	Location 
	Location 
	Design 
	Setting 
	Materials 
	Workmanship 
	-

	Feeling 
	Association 
	-

	Location 
	Design 
	Setting 
	Materials 
	Workmanship 
	-

	Feeling 
	Association 
	-


	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 

	Relationshipto1975ZoarHistoricDistrictBoundary 
	Relationshipto1975ZoarHistoricDistrictBoundary 
	Outside 
	Relationshipto1975ZoarHistoricDistrictBoundary 
	Outside 

	CrossReference 
	CrossReference 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	CrossReference 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 

	Construction&ModificationDates 
	Construction&ModificationDates 
	ca.2010 
	Construction&ModificationDates 
	ca.2010 

	Style/BldgType 
	Style/BldgType 
	Ranch/Residence 
	Style/BldgType 
	Vernacular/Outbuilding 

	Address/Location(NAD27m) 
	Address/Location(NAD27m) 
	2167E.2nd St./N4495937.638E465286.787 
	Address/Location(NAD27m) 
	2167E.2nd St./N4495940.789E465246.726 

	PropertyName 
	PropertyName 
	Residence 
	PropertyName 
	Outbuilding 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	HDC46 
	COE# 
	HDC46a 
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	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC46b 
	HDC46b 
	Outbuilding 
	2167E.2nd St./ N4495949.487 E465301.321 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2010 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.52 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Setting 
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	Materials 
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	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalmetalsiding,andametalgableroof.Theoutbuildinghasmetaldoubledoorsonthesouthsideand hasanattachedkennelenclosure.Theoutbuildingwasdifficulttoseeduetonoaccesstotheproperty.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas builtaround2010. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithanunknownfoundation,verticalmetalsiding,andametalgableroof.Theoutbuildinghasmetaldoubledoorsonthesouthsideand hasanattachedkennelenclosure.Theoutbuildingwasdifficulttoseeduetonoaccesstotheproperty.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwas builtaround2010. 
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	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC48 
	HDC48 
	Outbuilding 
	971Hickory Lane/ N4495369.385 E465018.832 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure
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	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 
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	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thestructurehas6/6 aluminumsashwindows,andthefront-gableoftheroofoverhangsthefrontporch.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50years ago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andafront-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Thestructurehas6/6 aluminumsashwindows,andthefront-gableoftheroofoverhangsthefrontporch.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50years ago. 
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	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC49 
	HDC49 
	Residence 
	Westsideof MichaelLane/ N4495069.026 E464642.388 
	Colonial Ranch/ Residence 
	2012Still under constructionin July2012 
	-

	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.53 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalsidingexteriorandacombinationofgableandhiproofswithcompositeshingles.TheColonial Ranch-stylebuildingwasstillunderconstructionduringthesurvey.Ithasafront-gablemainentrywaywithawoodandglasspaneldoor,decorativeglasssidelights,anda10-lightarchedfanwindow underaroundbrickarch.Windowshaveflat“jack”archeswithcaststonekeystonesandconsistof4/4and6/6double-hungaluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasanattached2-car garagewi
	Theresidenceisa1-story,irregularlyshaped,wood-framestructurewithabrickveneerandhorizontalsidingexteriorandacombinationofgableandhiproofswithcompositeshingles.TheColonial Ranch-stylebuildingwasstillunderconstructionduringthesurvey.Ithasafront-gablemainentrywaywithawoodandglasspaneldoor,decorativeglasssidelights,anda10-lightarchedfanwindow underaroundbrickarch.Windowshaveflat“jack”archeswithcaststonekeystonesandconsistof4/4and6/6double-hungaluminumsashwithappliedmuntins.Theresidencehasanattached2-car garagewi


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.37.Summaryofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5845 
	5845 
	U.S.PostOffice 
	ca.1978 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5846 
	5846 
	TuscarawasCountyWater&Sewer DepartmentBuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5885a 
	5885a 
	SpringLotParkGazebo 
	ca.2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5899 
	5899 
	ZoarVillageGarage 
	ca.1980s–1990s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5901a 
	5901a 
	ZoarMeetingHouseOutbuilding 
	ca.2000s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC33 
	HDC33 
	UtilityBuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecause itislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.38.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5845 
	5845 
	U.S.Post Office 
	171W.1st St./ N4495749.340 E464183.358 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	ca.1978 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1woodsash.Thegambrel roofoverhangsafrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Therearethreeentrydoors:ametaldooronthesouthsideofthebuilding,ametalsidedoorwithanaluminumscreendoor onthewestsideofthebuilding,andametalutilitydooraccessinga1-storygable-roofadditionontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andaccording toKathyFernandez,
	The1-story,L-shaped,wood-framestructurehasaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andagambrelroofcoveredwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1woodsash.Thegambrel roofoverhangsafrontporchsupportedbywoodpostsonmetalspindles.Therearethreeentrydoors:ametaldooronthesouthsideofthebuilding,ametalsidedoorwithanaluminumscreendoor onthewestsideofthebuilding,andametalutilitydooraccessinga1-storygable-roofadditionontheeastsideofthebuilding.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andaccording toKathyFernandez,

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5846 
	5846 
	Tuscarawas County Water& Sewer Department Building 
	Southsideof W.1st St. betweenPark andMainSts./ N4495719.040 E464182.945 
	Vernacular/ Utility 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangularutilitybuildinghasbrickwallsandaflatroof.Thereisonemodernmetalaccessdooronthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructureappearstobeapumphouseandwellfor theTuscarawasCountyWater&SewerDepartment.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatiswasbuiltwellafter1962. 
	The1-story,rectangularutilitybuildinghasbrickwallsandaflatroof.Thereisonemodernmetalaccessdooronthenorthsideofthebuilding.Thestructureappearstobeapumphouseandwellfor theTuscarawasCountyWater&SewerDepartment.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggeststhatiswasbuiltwellafter1962. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.38.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5885a 
	5885a 
	SpringLot Park Gazebo 
	Southsideof 4th St.between MainandFoltz Sts./ N4496023.602 E464346.260 
	Vernacular/ Community 
	ca.2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thegazeboisasquaregardenstructureconsistingoffourwoodpostssupportingwoodrooftrusses.Thewood-shinglepyramidalroofistoppedbyawoodballfinial.Thestructurecoverstwowood andmetalbenches.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltwithinthepast10years. 
	Thegazeboisasquaregardenstructureconsistingoffourwoodpostssupportingwoodrooftrusses.Thewood-shinglepyramidalroofistoppedbyawoodballfinial.Thestructurecoverstwowood andmetalbenches.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltwithinthepast10years. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5899 
	5899 
	ZoarVillage Garage 
	FoltzSt. between5th and4th Sts./ N4496095.568 E464373.746 
	Vernacular/ Garage 
	ca.1980s– 1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare6-lightfixedwoodsash.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1980sor1990s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framegaragehasaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare6-lightfixedwoodsash.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958 aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe1980sor1990s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.38.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommunitydevelopmentcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5901a 
	5901a 
	Zoar Meeting House Outbuilding 
	E.5th andMain Street/ N4496104.038 E464340.111 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2000s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasabrickandconcreteblockfoundation,verticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroof.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe2000s. 
	The1-story,rectangular,wood-framestoragebuildinghasabrickandconcreteblockfoundation,verticalwoodsidingandafront-gableroof.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto, andvisualevidencesuggestsitdatestothe2000s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC33 
	HDC33 
	Utility Building 
	9484HessMill Rd./ N4496426.084 E463902.409 
	Vernacular/ Utility Building 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thestructureisasmall,squareutilityshedwithaflatshedroof.Theshedprobablycontainselectricalequipment.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 
	Thestructureisasmall,squareutilityshedwithaflatshedroof.Theshedprobablycontainselectricalequipment.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltlessthanfiftyyearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.39.Summaryofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5842b 
	5842b 
	Antoneio’sItalianEateryand FirehouseGrille&Pub 
	ca.1970s–1980s 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5930a 
	5930a 
	ZoarMotocrossandAutoDetailing Outbuilding 
	ca.2011 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5931 
	5931 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5932 
	5932 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5933 
	5933 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5934 
	5934 
	WilkshireSelfStorageOffice 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5935 
	5935 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5936 
	5936 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5937 
	5937 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5937a 
	5937a 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5937b 
	5937b 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	5938 
	5938 
	WilkshireSelfStoragebuilding 
	Post-1962 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH34 
	TH34 
	QuiltingCreationsInternational CommercialWarehouse 
	ca.1970s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	TH34a 
	TH34a 
	QuiltingCreationsInternational CommercialWarehouseGarage 
	ca.1970s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC47 
	HDC47 
	MatthewsProperty CommercialWarehouse 
	ca.1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 

	HDC47a 
	HDC47a 
	MatthewsPropertyOutbuilding 
	ca.1990s 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrictbecauseitis lessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnationalsignificance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5842b 
	5842b 
	Antoneio’s Italian Eateryand Firehouse Grille&Pub 
	Westsideof ManiSt. between1st and2nd Sts./ N4495763.934 E464255.114 
	Vernacular/ Commercial 
	ca.1970s– 1980s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The1-story,commercialstructurehasaconcreteblockfoundation;vinylsiding,concreteblock,andstuccoexteriorwalls;oneinteriorstucco-coveredchimney;andalow-slopegableroofwith compositeshingles.Windowsare6/6sashand12-lightfixedwithappliedmuntins.Thelong,rectangularstructureisactuallytwocommercialproperties—Antoneio’sItalianEateryandFirehouseGrille &Pub.ThenorthsideofthebuildingisattachedtotheTailorShop/Doctor’sOfficewhilethesouthsideisattachedtoHouseNo.23.ThebuildingisamodernadditiontoZoar;itdoesnotappearon the1958a
	The1-story,commercialstructurehasaconcreteblockfoundation;vinylsiding,concreteblock,andstuccoexteriorwalls;oneinteriorstucco-coveredchimney;andalow-slopegableroofwith compositeshingles.Windowsare6/6sashand12-lightfixedwithappliedmuntins.Thelong,rectangularstructureisactuallytwocommercialproperties—Antoneio’sItalianEateryandFirehouseGrille &Pub.ThenorthsideofthebuildingisattachedtotheTailorShop/Doctor’sOfficewhilethesouthsideisattachedtoHouseNo.23.ThebuildingisamodernadditiontoZoar;itdoesnotappearon the1958a

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5930a 
	5930a 
	Zoar Motocross andAuto Detailing Outbuilding 
	731MainSt./ N4496406.185 E464291.989 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.2011 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithwoodjoistsonagravelbedfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasone singleoverheadgaragedooronthenorthside.One4/4sashwindowwithappliedmuntinsandonepedestriandoorarelocatedontheeastsideofbuilding.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasa storageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2011. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithwoodjoistsonagravelbedfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasone singleoverheadgaragedooronthenorthside.One4/4sashwindowwithappliedmuntinsandonepedestriandoorarelocatedontheeastsideofbuilding.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasa storageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround2011. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5931 
	5931 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496426.274 E464291.461 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalside-gableroof.Thebuildinghas threetallsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#99-101).A1-story,pre-fabricatedmetalbuildingwithfoursmallersingleoverheadgaragedoors(#95-99)isattachedtothesouthside.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalside-gableroof.Thebuildinghas threetallsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#99-101).A1-story,pre-fabricatedmetalbuildingwithfoursmallersingleoverheadgaragedoors(#95-99)isattachedtothesouthside.Thestructuredoesnot appearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5932 
	5932 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496443.921 E464302.963 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalside-gableroof.Thebuildinghas eightsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#79-86)onthewestside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays,andanadditionaleightsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#87-94)arelocatedontheeast side.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalside-gableroof.Thebuildinghas eightsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#79-86)onthewestside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays,andanadditionaleightsingleoverheadgaragedoors(#87-94)arelocatedontheeast side.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5933 
	5933 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496460.799 E464311.896 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#60-66)onthewestside,sevensingleoverheadgaragedoors(#72-78)ontheeastside,andfivesmallersingleoverheadgaragedoors(#67-71)onthesouthside.The interiorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#60-66)onthewestside,sevensingleoverheadgaragedoors(#72-78)ontheeastside,andfivesmallersingleoverheadgaragedoors(#67-71)onthesouthside.The interiorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5934 
	5934 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage Office 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496476.804 E464323.846 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalmetalsiding,andagableroof.Thefrontbayhasa9-lightpedestrianentrydoorto thebarbershop,apedestrianentrydoortothestorageoffice,andasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Theeastsidehasonetallsingleoverheadgaragedoor,onepedestriandoor,andonesmallersingle overheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteblockfoundation,horizontalmetalsiding,andagableroof.Thefrontbayhasa9-lightpedestrianentrydoorto thebarbershop,apedestrianentrydoortothestorageoffice,andasingleoverheadgaragedoor.Theeastsidehasonetallsingleoverheadgaragedoor,onepedestriandoor,andonesmallersingle overheadgaragedoor.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5935 
	5935 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496495.375 E464332.994 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#35-41)onthewestside,sevensingleoverheadgaragedoors(#43-50)ontheeastside,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#42)onthesouthside.Theinterioris dividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#35-41)onthewestside,sevensingleoverheadgaragedoors(#43-50)ontheeastside,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#42)onthesouthside.Theinterioris dividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5936 
	5936 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496511.514 E464341.877 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghassixsingle overheadgaragedoors(#16-21)onthewestside,fivesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#30-34)andtwopedestriandoors(#28-29)ontheeastside,andsixsingleoverheadpedestriandoors(#22-27) onthesouthside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghassixsingle overheadgaragedoors(#16-21)onthewestside,fivesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#30-34)andtwopedestriandoors(#28-29)ontheeastside,andsixsingleoverheadpedestriandoors(#22-27) onthesouthside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5937 
	5937 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496526.114 E464352.460 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasfive singleoverheadgaragedoors(#1-5)onthewestside,fivesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#11-15)ontheeastside,andfivesmallersingleoverheaddoors(#6-10)onthesouthside.Theinterioris dividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasfive singleoverheadgaragedoors(#1-5)onthewestside,fivesingleoverheadgaragedoors(#11-15)ontheeastside,andfivesmallersingleoverheaddoors(#6-10)onthesouthside.Theinterioris dividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5937a 
	5937a 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496534.545 E464342.768 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadmetaldoorontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadmetaldoorontheeastside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5937b 
	5937b 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496530.035 E464340.482 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadmetaldooronthewestside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositesiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasonesingle overheadmetaldooronthewestside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5938 
	5938 
	Wilkshire SelfStorage building 
	1675DoverZoarRd./ N4496543.590 E464360.368 
	-

	Vernacular/ Commercial Storage 
	Post-1962 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#50-56)onthewestside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsit wasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 
	Thepre-fabricatedcommercialstoragebuildingisa1-story,rectangular,metal-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalmetalpanels,andametalgableroof.Thebuildinghasseven singleoverheadgaragedoors(#50-56)onthewestside.Theinteriorisdividedintoindividualstoragebays.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsit wasbuiltlessthan50yearsago. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH34 
	TH34 
	Quilting Creations International Commercial Warehouse 
	8778Towpath Rd./ N4495295.028 E463709.417 
	Vernacular/ Commercial Warehouse 
	ca.1970s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare 6/6aluminumsash,1/1woodsash,and1/1casement.Thestructurehastwoadditions,fivepedestrianentrydoorsonthenorthside,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoortotherear.Thestructure doesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 
	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,verticalcompositewoodsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare 6/6aluminumsash,1/1woodsash,and1/1casement.Thestructurehastwoadditions,fivepedestrianentrydoorsonthenorthside,andonesingleoverheadgaragedoortotherear.Thestructure doesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH34a 
	TH34a 
	Quilting Creations International Commercial Warehouse Garage 
	8778Towpath Rd./ N4495328.567 E463675.109 
	Vernacular/ Commercial Warehouse Garage 
	ca.1970s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalaluminumsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare 1/1and2-lightcasement.Themainbuildinghasonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructurehastwowood-frame,shed-roofadditionsonthesouthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 
	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalaluminumsiding,andagable-frontroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare 1/1and2-lightcasement.Themainbuildinghasonesingleoverheadgaragedoor.Thestructurehastwowood-frame,shed-roofadditionsonthesouthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe 1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltaround1970. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.40.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththecommerceandindustrycontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC47 
	HDC47 
	Matthews Property Commercial Warehouse 
	Parcel24: Westsideof TowpathRoad NEbetween Dover-Zoar Roadand EberhartRoad / N4495250.670 E463749.809 
	Vernacular/ Commercial Warehouse 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.48 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1 aluminumsash.Thestructurehasonesingleoverheadgaragedooranda6-panelpedestriandooronthenorthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
	Thecommercialbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcreteslabfoundation,horizontalvinylsiding,andaside-gableroofwithcompositeshingles.Windowsare1/1 aluminumsash.Thestructurehasonesingleoverheadgaragedooranda6-panelpedestriandooronthenorthside.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC47a 
	HDC47a 
	Matthews Property Outbuilding 
	Parcel24: Westsideof TowpathRoad NEbetween Dover-Zoar Roadand EberhartRoad / N4495260.440 E463743.984 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.50 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingto adistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors onthenorthsideandasingle1/1sliderwindowonthesouthend.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 
	Theoutbuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithagravelfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagambrelroofwithcompositeshingles.Theoutbuildinghasdoublebarn-styledoors onthenorthsideandasingle1/1sliderwindowonthesouthend.Theoutbuildingmostlikelyfunctionsasastorageshed.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidence suggestsitwasbuiltinthe1990s. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.41.Summaryofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5890 
	5890 
	Restroombuilding 
	2002 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 

	TH35a 
	TH35a 
	CanalHotelOutdoorBar 
	ca.2000 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 

	TH35b 
	TH35b 
	CanalHotelOutdoor Stage 
	ca.2000 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.42.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5890 
	5890 
	Restroom building 
	W.4th St.next totheBakery/ N4496057.603 E464243.776 
	Vernacular/ Utility 
	2002 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtodistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Therestroombuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafrontgable-roof.Windowsare6-lightfixed.Thebuildingisdividedintoa men’sroomontherightandawomen’sroomontheleft;thereisstorageintherear.Thestructureisamodernadditiontothehistoricdistrict,builtin2002. 
	Therestroombuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafrontgable-roof.Windowsare6-lightfixed.Thebuildingisdividedintoa men’sroomontherightandawomen’sroomontheleft;thereisstorageintherear.Thestructureisamodernadditiontothehistoricdistrict,builtin2002. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH35a 
	TH35a 
	CanalHotel OutdoorBar 
	8806Towpath Rd./ N4495362.776 E463676.509 
	Vernacular/ OutdoorBar 
	ca.2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.50 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutdoorbarconsistsofa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithawooddeckfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andahippedroofwithwoodshingles.Theoutbuildingcoversawoodframe barandhasashed-roofrearstoragearea,Theoutbuildingfunctionsasanoutdoorbararea.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe last10to15years. 
	Theoutdoorbarconsistsofa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithawooddeckfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andahippedroofwithwoodshingles.Theoutbuildingcoversawoodframe barandhasashed-roofrearstoragearea,Theoutbuildingfunctionsasanoutdoorbararea.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthe last10to15years. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.4.2.Detaileddescriptionofpost-Dissolutionabove-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetourismandrecreationcontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	TH35b 
	TH35b 
	CanalHotel Outdoor Stage 
	8806Towpath Rd./ N4495375.390 E463656.587 
	Vernacular/ Outdoor Stage 
	ca.2000 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.45 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.50 
	Outside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Theoutdoorstageconsistsofa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructureawooddeckfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,woodtrusses,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Theoutbuildingfunctionsas anoutdoorstage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthelast10to15years. 
	Theoutdoorstageconsistsofa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructureawooddeckfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,woodtrusses,andacorrugatedmetalshedroof.Theoutbuildingfunctionsas anoutdoorstage.Thestructuredoesnotappearonthe1958aerialphoto,andvisualevidencesuggestsitwasbuiltinthelast10to15years. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.43.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext,1962-present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand ModificationDates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC57 
	HDC57 
	Dover-ZoarRoad HighwayBridge 
	1968 
	PartiallyInside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 


	Table2.44.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththetransportationcontext,1962-present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC57 
	HDC57 
	Zoar-Dover Road Highway Bridge 
	Zoar-Dover Roadoverthe Tusca-rawas River/ N4495317.955 E463916.477 
	Vernacular/ Transportation 
	-

	1968 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.46 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.50 
	PartiallyInside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoar-DoverRoadHighwayisasteelcontinuousbeambridge28feetwideand405feetlong(ODOT2013). 
	TheZoar-DoverRoadHighwayisasteelcontinuousbeambridge28feetwideand405feetlong(ODOT2013). 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.45.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththefloodcontroleffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand Modification Dates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	HDC30 
	HDC30 
	ZoarDiversionDamData LoggerBuilding 
	2012 
	Outside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 

	HDC50 
	HDC50 
	ZoarLeveereliefwellsand seepageblanket 
	ca.2012 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 

	HDC51 
	HDC51 
	ZoarDiversionDamreliefwell andseepageblanket 
	ca.1990s 
	Partiallyinside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleindividuallyorascontributingto adistrict becauseitislessthan50yearsofageandnotofexceptionalnational significance 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.46.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththefloodcontroleffortscontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC30 
	HDC30 
	Zoar Diversion DamData Logger Building 
	EastofZoar/ N4496039.773 E 464628.625 
	Vernacular/ Utility Building 
	2012 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.46 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	OutsideZoar HistoricDistrict Boundary 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheZoarDiversionDamDataLoggerBuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.A6-panelmetaldoorontheeast sideofthebuildingunderthegableprovidesaccesstotheinterior.TheUSACEbuiltthestructurein2012tohouseequipmenttomonitortheamountofwaterinthearea.Althoughassociatedwiththe MWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeettheexceptionalsignificancecriteria. 
	TheZoarDiversionDamDataLoggerBuildingisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithaconcretefoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andafront-gableroof.A6-panelmetaldoorontheeast sideofthebuildingunderthegableprovidesaccesstotheinterior.TheUSACEbuiltthestructurein2012tohouseequipmenttomonitortheamountofwaterinthearea.Althoughassociatedwiththe MWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeettheexceptionalsignificancecriteria. 

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	IntegrityIssues 
	PHOTO 

	HDC50 
	HDC50 
	ZoarLevee reliefwells and seepage blanket 
	Southandeast ofZoaralong thelevee/ N4495598.469 E 464467.101 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.2012 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.46 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Partiallyinside ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheUSACEaddedaseriesof13reliefwellsalongtheZoarLeveetoaddressseepageissues.Inadditiontothewells,anemergencyseepageblanketconsistingofarockandgravelbedwasadded totheeastoftheZoarPumpStation.AlthoughassociatedwiththeMWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeettheexceptional significancecriteria. 
	TheUSACEaddedaseriesof13reliefwellsalongtheZoarLeveetoaddressseepageissues.Inadditiontothewells,anemergencyseepageblanketconsistingofarockandgravelbedwasadded totheeastoftheZoarPumpStation.AlthoughassociatedwiththeMWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeettheexceptional significancecriteria. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.4.6.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththefloodcontroleffortscontext,1898–1962 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	HDC51 
	HDC51 
	Zoar Diversion Damrelief welland seepage blanket 
	EastofZoar/ N4495940.607 E 464594.486 
	Vernacular/ Landscape 
	ca.1990s 
	Vol.1n/a Vol.2,pg. 2.46 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,2.47, 2.49 
	Partiallyinside ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleindividuallyoras contributingtoadistrict becauselessthan50years ofageandnotof exceptionalnational significance(CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Inthe1990s,theUSACEaddedareliefwellandseepageblankettotheZoarDiversionDamtoaddressseepageissues.Theseepageblanketconsistsofarockandgravelbedtothesouthandwest ofthediversiondam.AlthoughassociatedwiththeMWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeetexceptionalsignificancecriteria. 
	Inthe1990s,theUSACEaddedareliefwellandseepageblankettotheZoarDiversionDamtoaddressseepageissues.Theseepageblanketconsistsofarockandgravelbedtothesouthandwest ofthediversiondam.AlthoughassociatedwiththeMWCDandtheUSACEfloodcontrolefforts,thestructureislessthan50yearsofageanddoesnotmeetexceptionalsignificancecriteria. 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.47.Summaryofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththepreservationeffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	COE Number 
	Resource Name 
	Constructionand Modification Dates 
	InsideorOutside 1975ZoarHistoric Districtboundary? 
	InsideorOutside USACEStudyArea? 
	NRHPEligibility 

	5837 
	5837 
	WagonShop (Reconstruction) 
	1972 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5838 
	5838 
	BlacksmithShop (Reconstruction) 
	1972 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5843 
	5843 
	TheDairyandCheese House (rearwingofZoarStore) 
	ca.1842 1993(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5856 
	5856 
	TheMagazine 
	ca.1845 1993(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5856a 
	5856a 
	HouseNo.1DiningRoom, Kitchen,andLaundry 
	ca.1835 1993(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5860 
	5860 
	ZoarTownHall 
	1887,post-1962 (restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5884a 
	5884a 
	HouseNo.20Outbuilding 
	ca.1930 2009(restoredby ZCA) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5888 
	5888 
	FirstCobblerShop/TinShop (Reconstruction) 
	1970 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5889 
	5889 
	ZoarBakery 
	1837 ca.1972(restored) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5891 
	5891 
	GardenHouse/Greenhouse 
	ca.1834 1970(restored, southwall reconstructed) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 

	5891a 
	5891a 
	GardenSpringHouse 
	ca.1834 mid-20thc. 1994 (reconstruction) 
	Inside 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNotEligibleascontributingtoanexpandedhistoricdistrictunder thePreservationEffortscontextbecauselessthan50yearsofageandnotof exceptionalnationalsignificance(CriterionG) 


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.48.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththepreservationeffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	Status& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5837 
	5837 
	Wagon Shop (Reconstruc -tion) 
	1181stSt./ N4495702.965 E464308.185 
	Reconstruction/ Preservation Efforts 
	-

	1972 
	Vol.1pg. 1.135 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig1 1.1,1.202, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheWagonShopis1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurethathasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorslopebrickchimney,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare9/6 woodsashonthefirstfloorand4/2woodsashintheatticgables.DoorsincludeaverticalwoodboarddoorontheNWsideofthebuilding,averticalwoodboarddoorintheeastside,andadouble verticalwoodboarddooronthesouth(rear)side.Theoriginalbuildingwastorndownsometimebetween1934and1958,andreconstructedin1972bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonits originalgroundsandthew
	TheWagonShopis1-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurethathasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,oneinteriorslopebrickchimney,andafront-gableroof.Windowsare9/6 woodsashonthefirstfloorand4/2woodsashintheatticgables.DoorsincludeaverticalwoodboarddoorontheNWsideofthebuilding,averticalwoodboarddoorintheeastside,andadouble verticalwoodboarddooronthesouth(rear)side.Theoriginalbuildingwastorndownsometimebetween1934and1958,andreconstructedin1972bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonits originalgroundsandthew


	Table continued next page 
	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.49.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththepreservationeffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5838 
	5838 
	Blacksmith Shop (Reconstruc -tion) 
	130E.1st St./ N4495684.413 E464320.953 
	Reconstruction/ Preservation Efforts 
	-

	1972 
	Vol.1pg. 1.128 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig1 1.1,1.202, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheBlacksmithShopisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andaside-gableroof.Theroofhasoneinterior slopebrickchimneyaswellasasquarewood-framecupolaforventilation.Thereisasingleverticalwoodboarddoorandadoubleverticalwoodboarddoor,bothontheNWsideofthebuilding.The buildingwastorndownsometimeinthe1950sandcompletelyreconstructedin1970bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwascompletedinaccordancewith SecretaryoftheInterio
	TheBlacksmithShopisa1-story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,andaside-gableroof.Theroofhasoneinterior slopebrickchimneyaswellasasquarewood-framecupolaforventilation.Thereisasingleverticalwoodboarddoorandadoubleverticalwoodboarddoor,bothontheNWsideofthebuilding.The buildingwastorndownsometimeinthe1950sandcompletelyreconstructedin1970bytheOHS.However,sincethebuildingisonitsoriginalgroundsandtheworkwascompletedinaccordancewith SecretaryoftheInterio

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5843 
	5843 
	TheDairy andCheese House (rearwing ofZoar Store) 
	198MainSt. (rearaddition)/ N4495810.919 E 464242.997 
	Vernacular w/Greek Revival/ Preservation Efforts 
	ca.1842 1993(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.102,1.131 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.122, 2.17,2.20, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	Alongwiththenownon-extantSpringHouse,theDairyandCheeseHousewaseitheraddedtotherearoftheZoarStoreinthe1830s,orthestorewasbuiltatoppartoftheexistingcoldstorageroom forthedairy(seeTable2.5fordescriptionoftheZoarStore).The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionhasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclay tiles.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude6/3woodsashonthelowerlevel,6/6sashonthesecondfloor,and6/3woodsashinthegable-frontatticdormers.AccordingtoSchultz,thedairywasa communalstructureth
	Alongwiththenownon-extantSpringHouse,theDairyandCheeseHousewaseitheraddedtotherearoftheZoarStoreinthe1830s,orthestorewasbuiltatoppartoftheexistingcoldstorageroom forthedairy(seeTable2.5fordescriptionoftheZoarStore).The2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-frameadditionhasasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclay tiles.Avarietyofwindowtypesinclude6/3woodsashonthelowerlevel,6/6sashonthesecondfloor,and6/3woodsashinthegable-frontatticdormers.AccordingtoSchultz,thedairywasa communalstructureth


	BASELINE PLANNING ASSESSMENTS FOR ZOAR LEVEE & DIVERSION DAM, DAM SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY, HISTORIC PROPERTY BASELINE STUDY: VOLUME 4 
	Table2.50.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththepreservationeffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5856 
	5856 
	The Magazine 
	292MainSt./ N4495919.170 E464231.132 
	Vernacular/ Community-Residential 
	ca.1845 1993(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.133 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	-RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheMagazineisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Thefull-lengthshed-rooffrontporchalsohasaclay tileroof.Thewindowsare6/3sash,4-lightfixed,and6-lightfixed.Thedoorsincludea6-panelwoodfrontdoorandsideandreardoorsofverticalwoodboards.Therearofthebuildinghasa continuousshedroofoverhanginganopen-airworkareawithheavytimberframing.Thesouthsideofthebuildingabutsthekitchen/diningroom/laundrybuilding.TheOhioHistoricalSocietyownsthe buildingand
	TheMagazineisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithastonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,andaside-gableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.Thefull-lengthshed-rooffrontporchalsohasaclay tileroof.Thewindowsare6/3sash,4-lightfixed,and6-lightfixed.Thedoorsincludea6-panelwoodfrontdoorandsideandreardoorsofverticalwoodboards.Therearofthebuildinghasa continuousshedroofoverhanginganopen-airworkareawithheavytimberframing.Thesouthsideofthebuildingabutsthekitchen/diningroom/laundrybuilding.TheOhioHistoricalSocietyownsthe buildingand

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5856a 
	5856a 
	HouseNo.1 Dining Room, Kitchen,and Laundry 
	292MainSt./ N4495910.055 E464234.205 
	Vernacular/ Residential/ Preservation Efforts 
	ca.1835 1993(restored) 
	Vol.1,pg. 1.93 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,1.58, 2.11,2.14, 2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	ThestructureisarectangularcollectionofbuildingsassembledtogetherbehindHouseNo.1.Thediningroomportionisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontal woodsiding,9/6woodsashwindows,twobrickinteriorchimneys,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles;acoveredwalkwayconnectsthebuildingtoHouseNo.1.Thekitchen/laundryportionisa1story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaclaytilegableroof.Thegableroofofthelaundryextends overanopena
	ThestructureisarectangularcollectionofbuildingsassembledtogetherbehindHouseNo.1.Thediningroomportionisa1-1/2story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontal woodsiding,9/6woodsashwindows,twobrickinteriorchimneys,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles;acoveredwalkwayconnectsthebuildingtoHouseNo.1.Thekitchen/laundryportionisa1story,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,6/6woodsashwindows,oneinteriorbrickchimney,andaclaytilegableroof.Thegableroofofthelaundryextends overanopena
	-
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	Table2.51.Detaileddescriptionofnon-Separatist,above-groundresourcesassociatedwiththepreservationeffortscontext,1962–present 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5860 
	5860 
	ZoarTown Hall 
	250MainSt./ N4495872.216 E 464256.747 
	Vernacular/ Preservation Efforts 
	1887,post1962(restored) 
	-

	Vol.1,pg. 1.136 Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig 1.1,1.200, 2.25,2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	TheTownHallisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickendchimneys,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithslate.The 2/2sashwindowshaveVictorian-eradecorativewoodhoodsandsurrounds.Thefull-length,flat-rooffrontporchhasabalconyabove.Thebuildingistoppedbyasquarecupolawithacross-gable roof,bell,andspire.Thetownhallwasbuiltin1887afterthecommunityincorporatedasavillagein1884.Thefireenginewasoriginallyhousedinthebuilding,andthetownbandperformedonthe 2nd-floorbal
	TheTownHallisa2-1/2story,rectangular,wood-framestructurewithasandstonefoundation,horizontalwoodsiding,twointeriorbrickendchimneys,andafront-gableroofcoveredwithslate.The 2/2sashwindowshaveVictorian-eradecorativewoodhoodsandsurrounds.Thefull-length,flat-rooffrontporchhasabalconyabove.Thebuildingistoppedbyasquarecupolawithacross-gable roof,bell,andspire.Thetownhallwasbuiltin1887afterthecommunityincorporatedasavillagein1884.Thefireenginewasoriginallyhousedinthebuilding,andthetownbandperformedonthe 2nd-floorbal

	COE# 
	COE# 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27m) 
	Style/ BldgType 
	Construction &Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationshipto 1975ZoarHistoric DistrictBoundary 
	NRHPEligibilityStatus& Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5884a 
	5884a 
	HouseNo. 20 Outbuilding 
	396E.4th St./ N4496013.388 E464397.910 
	Vernacular/ Outbuilding 
	ca.1930 2009(restored byZCA) 
	Vol.1,N/A Vol.2,pg. 2.47 Vol.3,Fig. 1.1,2.46 
	Inside 
	RecommendedNot Eligibleascontributingto anexpandedhistoricdistrict underthePreservation Effortscontextbecause lessthan50yearsofage andnotofexceptional nationalsignificance (CriterionG) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	This1-story,wood-frameoutbuildinghasabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.(AclaytileroofistypicalofmanyoftheearlySeparatiststructuresandwas influencedbyGermanbuildingtraditions;however,theseclaytilesappeartobemodernreproductions.)Thewindowsare9-lightand6-lightfixed.Thisbuildingisa1930s-eragaragethatwasrestored bytheZoarCommunityAssociationin2009toresembleaSeparatist-eraoutbuildingthatwasoriginallyassociatedwithHouseNo.20,asshownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898).Only Outb
	This1-story,wood-frameoutbuildinghasabrickfoundation,verticalwoodsiding,andagableroofcoveredwithclaytiles.(AclaytileroofistypicalofmanyoftheearlySeparatiststructuresandwas influencedbyGermanbuildingtraditions;however,theseclaytilesappeartobemodernreproductions.)Thewindowsare9-lightand6-lightfixed.Thisbuildingisa1930s-eragaragethatwasrestored bytheZoarCommunityAssociationin2009toresembleaSeparatist-eraoutbuildingthatwasoriginallyassociatedwithHouseNo.20,asshownonthedissolutionsurveymap(Hayward1898).Only Outb
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	Table 2.52. Detailed description of non-Separatist, above-ground resources associated with the preservation efforts context, 1962–present 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5888 
	5888 
	First Cobbler Shop/Tin Shop (Reconstruction) 
	-

	385 Main St./ N4496006.350 E464291.150 
	Reconstruction / Preservation Efforts 
	-

	1970 
	Vol.1 pg. 1.131 Vol. 2, pg. 2.47 Vol. 3, Fig. 1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	Recommended Not Eligible as contributing to an expanded historic district under the Preservation Efforts context because less than 50 years of age and not of exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Tin Shop is a 1-1/2 story, rectangular, half-timber wood-frame structure with brick nogging infill. This type of construction is called Fachwe k and was brought to the Midwest by German settlers. The building has a sandstone foundation, one interior brick chimney and a wood shingle gable roof. A variety of windows include 6/6 wood sash, 1/1 casement, and 2-light fixed windows. Stone steps lead to a 4-panel, 2-light door with a 3-light transom. In the 1970s, the dilapidated building was torn down and rec
	The Tin Shop is a 1-1/2 story, rectangular, half-timber wood-frame structure with brick nogging infill. This type of construction is called Fachwe k and was brought to the Midwest by German settlers. The building has a sandstone foundation, one interior brick chimney and a wood shingle gable roof. A variety of windows include 6/6 wood sash, 1/1 casement, and 2-light fixed windows. Stone steps lead to a 4-panel, 2-light door with a 3-light transom. In the 1970s, the dilapidated building was torn down and rec

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5889 
	5889 
	Bakery 
	430 Main St./ N4496055.130 E464263.531 
	Vernacular / Community / Preservation Efforts 
	1837 ca. 1972 (restored) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.128 Vol. 2, pg. 2.47 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	Recommended Not Eligible as contributing to an expanded historic district under the Preservation Efforts context because less than 50 years of age and not of exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Bakery is a 2-1/2 story, stone and wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, stone and horizontal wood siding walls, and a side-gable roof. The full-length, shed-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. A 1-story addition built on the west side of the building has stone, brick, and wood siding walls and a gable roof pierced by a tall brick chimney. An exterior oven was removed during the restoration. The structure served a
	The Bakery is a 2-1/2 story, stone and wood-frame structure with a sandstone foundation, stone and horizontal wood siding walls, and a side-gable roof. The full-length, shed-roof front porch is supported by wood posts on metal spindles. The windows are 6/6 wood sash and 6-light casement. A 1-story addition built on the west side of the building has stone, brick, and wood siding walls and a gable roof pierced by a tall brick chimney. An exterior oven was removed during the restoration. The structure served a


	Table 2.53. Detailed description of non-Separatist, above-ground resources associated with the preservation efforts context, 1962–present 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5891 
	5891 
	House No. 11 (Garden House) 
	Bounded by 4th , Main, 3rd , and Park Sts./ N4496032.170 E464217.961 
	Federal/ Vernacular/ Residential and Community 
	ca. 1834 1970 (restored, south wall reconstructed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.95 Vol. 2, pg. 2.47 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.56, 1.200, 2.11, 2.12, 2.26, 2.46 
	Inside 
	Recommended Not Eligible as contributing to an expanded historic district under the Preservation Efforts context because less than 50 years of age and not of exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
	House No. 11, more commonly known as the Garden House, consists of a 2-story, rectangular, brick dwelling with a sandstone foundation, painted red brick exterior, center interior brick chimney, and side-gable wood shingle roof. The 6/6 wood sash windows have stone lintels and sill. Other decorative elements include a wood front door with 4 solid panels and 2 glass panels and a wood cornice with gable returns. The building features an attached two-story brick greenhouse built about the same time as the Garde
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	Table 2.54. Detailed description of non-Separatist, above-ground resources associated with the preservation efforts context, 1962–present 
	Table 2.54. Detailed description of non-Separatist, above-ground resources associated with the preservation efforts context, 1962–present 
	Table 2.54. Detailed description of non-Separatist, above-ground resources associated with the preservation efforts context, 1962–present 

	COE # 
	COE # 
	Property Name 
	Address/ Location (NAD27 m) 
	Style/ Bldg Type 
	Construction & Modification Dates 
	Cross Reference 
	Relationship to 1975 Zoar Historic District Boundary 
	NRHP Eligibility Status & Recommendation 
	Integrity 
	PHOTO 

	5891a 
	5891a 
	Garden Spring House 
	NW corner of 3rd and Main Sts./ N4495942.608 E464263.810 
	Vernacular / Community 
	ca. 1834 mid-20th c. (removed) 1994 (reconstructed) 
	Vol. 1, pg. 1.122 Vol. 2, pg. 2.47 Vol. 3, Fig 1.1, 1.200, 2.25, 2.46 
	Inside 
	Recommended Not Eligible as contributing to an expanded historic district under the Preservation Efforts context because less than 50 years of age and not of exceptional national significance (Criterion G) 
	Location 
	GOOD 
	TD
	Figure


	Design 
	Design 
	GOOD 

	Setting 
	Setting 
	GOOD 

	Materials 
	Materials 
	GOOD 

	Workmanship 
	Workmanship 
	-

	GOOD 

	Feeling 
	Feeling 
	GOOD 

	Association 
	Association 
	-

	GOOD 

	History/Materials/Description 
	History/Materials/Description 

	The Garden Spring House is a rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal wood siding and a gable roof covered with clay tiles. The interior contains a stone trough foundation to hold spring water and has been modified for a modern drinking fountain. Spring houses such as this one were part of the village water system fed by gravity with a series of wood water pipes (Fernandez 2003:128). This one is located in the southeast corner of the garden block. The structure was removed sometime in the mid-20th 
	The Garden Spring House is a rectangular, wood-frame structure with horizontal wood siding and a gable roof covered with clay tiles. The interior contains a stone trough foundation to hold spring water and has been modified for a modern drinking fountain. Spring houses such as this one were part of the village water system fed by gravity with a series of wood water pipes (Fernandez 2003:128). This one is located in the southeast corner of the garden block. The structure was removed sometime in the mid-20th 


	Table 2.55. Summary of search area  and existing pre-contactdata set 
	Search radius size 
	Search radius size 
	Search radius size 
	4 miles 

	Total search radius acreage 
	Total search radius acreage 
	30,133 acres (12,194 ha), 

	Amount of professionally surveyed acreage within search area 
	Amount of professionally surveyed acreage within search area 
	1,887.6 acres (763.8 ha) 

	Number of sites previously recorded on the OAI within search area 
	Number of sites previously recorded on the OAI within search area 
	120 

	Sites not recorded on OAI within search area 
	Sites not recorded on OAI within search area 
	1 

	Total number of sites in existing pre-contact data set 
	Total number of sites in existing pre-contact data set 
	121 
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	Table 2.55. Summary of key information for pre-contact sites in data set organized bybroad time period 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAI Number 
	OAI Number 
	OAI Number 
	Temporal affiliation 
	Site size ft2 (m2) 
	Classes of artifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soil drainage 
	Distance to water ft (m) 
	Information source 


	Paleoindian 
	33-ST-7 
	33-ST-7 
	33-ST-7 
	Late Paleo (Plano), Archaic 
	89,997 (8,361) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Ground Stone 
	Upland Hill or Ridge Top 
	Excessively Drained 
	1,164.7 (355) 
	Brown (1982) 

	33-ST-10 
	33-ST-10 
	Paleo, UnassignedArchaic, Early Woodland 
	17,581.9 (5,359) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Floodplain 
	Well Drained 
	492.1 (150) 
	Brown (1982); Meece (2010) 

	33-ST-898 
	33-ST-898 
	Late Paleo (Plano), Late Archaic (Laurentian), Unassigned Woodland 
	11,000.7 (1,022) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Slate, FCR, Pottery 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	229.7 (70) 
	Weller (2001) 

	33-TU-32 
	33-TU-32 
	Multi-component (Paleo, Archaic, Woodland, Late Prehistoric) 
	349,999.3 (32,516) 
	Debitage, Projectile Points 
	Low Rise on Floodplain 
	Well Drained 
	820.2 (250) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-142 
	33-TU-142 
	Paleo, EarlyWoodland, Late Prehistoric, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	159,047.5 (14,776) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Ground Stone 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Moderately Well Drained 
	524.9 (160) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-154 
	33-TU-154 
	Paleo, EarlyArchaic, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	70,686.6 (6,567) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Low Rise on Floodplain 
	Somewhat Poorly Drained 
	780.8 (238) 
	OAI Form 


	Archaic 
	33-ST-9 
	33-ST-9 
	33-ST-9 
	UnassignedArchaic 
	17,555.7 (5,351) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point 
	Floodplain 
	Well Drained 
	229.7 (70) 
	Brown (1982); Meece (2010) 

	33-ST-12 (Abner Yoder) 
	33-ST-12 (Abner Yoder) 
	EarlyArchaic 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage, Projectile Point 
	Unknown Terrace 
	"Strip Mine Spoil" 
	291.9 (89) 
	OAI Form 

	33-ST-15 
	33-ST-15 
	Archaic, Early Woodland 
	5,200 (1,858) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Terrace (1st) 
	Moderately Well Drained 
	209.9 (64) 
	OAI Form 

	33-ST-37 
	33-ST-37 
	LateArchaic, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	14,960.6 (4,560) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Ground Stone 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	429.8 (131) 
	Brown (1982); Ingleman & Villacorta (2012) 

	33-ST-40 (Gravel Site) 
	33-ST-40 (Gravel Site) 
	EarlyArchaic, Unassigned Archaic 
	4,573.5 (1,394) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	49.2 (15) 
	Brown (1982); Weller (2001, 2002a) 

	33-ST-80 
	33-ST-80 
	UnassignedArchaic, Late Prehistoric, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Terrace (2nd) 
	Well Drained 
	328 (100) 
	OAI Form 
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	Table2.55.Summaryofkeyinformationforpre-contactsitesindatasetorganizedbybroadtimeperiod 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
	Classesofartifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soildrainage 
	Distanceto water ft(m) 
	Informationsource 

	33-ST-896 
	33-ST-896 
	LateArchaic,EarlyWoodland 
	6,561.6 (2,000) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	557.7 (170) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-TU-5 
	33-TU-5 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	79,997.4 (7,432) 
	ProjectilePoint fragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	666 (203) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-7 
	33-TU-7 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	149,995.1 (13,935) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	Floodplain 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	767.7 (234) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-9 
	33-TU-9 
	UnassignedArchaic,Early Woodland,Unassigned Prehistoric, 
	159,994.8 (14,864) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,Slate 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	597 (182) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-12 
	33-TU-12 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	1,266.4 (386) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-13 
	33-TU-13 
	LateArchaic 
	19,999.4 (1,858) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	177.2 (54) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-18 
	33-TU-18 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	320,000.3 (29,729) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	298.5 (91) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-19 
	33-TU-19 
	UnassignedArchaic,Late Prehistoric,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	24,0002.9 (22,297) 
	ProjectilePoint,Tool 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	324.8 (99) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-21 (KlineGrove) 
	33-TU-21 (KlineGrove) 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	49,083.4 (4,560) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	147.6 (45) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-25 
	33-TU-25 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	ProjectilePoint fragments 
	UnknownTerrace 
	Variable 
	1,266.4 (386) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-28 
	33-TU-28 
	EarlyArchaic,Unassigned Archaic,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	1,794,591 (166,723) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	610.2 (186) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-29 
	33-TU-29 
	EarlyArchaic,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	ProjectilePoint 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	380.6 (116) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-30 
	33-TU-30 
	Multi-component(Archaic, Woodland,LatePrehistoric) 
	24,0002.9 (22,297) 
	Debitage,Projectile Points? 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	784 (239) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-31 
	33-TU-31 
	Multi-component(Archaic, Woodland,LatePrehistoric) 
	600,001.9 (55,742) 
	Debitage,Projectile Points? 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	771 (235) 
	OAIForm 
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	Table2.55.Summaryofkeyinformationforpre-contactsitesindatasetorganizedbybroadtimeperiod 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
	Classesofartifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soildrainage 
	Distanceto water ft(m) 
	Informationsource 

	33-TU-42 (Wilkshir) 
	33-TU-42 (Wilkshir) 
	LateArchaic,EarlyWoodland, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,FCR, Pottery 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	1,079.4 (329) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-45 
	33-TU-45 
	LateArchaic,EarlyWoodland, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	24,251 (2,253) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,FCR 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	446.2 (136) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-46 
	33-TU-46 
	LateArchaic,Unassigned Archaic,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	200,004 (18,581) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	597 (182) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-123 
	33-TU-123 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	96,207.8 (8,938) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	666 (203) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-124 
	33-TU-124 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedWoodland,Late Prehistoric,Unassigned Prehistoric, 
	502,653.1 (46,698) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,Ground Stone 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	508.5 (155) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-134 
	33-TU-134 
	UnassignedArchaic, UnassignedPrehistoric 
	125,658 (11,674) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	141 (43) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-207 
	33-TU-207 
	LateArchaic,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	443 (135) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-227 
	33-TU-227 
	UnassignedArchaic,Late Prehistoric,Unassigned Prehistoric 
	25,833.4 (2,400) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	334.6 (102) 
	Reymond(1985) 

	33-TU-547 
	33-TU-547 
	EarlyArchaic 
	3,229.2 (300) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	BluffBase 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	196.8 (60) 
	Keeneretal.(1996) 

	33-TU-614 
	33-TU-614 
	LateArchaic 
	387.5 (36) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,GroundStone 
	Terrace(1st) 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	164 (50) 
	PickardandPansing (2005) 

	N/A (HouseNo.25) 
	N/A (HouseNo.25) 
	UnassignedArchaic 
	Unknown 
	ProjectilePoint 
	Terrace 
	WellDrained 
	370.7 (113) 
	Adamson(2007:40) 
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	Table 2.55. Summary of key information for pre-contact sites in data set organized bybroad time period 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAI Number 
	OAI Number 
	OAI Number 
	Temporal affiliation 
	Site size ft2 (m2) 
	Classes of artifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soil drainage 
	Distance to water ft (m) 
	Information source 


	Woodland 
	33-ST-8 (Bolivar Dam) 
	33-ST-8 (Bolivar Dam) 
	33-ST-8 (Bolivar Dam) 
	Unassigned Woodland, Late Prehistoric 
	101,482.1 (9,428) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, possible Slate 
	Floodplain 
	Well Drained 
	196.8 (60) 
	Brown (1982); Meece (2010) 

	33-ST-893 
	33-ST-893 
	Late Woodland, Late Prehistoric 
	6,889.7 (2,100) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Somewhat Poorly Drained 
	557.7 (170) 
	Weller (2001) 

	33-TU-15 
	33-TU-15 
	Late Woodland, Late Prehistoric, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage, Projectile Point 
	Floodplain 
	Somewhat Poorly Drained 
	1,538.7 (469) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-40 (Kline Mound) 
	33-TU-40 (Kline Mound) 
	Early Woodland, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	1,259.4 (117) 
	Burial Goods; Features 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	1,506 (495) 
	OAI Form; Richards and Shane (1974) 

	33-TU-133 
	33-TU-133 
	Early Woodland, Middle Woodland, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	135,001 (12,542) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Slate 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Somewhat Poorly Drained 
	160.7 (49) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-174 
	33-TU-174 
	Unassigned Woodland, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool, Ground Stone, Pottery 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	193.6 (59) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-204 
	33-TU-204 
	Unassigned Woodland, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	52,495.6 (4,877) 
	Tool, Slate, Pottery 
	Low Rise on Floodplain 
	Somewhat Poorly Drained 
	170.6 (52) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-630 
	33-TU-630 
	Late Woodland, Late Prehistoric 
	3,745.8 (348) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, FCR, Pottery 
	Terrace (1st) 
	Well Drained 
	200.1 (61) 
	Watkins (2007) 


	Late Prehistoric 
	33-ST-64 
	33-ST-64 
	33-ST-64 
	Late Prehistoric 
	91,436.7 (27,870) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	400.3 (122) 
	OAI Form 

	33-TU-121 
	33-TU-121 
	Late Prehistoric, Unassigned Prehistoric 
	159,994.8 (14,864) 
	Debitage, Projectile Point, Tool 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	1,092.5 (333) 
	OAI Form 


	Temporally Unaffiliated (Unassigned Prehistoric) 
	33-ST-16 
	33-ST-16 
	33-ST-16 
	Unassigned Prehistoric 
	2,395 (730) 
	Debitage 
	Unknown Terrace 
	Well Drained 
	298.5 (91) 
	OAI Form 

	33-ST-17 (Sandy Creek) 
	33-ST-17 (Sandy Creek) 
	Unassigned Prehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage 
	Upland Hill or Ridge Top 
	Well Drained 
	449.5 (137) 
	Brown (1982) 
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	Table2.55.Summaryofkeyinformationforpre-contactsitesindatasetorganizedbybroadtimeperiod 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
	Classesofartifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soildrainage 
	Distanceto water ft(m) 
	Informationsource 

	33-ST-33 (Charton Workshop) 
	33-ST-33 (Charton Workshop) 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	42,650.8 (13,000) 
	Debitage,Tool, GroundStone, possiblefeatures 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	1,502.6 (458) 
	OAIForm 

	33-ST-38 
	33-ST-38 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	9,573.5 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	328 (100) 
	Brown(1982) 

	33-ST-39 
	33-ST-39 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	38,300.4 (11,674) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	685.7 (209) 
	Brown(1982) 

	33-ST-73 
	33-ST-73 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	9,573.5 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool, GroundStone 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	173.8 (53) 
	OAIForm 

	33-ST-76 
	33-ST-76 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	9,573.5 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	196.8 (60) 
	OAIForm 

	33-ST-892 
	33-ST-892 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	14,763.7 (4,500) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	360.9 (110) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-ST-894 
	33-ST-894 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	15,748 (4,800) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	557.7 (170) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-ST-895 
	33-ST-895 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	32.8 (10) 
	Debitage 
	Terrace(1st) 
	WellDrained 
	656 (200) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-ST-897 
	33-ST-897 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	161,458.7 (15,000) 
	Debitage,Tool,FCR 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	1,049.9 (320) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-ST-899 
	33-ST-899 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	38,750 (3,600) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	721.8 (220) 
	Weller(2001) 

	33-ST-969 
	33-ST-969 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1,560.8 (145) 
	Debitage 
	Terrace(2nd) 
	WellDrained 
	761 (232) 
	Smith(2008b) 

	33-ST-970 
	33-ST-970 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1571.5 (146) 
	Debitage 
	Terrace(2nd) 
	WellDrained 
	967.8 (295) 
	Smith(2008b) 

	33-ST-971 
	33-ST-971 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	473.6 (44) 
	Debitage 
	Terrace(2nd) 
	WellDrained 
	708.6 (216) 
	Smith(2008b) 

	33-ST-972 
	33-ST-972 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	NotRecorded 
	WellDrained 
	Not recorded 
	Smith(2008b) 

	33-ST-973 
	33-ST-973 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1076.4 (100) 
	Debitage 
	Terrace(2nd) 
	WellDrained 
	977.7 (298) 
	Smith(2008b) 
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	Table2.55.Summaryofkeyinformationforpre-contactsitesindatasetorganizedbybroadtimeperiod 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
	Classesofartifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soildrainage 
	Distanceto water ft(m) 
	Informationsource 

	33-ST-1014 
	33-ST-1014 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	43 (4) 
	Debitage 
	TerraceRemnant 
	WellDrained 
	262.4 (80) 
	Engle&Nelson (2011) 

	33-ST-1015 
	33-ST-1015 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	6,060 (563) 
	Debitage 
	TerraceRemnant 
	WellDrained 
	397 (121) 
	Engle&Nelson (2011) 

	33-ST-1052 
	33-ST-1052 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	269 (25) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	125 
	Ingleman&Villacorta (2012) 

	33-ST-1053 
	33-ST-1053 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	70 
	Ingleman&Villacorta (2012) 

	33-ST-1054 
	33-ST-1054 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	72 
	Ingleman&Villacorta (2012) 

	33-TU-6 
	33-TU-6 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	39,998.7 (3,716) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	1,233.6 (376) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-8 
	33-TU-8 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	31,409 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	698.8 (213) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-10 
	33-TU-10 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	49,998.4 (4,645) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	246 (75) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-11 
	33-TU-11 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	99,996.7 (9,290) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	239.5 (73) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-14 
	33-TU-14 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	469 (143) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-22 (ZoarLevee) 
	33-TU-22 (ZoarLevee) 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	200,004.2 (18,581) 
	Debitage 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	ExcessivelyDrained 
	223 (68) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-23 
	33-TU-23 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	39,998.7 (3,716) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ExcessivelyDrained 
	1,440 (439) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-33 
	33-TU-33 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	2,497.2 (232) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	233 (71) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-34 
	33-TU-34 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	15,004.9 (1,394) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	452.7 (138) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-47 
	33-TU-47 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	39,998 (3,716) 
	ProjectilePoint fragment 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	242.8 (74) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-48 
	33-TU-48 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	79,997.4 (7,432) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	410 (125) 
	OAIForm 
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	Table2.55.Summaryofkeyinformationforpre-contactsitesindatasetorganizedbybroadtimeperiod 
	Entrieshighlightedingreenindicatesitesfoundwithinthestudyarea. 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
	Temporalaffiliation 
	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
	Classesofartifacts present 
	Landform 
	Soildrainage 
	Distanceto water ft(m) 
	Informationsource 

	33-TU-109 
	33-TU-109 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	7,857.6 (730) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	1,046.6 (319) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-110 
	33-TU-110 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1,959 (182) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	UnknownTerrace 
	VeryPoorlyDrained 
	1,341.8 (409) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-115 
	33-TU-115 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	239.5 (73) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-116 
	33-TU-116 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1,959 (182) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	219.8 (67) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-120 
	33-TU-120 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	62,495 (5,806) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	249.3 (76) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-122 
	33-TU-122 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	31,247.6 (2,903) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	830 (253) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-125 
	33-TU-125 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	31,409.1 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	Floodplain 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	(114.8) 35 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-126 
	33-TU-126 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	328 (100) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-132 
	33-TU-132 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	990.8 (302) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-139 
	33-TU-139 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	85 (26) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-140 
	33-TU-140 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	180,005 (16,723) 
	Tool 
	Floodplain 
	WellDrained 
	88.6 (27) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-143 
	33-TU-143 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	89,997 (8,361) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	472.4 (144) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-144 
	33-TU-144 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	754.6 (230) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-145 
	33-TU-145 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	1049.9 (320) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-151 
	33-TU-151 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	39,761.9 (3,694) 
	Nonereported 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	295.3 (90) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-153 
	33-TU-153 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	31,409 (2,918) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	360.9 (110) 
	OAIForm 
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	OAINumber 
	OAINumber 
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	Sitesize ft2 (m2) 
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	Landform 
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	33-TU-163 
	33-TU-163 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	99,996.7 (9,290) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,Ground Stone 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	898.8 (274) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-169 
	33-TU-169 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	96,207.8 (8,938) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool,Ground Stone 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	160.7 (49) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-170 
	33-TU-170 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Nonereported 
	UnknownTerrace 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	301.8 (92) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-175 (MiddleRun) 
	33-TU-175 (MiddleRun) 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	7,857.7 (730) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	252.6 (77) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-177 
	33-TU-177 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	79,997.4 (7,432) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	475.7 (145) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-178 
	33-TU-178 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	70,686.6 (6,567) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	397 (121) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-180 
	33-TU-180 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Undetermined 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	859.6 (262) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-203 
	33-TU-203 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	96,207.8 (8,938) 
	Debitage,Projectile Point,Tool 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	210 (64) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-205 
	33-TU-205 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	4,413.2 (410) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	LowRiseon Floodplain 
	SomewhatPoorlyDrained 
	167 (51) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-206 
	33-TU-206 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	29,999 (2,787) 
	Debitage,Projectile Pointfragment 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	364.2 (111) 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-229 
	33-TU-229 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	23,110 (2,147) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	738.2 (225) 
	Bieretal.(1985); OHSmonitoring 2011 

	33-TU-372 
	33-TU-372 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	107.6 (10) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	1,066.3 (325) 
	Mustain(1990) 

	33-TU-374 
	33-TU-374 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1,076.4 (100) 
	Debitage 
	Saddle 
	WellDrained 
	492 (150) 
	McDaniels& Sprague(1990) 

	33-TU-375 
	33-TU-375 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	689 (210) 
	McDaniels& Sprague(1990) 
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	33-TU-376 
	33-TU-376 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	853 (260) 
	McDaniels& Sprague(1990) 

	33-TU-377 
	33-TU-377 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	1,076.4 (100) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	787.4 (240) 
	McDaniels& Sprague(1990) 

	33-TU-378 
	33-TU-378 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	30,139 (2,800) 
	Debitage,Tool 
	Saddle 
	WellDrained 
	1,246.7 (380) 
	McDaniels& Sprague(1990) 

	33-TU-449 
	33-TU-449 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	43,055.6 (4,000) 
	Debitage,FCR 
	UnknownTerrace 
	WellDrained 
	931.7 (284) 
	Mustain(1992) 

	33-TU-453 (LimeKiln) 
	33-TU-453 (LimeKiln) 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	14,531.3 (1,350) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	147.6 (45) 
	Frye&DobsonBrown(1992) 
	-


	33-TU-454 (ZoarWheat StorageBarn) 
	33-TU-454 (ZoarWheat StorageBarn) 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	UplandHillor RidgeTop 
	WellDrained 
	570.8 (174) 
	Frye&DobsonBrown(1992) 
	-


	33-TU-473 
	33-TU-473 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	UnknownTerrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	656 (200) 
	Corso&Herr(1993) 

	33-TU-474 
	33-TU-474 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	TerraceRemnant 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	65.6 (20) 
	Corso&Herr(1993) 

	33-TU-529 
	33-TU-529 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	Unknown 
	Debitage 
	Terrace 
	ModeratelyWellDrained 
	224.9 (160) 
	Corso&Biehl(1996) 

	33-TU-591 
	33-TU-591 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	TerraceRemnant 
	WellDrained 
	114.8 (35) 
	Mustain(2000) 

	33-TU-647 
	33-TU-647 
	UnassignedPrehistoric 
	10.8 (1) 
	Debitage 
	Floodplain 
	PoorlyDrained 
	114.8 (35) 
	Smith(2008b);Engle &Nelson(2011) 
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	Highlightedentriesindicateinvestigationswithinthestudyarea 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Report date 
	Abbreviatedreporttitle 
	NADB number 
	Locationofinvestigationrelativeto studyarea 
	OAInumbersofsitesinpre-contact datasetassociatedwithinvestigation 

	Aya-ay,Jay 
	Aya-ay,Jay 
	2011 
	Zoar Levee Rock Knoll Seepage Collection Ditch and Weir and Test Borings 
	N/A 
	Withinstudyarea 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Baker,StanleyW. andRobVan Schoyck 
	Baker,StanleyW. andRobVan Schoyck 
	2003 
	Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the TUS-177-32.73 Pedestrian Bridge Project 
	15236 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Beamer,Herb 
	Beamer,Herb 
	1991 
	Literature Review and Archaeological Survey: Proposed R & E Coal Company Mining Tract 
	11568 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Historicalsitesonly 

	Bier,Donald R., RexW.Hagerling, andLonnieJ.Hovey 
	Bier,Donald R., RexW.Hagerling, andLonnieJ.Hovey 
	1985 
	Archaeological Survey of the Number One House Outbuildings, Zoar, Ohio 
	N/A 
	Withinstudyarea 
	33-TU-229 

	Brown,JeffreyD. 
	Brown,JeffreyD. 
	1982 
	Archaeological Reconnaissance of Corps of Engineers Dams in the Muskingum River Basin 
	12593 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-ST-7through33-ST-10, 33-ST-37,through33-ST-40, 33-TU-18,33-TU-28 

	Brown,JeffreyD. 
	Brown,JeffreyD. 
	1998 
	Bolivar Dam Historic Context Report 
	N/A 
	N/A 
	None:Managementdocumentonly 

	Brush,Nigel 
	Brush,Nigel 
	1987 
	A Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed 172.75 Acre Strip Mine 
	14793 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None Note:1prehistoricandhistoricsite(33TU-263)outsidesearchradiusarea;3 isolatedpre-contactlithicartifactsdonot appeartohavereceivedOAInumbersand appeartobeoutsidesearchradiusbased onBrush'sdescription 
	-


	Bush,David,Renea M.Martello,and MarciaMiller 
	Bush,David,Renea M.Martello,and MarciaMiller 
	1989 
	A Cultural Resource Survey for Proposed Permit Application 1083 
	15652 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Church,Flora 
	Church,Flora 
	2004 
	Historic Properties Management Plan for Eighteen Counties Within the Muskingum River Watershed in Ohio 
	N/A 
	N/A 
	None:Managementdocumentonly 

	Corso,RobertA.,and StephenM.Biehl 
	Corso,RobertA.,and StephenM.Biehl 
	1996 
	A Phase I Investigation of the Division of Reclamation Huff Run Borrow Area 
	13469 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-529 


	Full citations for each report are contained in the References Cited section of Volume 2 and entries for each report can be found in the Annotated Bibliography located in Appendix A of Volume 1. 
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	Table2.56.SummaryofCulturalResourcesManagementdocumentsassociatedwithinvestigationsconductedwithinthefour-milesearchradiusofthestudyarea
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	Highlightedentriesindicateinvestigationswithinthestudyarea 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Report date 
	Abbreviatedreporttitle 
	NADB number 
	Locationofinvestigationrelativeto studyarea 
	OAInumbersofsitesinpre-contact datasetassociatedwithinvestigation 

	Corso,RobertA.,and DawnHerr 
	Corso,RobertA.,and DawnHerr 
	1993 
	Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Horizon Coal Corporation Mining Tract #D-0965-1 
	11601 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-473,33-TU-474 

	Engle,JoshuaD.and ChristopherL.Nelson 
	Engle,JoshuaD.and ChristopherL.Nelson 
	2011 
	Supplementary Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam 
	N/A 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-647,33-ST-1014, 33-ST-1015 

	Frye,LoriA.,and DeborahDobson-Brown 
	Frye,LoriA.,and DeborahDobson-Brown 
	1992 
	Cultural Resources Survey for the Lime Kiln Lake Filter Blanket Project in Zoar 
	N/A 
	Withinstudyarea 
	33-TU-453,33-TU-454 (Alsohistoricalsites33-TU-451&33-TU 452,33-TU-455;33-TU-453includes historicalcomponent) 

	Ingleman,Davidand SuzanneVillacorta 
	Ingleman,Davidand SuzanneVillacorta 
	2012 
	2012 Supplementary Archeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances Interim Risk Reduction Measures & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam 
	N/A 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-ST-37,33-ST-1052,33-ST-1053,33ST-1054(Alsohistoricalsites33-ST-1050 &33-ST-1051) 
	-


	Keener,CraigS. 
	Keener,CraigS. 
	2000 
	Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed Restroom Building near the Zoar Bakery in Zoar Village 
	N/A 
	Withinstudyarea 
	None:Historicalsiteonly (33-TU-592) 

	Keener,CraigS., StephenM.Biehl, andBrianK. Mollenkopf 
	Keener,CraigS., StephenM.Biehl, andBrianK. Mollenkopf 
	1996 
	Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 115.9 Acre Surface Mining Application #D-0981-1 
	13467 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-547 

	Keener,CraigS.,and BrianK.Mollenkopf 
	Keener,CraigS.,and BrianK.Mollenkopf 
	1996 
	Phase I Cultural Resources Survey for the Proposed 10.9 Acre D-935-2 Mining Application 
	13474 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Lepper,BradleyT. 
	Lepper,BradleyT. 
	1997 
	Archaeological Investigations at the Fort Laurens Site (33TU193) 
	17483 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Historicalsiteonly 

	Manson,JoniL. 
	Manson,JoniL. 
	2006 
	Phase I Literature Review and Archaeological Survey for Verizon Wireless' Conotton Creek PCS / Camp Tuscazoar Cell Site 
	17114 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	McDaniel,Gary,and RaeNorrisSprague 
	McDaniel,Gary,and RaeNorrisSprague 
	1990 
	Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey: Proposed James Brothers Coal Company Mining Tract 
	11584 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-374,33-TU-375, 33-TU-376,33-TU-377 33-TU-378 
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	Highlightedentriesindicateinvestigationswithinthestudyarea 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Report date 
	Abbreviatedreporttitle 
	NADB number 
	Locationofinvestigationrelativeto studyarea 
	OAInumbersofsitesinpre-contact datasetassociatedwithinvestigation 

	Meece,JamieS. 
	Meece,JamieS. 
	2010 
	Supplementary Phase I Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Ground Disturbing Activities Assoc. w/ USACE Interim Risk Reduction & Major Rehabilitation Activities at Bolivar Dam 
	N/A 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	Updatedinformationon3previously identifiedsites:33-ST-8,33-ST-9,33-ST10 
	-


	Meyer,Elaine 
	Meyer,Elaine 
	2005a 
	A Phase I Cultural Resources Management Survey for the Proposed Mineral City PCS/Carte Wireless Cellular Tower 
	16760 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Meyer,Elaine 
	Meyer,Elaine 
	2005b 
	Phase I Cultural Resource Management Survey for the Proposed Zoar PCS / Notz Wireless Cellular Tower 
	16895 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Murphy,JamesL. 
	Murphy,JamesL. 
	1994 
	A Phase I and Phase II Archaeological Survey of a Proposed Strip Mine 
	11607 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Murphy,JamesL. 
	Murphy,JamesL. 
	1995 
	Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed Waterline 
	11955 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Murphy,JamesL. 
	Murphy,JamesL. 
	1996 
	Phase I Literature Survey and Archaeological Field Reconnaissance of a Proposed Strip Mine Area 
	13241 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Mustain,Chuck 
	Mustain,Chuck 
	1990 
	Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey: Proposed Kimble Clay and Limestone Mining Tract 
	11572 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-372 (Historicalsite:33-TU-373) 

	Mustain,Chuck 
	Mustain,Chuck 
	1992 
	Literature Review and Reconnaissance Survey of the Veard-Bolivar, Ltd. Bolivar Manor House Project 
	11595 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-449 

	Mustain,Chuck 
	Mustain,Chuck 
	2000 
	Phase I Archaeological Survey for the United States Postal Service Facility 
	18312 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-591 

	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	2005 
	Fort Laurens Musket Ball Concentration (33 TU 614): Results of the 2004 Mitigation 
	16564 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-614 

	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	2006a 
	Report on Archaeological Monitoring at the Zoar Village Site (NR 75002124) Bimeler Museum (TUS-771-9, 33TU634) 
	17002 
	Withinstudyarea 
	None:Historicalsiteonly (33-TU-634) 

	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	Pickard,WilliamH., andLindaL.Pansing 
	2006b 
	Report on Archaeological Monitoring of Tree Planting Operations at Fort Laurens (33TU193) 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 
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	Highlightedentriesindicateinvestigationswithinthestudyarea 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Author(s) 
	Report date 
	Abbreviatedreporttitle 
	NADB number 
	Locationofinvestigationrelativeto studyarea 
	OAInumbersofsitesinpre-contact datasetassociatedwithinvestigation 

	Reymond,GeorgeA. 
	Reymond,GeorgeA. 
	1985 
	A Report on the Phase I and II Archaeological Survey of the Bolivar Industrial Park Water and Sewer Extension Line Project 
	11508 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-227 

	Smith,AaronO. 
	Smith,AaronO. 
	2008a 
	Preliminary Archaeological Needs Assessment, Relief Well Collector System at Dover Dam's Zoar Levee 
	N/A 
	Withinstudyarea 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	Smith,AaronO. 
	Smith,AaronO. 
	2008b 
	Phase I Archaeological Survey for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, Bolivar Dam Safety Assurance Project 
	N/A 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-647, 33-ST-969,33-ST-970, 33-ST-971,33-ST-972, 33-ST-973 

	Sprague,RaeNorris 
	Sprague,RaeNorris 
	1991 
	Archaeological Phase III Assessment Survey of 33Tu378 
	11589 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-378 

	Updike,WilliamD. 
	Updike,WilliamD. 
	2009 
	Letter Report: Phase I Archaeological Survey of Proposed Ground Disturbances at Beech City, Bolivar, Dover, and Mohawk Dams 
	N/A 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	USACE 
	USACE 
	1999 
	Bolivar Dam HPMP 
	N/A 
	N/A 
	None:Managementdocumentonly 

	Watkins,Jason 
	Watkins,Jason 
	2007 
	Phase I and II Cultural Resources Survey for the STA-Aqueduct Pedestrian Bridge Project 
	17775 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-TU-630 

	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	2001 
	Phase I Cultural Resources Management Investigations for the Gracemont Interchange 
	14655 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-ST-7,33-ST-33, 33-ST-40,33-ST-892, 33-ST-893,33-ST-894, 33-ST-895,33-ST-896, 33-ST-897,33-ST-898, 33-ST-899 

	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	2002a 
	Phase II Archaeological Assessments at 33ST898 and 33ST40 for the Gracemont Interchange 
	14833 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	33-ST-40, 33-ST-898 

	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	2002b 
	Addendum: Deep Testing of the Alluvial Floodplain for the Gracemont Interchange 
	14834 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 

	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	WellerVonMolsdorf, RyanJ. 
	2008 
	Phase I Archeological Investigations for a Selected Segment within the AEP East Dover-Zoarville 69 kV Line 
	Not Available 
	Outsidestudyarea,butwithin4-mile searchradius 
	None:Nositesidentified 
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	Table2.57.Summaryofexpectationsandrecommendationsfortemporallyunaffiliatedarcheologicalsitesfoundwithinthestudyarea 
	OAINumber7 
	OAINumber7 
	OAINumber7 
	Expectedarcheologicalresourcetypes 
	Notesand Recommendations 
	Reference 

	33-TU-11 
	33-TU-11 
	Undetermined,butlikelylowdensityof chippedstonedebitage 
	-1projectilefragmentandanindeterminateamountofdebitagerecovered -Integrityanddatapotentialofsiteimpactedbyavocationalcollecting,plowing -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-22 
	33-TU-22 
	Undetermined,butlikelylowdensityof chippedstonedebitage 
	-Indeterminateamountofdebitagerecovered -Integrityanddatapotentialofsiteimpactedbyavocationalcollecting,plowing -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-48 
	33-TU-48 
	Undetermined,butlikelylowdensityof chippedstonedebitage 
	-1informalchippedstonetoolandanindeterminateamountofdebitagerecovered -Integrityanddatapotentialofsiteimpactedbyavocationalcollecting,plowing -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	OAIForm 

	33-TU-229* 
	33-TU-229* 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	-2piecesofdebitagefoundindisturbedcontext -Intactpre-contactremainsareunlikely -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	Bieretal.(1985);2011 monitoring. 

	33-TU-453* 
	33-TU-453* 
	Lowdensityofchippedstonedebitage 
	-15piecesofdebitagerecovered -Integrityanddatapotentialimpactedbyplowingand/orerosion -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	FryeandDobson-Brown (1992) 

	33-TU-454* 
	33-TU-454* 
	Debitageindisturbedcontext 
	-1pieceofdebitagefoundindisturbedcontext -Intactpre-contactremainsareunlikely -RecommendednoteligiblefortheNationalRegister -Nofurthertestingiswarranted 
	FryeandDobson-Brown (1992) 


	An asterisk (*) next to the site number in this column indicates that the site was identified and recorded by a professional archaeologist. Lack of an asterisk indicates that the site was identified by an avocational archeologist or member of the general of public and subsequently verbally reported to a professional archeologist who created an OAI record based on the reported information. 
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	Table2.58.Summaryofmajorenvironmentalattributesoftheexistingdatasetbytimeperiod 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SampleSize (components) 
	SiteSize Range ft2 (m2) 
	SiteSize Average ft2 (m2) 
	SoilDrainage Range 
	Soil Drainage Mostfrequent 
	Landform Range 
	Landform Mostfrequent 
	Elevation Range ft(m) 
	Elevation Average ft(m) 
	Distanceto Water Range ft(m) 
	Distanceto Water Average ft(m) 

	Paleoindian (Unspecified) 
	Paleoindian (Unspecified) 
	4 
	57,683.8– 349,999.3 (5,359– 32,516) 
	159,311.3 (14,800.5) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedtowell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,floodplain, lowriseonfloodplain 
	Lowriseon floodplain 
	899–913.7 (274–284) 
	918.6 (280) 
	492–820.2 (150–250) 
	654.5 (199.5) 

	Late Paleoindian 
	Late Paleoindian 
	2 
	11,000.7– 89,997 (1,022– 8,361) 
	50,498.9 (4,691.5) 
	Welldrainedto excessivelydrained 
	N/A 
	Uplandridgetop, terrace 
	N/A 
	918.6–941.6 (280–287) 
	903 (283.5) 
	229.6–1164.7 (70–355) 
	697.1 (212.5) 

	Archaic (Unspecified) 
	Archaic (Unspecified) 
	17 
	19,999.4– 502,653.1 (1,858– 46,698) 
	112,773.5 (10,477) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedto excessivelydrained 
	Welldrained 
	Uplandridgetop, terrace,floodplain,low riseonfloodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	876–958 (267–292) 
	866 (264) 
	14–1266.4 (43–386) 
	539.7 (164.5) 

	EarlyArchaic 
	EarlyArchaic 
	9 
	3,229.2– 1,794,591 (300– 166,723) 
	341,495.8 (31,726) 
	StripMineSpoil, Somewhatpoorly drained,well drained 
	Welldrained 
	Bluffbase,terrace, floodplain,lowriseon floodplain 
	Lowriseon floodplain 
	853–945 (260–288) 
	918.6 (280) 
	49.2–820.2 (15–250) 
	520.3 (158.6) 

	MiddleArchaic 
	MiddleArchaic 
	0 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	LateArchaic 
	LateArchaic 
	12 
	387.5– 600,002 (36– 55,742) 
	126,357.5 (11,739) 
	Moderatelywell drainedandwell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,lowriseon floodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	899–951.4 (274–290) 
	928.5 (283) 
	164–1079.4 (50–329) 
	541.3 (165) 

	Woodland (Unspecified) 
	Woodland (Unspecified) 
	5 
	11,000.7– 502,653.1 (1,022– 46,698) 
	133,526.3 (12,405) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedtowell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,floodplain, lowriseonfloodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	892.4–925.2 (272–282) 
	927 (282.6) 
	170.6–508.5 (52–155) 
	259.2 (79) 

	Early Woodland 
	Early Woodland 
	12 
	1,259.4– 600,002 (117– 55,742) 
	147,401 (13,694) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedtowell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,floodplain, lowriseonfloodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	895.6–948 (273–289) 
	922 (281) 
	160.7–1624 (49–495) 
	672.6 (205) 

	Middle Woodland 
	Middle Woodland 
	1 
	135,001 (12,542) 
	N/A 
	Somewhatpoorly drained 
	N/A 
	Terrace 
	N/A 
	941.6 (287) 
	N/A 
	160.7 (49) 
	N/A 
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	Table2.58.Summaryofmajorenvironmentalattributesoftheexistingdatasetbytimeperiod 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SampleSize (components) 
	SiteSize Range ft2 (m2) 
	SiteSize Average ft2 (m2) 
	SoilDrainage Range 
	Soil Drainage Mostfrequent 
	Landform Range 
	Landform Mostfrequent 
	Elevation Range ft(m) 
	Elevation Average ft(m) 
	Distanceto Water Range ft(m) 
	Distanceto Water Average ft(m) 

	LateWoodland 
	LateWoodland 
	6 
	3,745.8– 600,002 (348– 55,742) 
	236,633.8 (21,984) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedtowell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,floodplain, lowriseonfloodplain 
	Lowriseon floodplain 
	879.3–925.2 (268–282) 
	908.8 (277) 
	200.1–1538.7 (61–469) 
	777.5 (237) 

	Late Prehistoric 
	Late Prehistoric 
	14 
	3,745.8– 600,002 (348– 55,742) 
	207,770.4 (19,302.5) 
	Somewhatpoorly drainedtowell drained 
	Welldrained 
	Terrace,floodplain, lowriseonfloodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	879.3–938.3 (268–286) 
	910.1 (277.4) 
	196.8–1538.7 (60–469) 
	598.7 (182.5) 

	Temporally Unaffiliated 
	Temporally Unaffiliated 
	74 
	10.8– 99,996.7 (1–9,290) 
	31,818.1 (2,956) 
	Verypoorlydrained toexcessively drained 
	Welldrained 
	Uplandridgetop, saddle,terrace, floodplain,lowriseon floodplain 
	Unknownterrace 
	872.7– 1141.7 (266–348) 
	921.6 (280.9) 
	65.6–1502.6 (20–458) 
	524.9 (160) 
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	Table2.59.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	Paleoindian 
	Paleoindian 
	N/A 
	Workshop/occupationsites 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Chertprocessingsites 
	Chertprocessingsites 
	Floodplainsanduplands 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Foodprocurement(resource extraction)sites 
	Foodprocurement(resource extraction)sites 
	Nopredictingfactors 
	Within656ft(200m)ofwater (averageforentireperiod) Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	Archaic 
	Archaic 
	EarlyArchaic 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Highestprobabilitylocationis terraces 
	Within522ft(159m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	MiddleArchaic 
	MiddleArchaic 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Highestprobabilitylocationis terraces 
	NONE 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Comparativelyrobustsamplesize Intactfeatures 

	LateArchaic 
	LateArchaic 
	Largesummerbasecamps 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within541ft(165m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within541ft(165m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Intactfeatures 
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	Table2.59.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	Woodland 
	Woodland 
	EarlyWoodland 
	Largesummerbasecamps 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within672.5ft(205m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Smallwinterresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within672.5ft(205m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Intactfeatures 

	Middle Woodland 
	Middle Woodland 
	Year-roundhamlets 
	Floodplainsandlowterraces 
	NONE 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures 

	LateWoodland 
	LateWoodland 
	Year-roundhamlets 
	Floodplainsandlowterraces 
	Within777.5ft(237m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactorfeature patterning Diverseartifactclasses Intactfeatures,esp.structural 

	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Floodplainsanduplands 
	Within777.5feet(237m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactsample Intactfeatures 

	Fortifiedhabitationsites 
	Fortifiedhabitationsites 
	Bluffedges 
	Nobluffedgesinstudyarea 
	N/A 

	Late Prehistoric 
	Late Prehistoric 
	N/A 
	Largevillages 
	Floodplainsandterraces 
	Within599feet(182.5m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactclasses Diversefeaturetypesexhibiting spatialpatterning Evidenceofinternalstructureof village 
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	Table2.59.Pre-contactsitelocationprobabilityassessmentbytimeperiodandsitetypebasedonmodeloverlap 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	Temporal Period 
	SubPeriod 
	Possiblesitetypesderived fromdeductivemodel 
	Locationonlandscape derivedfromdeductive model 
	Locationalrefinementsderived frominductivemodel 
	DataNeedsforDetermining Significance 

	TR
	Smallseasonalresource extractioncamps 
	Uplands 
	Within599feet(182.5m)ofwater Welldrainedsoils 
	Temporallydiagnosticartifacts Discernibleartifactpatterning Large,diverseartifactsample Intactfeatures 


	Table2.60.KnownandsuspectedformerSeparatisthouselocationswithinZoarVillage 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	Location 
	Notes 
	Reference 

	HouseNo.4 
	HouseNo.4 
	SouthwestcornerParkSt.andThirdSt. 
	Oneoforiginallogcabinsandthefirstsewinghouse,probable goodarcheologicalintegrity 
	Schultz1978:4 

	HouseNo.24 
	HouseNo.24 
	UndereasternZoarLeveeandSR212 roadbed 
	SolomonBrielHome,likelybuiltca.1870s.Locationis completelydisturbed. 
	Morhart1981:125;ChuckKnaack,personal communication,2012 

	PetermannCabin 
	PetermannCabin 
	NorthendofPublicGarden,possiblyin samelocationasGardenHouse 
	Oneoforiginal1817logcabins;Nixonplacesitnearthe centerofthegarden 
	Nixon1933:33 

	NorthLogCabin 
	NorthLogCabin 
	NorthofintersectionofWestSt.and FifthSt. 
	Thislocationindicatedasaformerlogcabinlocationon LeukeringmapinMorhart’sbook 
	Morhart1981:8 
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	Table2.61.SeparatistCommunity/Religion/EducationresourcelocationsatZoarVillage 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	Significantarcheologicalresources 
	Notes 
	Reference 

	DairyandCheeseHouse 
	DairyandCheeseHouse 
	Stratifiedrefusesheetmiddenswithdairy-relatedartifacts; subsurfacedrainlinethatdrainedspringwaterfromdairy tocowbarnarea 
	Restorationeffortsmayhaveeffectedarcheologicaldeposits toanunknownextent 
	Schultz1978:25 

	SpringHouseandWell 
	SpringHouseandWell 
	Foundationsandfilledwell,withcomponentsthatinform onwatermanagementatZoarVillage 
	Springhousewasattachedtonorthsideofdairy.Unknown levelofdisturbance 
	McArtor1933:40 

	Bakery 
	Bakery 
	Sheetmiddendeposits;earlybakeovensandlate nineteenthcenturyadditionfoundations 
	Somedisturbancetoareathroughconstructionofpublic restroomsandremovalofpost-1850additionsbyOHS 
	Keener2000 

	BathHouses 
	BathHouses 
	None 
	LocationisunderZoarLevee 
	-

	BlacksmithShop 
	BlacksmithShop 
	Refusedepositsincludingwasteproducts,brokentools, andwroughtironobjects;possiblefoundationremnants withforgebasessouthandwestofcurrentreconstructed building 
	Whenreconstructedin1870,OHSforsomereasonleftoffthe southwingofthebuilding,andfoundationremnantscouldstill existinthatlocation.Unknownamountofdisturbancefrom reconstructionefforts 
	-

	Brewery 
	Brewery 
	Refuse depositsaroundfoundationareathatdateto Separatistperiodandcontainbrewing-relatedartifacts 
	Locationhasseenhighlevelsof disturbanceintwentieth centuryfromimpoundmentofZoarLake;destructionof superstructurebyfire,andalterationstoconvertbuildinginto apartmentbuildingandsubsequentdemolition 
	-

	FirstCabinetShop 
	FirstCabinetShop 
	Foundationsandsubfloordeposits;sheetmiddenrefuse withhighamountsofbrokenwoodworkingtoolfragments, furniturehardware 
	Locationofresourceisunknown,butthoughttobeunder currentZoarHotelparkinglot 
	Schultz1978:7 

	FirstCiderMill 
	FirstCiderMill 
	Undetermined 
	MaybelocatedonsamespotasSecondCiderMill 
	Schultz1978:28 

	SecondCiderMilland CabinetShop 
	SecondCiderMilland CabinetShop 
	PossiblesheetmiddenrefusesimilartoFirstCabinet Shop;machinerymountsandstackfoundations 
	Builtin1863;fronthalfremovedinmid-twentiethcentury. Renovationandlandscapingassociatedwithconversionto bed&breakfasthashadanunknowneffectonarcheological deposits 
	Schultz1978:31 

	FirstCobblerShopand TinShop 
	FirstCobblerShopand TinShop 
	Refusedepositsincludingwasteproducts,brokentools 
	Unknownamountofdisturbancefromreconstructionefforts 
	-

	Cooper’sShop 
	Cooper’sShop 
	Foundation;artifactdepositsincludinghighamountsof architecturalartifacts,activity-relatedartifactssuchas brokentools 
	Locationisinalawnbetweenbuilding5852anda parkinglot 
	Schultz1978:38 

	EngineHouse 
	EngineHouse 
	Foundation,enginemounts,fuelandclinkerdeposits 
	Resourcemayhavebeendestroyedbyborrowactivity 
	Schultz1978:72;Knaack, PersonalCommunication, 2012 

	FishPond 
	FishPond 
	Earthenberms 
	SeparatistfishpondinmodernGooseRunImpoundment; Somebermsusedtodamthepondmayhavebeendestroyed duringZDDconstruction 
	-
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	Table2.61.SeparatistCommunity/Religion/EducationresourcelocationsatZoarVillage 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	Significantarcheologicalresources 
	Notes 
	Reference 

	PublicGarden 
	PublicGarden 
	Fishpondremnants,1850sgreenhousefoundationwith subfloorheatingelements,gardenwashhousefoundation 
	Artifactconcentrationsrelatedtogardeningactivityare expectedtobescarce;archeologicalexcavationsat1850 greenhousedesiredtoidentifypossiblesubfloorheating system 
	Massillon Independent 1896; McArtor1939 

	IceHouses 
	IceHouses 
	Foundations,stone-linedcellars,artifactsrelatedtofood storage 
	Threeknownicehouses:eastofThreshingBarn,eastofZoar Hotel,andnorthofHouseNo.25 
	-

	Magazine 
	Magazine 
	Lowdensitiesofartifactsrelatedtouse;maybedifficultto distinguishfromgeneralresidentialrefuse 
	Artifactsmaybedifficulttodistinguishfromgeneralresidential refuse 
	-

	SecondMeetinghouse 
	SecondMeetinghouse 
	Foundationandpossiblecellar;Sheetmiddenartifacts relatedtofunctionsofbuilding:schoolslates,marbles; artifactsrelatedtolateruseasbroomshopandcobbler shop 
	Middenartifactscouldcontainmaterialrelatedtouseof buildingassummerartstudioin1880s-1890s;postdissolutionartifactsrelatedtoshoemaking 
	-

	Law1942 

	SecondSchool 
	SecondSchool 
	Sheetmiddenartifactsrelatedtofunctionsofbuilding: schoolslates,marbles;artifactsrelatedtolateruseas broomshopandcobblershop 
	Sheetmiddenartifactsmaybedifficulttoseparateinto residentialandeducation-relatedartifactsduetomixinginthe soil 
	-

	ThirdMeetinghouse 
	ThirdMeetinghouse 
	Possibleouthouseshaftstorearofbuilding 
	Useofbuildingasmeetinghouseandlateraschurchlikely limitsarcheologicaldepositshere 
	-

	Saddlery 
	Saddlery 
	Foundationandpossiblecellar;artifactsrelatedtoleather workingandgeneraluseofshopbyworkers 
	Testingshouldbeconductedinthelocationofbuildingduring theSeparatistperiod,northofSecondStreetandwestofFoltz Street 
	Law1942;HABS1936, USACE1935As-built drawings 

	Sapboilingshed 
	Sapboilingshed 
	Foundations,stoneboilerbase,redwaresugarcrock fragments,metalwarecontainerfragments 
	Locatednearblacksmithshop 
	Schultz1978:43 

	ThirdSchool 
	ThirdSchool 
	Low-densitysheetmiddenwithchildren’stoys,writing slates,andrelatedartifacts;outhousesprobablybehind school 
	-
	-

	ShingleHouse 
	ShingleHouse 
	Foundations;artifactsrelatedtowoodworking;deposits dominatedbyarchitecturalartifacts 
	LocatedindrivewayforHouseNo.21 
	Schultz1978:44;Knaack, personalcommunication, 2012 

	TailorShopandDoctor’s Office 
	TailorShopandDoctor’s Office 
	Rearyardsheetmiddendepositswithclothworkingtools, medicinalartifacts 
	Assessmentofrearyarddepositsrequiresremovalofparking lotasphaltsurface 
	-

	WagonShop 
	WagonShop 
	Architecturalartifactsinsheetmiddenaround reconstructedbuilding;artifactsrelatedtouseofstructure byworkers 
	Unknownlevelofdisturbancefromremovalofbuildingin 1950sandreconstructionin1970 
	-

	WagonStorageShed 
	WagonStorageShed 
	Foundation;architecturalartifacts 
	Depositsmaybedisturbedthroughresidentialdevelopment andutilities 
	-
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	Table2.61.SeparatistCommunity/Religion/EducationresourcelocationsatZoarVillage 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	Significantarcheologicalresources 
	Notes 
	Reference 

	Winery 
	Winery 
	Foundation;architecturalartifacts 
	StonefoundationswerevisiblebehindHouseNo.1in1930s; nolongervisible 
	McArtor1939 

	ZoarJail 
	ZoarJail 
	Foundation,architecturalartifacts,lowdensityofdomestic artifacts 
	Possibleagriculturalcontextrelationship;jailreported convertedfromachickencoop 
	Law1942 

	ZoarTownHall 
	ZoarTownHall 
	Lowdensityoflatenineteenthcenturyartifactsinsheet middeninyard,relatedtodailyuseoftownhall 
	Governmentalfunctionmaylimittypesandamountofrefuse associatedwithbuilding 
	-
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	Table2.62.Summarytableforsubcontextsassociatedwiththeproposed2013ZoarHistoricDistrict 
	Context 
	Context 
	Context 
	PeriodOfSignificance 
	Applicable National Register Criteria 
	National Significance 
	State Significance 
	Local Significance 
	Numberof Contributing Resources 

	SeparatistResidential 
	SeparatistResidential 
	1817–1898 
	A,B(House No.1,House No.10),C,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	44 

	SeparatistCommercial 
	SeparatistCommercial 
	1817–1898 
	A,C 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	1 

	SeparatistAgricultural 
	SeparatistAgricultural 
	1817–1898 
	A,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	10 

	SeparatistIndustry& Manufacturing 
	SeparatistIndustry& Manufacturing 
	1817–1898 
	A,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	11 

	SeparatistTransportation 
	SeparatistTransportation 
	1817–1898 
	A 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	5 

	SeparatistCommunity, Education,&Religion 
	SeparatistCommunity, Education,&Religion 
	1817–1898 
	A,C,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	20 

	SeparatistTourism& Recreation 
	SeparatistTourism& Recreation 
	1817–1898 
	A,C,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	3 

	SeparatistFloodControl 
	SeparatistFloodControl 
	1817–1898 
	A 
	Yes 
	No 
	No 
	1 

	Non-Separatist Residential&Community Development 
	Non-Separatist Residential&Community Development 
	1898–1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	N 
	No 
	0 

	Non-Separatist Commerce&Industry 
	Non-Separatist Commerce&Industry 
	1898–1962 
	A 
	No 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	3 

	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	1898–1962 
	A 
	No 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	1 

	Non-SeparatistTourism &Recreation 
	Non-SeparatistTourism &Recreation 
	1898–1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	Non-SeparatistFlood ControlEfforts 
	Non-SeparatistFlood ControlEfforts 
	1898–1962 
	A,C 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	6 

	Non-Separatist PreservationEfforts 
	Non-Separatist PreservationEfforts 
	1898–1962 
	A 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	8 

	Non-Separatist Residential&Community Development 
	Non-Separatist Residential&Community Development 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	Non-Separatist Commerce&Industry 
	Non-Separatist Commerce&Industry 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 
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	Table2.62.Summarytableforsubcontextsassociatedwiththeproposed2013ZoarHistoricDistrict 
	Context 
	Context 
	Context 
	PeriodOfSignificance 
	Applicable National Register Criteria 
	National Significance 
	State Significance 
	Local Significance 
	Numberof Contributing Resources 

	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Non-Separatist Transportation 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	Non-SeparatistTourism &Recreation 
	Non-SeparatistTourism &Recreation 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	Non-SeparatistFlood ControlEfforts 
	Non-SeparatistFlood ControlEfforts 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	Non-Separatist PreservationEfforts 
	Non-Separatist PreservationEfforts 
	Post-1962 
	n/a 
	No 
	No 
	No 
	0 

	SeparatistResidential 
	SeparatistResidential 
	1817–1898 
	A,B(House No.1,House No.10),C,D 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	Yes 
	44 
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	Hardlines Design Company (HDC), under contract to Tetra Tech, Inc. was tasked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Huntington District (Huntington), to perform Task I of the Baseline Planning Assessment for the Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam, Dam Safety Modification Study (DSMS) (see Appendix B: Scope of Work). The Dam Safety Modification Study is being conducted by Huntington to identify a long-term risk management plan to address seepage and stability issues associated with Zoar Levee & Diversion Dam.
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	Figure
	Photo 1. COE# 5837, Wagon Shop, 118 First Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 2. COE# 5837, Wagon Shop, 118 First Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 2. COE# 5837, Wagon Shop, 118 First Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 3. COE# 5838, Blacksmith Shop, 130 First Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 4. COE# 5838, Blacksmith Shop, 130 First Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 4. COE# 5838, Blacksmith Shop, 130 First Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 5. COE# 5839, Apartment Building, First and Main Streets, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 6. COE# 5839, Apartment Building, First and Main Streets, looking northwest 
	Photo 6. COE# 5839, Apartment Building, First and Main Streets, looking northwest 
	Photo 7. COE# 5839a, Outbuilding, First and Main Streets, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 8. COE# 5839a, Outbuilding, First and Main Streets, looking northeast 
	Photo 8. COE# 5839a, Outbuilding, First and Main Streets, looking northeast 
	Photo 9. COE# 5840, Residence, 170 First Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 10. COE# 5840, Residence, 170 First Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 10. COE# 5840, Residence, 170 First Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 11. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 11. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 12. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 12. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 13. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking east 
	Photo 13. COE# 5841, Zoar Hotel, 183 Main Street, looking east 


	Figure
	Photo 14. COE# 5842a, House No. 23, Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 14. COE# 5842a, House No. 23, Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 15. COE# 5842a, House No. 23, Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 15. COE# 5842a, House No. 23, Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 16. COE# 5842b, Antoneio’s Italian Eatery/Firehouse Grille and Pub, Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 16. COE# 5842b, Antoneio’s Italian Eatery/Firehouse Grille and Pub, Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 17. COE# 5842b, Antoneio’s Italian Eatery/Firehouse Grille and Pub, Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 17. COE# 5842b, Antoneio’s Italian Eatery/Firehouse Grille and Pub, Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 18. COE# 5842c, Tailor’s Shop/Doctor’s Office, Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 18. COE# 5842c, Tailor’s Shop/Doctor’s Office, Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 19. COE# 5842c, Tailor’s Shop/Doctor’s Office, Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 19. COE# 5842c, Tailor’s Shop/Doctor’s Office, Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 20. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking west 
	Photo 20. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking west 


	Figure
	Photo 21. COE# 5843, Zoar Store/Zoar Dairy, 198 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 21. COE# 5843, Zoar Store/Zoar Dairy, 198 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 22. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 22. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 23. COE# 5843, Zoar Store/Zoar Dairy, 198 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 23. COE# 5843, Zoar Store/Zoar Dairy, 198 Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 24. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 24. COE# 5843, Zoar Store, 198 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 25. COE# 5844, House No. 23 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 25. COE# 5844, House No. 23 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 26. COE# 5844, House No. 23 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 26. COE# 5844, House No. 23 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 27. COE# 5845, U.S. Post Office, 171 First Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 27. COE# 5845, U.S. Post Office, 171 First Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 28. COE# 5845, U.S. Post Office, 171 First Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 28. COE# 5845, U.S. Post Office, 171 First Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 29. COE# 5846, Tuscarawas County Water and Sewer, First Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 29. COE# 5846, Tuscarawas County Water and Sewer, First Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 30. COE# 5846, Tuscarawas County Water and Sewer, First Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 30. COE# 5846, Tuscarawas County Water and Sewer, First Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 31. COE# 5847, Zoar Tavern Guest House, Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 31. COE# 5847, Zoar Tavern Guest House, Park Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 32. COE# 5847, Zoar Tavern Guest House, Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 32. COE# 5847, Zoar Tavern Guest House, Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 33. COE# 5847a, Zoar Tavern Guest House Outbuilding, Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 33. COE# 5847a, Zoar Tavern Guest House Outbuilding, Park Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 34. COE# 5847a, Zoar Tavern Guest House Outbuilding, Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 34. COE# 5847a, Zoar Tavern Guest House Outbuilding, Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 35. COE# 5848, House No. 3, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 35. COE# 5848, House No. 3, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 36. COE# 5848, House No. 3, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 36. COE# 5848, House No. 3, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 37. COE# 5848a, House No. 3 Carport, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 37. COE# 5848a, House No. 3 Carport, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 38. COE# 5848a, House No. 3 Carport, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 38. COE# 5848a, House No. 3 Carport, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 39. COE# 5848b, House No. 3 Outbuilding, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 39. COE# 5848b, House No. 3 Outbuilding, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 40. COE# 5848b, House No. 3 Outbuilding, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 40. COE# 5848b, House No. 3 Outbuilding, 191 Park Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 41. COE# 5848c, House No. 3 Garage, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 41. COE# 5848c, House No. 3 Garage, 191 Park Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 42. COE# 5848c, House No. 3 Garage, 191 Park Street, looking east 
	Photo 42. COE# 5848c, House No. 3 Garage, 191 Park Street, looking east 


	Figure
	Photo 43. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 43. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 44. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 44. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 45. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 45. COE# 5849, House No. 2, 197 Second Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 46. COE# 5849a, House No. 2 Outbuilding, 197 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 46. COE# 5849a, House No. 2 Outbuilding, 197 Second Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 47. COE# 5850, House No. 31, 246 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 47. COE# 5850, House No. 31, 246 Park Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 48. COE# 5850, House No. 31, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 48. COE# 5850, House No. 31, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 49. COE# 5850a, House No. 31 Garage, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 49. COE# 5850a, House No. 31 Garage, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 50. COE# 5850a, House No. 31 Garage, 246 Park Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 50. COE# 5850a, House No. 31 Garage, 246 Park Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 51. COE# 5850b, House No. 31 Outbuilding, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 51. COE# 5850b, House No. 31 Outbuilding, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 52. COE# 5850c, Kettle House Foundation, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 52. COE# 5850c, Kettle House Foundation, 246 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 53. COE# 5850c, Kettle House Foundation, 246 Park Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 53. COE# 5850c, Kettle House Foundation, 246 Park Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 54. COE# 5851, Bennett Residence, 278 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 54. COE# 5851, Bennett Residence, 278 Park Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 55. COE# 5851, Bennett Residence, 278 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 55. COE# 5851, Bennett Residence, 278 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 56. COE# 5851a, Bennett Residence Garage, 278 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 56. COE# 5851a, Bennett Residence Garage, 278 Park Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 57. COE# 5851a, Bennett Residence Garage, 278 Park Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 57. COE# 5851a, Bennett Residence Garage, 278 Park Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 58. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking north 
	Photo 58. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking north 


	Figure
	Photo 59. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 59. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 60. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 60. COE# 5852, House No. 5, 221 Third Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 61. COE# 5852a, House No. 5 Garage, 221 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 61. COE# 5852a, House No. 5 Garage, 221 Third Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 62. COE# 5852a, House No. 5 Garage, 221 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 62. COE# 5852a, House No. 5 Garage, 221 Third Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 63. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 63. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 64. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking south 
	Photo 64. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking south 


	Figure
	Photo 65. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 65. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 66. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 66. COE# 5853, House No. 27, 198 Third Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 67. COE# 5854, House No. 27 Outbuilding, Third Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 67. COE# 5854, House No. 27 Outbuilding, Third Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 68. COE# 5854, House No. 27 Outbuilding, Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 68. COE# 5854, House No. 27 Outbuilding, Third Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 69. COE# 5856 and 5856a, The Magazine and Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 69. COE# 5856 and 5856a, The Magazine and Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 70. COE# 5856, The Magazine, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 70. COE# 5856, The Magazine, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 71. COE# 5856, The Magazine, 292 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 71. COE# 5856, The Magazine, 292 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 72. COE# 5856a, Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 72. COE# 5856a, Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 73. COE# 5856 and 5856a, The Magazine and Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 73. COE# 5856 and 5856a, The Magazine and Dining/Kitchen/Laundry to House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 74. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 74. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 75. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 75. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 76. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 76. COE# 5857, House No. 1, 292 Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 77. COE# 5858, House No. 29, 297 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 77. COE# 5858, House No. 29, 297 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 78. COE# 5858, House No. 29, 297 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 78. COE# 5858, House No. 29, 297 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 79. COE# 5858a, House No. 29 Garage, 297 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 79. COE# 5858a, House No. 29 Garage, 297 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 80. COE# 5858a, House No. 29 Garage, 297 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 80. COE# 5858a, House No. 29 Garage, 297 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 81. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 81. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 82. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 82. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 83. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 83. COE# 5859, House No. 26, Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 84. COE# 5859a, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 84. COE# 5859a, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking southwest 


	Figure
	Photo 85. COE# 5859a, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 85. COE# 5859a, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 86. COE# 5859b, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 86. COE# 5859b, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 87. COE# 5859b, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 87. COE# 5859b, House No. 26 Outbuilding, alley behind Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 88. COE# 5860, Zoar Town Hall, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 88. COE# 5860, Zoar Town Hall, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 89. COE# 5860, Zoar Town Hall, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 89. COE# 5860, Zoar Town Hall, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 90. COE# 5860a, Women’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 90. COE# 5860a, Women’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 91. COE# 5860a, Women’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 91. COE# 5860a, Women’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 92. COE# 5860b, Men’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 92. COE# 5860b, Men’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 93. COE# 5860b, Men’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 93. COE# 5860b, Men’s Restroom, 250 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 94. COE# 5861, Treasurer’s House, 214 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 94. COE# 5861, Treasurer’s House, 214 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 95. COE# 5861, Treasurer’s House, 214 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 95. COE# 5861, Treasurer’s House, 214 Main Street, looking northeast 


	Figure
	Photo 96. COE# 5861a, Treasurer’s House Wash House, 214 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 96. COE# 5861a, Treasurer’s House Wash House, 214 Main Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 97. COE# 5861a, Treasurer’s House Wash House, 214 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 97. COE# 5861a, Treasurer’s House Wash House, 214 Main Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 98. COE# 5862, House No. 22, 121 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 98. COE# 5862, House No. 22, 121 Second Street, looking southeast 


	Figure
	Photo 99. COE# 5862, House No. 22, 121 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 99. COE# 5862, House No. 22, 121 Second Street, looking northwest 


	Figure
	Photo 100. COE# 5862, House No. 22, 121 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 101. COE# 5863, House No. 22 Wash House, 121 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 102. COE# 5863, House No. 22 Wash House, 121 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 102. COE# 5863, House No. 22 Wash House, 121 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 103. COE# 5864, Residence, 171 Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 104. COE# 5864, Residence, 171 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 104. COE# 5864, Residence, 171 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 105. COE# 5864a, Garage, 171 Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 106. COE# 5864a, Garage, 171 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 106. COE# 5864a, Garage, 171 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 107. COE# 5865, Second Cider Mill/Cabinet Shop, Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 108. COE# 5865, Second Cider Mill/Cabinet Shop, Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 108. COE# 5865, Second Cider Mill/Cabinet Shop, Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 109. COE# 5865, Second Cider Mill/Cabinet Shop, Second Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 110. COE# 5866, Barn/Warehouse, Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 110. COE# 5866, Barn/Warehouse, Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 111. COE# 5866, Barn/Warehouse, Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 112. COE# 5867, Leighley Residence, 373 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 112. COE# 5867, Leighley Residence, 373 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 113. COE# 5867, Leighley Residence, 373 Second Street, looking northeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 114. COE# 5867a, Leighley Residence Outbuilding, 373 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 114. COE# 5867a, Leighley Residence Outbuilding, 373 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 115. COE# 5867a, Leighley Residence Outbuilding, 373 Second Street, looking northwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 116. COE# 5867b, Leighley Residence Garage, 373 Second Street, looking west 
	Photo 116. COE# 5867b, Leighley Residence Garage, 373 Second Street, looking west 
	Photo 117. COE# 5867b, Leighley Residence Garage, 373 Second Street, looking east 
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	Figure
	Photo 118. COE# 5868, Residence, 380 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 118. COE# 5868, Residence, 380 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 119. COE# 5868, Residence, 380 Second Street, looking northwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 120. COE# 5868a, Outbuilding, 380 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 120. COE# 5868a, Outbuilding, 380 Second Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 121. COE# 5869, Gregg Residence, 430 Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 122. COE# 5869, Gregg Residence, 430 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 122. COE# 5869, Gregg Residence, 430 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 123. COE# 5869a, Gregg Residence Playhouse, 430 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 124. COE# 5869a, Gregg Residence Playhouse, 430 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 124. COE# 5869a, Gregg Residence Playhouse, 430 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 125. COE# 5869b, Gregg Residence Outbuilding, 430 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 126. COE# 5869b, Gregg Residence Outbuilding, 430 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 126. COE# 5869b, Gregg Residence Outbuilding, 430 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 127. COE# 5869c, Gregg Residence Gazebo, 430 Second Street, looking south 
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	Figure
	Photo 128. COE# 5869c, Gregg Residence Gazebo, 430 Second Street, looking north 
	Photo 128. COE# 5869c, Gregg Residence Gazebo, 430 Second Street, looking north 
	Photo 129. COE# 5870, Sheep Herder’s House, 461 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 130. COE# 5870, Sheep Herder’s House, 461 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 130. COE# 5870, Sheep Herder’s House, 461 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 131. COE# 5870a, Sheep Herder’s House Outbuilding, 461 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 132. COE# 5870a, Sheep Herder’s House Outbuilding, 461 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 132. COE# 5870a, Sheep Herder’s House Outbuilding, 461 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 133. COE# 5870b, Sheep Herder’s House Garage, 461 Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 134. COE# 5870b, Sheep Herder’s House Garage, 461 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 134. COE# 5870b, Sheep Herder’s House Garage, 461 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 135. COE# 5870c, Sheep Herder’s Barn, 461 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 136. COE# 5870c, Sheep Herder’s Barn, 461 Second Street, looking north 
	Photo 136. COE# 5870c, Sheep Herder’s Barn, 461 Second Street, looking north 
	Photo 137. COE# 5871, House No. 21 Garage, 254 Foltz Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 138. COE# 5871, House No. 21 Garage, 254 Foltz Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 139. COE# 5872, House No. 21, 254 Foltz Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 140. COE# 5872, House No. 21, 254 Foltz Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 141. COE# 5873, Residence, 251 Foltz Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 142. COE# 5873, Residence, 251 Foltz Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 142. COE# 5873, Residence, 251 Foltz Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 143. COE# 5873a, Garage, 251 Foltz Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 144. COE# 5873a, Garage, 251 Foltz Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 145. COE# 5874, House No. 19, 194 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 146. COE# 5874, House No. 19, 194 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 147. COE# 5874a, House No. 19 Garage, 194 Third Street, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 148. COE# 5874a, House No. 19 Garage, 194 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 148. COE# 5874a, House No. 19 Garage, 194 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 149. COE# 5874b, House No. 19 Outbuilding, 194 Third Street, looking southwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 150. COE# 5874b, House No. 19 Outbuilding, 194 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 151. COE# 5875, House No. 17, 203 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 152. COE# 5875, House No. 17, 203 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 153. COE# 5875a, House No. 17 Garage, 203 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 154. COE# 5875a, House No. 17 Garage, 203 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 154. COE# 5875a, House No. 17 Garage, 203 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 155. COE# 5875b, House No. 17 Outbuilding, 203 Third Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 156. COE# 5875b, House No. 17 Outbuilding, 203 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 156. COE# 5875b, House No. 17 Outbuilding, 203 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 157. COE# 5875c, House No. 17 Outbuilding, 203 Third Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 158. COE# 5875c, House No. 17 Outbuilding, 203 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 159. COE# 5876, House No. 14, 199 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 160. COE# 5876, House No. 14, 199 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 161. COE# 5876a, House No. 14 Garage, 199 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 162. COE# 5876a, House No. 14 Garage, 199 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 163. COE# 5877, House No. 35, 171 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 164. COE# 5877, House No. 35, 171 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 165. COE# 5877a, Zoar Chandlery and Sunshine Candleworks, 171 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 166. COE# 5877a, Zoar Chandlery and Sunshine Candleworks, 171 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 167. COE# 5878, House No. 13, 160 Third Street, looking west 
	Figure
	Photo 168. COE# 5878, House No. 13, 160 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 169. COE# 5878, House No. 13, 160 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 170. COE# 5879, House No. 18, 245 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 171. COE# 5879, House No. 18, 245 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 172. COE# 5879a, House No. 18 Outbuilding, 245 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 172. COE# 5879a, House No. 18 Outbuilding, 245 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 173. COE# 5879a, House No. 18 Outbuilding, 245 Third Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 174. COE# 5880, Residence, 294 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 174. COE# 5880, Residence, 294 Third Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 175. COE# 5880, Residence, 294 Third Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 176. COE# 5880a, Garage, 294 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 177. COE# 5881, House No. 30, 3396 East Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 178. COE# 5881, House No. 30, 3396 East Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 179. COE# 5881, House No. 30, 3396 East Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 180. COE# 5882, House No. 16, 254 Fourth Street, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 181. COE# 5882, House No. 16, 254 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 182. COE# 5882, House No. 16, 254 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 183. COE# 5882, House No. 16, 254 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 184. COE# 5883, Zoar School/Third School, Foltz Street, looking north 
	Photo 184. COE# 5883, Zoar School/Third School, Foltz Street, looking north 
	Photo 185. COE# 5883, Zoar School/Third School, Foltz Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 186. COE# 5883, Zoar School/Third School, Foltz Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 187. COE# 5884, House No. 20, 396 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 188. COE# 5884, House No. 20, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 189. COE# 5884a, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 190. COE# 5884a, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 190. COE# 5884a, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 191. COE# 5884b, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking south 
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	Photo 192. COE# 5884b, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 192. COE# 5884b, House No. 20 Outbuilding, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 193. COE# 5884c, House No. 20 Garage, 396 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 194. COE# 5884c, House No. 20 Garage, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 194. COE# 5884c, House No. 20 Garage, 396 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 195. COE# 5885, House No. 15, Foltz Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 196. COE# 5885, House No. 15, Foltz Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 196. COE# 5885, House No. 15, Foltz Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 197. COE# 5885a, Spring Lot Park Gazebo, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 198. COE# 5885a, Spring Lot Park Gazebo, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 198. COE# 5885a, Spring Lot Park Gazebo, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 199. COE# 5885b, House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation, Foltz Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 200. COE# 5885b, House No. 15 Outbuilding Foundation, Foltz Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 201. COE# 5886, House No. 12, 117 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 202. COE# 5886, House No. 12, 117 Third Street, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 203. COE# 5886a, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 204. COE# 5886a, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 204. COE# 5886a, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 205. COE# 5886b, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 206. COE# 5886b, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 206. COE# 5886b, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 207. COE# 5886c, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 208. COE# 5886c, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 208. COE# 5886c, House No. 12 Outbuilding, 117 Third Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 209. COE# 5887, House No. 34, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southwest 
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	Photo 210. COE# 5887, House No. 34, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 210. COE# 5887, House No. 34, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 211. COE# 5887, House No. 34, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking northeast 
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	Photo 212. COE# 5887a, House No. 34 Garage, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 212. COE# 5887a, House No. 34 Garage, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 213. COE# 5887a, House No. 34 Garage, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
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	Photo 214. COE# 5887a, House No. 34 Outbuilding Foundation, southeast corner of Fourth and Main Streets, looking east 
	Figure
	Photo 215. COE# 5888, The Tin Shop/The 1 Cobbler’s Shop, 385 Main Street, looking southeast 
	st

	Figure
	Photo 216. COE# 5888, The Tin Shop/The 1 Cobbler’s Shop, 385 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 216. COE# 5888, The Tin Shop/The 1 Cobbler’s Shop, 385 Main Street, looking northeast 
	st

	Photo 217. COE# 5889, The Bakery, 430 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 218. COE# 5889, The Bakery, 430 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 218. COE# 5889, The Bakery, 430 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 219. COE# 5889, The Bakery, 430 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 220. COE# 5890, Restroom Building, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 220. COE# 5890, Restroom Building, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 221. COE# 5890, Restroom Building, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 222. COE# 5891, Garden House/Greenhouse, Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 222. COE# 5891, Garden House/Greenhouse, Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 223. COE# 5891, Garden House/Greenhouse, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 224. COE# 5891a, Garden Spring House, northwest corner of Third and Main Streets, looking west 
	Photo 224. COE# 5891a, Garden Spring House, northwest corner of Third and Main Streets, looking west 
	Photo 225. COE# 5891a, Garden Spring House, northwest corner of Third and Main Streets, looking north 
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	Photo 226. COE# 5892, House No. 10, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 226. COE# 5892, House No. 10, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 227. COE# 5892, House No. 10, Fourth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 228. COE# 5892, House No. 10, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 228. COE# 5892, House No. 10, Fourth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 229. COE# 5892a, House No. 10 Garage, Fourth Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 230. COE# 5892a, House No. 10 Garage, Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 230. COE# 5892a, House No. 10 Garage, Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 231. COE# 5893, House No. 9, northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking northeast 
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	Photo 232. COE# 5893, House No. 9, northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 232. COE# 5893, House No. 9, northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 233. COE# 5893, House No. 9, northeast corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking northwest 
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	Photo 234. COE# 5893a, House No. 9 Outbuilding, corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 234. COE# 5893a, House No. 9 Outbuilding, corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 235. COE# 5893a, House No. 9 Outbuilding, corner of Park and Fourth Streets, looking northeast 
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	Photo 236. COE# 5894, House No. 6, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 236. COE# 5894, House No. 6, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 237. COE# 5894, House No. 6, 210 Fourth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 238. COE# 5894a, House No. 6 Garage, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 238. COE# 5894a, House No. 6 Garage, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 239. COE# 5894a, House No. 6 Garage, 210 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 240. COE# 5894b, House No. 6 Outbuilding, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 240. COE# 5894b, House No. 6 Outbuilding, 210 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 241. COE# 5894b, House No. 6 Outbuilding, 210 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 242. COE# 5895, House No. 8, 205 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 242. COE# 5895, House No. 8, 205 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 243. COE# 5895, House No. 8, 205 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 244. COE# 5895a, House No. 8 Garage, 205 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 244. COE# 5895a, House No. 8 Garage, 205 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 245. COE# 5895a, House No. 8 Garage, 205 Fourth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 246. COE# 5896, House No. 7, 249 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 246. COE# 5896, House No. 7, 249 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 247. COE# 5896, House No. 7, 249 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 248. COE# 5896a, House No. 7 Outbuilding, 249 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 248. COE# 5896a, House No. 7 Outbuilding, 249 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 249. COE# 5896a, House No. 7 Outbuilding, 249 Fourth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 250. COE# 5897, Residence, 267 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 250. COE# 5897, Residence, 267 Fourth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 251. COE# 5897, Residence, 267 Fourth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 252. COE# 5897a, Garage, 267 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 252. COE# 5897a, Garage, 267 Fourth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 253. COE# 5897a, Garage, 267 Fourth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 254. COE# 5898, Residence, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 254. COE# 5898, Residence, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 255. COE# 5898, Residence, 368 Park Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 256. COE# 5898a, Garage, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 256. COE# 5898a, Garage, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 257. COE# 5898a, Garage, 368 Park Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 258. COE# 5898b, Outbuilding, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 258. COE# 5898b, Outbuilding, 368 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 259. COE# 5898b, Outbuilding, 368 Park Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 260. COE# 5899, Township Garage, Foltz Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 260. COE# 5899, Township Garage, Foltz Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 261. COE# 5899, Township Garage, Foltz Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 262. COE# 5900, Zoar Volunteer Fire Department, southwest corner of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 263. COE# 5900, Zoar Volunteer Fire Department, southwest corner of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 264. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking south 
	Photo 264. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking south 
	Photo 265. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking southwest 
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	Photo 266. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 266. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 267. COE# 5901, Third Meetinghouse, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking northwest 
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	Photo 268. COE# 5901a, Third Meetinghouse Outbuilding, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 268. COE# 5901a, Third Meetinghouse Outbuilding, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 269. COE# 5901a, Third Meetinghouse Outbuilding, corner of Fifth and Main Streets, looking northwest 
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	Photo 270. COE# 5902, Residence, 470 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 270. COE# 5902, Residence, 470 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 271. COE# 5902, Residence, 470 Main Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 272. COE# 5902a, Garage, 470 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 272. COE# 5902a, Garage, 470 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 273. COE# 5902a, Garage, 470 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 274. COE# 5903, House No. 36, 120 Fifth Street, looking west 
	Figure
	Photo 275. COE# 5903, House No. 36, 120 Fifth Street, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 276. COE# 5903, House No. 36, and COE# 5903b, House No. 36 Playhouse, 120 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 276. COE# 5903, House No. 36, and COE# 5903b, House No. 36 Playhouse, 120 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 277. COE# 5903a, House No. 36 Garage, 120 Fifth Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 278. COE# 5903a, House No. 36 Garage, 120 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 278. COE# 5903a, House No. 36 Garage, 120 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 279. COE# 5904, Residence, 516 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 280. COE# 5904, Residence, 516 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 280. COE# 5904, Residence, 516 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 281. COE# 5904a, Garage, 516 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 282. COE# 5904a, Garage, 516 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 282. COE# 5904a, Garage, 516 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 283. COE# 5904b, Outbuilding, 516 Main Street, looking north 
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	Photo 284. COE# 5905, Residence, 195 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 284. COE# 5905, Residence, 195 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 285. COE# 5905, Residence, 195 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 286. COE# 5905a, Outbuilding, 195 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 286. COE# 5905a, Outbuilding, 195 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 287. COE# 5905a, Outbuilding, 195 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 288. COE# 5906, Storage Barn, 586 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 288. COE# 5906, Storage Barn, 586 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 289. COE# 5906, Storage Barn, 586 Park Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 290. COE# 5907, Burkhart Residence, 252 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 290. COE# 5907, Burkhart Residence, 252 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 291. COE# 5907, Burkhart Residence, 252 Fifth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 292. COE# 5907a, Burkhart Residence Outbuilding, 252 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 292. COE# 5907a, Burkhart Residence Outbuilding, 252 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 293. COE# 5907b, Burkhart Residence Gazebo, 252 Fifth Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 294. COE# 5907c, Burkhart Residence Carport, 252 Fifth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 294. COE# 5907c, Burkhart Residence Carport, 252 Fifth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 295. COE# 5907c, Burkhart Residence Carport, 252 Fifth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 296. COE# 5908, Gordon Residence, 586 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 296. COE# 5908, Gordon Residence, 586 Park Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 297. COE# 5908, Gordon Residence, 586 Park Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 298. COE# 5909, Barn/Garage, 193 Sixth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 298. COE# 5909, Barn/Garage, 193 Sixth Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 299. COE# 5909, Barn/Garage, 193 Sixth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 300. COE# 5909a, Residence, 193 Sixth Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 300. COE# 5909a, Residence, 193 Sixth Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 301. COE# 5909a, Residence, 193 Sixth Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 302. COE# 5909b, Outbuilding, 193 Sixth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 302. COE# 5909b, Outbuilding, 193 Sixth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 303. COE# 5910, Residence, 598 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 304. COE# 5910, Residence, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 304. COE# 5910, Residence, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 305. COE# 5910a, Garage, 598 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 306. COE# 5910a, Garage, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 306. COE# 5910a, Garage, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 307. COE# 5910b, Outbuilding, 598 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 308. COE# 5910b, Outbuilding, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 308. COE# 5910b, Outbuilding, 598 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 309. COE# 5911, Residence, 630 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 310. COE# 5911, Residence, 630 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 310. COE# 5911, Residence, 630 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 311. COE# 5911a, Outbuilding, 630 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 312. COE# 5911a, Outbuilding, 630 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 312. COE# 5911a, Outbuilding, 630 Main Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 313. COE# 5911b, Outbuilding, 630 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 314. COE# 5912, Residence, 656 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 314. COE# 5912, Residence, 656 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 315. COE# 5912, Residence, 656 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 316. COE# 5913, Garage, 660 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 316. COE# 5913, Garage, 660 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 317. COE# 5913, Garage, 660 Main Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 318. COE# 5913a, Residence, 660 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 318. COE# 5913a, Residence, 660 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 319. COE# 5913a, Residence, 660 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 320. COE# 5914, Rumbach Residence, 192 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 320. COE# 5914, Rumbach Residence, 192 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 321. COE# 5914, Rumbach Residence, 192 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 322. COE# 5914a, Rumbach Residence Outbuilding, 192 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 322. COE# 5914a, Rumbach Residence Outbuilding, 192 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 323. COE# 5914a, Rumbach Residence Outbuilding, 192 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 324. COE# 5915, Residence, 571 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 324. COE# 5915, Residence, 571 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 325. COE# 5915, Residence, 571 Park Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 326. COE# 5916, Residence, 645 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 326. COE# 5916, Residence, 645 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 327. COE# 5916, Residence, 645 Park Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 328. COE# 5916a, Outbuilding, 645 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 328. COE# 5916a, Outbuilding, 645 Park Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 329. COE# 5916b, Outbuilding, 645 Park Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 330. COE# 5917, Garage, northwest corner of East and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 330. COE# 5917, Garage, northwest corner of East and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 331. COE# 5917, Garage, northwest corner of East and Fourth Streets, looking northwest 
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	Photo 332. COE# 5918, Residence, 760 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 332. COE# 5918, Residence, 760 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 333. COE# 5918, Residence, 760 Main Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 334. COE# 5918a, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 334. COE# 5918a, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 335. COE# 5918a, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 336. COE# 5918b, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 336. COE# 5918b, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 337. COE# 5918b, Outbuilding, 760 Main Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 338. COE# 5919, Residence, 210 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 338. COE# 5919, Residence, 210 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 339. COE# 5919, Residence, 210 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 340. COE# 5919a, Garage, 210 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 340. COE# 5919a, Garage, 210 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 341. COE# 5919a, Garage, 210 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 342. COE# 5919b, Outbuilding, 210 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 342. COE# 5919b, Outbuilding, 210 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 343. COE# 5919b, Outbuilding, 210 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 344. COE# 5920, Eddy Residence, 258 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 344. COE# 5920, Eddy Residence, 258 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 345. COE# 5920, Eddy Residence, 258 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 346. COE# 5920a, Eddy Residence Garage, 258 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 346. COE# 5920a, Eddy Residence Garage, 258 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 347. COE# 5921, Residence, 298 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 348. COE# 5921, Residence, 298 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 348. COE# 5921, Residence, 298 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 349. COE# 5921a, Garage, 298 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 350. COE# 5922, Residence, 338 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 350. COE# 5922, Residence, 338 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 351. COE# 5922, Residence, 338 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 352. COE# 5923, Residence, 380 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 352. COE# 5923, Residence, 380 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 353. COE# 5923, Residence, 380 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 354. COE# 5924, Residence, 445 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 354. COE# 5924, Residence, 445 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 355. COE# 5924, Residence, 445 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 356. COE# 5924a, Garage, 445 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 356. COE# 5924a, Garage, 445 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 357. COE# 5924a, Garage, 445 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 358. COE# 5924b, Outbuilding, 445 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 358. COE# 5924b, Outbuilding, 445 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 359. COE# 5926, Residence, 491 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 360. COE# 5926, Residence, 491 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 360. COE# 5926, Residence, 491 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 361. COE# 5927, Residence, 535 Seventh Street, looking north 
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	Photo 362. COE# 5927, Residence, 535 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 362. COE# 5927, Residence, 535 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 363. COE# 5929, Residence, 464 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 364. COE# 5929, Residence, 464 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 364. COE# 5929, Residence, 464 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 365. COE# 5929a, Outbuilding, 464 Seventh Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 366. COE# 5929a, Outbuilding, 464 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 366. COE# 5929a, Outbuilding, 464 Seventh Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 367. COE# 5929b, Oil Shed, 464 Seventh Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 368. COE# 5929b, Oil Shed, 464 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 368. COE# 5929b, Oil Shed, 464 Seventh Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 369. COE# 5929c, Alexander Gunn Grave/Memorial, 464 Seventh Street, looking west 
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	Photo 370. COE# 5929c, Alexander Gunn Grave/Memorial, 464 Seventh Street, looking west 
	Photo 370. COE# 5929c, Alexander Gunn Grave/Memorial, 464 Seventh Street, looking west 
	Photo 371. COE# 5930, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing, 731 Main Street, looking south 
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	Photo 372. COE# 5930, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing, 731 Main Street, looking north 
	Photo 372. COE# 5930, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing, 731 Main Street, looking north 
	Photo 373. COE# 5930a, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing Outbuilding, 731 Main Street, looking west 
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	Photo 374. COE# 5930a, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing Outbuilding, 731 Main Street, looking east 
	Photo 374. COE# 5930a, Zoar Motocross and Auto Detailing Outbuilding, 731 Main Street, looking east 
	Photo 375. COE# 5931, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 376. COE# 5931, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 376. COE# 5931, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 377. COE# 5932, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 378. COE# 5932, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 378. COE# 5932, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 379. COE# 5933, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 380. COE# 5933, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 380. COE# 5933, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 381. COE# 5934, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 382. COE# 5934, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 382. COE# 5934, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 383. COE# 5935, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 384. COE# 5935, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 384. COE# 5935, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 385. COE# 5936, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 386. COE# 5936, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 386. COE# 5936, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 387. COE# 5937, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 388. COE# 5937, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 388. COE# 5937, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 389. COE# 5937a, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
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	Photo 390. COE# 5937b, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 390. COE# 5937b, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 391. COE# 5938, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking west 
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	Photo 392. COE# 5938, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 392. COE# 5938, Wilkshire Self Storage, 1675 Dover-Zoar Road, looking east 
	Photo 393. COE# 5939, Residence, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 394. COE# 5939, Residence, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 394. COE# 5939, Residence, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 395. COE# 5939a, Outbuilding, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
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	Photo 396. COE# 5939a, Outbuilding, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 396. COE# 5939a, Outbuilding, 1713 Dover-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 397. COE# 5947, Gintz Residence, 9400 Main Street, looking west 
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	Photo 398. COE# 5947, Gintz Residence, 9400 Main Street, looking south 
	Photo 398. COE# 5947, Gintz Residence, 9400 Main Street, looking south 
	Photo 399. COE# 5947a, Gintz Residence Garage, 9400 Main Street, looking north 
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	Photo 400. COE# 5947b, Gintz Residence Garage, 9400 Main Street, looking north 
	Photo 400. COE# 5947b, Gintz Residence Garage, 9400 Main Street, looking north 
	Photo 401. COE# 5947c, Gintz Residence Playhouse, 9400 Main Street, looking north 
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	Photo 402. COE# 5948, Scheideger Residence, 9424 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 402. COE# 5948, Scheideger Residence, 9424 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 403. COE# 5948, Scheideger Residence, 9424 Main Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 404. COE# 5948a, Scheideger Residence Outbuilding, 9424 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 404. COE# 5948a, Scheideger Residence Outbuilding, 9424 Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 405. COE# 5948b, Scheideger Residence Outbuilding, 9424 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 406. COE# 5948c, Scheideger Residence Outbuilding, 9424 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 406. COE# 5948c, Scheideger Residence Outbuilding, 9424 Main Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 407. COE# 5949, Residence, 9442 Main Street, looking west 
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	Photo 408. COE# 5949, Residence, 9442 Main Street, looking south 
	Photo 408. COE# 5949, Residence, 9442 Main Street, looking south 
	Photo 409. COE# 5949a, Garage, 9442 Main Street, looking west 
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	Photo 410. COE# 5949a, Garage, 9442 Main Street, looking east 
	Photo 410. COE# 5949a, Garage, 9442 Main Street, looking east 
	Photo 411. COE# 5949b, Outbuilding, 9442 Main Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 412. COE# 6017, Treasurer’s House Garage, 214 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 412. COE# 6017, Treasurer’s House Garage, 214 Main Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 413. COE# 6017, Treasurer’s House Garage, 214 Main Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 414. COE# 6018, House No. 13 Garage, 160 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 414. COE# 6018, House No. 13 Garage, 160 Third Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 415. COE# 6018, House No. 13 Garage, 160 Third Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 416. COE# 6019, Residence, 160 Third Street, looking west 
	Photo 416. COE# 6019, Residence, 160 Third Street, looking west 
	Photo 417. COE# 6019, Residence, 160 Third Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 418. COE# TH01, Residence, 1862 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 418. COE# TH01, Residence, 1862 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 419. COE# TH01, Residence, 1862 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 420. COE# TH02, Residence, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 420. COE# TH02, Residence, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 421. COE# TH02, Residence, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 422. COE# TH02a, Garage, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 422. COE# TH02a, Garage, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 423. COE# TH02a, Garage, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 424. COE# TH02b, Outbuilding, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
	Photo 424. COE# TH02b, Outbuilding, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
	Photo 425. COE# TH02b, Outbuilding, 1948 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 426. COE# TH03, Vrsan Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 426. COE# TH03, Vrsan Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 427. COE# TH03, Vrsan Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 428. COE# TH03a, Vrsan Residence Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 428. COE# TH03a, Vrsan Residence Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 429. COE# TH03b, Vrsan Residence Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 430. COE# TH03c and TH03d, Vrsan Residence Outbuildings, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 430. COE# TH03c and TH03d, Vrsan Residence Outbuildings, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 431. COE# TH03e and TH03f, Vrsan Residence Outbuildings, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 432. COE# TH03g, Vrsan Residence Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 432. COE# TH03g, Vrsan Residence Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking north 
	Photo 433. COE# TH04, Residence, 2012 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 434. COE# TH04, Residence, 2012 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 434. COE# TH04, Residence, 2012 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 435. COE# TH04a, Outbuilding, 2012 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 436. COE# TH05, Residence, 760 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 436. COE# TH05, Residence, 760 Second Street, looking southeast 
	Photo 437. COE# TH05, Residence, 760 Second Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 438. COE# TH05a, Outbuilding, 760 Second Street, looking south 
	Photo 438. COE# TH05a, Outbuilding, 760 Second Street, looking south 
	Photo 439. COE# TH06, Kirker Residence, 688 Second Street, looking southwest 
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	Photo 440. COE# TH06, Kirker Residence, 688 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 440. COE# TH06, Kirker Residence, 688 Second Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 441. COE# TH06a, Kirker Residence Outbuilding, 688 Second Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 442. COE# TH06a, Kirker Residence Outbuilding, 688 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 442. COE# TH06a, Kirker Residence Outbuilding, 688 Second Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 443. COE# TH07, Residence, 390 Michael Lane, looking south 
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	Photo 444. COE# TH08, Residence, 466 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 444. COE# TH08, Residence, 466 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 445. COE# TH08, Residence, 466 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 446. COE# TH09, Residence, 514 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 446. COE# TH09, Residence, 514 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 447. COE# TH09, Residence, 514 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 448. COE# TH09a, Garage, 514 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 448. COE# TH09a, Garage, 514 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 449. COE# TH09a, Garage, 514 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 450. COE# TH09b, Outbuilding, 514 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 450. COE# TH09b, Outbuilding, 514 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 451. COE# TH09c, Gazebo, 514 Michael Lane, looking west 
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	Photo 452. COE# TH10, Residence, Michael Lane, looking south 
	Photo 452. COE# TH10, Residence, Michael Lane, looking south 
	Photo 453. COE# TH10, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 454. COE# TH11, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 454. COE# TH11, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 455. COE# TH11, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 456. COE# TH11a, Garage, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 456. COE# TH11a, Garage, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 457. COE# TH12, Beam Residence, 784 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 458. COE# TH12, Beam Residence, 784 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 458. COE# TH12, Beam Residence, 784 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 459. COE# TH12a, Beam Residence Outbuilding, 784 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 460. COE# TH13, Cave Residence, 914 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 460. COE# TH13, Cave Residence, 914 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 461. COE# TH13, Cave Residence, 914 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
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	Photo 462. COE# TH13a, Cave Residence Outbuilding, 914 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 462. COE# TH13a, Cave Residence Outbuilding, 914 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 463. COE# TH14, Residence, 996 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 464. COE# TH14, Residence, 996 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 464. COE# TH14, Residence, 996 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 465. COE# TH15, Residence, 1094 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 466. COE# TH15, Residence, 1094 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 466. COE# TH15, Residence, 1094 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 467. COE# TH16, Residence, 1124 Michael Lane, looking west 
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	Photo 468. COE# TH16a, Outbuilding, 1124 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 468. COE# TH16a, Outbuilding, 1124 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Photo 469. COE# TH17, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 470. COE# TH17, Residence, Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 470. COE# TH17, Residence, Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 471. COE# TH18, Residence, 1266 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 472. COE# TH18, Residence, 1266 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 472. COE# TH18, Residence, 1266 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 473. COE# TH19, Residence, 1296 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 474. COE# TH19, Residence, 1296 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 474. COE# TH19, Residence, 1296 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 475. COE# TH20, Residence, 1520 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 476. COE# TH20, Residence, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 476. COE# TH20, Residence, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 477. COE# TH20a, Garage, 1520 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 478. COE# TH20a, Garage, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 478. COE# TH20a, Garage, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 479. COE# TH20b, Outbuilding, 1520 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 480. COE# TH20b, Outbuilding, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 480. COE# TH20b, Outbuilding, 1520 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 481. COE# TH21, Residence, 1661 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 482. COE# TH21, Residence, 1661 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 482. COE# TH21, Residence, 1661 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 483. COE# TH21a, Garage, 1661 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 484. COE# TH21b, Outbuilding, 1661 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 484. COE# TH21b, Outbuilding, 1661 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 485. COE# TH22, Residence, 1371 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 486. COE# TH22a, Outbuilding, 1371 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 486. COE# TH22a, Outbuilding, 1371 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 487. COE# TH22b, Outbuilding, 1371 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 488. COE# TH23, Residence, 1261 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 488. COE# TH23, Residence, 1261 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 489. COE# TH23, Residence, 1261 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 490. COE# TH23a, Outbuilding, 1261 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 490. COE# TH23a, Outbuilding, 1261 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 491. COE# TH23b, Playhouse, 1261 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 492. COE# TH24, “The Quarry” Residence, 845 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 492. COE# TH24, “The Quarry” Residence, 845 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 493. COE# TH24a, “The Quarry” Outbuilding, 845 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
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	Photo 494. COE# TH25, Residence, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 494. COE# TH25, Residence, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 495. COE# TH25, Residence, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
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	Photo 496. COE# TH25a, Garage, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 496. COE# TH25a, Garage, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 497. COE# TH25a, Garage, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
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	Photo 498. COE# TH25b, Outbuilding, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 498. COE# TH25b, Outbuilding, 849 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 499. COE# TH26, Residence, 795 Hickory Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 500. COE# TH26, Residence, 795 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 500. COE# TH26, Residence, 795 Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 501. COE# TH28, Residence, 691 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 502. COE# TH28, Residence, 691 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 502. COE# TH28, Residence, 691 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 503. COE# TH28a, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 504. COE# TH28a, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 504. COE# TH28a, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 505. COE# TH28b, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
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	Photo 506. COE# TH28b, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 506. COE# TH28b, Outbuilding, 691 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 507. COE# TH29, Residence, 521 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 508. COE# TH29, Residence, 521 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 508. COE# TH29, Residence, 521 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 509. COE# TH30, Amber Oaks Residence, 483 Michael Lane, looking northwest 
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	Photo 510. COE# TH30, Amber Oaks Residence, 483 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 510. COE# TH30, Amber Oaks Residence, 483 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 511. COE# TH31, Residence, 439 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 512. COE# TH31, Residence, 439 Michael Lane, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 513. COE# TH32, House No. 25, 326 Michael Lane, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 514. COE# TH32, House No. 25, 326 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 515. COE# TH32, House No. 25 Garage, 326 Michael Lane, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 516. COE# TH32, House No. 25 Garage, 326 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 516. COE# TH32, House No. 25 Garage, 326 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 517. COE# TH33, Residence, 765 Michael Lane, looking east 
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	Photo 518. COE# TH33a, Garage, 765 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 518. COE# TH33a, Garage, 765 Michael Lane, looking southeast 
	Photo 519. COE# TH34, Quilting Creations International Warehouse, 8778 Towpath Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 520. COE# TH34, Quilting Creations International Warehouse, 8778 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 520. COE# TH34, Quilting Creations International Warehouse, 8778 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 521. COE# TH34a, Quilting Creations International Garage, 8778 Towpath Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 522. COE# TH34a, Quilting Creations International Garage, 8778 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 522. COE# TH34a, Quilting Creations International Garage, 8778 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 523. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
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	Photo 524. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
	Photo 524. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
	Photo 525. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
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	Photo 526. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
	Photo 526. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, interior 
	Photo 527. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 528. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 528. COE# TH35, Canal Hotel, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 529. COE# TH35a, Canal Hotel Outdoor Bar, 8806 Towpath Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 530. COE# TH35a, Canal Hotel Outdoor Bar, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 530. COE# TH35a, Canal Hotel Outdoor Bar, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 531. COE# TH35b, Canal Hotel Outdoor Stage, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 532. COE# TH35b, Canal Hotel Outdoor Stage, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 532. COE# TH35b, Canal Hotel Outdoor Stage, 8806 Towpath Road, looking northeast 
	Photo 533. COE# TH36, Residence, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking south 
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	Photo 534. COE# TH36, Residence, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking north 
	Photo 534. COE# TH36, Residence, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking north 
	Photo 535. COE# TH36a, Garage, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking north 
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	Photo 536. COE# TH36a, Garage, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking east 
	Photo 536. COE# TH36a, Garage, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking east 
	Photo 537. COE# TH36b, Outbuilding, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking southeast 
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	Photo 538. COE# TH36b, Outbuilding, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking northeast 
	Photo 538. COE# TH36b, Outbuilding, corner of Towpath and Eberhart Roads, looking northeast 
	Photo 539. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation, Fifth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 540. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Vault entrance, Fifth Street, looking north 
	Photo 540. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Vault entrance, Fifth Street, looking north 
	Photo 541. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Vault, Fifth Street, looking north 
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	Photo 542. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Shelter, Fifth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 542. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Shelter, Fifth Street, looking southwest 
	Photo 543. COE# HDC01, Zoar Brewery Foundation Shelter, Fifth Street, looking northeast 
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	Photo 544. COE# HDC03, Zoar Woolen Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking northwest, June 2012 
	Figure
	Photo 545. COE# HDC03, Zoar Woolen Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking northwest, March 2013 
	Figure
	Photo 546. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 546. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 547. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking east 
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	Photo 548. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Ruins, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 549. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 550. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking west 
	Figure
	Photo 551. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 552. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking east 
	Photo 552. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking east 
	Photo 553. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, along State Route 212 and Tuscarawas River, looking east 
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	Photo 554. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation overview, looking northeast, March 2013 
	Figure
	Photo 555. COE# HDC04, Zoar Custom Mill Foundation, retaining wall detail looking east 
	Note construction date of 1897 for retaining wall. 
	Figure
	Photo 556. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking south 
	Photo 556. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking south 
	Photo 557. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking southwest 
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	Photo 558. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 558. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking southeast 
	Photo 559. COE# HDC05, Zoar Garden, bounded by Main, Third, and Fourth Streets, looking northeast 
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	Photo 560. COE# HDC06, Cow Barn Foundation, southwest corner of Second and Park Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 560. COE# HDC06, Cow Barn Foundation, southwest corner of Second and Park Streets, looking southwest 
	Photo 561. COE# HDC06, Cow Barn Foundation, southwest corner of Second and Park Streets, looking southeast 
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	Photo 562. COE# HDC06, Cow Barn Foundation, southwest corner of Second and Park Streets, looking northeast 
	Photo 562. COE# HDC06, Cow Barn Foundation, southwest corner of Second and Park Streets, looking northeast 
	Photo 563. COE# HDC07, Slaughterhouse Foundation, west end of Fifth Street by Zoar Lake, looking north 
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	Photo 564. COE# HDC07, Slaughterhouse Foundation, March 2013,  looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 565. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 566. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 567. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 568. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 569. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 570. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 571. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 572. COE# HDC08, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad Bridge Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 573. COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 574. COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 575. COE# HDC09, Saw Mill and Powerhouse Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 along the Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 576. COE# HDC10, Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 577. COE# HDC10, Zoar Mill Race Guard Lock, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 578. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 578. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 579. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
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	Photo 580. COE# HDC11, Zoar Mill Race, south of Zoar and east of the Tuscarawas River, March 2013, looking north, with stone lining visible 
	Note: Photo taken from same approximate location as Photo 579 
	Figure
	Photo 581. COE# HDC12, Zoar Dike Ruins, east bank the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 581. COE# HDC12, Zoar Dike Ruins, east bank the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Photo 582. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking southwest 
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	Photo 583. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Photo 583. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Photo 584. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
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	Photo 585. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Photo 585. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Photo 586. COE# HDC13, Zoar Iron Bridge, along County Road 111 and Tuscarawas River, looking south 
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	Photo 587. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking north 
	Photo 587. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking north 
	Photo 588. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking east 
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	Photo 589. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 590. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking northwest, March 2013 
	Figure
	Photo 591. COE# HDC14, Canal Mill Ruins, off County Road 111 and northwest of Canal Hotel, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 592. COE# HDC15 and HDC15a, Zoar Dam and State Dam, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 593. COE# HDC15, Zoar Dam detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 594. COE# HDC15, Zoar Dam detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking southwest 
	Figure
	Photo 595. COE# HDC15, Zoar Dam detail, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 596. COE# HDC15 and HDC15a, Zoar Dam and State Dam, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 on the Tuscarawas River, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 597. COE# HDC16, Lock 10, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 near the Tuscarawas River, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 598. COE# HDC17, Feeder Canal, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 near the Tuscarawas River, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 599. COE# HDC18, Canal Bed Ruins, east of County Road 111 and north of County Road 82 near the Tuscarawas River, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 600. COE# HDC19, Zoar Cemetery (Bimeler Grave Marker), west end of Seventh Street, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 601. COE# HDC19, Zoar Cemetery, west end of Seventh Street, looking north 
	Photo 601. COE# HDC19, Zoar Cemetery, west end of Seventh Street, looking north 
	Photo 602. COE# HDC20, Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed, end of Fifth Street, looking southeast 
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	Photo 603. COE# HDC20, Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed, end of Fifth Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 603. COE# HDC20, Zoar Wetland Arboretum Electric Meter Shed, end of Fifth Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 604. COE# HDC21, Zoar Miniature Golf Course, end of Fifth Street, looking northwest 
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	Photo 605. COE# HDC21, Zoar Miniature Golf Course, end of Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 605. COE# HDC21, Zoar Miniature Golf Course, end of Fifth Street, looking northeast 
	Photo 606. COE# HDC22, Zoar Lake Dam, stone berm, west side of Zoar Village, looking east 
	Photo 607. COE# HDC22, Zoar Lake Dam, stone berm, west side of Zoar Village, looking east 
	Photo 608. COE# HDC22, Zoar Lake Dam, west side of Zoar Village, looking west 
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	Figure
	Photo 609. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 609. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 610. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
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	Photo 611. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 611. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 612. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking northwest 
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	Photo 613. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southeast 
	Photo 613. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southeast 
	Photo 614. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking northwest 
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	Photo 615. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 615. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southwest 
	Photo 616. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking northwest 
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	Photo 617. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southeast 
	Photo 617. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking southeast 
	Photo 618. COE# HDC23, State Fish Hatchery No. 12 Ruins, near County Road 111, looking northeast 
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	Photo 619. COE# HDC24, Lime Kiln Ruins, east of Third Street, looking north 
	Photo 619. COE# HDC24, Lime Kiln Ruins, east of Third Street, looking north 
	Photo 620. COE# HDC25, USACE Pump Station, Main Street, looking southeast 
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	Figure
	Photo 621. COE# HDC25, USACE Pump Station, Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 621. COE# HDC25, USACE Pump Station, Main Street, looking northwest 
	Photo 622. COE# HDC26, Zoar levee, south and west end of Zoar, looking west 
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	Photo 623. COE# HDC27, Zoar Diversion Channel, east of Zoar, looking south 
	Photo 623. COE# HDC27, Zoar Diversion Channel, east of Zoar, looking south 
	Photo 624. COE# HDC27, Zoar Diversion Channel, east of Zoar, looking southeast 
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	Photo 625. COE# HDC27, Zoar Diversion Channel, east of Zoar, looking east 
	Photo 625. COE# HDC27, Zoar Diversion Channel, east of Zoar, looking east 
	Photo 626. COE# HDC28, Zoar Diversion Channel Box Culvert, Second Street, looking south 
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	Photo 627. COE# HDC29, Zoar Diversion Dam, east of Zoar, looking northwest 
	Photo 627. COE# HDC29, Zoar Diversion Dam, east of Zoar, looking northwest 
	Photo 628. COE# HDC29, Zoar Diversion Dam, east of Zoar, looking southeast 
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	Photo 629. COE# HDC30, Zoar Diversion Dam Data Logger Building, east of Zoar, looking southeast 
	Photo 629. COE# HDC30, Zoar Diversion Dam Data Logger Building, east of Zoar, looking southeast 
	Photo 630. COE# HDC30, Zoar Diversion Dam Data Logger Building, east of Zoar, looking northwest 
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	Photo 631. COE# HDC31, Residence, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 631. COE# HDC31, Residence, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 632. COE# HDC31, Residence, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 633. COE# HDC31a, Outbuilding, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 633. COE# HDC31a, Outbuilding, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 634. COE# HDC31a, Outbuilding, 1804 Dover-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 635. COE# HDC32, Brewery Foundation, 373 Second Street, looking south 
	Photo 635. COE# HDC32, Brewery Foundation, 373 Second Street, looking south 
	Photo 636. COE# HDC33, Utility Building, 9484 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 637. COE# HDC34, Outbuilding, 9496 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 637. COE# HDC34, Outbuilding, 9496 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 638. COE# HDC34, Outbuilding, 9496 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 639. COE# HDC35, Outbuilding, 9516 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 639. COE# HDC35, Outbuilding, 9516 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 640. COE# HDC35, Outbuilding, 9516 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 641. COE# HDC36, Outbuilding, 9548 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 641. COE# HDC36, Outbuilding, 9548 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 642. COE# HDC36, Outbuilding, 9548 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 643. COE# HDC37, Outbuilding, 9564 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 643. COE# HDC37, Outbuilding, 9564 Hess Mill Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 644. COE# HDC37, Outbuilding, 9564 Hess Mill Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 645. COE# HDC38, Outbuilding, 9594 Hess Mill Road, looking west 
	Photo 645. COE# HDC38, Outbuilding, 9594 Hess Mill Road, looking west 
	Photo 646. COE# HDC39, Outbuilding, 9646 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 647. COE# HDC40, Outbuilding, 9670 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
	Photo 647. COE# HDC40, Outbuilding, 9670 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
	Photo 648. COE# HDC41, Outbuilding, 9692Hess Mill Road, looking south 
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	Photo 649. COE# HDC42, Stolzer Residence Outbuilding, 9706 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
	Photo 649. COE# HDC42, Stolzer Residence Outbuilding, 9706 Hess Mill Road, looking south 
	Photo 650. COE# HDC43, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 651. COE# HDC43, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 651. COE# HDC43, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 652. COE# HDC43a, Hughes Residence Outbuilding, 9738 Hess Mill Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 653. COE# HDC44, Residence, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 653. COE# HDC44, Residence, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 654. COE# HDC44, Residence, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 655. COE# HDC44a, Garage, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
	Photo 655. COE# HDC44a, Garage, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking south 
	Photo 656. COE# HDC44a, Garage, 1902 Dover-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 657. COE# HDC46, Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 657. COE# HDC46, Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 658. COE# HDC46, Residence, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northeast 
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	Photo 659. COE# HDC46a, Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 659. COE# HDC46a, Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 660. COE# HDC46b, Outbuilding, 2035 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 661. COE# HDC47, Matthews Property Warehouse, Towpath Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 661. COE# HDC47, Matthews Property Warehouse, Towpath Road, looking southeast 
	Photo 662. COE# HDC47, Matthews Property Warehouse, Towpath Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 663. COE# HDC47a, Matthews Property Outbuilding, Towpath Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 663. COE# HDC47a, Matthews Property Outbuilding, Towpath Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 664. COE# HDC47a, Matthews Property Outbuilding, Towpath Road, looking southeast 
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	Photo 665. COE# HDC48, Outbuilding, Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 665. COE# HDC48, Outbuilding, Hickory Lane, looking northeast 
	Photo 666. COE# HDC49, Residence, Michael Lane, looking southwest 
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	Photo 667. COE# HDC49, Residence, Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 667. COE# HDC49, Residence, Michael Lane, looking northwest 
	Photo 668. COE# HDC50, Zoar Levee Seepage Blanket and Relief Wells, looking northwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 669. COE# HDC51, Zoar Diversion Dam Seepage Blanket and Relief Wells, looking west 
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	STREETSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHS 
	The streetscape level photographs were taken at intersections and other points of interest within the study area. The photographs are arranged here by intersection, starting at the intersection of First and Park Streets and moving east along the street. When the east end of the street is reached, the next set of photographs begins at the intersection of Park Street and Second Street, and then moves east along Second Street. In this manner, a photographic walkthrough of Zoar Village is presented here. 
	Figure
	Photo 670. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 670. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 671. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
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	Photo 672. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking east-southeast 
	Photo 672. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking east-southeast 
	Photo 673. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 674. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 674. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 675. Intersection of First and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 676. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 676. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 677. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 678. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 678. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 679. Intersection of First and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
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	Photo 680. Far east end of First Street, looking west 
	Photo 680. Far east end of First Street, looking west 
	Photo 681. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 682. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 682. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 683. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 684. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 684. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 685. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 686. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 686. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 687. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
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	Photo 688. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 688. Intersection of Second and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 689. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 690. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 690. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 691. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 692. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 692. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 693. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 694. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 694. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 695. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
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	Photo 696. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 696. Intersection of Second and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 697. Alley between Main and Foltz Streets, looking north 
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	Photo 698. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 698. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 699. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 700. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 700. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 701. Intersection of Second and Foltz Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 702. Intersection of Third and West Streets, looking east 
	Photo 702. Intersection of Third and West Streets, looking east 
	Photo 703. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 704. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 704. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 705. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 706. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 706. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 707. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 708. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 708. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 709. Intersection of Third and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 710. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 710. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 711. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking east-northeast 
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	Photo 712. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking east-southeast 
	Photo 712. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking east-southeast 
	Photo 713. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
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	Photo 714. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking south-southwest 
	Photo 714. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking south-southwest 
	Photo 715. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 716. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 716. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 717. Intersection of Third and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
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	Photo 718. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 718. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking north-northeast 
	Photo 719. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking east 
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	Photo 720. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 720. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 721. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 722. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking south-southwest 
	Photo 722. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking south-southwest 
	Photo 723. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 724. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 724. Intersection of Third and Foltz Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 725. Intersection of Third and East Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 726. Intersection of Third and East Streets, looking north 
	Photo 726. Intersection of Third and East Streets, looking north 
	Photo 727. Intersection of Third and East Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 728. Far west end of Fourth Street, looking east 
	Photo 728. Far west end of Fourth Street, looking east 
	Photo 729. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 730. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 730. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 731. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 732. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 732. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 733. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 734. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 734. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 735. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 736. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 736. Intersection of Fourth and Park Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 737. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 738. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 738. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking east-northeast 
	Photo 739. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 740. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 740. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 741. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 742. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 742. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 743. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 744. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 744. Intersection of Fourth and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
	Photo 745. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking east-northeast 
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	Photo 746. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking north 
	Photo 746. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking north 
	Photo 747. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking east-southeast 
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	Photo 748. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 748. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking south-southeast 
	Photo 749. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 750. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking west 
	Photo 750. Intersection of Fourth and Foltz Streets, looking west 
	Photo 751. Intersection of Fourth and East Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	Photo 752. Intersection of Fourth and East Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 752. Intersection of Fourth and East Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 753. Intersection of Fourth and East Streets, looking south 
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	Photo 754. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking east 
	Photo 754. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking east 
	Photo 755. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking south-southeast 
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	Photo 756. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking south 
	Photo 756. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking south 
	Photo 757. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking west-southwest 
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	Photo 758. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 758. Intersection of Fifth and Park Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 759. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking north-northeast 
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	Photo 760. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking east 
	Photo 760. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking east 
	Photo 761. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking south-southeast 
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	Photo 762. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 762. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 763. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 764. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 764. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking west-northwest 
	Photo 765. Intersection of Fifth and Main Streets, looking north-northwest 
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	Photo 766. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking east 
	Photo 766. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking east 
	Photo 767. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking south-southeast 
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	Photo 768. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 768. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking west-southwest 
	Photo 769. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking south-southwest 
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	Photo 770. Intersection of Fifth and Foltz Streets, looking west-northwest 
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	OUTLYING ZOAR RESOURCES PHOTOGRAPHS 
	This section includes photographs taken of known and suspected buildings that would have been on Zoar-owned property, but well outside the village limits. The various buildings are located along Mineral City-Zoar Road, in Zoarville, and along Towpath Road. The building in Zoarville is the 1847 Zoar Custom Mill relocated ca. 1940. 
	Figure
	Photo 771. Residence, 2332 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 772. Residence, 2332 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 772. Residence, 2332 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 773. Barn, 2332 Mineral City-Zoar Road, looking southwest 
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	Photo 774. Residence and outbuildings, 2791 Tuscarawas Valley Road, looking north 
	Photo 774. Residence and outbuildings, 2791 Tuscarawas Valley Road, looking north 
	Photo 775. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, looking northwest 
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	Figure
	Photo 776. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 776. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, looking southwest 
	Photo 777. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
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	Figure
	Photo 778. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
	Photo 778. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
	Photo 779. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
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	Photo 780. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
	Photo 780. Zoar Custom Mill, 3422 New Zoarville Road, interior 
	Photo 781. 1891 Separatist Barn, 9872 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
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	Photo 782. Post-Separatist Residence, 9872 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 782. Post-Separatist Residence, 9872 Towpath Road, looking northwest 
	Photo 783. Possible Separatist-era Barn, 9742 Towpath Road, looking west 
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	Photo 784. Overview of possible Zoar Furnace location, south of 9742 Towpath Road, looking southwest 
	Circle added by HDC to indicate potential furnace remnantson hillside 
	Figure
	Photo 785. Close-up of possible Zoar Furnace remnants, south of 9742 Towpath Road, looking southwest 
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	HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH COMPARISONS 
	As part of taking streetscape photographs of Zoar Village, HDC was inspired to recreate selected images in Kathleen Fernandez’s A Singular People: Images of Zoar (2003). Fifteen historic scenes from Fernandez’s book were scanned and were replicated as closely as possible by taking photographs from a similar perspective, showing the modern streetscape. These image pairs are presented here, with the modern view first, followed by the historical view. 
	Figure
	Photo 786. Main Street at First Street, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 787. Main Street at First Street, looking northwest, ca. 1890s  
	Source: Fernandez 2003:101 
	Figure
	Photo 788. Christina Peterman’s grave, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 789. Christina Peterman’s grave, looking north, post-1896 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:47 
	Figure
	Photo 790. Zoar Hotel, looking southeast 
	Figure
	Photo 791. Zoar Hotel, looking southeast, ca. 1890s 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:13 
	Figure
	Photo 792. Third Meetinghouse, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 793. Third Meetinghouse, looking south, unknown date 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:46 
	Figure
	Photo 794. Bakery, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 795. Bakery, looking northwest, ca. 1890s–1900 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:96 
	Figure
	Photo 796. Garden springhouse, looking northwest 
	Figure
	Photo 797. Garden springhouse, looking northwest, ca. 1910s 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:128 
	Figure
	Photo 798. Second Street at Main Street, looking west 
	Figure
	Photo 799. Second Street at Main Street, looking west, ca. 1880s–1890s 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:92 
	Figure
	Photo 800. House No. 17 (Boys Dormitory), looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 801. House No. 17 (Boys Dormitory), looking northeast, ca. 1920s 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:50 
	Figure
	Photo 802. Main Street at Zoar Town Hall, looking north 
	Figure
	Photo 803. Main Street at Zoar Town Hall, looking north 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:159 
	Figure
	Photo 804. House No. 9 (Zeeb Cabin), looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 805. House No. 9 (Zeeb Cabin), looking northeast, unknown date 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:32 
	Figure
	Photo 806. Public Garden, looking south 
	Figure
	Photo 807. Public Garden, looking south 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:117 
	Figure
	Photo 808. Public Garden and Garden House, looking northeast 
	Figure
	Photo 809. Public Garden and Garden House, looking northeast, ca. 1930s 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:17 
	Figure
	Photo 810. First Street at Park Street, looking east 
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	Photo 811. First Street at Park Street, looking east, post-1892 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:27 
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	Photo 812. House No. 12 (Assembly House), looking northeast 
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	Photo 813. House No. 12 (Assembly House), looking northeast, ca. 1900 
	Source: Fernandez 2003:107 
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